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og a $5,000,000 Limb
•EMiEST PHOOF

• Fate of the NBC-TV Saturday-

night' “All-Star Revue” Will be re-

solved within the next few days,

When the network Will decide once

and for all whether to call it quits

'permanently oh the star-rotating

urogram. - '

, „ _
; Although NftCte video program
execs had an impressive talent ros-

ier tentatively lined Up for the

including Aufch new-
comers as Maurice ’ ^Chevalier,

Harold Lloyd, ‘Ritz Bros, end Tallu-

lah Bankhead, sponsorship trouble

cropped Up. last Week. Rather than

risk going out on a limb.von such

a costly undertaking, NBGUias de-
’elded, unless the matter; is re-

solved this week with a pr^guaram
tee of $5,000,000 a year in "hillings,

.to forget the whole thingj^hd open
up Saturday 8 to 9 for half-hour

singlei-sponsor programs. -

' Initial snag arose" when Snow
. Crop served notice it was cancel-

ling out. On top of that* further
' client trouble developed with

Kellogg, which has been balking

at the firm 52-week commitment
.insisted upon by NBC. It Kellogg

.refuses to. come .back on NBC’s
terms (and the network. )vants an
lanSwer . this . week) ,

that would

, leave only Ret JVfok.to' underwrite
• the costly 'hour showcase. NBC
• isn’t willing to gamble on the possi-

bility of two additional' cllehts com*
‘ing in at a later .date, in view of

-the talent-production oin entailed.
• ’ NBG is sorely, pressed Iqr desir-

labie half-hour segments in
.

which
. to install new programs,^ such as

. the Fred Allen “Two For the

i
Money” stanza and .other recent

. acquisitions. Web execs say the

:
Saturday periods would help solve

J
matters.

;
The Ocean May Be ‘New’

At Coney, Bat Otherwise

-- ' By jDfcANSoN
This is thd. year of foe golden-

* rich sand . and . the crystal-clear

purification of the waters of Coney

; Island, if. you can believe the word
’ of humorless, knowledgable sani-

i tatlon .engineers, A new sewage-
* treatment plant in Bay Ridge was
‘ recently" completed, and the gar-

bage-disposal savants insist that

this should eliminate a great deal

of the pollution of the waters at

the country’s mammoth Brooklyn
ocean playground, which tried to

open Its doors officially Memorial
Day weekend.
For the occasion the seaside

showmen liaVe coined a new epic

sld&an, ‘’Even the Ocean Is New
At Coney,” This historic line re-

places the oldie, “Sweat At Flush-
ing And Swim At Coney,” a pro-

verb created during Grover Whal-
en’s Trylon and Perisphere days at

Flushing Meadows.
The sewage-treatment plant cost

$19,000,000, and Public Works
Commissioner Frederick H. Zur-
muhlin says the ocean is now free

- - (Continued on page 62)

In Brit for Pic, Ferrer

.
May Do London Legiter

London, June 3.

Jose Ferrer, who is due June 11
to star in the Romulus production
of “Moulin Rouge,” also may ap^
pear in legit here. Ferrer has been
approached on the idea by several

London' managements, including

Sir Laurence Olivier and H. M°.

Tennent, with a view to setting

up a joint presentation.

Of three possible shoWg, the most
likely is figured to be.“The Shrike,”

in which Ferrer himself would star.

The actor has just completed .
a

Broadway' appearance, in the Pulit-

zer prize play, which he produced
and directed.

50,000,000 Sets,

1,500TV Stations

In 5 Yrs.-Sarnotf
Hot Springs, Va., June 8.

Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, board
chairman of RCA, predicted here

last week there will probably be

50,000,000 TV sets in use in the

next five years and about 1,500

video broadcasting stations with a

potential audience of 150,000,000

people.
1

In an address before the Life

Insurance Assn, of America, Gen.

Sarnoff said the lifting of the

freeze and the opening up of the

UHF band for commercial stations

will extend the area of TV rervice

;to the point where “every home In

the land, equipped with a TV set,

will be within range of TV pro-

grams.”
The television industry, said

Gen. Sarnoff, has grown in a period

of five years from “practically

nothing” to a $3,000,000,000 volume
of business in 1951. Together with

radio, he estimated, the industry

now runs at about $5,000,000,000 a

year.

$50,000,000 MORE COIN

FOR BRITISH TOURISM
Loudon, June 3.

Tourism, Britain’s most impor-

tant invisible export,’ is expected

to earn approximately $350,000,000

in foreign currency from 750,000

overseas visitors this year. Income,

it is estimated, will be more than

$50,000,000 ahead of Festival year,

1951.
According to forecasts by the

British Travel Assn., at least

200,000 North American visitors

are expected, and the estimated

earnings, including fare payments
to British companies, will be in

the region of $120,000,000.

Not gen"e|aTly..known to the trade
is the continuing battle that’s been
going on between NBC-TV and its

advertisers .over the network’s at-

tempts' to Object “something dif-

ferent^ in the* Way of face's on the
brace of tdpfoudgjefced' . rotating
comic shows pnVSaturday and Sun-
*W r. t, «*•«. . -j * . •

OOOjO00."arinualj time-and-talent in-

vestment in -foe “Comedy Hour,”
insists On settling for the “trieef-

and-true,” the *‘t -& t” in this case
being a Martin Lewis, Bob Hope
or Eddie Cantor.
That’s why ' Colgate practically

hit the .. ceiling when NBC an-

nounced it was going to give Ben
Blue star billing on “Comedy
Hour,” and build’ the hour show
around his stylized brand of come-
dies. Same situation prevailed
when* the network prepped Donald
O’Connor for his * participation in

the .series. Colgate execs main-

tained*. |hat, with upwards of $100,*

000 a wefck invested in the show, it

caiildnit afford* -to play around with
any but ithe established greats.

Fact, that-Bine scored a personal

triumph? and. Critical kudos a cou-
ple of weeks back, following on the
heels of O’.Connor’s new recogni-
tion today as one of the potential

TV mighties/has only served to’ en-

courage NBGrTV in resisting the

client,
:squaWks. *

NBC says It* was *the Same story

on the “All-Star Revue,” with the

Pet Milfc-KeHegJf-Snow Crop spon-

sorship auspices, registering a vio-

lent dissent NBC billed the

Rltz Bros?, an’d before them Martha
Raye, ’*? v

As one NBC. exec put it: “They
wailed So loud you’d have thought
we were asking the sponsors to

stick in a plug for a rival product.”

Subsequently, the Ritz trio literally

panicked the audience (with re-

sultant stepped-up activity for their

own show), end Miss Raye has es-

tablished herself as one of the TV
“musts” in. the talent field.

.?***- "

Durante Big Palladium

DuMont network’s closed-circuit
department has • installed, a com-
plete .video .system at Belmont,
Long Island raceway*, so / foat
jockeys, handicappers and other
track officials ban Watch the bang-
tails run withojit leaving their
posts. The rac'ecasts are not
beamed to .the general public.
Monitors on which thp fillies

•can he viewed are installed in the
jockeys* locker rooms, the hanai-
cappers’ offices and other build-
ings—except foe stables. •

Govt. Still Eyes :

Music Pubs And
'

•

s .

Of 2 Major Ailments
London, June 3.

Jimmy Durante, who has just

concluded the best Palladium sea-

son since Danny Kaye played there
last year, has had a series of mis-

fortunes since he left N. Y., which
almost prevented his opening.
While on the boat to London, he

developed^* serious gallstone ail-

ment, but responded • to- the treat-

ment received on board sufficiently

to make his opening possible. It

was, however, touch and go almost

to the last few hours.
While still suffering from this

trouble, Durante developed a cyst

on his eye. This necessitated an
operation last week. Despite these

ailments, he did not miss a single

performance and played to packed
houses throughout his month’s
stint.

Department of .Justice antitrust
actions against top music publish-
ers and leading longhair manage-
ment agencies continued as a pos-
sibility this week. Both fields are
still being “investigated” by the
Feds and an abundance .of material
on their business 'activities placed
in the* D. of J. files.

In the music end, the D. of J,

is looking into possible instances of
conspiracy to fix prices by the sheet
publishers. Op ’the second fronts
the Government reps are on the
prowl for unfair restraints placed
upon concert performers by the
management bureaus. Probes of
both fields got underway some time
ago but in recent- weeks there had
been - little judication that they
were still on the D. of J.'s “active”
list.

Government men also have their
sights set on some aspects of radio
and television operations, This is

within the framework of the
D. of J.' suit against the Interna-
tional Boxing Club, which has yet*

to reach .the court-hearing stage.
Coming up for scrutiny in this

(Continued on page 62)

ARMSTRONG STILL HOT

AFTER DISKING 30 YEARS
Louis Armstrong,, who is reputed

to have cut more sides than any
other artist Since the. invention of
the phonograph, signed another
long-term pact with Decca last

week.
It’s estimated that Armstrong

has cut well over 1,000 sides dur-
ing the last 30 years. The past
two years, however, have been
among his most successful with a
succession of topsellers in “I Get
Ideas,” “A Kiss to Build a Dream
On” and “Kiss of Fite,” among
others.

•
“Perfectibnjsm”' in Hollywood,

under a Barrage attack from New
York homedffice toppers"and finan-
cial experts,** may well be on the
skids. With the line between
profit arid, loss .perilously narrow
for most ^mbahies, studio boss-
men * have; been given word that
‘nth ' degree ’perfection, in,,every pic
•has become both * extravagant and
unnecessary.., .

Execpm4ucer$ on most lots have
taken the?wi|>'ning to heart and are
eiapiplng down Oft’ retakes, exten-
sive . re-editing, overly-drawnmut
Casting, and: other ‘.practices that
add to production, costs. New York
has let the -'word seep back to the
Cdast that these are all luxuries Of
a plush era * that the industry no
longer can afford -

'

: • Major pdlpf Of the h.o. officials

is that extensive -tinkering in the
interest, offoerfectiofi" does riot pay
off. The'\tugger studios, they say,
have been ’furhing out a product
that is** better, than the audience
Remands itibnp. the standpoint of
photography; sound, sets and all

ether elements but story.

, Hundreds, ,of thousands of dollars
can be spent In “improving” a film
by yeshobtirig Scenes that are
slightly defoctlyo for one reason
or another;.';, Yet, claim the New
York exeds,

(
the audience would

have never noticed the difference

—

•and' If it Would be ho influ-

ence-one way or,foe;other on their

(Continued On page 62)

Would Stpp Their Pride

For Samt-Subber Burley
Refurbished burlesque show is

planned for next fall by legit pro-
ducer Saintj*Subber to play the reg-
ular burley circuit, and then come
into New York for a ‘run, wittTbr
without permission from citYvfif-

fieials. The show would contain

seven standard burlesque comedy
sketches adapted by name novel-
ists, plus the regular lineup Of
stripteasers, and singing and
dancing chorus.
The producer is already In nego-

tiation With novelists John Dos
Passos, Katherine Ann Porter and
Henry Green, and poets Marianne
Moore, W. H, Auden and Dylan
Thomas to adapt seven standard
hurley comedy sketches he has se-

lected for the’ show. Although none
of the authors is signed, Saint-

Subber says all .are interested. He
hasn’t decided about, a* director, but
hopes to have New Yorker cartoon-
ist Sa’ul Steinberg design the scen-
.ery, jvhich will be in the general
burlesque style of simple drops.

Baint-Subber figures on bringing
the shdw into New York at a pop-
price scale, probably with a $3.60
top eyenings and $2.40 matinees.
ITe plans on presenting it on a
regular burley schedule, with mati-
nee and evening performances
daily. He doesn’t anticipate any in-

(Continued on page 62)
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Show bit I# being confronted-f'

with an anomaly next season, In f

the face of a hypoed drawJot bal:

let on the toad* and increased im
terest in the " classic terp art" in

stage plays and especially motion
pictures, there will he less higtime

ballet on tour than In some -years.

For the first time In Several sea-

sons, no foreign classic tsoupe will

be traipsing the U. S. countryside.

At the moment, it looks as if' just

one major ballet company will be

out on tour.

Where there wefce six major clas-

sical ballet troupes, in New York
three seasons ago, this fall will see

only two—N, Y, City Ballet and

Ballet Theatre, The road, at this

moment, anyway, will get but one

•—Ballet Theatre. Ballet Rusxe de

Lena, Stone, Blake Sock .

At London Palladium
London, June 3.

Lena Horne* after an absence of

two seasons, made a sock' appear
ance at the Palladium here, doing
a 40-minute stint tp top mitting.

Harvey Stone, who also is making
his- first stand here M a couple of

years, Was a click, and Arthur
Blake, doubling from the Baga-J
telle, had the'top hand of the -day/'

Saul Grauman showed a pleasing

novelty at the opening show yes-

terday (Mon.). „

*

Layout also includes Clifford

Australian* .. ventriloquist,

To Paris
i^ABEL GREEN.

Layout Is, ip for two weeks.

Toronto Rabbi Rapped

For Appeal to Boycott

_ Guest,

Monte Carlo, which has toured the who has played-the IJ. S. several

U. S. extensively for the past 14 times; Freddie Bamberger & Pam;

seasons without a break, hasn't Set Dandy Bros, and Krista ** Kristel.

any bookings yet- for next -year,

whereas its usual season's tour is

generally all pencilled in by end

of April.
Sadler's Wells Ballet of London,

which ' was here twice, two and

fhree seasons ago, and took In

000,000 on its second visit, of 20

weeks; its sister troupe, Sadler's

Wells Theatre Ballet, which was
. Toronto, June 3.

here this past season, and also gar- With Rabbi Abraham Feinberg,

nered $2,000,000 on its 27-week leader of the Jewish faith in To-

*tay; Ballets de Paris, which was a TOnto, urging Toronto Jews (some

sock draw three seasons ago, and 60,000 here) to boycott the recital

the Marquis de Cuevas' Grand tonight (3) at Massey Hall of Wal-

Ballet de Monte CarJo, seen here ter Gieseking, newspapers here are

briefly In 1040—won't be back next editorially backing the German pi-

seAson.* impresario Sol Hurok, an iSt and censuring the rabbi,

however, is promising another Sad- Gilles Potvin, sponsor of Giese-

ler’s Wells Theatre Ballet visit in king’s current Canadian concert

*53-54. four, said the pianist had been an

Hurok, . incidentally, known in- undercover anti-Nazi who had aid-

formally for years in the trade as ea many Jtws to escape from con-

"the ballet king,” won’t have either Generation camps; that he had doc-

uments from top U, S. Army of-

ficials to support the claim, plus

similar documentary endorsements
from Jewish organizations in Eu-
rope and South America
Andre Puglia, manager of Giese-

king, was a member of the French
resistance movement during the

war, said Potvin; and ‘‘Gieseking
1

(Continued on page 63)

H domestic or foreign troupe on

tour, his plans' to troupe the N. Y.

(Continued on page 63)

HAZELSCOn REBOOKED

FORISRAEL;BAND ADDED
Hazel Scott, who did a three

week concert tour of Israel last

December, is . slated for a repeat

next winter Instead *of doing a

;
single, however; pianist will be ac-

companied by a band* That will

permit added variety in the' show
particularly in light of the grow-

ing attraction for Israelis of mod-
em jazz.

Band idea was instituted 'by Jack
Amidor, Israeli concert manager,
Who books the acts in the U. S.,

with Lena Horne. She's recently

completed a tour. Although Miss

Scott's 10 concerts were highly

Successful, it’s felt band could still

further hypo them and would per-

mit an extension of the tour.

American acts working in Israel

get no dollars out Miss Scott in

addition to giving two free con-

certs for soldiers., donated half

her earnings to wounded service-

men. Remainder is frozen.

Talk Judy Chi Stand
San Francisco, June 3.

Judy Garland may take her va-

riety show to Chicago in Septem-
ber. Deal now Is being discussed

for such a stand at the Chicago
Opera House.

Show would be produced by Sid

Luft, who produced the layout now
at the Curran Theatre here. Opera
House would be taken over on a

four-wall basis for a four-week
run.

Hepburn Breaks Glasgow

Record With Shaw Play
Glasgow, June 3.

Katharine Hepburn, In George
Bernard Shaw's “The Million-

airess,” broke house records here
at the King’s Theatre last week.
Play bowed Monday (26) to rave
notices, did SRO biz and could
easily have run two weeks. Piece
will play a limited run in London,
and there is a chance it may go
to New York,

Press interviews here were cut
'to the barest minimum, and, while
being elusive, star also won praise
from the hard-bitten columnists for
her charm. Each night, crowds of

young girls and mlddleaged ladies

gathered outside the King’s stage-

door and applauded her as she left.

Paris, June 3.

An influx is loading the town

with Hollywood picture people, flit-

ting In principally from London

and '-Rome . , . Indie producer

Chaklei Feldman • is huddling,

with Italian actorrdirector VlUpri*

Detitea in regard to a him venture,

the pair/is prepping . . , Clark

Gable and Gene Kelly readying

their respective Metro, pictures for

production in Britain, With Ren
GOeta here from London for com
fibs. Likewise, Metro "prod«
Arthur' Freed and songsmith Jahn-

ny Green.
‘

Indie producer Sana Spiegel

readying “Melba ” in which Fa-

trice Muinsel will" star from the

Harry Kurnite script . , . Loew’s,

Inc., veepee Leopold Friedman and

his wife houseguesting with Metro
continental chieftain David Lewis

prior to leaving for Vienna and

Bad Gasteih with Mrs. -Ben Goetz

„ . . Claudette Colbert and husband,

Dr. Joel Pressman, here awaiting

the arrival from New York of Uni-

versal - International production

head Bill Goetz. Trio then goes. to

London to take in Jack Benny's

opening at the Palladium.

Paramount’s John Byrsm, alsq

Dick Mealand, here prior, to head-

ing for .London with N.’ Y. . Post

drama critic Rickard Watte .

Georie Raft making "The Black

Pawn” in Britain, which Bernie

Luber is producing for Lippert re-

lease . . , MCA’s Jules C. Stein due
in London Saturday (7). Meantime,
Doris Stein is readying the house

MCA has taken over for -its Paris

headquarters under David Stein

The William Holdens.’ and- Billy

Wilders continuing their European
travels and huddling with Eric Von
Stroheim, who is permanently re-

siding here, on their next picture.

Only Gloria Swanson was needed
to complete the cast of “Sunset

Boulevard” . . . Paramount hud
dling with Peter Ustinov on a one-

picture deal after his current Lon-
don show, “Love of Four Colonels,”

closes at the Wyndham next week
. . . Nathan Golden, chief of the

U. S. Dept, of Commerce’s motion
picture division, continuing his* Eu-
ropean survey.

French Linq’s Liberte loaded
with filmites returning to the U. S.

including John G. McCarthy, -di

rector of the Motion Picture Assn
of America's international division

.Phil Reisman, RKO foreign chief:

Edwin (Buddy) Morris, music pub
Lee Eastman, show biz attorney,

and songwriter Harry .Warren
TV-Par actress Mary Sinclair here
to make a series of vidpix for Mar-
tin Stone.

Sdnp as Tangliest In

WorHfor O’seas Acts
* Sydney, May 27.

Wally Boag, American featured

in David N, Martin's vaudtft-evue,

“TJie Peep Show/' current at the

Royal here, said that overseas tal-

ent found Australia “the toughest

spot In the, world on taxation,”

Boag added; that performers prior

lit accepting Down Under engage-

ments should learn all about tjh^

ocal tax * slugs... Boag added that

'. 'HOllywdOd, June 3.

A special committee to aid fllm-
ites who feel they have been un-
justly accused' of ,

COmmunist sym-
pathies is being mapped by the
Motion Picture Industry Council.

Individual Member groups of the
MPIC are voting, on ,* resolution

he had no axe to grind about-work- creating a spbeiit board to serve, as

ing conditions fn the Aussie zone,

(these were flnel but that the local

taxation mogul^hifcd^ JaEfca beys

o shame.

Asked what he considered tough

from a taxation viewpoint of an

overseas performer, Boag replied

that no deductions were allowed

a clearing hoUSSL for all informa-
tion, and to permlt accused person-
nelto clear. .theipselves. Committee
kW^ ' hog&lr 4kep*4h*.
Red issue out of the nation’s press
while the industry itself solves
problems arising from various ac-
cusations.

Suggestion for such a moye
originally was made by MPIC

for hotel and living expenses. He prexy. Gunther Lessing in 1950, but

Had sought, deduction* for Ms wife feMed ^n- If. rtvlwd now fel-

j , , ,, , . .. M Tr ,c w lowing VARtmr’s revelation that
and two children in the U. S. t but American Legionlias submitted
was informed that .since"they were to the studios! lengthy list of film-

favored in Australia, no deductions ltes whose loyalties the Legion has

were permissible, questioned.
,

Boag pointed out that iaxation ^ processes through which their
officials also refused to okay an own personnel could answer accu-
expendlture on toupees (costly

satlon< but no provision* had been
item currently), publicity made for freelancers. The pro-
graphs ^^dl * °ut»i.d.e the

pOSe(j AIPIC committee would take
territory. .Living costs are Pretty care pf this situation since it would
high here and by the

J
**5? hear complaints brought hy any

pays, tough tax slugs it takes all
an(j a|j. picture workers,

the glitter off a Down Under en- xyroTr* ^
gagement 'for an American per-an
former,” Boag added.

Don Marquis, of the Marquis
Family animal act current in the

show, also backed up Boag about

the toughness of Aussie tax slugs

covering visiting acts. He stated

he was refused any tax deductions

for the added cost of operating a

MPIC leaders /feel' the Commit-
tee will serve as ; a. clearing house
for all questions dealing with Com-
munist infiltration Jof the industry.
It would be open not only to those
who feel they have been unjustly
accused but also* to those who claim
they have been blacklisted and are
unable to get jobs because of their
political

.
sympathies* Recurrent

special truck to transport the act complaints from certain anti-Com
on playdate coverage. munists that they, too, have been
Both Boag and Marquis contend- discriminated against in employ-

ed that visiting artists should be ment would apparently come under
*told, prior to signaturing a contract the same committee

for a Down Under run; about the

local taxation setup covering al-

lowable an'd non-allowable tax de-

ductions.

BBC-TV IN STRONG PITCH

TO LEGIT PRODUCERS

Laughton Has Bad Time
. London, June 3.

Leading London legit manage-
_ . nl m * ments have been invited by British

On London PlaneTnps -tS
London, .June 3. those to whom overtures have al-

Damone Back in U.S.
Vic Damone, in the Army tbe

past year, stationed in Germany,
returned to the U. S. last night
(Tues.) by plane to aid in the
Armed Forces recruiting campaign.
Damone,- a pfc., will cut a new
tune, “The Girls are Marching,” for

the women in the U. S. Air Force.
Tune was penned by Jule Styne,
Betty Comden and Adolph Green.
While in Europe he helped stage

servicemen shows.

Subscription Order Form
Enclosed find check for $

Please send VARIETY for

6/34

To .

,

Street

City. .

(Pleas® Print Name)
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Regular Subscription Rates

One Year—$10.00 Two Years—$18.00-

Canada and Fortign~~~$1 Additional per Year

P^ftlETY Inc.

154 W»st 44th Street New York 34. N. Y.

Ohio Jurist’s Critique:

Tine’ Show by Fem-Male

But ‘Improper Dress’
Columbus, June 3.

A publicity man's idea for pro-
moting the “Jewel Box Revue” at

the Riviera Theatre Bar here
resulted in the arrest of a femme
impersonator who turned up as one
of the contestants in a beauty con-
test on the stage of Loew's Ohio,
downtown first-run house, last

%
Wednesday',

(28).

Paul Laveme Cummings, of the
troupe, was jugged after being
detected as an entry in a “Miss
National Boat Race of 1952” con-
test at the film house. He dressed
.in a woman’s bathing suit and wore
a hair ribbon, makeup, and high-
heeled shoes which lace up the
leg.

. Municipal Court Judge Wayne
Fogle said he thought the perform-
er had put on a “fine performance”
but set a fine of $25 and costs on
a charge of “improper dress.”

Barry Gray Playing

Himself in Cowan Pic
Barry Gray, the N. Y. disk jock-

ey-commentator, has been set to
play himself in Lester Cowan’s
New York film production of “Main
St. to Broadway,” being made un-
der the auspices of the Council of
the Living Theatre.

Flock of top names from the
Broadway theatre are set to play
themselves in the pic, which is due
to start in about a week.

Charles Laughton suffered two
setbacks in his attempts to plane

to London last week to see J. B.

Priestley's “The Dragon's Mouth,”
which . he plans to present in

America later in the year.

He set out last Monday (26) via

plane but it developed engine
trouble and had to return to New
York. Laughton quit the plane,

which resumed the flight after

ready been made are Val Parnell,
Jack Hylton, and TOm Arnold.
Ronald Waldman, head of ’ TV

light entertainment, who initiated

the discussions, is anxious to secure
the cooperation of the best crea-
tive brains of the theatre and 'to

have the benefit of their experi-
ence in staging shows. There is no
suggestion of usin? extracts from
current London productions. If

some delay. He failed to advise the project matures, entirely new
London and J. B. Priestley and shows Will be staged.
Leslie Grade waited in vain at the
London airport.

Two days later Laughton set out
via another airplane line. This
plane also developed engine
trouble and had to return to its

New York base. Laughton walked
off for the second time.

The BBC in the meantime is

dickering with several West End
managements for inclusion of ex-
cerpts from current London pro-
ductions. Stumbling block at the
moment' is the desire of managers,,
to' be granted facilities on the
peak Sunday night programs. This
would interfere with the existing
practice of having- a full-length
play. Inclusion of a 40-minute ex-
cerpt would upset the timetable.

April Admish Tax Off
' By Million From; ’51

Washington, June 3.

Entertainment biz continues off

from last year on the basis of ad-
missions tax receipts reported by
Uncle Sam."^- Bureau of Internal

|

<4Night in Venice,” . spectacle to
Revemm got $25,787,461 from the presented by Michael Todd at
20% general admissions tax in
April, which generally means that

Rowboat to Patrol
», t

Backstage at ‘Venice

the Marine. Stadium, Jones Beach,
N. Y., opening June 26, will have
a cast of 400, according' to the pro-
ducer. He claims this will be the
largest number of actors assembled

.April tax take, however, was far at the same place and time in sev-
better than the Government’s $19,- eral years, including Equity meet-
863,000 for the previous month, ings.

it represented March at the turn-
stiles. The figure was about $1,000,-
000 below the same month of 1951,

and showed a seasonal upturn in
biz. About 80% of the general ad-
missions bite comes from motion
picture theatres.

Tax take from the 20% bite on

Todd also says he's providing a
wholesale meal ticket for the Stage
Managers' Club, nine of whose
members will -be employed on the
show, including one. who will be.

nitery tabs ’was $3,848,102, approx- assigned to a rowboat to patrol the
imately $350,000 better than the backstage, which is an island,
month before and $150,000 more
1

a™u
RSnue Bureau receipts in

|

Boothman Wins ?140,000

In Irish Sweepstakes
April, 1951.

New York’s 3rd Internal Revenue
District, which takes in all of Man-
hattan above 23rd St., turned in a
very nice $4,385,000 for the month,
contrasted with $2,916,000 the
month before. Manhattan’s night
spots paid the Government $335,-
758, an improvement over the
$291,376 of the preceding month.

* Toronto, June 4.

Solly Cohen, 51, projectionist at
the Victoria ’ here, won $140,000 in
the annual Irish Sweepstake*.
Cohen said that a large number

of relatives and friends, who can
use the money. Will benefit from
his good fortune.
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Distribs Split on Payment to MPAA

Bitter, hassle has split distribs4*“
,Over payment to the.'Motion Picture

‘

Assn, of America of .dues based on
their receipts fr<«n gales to tele-
vision. Straightened out via a com-

was^ api^rio^^dispute on

that had caused Paramount for a
time last year to cease making any
payments to the MPAA.

It was thought that the matter
of paying dues based on TV in-

come had been settled a month ago
when ' MPAA 1 member-company
prexles voted that such , receipts
Were assessable. ’ Battle , now is

whether the effective date should
be Jan. 1, 1952, or Jan. 1, 1953*

Isfismuch as very little coin is In-

volved, the slugging has become
surprisingly intense. Some esti-

mates are that the whole amount
involved is only a few thousand
dollars, hilt companies pulling for
the 1953 teeoff date claim a mat-
ter of principle is at isstfe.

It is expected that several more
meetings of the prexies may be re-

quired before
.
it is resolved,- Dis-

pute arises from the Act that 1952
dues are based on 1951 income.

Actually much more serious was
the dispute, just disclosed, that con-
sumed many hours of wrangling in

the MPAA’s high councils and
caused Par to cut off _dues'"pay-
jnents. The issue there was pay-

continued on page 62)

Goldenson Scorches

Holdout of Big Films

During The Summer
DIstrib policy of refusing to send

big pix into release during the late

spring and early summer came in

for .a scorching last week from
Leonard Goldenson, prexy of Unit-

ed Paramount Theatres. Circuit

topper .told Variety ne felt lack of

strong new product was one of the

causes for the current biz slump

Metro is the only company, Gold-
cnson declared, that is cooperating
with exhibs by sending important
pix into fheatres during the dog
days. He Asserted that ,

other dis-

tribs were taking, a selfish and
short-sighted policy that in the
long run must do them harm.
“We rise and fall not as indi-

viduals but as an industry,” UPT
exec said. “With sufficient good
product there would be a stimula-
tion of interest in films that would
help all of us, the distributors as

well as the exhibitors. But by
leaving a hiatus period in the re-

lease of important pictures, we’re
all hurt.

“Potential theatregoers lose their

interest in films because they can
find little they frant to see, and

(Continued on page 18)
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Johnston, Studio Heads

To Discuss Legion ‘List’

Eric Johnston goes to the Coast
next week for a series of sessions

With-- studio heads. It’s one of the
routine trips to Hollywood about
every six weeks that the Motion
Picture Assn, of America prexy
instituted at the beginning of this

year.
Undoubtedly on Johnson’s

agenda will be the probe of alleged

subversives in the studios on lists

provided by the American Legion.
Legion introduced the lists at a

meeting at the MPAA in Washing-
ton April 1. Johnston will be in

Hollywood about a week.

John Nathan at .H.O.
John B. Nathan, Paramount’s

Continental manager, arrived in

New York from his Paris headquar-
ters Monday (2). Trip is mostly on
personal business, but Nathan is

confabbing with George Weltner,
Par’s foreign chief, and other com-
pany execs.
Nathan will be in New York

about two weeks.

Jack Warner to Probe
Color Lab in Britain

Jack L. Warner, Warner Bros.

Coincidental benching qf unfa-
vorably financial reports by five
major companies within a matter
of a few weeks has tallied up to a

reduction topper, —fr-tlTT (2t the industry.

d ‘ Friday WTT!!York from the Coast
for a week’s stay before taking off
for ^Europe,
Warner, who will spend the sum-

mer abroad, will confab with
homeoffice execs before planing to
the Continent. He will visit Eng-
land to confer with Sir Philip War-
ier, Associated British topper,
about setting up a laboratory to
process .WarnerCftlor there.

Schenck, Schary,

Other Biggies In

Economy Huddle
. Metro appeared this week as
next in line to adopt production
policy changes in deference to con-
tinued changes in market condi-
tions.

Nicholas M. Schenck, Loew’s-
M-G prexy, and Charles C. Mosko-
witz, v.p.-treasurer, left N. Y. for
the Coast late Friday night (30)
for a series of confabs with produc-
tion chief Dore Schdry and other
studio brass on studio operations
and the upcoming lensing sked.
Howard Dietz, ad-pub v.p., winged
westward from the homeoffice Mon-
day night (2) to join in the ses-
sions, which' get underway today
(Wed.L ”

While key M-G execs have ‘been
declining to comment on the meet-
ings, it’s no secret that they’ve
been plenty concerned about down-
beat finances and feel some remed-
ial measures must be taken. Last
week’s decision by the board to cut
the quarterly dividend to 20c, down
from the regular 37V6c, served to
dramatize the economic decline and
cue the possible adjustments in op-
erations.

The buzz in N.. Y. circles Is that
M-G may cut down on its future
production- lineup, The plan being
to concentrate on a lesser number
of pix. These would all, or nearly

(Continued on page 18)
. . . .s
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Zanuck Back to U.S.

After Welles, Ross Talks
Paris, June 3.

Darryl F. Zanuck, 20th-Fox pro-
duction head, planes back to the
U. S. next Tuesday (10) following
huddles.^ here with Orson Welles
and writer-producer Frank Boss.
'Upon his arrival in New York he’ll

catch a demonstration of Eidophor,
large-screen theatre ' TV method
whose American rights are owned
by 20th.

Zanuck’s confabs with Welles
concerned a deal in which, the lat-

ter may do a picture in Germany
for 20th. Discussions with Boss
were in connection with a film ver-
sion of the Lloyd Douglas novel,
“The Bobe,” which Boss will pro-
duce for the studio. Twentieth ac-

quired film rights to “The Bobe”
from Boss, who had held them sev-
eral years.

Bard Makes It—Solo
Billing on Pic ‘Caesar*

Hollywood, June 3.

Shakespeare will get all the
credit when his “Julius Caesar”
hits the screen as a Metro produc-
tion. Producer John Houseman
director Joseph L. Mankiewicz. are
busy working out the necessary re-

visions, but there’ll be no screen
credit for anyone but the Bard.
Houseman and Mankiewicz have

been doing their collaboration via

long distance and mail, until Man-
kiewicz arrived from New York
this week.

_ diSClOjaCf^mE
tremely poor earnings records and
two of them sliced established, divi-
dends..,

..
Bivvy cuts proved the more

serious, since Wall St. accepted
them as a cue that other film is-

sues would be following suit. Ac-
tually,,. close observers of pic
company finances thought the fears
were exaggerated and the wild
stock selling fhat followed the two
dividend- slashes unjustified.

Cuts by one or two more com-
panies may be anticipated before
the ye&r is but, but most majors
are showing comfortable margins
between earnings and dividends, as
indicated in the accompanying
table-. In. any„ event, even, with the
decreased dividends, , the film is-

sues are providing investors with
a good yield.'

United Paramount Theatres, for
instance, which slashed its divvy
in halfrbringing it down to 25c per
quarter, would at that rate still

(Continued on page 20)

Still Tough to Get

Movietime’ Names
Difficulty encountered by Coun-

cil of Motion Picture Organiza-
tions In getting an acceptable
group, of pame players 'for a
“Movietime’ , tour of Pennsylvania
a couple weeks ago points up the
continued unwillingness of top-
drawing stars to put themselves
out for such promotional activi-
ties. - .

-

Troupe which finally toured
Pehnsy consisted oft actors Vanessa
Brown,. Don DeFore, Joyce Mc-
Kenzie, Carleton Carpenter, Wil-
liam Campbell, producers Bert
Granet and Harriet Parsons, and
writer Agnes Christine Johnston.
COMPO topper — who refused,

hevertheless, to be critical of name
(Continued on page 21)

Report $15,000,000

For Canadian to Take Over

Sale of pix to television at
this* time would be economic
insanity, Barney Bala ban,
Paramount prez, declared in
effect at the Par annual meet-
ing in N. Y, yesterday (Tues.).
He Said that remake and re-

issue values of film product by'
far exceeds the- “starvation
prices” which TV*iers can af-
ford. Citing an example, he re-
lated that “A‘ Place in the
Sun;” which -was a remake of
“An American Tragedy,” will
bring a distribution gross of
$5,000,000,

¥

4-Mo. Par Gross

Better Than ’46

Peak; Net Up, Too
Amidst the welter of bad finan-

cial reports of the past few weeks,
Paramount has come up with a sur-
prisingly encouraging set of figures
for the first four months of 1952.
Company’s U. S. and Canadian
gross for January, February, March
and April totaled something over
$17,000,000 — an increase, of 6%
over the same period of 1946,
which was the best in its history,
and 14% over 1951,

[Par prez Barney Balaban at the
annual stockholders’ meeting yes-
terday (Tues.) said April and May
earnings were better than last

year.]

With a number of top pix on the
release slate for the third quarter
(July, August, September), Par
e;cecs are hopeful of at least near-
ing the 1946 gross peak, and feel
certain of surpassing;1951. It also
appears almost certain that the. net
for the period will be better, since-

«pontinued on page 15)

National Boxoffice Survey
Decoration Day Hypo* Biz; ‘Skirt** Again Champion,

‘About Face* 2d, ‘Mountain* 3d, ‘Beacon* 4th

Decoration £>ay weekend- gave biz

a real hypo in key cities covered
by Variety this session. A num-
ber of sections were favored by
rainy weather which was all to the
good while nearly every key had a
batch of new, stronger fare. That
exhibitors were searching for what
they considered their best bets for
the holiday stanza is shown by the
fact that more than 51 different
pix were launched during the
week. „

“Skirts Ahoy” (M-G) is champ
for. second week in succession,

with the new Esther Williams pic

forging sharply ahead of its near-
est rivals. Playing in some 16 key
spots, this film came through main-
ly with big to great totals. Even
the single playdate viewed as not
up to par was rated okay. •

“About Face” (WB) is landing
second position, the 15 dates piling

up sizable money. “Bed Mountain”
(Par), with a flock of new dates, is

pushing ahead to third position,

highest spot it has reached so far.

“Walk Bast on Beacon” (BKO),
Louis de Bophemont documentary
oil the FBI, is soaring to fourth
place while “Clash by Night”
(BKO), out this week for first time,

is capturing fifth.

“Man in White” (U), helped by
some fresh bookings, is taking

over sixth position, with “Carbine
Williams” (M-G), fourth last week,
seventh. “Belles on Toes” (20th)

still is displaying enough .stamina

to land eighth place.

“Bed Ball Express” (U) is tak-

ing ninth money while “Singin’ in
Bain” (M-G), which also is wind-
ing up its principal key dates, Is

10th.

“Encore” (Par), “Mara Maru”
(WB) and “Pride of St. Louis”
(20th) are runner-up pix in that
order.

Besides the strong entries of
“Clash” and “Walk East,” several
other new films show promise.
“Lovely to Look At” (M-G) is big
on initial session at N. Y. Music
Hall. “Lydia Bailey” (20th) looms
very good on first week at N. Y.
Boxy. “The Fighter” (UA) Shapes
sock in Philly but fairish in N. Y/|
“Kangaroo” (20th) looks a big

disappointment currently, being
mild to slow in three keys but okay
in Philly and good in Cleveland.
“Strange World” (UA), big in
Seattle, looks oke In Minneapolis.
“Wild Heart” (BKO) is credited
with a terrific stanza at N. Y.
Paramount, but obviously boosted
by Johnnie Bay heading stage-
show.
“The Well” (UA) looms fine in

Cleveland. “Wild North” (M-G) is

big in Portland. “Steel Town”
(U) Is rated okay in Indianapolis.
“Anything Can Happen” (Par),

fine in Chi, looks big in D. C.
“Valley of Eagles” (Lip) * Is pass-
able in Chi as is “Green Glove”
(UA) In Portland.

“Viva Zapata!” (20th) is pacing
Montreal with smash week. “To-
morrow Is Too Late” (Burstyn)
continues socko in Boston.

( Complete Boxoffice Reports on
Pages 8-9).

-4* Control of BKO Pictures may1 go
to a Canadian group beaded by

vast backlog of feature films goihg
to tele, If an ingenious $l!$,poo,000
deal now reported in the making on
the Coast Is consummated. Du-
Mont Network is said to be in-
volved in the setup and would take
over the films, *

That was reported, by authorita-
tive Wall St. and network source*
this week as back of the surprising
volume of trading in BKO Picture*
shares Monday (2) and yesterday.
Despite an exceedingly poor quar-
terly financial statement issued
oyer the weekend and a general
decline In film stocks, BKO jumped
one-quarter of a point, with more
than 35,000 shares traded In' -the

two days. The Canadians were said
to be Jbuying.

Cesler, who Is a Canadian stock-
broker and investment counselor,
reportedly is aiming to buy 2,000,-
000 of BKO’s shares by asking for
a tender by stockholders. They
would be ^paid $.5 af once (dosing
quote on the exchange yesterday
was $4.25) And.$2.50 additional at

(Continued on page 22)
‘ ' 1
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‘Stay AwayFrom My Pic/

Says Hecht in Rap At

H’wood, General Public
Hollywood* pictures “have been

getting rapidly and completely

worse from year to year,” writer-
director-producer Ben Hecht de-
clared last week in a New York
radio appearance. This statement
was part of a general blast at the
U. S. film industry.

In what is regarded as an Un-
precedented rap at an industry ih
which he has worked for many
years, Hecht stressed that he was
not exempting his own pictutesr.

(Continued on page 21)
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Tflarrying 24 'Express^ 3d, "BeDes’ 4th

The May national boxoffice

sweepstakes -ran the " scale from
strong trade early in the month to

extreme sluggishness • In the. :elps-
1;

.tag weeks* The arrival of warm,

weather spelled the usual seasonal

slump hut this year.it arrived when
numerous . weak

;
pictures «

Were

around and while the public was

in a non-spending mood. Arrival

of Memorial Day was <toq lafe to

figure actively in, the month’s

totals. *

A flock of fresh hookings early

M»
engagements, enabled

.

“African

Queen” (UA) to finish first last

month, according to reports from
Variety correspondents in 25 rep-

resentative key cities. Impetus of

the ^cademy awards and the pre-

vious successful dates, prompted
many additional exhibitors to play

“Queen.” Th£ Humphrey Bogart-

Katharine Hepburn stfirr'er was es-

pecially .sturdy early in Ma^ when
trade was .best, * * ‘

.

“Mztrrytag. Kind”' .fCol), which

was sixth-place winner in April,

moved up to second position. ' The

Judy Holliday starter was lively all

during the past, month, never once

dropping out of the money, even

during the month-end general

slump. v
' “Red Ball- Express” (U), a new-

comer launched in a final two
weeks of the past month, had the

one-two punch n'ecessary to place

third. “Belles on Toe's” (20th), in-

clined to be uneven some weeks,

showed the stamina to finish fourth

while “Stagin' in Rain” (M-G) was
fifth. Latter film, which was first

in April,’ woundf up its principal

key-city dates the, first weeks of

the past month.
“Carbine 'Williams” (M-G), on

the disappointing side for a James
Stewart’ picture, managed to come
through with enough to. land' sixth

money. “Macao” (RKO) attested

to the draw of. Robert Mitchum
Jane Russell £ombo by .winding up
seventh, although few crix en-

thused over the pic, .

“Song iii Heart” (20th), second
• lb April, captured eighth position,

while “Six Convicts” (Col) wound
up ninth. “Pride of St. Louis”
(20th), another new film, proved
somewhat of a disappointment at
the wickets and took 10th. “Man

‘ fn White Suit”' (TJ) and “Deadline

(Continued on page 52)
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Ray-Maxim Bout Goes

To St. Paul Par; House’s

first Big-Screen Tele
Minneapolis, June 3.

St. Paul’s Paramount will have
the exclusive Twin Cities big-
acreen theatre telecast of the Rob-
inson - Maxim light - heavyweight
championship fight June 23, al-

though Radio City here also is

equipped to carry it.

Reason for confining the telecast
to the St. Paul’s 2,835-seat house
is that it has a direct line system'
which will make the cost much
lower than if 4,000-sfeat Radio City
carried the event. With a mini-
mum of 75c from each admission
going to the fight promoter, plus
the cable charges. MAC. doubts if

Radio City could escape a substan-
tial loss on It. This will be the
first use of the big-screen theatre
TV for/ the St. Paul Paramount,
which got its equipment nearly a
year after the local Radio City in-

stallation.

Top 12 for May
* 1, “African Queen” (UX)".

2. ‘*Marrying Kind” ( Col).

3. “Red Ball Express” (TJ).

4. “Belles on Toes” (?0th)~,
* 5. “Stagin' iii Rain” (M-G).

6. “Carbine Williams” (M-G).

7.

* “Macao” (RKO). *.

8. “Song in Heart1* <20th)‘.

9. “Six Convicts” (Col).

10. “Pride St, Louis” (20th).

11. “Man In WhiieJSuit” (UL
-13

Hollywood, June $*,
*

Abbott and Costello get into the

scientlflctlon • cycle this summer.
Comics have slated “Abbott and
Costello Go to Mars” as their next

film at Universal-International.

toward Christie will produce
“M^rs,” which has ji July starting

date.
'

Extensive

In New Flock Of

Chicago, June 3.'

Closing of the Oriental Theatre
tomorrow (Wed.) is first of a new
raft of house shutterings, with at

least 20 more scheduled to fold

before July
1

4. Not only are small
indie§ locking doors, but circuits

are also clipping off houses.

Surprise . is closing of the Em-
bassy, 1,451-seater, which was a

key for the Essaness circuit* strong-
est indie chain in Chicago,.Accord-
ing to Edwin Silverman, head of

the firm, several others are ready
for axing. Silverman, vet showman,
blamed TV. and lack of civic cor

operation .for the shutterings.

Warner Bros, -is also readying
several southside houses for sheets
and Great States, Paramount sub-
sld, is set to darken a few spots in

the next several weeks. It closed
the Grand in Gary,' Ind., last week.

These are not the usual summer
layoffs, but are attributed to bad
b.o. Expected hypo for Loop biz

from out of towners for Memorial
Day holiday failed to pay off, with
visitors bypassing theatres. Only
bright Spot is continued good take
of drive-ins.

Although there might be slightly

ore closings of Warner Bros, the-

es for the summer than hereto-

fore, the company plans no large-.

s,cale shutdowns. The situation at

present regarding theatre opera-

tion is uncertain and no orders

have been, issued to zone toppers

to,-close down specific theatres. The
local chiefs, have been instructed,

however, to weigh the problem
themselves and if biz is extremely

bad to shut down or shift to week-

end operation only if the latter is

feasible.

Regional chiefs have been told to

consider the situation in the light

of past experience and the potem

A1 Lowe Joins U-I

A1 Lowe, long an , exec with

United Artists’ foreign department,

this week joined Universal-Interna-

tional as homeoffice rep for Latin

America, - >’

Amerlco Ahoaf,’ UI. veepee And

general sales manager, ..
also re-,

vealed the transfer of Marion Jor-

dan from the homeoffice staff to

the '..post of district sales rep in

Europe. Jordan will headquarter

In Paris.

Sullivan Leave
Decision on changes among 'The-'

_ atre Owners of America’s salaried

tfaTbiz that a theatre can' produce. I personnel will be made by Aug. 1
^ . .- . ai It . I* * ‘11 .11 11. • am 4-L

r

It’s believed that some of the fringe

and nabe houses may this year join

the theatres that normally dose
during the summer.

Regarding the report that the

company was contemplating sale of

the Warner Theatre, on Broadway,
a company '.exec pointed out that

WB couldn’t accomplish -that since

it did not own the property out-

right but ran the theatre and the
building' under- a long-term lease.

The only way WB could turn over
operation of . theatre, he noted
would be through a sub-lease ar

rangement.

Pix Disappointed At

Further FCC Delay

Of Video . Hearings
Washington, June 3.

with all things contingent on the

outcome of the Democratic national

convention in Chicago in July.

Leave of- absence granted to Gael
Sullivan from- his $40,000-per-an-

num job as TOA’s exec director ex-

pires on that; date, Sullivan, it’s

generally believed, would be dis-

inclined to return to the organiza-

tion in the event that ' Sen. Estes
Kefauver, for -whom he’s now act-

ing as campaign manager, cops the

Democratic, candidacy. Since this

obviously would mean the final

stretch in the presidential sweep-
stakes for the senator, from Ten-
nessee, Sullivan more than likely

would stay on the vote-getting job.

What happens if Kefauver winds
up as the

v nation’s next prez can
be a matter of only conjecture at

this time. Sullivan’s first love is

politics but he must consider his

own personal economics, a factor

which could discourage him from
taking a post with the Kefauver

Further postponement of theatre Administration, if there is one

Cincy Gets Bout, Too
, Cincinnati, June 3.

Inauguration of RKO Albee’s
video screen is set for the June 23
Ray Robinson-Joey Maxim scrap
telecast from Yankee Stadium. All
seats of the 3,100-seat house will be
priced at $2.50 on a non-reserved
basis. Doors open at 6:30 p. m.
and fight showing will be sand-
wiched by screenings of “Scara-
mouche.”

It will be the first closed circuit
TV shot to Cincy.

Set-For Detroit
Detroit, June 3.

The Palms Theatre will present
the big-screen direct telecast of the
Ray Robinson-Joey Maxim world’s
light-heavyweight title bout June
23, it was announced by Earl J.

Hudson, president of United De-
troit Theatres.

Tickets will cost $2.40.

3 Milwaukee Nabes Fold

Milwaukee, June 3.

Five Milwaukee neighborhood
theatres are shuttering, though re-
portedly for summer season only.-

Fox-Wisconsin Amuse. Corp.,' op-
erating State, Rivera, Venetian and
Sfiorewooa, presidented by Harold
J. Fitzgerald, and Oakland, ail in-

dependent, are houses bowing .to

bad biz. Fitzgerald Indicated cer-
tain deals are In the works for
possible operation of the closing
Fox-Wisconsin houses, by new in-
terests.

Local motion picture operators
have been crying In their beer for
some time about empty-seat situa-
tion. Generally, the overall “bad
business,” condition in all lines is

credited with low picture biz—not
television. However, a recent local
poll came up with contention TV

(Continued on page 22)

N.Y. Cap Heavily

Booked, Answer To

. Closing Reports
Capitol, N.Y., has film bookings

that will carry it through Septem-
ber, Oscar Doob, Loew’s theatre
exec, said this week in answ'er to
reports that Metro’s Broadway
showcase was (a) about to be sold
to the Columbia Broadcasting Sys-
tem for a television theatre and
(b) that it was going to close for
the summer with the possibility of
not relighting.

Dan O’Shea, CBS v.p., likewise
stated that he “could be quoted” to
the effect that the network had no
thought of taking over the Capitol.
House bookings, Doob said, were
“Pat and Mike” (M-G), which fol
lows the current .“Skirts Ahoy”;
“Carrie” (Par) and “The Silent
Man” (Rep).

95 WB Shorts For ’50-’53

What it describes as the ’ most
ambitious 'shorts program in its

history has been launched by.War-
ner Bros., with more than 95 one
and two-reelers slated for 1952-53.

TV hearings by the Federal Com-
munications Commission, this time

to Jan. 12, 1953, ^brought an im-

mediate reaction of disappointment

last week by the motion picture

industry, which had been expecting

an autumn date.

However, A spokesman revealed

there was no great “Indignation”
at the agency’s action, industry
counsel being well aware of the
mounting workload facing the
Commission. Industry counsel w.ere
ready to. go ahead in the fall but
it’s nO secret they would have- had
a hard time, doing so as they, along
with other Washington radio law-
yers, are tied up preparing TV
applications and may be- under
pressure for some months ahead
pushing for permits.

In continuing the hearings, the
Commission also set new deadlines
of Nov. 14 for filing of appearances
and Dec. 1 for submitting lists of
witnesses and subjects of testi-
mony.

Notice of hearings on the in-
dustry’s bid for exclusive channels
for theatre tele was first issued by
the Commission in January, 1950.
However, largely because of the
color TV proceedings, notice of
hearing date was n<?t issued Until
April 25, 1951, when the Commis-
sion set Sept. 17 for the sessions
to commence. , Since then there
have been a series of postpone-
ments.

-Meanwhile, sharing * Sullivan’s

post at TOA on a temporary basis

are Herman M. Levy, general coun-
sel, and Dick Pitts, the outfit’s

press relations chief.

Ted Gamble Active In

Oregon for Gen. Ike
Portland, Ore., June 3.

Theatretaan Ted Gamble has
been active here in raising coin
for the ' Eisenhower campaign in
Oregon. He has told friends th'at

pressure of personal business Will
keep him from "further activity in
the general’s bid’ for the Presi-
dency. They recall, however, that
Gamble made a similar statement
in 1948 and ended up as conven-
tion floor manager for Harold Stas
sen.

Gamble has recently increased
his business activity by acquiring
with a group of associates the
Pepsi-Cola bottling franchise for
this territory.

20th Sets Jane 25

For 1st Public View

OfEidophor System
20th-Fox has set the first public

showing of its Taew Eidophor large
screen tele for June 25. Demon-
stration will be at the homeoffice
in New York with a show via closed
circuit from the company’s Movie-
tone studios two blocks away,

’

Pilot modei installed •'Ih 20th’s
projection room'has been imported
from Switzerland, where the device
was invented. Showing will he in
color,, using the CBS system. It
was demonstrated to. the company’s
stockholders at their annual meet-
ing several weeks ago, but prexy
Spyros Skouras asked the press not
to review it at that time, since al
the technical bugs had not been
ironed out.

Washington, June &.

Judge George W. Latimer, of
the U. S. Corn* of Military Ap-
peals,>< forgrier Counsel for the. Joe
Lawrence Theatres, Salt Lake
City, told the/Federal Communica-
tions Commission .today (Tues.)

that, he wag . present at a confer-
ence in Los ; Angeles at which
threats were " blade by Paramount
officials agatast th'e Utah exhib for
his refusal to relinquish a theatre
formerly leased. to„ Par.
‘Latimtr testified that. in June,

J941, while an : active military

duty, he was called -by Lawrence
to attend a meeting in L. A. at
which the following were present:
Leonard Goldenson, then in charge
of Paramount, theatres and now
prexy of United Paramount ’ The-
atres; Sam Dembow, ex-Par exec;
Austin C, Keough, Par chief coun-
sel and a member: of the board,
and Lawrence.
Latimer said the meeting con-

cerned the acquisition of the Para-
mount Theatre, Salt Lake City, by
Lawrence after ' the landlord took
it' away from Par’s affiliate, Inter-

mountata Theatres, and that Gol- *

denson and Keough asserted that

no one else would operate the the-
atre and that they would see to it

hat he (Lawrence) would get ;no
first-run product. Under question-
ing by Commission Counsel Benito
Gaguine, Latimer said, that in mak-
ing his threat Goldenson Was
speaking .“not in "‘’jest, but seri-

ously.”
Under "cross examination -by

(Continued on. page 20)

No Outsider to Replace

Goldstein, Sez Goetz;

‘Assistant’ to Step Up
Universal has no plans to' bring

in an outsider to’ assume the pro-
duction chores of Leonard Gold-
stein) who obtained bis release
from the company last week, pro-
duction topper" William F. Goetz
indicated in NeW York on Monday
(2). Goetz, in Gotham for a week
prior to taking off1 on a vacation
jaunt to Europe, said that Gold-
stein had many Competent assist-

ants and that It was quite possible
one of them might assume his du-
ties.

Company currently has 40 sto-

ries in work, Goetz said. He1 noted
that the forthcoming

.
pix did not

include lavish-type musicals, but
that there-were several semi-musi-
cals in the group.

U’s policy of participating deals
with top name players would con-
tinue, Goetz added. He stressed that
the company Would pursue an ac-
tive and definite policy in regard
to young players.

L. A. to N, Y.
Jack Benny
Milt Ebbins
Celeste Holm
Alexander S. Ince
Mary Livingston
Tony Martin
Harold Mirisch
Kingman T. Moore
ZaSu Pitts
Harold Spina
Willard Swire
Charles Vidpr

N. Y. to L. A.
Larry Barnett
Clarence Brown
Lamar Cooper
Arlene Dahl .

Alan Handley
Frank King
Herman King
Maurice King
Marks' Levine
Sidney A. Myers
Harriet Parsons
Ron Randell
Nicholas M. Schenck
Max Schulman
Dave Tebet

N. Y. to Europe
Richard Altschuler
John C. Becher
Jack Benny
Rudolf Bing
Mel Brooks
Antal Dorati
William Goqtz
Signe Hasso
Audrey Hepburn
Jean Hersholt
JIU Kraft

,

Lawrence Langner
Max Llebman
Mary Livingston
Joseph Mankiewic*
Arinina Marshall
Duncan McGregor, Jr.
Zinka Milanov *

Alexander Paal
Arnold Shaw
Isaac Stern .

Harvey Stone
Astrid Varnay
L. Arnold Weissberger
Tennessee Williams

Europe to N. Y,
Joan Caulfield
Claude Dauphin
Hilda Emery Davis
Faye: Emerson .

Skitch- Henderson.
George Judd
George Judd, Jr.
Marie Marsicano
Sidney Myers
John B. Nathan
Janet Ness
Gabriel Pascal
Sheldon Reynolds
Fernand Rivers *

. Frank Ross
Roger L. Stevens
Jean Vivie
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Film censors die hard. That became evident in statements

from three of them, In as many states, following the “Miracle”

and “Pinky” decisions by the TJ. S. Supreme Court.
' It was obvious this week that in New York, Maryland and Ohio,

at least—and undoubtedly in other cities and states with bluenose

laws—it will take a direct order from the high bench to put the
.

censors out of business.

In Albany last.week, following the “Miracle” opinion, Qharles E.

Brind, counsel'for the Board of Regents, under which censors oper-

ate, -said he saw nothing in the decision that will affect the board’s

operation except insofar as the “sacrilege” issue is involved. In
Maryland and Ohio, the bluepehcillers likewise took the attitude

that the “Miracle” decision involved ohly “sacrilege” as a reason,

for banning a pic, •

Sydney R. Traub, chairman of the Marylahd group, Said that in

his term of office the board “has at no time banned or caused mat-

ter to be deleted on ' sacrilegious grounds. The Supreme Court
decision does not appear to be applicable to any of the films that

have come before Us. We shall continue to act upon pictures' as

we have in the past within the limits defined by the Maryland
Statute, With the exception of the' sacrilegious provision.”

• t)r. Clyde Hissong, director of education for the St^te of Ohio
and chief film ‘censor, likewise said he saw no immediate effect

resulting from the • “Miracle” decision. He said *he didn't feel

the Ohio law violated rights of free speech and free press. ^Mira-

cle”"bas not been submitted to the board yet.

Dr. Hissong said,him* are never cut or nixed because 6f treat-

ment of religious or other point of view. However, anything

derogatory to the church as a whole or to tha ministry would
be cut, he stated.

.

Aftkt Plastic Cases
plea that films be shipped in

plastic cases in order .to cut

costs' for exhibs was made .yes-

terday (Tues.) by C. F. Pfls-

ter, prexy Of the Independent
Theatre Owners of Ohio, pos-
ter, In New York to drum up
interest for a film industry

expo at the Ohio State Fair,

declared that the weight of

metal film cans * was upping
costs considerably since truck-

ing companies charged by
weight.

Because of increased costs,

Pfister said, film carrier^ have
cut down shipments from five

to three days per week, fre-

quently causing confusion in

bookings.

• i • .

Continually crowing number ofV
exhibs' antitrust suits filed against

;

the film companies apparently Is

now leading to a conflict between
sales toppers, and top^ distribution

lawyers. . .

Some- sales department, chiefs

are upset .because .they're overly

restricted by the characteristically

cautious attitudes of the. lawyers

when it comes to okaying any new
sales policy. On the sales end, it's

argued that..the legalitesfc dictate

what proposed policies may not be

pursued, but then never come up
with any recommendations on what
may be done. And despite the re-

strictions, say the distribution riien,

the trust suits continue to pile up.

The entire subject was given a

thorough going-over at a Motion
Picture Assn, of America meeting

in N. Y; last week. ' the session,

attended by distrib execs and. top

counsel for the companies, had
been called, -to. designate ' MPAA's
rep on the Council of Motion Pic-

ture Organization's thrCe-man board

of governors. Instead, the adverse

legalities came Up as the leadoff

subject and was kicked about in the

ensuing conversation for four solid

hours,
.

Position of the attorneys is that

virtually all trust beefs are based

on sales practices dating back over

h
bound^

n
untii Although New York exhibs have

sidered
in thi failed to obtain cooperation from

the courts
the eieh+ Hollywood producers on setting up

Governments suit against the eight
in(jU5try exposition -at* Grand

principal companies.
Central-Palace, N, Y„ the Inde-

The lawyer* ^el it s hetter to
nt Theatre Gwners of OMo

more
+
or less bend over

r

^kward at »
eeding with plans to stage

this time conservative poll * at the Ohio state Fair,
cies rather than invite even a ^ Aw 22-30
greater number of Prtvate actions c

1 £ y. currently' seeking c'o-
or run the risk of a contempt-oi-

Ohio Indies Map

Ask Industry Aid

court charge.

RKO’s Minority 20% In

NX Chain Snags Efforts

To Sell Under Decree
RKO Theatres appears faced "Xs'outlined by Pfister and Wile,

.with a giant problem in its effort
Q wU1 be picked up by the Al-

to sell its 20% stock ownership of
^ed ex]db group of Indiana foi

7\

X

k. i 1 A* ^

m

• 1)1 Aiicnc* nJ i _ _ . « v .it _“1 1 _

operation from the majors for ma
terials to enhance the expo are

C. F. Pfister of Troy, O., ITOO
prexy, and Robert A*. Wile, exec

secretary of the exhib group. Expo,

according to Pfistpr, is part of the

ITOO's aim to, establish and main-

tain a constructive liaison between
distribs and exhibs for the purpose

of helping the b.o.

Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers got unexpected]
support last week' in its

1 assault oft

proposals being considered' by the'

Motion Picture Assn, of America?
for a new U. S. film agreement
with- France. State Dept, notified

the majors that'it would absolutely
not. become a signatory to a pact
calling for subsidies by the Amerr
lean industry, to French producers.

Attitude of SIMPP and State
Dept, is expected to send Johti G.
McCarthy, director of the MPAA's

!

international division, who is in
Paris, back to French government
negotiators with * a demand that
subsidy provisions be- removed
from the alternate proposals for a
new deal Worked out several -weeks
ago.
Agreement can be made whether

the State Dept and SIMPP go
along Or not, However, if the . sub-
sidies remain in, it means that the
new pact, unlike the present one,

which expire* Iun£ 30, would be
between the French government
and the MPAA rather than between
-the French government and the
U. S. government

. o

Aside’ from it? strong objection

to the principle of subsidies,

SIMPP is against any deal that

would meaii a, pullout by the State

Dept. It feels, thgt Washington
should be encouraged, rather than
discouraged, to play a "part in film

(Continued on page 21)
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‘Latuko’ Does Record

Biz in Newark House

That Beat Censoring
“Latuko ” the controversial Afri-

can documentary’, is giving the Em-
bassy NeWsrCeJ Theatre,. Newark,
its best business in the history of

the house following a court deci-

sion that restrained police from in-

terfering with exhibition of the
picture. Second Week of the film's

run ending Monday, night .(2)

grossed over $5,000 while the in-

itial seven days, popped $7,200.

Newsreel Theatre’s prior record
was $4,900 while Guild Enterprises,

operator of the house for the pafct

four years, had bit a previous high
of $4,500 during that period. Mean-
time; “Latuko” is being held, over
indefinitely. Although Newark
police had charged’ that the pic-

ture was “obscene and indecent,"

no demonstrations were made fol-

lowing resumption of screenings

and “no trouble” was reported by
the management.

In the Wake of Superior Court
Judge Walter J. Freund's recent
ruling which permits showing of

the picture throughout New Jersey,

Producers Representatives, the

film’s' distributors, has booked the
pic into the Lyric, Asbury Park,

June 15. It’s also been set for the

Capitol, Patersoni and Palace, Pas-

(Continued on page 63)

Attack on 'Prior Restraint’ Issue

Rose
Hollywood, June 3.

Billy Rose will bo folding
.
down

a familiar Spot in the Alex Gott-
lieb .production of “Billy* Rose’s.

Broadway Tales,” an episodic pic

based on . four 6f Rose's short
stories written for a Broadway col-

umn that he ’no longer writes.

Rose will be the nanpator, spin-

ning his
.

yarns a la Somerset
Maugham in “Quartet” and “Trip”’

First . of the episodes will be.

filmed in August*

Bd„ 'Satisfied In

John , G. Eidell’s withdrawal as

a candidate for reelection to the
Universal board Was entirely a

matter of his' own- choice, he said

in New York yesterday (Tues.).

Eidell was the stockholder who a

couple years ago in a surprise

move got-himself—^a complete out
sider as far as the management
was concerned*~elected to .

the
board under U’s cumulative voting
system.

jEidell, a financial analyst from
San Francisco, said he had com-
pletely satisfied himself as to the
capability of the management.
That; 'and the

.
pressure of personal

affairs, which interfered with trips

from the Coast for monthly board
meetings, caused him to* pull out,

he said.

“The management has done an
outstanding job,” he said; “partic-

ularly in reducing debts, conserv-
ing assets and increasing earnings
in the face of generally falling

business.”
Eidell, who is a mCmbdr of the

committee looking into the prac-

ticality of a merger with Decca.

Records, declared he was in favor

of the move, but thought it \y°uW
(Continued on page 60)

20th
,

s Boston, N.H.
Units Report to H,0.

20th-Fox’s Boston and New
Haven branches will operate with-

out a division head for the time

|' being,’ reporting directly to the

homeofidee, as a’ result of the de-

parture this week of Ed X. Calla-

han, who had been New England
division manager.
Company’s Chicago branch simi*

larly has no division head.

+ Test promised by Eric Johnston
of Ohio’s fight to ‘censor newsreels
may prelude’ an. out-and-out assault
by the film Industry on the “prior
restraint”* issue' implicit in all

pic censorship; ‘ The ' further test
is, required as the result of the
TJ;S. {Supreme Court’s ducking of
the

1

issue ’ in its decision Monday
(2) in the “Pinky” case.

While favorable, jin that the High
Tribune! moy.ed, a step. closer to
eliminating -eventually the /power
of cities and, states .to bluepencl!
films, the “Pinky’.’ decision w a s.

disappointing to the • film ^industry*
in that’ the. “court, a* in the “Mir-.-

acle” opinion the week before, lim-

ited its ruling to the narrowest ]&>-<

sible* point.
* *

In the’. “Pinky” case the court
didn't’’ even render an opinion. It

merely,’ '.by
* unanimous ’ action, set

aside the bah on the 20th-Fox film

in Marshall, - Texas, and invali-

dated 'the conviction pfW. L, Gell-
ing, manager of the Paramount
Theatre there.

Gelling Wat fined $200 for show-,
ing “Pinky” ihy February, 1D50,

without permission of local cen-
sors. Highly unusual feature of

the Supreme Court’s decision waal

that it acted without reviewing the
merits of the case or even an-
hohficing it would take jurisdicr;

tion. Tribunal had before it merely
the request of' Gelling (prepared
with the backing 6f the Motion’
Picture Assn, of America) that It

accept an appeal from the Court,

of Criminal Appeals of Texas,,

which’ upheld- the Marshall action/

Supreme j£ourt in its ruling
..ierely anriminced “the judgment,
is reversed”, and pointed for refer-

ence to “The Miracle” decision of‘

the Week before and t.o
v '“w," fer$

v. New York,” decided in 1948.

Banned Magazine
In “Winters v. New York” the

High Court threw out as “vague”
a law under which the state banned

(Continued on page. 16)

Metropolitan' Playhouses,. N - x
-[the State Fair" in Indianapolis,

chain of 100 houses. Shares, which
starting Aug< 31 . in addition, the

are held by a trustee, must be dis-
theatremen said the same bslsic

posed of under terms of the RKO (Continued on page 22)
Consent decree in the industry anti-

'Big
S

hitch* lies m the fact that Long Time Between
the 20% represents a minority in-

"Pilinfi! for T)olenS
terest in a closed corporation and „ „ * y *
there have been no dividends de- Hollywood, June 3.

dared in recent years. Observers George Dolens, who starred m
believe that an appraisal probably “Vendetta” eight years ago for

would give the stock a market Howard Hughes and was under ex-

value of substantially over $1 ,
000 ,- elusive contract to the producer

000
, or such a fancy figure that po- till a few months ago without hav-

tCntial investors are being scared ing made a second film, drew ins

away. .first freelance assignment.

Outfit had quietly approached a It’s a top supporting role in

number of possible buyers with- ‘Scared Stiff, Martin-Lewis star-

( Continued on page 21) rer for Hal Wallis.

On Right to

Assortment of recent court .de-

cisions in exhib-distrib antitrust

suits has bad the effect of con-

fusing theatremen in "general on

their right to change their run or.

availability, according to film law-

yers in N. Y. They relayed that

exhibs haVe communicated re-

quests for a . moveup of run or

shorter clearance iii the belief that

they’ll be granted automatically

because of a court ruling on runs

and clearances.
’

Incidentally, some lawyers them-

selves confess that they’re con-

futed over tlie apparent conflicts

in opinions rendered by different

tribunals across the country.

In any event, the legalites say,

each exhib’s plea for a better

break on the availability of film

product must be considered on an

; individual basis. Each situation

more or less is peculiar to itself

and for this reason a court action,

say, in Baltimore, is of little sig-

nificance to theatre ops in Boston,

the lawyers insist.

Provisional Conditions
The elimination of first-to-sec-

ond-run clearance in Chicago, as

called for Under the Jackson Park
decree,- does not mean the same
conditions must automaticaUy pre-

vail in N. Y., attorneys observed.

Alsb, they added, the fact* that an
Allentown, Pa.', drive-in was
awarded the right to bid for first-

run pix doesn’t mean all ozoners

are free to demand such first-run

opportunities. Each must be
weighed on its own merit.

Conversely, a couple of law men
in N. Y. confided that in some in-

stances a court's nix .of an exhib's

(Continued on page 60)
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‘Miracle' May Return

/To Paris, NX, Where

All the Fuss Started

“The Miracle,” which suffered'an

untimely closing at the Paris The-

atre, N., Y.; 16. ^months ago, may
likely play a return date there.

Roberto Rossellini-Anna Magnani
pic, to which the U. S. Supreme
Court la§t week restored the li-

cense revoked by .New York State

censors, would follow the Paris,

present tenant, “Under the Paris.,

Sky,” probably about June 16.

Since the Italian film was doing
better than the holdover figure

when the license revocation caused

it to be pulled, Paris management
artd Joseph Biirstyn, the distrib,

feel that, their old contract is still

valid. However, some details of

arrangements for a return date re-

main unsettled and Burstyn is also

negotiating With, other , houses.

“The Miracle,” which runs about

40 minutes, will again be played

as part of a trilogy labeled “The
Ways of Love.” Other two films

(Continued on page 52)

After a Year, Par Pic

May Play B’way Par
Paramount Pictures and the dis-

affiliated Paramount Theatre,
Broadway showcase, may t0~

gethfer again, at least for a single-

pic booking,, after nearly a year’s

estrangement. Last Par film to

play the house was “That's My
Boy/’ Dean Martin-Jerry Lewis

comedy which Hal Wallis produced.

Par’s product . for the most part

since that time has been channeled

into Brandt theatres.

Conversations are now under-

way looking to the first N. Y. run

of “Jumping Jacks,” also Wallis

and M. & L., at the Par Theatre in

mid-summer.
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^'Le'wii in Ularioui
Surcfireb*.
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F*remount relnM of Hal Wall!* jtfb-

Auction. 5t*r* Dean M«rtin» Jerry J-ewia^

]Kon4 Freeman; tetilurei. Don .
DeFoie-r

Robert StraU**, Dick „ Krdman, Way Teal,

•MaroV McGuire, D*hny Arnold, Directed

dialog?' Jam#* AUardlce. Richard ‘Well;

from «tory by-Brlan-Marloi*; camera,
Daniel L. FaJ>p;‘ editor, Stanley Johnton;

• *ong», Jerry Lftdnjatoja.JMaek, Davld. ^^-
vlewed Mp#.- 33. W. KuntoMr time. -’fV

0*ic£' AlleH &*». ^»rtjn
Map Smith • Jerry Lewis
Betty Carter. ~.j, .Mona Freeman
Keltey. . . „

•

Ser.ft, McClu.key, . . . .Robert Strau#*

D^lfita' Dolan d ; « . >t«^ < iJMk Iplintn,

General Timmons. *• K*y Teal

Julia .Lorlng. . .. .Marey McGuire
Fv*n« Danny. Arnold

aii4 direction itiUck of tl* old Yonn||i pn
silrhtSenpett dayk 8h& h*M.l£3$ir Bontoa '$$&£§*
JaSnifb^rt^iYin ft ^'hftiSi-SSS y«» }y
attacks'the puit ;teclinlQttti of friends, :

;

^ ; ,i ,

yesteryear w 1 1 % enthusiasm. but F}ltt| n0
does ejothlng to jpbvathat coy looks havlnf been an

artil Untterintf evelAShes cadi-' sue- project- before lie left Columbift for

cessfuliy substitute forhctlng. Also, United ArtiSts. Phil

Miss Swanson is unbecomingly ^««tion.has
in V|A%* Aurn lOOtSl^C rolling pfly

o very capable pCTfornaers. sup- by w. Howard Greene a len$mg. *

y an occasional good monient,
'*

Martin -Lewis are back in uni-

form, this time to make a hilarious

wreck' ol the paratroops. The
zanies, currently b.o. redhots, arc4

up.to thejr best in the Hal Wallis
1

offering, making the .film a .
cinch

for surefire returns in practically

every playdate, , , . ,,

. The situation comedy, plot' is per-

fectly tailored tq show off Jerry

Lewis1 uninhibited’ clowning and
Dean Martin's pleasant straight-

matt chores and rsinglrig. Attack

oh i the risibilities is' constant, both

because of . Lewis and the , direc-

torial ‘handling; of Norirtan Tautog.

Among the succession of, laugh,

highlights, Taiirog is responsible

for the topper sequence that takes

place on h train land involves the

feeding of a GI- hiding under a

table. It’s a sockor comedy scene

that will literally roll ‘ audiences

into the aisles.
‘ Martin, a paratrooper, sends for

his old vaude partner, Lewis, when
a soutpuss - general threatens to dp
away with the camp’ shows the sol-

diers are Staging unless .they ate

improved. To turn, the trick,

Lewis has' to be passed' off * as a

regular GI, presumably lot only'

the one p'erformance. -However, he
catches the- favor of the general,

who orders the group to tour other
camps. Afraid of what jnlgbt' hap-
pen to' them if the general discov-

ers the masquerade, the soldiers

keep Lewis under lock -arid key,

ahd the enforced, although unof-
ficial, enlistment sets the stage for

a round of hilarious comedy situa-

tions, climaxing when Lewis be-

comes. involved in maneuvers and
winds up a Hero by oftpturlng the
enemy general.

^
With Martin & Lewis,' mostly the

latter, almost constantly on cam-
era, there's not much left for the
other cast members to do. How-
ever, Robert Strauss, playing
tough sergeant who is taken by
Lewis, manages to contribute hand-
somely to the comedy antics, and
Dick Erdman, as the GI whose
identity Is assumed by Lewis, has
his moments, particularly the feed-
ing routine on the train.

Mixed in with the comedy are
five songs by Jerry Livingston and
Mack David, some used for straight
vocals- by Martin anq others fp'r

what passes as production num-
bers.’ Mona Freeman, with, little

to do other than add her femme
charms to a few scenes, pipes “I
Can’t .Resist a Boy in Uniform”’ in
an early production number rou-
tine with Lewis. “Do the Parachute
Jump” is sung by Martin in a show
number. He also handles “The
Big Blue Sky," “I Know, a Dream
When I See One” and “Keep a
Little Dream Handy,” ‘ the latter
with Lewis.

Wallis’ supervision makes good
us*. of the service camp back-
grounds, taking advantage of train-
ing methods to turn on laughs. Ex-
pert photography by Daniel L.
Fapp and special effects by Gordon
Jennings help to highlight the
humor. • v Brop.

3 (oi* Bedroom C
(COLOR)

two
ply _
but their, valiant efforts are* not

enough *6 build interest. James
Warren, “discovered” by Miss
Swanson” for ,the male’ lead, shows
no promise as a performer, maybe
due to the extremely bad material

with which he and.the rest of the

cast are saddled.
The ' slight, : unbelieveable plot

takes place aboard the Santa Fe
Super Chief enroute to the Coast
froni Chicago, r When Warren, a

Coalideitce Girl

! $i*wmoVlng mcller for lower
mt of duaiai

"

United- Artist* release of Andrew L.

Sion* production. Feature* Toro Conway.
Hillary ' Brooke. - Directed by Stone.
Screenplay, stone; camera, William
Clothier; editor, Virginia * Stone; mu;l$,
Lucieil Callliet. Tradeshown; M. YV, May
29, '52. • Running time, »1 MINS; • -

1

Roger Klngriey.. Tom Cpnway
prissy ’ bip-bbehdstry -professor, Mary Webb . ; . ; ; . . ; ^.^Hillary Brooke

boards the ‘train, he finds his bed-
room, -already t*k«h over by Miss m^-SHLSK
Swanson, an 'aging actress trying

to act young, and hen small daugh-
ter. She talks* him out of the quar-

ters and he bunks in an improvised
berth in the ,men fs room.

Enroute, a romance develops
With’ the usual number of cliche

complications that are abetted by
Clark, as her agent; Conried, an
ulcer-ridden studio flack, and Steve
Brodie, enactirig a thinly-disguised
carbon of Marlon Brando. By the

time the train arrives in Pasadena,
however, Miss- SWanaon, and ,War£
ren are in each other’s arms for a

Clinch. Clark add ~ Conried gets

acceptable. The -aboard-train ac-
tion, with cut-in clips of the speed-
ing Super Chief, give the railway
a sustained film commercial.

Brog.

• +7.1

Sit, dulnn .jack, Kru*chtn
Chief Brownell.;- John G»U*udet
Hal Sp«el ...,.Faul Uvcrmore
Pei*y Speel..,,

.

Aline Towne
Matflr .HeUen . Van Tuyl
MarkwcU ;WaUer Klni*ford
Charlie...,,.. ........... Charlie Colins
Flrat.s Detective ....Bruce Edward*
Second Detective,.. Tyler- McVey
Jphn Pope ..... Paul Guilfoyle
BrownellV Assistant ;. .A ; Edmund Cobh
Bfaddoch's Nurse. ..... Pamela Duncan
MiasSeabury Barbara Woodell

Mrs. MarkweU .Madfe Crape
Detective Walsh Roy Eni«l
Hilda. ...... Mario Karen
Gertrude Palmer Yvonne Peattie

Mr. Palmer
Allen Ridieway John Phillips

Mr*. Ridgeway .... .Helen -Chapman
Insurance Broker. r •••• Led Cleary
Saleslady . .Carmen Clothier

hndl ™ Con Operator GUbert Frye
off * few gP°d, tradey. quipsand 2nd ’Con Operator - Duke York
Eiynpst A n de rio n-'tries hard as Down*. .. . .Michael yalion

the train’s' porter. Precociousness
od -Japine Perreau as? Miss ' Swan- ‘’Confidence* Girl” is an inex-

son?s child should have been re- pensively mounted chronicle of a

strained. . .... man and woman swindling team.
The Naturalcolor hues used by If the . film’s. 81 minutes were

Ernest Lftszlo in .the tensing are trimmed by 10 or 15.minutes, this

Andrew L. Stone production would
have better prospects in tapping
the. lower brackets as a program*-
mer. At its present length the
picture, is pretty tedious save for a
few action scepas.

Partners in, the confidence rack-
et, Tom Conway and , Hillary
Brooke have a polished technique
that enables ^thern to take a Los
Angeles department store for a
mink coat, bilk a pawnbroker - out
of $8,000 and baffle the .police^But

Hollywood, .May 29. while posing fts a mindreader in a
Columbja productU,n »nd r*ie«*«. stars, nightclub' preparatory, to pulling

Anthony Dexter, Jody JLawrance, Gale . -T -n/rj-* «
Robbinr, Anthony Quinn; feature*' 4Carl another job, MISS BlOOke has a
Benton Reid, Ren -Randall, < Fay Roope, change of heart and admits she S
Carleton Younf, Jan . MacDonald, Lester u fnV«* ’•

Matthew*. Barbara Brown. Walter KlnfM , ... n *

Tord. Donald Randolph. Directed by Phil Both. CoUWay and .-M*SS Brooke
Karlson, Screenplay, Jesse La*ky, Jr.;, do as Well as Can be expected in

Alexnn<lre^*Dum tory; 0*ainere Wchm- Of the Uneven Script. Long
color), W. Howard Greena; editor. Jerome supporting test Of Unknowns prO-
^homs; ihuric reore, -Marid Casteimtovo- vides routine characterizations of

nin^Time ,

P
m V

min*!
M,y 62‘ Run‘ assorted types^anging from detec-

cm-ios Deiarjo)
*

' tives tn salesgirls. Stone, Who di-

p,
1

.Vn«
L« e

lr
z<
i..L'

A
T
nt
J
u>IY bexter rected from his own story, tends

Countes* Flora.,..,.,.... Gale Robbins -neglect action and- SUSpenSc ill

Prince Ramon Anthony Quinn favor of Wordy dialog.^ " Production values- are on the
modest side. Camerawork of Wil-
liam Clothier is okay as is the
Luclen CaiUet^musical score. Edi-
tor

.

• Virginia Stone could have
wielded her scissors to better ad-
vantage. Other technical credits
are standard. •' Gilb,

Although this Die ba| been e*te|tylyft|y reshot add nearly a half*,

hour of rumifnji thn*- 'has. bo«a acisabred since it was shown in

England underwits .initial title, “Clone, To Earth,” (reviewed by
Variety- from London Sept. 27, 1950), this te still, a $low-mo\ing
production with doubtful chances in regular exhibition .channels.

An overall arty flavor, in dialog and some topflight Technicolor
photography might -give this. Aim. better chances, in the alt house*
with, the right i)dnd of selling campaign, ' »".* ?;

Produced, directed and written by the British team of Michael
Powell, and Emerio pressburger, adaptation of a British bestselling

novel has -many effective passages but the pic -is bogged down by
a reptitious and virtually actionless script, -Film*/, however, does

manage to wind up. with a powerful sequence in which Jennifer

Jones is pursued to her death by a pack of fox-hunting hounds.

In general,, the dominating factor in this- production is the camera
work with its panoramic shots of a wild English,eodntiyside* in the

most natural Technicolor effects seen on the screen in some years,

.Story involves an untutored Gypsy-born - girl, played by Miss
Jones in Welsh dialect, in a struggle between her ^riimal passion

fpr a huntsman (David Farrar) and her virtuous allegiance to her
minister-husband (Cyril Cusack), After, marrying the latter

t
she

runs off with Farrar and then is repelled by his brutality and re-

turns to her husband. At the finale, however, she pays With her

life for her trespasses in a blood-tingling scene in* which she’s

chased hy a pack of hounds while carrying her pet fox. in her arms.

Miss Jones’ performance is excellent, even if at. times she over-

works the dialect and over-dramatizes her emotions. It's A dif-

ficult and long role, however, and she carries it off with conviction.

Farrar is less effective as the heavy, tending to a corny, dark
villainy in' projecting his sinister influences .over the girl, - As the

minister, Cusack plays in directly opposite mood with a too-

virtuous rintf in' his voice and angelic look on his face, Sybil Thorn-
dike and Esmond Knight, in lesser roles, are* firstrate.

Physical production is creditable, most of the pic having, been
shot in an actual Welsh locale. In fact, the backgrounds as cap-

tured by'the Technicolor overshadows the rest of the fllmu Berm.

Brandy for tli© Parson
(BRITISH),

t - * « >t » •
*

British comedy in first Group
S film; .looms hit for U. S. art
houses,:

The Brigand
(COLOR)

Program swashbuckler in color
for regular dual runs.

-
• London, May 27; *

•ABFP. rel«a**. •( .Group 3 production.
Star*. Juno* ‘Donald, Kenneth Mora- in4
Jean Iod|«( , DiK«t«4 If John DdrMW.
ScracnplaJ, John Dlfhton, Walter- M«»«;
camera, Martin Curti*; -editor, John Trum-
per; niu*tc, John Addfaon. At Metro Pre-
view Thoatre, London, May 20, '52. Run-
ning tlma, If MINS, .

*
- .

.

B1U Harper..; Jam** Donald
Tony Rackham .Kenneth More
PetronlUa. Brand -

.... T, Jedn Lodge
Custom* Inspector Frederick Piper
George Crumb......... Charle* Hawtrey
Red-worth Michael Trub*hav«
Dallyn Allle Ba*»
Mr

-

. .Minch .Wilfred Caithness
Mr. Fr.oaat ........... .. Lionel Harris
Ma**aud Richard Molinas
Scout Master,.. Reginald Beckwith
Customs Officer- Stanley Lemln
Major Glocklelgh Arthur Wontner
Vicar Frank Tickle

Triano .Carl Benton Retd
Captain Ruiz ...... Ron Randall
Motfsieur De Laforce Fay Roo'pe
Carnot .Carleton Ypung
Major Schpock Ian MacDonald
Doctor Lopez Lestet Matthew*
Barones*. Isabella -Barbara Brown
Sultan .Walter Kingsford
Don Felipe Castro Donald Randolph
Dona -Doltre* Caatro.,.. Marl Blanchgrd
Archbishop ............. .Holme* Herbert

Trite romantic comedy, poorly
done. Stars Gloria Swan£b*>.

Hollywood, June 3.
Warner release of Brcnco (Edward L.

Alporson, Jr.) production. Stars GlorJ-
Swanson: features Jame* Wnrrcil. '•'r-'

'

Clark, Hans Conried. Written and di-
rected by Milton H. Bren;, based on nov«'

-

by Goddard Ldeberscn;- camera (Naturr-i-
Coldr), E\’nest LnszJo; editor, Arthur HU-
ton; mu$lc, Heinz Roemhold. Previewed
May 20, ‘52. Running time. 74 MINS.
Ann Haven Gloria Swanson
Oil J, Thrum James Wrrrcn
Johnny Pizer Fred Cirri:
Jack Block * -. ... Hans Conrir'4

Conde Marlow Stove Brr'Ue
Barbara Janine Perreau
Fred Johnson -. .. Ernest Anderson
Mrs. Hawthorne Margaret Dumont

This is incredibly poor enter-
tainment, showcasing Gloria Swan-
son in her first film since “Sunset
Boulevard.” -Indie productions gets
more of a chance at. bookings via
the Warners release than it mi^hl
have otherwise, but butlook for re-
turns is mediocre.

Miss Swansoh should have stood
in “Sunset Boulevard.” Her (rout-
ing and Milton H. Bren’s script

Release possibilities for .
“The

Brigand” fail into the companion
feature field. It is a program
swashbuckler • for top or bottom
bookings* ifi the programmer mar-
ket and offers little for the big key
situations.

“Inspiration^ for the romantic
potboiler is the Alexandre Dumas
story about a soldier who doubled
for his king and eventually became
monarch. The mythical kingdom
dom locale wears a pretty Techni-
color furbishing, and script, direc-
tion and playing emphasizes cliff-

hanger action rather than attempt-
ing earnest dramatics, film thus
getting by for the regular run of
audiences in the market at which
it {s aimed.
Anthony Dexter tackles the dual

role, fulfilling physical require-
ments with the proper amount of
dash and color, as well as having a
chance for several Latin-type terp
stints. When his king is seriously
wounded in an assassination at-
tempt, Dexter is pressed into mas-
querading as the monarch so that
forriial ceremonies attendant on a
state-arranged marriage with a
princess from a neighboring coun-
try can go through without a hitch.
The masquerade upsets the

scheme of Anthony Quinn to take
over the throne, but he suspects
the substitution and hunts out the
real king’s hiding place. Dexter ar-
rives in time to do in Quinn and
h's henchmen but.not soon enough
to save* the king from death/ By
this time, the princess is in love
with him, so he’s installed on the
vacant throne and everybody’s
happy.

Jody Lawrance plays opposite
Dexter as the princess, enhancmg
the period costumes. Also looking
good is Gale Robbins, as mistress
of the real king. Quinn capably
sel’s his heavy assignment with as-
sists from Fay Roope, Carleton

Montana Territory
(COLOR)

Strictly lowercase western.

Columbia release of Colbert Clark pro
ductlon. Features Lon McCalllster, Wanda
Hendrix, Preston Foster. Directed "by Ray
Nazarro. . Screenplay, Barry Shipman;
camera (Technicolor), Henry Freulich;
editor, Paul Bofofsky; t musical director,
Mlscha’ Bakalelnlkoff. Tradeshown in
N. Y., May 29, '52. Running time, 44 MINS.
John Malvin Lon MdCalllster
Clair Enoch Wanda Hendrix
Sheriff Plummer Preston Foster
Jason Waterman..... .....Hugh Sanders
Gimp Jack Flam
George Ives Clayton Moore
Yeager Robert Griffin
Bill Landers .Myron Healey
Possum Eddy Waller
Boone Helm George Russell
Frank Parrish Ethan Laidlaw
Jack Gallagher Frank Matts
Mr*. Nelson Ruth Warrdn
Lloyd Magruder*

.

Trevor Bardette
Weasel George Chcscbro

All tjie vapid cliches of the sage-
brqsh citcuit have been assembled
into.“Montana Territory.” Its Tech-
nicolor aspect won’t help it to
emerge from the lower half of dual
situations. Script, production; -

di-
rection and balance of technical
credits are par or under for the
hoss, chase and gunplay course.
Most of the dialog is entertaining
in reverse, eliciting laughs in the
wrong places.

Story, such as it is, revolvos
around bandit-leader Preston. Fos-
ter, who uses his. sfipriff's post as
cover, for his dastardly doings.
Young Lon McCalfister, instated
as a deputy, goes overboard in his
fealty to Foster until events prove
him mistaken. One of the events
is Wanda Hendrix,* whose father,
Eddy Waller, is killed by the sher-
iff. She spearheads a vigilante
movement that brings Foster and
his cohorts to justice. McCallister
wins Miss Hendrix, Montana is ad-
mitted to the Union and the 64-
minute footage comes to a mercifu
end. Trau.

“Brandy for the Parson” is the
first visible, fruit of the- Group' 3
compainy which was set up a year
or so ago with government finance
to give opportunities to - promising
talent on modem budgeters. If this,

the first effort,, is .a fair sample, of

the unit’s output,,the government’s
confidence has been fully justified,

for this is &n amiable entertain-
ment.. It should do pleasing busi-
ness: at home despite the absence
of prominent marquee names. Pic
should also prove a hit in Ameri-
can art houses.

Completely unpretentious in its

presentation, the film has captured
that surefire light touch which has
distinguished

-

recent British com-
edies. it has a wealth of simple
charm, and an abundance of good
humor which more than makes up
for the deficiencies in the story.

-

It describes7 the adventures of a
young couple on a sailing holiday
who, get involved with a brandy
smuggler and are chased across
the country by customs men. That
is the bare basis of the plot, blit

the entertainment derives fromuthe
amusing incidents that- follow.

Deft direction and tight editing
keep the story rolling at a steady
pace. Acting maintains a healthy
all-round standard with James
Donald, Kenneth More and Jean
Lodge sustaining the three top
roles in an. effective manner. Ex-
cellent cameos are also contributed
by Michael Trubshawe, Charles
Hawtrey-, Frederick Piper and Alfie
.Bass. Myro.

Umberto |l.
(ITALIAN)

Cannes, May 27.
Dear Film release of an Amato-Rizzoll

production. Stars Carlo Battisti, Maria
Pla Caslllo, Lina Gennari. Directed hy
Vittorio DeSica. Screenplay, DcSica, Ce-
sarc Zavattinl from a story by Zavattini;
camera, G. R. Aldo; music, Alessandro Cl-
cogninl. At Film Festival, Cannes. Run-
ning time, 12 MINS.
Umberto D Carlo Battlsti
Maria *Maria Pla Casillo
Landlady . > . . . • > . Lina Gennari

Versity
-

professor), has \ only, two
friends in the world: the maid in
the- apartment in which he boards,
and his dog. It is the dog, and .the
problem of its fiispoMl, variously
attempted/-which finally persuade
him to 'give s tip 'hfi

-tragic idCa of
committing suicide:' The ending is

happy, but the'generftl effect of the
film is diCurbing;-iso: compelling is

DeSica’g description- 9f t - man’s
solitude. Not since “Shoe Shine”
has he sketched man’* potential
cruelty and selfishness, in such
grim .terms.
Film is at its warmest in scenes

showing .the pensioner’s attempts
to beg against hi* will, or in. such
vivid observations of life 'is the
morning awakening ih the apart-
ment, the maid’s* kitchen routine,
the noises - andr

sights associated
with his apartment life;, The per-
formances, especially that of the
maid,. Maria Pia Casilio, are real
and compelling: Photography by
G. R. Aldo is fine, while- Alessan-
dro Cicognini’s, musical score is

competent us usual* , HatuJf.

Well-known craftsmanship by di-
rector Vittorio DeSica, plus his
name and word-of-mouth, should
rate his latest film a good bet with
specialized U. S. viewers, despite
its almost unrelenting grimness. In
telling a simple tale of a poor pen-
sioner’s search for friendship and
a means of sustenance, both DeSica
and writer Cesare ZaVattini have
ample opportunity to embroider
with sharp and poignant bits of life
as it can be, of humanity or the
lack thereof. Umberto D./ played
by Carlo Battisti (in real life a uni-

Sept fecK^s Capltanx
(Seven Capital Sins).

(FRANCO-ITALIAN)
Paris, May 27.

Gaumont rclc**« ot Franco-London pro-
icdon. Star* Gerard phUlppt, -Vivian*

Romance, . Frank Vlllard, Andre* Debar,
Henri Vidal, Mlchela Morgan, Fjrancolae
Ro*ay> Iaa ' Miranda, Eduardo de Filippo;
feature* Claudlne Dupuis. Paolo Stoppa,
Orfeo Tamburi. Directed or George# . La-
combe, Yve*. Allegret, Roberto Rossellini,
Carlo |Um, Claud# Autant-Lara, d*/- Filip*
po, Jean- Drevill*; screenplay, Jean Au»
renche, Pierre ROst, Rim, RomelUnl, d*
Filippo,

.
Noel Noe). At Coll#**/ ' Paris.

Running thhe, 1M MINS.

This sketch pic binds up a group
of top Franco-Italian stars’and ’di-

rectors for a looksee at the seven
capital sins, each Illustrated Tjy an
appropriate story. » Sketches split

between France and Italy are er-

ratic in. quality and. potpourri as-

pect Sind- length. make the pic te-

dious. Gimmick tieup does not help
much, and saturation' point is

reached early in the film. It has
names for probable good returns
here, and some are marquee mate-
rial stateside. Shearing of the
poorer aspects might make this

sins down, might make this into

acceptable fare for special state-

side situations.

First episode is by Eduardo de
Filippo and gives evidence of

quickie -cuffo shooting. It concerns
a fey music teacher who awaits a
miracle to pay his rent to a miserly
landlord. He finds the landlord’s
wallet and after deliberation de-
cides to turn «it back. Meantime,
the landlord has driven his wife
to desperation and she cuts off her
hair. The fey manages to get a

pearl, thrown, by the raging wife,

in his shoe and it is his miracle.
Obvious plotting' .and unashamed
hamming make this the weakest
of the lot.
' Roberto Rossellini entry* is a

sketchy story of an artist’s wife
who is envious of her . husband’s
cat. She is finally driven to trying
to kill the cat, but the husband
saves it an,ct realizes, the shallow
envy of the wife that kills his love
for her. Skit is awkwardly han-
dled, and never gets the. intensity
inherent in. the story from players
or narration.
The treatise on gluttony is like

a well-told, oft-heard, slightly off-

color tale that is still pleasing. It

concerns a hungry doctor who is

marooned in a peasant’s home for

(Continued on page 18)
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Vs. Hughes; CaQsHknMorJy Right
Hollywood, June 3. -

Letter,.sent to 30 members of the

Screen Writers Guild is Asking they
join.scripter Theodore St. John in

petitioning the exec board to call

a special, meeting ta consider drop-

ping the guild's suit against How-
ard Hughes on grounds the latter is

legally wrong but morally right.

SWG • membership meeting 13

days ago voted'fo fight to the U. S.

Supreme Court any adverse rulings

of the lower courts in -battle to

force Hughes to arbitrate screen
credit for Paul Jarrico on “Las
Vegas Story.” Jarrico, fired by
Hughes for refusal to testify before

the House Un-Ameriban Activities

Committee, was eliminated from
the credits,

St. -John, believes “some six or
seven hundred” guild members are

likely to go, along with his notion

to drop the action since member-
ship was warned at May 23 meeting
that the guild will be “virtually

crippled!’ as a bargaining agent if

the suit is lost in the High Court.
“Not. only will we be deprived

of our hard-won fight to determine
credits, but almost the whole of

our minimum^basic agreement will

be, to all intents and purposes, un-
enforceable if ft i$. violated. We
will in the future be under the ne-
cessity of ? bringing suit ourselves,

as* Individuals.” ^
Because ^of the feeling' which

exists against Communists* cur-

rently, which '“may Well extend to

justices of the higher . courts,’’ St.

John believes, the “chances of our

{Continued 1 om page 21

)
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NSS Invites Exhibs

To Air Grievances

In Conciliation Move
. Exhibs with grievances against
National Screen Service have been
invited to take their gripes to the
NSS exchange ’ heads* around the
country. William B. Brenner, NSS
v.p. ' in* charge Of operations,
pledged that complaints will be in-

vestigated . and promised that
“whatever faults are ours>r will be
remedied.

'

Brenner proposed the concilia-

tion measure to Theatre Owners of
America, recommending that com-
plainant theatremen bring their
beefs to TOA’s grievance panels In
the exchange areas. Chairman of
the panel * thereupon would take
up the niatter With the NSS branch
bhlef. “If this is possible from

Cukor Leaves 'Rachel'

Hollywood, June 3.

George Cukor returned to his
home lot, Metro, to prep “Years
Ago” after asking for and obtain-
ing his release from a one-picture
commitment to direct Daphne Du
Maurier’s ‘.'My Cousin Rachel. ’

Director and producer. Nunnglly
Johnson were unable to agree on
the story’s interpretation.

.“Years Ago,”, from the Ruth
Gordon-Garspn Kanin script, is

slated for fall lensing- at Metro.

Texas COMPO

Meet to Flail

would then instruct * all our ex-
change managers of the proposal
and plan, and in large measure a
complaint could be cleared up im-
mediately before it begins to fester
with time.”
TOA,. in approving the idea, has

asked each of its grievance panels to

designate one'person in each area
to handle the complaints against
NSS.

New Yorker Series Oil

‘Red Badge’ Set for Book
Current series of articles by Lil-

lian Ross in The New Yorker will
be assembled into book form for

publication by Rinehart, N. Y„ next
year. Series will consist of six ar-

ticles. Miss Ross is still working
on them, with the third to be pub-
lished in this week’s issue.
' Rinehart is hoping to get tbe
final installments in time, to put
the book into production for pub-
lication next January. No title for
the tome has been

1

decided upon
as yet. •

Articles are a detailed case his-
tory of the conception and produc-
tion of Metro’s “RedL Badge of
Courage.” They centre mainly
around John Huston, who wrote
the screenplay from Stephen
Crane’s novel and directed, and
Gottfried Reinhardt, the producer.
New Yorker said yesterday (Tues.)
that it has received no squawks

—

or no. praise, either—from any of
the many Hollywoodites mentioned,
some not too kindly.

Organized film industry finally

will map specific plans to combat
the 20% Federal admissions tax at

the Texas COMPO three-day meet-

ing which opens, in Dallas, next

Monday (9). While the Texas out-

fit has called the convention- on its

own, outside the operations, of ;the

Council of Motion Picture Organi-

zations, a sufficient number, of na-

tional QOMPQ-ites will be in at-

tendance to give the tax battle full

attention In a meeting independent
of the Texas' COMPO sessions.

COMPO’s tax committee is head-
ed by R. J. O’Donnell and Col. H.
A. Cole, both of whom are kfey fig-

ures in the Texas unit and, of

course, will be present at the Dal-
las huddles. -Since many exhibs
around the country, particularly in

the south, have been growing im-
patient over delays in setting a
specific tix program, It’s under-
stood, decision was made to take

up the subject in Dallas instead’ of

further awaiting action by the new
COMRO three-man board of gov-

ernors.

Incidentally, when the new board
gets, together for Its first meeting
on the administration of COMPO
and its upcoming job, first ‘two

items On the agenda will, be the tax

problem and’ collection of dues.

Other almost immediately business

will be the selection of an exec

v.p. for ’ COMPO to succeed Ar
your^ end, -said Brenner, weI thur L. Mayer, who bowed out last

month.

Bank of America Sues

To Affirm Ownership

Of 4 Universal Films

Hollywood ,

1June 3.

Bank of America has filed suit

in Superior Court to establish title

to four pix released by universal;

“Secret Beyond the Door” and
“Lost Moment,” both produced by
Walter Wanger; “Mr.. Peabody’s
Mermaid” and “Senator Was In-

discreet,” produced by Nunnally
Johnson.
Bank asks the court to deter-

mine claims, if any, against the pix

by several defendants, including

stars of the individual pix, and to

name the bank sole owner of the
films.

Bank advanced money for the

productions which is unrecovered.

Melford’s 4 ’fintersi

Hollywood, June 3.

Initial quartet of films to be
made by Frank Melford Produc-
tions for RKO release will ' all be
in color, thfc producer announced,
with lensing to start late this

monib.
Pix are “Diamond Queen,” “The

Legend of Suicide Pass,” “Mozam-
bique” and “The Scarlett Temp-
tress.”

. 1 --JW I ..

The, once looked-dowh-upon "pas-
sion pits” are becoming highly-rer
garded payoff pinnacles as the
ozners each year assume a greater
degree of importance in the film
industry economy.

Currently there are 3,835 drive-
in, theatres In the U. S. (including
those, slated for construction), an
increase of 25% since the end of
World War II, arid indications aye
that there will be considerably
more by next year. These and other
facts are contained in a compre-
hensive' study of influences on
drive-in theatres issued today
(Wed.) by Jack H. Levin Asso-
ciates, theatre fact-finding outfit.

Building boom on ozoners, the re-

port says, will be hypoed by the
lifting of the construction ban on
July 1, .

Upbeat in drive-in biz is indi-

cated in the fact that 25%. of the
states did not have a. single ozoner
in 1946. The same states account
for 9.73%'’ of all the .outdoor the-

atres in the country, the survey re-

veals. Texas leads in the number
of under-the-stars outlets, having
8.84% of the national total. North
Carolina, Ohio, California and
Pennsylvania follow in that order.

The Levin report points out that
this Big Five have approximately
one-third of America’s drive-ins.

Survey present* for the first time
a detailed analysis of tfie ,

effects of

weather on ozoner biz.. The aver-

age driVe-in in the U. S„ it notes,

operates. 8.05 months per year.

Other weather factors include; the

two warmest areas of U. S.—each
' (Continued on. page 2?)

For UK Mkt.
With an eye to the 'Upcoming

fall season; foreign film distribu-

tors are strengthening their prod-
uct slates : with a variety of im-
ports. Times Film Corp. has picked

up IT, §. distribution rights to three
Fhettch pictures and an Italian

entry while Manor Films acquired
a Gallic pic starring Josephine
Baker.* Walter Gould has bought
the Mexican-made “In the Palm of

Thy Hand.”
Jean Goldwurm, Times topper,

who .recently returned from a four-

month trip abroad, came back with
American release rights to “Jeux
Interdits” (Forbidden Game).
“Coiffeur Pour Dames” (Ladies
Hairdresser) ,

“Trois Femmes”
(Three Women) and an Italian op-

eratic film based upon Rossini's

“Cinderella;” He also has the
Swedish picture, “Hon Dansade en
Sommar” (One Summer of Happi-
ness), as previously disclosed.

Directed by- Rene Clement, “In-

terdits” .concerns- the effect of war
upon two children. “Coiffeur” is a
comedy starring Fernandel while

(Continued on page 16)

Par Drops 6 Flacks In
J

Delayed Economy Wave
Hollywood, June 3.

In ..a delayed reaction to the
economy wave of several months
ago, six members of the Paramount
flackery were dropped over the
weekend. Decision to trim the staff

is understood to have been made
by pub-ad topper Jerry Pickman
when he was here from his New
York headquarters several week$
ago.
Other departments on the lot,

which wefce" . trimmed several

months ago,' are ’not affected by the

new’ cutting. Slash was ordered
because it was felt department was
overstaffed in view of the lessened

production program. Those let go

were John Del Valle, A1 Jermy,
Jerry Smith, John Nicholas, Betty

Moskowltz of the radio department
and George Luckenbacker, a cut-

ter attached to the trailer depart-

ment.

Vidor's 'SPQR' Indie

Hollywood, June 3,

Charles Vidor leaves for Rome
tomorrow (Wed.) to scout locations
for “SPQR,” story of the Roman
legions with which he will launch
his indie production activity. Di-
rector acquired screen rights to
the book after setting up his indie
unit.

Vidor, who, finished directing
“Hans Christian Andersen” for
Samuel Goldwyn last week, hopes
to put “SPQR” before the camera
later this year.

To Review‘Sham’

Washington, June 3.

•' New York’s Plaza Theatre, Inc,,

and Mrs. Jeannette Brecher, its

operator, asked -the U. S. Supreme
Court yesterday (Mon.) to review

a stiff adverse:ruling by the U. S.

Tax Court affecting Mrs. Brecher’s

earnings. •

Tax court.found that Mrs. Brech-
er’s husband, Leo, owner of the
corporation switched operations
of the house to her control- to keep
down income taxes. Charging, that
the' deal was “a sham,” a “subter-
fuge” i&nd i

a “ruse” to reduce * the
family taxes;.

Corporation had a long lease on
the Plaza Theatre at $30l

(>00 an-
nually. Effective January, 1943, the
theatre was sublet to Mrs. Brecher,
whose husband is ‘the principal
stockholder, at a rental of $55,000
for 1943. ’

.

Mrs. Brecher operated the thea-r

tre, with her husband as manager. •

Mrs. Brecher paid taxes op an.

income of $40,096 in ' 1943. Tax
court ruled that this must be piled
on top of the earnings of . the cor-
poration and so subjected to’ the
higher tax rate.

U, UA Ask Dismissal

Of Govt. Complaint

.

On Common Officer?

Universal, United Artists and In-
dividuals named in the Depart-
ment of Justice complaint that the
two companies have common offi-

cers -have applied to the N.Y. Fed-
eral Court for dismissal of the ac-
tion. Defendants charged there
are no grounds for . the Govern-
ment suit, which was filed, a few
month’s ago. Court has Set June 10
for a hearing on the petition . to
dismiss.

D. of J. complaint cited Robert
S. Benjamin’s dual role of U board
member arid par'd with prexy Ar-
thur B. Krim in the management
of UA. Also .rapped by the De-
partment were the multiple film
company interests of the N.Y. law
firm of Phillips, Nizer, Benjamin
Sc Krim. In addition to the U and
UA ties, the legal operation has a
link with ‘Paramount via Louis
Phillips’ job as Par counsel.

Sherdeman Gets 'Morgan'
Hollywood, June 3.

First of the properties left be-
hind by Robert Arthur when he
ankled Warners last week, “The
Helen Morgan Story,” has been as-

signed to Ted Sherdeman to pro-
duce. Pic marks his producing de-
but after a promotion from the
ranks of the studio's writer's.

Sherdeman wrote “The Winning
Team” for Warners and has been
working on the script of “The Story
of Eddie Cantor.”

, Minneapolis, June 3,
Exploding a sensation, Lee Locv-

enger, attorney for Martin and S.
G. Lebedoff, plaintiffs in a $500,*
000 Antitrust damage suit against
major film companies and the
paramount theatre circuit here,
has made a written request to Fed-
eral Judge G. H. Nordbye that a
lie-detector test be given the two
principal witnesses for the respec-
tive sides, exhibitor Martin Lebe-
doff and Metro branch manager
W, H. Workman, on the points of
direct conflict.

1 The request is mad*
in a most- unusual letter from
Loevchger to .the judge.

If the defendants consent to
submit to the lie-detector test and
the court gives . its sanction, it

would be the first r time such a
test ,ever Has been given to oppos-
ing witnesses in a civil suit, as far
as is known,

Loevenger’s challenge was pro-
voked by defense counsels’ “de-
liberate and ‘ repeated charges,”
made, in their reply briefs just
filed with the court,, of “dishonesty
and perjury” by Martin Lebedoff
during- the trial before Judge
Nordbye^—a trial which consumed
six weelcA last year. In the letter,
Loevenger told the judge he is so
aroused, by the “insincere and un-
founded” charges that he was
impelled tp write comment upon
the point in advance ’ of oral argu-
ments. -

t

’ The Lebefioffs .have
'

alleged In
the suit a conspiracy in restrain!;
of trade that resulted in their
neighborhood Homewood Theatre’s
first-run for Its area being taken

(Continued on page 16)
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Gov. Lodge Slated

To Attend Seminar

Of FHmites, Editors
Hartford, June 3.

Gov. Jofin Lodge is expected tq
attend the intra-industry newspa-
per-motion picture conclave herq
tomorrow (Wed.) at which Con-
necticut publishers, editors and ad-
vertisirig managers will meet with
a film- delegation headed by Eric
Johnston, Motion Picture Assn, of
America prexy.*

Session, arranged by Francis
Murphy, . editor and publisher of
the Hartford Times, will explore
ways and means by which both
media can reach' a better under-
standing of each other's problems.
In addition to Johnston, who will
deliver the main address, speakers
will include Murphy, actor Ronald
Reagan, Oscar Doob, Loew’s ad
exec, and Ray McKinney, ad chief
of the Gannett newspapers.
Tomorrow’s confab is. an expan-

sion of a similar meeting held last

February by Murphy in Hartford.
While the winter meeting was a
local affair, current palaver will
include reps of ail newspapers in

Connecticut' as well as a larger
group of film men, theatre owners,
circuit operators and New York'
execs. Session will get underway
with a luncheon. At the conclusion
of the formal talks, a symposium
on the relation of film biz to news-
papers will be held.

Coast Masquers Sked
Revels to Aid MPRF

~ Hollywood, June 3. .

Motion Picture Relief Fund will

get the entire proceeds of the
Masquers Revels, slated for Sept,
24 at the Hollywood Pantages The-
atre, after a hiatus of many years.
Harry Joe Brown is chairman of
the affair.

Studio committee working on ar-
rangements includes Harry Brand,
20th-Fox; Marvin Ezzell, Samuel
Goldwyn Productions; William
Meiklejohn, Paramount; Marvin
Schenck, Metro; William Gordon,
U-I; Bonar Dyer, Howard McDon-
nell and JoeRivkin. Jack L. War-
ner was elected chairman of the
producers' group and Maury Folda-
darc, Bernie Kaittins and Irwin R.
Franklyn were named to handle
publicity.
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1,0$ Angela, June 3. 4-

Long holiday weekend failed to

provide much stimulation although

most flrst-nms ate up .Slightly this

round. Best r gross thto •***!»
being registered by Red Moun-
tain,” playing L. A. Paramount and

Hawaii, mainly because of reopen-

ing of the Par after facelifting. It

likely will hit solid $?3 ,
000.

Moderate $27,000 ,1s seen ior

“Kangaroo," playing m four situa-

tions. “Girl in White" in two

locations, is mild $20,000. Half-

Breed" looks to get same amount

in two spots. Man in White Suit

is soaring to sock $7,000 in band-

box Pine Arts. ‘About Face

shapes thin $18,000 in three sites.

Estimates for This Week
Los Angeles, Chinese, Uptown,

Loyola (FWC) (2,097; 2,048; 1,719;

1,248; 70-$l.l0)—“Kangaroo (20th)

and “Here Come Marines" (Mono):

Mild $27,000. Last week, “Tales

: Hoffmann" (HA) and “One Big

Affair" (UA) (6 days), $13,100.

Hollywood, Downtown, Wiltern

(WB) (2,756; 1,757; 2,344; 70-$1.10)

.

—“About Face" (WB?. Thm $18,-

.000. Last week, “Have, Have Hot

(WB) and “High Sierra" (WB) (re-

issues) (6 days),, $14,600. .

Loew’s State, Egyptian (UATC)
(2,404; 1,538: 7Q-$1.10)— “Girl .in

White" (M-&) and “Talk About
Stranger" (M-G). Mild $20,000.

Last week, “Carbine Williams

(M-G) and “Love Better Than
Ever" (M-G) (2d wk-5 days),

$13,500.
Hillstreet, Pantage* (BKO) (2,*-

752; 2,812; 70-$l,10)—'‘‘Half-Breed"

(RKO) and “Marry Me" (BKO),
Modest $20,000. Last week, “Six
Convicts’

1 (Col) and “Brave War-
rior" (Col) (2d wk), $18,300.

Orpheum, Beverly Hills (Metro-

»litan-WB) (2,213; 1,612: 85-$1.50)

t

Broadway Grosses
ft

Estimated Total Gross

This Week $601,100
• ( Based on 20. theatres ) .

Last Year $452;000

(Based on 18 theatres )

'Express’ Smash

$9,000 in Omaha

politan-WB) (2,213; 1,612; 85-$1.50

-—“Greatest Show" (Par) (15th wk)
Big $11,500. Last \veekt $9;500.

United Artists, Hollywood Para-
mount, Bit* (XJATC-FAM-FWC)
(2,100; 1,430; 1,370; 70-$1.10)—
“Red Ball Express" (U) and
“Bronco Buster" (U) (2d wk).
Slight $7,500 in 4 days. Last week,
big $18,000.
Los Angeles Paramount, Hawaii

(UPT-G&S) (3,300;. 1,106; 6£.$1.20)

—Downtown Par reopened Me-
morial Day May 30 after estimated
$250,000 refurbishing Under ban-
ner of United Paramount The-
atres. “Red Mountain" (Par) and
“African Treasure" (Mono) (L.A.

Par only). Solid $23,000 or close.

Fine Arts (FWC) (679; 80-$1.20)

—“Man in White Suit" (U).

$7,00Q. Last week, “My Son, John”
(Par) (5th wk), $2,400.
WHshire (FWC) (2,296; 80-$1.50)—“Ivory Hunter" (U) (2d wk).

Big $5,000. Last week, $7,500.
Four Star (UATC) (900; 85-

$1.20)—“Encore" (Par) (5th wk).
Good $4,500. Last week, $4;100.
Canon (ABC) (520; $1.20)—“The

Prize" (Indie) (2d wk). Light $2,-
300. Last week, $2,700.
Vogue (FWC) (885; 90-$1.20)—

On m.o. tills 'week. Last week,
“Quo Vadis" (M-G) (6th wk-8
days), $4,000.

Globe, Iris (FWC) (782; 814; 70-
90)—“Dracula" (Indie) and “Frank-
enstein" (Indie) (reissues) (2d wk).
Nice $5,500. Last week, with El
Bey, $8,000.

,

‘Clash’ Terrif $22,000,

Hub; ‘Face’ Brisk at 15G,

‘Tomorrow’ Sock 11G, 2d
Boston, June 3.

“Clash By Night” at Memorial is

leading the city by a wide margin
this stanza with sock total. “To-
morrow Is Too Late" in second
frame at small-seater Beacon Hill

is holding as smash at first round.
“About Face" at Paramount and
Fenway is fairly nice but “Belles
on Toes” at State and Orpheum is

not up to hopes. “Kangaroo" at

Met is very dull. “Paula" in first

frame at Astor is okay. “Man in

White Suit" in seventh stanza at

Exeter is still good.
Estimates for This Week

Astor (B&Q) (1,500; 50-95)—
“Paula" (Col). Okay $10,500. Last
week, “Song in Heart" (20th) (7th

Wk-6 days), $4,000.
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (682;

50-$1.20)
—“Tomorrow Too Late"

(Indie) (2d wk). Figures to hold
close to first week’s socko $11,000.

Boston (RKO) (3,000; 40-85)—
“Scarlet Angel" (U) and “White
Virgin" '(Indie). Not too hot $8,000.

Last week, “To Have, Have Not”
(WB) and “High Sierra" (WB) (re-

issues), same.
. Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-80)—

(Continued on page 18)

Omaha, June. 3.

“Red Ball Express” Is standout

here this week with sock session

at the Omaha. It’s the biggest at

this house in months, “Wait ’Til

Sun Shines Nellie” looks mild at

Orpheum, “Macao", looms modest.
Theatres going back to intensive
campaigns and tieups which they
seem to have forgotten in the last

few years.

Estimates for this,Week
Omaha' (Tristates) (2,100; 16-70)

—“Red Ball -Express" (U) and
“Jungle Jim . Forbidden Land"
(Col). Smash $9,000 'or near. * Last
Week, “Thief of Damascus" (Col)
and “First Time” (Col), $6,000.

Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000;- 16-
70)—“Wait ’Til Sun Shines Nel-
lie" (20th) and “Drums Deep
South" (RKO). Sluggish $9,000.
Last week, “Deadline tJ.S.A.”
(20th); $9,50(L

Braudels (RKO) (1,500; 16-70)—
“Macao" (RKO). Modest $5,500
Last week, “Mara Maru" (WB),
$5,000.

State (Goldberg) (865; 25-75}—
“Singin’ In Rain" (M-G) (2d wk).
Okay $4,500. Last week, $10,000.

MPLS.; ‘SUIT RICH 6G
Minneapolis, June 3,

Temperatures in the 30 s, rain

and snow g«fve film theatres the

best possible weather break during

the long weekend holiday. Also

some strong newcomjera, «uch as

“Deadline-U.S.A.,” “Man in White

Suit," “Carbine Williams," "Skirts

Ahoy” and “Clash. By Night

helped. But boxoffice
i

results are

nothing even to whisper about.

“White SuiF and "Cla4h*By Night"

loom .as best bets. ’
.

Estimate* for This Week
.Century (Par) (1,600; 50-76)

—

“Man in» White Suit" (UL Fine

$6,000. Last week, ^Browning Ver-

sion" (U) (76-$l), $3,000. *

GopherJBerger) (1,000; 50-76)—
“Carbine Williams" (M-G); Good
$5,000. Last week, “Red Ball Ex-

press" (U) (2d wk), $3,000.

Lyric (Par) (1,000; 50-76 )t-

“Tembo" (RKO) and “Talk About
Stranger" (M-G). Slow $4,000. Last

week, “San Francisco Story” (WB);

^ Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-76)—-

“Skirts Ahoy” (M-G). Lively $12,-

000. Last week, “My Son, John
(Par), $6,000. „ JA
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 40-

76)—-“Clash By .Night” (RKO).
Strong cast lineup and well re-

garded, with hangup $8,000 likely.

Last week, “About Face" (WB),

$6 ,
000.

RKO-Pait (RKO) (1,600; ,40-76)—

“Strange World” (UA) and “Tale of

Five Women" (UA). Okay $5)500.

Last week, “Top Hat" (RKO) and
“ Suspicion ” ( RKO ) ( reissues ),

$3,500.
‘

State (Par) (2,300; 50-76)—“Dead-
line-U.S.A." (20th). Mild $6,000.

Last week, “Red Mountain” (Par),

$7 200.
World (Mann) (400; 85-$1.20)—

“La Ronde" (Indie) (2d wk). Good
$4,000. Last week, $4,500.

Holidaf Helps Cincy; ‘Skits’ Big

$16,000, ‘Rancho’ Oke SG.'Maru* 10G

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Grow ,.

Thia Week . . . .

.

t $2,289,200

.(Based on 24 cities, 216 the-

atres, chiefly first runs, includ-

ing N, Y.)
0 w ^

Total Gross Same Week
<•- Last Year ..$2,093,900

.
(Rased ,

on 24 titles,, and IBS

theatres. ).

Cincinnati, June 3.
Holiday trade, and fancy biz be-

liv Iw, aft

'Clash’ Sockeroo

$18,000 in Frisco

Weather Works Vs. K.C.;

‘Skirts’ OK at $12,000,

‘Mountain’ Sturdy 10G
Kansas City, June 3.

Holiday weekend featured excel-
lent weather and heavy play was
for outdoor attractions. Some
strength shown by “Skirts Ahoy"

San Francisco, June 3.

Long holiday weekend is spell-

ing brisk trade at most houses
here this stanza. “Clash By Night" I Mild $5,000.
looms smash at Golden Gate .while
“Walk East

.
on Beacon” is rated

big at St. Francis. “When in
Rome” , with stageshow headed -by
Andrews Sisters shapes good . at
Warfield but somewhat disappoint-
ing for stagefilm combo with $1.40
top. “Red Mountain” looms fairly
big at Paramount.

Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 65-

‘Walk East’ Fast

$11,000 in Cleve.

Cleveland, June 3.

Unexpectedly large crowds on

Memorial Day, drawn downtown
by parade, will help biz total here.

State’s “Skirts Ahoy" is rated ex-

tra bright but “Kangaroo’s" is only

good at Hipp. Palace has a real

draw at the b.o. In ‘Walk East on
Beacon" which looks nice.

Estimates for This Week
Allen (Warner) (3,000; 55-80)—

“About Face" (WB). Oke $10,000.
Last week, “Outcasts of Poker
Flat" (20th), $9,000.

Hipp (Scheftel-Burger) (3,700;
55-80)—“Kangaroo" . (20th). Good
$15,000 or near. Last week, “The
Well" (UA), smart $15,500.

Lower Mall (Community) (58$;
55-80)—“Man in White- Suit" (U)
(2d wk). Excellent $4,500 after
$5,500 opening week.

Palace (RKO) (3,300; - 55-80) —
“Walk East oh Beacon” (Col) and
“Sound Off" (Col). Nice $11,000
or near. Last week, “Half Breed”
(RKO), $8,500.

State (Loew's) (3,450; 55-80) —
“Skirts Ahoy" (M-G). Extra bright
$16,000. Last week, “Red Moun
tain” (Par), $9,500.

Stillman (Loew's) (2,700; 55-80)
—“Something Live For” (Par).

Last week, “Carbine

major stands a pice boost for. first
time Id nearly five weeks. “Mara
Maru" at ' Palace ‘ and “Rancho
Notorious" at Grand are about par.
Other new bills, “My Son, John"
at Capitol is modest while “Out-
casta of Poker Flat" at Keith’s is

also mild.
Estimate* for This Week

* Alhee (RKO) (3,100; 55-75) —
“Skirts Ahoy” (M-G). Big $16,000.
Last week, “Carbine Williams"
(M-G), $10,000.

Capitol (Mid-States) (2,000; 55*
75)*— ‘My Sony John" fPar). . Mod-
erate $8,000. Last week, “Any-
thing Can Happen” (par), $7,000.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; ‘55-75) —

Rancho • Notorious” (RKO) and
“Outlaw Women" (Indie). Satis-
factory $8,000 or near. Last week,
‘To Have. Have Not” (WB) and
High Sierra" (WB) (reissues),

$4,000.
Keith's (Mid-States) (1,542; 55-

75)—“Outcasts of Pdker . Flat"
(20th). Mild $6,000, Last week,
‘Peadline-U. s. A." (20th), ditto.
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 55-75) —

“Summer Stock" (M-G) and “That
Midnight Kiss" (M-G) (reissues),
split with “Winchester '73" (U) and
“Brute Force" (TJ) (reissues). Slow
$4,500. Last week, “Chained for
Life” (Indie) and Hilton Sisters on-
stage, good$7,0Q0.

Palace (RKO) ,(2,600; 55-75) —
“Mara Maru" (WB). All right $10,-
000. Last week, “San Francisco
Story" (WB), $8,500/

Williams" (M-G) (m.o.), $4,500.

Tower (Scheftel-Burger) (500;
55-80)—“The Well" (UA) <m.o.).
Fine $4,000. Last week, “Outlaw
Women" (Up) and “Man Bait

5

(Lip), $3,000*.

at the Midland but it is only okay, 95)-“Clash By Night" (RKO) with
I «ft 1 onenintf dav personal bv Barbara

:k $18,000
‘Red Mountain" at Paramount
looms sturdy. “Belles On Toes"
In four Fox Midwest houses is

rated pleasing. In face of recent
slow trend here, a brighter week
looms despite the outdoor weather.

Estimates for This Week
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; SO-

TS)—“Laura" (20th) and “This
Above All" (20th) (reissues). Fair
$1,700, in 6 days. Last week,
“Wait 'Til Sun Shines Nellie"
(20th) and “Gobs and Gals" (Rep)
(m.o.), $1,500.
KImo (Dickinson) (504; 65-85)

“Rashomon" (RKO) (3d wk). Fine
$1,800, and will go a fourth. Last
week, $2,000.

Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 50-69)— “Skirts Ahoy" (M-G) and
“Shadow in Skyr’ (M-G). Okay
$12,000. Last week, “Marrying
Kind” (Col) and “Okinawa" (Col),

$10 ,000 .

Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 50-75) —
'Clash By Night" (RKO) and “Talk

(Continued on page 18)

opening day personal by Barbara
Stanwyck. Sock $18,000. Last week,
“Models, Inc.” (Indie) and “Smith
Vs. Scotland Yard" (RKO), $13,800.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 65-95)—

“Belles On Toes" (20th) and “Here
Come Marines" (Mono), Mild $13,-
000 or less. Last week, “Mara
Maru" (WB) and “Desert Pursuit”
(Mono), $12,000.
Warfield- (Loew's) (2,656; 80-

$1.40)—“When In Rome” (M-G)
plus vaude headed by Andrews
Sisters. Disappointing at good
$28,000. Last week, “Girl In White"
(M.-G), $12,500.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 65-95)

—

“Red Mountain" (Par) and “Fight-
ing Rats Of Tobruk" (Indie).* Big
$16,000 or near. Last week,
'‘Atomic City" (Par) and “Stolen
Face" (Lip), $10,000.

St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 65-95)
—“Walk East On Beacon*’ (Col).
Sock $12,000. Last week, “Valley
Of. Eagles" (Lip), $9,000.
Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,448; 65-

(Continued on page 18)

Weather, Baseball Bop

St Loo; ‘Skirts' .Robust

18G, ‘Encore' trim 8iG
St. Louis, June 3.

Doubleheader with the N. Y.
Giants plus an exodus of natives
outdoors is offsetting good pix of-
ferings and producing spotty biz at
most main stem houses currently.
“Skirts Ahoy" is pacing city with
a big session at Loew’s. “Mara
Maru" is* rated neat at the Fox in
week just concluded. “Encore” also
is doing nicely in two houses.

Estimate* for This Week
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 60-75)

—“About Face" (WB) and “Dead-

Del NSH; Satchmo-Warren Tilt ‘Pride’

To $35,000, ‘Face’ 16G, ‘Skirts’ 13(1 2d
Detroit, June 3. i

Memorial weekend biz was only
average this year. Louis Arm-
strong and Fran Warren are boost-
ing “Pride of St. Louis" to a good
session at the Fox. “About Face”
looks only average at Michigan.
“San Francisco Story" is okay at
the Palms.

.
“Half-Breed" is fair at

the Adams. “Skirts Ahoy" is live-
ly in second round at the United
Artiste *

Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox Detroit) ‘(5,000; 90-

$1.25)—“Pride of St. Louis" (20th)
plus Louis Armstrong, Fran War-
ren onstage. Good $35,000. Last
week, “Outcasts of Poker Flat"
(20th) and “Loan Shark" (Lip),

$17,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000,

70-95)—“About Face" (WB) and
“Lion and Horse" (WB). Average

$16,000 or close. Last week, “Red
Mountain" (Par) and “Kid Monk
Baroni" (Lip), $14,000.
Palms (UD) (2,900; 70-95)—“San

Francisco Story” (WB) and “Cap-
tive City" (UA). Oke $13,000.
Last week, “Red Ball Express!’ (U)
and “Rodeo" (Mono), $10,000.
Madison (UD) (1,900; 70-05)

—

“Sinners" (Indie), -and “Secret
Flight" (Indie). >Falr $11,000. Last
week, “Strange World" (UA) .and
“One Minute to 12" (UA), $8,000.
United Artists (UA) (1,900; 70-

95)
—

“Skirts Ahoy” (M-G) and
“Young Man Ideas1’ (M-G) (2d wk).
Lively $13,500. Last week, $15,-
000 .

Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 70-95)

—

“Half-Breed" (RKO) and “Ameri-
can Harvest” (RKOL Fair $8,000.
Last week, “Belles on Toes” (20th)
(2d wk), $4,000.

fountain’ Fair $9,500,

Denver; ‘Encore’ Fat 4G
Denver, June 3.

“Encore” looms standout here
this round, packing the bandbox
Vogue Theatre t6 second best
gross in house history. * It is hold-
ing. “Red Mountain” will stay
over although only fair at Denham.

Estimate* for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 40-85) —

“Outcasts Poker Flat” (20th) and
“Hold That Ghost” (U), day-date
with Tabor, Webber, Fair $6,000.
•Last week, “David jind Bath-fc
sheeba" (20th), $7,500.

Broadway (Wolfberg) (1,200; 40-
85)—“Fort Osage” (Mono), Poor
$4,000, Last week, “Girl in White”
(M-G) (2d wk), $6,500.

Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 40-85)—“Red Mountain” (Par). Fair $9,-
500. Last week, “My Son, John”
(Par) (2d wk); $8,000.

Denver (Fox) (2,525; 40-85) —
“Mara Maru" (WB> and “Laura"
(20th), day-date with Esquire. Mild
$11,000. Last week, ‘Pride of St.
Louis (20th) and “Desert Pursuit”
(Mono), $18,000.

Esquire (Fox) (742; 40-85) —
“Mara Maru” .(WB) and “Laura”
(20th). Sad $2,000. Last week,
“Pride St. Louis” (20th) and
“Desert Pursuit" (Mono), $4,500.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 40-85)

—

“Carbine Williams" (M-G) and
“Marry Me" (Indie). Fair $12,500
Last week, “Macao” (RKO) and
‘Young Scarface" (Indie), $12,000.
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 40-85)

—

“When in Rome’ (M-G) and “Lion
and Horse" (WB). Modest $10,000.
Last week, “Indian Uprising”
(Col) and “Whistle Eaton Falls”
(Col), $12,000.

Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 40-85) —
“Outcasts Poker Flat" (20th) and
“Hold That Ghost" (U). Fair
$6,500. Last week, “David" (20th)
$8 ,000 .

Vogue (Pike) (600; 60-85)—“En
core" (Par). Near record at $4,000
Last week, on reissue.
Webber (Fox) (750; 40-85) —

“Outcasts Poker Flat” (20th) and
“Hold That Ghost" (U). Mild
$3,000. Last week, “David" (20th)
$4,000.

$9,500
;

liine-U.S.A." (20th). Good
Last week, “Battle Apa.che Pass’
(U) (m.o.) and “Five Fingers"
(20th), fine $8,000.
~Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)—“Walk
East on Beacon" (Col) and “Sound
Off" (Col). Opened today (Tues.).
Last week, “Mara Maru" (WB) and
“Dark Command" (Rep), neat
$12 ,000.

Loew’* (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—
‘Skirts Ahoy” (M-G). Pacing city
at big $18,000. Last week, ‘‘Carbine
Williams" (M-G), $11,000.
Lyn (Ind) (1,000; 75-90)—“Never

Take No for Answer” (Indie) (2d
wk). Good $4,000 following $3,500.

Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 60-75)—
“Red Mountain" (Par) and “Pace
That Thrills" (RKO). Frfir $10,000.
jast week, “About Face” (WB) and
No Room for Groom" (U), $11,000.
Pageant (St L. Amus.) <1,000; 75-

90)—“Encore" (Par). Fine $4,000.
ast week, “Anything Can Happen"

(Par) (2d wk), $3,000.
Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800;

75-90)—“Encore” (Par). Neat $4,-
500. Last week, “Anything Can
Happen" (Par) (2d wk), $3,500.

‘SKIRTS!’ HEP $17,000,

PROV.; ‘ABOUT FACE’ 9G
Providence, June 3.

Majestic’s “About Face" and
Loew’s State's “Skirts Ahoy" are
the brightest spots in town this

week. Rain again hit over the week-
ends and kept the shore and resort-
goers closer to home.

Estimate* for This Week
Albee (RKO)- (2,200; 44-65)—
Half-Breed" (RKO) and “Outlaw
Women" (RKO). Fairly good $8,000.
Last week, “Cimarrdn lOd" (U) and
“Native Son" (Indie), $6,500.

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)—
“About Face" (WB) and “Lady
Possessed" (Rep). Nice • $9,000.

Last week, “Red Pall Express" <U>

and “No Room for Groom” (U),

$7,000.
State (Loew) '(3,200; 44-65)—

“Skirts Ahoy" (M-G) and “Glory
Alley" (M-G). Hefty $17,000. Last

week, “Walk East on Beacon" (Col)

and “When in Rome" (M-G), $0,500.

Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)

—“My Son, John” (Par). Opened
Monday (2). Last week, “Red Moun-
tain" (Par) and “Brave Warrior
(Col), mild $6,200,
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- Buenos Alret, May 27. A
Over -idle last four wejski, first-

1

run biz here has-been bright, but

not smash, although, it' continues to

.perk>up*as;the colder weather *$etp

in. Top honors go to -‘'September

Affair” OPatVwhhfh completed Tour ^
weeks alter It* moveqver to -

the 1

Medrano circus here is rated a

Broadway, having played for two threat to : other forms ‘of fchow hit;

\Veefo! at the Grahd B*x teforoS?
,

Not only has the Medrano show’s
theatre had to .ctunply With the Fi

success, brought ‘a 'decline in- all,

Section law,. The
,

Jjt other .grosses but .
many open-air

grossing big, and arched .this
Jegit ^ ywammt .theatres ;haye

week to a, Cguple postponed their preems because
The first ***

. *J.

e
*
J* *} ,

*’ their producers’ ar* afraid- of this
Broadway and Lbxor hit * gross

c^^tlfn .

w

of $88-
r
30O.

. „
1

-The Greek Pliiye)rl» Assn, jknd the
The other-smash, grosser is xjriion of Greek ExhibltorViopg

•‘Loves of Carmen” (Col), which prb(ested tb tbe' Greek gov-
has completed, four weeks at. the ernment but; to nd kvail. ; They

• \

i

i

Want to Cash inOn TV

the reason
enterprise

• f ’
. .

* * i

weeks. ,i, •< Meanwhiie, exhibitors of. >iorth-

Local producers like to believe ern- Greece are
1

protecting about

that their top comedles do As big the Circus rbecauSe.ltimdves tb'Sa-

business as Hollywood ones, but this lopica’ .in . June, t Two vaudeville

was disproved lrt the last fortnight ’shows postponed
,

their; preems
When ’’The Paleface” (Phr) released there also ’.because -Of Impending
almost simultaneously with ‘Taya-

,
visfl't of the show,

ao” (Inter-Americirto-Mapol) ' (atari*

ring Luis SandHni) did $1,000 mdre
than the latter, tlhough the native

film was booked •. at the 3,50(^-Seat

Gran Rex hgalnst (‘paleface” play-

ing at the ! Ga.umont and Gran
Palace With only 2,500. seats be-

tween them. ”Pileface>’ grossed

$17,135 in the- initial two weeks,

and is still running- after four ses- •

slons as l^”Payaso.” ..

“Cinderella” (RKO) is still hold- excerpts from '‘Reluctant Heroes,”
Ing at the Astbp after 16 Weeks; the current production at the
with a total gross of $78,315, • “The Whitehall, has brought , an Imme-
Window” ' (RICO) Completed ;26 dia^ reactionirom other ^Vvesi'End
weeks at the Radar, With a gross of managements who ieei,.;it would.be
$52,785 In the first 22 weeks. Some worthwhile getting* on, this, free adJ

local productions racked up nice vcrtising bandwagon.
'

grosses, particularly "‘Sala 'de
$Qon M the impact of this

Guardla (Horiiopte), which rail
telecast we# appreciated, overtures

seven weeks at 'the Ocean, for $66,- \ytxt made to British Broadcasting
135 , comparing favorably with av- ^m-pi-TV execs ;by a number of
erage Hollywood production t*kes> London managements Seeking siml-
“E1 Tunel (The Tunnel) (Argen- ^ facilities. Negotiations are riciw
tlna Sono PUm), also grossed very

proceeding for the inclusion of
well, n

j
Ve

f*
s

’ chunks of 'at least two current mu-
other local comepy, “Come Back *

On the First'ViLiberatador) .held .
- ’

.. * *

nnMf,_T
. .

,

only three Weeks- at the Opera, »^ /
ai

^5
®BC

??
concerned

i21 965
' -A '

, big West End productions provide

iu JI l 7; in. a financial problem. . Under ,
anA Chatnp Is Bern (Portena), In

Equity edict these telecasts are re-
i^hich Luis Angel Firpo PleYeu A. garded as * separate- show and the*

Edinburgh, May 27;

Smalltown cinema exhibitors in

Britain will be championed in PAr-’

liament by a group bf Scottish;

members. The Scq£ will ask the

Chancellor of the Exchequer t6

.give * exemptioh' -from entertain-

mentis tax' to any .show which Is

th^Atened With closure unless re-

lief is granted and also where the
population exceeds 2,000' but Is. not

ove'r- 3,000.,
|

«

'

- Exhibs coiitend many anomalies

ate introduced* by present popula-

tion limitation of 2,000 or 640 tp

the sqtuare mile. They claim1 that

this- imitation U unfa1* ln:
h

smnll

towns wh^re the population Is .high-;

ly concentrated ,while often oh/

nearby iofynr pix. shows are enjoy-

ing exemptloh; because ihe popula-

tion; Is spreliil- over ,‘a wide .area.

Many small exhlhi have been 1 con-

sistently ;loslng, vfhoiiey, but con-

tinue, to operate in hopes that the

treasury eventually* will recognize

theit plight/ '

?

;

v
** * *

- »
1

. . ,
; l^ondpn, May 27..

The immediate boxoifice bbdm
that followed the recent telecast of

which
role, held for only . two, weeks at

the Monumental, grossing a poor

$6,005 despite heavy support from
the Entertainment Board.

Currently • ‘‘Winchester ’73” ‘ (U)

has been held over a second week
at the Opera and is doing outstand-
ing business.

’

“Malaya” (M-O) ;is

also chalking
.
up .hefty grosses..

•‘Duchess of Idaho” (M-G) has held
for three weeks day-date at the.

Ideal and Premier, and is still go-

ing well, *'E1 Porterp” (“The Jani-

tor” (Col) is doing strong biz at the
Monumental, but this picture is

another' which must be switched
While in full swing to cede to the

Protection Laws.

Indonesia Fix Censors

Use Shears Sharply On

All U-S., British Films

Sydney, May 27.

Ronald Rowson, Paramount’s In-

donesian manager, enroute to the

U. S. for liomeoflice huddles, cited

film censorship in Indonesia as “a

positive nightmare.” He added that

the Indonesians, slapped hard at

America and England and blamed
pix from these respective countries

for all their troubles.

Indicative of the tough censor-
ship in Indonesia, Rowson pointed
out that the scene in Paramount’s
“Samson and Delilah” showing
pygmies taking pokes at Samson
was cut because it “showed the op-
pression of a certain race.” Rowson
went on to say that all war scenes
were cut from 'U. S. and British

pix. Paramount exec said that, on
the other hand, pix carrying the

Red tag, such as the propaganda
“Fall of Berlin,” produced in Rus-
sia, were given little censorship
hindrance.

.

One of the toughest headaches
for film men’ln the Indonesian ter-
ritory Is the fact that the censors
banned love scenes in imported
pix, not even permitting a kiss to
hit the screens.

entire 'cast has to receive an addi-

tional payment. There is also the
cofct In installing the cameras and
other equipment for a show which
only provides ibout one-third of
the normal night's TV program.
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«ri(urca inflc«U W«*kf «£ run)

Mv Atebawadort . C4).

'*A*a •* W *•*•" *tr*nd (33).

< "*}<#• Ar ;Ny?; H«r auj*«ty*N C7»).

M»; wimir- Coliseum. (13).

Twrb«v,«

'

C«m«dy «).
* b*.M DuchvaK (13);

,

"Rwf^ . Dr»#«r." Criterion (3),
! CaMno (13). '

-

1 HMmA" Vic P»lac« (Tie).

^Um#‘ Mwt.-T^rie? («7).
,

• ^u»**a*w Adeiphi (•). ^
* ^'Leve ef : 4 XeleweU.*' Wynhum 09).
• "Lyri« a*¥W*,“ tGlpbej.i^*)
-Meet Cdi^

j

MUr Garrick (1).

.

f'Nurnt Wd*w." stoliv (7).

VMertHMr T4*ih," Puke p£ Yprk (9).r puk.
**Mr. ‘ Pickwtek,^ Westminster (3).

''Mveh Adel* toifrlilne.'' Fheeni* (31),

"Murder .M» M#iMey,B Fortune (1).

^»ner tfeert." Old Vic (7),

"Perts te PUc*dllly. Prince Wales (I).

"Penny'. Pteln," iSt. Mertlri M).
"Relative Velup,'/ Sevpy <*•).

>'aeiwcfent Meruds," WhlteheU (100).

^seeculM Over *err*nte," ApoUp (100)
f'iputh Pacific," PrUry un* (31).

f^dweet ' Madness," VaudeviUe 0),
"Under ' Sypefnere Tree," Aldwych (4).

"Waters *ef;Meen," Haymarket (60).
(

"Whit* SbdeR Penally/" PiccadUly Oi).
"Winter Jeurney," St. Jamet's (10),

"Vaunt ‘tllWkMti/" N«w (10).

"X|p Oees r^lllkn/; Palace (33).

(OPCNIHO THIS WlllO
(FlxereN denote preem dates)

"Hebtpft's Chelce," Arts (4).

AUSTRAIIA
iR May 30)
al, Sydney.

• (Week endln.
"Pe*p She*r/< : Roye,

.

• "Kiwis," Fmplrev Sydney.
’ "Arm* A The .Man," Marcury, Sydney.
"Kits Kate," Majesty's, Melbourne

. "Me ‘ Trees In •treat," Tivoli, Met
-bourne.

:> "Seafull* Ovet* ferrente," Comedy. Mel-
bourne. •

"Midsummer Hlsht'e Drstm," Majesty's,
Rrttbane.

MET TOURJSHDIVES;

.
. Mexico City, May 27,

Tourist trade continues to. nose-

dive' so sharply here that thje sole

hypos -for the remainder of tills

spring, , travel agencies say, will be
the 8,000 .delegates t6 the world
Rotary meet

;

current here and
about the same’ number for the In-

:

(emational Liionscpnclaye in 'June,

- Mexican Tourist Assn, reveals I

that .tourists In. Mexico spirit less

than- -$1
.
apiece in' March. - In “that

month there were only 32,122 iVis-

^tors,'”. mostly American; and their

grand total ’spending was * a mere.

$23,637, ;It was the' Worst month
in '.postwar^ tourist biz- .Most of

these visitorji on)y: spent four days

in Mexico; formerly they averaged

14 days down here.
.

Rampant profiteering is given as

the big reason for dwindling tour-

ist biz. Airlines serving Mexico
that had counted upon bigger tour-

ist biz , this *; spring are huddling

about, the decline in. trade,; Most
tourists -are now^travellng in, their

own Auto's, ‘ and all are spending
.much leak

350 Mei Film Houses

. Shattered by

Fire; 700 Pix

+, .
London, ’Jut!* 3.

The policy of the government in

ijpnfiding ddllar», whlch would be
better spent on'/ppd iukd raw' mate-
rials, Id importing; p product which
dould be made in Britain, was at-

tacked by Gordon Sandison, gen-
eral secretary British .-Actors

Equity at the union’s 21st annual
generri meetirig. Neither jthe La-
imp .government no* the present
government -Baa had A policy on
this .question he declated.

; There
waF only a continuity of policy of
Board of Trade officials whq always
choose^ the eiisy road;

;

/ Cdmmontini on.; the “further de-
cay” of; the >Bridah film production
Induatty;* Sand|Soii(

Asserted -that
this Annual lament would/ in A very
few:;.years'; bOcomOA -funeral ora-
Hon unless the' Bririsk people woke

Setting Tadfic’ Aussie

Run to Start in Sept.

Sydney, May 27.

Claude Kingston, Melbourne gen-
eral. manager for' the Williamson
management, in association with
Dorothy Stchvart, Williamson’s U.£>.

rep, -are, currently auditioning tal-

ent in N. Y. for the, top roles in
the Australian production of “South
Pacific,” set to preem ; at His
Majesty’s in Melbourne, next Sep-
tember.

Local Williamson execs say that
“South Pacific” will be the biggest
musical show ever produced in the
Antipodes. The minor role$, bal-
let and chorus, will be locaL

IRELAND
. . (W*tk Rndinf M*y 17)

"Utr*«tcar HU*mud bvalra,"
1

Arts, Bel-
fast. • i

.

‘ "My Ar«th*r T*m," Group, Belfast.
"Memlvt," Oper* Houw, Cork,
"Friend* end Retettune," Dublin
"Yenw* OkeeryeR," Gate, Dublin.

wV

Oil Strike Sloughs

Some Overseas Dates
London, June 3.

Cancellation of , air services as
a result of the oil strike has
snafued overseas dates for a nuih-
ber of artists. Larry Adler,, who
was skedded for twb concerts at
Lisbon, was unable to get transpor-
tation last week, and. had fo. cancel
out. Instead, he will probably do
a. few dates ;in London ancl 3may
return to the U. S.

His three children arc being
educated in * London. His 'eldest
daughter, Carol, is a student at thfc

Sadler's Wells Ballet shcool.
£aul. Draper, who is doing solo

recitals in Geneva, ..is also return-
ing to the U. S, via Canada where
he has dates lined hp. His three
daughters are ahio ’schooling here.

| *
'

,
h ... .. i«i«,

, ,

Mario Cabre, the bullfighter who
appeared in. “Pandora’" (M-G) With
Ava Gardner, booked to appear In
Argentine radio and television.

,

S(K)TLANB
(Wetk endln*. May SI)

"Th* Mllllen*lre»«," Kinji'N, Glasgow.
Royals Glasxow. -

"June Med," Alherhbre, Glasgow.

BUENOS ATftES
(Week ending May 34)

,
"My Mether-ln-Lew It « Fury" (Ml Su-

Ogra es Una Fiera), Apolo.
"Tear* Also Dry" (Las lagrimas tam:

blen at secan), Ateneo.
"Sen* from Spain" <De Espana Llego

Una Canclon), Argehtlno.
"When Gheet* Hunt' Partridge" (Cunndo

los Duende* Cazan Perdlce'a), Astral.

"Ml»« Vitamin" (Dona Vitamlnas), Bue-
nos Aires.

«&ronl..
Uv’*" (El Mr1 Atnor), Casino.

J 0«**M*nsM (Las Mulatas
do Fuego), Comcdlp.
"From Farm to Pala<«" (Do la Chacra

al Palacete), Comlco.

,
"Otvll at tbo Tolophon*" (El Diablo en

el Telefoho), Corrientca,

"F.U ." (F.B.), El Nacional.
"P.rvonlty" (Perversldad), Empire. •

"DarUn* Rurtlar" (Ladroncito do ml
Alma), Grand Splendid.

(E
L Y,

cn
r
d*val), San Martin.

"Jazohol" (JezebeD, Lasalle.

** V*
rr
?n Af f?,n* A,lY«" (El Error de

Estac Vivo). Llceo.

“ftraat *. Alros Newspapar" (Gran Dl-
arlo Porteuo), Maipo. K

nZr, asEjft.Sijr"* <Pw»
* mi prto» ^ l«»>.

- "Modoa," Nuevo.

wJ'SJSSJf
,f ,|w« «• s»»

VIZrSJr.r,
Mr en raI

eble*
1"* ,vi,n,,“ En,.nl»). Fa-

I^ITvSHbK..‘-*v*'' <OJe* u“~ «>•

m Tru,h" “»

. MEIXC0 CITY
J

‘ (Week, tndlrfg May 31)
"Lady YHamlno/.' Ideal.
"RdwardV- Aon*," CaTacol.
"C*l4r *f Our Skin," Colon.

• "bo* Hovvoaux Mawlaur*," Mollere
• "Mvihand Has Complaxa*," Choplru

’

;
Mexico City, June S,

Fire; attributed to cureleSsneS*

of workers, destroyed’ 700 U. S. and
other foreign, jmd Mexican pix iri

a storage warehouse at the port of

Vera Cruz. Loss' of the. films‘forced

the closure of 350 cinemas in that
zone, which comprises .parts of five

.states and is one of the most pop-
ulous in Mexico. ' (Mler y Brooks,
A. top producer-distributor. Owned
most of the lost product, 500 being
35m and 200 were 16m.

• Others to dose prints, were Uni-
versal, Col and Pellculas Nacion-
ales, distributors of Mexican films.
Damage was estimated at $57,800.

The Vera Cruz fire chle^said tfie

blaze resulted from ' warehouse
help failing to take ordinary pre-.

cautions against spontaneous com-
bustion in. the port’s torrid tropical
temperature. The fire' was'

1

rated
the wprrt of its kind in Mexico for
year's. Cinemas for which pix had
been booked remained closed until
copies of the lost pictures could be
air-expressed from here.

Austrian War Orphans
Given Belated N.Y. Gift

Vienna, May. 27. •

Group of 40 Austrian war or-
phans living at. Imst. ‘ Tyrol,\ .are
richer today ; by' 1,000 schilling
($40), a gift from school children
in Tully, N. Y. Presentation was
made by Stiiart Green, a Syracuse^
N. Y., man now living In Vienna
as business manager of American
sponsored. Red-White-Red network..

Green had been asked to find the
beneficiaries after the collection
late in 1951.

London Legit Bits

London, May 27.
Emile Littler has signed Joyce

Redman and Coral Browne to co-
star in- “Affairs of State,” which
opens at Brighton July 28 for two
weeks, with a week at Oxford to
Show, after which it comes to the
West End. . .“The Mdrtlmer Touch”
closes at the Duke of York’s- June
7 and stays shut till end of June,

J°hn Clements opens there
u*

Complexe de Philemon,”
whenjs now in rehearsal.

t

h*i
?i
nc HePburn, currently

touring the -provinces to capacity
HmL wi% (

Gtor*c Bernard Shaw’s
MjUlopairess under aegis of
Tennent, comes to the New

Theatre June 27, with Llnnil 4b
Dunfce s The Young Elizabeth ”
current attraction there, likely to
transfer to another theatre.

Constance Cox has completed a

"XLf1 °" °«« WiWe4
Ssyflle’s Crime,’’

.Importance of Making Cer-tam. . . .Henry Sherek’s -produc-A?*m>s by N.C.

m°Tt$ ^ur^ntlTat H^!
“cS'tour!'

11'3 f°1M ,,ltcr *

up ip the lossVof tblti priceless na-
tional j'giwdt-’ ^ jphyleWiAg the
Ahutteririf of studios,, he pointed
out ^ the Industry had lost 15
stages with an .area of jniorb than
>103,000 square* feet.

^ Exhibitors and distributors need
not worry, he said; so long as the
government (continues its m^sg im-

Analyzing the employment situ-

ation, Sandiii0h :

.estimated that In
any. average week

1

there, were
jobs availably for About '0,000 of
their 10,000 members;. : The hulk
was In. the lefcit field, jvlth .films,

radio and, TV catering to about
1,000 Artists. * He compared, the
British legit " situation With more
than 5,000 theSpers engaged; with
the *top‘ American Equity figure of

1,735, including summer stock, and
theilowest figive of 664-

Felix Aylroeri In hii presidential
report, commented On the" Impact
.of TV, which Wodld probably have
the; same effect o’n thi' theatre as
fllmg. He referred

.
to

. th* sltiia-

.

t|on in Americu, where- fhere had
been no chech on the ffood of ' re-

ceiving sets, with the result that a
large proportion of Broadway the-

atres were either dark or had been
taken oVer as; TV studios, ' In Hol-

lywood; he said, the film Industry

was feeling the pinch, severely.
' The;conference Adopted, a resolu-

tion-protesting JUgainst .the practice

of direct telecasts . from theatres

during the; normal performance,
but, subject, to* safeguards; would
permit them With 'an ’Invited audi-

ence. *

London Film Notes
London, May 27.

Frank Launder and Sidney GII-

liat to do film* “Folly, to Be Wise,”

which is based on James Bridie’s

play, “It Depends What You
Mean,” first produced at .the West-
minster;-Theatre in 1944. Alistair

Sim is .to play His .original stage

role, • Janet Brown, vaudeville new-
comer, now 'placing: opposite Terry
Thomas in a

: TV series, /has been
given Important role in the film

which starts shooting soon at Shep-
perton Studios. ^ .20th-Fox, which
gave up lease on- Denham Studios
last year, is dickering' with Alex-
ander Rorda for space in .Shepper-
ton Studios for. new picture which
starts shooting early in July...
Raoul Walsh’ is. to direct David E.

Rose’s latest, epic, “Toilers of the
Sea,” the .Victor Hugo classic, with
shooting commencing early in Au-
gust,

Because of acute film studio

shortage, W. J. Gell, head of Mon-
arch Films* must move to Man-
chester for his mext'fflm, “Hindlc
Wakes,” the Stgnley Houghton
classic, which goes into production
June 26.-. .Edward*Underdowri and
Valerie Hobson will costar in Eros-

Tempian’s film, '"The Voice of Mer-
rill,” which is slated to start shoot-

ing June 9 and will be directed by
newcomer John Gilllng v .

.Paula

Valerisk* is being tested by Metro
for role in the new Clark Gable
film now titled “Never Let Me Go.'

Producer-director Mario Zampi
and star OScar Homolka of ABPC s

“Top Secret” ire going through a

stringent diet . on doctor’s orders
. . Naunton Wayne tunned down

offer to be .featured with Clark

Gable in Metro's picture as well as

six other films, to* star for Ealing
Studios in pic which will take him
11 weeks; with six-weeks on lo-a*

tion. . .Lothar Wolff fiew in from
the Continent 1 to line up some of

the cast fob; his picture, “Martin
Luther," which* he -is making on

the Continent in association with

Louis’ de Roehemont with shooting
1 to start early in June. :
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«•.. London June 3. -

Immediately * after the short

Whitsuntide :reCes*, t the House of

Commons J|s to;<fob*fo the govern-

ment White Baper ' on the British

Broadcasting - Coifo! - Charter which
advocates the eventual introduction

of sponsored, TV* The Lord Privy
Seal has fixed, next June 11 for the

debate, which, ,w® take place on a
government motion,

’

Main purpose of the debate is

to lay ddWn conditions f5r the re-

newal of the-BBC- charter, which
expires at the krid of June. The
proposal in the White Paper is that

the charter should be extended, for

10 years on conditions Which- would
perpetuate the. monopoly in sound-
broadcasting although allowing
competitive, intrusion in the video

field.*

• Meantime the picture industry is

considering its attitude to the gov-
.

eminent invitation- to submit its

thoughts on big' screen TV. The
White Paper insisted* on- specific

safeguards, including ; the- sharing
of top public events with the BBC
and co-operation .in the supply of

films. Most sections of the indus-

try are. adamantly opposed to of-

fering current product for TV, and
exhibitors continue to bar films

which have had a TV airing.- >

Rome Legilers to Stay

' ’

**

.

* "
' Bome, May 27.

Legit productions. Usually rele-

gated to summer^fours or outdoor
theatres, showed a spurt of .activity

here this month because'’of unusu-
ally cool weather^ . “Most of them
.report godd 'biz, .which has encour-
aged a healthy

0

outlook for the 'fall

season. The Teatro delle Art! is do-!

ing two comic operas, - “The Mar-
riage Market” by Rossini, and “The
Family” by Donizetti.

The Theatre- Guild of Brussels
(Belgium) i$ at the, Eliseo .with

“The Traveler of Forceloup,” done
in French. Later, “Rosso e Nero,”
a revue comprised ,of . artists from
-Italian .radio and pop. orchestra
leader Bippo Barzhza, will remain
at the Eliseo ;as long., as the biz

holds up. The DeFilippo’ Co. has a

revival week-, featuring "some of the'

favorite plays in its repertoire.

Edouardo DeFilippo bills himself
simply as “Edouardo,” and a three-

sheet bearing his name, the theatre;

and playdates is all that is needed
to draw for this outfit.

The Quiripo has the Little The-
atre of Music of Rome doing “The
Medium” by Gian-Carlo Menottl
for the first time, “Clorinda” by
Montfeverdi *and ’-“Fra DiaVolo” by
Auber. 'This is the first time in

four years that, patrons here have
gone in for these ‘little’ operas.”

Comic Rascal .continues at the

Valle in hi? revue, “Captain Car-

vallo,” a translation of the Diana
Wynward starrer. '

. “The Seven
Hills” is at the. Circolo . Romano,
“Ira’s Night” is playing the Piran-

dello and “Ricciardi and Son” is

housed in the Rossini. Two revues,

“Mucci” at the Quatro Fontane and
“High Tension” at the Palazzo Sis-

tine, both are enjoying healthy box-
office.

Pic Group Takes Over

Two Bombay Studios

Bombay, June 3.

Forrest Judd's film group has
taken over operation of a pair of

film studios here * and will begin
pitching for American, English and
other foreign productions to be
made here. New outfit to be kiiown
as Film Group Color Productions,
to be incorporated in.the U. S., has
taken four-year leases on the

studio? in. association ..with K. M.
Modi, chairman -of.Western Indiea
Theatres, Ltd., -and a former prexy
of Indian Motion Picture-Producers
Assm t

‘ - • •
.

*

/ Two. -.studios, • which will
1 he

modernized, will be .known as

Central Color studio and Minerva
Color Studio. Judd hopes to make
them the center of world Color

production. Deal already has been
set for “World’s Delight,” a British
film,, alid Judd is dickering’ with
two Indian "’producers for color
lensing;' Judd .Will return to. Holly-
wood this jveek via Lopdori.

Cranko Ballet toPreem
v At Edinburgh Festival

Edinburgh, May 27.
New ballet,. “Reflections,” creat-

ed by John Crafiko, is set for its
World pretnk by the Sadler’s Wells

Employment it British

Studios in Fresh Dive
London, June 3.

.
Employment in British studios

has taken a further dive, the total
during the: first quarter being lower
than for any similar period since
1948. Current figure of 3,67Q. rep-
resents a drop of 200 over last year.
The -March figure was more than
4,000 off from December, 1948,
when, the studios employed 7,739,

Decline is more. marked among
women than men. The latest Survey
shows 2,970. men employed against
651 women. Th,e ..49 apprentices
joining the industry during March
is’ the average for last year.

s ,,

* Washington, June 3,

The way film -.production Is ex-
panding -in Egypt, increased facili-
ties #re needed, reports the film
division of the U. S. Department
of Commerce. Egypt now has nine
studios with a total of 15 stages
and facilities; are increasing but
they are hard put to keep* Up with’
burgeoning production.

.,

The \1951-52 production, ex-
clusive of newsreels, is figured to
reach abofit 70 pix which will be
an all-time high. Egypt’ has 5.2

firms listed as film producers but
the larger bulk of the product is

turned out by only. 15 .companies.
Present sizable production con-
trasts with only four features in
1927.
The Egyptian industry is entire-

ly in the hands of citizens of that
country. Only government subsidy
goes to Studio Misr for turning out
newsreels. However, the ‘ govern-
ment encourages the industry in
'other ways, including an informal
agreement under which Egyptian
theatres agree to. reserve at least
four weeks per year to show native
films.

Four London Premieres

In Week With Likely .

.500 Batting Average
London, June 3.

B. A. Meyer presented “Meet'Mr.
Callaghan,” the first Peter Cheyney
thriller to be staged, • at. the Gar-
rick Theatre, last -Tuesday (27).

Adapted by Gerald Verner, it makes
good popular entertainment’, pro-
viding Terence de Marney with k
rich role as an unorthodox investi-
gator who aids justice in the end.
Supporting cast is excellent and
warm reception* indicates even
chance of success.
The Old Vic staged Shake-

speare’s “Timon of Athens” last

Wednesday (*28). This, seldom-pro-
duced drama is heavy going, but
director Tyrone Guthrie has effec-

tively extracted every glimpse of
humor from a depressing, whole.
Andre Morell gives a sterling per-
formance as the wealthy, generous
lord reduced to a bitter hermitage
and early death on being deserted
by his friends, in. adversity. Peter
Coke, Leo McKern ' and Will
Leighton excel In other major
parts and colorful support is given
by the rest of the practically all-

male cast.

There is little to commend in

“Cold Turkey,” presented by D.
H. Enterprises at the Comedy
Theatre last Thursday (-29), and it

has slender prospects of lasting

more than a very short period.

Leon Cortez makes the most of a

cockney joVs, but the material is

too old-fashioned for present-day
needs.
“Murder in Motley,” a comedy

thriller by Fenn Slterie and .Ingram
D’Abbes, which was first produced
in

’ 1935, was revived last Friday
(30) at the Fortune. Play, pre-

sented by Hubert Wood, who also

directed, is . a sustained, ingenious

thriller ably performed by an all-

round cast.
• Cast is headed by Frank Leigh-

ton, Helene Cordet and Winifred
Payne and Includes Norman Grif-

•fin, Carl Bernard and Norman Wil-

liams. Show has a fair chance for

a reasonable run,
1

Theatre Ballet here Aug. 21. . Com-
pany will fee making its first Edin-
burgh Festival appearance. Cranko
is its chief choreographer.

Ballet is the tragedy of an egotist
who creates his own world and
then, cannot escape from it. Chief

,

Characters Will be danced’ by‘Elaine
Fifield and David Pobie. MilsiC Ms
by John Gardner. The new/ballet
will be seen' in London at- Sadler’s.
Wells Theatre later <in the fall.'
**. • ...... i

'
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'
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Art. Producers Victors

In Fight for Higher

Pix House Admissions
k Buenos Aires, May 27.

Persistence by the Argentine
film producers has finally won a
victory in the struggle to get au-
thorization from -the Entertainment
Board for film admission'

l,

price
hikes, which the film industry here
has been waging over the last few

!

years. Decision tvas made this,

week to let first-run film deluxers!
boost, admission, scale? to six pesos
from 3 pesos 50, or from 35c to 60c.
Present top * is 35c. « These, hikes'
will not be general,,;hut apply’ jt>nly

for special quality films, in each
case, permission must* be sought!
from the Entertainment. 'Board/tp!
use the higher scale. Special^Values
the film- may have. .to • justify ,! the
increase, must fbe outlined.-

Initial application pf the increase
will be on “Joan of ATc*’ (RKO).
at the TroCadero an<| ;tIbertador,
day-dating early in June, ana “All,
About Eve” = (20th), .Which win be
released- soon at the Gran

.
Rex.

/ Although everybody jin the Indus-,
try knows ,that thi' increase • has
been authorized, commentatorsr are.

not allowed to., mention
' them' .and

the public- will get its first impact
when “Joan”*' or “Eye”' open. Pre-
sumably this-is to avoid discussion-

of the contradiction between this

belated increase and the. govern-
ment’s austerity drive as part of
“Economic Plan 1952,” designed to

offset the economic depression.
The government perhaps hopes

these film price increases may help
stem the tide of Inflation by dis-*

couraging .film attendance and en-
couraging greater saving. The En-
tertainment Board also authorized
exhibitors to discontinue! the ,‘

lFlor
de Ceibo” or lowest prices which
were effective three days oUt of
^tfvery Week*. “Flor de Ceibo” -was
the moniker given to the lowest
film admission scales when these
were instituted, by government or-

der three years ago to insure plenty
of cheap film -entertainment for the
working masses.
At the time

,
the “ceibQ”

,

prices
were started in-cinemas, the masse?
were earning such high wages they
did not go for economy scale, but
preferred * attending first - run
houses. Exhibitors claim that tick-

et vendors
-

alone Benefited .by the
“ceibo” prices since film patrons
arriving' at the* theatre?

v

on “ceibo”
days rarely troubled to read the
listed prices, but handed out their

cash at- the ordinary rates, not!

bothering: ' to ' collect, the extra 1

change which vendors rarely prof-

fered. -The “ceibo”* staled were
especially irksome to national pro-

ducers, who are all in a semi-bank-
rupt state anyway- and are- relying

on the upped prices to pufll them
Out of thfe red. ...

Simultaneously • with authoriza-

tion of the new prices, the Enter-
tainment Board warned exhibitors

that the Protection Law must be
strictly enforced,, and native films

must be exhibited in each cinema
at least three weeks out of every
six. The exhibitor? were reminded
that this law was designed to help

producers and encourage local film

production by assuring the pro-

ducers a solid economic basis.

157 Brit. Legit Permits
• London, May 27.

•Total of 157 work permits' for

foreign:- artiste- in British legit the-

atees -wejp. grfgxted by the Minis-

try of Labor last year. During
the same period 52 were issued for

films. - - *

This information was given in

the House" of Commons last week
by Sir Walter Monckton, the Minis-

ter of Labor. A question on the

employment of a German artist,

Sonja Ziemann, which was tabled

last week, is being postponed. She

is working in a George BrOWU pro-

duction at Pinewood, *

EVTKmNATIONAL IS

»•

Stockholm, May 27.
.* Terra Film has secured, the
rights to use all the music by Nor-
wegian composer Edvai-d Grifeg^ ac-

cording to Alf‘ Jorgensen, one of
Terra Film toppers. Deal covered
a period of six month*. .

'

It is, likely that* a biographical
film of Grieg and his work ’will be
produced, probably ip ‘ English,
There’ is a possibility of a Norwe*
gian version, being done with Nor-
wegian actors , with Grieg music

,
in

both. Several American producers
are reported interested In the proj-
ect. Terra Film received the rights

to Grieg’s ’ music by offering the
highest price ever paid Afiy Scandi-
navian musical works.

>•
’ •

• t

*>

Rome, May 27.

A 30G-met<tr cable has beenlald
here, making the fcrst link for TV
between Rome and’ Naples. Minis-
ter of Post and Telecommunica-
tions Of Italy*- Giuseppe ‘ Spataro,!
announced * that the - entire cable-
laying project should be completed
in about a year.

Italy saw her first TV programs
In Milan When the international
Fair opened there in April. Such'
programs’ operate only between
Milan and TUrin dt this time. Prior
to the April launching, TV. had
been something to read about,

There has been a hassle as to
which governmental department
would actually be in cpntrol.

.
In

the meantime, RAI, the Italian

Radio, group, is in the driver’s seat.

However, film.hbads have* set up a
committee to study ‘what part the
cinema -will have In. the new me-
dium.

, Pix peoplew are anxious, to
create ‘a new field of shorts and
documentaries to be* used in TV.
A group, of Milan industrialists,

who represent large mofyey, is

ready to back TV films, in a big
way as soon ’.as’ the wrinkles ate
Ironed out. The Milan people hope
to see the day when much 'Of this

work is^ dpne^ in the northern city

so that they^ canjbe near their in-

vestments. "At present, most Italo

films are financed' by Milan money,
even though 95% of the pictures
are made here. A large film studio'

now - is being built on -the outskirts
of MiltiU.

Censor Crackdown Ups

Biz for French Pic In

Tel Aviv; Tighten Rules
Tel Aviv, May 27.

Tougher censorship of films. is

bringing about improved attend-
ance for pictures affected. At least

that is the experience of the
French feature, “Forever Caro-
line.” After a five-day run at the

May Theatre in Haifa, it was or-

! dered withdrawn by authorities.
' When screenings w6re later re-

sumed for “adults over 18 only,”

biz was tremendous with publicity

on controversy obviously helping.
• “Caroline,” according to the cen-

sorship board, was given a seal of

approval, although it had not been
officially viewed. But after exam-
ining th§ pic,.. the board ruled it

not suitable for the general pub-
lic and limited it to the “over 18”

bracket.

The board has tightened its con-

trol over films .following instruc-

tions from the Minister of Interior

and a special parliamentary com-
mittee.., They acted- after public
•demonstrations against films which
mainly- were, of Hollywood origin.

Various government bodies joined

in foese attacks. As a result, the
censorship board -is now yiewing
practically every film before* grant-

ing a license. This dg contrary to

previous practice when only doubt-

ful pix were scrutinized. Moreover,
during the last three months more
pix have been banned than
throughout 1951. •

Paris, June 3,
The cry of crisis' in - the French

film industry has died down in in**

tensity .lately. Attention Is now
focused on the coming Franco-*
American accords with the Blum-
Byrues agreement, ending June 3D.
Recent * secret feeler talks have
leaked here, and the Commie daily
La Liberation carried a full report
of the goings:on recently. papei*
carried a fuff list Of the proposals
on. both sides. The Figaro, rightist
paper, also .carried a story on the
P^QPp^ls..on the front- page with a
Nt VI date llbe.

...

*

A looksee* at last year’s statistics
shows French Industry to be. pn a
.fairly even keel prodUctionwicC
compared: to previous postwar
years. There were 97 French pix
Which &w light here with eight
Franco-Italiah co-production ‘ and
one Francb-Almetican co-produc-
tion.* This is 106'“ films, or one be-
low the 1950 level and way above
the year? of 1045 to 1949. These
pix were'made by 1D0 production
setups. Of 426 new films distrib-
uted here, *303 went into general
Release,' of which 109*were French-
speaking (with Belgian and Swiss)
and *189 were • dubbed ^foreign pix.
‘With 5,212 film, houses, the .re-

ceipt's came to 30 billion franc?
($9,000,000). Top -grossers* were
“Gone With Wind’/ (M-G), which
garnered $1,053,000 ‘.at roadshow
prices; ’

“Cinderella”** (RKO), which
got -$426,000; the French “Caroline
Gherle;” with $315,000; “Samson
and Delilah’” (Par), $333,000;. and
the French picr “Justice Is Done”
$300,000.
Of the foreign films, 132 were

American, with* eight for United
Artists, 16 for Columbia, 12 for
2Qth-Fox, 15 for Metro, 14 for Par-
amount; 12 .for .RK04 16 for’ Uni-
versal and 14 for 'Warners. There
were -25 .dubbed American films
distributed by French distributors.
The. 1952 production schedule Of
French film shows it to be up tp
the ’"average lever, of preceding
years, with .30 films either finished
or begun. •

3 Major Brit Circuits

Need 57 Top Features

to Fill the 30% Quota
London,! June 3.

. A minimum of 48 to .57 British
first features are. required by the
three major circuits to fulfill the
current 30% quota. . This figure
was given in the House of Com-
mons last Tuesday (27) by Henry
Strauss, Parliamentary Secretary
of the .Board of Trade, wbo ex-
plained that the actual number was
dependent bn the allowance for
Sunday showing.

Strauss was being quizzed by T
X
S.

Swingler who. in. recent weeks, .has

been -asking, about studio closures.

He asked
;
for production estimates

to meet. the quota and for details

of the productive capacity of foe
British industry,
..In his reply, the Board* of .Trade

spokesman explained that the ca-

pacity of studios could not be
stated precisely, as It-depended not
only on space' but also* on finance

as * well .as technical, and artistic

talent- resources.

Strauss • estimated thatitbe 25%
supporting* quota needed roughly
250,00Q feet of film annually. *

Aussie Revue House’s

Legit Try Doubtful
Melbourne, May 27.

Bid to woo patrons with thb dra-

matic piece, “No Trees in the
Street,” featuring British film actor

Jimmy Hanley, by. David Martin’s
Tivoli vaude-revue house, is a b6x-
offiee doubtful. It is a big swing
from

,
girl revue shows using U. S.

talent.

Indications are that “Trees” will

be Martin’s one and only bid in

the ’field of drama. ‘
,

“Trees,” authored by British Ted
Lewis, -is the drab yarn of a dame
who sells her daughter ‘for about
$60 U a London man so that she
can' buy booze. The’ gal finally

shoots herself. It’s all sex, and,
tougher, perhaps, than “A Street-

car Named* Desire. 1 ’
• .

This BostorHike city is n6t used
to such tough dialog as spread out
in “Trees,” and there, have- been,

walkouts from the theatre nightly.
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June!

SCARAMOUCHE
(f*(hik«/or)

Stewart Granger

Eleanor Parker

Janet Leigh

Mel Ferrer

Henry Wilcoxon

Nina Foch

Lewis Stone *.

Richard Anderson

99

SINGIN
IN THE
RAIN”
(Tochnkohr

)

Gene Kelly

Donald O’-Connor

Debbie Reynolds

Jean Hagen
Millard Mitchell

SKIRTS AHOY!
(Technicolor)

Esther Williams

Joan Evans

Vivian Blaine

Barry Sullivan

Keefe Brasselle

Billy Eckstine

July

!

September! Now!

June!

PAT AND MIKE
Spencer Tracy

Katharine Hepburn
Aldo Ray

William Ching

99

"THE MERRY
WIDOW”

(Technicolor)

Lana Turner

Fernando Lamas

THE GIRL
IN WHITE”

June Allyson

Arthur Kennedy
Gary Merrill

LOVELY TO
LOOK AT”

(Tocfmkolor)

Kathryn Grayson

Red Skelton

Howard Keel

k Marge and Gower Champioa
Ann Miller

Zsa Zsa Gabor
Kurt Kasznar

August!

August!

Now! tt

u

"THE DEVIL
MAKES THREE”

Gene Kelly

Pier Angeli

CARBINE
WILLIAMS

James Stewart

Jean Hagen
Wendell Corey

91

IVANHOE
(Tich^cpfor)

Robert Taylor

Elizabeth Taylor

Joan Fontaine

George Sanders

Emlyn Williams

91
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Par Grots
Coxtluued from v&gd 9

last year’s third semester was a
modest one.

That means that' contrary to ex-
perience of other companies, Par
should have no difficulty maintain-
ing it* dividend rate of 50c per
quarter. Budgets have been held
in check fairly well, so that amorti-
zation will not take an oversize
bite out of earnings.

‘Greatest Show* Charge-Off

^Undermining first stanza earn-
ings despite the big gross was. the
fact that a major slice of the high

“The so-called official rate of exchange- is the- rate at which a for- iSrtV^was charved^off during the
eign government wlll permit its currency to be exchanged for dollars {£Jiod.

*
Show” on the other hand,

to consummate a transaction that is sanctioned by that * government. for »hmit ton non nf
The blocked funds can, however, though at a rate different from the ™m«to‘s «venue’rA^heJ
official rate of exchange, be converted into dollars for the purpose of hefty hunk was realized on “Sailor
an award of damages. One who is entitled, to funds which are blocked Beware,” Martin 5c Lewis starrer.
in a foreign country may be able to transfer the -funds, at a discount,

to one who. can. use them to consummate a- transaction which is per-
mitted by the foreign country. There is a market in the U, S. for such
blocked funds. It is incumbent on the plaintiff to show the market
value or otWr value of the funds. He .will be entitled to judgment in

an amount computed on the value thus shown.”

Howard Hilghea’ vlctdity over United Artists in the Appellate Divi-

sion of the N* if. Supreme Court last February was seen as a highly
significant decision by the N. Y. Law Journal last week, Hughes
brought suit agalhst UA after the distributor allegedly failed to retain

his share of tne /earnings of “The Outlaw” in the currencies of 12
different foreign countries where it was exhibited; • About $68,000 was
involved at the 'official rates of exchange. •

In analyzing.Justice John Van Voorhis’ opinion, the Law Journal com-
mented: “In *n action by a motion picture producer against a dis-

tributor for-the breach of a contract in which the defendant agreed to

distribute a motion picture for the plaintiff in various forefgn coun-
tries- and to hold the, plaintiff’s share of the boxoffiee receipts in the
currencies of"' those countries* it was -error-, when the funds were
blocked by the laws of the respective countries, for the purposes of_the
transactions involved In the action, to compute at the official rate of
exchange the amount in U. S. currency to which the plaintiff w&s
entitled.

Two .scenes “which followed the typical Commie, line of ridiculing
religion and belittling the Church.” were deleted from “Clash’ By
Night” (RKQ) at his suggestion, William. H, Mooring* Film critic of
The Tidings, Catholic weekly newspaper of the L. A. Archdiocese, re-

ye.alcd in the. current Issue. Mooring said that when he called atten-

tion to Jerry Wald, Harriet Parsons and Norman Krasna of probable
effect of two scenes dealing with the blessing of a fishing fleet* “they

Six pix on the third-quarter
slate, on the ,basis of past experi-
ence with similar product, appear
likely to. produce a minimum of
$17,500,000 out of the U. S. and
Canada. Par Sales department
estimates actually . are nearer
$20,000,

000*

Films and conservative estimates
of their U. S, and Canadian poten-
tial are: general release (as dis-

tinct from .pre-release) of “Great-
est Show/* .$4,500,000:- Martin &

were completely cut. from the script.” Miss Parsons produced the pic Lewis’ “JumpingJacks/’ $3,500,000;

for Wald-Krasna* Mooring says the film, in form it will be released, Carrie, $2 000,000; Son of yPale-

is otherwise “excellent, realistic screen drama.” face (B?b Hone Jane Bussell, Roy
Rogers and .Trigger), $4,000,000;
‘Just. For Yob” (Bing Crosby),-$2,-
500.000, and “Caribbean,” $1,-

200.000.

One of the reasons making espe-
cially surprising, the fact that Par
outstripped the gross of the lush

r v _

j

1946/days this year is the fact that

previously been set for" the otiier
then the 'comPanY ^ned a chain

top femme role . . JeriyVesle? of b*™ theatres, which were al-

asked for and got his release from j?
ost a; customers. Since

his Columbia producing contract then the houses have bqen divorced

after a two-year tenure during fr<5m the producing-distributing

which he made four pictures. units.

Warners signed Charles Tedford Aside from the heavy income
to writq,' the narration for a one« produced by “Show” apd “Sailor,”

reel short, “Hit Tm Again.” a silent partially responsible' for the im-
comedy starring the late Larry proved gross is' a more stringent
Semorf, to which producer Gordon sales policy. Distribution v.p. A1
Hollingshead is adding special Schwalberg has steadily pushed
sound effects and background mu- during the past year to raise per-
sic... Metro set Keenan Wynn to centages and lower split figures

*4- FUm lndustry stockholders, who
have been receiving disheartening
news of late on dividend cutting
and downbeat earnings* had their-

morale bolstered some at the Para-
mount annual meeting ip N. Y.
yesterday (Tues.). Prexy. Barney
Balaban reported that, despite the
market sluggishness, Par’s earn-
ings in April and May were a little

ahead of the same months last

year..

Prez also declared that he’s
hopeful the current dividend policy

,

of a $2 annual payoff to investors
will be continued* ' Balaban said
he couldn't make any real predic-
tions on the subject, but recalled
he was similarly confident of the
future when the corporation began
operations Independent of domes-
tic -theatres three years ago and
the divvy, rite consistently was
maintained^ ,

Loew’s and- United Paramount
recently cut their dlwy payments.
Ldew's from 37*4c to 25c and UPT
from 50c to 25c,

Balaban said it would be difficult
to .-make any accurate guesses on
earnings in June in comparison

Wrap* were removed from Inter- 1 with last year,
.
June of '51, he re-

Pcrtonal Knowledge
Minority stockholder at

Paramount’s annual meeting
in N* Y, yesterday (Tues.) ex-
pressed concern regarding the
corporation’s finances, partic-

ularly objecting to participa-
tion deals with producers and
performers. But the investor

Was satisfied with at least one.
aspect of the Par economics,
announcing:

“I happen to know that this

company is very careful about
. expense accounts. Mr. Balaban
checks every item personally.”

Of Telemeter For

Par Stockholders

- Hollywood,. June 3.

Peg! Mclntire set for a role in
“Small Town Girl” at Metro . . .

Yvonfte De Carlo checked into
Metro for her costarring role in
“Sombrero,” her first stint at the
Culver lot ... Vet western actor
Kay Bennett snagged a featured
role in “Cattle Kate” at U-I.
Maureen O’Hara and Alex Nicol
are starred . . . Columbia dropped
its plans to team Jack Mahoney
and Smiley Burnette in. a new
series " to replace the “Durango
Kid” oaters ... Tom Hanlon \rill,

do the^ narration for the auto
racing sequences in “Army Bound,”
which Ben Schwalb is producing
at Monogram .... Timothy Carey
won a role in “Tropical Heat
Wave” at Republic . . . Gordon
Nelson set for a role in 20th-Fox’s
“Something for the Birds.”

Jean Negulesco moves to Metro
on loanout from 20th-Fox to direct
“My Mother and Mr. McChesney,”
Greer Garson starrer which rolls

next month . . . William F. Broidy
purchased film and television
rights to “I Confess;” a play by
Jack DeWitt based 'on an 11th
century French legend . . . Rex
Allen checked in at Republic for
“South Pacific Trail” after a two-
week stand at the Thunderbird
Hotel, Las Vegas . . ..

Monogram
pushed back until Thursday the
start of William F. Broidy’s
“Yukon Gold” and Vincent M.
Fennelly’a “Gun Smoke Range,”
both to be filmed on location .

Columbia extended its deal with
William Castle and will shortly an
nounce a new assignment for the
director, who’s currently on a
leave of absence * . . Richard Hale
cast as Gen. Henry* W. Halleck
chief of staff of the Union Army
in Warners’ “Springfield Rifle.”

Tom Young, Art Shurr, Ben Lee
and Harry Waldo, all Mack Sen-
nett comedy vets, signed by direc-
tor Lloyd Bacon, himself a Sennett
alumnus, for roles in “Beautiful
but Dangerous” at RKO . . . Morris
Ankrum drew the role of an In-
dian chief in “Hiawatha,” which
went before the cameras at Mono-
gram with Vince Edwards and
Yvette Dugay starred . . . Philip A
Waxman readying an early start
for “The Night Watch,” his second
independent film . . . Harry Horner
returned from New Yprk and -be-

gan prepping the script of '“Sur-
vival,” which he’ll direct for Sol
Lesser . . . William Daniels signed
as cameraman for “Never Wave at
a WAC,” Rosalind Russell starrer
which Frederick Brisson will pro-
duce for RKO release.

Howard Keel and Betsy Drake
will share top billing in “The Des-
perate Search,” which Matthew
Rapf will produce at Metro .

Tennessee Jim coaching the cast
of ‘Ransom of Red Chief” at 20th
Fox in southern accents . . . Cast
and crew of evangelist Billy
Graham’s “OiltOwn” left for Hous
ton, where locationlng gets under
way this week . . . Maxwell Shane
took his “Glass Wall” troupe into
the Bar of Music, local nitery, for
location scenes . . . Julia Adams
F° :

.
one of the femme leads in

‘Mississippi Gambler,” Tyrone

in a campaign aimed at bringing
Par demands more in line with
those of -other top majors.

RKO SPENDING HEFTY

COIN ON REISSUES

national Telemeter Corp.’s new
subscription form of home tele-

vision at the Paramount annual
meeting of stockholders in N. Y.
yesterday (Tues.) General impres-
sion was that its- simplicity of op-

eration, convenience for* the pub-
lic and overall apparent effective-

ness portend a*, prominent role for
Telemeter in the entertainment-
via-electronics future.

Machine, which is small y and

called, was abnormally strong be-
cause of a heavy flow of coin from
ajbroad.

Problems Ahead
Thete still are problems ahead,

the chief exec told the share-
owners. Antitrust litigation has
brought about an internal readjust-
ment, including “far-reaching and
expensive” methods of distributing
films. These, he said, have “seri-
ously affected” the pattern of thea-

join Howard Keel and Robert Bur-
ton in “The Desperate Search”.
Richard Denning drew the star
role in “Target Hong Kong” at Co-
umbia . . . Richard Blaydon took
over as unit production manager
on “Scared Stiff,” his 25th assign-
ment with producer Hal Wallis . .

.

Sol Lesser prepping “Mysterious
India” as his next travel documen-
airy after “Under the Red Sea,” Although resorting to reissues
with Bill Parks assembling the because of a product dearth, RKO
project from 40,000 feet of film is backiifg a couple of these re-
lensed in India by Mike IJagopian treads to the hilt from a bally
and Bud Lavanian. standpoint. Pix are almost given
Metro is testing Madge Kennedy* the “A” treatment of first-time-

who emerged from a 20-year re- around top product, with the coin
tirement for a role in “The Marry- outlay nearly equalling that of an
mg Kind,' for the role of Spencer initial launching.
Tracy s wife in Years the p0nCy started with the reissue
film version of the Garson Kanin-

Qf Walt Disney>

s “Snow White and

fotas Ros
r
*li"d

P
Ru
y,s^scoZo£ Sewn DwarfS"withtheeom-

“Never Wave at a WAC,” which pauy going all out on promotion.

Independent Artists rolls July 1 Similar treatment is currently

on location at the WAC training being accorded King Kong, ’the
center at Fort Lee, Va. . . . Director chiller originally released by RKO
Raoul Walsh put “Blackbeard the in 1933. Pic, set for rerele^se dur-

Pirate” before the cameras at RKO ing the middle of this month, is

for producer Edmund Grainger. . . lined up already for some 400 the-

Charlcs Laughton will play King atres in five exchange areas. As
Herod in “Salome, the Dance of part of the bally, RKO is sending
the Seven Veils,” which starts at ou^ four open-body trailer trucks
Columbia in two weeks. . .William with gigantic King Kongs clutch-
J^^bley was assigned to direct ing replicas of Fay Wray, star of
The Master, of Ballantrae, fhe film Thin week- the trunks are
Flynn starrer which Warners will

film on location in Europe.

Stuntman Asks M-G
For 50G on Injuries

Hollywood, June 3.

Stuntman Charles Hicks is suing

Metro for $50,000, alleging he sus-

tained injuries on a film due to

Metro negligence.

He was supposed to slide down
a greased chute in a “One-Piece

Bathing Suit” scene, doing it okay

once but, when ready for shooting,

the slide wasn't properly greased,

he states, catapulting him into the

water and causing spine injury

and nervousness since then.

Orren’s ‘Civilized’ Deal

Joseph Ornstein, head of Orren

Pictures, has acquired theatrical

and television rights to “Are We
Civilized?” for distribution domes-

tically and in Alaska and Guam.

Film, which costars Anita Louise

and William Farnum, was lensed

by Edwin Carewe Productions

some years ago.

the film. This week the trucks are

on their way to Detroit, Pittsburgh,

Cincinnati and Cleveland,

In addition, RKO is running a

saturation TV and radio campaign
in the areas where the pic is sked-

ded to play. On video company is’

using clips from the film, while on
radio it has bought spots on station

breaks throughout the day.

compact- and may be placed handily tre attendance,
upon or near the home TV re- Costs of production continue to
ceiver, employs a film Strip to in- mount, Balaban complained. While
dicate the price of each program, full effort is exerted to effect econ-
scaled from 10c to $2 in nfultiples omies, expenditures for labor and
of 5c. A barker's voice on the Tele- materials can hardly be controlled,
meter channel constantly an- he added. Balaban emphasized,
nounces the upcoming show. Home however, that he sees no merit In
viewer simply inserts the required keeping* budgets at an arbitrary
coins and the TV image, .which had ,low. An inexpensive pic of doubt-
been distorted, automatically is re-" ful boxoffiee potential would be
ceived in proper focus. scrapped in favor of “a happy com-

Engineers on the Telemeter pay- bination of story, stars and produc-
roll insist that there’s small chance

. tion values that spell success at the
of the picture being cleared other boxoffiee.”
than in legitimate fashion. First, a Balaban continued: “Each pic-
person looking to duck the tariff ture must stand on its own merits
would require a full education in as* to its costs and boxoffiee poten*
advanced electronics. Second, the tialities. There is, therefore, no
cost of improvising another home value in comparing the average
device would, be greater than its cost of our pictures in one year
worth. ' -v with the average cost of our pic-

System tures for another year.”
Collection rep calls upon each Balaban made no reference to

Telemetered home at intervals to any other, studio. But 20th-Fox
be determined, picks up-the remqy- execs in past have been underlln-
able, sealed coin unit and reeprd* lug the success they’ve achieved. in*
ing tape, replaces both, and hies lopping ®ff the average costs of
off to the nearest central clearing- P& fvem year to year,

office. Tape indicates the amount Competition
of coin paid for each specific pro- The Par topper conceded that
gram and the percentage of television has hurt the b.o., but re-

revenue due to the producer or minded that outstanding product
promoter is thus determined. does as well at present as it did in

It was underscored that no spe- the peak of prosperity. He cited

cial TV channels are required and “Greatest Show on Earth” which,
the Telemeter outfit will not pro- he claimed, will be the biggest

duce programs. The company Will grosser in Par's hi.tory.

buy time from standard telecasters Stockholder queries followed the
and will place its own transmission formal reelection of Balaban and
equipment, reportedly inexpensive, all other members of the board-

in the station. Balaban,, v.p. Paul Raibourn and
Programming is handled by the Edwin L. Weisl, member of the di-

producer of, perhaps, a motion pic- reclorate, provided the answers,

ture, or a fight promoter. Public One femme stockholder, known for

at all times is free to switch to a her barbed .questions, said she was
non-metered channel. ’ so satisfied with Balaban’s “fort-

Clo ed Circuit Display right” answers that the decided to

On display yesterday on a closed forego any further interrogation,

circuit was a print of Par’s “Sun- Balaban disclosed that settlement

set Boulevard.” Three 25-cent of antitrust actions brought by ex-

pieces were placed into the device bibs cost the company $300,000 to

and the screen cleared immediate- $400,000 in 1951. This was in addi-

ly. * Small electric cable connects tion to defending court suits, he

U] Mpls. Booth Hike
Minneapolis, June 3.

Projectionists will receive a pay

boost of 3%, retroactive to last De-

cember, for two years and 4%*for
a third year under a new three

year contract signed with Minneap-

olis iridepenlcifent theatreowners.

The agreement was reached with

the booth ' operators after more
than six months negotiations. It

followed the filing of a strike no-

tice, but the projectionists con

tinued negotiations instead of

walking out.

Previously, the booth operators

had reached agreements with the

Minnesota Amus. Co. and RKO

the metered box with the TV set.

David Loew and Carl Lesserman
launched the Telemeter project
about four years ago and sponsored
its development. Par some time
ago bought 50% of the outfit. It’s

said.

The prez revealed that gross bill-

ings abroad amounted to $24,000,-

000 last year.

He advised that Par intends to

continue with its participation

expected that some hefty financing deals with producers and others,

will be required, probably via a- such as its 50-50 profits split with

public stock issue. Also, the com- Cecil B. DeMille. To refrain from
pany likely will farm out the sys- such arrangements would be un-

te;n to franchise operators in the sound business, he observed,

various territories across the But there’s a limit on Par’s pay-

country, off to production pards, said Bala-

Immediate plans are to stage ban. He said, for example, Irving

the • first public test in Palm Berlin wants $600,000 to produce a

Springs, Cal., which is surrounded film and compose music for it

by mountain terrain and conse-
quently is isolated from any TV at

all. Telemeter has a deal with the

city to rig homes” with cables

which, indirectly, will channel in

all programs from L.A. One of the

the
Theatres, also providing for salary

j

channels will cairy

increases, 1 signals.

Balaban’s limit is $250,000, he said.

Balaban and Weisl both ex-

pressed Confidence that the Fed-
eral Communications Commission
eventually- will okay telecasting

licenses for Par on grounds of “fit-

metered
j

ness.” The FCC hearings, they fig-

1
ure, will span another month.
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Lebedoff Asks Lie
..-.a Continued from page 7

•'freedom of the press” issue.

or what 'is oarriod-in the news re-
to tte hew price fixing and other illegal trad^

ports of the press associations.
igraement, ‘However, new Holly- Practices.

“We feel that, in Accordance With wood pr6dtict has gone in since The Loevenger letter says that

e Cotirt’s- mandate; Chip should that time ^der about 60 permits if the defendants will agree to
.xd lied, dvvw.w, A *1 AU7C. _ — d - > . « 14 a dl AWO 1 1 A _

the

If'the newsreel decision appears

likely to he too narrow, ? there’s a

possibility of getting, an exhib ta

play a feature without first getting

a license. This would be a carefully

selected feature that was inoffen-

sive on every possible count, un-

like “Pinky,” which was concerned
with race prejudice.

Test will partially depend, on the
MPAA prexy’s obtaining assent of

his member companies. There 'is

not complete unanimity among the
majors on the desirabllty of' fur-;

ther fighting the “prior restraint”,

issue.

A Supreme Court victory on this

point would definitely mean the
end of all official blue-pencilling of
pix as a prerequisite to their play-

ing theatres. On basis of the court's

opinion on ' “The Miracle” last

week, it is felt that the. industry
couldn’t fail to win- by making a

frontal attack on the “prior re-

straint” issue.

“Prior restraint” is the lawyer’s
term for state and municipal laws
which make it necessary to obtain
a license for a film before it can
open. Its elimination as far as pix
go would still permit exercise pf

normal police powers in the arrest
of an exhibitor for showing an ob-
scene picture. But he couldn’t be
pinched until after the. film had
preemed and he would then, of
course, be entitled to a trial in

open court.

“Prior' restraint”—which is im-
plicit in the requirement that a

pic get a license from a censorship
hoard previous to release—is out-

lawed under the free speech and
free press amendment to the Con-
stitution. In the “Miracle” opinion
Justice»Tom Clark wrote:

“.
. . New York requires that

permission to communicate ideas

be obtained in advance from state

officials who judge the content of

word and pictures sought to be
.communicated. This court recog-

nized many years ago that such a

previous restraint is a form of in-

fringement upon freedom of ex-

pression to be particularly con-

demned.”
Clark’s Opinion

Unfortunately for the industry,

Justice Clark didn't follow up this

new,- on its own, discontinue news- which had been bought prior to the the lie-detector test there d un-

reel censorship. But, if it does embargo doubtedly be little difficulty m
not, we intend to Institute a legal . _ m „ worldng out the details by stipula-

proceeding to force the state to .

3

the tion * If the defendants decline,

abandon censorship of newsreels.” ^ 6*° P
+

l

? y
f^Sl +?!L,,cu Loevenger informed the judge he’ll

The six states whleh .have state «J“*. ‘^ei^ff^ ealh
rT,est the c?urt £.fWto“

boards of censorship. arfe New York,
local Gls vriDS * license lor eacn ant<! , nncwArintr hr,pf f™™ th«=

Ohio, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Vir-

ginia and Kapsas- In other states,

many local communities have .been

granted censorship powers, as was
the case with Marshall, in Texas.

Catholic Weekly’s Rap
Albany, Jpne 3.

Official Catholic reaction to the
unanimous decision by the U. S.

Supreme Court reversing 'the N. Y.

State Board of . Regent’s ban on
“The Miracle” as sacrilegious”

came (30) in an editorial in The
Evangelist, weekly of the Albany
diocese. Paper described it as a

victory “for the forces of paganistic

secularism” and “tragic in its im-
plications.”

The Evangelist, . Usually consid-

ered spokesman for the State Cath-
olic Welfare Committee, which
filed a brief as friend of the court

upholding • the Regents’ ruling,

said: “It gives license to every irre-

ligious and unwholesome element
to

.
deride and profane the ideals

and concepts of ' religious-minded
citizens.”

See D.C. Picketing For

’Marrying,’ ‘Miracle’

Washington, June 3.

The Washington area appears
set for a new wave of picketing of

film theatres. The local American
Legion has announced that it will

picket the Playhouse, a first-run,

when “The Marrying Kind” (Col)

opens there tomorrow (Wed.).
In addition, 22 Holy Name So

cieties in Northern Virginia have
unanimously adopted a resolution
to picket any theatre in that sub
urban area which plays “The Mir-
acle.” Delegates representing the
Catholic groups met in nearby
Alexandria and agreed to do all

they could to prevent screenings of
that controversial film.

Announcement of the coming
point in his somewhat confusing ! Legion activity was made by Wil-
opinion, and there is no predilec-

tion among the states to abolish

their censorship boards without a

further direct order from the Su-
premo Court to do so

liam J. Holliman, D.C. department
commander. In a letter sent to
Gerald Wagner, manager of the
Playhouse, one of the Ilya Lopert
chain, Legion members will pre-

Thc issue is clean* in the
,
sent “some of the facts” about

4‘Pinky” than in the “Miracle” case. ! Judy Holliday, the star, and Gar-
But with the aim of the bench al- son Kanin, co-author of the screen-
ways to keep its decisions as nar-

!
play. These “facts” will be on ban-

row as possible, the way was left ’ ners carried by the pickets and
open to it to skip the “prior re-

1 also on leaflets to be circulated.

x «oo x /-.iooAA x ants’ answering brief from the
costs 636,000 pesetas ($13,290 at

c^se
*

s records and court files “as
the unofficial exchange rate of 48 ^eing saturated - with libelous,
pesetas to the dollar). scandalous. vituDerative and im-

Tiomkin Thinks Music

Directors Should Be in On

scandalous, vituperative and
pertinent matter.”

Loevenger suggests in the letter

that the lie test be administered
by the U. of Minnesota and that
the record of the case be reopened

n, '«» if U for the purpose of receiving, as

utOrV lalks 2is Economy part thereof, the report of the test’s

„ ,. „ .. results, “whatever that may bfe.”
As part 0/ Hollywood s overall

university as well as the po-
attempt to cut production costs, iice department here has the neces
some savings are being achieved in sary equipment to give the test,

the recording of musical bapk- it’s. pointed out.

grounds. These, according to musi- Defense's Chief Witness
1 Ji x ni • -x . . . Workman was the defense’s chief

cal director Dimitri Tiomkin, cur-, witnesS and on the stand he de-
rently visiting New York, are be- nied various conversations and
irtg accomplished by shaving re- claims made by the Lebedoffs
hearsal time and using smaller mu- while they were witnesses, and also
§ica'l units. allegations regarding the onetime 1

Tiomkin recently hahdled musi- Minneapolis Film Boafd of Trade
cal chores for Howard Hawks’ “The clearance and other activities.

Big City”, at RKO, Stanley Kra- After the non-jury trial of the
mer’s “The Fourposter” and “The suit, counsel on both sides submit-
Happy>Time” at Columbia, and ted briefs first and then reply
also Kramer’s “High Noon” for briefs. It was the last reply brief
United Artists. of Mandt Torrison and David
Tiomkin admits that the savings Shearer, counsel for the defend-

are small in this department, but anis » that aroused Loevenger’s ire.

is an indication of Hollywood’s cur- “Alleged conversations and con-
rent budget-wise thinking. He be- ferences between the Lebedoffs
lieves additional coin cuts could and distributors’ representatives
be achieved by calling in music are

.

fabricated and false, and the
chiefs at story confabs and at in- plaintiffs’ assertions that the 63-

ceptipn of production so that mu- ^ay run' and the 49-day run were
sical sequences could be blueprint- ^circuit runs’ unavailable to the
ed in advance.

U. S. imports
: Continued from page 7

“Trois Femmes” is based upon
“In-three de Maupassant stories

tejrdits” will preem at the Little
Carnegie Theatre, N. Y., late this

fall. House is operated by Gold-
wul'm in association with 'George
Schwartz.

Manor Films is " preparing
. an

American version of iti. Josephine
Baker pic. Originally titled “Fausse
Alerte,” it’s now tagged “The
French Way.” Likewise, Gould is

having the Spanish dialog on his
Mexican import dubbed by Harold
Rugarman’s Duex Film Studios.
Picture, which stars Arturo dc
Cordoba, was voted as the lop film
of the year by the Mexican Acad-
emy of Cinematographic Arts &
Sciences.

Homewood have no basis in fact,”
declared the Torrison - Shearer
reply brief.

“The. unrestrained imagination of
the Lebedoffs, their untruthful re-
porting of alleged conversations
with • defendants’ representatives,
their fabrications of conversations
with defendants’ representatives,
so often repeated, make their en-
tire testimony unworthy of cre-
dence.”

Taking emphatic exception to
the opposing counsels’ charges,
Loevenger asserts “charges of de-
liberate falsehood are not lightly
to be made, for they must surely
be a challenge to the ethics and
conscience of opposing counsel as
well as to the court’s dignity and
honor.”

“If not completely justified,” de-
clares the Loevenger letter to
Judge Nordb.ve, “such charges will
certainly undermine public confi-
dence in the judicial process, if not
integrity of the process itself. Hav-
ing these views, you may under-

stand why X‘
-

extremely dis-

turbed py the -defendants’ briefs,-

particularly
,

• the ah§W£ripg brief,

I have noted mpreHRan two dozen
places in which' ’defendants’ . coun-
sel refers to ' testimony' or conten-
tions offered by tfte plaintiffs as

'invention,* 'fabrication/ ‘false/

‘untruthful/ 'crude attempt to mis-

lead/ 'technique Of the ,big lie,'

‘sheer fabrication/', ''obvious un-

truth/ 'refusal,, to* be honest/ etc.

In several places these charges are

made against counsel. asr well as

against witnesses.

“You may appreciate that my
concern goes beyond my interest in

this' case. Quite mpart from my
reputation, which I value highly

and expect to preserve for many
more years, I am answerable to my
own conscience "that I shall not

mislead this or afiy other court by
false or untruthful evidence. I feel

So strongly on. this principal that
I am committed, to myself to strike

on my own motion any evidence
presented by., me to any court
which I subsequently find to be
false. . . - .

*Mor,al’ Duty
“This -lead^ me* to the dilemma

that either the defendants* charges
are well-founded, in which case I

have both a .moral and a profes-

sional duty to act In order to purge
the court records of falsehoods
Which^I have' helped put ' there, or

the . defendants’ charges are un-

founded and are lightly and irre-

sponsibly made in order to seek
advantage for the defendants. In

effect, defendants’ counsel- have
hurled the ichallenge that either I

am unethical or they are. ... I am
not content to leave the record

with such charges unanswered. . .

.”

In r

their reply briefs, Torrison
and Shearer.declare the defendants
were obviously actuated by mo-
tives of individual self-interest in

making individually the best deal

possible with either or both of the

theatres involved’, the Homewood
and. the Paradise, the latter owned
at the' time by the late W. A
Steffes, independent exhibitor lead-

er, and which received the first-run

away from the Lebedoffs after he

is alleged to have threatened an

antitrust suit against the distrib-

utors.

Torrison and Shearer contend
that the situation was purely a lo-

cal And competitive one and the

facts and situations have no rela-

tion to those considered in the

Government’s New York antitrust

suit against Paramount, resulting

in consent decrees,
“The Paradise’s . willingness to

purchase more pictures dp per-

centage, its better grossing poten-

tialities, its willingness tq pay

higher film rentals, its better stra-

tegic neighborhood location, and

the fact that Homewood under-

reported its business continuously,

demanded reductions and played

down ability to pay film rental, ah

combined to make the Paradise

Theatre a customer deserving

whatever preference in runs it co*

tained,” declares
.
the Torrison-

Shearer reply brief.
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About* a Stwie^’ (M-G)/ «fa4lnf
for ni<* $9,b00. U*t-ve*k, About

Face” (WB) and "Hete Come
Marinas” (MqrioV $*,£<».

paramount *; (Tri-States) (1,900,

50-69) — “Red Mountain”
4

0P*r).

Sturdy $10,000. Last week, Any-
thing Can Happen”

v
(Pjj)_and

“Flaming Feather” (Par),. $7,5<K>.

Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Gra-

nada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043;

700; ' 1,217; 50r75>—“Belles on

Toes’* (20th) in" all four plur

“Wacd” (Rep) in Tower and* Gra-

nada, . 'Pleasing. $15,000 in 8 days.

Last week, “rtesh »nd Pury*‘ (W
and “Bronco Buster” (XJ), $10,000

^ Vorie*/Golden) (550; 50-85)-^
“Mart in.White Suit” (U) (8th wk).

Stout $1,400. Last week, same. .

Warwick (Fox Midwest) (?00;-50“

85)—“Encore” (Par). One of bet-

ter entries since Bouse went arty

$2,500/ Goes a second. Last week,

“Pannelled Door” (Indie) ,
$1,250,

‘Skirts’ Smooth 514,000,

Seattle; ‘WorkT Kg TGI

,
Seattle, June 3.

uw ii niMrinit un nicely this sein

costiswi trm Wi* •

Peehei CapltaMX Fiore for Vincenio Musoliho, of
her desperate attempts to nail him,

» night. H* *nd« w to »««
o£ their funlly'i lnltUl opposition^

2?y ?**£ end of his ysiiou* efforts to get ithe husband snoring on -the. C
iob enabling him to support the

Slde. -After Sri. -V<JmS5&;S? pat!
tendres, ^he .doctor 6^,.

left w tem, the spirit of : adaptability to

^hearty yoc£ a11 situations, the flery and basic

f Inter-American ai-

BoriwipW* «t>6»wy--^gg? riined’w^it ^ ^wder^She?

?SS£ ^.^“Ahout ***-* *art*V32ffi' ™}*L*as- '1^*5 5S2dSS^sSs?S.^S^S

Washington, .June 3.

War. 11 the them
Inter-American Af-

* HfilIM OH 1UC8 gUU /IWWW* ^ -
~ ~r ' ' '' - , , g 1VT1M5 V*UW *-'*"*' -w

both are disappointing, latter Being qn good health and Ptotwtion handled, and is a tm. *WT
'"|giyi's dowry requirements. When

«><mriallv dull at Paramount, against disease,. There were u ® the others. -
. , , gii '«1ca f.tii ^nd nrmn

*55ric*n
y
«aeeW' »t(ll 1, good in the pictures, running from eight to pride Is an elegant sketch ad- J^a he o?^n

10 minutes In ““•** S^^STpgiSJSB? too?Jg
lessons simple enough to ^be under^ as .a gal_of a good family gone to

sauare (this ebi*ode is based

African Queen’
ftihth downtown-week

L6iidl2G, ‘North’ 10G, 2d
Portland, Ore., June 3.

Things are looking brighter here

this session after one of .worst
weeks at boxofflce in many years.

Nearly all first-runs have new pic-

tures and there is plenty of strong

product around for a change.

“Belles On Toes” shapes fine in

two spots. “Green Glove shapes

okay. “Wild North” continues hot

in second week.
Estimates for This Week

Broadway (Parker) U,890; 65-90)

—"Steel Town” (XI) and “Rodeo

Kkig and Senorita” (Hep). Nsg
$5,500,- Last week. “San Francisco

Story” (WB) and '‘Gobs and Gals .

(Rep),’ $6,800.

Liberty (Hamrick) (1,850; 65-90)

—"Wild North” (M-G) arid The
Sellout”1

- (M-G) (2d wk), Big $10,-

000. Last week, $12,000.

Mayfair (Parker) (1,500; 65-90)—'

“Okinawa” (Col) and ’.Thief of Da-

mascus’* (Col), Okay $4,800. Last

.week, “Marrying Kind” (Col) and
“Storm Over Tibet” (Col) (m.o.),

$5,300.

Music Box (Hamrick) (1,000; 65-

DO)—“Something To Dive For
(Par) and “French Leave (Indie)

Mild $3,500. Last week, second-

run. -

Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; 65-'

90)—"Belles On' Toes” (20th)- and
“Highwayman” (Mono), .day-date

with Orpheum. Fine $4,500. Last

week, VMacao'" (RKO) and “Smith

Vs. Scotland Yard” (RKQ), $2,600.

Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,750; 65-

90)—"Belles On Toes” (20th) and
“Highwayman”' (Mono). Fine $7,;

500 or dose. Last week, “Macao
(RKO) and “Smith Vs. Scotland*

Yard” (RKO), $5,200.

Paramount (Evergreen) (3,400;

65-90)—“Six Convicts” (Col) and
“Yank in Indo-China” (Col). Good
$8,000. or over. Last week, “Mara
Maru” (WB) and “Tony misbe-
haves” (Indie), $5,QP0.

United Artists (Parker) (890; 65-

90 )
—"Green Glove”

-
(UA> -and

“Tale of Five Women” (UA). Oke
$5,500 or close. Last week, “One
Big Affair” (UA) and “Royal Jour-

ney” (UA), $2,700.

‘Hunter’ Stout $10,000,

Buff; ‘Skirts’ Hep 14G
Buffalo, June 3.

Best bets at wickets here this

week appear to be “Ivory Hunter,”
fine at Lafayette and “Skirts

Ahoy,” which shapes lusty at the

Buffalo. “Red Mountain” is rated

okay at Paramount.
,

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew’s) (3,000; 40-70)

—

“Skirts Ahoy” (M-G) and “Waco”
(Mono). Lusty $14,000. Last week,
“Girl in White” (M-G) and “Young
Man With Ideas” (M-G), $12,000.

Paramount (Par) (3,000; 40-70)

—

“Red Mountain” (Par) and “Cage
of Gold” (Indie). Oke $11,000. Last

week. “To Have, Have Not” (WB)
and "High Sierra” (WB) (reissues),

$7,000.

Center (Par) (2,100; 40-70) —
“About Face” (WB). Mild $7,500.

Last week, “Outcasts Poker Flat”

(20th) and “Desert Pursuit” (Mono),
$7,000.

Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)

—

“Ivory Hunter” (U) and “Lost
Planet Airmen” (U). Nice $10,000
or near. Last week, “Sniper” (Col)

and “Sound Off” (Col), $10,000.
Century (20th Cent.) (3,000; 40-

70) “Loan Shark” (Lip) and “Out-
law Women” (Indie). Mild $8,000.
Last week, “Half Breed” (RKO)
and “Gobs and Gals” (Rep), $7,000.

Estimate* for This Week leasons^impie enougn as,a gai oi a goou
™™f*.*™* Jg lage square (this 'Pisode is based

Mu* Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 65- stood by completely, uneducated seed, who steals
. f rj! on traditional tale) and with noth-Bue M

Queen” (UA) and peasants and Indians in South classy parties for her
*, st . ing owned, but nothing owed, they

J^raey^tUA). W *»• America.-. to^ti^the brawltog "fik <•* ««*• W* wl% two ponies
/A.OOO. li.t w«.k, „ ..

.fter tho^t «&*£***%* of hope -
-- — ' ’

- and Acting, with one exception com-
Spe- pletely non-professional, is superb

^ humor in all departments, with Miss Fi-

OOO Last Weelc. “Valley of Eagles” American. countries, their audience; Ji^tofTcov to-give if whimsy and ore, Musolino arid Filomena Russo

ffiip) and -pSicho VU1»" (Indie), has become worldwide.
, . ipp„i. &mmkk to sell stetchea standing .out Evew foot of the

$6)800, ' The Disney series, in whole or has Gerard Philippe sideshow- Aim was location-shot near Naples

Fifth.Avenue (Evergreen) .(2,366; part, is being shown in 46 of the barking, at a stand at which people by 1

SwISj? firSwfc
65-»0I-"S« _eonvleta* (Cp«. 48 states, pin.

.

.Hawaii, Guam and »d eonSptVtale^SSric b» i‘es!

sketch.
'} sandro Cicogninl gives a strong as-

Acting is as uneven as the slat. Hawk,

sketches. Viviane Romance is fine

as the sensual mother who gives

countries <and 33 other nations and
colonies around the world.

Israel, for~ instance, .bought

wk). Okay $6,50B. Ijast week; $7,700. puer^Q Tiico; 2b Latin American
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 65-80)

-V'Carblne Williams” (M-G) and
“Oklahoma Annie” (Rep) (3d wk-4
days). Okay $4,Q00. Last week,

$5,800.

Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 65-90)

.“Strange World” (UA). Big $7,-

000 of over. Last week, “Red Ball

Express” (U) (m.o.) and “Border
Saddle-mates” (Rep), $3,000.

Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,282; 65-

90) — “Skirts Ahoy” (M-G) and
“When In Rome” (M-G), Great
$14,000. Lost* week, 'Wild North
(M-G) and “Talk About Strangers”

(M*G) (6 days); $5,200.

Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,699; 65-

90) — “About Face” (WB) and
"Desert Range” (RKO). Dull $6,-

OOQ or less. Last Week, “San Fran-
cisco Story” (WB) and “Bal Ta-
barin” (Rep), $5^00. ,

’

Far*mount (Evergreen) (3,039;

65-90)—“Bellelf on Toes” (20th) and
“EUd Monk Baroni” (Indie). Drab
$6,500. Lafet week, “Macao” (RKO)
and “Target” (RKO), $5,800.

prints of three of the subjects.« Mughfe her S diriUnstom; Distfibs 'Settle % Suits
teaching films and on one occasion Miss Morgan is fine as the proud *+ r>« WlGk*
showed them in a public square g[T\ wh0 lets her heritage cloud V S* YV e»iem MTU*' TiXIllOS

in Tel Aviv to an audience of more ^er good sense and sends her into Pittsburgh,* June 3.

thah 6,000.’ ’Their soundtracks are a life of self-negation. Andree De- Four percentage suits brought
in 38 languages.- bar and Orfeo Tamburl are- not up by as many major distributors in

CIAA haS changed over the years to the par of the
.
c“t Federal Court here were recently

and has
1

become a non-profit, public their skit. Noel Hoel hams his, way discontinued upon filing of a stipu-

corporation called the Institute of through the role of St. Peter^ D -
iatjon stating that full recovery

Inter-Americnn ' Affairs. . The In- J h,d been mad.’ of vril sums «£
stitute, working as part of the

ciaude°Autant-Lara for hfs
g
pridfe tegedly due the distjribs.

Point 4 program, is self-sustaining ^ are^ the sltekest of thebunch Actions were Instituted by RKO,
and has sold upwards of 3,200 Sensing varies from fine to below 20th-Fox, Paramount and Loew’s
prints of the. filras

/
in recent years.

par Editing is also at variance in against James A. ’ Alexas, Alex

BOSTON
(Continued from page 8)

“Man in White Suit” (U) (7th' wk).

Last year, for example, it sold 705,

over half of them in- the U. S.

In addition* to the IIAA distribu-

tion, the State Department’s public
affairs division has made up 5,000
color prints Which are included
in -the" material carried on the
trucks lugging portable projectors
up and down the&highways of the
world to' tell the American story.

The army has distributed the

the various sketches. Mosk,

II Cappotto
(The Overcoat)
(ITALIAN)

Cannes, May 27.
Faro Film release of a Faro production.

Stars Renato Rascel, Glulio Stival, Yvonne
Sanson* Glulio Call. Directed by Alberto
Lattuada. Screenplay, Lattuada, - Ces§re
ZavattLn, Enzo Curclli, Giorgio Prosper!,

Alexas and J. E. Williams, who
operated the Ligoriier Theatre,
Ligonier, Pa. •/.

Reed, JSmith, Shaw 8c McClay of

Pittsburgh repped the distributor
plaintiffs/ with Sargoy & Stein of

counsel.

GirOrdano Corsi, Luigi Malerba, Leonardo
. , . -r -rr- , — SLnlsgalli; adapted from the story by Nic-

pictures in -Japan, Korea and Ger- olas Gogol; camera, Mario Montuori; mu-
many, and there is no telling how *ic *. Felice Lattuada. At Film Festival,

- - - - - -**
- Cannes. Running time, 100 MINS.

M-G Huddle
Continued iron*, page 3

Smash $4,800 after $5,300 for last l many prints are being used behind carmine de Carmine Renato Rascel all, be in the “A” bracket, with
the Iron Curtain -today. Some TJt

e ^®yor
'.’/.'YvSlne°San?on letter-scale productions curtailed.

copies are understood to be in use T»nnr WW.WWWW oiuiin call Important factor, and a relative-

ly new one in top-echelon thinking,

week.
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 40-85)—

“About Face” (WB) and “Rodeo”
(Mono). Fair $5,000, Last week,
“San" Francisco Story” >(WB) and

in Communist areas.
In tne u. b., the pictures are- An intelligent but somewhat un- is that many “B” pix from all com-

__ .

generally shown m schools to teach even film version of the **Gogcfl panies while ^wealt domesticallyi
?
4House of 1.000 Women” (Indie), good health and good eating habits, story, this has spotty boxoffice pos- hrintf

* ^ven nronnrtlmiatelv less
$9,000. „

some sources here believe that sibUities here and abroad. At best fromthe foreignmlrSln con-a >MArill«AO V»nra a a 4U a An4 h»i4- m Ita mra i 1 1 am 4 liitm aw aa4iwa A “

time, smash $22,000. Last week,
“Half Breed” (RKO) and “Wall of

Death” (Indie), $12,000.

ever done.

—“Kangaroo” (?0th) and “Here
Come the Marines”. (Mono). Thin
$15,000. Last week, “Outcasts
Poker Flat” (20th) and “Anything
Can Happen” (Par); $11,000.

Orpheum (Loew) (i),000; 40-85)

—

“Belles on Toes” (20th) and “Just
This Once” (M-G). Fair $15,000

spirit of the original here and »»ro«d than in the U. S.-Canadian

there temporarily lost. territory, v

Story of the smalltime city em- M-G at present is plenty well

ployee whose purchase of a new heeled with, pix numerically. There
overcoat with his life savings are 12 films completed arid unre-
brlngs friends and a new position leased, nine - now are editing and
in life, while its theft kills him and seven are before the .cameras. Fif-
he is soon forgotten, is nearly al-' teen pix are now in preparation,
ways moving and appealing. .In N. Y* Denies WB Exec Cuts
somewhat of a tour-de-force come- Reports, that top execs at Warner

Twentieth-Fox ad-pub- depart- <ran. ?f
na

\
0 ^ascsl plays his first Bros, were taking cuts up to 25%

ment and the Lynn Famol office, +
as employee, m’ wete denied in New York last

1 20th Would Have NX
Stores Roll Back Prices

To 1902 in ‘Nellie’ Tie

Tills unce" tML-viL $10 ,UUU. r: ,
" " tonnotch <;tvle with ship hv 7

Last week, “Girl in White” (M-G) which has been engaged by the So SM ’
as tte mavor an5 week by veepee Sam Schneider,

and “Ynnnff TlTan with Ideas” film company to handle promotion _/ a?a comnanv’s kev financial exec.and “Young Man with Ideas" n J’
. ... -,N Lnl

(M-G). $H,(MK). '

{?
r
„. 3aIt W the Shines,

his new coat
Paramount (NKT) (1,700; 40-85) ^eUie, _are now undertaking to Three standout”'

Siuiio asr„ he whS ““{’““y’5— I “'It may come,” Schneider de-

clared, “but I don’t know anything
* raramouni -injCiii u,<uv; **u-ou;

,
,— * —

, v. ^ °
. xnree sianaout sequences are—“About Face” (WB) and “Rodeo”- induce some of N. Y. s big depart- worthwhile—setting the daily of- about it. I just returned from the

(Mono). Nice $11,000. Last week, ment stores to roll back prices on fiCe routine in the town hall With Coast arid nothing was said about
San. Francisco Story” (WB) and some merchandise to the 1902 its satire on red tape and petty it.”

House of 1,000 Women” (Indie), level. The filmites concede it’s a politics; thusNew Year’s party bit, Schneider, sales chief Ben Kal-
.
9,000. ,

whale of a request. in which the tailor and his coat be- mensoji, WB’s theatre topper Harry
Filrrim (ATC) 0,800; 40-85)— ,S

ea ls j,° u? m the J902 angle come the hit of the ball, and the Kalmine and Major Albert Warner
“Atomic City” (Par) and “Braye witl1 the film m the stores news- funeral sequence, with an interrupt recently held several days'* of con-
Warrior” (Col) (2d wk). Off to near PaPe

,

r
. ,

display ads. Story of tion of the mayor’s oration. • fabs with nrexv Harrv 1 M Warner
$4,500 following fair $6,500 for Nellie ’ begins in that year and Technical credits are fine, from and nroduction head Jack L War-

covers a total period of 50 -years. Mario Montuori’s able camerawork £er
P a

In Hutchinson, Kan., last month, to
,

Felice Lattuada’s music. Cen-
numerous local merchants went £

ors shears almost unnoticeably
along with the gimmick, announc- °Pe

,
rated on an “overtorrid”

ing the ’02 prices on some items Ph°ne call between the mayor and
via the press and window displays. +y!

s m
.
1
.
s^r

.
ess (Yvonne Sanson), but

Icecream sodas were peddled for
a“uslons remain clear.

5c. “Nellie” got some prominent Hawk.
mentions.

first.

State (Loew) (3,500; 40-85)—r-

“Belles on Toes” (20th) and “Just
This Once” (M-G). Modest $10,000
Last week, “Girl in White” (M-G)
and “Young Mari with Ideas
(M-G), $9,400

Goldenson
Continued from page 3

TORONTO
(Continued from page 9)

Hue Soldi dt Sperauza
(Two Pennies of Hope)

(ITALIAN)
Cannes, May 27.

Jr
NI

£. rel<
:?
se of an univcrsaicinc (San- wholly at their convenience.”GhenzO production. Stars Maria

Fiore, Vincenzo Musolino

that lack of interest carries over
and plagues us the rest of the year.

Distributors must wake up to the

fact that this is a year-round busi-

ness and not one that can be run

(Coir and “Northwest
I

Last week, “Red Mountain" (Par) &e .

ul
vTnccn2S

r0
MSSi. Distribs defend thiir policy of

- ’ ^ tf ’UUU ’ Renato Castellanl. Screenplay, Castellani, holding Up big pix for late July— in. M. Mar^adonna: camen. Arhim a a

SAN FRANCISCO
(Continued from page 8)

95)
—“No Room For Groom” 0LJ)

and “Bronco Busters” (U). Light
$9,500 or better. Last week, “Mar-
rying Kind r

Territory” (Mono) (2d wk), $10,500
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207; LocVs (Loety) (2,743; 40-80) — f-

M. MargadonnarcamefaT'ArT/roTa*!’ and~ Auffust "on the’ basis
65-95)—"Captive City” (UA). Pal- “Singin’ in Rain” (M-G) (2d wk). F^ivn

U
i

slc
ra^san

T>
dro ?<****• At Film *» nhanri

lid $5,000. Last week, "Mutiny”. Fine $12,000. Last week, $15,000. Carmcia. .

inning M °
rf

c? n(!
(UA) and “Royal Journey” (UA), Odcon (Rank) (2,390; 50-90) — Antonio ‘-.’..'.‘.’.‘.‘.vincen^o Mus^S

exPfnslve negatives^.during a pe

only $3,500 in 6 days. “Pride of St. Louis” (20th) (2d ,wk). A£”i:; ^Luigl AatarUa riod of the year when business is

Staccdoor (A-R) (370; 85-$D— Nice $9,000. Last \teek, $12,000. ffle ProDriin"
F1ten^„RW certain to be in a lull.. It’s normal

"Man In White Suit” (U) (4th wk). Shea’s (FP) (2,386; 40-80)— /• GUla Mascettl for the b.o.~ to suffer a severe drop
Big $4,500. Last week, $5,500. “Abhut Face” (WB). Fair $9,500. Delightfully comic nnd from the time the first nice weather

Clay (Rosener) (400; 65-85)— Last week, "Macao” (RKO), $9,000. human/ this rapid-fire lov^SJrv sends customers to the outdoors
“Mr. Lord Said No” (Indie). Nice Tivoli. University (FPi n -u s .

ve story <mr. mneiiino lose

$2,80Q. Last week, “Minne” (In-
die) (2d wk), $2,000.
Larkin (Rosener) 400; 65-85)

—

“Pool of London” (U) (m.o.) (4th
wk). Upped to $2,400. Last week,
fine $2,200.

Tivoli,. University (FP) (1,436; should have universal appeal al-
unt^ fresl1 ^ *nd sunshine lose

L558; 40-80 - My Son John” though the language barrier ’will
their lure about Aug. 1.

rinn
S °W ^8 ’500, Last

^
eeP. some of the fine points from 11,5 felt by distribs that, no mat-

Untown^Loew) (2 743 - 40 nm
foreign audiences. Should prove ter how good the product, it won t

r;?- .’.PeW) a,743, 40-80) — a Strong entrv fnr 1 i ticm 9 1 afp draw nc it cVi/inl/l dfirintf that eight
Wild North” (M-G) <2d wk). Fair I arty’house/irf the

r
u*

n
J
!UalerS “ld

$7,000. Last week, $11,000. J Ya?n tells of the iove of Maria

draw as it should during that eight

or 10-week layoff period by the

public.
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$3,194,000 PIC DIVVY

REPORTED FOR APRIL

UPT counsel Duke.. Patrick, Lati- while trustee ?1

mer asserted' that the Par people Tri-State, neglected'^ World

were '‘.very Htter,f about the whole Theatre and switched Pr̂ duct to

thing, referring to Lawrence hav- the Orpheum, which, ^Gwuberg
wa;> a T_,

ing gotten the Paramount Theatre said, Blank
figure for "the same month '-of 1951,

from Intermountain. during BKO’s
feline is based mainly on the

.Washington, June 3.

Film dividends for April amount-

ed to $3,104,000) the U. S. Depart-

ment of Commerce reports, Thilf

was a little short of the $3,475,000

during RKO’s bankruptcy although
IU11 AIU-CAUlUUIUOiui UU1

i
U^ j ,

r i^ I.,,.-** u
Todays session was a brief one heihad promised not to touen it.

diviri^tin ten
lasting only about a half hour, and As a result, the witness said, RKO faetthat

OT^.otAorU1951
is set to resume tomorrow. (Wed.), was forced to obtajn a less desir-

Vthat War-
nets- retted some of its capital

stock and so had fewer shares to

pay' on."

. So far, during: the first four

v

Comparison of current quotations of film shares listed on the

New York Stock Exchange with 1951-52 highs and lows shows all

of the issues down considerably from ’51 peaks and most of them
at or near new lows’ Tor ’52. However, a majority are still above

last year’s cellar poifit. . / ,
•

On ‘the other hand, In appraising the figures below, It should be

noted that the market\as a whole is higher now tbanat any time

last year. Dow-Jones average- for 65 stocks hit 100.04 for its ’51

high (Oct. 15) and is currently at about 102.

-1951“ -19&2- Tues. (2)

Yesterday • (Mon.)' - David Ed- able bouse after Blank refused to

wards, general .m^na^er of the let Goldberg lease the State to

Lawrence Theatres, told the FCC RKO.
that Goldenson once threatened to Goldberg .said he

use “all the power” of Paramount leased The Outlaw for an Omaha _ — _

Pictures to
fi

put him out of business showing when Tri-State decided months of 1952, pubUcly reported

if he did not relinquish a theatre not to. show the film m its circuit film- industry dividends have ag-

formerly leased to Par. because of Legion of
.

Decency op- gregated $9,787,000, slightly off

Testifying at hearings on Par position. However, he said, Blank from the $10,181,000 figure for the

antitrust issues before examiner decided to show it In Omaha-when same period of 1951.

Leo Resnick, Edwards, related that Goldberg tried, to get it * The Commerce Department
he leased the Paramount Theatre Quizzed by Patrick, Goldberg said points out that the publicly Veport-

in Salt Lake City in 1940 when the the World was neglected by Blank ed figures probably represent only

landlord became dissatisfied with to the point where the rust hung - - *

its operation by Intermountaih down under the canopy m fes-

Theatres,. Par affiliate, and latter toons.” But when Blank got the

refused to accept terms offered to theatre “away from me, he said,

keep the house. ^ he changed the name to the Oma-
Edwards testified that Inter- ha, cleaned it up, put in new seats,

mountain stripped the theatre and made other improvements,

before surrendering it and that the Under further questioning by

landlord, through court • action, Patrick, Goldberg said he has rnp

forced" Intermountain to return animosity” toward Blank but has

fixtures and pay for re-installation, “pity” for him. “I have no feeling

Queried by
,
Gaguine, .

Edwards* one way or another- for him, ’ he

testified Par tried to get the theatre said. (Blank is- a director of DPT
back the next year. In a con- and would be a director of the unabated a3 each studio attempts

ference in Los Angeles, he said, proposed ABC-PT merger.) to outdo the.. others by announcing

Goldenson, then in charge of th'ea- Goldberg further testified that increased spectrum slates. Univer-

tres for Par, told him he had when Blank got the Orpheum away sal this week, following a Coast

“learned a lot” about Hitler, that from RKO during its bankruptcy, confab of production and dlstribu-

Par would send over “bombers” he switched product, putting in tion toppers^ revealed that it is

and “blitz” Lawrence, that Par Par, ..Metro and 20th-Fox films, contemplating a 50% increase in

prexy Barney Balaban was behind which the Orpheum previously had the use, of Technicolor in its 1952-

him, that he (Goldenson) would use not. been able to get. 53 schedule. This, the company
“all the ..power of Paramount’s Asked why Blank did this,- Gold- says, would mean that three-fourth^

1,450 theatres from Mhine to Flor- berg said he could see no other of U’s output would be in color.

Ida and from New York to- San reason for the action except to Warner Bros, recently reported
,j Francisco,” and that "Par’s ‘ Mil- hurt his (Goldberg’s) leasehold of that it would ud-

its many-hued

r—^ — '-rjr~ — **

about 60% of all dividends paid

in the film, business.

t

Studios Continue

The swing to tinters continues

High Low High .Low Close

Col 15% 11 13% 11% 11%
Loew’S . 19% 143% 18% 13 ; 1 13%
Par .... 33% 21 39% •23% ;

*

24

Rep . . . 6% 3% '5% 31& 4%
RKO Pic. 5 3% 4% 3%’ * 4%
RKO Th. 5% 3 .4% - 3% 3%
26th ... 24% 17% 20% 16 -r 16%
Univ . « • 14% 8% 13% ii ‘

.

’ 11%
UPT ... 22% 17% * 2i% 14%
WB . , . . 15% 11% 15% 12% ; 12%

DiV Cuts
Continued front past 3

Brackett Prexy
Hollywood, June 3.

Charles Brackett was unanl-

lions” would put Lawrence “out of the World, in which Goldberg had
business.” :

'

• a percentage of the profits.

Questioned by Gaguine, Edwards
said that Sam Pembow, Par official,

and Joe Lawrence were present at

the conference.
Goldenson claimed, Edwards tes-

tified, that Lawrence had gone into

a “closed situation” in Salt
.
Lake

and Provo, Utah, which he had
“no right” to and which Inter-

mountain “would not stand for.”

Offered 2d-Run House
At

ences

program by 170% during the next
12 months, as against the number
of .tinters released during the past
year. Company will have released
27 films in color between May,'
1952, and May, 1953, comprising
82% of the company’s full program

tv . in l/i n .* off 33 releases. Total of 10 were
Nat WOlI S Resignation put out during the 1951-52 period.

m i 4 t « Of the Warner total, nine will be

PnHr* in WarnerColor, 16 in Technicolor
Entire Warner chain in Ohio, has and two in Supercinecolor. In

Revamp HjfB’s Full Ohio

Circuit . As Result Of

... . .
. „ .

been reorganized and local execu- additj8„ Warners shorts production
this and previous confer- tive staff revamped as result of is virtually 100% in color and the

fpred* nT^hU^^p^ond-rnn^h^atre^hi
Wolf’s resignation Monday (2) company Is contemplating the is-

fered an old second run theatrejn from aone managership, the post suance soon of its newsreel in
Salt Lake in exchange for the new he held here for 20 years. Dick WarnerColor
Academy in Provo and return of wrlght, district manager of North- TmnArtfln

'

Paramount. The Academy Edwards tm OWo area. Including Jive Cleve- dou?eTnSot was
h
nointe?^'testified, was built at the urging land house* I* havin* hi* territory .

ao“sea Proauct was pointed up
of RKO when Intermountain re- * a

ir uavmg ms territory last week when Paramount sold its
r, y w

,
nen

v.
I
i?I

erm0l
l
m*in J . stretched to cover nine additional WniWn^

fused to ,play RKO product after
| cltles.

Knox Strachan, former WB state
latter sold first-run film to Law-
rence.
Edward* further testified that

Harry David, Intermountain man-
ager, told him at a Christrtiajs party
that he (David) had fomented a
strike, paid for the pickets, had
signs made at Intermountalrt’s sign

shop, and otherwise interfered with
|

construction of the Academy.
Par was involved in four lawsuit*

in Salt Lake, Edwards testified.

First concerned the "stripping” of
the Paramount, which the landlord
won. Second was successfully
brought by Par to force Lawrence
to change name of the Paramount
(it was changed to Uptown). Third
was brought by Lawrence against
the majors and was dismissed with-
out prejudice in 1946. Fourth was
brought by Lawrence against the
majors in 1947, resulting In a set-

tlement in 1949 in favor of Law-
rence.

Last week the Commission heard
testimony Jrom Ralph D. Gold-
berg, indie owner of six houses in

Omaha and one in Council Bluffs,

I«., who testified that in 1929
he leased two pf his theatres to

Par’s Tri-State affiliate, headed by
A. H. Blank, after being unable
to get product. In 1933; he said,

as a result of Par’s bankruptcy, he
was pressured into a >new lease and
in 1934 into selling the World The-:

atre Bldg., Omaha, and to keeping'
the State Theatre closed for 20
years.

Par’s Injunction
Questioned by Gaguine, Gold-

berg testified that when he re-
opened the State in 1939 Par sued
and obtained an injunction. Gold-
berg then filed countersuit on anti-

trust grounds and in the settlement
received the right to operate the
State.

Goldberg claimed that Blank at-

tempted to get a one-half interest

in his suburban theatres without
paying anything. He testified that

Blank told him in 1941 that he was
politically protected from antitrust

suits and wasn’t afraid of them.
Goldberg testified that Blank,

ad director, was transferred to
Lima as city manager of its three
Warner houses and also will super-
vise houses in Finley, Sidney and
Mansfield. Frank Harpster, now
district manager in Pittsburgh, will

take over jurisdiction of chain’s
houses in Portsmouth^ Chillicothe
and Coshocton, all in Ohio, in ad-
dition- to West Virginia theatres.
All Ohio houses—24 of them—are
being put in the Pittsburgh zone
supervised by M. A. Silver.

Wright’s staff, moved from War-
ner exchange to downtown Allen
Theatre, now consists of Joseph
Weinstein, film buyer and booker;
David L. Halper, In charge of main-
tenance? Robert H. Giles, head of
sound department, with Howard
Higley as house manager of Allen.

Testimonial dinner tendered
Wolf Monday (2) at Hotel Hollen-
den was attended by about 150 WB
execs and others.

A large gift certificate was the
farewell gift to the departing film
man, who is moving to Houston,
his hometown, to go into biz on his
own. He may invest in several
Texas drive-in theatres. His son;

Lt. Don Wolf, now in' Germany,
will join him .in the enterprise
when he gets out of the service.

Hollywood black-and-white ' film-
processing laboratory.

Expressing the belief that the
film industry is rapidly turning to
complete color production. Repub-
lic prexy Herbert J. Yates has an-
nounced a $2,000,000 expansion pro-
gram for the facilities of the stu-
dio’s wholly-owned subsidiary. Con-
solidated Laboratory. Approximate-
ly $1,000,000 of this amount will
go toward a new 16m addition to
the Hollywood plant. Remainder
will be Used to enlarge Trucolor,
Consolidated’s tint process.

Trend toward color, Yates re
ported, has also prompted a deci-
sion to step up Republic’s use of
the tint process* and the bulk of
the studio’s deluxers will hence-
forth be jin color.

As pari of the enlargement of the
color facilities, the space formerly
occupied by 16m activities at Con-
solidated’s Hollywood plant will be
turned over to Trucolor.

have been paying 6.4% on the

price of its shares before they

dived with the announcement of

the dividend cut last Wednesday
(28). Stock dropped that day from

15% to 14%. Volume was 15 000

shares, indicating panicky selling. mously reelected to serve a fourth
Slide has continued under pressure

^.^rm as president ‘of the Academy
of further selloffs, the shares clos- Motion Picture Arts and Sci-
ing at 14% Monday and

A

4
v,JJf!! ences, ' diorge Murphy and Sam-

terday (Tues.) with 3,200 shares ue^ ^ Engel were elected veepees.
traded.

. Others chosen, in the annual .

Loew’s was the other company eiecti0n include . Fred L. Metzler,
to trim its melon. It cut from 37%c

treasurer; William Hornbeck, as-
to 20c per quarter. Its new divvy at treasurer? Johnny. Green,
the price the stock was selling for secretaxy; Anne. Baxter, assistant
prior .to last Wednesday "would

secre^aty< Mrs,. Margaret Herrick
have provided a yield of about o%. was reelected executive director
Shares t09k a bad beating on the

£or -^ther year, ' and' Loyd Wright
diwy announcement, falling oix was retained as counsel for an-
2% points Wednesday to 13% un- .. .

der a volume of selling of 38,300 Board 0f Governors, fdr the corn-
shares. ... .. ing year contos of Lyle R. Wheel-

Pressure has continued, with the
er and Dahiel Cathcart, art di-

quotation sinking to 13i on M - rectors . John W, Boyle and HaL
day with n,4°0s^J es

.

tra^fr Mohr, cinematographers';' George

Sf*
CU

- 1,5 tn ^ Stevens 'and King Vidor, directors;
7.7%. Price i^Provcd to 1% y

. Bore Schary, executives; Fred-
terday with 5,900 shares graded.

erick Y Sn^th> £lm editors; Ed-
The item that niost shook m-

waJ^ B Powell, music; Louis F.
vestors faith preceding the dfyvy

Edermallf producer; ' Teet Carle
cuts was 20th-Foxs first-quarter

and ^foert M. Horwits, public re-
statement. It e

^
r
?r ® lations; Cedric Fraiipis

.
and Hal

Ellas> sh<^ subjects; John P. Liva-

with tR74 dary and William Mueller, sound,
$34,000. This compared with $874,- ' a Seaton ' writers
776, or 27c per share, for the same ana ^eorse Beaton, writers,

period last year.

.
RKO Pictures’ annual report for

1951 waS the other crusher before
th« divvy cuts and it was followed
on Monday (2) by the first-quarter

report for this year that Was even
more of „a blow. Curiously, the stock
held firm despite considerable sell-

ing (10,500 shares) last'Wednesday,

REGIONAL BALLY JIEUPS

MAPPED BY UNIVERSAL
As a consequence of the current

newsprint shortage and the result-

ant struggle for newspaper space,

when other issues dropped, and it
Universal is launching a dnve for

gained a quarter point Monday ye|don*l promotional tieups. Pe®|“
with the largest volume of any is- 52

r
*i
p
J15

iy s pu^'ad ^depart-

sue traded on the Big Board, in-, is that there are hundreds of

eluding U. S. Steel and other non- local industries and products which

mal market leaders. Changing W considerable newspaper ad-

hands were 24,800; shares. Price re- ycctlwug on a territopal

mained steady yesterday; (See story J11*?. Pr°ducts, according to Char-

on p 3.)
IcI SimonelU, U’s eastern pub-ad

Company’s quarterly statement ^
>pper

» .
frc^ncntly as/ wcil

showed a net loss of $1,956,652 for SSS JJ** ““S £
the three months ending March adverUs<d wares. He cited

29. This compares With a loss of

as

examples local milk and bread
***** AUAP V,VUipAJLVP VUMI A 1VOO VJL

J

$1,086,365 for the paraUel period
| ^ ^rtising of these local

firms usually* saturates an area
that covers several’ states and can

of 195L. The annual statement was
fortunate as far as the market was
..concerned in that several items , T - .. ,

served to bolster the earnings pic-
effectively for joint pro

ture Announced Drofit for the
m°Uonal, ventures with upcoming

year was $384 626 compared with
pix> Sinionelli pointed out. As a

a ”ss of 1! 832 187 Sred on »
result’ U'

s »re bein*

pro fonna^ basil) for the Previous !
ntrusted with greater responsible

year
^ 1 tn previous ty in setting up bally tie-ins at a

However, the company realized
*ocal ^eve**

Sells Kingsport Theatre

Kingsport, Tenn., June 3.

L J. Pepper, owner and manager,
of the Center Theatre here, has
sold the house to the Nu-Strand
Corp., which operates three other
theatres in this city.

Pepper has joined the Nu-Strand
outfit as its Kingsport rep.

Earnings Vs. Dividends

$3,100,000 in income of prior years
that had been frozen abroad and
thawed during 1951. RKO also re-
vised its film amortization table to
a degree thJt resulted in a $957,

Last Quarter Earned
* Report Per Dividend

Ending: Share Paid
Columbia .... .. 12/29/51 30c 50c for 12 mos. 1951 plus

2%% stock div: .

-

Loew's ... 3/13/52 32c 20c reduced from former
37%c.

Paramount ... ... 3/29/52 60c 50c
UPT ... 3/29/52 60c 25c. reduced from former 50c.
20th-Fox . . ,

.

... 3/29/52 lc 50c.
Universal .... ...2/ 2/52 37c 60c. for 12 mos. 1951,
WB ...12/ 1/51 46c 25c
RKO Theatres . .12/29/51 6c One 10c payment in Oct., 1951

(Other companies pay no dividends)

PAAL TO ENGLAND
Alexander Paal, indie producer,

planes to London today (Wed.) to

000 improvement in the earnings r
,?
n several pictures m British stu-

picture. . dios.
^
He.’ll be away about four

Next to Loew's, 20th’s shares „
were hardest hit' in last Wednes- .

Hounded ” starring Paul Hen-

day’s selloff, since the natural ex- re1^ ahd Lois Maxwell, starts June

pectation is that it won’t be able 16» while “Four-Sided Triangle

to go on paying 50c per quarter goes. before the cameras July 28.

(as it is doing this period) with lc Barbara Payton has the top role in

in earnings. Shares slipped 1% to tlie latter.

16% and continued down to 16
thU week. Yesterday’, close was m Att,nd Ky> Meet
" Warner Bros, and Paramount „
both sunk by 50c Wednesday, while Sortie 225%persons, repre^ntlng
Columbia and Republic dropped

'

''theatre .Iri ^efUtticky, .at-

% and Universal Va> tended the ‘6th ‘annual convention

Comparison with last year’s high of
e

the Kentucky .Assn, of Theatre
and lows is shown in a table here- Owners Wednesday and Thursday
with. (28-29) at the” Brown Hotel.

Speakers included H. Clyde

t> oc? n* Reeves, Kentucky State revenue
A\Cp s 60c Uiwy commissioner; Leon J. Bamberger,

Republic Pictures board last RKO sales promotion manager, and
week declared a 25c per share divi- Fred Matthews, v.p. of Motiograph.
dend on preferred stock. Inc., Chicago. Alfred Starr of the
Melon is payable July 1 to stock- Bijou Amus. Co., Nashville, spoke

holders of record as of June 10. at Wednesday's dinner.
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Continued from pat:*; 3

Reason for Hollywood’s downhill . Hecht: “I.have known something

slide, Hecht said, "is that the same like 30 major producers, and. I’ve

people are . producing and even worked for all ;of them, and I have

acting, in pictures today who were never known one who did anything

making and acting -in them 20 and- for any other reason than to make
30 years ago,*' * money, so. I must include Mr, Za-

The. fault, Hecht emphasized, nuck in this category."

does not always lie with the. Holly- Commenting, further on the so-

wood people., lilt’s the audiences called problem pictures, -Hecht de-

who go to see. them. «These audi- dared, “I never joined in the busi-

ences demand always the same ness of bein£ a liberal or an icono-

type of picture. They .get very clast who made a fortune out of his

angry if a picture goes off a beaten liberalism and iconoclasm, and- I

path, if it challenges any current never liked Hollywood’s pretense

cliche. For instance, if a picture that it was on the side of the an-

doesn’t proclaim, that all mothers gels. It never was./ It was always

are wonderful people, that picture faking."

is a dud at the bqxoffice. If it ven-

tures into any psychology of psy-

chiatry that the world knows today

that's contrary to the cliches of the

moment, the picture- dies,”

Pointing ;out. that ?‘you
,
get very

tired and & little stale," the former negotiations, since a pact between
Chicago newspaperman .asserted governments is likely to be better

that it has been discovered that and stand less chance of- abroga-
no"one person can make* picture tion in stormy. economic, weather
to satisfy 20,000,000 people. “Usu- than a deal between a‘ foreign pow-
ally writers prove' this fact when er and the American industry,

‘

they go on their own,” he said “I
state Dept.’s Objection

proved it several times on my own
. * — * .1* - • - * ' *

^ | WVIAVXrf

on" a subsidy deal is that

U.S. Backs SIMPP
Continued*'from pajre 5

Hecht*# Standards
\

Ben Hecht, in ap appearance
bn Barry 'Gray’s post-midnight
WMCA, N. Y., radio show last
week, declared tpat he can
usually gauge the gross of a
picture by how well he likes
it.

.

“If I like a picture very well,”

he said, “I know its gross is

. from $300,000 to $550,000. And
if I dislike it intensely—like
“Quo Vadis”—I know it will
hit $7,000,000 or $8,000,000.
Gauged entirely by my irrita-

tion, I like my jo\vn picture
very much, and this worries
me because I' know how’ low
we’re going to hit.”,

Hecht’s “own” picture is “Ac-
tors’ and Sin,” which preemed
in N, Y. last week. He said the
film cost $100,000 to produce,
.write, direct. and pay off the
actors. “Took eight days - to
shoot,” he said,* “dhd it can’t
possibly lose any money. We
can play if in telephone booths
and' still break even.”

Getting Names ‘Movietime’ Problem
Continued frobt pasts 3

Hollywoodites-r-said this week that

it took about 25 phone calls for

each minor player lined up and
about 50 for each name- or semi-
name.
He said that most of those called,

particularly the lesser lights, had
perfectly valid reasons for not be-

ing able to embark .on the “Movie-
time” junkets, He admitted, how*-

ever, that, while many of' the big
names had prior commitments
that kept them from touring,
plenty of them frankly took the
attitude that they'd rather be .vaca-

tioning in Europe or Mexico, or
merely lolling around the Coast.
Charged with the duty of lining

up the names are Metro exec
Marvin Schenck, who has been
designated by the studios as coor-
dinator of efforts to' get stars;

Stanley Bichardson, of the. Holly-
wood Coordinating Committee, and
Lou Smith, fulltime, paid rep for
“Movietime” in Hollywood..

There have been six tours so far

this spring and one more is sched-
uled for the Salt Lake City terri-

tory June 22,. Fifteen 'exchange
areas have indicated thei.r desire

A tfiea that th<* mator AmPidrnnl to haVe touring groups ill the fallA Plea tnat the major American
and the “Movietime’’ people are

p
3 faced with the problem 6i satis-

The picture I’ve got now -will ccr-| State Dept.’s objection to putting

i._ «t ni. Bji a i»i+ iiriii its seal

Pleads far U.S. Distribs

Ta Help French Prod.;

Col’s ‘Messalina’ Deal

tainlv not be a hit, will certainly ,.
ts

,,, ,

a suosiuy ae^x mtu. a plea that the major Ame
not mate moneyand I’ll be ver£ It w 11 give- such arrangements an. distrfbutors help Freich film

hannv if it breaks a little more °ffic
J
al cachet and lead govern- auction crack the mass U.^S.

than even, in fact; I advise,, the ments throughout the world to ket . was -made in New^York this
factorlly fulfilling the^demand

general movie public not -to go to seek similar subsidies from other week ,by Geqrge Lourau, prez* of Coin Available

it because it isn’t a typical Holly- industries. ' Filmsonor, one of France’s top Coin is available, The Motion

wood picture ” ' SIMPP feels that with the State production - distribution firms. Picture Assn. *of America has pro-

Hecht in New York to ballyhoo Dept.’s support it should be pos- “Their aid is needed," he said, vided $75,000 and has another.]

his “Actors and Sin," United Art- sible to work Out a pact without “and we hope they will furnish $75,000 earmarked for the purpose,

ists release which preemed at the subsidies. The relatively minor sum this help." '.
. which will be available ‘when re-

pute Ave, Theatre, made his re- of $200,000 a year - is all that* is That the majors have already quired. Local committees pay all

marks while guesting on Barry involved in the subsidies, ,and it is made a step in -this direction is . the expenses within their,own ter-

Gray’s post-midnight WMCA dis- thought the French government indicated by Lourau’s disclosure of ritories.

cussion show. - for that amount' wouldn’t want. to a deal his company has made with

Want Same Plot* arouse official h*e that would jeo- Columbia Pictures on its Maria

Hech said that audiences want pardize million's of dollars from, Felix starter, .“Messalina.” Col will

the Same type of plots, “and the 'various U. S. foreign aid funds. release the .film in the U. S. in an

dime -novel plots that the movies Eric Johnston, MPAA prexy, English-dubbed version. Directed

favor year in and year - out, arc now who participated with McCarthy, by. Carmine Gallone, the pic is a they began. Even .with- lesser

currently being taken over by tele- and Alfred Crown, repping SIMPP, °u the order of .‘Fabiola" names, however, they proved tre-

vlsion, and that’s the reason peo- in negotiating the proposals, is not and Quo#Yaais. mendously successful,

pie are flocking to television, at all certain that a deal sans sub- “There are two different markets Glowing reports of the enthusi-
They’re eager to embrace a new sidies can be worked out. Johnston, in the U. S.," Lourau noted, ‘ijhe

asti<; crowds that greeted them
gadget, but not anew idea or new in going back to the French him- art houses -and the commercial pVprvwh*re were brought wv hv
story. Eventually,

'

perhaps tele- self or in ordering McCarthy to do theatres, Foreign film distributors touring nlavers That has resulted
Vision will be dispersed and we’ll so, is faced by an additional hurdle such as Joseph Burstyn, Ilya Lopert

J f ^ Z e ^roWem of - COMPO
broadcast .things directly into the in that his own member-compa- and- Itfvin Shapiro are doing a good

execs somewhat but thev arc sur-
minds ofpeople, and we'll do away nies are not In agreement among ob In the art teW but to obtain

with all tl*se inventions."
. ..

themselves on other aspects of the the maximum .number of bookings ^ deeply' penetrated to

Even greater problems of dining
up top name, players w;u» encoun-
tered during the first “Movietime’’
tours last fall, and they almost
floundered for»that reason before

response of the public to even the
minor Hollywoodites. Theatre-
goers apparently know many of the
lesser, players much better than
exhibs themselves do. In many
cases where local committees have
turned up their noses at starlets
offered them, they’ve* discovered
that these youngsters have been-
greeted with tremendous enthusi-
asm by people whose shouts iden-
tify them with various characters
they’ve played in films,

* Rave, Letters

COMPO files are full of rave
letters from local exhib chairmen,
Some of them

. even admit that
while they were disappointed in
the original lists of players pro-
vided them, response has been >
revelation. COMPQ execs, never-
theless, feel that some real mar-
ques names must be provided to
get maximum effectiveness from
the coin and effort expended on
the tours.

Troupes that have made . the
meet-the-people” trips this spring

are:

Oklahoma City (week of March
16)—Begis Toomoy," Irene Martin,
Virginia Hall, Laura Elliott, Wil-
liam Lundigan, Chill Wills, Paula
Baynfond and Harold Shumate.

Atlanta (week., of April 131 —
Broderick Crawford, L 1 z a b e th
Scott, . William Bendix, Bory Cal-
houn, Lita Baron and Bobert
Hardy Andrews.
Albany (week of April 20)—

Greer Garson, Aurdey Totter, Vic-
tor Jory, Don Taylor, Sam Marx
and Archie Mayo. -

Buffalo (week of April 29) —
Pait O’Brien, • Sterling Hayden,
Vera-Ellen, Sally Forrest, Ann
Gwynn and Bobert Welch,
Memphis (week of May 111—Bod

Cameron, Wayne
.
Morris, Con-

stance Smith, George - Waggner,
Manny Seff, Bert. Granet, Joyce
Holden and Susan Cabot.
The Eastern Pennsylvania parity,

was slated to Include Ella Baines, <

Who had to withdraw at the mo-
ment because of the illness of her
baby, and Terry Moore, who was
sick.

“What of pictures, like ‘Pinky,” four French proposals.

Gray asked, . Unlimited Imports
“I didn’t see Split is between the larger and

have liked it; Hecht replied.
^he smaller firms. It is over - the

Gray: “Why?” -. ... matter of- guaranteed minimum can linn agreement asiae trom ex- . ^
Hecht: “I don’t like pictures that

subsidies on each pic> as provided Pressing the view that establish-

**1° tha‘^? for “der Proposal No. 4, which is ™*t °i * vro^Mal *gency m
nam#3 th?m it was for

“»»? “SSPi!!: the Pennsy hegira. In each

in all situations we
majors* assistance.” .

* Lourau declined to comment on
the proposed new Franco-Ameri-
can film agreement aside from ex-

many marquee-draws of .t^e good
that the junkets have done both
the players themselves and the in-

dustry.

earlier tours this spring;

Was a bit more successful

case
yourself in this large group of audi- Metro, Warner Bros 20th-Fox tures is a °

a
f

an attempt is made to get two or
ence? and Paramount dont mind the de- S

J

1C“: an .-QUtiic, moaeiea atter a
, names (since the erouns

Hecht: “No, no. I dislike pictures anded i>500 ,000-franc ($4,300) “to office now Plugging Italian “ore »p names (since the groups

where the producer takes advan- minImum . ;ince they are Certain Alms was suggested by the French

tag'e of a current, cpnttoversial sit-
that the I2Vi% subsidy on all re- negouatms.

^

nation to make a lot'of money by mittinces t0 the U. S. will exceed! f’llmsonor’a production program,

posing as a great radical and a
that on ' each pic. The lesser com

great liberal. And the intention is pan jes ate not so sure,
very suspect; ' and tliA exploration

is very, very . thin and very

skimpy

In return for the 12V6% subsidy

and guarantee, Americans would

Lourau revealed, runs around five

or six pictures annually. General
industry, conditions are improving,
he added, as well as the quality of
the average French feature.

towns to cover .as many as possi-
ble), plus some young players aqd
writers and producers to carry the
“intellectual weight” by making
speeches to schools, civic groups
and the like.

Big surprise to both COMBO and

“Vyell of : course, you d® permitted^ a Jimitless^ number. Lourau, incidentally, was in New local exhib chairman is the great

RKO’s 20%
Contbm«d from pare 5

k^an^Sf
1

! have of imports into France and limit- yoS two^a^'as a member^^n
k
vrtiir

d
Satement’’ less conversion of their earnings. 0f an industry delegation invited to

t
“T ^fn^Stten that Subsidy would amount to about the U. S. as guests of the Motion

Hecht I had_ forgotten * $500,000 . on the approximately picture Assn, of America's Ad-
Zl

“T ask $4,000,000 in annual remittances. visory unit for Foreign Films. 1

Gray: L should- Just likq to asx t
over stiu another issue has

you, - how do y.0!
1
.

aS
x
U
i^,”5 developed among the big compa-

Joe Blow did it, that h^ s, not dohig
nieg jn that par won*

t g0 along
it out of great l^cral hitent^nd ^ desire of Metro, 20th and
true Reeling? Ifjde Warner Br0s> for n0 ceiling on
make money, with.it, all the better. .^ ts> Par feels that the Yank

out success and last week Inserted
ads in the tradepress placing the
for-sale sign on the holdings, whijeh

amount to 56,488 shares of Met’s
Class A stock. The offer to sell

was signed by T. F.* O’Connor, BKO
v. p.

*

Met partial ownership was
bought by BKO in 1935 at a tost

of $225,000, it’s understood.
Through other partial ownership
and " corporation intricacies, the
deal* brought under the same roof,

as partners, the Skouras brothers,

United Artists Theatres Corp. and
Jftandforce Amus. Corp. *

SWG Suit

Continued from page 7

industry would ^be_ better off with
getung an adverse decision are

*7 1 Tmi j . I
a celling in order to prevent flood-

yery g00d.” It would be “folly and

New York Theatres ^J ble-featuring and it is feared that
. decision

”

if
>i

the
ifV

iark
^ri

b
m
C0
^rnH«et

rS
ft

tU
inv Warning that' following principle

ed with a
,
vai

}

abl®
otiatnrq lead SWG* into a “boobytrap,”

result in duals.
f
rancb

the writer declares “another prim
agreed to maintain^the anti-twm

ciple exists> perhaps a higher, more
law, but said

îi

1

1

t
,
w®^j:han/

ed
important one, which operates in

Americans P exactly the opposite direction. That
lege of cancelling the agreement. .

g; one 0Hght not press a suit
No company looks forward p - agajnst somebody who, though he
urably to such a possibility* mav ippallv in the wrons han-
The lesser eowk. imta- t ‘bf^allfinThe right.

wUh^ tte* majority 'on

U
No.^4 if tte ourhe^SK

srSicr’sr.'s.Tr, Kjr**-—

GREAT MOTION PICTURES ARE PROCESSED BY PATH®
*

.*

^ •

Pioneer TV Film Producer
FRANK WISBAR says

:

(<OarTVfilm specifications ate

the most exacting in the field. Pathe

Labs always give us what we want.

“mi* (itt risk nil
P.ockdd! *r Cwtw

“LOVELY TO LOOKAT”
HHinka m .

«•»*»•

M«»0r'
,

"ll£LT0r ' KEL
C«(«r fcyVMM| t Am
pah swcTacmm nan topuatbu

even

limitation of 121 pix per year; same
ln

W
fh "

eUeVe **

as the present pact, with a $200,000 le

ft

Uy
ifs wiser for

Another session is ttf’he held, prob- “we do not w«h.to’ Pr
«f|

*

ably ttiis week, by company prexies rights against a moral right, w

rcgardlng
W
^theW Meantime -efipplngthe suit

SWG graceful^ “with flags fly-

action to® the proposals and will ing,” from the dangerous position

transmit conclusions to the MPAA. is’s now in.

9*

Frank Wisbar’s famdhs pioneering

TV venture is Procter & Gamble’s

“FlfcESIDE THEATRE” which is

processed by Pathe. Can we be o£

service to your TV department? j)

'G TO 9*°

Both New York and Hollywood Have Complete Pathe Laboratory Facilitie*:

35 MM • X 6 M M • COLOR * BLACK ANJ> WHITE
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NEW YORIC
‘Favorite Films Corp., beaded by

Moe Kefmari, dusted oft two Zane
Grey oldies, "Winning the West”
and "The Fighting Phantom” for

reissue.
James R. Grainger, Republic

sales chief, planed to Pittsburgh
yesterday (TuesXtor world preem
Of’ company’s "I Dream of Jeanie”

at Fulton Theatre today (Wed.).

He will also attend, openings, of

film' in Indianapolis, Louisville

and Chicago as well as take in the

GOMPO meet in ' Dallas prior to

returning- to N.Y, June' 16;

•Duncan McGregor* Jr., veepee
and director of the Paris Theatre,

N. YM and Pathe Cinema leaves

for France today (Wed.) to. confer

.with execs of .the parent company,
ISociete Nouvelle Pathe Cinema.

Phil Pike, of Warners’ home
office theatre buying and booking
department, has resigned. He had

" been with the department for 16

years.
Theodore A. Shaw named prez

of 20thfFox Family Club, Inc., at

recent' election. Other officers in-

clude Robert Warsk, veepee; Ma-
rion Murphy; secretary; Roy Ste-

venson, treasurer.

ST. LOUIS -

Log Cabin Club, nitery on out-

skirts of Anna, 111., razed to make
way for a new ozoner to be op-

erated by the Rodgers Theatres,

Inc.^

J. C. Davenport leased the Ritz,

a 450-seater, Crossvllle, 111., from
Delbert Wagner, Carmi, 111.

Glen Forestall, owner of the
Dupo, Dupo, 111., and the Maple-
wood, Maplewood, 111., has, re-

turned both houses to full-week
policy.
The Capitol, a 1,160-seater, Ben-

tort, 111,, shuttered last. February
for facelifting relighted May 15,

New ozoner hear Tuscola, 111

owned by • Okaw' Drive-Iri-Corp.,

Mattoon, III., lighted May 16.

:

The Palace, Edinburg, 111,, the
Pauline, a St. Louis indie nabe
and the Art, in film row. shuttered
for summer. The Art will be used
for trade screenings- only.

BRIDGEPORT
. Richard Cohen comes in as house
manager of Art Cinema, Bridge-
ports* only art house, after many
years as office manager for Mono-
gram at New Haven exchange: Wil-
liam Mazzsdra,’ who his. been man-
ager, is leaving film biz for a de-

fense job here.-

Robert Spodick and Leonard
Sampson, operators of the Art Cin-
ema^- Bridgeport, and Crown and
Linooln, ,New Haven, took o v er
Fine Arts, nearby Westport’s only
film house, on a long lease. Nor-
man Bialeck, Upper Montclair,
N.J., exhib, has bought in and will
manage the Fine Arts, which will

• be run on conventional. policy with
occasional artie showings. George
Comden retires from Fine Arts
after 23 years.

MINNEAPOLIS
Ted Mann, owner of local World

and a Duluth driverln, back from
.California after selling his second
and last remaining ozoner there.

North. Central Allied board of
directors unanimously approved
national Allied States’ recent
spanking of Paramount for latter’s

allegedly "unfair” trade policy.

A1 O’Camp, producer of “Strange
World,” current RKO-Pan offering
here, telling about picture over
radio, on TV and to newspaper
interviewers. . ,

Perry Smoot an addition to

Warner Bros, booking department.
Wife of M. A. Levy, 20th-Fox

district manager, recuperating at
home from surgery performed at
Mayo clinic, Roohesty, Minn,

F. T. Murray,' Universal home-
office branch operations manager,
off to Denver after brief stay here.

Jack O’Brien, Tracy, Minn., ex-
hibitor, recovering m>m operation
at Rochester, Minn.

‘

tubthumper, who is confined to

Carney Hospital,
Lou Newman, formerly manager

of Trans-Lux, now operating the

Weymouth Theatre. *

Bill Horan, WB branch manager,

on cruise to Bermuda and Carib-

The "recently opened concession

stand at the downtown
,

Centre
which serves both theatre patrons

and- sidewalk customers, is super-

vised by Frank K. Perkins, Jr,,

Theatre Folds Haven’t

In Twin Cities Area
Minneapolis, June. 3,

Reducing the number of theatres

in operation hasn’t ' helped busi-

ness for tfefe’ houses still remaining

in- the Twin pities area, according

to a survey. Same survey shows
that reduction of admissions, when
it has beeen tried, also has failed

to produce -.satisfactory results.

" Paul,; two loop first-run

theatres, the Strand and Tower,

have been shut ’down since last

who recently resigned a teaching /December, lessening the number of

post tp enter the film biz., He is the- available seat* by mfore than 2,000.

son oi a local newspaperman. [Yet the remaining four downtown
first-run

.
houses there report no

improvement in their patronage,

* - land their grosses, for the mostCHICAGO
Albert Dezel Productions dis- part, still .continue unsatisfactory.

The same is true downtown here
Q
irf %p?rOH^

0
/n?

e
Mlfw^kee and in the Minneapolis and St.

sJrrhJ?* 5-e.s
MUW*U ^ ne,ghborho<(d sectSonsr where

Palace Theatre, is instituting re- theatres haye closed,. Ilk the loop

served-seat policy in mezzanine here the 8O0*$eat Aster has been

during run of "Greatest Show on dark for more than
,
five months,

Earth.” This is the first pic house but the houses still operating have

in several decades to do this in felt no beneficial effect at the box-

Chicago, :
' office. Also,"in the nabes where

Grand, Great States 600-seater, theatres recently have shuttered no
closed in Gary, Ind. pickup dn grosses from their rock-
Art Steagell, manager of Zieg-. attorn levels has been In evidence.

hou^t Several theatre, have tried low-

the dude ranch of Beatrice Kaye in PM'jr *dmission prices, but

Reno Nev the resultant patronage gain has

With the dropping of distribu- been , so slight in .every instance

tlon plans by Lopert Films in this that none of the. houses was money
area, Jack Shumow is being let ahead. Before going dark; one of

out. these nabe theatres, the Alhambra,
David Arnold, of tbe police de- dropped its scale from 40 to ,25c>

partment, appointed the new film 15^ under other theatres playing
censor. '

,

'

• on* the same availability, and two-
Elm, Elmwood park, 111., which pmedi "A” pictures, but still

had been running part time, has couidnft make a go of it and tossed
gone back to full operation.

in the sponge.

PITTSBURGH
Harry Bernstein, formerly of the

Penn in Ambridge/Pa.t appointed
manager of Art- Cinema in down-
town Pittsburgh by owner Gabe
Rubin; replaces/ Joe Mazzei, who
resigned to pilot Grant in Millville

for Stern interests.
*

Finley Theatre in Finleyville,

Pa., transferred .
by lease from

Frank A. Price to his brother, Roy
J. Price, and George R. Snyder, a
projectionist.

Hois* Closings
Continued from pave 4 ;

BOSTON
Hub office of Independent Ex

hibitors of New England inaugu-
rated a new service for members
now by keeping on file a list of all

pix that have been shown over
local TV outlets. Service, which
will keep exhibs posted on which
"oldies” have been telecast and
when shown, is especially aimed to
aid ozone operators who might
book a televized reissue.
Dick Stephens resigned as Co-

lumbia field rep to assume post of
sales promption director for an avi-

ation appliance company.
Bill Gandall, up from N. Y. to

owners stayed away from picture

|.houses.

-Another somewhat . startling

event occurred this* week, when
Telenews tossed the newsreel towe
In favor of "prestige” pictures
with initial showing of_ "The Man

Warner circuit closed the Regal
|
in the White Suit.”

In Wilkinsburg, and will operate-
the State as well as Rowland there
as first-runs.

.

'

. Ted Grance building another
drive-in hear Huntingdon, Pa., his
seventh ozoner:’ He also owns an
indoor theatre in Evei#tt, Pa

•State Theatre-in East Brady, Pa.,

original unit of IJlatt Bros, circuit,

closed after more than 30 years of
continuous .operation.
. Mrs. George Purcell, .widow of
Manes chain's hooker-buyer, who
died, last month, and. her son, John,
will make their future home in In-
dependence, MO. •

'

Kansas erry
Mrs. Marea Black given leave of

absence from Kimo Theatre, Dick-
inson art house, following heart
attack. Meanwhile, her son. Bill

Black, takes on the £imo manag-
erial job.

Directors of Allied Independent
Theatre Owners of Kansas and
Missouri approved the resolutions
drawn up by the national board at
its recent meeting. This exhib
group also expressed itself in fa-
vor of another Movietime U.S.A.
tour soon.

Blame TV, Tax in Folds

Of 5 la;, 111. Theatres
Des Moines, June 3/

.
Reduction in attendance, televi-

sion.and- the 20% Federal amuse-
ment tax are held responsible for
the closing of five theatres ‘ in
Davenport, Rock Island and
Moline, 111.,' in the past few weeks.

Theatres closing their doors
include Iowan, Davenport; Ritz,
Rock Island; Hiland and LeClaire
in Moline, and Majestic, East
Moline.

Ohio Expo
Continued from page 3

PHILADELPHIA
Heavy week-long schedule of

personals and TV, radio and press
interviews set for Richard Conte,'
here for preem of "The Fighter”
at the Stanton.

Fire Commissioner Frank L. Mc-
Namee released figures showing
there were 187 theatres, film and
legit, in Philadelphia this year, a
decrease of 21 from the 187 li-

censed.
Don Gillls, son of Max Gillis

(Monogram branch head), awarded
a three-year Root-Tilden scholar-
ship to N. Y. University's law
school.

Stanley-Wamers’ Aldine, 1,300-
seat midtown first-run, shuttered
for summer May 29.

ALBANY
The Lincoln, second oldest

neighborhood film theatre in
Schenectady, purchased by the De-
troit Supply Co. chain for conver-
sion into a modern store. John J.

Walker built the house in 1914.
Harry Lamont, of Albany, ac-

quired his seventh drive-in, the
625-car Rock Hill, outside of Mon-
ticello. He signed a long-term
lease with Lefkowitz and Miller,
and. _ opened the ozoner with

sub for John McGrail, Universal j Howard Cammer as manager.

expo’ could be used at various coun-
ty fairs Which will be held in Ohio.

Pfister stressed that all impor-
tant U. S. industries are repre-

sented at community fairs, and it

was about time that an industry as

large as films took an active part.

The Ohio group, according to 'Pfis-

ter, has been given free space
measuring 40x100 feet, next to the
Army and Navy exhibits.

Specifically, the Ohio theatremen
are seeking the following from
the distrib production companies:
a false street, preferably that of a
western town; tank used for ship-
wreck scenes with miniatures, col-
lection of armor, swords and cos-
tumes used in historical pix, and
various other studio properties. In
addition, they’d like one of the
eartooneries to send a man to the
fair to sketch' and show the process
by which the cartoons are brought
to the screen. Exhibs hope that Na-
tional Screen Service will supply
frames and posters,, both to dec-
orate the exhibit apd plug forth-
coming pix. Theatremen hope to
set up a small theatre at Which
they intend to show trailers 'of up-
coming pix, cartoons and industry
shorts.

Last week Fred J. Schwartz,
head of the N. Y. group attempting
to set up an expo, rapped Coast
execs for ignoring the exhibs in
their desire to. confer on a Grand
Central Palace expo, William F
Goetz,

Table, showing the number of drive-ins in each stqte, the traffic

potential indicating the relationship, of registered" passenger cars

to drive-in theatres, and the average number of Months the ozon-

ers operate in each .state.

Registered

State Driv^irts

Alabama 96
Arizona 19
Arkansas 56
California : 227
Colorado 43
Connecticut 30
Delaware T
Florida 153_

Georgia V.*.-. 125

Idaho 32
Illinois .

Indiana .

Iowa . .

.

Kansas .

Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine

164
141
50
65

• 81
80
35

Maryland 19
56

101
42
46
95

« • • • 4

• • • f

Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri .

Montana ' 28
Nebraska 29
Nevada ........

.

.

6

New Hampshire ... 28
New Jersey 39
New Mexico 31

Fagsertger
Cars*
$51;000
217.000
341.000

4.274.000
- 462,000
664.000
93,000

878.000
733.000
208.000

2.412.000
1,258;000
927;000
676.000
658,00^
595.000
216.000
617,000

1.165.000
2,2^9,000
1.011.000
350.000

1.034.000
192,000

.

461.000
65,000/

143.000
1.435.000
186.000

\*
,
Average Mos.

Car* Ret Of Exhibi-
Driv,e-Jij/; . tion Per Yr.
.5,800.

6,080 /

18,828
10,744 .

22,133

13,28$;
. 5,739.

5,864
• 6,50ft

4
.

14.707
,

8,922,
18,540,
10,400
8,123

9,917
6,171

32,474
20,804

’

22,36$
24,071
7,609
10,884
* 6,857 i

15,896
4

10,833
5,107

38,795
6,000

11.48
12 .

8.55

11.9

8
6.94
8

•11.97

11.84

6.12

7.74

7.01

6.82

7.91

7.69
11.78

6.54

8.36

6.46

7
5.18

.11.39

8,13

6
6.5

6
6.06

8.04

8.75

New York 103 3,464;QOft 3»,631 « 6-85

North Carolina . .

.

259 694,000 ,
- 4,452 8.08

North Dakota * 13 199,000 15,308 ' 5
Ohio 248 2,558,000 10,315 7.3

Oklahoma 92. 654,000 . 7,109 9.1

Oregon . . . 53 582,000 . 10,998 ' 8.85

Pennsylvania 175 2,691,000
. 15,377.

,

7,11

Rhode Island 8 • 228,000 . 28,500 , 8.25

South Carolina- .... 138 495,000 ' 3,587 .8.8

South Dakota 17 224,000 13
r
1.7* *

, 5,67

Tennessee* .......

,

94 727,000 7 ,
734 . .40.82

TeXfUS. 339 2,496,000 7,363 11.77
•**•«,•••••••« 41 212,000 . $171..

t .
... .6,07

' Vermont . : .. ..... ,

.

19 108,000 » 5,684 6.33-

Virginia 06 784;000 \ . 8,16‘r 7.84
Washington . 43 790,000 18,373 . 7.96

West Virginia 113 384,000 3,398 7.08

Wisconsin 59 1,010,000 17,119

.

.6.75

Wyoming 22 91,000 *.136 . 7
UNITED STATES . 3,835 42,672,000** .11,127. 8.05

* Based on latest estimates of Tax Economics Bulletin.
** Does not include Washington, p. CM which has an .estimated

total of 174,000 registered passenger .Cars, butnqdriYe-ins.

Drive-Ins Zoom Nationally
Continued from fug* .7

south central and west south cen-
tral states^—provide longest out-
door stanzas, averaging 10.35 and
10,30 months per year; two coldest
regions—New England and west
north central states—-show shortest
season, averaging 6.75 and 6.46
months; three-quarters of the U. S.
drive-ins show. pix’ on a seven-day-
a-week sked, with weather having
no effect, on the slated number of
screening days per week.

Arizona, Has Longest Season
Report indicates that’ precipita-

tion does not have a noticeable ef-

fect on the length of the drive-in
season. It notes, for example, that
Arizona, with the dryest climate in
the U. has the longest season,
while Nevada, with the second dry-
est climate, has one of the shortest
seasons. On the other hand, Louis-
iana, which has the most rain in the
country, has one of the longest sea-
sons.

.
The Levin study shows that

ozoner construction is closely tied
in with automobile registration.
The Big Five (Texas, North Caro-
lina, Ohio, California and Pennsyl-
vania), for example, have 29.74%
of the nation’s cars and 32.54% of
the drive-ins. Further indication
of the relationship between car
ownership and ozoner totals is that
Illinois, which ranks sixth in num-
ber of automobiles, is also sixth in
number of drive-ins. Similarly,
Kansas is 20th in the nation in both
categories. -

Since the war, the report says,
there has been an increase in pleas-
ure car registration of 15,000,000
for an overall current total of
43,000,000 autos on tht road. On a
broad basis, .the reports point out
this means that for every outdoor
outfit there are 11,127 cars.

.
*«>m « population standpoint,

the study shows that there -is an
average of 39,086 persons ‘for every
ozoner in the U. S. Road density;
it s noted, plays an important part
In the selection of the airers.
Amount of roads in Rhode Island,New Jersey, Connecticut and Mas-
sachusetts is matched by the high

I

density of drive-ins in those states.
;
Similarly, fewer roads in such

i states^ as Nevada, Wyoming, Utah
jand Arizona results in a low den-

sity of ozoner* per zquare mile in

these regions: Gre*test density of

drive-ins is in Massachusetts, with
Rhode 'Island; Ohio and Connecti-
cut following in that order. It

points up, the report says, the fact

that ‘.the mere size of a particular
state has no bearing on the poten-

tial number of drive-ins. Montana,
for example, third, largest state, is

38th in the number of drive-ins.

RICO Deal
Continue* from page 3

the rate of 50c. per year for five

yearsi

Cesler’s plan is Said to be to pay
partially, for the stock' acquired by
the tender thrbugh selling the 800

or so feature negatives in RKO
vaults to tele. He reportedly has a

commitment from DuMont, 'Which
in turn would get part of the coin

from a New York bank and from
Prudential Life Insurance Co., ac-

cording to Wall Streeters.
Plan is reportedly for Hughes to

unload part of his approximately
1,000,000 shares via <the tender. He
and Cesler are said to have inked a

pact within the past 48 hours by
which Hughes agrees to vote his

remaining stock with Cesler’s 2,-

000,000 shares.
While the participation of the

New York hank and Prudential
will provide first money, Cesler is

said still to lack end money re-

quired to swing the deal. He re-

portedly has been talking in vari-

ous financial circles in an effort to

raise it.

Masterminding the deal, it is

said, .are Harry Gold, former east-

ern sales -manager fort ‘Gnited Ar-

tists arid-later sales* chief for How-
ard ^Hughes Productions, John

Klein, a Coast financier.
The*RKO backlog of talking fea-

tures and shorts has been variously

estimated as worth $10,000,000 to

$20,000,000 for television use. Fig-

uring the value as $15,000,000, that

would mean’ almost $4- per share

on the 3,900,000 outstanding. At

that rate, the Cesler group would
have to have comparatively little

cash to swing it.
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N.Y. Board of Trade i

Concerted ' effort to enlarge and4
strengthen the scope of vidpix pro-
duction in New York City, threat-

ened by th^ :growing shift of TV
filming from Gotham “to Hollywood,
has been 1 launched by the N. Y.

Board! of Trade In cooperation with
N. Y. telepix and commercial film

producers. Fearing the loss of an
important segment of industry, the
Board; of Trade has formed a mo-
tion picture and television commit-
tee headed by M. p. Griffith, exec+
veepee of the Board, and David
PincuS, head of Carvel Films, and
an officer of ' the Film Producers
Assn, i of New* York;, which reps
70% of the. local film makers.

Committee wili begin function-
ing immediately to counteract fac-

tors Which are drawing filming ac-

tivities, especially the filming of

TV shows, away from New York.
Problems confronting Gotham pro-
ducers are -varied, ranging from
lack of fadjities to labor and finan-

cial woes. Space problem has re-

sulted in a serious deficiency in
studio, laboratory and, special ef-

fects facilities, ft has been sug-
gested .that even, a par barn hous-
ing 10 or 15 sets, would he Of im-
mediate help to the industry.
Not ‘ the least o.f the .drawbacks

of vidpix making in the New York
area . is the question of “financing.

Coin quests have sent many of the
producers to California where, it is

pointed out/ the banks are more
liberal in extending loans, to film

makers. The stiff New York State
la\Vs in regard to loans, on the
other hand, have served as severe
detriments to' the local vidpix in-

dustry.' . >

The demands of the craft unions
are also seen as handicapping N. Y.
telepix production. Producers point
out that they are not seeking long
er hours or salary slashes, but want
more flexibility on the question of

hours. Latter -will enable them to
work on location during the pub-
lic’s off-hours without the necessity
of shelling out extra coin for night,
early morning, or Sunday and holi-
day work. Some modification in
the conventional eight-hour day, 9
to 5 p.m., Monday to Friday week,
is seen as necessary. •

New York. City’s .3% sales tax

(Continued on page 53)

Hollywood* June 3.

Series of .26 half-hour vidpix is

planned by :newly-formed William
Saroyan, Television Playhouse, Ine.,

with telepix to be shot in color.

Arthur Desser of law firm of Des
ser, Rau and Christensen, which
handles playright’s legal affairs,

set up corporation which will shoot
telepix based on plays especially
written for TV by Saroyan.
Rodney Amatejui has been set as

co-producer and co-director with
Saroyan. Saroyan has finished five

of the yarns, which will be separate
plays. Writer himself will be on
film, introing each vidpic. “

Desser is arranging financing o;

series, which- begins rolling in

about six weeks.. William Morris
agency reps the new corporation

• . . _ _

U.S. Merchandise Bally

For Salzburg Puppets

Via Telefilm Package

^

U. S. tour of the Salzburg Ma-
rionette Theatre next fall will be
tied into a merchandising package
that will include some 13 film sub-
jects in which the puppet group
appears. Preparing the package is

Trident : Films, Inc., an indie pro-
duction 'Outfit, which is turning out
the shorts on location in Salzburg,
Austria, this summer. Series is de-
signed for both TV and theatrical

distribution.

Trident reportedly will offer

sponsors a local merchandising
promotion that embraces use of
film on television or in theatres
together with the ^values of the
Salzburg troupe actually on the
scene. Marionette company's tour
starts Oct. 11 and extends through
the end of February for a total of
some 180 performances in the U. S.
and Canada.

Slezak’s 'My Uncle Jan'

Set as TV film Series

Toronto, June 3,

With Walter Slezak signed as
cad, television rights to “My Un-
cle Jan" have been in^ed by Ben
Kamsler, currently in here from
th£ Cbast as general manager of
the 12-week season of “Melody
Fair,” 1,646-seater setup of tent-
arena ^musicals'.

Now in its 10th edition by Pulit-
zer Prize dinners .Joseph Aus-
lander and Audrey Wurdemann,
“My Uncle Jan" deals with a Czech
family settling in Wisconsin; hook
is in similar genre to “I Remember
Mama" and “Anything Can Hap-
pen." Scripts have been com-
pleted by Aben Kandel, author of
“City of Conquest."

Negotiation are current for a
TV film package deal, with films
to be made in Hollywood for fall

program teeoff. Leighton K. Brill,
producer of the Toronto “Melody
Fair" theatre-in-the-round series
of summer musical comedies, is

also in on the “Jan" deal with
Kamsler, his production partner.

Hollywood, June 3.
United World Films, Inc., tele-

vision subsid of Universal Pictures,
launched Us activities at UI Mon-
day with, the takeoff of “Action in
Algiers," first of a series tagged
“The Fighting Man," George Blair
will direct the entire series.

Blaine Riley, Michael Thomas
and Cliff Clark are co-starred in
the series. ^

Max Liebman, producer-director
of NBC-TV’s “Your Show of
Shows,!' planed yesterday (Tues.)
for Europe on a six-week trip to
scout foreign films for American
video, He would buy the pix under
the banner of Max Liebman Pro-
ductions, and would have

1

no ties
with NBC on this phase.

Liebman’s first' stop is Madrid,
and he's then due to go to Rome,
Paris,, London and Vienna. Upon
his return to New York, he’ll plane
to Hollywood to discuss several
long-discussed film propositions
whereby he would produce-direct
a* comedy starring Sid Caesar and
Imogene Coca, stars of his TV re-
vue. Latter ended its season last

Saturday night (31) and Resumes
! in September.

Telenews Fdm Spots Seek to Enlist
a ®

Viewer Support on D.C. Probe Ban

Hamilton Watch Co.

Into TV Via

,
Hamilton Watch Co, is making its

initial venture1 into television; pick-

ing up the tab on 13 half-hour tele-

pix to be shown in 20 markets, be-
ginning In mid-September. Vidpix,
which* will he shown on an alter-,

nate week basis, were produced by
Screen Television, headed by Gil
Ralston.

Stu Reynolds Productions final-

ized deal with Hamilton, with the
company making the purchase
through BBD&O. Initial markets,
which include N. Y,» Chicago, Los
Angeles, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh,
Boston and Cincinnati, will be ex-
panded gradually, According to

present plans.

liMifman’* Vidpix Tie-Xn
: Chicago, June 3.

; The DuMont film syndication ad-
junct has signed the Herbert S.

Laufman package agency as its

midwest sales arm.

The Laufman firm will service
the vidpix ih Chicago, Milwaukee,]
Grand Rapids and Kalamazoo.

4 Unusual case of a newsreel out-
fit taking an editorial stand devel-
oped this week when’ Telenew#
Productions launched a campaign
against the ban on telenslng public
hearings of Congressional commit-
tees. Three 30-second -film spots
have been prepared, each of which
covers a scene from ! “pre-ban”
newsreel footage taken at Congres-
sional probes, and is designed for
use on news or otlijer shows.
Scripts allow local announcers to
stress the importance of the hear-
ing to the public and to enlist
viewer support in fighting the ban
on TV. Message urges the audi-
ence to write Congressmen.
Telenews general manager

Charles N. Burris wrote stations
managers, “Congressional investi-
gations are news of first impor-
tance to the American public—and
should be of first importance to
you as telecasters. We 1 hope you
will help in the ‘battle of the ban’.”

TV Films fir Production
ARROW PRODUCTIONS
. KTTV Studio*, Hollywood

"RAma* of THI JUNGLE" Vi half-
hour jungle adventure telepix
shootlnf. Producer*: Harry S;

Leon Fromkess;
FUm Producer: Rudolph Flothow
Director: WaUy Fox

ATHENA PRODUCTIONS, INC.
California Studio*: Hollywood •

Three series of 13 .chapter play* each
"SON OF RORIN HOOD" ikedded to h«-
fin shootlnf latter part of June.
Producer-director: Clifford Sanforth
Associate producer: A1 Weaten ,

A«*i*tant director: Nate Barrafer
Writer; Howard .Laurence Field

BREAKSTON-STAHL PRODS.
General Service Studio*: Hollywood
"SAFARI RILL" aerie, of 26 half hour

telepix to befln shootlnf June 15.- Lock.-

M of Friday, May 30
Casting: Virginia Maxxuca Now shooting "RRULAH" aerie* Of 30-i

"SMILIN' ED'S OANO" series now shoot* minute situation comedies.
Inf. Ed McConnell, Nino Marcel head cast.

'series now Producer-director: Frank Ferrln
Rothschild Associate producer: Ralph Ferrlnnoensenua,

AsSlgtant Jfrector: Don OlsenDon'

FILMCRAFT PRODS.
8431 Melrose, Hollywood

Cast: Louise Beavers, Ernie Whitman,
. Ruby . Daodridge, David Bruce, Jane
• Fraxee, Stuffy Singer.
Producer: T6m McKnlght
Director: Abby Berlin
"MY LITTLR MAROIH" aeries of half

hour .comedy telepix now shooting,
Charles FarreU and Gale Stprm head cast.OROUCHO MARX starred in 39 half-hour p^lp MoVrls sponsors

idience participation film .productions, tc - p -
‘

be made once a- week for. NBC, DeSoto
Plymouth sponsoring,
"THR BICKERSONS" series of 39 half

hour comedy telepix now shooting. Phil
Rapp i* • writer-director.. ,

Producer: John Guedel
Film (producer: L Llndenbaum
Directors: Bob Dwan, Bernie Smith

Director: Hal Yates

FLYING A PRODUCTIONS
6920 Sunset BIvd„ Hollywood

. "ANNIE OAKLEY" new, aeries of 52
tion shot* to b« Rimed in British East half-hour videoater. begins shooting April
S m • _

1 *n«V n.ll W_ ..1 Will.. /Imhm J 19a «*I-H

REYUE PRODUCTIONS
Eatfe Lion Studios: Hollywood.

' Half-hour series of adult drama tele-

S
ix resume shooting June 10 for Revue
rods.

Producer: Revue Production*
Director: Richard Irving, Norman Lloyd.

Africa.
Martha Hyer heads cast, parts to fill.

Prrtducer-directOr^ BrOakston-Stahl
Associate producer: Irene Breakstott
Technical executive: John R. Carter

22, Gail Davis, Billy Gray head cast. Part*
to fill.

Producer: ‘Louis Gray
Director: Wallace Fox

WILLIAM F. BROIDY PRODS.
Sunset Studios, Hollywood

"The Phantom Pirate," aerie* of half
hour adventure telepix how shooting ex-
teriors at Catalina island. Robert Stack
heads, cast with parts to fill.

Executive producer: William F. Broldy.
Producer: Wesley Barry
Associate producers: Bob Bailey. Hugh
King

Director: Frank McDonald

GBOS5-KRASNE, INC.'
General Service Studios: Hollywood
Now shooting "BID TOWN" series of 26 _

half hour telepix sponsored by Lever Production executive: James Fonda
Brothers. 1 Patrick Mcvi
set lead*.

.
HAL ROACH PRODUCTIONS

Hal Roach Studios: Culver City
"AMOS 'N' ANDY" series of character

comedy telepix now shooting. Sponsored
by Blatz Beer for CBS-TV.
Cast: TJm Moore, Spencer William*, Alvin

Childress, Ernestine Wade, Johnny Lee,
Horace Stewart. -

.
•

Supervisors: Freeman Gosden, Charles
orrell, Sidney Van Keuren
actor: Charles Barton

*2£
Dlr*<

Mevey and Jane' Nigh Assistant director: Emmett Emerson

JACK CHERTOR PltODS.
General Serviee Studio*, Hollywood
"LONR RANOHR" half hour series of

Producers: Jack J. Gross and -Philip N.
Krasne

Director: ,E. A* Dupont.

JOHN GUEDEL PRODS.
. C00 Taft Bldg.; Hollywood

Art Linkletter starring in a aeries of
104 13-r

" ‘

-minute vidpix titled ."LINKLRTTIR NBC-TV.

roy rogers Productions
Goldwyn Studio, Hollywood

ROY ROORRS resume* shooting, hater
telepix June -4. Vidpix are half-Bour each.
Roy Rogers, Dale Evans' topline, Pat
Brady in support. General western parts
to fill. Sponsored by General Food* for.

AND THR KIDf."
Producer-director: Maxwell Shane
Associate producer: Irvin Atkin*

HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION
SERVICE

Republic. Studios. North Hollywood.
"COMMANDO CODY-SKY MARSHAL

Producer: Roy Roger*
-Associate producer: Jack Lacey
Director: Bob Walker

32
videoater* now shooting. John Hart, Jay
Sllverheel* set' leads.
Producer: Jack Chertok <

Associate Producer: Harry Poppe.

COURNEYA PRODUCTIONS ^

Shootiing^*"Noah
0
Beery* JA* Adventure bwiVIRIR'' series of 39 bali- producer-director: Jules Bricken

Series?"*!* W^mlnut# telepixf, ...
“

. ... $£g
**<“•

With William Schallert in support.
Producer: Franklin Adreon
Director: Fred Brannon

SCREEN GEMS
1302 N. Gower, Hollywood

"SAMUIL MORSE" half-hour drama
shooting for DuPont'* "CAVALCADR OF
AMERICA" series,

Cast: Noah Beery, Jr., Ann Saville, Jack
Harris, Norma Fenton. •

Producer-director: Jerry Courneya
Supervising film editor; Jimmy Moore

SCREEN TELEVIDEO ’ PRODS.
Eagle Lion Studios. Hollywood

BING CROSBY ENTERPRISES
RKO-Pathe. Culver City

Shooting "RRIOUND" series of half
hour adult dramas sponsored by Packard Producer: Wanda Tuchock

"ELECTRIC THRATRR" "CAVALCADR
OF AMRRICA" series of half hour drama
telepix shooting resumes June 9.

HOUR GLASS PRODS.
6323 Sunset: Hollywood producer- Gil* Ralston

Shooting "MAN OF TOMORROW" series
rrcKmcer- ''r

of 15-minute telepix.

Motor Car Corp.
.. _

Executive producer: Basil Grillo

Producer: Bernard Girard
Director: B. Girard •

Half hour series of adult drama film*

for "CROWN THRATRR" shooting.
Producers: Richard Dorso, Bernard Girard,

DESILU PRODS., INC.
General Service Studios, Hollywood

"1 LOVI LUCY'^haif-hour comedy se-

ries for CBS-TV, sponsored by Philip
Morris. Shoots to June.
Cast: Lucille Rail, Dtii Arriax; set leads
with William Frawley, Vivian Vance in

support. Ne part* fa fill.

Producer: Jess Oppenheimer
i Director: William Asher ....
Writers: Jess Oppenheimer. Madelyn
Pugh, Bob Carroll

DONLEVY CORP.
Republic Studios. North Hollywood
"DANGEROUS ASJICNMRNT" half*

hour adventure series . starring Brian

Director: George deNormand

INTERSTATE TELEVISION
Monogram Studios: Hollywood

"THR OKNTLR YEARS" shoots June 4
in "Ethel Barrymore Television Theatre"
series of half hour dramas. Walter Bren-
nan starred, "DAUGHTER!
starring Ethel Barrymore, skedded for
June 9 start.
Producer: Lee Savin
Directors: Lewis Allan, Will Jason

LANCER PRODUCTIONS
RKO-Pathe: Culver City

SHOWCASE PRODUCTIONS
Hal Roach Studios, Culver City

"RACKET SOUAD" series now shooting
half hour telepix series.
Producer: Hal Roach, Jr.t Carroll Case
Director: Jim Tlnllng

SNADER TELESCRIPTIONS
*

177 S. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
Resume shooting telescrlptlon* featur

ing different artists each week June.
Producer: Louis D. Snader

ADRIAN WEISS PRODS.
633 N. Fairfax; Hollywood

"CRAIG KRNNEDY-CRIMINQLOOIST"
"THOSE WERE THE DAYS" half hour half hour series of second 13 adventure

telepix series now shooting. Producers: telepix shooting to June 12.

Bernard Girard. Richard Dorso. Cast: Donald Wood, Sydney Mason, Lewi*
"CORNY JOHNSON" series of half hour

comedy plx now shooting.
Producer-director: Bernard Girard

JEDWARD LEWIS PRCDS.
Motion Picture Center. Hollywood

Series of 52 vidpix. "THE AFFAIRS OF

G. Wilson set leads with general parts
to he cast.

Producer-director: Adrian Weiss
Assistant director: Bob Farfan

Donlevy shooting two films a week, 32 CHINA SMITH" roll in June. Dan Duryea
to he shot to June.
Producer: Harold E. Knox.
Director: Bill Kam

DOUGFAXR CORP.
666 N. Robertson BlvdL: Hollywood
Resume shooting June 9 on "TERRY

AND THI PIRATES" 26 half-hour adven-
ture telepix. . .

Cast: John Baer. Marl Blanchard. William
Tracy, Gloria Saunders, Jack Kruschen,

Producer: Dougfalr Corp.
Director: Dick Irving.

JERRY FAIRBANKS
6052 Sunset Blvd.. Hollywood

Resume shooting "HOLLYWOOD THI*
ATRR" series June 15.

*

Assistant Director: Joe Boyl*
Production Sup.: Raoul Pagel

FRANK FERRIN PRODUCTIONS
6525 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood

starred.
Producer: .Edward Lewis
Production manager: William Steven*

MARCH OF TIME
369 LeXlngton Avc., N. Y.

"AMERICAN WIT AND HUMOR" se-

ries of 26 half-hour plx. Thomas Mitchell,

narrator, with cast Including Gene Lock-

FRANK WISBAR PRODS.
Eagle Lion Studios: Hollywood

"FIRESIDE THEATRE" aerie* of half
hour adult dramas resume shooting In
mid-June.
Producer-director: Frank WIshar
Associate producer: Sidney Smith

WRATIIER TELEVISON PRODS
INC.

California Studios, Hollywood
"ROSS LADY" series of half hour

•#

hart, Jeffrey Lynn, Arnold Moss, Ann sophisticated comodles now shooting.
)lh

~ '

Burr and Olive Deering.
Producer: Marlon Parsonnet
Directors: Fred Stephanl.

PHILLIPS LORD PRODS.
Visual Drama Studios: Hollywood

"OANOBUfTER" series for NBC-TV,
sponsored by Chesterfield, now shooting.

Producer: Phillips Lord
Director: LeW Landers

ROLAND REED PRODS.
Hal Roach Studios: Culver City

Cast: Lynn Bari, Glenn Langan, Richard
Gaines, Lee Patrick, Charley Smith.
Nicholas Joy.

Producers: Jack Wrather, Robert Mann
Associate producer: Sherman A. Harris

ZIY TV
5253 Clinton St., Hollywood

Four in "UNEXPECTED" series of half-
hour telepix shoot in June. Four "BOS-
TON RLACKII" half-hour telepix ached
uled for June shooting.
Director: Paul Landres, Eddi* Davis, tfo
bey Martin

A series vof vidpix featuring top

Met Opera stars, to bf
j

filmed in

Italy, is being prepped; by Frank
Chapman, concert personal man-
ager and press rep. Series,' which
will be tagged “Land of Song," will

be produced in cooperation with

Teatro Films of Rome. 1

Among the Metop mimes who’ll

be starred in the 26 half-hour pro-
grams will be Dorothy Kirsten,
Gladys Swarthout, Ramon Vinay
and Cesare Slepi, Featured talent
will also 'include Marina Svetlpva,
former prima ballerina of the Met,
her partner Robert Calder, and
Jill Kraft, who recently under-
studied Audrey Hepburn in the
Broadway legiter, “Gigi." Maestro
Gino Nuzzi, of the Rome Opera,
will conduct the Philharmonic Ra-
dio Orchestra, Harlan Thompson
Will produce and direct ;the

y
series.

“Land of Song," which will cost

more than $500,000 to shoot, will be
distributed here by Dorset Produc-
tions. Chapman planes to Italy, to-

day (Wed.) to start, operations,.

Vidpix Chatter

Hollywood
Bing Crosby Enterprises guns

Perry Mason series July j31-at RKO
Pathe, with Dick Dorso at producer
and Gall Patrick associate pro-

ducer . . . Reub Kaufman skied

east to open sales branches for
newly-formed Guild Fllihs in mid-
west and N. Y. . . . JuYe Henry
Marco lnjked for role 1 in “The
Phantom Pirate/’ being directed by
Frank McDonald, produced by
William F. Broidy Productions . . .

Mord Bogie, prexy of Schroeder*.
Rockefeller, here from, Gotham for
confabs with vidpix producer Jack
Wrather . . , Flack B11L Hebert ac-

quired rights to shoot exhibits and
premises of Madame Tussaud's,

Ltd.', in London, for dramatic TV
series tagged “Midnight at Madame
Tussaud’s" . . . Third segment of

Hal Roach’s “The Dramatic Hour”
wound, with Onslow Steven* in
“Valley Forge," Roy Kelllno direct-

ing, and Gayle Gitterman produc-
ing. Last segment, “Last Days of
Pompei," to be shot in ; two weeks
. . . Jack Mahoney and Dick Jdnes
of Flying A Productions’ “Range
Rider" series topline annual Police
Circus in Pittsburgh July 31-Aug. 2
Hillary Brooke and Clarence Kolb
in supporting roles for “My Little

Margie," starring Gale Storm and
Charles Farrell, shooting at Hal
Roach lot, and going on CBS-TV
June 16 as summer replacement
for “I Love Lucy" . . .‘Bing Crosby
Enterprises editing six pilot pix.

“Up Ferguson Way," “The Best
Year," “Corney Johnson," “Dreams
of Glory," “Those Were the Days”
. . Gross-Krasne, Iiic. canned 20
of 26 “Big Town" telepix, and are
prepping final six for production
within two weeks . . . Frank Wis-
bar has four scripts ready in next
group of “Fireside Theatre," roll-

ing June 9 at Eagle-Lion studios
. . . Don Gibson, Ed. Earl

r
Ils#

Madcr, Frank Wilcox added to .cast

of “Samuel Morse," “Cavalcade of
America” telepic being shot iot
Du Pont Co. by Screen Gems, Co-
lumbia subsidiary
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BLUENOSES’ GET IN

. AS CONGRESS PROBES TV

in late June.

Washington, • June 3. Tnni
Congressional probers,: launching *

» , „ ,

their investigation of television to- ShoVlIKt CfllllC ihOlOC
iUy, tossed around charges of UUUTf

. ,
•

.

6

“lewdness” and “obscenity,” hut Toni and Arrid, alternate spon-

dldn’t give evidence of having a sprs on the Thursday night Crime

ready solution. Industry observers Photographer” TV show on CBS,
I

commented unofficially that “drys are cancelling out of the program
commemea ^no

.

ig'

field and have bought a new stanza for
and bluenoses ^igh ™

h 10:30 to 11 p.m. segment.
day’ dunnS

Jr+h* have New program will star Garry
conceding that the s<oh>

.

Moore and wm he a panel show
been prompted to

J
00& ihto TV by

d “it’s a Secret.” It preems
reactions from the less-sophisti-

^

cated hinterlands.

While lauding the broadcasting

Industry for its radio and TV codes,

Hep. E. C. Gathings (D„ Ark.) told

the House Interstate Commerce
subcommittee today he doubted

that standards are the final

answer” to the problem of offen-

sive and undesirable .programs.

Appearing as first witness at the

committee’s hearings, Rep. Gain-

ings, whose resolution brought

about the current inquiry, said he

does- not belie.ve codes will oper-

ate “effectively” despite advances

untter 'them. “Competition

WGAR, WJR hto

Christal’s Fold In

Off
Following is memo sent last week, to NBC’s television depart-

ment personnel by Stockton Belffrich, chief of continuity accept-

ance on TV programming:
Last week’s Milton Berle show featured a variation of an

usher’s sketch done by Sid Caesar on “Your Show of .Shows”
two years ago. The Caesar version was funny and the same
goes for Berle’s. In e^ch case, the general gist of the action

followed a training iff ushers and the briefing >of ^them for

frontline duty in the balcony. All good clean fun?’with much
military v terminology. * The Berle version included, among
other things, an exaggerated pledge of devotion ±o duty, etc.,

which roughly followed the cadence of this country’s pledge of

allegiance. Unquestionably no offense was intended, but as-

sorted viewers found that in bad taste, and it is obvious that

such a gimmick is inadvisable for the future.
...

NBC Poshes

Station-Identification Spots in TV

is

Cleveland, June 3.

New station rep firm Of Hettry I.

Christal Co. delivered another one-w**wv *“ ; ,, m. it* * * %/IlJLAolol V/U, ucbycxcu vuv-
keen, he said, 2 two punch to Ed Petry’s pocket-
stakes are in^olved,- making it most

book by egging two more lucra-
difficult for the industries proper y tiyc 50000 waiters last weekr—
to regulate themselves. WGAR, Cleveland and WJR, De-

Regardlng the TV code of the
troit

NARTB, which became effective
Johll Patt, prez of Goodwill Sta-

March 1, Gathings said that^m
tions, owner of the two CBS out-

lets, told Variety toda£ “The plan

of Christal and his .
associates to

devote 100% of their time to sell-

ing of radio broadcasting time,

and to limit their representation

to .a very small number of major
market stations sharing the high-

est ideals and service standards,

three months of its existence "an

improvement has resulted” in the

decorum of apparel shown on

screen. “The necklines of dresses

are higher since the code was put

into effect,” he noted.

He added that in adopting the

code. TV stations and networks

took a step in the right direction, particularly appeals to us.

The standards, he said, are most Both WJR and WGAR were
complete and yet conclse and if among 'fhe first stations to join
adhered to‘ properly, objectionable

tbe petry n$t 19 years ago. Switch-
programs would he minimized to

oyer tQ Christal outfit is effective

« great degree.
/ july 1. KMPC, Los Angeles, also

Without naming NARTB, wfiich 0Wned by the Goodwill stations,

is opposing the committee^ probe continue to be repped by H-R
on grounds of “censorship,” Gath- Representatives,
ings asserted: “There is such a WTMJ, Milwaukee, NBC’s 50
thing* as leaning too heavily upon kilowatt outiet in Milwaukee,
the constitutional free speech pro- owned by the Milwaukee Journal
vision should the airwaves, which - -

belong to the people, be used to

incite lawlessness and a disregard

for constituted authority. The
radio voice and the television

Screen and voice is a visitor—it

comes into your home.”

Citing various crime programs
on CBS, NBC and DuMont shown
on TV on Thursday night, Gathings
told committee, “It is this type of

entertainment, so much of which,

is being shown at-* an hour when
children listen and view, that is

go alarming to many parents."
Declaring “there is an implied

(Continued on page 34)

‘Kukla’ to Half-Hr.

Sunday at 6:30

“KukliT^Fran & Ollie” now looks

get for the fall as a half-hour stanza

in the NBC-TV Sunday at 6:30
time,, which has been sustaining

ever since General Foods moved
“Claudia” over to' CBS-TV.

“Kukla's” fate had been in doubt
for a couple months, ever since

Burr Tillstrom and NBC opened
negotiations to put an end to its 15-

minute . cross-the-board format,
which came a cropper when the

sponsors exited.
Meanwhile, there’s considerable

speculation on what goes into the
NBC-TV 7 to 7:15 Monday-thru
Friday strip formerly held down
by “Kukla.”' The web has been
auditioning like mad the past week
to find a suitable show.

joined the
Sunday (1).

Christal organization

HARRY SALTER
MUSICAL DIRECTOR
Stop the Musi©—ABC

ACLU in Blast

At New TV Code

WNBT* ‘Grind’ Policy
Dick Pack, program man-

ager of WNBT, New York, is

inaugurating a new Saturday
afternoon video policy effec-

tive June 14, when a four-hour
“Continuous Performance” j>Ic

marathon begins-.

Simulating the grind film

houses, WNBT will run a fea-

ture and shorts from 12:30 to

4:30 p.m., to permit for a
three-time audience turnover
during the four hours. Pix
will be slanted mainly for the
juves.

Echelon Blueprint

BOB FRYER EXITS CBS

TO JOIN MINER AT NBC
Bob Fryer, CBS-TV casting di-

rector who has been with the web
since 1949, is joining Worthington
C. Miner Productions at NBC-TV
as general manager. He’ll move
over in a week or so, depending
.on When a replacement is trained.

Before joining CBS, he was with
legit producer George Abbott and
co-produced “Tree Grows in

Brooklyn” with him.

Chi WNBQ’s Sales

Spurt; SRO Tag On'

Local ‘Today’ Inserts

Chicago, June 3.

Hefty payoffs for the stations

carrying NBC-TV’s early morning
“Today” are being highlighted at

WNBQ, the web’s o.&o. here.

WNBQ sales manager John Mc-
Fartlin and his crew have hung
the SRO trig on the local inserts

in the two-hour show which are
bringing in $6,480 weekly.

All four of Leii O’Connor’s five-

minute hometown news strips are
currently sold out at $750 per. Also
the 60 weekly station breaks all

carry a bankroller identity under
the five-for-two sales plan. Deal,
running through the summer, gives
a client five 20-second spots for
$290, the earlier established price
for two.

McPartlin reports that local
business has spurted considerably
the ‘past few weeks after a slow-
down during the first quarter. Sig-
nificantly, inquiries are already
coming in for fall availabilities.

The Chrysler Dealers of Chicago
have picked up Tom Duggan’s
Wednesday night 10:30 sports show
on WNBQ and the same group
has bought the “Washington Spot-
light” film series for Sunday after-
noon showing, with Duggan doing
the live blurbs. Herbie „ Mintz’s
“But Not Forgotten” station closer
at 11:45 nightly is practically sold
put with the Burt Mills buying the
Monday segment. The Wednesday
and Thursday Mints, show is also
bankrolled by a single sponsor with
the Tuesday and Friday portions
used at spot carriers.

Tagging television’s recently-

adopted code of ethics a “stultify-

ing and illegal censorship,” the
American Civil Liberties Union to-

day (Wed.) asked the FCC to set a
hearing on whether the industry
code contravenes the communica-
tions act.

ACLU noted that AM and TV
stations always have had final re-

sponsibility for program content
and that the communications act

prohibits censorship. The NARTB-
approved- code, ACLU charged,
“provides for an extreme form of

censorship which, in effect, rules

out material which would' be of-

fensive to many groups, or parts
thereof, in any community in the
country, however reasonable or un-
reasonable the particular potential
objectors might be.”

“Rather than becoming a me-
dium for the transmission of ideas,

on which democracy thrives, and
the expression of opinion which a
healthy society and culture must
have, TV, under the iron fist of
the code, will be a diluted force
in our national life. It would cre-
ate' conformity and reduce TV to
dull mediocrity,” the ACLU letter

to the FCC says.

Letter raised charges that .the

code is a “combination in restraint
of trade in ideas” and that stations
are “abnegating their responsibil
ity for licensee self-restraint.” It

claimed that under the code plays

“Streetcar Named Desire” and CBS Whltfr-CoilanteS D(IC

4- Movement for standardization of
technical requirements'among tele-

vision stations was pushed forward
last week when NBC Spot Sales
got the eight stations it represents
to agree on specifications for 10-

second shared identifications, ac-
cording to Tom McFadden, NBC
spot sales chief.

Development is also significant
because (1) it will make it easier
and less expensive for advertisers
to buy the 10-secorid station-iden-
tification plugs; (2) cheaper costs
of this Idnd of TV plug can attract
new and ’sbialler bankrollers into
the medium; and (3) it points up
NBC-TV’s intention of building its

spot sales into a bigleague station
rep outfit giving firms like Petry,
Blair and Free Ac Peters some stiff

competition.
Specifications for the shared sta-

tion-identification Spots differ

gteatly from outlet to outlet. Now,
on the eight NBC-repped stations,

a single minimum standard has
been set, although on some the
maximum specifications differ—for
example, a couple of outlets will

permit slightly longer audio tracks.

The standard have been okayed
by such top ad agencies as Mc-
Cann-Erlcksoh, Dancer-Fitzgerald-
Sample, Esty, Young & Kubicara
and Benton k Bowles; Last month
the National Assm of Radio & TV
Station Representatives met with
reps of those agencies to get their

Memorial- Day (Fri.) session was
held of the top echelons of WQR,
N. Y.j. and Mutual on integrating
the Gotham key’s execs with the
network operation. It’s likely that
the blueprint being followed in
New York will be used elsewhere,
as in the Don Lee and Yankee net- m ... „
works, where there is overlapping recommendation* specifications

between those setups and the tl
\
at ™juld n*«ds of

Mutual parent. * advertisers for flexibility, the

Holiday meeting last week was agencies’ goal cutting produc-

headed up by Thomas O’Neil, Jr.,
tl°? c°sts the stations’ needs

MBS prexy and board chairman, re
*?r

d^£„thtir .

identification,

and J. Glen Taylor, veepee of
Thomas S. Lee Enterprises, the
holding company which controls
the General Tire Ac Rubber radio-
tele Interests.

At the meeting the proposals for
consolidating the WOR-MBS oper-
ations and personnel were pre-
sented to O’Neil and the various
toppers discussed how economies

(Continued on page 38)

NARTSH members are attempt-

continued on page 35)
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Nielsen Sets Fees

On Coverage Data
Chicago, June 3.

A. C. Nielsen researching firm
has unveiled the fee setup for
radio and television stations sub
scribing to its newly-launched
Nielsen Coverage Service. The na-

For 1\J Salary Hike If

p n - A1 coverage service, xne na-

(jOVenunent Knard fllravg ^onaI audience- census, measuringUVTClUllIClll DUdra imays daily, weekly rind monthly cov-
CBS last week had a hearing erage, will be completed early this

375,000a Loo Sets
St. Louis, June 3.

An increase of 120,000 TV sets
during the past year in the St.

Louis area has brought the num-
ber to 375,000 according to execs
of the Union Electric Co.

Area is covered by KSD-TV,
owned and operated by the St.

Louis Post-Dispatch.

Cocktail Party” could not be pre-
sented on tele.

ACLU also hit out at a Congres
sional probe of “the extent to
which radio and TV programs con-
tain immoral and otherwise offen-

sive matter,” which got under way hefnre tv,-
in Washington \

~eior? ,

lfte Wage Stabilization fall.m W m^gt yesterday (Tues,). Board to grant all its employees in Subscribing radio stations will

^ - ,
lt* labor geide structure a 7Afc% be Charged 12 times their highest

Ouakfir Oats RllVS Aft
salary hike. WSB decision is ex- day and night hourly rates, less^uaxvct DUja mu pected on or before June 10. $1,000 and a series of discounts

All fRS Ra iliA
If the

^ government
_

board ap- based on services ordered. The TV
mv^IIIVuI OH vDu ItfLUlO proves, Columbia s white-collarites rate will be four times the two

Quaker Oats has bought the Mon- se
^
v^ce staffers who are in the maximum rates, minus the same

day-Wednesday-Friday 3:50-4 p. m. ^ ot> cate£orles covered, and who discounts. However, the minimum
slot on 'CBS Radio, starting next

were on the N. Y. headquarters rate is $750 and the top charge
fall. Program has not yet been de- P

ayro“ as of March 31, will get the for AM is $20;000 and $15,000 for

termined, but it's likely to be in the
in^ease retroactive to that date. TV.

rural music genre. - Meanwhile, at the last monthly Ad agencies, sponsors and other

Currently holding down the spot
mee?ng e cmPloyee-manage- possible subscribers will be

is a Cedric Adams sustainer, which
ment comniittee, the web agreed to charged a fixed fee for the sur-

just took over this week after the f i?
r0I

L
0sal

iJ?£
the emPloyee group veys.

dropping of Radie Harris. Quaker
er
t° oi

8^1

u
Grs on ro^s as Nielsen is already laying plans

is figured as likely to insert a hill-
Marcft dl who were scheduled to for a followup national survey to

billy-type stanza since it will be
gG

ii
a six months’ adjusted pay hike be launched either next year or the

following the Kellogg-backed Carl
w

!

11
,

(when the WSB okays the following. Subscribers to the first

Smith mountain music briefie at ?
ack

??P
ixicrease) get the 7V6% NCS will get a 10% discount if

boost based on their March 31 sal-, they sign up Jfor the second. There
ary, over and above any adjusted is also a discount of 5 to 15% for

S.J'S*"6
,

a?*ady Paid since early orders on NCS NO. 2.,

E
1 °r ®^edded to be paid on The Coverage Service is touted

n

?h ?“?
n
u
of

i

six months’ service as an expansion,- and refinement of
n
Tn?

e
i

classification. the earlier national surveys done

t> j n i... fj .
me labor grade structure is a by the Broadcast Measurement BU*

®u^ons video show sched- carry-over from the job classifica- reau. The Nielsen operation com-
uled to preem some time this sum- «« system which was fa effect bines pmoS tate^ews! and the

tv t . . T
when the white-collarites were rep- Audimeter automatic dialing re*

«°woduSr
S
at

n
CBS

a

sre wo
W
rl
9

’ Efg^A,)? Guild, onc
P
e corie^ Tomeeffaecriticisms

onion later um montn. land an AFL office workers local, being used for both AJd and TV.

3:45-3:50 <p. m.

Red ButtonsTV Show
William Morris agefacy and CBS-

TV have negotlAtbd a deal for a
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One-Way Flow
By a strange coincidence, all

the.teleyision network brewery
coin has been poured into CBS
coffers, with nary a single
account on the' NBC-TV books.
Latter web wouldn't be averse
to draining off some of the
beer billings, andato this end
overtures have been made to
Budweiserj which is terminat-
ing its CBS alliance following
collapse of Ken Murray’s ne-
gotiations with the network.
Along with Budweiser, CBS-

TV'' rakes in Pabst coin (via

the Wednesday night fights);

Schlitz billings (Friday night-
dramatic show), and Blatz
(sponsors of “Amos ’n’ Andy”).

The possibility of NBC-TV’s policy of signing up major comics
to longterm contract* kicking back on the network, loomed this
week with .the threatened exit .of “All-Star Revue” from the web’s
programming roster. (NBC will decide this week whether to lop
off the high-budgeted show in the face of sponsorship snarls.)

“All Star”i* .the star-rotating counterpart of the Sunday night
"Colgate Comedy Hour,” with such contractually-committed stars

as Jimmy, £ur*nte, Danny Thomas, Jack Carson, Martin & Lewis,
Donald O’CtHinlbr, Eddie Cantor, Bob*Hope, Martha Kaye, etc., di-
viding up the brace of programs.

Should “All-Star” fade, it poses the question *as to what NBC
will do with the Durantes, Carsons, Rayes, Thomases, etc. In the
case of Durante, there’s already talk that he may go into the Tues-
day night. At 8 slot for Bulck on the one week each month that
Milton Berle lays off for Texaco. NBCy-enviSioning the possibility
of “All-Stars’s” exit, plans also to put some of them at Colgate’s
disposal so that the Cantors, et al., would not be subjected to such'
frequent exposure on. “Comedy Hour.”

~
‘

,

The web, too, may channel some into their own half-hour shows.
But it would place NBC in the position of having a vast stable of
high-priced talent, with a dearth of TV entries on which to expose
them.

New NCAA Controlled Grid Plan,

Ending ‘Blackouts/ Seen Gain (or TV
Television industry feels it has+- •

won partial . gains in National

Collegiate Athletic Assn.!s new
video plan* which will' end “black-

outs” of college' grideo next fall.

Last year each city was denied

football an .average of two Satur-

days during . the season. The
broadcasters- opine that the NCAA
proposals may be unwieldy for

setting a sponsorship deal, but add,

“We’re glad to get grideo at all.”

Webs, of course, are opposed to

limited football, but nevertheless

at least three are going after the

biz hotly.

The projected plan still has to

pass a referendum of NCAA mem-
bers, who have until Sunday K8) to

vote. NCAA TV- committee will

then invite bids from prospective

sponsors and networks, or draft a

new plan if this one lacks two-

thirds approval.
Plan calls for televising at least

one college game on 12 dates be-

tween Sept. 20 and Nov. 29 (in-

cluding Thanksgiving Day). The
entire package will be offered to a

sponsor or sponsors who must
provide national coverage on all

12 dates. In line with- January’s
NCAA convention mandate to

spread TV as widely as possible

among the schools, bankroller will

be allowed to 'drop the national

game in any one section of the

country in favor of lensing a small

college game in that' locality.

The spread-the-tele principle is

also behind the rule that a college

may be lensed only once during
the season, either at home or away.
Plan would make it possible for

any network or indie station to

pick up the games, if they wanted
to carry them without pay. Bank-
rollers will have to be “organiza-
tions of high standards.”
The nod for the package may

(Continued on page 38)

‘Web’ Nixes NBC’s

‘Come Over Bid
Despite the fact that P. Lorillard

Co. has been feuding with CBS-TV
over the fact that its Embassy ciga-

ret-sponsore.d “Web” show has been
dispossessed from the Wednesday
night 9:30 time, in order to ptiake

room for Camel .cigaret’s “Man
Against Crime,” it looks like Loril-
lard may have to wind up settling
for another “Web” time slot on the
Columbia skein.
There have been some NBC over

tures, jwith the latter network wel
coming the biz* but the best NBC
could offer was Wednesday night
at 10, which is being vacated by
Hazel Bishop's “Your Prize Story.”
Lorillard doesn’t Ve much sense
in slotting its “Web” opposite the
top-pulling Pabst B*ue Ribbon
Bouts on CBS, and nixed the offer.

The Lorillard company a couple
weeks back did a fast burn when
notified by CBS that it would
have to vacate Wednesday 9:30;
and threatened reprisals via the
courts.

Comedy Material
E. H. Little, president of Colgate,

practically hit the ceiling and filed

a vigorous squawk wifh NBC video

chieftains as-a result of some ques-
tionable material on the Sunday
night Herb Shriner show on “Col-
gate Comedy Hour.”

Couple of sequences, one involv-

ing a satirical sketch showing a

femme imbibing freely from a bot-

tle, and a dance number in which
a couple of gals clash derriere-at-

tached cymbals, provoked a minor
crisis within the Colgate hierarchy.

Coming practically oh the- eve of.

the Washington hearings on the

Gathings resolution to investigate

TV morals and standards, the Col-

gate people felt that through no

fault of their own they were being

let in. for a barrage of coast-to-

coast audience protests.

Shriner show was delivered to

NBC" as a William Morris package.

What irritated Colgate even more
was the fact that, having had pre-

show knowledge of the questioned,

material, Colgate reps made over-

tures in advance to have them de-

leted, but they were permitted to

ride.

BY GEORGE ROSEN
The combined Nielsen^Trendex-

American Research Bureau (ARB)
ratings at the approximate end of
the ’51-’52 season offer a revealing
story of changing patterns ’in tele-
vision and audience viewing habits.
Contrasted with the Top 10 ratings
of* a year ago and ther.Top 10 of
October, 1951, when the season
began, peJw£st tabulations signifi-

cantly highlight: *.

1. The end of the “Milton -Berle
Era” of TV leadership, with the
comic's “Texaco Star Theatre” to-

bogganing from undisputed king-
pin status to’ No. 10 on the ARB
honor roll, No, 5 in the Nielsen
sweepstakes and No... 6 on Trendex.

2. The
.
ascendancy of the situa-

tion comtfdy formula in TV pro-
gramming, which finds CBS mov-
ing into a new sphere of impor-
tance- as. “I Love Lucy” sets the
leadership pace on all three rating
services; with such items as “My
Friend Irma” taking its place In

the Top 10 ARB ranks.

3. The virtual disappearance of

dramatic ‘ programming fare from
Top 10 recognition. Whereas the
end of the last season found “Fire-

side Theatre” (still epjoying an en-
viable carryover audience from
Berle) in the No. 2 ARB spot, with
“Philco Television Playhouse” and
“Kraft Television Theatre” also

getting a Top 10 -ARB projection,

the newest ARB and Nielsen Tpop

10 fail to' list any of them among
the leaders. “Fireside” alone gets

No. 7 recognition in the’ Trendex
poll, immediately following Berle.

again indicating the “stay tuned”
hangover benefits. Even as the

season started, the October, ’51,

ARB ratings revealed “Fireside,”

Philco and Kraft keeping Top 10
company. But that was before the

“new trend” in viewing habits set

in.

‘Colgate” Ab-.tent

4. The complete absence of the

high-budgeted “Colgate Comedy
Hour1 ’ from .the ARB or Trendex
Top 10 for May, and barely inching

into the Nielsen list with a No. 10

listing. There- are accompanying
overtones to this lack of “Coniedy
Hour” audience impact, for

weighed in the balance is NBC’s
multi-million dollar investment in

top comedy personalities and its

basic formula of rotating comedy
' programming. Martin & Lewis
alone consistently hit the Nielsen-

ARB-Trendex leadership jackpot,

but otherwise the Colgate roster

of comics seems to have suffered

in the transition into the new TV
viewing pattern.

5. The continued and, if any-

thing, increasing hold of Arthur
Godfrey on his audiences, for with

the exception of “Lucy,” both the

Monday night ‘Talent Scouts”

show and the Wednesday night

“Godfrey & Friends” program
dominate all three rating services.

* 6. The implications attending the

“Red Skelton Saga” within a single

season span. Skelton started off the

season in No. 3 spot on ARB and
Nielsen, and for some weeks held

the lead. In the last ARB he was
down to No. 6 and No. 4 on Niel-

sen’s roster. And though still hit-

ting the Top 10 jackpot, the fact

that he’s come down a few notches

in his first season creates the

(Continued on page 38)

MCA’s Economy Axings in Radio-TV;

. Morris, Accent on Selling

Lucky Seven
The following seven pro-

grams show up among the Top
10 leaders on all three nation-
ally-projected TV rating serv-
ice (Nielsen, ARB and Tren-
dex) bn the latest tabulations,

as the season draws to its

close:

“I Love Lucy” (CBS), in

the No. 1 spot on all three
services;

“Godfrey Talent Scouts”
(CBS) in the No, 2 spot on All

three;

“Gddfrey Sc Friends” (CBS)
No. 3 on the same cross-the-

board basis;

Pabst Blue Ribbon Bouts
(CBS);

Red Skelton (NBC);
“Your Show of Shows”

(NBC);..

Milton Berle (NBC).

It’s Four in a Row

For Gen. Foods As

‘Claudia’ Is Axed
“Claudia,” the Carol Irwin-pack-

aged situation comedy on CBS-TV,

is getting a cancellation notice

from General Foods, making it

four'in a row on GF video axings

in recent weeks. In addition to

“Claudia,” General Foods is knock-

ing off the Bert Parks daytime

show on CBS-TV; “It’s News To
.Me” on CBS-TV, and the “Young

Mr. Bobbin” situation comedy on

NBC-TV.
It represents one of the biggest

retreats on TV programming by a

major client in manj- months. And
as noted last week, the Parks can

cellation leaves GF's Jello product

without- a major showcase (in

either radiq or television) for the

first time *in nearly 20 years. How-

ever, it’s known that Jello is in

the market for a top-budgeted at-

traction, if it can latch on to some

thing comparable to its Jack Benny
identification in radio over mmny
years.

'The “Claudia” axing comes as

a surprise. When GF acquired
“Our Miss Brooks” for sponsor-

ship in the fall, to install it in the

Mond&y 9:30 period on CBS-TV,
where “Claudia” is currently

berthed, ^it wfis decided to switch
“Claudia” to the Friday time oc
cupied by “News to Me” and cancel

tl- latter. Subsequently, GF de-

cided to transfer to Swan Down
and Sanka commercials from
“Claudia,” turn them over to

“Brooks,” and bow out on
“Claudia.”

That leaves one of radio-TV’s
major bankrollers with but two
major video showcases — “Brooks”
and Roy Rogers. Meanwhile, the
company is putting renewed em-
phasis on daytime radio.

+ Music Corp. of America is in the
process of a major retrenchment
program in its radio-video sector,
ast week four agents were
et out for economy reasons. They
are David Sussklnd, Stan Scotl-
and, Tony Ford and Milton Gell-
map, Susskind was the only exec
axed, though his leaving stemmed
mostly from a series of disagree-
ments with v,p. Sonny Werblin.

Insiders feel that the dismissal*
puts the major agency accent on
selling. Susskind, several year*
ago, was one of the top salesmen
in the organization. He was in-
volved in the "Philco sales, instru-
mental in percenting the Billy Rose
show and was the focal point in
other important transactions. How-
ever, his record of late in selling
complete shows was somewhat less

than impressive (a reflection of the
overall talent agency TV sale*
tempo) atfd'at the same time, he
was one of the higher paid epcecs

in the video dept.

Gellman, Ford and Scottland
were involved in servicing show*
as well as selling. Tightening of
budgets during the summeS." and
with many shows taking a hiatus,
MCA video department apparently
felt the need of tightening up.

It’s also reported that the four
dismissals are partially a result of
the streamlining of the MCA radio
and tele divisions. About a month
ago, both branches wpre consoli-

dated, They had been operating
separately for about a year, but
with the advent of tighter budgets,
MCA felt that one agent could
cover an ad agency or a network
instead of delegating one salesman
for radio and another for tele.

Retrenchment at MCA indicate*

a general crisis in the talent agency
field. Last week Variety disclosed
that the William Morris Agency is

seeking to” shift production arid

packaging, to an outside agency so
that it could rid itself of a large
department Which could only pay
off part of the year, and at the
same time enable itself to con-

centrate on sales. *

& At every agency it’s becoming
axiomatic that the guy who bring*
in the sales is the one that’ll stay.

ARB’s ‘Now and Then TV Talent Scorecard

MAY, *SZ

“I Love Lucky” (CBS) 65.3

“Talent Scouts” (CBS) 62.6

Groucho Marx (NBC) 52.4

“Godfrey & Friends” (CBS) 51.4

Pabst Fights (CBS) 49.1

Red Skelton (NBC) 47.3

“My Friend Irma” (CBS) 43.6

“Show of Shows” (NBC) 43.2

“What's My Line” (CBS) 41.5

Milton Berle (NBC) 40.8

' • OCTOBER, '51

(Beginning of Season)

Milton Berle (NBC) 59.0

“Show of Shows” (NBC) 50.3

Red Skelton (NBC) 47.5

“Talent Scouts” (CBS) 47.0

Groucho Marx (NBC) 43.6

“Toast of Town” (CBS) 39.4

“Fireside Theatre” (NBC) 38.7

“Philco Playhouse” (NBC) 38.6

“Godfrey & Friends" (CBS) 38.2

“Kraft TV Theatre" (NBC) 37.4

MAY, '51

Milton Berle (NBC), 59.1

“Fireside Theatre” JNBC) 45.1

“Talent Scouts” (CBS) 44.0

“Show of Shows” (NBC) 43.0

Groucho Marx (NBC) 42.1

“Comedy Hour" (I#3C) 41.6

“Philco Playhouse” (NBC) 41.5

Pabst Fights (CBS) 41.5

“Kraft TV Theatre” (NBC) 38.7

“Godfrey & Friends” (CBS) 38.5

Camay Series Into

*

Ex-Skelton Tone
*

v' ,

When Procter Sc Gamble, on be-

half of Tide, fell heir to the Sunday
night at 7 NBC-TV time for Red
Skelton, starting in the fall,,it also

decided to hold on to the Sunday
at 10 period, which Skelton is va-

cating. - P & G is parcelling out the

latter segment to its Camay prod-

uct, and a half-hour dramatic film

series called “The Doctor” is going
into the spot.

This marks Benton. & Bowles’ In-

itial TV entry with Camay since it*

inheritance of the $2,000,000 ac-

count from Pedlar & Ryan* which
recently decided to go out of busi-

ness.

“Doctor” series will be shot at

Marion Parsonnet Studios in Long
Island, N. Y. Series will carry a
taient-production budget of approx-
imately $20,000 weekly.

‘BALANCE BUDGET’ TO

SEALY MATTRESS
Sealy Mattress has Sought “Bal-

ance Your Budget,” audience par-
tlcipationer packaged by Louis G.
Cowan, for the 10:30-11 p.m. Tues-
day spot on CBS-TV.

Show, to start in early October,
will have a combination of heart-

throb and humor, with a name
emjcce still to be determined. Peter
Arnell will produce. Deal was set

by Jerry Joss, v.p. of the Olian
agency. This marks Sealy’s entry
into bigtime TV; firm has a co-op
sponsorship of Barry Gray on

• WABD, N. Y.
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TV Scoops ’Em All on Ike
Television scored, a solid beat over radio and the press yes*

terday (Tues. ) morning when all four video webs covered the
dramatic press-conference ..of .Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower on his
return to . the tt. S.

,
This wzis Ike’s first statement of policy on a

nupiber of.Jcey current, questions, issues that are political hot
potatoes, and . the' TV boys underlined once again television’s
power as- a ^mass-communications medium. Radio, unfortunately,
wasn’t there. Beaming of recorded excerpts from the general’s
remarks,.at a later time gets the AM chains off the hook, to some
extent*, but .by then the afternoon dailies are on the streets and
the sense bf immediacy is lost.

The
,
general; performing in' what was an informal “meet the

press’* show,’ registered as a forceful, quick-thinking speaker with
conviction,- Replying to the reporters off-the-cuff, without pre-
pared notes, he exhibited a straightforward manner in dealing with
the correspondents. Some queries," of course, were side-stepped
adroitly, as in his begging ignorance of the monetary specifics of
arms budgets.. A few questions seemed repetitious, but overall
the 50 minutes thq program- lasted had good viewer interest.

Setup in the auditorium at the Pentagon, with the D.C. press
corps > out

_
in full force, included three cameras, which gave a

rounded picture of the general in action. Eisenhower was several
minutes late in arriving due to visiting an eye doctor. (The eye
trouble seemed - to be aggravated by the bright lights.) Delay
brought a wait which was filled by Earl Godwin, Frank Bourgholzer
and May Craig, gabbing about the general. That 'didn’t get the
telecast off to a strong start, but what followed"underlined Eisen-
hower’s potency as a political candidate in an era when TV will
play an important part ip the. polling.

Affiliates Blame Radio Plight On

Talent’s Refusal to It the Road*
V

Some station representatives are4
griping that the top agency brass,

living in the “network climate” of
j

N.- Y.’s Madison • Ave., aren’t de-

voting enough time to- the national

spot end of broadcast advertising.

What seems a ripley to the reps

is the fact that although spot bill-

ings are steadily building, and last

year passed network billings in vol-

ume, agency ‘high echelons concen-

trate their main efforts on the more
glamorous phase of the business,

namely web shows with their big

-names.
It’s argued that too frequently

salesmen for the reps have to deal

only with the time buyer of the

agency, who gathers the material

on each of the markets and sta-

tions, confers with his (frequently

it’s her) boss, and then makes the

decisions on , wfiat participations

and programs to buy in each area.

The reps sometimes do get to

agency toppers, account execs ahd

plans board men, but the glamor

of network bankrolling—the fact

that a spender can announce he

sponsors a Benny or a Hope—is

hard to erase. In many instances,

agency chiefs comment that while

they want to put more coin into na-

tional spot, it’s ,the advertiser who
becomes fascinated by “having a

coast-to-coast hookup of our own.”

To apprise the agency upper

strata of the growing importance

of spot radio, the National Assn, of

Radio & Television Stations Repre-

sentatives has been making presen-

tations to the admen. In many
cases, J;he spot pitch is attracting

not only the time buyers but the

Madison Ave. biggies, Broadcast

Advertising Bureau is also actively

promoting spot.

Another point made by reps is

that time buyers' are not given full

recognition in the agency fold.

(Continued on page 38)

Powell to Camel:

‘Cancel Me Out’

.
Hollywood, June 3.

In a unique switch to the current

wave of radio -cancellations, Dick

Powell has asked his sponsor,

Camel cigarCts, not to • renew
“Richard Diamond” for next sea-

son. He will dose out three years

with Camel June. 27 after broad-

casting the sleuther for Rexall two
years. Powell and his • partner in

the package, Don Sharpe y
will tape

the show themselves next fall and
sell it as an open-ender.

Powell’s reason for wanting out
is that the William Esty agency,
which handles the Camel billing,

has no Hollywood contact on the
show and script revisions must be
made in

Learnm* Their ABC'*
i

' Washington, June 3.

Members* of Congress are
getting very, hep about- their
networks. Consider the recent
appearance of Reps. Clarence

.
Brown (R., O.) and Hugh Scott
(R., Pa.) on Theodore Granik’s
“American Forum of the Air.”
Brown was getting warmed

up to his subject and orating
in fine style when Scott tried

to cut’ in, asserting:

“Clarence, perhaps since this

is a mutual program, you will

give me an opportunity to

reply.”

“It is a National program,”
corrected Brown.

*

‘‘Well,” Scott commented
after a pause, “a program in

which a great many people

are interested . .

which have
quality.

Luckies Resolves

Program Roster;

‘Happy With Agcy.’

With the return of Paul Hahn
from Europe, the American Tobac-

co prexy, and BBD&O, agency on

the $14,000,000 account, set their

programming house in order last

week, both for the summer and
’52-’53 season, and in the process

allayed any fears about the Lucky
Strike billings moving to another

agency, despite some trade gossip.

If anything, BBD&O appears more
solidly entrenched, insofar as the

American Tobacco biz is concerned,

than ever before.

Here’s how the Lucky Strike

scorecard shapes up:

The NBC Guy Lombardo radio

show lays off for eight weeks, start-

ing June 26, with Luckies installing

“Assignment Manhunt” in tile pe-

riod. Video version of “Manhunt”
also goes into the Saturday night

•‘Hit Parade” show on NBC-TV dur-

(Continued on page 34)

N.Y. Waldorf as Radio

Sponsor for 1st Time
The Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y., is

plunging into commercial radio for

the first time, backing the 55-min-

ute Monday night edition of “Sym-
phony Hall” on WQXR, plus day-

time spots. Starlight Roof, Pea-

cock Alley, Men’s Bar, Palm Room
and other spots in the hostelry will

. script revisions must ue
j

N. Y\, occasioning delays i

be plugged.

Agepcy for the Hilton hotel is

Needliam & Grohmann.

Ken’* Continuity?
Possibility of NBC-TV cal-

ling it quits on,the Saturday
night 8 to 9 “All-Star Revue,”
because of sponsor trouble, has
cued speculation as to whether
Ken Murray will move Into the
time in the fall. Such a
switch would give Murray a
continuing- audience pattern,
since his Saturday 8 to 9 show-
case was becoming an estab-
lished fixture on CBS-TV

—

until the Murray-CBS contract
blowup last week, leaving
Murray a free agent.
NBC has reportedly initiated

talks with Murray with an eye
toward bringing him into the
fold. Whether this will invite

a continued Rudweiser spon-
sorship deal Is conjectural.
Meanwhile, Budweisel* has
failed to renew with CBS for
next season.

On ‘Kraff-Miner

By BERT BRILLER
A “revolt of the affiliates” in a

last-ditch attempt to stave off - a
slashing of nighttime radio rates
is shaping up. A group of CBS
Radio affiliates has palled a meet-
ing of Columbia outlets to take
place at.- the Hotel Ambassador,
N. Y., July, 1-2, when action is ex-
pected to be taken to “kill the
cut.” }. .

On -the first day the affiliates will

meet alone, with the probabilityj.
they will “cook- up some medicine”**
for the CBS Radio brass to swallow
when they appear before the ses-

sion the following day. Columbia
prexy Frank Stanton, board chair-
man William Paley, CBS' Radio
prexy Adrian Murphy and station

veepee Harry Akerberg are expect-
ed to meet the chain’s affiliates on
July 2,

Idea for the “July 1 and 2 Fire-
works” presumably arose from the
All-Radio Affiliates

1 Committee
meeting May 20-21. At that time
some segments of the radio Indus-
try, particularly station operators,
expressed regret that the ARAC
did not take a stronger stand
against the impending network
nighttime rate axing. The reason
behind the ARAC’s caution was
the committee’s fear that it could
be open to charges of “monopolistic
conspiracy” if '‘it combined to pre-
vent a rate cut.

However, it’s believed that it is

legal for the affiliates of one net-

work to get- together to- press
their case to their own web. It

apparently was felt that CBS affil-

iates should be the first to con-

vene, since that skein seems to be
leading the movement for a “rape
of the rates,” and was the "first to

institute the 15% slicing in 1951.

Stations linked to other networks
may follow suit. Whether affil-

iates conclaves of the other chains

are called will probably depend on
developments at the Columbia pow
wow and industry reactions. How-
ever, there is a strong possibility

that NBC and ABC outlets will also

take the same warpath.

Key Men Sign Up
Among the signers of the call to

the July parley are four members
of ARAC: Kenyon Brown, KWFT,
Wichita Falls, Tex.; John Patt,

WGAR, Cleveland, and WJR, De-
troit; Victor A.’.Sholis, WHAS,
Louisville; and George Storer, of

Storer Broadcasting Corp, Other
signers include WMT, Waterloo,

Iowa; KIRO, Seattle; KTRH, Hous-
ton; WKZO, Kalamazoo, and
WKRC, Cincinnati:

Affiliates committee has been

moving slowly because of the com-
plex legal questions involved. Com-
bining to resist a price cut might

be construed as “illegal combina-

tion” under the antitrust acts.

However, a leading attorney with

heavy experience in both the radiq

and antitrust fields t.old Variety

that, .in his opinion, a resolution

recommending that affiliates refuse

to accept a network rate cut could

be issued. If the resolution were

not binding on the affiliates, and

accepting or refusing a cut were
. rhi

purely a voluntary matter, it would I *
« . . ...

be within the law, the legal eagle
j ^

Columbia^had expenenced a ht-

sport sor for the Godfrey digest

it said, because the star has so

If NBC-TV succeeds in peddling
the Worthington L. (Tony) Miner
hour series for the Wednesday
night 8 to 9 period next season, it

will mark the inauguration of the
web’s “double feature” policy on
back-to-back dramatics, with “Kraft-)

Television Theatre” continuing in

the 9 to 10 segment.

Kraft has already assented to the
deal; since it stands to benefit from
the “Studio Miner” carryover audi
ence. However, two serious stum
bling blocks eXist: (1) as yet no one
has come forward willing to plunk
down $45,000 a week for a dramatic
stanza, and (2) Miner himself is op
posed to the early-evening slotting

of his show. His longtime identi-

fication with ,“Studio One” and his

more serious program formats have
conditioned Miner to a “10 o’clock

scholar type” of audience, while
8 o’clock would also invite a mop-
pet trade.

NBC-TV was hopeful of ’ revers-

ing the parlay by slotting Kraft at

8 and Miner at 9, but Kraft, the
oldest

t
dramatic showcase in TV,

nixed the idea. All of which
throws the -Wednesday S’ to 9 hour
into a state of confusion.

4“ The affiliate stations are new
doing an “I-told-you-so” to their
networks in appraising the “skid
row” status of radio’s major league
talent. For years, they say, they’ve
been beseeching the networks and.
the talent to take their cue from
the film industry and “hit the road”
with name attractions as a means
of heightening their radio marquee
value and combatting the AM
slump. /

This is one phase of activity,

however, in which radio preferred,
for the most part, to “sit it out.”'

With but -few exceptions talent has
refused to travel. In the case of

many of the major stars today. It’*

argued, going on the air has re-
;

duced itself to practically a remote
pickup via transcription, with the
majority -of them taping in advance
so they can keep, a golf or a Palm
Springs weekend date,

The affiliates argue that year in,

year out they've
t
pleaded for an

opportunity to make available their

extensive exploitation facilities and
engineer rome major hometown
hoopla in the hopes of enticing the
stars to “road show” their pro-
grams. Many of them have ex-

pressed a willingness to do an all-

out job, complete with parade.
Mayor-sponsored lunch, speeches,

etc., in return for talent meeting
up with the grassroots populace, ns

in the case of film stars ballyihtf

their product, but invariably

they’ve been rebuffed.

“Had they, agreed to get ac-

quainted with their listeners,

they’d still have sponsors,” was the

way one irate affiliate manager put
it.

Holland Furnace Banks

Godfrey CBS Radio Digest

Holland Furrtace Co. has been
inked by CBS Radio to bankroll

“King Arthur Godfrey and His

Round Table,” Sundays at '5:30
p. m., for the summer. Heating out-

fit will sponsor the show for the

July 13-Oct. 5 span, filling the

hiatus of Kingan Foods. Agency
is Roche, Williams & Cleary, of

NBC Finds Berth

For Jerry Lester
•

The question “what to do with
Jerry Lester?” which has present-

ed a longtime poser for NBC-TV
execs ever since the demise of the

late night “Broadway Open House,”
has been resolved—at least for the
summer. Lester has been pacted
for the new “Saturday Night 'Dance
Party” video showcase, which
preems this week (7) in the 9:30
to 10:3Q slot while “Show of

Shows” lays off for the hot months.
While major accent will be on

rotating the . nation’s top dance
bands (Ray Anthony and Joe Bush-
kin are on the teeoff show), Lester
will have his own niche and gen-
erally integrate himself into the
hour stanza.

Lester recently filed suit against

NBC-TV, charging contract breach
on an automatic renewal clause,

but whether the new Saturday
show takes the web off the litiga-

tion hook remains to be deter-

mined.
While Chesterfield was sponsor-

ing the Sunday evening “Sound
Off” show last season, Lester was
one of the rotating comics. Since
then, he’s been on the sidelines.

Said-

After the recent ARAC meeting,

(Continued on page 38)

affected the show’s

FRIGIDAIRE PICKS UP

GODFREY AM STRIP
Frigidaire is picking up the tab

for the 'first quarter hour, 10-

10:15 a.m., Of the Arthur Godfrey

show on CBS Radio, starting on

Tuesday (10).

Godfrey made the announcement
on his stanza Friday 130). a bit pre-

maturely since the formality of

clearing the stations, hadn’t gone

through. He had said on earlier

broadcasts that he had “persuaded”

Liggett' & Myers that 15 minutes

a day was “sufficient” and they

had obliged by paring down from

a half-hour to a quarter hour daily.

many backers that several potential

spenders had to be rejected, since

they are competitive with products
Godfrey already plugs.

• - M
i!
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Pabst’s Summer Radio

Layoff ou Wed. Fights
Pabst is taking a hiatus on its

WNEW’S ‘POODLE CUT’

FORMULA FOR LONGHAIR
Bill Kaland, program director of

WNEW, N. Y., is wrapping up sev-

eral new shows in the highbrow
category with a “poodle cut” ap-

proach. Idea is to cover cultural

subjects in pops style.

First will be an opera series fea-

turing Jan Peerce, Met opera star,

informally annotating operas
abridged for “quick pacing. Opera
presentation will be sufficiently

straight to draw longhairs, but an
“unstuffy treatment” will be util-Wednesday night fights on CBS

Radl0
.’.J?

ut
:

™th ^nU.l
UiLC

l?.
U S I

ized to hold on to the basic WNEW
audience. Show kicks offpermitting the beer company to

sponsor any of the bouts it con-

siders likely to have a high rating.

CBS is sustaining the series to hold

on to the audience for the brewery,

which resumes sponsorship in Sep-

tember.

Bankroller is continuing to back
the tele edition on CBS-TV. Agen-
cy is Warwick, Sc Legler.

Sun-
day (10).

Kaland will follow this with an-

other musical series, “America for

Sale,” combining a patriotic pitch

with authentic folk ballads. Also
in the works is a “baby sitter” pro-

gram in which children of celebri-

ties will tell their favorite stories

to the moppet set.
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SCHLITZBIAYHOtJSE or
SI!AllS

(A Quarter forW Trowblt)
Wlik Irbae D^incy «ne«e; Richard

ll.yd*, Riehard Robcr, other*
Producer: Edward Lewi*
Director: Hard*
Writer: Olivet Crawford
30 Mins.; Erit» $»*mu.
SCflUXE
CBS-TV, from .Hollywood (film)

(Lennen A Mitchell)

The new “SehUtz Playhouse” se-

ries, which preemed- on CBS-TV
Friday (30), is a marked departure

frolh, the days When the brewery
made its initial prestige-laden J

splash in video with its sponsor-

ship of “Pulitzer Prize Playhouse”

on ABC-TV. In the intervening

two-season span, Schlitz dropped
the Pulitzer .tag, returned with an
impressive Young & Kublcam-pro*
duced* dramatic roster; switched

from a CO to a 30-minute format,

and hi the ^process changed over

to CBS, with Lennon, .&> Mitchell

inheriting the account;
,

1

;

. Now comes a- further drastic

overhaul of its video, programming
fare, with- “Schlitz PlayhohM.
joining the live-to-ftlm .Vanguard.

The new half-hour ,
series; wi)J env-

brace drama, comedy and romance,
;|

and as an added marqUfce adtrad*

tion will utilize the services of pic 1

star Irene Dunne for* the introduc-

tory comments and to sign off the

program. Miss Dunne's “prolpgs,”

which, according to press Releases,

will span “everything- from tragedy

to whimsy,” are intended to estab-

lish tl)e mood for the individual

programs. As such, she’s been as-

signed her own writers and direc-

tors, quite apart from the produc-

tional accoutrements attending the
' regular series,

.

For thd initial program, a detec-

tive drama starring Richard Haydn
and called “A Quarter for Your
Trouble,” Miss Dunne “set the

mobd” via a quickie portrayal qf.- a

gum-chewing clerk in a department
store information bureah. Within
the 90-second to ^wo-minute span

it is Miss Dunne’s duty to put the

audience in condition,, in 'what
amounts to one' of TV’s most ex-

travagant and’ pretentious marquee
come-ons. Bchlitz prefers . to call

it “an innovation, in dramatic pro-

gramming.” The viewer will havfe

his own idea? on .which direction

the innovation. is headed.

Somehow .
the Haydn-starripg

opus gave*t^e same impression of

an overly-contrived, adventure iti

whodunit fantasy. If it was hack-
eyed in plot formula and unimag-
inative in capitalizing on film di-

mensions vs. live, the trademarked
Haydn performance as a depart-

ment store skip.; tracer failed to

f
encrate the desired make-believe,
t was all about the skip tracer' on

the prowl for a deadbeat who turns
out to be a double-dealing dame
who is found murdered. How
Haydn, as a suspect, eventually un-
earths the murderer by turning a
butter ball chewing proclivity into

a weapon of defense and- the vll-.

Iain’s anathema, should have
sparked more chuckles and viewer
interest. Haydn himself directed,
but iii such a way that the dead-’
serious aspects of the mysterioso
and Haydn’s stylized drolleries
seemed to run at cross-purposes.

Rose*

THE FApFy HOWARD SHOW
With Ftppjr Howard, Judy Mil,

Curry Gruber, X4nay Sanders,
“Happy” Rosier, Bill Blur, Carol
Dausht, Sheila Sjfeitli, Gene Ca-
rol; announcer Rob Evans

Producer: Herman Spero
|'Director: Jjb Breslln
30 Mins.; Sat., €:30 p.m.
HAWKINSON HEALERS

ALL ABOUT BARE
With Ruth Crowley
producer: Jules Pewowar
Director: Paul Robinson
Writers: Miss Crowley, Pewowar
30 Mins.; Wed., 11:30 a.m.
Sustaining
WNBQ, Chicago
WNBQ is filling its 11:30 a.m.

half-hour across-the-board with a

block of shows in the homemaker WEWS, Cleveland
how-to-doit vein. The Wednesday. (Lang, - Fisher, Stashawer)
stanza is devofed to infant care. For a low-budget show, this half-

wlth Kptfr ‘Croiyley, a registered hour of western hilly music car*

nurso.iin charge. If .the rest of the ries a powerful 'listener appeal in

strip shapes up as. effective as this an.' area where* folk song and pql-

midweek, venture* it’ll be another kag have surged to popular heights^
feather-ip the caps of the Chi NBC pappy Howard carries the stanza
lads,

; This baby display has the in- with his singing and’ emcee Ap-
gredients to proach based on the lore of the

Format has Miss' Crowley inter- campfire atmosphere of the Double
viewing a mother and demonstrat- Diamond Ranch, Much of the

ing on the latter’s infant the vari- change of atmosphere is realized

ous « 'complex ; >iqgies of modem through the -use of; lights which
child care,* On 'segment Viewed (28) eliminates expensive change
the • fqur-hionths old lad mugged scenery. „ ,

1

like a TV;veteran as the nurse put Guest on the’ evening caught (24)

him through ; his paces, He was was Gene . Carrol], the! . .“Uncle
short on gab hut.lopg on poise. Jake” of’ popular appeal:;. With

Two. questions’ under discussion Happy Howard he did a chorus of

dealt with infant ;sup bathing and I’They Cut Down the Old-,Pine
HiUmbi sucking.,; 3Vfis? i : CpoiVley; Tree.” It made for delightful

;
11s

sechpng as. much, af :, home;’ before' tening. ;

*

the cameras as in
;
a nursery; ;Sj}eUed Members of the Howard, etisem-

out method*^.whe^eb^^ hie also did individual instru-
7 ‘j- . x. a.:*.... T\ .

-• *

ster can. get hi*, natural vitamin D, mental pitches With JUdy Bell of-
The digit ‘ problem was discusSed Bering vqcal . frostings. Program
by Dr. L. Martbi Hardy, assistant closed on religious note with Judy
professor of pediatrics, who mini- ^id Pappy doing “Lady of Fatima.”
mized .the habit. ^ There ' was also a bit of “square
Show, out of the Herbert S. dance” calling that sparkled the

jaufrhan shop; was Smoothly ' pre- stanza. Only dragv apparent
;
In

sented with tophotch lerislng,

:Dave,

GOLD LABEL KOEfND TABLE
With, Dr. L16yd P< Lvokmin; -

riiests .

Producer: Robert England
Director: Jim Eakiris •

30 Mins,; Wed., I;30 p.m.
ACME BEER
KPIX San Francisco

(Dufstilie).

stanza was the overplay- of entire
musical group during their twd
renditions.

pommercials .are well done with
Rob Evans the spieler. Marie*

EARLE PUDNEY SHOW
With pudney, Jerry Coyle, Jim Me

: Cartliy, Red Levy, others
Director: Bill Mulvey
15 Mins.: Tues.. 7:30 p.m.
AMANA FREEZERS

In strung pitch for pre-election WRGB, Schnectady
eyes! land -ears, sponsor brewed a (Goldman,.Walter k Kanna)
dandy format, cinching its sur- An. intimate, unpretentious and
vival^vith services of Dr. Lloyd D. moderately entertaining local orig
Luckjrfiart of City College, ination is this quarter-hour, fea-

Luckinan- hAs.TV savvy unusual ^nng Earle Pudney as pianist-

for : pedant;, ;.#e*s - emceed, other sfn««L with Jerrv • Goyte assisting

pbdai) ‘TV ; shdWsli. knows his way °P- vocals, Jim McCarthy at

-.around' a. public opinion panel. ; brgan, and Pat Di Blase bn

:

- ;As «ie;."SouM;iT«W 4 V *nno'mces

tor hte hosts;, two presidential cam? . J* *
*

ididates or their spokesmen, and ’ Pudney, WGY supervisor of pro-

tosse&; ’em"toUgliies personally pre- auctions, has gained in ease and
pared , and, -posed by grassroots projectionability during four years

em 'toUgliies personally pre.

and- -posed by grassroots . _

Voters. First show (28) had an ?f telecasting He strokes the

'CX-GL.a butcher, a housewife and ivories skillfully for popular tunes,

|

A salesman lighting the fireworks., warbles novelty and
;
children’s

. Politico
v
side, of the table waS srrSotSv wRh

S
Covli -

Warmed by. - Federal Security A’d-

ministrator Oscar Ewing, here
.to: help thd .Edmund iftown (Demo)
J ticket in -California, and Harold Dellvery is a bit choppy in

campaigner with
Volunteers for Elsenhower. Coyle, veteran of radio and night

1IOW TO BE ATTRACTIVE
With Georgia Meredith
15 Mins.; Mon.-Wed.-Fri., 9:15 A.m.
GOLD ARROW STAMPS
WRGB, Schenectady

Georgia Meredith, after seven

months of sustaining, is now .spon-

sored on her thrice-weekly pro-

gram of beautification and health

for women. She has not changed
the format markedly since the pre-

miere, but has added the advertis-

ing assignment, with two spiels.

Last time caught, Mrs. Meredith
integrated a gyest’ in both

.
mes-

sages. Fellow Schenectadian. did
not object; in fact, on the first,

mentioned that the trading Stamps
were seen more in the west than
in this area. Whether it is sound
showmanship and good taste to
encompass guests In commercials
majr be a question. ' Mrs. Meredith
apparently ad libs the plugs—-gen-
erally with Competence, although
with, slight fluffing on one show.

Neat - looking, sweet-mannered,
intelligent gal has a firm grasp of
technique for . physical self-im-
provement, although she sometimes
displays to 'much of the teacher
attitude. Her yoice ,1s clear but
rather tight and high. Surprising
is the willingness of -women to per-
mit searching analyses of their
face, form, skin, hair, etc., on cam-
era. The latest showed a sense of
humor. At times, interviews sp.qnd
as though pre-telecast time had
been insufficient. Lensing on
shifts to closeups, could be sharper.
Names of participating mer-

chants, flashed on screen, seem to
have been confined to western
Massachusetts. Jaco.

Luckman, calm, poised _and
quick-witted, kept the vote-seekers

slalin a‘ controversial stew, -but pre-
vented hot collar flare-ups. Direc-
tor Jim Eaklns, with- ofaily seated
.customers in front of, his lens,, gave,
the sho\V a lively jump with three
-cameras’ racing from long shots to
quick, intimately

.
personalized

closeups, add’ lots of' them;

Short beer commercials won
savory

.
treatment from announcer

Ogden Miles, new here, but wel-
come. With only sing-song opposi-
tion in its time belt, show Should
get big play from voters between
now and November. Dwlt.

Admen to j)elre Into

TV Future at N.Y. Meet
“Television Takes Stock of the

Future” will be discussed at the
morning session of the Advertising
Federation of America’s 48th an-
nual. convention at the Waldorf-
Astoria Hotel. N. Y. t June 11.
Taking part in the kickaround

will be Fred Thrower, CBS-TV
sales v.p.; Walter Craig, Benton
&> Bowles AM-TV topper; Henry
Schachte, of the Borden Co., and
Charles E. Midglcy, Jr., Ted Bates
AM-TV manager, among others,
Eugene Thomas will preside over
the session.

Castro’s Telethon Spots
Bernard E. Karlen, agency for

Castro convertible beds, grabbed
off a package of 20 spots on WNRT,
N.Y., during the Milton Berle tele-
thon for the Damon Runyon cancer
fund, which starts Saturday (7) at
12 noon.

Karlen, whose saturation tech-
nique has made a big dent in the
metropolitan'market for the furni-
ture firm, had 10 spots in the re-
cent Dean Martin-Jerry Lewis tel-
ethon and similarly had 'big
splurges for the relatively simall
spender, on Berle’s previous round-
the-clock cause-cast^

on the bench with Pudney, he is
easy and mellifluous. They regis-
tered best with “Lonesome and
Blue” . on • the premiere telecast;
with a western-folk number on
the second ^hot, “There Is
Friendly Town,” composed by Pud-
ney to spotlight the diamond jub-
ilee of the N. Y. Herald Tribune
Fresh Air. Fund*, of which he is
radio-television chairman, was soft-
ly, tastefully reridered. A brief
comment on vacation project fol-
lowed.

McCarthy has a segment for a
hymn and doubles on accompani-
ment capably. Levy, emcee of late
evening cross-thc-board, features a
dhect, down-to-earth approach
which £ould be cushioned on the
delivery end. Advertising stresses
economical “family budget” - pos-
sible with a freezer. Jaco.

PARS, BIRDIES AND EAGLES
With Danny O’Neil, Johnny Re-

volt** Jackson Bradley, Charles
Nash, Joe Jemsek

Producers: Bill Graffis, Russ Finch
Director: Jim Holmes
30 Mins., Tues., 7:30 p.m.
QUALITY GROUP
WBKB, Chicago
Although obviously put together

with a minimum of preparation,
this half-hour weekly golf lesson
looks certain to score well with
the pillchasing set. There are few
frills, but a lot of golf info un-
veiled.

•Meaty part of the session seen
(27) was provided by golf pros
Johnny Revolta and Jackson Brad-
ley. In answer to viewers’ ques-
tions spieled off by host Danny
O’Neil, the pair demonstrated the
proper techniques of the game.
Aided by some fine closeup camera
work, the swing lessons were neatly
showcased. O’Neil, a glib emcee,
kept this segment tripping along
at a good pace.
Tempo slowed to a walk, :how-

ever, when the two sponsors,
Charles Nash and Joe Jemsek, took
over to discuss questions about
rules, and to plug their three golf
courses. They should confine their
activity to 'signing the checks.

Dave*

MHH4M f M 4+44+M M M M 44444HH
Jack Benny’s sixth and exit ahoy

of the ’51-’52 season, 'though’lackr

ing the ingredients.' which - distin-

guished most of his previous^ ef-

forts ,in. Lucky Strike’s T-30 to 8

>.m; Suhday. slot vacated by .

?Ttus

„s Show Business” for the comic’s

CBS-TV expimtfons, was a good
bbwouf ’ with, some' hilarious * mo-
ments,’ IWhile , in iio class with the.

sterling .convedy
.
that marked at

least. a
;

couple of his Sabbath out-

ings, When viewed as an independ-
ent, isolated segment, it added up
to a creditable score.

Thome • “this, time was Benny’s
prebpifig for his British appear-
ahcesjaie and Dennis, Day start

at the Palladium in' London on
June 16 for three frames and t)bten

do Single weeks in Liverpool- and

iJBeniia nunjc| .ucnuump y

ny apartmehi? pie^meidi in,

ing: the hpusehold the

virtuoso had borrowed ‘all Mason,
Some good) byplay developed ;h«re

with the ifid of . Rochester’ ifid Don
Wilson, • .<aid'>. ’;ti»ere • were ,a , fey
laugh-productive ,incidents inVhlv^
ing; Benny’s : getting hi«F overseas
shots frjom a medico. "

The real Benny with the Benny
brand ‘of .superlative timing
emerged in the’ :

on» official sklt>.

raising yocks for the latter half.

Three ’ feiiimtes,' dressed' in 'old-

fashioned graduation gowns com-
plete

; unto silk sashes, were subr
itted.by an agent and Bendy au-

_tioned them, as possible material
for giLondon, Trio, . called the
Landrew? Sisters,’ went through

-j series of ripostes with Benny
that Would have been ordinary
with most comics. For the finale;

the gals—one of them a dumpy
fatso-~Smashed ovcr a mock, hokey
arrangement of '‘Did You Ever See
A Dream Walking?”;that had Ben-
ny ga-gi, Thfeesome Consisted of
Iris Adreatb, Muriel Lahdres and
June Eatile with deadpan Hal
March cast.as the percenter'..

The adept. .Sportsmen ..Quartet,
Beriny regulars, wjere in their usiyd
fine form midway via a ?Bye, Bye,
Benny” special Which segued into
a plug .with the :comic participat-
ing. Mel Blanc

,

did the. usual par-
rot voice in show’s forepart.

Trau.

*:
s 5 hne color-

atura, but production bogged down
the sequence:
The only act to register impor-

tantly was the .Harmonica Rascals
with Johnny Dtijeo doing a win-
some Job. PuleO; howe.yeri was lost
ih the “Blood 4on' the WAter” com-

f
dy b*llfctv Sf eve&thing ei?e

in that episode, . i
,

• Jose.
> Ij-.V : ^

Spike’ Jopes and^hfe’ musical
menagerie 'stampeded*; thouch
NBC-tvV "AllrS^^e" sStSr-
day night. (31) fob ^typical “City
Slickers” tonr dccWiS^That thS
bedlam only generated an. occa-
sional chuckle

;
%cAuse of

lack pf energy ;«K-W<i^r.Rather
it Wks .the •mlscalcqiailoh that such
djiyerM. Items as Swiss ^bellringcrs,
an ^brp turn; Li.bergce, and an as-
sor^ihent ’ qf the’ itapdard Jones’
musical 1 mayhem* could be jelled
into % satisfactory

^
video potpourri.

To be sure, some of the elements
were effective in. themselves, but
tile overall- effect WaS choppy and
hectic. '

.

<

> For r this go, the regular com-
pany rounded out with guest-
ers “Liberace; comics Lenny Kent
and Jim Backus; Sheppard Bros.,
Swiss bellringers, . and the Hustrei
Sisters, trapeze' Jict, With the ex-
ception of Liberace, who took ovei
for a fullsome and legit keyboard-
ing of “Ritual Fire .Dance” and
later, with brother George accom-
panying, a pleasantly low-geared

rvocal job on “September Song,”
the others were used as fillers be-
tween’ the

.
band’s “production”

numbers.
“City Slickers” were put

through the]r plumbers' catalog
which because of ‘ familiarity
seemed a bit dogeared. There was
the stock disk click medley with
“Chloe,” “Holiday For Strings”
and “Two Front Teeth.” Windup
demonstration was a new mangling
of; the “Poet and Peasant Over-
ture! which had some .good mo-
ments of horseplay.
Featured singer Helen Grayco

was given a straightforward and
neatly mounted insert for her war-
bling of “Kiss of Fire,” one of the
high spots. -

. Dave.

Lee Tracy, -who., replaced Lloyd
Nolan .in the title foie of “Martin
Kane, Private Eye,” via NBC-TV
Thursday "(29) was not- too 'impres-
sive in, jdebuting as the Bawksfinw.
HoWever^ his

f
audience: .- impact

should^ ]mprove in subsequent pro-
grams ap viewers become ' abcilfc-

tomed'-tb him as “Bane” -and as h.e
himself becomes attuned to the re-
quirements of the part.
Moving into the “Kane” berth on

a thre'e-yekr pact, Tracy unfortu**
nately had one. of those routine
“crime-on-the-waterfront” metiers
as a vehicle. The Paul Dudley
script concerned an honest long**
shoreman wsongiy accused of mur-
dering a crooked hiring boss. Tracy
springs him from a rap when he
succeeds in getting an eyewitness
to identify the actual killer.
Most of. the. yam, and particu-

larly the climax, had a contrived,
stagey effect which neither the east

F
'

ran ;̂ Bums’ direction was
able to overcome. Phil Kenneally,
June Dayton and King Calder,
among others, rounded out the sup-
porting cast. Physical backgrounds
were good. U. S. Tobacco bankrolls
..the airer for its Old Briar and
Dill s best tobacco as well as Sano
and Encore cigarets. They're lib-
erally plugged. dilb.

'

With most of the year-round
regulars having completed their
missions on the “Colgate Comedy
Hour; this stanza has been forced
to take chances with a host of
na

PJ
es,

«.
Previous week

» Ben Blue
paid off handsomely and there was
every reason to believe that Herb
Shriner, heading a package that
included Lily Pons and the Borrah
Minevitch Harmonica Rascals,
would give the segment an end of
the season hypo. Shriner has been
hitting a high stride on radio, par-
ticularly on “The Big Show.” He
was figured to pay off here. Unfor-
tunately he didn’t.
The individual acts were good,;

but productionwise,' they did not
shape up too well. Camerawork
was faulty, routines were spotty
and there wasn’t a good overall
conception of what a Shriner show
should be like., Shriner’s Hoosler-

l
sm

!, J

s
,
Qund<id Kood in spots. Those

he did weren’t his^best, and he
seemed so anxious to please that
the subtleties in his humor- were
frequently lost. There was little
Integration with the rest of the
acts.

Miss Pons was presented In * amanner that wag so standard that
(A* w«» used to little advantage.
She did the Bell Song” - from

“The Fortune Hunter,” 1909 hit
which Was the seventh entry on
WOR-TY’s “Broadway TV Thea-
tre,” picked up the pace of the

‘

series’ recent offerings.
.
The ve-

hicle is dated and almost every
major plot turn is telegraphed,
but it’s a story that has some
charrfi. Romantic comedy deals
with -a young New York socialite
who finds himself without money
and who launches a campaign to
v/in the daughter of *a small-town
banker. To do this he has to pose
as a non-gambling, ‘ non-swearing
teetotaler. . However, the long
months of

,

doing good, helping
others and eschewing vice make
him enjoy the path of virtue, and
he finds happmess not with the
heiress but with a poor girl he has
helped. .

There’s good material for -com-
edy here, and ,it could have regis-
tered potently under skillful adap-
tation. However, presented in its

original form and with an .uneven
direction, the old iegiter didn’t
carry the impact it could have. In
some scenes the director’s point of
view wasn’t clear. Nevertheless,
the play held Interest and had sev-
eral good moments.

Peter Cookson as the fortune-
hunter and William Post, Jr., as his
advisor Were Adequate. Helen
Baron did a neat job as the heiress
and Ann Flood was appealing as

[.the ingenue. Orson Bean, who
reminds of Wally Cox (but without
the latter’s patl\etic quality) and
who is showing versatility in
comic roles, was an amusing feager-
for-love rustic. . Others In the cast
were Wendy Drew, Martin Kings-
ley, W. O. McWaters, Seth Arnold,
Burton Mallory and Erik Rhodes.
Commercials for General Tire were
handled, as usual, by Rex Marshall,
with Bill Lazar spieling for Cava-
lier. Bril.

“Philco Television
.
Playhouse”

tried the comedy-farce route last

Sunday (1) and .came through with
a plus job on Robert Alan Aur-
thur’s “A Man’s Game” in the NBC
slottihg. Timely and provocative
yarn had scout Vinton Hayworth
of the Philadelphia Phillies down
at an Alabama farm looking over
a catching prospect and .instead
running into the lad’s sister, Pa-
tricia Benoit, a pitcher with daz-
zling speed and more screwballs
than Carl Hubbell. The events,
from spring training to the open-
ing game, : turned on the fact of a

femme beihg the hope of a ball

club that had won the pennant the
previous season 0L9JM)).

Pace changed fr.om comedy t®

farce to orthodox serioso stuff with

(Continued on page 38)
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In radio and television, the gears are best, co-

ordinated when the buyer is brought together with

the seller by an elective, convincing medium.

Variety’s forthcoming 7th Annual Radio and Tele-

vision PREVIEW AND PREVIEW’, of the new

l952-’53 season, published soon, is such a

medium.

Summer is program-planning time by sponsors,

’. advertising agencies and their time . and talent-

•*»»yers.* .That is. when a ; direct memorandum to

-•i.

them, telling of a particular talent, program or

station time availability is most effective.

Variety’s Radio and Television ‘REVIEW AND
PREVIEW’ edition is blueprinted as radio and

video’s buying guide for the hew season. Its im-

portant editorial content, plus Variejty’s wide cir-

culation in all brahches of the radio and TV indus-

try, insure the extra importance of the ‘REVIEW
AND PREVIEW’issue,

Send Your Advertising Space Reservation to

NEW YORK 36,
154 Vest 46th Street

i i * ,
•

CHICAGO 11,

612 No. Michigan Avenue

H<5lXYWOOD 28,
6311 Yucca Street

LONDON, WC 2
8 St, Martin’s Place

Trafalgar Sq.
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WALK A
Wik Wli EMM, eh***;

Paul, -Mm* " Lawrence; niwMiiMH
era; Peter Van Steeden orch

Producer: Wendell Adam*
Director: Arlene Lmray
Writer*:. Bob and Keith Quigley
30 Mina.; Mon., 10 p.m,
R. J. REYNOLDS
CBS, from New York

(Esty)

RAILROAD HOUR
With Gordon M»cBae, .

Dorothy
; "Warehahjold, J. M. Kerrigan
Producer: Murray Bolen
Writers: Jerome Lawrence, Rob-

ert E. Lee
30 Mins.; Mon., 8 p.m. _ .

'

ASSN. AMERICAN RAILROADS
NBC, from Hollywood

(Benton & Boioles)

“The Railroad Hour” launched

DORIS DAX SHOW
. , I

WH
ffif,.f?M

W
r- - t

With Roy Rowan, announcer? guest* With Eleanor Rooaereit, guest

(Goldstein. David I
Producer: M. S. Novlk
15 Min.; Mon., 1 p.m,

••Walk a Mile," which preened its s«Ih™e^??ra“*J“
0^ay ®

erivMonday (2), proved a surprisingly a trifle, that can pr
T
°
t

pe^
amusing quizzer. The emphasis is termed hot weather fare.

Jt
was

•on the contestants,' and a couple of the series seco^^
those on the initialer got some at offering original plays with mu
yocks. The first participant, a the cold weather

photographer, told how he fixed a

kitchen table, which cost $24, by
buying tools that set him back
$86. The table is now in tiptop

shape, he said, “only it rocks a

little.” He added, deadpan, “it's

not my fault — the floor isn't

straight.” Some of the photog's

lines were so; neatly turned, and
timed, it’s hard to believe the
whole thing wasn't scripted and re-

hearsed. At any rate,’ it made
good air fare.

Another guest, the fourth and
last, was a ' school teacher who
similarly had some effective cracks.
Asked what she is looking for in
a man, she replied, “A husband.”

sic (during the cold

months “The Railroad Hour,”

which, incidentally only runs 30

minutes, rehashes old musicome-
dies and operettas) and it’ll prob-

ably meet with so-so success. It’s

pleasant if not inspiring and won’t

make anybody angry. .

Opening show, tagged “The
Minstrel Boy,” highlighted the life

of' Irish songwriter Tom Moore.
Script, i penned by Jerome Law-
rence and Robert E. Lee, was
lightweight affair that left enough
room for song interjection. And
the Irish airs came in often enough
to make the stanza quietly appeal-

ing.
Gordon MacRae got lost in

Writer*: Jesse
Gregory

Director: Sam Bierce
producer: Marty Melcher
30 Mins.; Sun., *7:30 p.m.

REXALL DRUG CO.
CBS, from Hollywood

(BBD&O) .

;The “Doris Day Show,” which

was launched as a sustainer in

March in a Friday night slot, has

been* switched to Sunday evenings

along with Rexall Drugs picking

VIM STORES
WLIB, N. Y. .

(Fredewch-Clinton)

The versatile Walter White, exec

secretary for the National Assn,

for Advancement of Colored Peo-
.pie (NAACP), now adds radio to

l.his manifold activities, with thi$

new weekly quarter-hour airer. A
combination news commentary and
interview program, the session is

to he devoted weekly to some an-

gle in

US BROWNS
With Charlotte Maiisou and Dick
Brown

Producers; Mausou A Brown
Director: Warreu Somerville
30 Mins.; Mon.-Fri., 4' p.m.
Sustaining * .

WJZ, NeW York
Latest Mr.-and-Mrs. entry, a

change of pace frorq the usual
spouse, show in that it'* aired at

tea time instead of ' breakfast,

shows promise. The couple is Dick
Brown, who was singing star on
“Stop the Music” for four years,

and, Charlotte Manson* who has

been femme
. lead o*v such radio

dramas as “Kings Ww,fi “Guiding

Other prize-seekers weren’t up to heavy Irish brogue ^saying the

the intelligence or wit of these £
ole Mooirp- He J kJ^self,

two,' and one giggly' Southern belle however,

slowed the pace considerably, which were belted out with charm.

Quizmaster Win Elliot generally Dorothy Warenskjold, who P^cd
did a sock job, avoiding conde- the part of Mrs. Moore, was o.k. in

scension, but he shouldn’t have thesping chore and excellent in

used a falsetto when gabbing with $he warbling department, J. M.

the ever-present battle for

up the tab for this series. Show s human rights, with a distinguished

format, however, is intact, remain- guest serving. to aid White in his

ing a bright song_. session inter- program. •

rupted by a not-so-bright brand of
>
^ging. by the opener Lighr and -'Road ol Life" in addi-

chatter. The scripters are obviously
simple^program oiv ah important ^on other freelance AM and TV

straining their cranial muscles in plane, quiet, dignified and im- thesping. They know their way

trying to come up with something pressive. Opener was a little gen- around a mike.

snappy but the' show would be «gj ™rth whui: whjte On the preem Monday (2) they

better off with straight introes. speaks clearly and Well, winning a bung up their credo: to gab as

In line With the show’s double listener’s sympathy.
.
He’s a little “average folks whose business

guestar policy, both Ronald Reagan too serious and pedantic-sounding, happens' to be the star-dusted field
and Bob Crosby joined Miss Day at times, but is always interesting f tGlevic.imi „ Th ...

in the vocals, and the palaver. Miss and effective.
of radio and television. They did

Day, as usual; registered neatly white started otf the airer by not #°

'

inp0 *be show blz asPects

"with her chirping of
.

such numbers 5aying the series would deal with too much, although they said they
as. “Who Who Who,” “Be Any- human rights, in manifestations will chat aboht celebs from their
thing But Be Mine

^
And Lullaby showing up 'the current week. He “wkstatfe ^contacts with th<»m »»

of Broadway.” Crosby hit with a sai<j the issue of human rights
backstage . contacts with them.

rhythm number While Reagan wouldn’t be kept out of the com- Kickoff chatter included items

plugged his upcoming- film, “The ing .^elections, as some people such as the fact their home is near
Winning Team,”, with some gab and hoped. He referred briefly to -the noisy Queens midtown tunnel
warbling, of a couple of tunes from “anti” 'remarks or activities the which necessitates a studio origi-
the pic along with Day and Crosby, past week, in the Senate and nation for them; they’ll avoid con-
* Plugs for the drug sponsor ac- House, and in various localities, troversial subjects “except when
cented a dieting product,

^
Roy Then h£ got down to a specific they come up natufally,” and

a contestant answers a per
fectly obvious query such aa “what
city is called the Windy City?”

Stanza got somewhat over-com-
mercial in giving a cartoi^of the
smdkes for every correct answer,
frequent mention of the Camel
Jackpot, the format of having each
participant try to “walk a mile,”
etc, Bril.

to the. War Is Gone,” “The "Last
Rose of Summer” ahd “Believe Me
If All Those Endearing Young
Charms” were tastefully presented'

|

by musical director Carmen Dra-
gon. Gros.

wuc“ W1U1 TfprrwT lprVf an authentic aural centea a dieting product, rioy Then he got down to a specific they come up naturally,” and
the Southern lass. He also annoys

n̂
e
t

r
„
rl

f
an

,hp v„rn .s t arrator Rowan handling the copy in hard- talk with his guest, who for the Brown felt frustrated when “Stop

whIS a
U
co?testan;

e

answers
Pl
a
U
Deri Such tunes^'The Mnsteel Boy Sitting style, '

. Hern, .opener was Eleanor Roosevelt. the Music” stopped the music mwnen a contestant answers a per , ,, ^— „ lirm_ Her recent visit t0 India, Pakis- the middle of his vocals.

bi v i
tan and elsewhere served as focal Pair projected nicely, although

Radio Followup

4 4 4 4 4 44 -4 f I HHiH
i

Apparently none of New York’s

point for the discussion on human hubby, sounded smartalecky in at-

rights, mainly revolving around tempt at humor. Lin ejs.. such as
the Point Fbur program. Hero “Is that an engineer?” on “Don’t
was the brightest part of the airer; tell me a Mr. and Mrs. show isn’t

Mrs. Roosevelt is so full of vitali- an original idea” had a ^snide ring.

citv^Tcker* veneer has rubbed off ty, spirit and goodwill, as to be Femme had a mote* dowri-to-earth

onNBC’s “Grand Ole Opry” troupe, utterly infectious.
.
Mrs. Roosevelt attitude. B/own warbled a couple

... • - .r _ . . ^ -j? Curtain -Time and

MEET ME AT- MELTON’S
With Ina Bradley, James Melton, .... .

, , ,

1 Philip Langner; Mike Merrill, lt3 ^tlal Gotham-based broad- couldn’t get all her points and im- of tunes,
I

^ f - - . « I rvv*nooiAvi r» cfora/i in rnn n+ fimA I F\aa

ever, the numbers might he inte-

grated into, the gab with more sig-

nificance. * Bril.

cast (trouoe srenerallv airs from P^essions stated in the brief time “How Deep Is the Ocean,” backed

homegrmmds' in Nashvme) on Sat- allotted; apparently 15 minutes is by a piano, to good effect^ How-
urday (31), the “Opry” continued t°? s^ort f°r this type of airer.

in the same cornbelt trough that it I{^
t

p
rvi^Y^ ^

nd gue^ff JJ!1

®re

M gv«^ ivo
U S*riCS' 5nceptton stofde.^blu time.

8

W Wlth Red Foley at. -the helm, the news^disrassioS^pro^iim,’ of^m-
from James Melton’s old auto mu- portance to the community.
seum in Norwalk, is potentially it. ivrtX"

Bron.
Right how the half-hour is a rJS n

hut Melton has talccil A Pc&rl) ftlld the country nielo
sustainer, out Melton nas taxen.a

dieg ,iendejpcd by Foley and the
|
SOHIO REPORTER

announcer
Producer: 'Merrill
30 Mins.; Sat., 11:30 a,m.
WICC, Bridgeport ^

Concentration of celebs in Con-
I nectiqut’s Fairfield County is a long
.oyedue peg for an air show. “Meet
‘Me at Melton’s,” remoted by WICC

•nersonal interest in the nrolect and aies renaereu oy xoiey anu uie oumu jnjc,jrvn,x

f8
r
br“ging in wrlters

P
from his Jordanaires, a Vocal combo, was With BUI Tompkins, Gene Martin

NBO-TV show to work on the Pegged strictly, for hinterland 10 Mins.; Mon.-thru-FH., 7:45 a.m.NBC-TV show to work on the
rWICC session, which should, of
course, pay dividends promoting
the museum b.o.

Ina Bradley, one. of the area’s
most competent gals-about, is a

Th* for*me«t notlomH «n«l lo<al first-rate choice as hostess. She
«dv*rtU*rt w«* WEVD y**ir «ft*r knows how to talk to people and
y*or to r*och tho vait

Reasons Why

and 6:15 p.m.
SOHIO
WTAM, Cleveland

( McCann-Erickson

)

The news voice of the Standard

Jewish, Market,

of Metropolitan Hew York

1. Top adult programming
2. Strong awdi*nco impact
3. Inhoront lUtonor loyalty

4. Patontlal buying pawor

S*nd far a copy of

‘WHO’S WHO OH WEVD’
H*nry Gr*«nfi*ld, Man. Dir.

WEVD, 117-119 Wo*t 44th

Now York 34

tastes.
- However, the New York

studio and greeted each stint with
the same enthusiasm as the Nash-
ville locals, leading at least one
reviewer to suspect that the studio
was jammed with out-of-towners. ^ ~ e . , . ,

-

. . . , . -- igt-D
featured guest singer blankets the state through a daily

is extremely easy to . take herself. Rosalie Allen who filled her assign- double dose of factual hard hmini
With her on the teeoff broadcast ment capably with twangy work- broadcasts is roundhic rnff cnc vS?
were Melton himself, Philip Lang- overs of “Ding Dong Polka” and under the format tl^t S ^o/bUIner of the nearby. Westport Coun- One and One Is Two, My Baby.” Tomnkins dnirttrth*

*

try Playhouse, which will soon be The “Opry” will originate in New writing one sh^ with e
k
Mar

d

opening its strawhat season, and York throughout the troupe’s en- ^rumfi one snow wlth ^ene Mar"

a member of the Golden Age Club, gagement at the Hotel Astor Roof,
an interesting a.k. group in the vi-

'

Gros .

cinity.

The museum theme is plugged
|

Meredith Willson has moved his

5j0 COPIES
3c par Pag* par Copy

Scatfarlot, TV Ploy*, Dlalogaai
Cattlog ConHaalHot Baoatifally

Frocaisad by Coart Stoaographar

SANSOM — BE 3-3381
154 Natsaa St.. Haw York 39, N. Y.

RADIO MUSIC QUIZ

Who does the music for “Top
Guy”—ABC Wed. at 8:00 p.m.

SEE FAGE 3t

by stressing a different antique car Hollywood-originated NBC “Music scenG and
each 'week, with contemporary Room” from 10:35 p.m. Wednesday coraSrateVe ^w, o?OhS ..

4^
songs. There’s a coloring contest over to the 8 p.m. Sunday niche Hdhhf nto «fftr iiiVAc Ihuniinhnr.nnn rl wi r>r.y« ...n.tnU L.. tn.il iOCHI llQDIXS lUlO a lU-minUte

neces-

38)

tin writing the other. The duo
offer a boiled down, yet complete
digest of the events of the day. To
adequately cover the happenings in
fact-packed and changing world

r. for the juves. Announcer-producer summer-vacated by the Phil Harris- Sewpaat witb
St. Mike Merrill wraps it all up effec- Alice Faye show. It should grab a

newca
f
p w'th commercials,

tlvely^. ' Elem. healthy chunk of listeners in the (Continued on page 3

FOR RENT
Charming room,, itowly docoratod in

profotiional woman'* boaufiful mld-

town apartm«nt—$45 m«.

Poton - $U 7-0300

Profitable TV Audience

exclusive with

WGALTV
LANCASTER, PENNA

Qf'lv TV n • - onl , T \

. * C) *
• O n ... i

•> this lafQ"

h P .
. n s v I ^ u M i a mcirk‘“ f

Represented hy

ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
New York Cos Angeles San Francisco Chicago

qreamtime half-hour. Maestro per-
sonality is underwritten by RCA
Victor, for which plugs are neatly
contrived by the w.k. choralier
enunciators, “Talking People” (4),
and supported, by newshawk Ken-
neth Banghart in a two-way hook-
up between both coasts. For In-
itialer (1), latter was cut In from
Washington (he operates the straw-
hatter in nearby Olney, Md.).

Willson gravitated slickly be-
tween deejayed pop tunes and long-
hair. A prime model ,of the Victor
poppery was Hoagy Carmichael’s
“Watermelon Weather,” piped nif-
tily by Perry Como and Pfc. Eddie
Fisher with backing of the Mitchell
Ayres orch. For change of pace,
Willson introed his Victor etching
of “The Unseen Rider,” inspira-
tional religioso-type piece that
seems headed for rides.
The classical pattern was pro-

vided by the running “mystery
masterpiece” for listener identifi-
cation. Carried over were snatches
from Cesar Franck’s D Minor Sym-
phony. But what really sold here
Was Willson’s boffo reading of five
winning letters (for Victor album
prizes) descriptive of what the
music conjured up in their minds.
He might discover himself reviving
the reading of poetic prose on
radio.
On the pop instrumental side, the

entry was “Blacksmith Blues,”
belted over in strident fashion by
Ralph Flanagan’s orch and showing
off the rhythm section. After pre-
senting a long ‘passage from a new
“mystery masterpiece,” Willson &
Co. wound with theme, “May the
Good Lord "Bless and Keep You,”

|

each doing a lyric in turn. Tne half-
hour passed swiftly. Trau.

Your Top TV
Sales opportunity

Wilmington, Del
' • Tiari.-') w h ' c 1 > n - r q h • s

*

•n-
; 3 • r •onuK m' • h • • t

r
.

o c 'vh”’ o a n y

ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
N ' .V V -. . y s •- t . -
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Unu$uaV*fca&~ of a Sponsor can-

celling the ftnfal thow of the series

to prevent* thio* cist from making
Its adieusand revealing the pro-
gram was going off the air oc-

curred iaslt .week with “Studs
Place” on WeNR-TV. The W. F.
McLaughlin Coffee Co., which has
been bankrolling' the show for the
past two BeakonaJ ordered the final

stanza axed/A ffew minutes before
air time- ao aa^ot^ to be identified

with the .cip^iijpg. of the popular
series.

Tipoff.as to the loyal audience
“Studs Placed ; had built tip came
the previous week when the story
line in the situation format hinted
that- the. , Aythical neighborhood
eatery wag' to shut'down. Sponsor
was barraged with protest mail.
So rather, than be tabbed' further
as the villain in the. piece, the cof-
fee outfit announced it wanted no
part of the “goodby” finale.
After the’ usual “due to circum-

stances beyond our control" an-
nouncement of the 'non-appearance
of the show in-.ita Thursday’ night
9:30 spot, the 23 lines into WENR-
TV's switchboard Were immedi-
ately clogged with “how* come?”
calls.

HEALTH FOUNDATION

PREPS FDR VIDEO, TOO
The Health Information Founda-

tion, which pteems its .new weekly-
radio series, *'$our Key to Health,"*

on NBC this Saturday (7) in the
3:45 to 8 p.m, slot, is^ also' blue-

printing. an ambitious film series,

for TV,, scheduled to tee off in the
fall. As with “Key to Health *
which will star Jane Froman, and
previous .Foundation series on ra-

dio, the TV series will explore the

progress made in health, medicine
and science and strive for fresh
documentary - dramatic - report-
age techniques Via video.
Radio show preeming this Week

will have Ben Grauer .giving the
weekly news in the field in addi-
tion to Miss Froman’s. recounting
of the- human interest -aspects.
Wade Arnold will produce, with
Fred Weihe. directing.

Cues No Folicy Changes,

Sez Mgr4 Derides Rumors
, . New.Raven, June 31.

Recent- shaving of the staff at
WAVZ/ local station, which won Va-
riety's Showmanagement Award in
1951 for -its emphasis on a “newspa-
peiM>nUie-alr; ' policy, has brought
recurrent rumors. Those range from
an assertion that the station was
abandoning the newspaper angle
and becoming jUst another disk
jockey outlet, to a claim that the
move represented the .handwriting
on the wall from a financial stand-
point* .

.

5.-.
•

To clarify • the picture/ general
manager Daniel W. Kops told Va-
riety that the rumors had no basis
in fact. There was even an impli-
cation that the misinformation
might have been generated by,
parties wishing to place the sta-
tion in an unfavorable light in re-
spect to an application for a TV
license. ' •

•*

According to Kops, the personnel
shaving has been for the purpose
of developing a more flexible, com-
pact staff. Experimentation has
pointed up the difficulty of unearth-
ing combined mike personality and
news handling talent at a moderate
salary figure. Policy changeover, is

bringing in a smaller staff, of ex-
panded individual versatility, at

upped salaries, Hence the move is

not a strict^ dollars-and-cents
economy step,’ as the payroll will

be approximately the same as here-
tofore.

Technique Switch
As to slashing newspaper-of-the-

air emphasis, Kops -declared that
WAVZ- will maintain, and even ex-
pand, its present policy of edi-

torial campaigning, which was
largely responsible for its winning
the Showmanagement Award.
Newswise, changes will be primari-

ly in technique rather than a re-

duction In emphasis.
After almost- three years of ex-

perimenting, „ the, station finds bet-

ter response by reducing the length
of individual broadcast periods.

Also, the operation has brought out
the fact that, a station, like a news-
paper, must have something more
than just news and editorials. To
be complete, the program must also

include the equivalent of comic
strips and other features. Conse-
quently, the changing policy at

WAV2T is attempting to build up
the segments in -between newscast-
ing on as dynamic a level as the

news angle itself. Results to date

indicate that’ the station is on the

right traric in this-respect.
Regarding .

• the future of inde

pendent daytime radio stations in

general
>
and WAVZ in particular,

Koj>* states that he only wishes he
’ could have as much confidence in

the future of video as. he now has

in what lies ahead for radio.

Skelton’s Breach Rap
Hollywood, June 3.

Red Skelton is being sued jfor

breach of “implied contract”

and wrongful appropriation of a

literary
.
'property /by Leonard . T.

Galezio in Superior Court.
'

Latter asks $3,500, charging he
submitted a skit using “Skelton's
rejuyenizer” gimmick, and that re-
ceipt was acknowledged and taa-?

terlal used. But It's, contended
Skelton didn’t pay and ignored de-
mands for compensation.

Nitron’# Disk Jockeys
f

Get Mutual Showcase
Plough, Inc. is launching a new

ahow on . WOR, N. Y.,. specially
created for the, makers of St. Jo-
seph Aspirin by the Mutual out-
let, Airer will feature disk jockeys
from all over the country, present-
ing theirh typical shows in a 75-
mihute stanza, Saturdays, at 2:30
p.m., starting June U.

First platter spinner will be Gil-

Henry, of KING, Seattle. He’ll be
followed on June 14 by Ed Hurst,
of WREN, Philadelphia.

Gets Sponsor Via WOV
.Liebmann breweries is picking

up the* tab on WOV, N. Y,
f
for a

series of special broadcasts taped
at Sugar Ray Robinson’s training
camp at Pompton Lakes, N. J. ’ In-

terviews with the fighter, celebs and
sports authorities

. are being han-
dled by Ralph Cooper and inserted
into his twice nightly broadcasts
(9:30 p. m. and 12:30 a. m.)‘ until

Robinson’s June 23 try fgrJoey
Maxim's light-heavyweight crown.

This is the second time that

WQV and Liebman have aired Rob-
inson's training stints, the first be-

ing before- the -bout with Randy
Turpin last August,

Detroit —-, Jack Surrell, pianist
and former band leader, has been
added to WXYZ’s roster of disk
jockeys:

-
' In addition to spinning

records, he will entertain with his
own piano stylings.-

>4-

Gets Honorary Degree

From Lincdi Univ.
Philadelphia, June 3.

Lincoln University honored
Benedict Gimbel, Jr„ president
and general ” manager of ’ WIP,
Philadelphia,, and a.director of the
Mutual Broadcasting ' System, at

commencement exercises held to-

day (3)’’ on the -University campus
near Oxford, Pa.
He was one of seven persons do

receive honorary degrees during
exercises marking .the 98th com-
mencement at the University, pr.
Horace Mann Bond, president of

the University, conferred upon1 him
the degree of Doctor of Human,
Letters. * >

.
Gimbel, who attended Central

High School, Philadelphia, com-
pleted his secondary education at
Thorpe School, Stanford, Conn,,
and La Villa, Lausanne, Switzer-
land, he entered the Unlv, of

Pennsylvania’s • Wharton - School,
but his studies were interrupted
when lie joined the . Army (n

World War I, returning to. the U.
of P, and

N
graduating. In 1922

Gimbel Bros, bought WIP and in

the early 30’s Gimbel became its

president.

St. Louis, June 3,

Having won a joust withthe CBS
network before the FCC, William
R. Schneider,

,
local barrister, who

is seeking the Republican capdl-
date for President, is going to grab
as much time on the net as 'other
candidates for campaign spiels.
Last week the FCC ruled, that CBS,
under the law, is required “that’*1

Mr, Schneider be afforded equal
opportunities to those given other
presidential candidates to use the
facilities of your station,'

1 FCC
also held that under the law sta-
tions cannot decide for themselves
what the practical chances are for
a candidate’s nomination or ^ elec-
tion.

Schneider, in his suit filed in the
Federal Court, asserted the CBS
net* was trying to depreciate him
as “a complete nonentity," He en-
tered the New Hampshire and Ore-
gon Republican primaries and at
one point in the latter, count he
had received 345 votes to 130,008
for Gen. Eisenhower. He made sev-
eral radio addresses during the pri-
maries and Said he entered the.,

race to air his views on controvert
sial'matters over the air,

Schneider, after the FCC edict/

stated he “most certainly will”

take all the time the net will allot

him and said he la- particularly
Interested in appearing On two
Weekly network shows in Which
major candidates are given time

u

High Man On

the ARB
THE AL ROSS SHOW

6:00 to 9:30 A.M* Monday Thru Saturday

-Fort Worth — Texas Christian

University’s School of Fine Arts
will produce three 30 minute TV
shows on WFAA-TV* Dallas* this

summer.

ARB* COMPARATIVE
FIGURES ON TOTAL'
FAMILY LISTENERS

I

0 0 0 0
• 9 9 9
• 9 « •too#
0 • 9 0

I « I «CEO 0 0 9 9
L* 9 9 # |

« # • <
V • o « •
' • 4 9 9
9 t O 9 <

22,751 FomHift

15,378 Families

4,317 Families

4,214 Families

35% More Family

Listeners On WBAL^
Than 2nd .Closest Station

• Total Area AJtJt, 7AM-9AM, Ott.-Kov, 19S1

The chart at the left tells

thc-story. Survey after sur-

vey shows Al Ross way out

front inwall morning pro-

grams.. American Research

Bureau proves' the Al Ross

^sHow gives you at least

3S% more* Families.

And there’s a good reason

why Al is so popular. He
-

has a way with him ... a

different style of announc-

ing songs ... a different

way of giving with the com-

mercials.
f

And here’s another reason

why the “big pay off” is on

WBAL BALTIMORE . .

*

the station with the big

50,000 watt power

—

WBAL, the NBC affiliate.

i

w.

I

Ur U* Toll You Why The "Al ROSS SHOW” Ha* the

Lowe*t-Coit-Per-Thousond in Baltimore in the Mornlnjl

WBAL
50,000 WATTS • NBC IN MARYLAND

Nationally Represented by EDWARD RETRY A CO«

H
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WINTER’S
V

TALE . .

.
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9 T i with a

' ' %
year-round
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•

;

L

What is so rare as a blazing hearth in June?A radio network

scoring gains during the past winter, that’s what And
• *

why do we tell you this tale now? These gains can affect your
•»

*

Selling plans any time in the year, that’s why.

* r *Y r
j f

All last winter (November-March, including latestfNielsen

reports) an increasing share of the total radio audience

was tuned to Mutual ... an 8% larger share than in the same
‘

i - '

‘

months a year ago. And Mutual has the largestgainm

.

share of audience among all radio networks.
*

%

During these same heart-warming months, adveitisers were
’

' ' X

steadily adding investments in Mutual time . . . 15% more

"than a year ago. And Mutual has the largest gain in adver-
,

» •
*

,

tiser billings among all radio networks.

Naturally, it takes a full supply of seasoned advantages to
V «'.-* • •

keep these unique plusses going. . ..advantages like the

world’s-largest-network pattern of the most stations in the
•

most markets (nearly double anybody else’s).
t

’ And because all these advantages are stacked and ready for

~ immediate use,we welcome you to a chair beside the PLUS
4

fireplace now-to plan for any kind of sales weather to come.

the MUTUAL network of 550 affiliates
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CiiKttliM trim Hit M-

NU'ur Yrt.li* merchaniising m
rMfcw I OTIC

tiohs for TV/ wit
Large percentage of the Young and “Big Payoff*

& Rubicam production program- ——
ming staffers who got the axe in Holl'
the receht budgetary * trimming Mn , Va4 on*.

Hollywood
Mrs; Pat O'Brien, former JSlolse

X*ook at Books” show., .When p— .

. ; ,
:

‘Bluenoses- Get in Vfr tkdcs
shirt with letters “P I X” sewed

. , ,_j L_ i*L*-*»* ^
on the seat. Later he changed his

-

mind, shifted vto the Free &
, Warranty, In the law” that food hootchle-kpotchW and shaking the

[Peters Agency, prompting. Bonme should be suitable for 'human’ cod- [shimmy together. “It ended up,”
Kever go gush: “Dick's Tricks Nix gumption, Gathings said that' pro-* the aoion said, “with the young
Wx*. gram* over the >ir “should be lady ahinunyiiig all the way back

1 reasonably fit for public consump- to the floor, landing op her hands

Chicago tion,” • behind her, :with 'the young man

“Impact,” weekly news show Following Gathings, Bep. Jweph St»nd^xlo#evby/'

beamed over WENB-TV in coopera- K, Bryson (D-S.CJ, appearing as a

merchandising and fashion promo- Peters Agency, prompting. Bonme
shQuld be suitable for'human v

con- 'ahln

tiohs for TV, .with “Strike It Rich” K^ver gush: -^1C^ s Tricks Nix
Sumptlon, Gathings said that' pro- the

and “Big Payoff” first clients. Fix -
. grams over the air

'

'“should be lad)

Chicago
“Impact,” weekly news show

have moved into other jobs. . Bob first pro shot in 21 beamed over WENR-TV in coopera- H Bryson (D-S.CJ, appearing as wnTof thing” i, in
Schuler joins Official Films; Jim veSs whCn she joins husband and tion with the Daily News, re-pacted witness, registered strong opposi-

rlthw<T
1

Sheldon becomes identified with igadie^Cantor oriCantor's “Colgate for another 13-weeks* by City Na- tion to drinking op TV show and- .^PdMicWbw^. Gatoingsrc-

the new Wally Cox TV show on romedv Hour''”stanza on NBC-TV tional Bank. . .Don Herbert, con- “lack of reverence” for marflage. plied he did ndt, but he didn t want

NBC; Bill Seudder and Dirk Van VXf2y She's a former legit thesp. ductor of
(

NBC-TV’s “Mr. Wizard,” .‘There are A lot of programs X Congress^to speclficaBy point to

VanSlyke join Compton, agency as Cantor* skied in from benefits for has dispatched 1,250 charters for think tend to discredit the sacred/ any‘program ahdsay you can’t do
commercial writers; Paul Franklin Bed cross Blood Bank at Oakland the school kids' science clubs tied ness 0f the marriage vows,” he ’.that any more, He said he is op-

goes to the John Sutherland pack- ~nd oan joSe to begin rehearsals in with .the program , . ,Bev Young-
sidd > Bryson has been author of posed to censorship huf he wants

. . •. Paul Lamniers, alumnus of cast from the Lido, Long Beach, via be guest of honor June 7 at the sCantily-clad women. After all, n .S?*** -JkJS?
the American Theatre Wing, who KTTV . . . KTTV purchased 12 mo- Coe College alumni dinner... he -said, “they have ' lift us very for th

!,
n
S‘ YP]

*

hould

has been working as associate di- tion pictures produced by Sol Lea-' Ernie Simon hiatusing at the little to imagine these days.” But Severe, ne ttla, uur children are

rector on “Hallmark Hall of Fame,” Ser ... “The Buggies” remains on Northernaire resort ip Wisconsin he conceded .that “some of them growing up to think that vulgarity

directed the Sarah Churchill KECA-TV, with sponsor picking for a couple of weeks before finaliz- are Vefy attractive to a man; 'of ig funny, -
'

\
stanza on* Sunday (1) . , . Dick up tab for summer, after it was ing his new radio-TV deal... Kay yaur. age and mine,” a remark Klein and Chenoweth got into a
Dawson,. ex-DuMont network, has originally announced show would Westfall and Bob Murphy marked Prompted hy Hep. Joseph P, 'discussion "at to the industry atti-

joined Paul H. Raymer, station rep leave air ... Zsa Zsa Gabor returns the second anniversary of their O'Hara (R-Minn ) O’Hara com-H tude on programming. Klein said,
outfit, in an expansion of the lat- to “Bachelor’s Haven!’ on KNXT daily WENR-TV chatter show m.nted “Certainiv If an act is “It's a business. The programs are
ter’s TJ department . . . Lonny for few weeks, until she leaves for Monday (2) . ...Wallace Rooney ^Cne\nd lewd* the FCC would »U sponsored with the idea of show-
Starr-, WNEW announcer and free- Europe for a picture commitment. from the “Moon Is Blue” cast dqu-

ta control It ” ing the. product. It must' he what
lance emcee, given the* Adam Hats. bling into a series of commercial - j - t . n*nnl*”w*nt th*ianw» * th*v wanf
.sports award of the week on WOR- Frisro Sms being lensed at the Vogue- Wheredpon Gathings said, re that,. ^OPl^ML "Jhey want

TV Thursdav (29) ' Ned Cramer rritCO t m«'’ rnl. FCC . would need a much larger mystery novels and mystery pic-

director of" WCBS-TV's “Kovacs More'n a hundred ^ local TV I i^KupehS^back hito staff to police, such programs. tures. Broadcasters naturally cater

prompted by Rep. Joseph p r
'discussion as to ine maustir aui-

O’Hara (R-Minn.). O’Hara corn-' tu^« 0I
}
programming. Klein said.

Unlimited,” h., Kiven up ^ ffSZKfeiTto *A K‘P- X
.

Ed«r Chenoweth ^Vh*‘«lls

Gotham apartment for good and **£.
^
Sid Bjslow (27) expl^n tne ^ WBKB starting June 16 with (R-Colo.) Wanted^more enlighten- their produet.

.

has set up houselteepin* on a 47-'
Ls. ciub hSedSW Manhattan Motors bankrolling... ment "on the depth of necklines. .

.Chenoweth. disagreeing, said

got cruiser he owns with Frank
T
a
‘ mifsed^iUoro^am- Jules Herbuveaux, Chi NBC-TV "Just how low did- theyget andhow ‘‘h« purposeof thecommlttee Is to

Harms, director of CBS-TV’s Ky°'TV
1
™ls

n
sei 1

tonoer in Gotham last week for determine what Is the best interest
"Bert Parks Show” . . Roger “i“e

la/
1

Ji5v
3wWeen' Radio Chy conferences with homeoffice execs pifed "The waistline no^ s

”
lit'-

of the public, Congress has a right

ra
Xlal

S Zo ^tw.nsmitur
10

went on the summer program lineup,... to protect thb American home from
undesirable programs.”

have an alcoholic “Mr. X” spiel on Palsy marathon, June *28. .'.On her
the dangers of drink on its educa- TV show (27) Marguerite Higgins

tional Stanza, “It’s Worth Know-
ing,” Saturday (7).

Sheldon Reynolds, director-pro-

received “Better Understanding”
award from * English - Speaking

London

— '
AW ‘ went on tne summer program uneup. . 4U hivher” (The GonVrewnan W prwwi mw ahiciiuh nuwc uum

SSTt^^SSSSZS dUferent ^y^^ri^S^here^ hvioX
e
>.Src.lly

°ng
confU

m
,

a

eS;
undesirable program,”

programs in one seven-day span natmg over 400 free spots to plug
Arlington race tracks for

^tended to. refer to necklines—
.

•
.

the other week . . . WCBS-TV will the KGO'and KGO-TV Gerebral
a pacva rie 0f langtaff mms Ed,) * He added

'
“Reasonableness Art Alhlcy • Package Co.

have an alcoholic “Mr. X” spiel on Palsy]marathon,.Tune 28. On her -P kS g * should be the governing
. factor” Arthur Ashlev former stage and

the dangers of drink on its educa- TV show (27) Marguerite Higgins and said “It
»

5 hard to say just nam/hut^VV^LtV aSfnt to
tional stanza, “It’s Worth Know- received “Better Understanding:. London where” Whereupon committee Lt nnhk
in

o»! ??tur^y
.. .

award fjoin Excerpts from “Ranch in the chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark.) w .TV - anv
P
with

ducer of Ballantiiie - sponsored aide from New York, in to launch "ramusleal onriaS and !ice will Srf g
.

? spectators
- headquarters in New York.

“Foreign Intrigue” vidpix. series new “Gold Label Round Table” TV aired next Sunday (8) with an. J?' His first show, * The Barnes Fam-
made in Sweden, in from Europe show . . . KRON-TV moves up to a

invited. audience . . . “At the
Rep. Arthur G. Klein (D-N.Y.) ily,” went on dilririg the past week

this week on a visit . . . Allan Ste- 9:15 ayem opening (2) with “KAiep Moulin Rouge with Toulouse Lau- f
u£gested that thq- best solution on WOR-TV, N. Y., featuring Patt

.yenson plays the Ned Sparks role Fit,” daily exercise strip super- tree,” the French equivalent of £
or who are embarrassed Barnes and Tiis daughter Barbara,

on WOR-TV’s “Broadway TV The- vised by local YWCA, v Busty 0jd time music hall set in the Paris ^ what they see on tele i^ to “turn Barnes is the vet radio comrpenta-
atre” production of “Nothing But Draper aired two originals, of 190o, is to he telecast Saturday the damn thing off” (using an eX- tor. The father-daughter team is
the Truth” next week (9-13), and Crying. and Hard to Please, week (14). Program will feature pletive forbidden by the code), doing- a daily 15-minute matinee in-the Truth” next week (9-13), and ^Crying’.'’ and *Hard to Please, week Q4). Program will feature . .
also does DuMont’s “Plainclothes- mked by KGO_ TV Engineers Dave original French can-can danced by Gathings said ,that Klein had a terviewing session with nameman June.15 . .. Rodney D.Chipp, Seeley and Fierce Hawk. . .Chi the Avila Troupe . . . Wellknown point there and that one could go quests'engineering director jor. DuMont, producers Bill Hodapp and Bob i 8th century airs by Scarlatti, further and not even buy a set. but

^
elected treasurer of Technical So- Wald weed-ending (31-1X S at the Pergolesi and Paisiello will be he didn’t think that that was * i

-j
cieties Crancil of N. Y. . . . Spot- mark...Lew Lengfeld due back sung by Diane Dubarry in "fiarle- solution to the problem „lnnA I n V Ilight Promotions formed to do from Gotham (17) for his “Let’s qUin in Venice” next Tuesday (10)

p w ‘ 1 MU *** m " w 1

. . . Match between the Harlem
Globetrotters and the New York

solution to the problem.
Chenoweth said he thought the

probe is desirable because “morals
vjrxuuci,jtut,t,t:i£> anu tne new xuijk aro a f an fi—.A 1 .,.. i_
Celtics was telecast from Wembley

t • a J,/ c 4
coun-

last Monday (2) . . . First of an ^7 a
J
d done

experimental . series for deaf chil- about it. He asked Gathings if he
dren. featuring closeups for lip was ever embarrassed watching TV
reading, will be aired on Friday with his family. Gathings said, on-
week (13). Program will be pro- ly two weeks ago he was so em- i

duced by Ursula Eason . . . “One barrassed “ by an obscene and lewd
White Rose” specially written by act” on a show called “You Asked

jJames Parish during the last war For It” (ABC-TV). He said his’
for presentation by troops, is to children were watching **and I

couIdnY geTit turneftf tolveBeatty and Richard Blatchcly next
Sunday (8).

Luckies

my life.” ..
|

Gathings, described the act as
consisting of a grass-skirted girl
and a thbily. clad fellow doing the

NARPO MARX
NBC-TV

RCA-VICTOR
a Mgt.: GUMHO MARX

•AVAILABLE
WriHr-Dirtctor

14 ytors i^Mcy «m4 network

•xpoHooce.

OX V-41M VARIITY
154 W. 44th ft.. Now York 34

(
N. Y.
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ing the latter’s eight-week respite,
effective July 5.

- Jack Benny goes off his CBS
radio show for 13 weeks, starting
June 12. Luckies is picking up
“FBI In Peace and War” as a sum-
mer replacement, but is keeping
the program berthed in its present
Thursdav time period.
The Sunday evening CBS-TV

“This Is Show Business” will be
off eight weeks, effective July 13,
with Luckies installing the “Lucky
Clue” show, with Basil Rathbone,
as substitute. Benny will continue
to use the Sunday. 7:30 “Show
Business” time for his periodic TV
appearances, as prevailed this year.
The Monday night Robert Mont-

gomery-produced dramatics - on
NBC-TV goes off for 13 weeks,
with Luckies taking a hiatus on
the period, except for a two-week
“Lucky Strike Summer Theatre”
insert, on Aug. 4 and Aug. 25, to
make up for two -preemptions in
the fall due to the political cam-
paign.

"

Meanwhile, BBD&O is still shop-
ping around for a show for its
newly-acquired Thursday at 9 pe-
riod on CBS-TV. It’s been looking
at the new Eddie Bracken series
being pitched by CBS.

Minneapolis — Wayne Williams
has been appointed WLOL sales
manager, succeeding Sam Nemer,
w'ho resigned to accept a similar
post with WDGY, Minneapolis.
It’s a promotion for Williams who
joined WLOL five years ago and
has been a member of the sales
staff during that period.

In WFIL-adelphia
“ " m * 1 *

—

It’s Not the Watts,

It’s What 1What Watts Do

!

Engintfcrs at WFIL, Philly'f

ABO net affiliate
, are allsteamed

up these days. The wave slaves-

resent slighting references to
the strength of their 5 ,000-

watt baby.

Theywant itknown that these
are the lustiest 5,000 watt| in
the business ... all muscle '.

.

.

blanketing the vast 14-Oounty
Philadelphia' Retail Trading Area
and a terrific bonus zone wjth
a powerful, selling signal.

How come? Because WELL is

first on the dial in the 560 spot.

Engineering tests show that
WFlL’s 5,000 watts, operating
at 560 kilocycles, provide cover-
age equal to 100,000 watts at
1120 kilocycles.

In other words, WFIL’s signal
is worth 20 thne3 the power at
double the frequency.

So to fully cover this $6 billion

market—America's third larg-
est—pick the watts with a
wallop. Schedule WFIL.

L
560 kc.

I ^f)t $tyilaiielpf)ta

j
Inqutm Station

|f .
Aq A8C Affiliate

j First on the Dial

W in America's Third Market

1- K«pr*iftnl«c< by THI KATZ AGENCY
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Inside Stuff—Radio
*

"Operations New Horizons,” educational series being aired in co-

operation with five Chicago colleges by WBIK, the Bfilaban & Katz FM
station there operated by its tele station, WBKB, is proving there’s still

considerable vitality in the high fidelity medium. --During the first five

weeks of the daily FM lecture series, over 2,700 requests have been
re'ceived for the educational program listings. Bequests are still com-
ing in at the rate of 10 to 12 a day, according to Kirk Logie handling
the operation for WBKB.

Logie, a native New Zealander, joined WBKB the first of the year
to bone up on American television and boasts a radio service record
that, covers a, big chunk of the globe. A veteran of 15 years in radio,

he was program manager at 2XG, Gisborne, N . Z., prior to coming
over here for a looksee at TV. His previous assignments- included a

hitch at AKAA, Yamaguchi, Japan; Radio Noumea, New Caledonia,
and the British Armed Services station in Bari, Italy.

When the 200 invitations that 22-year-old Rosemarie Hinman sent
out for her graduation recital got held up in the postoffice and she
feared she’d have to sing to an empty hall, radio station WCGO, Minne-
apolis, and the Minneapolis Star came to the rescue and drummed up
an audience for her. Over the air and via newspaper stories, the
public was invited to attend as her guests.

As a result, Miss Hinman sang to a full hall. What’s more, the
Minneapolis Morning Tribune assigned its music critic, Norman Houk,
to cover the concert ydiich otherwise might have passed unnoticed.
Miss Hinman wound up with a good notice from .Houk and reams of

newspaper and radio publicity, Minneapolis and St. Paul dailies play-
ing up the story on their front pages, with art, and radio announcers
making much of the affair over the air.

— -- \

Sound effects designed, for local stations to use in creating commer-
cials and as lead-ins, to their local bankrollers’ plugs are being re-

leased by World Broadcasting System. Tagged EWorld Sell Sounds,”,
the feature is expected to help stations produce better commercials
and to bring them more sponsorship coin, according to Robert W.
Friedheim, general manager of the transcribed library service.

It’s figured significant in the trade that the sound effects lead-ins
followed AFRA’s winning an> arbitration case against the Muzak subsid.
Associated Program Service, regarding vocal lead-ins for commercials.
Arbitrators said that the voc^l lead-ins would have tt> be paid for at

the .higher “open-end commercial” rate, rather than coining under the
lower “production aids” category. • Presumably it wouldn’t be neces-
sary for the payment of*“repeat fees” on the sound effects disks, which
AFRA wants Jon .vocal lead-ins. . . .

World, meanwhile, a Frederic W. Ziv subsid, has just released one of

its biggest batches of .material to subscribers. Included is special

material with Judy Canova for “County Fair,” released for June 15;

new material for “Chapel By the Side of the Road,” with Raymond
Massey; “Freedom Is Our Business,” with Robert Montgomery; and
additional disks for other World shows.

In addition to their domestic market, RCA Thesaurus shows are sell-

ing to some topflight advertisers overseas, many of whom have bank-
rolled the transcribed programs for long continuous periods. Among
the outlets carrying the RCA shows are Radio Ceylon, Barbados Redif-

fusion Service (British West Indies), DZRH (Manila), Radio Jamaica,
ZFI (Georgetown, British Guiana), Rediffusion Singapore and Radio
Trinidad, with some of the foreign_broadea?ters having as many as 11

sponsors.
Backers include Air France, Esso Products, Caribbean Theatres,

Listerine, General Foods and other U. S. and foreign businesses.

WNBC, N. Y., has made an extensive tieup with Rockaways Play-

land, L. I. seashore amusement park, for the second year. Under the

setup, WNBC programs the park’s public address system (including

some commercials for ?lts bankrollers ) ,
provides its stars for promo-

tions and will beam oh “Wfiss WNBT” beauty contest from the park
on its video adjunct, starting Wednesday, June 18.

The NBC outlets’ stars who will appear at the park include Morey
Amsterdam, Skitch Henderson and Herb Sheldon.

• * . i

frnchv Slrpik Naw Heers Buys Show
vl UOUjf wllvUO 1 lvff ABC-TV has picked up some biz

B ^ from Fleers, Inc., for its bubble

gum. Sponsor will bankroll “Pud’s
Prize Party,”,a children’s audience
participation show. It will go into

the Saturday 11:30-11:45 a.m. slot,

starting June 21.

Program will be emceed by
Todd Russell and will Originate

from WFIL-TV, ABC-TV’s Phila-

delphia affiliate. Agency is Lewis
& Gillman, also of Philly.

DuMont Denies It Nixed

.

Hazel Scott for Political

Reason; Rating Was Low
Washington, June 3.

DuMont network told the FCC
today (Tues.) that Hazel Scott was
QOt “the victim of a cancellation of
her program, probably because of
allegedly pro-Communist affilia-

tions,” as charged by the Araericarf
Civil Liberties Union.

The web said that actually its

contract with Miss Scott was ex-
tended in April, 1950, for a* period
of five weeks beyond the normal
expiration date of Aug. 18, 1950.
“The purpose of this extension was
to afford DuMont sales personnel
additional time to sell the show,”
web said. “In this endeavor the
sales department was not success-
ful and acordingly the show was
dropped. The program was in no
manner cancelled as charged in

the complaint; rather the contract
expired by its own terms.”
DuMont said the stanza had a

previous sponsor who was, not suf-

ficiently interested to. renew his
contract and had no sponsor after

Aug. 18, 1950. Net added the show
was in the class of “discarded mer-
chandise” and less saleable than
had it been a previously unspon-
sored show. “With a relatively low
popularity rating (next to the low-
est in the four networks) the show
became a liability, financially and
program-wise to the DuMont net-

work.”

NBC Pushes Spot Standards
Continued from pa,ge 24

ing to get outlets they represent to

accept the standards. NBC-TV
spot sales chief Jack Reber and H.

Norman Neubert, o-and-o stations

merchandizing director, who inde-
pendently had been studying the
problem, attended the NAETSR
meeting ,and subsequently got
NBC-TV*s five o-and-o stations and
three others it reps to accept. By
moving in fast, NBC hopes to get
a good share of this kind of biz—
since film prepared for* its stations
will be usable as other stations ac-
cept the standards.

Videowise, specifications are for
the screen to be divided into four
equal quarters, with the station’s

call-letters taking the upper-right
quarter. Audiowise, requirements
call for. an opening of one and a
half seconds of silent picture, six

seconds of atldio commercial, two
seconds of silent picture (over

which the station tag will be given
verbally), a half second silent, clos-

ing and five second of freeze

frame for protective • padding.
These are the' minimum, require-

ments which all eight stations will

accept, although some are more
generous m not requiring a verbal
station identification or in permit-
ting seven secords of plug.

Under this plan bankrollers will

save money, since one'vidpijc com-
mercial can be made with tne "up-

per right quarter left blank. Prints
can then be prepared for each sta-

tion by merely “stripping in” the
outlet’s call letters in the printing
process.
The NBC-repped outlets still

differ in their facilities require-
ments as to acceptability of slides,

balops, telop, .flip cards, etc. How-
ever, the layout requirements are
the same for all of them, so that

the same art work can be used.

WICU in CBS-TV Tie

Erie, Pa., June 3.

WICU, one of the last video sta-

,

tions to sign up with a network
for the convention-election cover-
age, has given the nod to CBS-TV.
The Philco-NBC, Admiral-ABC

and Westinghouse-CBS forces had
all been pitching strongly for the

Edward Lamb outlet, with the lat-

ter finally wooed into the Colunv.

bia, column.

Boston — Announcers Ron Wil-
son, of WARA, Atleboro, and John
Douglas, WAAB, Worcester, have
each obtained a leave of absence
from their regular chores to sub
for WEEI spielers Larry Homer,
Howard Nelson, Wally O’Hara,
Phil MacDonald and Hen Oven-
don, while the Hub announcers va-
cation.

0 ofl !7lo'0 1 T

Library TX. Biz

Hollywood, June 3.

Bing Crosby is branching eff into

the library transcription business.

Through his radio producer, Bill

Morrow, the Groaner announced he
will prepare a collection of open-
enders to be produced and market-
ed by the

%
parent company, Bing

Crosby Enterprises.
Recordings will carry many musi-

cal numbers from past radio shows
in addition to new material. One
of the series will be a tribute to

Bing’s friends among the musical
greats under the title of Musical
Americana. Project, according to

Morrow, reflects Crosby’s confi-

dence in the future of radio but
would not conflict witfifany “live”

radio deal he makes with either

General Foods or Coca Cola.

Columbus—John Rosslter, gen-
eral manager of WTVN here for

three years, named vice president
of Picture Waves, Inc., company
owned by Edward Lamb which op-
erates the station. Herll still con-
tinue his managerial duties

APT. VACANCIES
Larg« studio (complete); also 2 Viz

rooms. Facing ocean; enclosed

large yard; quiet; 25 miles from

New York. Near Atlantic leach.

$1,000 each. Call evenings. Long
leach 4-1594; days. MU 7-8970.

WFAA 30th Ann! Hoopla
Dallas, June 3.

When WFAA observes Ife 30th

anni June 23 to 29, the local radio

audience will be invited to meet
the stars and be shown the inside

story of how radio works.

All broadcasts will be open to

the public. Variety stage perform-

ances. will be given in the outlet’s

Spacious' Studio A each half-hour

throughout the day and night hours
for the anniversary, 5:30 ajn. to

10 p.m. v
Exhibits will be on display which

will portray the 30-year history

of WFAA. Included will be person-

alities and events, and technical

adv/mces ' of radio through the

years.

Philadelphia—Stan Kenton, cur-

rently playing Club Harlem, re-

ceived WIP’s first annual show-

manship award trophy and station

gave special half-hour salute to

the bandleader Friday (30) eve-

ning. Kenton was recently chosen

the most popular orchestra leader

in a poll. of WIP listeners.

ARGENTINA QN 16 MM FILM
for 'television

Extensive 16mm footage of tlie Argentine scene completed by one of South

America's foremost cameramen. Also available to shoot additional material

on order.

1. SCHNAIDER, Laprida 1669, Buenos Aires, Argentina.

Morning 1 —JLJ
\\\

Means- Sales" -OTpl
v

+ *

Don’t judge all morning television by the static, uninspired programming you See in^

some cities. Morning TV really means something to viewers in the three city

market of Cincinnati, Dayton and Columbus-because WLW-Television led in programming

the morning hours with fresh, bright shows ‘that attract big audiences.

People ‘in WLW-Telecity watch WLW-Television morning programs—advertisers prove it

every day with sales. When you plan your advertising campaign, consider

the potential of this great morning market with an effective buying income of

over $9/2 billion. Your quickest, most effective way to reach this market

is through the three-station network of WLW-T, WLW-D and WLW-C

WLW

TV SERVICE Of THE NATION’S STATION
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So— you want to hit the jackpot?

Well, hereVan easy question to start y^ir off: -

•Name the 'most profitable advertising medium

ever to come dlbngV.v 7
"

1

l

»

Three weeks? You stumbled a bit, but well

give you an’other chance. Actually they're

away from their TV sets for only 4% clays

during the entire summer.

No help from the audience - please. "46,000"!

Amazingl Yot/re absolutely correct. Now- for

the jackpot question. If they hurry, can some
advertisers— even with modest bi/dgets — still

take advantage of NBC's new suifimer plan?

* ’

4

3

j

To fill you in, (and you don't particularly look like you
.

j

need filling in) let me state that during the average summer I

week; 94.8% of the TV families are available — owners I

watching hlmost 2 hours every day." And this summer; there's 4
1

the little matter 6f the Presidential convention and campaigns. I

You "think so"? Well, 1 know so.' And there

are some first-rate summer shows still avail-

able, too — and a special low-cost plan. Learn
all about them right now'from NEKT-IV Sales’.

T

I
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You're *0 right— television. Nowj tejkimtf

doer television stop making money for ana

fistr In the summer months?

Splendid, splendid, you say absolutely not

-Herefe your nixt ^ueitton
—')How many da 1

the -average TV-$et*©wning family go. away

W
'

,

?%•*$&&*$• s '*%.

^.SteSJTw

You set, don't you, how the Democrats and Republicans

will help people to elect ^our product? Last summer,

brands advertised on TYuvtrdged 2S% higher safes among

those who saw the show than among those who didn't

watch-and this summer, TV's audience will be even bigger.

How many extra customers wouia you say

typical summer. TV .advertiser got last year

iust in the NeW York market?

h M
• - }&T

*}?
^

the correct answers. You proved

but now don't fust stand there, boy,

do something about' it!

*'Y«y la? Y®ur Ufa* h pnJupd by John $«eetel- rates ® toeendl April Nielson*

You can do something abo*ut it immediately. tow can

pick up your phone and call NBC-TY Sales r— orypyr

agency. And before you can say “What kind of tape

and show can we get?", we'll be there to tell you.

Ask for a copy«of that much‘t(uofed research study

of ours called “Summer Television Advertising".

It's the source of Groucho's facts and figures —

and many more you might like to know.

Sales Succes
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NCAA Formula
Continued from pstge 25

not necessarily go to the highest

bidder, NCAA-TV chairman Rob-
ert A, Hall (of Yale) declared Mon-
day (2). He said that other con-

siderations, such as the sponsor’js

broad geographic distribution of

colleges selected, use of smaller

colleges- (whose felensing would
have less impact. on the gates of

others) and inclusion: of more lo-

cal telecasts, might swing the com-
mittee in its favor.

« Cumbersome Setup?

What may make the setup cum-
bersome is that a prospective bank-
roller would plape his bid before

the committee,- giving his sug-

gested sked^of- games, without

r knowing what the colleges he has

picked would require for . the

rights. Ho\vever, Hall said, a simi-

lar arrangement had worked last

year. He added that provision is

made for exceptions to the rules,

* after due conference, if “no ap-

preciable damage will be done to

the NCAA program or to member
colleges.” • '

Queried about theatre .television,

Hall said that, the committee is

eager to help it. He said it would
be possible for theatres to screen
the games if they wanted, although
he didn’t know whether an exhibi-

tor would want to Charge admis-
' sion for something that the home
viewer could see free.

In a separate letter to col-

lege prexies, the full committee,
stressed its feeling that TV, giving
greater publicity and finahcial re-

wards than college grid ever got
before, requires a “controlled”
program, because it gives undue
benefits to nationally-known teams.
It added that pay-as-you-see TV,
which is “expected in about three
years,” would make this even
more marked. For this reason,
the committee said, it is consider-
ing a plan to have the take from
TV pooled, for division by all col-
leges. Plan' will be presented to
the NCAA convention next year.

Last year, Westinghouse paid
about $700,000 for the rights. Some
30 games were picked up, but all

cities were “blacked out” for some
games as part of the NCAA’s test
of TV’s effect on the gate. Of the
coin the colleges got, 18% was
given to the committee to carry

oh its work. This year it’s ex-

pected the assessment will be less,

.since a * survey is not being
conducted,

Asa S. Bushnell, director of the

copamittee, said that the' NQAA
members had voted, 163-3; fdi: *
controlled ,T*Y program and
stressed'that the group had been
working since Feb; 1 on the plan.

He said it “wouldn’t please every-

body concerned 100%—but ..it

should be beneficial to all, the cob-

leges, ‘public and TVV’

Radio Reviews
Continued from "page 3*.;

sitates
:

closO, colorful ancT-aecurato
reporting of the news. This^ the
newscast does, v ,

• ;

Program is fed to a* regional
Ohio network. Tompkins voice de-

livers a positive punch'withbut any
“tinge” of editorializatlpn,

,

;He.

also does the " commercial which,,

although usually short, should, be
d'ohe . by a second voice .which*

would .bring to the overall news-
cast a top-notch production touch.,

'Mark*

told VaUdstv last week that most
affiliates did not follow the ,net-

work late slashing last year; ‘ He
added, “If the* webs are able to

impose an .even greater cut in

nighttime rates, affiliates will no
longer be able to maintain ‘their

own rates in competition with those

of the nets, and spot and local rates

will inevitably be hit.”

pointing up the ARAC concern

With its legal position, and its ex-

treme care in staying within legal

bounds, is the fact that its attorney,

Edgar “Barton, sat in on all its ses-

sions. '

Committee has been taking steps

to establish itself on a solid organ-

izational basis. Bob Swezey, WDSU,
‘New Orleans, was named to head

a committee on constitution and

by-laws. Swezey and Kenyon
Brown (WKFT) were named vice-

chairmen to help Paul W. Morency
(WTIC, Hartford),' who agreed to

stay on as 'chairman,. Leslie C.

Johnson, of. WHBF, Rock 'Island,

111., was added to. ABAC, replacing

Leonard Kapner, WCAE, Pitts-

burgh,. who- resigned because of

pressure of other work;

From the Production Centres
€ont]mi«d from pare 21

MEN’S CORNER
.

: r .

’*

With Bert Bacharacli', ^ guest
O'rector; Hugo Seiler

15 Mins,, Sun., 12:15 p.m.
WALLACH’S
WOR, New York (transcribed)

Men’s fashion columnist Bert
Bacharach has, nome . ur .with a
mild series that, could pick up a

stronger,listener rating if aired at

a different hour_As.it stands now,
the quarter-past-noon summer spot-

ting is a tough hour to break? in a
show that’s pegged strictly for the
males. At that hour BacharaCh.’s
potential listener probably is.- qri

the golf links or in the garden.
Series will consist of Bachapach

gab on sartorial tips, wardrobe
economy and occasional house-
hold hints. The l&riiihute session
nevey lags and Bacharach manages
to sustain interest with a neat line
Of incidental chatter,

t

He breaks
the fashion patter line in mid-show
to gab with a guest personality. On
preem show (1> songwriter Bob
Merrill held down the guest spot
and his spiel on the music biz was
a hlghpoint. Gros.

Now starring on NBC's
ALL STAR REVU1

Saturday's »-» p.m., IDST

Mgt.j William Morris Agtncy

‘Kill Cut’ Gangup
-—

. Continued jtrom page Vi

committee issued a* statement that
“affiliates of each network ex-

pressed grave concern over the
current competitive network sales
and rate situation, which is at such
variance with the great resur-
gence of radio in terms of audience
and business at the local and na
tional spot levels.” Significantly,
statement spoke of affiliates of
“each network”—pointing up the
approach of not combining outlets
of several chains. >

A spokesman' for the committee

Tele Followups
Continued from p-ige 25 ;

skillfully wrought . believability,

with the. gal’s forthright husband,
joe Marbss, as 'the problem. That

the lovely girl with the invincible

hurling talents' couldn’t play the

opening game because she was gon-

na have a baby was « masterful

bit of surprise business with some
“Rhubarb” trimmings. Gordon
Duff’s staging and Fred Coe’s pro-

ductlonr along with the^ sets . off

Tom Jewett and technical direc-

tion of O. Tamburri, -were first-

rate. The cast measured up to the

demands of the various roles* the

chief assets being 'Hayworth as the

scout, Miss Benoit as the pitcher,

Maross as her husband, and Jack
Warden as Sawyer, manager of the

former “Whiz Kids.” There was
•good support by Arthur- O’Connell,
Hrett Somefs, Fred Gwynne, Don
Murray, Gerald O’Laughlin and
George' Smith. Trai:.

WOR-Mutual
Continued from page 24

Ralph Binge
STAR SALESMAN for you

on WJBKI

Humorist, philosopher, Impersonator and Star Salesman for a host of
sponsors. Ralph Ilnge has been delighting Detroit radio audiences for
1 5 years. A top-flight entertainer with many strings to his bow, Ralph's
specialty Is the delivery of your commercial for top sales results.

WJBK
TQPS IN MUSIC—NEWS—SPORTS '

... Nellennl Safes H*nffewwrt«r*:
411 Medlsen Av.nue, H#w Y.rk 22 . lEIderode 5-2455

Represented Nationally by the KATZ AGENCY, INC.

could be effected and efficiency

improved. Plans are expected to

be finalized shortly.
• Theodore C. Streibert, WOR
prez and former MBS board chair-

man, is* expected to move into the
Lee setup, possibly heading up a
film

h
syndication unit. Julius

Seeba’ch, WOR program veepee, is

understood to be shifting to Mutual
in a similar post, at the request
of William Fineshriber, the web’s
program chief who recently was
given added duties as exec v. p.

R. C. (Pete) Maddux, WOR sales
v.p., js expected to continue head-
ing up sales for both WOR and
WOR-TV, with Bill 'Crawford re-
maining as AM sales chief and
Bob Mayo as TV sales chief. En-
gineering veepee J. R. Poppele will
.continue, ,tp, head .the. technical
setup, since Mutual doesn’t have
its own engineers as yet.
The general approach appears to

be putting the WOR departments
under the Mutual wing. This is a
reversal of the previous situation,
where WOR, as a powerful stock-
holder station, had an independent
attitude towards the network, com-
peting with it in some respects,
taking

:

only those programs it

wished, etc.

Undoubtedly the consolidation
will result in lopoffs. Some people
may be kept “on the shelf,” how-
ever* in anticipation of the web’s
moving into TV.

TV’s ‘Best Bets’
Continued frpm page 25 .—

-

poser .of how long a comic getting
weekly exposure can hold up with
the same basic material. Again,
too, it invites speculation as to the
wisdom of negotiating pacts ex-
tending over many years, in the
face of the accelerated pace with
which TV can drain off the best of
them.

In view of the fact that Trendex.
as of the end of last season, wasn’t
projecting nationally, with ratings
culled from a limited number of
cities, and with Nielsen splitting
up hour shows into separate half-
hour rating segments (as with
Show of Shows”), the ARB serv-

ice is seen offering the fairest tlien-
and-now appraisal (although all
three services pretty much tell the
same story).

On that basis, ARB finds CBS

ing with WBBM’s daily ‘‘Patrick O’Riley”' feature for another year
Arthur. Marquette of Sherman & • Marquette ad agency named secre-
tary-treasurer of the -central council

1

of the American Assn, of Adver-
tising Agencies. , . . Jack Ryan, Chi NBC press chief, vacationing.

, . .

Ade Hult, Mutual sales.veepee, here for meetings. -with Chi execs.. .

*

WGN announcers George Bauer and jerry'Kaufherr bn"a- vacation swing
through Cuba*. ;W&N, with the aid*oi -two planes,

1

aiVed a series of
traffic bulletins to homecoming motorists Sunday (1). afternoon and
evening. , ..Gene Rouse, Chi radio pioiffcer. and former ABC program
director here, convalescing from surgery at. the Visalia, Calif., hospital.

IIS WASHINGTON
. ,

.

"

William H. Fineshrelbery Jiv has beep selected as the Mutual rep
on the Radio Board of Directors .of NARTB, replacing Frank White,
who recently resigned as MBS' prexy, , ..NARTB Radio Board skedded
to meet in D.C. June 12 and 13 . ^Richard F. O’Neill, local publicist
has joined staff of WTOP-CB$^s assistant to 'Cody Pfanstfehl, director
of press and publicity. .Mary. Pauline Ferry, onetime member of
Variety’s Washington Bureau, hi^resigned as head of information
at WMAL-ABC to open .her own publicity bureau Rick Temple,
WTOP-CBS cowboy singer, ^highlighted National Press Club’s Congres-
sional Dinner with.his ^western tunes.. . Gcorre Oleson, ex of WEAM,
Arlington, Va., has joinfedfWOL as sales rep. .WMA^'-^'B.Chas'pacted
University of Maryland for exclusive radio Coverage of n*sxt season’s
football games, with Jim Gibbons at the mikfe s .WHprNRC preems a
new public s^rvifce series* “Washington. Contrdyeniy/'^iiexfc Week with
Stuart Finley moderating, and Charles WariwprWiicing . . •. '.WMAL-
ABC is giving its studio facilities andtelecastlng fo next week’s District
GOP convention, with same offer being made to local Demmies.
Jack Ghilaln, long with NBC, has moved over to become advertising

and publicity director ,for*ABC outlets, tWMAL -and ,WMAL-Ty

.

ĝrabbing off six of the ^Top 10 in
May listings, whereas a year ago,
before the “Lucy”-“Irma” era, it

settled for two—Godfrey and the
Pabst fights,

Interesting to note, too, is the
manner in which the Groucho Marx
quiz comedies . gain, .ratingwise.

It had the No. 5 spot at the end of
last season; had No. 5 at the start

of this season, and is No. 3 today, on \

the ARB listings with a 52.4 rating.

‘Network Climate’
Continued from page 21

Many of the time buyers are paid,
little more than junior- executives
and some draw only as® much “as

good stenos. Yet in their hands
lies the responsibility for deciding
on the allocation of a lot of coin.'

•And the amount of money they’ dijri

burse is steadily increasing.

More prestige, higher pay and
a greater voice in agency policy
should be given to the time-buying
fraternity, some station reps sug-
gest. Greater remuneration, in line
with their increasing responsibili-
ties, would help national spqt' biz
—which already ha\ proven its. po-
tency—demonstrate * even greater
efficiency in producing sales.

Spot time-buying, of course, is a
more painstaking chore than mere-
ly lining up a network, but it peri
mits the bankroller to get the best
available buy in ‘each market. Thus,
while It requires great attention
to detail, it can’t • descend to the
level of a* mechanical job. ' And
for this reason, it’s argued, the cre-
ative side of time-buying should
be recognized in the agencies.

' *• * ‘

. O * . • « • |

Time-Coy
Continued from page 26

by ABC, whose owned and operat-
ed outlet, WJZ in New York, is

supposed to. have the exclusive
nighttime use of the 770kc clear
channel.

In a ' separate opinion on the
ABC petition, the Commission said
it did not propose “to rehearse the
lengthy • history” leading to the*
Court decision in the ABC case,
but decided it was “neither appro-
priate nor feasible to take action*
at this time with respect to the
special service authorization under
which. KOB is presently Operating.
That matter is presently under
study by the Commission with
every intention of complying with
the mandate of the Court .in that
case as expeditiously as possible.”

Dallas-TortWorlii Area

Prep for live Pickup
Palias, June 3.

The Dallas and Forth Worth area

now Jxas .170,000, sets.. It lias

been estimated that by early No-
vember there will be -242,000 TV
sets. This is based upon the fact

that Dallas and Fort Worth will be
on tlie “live” coast-to-coast TV
network starting on July 1.

Texas connection will be. from
Jackson, Miss., which will receive

the signal from underground coax-

ial cable from Chicago to St. Louis,
then to Memphis and then Jack-
son* Frqpi'j Dallas the transmis-
sions "will be sent by microwave to
Fort Worth, ‘to Oklahoma City and
Tulsa and to San Antonio via Aus-
,tinv The cable will take the pic-
tures' to 'Houston. -

jmt

Eileen BARTON
Guest Starring' June 7th

KENJMURRAY SHOW
'CIS * TY

Coral Recording Artist
r- PJractToft; MCA

' Antw«r to

RADIO MUSIC QUIZ

MURRAY ROSS
Don Hm mi||Ic for "TOP GUY" on
ABC Wad- at |:00 p.m.

RECORDING Same#,
radio standard tap* and disc,

dramatic auditions with sound af-

fects and. vocal auditions custom

cut by "STUDIO'S,” 1JG Eighth

Ay#., Brooklyn, ST. 17157
'

LOCATION COMMERCIALS? WE'RE EXPERTS!
-Wo've photographed so many poses,
Of folks blowing smoke through their noses,
From New York to Natchex
There's no one can match us
Shooting anywhere, anyone shows us!

Call PLaxa 5-2340

GEORGE BLAKE PRODUCTIONS, Inc.
270 Pnrk Avtnu*. Now York 17. N..Y.

"Tli* Finest in Film''



HIGHER RATINGS
RADIO

Youngstown . ... 21.3

Minneapolis . . . 16.5

San Francisco . : 16.0

Winston Salem .11.1

Hew Orleans . . 10.0

Asheville 19.8

TELEVISION

Dallas ....... 58.5

Atlanta 28.8

San Francisco. . 41.8

Detroit ...... 28.0

Charlotte ..... 46,5

Pittsburgh . . . . 51.2

MORE RENEWALS
Bill YEAR - • - Minneapolis, consistently outrafing important
VIII I fcMfl

network shows.

k YEAR • » . New Orleans, consistently delivering a, large and

. . loyal audience.

Jfll YEAD . . . Ralwgh, consistently selling for Carolina fewer^*1 I fcHn and Light Company.

EASIER SALES
• "Boston Blackie's 19.1, the highest rated show on Sunday afternoon in

Kansas City."
• James Coy—Rogers & Smith Advertising Agency

* "Boston. B/ackie has. the.most loyal listening audience of any show we've

ever had on the air and is Lake Charles most outstanding mystery

show"
James H. Jesse, Pgm. Dir,- Station KLOU, lake Charles, Louisiana

0 ’'Today marks the 9) st broadcast of Boston Blackie for Falls City Beer—

Louisville. Our latest Hooper tops all network and local competitive

programs"
Ray D. Williams—Prater Advertising Agency

Mom/, i
AM + TV t TOP RESULTS!

Bdslon Blackie on tV Is already proving the fastest seller ever.

Sponsored by big-name advertisers an top TV stations im

NEW YORK CITY, CHICAGO, LOS ANGELES, WASHINGTON, D. C,

DETROIT, CINCINNATI, DAYTON, COLUMBUS, PITTSBURGH, CLEVELAND,

LANCASTER, TOLEDO, MINNEAPCU5;, RICHMOND, NORFOLK, ATLANTA

HURRYr^YOUR MARKET MAY STILL BE AVAILABLE!

WRITE, WIRE OR PHONE.
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Ferry Come-Kddie Fiabejr: “Wa-
termelon Weather”““Mayt>e’' (Vic-

tor). In a hid tb come up with a
summer hit, Victor has parlayed
two of its top Vocalist* oga wild
coupling* “Watermelon,’’- a* new
Hoary Carmichael tune*. has a cute
rhythm* and Attractive hrlc by
Paul Francis Webater'fqr xood. po-
tential. On the reverse^ the duo

‘

works over the oldie* “Maybe ,

0

in„ neat harmonies Which could
kick' off a revival fov this number/
Bing Crosby-Peggy Lee: “Water-

melon Weather’ -“The Moon Came
Up With A Great Idea Last Night0

(Decca). “Watermelon” gets an-
other appealing etching by this

.Decca tandem of . artists. * Peggy
Lee, in her first duet since switch,-

ing. from Capitol/ Is In. top voice
with Crosby in usual good form,
Reverse lias a neat idea and gets

a good ride via this, cut;-Vic SchoeU
orch backing up*

- Glsele MaeKenzie: “Johnny”-
“Whistle My Love” (Capitol),

“Johnny” is a dramatic piece of

material which Gisele- MaeKenzie
delivers for powerful impact,. Al-
though out of the pop market
groove, side still has strung chances
to make a dent via disk jockeys
with an eye for the unusual. “Whis-
tle,” from the Walt plsney pic,

“Robin Hood,” is a charming bal-

lad also handled in fine style by
Miss MaeKenzie with backing by
the Buddy Cole orch.

Nat (King) Cole: “Funny”-
“Walkin* My Baby Back Home”
(Capitol). “Funny” is okay mate-
rial for Nat Cole. Number has a
good lyric and the type of melody
that Cole can kick around with his
distinctive vocal attack. Side has
mid-hit possibilities. Reverse is a
fair rendition of the standard de-
spite the high-powered team of
Cole with thf Billy May orch.

Arthur Godfrey: “Busybody”-
“Can You Whistle, Johanna” (Co-
lumbia). Arthur Godfrey has .'a

special following on wax and these
sides aren’t calculated to give him
a„ much wider audience. “Busy-

/tq^dy” is a fair novelty item de-
signed for Godfrey’s talk-sing
style. Reverse is an okay adapta-
tion of a German folk song also

1

handled in fair style by Godfrey.
Dinah Shore: “From The Tim®

You Say Goodbye”-1

*West of the
Mountains, East of the Sea” (Vic-
tor). /Goodbye,” a Scottish click,
is an excellent billed with good

^ chances. via this big-sounding ver-H lion by Dinah Shore and a choral
W; group. It’s an “Auld Lang Syne”
rr type of tune which could catch on

- for special situations. Vera Lynn,
in the original London Records
etching, is framed on a similar
richly produced side. On the Vic-
tor reverse, “Mountains” is another
line ballad,

The Weavers: “Hard Ain’t It
Hard -“Run Home To Ma-Ma”
(Decca). The Weavers generally
come up with fresh-sounding ma-

terial and these sides are no ex-
ception. “Hard” is an interesting

folk' tune which this vocal combo
belt home in usual vigorous man;
her. Reverse is a Calypso-styled
item for okay backing.

.

‘

Leg Faut-Mary Ford: “In The
Good Old Summertime”-“Smoke
Rings” (Capitol). Once again, the
Paul-Ford team has come up with
an exciting side in its workover
of a -standard. On “Summertime”
the familiar multiple-dubbing tech-

nique has been used to produce an
etching with a definite “sound.”

1

The standard oh the reverse is in

a slower tempo and lacks the kick

of the topside.

David Polerl: “Some, Day My
Heart Will Awake”-“One Night of

Love” (Victor). David Poleri, a

new addition to Victor’s artist

roster, has a cultivated tenor voice

with enough flexibility- to handle
these tunes with a

'

popular, flavor,

^

Poleri has a marked operatic style

hut, like Mario Lansa, could br~ak

through With the right kind of ma-
terial, These standards offer him
a good intro for initial deejay
spins.

BUI Farrell: “Stay”-“Break the
Bands That Bind Me” (M-G-M),
Bill Farrell’s trade-marked roller-

coaster vocal mannerisms
.
are 'par-

ticularly standout on “Stay,” a solid

rhythm number suitable for a
a

bluesy attack. Farrell, unfor-
tunately, tends to exaggerate his

stylistic flourishes on this side al-

though it’s a colorful version.

“Break the Bands” is not at all

suitable to Farrell’s specialized
pipes.

Liza Morrow: “Your Happiness
Is Mine”-**Washing Machine Blues”
(King). Liza Morrow, a vet song-
stress who hasn’t had many chances-,

on wax, gets a good showcasing on
these King sides. “Happiness’’ is

an okay ballad in a. slow tempo
which Miss MorLoW handles with
saVvy, Reverse is a catchy novelty
item with a good beat;

%

Platter Pointers

Columbia has packed an excel-

lent set of standards' With Jo Staf-
ford on vocals and the Paul
Weston orch. . .A standout dance
set has been- turned out by Ralph

: Planaran orch in the RCA Victor
1 “Top Pops” series . . . also in
’ the dance

.
band v- groove. Bay 'An-

* thony’a slice' of “Scatterbrain” is
1

flrstrate . . . Billy VUUama Quartet
: has a neat slice of “What You
! Don’t Know Of Love” (M-G-M) . .

.

On -the same label, Buddy De
1 Franco Quartet have

. a swinging
J

version of “Get Happy” . . . Eddie
* (Piano) Miller belts -out “Saturday
Rag” in solid style (Victor)...Law-

!
rence Welk ou'ch has an appealing
slice of “Small Talk” (Coral) . .

.

Jack Flna orch blends into a strong
;
instrumental On “South” (M-G-M)
. . . AI Morgan ,and ‘Frankie Froba
team on a hokey slice on “Is It

True What They Say About Dixie”

(Week ending May 24)

!

London, May 27.

Ay-round The Corner, . . .Dash
Unforgettable Bourne
LJry* * *

F

Tell Me Why. i /.Morris
Won’t -Live in Castle.. Connelly
Wheel, of Forfynd . . . Victoria

Never . * » .fFJX&H.
Blacksmith Blufft.*-. . .Chappell
Be Life’s Companion. .Morris

There's Pawnshop. ,Cinephonic
Slow Coach . .Sterling

At Last ... . .Pickwick.. .

.

.Pickwlcl

Second 12
Little White Cloud. . . .T^nnox
Auf Wiederjsen. .Maurice
Mistakes f ; .Wrifht
Saturday Rag ........ Field*

Gandy Dancers’ Ball. .Disney

Always Our House . . Connelly
Please Mister Sun. . .Chappell
Anytime . r ........ .

.

Victoria

I Wanna Say Hello, . . .Sterling

At End .of Day Chappell
Be Anything, .... . Cinephonic
Because' of Rain,. r

.Magna

KDecca) . . .Mantovanl comes up
with another fine slice in “Stars

Fell oh Alabama” '(London). . .Red
Saunders .orch and the .Hambone
Kids teams on a' fair side, “Zeke’l

Zekel” tOkeh), . . Lionel Hampton
orch has a solid side ,in “Jelly Roll”

(Decca).., Street Singers have an
interesting side

1

in “Win Or Lose”
(M-G-M)...Melvin Moore im-
presses with his smooth vocalling

of “Hold Me, Kiss Me, Squeeze
5Me” for King... Ray CUra shows
off a good set . of pipes on “Blue
Boy” (Mercury). . .Alan Dale has a

fine side iii “Faith” (Coral). . .An-,

other good slice of “Delicado” by
Jan Aurust for Mercury. . .Four
Lads haVe a fine slice of “I May
Hate Myself in the Morning”
(Okeh).

’

Standout-western, .folk, blues,

rhythm, reflgidus,* polka, etc,: The
Blenders* -» “Memories of You”
(Decca). . . “Lll” Mist Cornahueks,
“Try a Little Tenderness” (Coral)

, . .Al Sean Ojrch, “Steady Eddie”
(King). . . Joe ' Martin, “It’sv the

Same Old Thing” (Coral). . .Ram-
blin’ Tommy Scott, “Free /Again”

% * , ^ ,

New RCA Victor disk cut by Barclay Alien/ former Freddy Martin
orch pUnlst, who was completely paralyzed except for his arms fol-
lowing an autb accident a couple of years ago, is jetting a big pushoff
via the diskery’s staff and the gratis promotion by several music men.
Such indie publicists as Jim McCarthy and Nat Shapiro are handling
the promotion on the cuff along with JeiTy- Wexler, of the Big Three
staff, and Bill Simon, professional Manager of the Charles. K. Harris
music firm. Platter, which features Allen and an Instrumental Combo
on “After You’ve Gone” and “Cherokee,” is being released this’ week*

*
1 — - - ¥•

.

Broadway flacks are currently breaking out with a songwriting rash,
accounting for five tunes recently released .on wax, Mike Hall has
come Up with “Don’t/Flee The. Scene* Salty/ a Lionel'Hampton num-
ber for M-G-M Records, and Eli Xloyd Hoffman and Bill Hegner col-
labbed on “She Met a Handsome Banker,” cut by Edmondo Ros for
Lqndon. Latter* team also"' wrote “Love MV- Lovin’/’ a, blues* and
rhythm item waxed by the Five Keys on the AUadin label. * George
Mysels is another press-agent^turned-songimith, having come up with
the most successful numbers, in “One Little Candle” and “Idaho State
Fair.” .

- • -

. . ,

As part of its 10th annl- celebration whichjcomes up in July, Capitol
Records is preppfflg gold Risk awards for Its 1,00Q,0Q0« platter sale
artist's. Already lined iip for the award are Nat (King) Cole for “Too
Young,” Kay Starr for “Wheel of Fortune” and Les Pau&Mary Ford
for “How High the Moon.” Dlskery. is tieing up with network TV
shows to present the gold platter to the artists when tlSey appear
as guests. J V '

In an attempt to lift the level of publishing firm expioitatloh, South-
ern Music is tying in classic art prints with its plug tuneS. Already in
the hand of the disk jockeys *Ve print# of Whistler’s Mother to hypo
“A Mother. As .Lovely As You”; Brueghel’s

’ “Wedding. Feast” to pro-
mote “The Pretty, Bride,” and Thomas Benton's “Louisiana Rice Fields”
to plug “South.” - .

'
.

Latching on to the recently released Steve Lawrence 'etching of the
oldie, “Poinciana/’ on the King label, Florida jockeys are giving it

hefty spinning time to. promote". ‘’Poinciana Week” In. Miami.* City has
proclaimed June 6 as the Week to celebrate bloom of the Poinciana

(King)... Lefty. Frtaell* “If/ You
Can Spare the Money” (Columbia)
. 4 .Memn Smith, “Woman Train-

er” (Victor) . - - Chrl* Hamilton,
“Thunder and Lightning” (Lon-
don).

Hub Storeyyille Spot

Shutters, for Suitimer
Boston, June 3.

George Wein, bonlface of Storey-

ville located in Hotel Buckminster,

has shuttered the spot for the sum-
mer and will open the summer
Storeyville in. Hawthorn Inn, East
Gloucester, about July 1. Club
will feature a six-piece band.

Wein meanwhile is supervising a

trial run of a branch Storeyville in

New Haven, which', if it clicks, will

be operated in conjunction with

the Hub, spot next fall.

j^TEff H Best Sellers on Coin-Machines Week of May 3
M M H M M .T T -44-4

L BLUE TANGO /(15) (Mills) J Leroy Anderson ....

.

Decca
I Les Baxter Capitol

2. KISS OF FIRE (5) (Duchess) [Georgia Gibbs ..... Mercury
:

I
Billy Eckstine MGM

3. HERE IN MY HEART (2) (Mellin) .... \
Al Martino BBS

’

] Tony Benn&tt Columbia
4. I’M YOURS (4) (Algonquin) ' i 50n Gomell 7... Coral

*
’

)

Eddie Fisher \ Victor
5. I’LL WALK’ ALONE <C) (Mayfair)., \

Don Cornell Coral
. \ • {Jane Froman Capitol
6. DELICADO U) (Witmark) Percy Faith Columbia
7. FORGIVE ME (6) (Advanced) Eddie Fisher / Victor
8. WHEEL OF FORTUNE (16) (Laurel).? Kay Starr *" Capitol
9. WALKIN’ MY BABY BACK HOME (2) ’(DeSylva-B-H) Johnnie Ray Columbia

10. BLACKSMITH BLUES (11 ) (Hill-R) EUa Mae Morse ..Capitol

Second Group

*l

E
^rJl

Y
?
mNG (4) (Sh^,r°-B) Eddy Howard Mercury

a
ai,aio*) ' ‘ D°™ -Day Columbia

J\
4) (HU1’R) Eddie Fisher Victor

™ Jrf,
BURGH, PENNSYLVANIA <6) (Oxford) Guy Mitchell-M . Miller . ColumbiaTHATS THE CHANCE YOU TAKE (1) (Paxton)., Eddie Fisher Victor

PERFIDIA (5) (Peer) : p0Ur Acc, . . .‘.V;. .Decca
(6) (Fe,st> Eay Anthony Capitol

* A RHAPSODY (Broadcast)
* Frank Sinatra ColumbiaGANDY DANCERS BALL (Disney) Frankie Laine . . ; Columbia

AY-ROUND THE CORNER (Frank).. Jo Stafford Columbia
TELL ME WHY (lg) (Signet) ’

)
Four Aces Decca

‘

/ Eddie Fisher Victor
I WANNA LOVE YOU (Finburgh) .1 Ames Bros Coral

TFNDPltf Y tv W at ^

1 KaV starr Capitol

Patti Page . Mercury
[Figures in parentheses indicate number oj weeks sonq has been in the Top 10]

tUittttMttiMttrfti tt ftt> t-M-t +t-f ftt-H+fH ^ ft t M im mmmm

tree.

Soi^s With Largest Radw Audience
Survey Week of May 21

/

The top 30 tongt of week (more in ed*t -of tie*), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index A Audience Trend Index,
Published

•

by Office of Research/ Ibc.. Dr, John Gray Peatman

,

Director, Alphabetically listed

,

A Guy Is a Guy. T Ludlow
Am I In Love—f'Son of paleface” ................Famous
Anytime ..Hill A B
Be Anything (But Be Mine) Shaplro-B
Blacksmith Blues.........,,.,-, Hill A R
Blue Tango Mills
eCharmaine. i , . . .*/. Lion / '

For the Very First Time * , , Berlin
Forgive Me .Advanced
Glorita Life-

r Goin’ On .a Hayride—•’‘“Three Wishes for Jamie-”. . .Chafcpell
Here In My Heart .Mellin
Honest and Truly Lion
How Close life
If Someone Had Told Me Witmark
I’ll Walk Alone—t“With a Song In My Heart”.,. * Mayfair
I'm Yours Algonquin '

It’s a Sin To Tell a Lie. BVC -

Just a Little Lovin’ Hill It It
Kiss of Fire ^ . .Duchess
Maybe ; r . Robbihs
Perfldia V . .- ; /Peer

:

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania j . -Oxford
Singin’ In the Rain—fSinglu’ In the Rain”....... Robbins
Sleepy Little Cowboy Beacon
Valley Of Sunshine—t“Son of Paleface”.'.. Famous
To Be Loved By You Remlck
Up and Down Mambo Lif*
Walkin’ My Baby Back Home DeSylva-B-H
Whistle My Love—f'Robin Hood” Disney
Why Did You Leave Me .Roncom

’ ° Second Group
* Ay-Round the Corner.
Delicado! /
Gandy Dancers' Ball
Goody Goody .../...'
Homing Pigeon. \\
I Don’t" Mind
I Hear a Rhapsody—t“Clash By Night”.
I Understand

;

Lady Love—t“Soundoff” . . . . . . ,

.*

More Or Less
No Other Girl For Me !.*!!!!'.!!
One Little Candle
Please Mr. Sun
Rutza Rutza *

Saturday Rag ,

Somebody Bigger Than You and I
That’s1 How It Goes
That’s the Chance You Take
What Does It Take
What Good Is a Gal jr,

’

What Should I Do
Wheel of Fortune

. Frank

...Remick

.Disney

.DeSylva-B-H
. Shapiro-B
. Duchess
. Broadcast
. Feist

. Cromwell

. Cosmic

. Witmark
Leeds
Weiss-B

,
Sheldon'
Robbins
.'Bull’s-Eye

.Harms

.Paxton

. Hillside

, Miller
.Wemar

, Laurel

Top 10 Songs On TV
A Guy Is a Guy Ludlow
Anytime •

[ Hill 5c R
Be Anything (But Be Mtfte) Shapiro-B
Blacksmith Blues * .....Hill Sc R
Blue Tango Mills
Forgive Me Advanced
Goin On a Hayride Chappell
SP Yours

r.V. . Algonquin
Kiss Of Fire Duchess
Singin’ In the Rain V.V.V/.V.V.V/.V.V. Robbins

FIVE TOP STANDARDS
Italian Street Song Witmark
June Is Bustin’ Out All Over /....Harms
Oh What a Beautiful Morning ....Williamson
(The) Sheik .Mills
Summertime ’

V, ’.Chappell

t Filmusical. * Legit musical.
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In & move to erase one of the

most chronic ailments of price-cut-

ting hi the disk industry, all ' of

the major platter companies are

giving full support to “fair trade”

legislation which is due to come
up for hearings before the Senate
Interstate and Foreign Commerce
Committee shortly. All efforts to

control the price situation via fair

trade laws, in individual states

have been rebuffed ip t^ie courts.

-Price-cutting situation has been
growing Worse over Vhe past couple

of years as the discount stores have
spread out of the New York area
into dther cities. Some “of the big

retail stores have upped their dis-’

counts; from 30%, Which is already
regarded as “normal,” up to 40%
and over in some cases. Huge dis-

counts have been made possible by
Special deals with some indie long-

hair disk companies who needed
cash fast and sold their releases

at discounts ranging up to 70%
to the retailers.

While the discount outlets have
been harvesting the major portion

of the: sales,
;the small; neighbor-

hood stores have been all but
squeezed out of business. Latter

stores have not been in a position

to do the volume needed on a

discount . operation, and. have not
been able to make their regular

markup due to the advertised com-
• petition on the price-cutters. Omi-
nous sign in the industry has been
the spread of the discount practice

from the long-play field, where it

is still most prevalent, into the

sales of single pop records which,
• Up to now, have been- the mainstay
of the’ nabe retail stores.

Via national fair trade laws, the
• disk companies hope to be able

to regulate the prices at which
• their merchandise can be sold. The
Record Industry Assn, of America,
representing all of the major com-

' panies. and many smaller ones, has
already gone on record before the
Senate committee in favor of such
legislation. • •

Pinkard Loses Appeal

In : Action Vs. Robbins

On ‘Sugar’ Promotion
Albany, June 3.

The; Court of Appeals, in an
unanimous decision hut. Without
opinion, upheld dismissal of the

: $50,000 suit brought by Maceo
. Pinkard and Edna Alexander
charging breach of contract and
unfair 1 competition against the

Robbins Music, . over the latter’s

alleged failure to advertise and ex-

ploit properly “Sugar,” while con-

ducting a sales campaign on the

company-owned “Candy.”
Julian T. Abeles, attorney for

Robbins, said that the company
had purchased the rights to “Su-
gar” for revival during the World
War II civilian, shortage, but that

the number “just didn’t catch on.”

The Court of Appeals was told

that more than 400,000 copies of

“Candy” were sold in its first year
of publication, while only 200
copies of “Sugar” was peddled be-

tween 1944 and 1947. “Sugar”
“was recorded by several top stars

of tbe 1920’s when it first came
out and sold well.

Pinkard and Miss Alexander ap-

pealed an Appellate Division de-

cision unanimously upholding the

dismissal of their action by Su-
preme Court Justice Aaron Steuer
of New York. They did not claim

plagiarism. Abeles, in recent ar-

guments before the Court of Ap-
peals, submitted a list of 100 songs
in which “Sugar” was part of the
title.

Decca’s 17|e Dinj
Decca Records declared another

17V£c quarterly dividend to stock-
holders at the company’s board
meeting last week. Melon slice

is another in the
.

consecutive pay-
ments to stockholders paid by Dec-
ca over the last 14 years.

Dividend is payable June 30 to

stockholders of record June 16.

Marks, Capitol

Settle Row Over

Pre-1909 Tunes
A precedental court ruling on

the • copyright validity of pre-1909

tunes was sidestepped last week
when E. B. Marks withdrew its ac-

tion against Capitol Records for

mechanical royalty payments on
“In the Good Old Summertime” in

an amicable out-of-court settle-

ment. Tune had been etched by
the diskery last summer with the

Les Paul-Mary Ford team with Cap
refusing to pay royalties because
the tune was written prior to the
1909 copyright act.

Trade had been awaiting court

decision on the wrangle because
disposition of songs penned prior

to 1909 and still within the 56-year

copyright tenure has never had. a
court clarification. 'Although simi-

lar hassles have come up in the

past, the pubs have always settled

out of court. “Summertime,”
penned by George Evahs and Ren
Shields in 1902, was first published

by Howell, Haviland &; Dresser.

Marks obtained the copyright from
the authors’ widows when the tune
came up for renewal in 1929 after

the initial copyright term of 28
years.

Tune, which was originally

etched as part of a Paul-Ford al-

bum, was recently released by Cap
as a single. The diskery was repped
In the settlement by Mortimer S.

Edelstein and Marks by Abeles Jk

Bernstein.

By MIKE GROSS
Extent to which the overload of

gimmick records has affected the
music industry was reflected last
week in a Variety survey of sev-
eral of the disk jockeys in the
metropolitan New York area. Gen-
eral opinion Is that the deejays,
for the most part, abhor the stuff
they have to spin., but that there
are indications from listener re-

sponse that the “new sound” rec-
ords have reached their peak and
a resurgence of straight waxed mu-
sic can be -expected by mid-1953.
With the bottom falling out 'of

the disk and sheet market during
the past few months, the shellac
spinjners feel that the diskeries and
publishing firms will begin a con-
centrated effort to bring back
good music on unadulterated plat-

ters.” The d.j.’s point to the up-
surge of straight instrumental
etchings, in recent months, as
spearheading the trend.
Most of the jocks admit that the

record companies have been dish
ing out the “new sound” platters
in an overdose because that’s what
the platter buying market has been
asking for. Only a few of the
straight waxings have been able
to break through and a record
company cSh’t be condemned for
sticking to the payoff item. How-
ever, the jocks agree that the.

“new sound” is dying of a surfeit
and the time is ripe for gpod mu-
music to move in once. *jfain.

One of the platter-spielers as-

serted that the recent wax trend
toward big voices Is just a strain

on the u record companies’ part to
venture into the • semi-classical
field as an adjunct to the mediocre
melody and lyric of the current
pop output Music biz’s biggest
need today is new writers who can
knock out tunes that cabstand up
without benefit of superimposed
vocals or hoked up orch work-
overs. ’ '

Art Ford, of WNEW, N. Y., sug-

gested that the two licensing so-

cieties, American Society of com-
(Cofltinued on page 44)

Tuxedo Build* Roster
Moving into the spiritual and

calypso field, Tuxedo Records,
indie label, last week pacted The
Kings of Harmony and Millie

Daniels. Kings of Harmony, spir-

itual combo, were pacted for three
years. Miss Daniels is a calypso
singer from the West Indies.

t

Initial releases will be out with-
in a few weeks.

M-G-M PREPS SERIES

OF DANCE BAND SETS
Hopping on the current record,

.companies’ drive to hypo dance
music, M-G-M Records is prepping
a series of dance albums whichTl
feature some of the country’s

nitery and hotel orchs. Although
the diskery doesn’t expect to buck
the name bands with this series,

it figures it can cash in on the

terping upsurge being sparked by
the agencies and ballroom oper-

ators.

Initial album of the series will

be tagged “Dancing at the Copa”
and will feature, the Mike Durso
orch, show-backing house orch at

the New York nitery. Other hotel-

nitery crews are currently being

lined up by the diskery’

Seeks 15G Each For

His 26 Western Tunes
Hollywood, June 3.

His hillbilly ballads are worth
$15,000 apiece, oatunesmith Johnny
Bond charged in a suit in Los An-
geles Superior Court, and he wants
either the money or the songs.

Bond sued David M. Gordon of

Sunshine Music* asking for a re-

turn of 26 western titles or for

$390,000, or $15,000 each. Bond
claims Gordon failed to publish and
exploit the tunes as agreed upon
in their contract. In addition to

demand either the dough or the dit

ties. Bond wants $25,000 in royal-

ties he feels is due for the last few
years.

At Disk Pirates

Disk pirates, after taking a. pow-
erful drubbing from the music in-

dustry’s legal battery for the past
six months, were' given ‘a lethal

blow last week in N. Y. Federal
Court when another decision was
rendered against Dante Bolletino,

head of the Jolly Roger label.

Court ruling by Judge Edward
Conger awarded four “ publishers

$2,500 in damages to be paid by
Bolletino as a penalty for using
copyrighted tunes on his. wax re-

leases without licenses.

Award gave $1,000 to Miller Mu-
sic, $750 to Shapiro-Bernstein, $500
to Robbins and $250 to Feist
Bolletino did not contest the case
and will be forced to pay the $2,-

500 on top of the $1,000 he’s al-

ready paid to Louis Armstrong for

using the latter’s sides on- several

of the- Jolly Roger long-play re-

leases.

. Case was handled by attorney

Julian T. Abeles for the publishers

who acted through their agent and
trustee Harry Fox. Fox has been
making an intensive drive against

the bootleggers and the court de-

cision is seen as the ultimate vic-

tory In the campaign. Columbia
Records teed off on the pirates

first with its suit against Bolletino

early this year.

Fields-Seeley Decca

Album Set for Sept.

Release of the Benny Fields-

Blossom Seeley album, “Somebody
Loves Me,” has been set for Sep-

tember In order to precede the

picture which will start its show-

ing in October. Paramount has

done the Seeley biog.

Decca is doing the album with

•Victor Young supplying the music.

Cuds Performance Payoff Trim

D. J. Cldferi Okayed
Anent the clelflng and pub-

lishing efforts of some disk
jockeys, all members of the

-

platter « spinning fraternity
agreed that it was o.k. so long
as the jockey didn’t abuse his
airtime privilege by overplug-
ging the song. Jack Lacy said
that the deejays have as much
right to. be in the publishing
or writing field as anyone else

but that they should treat their
product exactly as they do any
other tune.
Art Ford, who penned the

lyrics for.’The Mask Is Off,”
1

a current pop entry,- asserted
that a deejay-cleffer or p dee-
jay publisher goes out on a
limb when he starts plugging
his own tune. There’* a, big
dialing audience he’s got to an-
swer to if he tries to hypo a
bad song so it’s got to be treat-

ed as just another new re-

lease. If the. d.j.’s tune hap-
pens to hit paydirt, Tom Reddy
summed up, it won’t .be be-

cause of a single platter spin-

ner’s hypo because no jockey
today can build a song -alone.

Petrillo Bid For

. Santa Barbara* Cal., June fl.

James C. Petrillo is expected to

make another strong pie** for Gov-

ernment subsidization of symphony
groups And other cultural music

groups when the 55th annual con-

vention of the American Federa-
l \

tion of Musicians opens in this

city next Monday (9). Petrillo has

been urging such a step as a means

Of preserving the country’s muslr

cal heritage, and, at the same time,

providing employment for the

unfon’s 242,167 ^members,

Some jt,100‘ delegates represent-

ing 700 AFM locals will assemble
here for the four-day conclave.
Elections of new officers will be
held Wednesday (11) and It’s not
expected tHaf.Petrillo will face any
opposition -from' any other candi-

date in the presidential race. In
fact, the opposition to Petrillo has
been so silent In recent years that
the whole administration ticket

will probably run without opposi-

tion, There will,
(

however be the
usual contest for' executive board
posts on which Petrillo customarily
takes a hands-off positibn.

Governor Earl Warren of Cali-

fornia will address the convention
with Bob Hope and Bis radio
troupe furnishing the entertain-

ment after the opening day's ses-

sion.

* Spotlighting the decline In im-
portance of band network remotes
for the music biz, the American
Society of Composers, Authors Ac
Publishers is planning to overhaul
its performance’ payoff on tunes

1

programmed on such shows. New
system will result in a much
smaller return to conform to the**,
actual situation which finds feyrer'
and fewer network affiliates pick-
ing up the sustaining network re-
motes.
Up to the present time, the per-

formance payoff was based on a
half-point rating for each tune on
a sustaining show multiplied by
-the number- ^of network stations
carrying the show. ‘ New system
calls for an averaging of the num-
ber of stations in a network hook-
up over a given hourly period and
setting that figure as a fixed quan-
tity regardless of whether the sta-
tions involved exceed or fall below
the "average.

Of key interest to the publish-
ers is the fact that the average net-
work hook up figure will be low.
It’s understood that the average
has been set at 24- to 45 stations

‘

per network remote.
At about 10c value per half

.

point, the new* system will .mean
from $2.40 to $4.50 per perform-
ance for any song spotted on such
shows. Since such a payoff will
not even cover the minimum ex-
penses involved in contacting
bandleaders 1

for plugs* . itfs ex-
pected that . such publishers who
have retained eontactmei\ for this
purpose will stop this type of con-
tacting. *

Payoff for sponsored program***
s not affected by the new system”
since the ASCAP count covers all
stations carrying such 'shows. It’s
understood that ASCAP deckled
to institute the new method for
sustaining shows in order , to cut
down bookkeeping and other ad-
ministrative costs. .

Decline of the network remotes
is explained by tha fact that, most
affiliates prefer to. run their own
disk jockey shows instead, lit thd
latter case, the affiliates cart spot
the usual number Of plugs whites*
that’s impossible iij the remotes.
One of the by-products of the

new system will be the demise of
the payola to some orch leader*
who demand that the publisher*
pay for arrangements before"they
use any tune. Whereas the previ-
ous payoff for band plugs might
have warranted such an invest-
ment, the present coin 'Involved
doesn’t make it worthwhile at all.

SATHERLY QUITS COL

FOLK MUSIC V.P. SPOT
Arthur Satherly, Columbia Rec-

ords v.p. in charge of folk music

artists and repertory, resigned his

post with the diskery yesterday

(Tues.). Satherly was associated

with Col for n\pre than 25 years.

Don Law, who’s been assisting
Satherly for the past five years,
was named director of the folk
music division.

Gordon Exits YJR
Jerome Gordon, New York sales

manager for Young People’s- Rec-
ords, has exited the company to

form his own agency specializing

in juve- disks, books and 'toys.'

Irv Katz has been named to fill

the vacated spot.

Andrews Sisters Win

157G Judgment From

Their Own Corporation
Hollywood, June 3.

Andrew* Sisters, a* majority
owner* of the Andrew* Sister*
Eight to the Bar Ranch, ignored
the protests of minority owner Lou
Levy and defaulted on a 'complaint
brought in Los Angeles Superior
Court. The corporation was thus or-
dered to pay a $157,650 judgment—

»

to the Andrews Sisters individua-
lly. Levy, owner of>only 25% of
the stock in the corporation, was
unable to file an answer legally and
the sisters obviously didn’t want to.

Case brought by the sisters as
individuals against their corpora-
tion stated that they bad given the
corporation $50,000 in 1946 and
assigned their Decca Records royal-
ty rights to the firm. In return they
were to receive $10,000 per year.
Under the terms of the judg-

ment,. Patti Andrews gets $44,265,
Laverne gets $42,254 and Maxette
get* $71,130. Latter figure includes
a $9,000 loan made to the corpo*
ration.

Sisters and Levy are partners in

the corporation set up several- year%
ago when Levy was managing th§
gal trio and was married to MaX*
ene. Each has a 25% interest.

Arnold Shaw, Duchess Music
vice-prexy, planed to Europe last
[-week on a four-week business-
vacation trip.
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Scoreboard
OF

TOP TALENT AND TUNES

Compiled from Statistical Reports/ of Distribution

Encompassing the Three * Major Outlets

Coin Machines Retail Disks Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue

for

=’=== WEEK ENDING MAY 31 . .

-
a

NQTEi yXhe current comparative sale* strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is

arrived at under a statistical tysteni comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu-
merated above. These findings are correlated jbith data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with Variety. TKe positions resulting from 'these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de-
veloped Ifom

‘

the :.ratio -of "points scored : two ways in the ,case of talent idlsles, coin machines),
and three ways in the case' of.tunes (disks, coin machines, sheet music).

«
• 4

TALENT
POSITIONS
This list
week. wedk.

1 1

%
.
2 "

3 7
4 3

5 5

6 . 6

7 4
8 10 •

.9 9

10 •

POSITIONS
Thia ' Last

week. •week.

1 2

2 1

3 8

4 5

5 .. *. .

6 4

ARTIST AND LABEL TONE

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

DON CORNELL (Coral) . . . j£m YoL^
0*8

LEROY ANDERSON (Decca) Blue Tango

PERCY FAITH (Columbia) Delicado

GEORGIA GIBBS (Mercury) Kiss of Fire

AL -MARTINO (BBS) Here in My Heart

(Anytime
Forgive Me
I’m Yours • :

That’s Chance You Take

KAY STARR (Capitol) Wheel of Fortune

DORIS DAY
,
(Columbia) ... A Guy Is a Guy

s

JOHNNIE.RAY (Columbia)..... .. Walkin’ My Baby Home
GUY MITCHELL-M. MILLER (Columbia) .... Pittsburgh Penn

• TUNES
.

»

TUNE PUBLISHER

KISS OF FIRE. .Duchess

BLUE TANGO ^ Mills/

I’M YOURS Algonquin
'

HERE IN MY HEART :MeIlin

DELICADO Remick

I’LL WALK ALONE ^ Mayfair

WHEEL.OF FORTUNE Laurel

A GUY IS A GUY- Ludlow*

BE ANYTHING Shapiro-B

BLACKSMITH BLUES Hill-R

BETAB SHEET BEST SELLEBS

SeilsDavis Music firm
Joe ijavjs, vet Australian,, J?uV

Usher currently in the tl.' S., dis-

closed that he has sold his Arm,
Davis Music, to Alien' Music while
retaining his directorship in his old

company... Ope of the four. biggest

firms in Australia, Davis handled
the catalogs -of Irving Berlin, Mills
Music, Leeds and Other firms in

that country.
^

Davis has how gone' into the book
publishing game as distributor of
the- Simon t Schuster catalog down
under,

Hollywood, June 3.

For the .first time 1 since organiz-
ing hi» ,own crew, Harry James
will do an eight-week: concert tour
of eastern* States,

. starting this fall.

His last theatre date was in 1943
and since then he has appeared
only in .ballrooms, hotels and TV.

(

Bandleader, who just finished 20
shows on KNBH. says video con-
vlnced him public ayartts .concerts
in local .. au^ltoria. He ‘plans one-
nighteirs without; dancing; for' Sep-
tember -and- ’October, returning to
the- air lite^ fall. Band will tour
the Pacific northwest and Canada
in June' and July, and Texas in Au-
gust.

*’ *

Bostoi Orch Back From

Sock Europe Tour; Bike

Race Sows .Up Concert
vv _

Boston, Jupe 3.

Boston ‘Symphony Orchestra re-

turns today CRms.) frpmlts first
European tour, having completed
one of the most boff tours in or-
chestraannal*. Alternating under
its regular conductor; Charles
Munch, and guest Pierre Mpnteux,
the BSQ played 1$ European, dates,
including five European - capitals,

Paris, the Hague, Brussels,- -Berlin

and London, Tour sponsored by
the American Committee of the
Congress for Culturgl Freedom,
brought rave notices /everywhere,

President Auriol of .France at-

tended the* opening concert at the
Paris Opera House, %which* was
climaxed with g 20-minute.. stand-
ing ovation for Munch and . the. or-
chestra. Queen Juliana attended
in Holland and King ' Baudaiiin in

Belgium. The orchestra •made three
appearances in Germany 'under ihe
auspices of HICOG, v and * Was
trained in and out,- of Berlin' in
scaled- Army’ ,train /

<shipment|‘

•

when a gas striker-grounded Arthy
planes, which were to hnVe/.flowil
the- orchestra to Berlin, ijWf’
* Expected’tTmible f^om' the* Bus?
5-iaha? didi<<ridt

’*

mateciaiiz^, evifepc

though the German -side trip was
specially deigned by the] IT.

Statepeptto impress Russians and
Germans with American Culture,

and 1,000 East Zone Berliners were
given tickets to attend an open re-

hearsal. Two 'concerts were given
in Frankfort, one solely for the
U. S. Armed Forces.
Personnel ‘and baggage moved

without incident until the move
from Bordeaux -to London. Vails

carrying music and double basses
were caught behind a French bi-

cycle race and therefore missed the
boat train. Concert in London had
to be delayed one hour as a result

Total capacity at concerts and
five open rehearsals figured nea'r

50,000 for the trip; All Concerts
were broadcast by Europe.*>n rr'U'i

networks and Radio Free Europe
Of the 15 concerts. Munch con
ducted eight and Monteux sfeven.

BSQ now returns to Symphony
Hall hgfe to take over* the Peps
season from a sub orchestra, and'
wifi continue under the. baton of

Arthur Fiedlcfr. On July' 5, orches-

tra moves to the’Tanglewood Fesr
tival in Lenox, Mass. If attendance
there Jiolds up to* previous levels^

aris expected from advance season
biz, total attendance fdr tUl'BSO
concerts (224) during the 1951-52

season will reach over l,000tQ(>0.

4- Summer danceband season kicked
off with a bang during the Decora-
ion Day weekend* according to re-
ports coming.iii to the Hew York
band agencies,. In: almost all terp
situations around the country the
orch$ played 1 to capacity crowds
and even in the east, which was
hurt by bad. weather, the bands
racked up fair b.o. Agencies are
pointing to the Decoration Day re-
urns as an indication that the
band, biz is headed for its onost
ucra'tive summer in years,
’ Nationwide terp spurt, which has'
been rolling since the first of the
year, now encompasses the name
orchs as well as the lesser-known
combos. Agencies claim that fpr
he most part their properties are
booked solid

;
for, the next two

months. Name orchs, of course, are
still sparking the, back-tq-dancing
drive, and- have, a solid line of
dates set until November,. However,
the overall picture is reminisesrit
of the band

,
biz heyday- Of the

1930s, with everyone coming in
for a cut of the big b.o. melon.

Agencies
v
point to the ' growing

number of ballrooms that have
opened during the year as well as
the renewed Interest in orchs on
the part of .amusement park oper-
ators as the reason for the solid
hot weather bookings. In the past
few years, the agencies haye ^ad
to scramble 'for location dates and
one-niter bookings^ but there are
enough spots around, now fo keep
most of the orchs busy.

Recent upbeat in orch waxings
is also credited with ’having a
strong impact on this summer’s
expected' high grosses. And- in di-
rect contrast to past dlskeryvafid
agency procedure, both are trying
to dig up new orchs for etchings
as well as road assignments';

In a move to keep the band-
wagon rolling in high gear the
ballroom, dps - are going all out in
their promotion and exploitation
efforts. The plug-dancing • hypo,
which was spearheaded by General
Artists Corp.’s- one-niter head,
Howard Sihnott,' several mohths
ago, is being-picked up by an in-
creasing nUfnber^of ops around the
country to spark their suipmelF terp
biz.

RCA Victor, Which is priming
another, big danceband push this
/ummer, last week* pacted the
newly formed Alex. Alston© orch.
Although the orch has 1 not yet had
any commercial dates, Victor
nabbed it after hearing the 'orch
.at Ma special audition for diskettes,
agencies and bookers held at tfie

Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, N. Y., sev-
eral weeks ago.

;
^Alstone, who is the composer pf

the French hit,,] ’‘Symphony/’ exe
pedts fo-' preem:|his orchin’ Ne\t
-York this summer at the,Biltmor*
Hdtel or the Waldorf. Qfchfti book
irigs Will be handled byjpeneral
Artists ..Corp.

Victor also is* prepping a sum-
mer push on an .orch which is cur-
rently' being formed by Eddie SaU-
ter and Bill Finnegan. Diskery
expects to launch a similar buildup
drive for these orchs as the one
given Ralph Flanagan and Buddy
Morrow.

Symphony Sid Promotes
New Jazz Concert P’kge
With jazz units continuing to

clean up on the load, Symphony
Sid (Sid Torin), former WJZ, N. Y.,

disk jockey, has formed a jazz

package for a six-month cross-
country trek of niteries and con-
cert h*Us;

troupe, includes Miles Davis,
trumpet; J. J. Johnson, trombone;
Zdot Sims, sax; Milt ’ Jackson,
piano; Percy Heath, bass; and
Kenny Clark, drums. Symphony
Sid is emceeing the <Sh0w. Pack-
age was^produced ,by Monte Kay,
Who produces the layouts at Bird-

land, N. Y., and is being booked
through Shaw Artists.
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posers, Authets and Published |. liams, Also of -WJJ2, stated that IL\

Ck . . 1 t. ir^. * * 1iL«.«. AV I Vsifjl v»vAfyv»nYii O sTlHW SftlOlV Oil-
Broadcast Music, Inc., launch an

^all-OUt. effort to develop new writ-

ers by sponsoring collegiate song*

writing contests. ”ThereV another

Gershwin soxnewhere in this .couiv

try,” ho said, '‘and American mu-
sic needs a spokesman of that type

now more than ever before.”

“The gimmick sound, was de-

veloped by the' diskens to conceal

the meagre wrijting material,” he
added, “but It won't hold up.” In
turning their attention to people

who want a cruder type of music,

the record men lost an important
segment 0/ their disk-buying mark-
et and they're now trying, to. win
'em back by increasing their out-

put of topflight songs and standout
renditions. The 'releases are better

-thought out than before, he stated,

and we're not 'being flooded with
as many new issues as we were
last year.

Still Releasing Too Many
Tom Reddy, of WJZ, N, Y„ con-

curred that 1 the. diskeries. have cut

down on their releases, but claimed
‘that they’re .still putting out too

many. Reddy .believes that the
vocalists have gone about as far

as they can . go and that there's

a definite upbeat in the Remand
for orch platters. The Leroy And-
erson click on the Becca label,

"Blue Tango,” and the Billy May
platters for^.Capitol are pointing
the Way to a new wax picture.

Growing importance of prehs, he
asserted, also can be seen. in the
headway diskery musical directors

have been making In producing
waxings with their respective com-
panies' star vocalists. Such direc-

tors as Gordon Jenkins (Becca),
Hugo Winterhalter (RCA Victor),
Percy

,
Faith (Columbia), and

LeRoy Holmes (M-G-M) have
stepped out as strong .selling

entitles for their label.

* Reddy also stated that the pub-
lishing

.
firms’ contactmen, in the

main, have assumed a new attitude
in asking for. plugs. ‘‘They're aware
of the bulk of trash that’s being

0®“ produced,” he asserted, “and don't
ask for plays if they feel the wax-
ing is n.g.”

On, the other hand, Vince
:

Wil-

lie’d .
program a show solely on

pluggers' requests it'd he unfair

to his audience, who depend uPb»
his choice ' pf ispins for - pleasant

listening. In various listener -polls

that Williams has taken ,during the

past few mouths, so many more;)

requests havc.come in for old tunes

and. old waxing that he gives the

current crop of '‘cry” and “trick

records about six more months of

popularity.

Hal Tunis, of WMGM, N. Y.» said

that diskerics have gene overboard

in their attempts to get a “new
sound” and It’s gotten to a. point

where they’re beginning to lose

deejay support. “A jockey's im-
portance to the station that hires

him,” he said, “Is his ability to

sell—and it's almost Impossible to

sell anything in between the spin-

ning of the frenetic disks the
.

com-
panies are issuing today.” It's be-
coming a little ridiculous flow, he
added, and ’the fact the disk Sales

are way 6ff indicates that there’s

an upheaval In the offing* ::

“Pubbery and diskery 1thinking
,”

he
1

added, “has b£en all wrong.
They’ve assumed that this Is what
the public wants and this is what
they’ve got to give 'em- Just as the
“new sound” has been shoved into

the public's ear so can they .be

reconditioned to. go for “ungim-
mieked recordings and better

songs.”

Make 'Em to Sell 'Em
Jack Lacy, of WINS, N. Y.,

agreed that
.
the diskeries aren't

producing as "many good things as

they should but he says they’re In

business to sell records and. if the

“new sound” platters pay ' off

they’ve got to make them*. "The
kids -aren't complaining about the
lowgrade trend American pop mu-
sic has taken,” he added, “and
they’re the ones Who buy records
and support the disk artists.” The
teenagers today make up the bulk'

of the disk-buying , market and the
record companies aTre catering to

them.
Lacy, who'-g currently conducting

a poll among high-school students
in New York, New Jersey and

Long Island, noted in the early re-

turns ’that -there's been no notice-

able letup in the "new .sound” kick
and that they are as strong for the
new crop of singers, as

1

, ever but
that there's a growing interest in

the new baflds* etchings. Lacy, who
tagged himself “an air salesman
who plays music,” said that al-

though it's not his job to educate
the musical tastes -of liis listeners,

he’s interjected into, ms program-
ming format sonic .solid .standards
ahd fave oldies that’ve been greet-

ed, with appreciative* response. "A
jockey can • never be condemned
for playing good music,” he con-
cluded.

Qd the

Houston Symph Set for Summer
Houston, Jpne 3.

Houston Summer Symphony Or-
chestra will open the ‘

first of a
series of 18 concerts in the local
city parks on June 15. Concerts
will be free to the public.

Andor Toth will he conductor of
the orchestra* • Auditions- are being
held for local .talent to appear as
guest artists with the symphony at I the weekend to the Falmolive Bldg,
each concert.. I

. . . Muggsy Spanler cut four more

New York
Singer Buddy Costa packed Tby

General .
Artists Corp% * , . Billy

May. orch*' begins a ;
four*day en-

gagement ' at the r’Meadowbwmk,
Cedar Grove, N* J., June 19 *'*'

•

Arco Music, hew pubb.ery headed

.by Art Cook has been licensed by

Broadcast Music, Inc. - . * Xavier
Cugait orch plays a one-week en-

gagement at the Fox Theatre, San
Francisco, beginning July 9 . • •

Remington Records added Sunland
Music Co., Los Angeles, to its dis-

trlb setup . . “Piano* Parade”
package featuring Erroil Garner,

Art Tatum, Meade Lux Lewis and
Pete Johnson disbanded until the

fall.

^ I V*

Chicago
William Morris office moved over

Lionel Hampton
AND HIS ORCHESTRA PLAY

DON’T FLEE

KINGFISH

MGM 11227

K 11227

THE SCENE

SALTY

78 RPM
45 RPM

M'G'M RECORDS

\ *

1 '

Disk Companies' Best SDllers^

CAPITOL » ARTIST J
X. I’M CONFESSIN’ .Les Paul-Mary Ford

CAEIOCA
2. WHEEL OF FORTUNE Kay Starr

i Wanna love you
3. BLACKSMITH BLUES ....Ella Mae Moore

LOVE ME OR LEAVE ME
4. OAKIE BOOGIE Ella Mae Morse

LOVE YA' LIKE MAD
5. I WAITED A LITTLE TQ@ LONG .Kay Starr &

ME TOO

t COLUMBIA
;

k

X. DELICADO Percy Faith
FESTIVAL

X 2. WALKIN’ MY BABY BACK HOME .... . . . .... Johnnie Ray ±
GIVE ME TIME %

*

X 3. SUGAR BUSH Boris Day-F. Laine,
HOW LOVELY, COOKS THE MEAT / x

4. HALF AS MUCH Rosemary Clooney I
POOR WHIP POORWILL

5. PITTSBURGH PENNSYLVANIA.. . .T .Guy Mitchell-M. Miller X
GIRL WITH SAWDUST HEART

.Don Cornell J-

CORAL
1. I'M YOURS

MY MOTHER'S PEARLS
t 2, STARDUST

- CRAZY 'CAUSE I LOVE YOU
3. I'LL WALK ALONE ; Don* Cornell’

THAT'S THE CHANCE YOU TAKE *

Ames Bros, +

.

i

:: 2.

x 3.

I s.

t MERCURY

4. GONNA GET ALONG WITHOUT YA NOW., Teresa Brewer*
ROLL THEM ROLY POLY EYES ”

5. HERE IN MY HEART : Alan Dale - -

I'M SORRY

DECCA •

BLUE TANGO . Leroy Anderson
BELLE OF THE BALL
DELICADO ...

KISS OF FIRE
KISS OF FIRE
I’LL WALK ALONE
BLUE TANGO
AT LAST AT LAST
.I'M YOURS
I UNDERSTAND

# • * » • *Ouy. Lombardo

Louis Armstrong

Guy Lombardo

...... Four Aces t I

isldcs for Merciiry last week and
‘ the Dixieland maestro goes fiX
Angelo’s Friday for two weeks 1?

** ®Ue's group £at the Bras* Rail . . . BUI SnvcW
signed Wt* the GAG office and has%een *t ,fOr- Congress Hotel St!Louis, June 20 for three frames

across the town
Jt the Park Pla?a, St. Louis .Mi has four weeks atAmvet Club, Mason City, la
Cy-CIown* icing a repeat at* the
Cairo for a month starting June 11
. . Metro-Ttoea inked for Trams.
Ketchum, Idaho for four stanzas.
Bob- Vincent^ sings at Basil’s,

Muncie, Irid,, June 16 for four
stints . Ken Grlffeit plays a series

^h^domrents with the
S
T§
U
EPft,

C%’ £*arion - June

t
3

1 ;?Jf
Ckw^cS Syracuse,

July 11^17 . , Gay?Crosse into the
Supper Club,, Nashville, for amonth . . . Tiny Hill goes into the
Riviera, Lake Geneva, Wis., for aweek Aug. 11 ; . .-Jackie Davis Trio
ceught a month's work at the Musi-
cal Bar, ^Cleveland, June 23 .

Buddy Charles returns to the
PreyiewrtQnlght; <]Wed.) (4) . . . Jan
Garber does 10 days at Peony Park,
Omaha, July 10 and then goes to
the Frontier Bays' celebration at
Cheyenne, Wyo., July1

21 for six
days at $T,000 for the date . . .

Jerl Southern chirps ,at El Rancho
Vegas, Las .Vegas, .June 11 . . . Paul
Grey repeats, at. the Beverly.
Shreveport - tonight (Wed.) and has
the Capitol, Washington, June 26.
... Elista- Jayne over the border to
Monte .Casino,- Mexico City, June
.12, Chick Kirdale making the
TQUnds-pf the midwest jocks.

, Pittsburgh
. The Blenders opened a two-week
engagement at the Musical Bar in
Jeannette Monday - (2) . .

.

Maurice
Spitalny. planning to present his
brother, Phil Spitalny, and the
Hourvof-Charm Orchestra in a one-
nighter “ ftere this fall. . .Kenny-
Wood Park,- 'which used to play
bands on a week-long basis every
summer, now has daricingtonly two
rnghtme- week- >. Organist Don Mc-
GOvcm’s option picked up at the
Oliver Avenue restaurant. . .Jimmy

(Continued on page 46)

1.

t &
- >-

:: 3.

1 4.

* 5.

KISS OF FIRE Georgia GibbsA LASTING THING
Georgia wdds

$NCE IN A WHILE
PM GLAD YOU'RE HAPPY WITH SOMEONE
WHISPERING WINDS
LOVE WHERE ARE YOU NOW
BE ANYTHING r*^ jv

HERE IN MY HEART *. Vic DamonaTOMORROW NEVER COMES C e

. .Patti Page

Patti Page

3. A GIRL, A- FELLA, A BEACH UMBRELLA Rim* b9M-a« tA MIGHTY PRETTY WALTZ-
” B1Ue Barron I-

M-G^M
1. KISS OF FIRE ....

NEVER LIKE THIS
2. HARLEM NOCTURNE r>av id TtacaON A LITTLE COUNTRY ROAD

Billy Eckstine T

Orch -f

5,

PLEASE •

HERE'S TO US
HOLD ME CLOSE TO YOU. . . . urn.,
IF THEY ASK ME

* y

.y.;. .Bill Farrell f

Eckstine
/

+ 2 .

4- 3.

RCA VICTOR
1. MAYBE

WATERMELON WEATHER
'

THAT’S THE CHANCE YOU TAKE EdriiA FicViaw iFORGIVE ME Lddie Fisher
<f

I'M -YOURS
JUST A LITTLE LOVIN'
LADY'S MAN „4 , c ,

MARRIED BY THE BIBLE, DIVORCED BY LAW
S“0W +

TH^GYPSYTOAtt,’’" .-••Hugo Winterhalter f

-P. Como-E.' Fisher

.Eddie Fisher 4

4.

5.

A

MERCURY ARTIST

and his archastra

is apptarin? with

JERRY MURAD’S

HARMONIQATS
Singing Star

RAY CURA
and talented

RICHARD HAYMAN
all appearing in person in

Frank Dailey's Meadow-
brook. Cedar Grove, N. J.

Currant releases;

Ralph Marterie

"STREET SCENE"
"PERSIAN MARKET"

Harmonlcatf

"HOOTIN' BLUES"
"NIGHT TRAIN"

Ray Cura
"BLUE BOY"
"DESIRE"

Richard Hayman
"NO STRINGS ATTACHED"
"LOST LOVE"
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‘Wish Yon Were Here/

First of New Season
RCA Victor is spearheading the

diskery scramble to . nab original-
cast;album rights for the forthcom-
ing flock, of Broadway legit musi-
cals by . latching on to the first

legituner of the 1952^53 season,
“Wish You Were Here." Musical,
an adaptation of Arthur Kober’s
legit play, “Having Wonderful
Time/' is set to preem in New
York ‘June 25. Harold Rome
penned the words and music. Jack
Cassidy, Christine Matthews and
Sheila Bond are the featured sing-
ers.

Victor, whose only original-cast
' album last season was “Paint Your
Wagon," expects to have the “Wish
You Were Here" album on the
market in time for the Broadway
preem since the show is; having no
out-of-town tryout and the cast
will be available in N. Y. for a pre-
opening waxing session. Chappell,
Music is publishings the score.

Of the 1951-52 legituners, *'0f
T*hee I Sing" is' yet to be released.
Album was etched a couple of
weeks ago by Capitol Records and
is expected to hit the market with-
in 10 days.

Xiou Levy,* Leeds Music prexy,
headed Coastwards this week.

TOPPING ALL LISTS

•»
LEROY

ANDERSON
MILLS MUSIC, Inc.

>

It's Music bf

JESSE GREER
Program Today Y*itorday’s

ON THE BEACH

WITH YOU
WORDS & MUSIC, INC.

Two Groat Recording.

“PRETTY AS A

PICTURE”
by

Dean Martin Tim Mills Brothtrs

Capitol Dtcca

MILESTONE MUSIC CO*
«

$524 Selma Av»., Hollywood 24

BETAIL DISK BEST

$uruey of retail disk best

tellers, bated on reports ob-

tained. from lending stores in

12 cities .and showing corn-

parative sales rating for this

ahd last week

.

National

Rating

This Last

Week Ending

May 31
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TV

5
PERCY FAITH (Columbia)
“Delicado”—39708 2 2 4 • t .. 2 9 3 3 4 3 2 76

2 1

LEROY ANDERSON (Decca)

‘‘Blue Tango"—40220 7 5 1 4 « • • • 1 ‘ 1 1 • • 1 •

• • 67

3

/

3
“AL"MARTINO (BBS)-
’ “Here in My Heart"—101 1 -1 * •

.
2 7- 4 • • • • « • 2 « • 1 59

4 2
“GEORGIA GIBBS (Mercury)
“Kiss of Fire"—r5823 .. 7 • • 1 .. ‘1 2 • • 2 7 2 • • 55

5A '7
"DON

-
CORNELL (Coral)

“Rm Yours”—60659 5 3 • • • • .. 3 3 « 7 1 • • ft ft 44

5B 4
“KAY

-
STARR (Capitol)

“Wheel of Fortune”—1964 9 7 5 6 .. 5 6 4 9 4 a • 44

6 12
EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

“I'm Yours" 20-4680...., • • • 3 3 2 .. • • • • a « 6 5 36

7
'

11
DORIS DAY (Columbia)
“A Guy Is a Guy"—39673. . 4 .. 8 10 . .

- 10 7 5 5 * • 5 • • 34

8A 6
DON CORNELL (Coral)

“I'll Walk Alone”—60659 6 .. • • • • .. 5 8 8 6 • • • • • • 22

8B 9
G. MITCHELL-M. MILLER (Col)

“Pittsburgh, Penn."—39663 8 .. * * ft 0 9 .. • • 9 8 ft 4 7 3 22

9 10
JOHNNIE RAY (Columbia)

• “Walking My Baby Home"—39750 6 • • • ft 8 .. * • • • « • 3 • • 6

r-

21

10A 8
ELLA MAE MORSE (Capitol)

“Blacksmith Blues"—1922 10 .. » « ft ft 7 4 10 10 • • 9 • ft 16

10B JL4
TONY MARTIN (Victor)

“Kiss of FireV—20-4671 • • • • 2 • 0 • » • • • • 4 * • . T • • • •

-V

16

11 13
BILLY ECKSTINE (M-G-M)
“Kiss of Eire"—11225 3 .* « • ft ft 4 .. • « • •

i

• • ft ft • • • • 15

12 \ • •

’ PEGGY LEE (Decca)'

“Be Anything"—28142 • * • » • 6 3 .. • • • • '.V ft • • • a • 13

13 • o

GUY LOMBARDO^ (Decca)
“Blue Tango"—r-28031 • • • • • • • • 1 .. • • • • ft ft • ft • • • • 1.0

14 17
ROSEMARY CLOONEY (Coi)

“Half as MUch"--39710 • • • • • • • • • • • • • «
- 2 • • ft ft a • • • 9

15A

/

• •

NAT (KING) COLE (Capitol)

“Somewhere Along Way”—2069 . .

.

.. 4 • * • * • • • • • * • • • ft ft ft • • « • 7

15B • *

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)
“Anytime”—20^4359 • « *.Or

i
IV

* • • • » • • • • • 7 ft • ft ft 8 • • 7

15C 15
EDDY HOWARD (Mercury)
“Be Anything”—5815 « • « « # • • • ‘ft • • • • • • • 9 • ft 10 7 7
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FIVE TOP
ALBUMS

WITH A SONG IN
MY HEART

Jan* Froman

Capitol
BDN-309
KDF-309
L-309

SING1N' IN THE
RAIN

Hollywood Cast

M-G-M
M-G-M-113

K-113
E-113

JOHNNIE RAY

ALBUM
Columbia
CO-6199

C2-88

B-2-88

AMERICAN IN v
PARIS

Hollywood Cost

M-G-M
E-93
K-93
M-93

OUYS AND DOllf

Broadway Cast

Decca
DA-825
9-203

DLP-8036

FREE REHEARSAL HALL
^Bldgowaod, 9it*ans'

For musical groups —- combos —
bands. Wook nltos, DA* 4-7340.

Olenvlll*, Coop*r Ava.-IOth St.

Music Upbeat
Continued from pace 44

Brunelli band composed entirely
of ex-GIs, and four of them teach
music on the side . . . Leer Kelton
band booked back into William
Penn Tavern for another one-
nighter on June 28 . .

.

Vaughn Mon
roe, who just played a one-nighter
at Kennywood Park, coming back
for one at West View Aug. 27.

Kan$ai City
The Day Dreamers foursome

singing at* Southern Manmon fpr a
fortnight, their second date In
town. Paddy Wing terps on the
same bill. Outfit takes a vacation
for a few weeks, then heads for
dates in the Pacific Northwest...
Frankie Rapp out of the Southern
Mansion to Glen Park Casino, Buf-
falo, opening June 2,..Tommy
Reid orch had its playing time ex-

BMI Pit'visit!

I'M SORRY
Published by Algonquin

Recorded' by

Dick Haymes-Andrtws Sisters (Decca

I

Alan Date
[CoraI)

lobby Wayne f Mercury J

Exclusively lic*n**d bv BMI

BROADCAST MUSIC INC. *bo fitth avenue
SI* ’ O » K • C - CAOC . -OILTWOOO NEW YORK 19, V Y
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tended at the Jung Hotel, New Or-
leans, and holds forth there until
June 24... Joe Vera held over at
keyboard in Omar Room of Hotel
Continental.

Cleveland
Stan Kenton band will start new

'policy of white name attractions
for Towne Casino, biggest black-
and-tannery here, with 10-day visit
starting June 16. George Shearing
quintet also contracted for one
week at same

. spot, opening
June 27, with Count Basie crew
set for week of July 4... Neil
Hefti * orch and Frances Wayne,
which has been playing ballroomsm this area, going into Moe Nahas’Mam Street Club June 16 for a
week. enlarging bandstand
for 23-piece unit, biggest in size
it s ever hooked . . . Henri Braze’s
polka outfit reopened Mentor
Beach Ballroom, closed couple of
years ... Steve Gibson's Red Caps
plus Damita Jo moving into Al-
hambra Tavern June 10... Russ
Carlyle taking orchestra to Lake
Tahoe summer resort area in Neva-

’

’n5:
ay Anthon-y started season

for Chippewa Lake Park, playing
dance hall managed by AceBngode. y Ace

Carson Follows Bennett
Into Hollenden, Cleve.

j
C1^veland, June 3.Mindy Carson will open a two-week engagement at Hotel Hollen-

den s Vogue Room June 9, her first
Cleveland cafe appearance, follow-
ihg Tony Bennett’s current run.
For Bennett’s date a dozen of

Cleveland’s disk jockeys doubled in
his show as emcefes. These includedBud Wendell, Jack Clifton, Bill
Randle, Joe MulvihiU, Bob Forrest-
er, Bill Mayer, Chris Miller, Hal
Morgan, Gene Davis, Soupey Hines
Moon Mullins and Tommy Ed-
wards. Bennett got his big deejav
push in this territory.

Johnnie Ray Added To
Philly Music Fete Bill

. Philadelphia,
. June 3.

Johnnie Ray has been added to
the roster of stars slated for the
Philadelphia Inquirer’s eighth an-
nual Music Festival to be held at
Municipal Stadium, June 13. Event
is largest single entertainment at-
traction staged here and last year
drew an attendance of 88,100.
The program includes Eddie

Fisher, Ed Sullivan, Margaret Piaz-
za, Victor Borge, Jane Froman, the
Billy Williams Quartet, Sammy
5SXiJnd ' orchestra; the Fes-

dP^cOT?hony °Jchestra, Alexan-

™rJ
5
r!?/

len
J

C0
?
ductiQg; Paul La-

T*1

3

Cities.Service Band of Amer-
ica, the Kilgore College Ranger-
ettes,- the Naval Aviation Cadet

Flight'
U' S ‘ Naval Pre-

«ie
g
TT c

h
?
0l> P

g?sacola . Fla., and
Y:

s* Army Field Band, under
direction of Maj. Chester E. Whit-

Polymusic Sets Own Distrib
Polymusic Records withdrew itsline from Record Producers, Inc.last week to set up its own distrib

f^n l
ale

u
orSanization. New setupwill be headed by Mostyn Gilbertwho resigned from Rpi whenPolymusic pulled out

*

June 4, I952

H’wood ‘Jazz Cavalcade/

Starring Louis Jordan

PuBs 21,200 Payees
Hollywood, ‘ June 3

Aithough the turnout was w
than last year's bash starring BilivEckstine and Lionel Hampton' tiS
eighth annual Cavalcade

P
0f

tossed by promotor Leon Heflin
Wrigley Field dT?w 21,200 custom

\

a
riw50 general admission Sun!

|

day (l) for a. profitable take.
Louis Jordan combo toplined thio

with Toni Harper. Anna MaWinburn orch, Rpy Brown bandJerry Wallace <and Jimmie Wither
spoon on, bill, which lasted late intomght after lengthy matinee. Local
deejays Joe Aldams, Hunter Han-
cock, Bill Sampson and Ray Robin-
son co-emceed, Heflin paid $500
againsb 10% of gross as rental ill
ballpark, operators of which ran
concessions.

‘Space Ranger’ Album
Hollywood, June 3.Moppet interest in interplane-

cued a ^ew Colum-
bia Record album. Plattery set a
deal with Jack Danov, merchan"

lloc
.

k3r Jones
'

Ranger Video series, for Richard
Crane, who plays the title role to

er
r

2bum°
Ur Si(leS ot a SPace Bang.

Hecky ikrasnow, repping Colum-
bia, is .due on. the coast June 20
to supervise cutting.

AUDITION
RECORDS
Nigh Fidelity Disc and
Tape Equipment
Steinway Grand
Studio and Tape
Facilities , ..$12 per hr.

GMS Recording Studios
11 WIST 1 Btli STRUT
N«W York 11 f N* T*

OR 1-2317

Direction: GAC . •

n

A Great Novelty Song

“THERE’LL BE

NO NEW TUNES

ON THIS OLD PIANO
(This Old Piano of Mine)

Raconfad by

FREDDY MARTIN
©1 RCA-Victor

BULL'S-EYE MUSIC, INC.
4524 5*lma Av*., Hollywood 24

America's Fastest

- Selling Records!



Resorts With Slowest Start in Years
The three-day rain along the-f

eastern seaboard over the Decora-

tion Day weekend gave the resort

season one of it* worst starts in

years. None of
,
the N. Y. State

mountain hotels were filled, al-

though it seemed' that there were
enough reservations in many spots

to indicate that there would he sell-

outs plus turnaways.’ As Jt turned

out, many reservations weren’t

kept and /transient trade was vir-

tually nil*

Fortunately for the innkeepers,

majority of those holding reserva-

tions arrived Friday1

\30) and ac-

cording to custom* in many spots,

had to make .good for the entire

period for’ which they had con-

tracted. Most of them stayed out

the weekend. Indication of the

number of vacationers that went
out-of-town for the holiday was
seen in the fact that on Sunday
evening there was buraper-to-bump-

er .traffic along all important ar-

teries leading into New York.

At the same* time, niteries antici-

pated an extremely . dull weekend
which would be alleviated to. some
extent by out-of-towners. How-
ever,..those remaining in New York
helped give the cafes a better than

average weekend.

O&J, Others in AC. Hit

in

Atlantic City, June 3.

Heavy tains over the Memorial
Day weekend cost the city what
had been anticipated as the biggest

three-day May-June holiday crowd
in its- history; Even so, business
was reported as good, to excellent.

The city's annual Memorial Day
program had to be postponed until

the following day (31), when a
fashion preview opened, the 1952
bathing season. e

Hottest thing in town were Olsen
4k Johnsonv brought in by George
A. Hamid to his Steel Pier for a
three-day stand. The comics ap-
peared in the enlarged vaude thea-
tre and the Woody Herman band
played the Marine Ballroom.
With a break in the weather

Olsen & Johnson had been ex-
pected to establish some kind of
a record, and certainly surpass the
figures they set up on their last

date here in 1947.
“The crowds were satisfactory,

but the weather simply was too
much,” said Richard Endlcott, pier
manager.
Only seasonal club to launch its

swing was Dude Ranch, which
offered Larry Swain. The 500 Club,
Yacht Club and Club 15 presented
shows and lines.

Boy Worker’s 57VzG Suit

Vs. ‘Opry’ for Injuries
Grand Ole Opry .Co. and Curly

Fox last week were named defend-
ants in a $57,500 damage suit

brought in N. Y. Federal Court by
Donald Shehorn. Latter, who le-

gally is a minor, seeks $50,000,
while his father, Fred, asks $7,500
for medical expenses and loss of
his son’s services.

Action arises out of an incident
on Aug. 7, 1947, when the younger
Shehorn allegedly was injured
while putting up seats for a “Grand
Ole Opry”. tent show at Winona,
Minn. It’s charged that Fox, who
assertedly hired the boy, failed to

warn the latter, as to the hazards
of the job.

Buddy Allen*. N.Y. Wing
Agent-manager Buddy Allen,

whose activities have more or less

been centered in Miami Beach, is

opening a New York office, with
Stan Greeson in charge. Latter is

being brought up by Allen from his

Florida office, with Buddy Kurtz
succeeding him in charge of the
southern branch.
The expansion doesn’t affect

Allen’s exclusive services for client
Barry Gray, the N.Y. radio-TV disk
jockey-commentator.

Fire Hits Houston Cafe
Houston,. June 3.

• A fire last Saturday (31) de-
stroyed the three frame buildings
on Sid’s Ranch, a Negro nitery
here.

Damage was estimated at $50,000
by the Owner, -Mrs. Mattye Hilliard,
who said the loss Was not covered
by Insurance.

Thug Takes Holiday Take
Of Pep’s Bar in Philly

Philadelphia, June 3.

A bandit held up the owner and
manager of Pep’s Musical Bar,
early Sunday morning (1) as they
were making up- the payroll. Own-
er William Gerson told police he
had no immediate way of know-
ing the exact apiount of his loss,
but estimated that it was ‘’several
thousand dollars” accumulated
over the long weekend holiday
with banks closed. William Dash
is the manager.

WSB Hikes Wages

Of Music Hall, N.Y.
The second regional Wage Sta-

bilization Board announced ap-
proval of wage increases for Radio
City Music Hall, N. Y. New scale,

which gives 135 performers at that
house salary hikes retroactive to

Dec. 6, 1951, also raises minimums
to $70 for beginners and $87.50' foy

choristers after four years. Pre-
vious low was $60 for starters.

The 12-member board okayed the
hike for 47 Rockettes, 38 balleteers,
25 Glee Club members and 25 in
the ladies* singing ensemble.

Board also approved a week’s
vacation with pay for the per-
formers, but disallowed other pro-
visions that were sought by the
MH performers. Rehearsal scale
of $1.80 per hour was reduced to
$1.50. Board also rejected a $3.50
demand for each extra show, cut-
ting it to $3.10. Latter provisions
are retroactive to Feb. 29 of this
year.

WSB rulings mark the culmina-
tion of a long battle started about
two years ago by the American
Guild of Variety Artists. Contract
was signed last Dec. 6. It's the
first pact achieved by the Radio
City Music Hall ohorus. WSB re-
gional chairman Xrthiir J. White
announced the awards.

Pa. Supreme Ct Upholds

Title Ban on Philly Cafe
Philadelphia, June 3.

The Pennsylvania State Supreme
Court affirmed the injunction of

the Golden Slipper Square Club
against the use of its name by a
local nitery. The organization ob-
tained the injunction against
Golden Slipper Restaurant & Cat-
ering, Inc., operators of a North
Philly Cafe in December, 1950.

Justice John C. Bell, who wrote
the opinion, declared: “We see no
sound or salutary reason why a
charity should not be ' entitled to

the same protection as a business
corporation in the protection of its

name, symbols, labels, reputation,

membership, credit or Activities.”

The costs were placed upon the

Golden Slipper Restaurant.

Argentina Nixes Theatre

For N.Y. Carnegie Concert
Imperio Argentina will do a con-

cert at Carnegie Hall, N. Y., June
6. Spanish concert singer-dancer

was originally slated to go into the

Puerto Ric6 Theatre, N. Y., but

decided she’d rather do the single

stand. Carlos Montalban, operator

of the Puerto Rico, will promote
the one-nighter.

Appearing with Miss Argentina

will be Roberto Iglesias, Aida Ram-
irez, Carlos Montoya, Antonia Cal-

*deron, and Rafael de Penagos, lat-

ter a poet.

‘Borscht’** 2d for A.C.
•A second edition of “Borscht

Capades” will bow at the Million

Dollar Pier, Atlantic City, July 3.

Hal Zeiger will again produce and
will bring the show into New York
after a hitch on the road.

Already signed for the Yiddlsh-

American vaude revue are Don
Tannen, Bob Douglas, Sid Croft

and Jean Reynolds.

|
Berle s Summer Time
Milton Berle is set to play 'sev-

eral dates during the summer when
his Texaco tele show lays off. He’s
already signed for two one-day
shots and a nitery stand.

Berle goes- into the Chez Paree,
Chicago, Aug. 17 for one week.
He’ll precede that with one day at
the Ak-Sar-Ben Temple, Omaha,
and will play the DuQuoin (111.)

Fair, Labor Day (Sept. 1),

AGVA Counsel

‘Back’ M&L On

N.Y. Copa ‘Out’

The 'tiff within the American
Guild of Variety Artists on the
status of the Dean Martin & Jerry
Lewis date at the Copa.cabana,
N. Y., which was not played, has
hit a new snag.

AGVA’s. demand that the team
give the Copa a playdate in lieu
of the coin representing the face'
value of their contract with the
cafe, is illegal, according to union
attorneys.

,
Proponents declared that under

present AGVA laws, all contracts
ari play or pay. They stated this
applies not only to cafe owners
but to performers. It*was felt that
this law should fie enforced in this
case as well.
M&L were to have started* at the

Copa last season at $6,000 weekly
for four weeks. At the time the
pact was signed. Lewis got a $10,-
000 salary advance. Thus the face,
value of their contract', including
the loan, amounts to $34,000, which
the comics are willing to pay the
Copa, but nitery owners Jules
Podell and Jack Entratter prefer
their playing the spot.

It was also argued at the union
tha't the Copa agreed to the play
or pay ..procedure in the case of
Tony Martin, who forked over
$20,000 to the cafe in lieu of fail-

ure to keep* an engagement there.
In' that case, the Copa gave $10,000
to ' charity and turned over the
other $10,000 to its attorney, Jack
Katz.

CANTOR’S 4,370 PINTS

IN SAN JOSE, OAKLAND
San Francisco, June 3.

Eddie Cantor’s one-man shows
at.San ’Jose (27) add Oakland (28)

netted 4,370 pints of blood for the
Red Cross.
San Jose prodded attention with

Civic Center stunts and a series

of shows on KEEN, KXRX and
KLOK. Of 4,500 persons packing
auditorium, 1J570 donated blood as

price of admission. Others re-

ceived tickets because of previous
donations.
Oakland crowd topped 6,000 ad-

missions, with 2,800 donations at-

tributed to the Cantor campaign.
Remaining tickets wept to service-

men who had donated earlier.

Soun'd trucks swarmed the East
Bay ballyhooing the event, while
KLX KROW, KWBR and KRE
piped spots around the clock.

Ice Follies'’ Fat 150G

In Seattle Ys. Weather
Seattle, June 3.

Latest edition of the -Shipstads
& Johnson “Ice Follies” wound up
12-day engagement fplus two mati-
nees) at the 5,000-seat Civic Audi-
torium with near-capacity biz.

Arena was scaled from $3.50 and
grossed a big $150,000, but 10%
below last year. Bad weather over
holiday weekend cut heavily into

the draw.

Karson Dancers to Italy

London, June 3.

The dancing line created by Nat
Karson during the period of his

vaude presentations at the Empire,
Leicester Square, has been booked
for an Italian season opening, like-

ly in June.
Karson goes to Rome next June

5 and will stay over for the opening

at. the Casino there. Subsequent
dates have been set for Turin and
Naples. It is expected that the

terpers will stay in Italy for sev-

eral months. About 19 members of

the original company are making
the tour.

Beatrice Kay is currently head-

lining at the Shamrock Hotel,

Houston.

Me;
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Ives Goes Scotch For
Six-Week*Aussie Tour

Sydney, May 27.

Burl Ives, here to do a six-week

concert tour for the Australian

Broadcasting Commission, sur-

prised newsmen at the. airport

when he stepped off. the plane

wearing a Scottish outfit compris-

ing black glengarry, tweed jacket
and kilts. US folk song specialist
said he was an honorary member
of the McGregor clan, and planned
to sing in Edinburgh next August,

Ives, whose ^recordings are big
sellers here, ;was greeted here by
teenage fans. He debuts jn Mel-
bourne June %. /

Post Challenged
v' *

An attempt to replace Jimmy
Lyons as eastern regional director

of the American Guild 1 of Variety

Artists will reportedly, be launched
at the union’s convention starting

Monday (9) at the Roosevelt Hotel,

Hollywood.

Lyons’ replacement Is said to be
a matter of intra-union politicking,
with two board members after his
job. Lyons has declared, however,
that he’ll put up a fight to retain
the post. He said that on his record
there would 'be nO justification for
his replacement inasmuch as polic-
ing In the N. Y. area is the 'tightest
in the history of the union. He
asserted that more than 30,000 had
been collected for members without
the necessity of hearings. Employ-*,
ment is 12Vi% above that of last

season and there are salary bonds
for 30 more spots than there were
last year, he said.

It’s known that there had been
an attempted deal ip which Lyons
would be shifted to less important
duties at no decrease in his pres-
ent salary. He declined to go along
with that proposition.

Scot Soger Hits Lack

Of Show Folks in Korea
Glasgow,' May 27.

Nina Cathcart, Scot soubrette,

back from two-month tour of

Korea, says Great Britain must
wake up to the* need for more en-
tertainment for British troops in
this battle area.

“Our boys feel they are being
forgotten,” she said. “Ours was
the first concert - party they had had
for seven months, except for Amer-
ican groups.”

Singer was one of a four who
flew to the Far East under the aus-
pices of Combined.^Services Enter-
tainment's. They sfieiit 15 days in

Kqre^ during their .five-week Far
East'toftr.

’

•
!

Versailles, N.Y., to Hay?
Acts for Summer Run

Versailles, N. Y., will return to
an act policy during the. summer.
Current revue, “All For Love,” is

slated to leave June 24 after mak-
ing one of the longest runs in the
history of that' spot'. Revue opened
Oct. 16 of last year.

It's likely that Georgie Hale, who
did the current layout, will pro-
duce another edition for the Ver-
sailles in the” fall. Present cast

includes Carmen Torres, Beverlee
Dennis, Arthur Maxwell, Constance
Towers and Bill Norvas & Upstarts.
Writers were Max Wilk, George
Axelrod and Irving Graham.

Sugar Chile!* Brit. Tour
Frank “Sugar Chileu Robinson

has been signed for a 10-week tour
of the British Provinces starting

July 8 in Birmingham. It's unlike-

ly that heTJ. play London this sea-

son, having appeared at the Palla-

dium last year.

Deal -was set by Frank Taylor
through the Lew k Leslie Grade
Agency.

the major talent agencies may be
able to come up with more name*
than usual because of the sever*
slump in television ^les. The large
date-diggeries have . pared their
video sector* and may have to con-
centrate on sales in ’ the variety
fields if the acts *are to be kept
working.

Music Corp. of America has let
out several in its video department
(see separate story in 'TV Section)
and the William Morris Agency is
contemplating some major changes
that will streamline its entire op-*
eration. With these changes, it**

axiomatic that some of the names
that were lured into the large of-
fice by the prospect of steady video
work will have to ,be kept busy in
the variety fields if the percentery
is to hold on to them. Otherwise,
the talent shift will be. greater
than usual in the fall.'

The ca£e departments will bear
the. major responsibility of keeping
the acts Working, inasmuch a*
vaude. time has dwindled to a min-
imum. Under these circumstances,
cafes such as the Riviera, Ft. Lee,
N. J.j Copacabana, N. Y.; Chez
Paree, Chicago, and a few others
may be able to use enough names
to round out a good summer sea-
son. Both the Riviera and the Qopa
still have flexible schedules in the
eveht headliners become available.

Current policy of the - large of-
fices is to

.
attempt to persuade as

many stars as possible to accept
cafe dates. The agencies are nq
longer asking toppers to come in
on the chance that a sufficient
number of video guest shots will
crop up. The hope now is to per-
suade them to work in .'niteries and
theatres.

Cops Nab Minors, Owners,

Kenton footers in Philly

Philadelphia, June 3.

Seizure of 19 minors in Club
Harlem, West Philly name band
and musical act showcase, will lead
police to seek revocation of th*
spot’s license, according, to In-
spector John. F. Driscoll, who led
a police raid there at midnight Sat-
urday (31).

Driscoll said he had ordered war-
rants to be served on the two own-
ers of the nitery, Stan Cooper and
Clarence Kaliner, as Well as a door-
man, A bartender and a waitress.

The raid created great excite-
ment, with the spot taxed td its

capacity of 1,000. Together with
the 19 boys and girls, police took
out the owners, 13 employees and
two trombone players from Stan
Kenton’s band. The musicians, ac-
cording to police, had tried to “es-
cape” and were picked up as dis-

orderly. None' of those taken to the
station house was arrested, how-
ever, and their names were with-
held by police.

Auto Accident Injures

Skater Suzanne Morrow
Toronto, June 3.

, Suzanne Morrow, 21, Canadian
Olympics figure-skating champ and
ice-show principal, suffered face
cuts requiring several stitches

when, the car in which she was
riding went off the road to collide,

with a hydro pole. With four others
she was on her way to attend the
wedding in Seattle of Mary Firth,

Toronto Skating Club coach.

Also taken to the hospital was
Mrs. B. S. Morrow, mother .of the
skater, with both requiring many
stitches to close gashes on face.

Two other passengers, a married
couple, were uninjured.

Burnett’* Trek for MCA
Music Corp. of America veepee

Larry Barnett ldft last week for a
tour of MCA offices throughout
the country. First stop will b*
Dallas.

Barnett will visit Dallas follow-
ing attendance at the America -Fed-
eration of Musicians exec board
meeting in Santa Barbara, Cal.,

June 9.

Xavier Cugat and his band and
show ‘opened an engagement Fri-
day (30) in the Mural Room of the
Baker Hotel, Dallas,
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St. Loo Chase Mulls Aloha

Format if Talent Shapes
St, Louis, June 3.

The Chase Club, swank west end

nitery, shuttered for the season

last Saturday (31) with Frankie

Laine and Hal McIntyre’s, band—— winding up a two-week fraine.

. Failure of several smgers on thq--*- Management of the Chase* Hotel

atre tours recently has: accentuated qx * Wacf Plus Pix - is mulling a switch in the tag $f

the hassle between talent agencies ^trJPPe* V>'

- the Starlight Hoof to that of the

and personal managers', ^he^date* OK 8G for 2 MplS. WHS* Hawaiian Room, but difficulty in

Minneapolis, June 3. obtaining mcco'y Hawaiian footers

Exotic dancer-stripper Evelyn and entertainers is holding up

West and- her one-woman burlesque plans. Room will open June 19.

show, in “a stripper concert pres-

I entatiori” in -conjunction with a

comprising two

WedneMliy, Jut*« 4, 1952

U Vier cii Hose, N. Y.
Pearl Bailey* Herman Chittison

Trio; $5 mininium.

s*.1>

diggers feel they, should be. allowed

to plot the careerg of .singers, espe-4

cially during the formative stages.

Major complaint of the agencies is

that newcomers -who are riding a

hit record immediately ask for a
nroaram

salary raisr to $1,500.
oldie features* and’ shorts, grossed

the agents, say, In ma
J^

ca
?
e\K a good $0,000 for the initial fort-

rarely can a newcomer do the kind 11 *uvu r-* .. * »

of business and entertain in a man-

ner that can justify that kind of

coin. , ,, ,.

' Personal managers, on the other

hand, feel that the chances of hit-

ting several top records in a row

are extremely small, and the art-

ists must take , full advantage of

a hit. The managers of chirpers

who have a backlog of disk hits

feel that the higher salaries are

justified on this scorce.

The jockeying between the agency

and personal pilots is becoming

more frequent. Major items are

salaries and spots. Agencies want

the singers to cover all the small

night. Drew $5,000 the first week
and $3,000 the second, at $1.25 top

in the 1,500-seat Alvin.

Attraction holds for third week,

with Miss West’s management in

on flat rental'.

St P. Mayor s War

On Sales to Juves

!

half-hour songalog. However, it’s

only a matter .of two months since
he*was showcased a few miles away
at the Cocoanut Grove - and this

. may hurl- his draw. :

Pearl Bailey is doing a Ravazza has. Improved in those
date at Monte Proser s smart east-* £qW

-

months and he fits more read-
side cafe, and the songstress amply jiy into the , intimate confines of
reveals that she can hold down her

t£e Crescendo. Thus his finale
solo hilling.

. t , . . “Hold Hand? Time,” in which he
Ordinarily, a single act is in- r€prises several' songs of yester-

sufficient to appease cafe custom- year, has more meaning her£ than
ers, and this would also have .been ^ Grove. Stint is well-
tbe case were Miss Bailey a less-

paced and sold strongly from the
talented performer. But with her m0ment be makes his singing en-
nifty personality and salesmanship, trance through .the maze of ring-
plus some particularly good ma-

sjde tables. Opening-night stint
terial, she had a lot of trouble get-, was slightly marred by an obvious
ting off opening night. lack of rehearsal with the Walter
Gone are those extraneous ges- ,Qr0ss trio which backed, but he

tures which used to over-empha- still scored, especially on rhythm
size Miss Bailey’s lxric^.. and in numbers. “Calypso Joe” and
their place is a more potent com- “Acapulco,” latune offerings, and

nI i-,,., ,,, edy effect that she achieves by un- “it Takes. a Woman” and “Pull the
The 500 Cluh, Atlantic City, will flerstatement. Miss Bailey has shade Down Marie” are all invest-

again use names this season. Head-
siimmed down considerably, and ed with a humor that- neatly bal-

liners will tee off July 3 with Al this is another plus factor. ~ ances the fine singing voice.
Martino topping the bill and will One thing, though, which she Gross Trio and Oscar Peterson
continue with Myron Cohen, July wm- have to watch is her tendency combo alternate to keep the con-
12; Jackie Miles, July 26; Sophie occasionally to work exclusively tinuous entertainment, policy in

Tucker, Aug. 16, and Joe E. Lewis, f0y the ringsiders, especially when force, each earning peak attention

Aug. 24. she seats herself on the st^ge down- in respective genre, Kap.
Ritz Carlton will also have a star front, where she is unseen by those

policy. Spot’s hookers, Cabot & beyond the^front ^tables^. AiuLsne

A.C.’s 500, Ritz

Minneapolis, June 3.

,
, . . . Immediately upon taking office,

situations at reasonable salaries in newjy elected mayor of St. PaulN

which both the performer and spot

operator can make some hay. In

this way, they build up experience

and goodwill and ban repeat at ^ —.. .

increased salaries even if the disk
] of . aicoholic beverages to minors,

“I

John Daubney, served notice on

niteries and liquor interests that

one of his initial main ' activities

will be to wage -war against sale

Micheiin, have set Mary McCarty, could cut down a Uttle Oft the

July 1, Blackburn Twins & Pam OtHferwise, she is pa r
J lL-J

Tniv R* Pav & Naldi July strong with a No. 2 spot lyric.

Ethel Smith A.ue 26
’ "From Muton to Muskrat to Mink*

15 > and Ethel Smith, Aug. *>.
which ^ a notaWy sock number

^ that sets her strongly the rest of

Albany Promises Change
•
| Husband” .

te^also a nifty, while

mtx Carlton, Montreal
Montreal, May 29.

Patricia Bright (unth Johnny
Gallant), Joe Settano Trio; $1.50-

$2 cover.

For Windup of season in the Ritz

I

Cafe, the management brings in
Standards, llice I n.triofa RpicfKt oiroroot nnm

.

clicks do not come afterward.

Another factor that is hi _ .
,

agencies boil is that the singers,
ke’ll g0 an the -^y jn a drive

h i * 1* V Plaimia most of the rest are standards, like pa £ri’cia Bright the cleverest com-
Aerialist Statute Un “Being In edienne' to hit’ Montreal in many

,, i * am not a bluenose,” the
1 ’n •l*r« * .

cabm « tne oxy,
in/So* a moon and one of the. best per-

Another factor that is making may
-

or declared, »in announcing JfiaUaSenal KeSDOnSlDlllty 1 Go£ lnL ®t
ct,fio

S?ld in h r formers to grace this stylish boite
A 't- 1 J

watr in » driva
«w"«6v****» ^ r J own distinctive style. _ . . ihs inrentimi two v^ars

srSSft'S-” aKraapj«b
nlng the performer is shooting for

the works and small sums shouldn't

stand in the way, especially since

the chirper may be getting the tall

coin within a few months.

rec- proposed code to effect the new
The mayor also said ne a rec-

ommend revocation of liquor li-

censes where cause exists, whether
or not there is an appeal to the

The agencies' point out that the wWol ^appLhng Us ^orge S. Raymond made this

majority of pipers tiding a^hit are ^iction lor aUeged
P
sale

(
to

minor.

Ten Eyck law requiring aerial per-

formers to use safety devices when|
working at a height of more than

20 feet, is promised. Commissioner I

too eager in the beginning* and

thus lose out in the later stages.

It’s pointed out that most singers

ft^whe stayed in the top ranks worked

for long periods in cafes at small

salaries before they hit the tall coin

In theatres and other media.

Canada’s ho. 1 Spot Sets

‘Banquet for 2’ Bargain
Windsor, Ont., June 3.

Elmwood Casino, leading nitery

In the Wlndsor-Detroit area, has

adopted a “banquet for two” policy

with a package price, For $5.50 a

couple may ^hoose from seven full-

course dinners, dance and see the

show featuring top American acts.

Tariff Includes cover.

Elmwood's clientele is almost ex-

clusively Detroiters. The bargain

feature will be a permanent policy,

prevailing Mondays * through Fri-

days. Nitery is Canada's largest;

Its Ambassador Room, seats 800 and
there are thre other dining rooms
in addition to a lounge.

Thnnderbird, Las Vegas
<• Las Vegas, May 29.

Alfred Drake, Mickey Shaugh
nessy, Los Gatos (3), Johnny
O’Brien, Lucy Levnn, Christina
Carsom Kathryn Duffy Dansations
(7), Al Jahns Orch (11); no cover
or minimum.

MVkee AFM Head Nixes

Free Music for Lions
Milwaukee, June 3.

Volmer Dahlstrand, president of

Milwaukee Musicians Assn., upheld
stand of refusing permission of

union «. sanctioning public school-

bands playing gratis for . fraternal

group functions -here.
.

•

Wisconsin* s.tate Lions Clubs con-

vention called it union's “iron cur-

tains” when Dahlstrand declined

school bands appearing in that or-

ganization’s parade, The Lions in

resolution asked his reconsidera-

tion.

Said Dahlstrand:*
“The convention* didn’t get its

food, housing and meeting halls for

nothing. Why should it expect to

get its entertainment free? We
contend that any convention held

by a fraternal organization is com-
mercial in nature.”

Dahlstrand indicated putting

school bands in direct competition

with union musicians thwarted the

basic planning In teaching music

In the public school. Milwaukee
School Board also banned any band
appearance in the Lions Clubs pa-

rade.

‘Ice Capades’ 96G, L.A.
Los Angeles, June 3.

“Ice Capades of 1952” hib $96,-

000 in its third week here. It’s

down 11% from last year.

It closes at the Pan Pacific Aud.
June 8.

Honolulu’s Fair Breaks

Attendance Record But

Marred by Many Rows
Honolulu, May 27.

The 49th State Fair, shuttered

Sunday (25) after breaking attend-

ance records in its 10-day run. More
than 130,000 attended the fair-

grounds, located on Sand Island

area borrowed from the Army.
This probably would have been big-

ger if it had not been for a week-
end citywide transit strike.

The. Fair seemed to pile up a

new record for snafus. • Nightly
giveaways brought a series of 'Ar-

rests.

The Honolulu Junior Chamber
of Commerce, which sponsors the
Fair, and the police didn’t see eye*

to-eye on the lottery laws.

The Chamber revised its policy

to the extent of opening gates
gratis to all just before the 10 p. m.
giveaway. The giveaway policy

later was abandoned. Final prize
was to have been a free round trip

ticket to Japan.
One of the earlier prize winners

was an unescorted child, booked
by police as violator of city’s cur-
few for unescorted children un-
der 14. Operation of the beergar-
den drew two reprimands from city

liquor commission, one for serving
to a minor,' the other for allowing
a barker to lure customers into the
garden. It is not done in Hono-
lulu.

The Fair, which takes its name
from the presumption that Hawaii
will become the 49th U. S. state,

abandoned its name act policy and
staged twice-nightly outdoor va-
riety shows. ‘Only act evidently
imported was Aerial Keenans, high
wire artists. Eastman Trio, which
scored, has been ip Honolulu for
some time. Other acts included
Pantomaniacs, Lipham Bros., Alan
Milam’s bullet-stopping act and a
Navy dance band.

(27) attended by representatives of

fair associations and societies. Led
by James A. Carey, -official of the

State Agriculture and Markets
I
Thunderbird policy during his

since its inception two y'ears ago.
In a room that has stayed pretty

much to a formula ’of*strictly
French.and English warblers of the
most fashionable kind, Miss Bright,
with her uninhibited songs and
socko parodies, comes as some-
thing of a shocker, to the more
staid regulars. Once over the open-
ing hurdles and with a few well-
placed nifties (which even quieted
an over-stimulated wedding party).

Miss Bright maintains complete at-

tention as she wows them with her
t+ a Twir« I

impresh of the various French
It was Alfred Drake who cued

I ehantootsles who have Invaded
these shores over the past few

‘Television Is Tough on Love”
song, clicks wittfthe bit about the
doll with*the interchangeable Bos-

Dept. and exec secretary of . the o pe* ingchato She draws plaudits for her
State Assn, of- Agricultural Fairs, turned nitery preemers brought .to — -

they pleaded inability- and lack of producer Hal Braudis.

technical .qualifications on the part Within recent weeks, Robert Q.

of their secretaries and managers ifX8’ FhZ\
e
r
r
?S

al

steDs
d
on

X
nlterv

ton-Brooklyn accent, and wraps
to inspect aerial equipment and to 3?“* things up with a potpourri of Gal-

see that it Jibes with the standards ent contender looks fair to Join ?,
<

L?5?,
und Cole

promulgated. ..... the ranks of standout cafe new- Sorter s April in Pans.
Commissioner Raymond said that comers. • -(See New Acts). From her manner of working,

the managerial responsibility clause Mickey Shaughnessy* has sand- Miss Bright has few illusions about
would be redrafted. The law goes wiched his Thunderbird appear- her ability as a straight thrush and
into effect Judy 1. ances with a Columbia pic role in will go to any vqcal gimmick to

A prior hearing had been held “The Marrying Kind.” His Gaelic get an effect. But every once in a

in New York, where staffers from humor captivated teepee dwellers while the desire to intro a routine

the Board of Standards went back- here before, and will do a repeat ballad gets the better of her and

stage at Madison Square Garden this stand. He has cut his routine that’s the only time (although it

several weeks a?o to take a look at somewhat, hut- retains a gem—his occasionally helps overall tempo)

th^RinglingOBarndm Circus safety workover of moppets taking .in a her offering seems to drag. These

prminmpnt Saturday show with Autry serializ- moments are limited, however, and
4 p ing on the screen. Prior to this, gal comes back fast with material

Shaughnessy rambles through some that is topical without being hack-

Viranfli* l olrn green fields of comedy, exorcising neyed, never obvious or too blue
uat anal* AhIAG femmes about mink coats, and and a cincheroo with patrons Of

By Happy Benway smirks at Johnnie Ray’s “Cry” by the better injtimeries.

Saranac Lake, N. Y. June 3. dropping in some terrif special House pianist Johnny Gallant

Birthday greetings to Thomas lyrics. Healthy yocks and mitts backs ’Miss Bright’s efforts w 1 1 h

Lewey, outdoor showman from from walkon*to exit. more than the usual care and the

Burlington, N. C., whose progress The acro-perambulations of Los -Toe Settano trio does well during
Gatos are in top class. Three agile the dansapation sets. • Newt.
guys get into impossible pretzels^
with the smallest member usually
coming out on a top handstand.
They’ve added a neat trick to their
repertoire—a wrap-around the un-
derstander as the pintsized one
takes the tipper tier. Constant mo-
bility, building into three-high and
fall, gives tablers thrill upon thrill.
Kathryn Duffy Dansations put

on their best bib and tucker in
some time to etch a couple of
choreos. Lucy Lewin’s arabesques
and fan kicks highlights the teeoff
production, while Christina Carson

‘Yox’ Neat 19G, Chi
Chicago, June 3.

The “Bagels and Yox” addition
of a Memorial Day matinee boost-
ed the bilingual revue to a nice
$19,055.
Show is staying here for four

more weeks and then^oes to At-
lantic City’s Million Dollar Pier
for the summer.

Sandra Devlin, dancer, opens at
Club Morocco, in Val d’Or, Quebec,
June 9 for two-weeks.

is a special item
May Coates, Interstate circuit

staffer from Houston, registered as
a new guest for the -observation
period.

Henrietta Allan, secretary for
Legendre circuit, checked out of
the Variety Clubs- Hospital with an
all-clear and will summer in our
downtown colony with her family.

. Dr. Homer McCreary, Variety
Clubs Hospital house * physician,
and chemist * Morris Dworski
planed to Boston to attend a
medico meeting.

Joe Fennessey, vet vaude per-
former, back at the lodge after a
10-day furlough.
Adele Turell shot in from N. Y.

for a weekend visit with Pearl
(Loew) Grossman who is all elated
over recent clinic denoting top
progress.
Eugenie Reed Hayman, legit art-

ist who staged a big comeback via
surgery, off to the Bronx for a 10-
day furlough.
Jack (RKO) Wasserman beat the

observation department routine
and rated a top clinic that moved
him in the ambulatory floor.

Audrey Lumpkin, after a long-
time siege in bed and mastering
surgery, has been upped for two
daily meals in main mess hall for
a nifty comeback.
“We the Patients” are proud of

the floral display on our front and
rear lawns, made possible by our
landscape artist, George Farewell,
and Paul (002) Hein.

Bill Stehl, longtime assistant
chef in the hospital, passing
around stogies; i t’s a girl, his
fourth.
Write to those who are ill.

Desert Inn,las Vegas
Las Vegas, May 27.

Ted Lewis Revue with Geraldine
Dubois, Manor & Mignon, Ben Yost

Colleens ( 4 ) , Elroy Peace, Tung
Pin Soo (2), Meribeth Olds, Alan
Gilbert, Arden-Fletcher Dancers
(8), Fluff Charlton, Orch (10) con-

ducted by Dave Klevft; no cover

or minimum.

For several summers past, Ted
LeMs has been an institution of

puts wings on her toes in finale, the Last Frontier. With new man-
“Nightingale.” Latter also features agement taking over few months
aero and splits of Julie & Thelma. back

,
allegiance departed, so tne

Johnny O’Brien shows authority in top-hatted minstrel quartered ms
his warbling and emceeing, and ganS across the highway at

.

tne

orchsters batonned by Al Jahns Desert Inn. Move was judicious,

scurry through their scores* with as the Ihn Hives better showcasing

en^usiasm.
MW VA.W A4AAA 0*1 VW WVWWVA ' J

Will. |
with more theatre trappings, ana

the ropes are sure to be stretched

taut for month’s run.
Lewis has always drawn capac-

ity rooms whenever he’s played
Crescendo, Hollywood

Hollywood, May 30. ...
Carl Ravazza, Oscar Peterson Vegas, but with his flew concoction

Trio, Walter Gross Trio; no cover topping all previous brews, biz will

or minimum. be SRQ.
The old master sparks every act

These are the days of the acid along the way,, whether he be per-

test for boniface Harry Steinman; forming with his droning song-

the excitement of the opening of a spiels, emceeing, or kibitzing,

new spot on Sunset Strip has died Opens vista of his 46 years in snow
down and the next few weeks will biz with “My Hands, My Hat, My
tell the story of whether the Cre- Cane, and Me.” Sets off prodtic-

scendo catches on or goes the way tion melange of Gallic flavoring
of most of the nitery operations “Pigalle,” as Ben Yost’s Colleens,

attempted in these parts. Manor & Mignon, Geraldine Du-

Current bill, the second at the bois and Elroy Peace cavort to tn®

Crescendo, will help. Headlining sprightly measures. Followup J®
Carl Ravazza, who has built a good “Leader of the Town’s Brass

local following, should draw par- Band,” in which he struts wim
iticularly on the strength of a fine! (Continued onv

page 50)
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Vol Parnell, Harry Foster, Leslie Macdonnell, Hyman Zahl, Charles Henry,

Barry Storri, Woolf Phillips, A,

V i‘

and My Newspaper Pals in England.

Thanks

FOR FOUR WONDERFUL WEEKS AT THE

LONDON PALLADIUM

Till We Meet Again

Cheerio; Bon Soir; Buona Notte

Management:
WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY,

New York

m
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Eddie Davis. Stierrv Britton,

Oweng .ofcch *ni’*Uyed ntott thin
t yekt. Since then she hii built an 4

even greater personal following via

' Besert In, Lai Vega»
whirling a baton, • Cahiy barker

intro pulls Merlbeth Olds from the

wipgs to whip up her amassing con-

tortion intricacies.

Allways a highspot i*r the Lewis
and Geraldine Dubois pairing. The

S
rovocative femme entices during'

er chin-chuck chirping of “Let's

Be Buddies/' and npmphy “Face
and the Body.” This segues into

“Isn’t She a Pretty Thing?” talk-

song by Lewis, cueing Mignon’s
graceful whirls. She is joined by
partner Manor for some easy ball-

rooming paces to “Evening Star/

sequeled by rapid paso doble step-

ute revue, but magico of Tiing Pin

Soo, aided by shapely assistant

following were very evident open-
Eddie Davis . is now reviving a ing njght.

— • combo that was theJO?*} The 40-minute show is done with
Charlene, drops in gome yocks. ful m this cafe's long history. Dur-

taste and, -considering that it is all

Without Lewis hoking up some of ing the war years, pairing of Davis Polynesiin in mottf & surprisingly
the pocus, however, Soo's turn and Sherry Britton was-a lure that

variegatedi Tani Marsh and Lei
Would only have chuckles. Straight made this one of the bright spots

Alollt dtnc# singly and in group
into finale from this, Lewis moans of the New York cafe scene. It

rou^nes . they hula rather, well.

“Million Memories,” and “Musical was a fortuitous union backed by Johnny Woodd\and Freddie Letuli

M< gical Man,” which opens up a extensive publicity. put on a lively Samoan sword
Cuban sortie with a colorful Pea-

it's recalled that the spot sent dance (Woodd is now back at work
nut Vendor.” Fadeout comes with out nearly a half-million photos of after two-month layoff resulting
ovations after famous theme, |^jss Britton to servicemen all from the dropping of a blade
“When My Baby Smiles At Me. over the world. This investment during one of these ceremonial
Arden-Fletcher Dancers return has paid off inasmuch as Miss Brit- caners and severing a tendon). The

for more weeks of exercises, bow- ton has made several out-of-town four then frame Miss Hattie in two
ing in with a stop-and-start produc- tours that brought out heavy box-

Semi-production Routines later in
tion featuring Fluff Charlton. 0ffice ,

and the cafe has been
show.

Femmes are used during ;the “Pea- visited by many former GIs, This Th the star serves up
ping. riui Vendor” finale for background, investment i gives promise of re-

, mostlv old wjth her. But judg-
Elroy Peace comes on for his DaVe Klein batons the orch,. also turning another dividend with the ^

the ^gside shouts for it

w.k. carbon of Lewis to ,“Me and provides fine violin obbligato current reunion. Business pickup th#»v
B
want “A Lei tc

My. Shadow,” after which the hard touches during many tunes

takes up his clarinet for some fast

choruses , of “Tiger Rag.” Ben
Yost's Colleens, used throughout as

vocal backgrounds, step into their

spot for “Love Is Sweeping the

Country,” “Man I Love” and “You

Will.

nt reunion, msweg^ that>

s what they «A Lei to
was appreciable with her advent Bemember” and “That’s the Hawai-.|
here

* , ian in Me” lead into her highpoint,
Miss Britton has progressed con- “Hilo Hop.” Her takeoff on a Jap

siderably beyond the peeler -stage. geish* girl Is a peg upon which is

Her singing carries much-more au- jhung a little production festooning,
thority and her. terps,/ while ;* The finale is a martial chant sung

El Runclio, Xmh Vegas
Las Vegas, May 57.

. _ T , _ , .s, uiwuor 1T'« “ x'' -me unaie is -a inaruai euam siliuk

ml t™ modified form of «the strip, hew to and stepped with flourish and zest
Tell Me Your Dream. a stronger art line. IFs. a variation amid some vigorous calabash-slap-
eomedy is .short in the 75-min- Walker, Bill Skipper, El Rancho on the familial’ theme, but it’s ping.

Girls (8L Ted Fto RitoQrch ( 10
) commercial and entertaining* Miss Danny Stewart’s seven-piece

conducted by Buster Hallett^ no Britton’s turn is. brief and punchy combo backs the show and pumps
cover or minimum. and hits a. rewarding palm. out dance floor rhythms Tween

times. " Berl.

JANPATRICK

HELENE and HOWARD

SEE BACK COVER
I

- Dir.} M.C.A.
Par. 14«». TOM SHKILS

and hits a- rewarding palm.

Davis has add^d some new ma-
Phil Foster is marqueed as ex- terial to his catalog and that too

tra. added,” and it’s fortunate that goes over Well. His song,and story
he‘s around the confines Of the El turn is stili strong "bait* for the

JAY MARSHALL
afttr laying off

for 2 years is

going on vaca-

tion.

Management:

MARK LEDDY

Grant’s Riviera
RESTAURANT AND BAR

15* W. 44 $t„ New Yerk LU 2-44B8

I WHEIUC SHOWBUSINESS MEETS

* TALENTCONTEST *

MONDAY NIGHTS
Prise: Professional Engagement

O.uplleat* rrUat Award** In llw c«m *t n«>

Rancho Vegas theatre-restaurant

otherwise the Gloria De Haven and
IHvena exhibits would make this

chapters pallid salad.

Miss De Haven possesses looks,

charm and bomph, but registers

only so-so in the chirp department.
Takes closing spot to intone her
batch of tunes comprising few
known pops. Jumps into a breezy
“Love is Just Around the Corner,”
and .follows with production on
“Imagination.” Quality is strident

on forte projection, but when whis-
pered, sounds sexy. Unnecessary
histrionics also mar simple lyrics.

Miss De Haven&gets oozy like

Lena Horne with “Let’s Misbe-
have.” -and lightly trills a Calypso
novelty called “Happiness.” Her
arranger-accomper-conductor, Gene
DePaul, cleffed followup in the

book, “Here Come the Blues,” but
it’s no moan or protest from this

doll. Bounces off to okay mitts
after "Love Isn’t Born, It’s Made.”
Not only is Phil Foster one of

the most original yockmakers
around hut hers acquired a solid

selling method that should find
favor anywhere. No attempt Is

made to inundate tablers with
waves of old salty gags. Foster
takes it easy, lets his pearls fall

gently' and waits for the roars and
applause to subside before repeat-
ing the process.

Involved shaggy dog story opens
to lead into palaver about marriage,
benedicts, bridal showers, moppet
mannerisms, and a honey about an
Ebbets Field fan. Foster also push-
es Intros to the various acts, as-
suming an ad lib lazy style for his
emcee verbiage.

Divena’s divestiture in a tank of
water occupies a brief lull in open-
ing moments of the show. Light
effects add somewhaf to the pres-
entation, but nothing much hap-
pens. Gets down to bikini nudity,
then waves goodbye to patrons as
tank goes dark.

El Rancho Girls step out with
practically new faces in the line.

Also bring forth Bill Skipper,
slight but muscular lad who works
with Joy Walker for couple -

of ef-

fective routines, a Trinidad bom-
bast, and “Walkin’ My Baby Back
Home.”

Buster Hallett takes over Stein-
way chores; subbing for vacation-
ing Ted Fio Rito. Composite re-

sults
w
from the music corner are

halting at times, but should emerge
okay after more rundowns. Will.

out-of-townerg and natives alike.

He creates an atmosphere that per-

KildvV, K. C.
Kapsap City;. May 29."

Carroll A . Gorman, The High-

•ten#
Beno, May 30. .

Jan August, Cheerleaders
( 5 )

Georgie Tapps, Mapes Skylettes
(8); Eddie Fitzpatrick Orch (By
no cover or minimum, *

With very little salesmanship
Jan August mpmpges somehow to
do a fairly decent show. The mu-
sic sounds good enough, hut at an
angle which shut? opt most the au-
dience from a view of his hands
there is . nothing to do hut listen*
And the listening is only pleasant!
nothing spectacular.

August opens with a medley of
“Rhapsody No. 2,” “Be My Love”
and “Pianola,” Having covered
the field with these, he settles
down to- things he’s best known
for; “Miseriou,” for good results,
with orch for rhythm backdrop-
“Clare de Lune,” “Melancholy
Baby,” for which he solicits audi-
ence singing; “You Made Me Love
You” and “Boogie Woogie.”
The quiet and uncolorful routine

follows two energetic^ acts, which
might account for the letdown.
August needs something more
than his music to build on.
The Cheerleaders, a vivacious

and vigorous " quintet, kick this
show off in great style with

(Continued on page 52)

ndts
u
even the most staid to rel^

towers (2 ) ; Tony DiPardo Orch
at this spot. As always, he scores •

handsomely with all classes of V cover.

citizepry.''

The -rest of the show comprises Things are generally satisfactory

a pair of acts who worked here around Eddys’ classy restaurant for

previously and two newcomers, this fortnight, with a smooth combo
Rena Foley, and 'Jane St Eddie of songs tod dancing from the two
Faye, both New Acts. Jack Byron acts, Carroll & Gorman and the

does okay in the tune department Hightowers. They comprise a 40-

and finales with a number that minute show that’s well paced
encompasses a multitude of props throughout and holds interest nice-

and some magic. Song stint isn’t ly. The Tony DiPardo orch, play-

well integrated as yet, and needs ing for dancing and ably backing

further working on. the show, gives an added measure

Peggy O’Neill' delivers a song to^e Proceedings.
. .

personally. Pipes are authorita- .

The Hightower couple step right
r. ~ i— at _ — au.-. into a beguine and adagio accom-

plishment, male partner giving the
redhaired femme some intricate
spins' aloft. Duo u^es a cigaret-
lighting sequence as vehicle for
gal’s aCrocontortions. A second

tive an& selection is okay. She’s

off to a warm mitt. Jose

Thank You

JANE FROMAN
for a wonderful engagement.

AII Chicago loves you, and we love you too.

THE CHEZ PAREE

Top’s, San Biego
San Diego, May 28.

Galli Galli,Lou Di Maggio, Jade stanza is story of pattern acrobat’s
Nye Orch, Betty Hall Jones; $2 daughter and ballet master’s son,
minimum weekdays, $2.50 Sat.-Sun. employed as fulcrum for challenge

„ . , , . routines featuring his ballet and
Not a marquee magnet but sure- her aero skill, climaxed by her

^v°nC mi ^e customers are in, backward bend from high stilts to
Galh Galli s magico is sock stuff a piatform below and back atop
at A. J. Kahn s class nitery m this the stilts. Off to a generous hand,
blossoming city of 425,000 (1952 Couple would have to be tagged
census astonisher.) as one of the smoother acro-terp
Be-turbaned Egyptian has charm- twosomes

ing patter keeps customers glued it
’

s a return for Carroll St Gor-
durmg- and between tricks, most of man> pairing on spicier gwhich concern tiny black and white Theirs is a plentiful supply of
chicks in a kind of sheil game. material, and for this Show they

Participation gimmick is solid run through eight numbers, only

t
hout half of them heard her«

customers and audience de- before. “First Time in Miami” is
lightedly amazed as chickens show their trademarker extolling theup in coat, pants, pockets, then Florida attractions, while “Whoever
disappear. Sophisticated but not Said Life Serins at 40” iosheV
silky smooth in the tradition, Galli fammar phrafe . Switch to a parodydraws heavy repeat biz. of "vw aw,v pi

Accordionist Lou Di Maggio intimate driatis of * iSSf
goodlooking young product of and give “Carolina in the MornW 1

Horace Heidt contes.ts, toes to pro- straight harmony that's well re-ject a la Dick Contmo. Utilizing Ceived -
e

every trick in accordion salesman- Their whicfie t a
ship manual and sex-appealing is a blt rnn^^i A *

strongly to femmes, Di Maggio piauded “I Can’t Get Her Off tw
plays unvarying standards, includ- Canasta” U *

Her
ing “Tico Tico,” “Lover”, and S e ^ ic°^h

the
>/
am^

“Dark Eyes.” He sells hard, but Sdone^s w, hfff
1
*,

showmanship seems contrived. Close with “Penr?a
g,

’

1

timi
S
in ft

b
f
al

+^?‘

heM aT
haniCSl “PPr°aCh W°Uld

f
isque wlth » sly tale of aSmallt

Jack Nve’s kevhnarriinff anrl
t0^n dame wll° made the grade,

house orch are flawless. Local boy the 'uiano^%m?
r
f?irnM

b Carro11 at

has lively group that plays for in- usuanv
a
h?2htenn^

r
rnrm

ng
if
n

,S
n"

telligent listening as well as terp- most L ^°£maiJ
har

!
dles

ers. Good attraction in nitery ’s m from amidol ch
1

imes
Blackout Room, Betty Hall Jones Stint ^i th

.
e piano<

is slam-bang, sepia songstress-88’er.
^ s smo°th throughout.

Don Quin.

W&
Sss

w
m HILTON

Worhi Famous

.» Siamese Twins
a

CIIRKI^TLY

PARAMOUNT THEATRE
FREEMONT, OHIO

Poreonol Management
ROSS FRISCO

100 BoylttM St. ImNA, Mois.

JAY
SEILER

Thanks

MERRIEL ABBOTT
FOR FIVE MONTHS AT
THE CONRAD HILTON

HOTEL

mm
THE GUARDSMEN

Baric Again at

PIVI O'CLOCK CLUB
Miami Baadi/ FlartJa

bV rA.-u

F

WHEN IN BOSTON
If

1

$ th*

HOTEL AVERY
Avary ft Washington Sts.

The Horn* at Shaw Folk

Xrwood-ttoosevcll

,

H’uooil
(ISLANDER ROOM)

• Hollywood. May 23.
i Hilo Hattie . Tani Marsh, Lei
; Aloha, Freddie Letuli, Johnny
; Woodd, Danny Stewart Orch ( 7 )

;

: Fri.-Sat. cover.

This spot, wherein is fused
Hawaiian decor and Chinese cui-
sine, looks like it’s in clover. Room
was opened last winter and had a
rocky time of it until removal of
the cover charges save on* Friday-
Saturday surcharged trade and
started to get spot out of the red.
With the advent of Hilo Hattie (in
on a four-frame ticket but appear-
ing a cinch to span the summer
through option pickups) biz will
boom.
The 50-year-old Miss Hattie,

easily the most popular Hawaiian
performer all along the Pacific
slope, came into this hotel’s Blos-
som Room back in 1941 with Harry

TANYA
AND

BIAGI
Dance Satirists

•
Currently

Minnesota Terrace

HOTEL NICOLLET
Minnaapalis

Contact—MARCUS GLASER

CHAS. HOGAN Ag«ncy, Chlcaj
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Night Club Reviews
Continue* from paf**•

Aiapea Skyi*oo«,' Hf"«,
•"ThersTl Be Some Changes Made.
Three. Boys and two, girls, "they re

not still" V moment—changing
places, swaying and bouncing, with

gestures .aqcenting some clever ,ar-

.rangements. All ,five have woty*.

deirful personalities, big ‘ smiles,

and fresnness.
’

Most unusual .arrangement
comes with “Sometimes I’m Hap-
py” on which one of troupe fronts

While other four sway with. backs

tc* the crowd, on their haunches.

Gradually working up to a pitch,

they come together in the climax.

With “Get Happy,” Cheerleaders

are all over the' stage. They man
age some wonderful effects spread

1 out and away from the mike, still

making great harmony.

Quintet is hard to follow, espe

dally hitting so fast and hard at

beginning of the show. However,
Georgie Tapps comes pretty close

This choreographer is a' little

ethereal for this spot. A very grace

ful and imaginative dancer, mos
of his ballet-type work: Is lost on

Or*’*,
„

'

‘ London, May SOI

Mila Raymon, Ronnie Odell

Orch, Raymond Lopez 'Orch; $3.50

wintriitwi,

• Mila' Raymon makes her London
cabaret debut with a refreshing actringsiderS, but occasional spurts of

5nme
ta
s?ndng like* “Birth^n^the ^

^
which breaks away * from convex

seems overdohe but gives*, tiofclti ’distinctive style Codbmr

NfeSfe. '
«» ^awssasai'sasssii

isaaftSMAlsH»auwswi.
sion with her first entry. Attractive

decollete
J -gown enhances her ap-

pearance, Setting a glamor *hote for

the performance. .

, Miss Raymonds routine is deftly

fashioned. An accomplished Violin-

die Fitzpatrick’s orch is back for

the summer.. . . Qwh .

Ilimbo’H SWS dob, S.F.
San Francisco, May 28. ,

Ginger Kinney, Wilder Bros., . - u A ...

(3); Johnny O'Leary, Dorothy Day, istK her Wge switches speedily

Alan Cole, Dorothy Dorbin Dancers from the. classics to the frivolous,

(10), Deri Knox Orch (81, $1,50 making for effective contrast. And
minimum. on the vocal side she has a distinct

Dietrich- style which comes across

* fire nicely. Numbers are neatly inter-

thMe oi
e
ga
n
ilty°pafses muster ISL” *«/’ ‘Tm

hmVsum
S

toLfnTosoUd
W
cliik. S«>Ef

Live" “d "N° LoVe '
N°

Acts on hand are standard items Nothing.

which could use impact at one Show was caught on Derby eve

point or another to provide bounce when Theo, the maitre d .at this

effect.- Pace of production,' With nitery, staged a special gala .m

gals holding up well -via costuming which Irissa
1 Cooper did a pleasing

and routining, is okay if not . ter- topical song and dance number.
<

s nnh a 4-iiva yAei/tani'

‘Queen
- "May B.O. leader
Continue* . from part 4

rif. The two resident house bands pro-

U: S. A,” (20th) rounded* out the

Top 12 list 'in that order. “Rancho
Notorious” (RKO) and “Flesh and
Fury” (TJ)‘were the* runpenip puc.

Latter was 12th in April.

New fare launched late in the*

month looks promising in many
cases, with additional, strong films

teeing off the first week in June.

“Skirts .Ahoy” ’.(M-G) looks, one of

best new entries based on its .ini-

tial playdates. “About’ Face” (WB)
also looked like a moneymaker,
while “High Treason” (Indie) was
sock

1

on its 'first date at a N. Y,

arty theatre.
• “Walk East- on Beacon”. (Col)

started well on its first playdate,

in Boston.. “Strange World” (UA‘>

ranged from average to gbod on
first .engagements. “Ivory Hunter.”

(Ul was rated sturdy on L. A. tee-

off., “Half. Breed” (RKO) was dis-

appointing "in Cleveland .and Buf-
falo. .“Wait ’Til Sun Shines Nellie”

(20th) started slowly but had some
okay initial -dates. “Papla” ( Col )

,

also new, • showed nicely on its

n •

Uptyi nf ensemble of six vlded the contrasting terpirig mu- preem in Washington. “Kangarpo”

Sfes and four longles^n cowboy sic with usual vitality. : Myra: (20thJ did little on its N. Y. preem.

‘Maru’ 12th

Mount Royal, MontU
[

“Greatest Show oh Earth” (Par)

,

Montreal, May 28.

good. “Kettles at Fair” (U), ninth
in April, added some fine coin dur-
ing the'month,

Montreal, may virtually finished with its playdates

Lund; Ma*’Chomiton Orch <«> with the- first time around key cities, had

Norna Hutton, Dick Marshall Trio; enough money one session to wind
up high in weekly ratings. “Mata

l

Maru” (WB) never did get started

pon_„ .

garb is eye-catching ip “In Las
Vegas” prance, with Alan Cole’s

‘song chore and terp bit by Doro-
thy Day clearing the hurdles
nicely.’

Ginger Kinney fii tap routine is

appealing, but more contrasty cos-

tuming would, give gal a better Sat. cover only,

eye break. Photogravure ensem-
ble lacks lustreJn spotlight. This Current showing of ballroom- ^
is easy to remedy but will continue ologists Alan Blanche Luftd in hut >landed 12th place one week,

a handicap until righted. the Normandie Room clicks in “Battle at Apache Pass’ (U), fifth’

Song trio, the Wilder Bros., have double fashion; sentimentally be^ nationally in April, was 11th - one
a good mixture of tunes and novel- cause they are Canadian hoofers; Week. and added .substantial coin
ties with oke hand rewarding vari- professionally because- of - their

jn 0ther sessions “Wild North”
ous items. Stepping off with “Let’s youthful talent and per- (M-G), liked by some reviewers,
Get Happy,” which is adequate,

4™y
a« apparently never overcame its title««« % floundered the week

tfoes over with some impact in a show which with several New York uuu

fresh novelty “Hoppy”- bit, work- -engagements. have done much to “Outcast of Islands” (UA) was
ing on knees with prop shoes. Also sharpen , general^ routining and slow in one theatre’ and strong in

off beaten track- is trio playing one terping. *' ~ ‘
. ... another on Its N. Y. launching.

Of the new numbers shown this “Girl in
‘

’Miracle’ bate
is* Continue* from pare S

with it aj;e “A Day in the Country**
and “Jofroi.”

“Miracle” .opened at the Paris
Dec. 13,< 1950, and rah until Feb.
15, 1951; There was a*, one-week
hiatus during that period while
“Country” and “Jofroi” plbyed, but
“Miracle*’ Was pulled upon order
of New York License Commission-
er Edward, T. McCaffrey: 1 A local
court restored the film to the house
until .the Bodrd of Regents revoked
the film’s license. “Ways of Love”
continued sans “Miracle” for an-
other week, but biz fell off to the
point .where continuation was un-
profitable. •

Burstyn
1

appealed the Regents*
action to the Supreme Court, which
determined last week: that the New
York State ban was illegal on the
charge that the pic was “sacrile-
gious,” \ ,

'

uke. Closing “Abadaba Honey- -, Of the new numbers snown tms “Girl in White” (M-G), also' new,
moon” is not so hot. Boys have time around, their Irish session is finished fifth one week,
looks and steam but could use' a perhaps most in keeping with their

little deftness and mixed pacing. style of work. A brief whirl to, +
- -

“Holiday for Strings” seems over-
1

some i\ew playdates, had sufficient

p

WARREN
Conclude*

104

CONSECUTIVE WEEKS
at Hi*

MERMAID ROOM

PARK-SHERAT0N
Maw .Yarik

ON JUNE 4

BROKE ALL

EXISTING RECORDS

OPENING JUNE 13
i •*

, ,

THE

PENN-SHERAT0N
Philadelphia

Mana^amant—E4 Flaharty

n>T aow nnvnin in noiiciay ior airings seems over-

fectiou?
y
apheal ^s he wanhs up arranged and a try at a blues item strength to cop eighth position one

and takG?
P
hold heatlv i? SSte oi a little of their llne * CouPle week‘ Son

* jDhn“ (Par) Was
dish clatter of^ early

1

show caught. stin use
-
the Brahms “Lullaby” as, a runnerup firm two weeks in May

He’s strong on dialect
1

yarns, which a breather and staging never fails and showed more than it did on
are well received, and scores with *0

.i.Tr
ra^ .Plaudits.* : Their windup first engagements. “Scaramouche”

come-all-ye tune, “Dear Old Done- s^uare dance is a sure^ (M-G) failed to catch on when
gal.” Could add more of - the hr

JrY
clincher.

.
launched at the N. Y. Music Hall,

S,m. to good effect. ’ p^entaTfellSnabW^ed^- !?T
s‘ing on» three mi>1 weeks'.

Finale highlighting Dorothy Dor- Sf

J

q ?£ riSit»c?eXand
g
a

Lion and Horse” (WB) proved™ ^ plpes th^neeS fittle me- «**•

close ls

U
evMileaslna*and

el

ii^eood
chanical boosting in this rooni. San Francisco Story” (WB)

tonifer
S eye Passing and a good Operatic training is evident and gal wound up as runnerup leader one

u,. '
. ... has mixed Up fi little of everything session but was on the disapooint-This is better - than -average to apparent delight of the payees, irig side. “Encore” (Par) a run-

som^prlvi^at
1

tfi^stand
6^ SS

•
Iier

n
pacing of various numbers nerup two weeks, shapes up m Asome previous at tms stand. 1S neatly arranged; a spiritual, “Go sturdy art theatre entrv “PpSTed. Away from My Window," contrasts Mountaifi* from the S,.npotiv an aria “r « . . irom tne same com-

foster Agency, London,

Hotel* Nicollet, Mplff

•

(MINN, TERRACE)

Golly Orch (9) with Mildred Stan-(
ley; $2.50-$3.50 minimum.*

Running largely to comedy, cur-’
rent show proves a satisfactory en-
tertainment dish . for this smart
room. Both of the two acts are
designed to excite chuckles .and
they accomplish this purpose in
varying degrees. -.

* -
,

l Singing comedienne Jane -Dulo
exhibits exuberance, boisterousness
pnd energy, a la- Betty. Hutton.'
She’s -an amiable performer who is

more -successful -with hpr vocaliz-
ing than her patter and comedy
business.

Tanya & Biagi’s slapstick ball-
room dancing is along conven-
tional lines, but very well done.
Pair also perform some extraor-
dinary whirls and glides, with
Tanya swung perilously aloft by
her partner during the serious terp-
ing interludes. Tanya is a rare
treat for the optics.
The Cecil Golly orch as usual,

fills its notch perfectly and Mil-
dred Stanley’s singing adds to cus-
tomer pleasure. Rees.

capable performer for boites with
a clientele receptive to the pop
classics,.

Both' acts- get fine support from
Max Chami’tov’s combo, with Norma
Hutfbn stepping In to do the chirp-
ing during dance sets ’ which are
shared with Dick Marshall’s trio.

V Newt.

Biiby Too9
*, Montreal

Montreal, May 28.
Kaye Ballard, Joska de Barbary,

Len Berger, Fred Toldy; no cover
or

1 minimum.

THE

SCHALLER BROTHERS
Currently

BILL MILLER’S RIVIERA

Direction: BITTY MAYWOOD UW AND LESLIE GRADE LTD., INC.

The talent and savvy Kaye Bal-
lard evidenced on her last appear-
ance in Montreal three years ago
have now been polished and
strengthened to the point where
this gal is well out of the ordinary
femme comedy rut and is a sure
thing for any of the more sophis-
ticated saloons.
As this typo comic is something

of a novelty for the usual Ruby
Foo patron-,. Miss Ballard took a
bit of time to warm up room on
night caught. Her opening, with
a flute used as a part-time instru-
ment and prop, left the ringsid-
ers wondering, but a few rowdy
lines and a song, “Why Is Every-
one Called Joe?” had them mit-
ting for more. Her impression rou-
tines are adroitly handled, always
original and she holds a terrific
pace throughout.
A mobile fi ce, trick hats, a wild

black wig and continual clowning
keep Miss Ballard above par with
all comers of this hard-to-work
room. Her number about tfie tiny
people, in mime and song, picks up
biggest reception of night arid the
Ballard comedies look good for a
solid engagement arid, certain re-
turns.

'

"Newt.

CARROLL
GORMAN

King Recording Artists

PARK LANE HOTEL
Denver
JUNE 7-20

Bookad by
RAY LYTE AGENCY

205 So. Beverly Dr.f Beverly HHI$, Cal.

BUD and CECE

ROBMSON
"RHYTHM on a RAMPAGE"

Currently

PARAMOUNT, N. Y.

OlTe* M*C»A*

JACK DENTON
WORLDS GREATEST comedian

(Thi* Offer Gooci in

United State*. Only)’

,

. ; .Now Appoarliif
°

THE CASINO DELL! ROSA
.
Roma, Italy

American Rep*. WM. MORRIf AGENCY
TAVEL-MAROUANI A—UCY. PARIS

TV's Most Original Dancers

HAMILTON TRIO
• *•

.

Third ChikDIv. Y.«r

N.B.C. - TY’*

"Your Saturday Night

Show, of Shows"

Mxdutivt Rfanapemenf

HERBERT MARKS AGENCY
1 52 W. 54* St, 400 Lincdln Rd.

How York Miami Raach

neatly with an aria from “La nanv ^ tmt r l
Boheme” ana audience reaction is ^ £• -????!!£?

Up hoPes
solid to her interp of “Smoke Gets

^urmS Past month.

u ,

in Your Eyes.” Chatter between “Green Glove” (UA) had a few
y r, i

Minneapolis, May 31. songs is ok^y -without getting in nice dates, but “Mutiny,” from the

S?”1 a was rated mild !

to

HARBERS
3rd Rahim Engagement

COPACABANA
, Now York

ana DALE

#

ART GORDON •

AGENCY

One Lincoln Road a
MIAMI BEACH, FLORIDA •

ROOKING

Marfha, Raya’s •
FIVE O'CLOCK CLUB •

a
Miami R«ack _

•Off •oooott

•

COMEDY MATERIAL
Far All Branchaa'af Thaatrieah

olasona ' FUN-MASTER
THt OmalNAl SHOW III G/P f,lE

(Tht 'Service »f the Start)

^ 35 ISSUES »a$
Firit 13. piled $7,00. All' 3*
Sinoly: $1.05 Each IN SEQUENCE Only

LBepInnlnE with No. 1—N« Sklpplngj.

• 3. Bk*. PARODIES per hook fl® *

• MINSTREL RUDOET !

8
4 BLACKOUT OKS., ea. bk. S« •

OW T,Q MASTER THI CEREMONIES
^ (reissue), S3.00 w ^.chiA

QIAHY. CLASSIFIED. BNCYdLOPEDIA
OF GAQSy $300. Worth ovor *.thousanB

HO C.O.D.'S,

PAULA SMITH v
200 W. 54 Sf.’. N«w York lV D*P»* Y

Circle 7-1130
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HiW YOU* CITY
My.k Hall (l> f

Mario *c Florja
Patricia ‘ Rayney
Honey arc*
Koclcette*
•Corj>* d« Ballet
Sym Ore •

Pklece (*) 4
V * G Haydock
Duke: Art * Jr
Louiee Hoi
Duaty Fletcher
J Morri* B Barry
Harria Sc Shore
Gu* Van
Faramaunt (P) 4

Jolmnia Bay
Gary Morton
4 Ladd*BAG Boblnaon
Billy May Ore

ftexy (I) 4

Alan Dale
Florian Zabach
Dunhllla
Martin Bro#

Marionette*
Warner (W) 4

Aaia Boy*
Beachcomber*
Blaine Dunn
Alan Carney
Mindy Caraon

CHICAGO
"ChUato (F) 4

R Sc E Reye*
Jay LaVrenc*
Buddy Baer
Mary <Kaye 3 •

Washington
CapJUt <L) i

3 Edward. Bro*
Nancy Crompton
Connia Sawyer
Guy Mitchell

AUSTBAXXI
ADIUAIDi
Ravel (T) *

Xiowe-A Ladd
Bobby Limb
Bart Duka 3
Halama A jConarski
Olfo Co
Carla, Am**
Lo* Briallai
Baba Macklnnon.
Peter
Celebrity Slngera
Lea Nouvelle Kru
Tivoli Adorablea

MELBOURNE
Tivoli <T) 1

Jimmy Hanley
Jim Gerald
Roaemary Miller
Letty Craydon
Mkr^ret -Robert*

,

John GllBetd
Kevin Brennan
Peter French
June Lah*ell
John Godfrey

•YDNKY
Royal (T) 2

Black Sc Dundee

Boalta Alexander 'A
Violetta

Pan Yue Jen Tp
Lleyd Martin
3>,Gloni
Calebrity Sln*ar«
Jeanne Cameron.
Danein* Boya
liyallBallet

. Tivoli (T) 2
John .Brownlee
Raymond Beatty
Yvoithe Marotta
‘Marla Tauber
John Dudley
Alan. Coad
Barbara' Wllaon
John Youiif
Marla Collier
National Opera

: Chorua

KUTAIH
AITOH

Hippodrome (I) 1
Rhode* . A • Lana
Guy Burldce
GlamoUrette*
Melody A Joy
John Baldwin
Dtenwy* Haskett
Marche A Braun
Carolyn A Rlchkrd*
Sydney GleH' Girl* .

.BIRMINGHAM
Hippodrome (M) 1 •

-Derek Boy
Eve Boawell
3 Falcon*

.
Dopney A Day#
Charle* Stephen*

*’ Shirley William*
Whlteley Girl*

BLACKPOOL
Palace (I) 2

Max Wall
Dick Jame*
Beryl -Reid
Hedley Ward 3'PAP Pale

- Tasean Ben All Tp
Jean Paul

. Sherman Fisher Gla
Tewer Circus (I) 2

Charlie Cairoli A 1
Smith*
Knles French H'rs's

•
• Oscar Konyots Lion*
Gt Alexander Tp
Victor Julian A Pet*
Enie* Animal* ’

- 4 Richey*
3 Lorando*
Mara Tp
Arrlpenl*

,

3 HdUc*
Jimmy Scott

•
Constellation

Little Jimmy
Annette*

CJrcuaette*

,
BOSCOMBK

Hippodrome (I) 2
Max Miller
Martin Crosble A
Thelma

Elyin* Yoleros
Broft Braff A • Brlft

- Martyn- -A Cook
Alex James A Irene
i; A E Ward
Vic Ray, A Lucille

RADFORD
Alhambra (M) g

Winifred Atwell
Jack Jackson.
3 Monarch*
Beter RaynorRAM Lam^r
Jimmy Wheeler
T A G Durante
Christine Norden

BRIGHTON
Hippodrome (M) 2

Billy Cotton Band
Mills A Belita
3 Saytons
Angelo*
Morecambe A Wise
Arthur Dowler
Will Carr Co

BRISTOL
Empire (I) 2

Jack Haig
Sally JeansM Syret A P Cecil
Eddie Hart
Bertie Robbins
Bonnie Williams
Ronval Campbell
-Johnny Baron
Jotty Stunt
* O'Farrcll Ladies
Hlppedreme <S) 2

Tosaie O’Shea
Mortons Harmonica
* Co
Leslie Welch
Benson Dulay
George Martin ^
y?i

X£n ^ BIxon
Richards Sisters

„ ERIXTON
BnipV-ess (I) 3

Row#onMn Hyne*
Les Zentays
Valentinos Girls
Joan Price
Jimmy Kidd
Johnny CTltchley
?

r

e !;Cr LlttleWood
Val Cave
Betty Brouphton

Cardiff
_ New (I) *
Dorothy Souire*
C H Elliott
Freddie p ie*
Roger Came
Granger Bro*

Rita Carmo
Delly Kin ^

' CNILBiA
Felece (I) 2

Carroll Levis Co
Eddie Reindeer
Luateid Tp
NiMrce Bro*
Mundy A .Bale
3 Oxford*

CHISWICK
Umpire’ (S) 3

Harry Secombe
Michael Bentin#
Joyce Golding’
Kergsider* •

4 D'e
Jack Muldoon .3

Cynthia A Gladys
Tattersail A Jerry

DKRRY
Hlppedreme (S) 2

3 Smith BrosSAM Harrison
Les Marchlsio 1

.Archie Glen
Fred Lovelle
Claude William*
B A J Clyde

KAlT .HAM
Grenada <l) 2

Allan Rowe
Irene Westlake
Grlmadli*
Pauline A Eddie
Beryl A Bobo
Barney Co •

Metropolitan (I) 2
Isay Bonn
Gladys Hay
N Gonella- A Co

: Do Campe A Dodge
Bashful Boy*
Wallace!

:

Dplyeon A Jeanette
Don Philippe A
Marta

Jac Jo A Jonl
Bob Wayne

Palace (I) 2
2 Aristocrats
Ray Alan
2 Muxur*
Joe Black
Vogelbelns Bears

; GLASGOW
mplre (M) 2

Sophie Tucker
2 .Sterling*
Radio Revellers
Ilackford A Doyle
Alex Munro Co
4 Fredianls

GRIMSBY .

Palace (I) 2
Jimmy Gay
Barbara Ford
Jean Dene
Derek Dene
Anita A Charles
Marie de Vere

Midlncttes
Duo Musical#
Terry Stunt
Michael Ormond

HACKNIY
Empire (3) 2

Davy Kaye
Joy Holman
Ken DorviUes
J Baldwin A M

Castle
Caruna A Dodo
Reg Darnley
Noreen Baker
Derek Dixon
Yvonne Duprcz
Harry Milling
Hazel Kaye Lovlies

LEICESTER
Palace (S) 2

Gwen Liddle
Gladys Morgan Co
Wilson Keppcl A
Betty

George Mcaton
France* Duncan
Kay Kortz A
Eugene

•Toe King
Les ’ Poupees 3

LIVERPOOL
.
Empire (M) 2

Dave Morris
AUen Bros A June
Alex A Nlcd
Ruddy Bolly
3 Lesters
Bette Lee

LONDON
Palladium (Ml

Lena Horne
Harvey Stone
Arthur Lake
Saul Grauman

.Clifford Guest
I Dahdy Bros

Freddie Bamberger
A Pam

Krista A Krlstel
Palladium Tiller

Girl*
Skyrocket* Ore
Song pedlar*
MANCHESTER

Hlppedreme (3) 2
Donald peer*
Scott Sander*
Cellinson A Breen
Eddie Arnold,
Chris Send*
Duart Sister* . .

J W Jackson Girl*
NEWCASTLE
Empire

;
(M) 2

Ronnie Ronald*
Merle A Marie ' :

Tipsy. A Brow
2 Harvard*
Irl* Sadler -i

'

Pupo*y, Marionette^
Bobbie Kimb^r.
Louise ..Pet* '

1

Rill Waddingtoh
NORWICH .

Hlppedreme ill).*-
Neal ! A Newton

'

4 .
Musical Derek^ -

Ford A Belmaro
Winter* A Fielding
Joe Harley
Phil Lester1

<

Frederick Owen
M De Vere Girl*

NOTTINGHAM
Empire- (M) a- • •

Joe-jLps* Band....
3 Coronets' -

H Mooney A V
King

Harry Worth
Evy A Everto
Les Darley*
Donald B Stuart .

1

PORTSMOUTH
Royal 4M) 2

Al Read •

Reg, Ru**4ll A Susie
Mary Naylor
Peggy Cavell
Hal Mack Co

‘

Eddie’ Gordon A . .

" Nartcy ’

'Allen A Lea
Lionel King
Deni* Bro* A B*ryl

SHEFFIELD '

Empire <M) 1 ;

Fred Ferrari
Ken Morris

Len Marten
Cassandra* .

'

Dowhey -A Day* 4

De Vere Dancer*
Gordon A Colville.
SHEPHERDS BUSH

Empire ' <•) - 2
Davie* Sf Lce>
Leslie Adams
Street Singer*
’Q LeRoy*
B Case A'J Robert*
Malcolm Thdma*
Betty MortonBAB JOhn*
Astra’ Sister*
Elizabeth Bora! .

Whlteley -Girt*
WACtHAHSTOW

Bmplfe (I) \
Dennis Law#*
Billy 'O'Sullivan
fony Vaughn Sc Pa-

tricia
Vera Bradley
Shiela DaW ‘

' '

Auguatu*
George E*CO# . f .

WOLVERHAMPTON
Hippedremp 1I),1

Phil. Strietland 1

V M Gaaton
Patricia Lyndon
vTom Bahrty .

1

Ai-chic Hartnell
Michael Wayne
Jean Bradford
Fred .Renwick
Olga -Sanderson
Lepunsrr Bro*
Frankson
IS Naughtigal*
WOOD GREEN
Empire (») 2

4 Graham Bros
David Keller :

Irene Dlckaon
Peggy French
Bertie Seller*
Tommy ' Gray*
Joaii Keen '•

Bab* Douglas
Syd 'Jeffery
Crftsetta Girl* 1

• YORK
Empire (I) 2

Tih-bouit
JOe 'Etelu
Louis Hayden
Max Carole
Roy Walker
Fred . Sloan
Eric Lloyd

Mather Kelly's
D*y» Dawn A busk
Joe Dl OLalla

^
Glnny Lowry
The Melodair* O)

Mente Carl*
Steve Gainer
Day A Alva
Arne Barnett 3

‘

Robert Richter H'JM
Don Lannlng
Roberta Sherwood
Charle* Caatel 9
Sen* tewei Hotel
Eddie Snyder
Saca*** Ore
Herman-Magner

- Dancer*
Julio Quartet
Del Breeoe
yv

Saxeny H»t«t
Hehrt Roae
Val Olman Ore
Barry Douglas
T*tto Sc Dee

See Gull Hetet
Faith Condullo
Mae Silva Dcr*
Norman Lester '

Charlie Page
Jewel Bev

Francis Russell
Bobby La Marr • ’

Penny A Doc Key
Lee* A Eddie'*

Murrey Swanson
Eddie Guertln
Jackie Gordon .

Jackie King
Chuckle Fontaine
* : , Gaiety club
Tommy Raft
Martin#

'
-

Louise -Angel
Olga Barrett
Lori Iris !

Georgia FeecK
Che-Che
LThh Clayton
Gaiety Girls
Ernie Bell 'Or* .

Gaby DeLane
Baby, Baker KevuO
Shelbeurne Hetel
Alan Kele Ore

' Shore Club
Haven A pkld

NEW ZEALAND

Bleckhawk
Kay - Coulter
Kenny Bower*
Grab* Eartham
Pat Carroll ,

Dave -LeGrant
Barbara Cook
Ed1 Begley
Martamt D’Or
Carl- Sends Ore

chex Fere*
Frank ^Sihatra
Skeets Minton
Pan >ferryman
Johnny’ Martin •

Cher * Adorable*
Brian Fernon Ore
Cehrad Hlllan Het'l
Adela Inge
Eric Waite
Diana 'Grafton

WELLINGTON
St James (T) 2

Armand Perren
3 Fayes ‘

Pat Gregory
G«rd BJornstad
Chrlbi,
Marika Saary-

PhilRp Tappin
•With -D# Jong
Jaeques C*rtaUX
Jimmy Elder
Joe ; Whitchouse
Cissy Trenholm •

Terry Scanlon
.Guns Brox A Myrna

Cabaret Bills

MEW TORJt ClTI

Blue Angel
Eartha Kitt
Josh White
Lila Terris
Orson Bean

E#n Mir
Mae Barnes
Kirkwood A
Goodman

Jimmy Daniel*
3 Flames
Norcne Tate
Garland Wilson

Chateau Madrid
Harry Mlmmo:

Felo ’ A Bruno ;

Carlo .Buti
Freddy Alonso

CapacabanR
Billy EckBtine
Kean Sisters \
Blackburn Twins
Pam Cavan
Peter Hanley

.

Betty Johnson
Madills
M Durso Ore
F- Marti Ore ’

El Chice
Roslta Rio*
Ruth Vera
Ramonlta y Leon
Los Xey .

Enrliue Vlzcano O
Eduardo Roy

Embers
Eddlo Heywood
Joe Bushkln

Havana-Madrld
Carlos Ramirez
Rene Touzet
Luplno A Urblno
Jose Curbclo Ore *

Hetel Amnassader
Jules Lande Ore

Hotel Eiltmere
Michael Kent Ore

Hotel Edison
Henry Jerome Ore

,

Hotel New Yorker
I Teddy Powell Oro
K Rookies
Adrian Rolllni Trio
Nadine A Ray
Schramm -

Manuel Del Toro
Hetel Pierre

Ethel Smith
Fisher A Ross
Chico Kelli Ore
Stanley Melba Or*

Hotel Plat*
Lisa Kirk
Bambl Linn
Rod Alexander
Mark Monte Ore
Dick LaSalle Ore

Hetel Roosevelt
Guy Lombardo Oro

Hetel ft. Regis
Roger Dgnn
Milt Shaw Ore
Horace Diaz Or*

Villa*# Bern
'

Miles Bell
Peggy Norman
Bill Parker
Village Vanguard

Dorothy Greener
Harry Belafonte
Roy’ce Wallace
ClatenCe Wipiam* *

WaldeiY-Asterl*
Chavales de Espana
Trini Reyes
Emil Coleman Ore
Mischa -Borr Oro

Hotel ttetter
Elliott Lawrence O

Hetel T#f»
Vincent Lopez Or*

Latin Quarter •

Darvas A Julia
Royal Ashton*
Danielle Lamar
Steeplechase
Jackie Kannon
Marilyn Rosa
Collette Fleurlot
Marilyn Hightower
Andre Philipp*
Art Waner Ore
La VI# EH Re**

Pearl Bailey
Van Smith Trio
L* Kuuab Bleu

Ronnie Graham
Janet Brace
Julius Monk
Norman Pari* 3
Leon A Eddie'*

Eddie Davis
Sherry Britten
Rena Foley
Bobby Byron
Ollvpr Dcrs
N*. 1 Fifth Ay#

Bibl Osterwald
Larry Lawrence
Bob Downey
Harold Fonvlll*
Hazel Webster

Old Roumanian
Sadie Bunks
Jackie Phillips
Larry Marvin
Joe LaPorte Ore
D'Aqulla Oro
' Park gheraten
Irving Fields

Tw# Guitars
Arena Rane
Elena A Anatole
Eli Splvak
Mlscba Usdanoff
Michel Mlclion
Kostya Poliansky

Versatile*
Carmen Torres
Beverlee Dennis
Arthur Maxwell
Constance Tower*
Gene Rowlands
Two Shirts A Skirt
Bill Norvoa A
Upstarts

Ged Hale Revue
Bourbon A Bain#
Zeb Carver Oro
Pete Rublno
Emile Petti Ore
Panchlto Ore '

WIvel
Sal Noble
Bob Lee

Kuua-MIAWI BEACH

Albfen Hotel
Sam Bari

. ,embay Hotel
Nino RInalde 1 0,-

Joe Hamell •

Casablanca Hetel
Catron Bros

Sandra Klraly
San Kanez Ore
Martinique Hetel

MAnelo A Ethel
Danny Yates Or*
Mary Joyce
Leonard Bo* -

Sager Dancer*
Arthur -Warren • Ore
Diamond Herseshee
Johnny Morrison
Lillian Lee
Tinkle DeCarle
Margo
Haveler Dcr*
Barry Mill* Ore
•harry Frentenaa

Lee Kobrin
San Kanes Ore
Frank A Lit*
Leonora A Stab

Allison Hole!
Beachcomber* - ri)
Enrico A Novella

• Tony Pester'*
Jackie small ' 7

CHl-Chl Lavenie
Kitty 0‘Kelly
Jande Lynn
Pat Paacall
Kenny Lynn
San Marine Hetet
Mac Pepper -

Quinlone* (3)
Jackie A Michael
Larry Seldln Dcr*
President MedlseR

Stan; Barrett
The Martins CD
Sandra Starr'
Brady A Barbara
Bob Regent Ore

Five o'cletk
Martha’ Kaye
Shecky- Green
Russ Sobey -

Ben Yost 5 ,

Len Dawson Ore
Harem Club

Sherry Panay
Lynn Starr
Bobby ’Barton
Jeanne- Christian
Wllhemlna
Lora Barry •

Frolic Club
Myra Davis r,

Jimmy Day
Princes* TTulIm#
Dorle Dale

.

Mozell* -

Schaw Puppets
Freddie Daw ; Ore

CHICAGO

Charles - A Lucille
. Cavanaugh
Denhla, A Darlene
Marie McClenaghan
Yvonne Rroder .

PhlUp Fraser:
Terry Taylor
Donald -Tobin - - •

George Z*k i

Boulevar-dears (8).

Franklfc' Masters O
• Edgewetoy. beach
Tony 4nd Saljy -

DeMarco
RuU 'Emery -

Jack Cavan Ore 1
-

Palmer HeUsb
Dorothy Shay ‘

Bobby Winters
Merriel . Abbott
Dcrs (8)

Eddie O’Neal $ <13)

XOS.ANGELES

Ambassador Hotel

Frank Sinatra
Eddie Bergmnp Ore

Ba^ ef Musi*
Doodle* A Spider -

Judy Clark

F.ellx Decola
Benno RublnyJ

Eddie Bradford Ore
Gray's Bandbox

Biiiy Gray
Patti Moore

’

Ben Lossy
Pepper Sis <3)

Bob Durwood

Biltmer* Hetel
Jon A Sondra

Steele
Dave . Barry
Whitson Bros {fr -

Hal Derwln Ore
. Cafe Gale

FUfi D'Orsay
Noble ’A King

k
George • Hofmel 3

• C Ire's
Samla Gartal
George DeWltt
Dick-SUbile Ore
Bobby Ramos . Ore

Mecambe -’

Joe E Lewis
Austin' Mack

,
Eddie -OliverBill Howe

LAS YllGAS, KEYADA
Flaming#

Harry -James- A Ore
Artie Auerbach
Tommy Gum.ina
Tan ’ Dava ’ Dahcers
Patti O'Connor

Desert Inn
Ted Lewis - Ore A
Reyue

Geraldine Dubois
Manor A Mignon
Elroy Peace
Meribeth Olds
Tuiig Pin Sod
Ben Yo*t Colleens
Alan ’ Gilbert
Arden-Fletcher
Dancers
Last Frontier

Ed -Wynn
LuciUe Norman
Artie James
Gil Johnson

jean Devlyn Girl
Revue . .

Bob Millar Ore
Thunderblrd

Alfred Drake
M Shaugbnessy
Los- Gatos*
Johnny O’Brien
Lucy Lewln
Christina Carson
Kathryn-’ Duffy
Dansatlons

Al ’Juhns Ore
El Ranch# Vega*

Gloria DeHaven
Phil Foster
Divena
Joy Walker
Bill Skipper
Gene DePaul
Buster ’ Hallett

Ted Flo Rito Ore

N. Y. Telepix Pitch

Continued from, page '23

is regarded as another minus fac

tor.- With most of the purchasing

of equipment and film centered in

New York, the cdst of the entire

production is increased. In addi-

tion, the N. Y. producers1 are facing

competition not only from Holly-

wood, but also from such U. S.

cities as Chicago and Detroit and
froirt such foreign' countries as

England, France and Spain.

The Annie Laurie Williams of-

fice, agent for many scripters,

points out that writers would pre-

fer to remain in New York, but

have been forced to go to the Coast

because of the lack of work in

the east. Elizabeth Calhoun,. df All

World Productions—TV packaging

outfit, noted that her company
wants to put show’s on film, but

can’t get the financing in New
York. _ , „ m .

In its fight, the Board of Trade

hopes to enlist the aid of the New
York 'State and City Chambers of

Commerce, and through these or-

ganizations set up meetings with

representatives of real estate, in-

surance, and financial interests.

The Film Producers Assn, of New
York, which is in the forefront of

the battle, not only includes TV
film makers but also 16m, commer-

cial; industrial and- teaching film

outfits.
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New
LOS CHAVAL1ES ESrANA (ID
VGciLlBBtrtuiientail
56 Min*.
Hotel Waldorf-A*tori* , N, Y.

Los Chavales de Espapa had
been heralded iil these parts long
before their arrival

, fqr their
preem XJ. S. stand at the seasonal
reopening of the' Hotfl Waldorf-
Astoria’s Starlight Roof, Group
originally * went to, Havana * from
Spain several' years agp for a four-
week stand and remained 10
months Rt the Tropicana.

. Virtually every office attempted
to entice them here,- but peculiari-
ties In the immigration laws

—

based on the fact that importation
of musicians is forbiddert—pre-
vented their appearance .here.
However, they were permitted to
come ip on the theory that they
constitute an. instrumental

.
and

vocal act; Should they play a set
for general dancing, it’s likely
that A^M prexy Jimmy PetriUo
would seek to have. their visas rc-.

yoked.-
j

.

,

Los Chavales are one of the .best
groups of their type. This il-man
team Js a highly, .disciplined fc°nr
tingent, expert not, only at «. basic
instruments but versatile enough
to double on others^, They chime
in with singing and do various for-
mations to provide both visual and
aural entertainment. Their attain-,

ments are' tied . together . With ' a
highly developed sense qf show-
manship. 'Costumes ;.**re, suffi-
ciently colprful .and floor < deport-
ment is such that' their 50-minute
stint- is entertaining all. the way* .

.,
" The- group’s basic . Instrumenta-
tion is four brass, three

,
reed and

four rhythm. However, that comho
doesn’t stay around Jong, for
Shortly thereafter they break out
with a quartet of fiddles, ac-
cordions and tambourines. Thefr
arrangements are expert, ,

' They
can. be schmaltzy or rhythmic, but'
at all times there’s enough .taste
and restraint to qualify tor WalJ
dorf exhibition^ Catalog ! is mainly
of Castillian coptenf with classics,
native dance numbers and pops.
There arev three ;major' voices'
-among ' them

,
and each.

.
provides

authoritative delivery; The rest, of
the- Squad contribS' r glee club ac-
companiment.
One of the virtues of this ‘ setup

is the fact that they work in com-
plete- anonymity. * There iare rto

-midterm announcements, no bill-

ing problems, although. it’s lnevita7
ble that the singers get better Spot*
ting than some of their cam-
p'Rneros. . The integration ; of the
individual into the group appar-1

ently is one -way of keeping the
uriit on- a high- performance level
and' a method of -maintalnihg disci-
pllne. Each number1 gets heavy
applause and their bowoff was
strong enough to qualify for en-
cores, but none were given at
.show caught.

To break up LoS Chavales’
.
act.

the Waldorf brought-, in Trim
Reyes, one of the better femme
flamenc’oists around. She may have
been nervous,

.
but she displayed

sufficient pyrotechnics attd natural
skillr.at the Iberian terps to hit a
high :applause rating.
The advent of Los Chavales with

the opening of the Starlight Roof
also returned Emil Coleman to this
hotel. He’s an ingratiating maestro
while MIscha -Borr remains a nifty
unit" for the Latin terps. Jose.

ANN NICHOLS
Dance '

9 Mins.
Apollo, Nc Y.

Novel terping stint offered by
Ann Nichols should open up plenty
of, booking for her In vaude, nitery
-and TV-. In Apollo preem,' Miss
Nichols, sole ofay on bill, Scores
effectively in a fast-moving stint

that winds to big mitt and begoff.
She* opens easily with clicko heel
and toe and wins house as she in-

creases pace and executes some
exciting twirls. Highpoint of the
turn, however, is gal’s simultane-
ous keyboarding and stepping
stint. . Pounds out a driving boogie-
woogie beat as she displays her
fancy cleat work from a sitting

position. It's a surefire mitt-
grabber.

Gal’s a looker and shapely
frame, especially the gams, are as-

sets that will help keep her busy
in all sight situations; Gros.

JANE & EDDIE FAYE
Dance
6 Mins.
Leon * Eddie’s, N.Y*

Jane Jk Eddie Faye mix ball-

room and soft shoe for varied re-
sults. Routines need considerable
punching up at this point. Duo
•shows promise when performing In
the more commercial Vein.
They make a nice appearance

and work with an easy style. At
times their work projects, strongly,
but at this stage act needs stout
refurbishing. • Jose.

Acts
ALFRED DRAKE
Song?
2ft Min*.
Thunderbird, La* Vera*
Alfred Drake’s entrance into

nitery haunts is accomplished with
display of hi* big-sounding b*ry
pipes. Outside of natural nervous-
ness which had him grasping onto
the mike for added support open-
ing night, he surmounted all ato
tendant difficulties to forge ahead
into a begoff. Becoming accus-
tomed to his hew surrounding*
sans musicomedy. habiliments .will
take time, but audiences waive
nervous actions in Drake’s case,
favoring his rich voice and frieqjlly
stage presence.
Although hi* interim gab is-

lengthy, it preps skillfully for each
song, essayed, Hits cold- by measur-
ing off “With a Song in My tteaxV
and takes, -palaver into Gotham
story which weave* the Leonard
Bernstein score of “Oh the Town**
into his fajitasy. ,

Beckons every*
One bhekstage for “Another Open-
ing, Another Show,” with sequeled
medley of “Beople Will Say We’r«
in Love/’ : “Hdw High the Moon”
and “Where or When’’ receiving
salVos after ktt opening measures,

Fulls out “My Funny Valentin^*
from store' of ahowtunes, .thread*
tog further into such background
ing for' “Where I* the Life TOkt
Late 1 Led, reprise
4TCate” role. Ovation Is

1 aui*NW4-
this* belter, V-* -W,
Following the uproar, ‘ returns to

ad lib “Oklahoma/’ -with .orch han-
dling the jam measure! . neatly.
Drake has built Up. a solid rep
through his lohg association with
musicals, and when he work* a
nitery floor with the same ease
and know-how, will be off and
away for top-spot bookings; .

Will.

NORM DYCON * GREGORY
Senf*-PiaDe-€omedr
"24' Min** -

le*k«ui Hott*e. Cevtafton, (Kn,
iNorm, Dygon s- origination - gives

show, blr another .star ’ nOyelty.
Amazing

,
and .delightful-’ are* hi*

combo. of piano ana voice record-
ing and v.entriloquial ' illusion,

While behind ’ the keyboard of a
standard 8$, giving off with mod-
ern. licks, ‘Chirping and chatter, his
stockinged feet; masked .from audi-
ence gaze, manipulate mechanical
gimmicks which operate his dummy:
partner, Gregory, af a miniature
.white, piano cioseby, creating the
effect of a two-act. Tape record-
ing keys the double soundings. . .

A second figure used is .Mr.
Chips, * deployed for his- TV guest
shots. "Both bear resemblance to
Dygon and ,

ape a departure from
the standards of ventriloquists.
Synchronization of voice and
movements is masterly.

‘

(

More remarkable is the difficult

routine.
.
There’s .Mozart, boogie

W.oogy and pop, with Dygon play-
ing and singing rapidly while the
dummy is in slow time, \yhh match-
ing double talk. Trim ih street
dress, Dygon entertains engag-
ingly in business voice with spe-
cial and regular songs

.
when not

presenting his specialty. When Us-
ing risque material, he puts ear-
muffs oh the dummy. Koll,

BETHE DOUGLAS
Song*
15 Min*...
EDA Club, FhlUy

,Tall and attractive, Bethe Doug-
las makes class appearance on,

floor arid has a good voice with
enough training to know how. to
project it

’ with effect. Singer
really comes aerpss bn a ballad.
The .standard “I Only Have Eyes
for You’’ is effectingly jsung

r
and

She socks across the dramatic
“When" Your,Lover Has Gbnb,”

“Wrap Your Troubles inDreams”
makes a happy intro, and as a
break between ballads she does
“You Took Advantage of Me.” For
encore, vocalist' offers a special bit
on the “Sadie Thompson” saga.
Although “Sadie” has been worn
thin over the years, she may have
song possibilities. Miss Douglag
adds parasol and picture hat to
dress up bit, but she is under im-
pression a low voice goes with
sexiness. Chanteuse would prob-
ably find the number mor£ com-
fortable two or three tones higher
in her natural voice, Gagh.

BLACK St DUNDEE
CoiAedy
23 Mins.
Royal, Sydney
Introduced in David N. Martin’s

revue, “The Peep Show,” to re-
place Roger Ray (since returned to
the U. S. after Aussie playdates),
Black St Dundee get away to a
solid start on Sydney debut. Strik-
ingly tall brunet Pat Dundee make*
an excellent foil for comedian Lew
Black. Opens with “The Men I
Love” to good returns, ..

Black’s spicy gags (bk^y for re-
vue either uptown or doWntogp*}

(Continued on page 63)
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FaraMovn^ X* IT*
•

Johnnie Hay, Billy my Qjch,

Gary Morton, Bud & Ccce Rbbin-

son, Font Lads; “The Wild Heart
7

(SRO)
t
reviewed, in current .va-

riety.

ring*.' Autry doe* an excellent, ^*5**** ^vX*
commentary. . Gilbert & Bussell, Lee, Marat,.

Pat ' Butpram has only a short BrUce Hptwtfd, Butter Shaver &
spell with his corny

,

cracks, hut the
Ql{ #arry Savoy, Marilyn &

old material is in keeping withthe A ^ Kcn Whitmer, Rudy Dock-
* ^ Bobble

ey’s Basketball Dogs;. Jo Lombardishow
,

and he does okay.

chuckle* vi» u* totigr
leidei- Louis BwU, for WSgi*.
.tuns’ ho let* do: on Glory Rood-
fora big ihitt. *,

Jpy Lawrence has some old im-

pressions of film stars which £*et

titters, biit the laughs reallyjegis-
* 1 ’ channel‘ Knapp d^s 'soSo ftn« «P*. Ws «»**“«£*Sri*gM&? (M-G), tor when he sketchos a ehsnnel

and is joined by her partnei, Jack>
r .j y^rjety Dec. 19, 1951. swimme?,. and especially fine is his

- who has some running gags as a reviewed in yAmt
mulitinle description of a topbox-
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n*xy> X* Y.
, Ftomtt ZaBach, Dun.
hills (3); Martin Bros. (2), R0Xy.
ettes, Spitalny Qhorus, Paul Ash
Bouse . Qrch; Lydia Bailey19

.(20th), reviewed in Variety May
28, ’52.

Johnnie Bay toe Columbia Rec- who has some tgpWiW » T^-V muUtipl^descriptlon of . WWfaJfig an^enterti&g ^pacS'
;

S^°W
works

W
a? tSroudh. the The ^alaceha^come

;

«p_wjm m.A g
4-v.p rhUl tertainlng’ abilltie's and the frame-

tj’haiids work contributed by the line and
L.«uan the vocal chorus makes for an ef-

the ing Out of the Door" but gets Ms with the maie hittibg strong- ^0t0r running to shake from exit

^ nni^hP^^the rest of the bill best results with the oldie, South
fy ^ his flamenco-styled hoofing ™

exit while balancing a water
k°: P,u11 Of the Border"

. . . _ k on top of a drum-shaped platform.
J”mbler on her head.

provides excellent backing

Kay’s uninhibited laceration Of

the emotions is a surefire atten-

tion-getter. It may • be - controver-

sial whether Hay’s self-tormenting

vocal and body acrobatics are only

a gimmick which will fade from

the scene sooner or later, hut the

initial impact is undeniable. What-

ever the future /may be for him,

For the final ' act, Autry brings

on his horse, Champion, putting, it

through some dance paces and
light tricks that, had the younger
set agog. However, it’s the small

colt, Little Champion* that cap+

tures the hearts of the seatholders

with 'some simple answers and
walking a small .plank.

Buddy Shaw’s group, correctly

Zabe.

Vet vauder Lee Marx works ' Louis Basil has a. full hour’s

through his juggling act in top- ^nrk herewith all .this music and

flight style, Marx opens with does a stellar 30b keeping pace,

some low-key stunts with rubber

balls and Indian clubs and closes

in high gear with fancy DUgglmg
while balancing himself on a big

rubber ball. Earns strong mittlpg.

Bay isiip there now because of his attired, act like authentic hoe-
style, savvy and unremitting drive.

| downers this week. Zabe.

For his current stand, Hay is

bleating through his repertory of

disk hits in his familiar, wax style.

Even the absence of the echo

chamber which he 1 used on wax
doesn’t -dampen the impact. His

vocalling, in fact, is strictly second-

ary to his hahdwaving and, body-

shaking display of triple-distilled

anguish in “Little White Cloud
That Cried,” “Cry,” “Broken-
hearted” and similar numbers
suitably designed for his vocal

melancholia. It’s a . new trend in

bobbysox idols and Bay is un-v

doubtedly tops in the pantheon of

bleeding hearts,
In a diametrically opposite mood,

Gary Morton, spotted before Ray’s
finale turn, registers strongly with

comedy. A 10Q% improved comic
since last caught on Broadway,
Morton works through a good rou-

tine at a consistently fast clip,

Morton is adept at the straight

gags in addition to being a compe-
tent impressionist and a good mu-
sician, as revealed . in a couple Of

hot trumpet licks. Overall, he
scores with an ingratiating person-
ality that rarely gives the impres-
sion of pressing too hard.
.Bud &. Cece Robinson also hit

with their eccentric hoofing rou
tine. Team has a flashy style with
enough comedy overtones to give
it a distinctive touch. They are par-
ticularly effective in their closing
jitterbug- number.
Four Lads, vocal combo which

accomped Ray in a couple of his
wax hits, also make a good im
pression in a brief turn. Quarte
only handles two songs, “Shine’
and “Turn Back,” with neat har-
monic arrangements for strong
mitting returns.

Billy May’s orch, one of the
newest musical organizations to
make a dent in the band business.
Opens the show with a couple of
swinging instrumentals. Aggrega-
tion of five reeds, eight brass and

• four rhythm hits with a clean pre-
cision on the rhythm numbers and,
midway in the show flashes a fancy
ballad arrangement of “Char-
maine” for top results. Herm.

Empire^ Glasgow .

Glasgow, May 28.

Mills & Belita, Arthur Dowler,
_ _ * W u« • M. m M«All t- I'I'O ut A-fV VrVVVj AJ.I pf *-rv wrwi | V* ~ ^ - 4* i »

Jose Moreno, Freddie Sales, Three, vaudeville repertory. He builds to
M <K .... _ —J w UmifaYrAI* tiTirn niQ
Saytons, Frances . Duncan, Billy

Cotton Band, with Alan Breeze,
Doreen Stephens, Clem Bernard;
Bill Matthew Orch; twice nightly.

Oriental, €Iii
Chicago, May 29.

Gene Autry with Champion and
Little Champion, Cass County Boys

(3)

,
Pat Buttram, Jemez Indians

(4)

, Marino Sisters (3), Bobbie
& Jack Knavp, Buddy Shaw Orch;
“Aaron Slick From Punkin Crick”
(Par).

This abbreviated version of the
Gene. Autry rodeo stint should
capture the juve trade and the
out-of-towners who come swarm-
ing in over Memorial Day holiday.
Oddly' enough, opening day. turn-
out was divided about equally be-
tween the menfolk and the moms
dragging the little one singly or in
groups. Most of the kiddie trade
must have taken the holiday off

early to see the cowboy star.

Show runs smoothly with the
Marino Sisters starting the pro-
gram off in whirlwind fashion.
Lookers get off some .rapid cart-
wheels and flying oinwheels solo
before earnings a flashy hand for
fine rollunders and rollovers in
perfect unison for strong finish.

Cass County Boys register well
with “There’s Room in Our
House,” but are more familiar with
“Tumblin’ Tumbleweeds,” and
novelty tune, “They Went Thata-

Current Empire . bill here " is

pleasing and diversified, and likely

to suit majority of tastes, though
support could he stronger. .It gets
by, thanks largely tp clever com-
edy of young English lunsfer Fred-
die Sales and the .breezy, comedy- i

style banflshow .provided in last

35 minutes by Billy Cotton and
his boys, an outfit popular on
British 'radio.
Opener is the youthful dancing

act of Mills & Belfta* a-hoy and a
gal, who terp well. This type of

urn is usual stopgap for opening
on -the Moss Empire circuit, as
stubholders. arrive, to take their
seats 'at early hour au4f

. as a re-
sult, doesn’t get the attention it

merits. Val Parnell might devise
some alternative to a dancing
opener for variety’s sake, such as
musical instrumental act or a spot
featuring his resident orch.

Arthur Dowler, magician from
mid-England, has a cod magic act
that registers well, billing himself
in novel fashion as “The Wizard of
Cod.” He’s followed by -Jose Mo
reno, a juggler on *the wire with
femme assistance. He closes by
throwing rubber balls into stalls

and cirole, and catching them
skillfully on a stick placed in his
mouth. House lights are up for
this, and audience participation is

used.
Cleverest act on this bill is tha

of Freddie Sales, an upcoming
comedian who has a neat and sub
tie line in funny patter, is mos
versatile but still requires a gim-
mick to identify himself. - Last
time he was here he came on in
evening., dress; this time he wears
a yellow cap and socks, with too-
short long trousers. His comedy
is subtle, at times too clever for
normal run of music-hallgoers,
being more suited to cabaret.

Comic’s second-half spot is

really something, performer com-
ing on in baby clothes and being
seated in a playpen. From here
he emits' noises and gurgles and
squeals, making much play with a
nursemaid (Teresa McKay) who
comes on as foil. This routine is

a wow. Sales finishes by taking
off his baby cap and, coming to
the front of curtain, delivers the
popular monolog, “What Is a Boy?
He’s certainly a comedian to
reckon’ with on U. K. stage and
radio, and is also a strong poten-
tial for star TV billing
The Three Saytons, from Hol-

land, offer a cycling turn that sat-
isfies, 6ven dressing up in Ye Olde
English style, a feat for an act that
hails from the Zuyder Zee. Male
member climbs a glass staircase on
his bicycle, finishing by going
over the top and landing on a
padded, cushion.
From Australia comes a looker

aerialist, blonde Frances Duncan,
who twists and twirls in space and
offers a series of thrills.

fill the Abuse, but he does an ami-
able job in a variety of tunes.
These include his perennial takeoff
on various singers, “O, Marie” and
his , current Coral disk, “Here in
My Heart.” He bats out- his stuff

in a manner that assures him a
fine getoff.

Florian ZaBach, who disclicked
“Hot Canary,” is another per-
former that has winning ways with
an audience. His fiddling is good
and he has sufficient showmanship
to make that instrument pay off

applaudwise/ New in his book
is “Blue. Tango,” . which together
with the rest of his catalog, makes
him a winner here.

The Dunhills are similarly an
applause-provoking trio. Boys have
added nothing new to. their terp
routine, . bqt what they have is

strong enough- to bear repeat en-
gagements here.

The Martin Bros, are also

_ „ uw.
grooved along familiar lines. Jheir

mark with their standard song and from ciassic dance to knockabout puppet lineup has been seen at

dance turn. The diminutive QUve me(jv with all tastes adequately this house and still leaves a good
, , 4 .^ ^1 ~ .nan!, . LUIUCUJ , _ , 1 . * .11 i 1 A

Music Hall, N. Y*
“Cosmopolitan ^ produced by

Initial *comedy
*
turn on the bill Russell Markert, with Honey Bros.,

is handled adequately by Bruce Murid & Fiona,

Howard who lacks a good script George Sawtelle, Hal Norman,

but is an okay impressionist. He Corps de Ballet, Rockettes, Choral

works the familiar carbons of Ensemble, Symphony Orch under

Humphrey Bogart, James Cagney Raymond Paige ; sets, James Stew-

and Peter Lorre, Tatter being one I

of the stalest bits in the whole

a strong finish, however, with his

takeoffs on.Rudolph Halley, Frank
Costello and Senators Tobey and
Refauver;

art Morcom; lights, Eugene Braun;

“Lovely to Look At” re-

viewed in Variety May 28, ’52.

Current Music Hall stage layout

makes up a standard show, with a
Mtauver. - <

'spectacular production finale: to

In the No, 4 slot, Buster Shaver
r
?
ng ^own the curtain. Bill run?

& Olive strengthen the midway
the usual rich gamut for Variety,

belts across a couple of special-
serve(j. if there are no individual

material numbers and then segues spots, there are no weak
into the ballroomology sequence
with Shaver. It hits all the way. show moves smoothly from the

Another strong comedy turn is opener, which has the Corps de
delivered by the veteran vauder, Ballet in .-a - handsome, tasteful

Harry Savoy. Savoy has a superior mood piece of classic terping.

borscht belt style of humor with Girls are backdropped by a huge
most of his gags finely balanced painting frame, with a few of them
on the indigo line. He has a hep draped therein at the start in a

manner, however, and gets away
with it without falling into bad
taste. He closes with his w.k,

John Barrymore impression.

In the No. 6 spot, Marilyn &
Ashovfr click with their Apache-
dancifig routine. This turn has

Degas-like pose, for smart effect.

There are no soloists in this num-
ber, but the corps shines in some
neat . toe passages and choreog-
raphic designs prepared by its able

director, Florence Rogge.
Next comes a sharp segue to the

overall impression. Attempts at

comedy are weak, hut they’re good
technically and exit with an earned
bow. ' *-

Productionwise, house staff has
exceeded itself. The line routines
are well integrated with the Sam-
my Rauch-booked talent and the
Spitalny chorus providing the
needed vocal" interlude's. Jose.

been edited down to its essentials racetrack, with the Choral Ensem
and packs plenty of laughs into its

roughhouse switcheroo when the
gal starts kicking the tough guy
around.

Next-to-closing stint by Ken
Whitmer is the strongest of the
bill. Whitmer has a surefire rou-
tine with his trick costuming and
virtuosity on a flock of instruments.
Rudy Dockey’s Basketball Dogs,

in the closing spot, is reviewed un-
der New Acts.
Jo Lombartii’s house orch cuts

the show, in usual competent style.

Herm.

hie rendering a set of warm, senti-

mental and appropriate song num-
bers. Group soloists George Saw-
telle and Hal Norman spark the
numbers pleasantly. First of the
two vaude acts follows with the
Honey Bros., a smooth aero tap
trio who are gifted in. balancing

Earle, Phllly
Philadelphia, May' 3?

Dinah Washington, Arnett Cobb
Orch, The Ravens (5), Budd Har-

ris & Mantan Moreland, Harold
King, Billy Paul, Leslie Uggams,
Frank Juele's House Orch (16);

“Outlaw Women”-. (Lip).

Overlong and overloaded with

vocals, the Earle’s new show, star-

ring Dinah Washington, the Ravens

and stepping, and a bit corny and I and Arnett Cobb, seems to be what
overlong on the comedy routines.
Boys, however, are clever enough
with their tumbling to offset the
humor bits, to beg off strongly.

Rockettes show up next; in a
highly effective, weird start as

the customers want and is filling

the pews.

Miss Washington is one of the

strongest femme draws on the

Earle’s roster. She projects strong-

jungle creatures, then to trip into ly and her singing generates a
n • . f"* _• _i i * i- . j _ _ 1 *1 *j mJ* ...JiAU4 A 44 t ««1 wilt -fvnm

Chicago, Chi
Chicago, May 30.

Mary Kaye Trio, with Norman
Kaye; Buddy Baer, Jay Lawrence,
Raul & Eva Reyes, Louis Basil
Orch; “Skirts Ahoy” (M-G).

way,” gets .them off well.
Series of three dances by the

Jemez Indians is an out. of the rut
offering and colorful costumes are
impressive. Although based on
ritual steps, they are easily inter-

preted and several have modern
counterparts in jitterbug terping.

The hoop dance is a very tricky

Stint with youngster getting a big

mitt for his manipulations of the

While perhaps lacking the star
value, the present bill, coupled
with film musical, should do as
well as or better than predecessors.
While most of the acts are repeats,
with the exception Of Buddy Baer,
package is smooth and. interesting.
There is an abundance of music,
btlt it doesn’t become overwhelm-
ing.

The Mary Kaye Trio, which has
enjoyed some long runs here in
a north side pub, has really ironed
out the rough spots since appear-
ing here last year and now. ranks
in the top musical trio class. Tim-
ing is near perfect and voice
blending is terrific.

.
Still the

spark is the petite Miss Kaye,
whq has a styling similar to but
not as studied as Sarah Vaughan’s.
Group starts jut “I’ve Got You

Under My Skin” with a bop beat
and follows with a jivey version
of “Lonesome Road.” Femme
steps Out to sell the old standard,
“The Masquerade Is Over,” and
then the threesome gets hot again
with “I Get a Kick Out of You”
a la Billy Daniels. Norman Kaye,
brother of the leader, sings his
own composition, “Why

their finished, sparkling turn as
tapping chorus. Russell Markert
supplies them with a few new
twists, to liven their usual but sock
delivery.
Mario & Floria offer their pol-

ished ballroomplogy turn of
smooth, swift turns and steps, to
rhumba, soft-shoe and swing
rhythms. A light, quick and sure
duo, they also register heavily.
Finale has the full ensemble in
an elaborate electric-light scene,
stretching beyond the confines of
the stage into the auditorium. .

Maestro Raymond Paige, preced-
ing the bill with a lively orches-
tral potpourri of Liszt tunes,
batons smartly for the stage show.

Bron.

. Did You
.

Leave Me?,” and scores with his
The Billy Cotton bandshow re-

j

big voice.. Trios tear apart “Begin
lies mainly on comedy and pop

J

the Beguine
numbers. Members frequently
gag with each other during music,
and several come on in comedy at-
tire. Bandleader himself, whose
gimmick is his horn-rimmed spec-
tacles and his balding head, main-
tains a reposeful demeanor which
wins as contract. His thrush is

Doreen Stephens, and Alan Breeze
does the main balladeering. Clem
Bernard, himself a Scot, is° the
diminutive pianist and arranger,
and takes part in much '.he

comedy, Gord.

with the expert aid

Apollo, X. Y.
Lionel Hampton Orch (19), with

Rosetta Perry, Gil Bernal; Arnold
Dover, Sonny Parker, Ann Nichols,
Jimmie Scott, Curley Hamnef;
“Armored Car Robbery” (RKO).

With Lionel Hampton heading up
a package that’s stacked with
rhythmic excitement, this Harlem
flagship has one of its biggest b.o.
attractions in some months. It wasSRO throughout opening day, Dec-
oration Day.
Although it’s Hampton’s show all

the way, the supporting turns help
build the layout into a solid 70-
minute session. Show gets off to
last start with a Hamp fave, “Air
Mail Special,” and keeps moving.-at
a spirited pace to the smash closing
instrumental, “Flyin’ Home.” The
big orch eight brass, six reed and

, {
0U

V ?ythn\’ bits hard but supplies
j

a rich, full-bodied sound that dis

of the drummer, Frankie Ross.
Comic really slaughters “Cry” for
a strong closer with the aid of the
other two.

i
.

— — t>uii ma-
Buddy Baer, while perhaps not p exPprl musical craftsmanship,
concert calibre, reveals a trained ff

31? 1?
s Boogie Woogie” is

spotted ^ the middle of the bill
the crew’s driving workover

rocks the house. The maestro scores
'forcefully when he belts out
standout solo stint on the vibes.

Rosetta Perry, outfit’s femme vo-
calist, hits neatly with “Be Any-

(Continued on page 63)

of
voice and an excellent sense of
humor. Hefty ex-boxer tees off ap-
propriately with a specialty about
his figlit and film mishaps and
then surprises the seatholders with
a well-taught voice as he booms
out “Tenderly.” He follows with
“Anytime” and then gets some

quality of excitement right from
the opening measures. She does

two numbers, “Tell Me Why” and
“Trouble in Mind,” and works up
a nice presentation-plug for her

new’ recording, VMake Believe

Dreams,” For the finale, she

doubles with the Ravens on “Out
in the Cold Again.”

In between the topper’s third

number And the fadeout tune, little

Leslie Uggams takes over the spot-

light. Moppet has a lot of stage

savvy for her tender years and

sings “Them There Eyes” and

“Pennies from Heaven” with solid

results. But it’s bad spotting and

the kid stands around from no-

where when. Miss Washington and

the Ravens link forces at the

mikes.

The Ravens, vocal quartet work-

ing at two mikes, and a pianist are

.a showy and show-wise group. Neat

contrasting of the top tenor ana

bass voices gives plenty color to

their numbers. The crowd knows
their record hits and calls for them
so that they

.
have to beg off.

They are especially effective u'ltn

“Please Mr. Sun,” “Begin the

Beguine” and “Write Me One

Sweet Letter.” .

,

In the opening spot is Haroia

King, a roller skater whose ball-

bearing taps have rhythm ana

humor. For a sock finale, he skate

dances blindfolded atop a small

cafe table. It’s a good kickoff foi

the proceedings and brings on

Billy Paul, a local singing prospect

whose voice tends toward tne

newer sounds. This is Paul’s stage

debut, and despite understandable
nervousness he came through nice-

ly with “Because • of You,
Mine” and “Walking My Baby

Back Home.” „ ..

Arnett CobbTias a good Acxl
. ,1-

combo (trumpet, trombone.
saxes, bass, drums and Pian ”.’

which whips up the straight

cal uproar. Cobb takes m?st “

the breaks on his tenor, -which

almost makes talk, and each oi H
members rates and takes i>0

(Continued on page 63)
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Comparative flgures,based on Variety’s weekly boxoffice re-
ports, of total grosses, average of capacity, number of weeks
played, number of productions, etc., for recent seasons.

1947*48 1948-49 1949-50 1950-51 1951-52
Number of productions

—

67 63
Number of weeks played
by all shows during season—

1,325 ’ 1,231

Total gross of all shows

—

$28,826,500 ^28,840,700 $28,614,500 $27,886,000 $29,223,000
Total gross versus potential total capacity for last two seasons—

76.6% 77.7%

59 83 73

1,156 1,139 1,072

B’way ’51-’52 Gross Hits $29,223,OW),

By HOBE MORRISON 4
Costs are still undermining legit.

That is the conclusion to be drawn
from a financial, breakdown of the

jiist-comple'ted Prdadway season,

in relation to corresponding figures

for the previous' four years.
* During the 1951-52 semester the

gross revenue for all Broadway
shows reached $29,223,000, the

highest figure during the five-year

period. However,' the total number
of weeks played by -all shows dur-

ing the season was only 1,072, the

lowest figure for any year in the

last five.
J

Compared to the figures of five

years ago, the 1951-52 totals repre-

sent an increase of almost $400,000

in grosses ' and a drop of 253 in

weeks played by all shows. In other

words, a rise. of over. $7,600 a week
in total grosses was able to sup-

port an average of five fewer shows
per week. That is apparently due
almost entirely to the operating

cost increase over the five-year pe-

riod. ....
Since one smash hit, say a

“South Pacific” or a “Mister Rob-
erts,” is more important than sev-

eral dozen flops, the total number
of weeks played by all shows dur-

ing a season is vastly more signifi-

cant than the number of new pro-

ductions. Thus, the steady decline

in the .total of weeks played over

the last five years has more mean-
ing than the generally consistent

gross total or the moderately

steady number of productions.

The average of capacity figure,

which was 77,7% for the 1951-52

season, represents a rise of 1.1%
over the 1950-51 stanza. No com-
parable figures are available for

the 1949-50 " season or before. The
average is obtained by comparing
each week’s actual total gross for

all shows against the potential

capacity. The highest figure for the

1951-52 season was 91% for the

week ended last Jan. 26. The low-

est was 58% for the week ended
last July 14. With relatively few
exceptions, the general level of

business, both in total grosses and
average of capacity, follows a con-
sistent pattern for the correspond-
ing weeks, year after year.

'Camera' Hopes to Stick

Thru Summer With Sub

For Harris; Nut Cut
Julie Harris, who withdrew this

week from her starring role in “I

Am a Camera” to play her original

partin tfie film version’ of “Mem-
ber of the Wedding,” is due back
in six to eight weeks. During her
absence, Barbara Baxley, her un-
derstudy, is playing the femme lead
in the John van Drutten comedy-
drama,. without star billing, of

course.

Although “Camera” is apparently
identified in the public mind with
Miss Harris’ spectacular perform-
ance, which drew critical raves and
earned her star billing, co-produc-
ers Gertrude Macy and Walter
Starcke hope to keep the show run-
ning through the summer.

Since the management figures it

can trim the “Camera” operating
setup enough to enable the show
to break even at around $11,000
gross, it' may be able to keep go-
ing at least until mid-August, when
the seasonal boxoffice upturn is

due. If events work out as hoped,
the production would stay on
Broadway until around next Febru-
ary, then go on tour.

Author-stager van Druten, who
came east last week from his Cali-
fornia ranch, re-rehearsed the play
with Miss Baxley in the lead.
‘Camera” is currently in its 28th
week at the Empire, N. Y.

Kitchell Satiric Dances

Mulled for. B’way Run
Deal' is being .talked between the

Shuberts and National Concert'

&

Artists Corp. for a Broadway pres-
entation this fall of Iva Kitchell,
dance satirist, Evening’s format
involves a succession of satiric
dances, descriptive of the history
of the dance from primitive time to
the extreme modernists.

Marks Levine, NCAC prez, has
been talking with John and Milton
Shubert oh advisability of a two-
week run in a small Times Square
area house. Appeal of the Emlyn
Williams and Cornelia Otis Skin-
ner presentations this

.
season

prompted the idea. Miss Kitchell'
has played the concert, lecture and
nifery circuits, but this would mark
first time she’s appeared for a
Broadway run.

Lillie Barn Tour To

Cue B way Setup
Depending on the reception of

its strawhat tour, a major manage-
ment will be sought for the Broad-
way presentation next fall of “An
Evening with Beatrice Lillie,” the
intimate revue being readied by
the star, with Reginald Gardiner
featured. The production will con-
sist of excerpts from various shows
in which the comedienne has ap-

peared, plus some new material.

Angle oh the barn tour is' that

one of the dates will 'be a purely
sentimental booking for the star.

That will be the week’s stand at

the John Drew Theatre, East

Hampton, L. I. Miss Lillie has

always had a warm spot for the

barn, since she played a special

benefit show there immediately

after her Broadway run in “Char-

iot’s Revue” in 1920.

“Evening” will open July 21 at

the Falmouth Playhouse, Coon-

amessett. Mass.; then play the fol-

lowing dates: Casino Theatre, New-
port, July 28; East Hampton, Aug.

4; McCarter Theatre, Princeton,

Aug. 11, and possibly the Westport

(Conn.) Playhouse, Aug. 18, and

the Cape Playhouse, Dennis, Mass.,

Aug. 25.

Post’s Yqrnon Rice Picked

As N.Y, Drama Desk Prez

Vernon Rice, of the- N. Y.' Post,

has been elected president of the

Drama Desk, Broadway legit re-

porters’ group, succeeding William

Hawkins, critic-columnist of the

N. Y. World-Telegram & Sun. Hal

Eaton, of the Newhouse newspaper

chain, ‘is the new vice-president;

with Douglas Watt, *of the N. Y.

Daily News, treasurer, and Ted
Kraus, of Critical Digest, secretary.

Election was held at the organi-

zation’s regular luncheon-meeting

Monday (2) at Rosoff’s Restaurant,

N. Y. Leonard Sillman, producer of

“New Faces,” and Eartha Kitt,

Robert Clary and Virginia de Luce,

of the same show's cast, and Arthur

Siegel, one of the authors, were

guests of honor.

RABIN’S AUSSIE TREK
Michael Rabin, 16-year-old vio-

linist, will leave for a three-month

tour of Australia next Wednesday

In addition to a sold-out recital

in Melbourne, young Rabin will

make 27 appearances as soloist

with orchestras of Adelaide, Bris-

bane, Hobart, Melbourne, Perth

and Sydney.

Kaycee Starlight to Bow

With Neat 225G in Till

Kansas City, June 3.

Starlight Theatre, al fresco sum-
mer musical project, will tee off
June 23 with- “The Great Waltz”
and a hefty advance sale. Theatre
officials expect to have $225,00Q in
the till when the season opens,
the bulk of the sum represented
by season tickets purchased at a
slight discount in a recent drive.

Figure likely will represent more
than half of the^ season’s nut, ac-
cording to Bill Symon, business
manager. Last year's budget was
about $450,000, but this season the
nut may be slightly less due to the
absence of some of last'* season’s
fixed charges.

Businessmen angels who under-
wrote the 1951 season again are on
the hook to guarantee something
over $200,000. But it’s figured the
guarantee won’t be needed. The
first season went over the top
financially despite a battle with the
weather. This year’s lineup of 10
shows is expected to surpass that
.performance, judging by early
sales. •

The 1952 season also has been
extended one week, as the season’s
closer, “Show Boat,” will run two
weeks instead of the usual”" seven
days per production.

‘Wish’ Album Due

ByPreemTime
Disk-album of “Wish You Were

Here,’’ Arthur Kober-Joshua Logan-
Harold Rome musical due June 25
at the Imperial, N. Y., will probably
be on sale in the theatre lobby
opening night. RCA-Victor Is cut-
ting the

.
platters next week with

the cast of the Leland Hayward
production.

It’s
,

believed to be the first time
the recordings of a Broadway show
have been available at the preem.
In this case, the fact that the pro-
duction is so heavy, with a swim-
ming pool onstage, is preventing a
road tryout, so the company is in
town fop recording sessions in ad-
vance of the premiere. Also, all

major revisions of the song?, have
been completed, another uriusqal
situation for a new musical.

Chappell is publishing the “Wish
You Were Here” score, and is ex-
pected to have the sheet music
available not later than the ^begin-
ning of next week. The firm was
reluctant to use the show’s poster
illustration on the song sheet
covers. A vacation-suggesting pic-

ture of a youth in bathing trunks
holding a bathing-suit-clad girl in

his arms, is expressive of the musi-
cal’s locale and subject, but the
publisher argued that it was too un-
orthodox for use on sheet music.
However, house gave in when the
show’s management pointed out
that the illustration Qwas not only
being used in a major ad campaign,
but was being repeated on the rec-

ord album and in numerous mer-
chandising and promotional tieups.

With the album expected to be
available prior to -the show’s pre-

miere, Hayward has been mulling
the idea of sending copies to the
various New York drama critics.

The intention would be to permit
the aisle-sitters to familiarize them-
selves with the score in .

advance,
a proposal that at least some be-

lieye to be helpful. However, it’s

feared that either the critics might
resent the gift on the assumption
that it was an attempt to Curry
faver, or that hearing the music
without the accompanying stage

production and visual performance
might prejudice them against the,

tunes. The management hasn’t yet'

decided what to do about it.

Week’s B’way Closings Ran Gamut

Rochester Stock Group

Goes Equity for Summer

‘Blondes’ Paid-Out Profit

480G, WithNew 20G Divvy
“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes” has

just paid another $20,000 dividend,
bringing its distributed profit to
$480,000 thus far. The Herman
Levin-Oliver Smith prpduction was
(‘financed for $200,000.

As of “April J26, the musical had
earned total net profits of $534,*
051.35. It is currently winding up
the season with a three-week stand,
ending June* 21, at the National,
Washington.

After operating as a professional

non-union stock company in Roch-
ester, N. Y., the last 18 jnonths,

the Arena Theatre has switched to

an Equity policy for this summer.
The season will open June 24 with

schedule of revivals. Dorothy

On ‘Gypsies’ Lure
There’s nothing like a script by

a Pulitzer Prize author and a cur-
rent hit play to attract financing
for a new show. Richard Aldrich
and Richard Myers found that out
last week when they raised all the
required $60,000 capital within a
week for the proposed fall produc-
tion of “Gypsies Wore High Hats,”
Joseph Kramm’s *. dramatization of
Sylvia Golden’s novel, “Neighbors
Needn’t Know,”
Not only was the $60,000 forth-

coming within a week, but the
script wasn’t even submitted to the
prospective backers. The only so-

licitation was a single letter.
.
The

investment is subject to a 25%
overcall. After a strawhat tryout,
“Gypsies” will have a short tuneup
tour and open on Broadway in the
early fall. The "author will direct.

Kramm. whose “The Shrike-”
won the Pulitzer award as the best
play of the 1951-52 season, had
written several previous scripts
which failed to get a production.
He was formerly an actor and has
staged several shows. Aldrich- &
Myers, who will present “Gypsies”
in association with Julius Fleisch-
mann, have the biggest money-
maker of their joint partnership
with the current “Moon Is Blue.”

Backers of the new venture in-

clude producer Gilbert Miller, $6,-

000; Fleischmann, $6,000; Walter
Vincent, president of the Actors
Fund, $2,400; radid-TV announcer
and strawhat producer Kenneth
Banghart, $1,200; Metro executive
J. J. Cohn, $1,200; lyricist and Met-
ro ad-publicity vice-president How-
ard Dietz, $1,200; L.' Boyd Hatch,
financier and owner of the Sherry
Netherland Hotel, N. Y., $1,200; at-

torney Michael Halperin, represent-
ing the William Morris agency,
$1,200; stage manager John Effrat,

$600; souvenir program agent Al
Greenstone, $600; John Davies
Stamm, nephew of ex-Ambassador
Joseph E. Davies, $600, arid pro-
ducer Mary K. Frank, $1,200.

Meredith Named As

Equity’s Coast Rep
Hollywood, June 3.

Veteran legit aotor-director
Charles H. Meredith has taken over
as Los Angeles rep of Actors
Equity Assn. He’s currently learn-

ing the ropes under the tutelage
of assistant exec, secretary Willard
Swire, who will return to New
York, leaving Meredith in complete
charge, around the end Of the
month.

Meredith, formerly associated
with the U. of Michigan Drama
Dept., has been an actor in stock
and road companies and operated
as director of community theatres
in New Orleans, Charleston and
Dallas. He came to Los Angeles
originally in 1918 as leading man
with the Oliver Morosco stock com-
pany.

Hull ‘Red Letter’ for N.Y.

, ‘Gigi’ 30G in Red
Last week’s three Broadway clos-

ings ran the financial and critical
gamut. “The Shrike” drew enthu-
siastic reviews, won several prizes
and earned a substantial profit
“Gigi” got mixed hut generally
favorable notices, brought stardom
to its femme lead and recouped
about two-thirds of its cost “The'
Rehearsal” was one of the sorriest
flops of recent seasons.

"Shrike,” Joseph Kramm melo-
drama about ho\v a man who has
attempted suicide', is. kept .In a
city mental institution- by a posses-'
sivq wife, was produced and direct- -

ed by Jose Ferrer, with himself and
Judith Evelyn as stars. It wqn the
Pulitzer Prize as best play of- the
season and Ferrer’s performance
was rated the best of the year by
the New York critics in Variety’s
annual poll. The show was still

playing to* potent grosses at the
Cort, N. Y„ but had to close Sat-
urday night (31) after 160 per-
formances, as Ferrer has- a film
commitment and a satisfactory suc-
cessor couldn’t be obtained.

Single Payoff
The production, financed at $50,-

000. actually cost about $35,000 to
bring in. The entire investment
was paid off In a single installment
late in April. In addition, the op-
eration earned profits of about
$50,000, excluding the show’s 40%
share of the $150,000 film sale.
There is some talk of a sending the
play on the road in the fall, with
Shepard Traube among those in-
terested in such a proposition, but
nothing is set.

“Gigi,” dramatized by Anita Loos
from a Colette shortstory, earned
back nearly $60,000 of its approxi-
mately $90,000 cost (including
about $8,000 tryout loss), all of
which was supplied by produce?
Gilbert Miller. The comedy, which,
made a. star of film-legit actress
Audrey Hepburn, closed Saturday
night* (31) at the Fulton, N. Y.,
after 221 performances, but is

scheduled to reopen in the fall and
then, tour, with a possible London
engagement to follow.

“Rehearsal,” a Restoration farce
revival, was presented ior a single
performance^ at the tiny President,
N. Y., opening and dosing May 20
at the estimated loss of $8,000. The
production, originally intended as
an Equity Library Theatre offer-
ing, was nixed- in rehearsal by an
ELT committee, but was taken over
by David Ross- for presentation at
the Lenox Hill Playhouse, N. Y.,
then transferred to the fringe-of-
BrqadWay spot, where the critics
mopped up the pavement with it.

Beaton Script Revise On

‘Gainsborough’ to Cue

.Barn, B’way Showings
Provided contemplated script re-

visions work out as hoped,. Richard
Aldrich and Richard Myers, in as-

sociation with Julius Fleischmann,
will probably try out “The Gains-
borough Girls” this summer at
either or both of Aldrich’s Cape
Cod strawhats, the Cape Play-
house, Dennis, and Falmouth Play-
house, Coonamessett. The Cecil
Beaton play would then be a pros-
pect for Broadway production next
winter.

Beaton, who recently returned' to
England after designing the scen-
ery- for the Saint-Subber produc-
tion of Truman Capote’s “Grass
Harp,” Is now represented 'by Har-
old Freedman, of the Brandt &
Brandt office, -as play agent, instead
of by Music Corp. of America. At
Freedman’s suggestion, he is dras-
tically altering the “Gainsborough”
script to focus the main plot and
interest in one of the title charac-
ters, rather than dividing it be-
tween them. He’s also understood

j
to be strengthening the comedy ele-

ment slightly.
,

“Gainsborough” was originally

tried out by Aldrich & Myers and
Fleischmann in England last year-,*

but was considered unsuitable for
Broadway. The producers continued
their option, but were reportedly

London, June 3.

A Broadway production of An-
drew Rosenthal’s “Red Letter Day,”
which had its first airing in London-

Chernhck and playwright Phillip ! recently, is now being negotiated.

Pruneau will direct, and Omar K.
|
If plans mature, it should open in

j
about to drop it when Beaton trans-

Lerman will be business manager.
J

New York in the fall.
I

ferred the script to Freedman and
The group was originally formed

|

Mark Marvin, who presented

at Catholic U., played one summer
j

“Day” at the Garrick in association

at Adrian, Mich., and two more at
;

with Jack de Leon, is currently
[

the Hayloft, Henrietta, N. Y., be- , talking a deal with John Golden
;

agent will probably look over Bea-

fore moving to Rochester in the through MCA. Consummation de-
j

ton’s revisions and make further

fail of 1950. * pends largely on star availability. 1 suggestions.

the latter came up with the sug-
gested new treatment. During his
forthcoming trip to England, the
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Retina Wallace is having a. minor career 'of repeating her original

roles in revivals nf former Broadway hits. .
Site’s currently doing so in

the N Y City Center edition^ “First Lady,” the 1935-36 comedy by

Katharine Dayton and George S. Kaufman, in which she appeared in

support of the late Jane Cowl. In order to take the assignment she

had to^obtain a leave of absence fr&m the cast of ’Male Animal,” the

City Center revival of the James Thurber-Elhott Nugent comedy of

1939-40, in the original production of which she appeared in support

of Nugent. “Animal” is at the Music Box, N, Y., haying been taken

over by John Golden for a commercial run.

Paul Huber has succeeded John;

Cromwell in the role ,of
.
Henry

Fonda’s- father in “Point of No Re-

turn” . . . Newcomers to the cast

of “Stalag 17” for the coming road

and Ernest H.« Martin. . .Following
her *Central City (Col.) engagement
Aug. 2-30 in “Mrs. McThing,”
Helen Hayes will probably take a
week’s- vacation . before returning
to Broadway in tKe ANTA produc-
tion of the Mary" Chase comedy.Philip Mathias is directing ner — —r--

T«bias Edward uon 01 ine mary comeay.

—Huth McDovitt ^ Ai 0va«fipr’« ctftvinff seems Cardboard ' Lover,” starring Eva tour are
. n »Av*rt Lins- George. Schaefer, artistic direc-
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V.V.’.'.'.'. Bettc Ford Gabor, which opens its strawhat piatt, Edward Stroll, Robert Lans

tor of the N< y. Clty Theatre Co.,

senator Kean? £?£wlt
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ne?v lioks sui^ tour Friday night (6) at the Olney
* JaS(m Kobsrds, Vincent Hons- which concludes its spring comedy

Tom Hardwick Addi^Kicb.rds Peter Larkin
n
scenery,. looks suiir

m&) Theatre yj and victor Sordsn.. .“Broad- season this week, planed, to Dallas
Hibbard ’ “ ” w»i cooler ably sumptuous n ^ __.JL—

: A stock company 1S being formed way’s Saddest Clown is the title oyer the weekend to stage the Star-
« v\ • * niL J jm ^ iRnwf T .illlP. nV 1 1 wt. 1 <4«« am, m it. .

Irene
Bieecker »*» Chimes are generally appropri- A stock company is Deing 101 way s over wcw«
Carter Hibbard 2+f a?i in til this “First Lady” by Jim Kearns and David Shepard 0f a piece -about Bert Lahr, by light Operetta
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S&^roiSiiii-.V.-H^jSSSK has mmy amusiug momentsbut to present “Doctor in §pite of Him- Maurice Z.Iotow.N in last weeks State Fair Auffi
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Herbert Sedgwick ™ consistent whole that would pro- Th* manae
Hobe

productions in the
Auditorium. He’ll han-

dle all productions except “Porgy

This bring a Presidential year,* vide a Broadway hit_
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revival of “First Lady” should be
cently ill on the Coast, in town last Kramm’s “Gypsies Wore High was financed for $60,000 (including

a natural. But in the words of the Sunday Breakfast week en route to Skowhegan, Me., Hats,” -in addition to the various |io
ro00 for bonds), not $50,000 as

leading character, the 1935-36 com- American National Theatre * Academy
, hell again pressagent the new Playwrights Co. shows.. Walter reported. . .Phyllis Hukore, of the

edyhit by KathkrmeDayton and ®.b«, LAewcSd Theatre.
P
.Ma»3e Fran- Alford, due back in Aufust from cyFeuer-Ern»t H. Martin office,

George S. Kaufman is now some- ^e^3) by Eraer^ Rubio .yd Miriam Half. chot is producer, Edward Thom- a European vacation, will be his back from Florida vacation. . .Falr-

thing of a dated egg. Feature* Anthony Roa*. ciori* men director, Kenneth. Baskette associate, with Patricia Butler con- fax Burgher took over the role of

The final production of the N. Y. Samret Duncan Baldwin, Jim general manager, Penelope Geld- tinuin^. as a
] tr. j.„ ,, ^

CItv Theatre Co.’s three-comedy Noian. Directed by steii* Adler; vet and art designer;' James Dean technical Mrs h. Alwyn Inneg-Brown was the touring Call Me Madam,’ suc-

spring season, the piece appears to
»J

n
‘saffSoV. dir ec tor and John FahHiauser elected president of the mewly-es- ceectog Geoffrey Lumb.. .The Ma-

lose considerable of its potential in 2;i'
,

jo^Ser .
Jada Rowland pressagent at the Niagara Falls tablished New York chapter of lm Studios have taken over the

performance. Undoubtedly not a JJlSh* D^kcr.V.V.'.V.V.Market Feury (n.Y.) Summer Theatre, opening aNTA, with Clarence Derwent 300-seat President, N. Y., .Glenn

candidate for transfer to Broadway Anne Docker 16 with ' Franchot Tone m board chairman, Mrs. Lewis Dicus joined the cast of “Stalag

for a commercial run, the show will ^Sdricki .* .’ .* :imn«A B.idX “Petrified Forest.” Douglas and Mrs. Floyd W. Jefferr 17” this week.

probably depend more on the re- Docker d°iui»* w»t*on Lidu. will star in “Bur- son vice-presidents, John Dearbont Eugene Coring will stage the
maining vitality of its somewhat state Trooper Jim “

lesque,” with Faye MacKenaie as Lucas secretary and William Chad- dances and musical numbers for

contrived story and the boxoffice s-
^

* featured femme lea^, as the initial bourne treasurer . . . Katharine “Buttrio Square,” which Gen
draw Of its two top stars than on

Robert Whitehead, managing di- bill of the season, opening June 14, Cornell and Guthrie McClimic Genovese and Edward Woods will

enthusiastic word-ownouth com-
re(itor 0£ ANTA Play Series, at the Somerset (Mass.) Theatre . . . tossed a party at the new Sneeden s produce on Broadway next season,

ment. „ , . * who has maintained a sock average “Pygmalion.” with Dolores Gray Landing (N. Y.) home for‘the cast. Rehearsals are slated to start July
In several respects, this revival

tbe preylous four presenta- and Tom Helmore as leads, win crew, and office staff of Constant 30 . . . Mrs. Harrlette F. Dole,
makes the Jane Cowl-starring ong-

^Qns season, has come some- open the season the week of June Wife"” . . . Brian Aherne left last Who toured with the -Sir Phillip
inal production seem .better m ret-

0f a cropper with this fifth i6 at the Westport (Conn*.) Coxm- week to return to his wholesale Ben Greet Shakespearean Players,
rospect. Not omy did the: story

and fipai geason’s entrant. A well- try Playhbuse. . .R ob e rt Porter grape-raising business in Califor- elected prez of New Hampshire
* seem fresher and not so syntneuc meanj[ng ( earnest and hectic drama field, operator of the Barter Thea- nia Federation of. Women's Clubs.

16
552* tSheJSS and twcH of middle-class family life in a tre, Abingdon Va., wiU direct Conductor-arranger Robert Em- Comic Billy House will play the^ the smali Connecticut town, the play “Thunderbird” Hubert Hayes’ new mett Dolan and actress Nan Martin role 0f Lutz in “Student Prince,”

mother commmd, respect -and grates dram* about Daniel Boone to be (Mrs. Dolan) returned, to the Coast My 7-20. at Dallas’ State Fair
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Series oUeilnKS, sucbi »s the sur- the opening show, week of June Barbara Bel Geddes-Windsor Lewis Stoops to Conquer” and a three-
stage after a career as Gamorma 1

. hlt ..Mrs Mexhing,” it Isn’t 23. at the McCarter Theatre, production of “Moon Is Blue” this act comedy Sn, "Five Wives
likely to be extended for a normal Princeton. summer at Dennis and Falmouth, Had Father.”
Broadway run, KlaUs Kolmar, with National Mass., and Arden, Del. , . . Rob- Hanson Mariorie Steele
Drama is the first produced ef- Concert and Artists Corp., in N.Y., ert Lavin has joined the staff of DorisLloy DoiJrlasWoodare

fort of Emery Rubio, sports scribe take leave for the summer to the Olga Lee -Harris Draper
e
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and drama critic of a N. Y. Hun-
j0in the Spa Theatre in Saratoga agency . . . New Players' Club
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mounting for a Coast tour after its

presentation at the Pasadena Play-

tists Workshop, which promotes <^n> jfohn Huntington is producer. Gertriide Musgrove, wlio recently
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fledgling playwrights. Duo’s effort i>enis* Darcel will tour in closed in Katharine Cornell’s re- Margo Jones and Jonathan Sey-

here is a sort of one-toned recital «£>nnv me?> fhiq with vival of “Constant Wife,” has gone mour.have returned to Dallas from
of the failure Of . middle-aged

in the part of toe to visit relatives on the Riviera, an exploratory trip to the Coast,
couple, with their children, and

f
.t Grecx Juarex as Uncle Des- ‘hen to London and Liverpool, where they investigated the pos-

with themselves. monde, »d Jules Kaoh.e, who was Her son is an RAF cadet at the lat- aibiUty of anoffier theatre patterned

Enmeshed in a bog of mediocrity, stage manager, of the Broadway ter city. after their Dallas Theatre 52. Miss

the man is a hard-working jeweler, company, as advance-director. The With the closing of “Gigi,” for tr
n<

!fa ^ P^cspects ap-

too occupied to flatter his wife, show is booked for Bamesville, which he was company manager, £ea1
’’6

.

javP^^lo in s
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piay with his kids or guide their pa„ July 29; York, Pa., Aug. 4; Morton Gottlieb has switched -back Sm- 1SĈ * <W*ltc,r
,
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n
d

habits. The wife is neglected, ivoryton, Conn., Aug. 11; Fal- to house manager of the Henry J^lUp Dorn have had their con-

overworked, embittered, A grown mouth, Mass., Aug. 18; Newport, Miller, N. Y. He’s general man- £act® renewed for another year as

wanderlust son can’t settle down Aug. 25; Boston Summer Theatre, ager for Gilbert Miller . . . Judy ?T!
rec

J?
r and technical director for

to any sort of job, and won’t stay Sept.Nl, and Framingham, Mass., Jacobson, daughter, of pressagent Sle PorpU3 Christl‘ Tex" Llttle

in the jewelry shop because pi the Sept. 8.. . .MarCel Dill wiU be pro- Sol Jacobson, will be an apprentice Theatre *

parental bickering. Agrowndaugh- duction stage manager and Elliot backstage, this summer at the
1—^

ter, seeking some fun in life, is Marion will return as business Bucks County Playhouse, New 3 Historical Dramas Forturning into a tramp to get it. An manager this summer of Guy Pal- Hope, Pa. . . . Donald OeAslager, ; i ^,.7 Teight-year-old daughter, watching morion's strawhats at Fitchburg having completed designs for re- North Carolina 1H JllHC

SSSi* ?.
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L.
Mass... Geo,-ee furbishing the Imperial, N. Y, Greensboro. N. Q. June 3.

Oenslagor. At Muilc Box, N. Y.» Nov. 26,

*35; $3.30 top. PluyAd 246 p«rform»tic«*.

Sophy Prescott .....DUntha Pattlson

Charles James Seeley
Emmy Paige Helen Brooks
Lucy Chase Wayne £ow*

Stephen Wayne Stanley Ridge*
Belle Hardwick Jessie Busley
Mrs. Ives Hegina Wallace
Ann . Forrester ............. Rita Vale
Congressman’s Wife. .Margherlta Sargent
Her Friend Leslie Bingham
Baroness Ulla Kaxanova
Senor Ortega Axmand Cortes
Chinese Hon. Wu
General * Donald McKenzie
Mrs. Creevey Ethel Wilson
Mrs. Davenport .Lillian Norton
Sen. Keane Judson Lalre
Tom Hardwick Thomas Findlay
Irene Hibbard Lily Cahill
Bieecker John M. Troughton
Carter Hibbard Osward Yorke
George Mason Frank Dae
Ellsworth T. Gannlng Ftorcnr* Ame*
Jason FJemln*? Don Beddoe
Herbert Sedgwick George Parsons
Guests: Isis Brinn, Susan Powers, Charles
LaRue. Daniel Oeko, Naoe Hondo, Brad-
ford Hunt.

Congresswoman Helen Gahagan
Douglas, brings looks, charm, au-
thority and vitality to the principal

part of the triumphantly scheming
ex-PfesldenVs granddaughter who
maneuvers her Secretary of State-

husbarfd into the. White House.
After an apparently nervous first

act, she settles down a bit to a

more poised performance, but her
uneven, playing, occasional hurry
and tendency to hit too hard reveal
the effects of her long absence.
Edna Best, as the alleycat Su-

preme Court justice’s wife whose
feud with the heroine almost up-
sets the tetter’s political intrigue,

has a field day, particularly in a

poisonous domestic scene with her
husband and two biting-'ind-claw-
ing- verbal scuffles with her rival

In this case the audience shares
the actress’s apparent relish of the
assignment.
Some of the other performances

and characterizations seem a bit

broad, possibly at least partly be-

cause of slambang staging. But
Ona Munson, back on Broadway
after an extended absence on the
Coast, is plausible as the heroine's
unruffled secretary; Peggy Ann
Garner registers as a semi-con-
scious, chatterbox Southern belle;

Scott McKay is properly silly hs a

half-baked young Senator; Ruth
McDevitt is expertly fatuous as a

busybody women's club president
and Addison Richards is acceptable
as a philosophical Senatorial vet-

eran.
As the sawdust-filled Supreme

Runaway brings a brief attempt tour of the New England strawhats Jasper National Parks . . . John tertammpnf cohriuU fnr Tune
by each member of the family to . . .June Havoc in “Rain” will play Beaufort, entertainment columnist- Jvf ^ nt scl1

•

le *

T
forget his own problems and sel- a two-Week stand, starting June 24, critic of the Christian Science dra

.
ma season begins June

fish desires and . try to . make a as the opening bill ot the Starlight Monitor, and actress-wife Fran- ^7 with the premiere performance
pleasant go of things. But the Theatre, Pawling. N. Y. ccsca Brunin* have found dn °* “Horn in the West,” story of the

quarreling starts up again, and Salt * Creek Theatre, Hinsdale, apartment in the Murray Hill
^
sec- pioneers led by Daniel Boone,who

tragedy results, the son going off ill., with a single ad last week, Lon of New York . . . Joe Mai.ee, pushed to the Southern Appala*
again on another odyssey, and pulled a record high -of 700 sub- of the William Morris agency legit- chians in their search for freedom,
grown daughter running away to scriptions for the Marshall Migatz tele department, has returned The play will be presented in the
spend a few days (and nights) with strawhatter. Response is just about f

r°m Texarkana, Ark., after attend- Daniel Boone Theatre on U. S.
the town playboy. 100 less than for the entire sub inS his mother’s funeral . . . Legit Highway 321 near the Blue Ridge
Moral of it all is a little difficult list for last, season . . . Chevy P^ueer Michael (Russo Sc) Ellis, Parkwav between* Boone and Blow*

to follow, since the writing, though Chase, . Wheeling, 111., has- added who’ll be married soon to actress
between Boone ana

never cheap, isn’t too gifted. Per- Franchot Tone in “Petrified For- ?eva Patterson, is bolstering his
* K

PrtrmnrrAne f/vn or>a o 1 4+4*1a Vi /inti r* * nef** T«l« OO uvaaL amfI T7Icm ? 1 Kv Kai' va re » 4-^.1 ^ J •formances, too, are a little hectic,' est” July 22 week, and Vincent bankroll by being a television ac-
with constant shouting arid dashing Price in “Goodby Again,” July «>r * He plays heavies . . . Thomas
about of actors, which is probably 29-Aug. 3. Joseph K. Emmett has Martin to be musical conductor
a directorial fault. been signed for the Chevy Chase .Mfice^ Todd’s “A Night In
Anthony Ross wins some sym- company.

" ” ~

pathy as the harassed father, and

the
U
drlfting

1

son! ctorisTeTohman St. Leger Staging ‘Boheme’
is attractive as weii as sharp For Central City Opera
enough, as the wayward daughter; ~ , T .

_

Margaret Feury is uneven in her Central City, Col., June 3.

changing moods as the depressed Frank St. Leger, former Met
mother, and moppet Jada Rowland Opera exec and at present pro-
is precocious and appealing as the ducer of tele and operatic films for
young sister. Stella Adler's direo 20th-Fox, returns this summer to
tion is uneven and high-pitched. Central City, Colo., for his first
Ben Edwards’ set is authentic and season since l948t to stage Puc.

striking. Bion.
mini's “La Boheme,” the 1952 opera

The 1952 Fort Wayne (Ind.)

Light Opera Festival will open
v th “The Desert Song,” July 11-

12 in the News-Sentinel outdoor
theatre in Franke Park.

festival opener, June 28, for the
Central City Opera House Assn.

St. Leger has conducted, pro-

duced and directed eight produc-
tions for the local group.

Venice” at Jones Beach, lT’l
Gertrude Macy and Walter

Starcke are now billed as co-pro-
ducers of “I Am a Camera,” in-
stead of as producer and associate,
respectively. . .Joseph Heidt and
Reginald Dcnenholz will take over
as pressagents of the Maplewood
(N

%
J.) Theatre, succeeding Allan

Daizcll, who withdraws to be ad-
vance man for’ the Jessica Tandy-
Hurae Cronyn tour in “Fourposter,”
for the Playwrights Co. Peter Fos-
ter has joined the Maplewood staff
as assistant to producers Albert H.
Rosen and Albert H. Lewis . . Abe
Burrows will write the book and
direct “Can-Can,” the musical with
songs by Cole Porter, being readied
for fall production by Cy Fcucr

June 28 brings the openings of

The Lost Colony,” in its 12th pro-

duction season on Roanoke Island,

qnd “Unto These HillS,'” in its third

year at the Cherokee entrance to

the Great Smoky Mountains Na-

tional Park. The dramas continue

to September.

A fourth drama, “Thunderland,

has been set for a July opening at

Asheville.

HUROK’S TALENT EITNT

Impresario Sol Hurok is sailisS

to Europe next Wednesday (ID io*

two and a half months, on com*

bined talent-scouting hunt and v
-

cation* „

Martin Feinstein, Hurok P l
’es=

head, is flying over June 14 *°
.

six-week .vacation, with s01^ ,

details in London, also involved.
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Lush ’50-’51; Future Looks Rosy
Despite the slump in other show4~—

—

—

—

»

biz fields, and competition from
pew factors such as television, the ufllbCft, KODCflS lflKGd
concept business had a good sea-

son-in ’51-’52, according to Harks
Devine, prez of National Concert &
Artists Corp.„ one of the two top

U. $. concert bureaus. Biz was off

about 10% from the previous sea-

son, which had been pretty high.

AS for next season, says Levine,
prospects are bullish for a 10%
increase over this year’s, to make
up for this season’s dip. NCAC’s
bookings for next season are ap-
proximately 10% ahead of this

year Already, “Not within my mem-
ory/' Says Levine, “have 1 had at

this time of year so many tours
booked, that 1 can’t add any dates
to them, In all, I have 18 tours
completely - booked.”
Leylne admits that his present

season's good picture is colored
by the success of the sock Sadler’s
Wells Theatre Ballet tour, which
NCAC booked for impresario Sol
Hurok. Biz in N. Y. .this season
fell off about 15% from the .pre-

vious,' year, 'although the Metro-
politan Opera did better than the
season before, he says.

“The small fall-off around the
country,”, sayll Levine* “was due
mainly to television, and I. think
this i$ temporary. I don't think TV
will "have a permanent .effect on
the concert business. The desire to

see entertainment in the flesh will

For Pitt Stadium Shows
* Pittsburgh. June 3.
Billy Gilbert has oust been

signed by managing director Wil-
liam Wymetal for the summer
opera production of “The Firefly”
at the Pitt Stadium. Also coming
back to ^Pittsburgh for this show
is Lawrence Brooks, who starred
here in past seasons in “Song of
Norway” and “Show ‘ Boat”
For “High Button Shoes,”

Yvonne Adair, who had been set
for the femme lead, has bowed
out, and will be replaced by Joan
Roberts, successor to Nanette Fab-
ray In the Broadway production of
this musical. Miss Adair asked to
be let out of her contract when the
chance came up for a new show,
and Wymetal agreed when Miss
Roberts became available.

St L, Muny's 34th Season

Teeing With 'Show Boat’
St. Louis, June 3.

The 34th consecutive season of

the Municipal Theatre Assn, tees
off in the Forest Park Playhouse
Thursday' (5) with an 11-night
frame of “Show Boat,” presented
locally for the sixth time, Xva
Withers, as Magnolia, , and Marie
Foster will make their first appear-
ances in the open air theatre here.

Others in lead roles are Mary
Wickers, native comedienne; Hal-
LeRoy, Marguita Moll, Donald
Clark, Edwin Steffe, William G
Smith, Jack Rutherford, Bertha
Powell and Sara Floyd. .Morton Da
Costa is stage director.

Both Sides Satisfied As

Halasz Wins Verdict Of

$15,324 Vs. City Center

Cue Philly Tent
4

Toronto, June 3

Using the installation blueprints
of “Melody Fair” here, deal for
“Theatre in the Park,” Philadel-
phia, reputedly the first tent-arena
project to be financed by a munici-
pality, has been closed by Theron
Bamberger, with Leighton K. Brill

and Ben Kamsler, producer and
general manager respectively of

the Toronto 1,640-seater setup, inBoth sides, apparently, seem sat- „ , , - ... _ _ _

,

isfled with results of a, suit brought 85 associates. Philadelphia venture

by conductor Laszlo Halasz, former opens June 29 with a schedule mf
musical director of the N. Y. City straight plays, as apart from the

Opera Co,, against the City Center Toronto season of operettas and

riwayirtay with’ us", Although au- for Music i In N. Y. Su- Mnv R «.

dience* will possibly be * bit more Preme c<<urt week < 28), HalMz With financial .backing(of R. S

choosey.”. won a jury verdict of $15,324 (Monty) Lampard, /Toronto broker

Levine is leaving this weekend against thc-Center, home of the
opera company,

Halasz was dismissed last De-
cember by the Center management
because of conduct “detrimental
and inimical” to the opera troupe.

for a six-week tour to the Coast, to
visit important music centres and
survey, the scene, for next season.
Marvin MacDonald, Atlanta local
manager and prez of the Assn, of

heading a syndicate of five of his

friends^, initial investment in the
Canadian theatre was some $75,
000, Introduction of theatre-in-

the-round here last summer
grossed about $200,000 for the 12-

m *

HortofrNina Opens Saratoga Sked
*+ Saratoga, N, Y.t June 3.

v* n • n* Six plays featuring guest stars,

Busy Summer Show Bis and a tryout, are among the pro*

Sked for New Hampshire X
Spa Summer Theatre herey Edward
Everett Horton will preem’ season
June 30 in "Nina." The following
three, weeks will see Dorothy Gish
in “The Man,” with Oliver Thorn-
dike; “Kiss Me; Kate,” with Dennis
Harrison and Ruth Webb in the
leads, and Ilka Chase in “Over 21.'*

Set for later in the summer are
Lanny Ross In “A Tree Grows in
Brooklyn,” and Kay Francis in

“Theatre.” The new .opus is “The
Fig Leaf,” a comedy by Norman
Brooks and John Gerstad.
John T. Sloper will be hack for

his second stint as production man-
ager, while Klaus Kolmar returns
for his fifth year as associate di-

rector and press head. Kalmar'S
wife, Peg Crossfield, will again b«
scenic designer, John Keck is

slated as her assistant and George
Lymburn has been engaged as
stage manager.

Manchester, N.H., June 3.

Despite a somewhat disturbing
unemployment situation, this state

s anticipating the biggest summer-
time amusement business in its

history. StraWhatters report im-

posing schedules. The 11th annual
revival of the American folk
drama, “The. Old Homestead,” has
been scheduled for July 4-6' at
Potash Bowl in Swanzey.

‘

Top name bands will be featured
at the Winnipesaukee Gardens, as
well as at the Hampton Beach
Casino ,and other dance empori-
ums. Fix stars will play leading
roles in productions at the Lakes
Region Playhouse in nearby Gil-
ford.

The New Hampshire Symphony
Orchestra will appear for the first

time this season at about 10 out-
door concerts, six of them to be
conducted at Mt, Sunapee State
Park.

Hypoed D.C. Legit Drive

Tees Off With Big Meet;

CLT, Guild, ATS Join In

Spurt in Syracuse

Syracuse, June 3.

Stage attractions, long missing
on the Syracuse rialto, will re-
turn "this month when Jose Vega
presents “Affairs of State/’ with
Haila Stoddard and Reginald
Owen; at the Astor, June 17-27.

The Astor is the reconditioned
Empire Theatre, long Syracuse'*
only legit house.
On the strawhat circuit, the

Fayetteville Country Playhouse
will open it* season July 1 with

Concert Managers, will accompany H? sued for $35,150 for overall

ftfny .
monies claimed dpe him on con-

Fred C. Schang, prez of Colum- tracts. Halasz, however, hailed the

bia Artist* Mgt., who left recently $15,324 verdict as a vindication of
e in .si x* ii_. - vy j « VhC* MAveAvtAl AAM^nyir erenviff* ,.*Tha
for Bril.to line up a U. S.tour lor bis personal conduct, stating: ‘ The

cJo stipid u
a native dance troupe, felt as Le- money angle is a complete side is- '"^e l 1 wtfen unshStteri
vine did on ’51-’52 concert biz; He sue. I could have got nearly as !,„

nt
.f

when unshutteri
vine did on ’51-’52 concert biz. He ,

.

said there had been only a small much if I had admitted I was
dropoff nationally, although he felt wrong and resigned. But instead I

that it had slipped in New York went to the people of the country—
from 15% to 25%. The last three the jury.”

seasons prior to the present one Center officials, who charged

Were boom year* in the concert Halasz with being a harsh marti-

biz, according to. Schang, with the net and “disloyal employee,” be

Washington, June 3.

Council of the- Living Theatre,
combined with the Theatre Guild
and American Theatre Society,
teed off a high-powered subscrip-

tion campaign for a Washington
festival play series yesterday (2)

with a luncheon Attended by 500 Constance Bennett in a pre-Broad-
civic, social and show biz reps, way trial of “A Date With April.”

Plan offers a series of 10 plays to Other nAme stars signed for this-

week seasbn at $3,40 top, including subscribers on A cutrate basis, with summer there are Franchot Tone
tax. Operating profit was just un- k top of $38 for the package. Plays in Robert E. Sherwood's “Petrified
der $15,000, but also included the are to be divided between the Na- Forest;” week of July 8; Veronica
writing-off of a $30,000 investment tional and Gayety Theatres. Lake in “Gramercy Ghost,” July-
in land lease in midtown Dufferin Group, headed by ATS 's Warren 15; Melvyn Douglas in a preview

up its efforts here of “Season With Ginger,” Augv 5;

unshuttering of the National Kim Hunter in “They Knew What
640 arm-rest chairs. Apart from May 5 gave the town two legits for They'Wanted,” July 29, and three
cast, .administrative staff and main- the first time since the 1930’s. Fur- more attractions as yet unan-
tenance payrolls, rest is therefore ther impetus was added by the nounced.
velvet on forthcoming season (12 strong probability that the exist- Virginia Franke Davis and her
weeks), commencing June 23. ing child labor law will be re- husband, Waiter Davis, who dl-

With municipal hacking, of pealed, thus extending potential rected the Skaneateles Players for
Philadelphia city fathers, idea sold schedules to include shpws with more than 10 years, will try their

civic financing of a moppet roles. ’ Ralph Lycett and hand at a new type of summer tfi-
» * I V it A . YN _ If X. _ ... ..1- J ±4.1- , i « * lit It _ V

Biz in I ^year^ago^nd^ak^his sUfPwlth tent-irena project may enjoy the I Sam McDowell have worked with I tertainment with the Finger Lake*
Biz was a little off in . 50-51 and I

a >ear 1115 T — - rm+u n.in- —

a

Iv - +
him when the Center wouldn’t okay
* “Dybbuk” production (subse-

* little more in *51-52.

Met Opera’s Exclusivity

Nixes ‘Rosenkavalier For

Center in Unique Move

quently presented), were undis-

turbed by the verdict. . “That’s just

what the board of directors offered

him to sever his relationship

amicably,” said Newbold Morris,

board chairman. “We felt It was
worth that to prevent the complete “S *

tt v ,, >. , , demoralization of the opera com- g

-
V^usual situation has cropped up pany. Events have proved that un-

autlea*

in the N. Y. opera orbit, in connec- der the direction of Dr. Josef
. ^ „

tion with -Richard Strauss' ‘Der Rosenstock, who was appointed TaIa^a 7qq SfTBWlUitRosenkavalier.”^ As result of an when ^ Halasz was dismissed, <
1 W1CUW

exclusivity on.the opera which the the entire nioraie of the opera
Metropolitan got from Boosey & company has reached new heights.”
Hawkes, N. Y. agents for the an open letter to Actors

‘h* °,P«S Equity Saturday (31), Richard
held out hy the rival N. Y. City

p;essant, artists’ rep and press
Opera Co. bom its City Center ”

t denounced appointment of
season this fall, despite the fact N

K
ewb^ld Morris as a special as-

same results. With Brill and Bess Davis Schreiner, local Guild- Lyric Circus, a tent-show musical
Kamsler in as experienced con- ATS rep, in organizing a central theatre,
sultants and associates, the Bam- committee here.

berger deal includes the physical Principal speaker at yesterday’s Pi,( * m •

j ft ,

setup of the “Melody Fair” in- luncheon, for which CLT is picking f>lltZSt61H KCflHH ll6l$
stallation here, with the Brill- up the check, was Cornelia Otis

Kamsler duo also ducking down to Skinner, with Caro handling the

Philadelphia periodically ' this sum- emcee chores. Other head-table

mer, in addition to thpir Toronto celebs included Myrna Loy Sar-
'and administrative geant, Vinton Freedley, Carol

Channing (current in “Gentlemen
Prefer Blondes” at- the National),

|.Eva Gabor (opening the Olney
^

Theatre season Friday ( 6) with which "had a Broadway run of 56
m n nr.., ( m • p “Cardboard Lover”), Dorothy Sar- showings in 1949 at the 46th Street

10 DOW With Aiumal Arthur Schwartz and Robert Theatre, was given a single per-
»

T Dowling. • formance in concert form at the
Toledo, June 3.

. Blueprint for the season includes Lexington Ave. Y.M.&Y.W.H.A.,
the following plays: ‘-'Glgi/’ with Y., Sunday night (1).

Sock Perionnance In

NX Concert Version
Marc Blitzstein’js . opera/ “Re-

gina,” based on Lillian Heilman’*
drama, “The Little Foxes” and

that the latter'* production of

“Rosenkavalier” is one of the
stronger works in its repertoire.
Such a situation, it’s believed,

hasn’t cropped up in Gotham
operatic circles before
The Met contract with Boosey

2t Hawkes on “Rosenkavalier,”

“The Male Animal” will be- the _
first play of the 10-week season Audrey Hepburn; “Stalag 17”; Rob- -"'

Maurice Levine, conductor of the
planned by the Mad Anthony Play- ert Young in “Country Girl”; Rob- «Y” Symphonic Workshop, pre-

^ . ers, which will offer Toledoan* the ert Sherwood’s “Better Angels”;, vailed on most of the Broadway
sistant to prez Clarence Derwent, summer legit seafon in over a “Time of the Cuckoo,” new Arthur principals to return—without fee

—

Pleasant, writing a
.

s *n debade. Shows
.
will be presented Laurents’ play with Shirley Booth; for event with a symphonic

citizen,” pointed out that Morris the theatre at the Toledo Zoo, Henry Fonda in “point of No Re- group and chorkl ensemble from
was “a controversial figure, and which will be renamed the Trail turn,” all at the National; Gaiety the “Y” to assist, Fo^ Ifi^trike,
referred at length to the Halasz playhouse, because of its proximity wm get “Jane,” with Edna Best; got authoress Heilman to be
case* which he said called for

to the Anthony Wayne Trail. “Tree' Grows in Brooklyn”: “Love the narrator, to read the stage di-
further consideration to Morris

Season open, Tuesday, June 24, of Four Colonels”; “Picnic/^ by rections, condense the plot and

which*™:.' oZ toend
n
ofthe '

52-
Wrilfiiations for the Equity post ^ William Inge. »ud “I Am .C«n- ^The Wdgebetween toe mu^

?
vlutu runa oniy xo ena oi wic oa i- -nf Isadora Ben- a
*53 .season, also included the sea
son recently closed^ The Met, how-
ever, took no action this pa?t sea-

son, wh£n the City Center staged
the opera. • The Met, however, did
keep the work of its own reper-
toire. But it plans to present the
opera next season, and has asked
City Center to omit it from its fall

season, even though this usually
precedes the Met season by some
weeks. It’s okay for City Center to
do “Rosenkavalier” next spring, in

Pleasant is partner of Isadora Ben
nett, who handled press on the

Among other plays

“Light Up the Sky,”

Stern Ends Film Stint
... , n 1 r. •• 1 Robert Eeinflt, prouucer. nas

Off to Trades festival Signed Stuart Vaughan and Claude

Violinist Isaac Stern wa. back Akins, latter as leading man.

listed are era.” sical numbers.
Gramercy . Similar plans are being worked Result was a stunning musico-

thc
season*

and
and possibly “A Phoe-

| {g 5j[M j||’Mpls. ^ea''y <iUl0*’ h,d mor* Wt* —
N. Y. City Opera Co. Until Halasz s 4,See How They Run,” “Red out for Wilmington, Baltimore and dramatic evening, for one of

dismissal, and personal matters for peppers>
” “papa is All/’ “For Love other cities.

. most exciting event* of the sea
Halasz since. or Money,” “Clutterbuck,” “Night — * Presentation, devoid of sets

Must Fall” . ...
nix Too Frequent”)or “The Butter

and Egg Man.”
Robert Feindt, producer^ has Streets on Theatres' Nix

Impact in concert form than it had
had in the stage version. To be sure,

the opera still shows the defects

(and virtues) of the earlier pres-

entation, with lapses and dull

The music is uneven in

Minneapolis, June 3.

“Paul Robeson definitely will ^
in N Y. last weekend after two "

I

-

/ ^ sing in Minneapolis, (jprobably in
d varied in styles

weeks on the Coast, where he ap- NfeW Hampshire Bam the streets, if other arrangements Q he
y
completely winning but it

the second half of its ’52-’53 season,
peared as Eugene Ysaye in the new Q . T no-it TlfliiPi* PolicV can>t be ma

2
e

’,

dePIared Jame® shows up as superior in quality,
if it wishes, .cording to Met offi- S-Fox picture .bout Sol Hurok. Sets Leglt-JJanCC rOllCy Bobertson> chairman of » local "P ” g”
cials, despite the Met’s contract. ‘"Tonight we Sing.” This marks Hopkinton, N. H-, June 3. sponsoring group, after American

b b on ^ seore instead of
Official Met feeling is that

first acting and fiddling film , new program policy has been House, in St. Paul, cancelled a con-
book ’’Regina” proved excit-

RosenbavaLier," though more pop- “L g?stern.
1

rithough he did toe Jug.season tad for Robe^sotf, a]ppearance the ^.^Regina proved excit-

at the Meadow Hearto Summer toere to ^.ngDr̂ gn
Jri„g and variety.

Theatre here, operated for the past “tgarizations P™te5ts

^
aristag^ o

A good deaI of this was due to

five years by dancers Grace and
barred from sterling performances by the gifted

Kurt Graf.
, , J „ .

. t.?
c*es°n

and soloists. All were in fine voice

The programs will include light the U. of Minnesota campus, ana
anitop.form. Returnees from toe

operas and spoken dance produc- the SP
Theatre local home original were Jane Pickens (Re-

tions, as well as dramas, with per- toe Lyceum Theatre, local nome
Brenda (Birdle) Pris.

formances three nlghto a week, of legit or anjr other hajl here ^ Gfflette (Zan)> Bussell Nype
Thursday, Friday and Saturday.. or in St. Paul^ the concert. ^ WUUam Wilderman (Hor-

Antoony Brown Broadway dire^ ^oups £ Eobc34m ace)i David Thomas (Oscar) and

season’s^opener/‘ Hedto/Gabler." should latter sing in toe streets. I (Continued on page 60)

vided. M«t general manager Ru-
£or Europe for the Casals Festival

dolf Bing believes that It’s unwise
at pradeSf returning about July 1

and bad planning for two houses
for . dat^a at Lewisohn Stadium,

in one city to play a limited-appeal ^ y and Robin Hood Dell, Philly.

opera against each other in a sea- * — —
son. He'* reported to feel the Lou Snyder, of the Met Opera,
same way about such other Strauss Y„ publicity staff, 1$ doing press

works, as “Salome” and “Elektra.” f0r Berkshire Playhouse, Stock-

It’s also known that as result of the ibridge, Mass., for

(Continued on page 60)

a few weeks,

subbing for Mary Ward.
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of apprehension oi her stepfath-

er's nephew# who arer anxious to

inherit their uncle's millions. He
i$ known to-have changed his will,

riirfMttv and tvimn bv Cvril and the girt is in fear 6f her life

Ritchard, making his return to the if A^tmn^^
British stage after two years an .

. Li??2S

®

s
r?imwJhLoIA bov

America. Robert Helpmann, Aus- to
adds her

Hepbum, w^eud- by mu— tralian-bom. ballet dancer and_ac- ^ *** murdered, and adds her

TZVcL with the. OUyier .^Cleopatra/' is mKteTK
«SPS3«,'.:;:' HftfcttS&fSSS Sf4 wUh ,WV^on,

The Millionaire#*
• Glasgow, May 17,
Tenntnt Productions/ Ltd., presentation

of comedy in two »ctr (four scenes) by
George Bernard Shaw. Star* Katharine

Directed by Michael BeRthaU.

lish

The Woman.'. . .V. » ... . /. .N6r» - Nicholson

The Manager..... Vernon Greeves

All the parts are extremely well
fralff ? h^han bl

Cast, although Miss • Hepburn's *1 nnh
nlrfvtntf is easilv the most oiitstand- mails each, collects around

_ $1,000

Th**L*4y-: jnaw»»r»n* 7, , VrtlHnHolcn ban a OW one Wiur* utjuciu. rcyutawyii,

Patricia Smith
ilM6ndelt

.... Irene sutciiKe
v ”or

?
1 Epifama also has

others including a dope addict,

Adrian
1

Blenderbland. !
’ Cyril^ RUchard

The Doctor. Robert Helpmann
,I“ **

, ^y,nf! Js easj]y the most outstand- ^steer'tliem clear of Dolice in-

tS?ourhtut
“1S" beaU“Ully 'g0'VT1<!<1

vesUgatio^ a“d finany h?Jfe the
tnrougnout.

. _ . real culprit into a . confession,
which gets recorded on a bidden
mike. He is

,
revealed as the

“good" bVother, whose * sudden

Tb*| 1S ' Ptfw Dyheley has a certain
ally, for Katharine Hepburn ,

and
Cla^. (jahie-ish charm ,as the

an ideal yehicle *or
Jî l

r t
JifEf£

r young, good-looking first husband,
She brings real dynamic acting, vi^fa^pnden and oroves himself *i

uyu r
WWW1“< •W“va'- ov"*'*™*

With force and electricity to th<s ^
l

pta1fngTctor? Tfe preciScness *£.&?tlLi^toys^
difficult part of the Lady, othei-

of
A

an English family lawyer, is. ex-
the Potential heiress betrays his

wise Rplfania Ognisanti di Pai
ce^entiy conveyed by portly Camp- g

Terence de Marnev elves : a dis-erga, daughter of a millionaire.
beli Cotts as Julius Sagamore,

tinctlv An^ the
offered to Miss Hep- Gcjod cameos, too, come from Ber- of thePart was

burn by the late George Bernard tram Shuttleworth .and Nora Nicli- Xv \aJirv ^aee^t
1

in keeping
Shaw himself 10 years ago but she 0iS0n as a poor laboring man, and g{SJ theTuSor^nractic^ tlmouffh-
was. unable to accept it Film com- his wife in a basement fiat.

. outtheseseries
P
Hisslv Sir/

mitmenfs prevented. Dame Edith Michael Benthall’s production wins nllntv of iauehs and unwar-
Evans toured in a London-bound has much pace and briskne-ss. Piece Mantel sympathy for the unethical

intermission for 135 minutes. Set;

UUVn pU,Tl.MVVW| *w
|

tings by James Bailey are good anc
the West End. Piece was

,

penned
|
atmospheric, particularly his spa-i guy fall for her icharms, and Lls-

luxury riverside
| |eth Kearns makes the most ofin 1935, It was. staged at the Q

Theatre, outside London, in 1944,
cious scene at a
inn.

Go-rd.

with Phyllis. Neilson- Terry in the. piay is a surefire click here, and secretary turned informer
P

title part. This is a distinguished should draw In London, with mar- Larrv Burns Is brlsklv hi
version of the comedy, with a no- .quee name value of Miss Hepburn-,
table performance by Miss Hep- Helpmann and Ritchard. It also
bum. seems a safe bet for New York
The long Shaw speeches are ad- presentation,

mirably handled and. clearly spoken
by Miss Hepburn, who’ is seldom
off the boards, She; strides across

the stage, full of life, vitality and
grace, like a tornado. The speeches
give her little breathing space, but
she never stumbles or fumbles,

Epifania, daughter of a million-

aire, in order to Inherit £.30,000,000

($90,000,000), has promised her fa-

ther that she will not accept an

Meet Mr* Callaghan
London, May 28.

B, A, Meyer (in association -with Con-
canen) presentation of comedy thriller in
two acts by Gerald Verner, adapted from
Peter Cheyney’a book:. “The Urgent Hang-
man." Directed by Derrick de M»roey.
At Garrick, London, May 27, 'M; $2 top.

• Slim . Callaghtfn . . , , . .Terence' de Marney
Cynthia .Harriett* Johns
Mike Jengel/., Michael Partridge

Larry Bums Is briskly humorous
as Callaghan’s aide,.- and Trevor
Reid has a dignified air of British
officialdom as the Scotland Yard
inspector. The four brothers are
all well contrasted, by* Jack Allen,
Frank Hendersdn, Roger -Williams
and John Longden. Play runs
smoothly after a provincial tryout
under the direction of Derrick de
Marney* Clem.

offer of marriage unless the suitor wimim * Merauiton*
*.

*
*.

*.

*

'.

*
*

,

L
j£ck Alien

cab turn £150 (approximately BeUnmy Mereulton Roger1 Williams

$450) into £50,000 ($150,000) With- J«*emy Meraulton.,..

in six* months.

Other people chiefly involved are
Alastair Fitzfagsenden, champion
tennis, player* and boxer, who is

Epifania's husband; his docile/
good-humored lady friend, Patricia
Smith? and Adrian Blenderband,
Epifania's own pompous boy-friend,
described as her “Sunday

*
hus-

band." .The talk flows fast and
witty as complications ensue, with
many typical' Shavian barbs and

. cpacks about society and .money
and the advantages of having a fat
bank balance.
^Amusing scene in the first act

finds Epifania in a scrap, with hus-
band Fltzfassenden, He talks with
derision of her late father, and she
promptly forgets her gorgeous eve-
ning attire and attacks him, throw-
ing him jiu-jitsu-like over . her
shoulder and outside, down thi
staira.

. Part of the polished Blenderland
is played with a nice sense of Erig-

John Lbngden
Paul Meraulton ....... .Frank Henderson
Dot. ln*p. Grlngall..... Trevor Held
Sergeant Fields ......... .Frank ' Steman
Eflie Parkins ........... .Llsbeth Kearns
Mayola Ferrival Simone Silva

With the folding of Agatha
Christie’s chiller, “The Hollow,”
tliis whodunit aptly fills the vacant
niche in the entertainment calen-
dar. It is the first of the’bOst-
selling Peter Cheyney books to be
dramatized, and should prove a
profitable draw to lovers of this

Cold Turkey
London, May. 30.

D. H. Enterprise* (by arrangement with
Bernard Goodman) presentation of com-
edy in three acts by Roy PlonUey. Stars
Leon Corte*,

,
Directed by June Melville,

Alwya Fox. At Comedy, London, May !2g.
'52; $2 top.
Edie How# ...; Madge White
Pamela Howe............Margaret Pepler
Bi-lan Walters....,..,..., Norman Johns
Charlie Howe.., Leon Cortez
Sam Sldders Alwyn Fox
Max Shane .............. .Peter Tremlett
WU*on Gerald Barton

Cockney humor with an old-
fashioned music hall basis is the
mainstay of. this melodramatic
cofnedy. Tired jokes and out-
moded treatment; coupled with
naive situations, aren’t strong

type of play. Story is well knit enough to stand up to current com-
and slides comfortably frbm . writ- petitive pressure, and there’s little
ten to spoken word -with good dra- hope of survival,
matic effect and cumulative sus- The yarn, such ,a£ it is, is carried
pbnse. As a popular attraction it by Leon Cortez, who energetically
should make the grade. For the fills the role pf a cockney trader
U. S. it might be more acceptable whose daughter gets a job as. a
in screen form.

Slim Callaghan, a private inves-
tigator noted for hi# unorthodox
methods, just manages to keep on
the right side of the law in his
clients’ service. A beautiful blonde
materializes with a strange story
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night club singer and gets mixed
VP with a drug addict-. - Through-
out the third act, the dope fiend,
undergoing the cold turkey treat-
ment (left for prolonged periods
without narcotics) does a fionstOp
tremor on’ stage. This is a verita-
ble endurance test fof the artist,
but adds little to the entertain-
ment value of the play.

Direction and • acting hardly
match up to West End standards.
Peter Tremlett works hard as the
drug fiend, and Margaret Pepler
and Norman Evans are a pair of
conventional juve leads. Myro. •

Gog ami Magog
Glasgow, May 13.

Glasgow Citizens' Theatre production in
association with the Arts Council of

SrMU
Br

^fan, l °1 ^act comedy by James
5n« A. Pe

£
cr Potter. Sct-

d
f

and
.
e^utfcd by J°hn Wil-

Glasgow
CUiZen3 Tbcatre <Pclnce6iPg),

r?
r

‘ i^5nc$.*' • James Gilbert

Hnrn^n««sharlie Roddy MacmUlan

|Tbaaav.v.v.v.v.v.ii^SS'SWas

SSS5

riarry MacGog Duncan Macrae
Mrs. Homxolloch Madeleine Christie

Annii*
Buff Ian Jlacnaughton

*
TnVttVv.’

“ * * •_ Sheila SweetMiss Tainsh Lennox Milne

There is much humor and Scotch
charm in this pjay by James Bridie,
but the piece is badly constructed
Story practically finishes at end of
act two, and the third one being
anti-climax. However, it is well
enough acted. Bridie is tilting atmany Scotch conventions, partic-

* i
r
]y-r

the *ove of argument in theAuld Lang Syne land.
He opens his play in the saloon

qnS?S!
n^iafedin a3Uage of the

Scottish highlands. Three village
yokels are arguing in dour Scotch
fashion about topics of the day. An
English visitor, a London drama
enc, joins the village trio and even-
tually meets other village charac-
ters. The schoolmaster and the
doctor are waging a perpetual feud
over the umbilical theory. This
feud becomes boring In an already
poorly-constructed play.
A wandering poet expresses a

quite unfounded belief in his own
poetic genius. This is the great

(Continued on page 59)
|

Song of Norway
Los Angeles* May 26,

JEdwln production of °p*retU
revival in two acts* (eight scenes) by Mil-

ton Lazarus, based on Flay by Homer
Curran, Musical adaptation and lyrics to

Edvard Grieg music by Robert Wright
and George Forrest. Stars Helena Bliss,

John Tyert, Jean Fenn, Sig Arno,. Robert
Rouns*vllle; features Walter Klngsford,
Muriel O'Malley. Directed by Lester. Or-
chestra and choral arrangements by
Arthur Kay; gettings, George .Jenkins:

choreography, Alda Broadbent, • George
Balanchine; costumes, Adel* 'Palmer; vo-

cal ensembles, Val Rosing; lighting. Peggy
Clark. At Philharmonic Aud., Los- An-
geles, May W, '32; *4.80 top. ‘

•

Rlkard Nordraak Robert Rounseville
Olaf Kent Lolret
Grlma Suzanne LUcW
Slgrld Dianne

Helga Phyllis Wraith
Christa ..Dorothy Coulter
Gunnar Fh.il Harvey
Karen Bonnio Kvans
Nina Hagerup Jf*

nn
Edvard Grieg John Tyers
Father Grieg,.: Walter KingSford
Father NoMraak „ Truman Galge
Mother Grieg Muriel O'Malley
Freddy Jack Tygett
Innkeeper Robert Cosden
Count Peppl Le Loup Sig. A^no
Countess .................. •Helena Bliss

Miss Anders Kitty Mattern
Elvers Jo Ann O'Connell
Greta .Beverly Richards
Marghareta Joan Welton
Henrik Ibsen Douglas McEachln
Adelina .Helena^ Seroy
BaUet Master .Malt Mattox
Maestro Plsoni....,.;.Malcolm Lee Beggs
Maestro Rlnaldo ... w .... . .Demy. Trevor
Mme. Frahclni,. .

;

AUegra Varron
Major Domo- Alex Serbaroli
The Maiden Norway........Wilda Taylor
The Poet . .Ray Holler
The Minstrel .Matt Mattox

A Broadway smash when it .was
originally produced some • eight
years ago, “Song of Norway” still

offers- sprightly entertainment in
its revival here. Tastes in musi-
cals have changed, in the 'last five
years, so “Norway" might find it

tough sledding
1

for more than a
limited engagement in New York,
but the outlook is pleasant for the
projected Coast tour.
Second act has undergone ; con-

siderable revision in this new edi-
tion, and more stress is laid on
humor. In addition, some of the
Grieg music has been interpolated
differently; so that the action isn't,

slowed by cumbersome ballets.
Overall result, is good.
As expected, producer - director

Edwin Lester has given
,
the show

an opulent production and skill-
fully, paced it for best recalls. He
has peopled it with such voices as
.Robert Rounseville, Helena Bliss,
Jean Fenn and John - Tyers, and
all score neatly. Miss Bliss, the
Nina of the original, has now
moved into the countess role origi-
nated by Irra Retina and .earns
special attention in this casting
switch'. .

Sig Arno reprises his original
role as the count, winning Addi-
tional plaudits this time around as
he makes the most of the rewrit-
ten second- act to showcase his
comedy talents. In support, Wal-
ter Kingsford and Muriel, O’Malley
are good as Father and . Mother
Grieg, and Malcolm Lee' Beggs
makes a. tiny role standout as an
impresario.

Production credits are all top-
notch, particularly the settings of'
George Jenkins and costumes by
Adele Palmer. Ballets by Aida
Broadbent and George Balanchine
jffe generally good, _ although a
little tightening is Indicated.
Show opened cold in Los An-

geles, but there’ll be a few minor
revisions before it heads north and
possibly east for a tour. Kap.

Mad Money
- Chicago, *May 28.

Loyola Community Theatre prpduction
wiit

u
flfji

I
T
n U

l°
act5' with book by MaxWilk and Lee RogoW, music by RichardLcwlne, additional lyrics by. Ted Fetter!

direction
by

r *
1?
m ^^tenbender. Musical

Jo
r
n Pell

?1
lcc: choreography,

Low; fiettIn£* a»d lighting,
Eosser; costumes, Rene Mar-At LoyolR Community Theatre, Chi-CagOi *i

lifted out, If this show doesn’t gofor .interpolation in another showor for video. Qne Is a satire on the
industry television hourand the other an etching on the in-

habltant* of a girl’s hotel. Both arereal laugh-getters..
art

In the part of the promoter, JonErtmann^ carries off most of the
honors/ -You n g s t e r conveys lbrassy but likeable shading. Su-
zanne Locb, a* his

. girl friend, is
ready for a try at musicals. Tom
Catlm, as the wide-eyed alchemist
is . acceptable. In the minor bit<?

ertGary as the father, FranfeGermplo as the accountant, Don
Parked is the mobster and Mimi
King as the aspiring glamour girl
are standout, ’

John Bettenbender's direction
has given the production a profes-
sional gloss and the musical back-
ing of John Reinke is solid. Chore-
ography, however, is an extraneous
thing here, and could he cut. Cos-
tuming is^ modern and good, and
sets and lights frame the comedy
well. With heavy revision this
might work out, but if not, then
slicing to an hour would make it
more than acceptable for hotel and
nightclub package revues. Zabe.

Fieri!
Pasadena, May 27.

Pasadcnft flayhouae production of
dram* in two acts (four scenes) by Gary

Directed by Kenneth Kirk Rose.
Setting by Charles Kreiner. At Patio The-
atre, Pasadena, Cal. / •

Loyola enterprise continues to
be one of the few outlets for mu-
?,!

C
;

a
+ ,

c 0 m
f
d y writing aspirants,

^ u
” Pf 1of

^essional backgrounds,
who cant get their shows before
Broadway producers. The fact thatw so Produced none
has made the grade is not of major
importance-what is, is that there
is a spot that affords an oppor-
tunity. Effort of the Loyola Com-
munity Players, backed by Loyola

u
moi

:
e^an

,
^ust commendable.

Richard Lewine wrote much of

Hn »^
US

S
f

i

0r Make Mlne Manhat-
tan, and book-writers Max Wilkand Lee Rogow are television and
magazine scribes. This story of a

w^° accidentally
stumbies on the process of making
R?nnv T?i

throws it way into the

That if

R
I
61*'
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ld be hilarious.

A,
bat is not lies not much in

o
h
Hn!!?

ht st0
r

llne
’ but in the

hi!ndim* L
S

‘f +There are some hne
Tn }fl

P ' but t]

i
e payoffs are slight.In its present form it's not for theBroadway lights.

Music-wise, it lacks a real punch
tune, but has plenty of good show

esPecially in the comedy
field. Two of the skits should be

The problem of the pathetic
waifs of Word War II is the theme
of this two-acter by Gerry Dick,
but neither theme nor treatment
lift .the script out of the experi-
mental ranks. Formless and fre-
quently depressing, it has no com*
mercial possibilities.
Four -scenes involve a group of

stateless urchins bossed by an ex-
patriate French gal. They live in
stealth and squalor on Pier 11 in
the harbor of .Hamburg, existing on
the scraps they can buy from th*
proceeds of “liberated" property
and the protection .payoffs from
smugglers and the underground
alike. Problem of what to do with
these kids, growing up outside the
law .and ignored by society, Is a
compelling one, but the- script
never attempts to; find a solution.
Two acts add. up only to a ; portrait
of the. conditions, and would have
been better if condensed into a
potent, one-acter.

Direction by Kenneth Kirk Rose
is

.
good, and there’s .a fine set by

Charles Kreiner which serves as a
sombre backdrop for the generally
credible performances. Best of the
1^ is the work of Mary Worch a£
the French - gal. • She impresses as
a film possibility, combining An
appealing personality With delicate
sensitivity and an ease of manner
on stage.* There's also a good sup-
porting job by Harry. 5tanton af
the eldest of, the gang^ Kap.

» i
*

Full Summer Sked Set

For Jacob’s Pillow Fest

Lee, Mass., June 3.
: Ted Shawn will open his 11th
annual Jacob’s Pillow ‘Dance Fes-
tival season here June 27, present-
ing 54 performances over a 10-week
season ending Aug. 30. The June
27-28 weekend will offer the Festi-
val troupe that will tour this fall

[for Columbia Artists Mgt. July 4-5

weekend will -present the Choreog-
raphers Workshop program.
- Jose Limon Sc Co., Grantzeva &
PalojCnko and Talley Beatty & Co.
will be seen July 11-12; Bambi Linn
8c Rod Alexander, Kinch Sc Mc-
Williams, La Merl and Shawn, July
17-19; Iva Kitcfiell and Iberia Bal-

let, July 22-24;. Festival troupe
again'July 29 through' Aug. 2; Mia
Slavehska-Frederlc Franklin-Alex-
andra . Danilova troupe, Aug. 5-9;

Nina Fonaroff St Co. and Juana,
Aug. 15-16; Olga Suarez Sc Robert
De Yoye, Katharine Litz and Jose-

fina Garcia, Aug. 22-23, and Ruth
St. Denis and Festival troupe, Aug.
29-30.

New 2d Aye. Musical
Irving Jacobson and Edmund

Zayenda, actor-producers of the 2d

Ave. Theatre, N. Y., will costar in

“My Lucky Day," a new Yiddish-

American musical comedy by Jc*

seph Rumshinsky and Louis Frei-

man, Which will open next fall.

WANTED
Exp»rl«ii<:*d dramatic eaw»*#llor

(f«mal«) far •xclealv* glrli ««mP
la N*w Hampaltlr*. Salary bttwi**

$499 and $599. iaard, laeadnr

hand. tranCfartatlaR pravldtd. C«l»

TEneck 4-4971.
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True SUM Switches

Lein Bowman has been appoint-
ed supervising editor ' of True
Magazine, succeeding Julian Bach,
Jr., who is now editor, of Today’s
Woman.
Bowman, formerly managing edi-

Opera Co., according to director

Gaetano Mcrolt and manager
Howard Skinner. *

"Tosca with Dorothy. Kirsten in

the title role, will open the season,

Sept, m
u

- • * Hollywood.

One- of the biggest griefs Hollywood has to contend with far flirt — „ „

—

everv time a .producer ‘discovers something old. and does well with it tor of True, has been succeeded by

at the boxofffce, the start whose task it is to keep the thing rolling get Thomas J. Naughton, an associate

tired of it long before the public does. By then they are so identified editor of True,

in the public mind with the package that it is practicaUy impossible

for the producer to replace them without the whole illusion .going up

in smoke.

‘Regina’
Continued from par* 37

CHATTER

Continued from pare S

'b« best to wait a while. J. Arthur
Rank, who as second largest U
stockholder* opposed the merger
has already caused it to be pushed
off for this year. Decca is TJ’s
biggest shareholder,

Sees Possible Settlement

San Franciscan, who' controls
William Dillard (Jazz). Clarisse

Crawford, the original' Belle, sang KAnAA TT . r

Addie here, Randolph Symonette s
J\
ares opil

J
ed

Henry Holt, brought out Stephen (Ben), Joseph’ James (Cal) and
-a

111 dlf*

This is about where Universal-International is in its “Ma and Pa Longstreet’s “The Beach House/ Kayton Nesbitt (Marshall) were ^S
en
^!L Ra

.

<

J
c"

5tie” series. Percy^Kilbride doesn’t want to play anymore. He’s Callahan Washington ..Letter, new. The well-trained symph and ecc
„l/£/„ii

vhL2
ee

£f.
the

° V**1V wv
. .

“ r . .. « « _ J<. T_T «MAwiV ri\*n Rank, and that it

come about.

price isn’t set too
he thought the

.
good for U in

that (a) it would make available

V4AJL WVWV

juicy 'parts on the home lot. dren and Music/' .was puDisuea re- perbly.

ThS’l'th® sort Offing jaibrtde WMddfflt^to get. the%e of HSb«?tIKV« of
Mu

?
lc

f
V» >

• the 4fek outflt’s sales organization
is typed as far as Hollywood is concerned, and those 50 years of troup

£ B Marks Music. The music stands up well on for future servicing of TV accounts
ihg behind him don’t mean a thing to casting directors.

McGraw-Hill has signed contract second hearing, and in this prom- by the combined company and (b)

So he figures if he lays off for a while they -will forget all about W|th the executors of the Sinclair inent form. Second act is better Decca’s income is in dollars,

Kettle and remember Kilbride/ The trouble With "this, however, is Lewis estate and wlth Mark than the first, with more outstand- compared with Vs increasing dif-

that TJ-I has a Kettle pic for 1953 and another for 1954 already in the Schorer, for a biography of the ing numbers. Contrasted styles of ficulty in getting. . dollars from

cans and being raised under homeopathy, they don’t intend to release jate novelist to he written by music seem* suited to the charac- abroad despite a large volume of

snore' than one a year. That means until 1955 ' at least Kilbride will Schorer. -tcrs involved—of fine lyric qual- bix there.

carry the scarlet letter of Kettle on his .breast wherever he goes and jiora Rheta Schreiber, assistant ity for the gentler people, like ^“However” Eidell r/id, “X
prof of speech and radio at Adel- Birdie and Zan, and bitter, some- don’t, see why we shouldn’t wait

world
turn
find

exchange managed, grips, cameramen, producers and the like even .in.- staffer at the N[ Y. Public Library, “if You Want” and “One Summer J not competitors.”
the- obituary cOlumjis,”

. .
Day" numbers, were-highspots pf EldeU) who ls with Shuman>

W11«aw -nil Agnew & Co., San Francisco brok-
_tl

'ump
.^

er
ert, arrived' east yesterday (Tues.)

happy old c^kerTnlhaf piei*I from its New HaYent^put all the I Sid Grauman Memorial, Inc an- st^'ed'the second, partTtfMS
pw£bIy”be^. faTSS

way to its ultimate embalming as a Warner picture starring Benny, nounced that a biog of the. late powerfully. Other noteworthy Act P ’

Kilbride pointed but to Benny that the character part ^really steals ^m^an is being; written with
jj numj^rs were james’ song of

years standing, providing most of
the material. Proceeds will go to Bain p* Horace,

the Memorial fund. Birdie* Zan a“d Addie; the clever

the show and -has all the fat comedy lines but Benny said he realfced

that and nevertheless still wanted Percy to play it with him. We can

have a lot of fun With it,” said. Jack.

It’s Only Money •

But Percy didn’t want to travel a backward trail. He wanted to try^ quit
- . • , <1 4 ' <rt 1 . * d“1 ..iL ^ it. 1 U. M #4 XL ! M A AVlX 1 _ . J

something

the annual meeting for election of

new directors and other biz art

slated for July 8 in. Wilmington.

His place on the board—-which
;he Memorial tuna. » « ,?r

u
, tt offered to enlarge if he wanted

,
H. B. "Wish" Wisbengrad has

eSS°
P'

f^ to remain a member-will b/takem
»ul‘ *s .?«z:e? °f Press Features J®*®*, °L by Rackmil. -Th, Decca prexy la

Whipped up

Kilbride wanted ^ither.^He wantslo ~&o the” same thing week after NY.'' New company 'takes over Day” song, and her accusation

week even less than he wants to do the same thing year' after year. .
P*"s book serializations. against her mother, and the ter-

If he wanted to play likeable old codgers he’d go the whole, hog and Anatole Chujoy and P. W. Man- rifle windup of principals and

be Joe Jefferson In "Rip Winkle." Thj_Midwestem Housewives chortf editor, and assoeiate ed of chorus

the only nominee repping the

20.7% of outstanding voting stock

the diskery controls.
Other nominees to the 13-man

directorate are incumbents. A1
Daff, worldwide sales chief, is

named for the spot he temporarily
Assn., a subtil of XJ-I, has named him Holiywood’s most tookov^rl^
eligible bachelor for three years in -a row. That would seem to give ^th^av to ^ver SaSer’s wSls

a
j J- German resigned,

him permanent possession of that dubious distinction, but he doe§n t
Ballet festival Ballet and N Y. v^atSm ««« ?

eing Blumberg and Rackmil are cur-

want anybody to whip up a script around that idea either. He lives Qt Pallet’s British performances*
houses, a work like rejxtiy on. the- Coast in huddles on

He has an apartment half a block up Whitley Ave. ^ ,

p ’7, man
i
c s ' Regina” rates inclusion in a .the brooosed changes It is re-

111 ^ A. J ^ At.. J. Heck Allen. Metro cartoon storv nnfhum * a 4ha a«iaL & m XI* a. 1 _ *

him), goes to the cigar store, picks up a few El Ropo Kecunaos, kicks j^d ^ Ho^ton-Mffiain iiSdar. v
evenu**

J
I1
f
e “unaay s ought to

the day’s news around, walks back to the_ corner- newsstand, buys his pseudonym of Clay Fisher.
naidtowh Up to an overall exec post, possibly

copy of Variety and then goes back to his apartment to read those other tagged “To Follow a Flag,”
benefit of other mu§ic- with the title of exec v.p.

obits. ........ will come out under the Random *9versf ,Bron. Proxy statement sent to stock-
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He s easy to. Identify because he has a badly set right leg that makes House imprint with the nom de
him look like the letter K (for Kettle) when he walks. He dresses in plume of Will Henry;
nice plain suits.

- There is nothing flashy about him. Even with a pipe

and a golfclub he would never he. mistaken for Crosby. In fact, thebe

is nothing about him at all either in appearance or in conversation that*

Would identify him as an actor. 1

Nevertheless, .acting is the only thing he has done for 50 years. He’s
the president of the Half Century Club, an organization composed off!
actors who have been in show biz 50 years or longer. How he got up
there is a little hard to understand because he not only is no politician

holders at the weekend in advance

of the annual meeting shows that

while Rackmil is his own lone can-

but he thinks actors who try their hand at mixing in politics are
chumps. They don’t know the field and invariably come a cropper
When they dabble in it* he thinks.

Like army officers they do better at the boxqffice when nobody knows
whether they are Democrats, Republicans, Prohibitionists, Communists,
Anarchists or Single-Taxers. He believes that the old formula of keep-
ing out of politics and religion paid off better for Victors and everybody
else connected with show biz, and as long as the polling booth and
the confessional remain secrets, actors should profit by that good for-
tune. . Of course, if after they close their careers they want to. kiss
and tell, that’s okay. But not while they are active in the professiorf.

Since he began' in show biz as a callboy at the age of 12 in the~
old Central Theatre, San Francisco, in 1900, it is obvious he ^didn’t
even get as far as Spencer's “Faerie QuOen” in school. From then on,
backstage was his kindly, fiurse. His first part was that of a fop in “A
Tale of Two Cities,” and he didn’t get out of San Francisco .for the
next five years. Then he got a bit in “The Manxman.” The company
toured up and down the Coast and even got so far as Chicago before
it closed.

The. Long: Voyage Ilome

From there he went On to New York on his own but it was 15 yearrf
before he got a part in a Broadway show. In the interim he worked In
stock companies as a light comedian in Boston, Philadelphia, Trenton,
Syracuse and Albany. These were his happiest years “because you
weren’t always singing on one note.”

'

He made his Broadway, debut 38 years after he started in San Fran-
cisco. That was in “Those We Love,” which is a good illustration of
the apprenticeship behind these oldtimers. Two years later he made
his first great hit. That was in “George Washington Slept Here,” as

. the garrulous caretaker of a crumbling country place. With that, cast-
ing directors closed in on him. It became his first picture and all the
knowhow that went into those 38 years of training was heaved over
the side of the S. S. Hollywood. Since then he has appeared in 35
pictures, almost invariably as a dreamy ne’er-do-well on the bucolic
level,

'

The Kettle character, of course, has been the biggest grosser in this
field. The pictures gross around $3,000,000 and cost around $750,000.
Costs have been going up on the latter product, because a little more
quality has been added, but they are still the pictures that make the
difference between Universal-Interurban and Universal-International.
’Kilbride has had a lot of fun making them, but they have cost him

plenty of fat parts both on the home lot and elsewhere. He was picked
for “Return of the Texan” only to be shelved for Walter Brennan be-
cause the front office thought it would be too tough a job getting that
shiftless Kettle out. of the public mind.
“He was beginning to get me, too,” confessed Kilbride. “I’ve reached

the time in life when I should own a house and settle down but I know
that Kettle virus would paralyze me when it came to mowing a lawn,
sweeping off a porch or changing a light bulb. So I think the thing
to do is to blow for New York and pick up some guest shots in tele
vision. But I’m off anything with the word ‘series’ in it. From here
in, that’s not my line.”

Mel Opera
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JNeW Hampshire Pageant didate, J. Arthur Rank, who owns

Swanzey, N. H., June 3. substantially less stock (13.2%),

Audiences at the historical pag- yiu continue to have three nom-

eant, “The Blaring Arrow.” which lne
f
s
;

Amon* the candidates for

reelection are .Rank himself; Rob*

ert S. Benjamin, president of. the J.

past included iri the nroduction will
Arthur Rank Organization- in the

season, the; Met has shelved plans be^
1

scenes^ from^ HnS H. S., and G. I. Woodham-Snutb,

^n
a./^f;jr

°i
UCtir °f itS

f
stead'" wrftteT and Voduced by

K»nk‘
s business associate in Lon-

haS DeS 1

’ThSpsot^rye^s
a U eil Staged at me Met, affri. Th<» malrtrlMmii id -r»niTii»A/l on

for a
own don.

In addition to the election of the

directorate, * other business set forusyvc* wcu ova*cu av tuc lvieu ago. The melodrama k revival an. directorate, • otner uusmess
Bing waved his exclusivity on nually at nearby Potash Bowl

^ the annual conclave is a vote on a
4 ,t?neartiroxj* n.ei — m., _ « minority stockholders’ proposedavaiier" this past season„[ The Swanzey pageant will be minority scocicnoioers pro^ca

permitted the City Center staged on Hie gTounds of the New res°lu^on to change the meeting

it, but he doesn’t want any Hampshire Pvthian Home whkh pla?e from ‘Wilmington to N. Y.

Rosenkavalier
when he
to stage it, he doesn’t want any Hampshire Pythian Home, "

which
competition this fall. City Center was once Thompson's own home-
officials are reported in agreement stead,
with Bing’s thinking- that the
opera’s audience is somewhat limit-
ed and shouldn’t be divided locally.
Feeling between the two opera
companies is quite friendly on the
matter, although the Center’s

Company’s proxy statement re-

veals . that there were 960,498

shares uf common stock and 50,420

shares of 4/4% cumulative pre-

ferred stoek. outstanding at the

close of business' on May 1; 1952.

Lakewood, Me., June 3. Statement listed th<t following re-

The Lakewood Theatre will start muneration for the company’s of-

Lakewood’s 52d Year

“Rosenkavalier” (done in English, its 52d year Saturday (7) with “My ficers: Prexyc Nate J. Blumberg,

while the Met’s is in German) is Only Love,” under direction of $?9,500; veepee Edward Muhl, $5V
regarded as a good show. But it Henry Richards. 650; veepee Alfred E. Daff, $51 ,ouu,

would normally get about three .Dr Leading roles in “Love ” written
veepee dohn J- O’Connor, $45,009,

four presentations during a fall by Ted Ritter and Margaret Huf and veepee and treasurer Leon

season, so that there isn't as much will be played by Velma Ro^on Goldber«’ *3d ’
750?

an^AWa" 01^"^™^/" ^ ^ugele Stuo&popular as an Aida or Carmen. Frances Helm, Gene Lyons, Doro-
The Met’s shutout would also thy Van Houten and Paula Houston
ver the “Rosenkavalier” produc-

tion which the NBC Television V. p 'r i
Opera Theatre plans to do next

v ari*»y * Europe 1 rck
season, but Bing is permitting the Astrid Varnay, Met Opera so* suit based on inability to obtain

web to do this, although late in its prano, left for Europe last Thurs- better runs does not mean other

season. The NBC version, inci- day (29) for opera appearance in exhibs cannot move up -their runs.

dentally, hafc a new English text Bayreuth, London and Berlin. Cited was last week’s big victory

prepared by John Gutman, assist- She'll slug six weeks at the- Bay- for the distribs in* the suit brought
ant artistic administrator at the reuth Festival; do concert and re- by the Crest Theatre, situated in

Met * cording dates in London, and fill outlying Baltimore area. Crest

There has been some talk in engagements at the State Opera, in centered its complaint on its m-

Exhib Runs
Continued from pace 5

music circles that the Met action Beriin.

with City Center on “Rosenkava-
lier” suggests a “monopoly,” which
could lead to further restrictions
for N. Y. operagoers. Met officials
deny any such intent.

She’s due back in the TJ. S. in
October.

ability to obtain first-run pix. Jur>

upheld the film companies in their

refusal to upset the Balto run pat-

tern.

The two lawyers said that nu-

merous subsequent houses across
Sets Loon Lake Co.

Beth^^a^dm^h’as^si g i^e

d

3
the the country, "including some m

Washington Players, of Dobbs
0
Fer- Baltimore other than the Crest,

ry, N.Y., as the resident summer are top-class operations and. “Frisco’s New ‘Rosenkavalier’
San Francisco, June 3. ' r-**** ,-iic *wmem summer r*“ —

_
,

A new English version of Richard stock company at her Blythewood they desired to do so,

Strauss’ “Rosenkavalier,” with li- ,,
sl

,

and r®sort on Loon Lake. Uti- successful in convincing a jury

bretto by the Met- ODera’s John
“.zing theatre-in-the*round tech- that they’re entitled to first-run.

Gutman, will be part of
F

the 30th
600^eat

.

show tent. At least one sub-run house in

autumn season of the San Francisco eigh^tolo 5SS5!*^ toffirst-STn^
to°Wn *° “

deals.
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eight, as provided in the traditional

burlesque musical arrangements^

Male performers,' both comics

„ _ _ . „ 1B and straightmen, and strippers will

II .
.

1

•
'

.
.. _J| be cast from burlesque ranks, but

I "'m '.'.r;

""
m“! . -sat Cwttnn** ***** »*f« i » » " ? .,£==> mem^rs * 0f the singing and

from pollution and that Coney Chamber of Commerce .
and the dancing ensemble will be recruited

WbW indeed safe Health in- Schaefer Brewing Co. co- from legit ‘and ‘elsewhere.

.

* * sponsoring the .pyrotechnic <Rs- Exactly when the bUrley show is
apectois and sanitation engineers play^ Echaefer-S, however, will produced will depend on when Tru-
always contended that the local pick UP most of the tab, thp total man Capote completes his ’ new
ipaf

s. waters' may mot have been coming to $20,000* for fireworks piay> "House of 'Flowers,” which
attractive, esthetlc&Uyi biit one shows each Tuesday evening from gamt-Subber has slated for pres-

could bathe in them without dan.. June 17 »-to Aug. 26. This marks station. Following the recent clos-

ger to one’s health. In more re- the third semester" that the 'Cham- lng 6Jf ^is ‘‘Grass Harp,” which
cent -years, however, the more fas- be* and the Brooklyn brewer are Saint-Subber also produced, . the

tldiously inclined of Gotham’s cooperating oh the fireworks -set novelist-playwright went to Europe
perspiring .

populace gravitated off on the Atlantic in front of the ^ 011 the new script, If it is'

toward the numerous pools on the Boardwalk. Special shows are ready jn time, the producer will

Island. Now the bathhouse barons planned for July 4 and Labor Day do it in the early fall,, delaying the
figure that all levels of local so- nights. burlesque show. If hot, he’ll go
fciety will invade the Atlantic, pro- Beauty Contest ahead with, the hurley offering,
r •« « • * . _ a.* ..... . 1 aM. , . .1 _ _

Continued. fr«a ptfi II

and cancelled several, perform-
ances.

,

Arena-sponsored jazz concert at

Public Music Hall’ was jived up by
Mills Bros,, Woody Herman band,
Dinah Washington, Tommy Ed-
wards and Herkie Styles, with Alan
Freed as emcee,
Tony Bennett, dping a solid two-

weeker at Vogue Boom, took an
extra bow when he dropped into

Skyway Lounge Club to see Guy
Mitchell in 1:30 a.m. show last

week. A1 Morgan, pianist, replac-

ing Mitchell this stanza.

I‘Perfectionism’
Continued from pare 1

fciety will invade the Atlantic, pro- Beauty Contest ahead with, the hurley offering,

Vided the weather improves. The Brooklyn- Eagle and the

Add to the rapidly disappearing Coney Chamber again are setting

landmarks - of Coney: Feltman’s, up a bathing beauty contest, with-

one of the top dining spots. Felt- Stuart Patton, the local daily's pro-

man’s will go on the auction block motion chief, handling details.

June 25. The Feltmans disposed These .annual displays 1 of Brooklyn —— continued from par* 1

of their property in 1946 to* a trio feminine shapes bring out large degire see ttlis particular pic-
consisting of Benne . M. Beqhhold, delegations of Greepoint gobs and ,

• nfrtiircn
exec v.eepee of New York’s Savoy- Bushwick boU weevils,

ture or subsequent pictures.

Plaza Hotel; Alvan Hallman, own- Another effort is under way to
,

story JCmpha8
,

er of the Balsams, resort in Dix- revive the Mardi Gras shindig at There’s only one element on
ville Notch,* N. H„ and Harry the island > after an absence of which distribution men feel too

J ^ ibree years. There’s a meeting much emphasis cannot be placed,
ting up for auction the huge real scheduled of Coney concessionaires Th t, t rv If that,

s rIc,y.f

,
. Ass®ssed ^ and other local business men on

T
£
a* s th® sto

^
y*

, , ;

hata r
.

igbt
’

’ 000 000, the Oman’s parcel in- June 3 to try *aise sufficient technical defects in
Al.a Jam aV A..L Oil U AM*. 1 !•< AAM W fh A M 11«vf +Vl A

Lisbon
By Lewis GaYyo

Singer^Maria Carmen back from
Mocambique.

is reported tpat several powerful ^rn _ _ v^nlnr^ and 011 a raft in the Pacific with a 10m
Coney Island real estate operators +he local showmen are also trvintf camera that was either quiverihg
and showmen are pooling their L interest several national adver- or odt of .focus every 'foot of the
financial interests to make the best L„.r„ ,n some of the way* Public was so entranced with
bid for the vast parcel. Joe Bon- ^ t 0 disnlav during the cami- the content that technical short-
signore, who operates Thompson’s 1 P y * '

a
comings, while they were plenty

Boiler Coaster, the Bob Sled and
, ,, . ,, obvious and drew comment, were

has many other choice Coney par- Car parking continues one of the no{ a jj 0 factor. /a
•cels under his large belt, also, will seaside’s major headaches and the

importance of
be in the vanguard of bidders. The absence of free-acts on the strand :° ?

C0
J7

^poriance, or

restaurant most likely Will not also worries the more responsible
caS |^ive^Mod ^DktlibJ

shutter this season. beach Barnums. Steeplechase park, S
an^^ yara%^ist

f.

The decline of Feltman’s means the only outdoor amusement insti- J
01?* out, however, contribution

11. ilr icunre °i
* citman s means . .

• pnn„emlpnpp tt.e made to English pix by the excel-
that Nathan's Famous, Inc., will jlIS * lent choice of actors for the most
take the leading position at the fsiana, is now in its ot>tn year ana

mi rol
watering place as purveyor of as and span as ever. The Til-

comestibles to the always-huogry you* are firm believers in the use

proletariat.- • Nathan's, owned by bright enamel, and consequently ^beater crowd scenes and other

Nathan Handworker, Is constantly thfb? P“* glistens like zircons.
tnZ-il.WH,

enlarging its quarters on Surf Ave. Though there are no new attrac- perfectionism are Increasingly

and serving up 6,000,000 hot dogs tIons at Steeplechase, the park to be seen In the Hollywood output,

at 15c per from Easter Sunday to manages to draw the devotees and An(1 more can be expected as the

Labor Day. This constituted some- connoisseurs of gravity . rides, ‘squeeze increases.
*

thing of a gastronomical record for Steeplechase is getting 75c for ad- “If TV is .our competition,” say
the .American citizenry. Hand- mission and any eight rides in the the h.o. toppers, “let’s adopt some
werker's payroll is $350,000 an- park, a considerable downward re- of its habits. Let’s not cut our
nually and he employs 125 people vision from previous combo deals, technical quality to that of tele,

at the peak of the season. One of Thursday is bargain day, 12 rides but let’s do some compromising.”
the few Coney bonlfaces to he tor 75c. The Tilyous are not buy-
opened all-year round, he. is be- ing radio time this year, depend-
ginning to make his presence felt ibg largely on. publicity deals to BillA A |iu ..
as. a strong force in the program- get them by* Present ownership Mr AA IIH0S
planning of the seaside com- of Steeplechase is in the hands of. _* ..

Jnunity. George C., Frank S. and Marie H. -= c<MrtIau««* fr°w p»k« 3 =-
The Amusement Front ?^7P,

U ’
,
with J

?
mniy Omoranto mehts by companies that have di-

On the amusement-device front
^ g managerial post, vorced their theatre interests,

thfere is relatively little new at the More active than ever is the under the established MPA A
island. Several baseball batting Coney Island- Chamber of Com- ,

Q r
.

estaDUsnecl MPAA
ranges are newcomers with the iheree prexied by Walter M. Jef- dues system * eac« company pays

Arlindo appearing at the Olympia
nightclub.

Peters Sisters, at the restaurant

of the Estoril Casino and doubling
at the Wonder Bar, clicking big.

“Smiles' of Portugal,” a revue
starring Corinna Freire and Maria
Cristina, off on .a provincial tour.

Amalia Bodrigues and guitar-

ists Santos Moreira and Baul Nery
off to. Dakar to play dates in West
Africa.
Larry Adler, whose matinee con-

certs at the Cinema Tivoli played
to SRO biz, plans a tour of Por-
tugal and Spain.

Spanish revue company headed
by Joaquim Gasa, after two months
at the- Coliseum, Oporto and Vari-
edades, Lisbon now goes to the
6,000-seat Teatro Colisseum here
for a further month.

Pittsburgh
By Hal Cohen

Nino Nanni hack at Monte Carlo
and ditto Victor Borge at Carousel.
Gene Kelly’s parents back from

vacation in nearby Cambridge
Springs.
A1 Checco signed for several

shows in music circuses at Hyannis
and Cohasset.
Johnny Pineapple unit winds’ up

eight-week run at Colonial Manor
on Saturday (7).

Opening of Famous Door in East
Liberty, formerly Johnny Brown’s,
postponed a week.
Myron Cohen heads entertain-

ment for Israel Bond Drive at
William Penn Sunday (8).

Gaye Jordan visiting folks before
starting another season of summer
stock at Stockbridge, Mass.
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S i *
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By Florence S, Lowe
Arena Stage reviving its top

grosser, "Importance of Being
Earnest,” for a June run.

Lopert manager Gerry Wagner
hosting an. Academia preview of
the short, “FDR—Hyde Park,”
plus “Marrying Kind,” for a group
of FDR’s friends.

Pfc. Eddie Fisher, Victor Borge,
and terp team ’Artini & Consuelo
entertained for the President, the
Vice-President, the Israel ambassa-
dor and other assorted celebs, plus
1,000 guests at last week’s Kfar
Truman dinner.

Birmingham
By Fred A. Woodress t

W. C. Handy came back to his
hometown of Florence for dedica-
tion of a $265,000 high schpol
named for him.

Lola Mae Jones Coates, who
presented her “Lowbrow, Middle-
brow, Highbrow” for the Choreog-
rapher’s Workshop in N. Y., in
19,50, pTeemed her new ballet,
Transformation of the Dwarf,”

here Saturday (31) at Phillips
Auditorium.

Mas

Govl, Still Eyes
Continued from page 1

By Bill Barker
Theatre ’52 called it a season.
Joan Crawford a two-day visitor

to her native Texas.
Freddy Martin orch into Show-

land for one-nighter.
Ruth Royal at Burgundy ifoom

organ m Hotel Adolphus.
The Continentals and Bob Cross

orch into Baker Hotel’s Mural
Room.
Dorothy Malone planed to Coast

“Scared Sttff/’
6“ & ^WiS

Relax Theatre at Muenster shut-
tered by F. E. Schmitz, the owner
because of slow biz,

State Fair’s 11th season of sum-
mer musicals due Monday (9) with
Porgy and Bess” opener.
Esther Williams and Ben Gage

in for three days of personals
drum-beating -Skirts Ahoy."

’

After 26 years of service as cash-

ier at the Majestic, San Antrmi ft

Evangeline Ptper has retire^ ’

Cecil Scott named manager ofreopened ^Caprock .Drive-In S
Slaton, operated by Slaton Thea-
tres.. Co, „

-

Gainesville Community Circus
pitched three shows for Disabled
American Veterans at State Fair
grandstand,
; Ned E. Deplnet, RKO prexy duP
here for Texas COMPO conference

6

will address statewide Rotary Club*
meet June 11.

J, Herman Sollock took over
duties as manager of Arts Theatre
San Antonio, being shifted over
from a similar post at the Prince

Scotland
By Gordon Irving

Jacky Wilson, new comic, given
comedy lead at Palladium, Edin-
burgh.

“Bless the Bride,” A. P. Herbert-
Vivian Ellis musical, on return visit
to Glasgow*
Grade Clark,* leading Scot

comedienne, and partner • Colin
Murray, in as guest artists with
“Sprigs of Shillelagh” company at
Metropole, Glasgow.

Jacqueline Dunbar, of Edin-
burgh, inked as Principal Girl in
“Dick Whittington” at Johannes-
burg next Christmas. She is daugh-
ter of Jack Dunbar, cinema execu-
tive with J. Arthur Rank.

Ireland
By Maxwell $weeney

Tom Arnold’s production of *

“King’s Rhapsody” slated for
Gaiety, Dublin, this summer.
Jack Cruise Inked to head resi-

dent vaude company at Butlin’s
Mosney Holiday Camp for second
season.
Cinema ahd General Films were

lunch hosts to delegates attending
first Irish National Ad Conference
in Cork.
, Christopher McLoughlin named
prexy of Theatre and Cinema
Workers’ union here; Frank
O’Toole is veepee.
Douglas * Sylvan pacted for new

show at Dublin Theatre Royal; he
returns to U. S. to join Pittsburgh,
Light Opera Co. next month.

v

Frankfurt
By Celia Dreyfuss

a* Marc Spiegel back on job as
German chief of MPAA after be-
ing bedded by illness.

Hermine Korner a success in role

of Madame de Stael in Bruckner’s
“Heroic Comedy” at Hamburg’s
Civic Theatre.
-Wanda Cochran, formerly in

U. S. roadshow company of “Okla-
homa,” now starring in the Army’s
“Showcase” here.
Erich Marla Remarque will pay

first visit back to Germany in 20
years this fall,. He has been living

in Switzerland recently.
' Lotar Olias (“Thief of Bagh-
dad”) assigned, to write music for

Komet-Panorama’s film, “That Can
Happen to * Anyone/’ in which
Heinz Ruhmann sings.

Hilde Mildebrandt staged ter-

rific comeback playing lead in

Giroudoux’s “Madwoman of Chail-

lot,”
1

still at Frankfurt’s civic the-

atre Das Grosses Haus. *

German church leaders’ version

of American Legion of Decency
lists two U. S. pix, “Dark Victory’

and “A Place In the Sun,” as among
best shown here last month.

Clyde (Jack) Brown to Los An-
geles to resume his original pro-

fession of pianist and band leader.

He was production manager for

Stars and Stripes, Army newspaper

Amo Capelli, concert pianist who
used to tour the H. S. concert stage

with his father, tenor Mario Capel-

li, is now touring European Com-
mand’s 7th Army installations as a

corporal.
L. _ . .

Vienna
By Emil W. Maass

. Erna Mangold, film and legit

star, badly hurt in auto crash.

New night club opened by Eve

and Fritz Kubisch in the Neulerch-

enfeld suburb. , .. .

Erich Kunz, basso-baritone of tne

State Opera, inked by the N. *»

Met, for three months. . .

American composer KUma™
Hageman to lecture at the Music

Congress on “National or Interna-
^

tional music.” „
“Girl From the Wachau,” an

operetta by .Ludwig Schiedseder,

preemed successfully at Lmtz
per Austrian) State Theatre. «

Inge Bartels, danseuse of tn -

State Opera, who. is only 21, Pa^r
the Bachelor of Philosophy exarm

nation at the local university, b

is first one in the history of to

outfit to receive such honors.



We&ttdU* lop* 4* im m
I professor of electrical engineering
at California Institute of Tech-
nology, died May 29 in Pasadena,
Cal.

*—«——

—

WALTER EVANS
Walter Evans, 53, president of

Westinghouse Radio Stations, Inc.,

pioneer in broadcasting, died ’Of

cancer May 28 in Ballmore. A
native of Columbus, he studied
electrical engineering at the U, of
Illinois, becoming an ’ undergradu-
ate instructor in radio engineer-
ing at Chicago after service in
World War I in the Navy as a radio
operator- aboard a sub-chaser,

Evans joined Westinghpuse in

1921 as a radio operator at KYW
in Chicago’ and became general
manager four years later. In 1932,
he was put in charge of all West-
JLnghouse radio stations. Shortly
afterward, his duties were ex-
panded to include the company’s
radio manufacturing operations
and in 1936 he was elected a di-

rector of Westinghouse Radio Sta-
tions, Inc. He became prexy in
1947.
During World War II* Evans

supervised production of more
thaii 0400,000,000 worth of radar
and other electronics equipment
for the military as vice-president
of Westinghouse Electric Corp.,

the parent company. 'For his'eon-
trihution toward development of

radar,* he was awarded certificates

of appreciation from the Army and
the Navy. ....
-Surviving are hisf wife, a daugh-

ter and a $on»-
to

.

" WILL T, GENTZ
Will T. Gentz, 69, retired news

S
aperman and publicist, died in

ew York May 28. He had run a

concert bureau in New York with
Max/*'Elser and publicized the
Diai&ilev Ballet Corps and the
snrtqg' tourr'of the Philharmonic
Otprefestra. In New York, Gentz
pjSMRlced. “Sky Scampers” and
managed „ Stuart Walker’s Port-

manteau Players. •

Gentz had been pressagent for
Isadora Duncan, Oscar Hammer-
steinvYbe Film Booking Office, the
McAlpi.it arid Claridge Hotels in

N. Y^ -sWim star Annette Keller-

marf'* arid, .the old New York Ca-
sino* During the first World -War
he worked for the New York Her-
ald and the New York Tribune and
was associate editor of the Dra-
matic'Mirror.

Surviving are a son and a sister.

AEpfeRT D. LASKER
Albert:©, Lasker, 72, advertising

pioneer afrd- philanthropist, died in

New York May 30. Lasker, who
was In the' ad biz 44 years, retired

in 3,942 after dissolving the Lord &
Thomas agency which was suc-

ceeded .by Foote, Cone Sc Belding.
Easker' pioneered ill signing

sponsors’ of radio shows, selling

such ' accounts as Lucky Strike,

Frigblalre, Kleenex and Pepsodent.
For /these air shows he inked a

,

Of names, including Bing
.Hob Hope, Amos ’n

T Andy
'Jack Benny. -He also created

the* -Hit Parade” radio show. He is

credited' with getting ocean liners

to'yiire" dance bands and to show
filniif during voyages. .

Surviving are his wife, three
children and two sisters,

HUGH A. GRADY •

' Hugh' A. Grady, 81, retired legit

agent, manager and producer, died
in New York May 27. For many
years he was Arthur Hammer-
stein’*- general manager. He super-
vised • the productions of Such
shows as “High Jinks.” “Wild
Flower,” “Summertime, “Sweet
Adeline” “Good Boy,” “Tickle
Me,” “Rose Marie,” “Katinka,”
“Golden Dawn” and “Song of the
Flame.”
Before joining Hammerstein in

1912, Grady was manager of Lew
Dockstader’s Minstrels, He also

managed such Stars as George M.
Cohan, Blanche Bates, Julian El-

tinge and Henry W. SaVage.
Surviving are nis wife and a son.

MALCOLM ST. CLAIR
Malcolm (Mai) St. Clair, 55, film

director, died in Pasadena, Cal.,

June 1. St. Clair directed the early
Mack Sennett and Buster Keaton
comedies. He began working for

Sennett in 1919, subsequently mov
ing to Metro to direct Keaton. He
then went to Paramount to make
“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,
“Fleet’s In,” “Canary Murder Case
and “Montana Moon.” In' 1943-44,
before retiring, he directed three
Laurel Sc Hardy pix, “Dancing
Masters,” “Big Noise” and “Bull
fighters.”

His wife and two brothers sur-
vive.

as a theatrical, booking agent,
Dody worked with the Shuberts in
New “York and. the. old Hippodrome
as a stage producer, ’ He retired
in 1939,

His wife, four sons, a brother
and a sister survive.

Frank (Sparky) Adams, 74, for-
mer,vaude performer, died May. 28
in Canton, O. He and his wife,
Ida, were billed as Musical
Adamses, Wife and foster daugh-
ter survive.

SALLIE MOST (FOSTER)

Hazard F. Newberry, 45, film ac-
tor, died May 27 in Chicago while
en route to Toledo to visit rela-’
tives. He was on the New York

Mrs. Sallie Most, 79, former stage before moving to Hollywood
vaude performer, died May ,31 in I* years ago to work for Metro,
Philadelphia, She was the widow „yt , —r _ . . .

of Harry Most, with whom she ap- Vincent DePreselo, 73, retired

peered in vaude as Harry At Sallie oP«rat°r, of the DePrisco Music
Foster, Most, who died in 1935, Store, Toledo, who .made instru

made his last stage’ appearance in j
0r mus*clflns

> fited

a bit part in “The-Trftd of Mary. in Toledo May 25.

Dugan.’
V A son survives. Mother, 78, of Art Arthur, exec

secretary of tyfotion Ricttire Indus-

nnrm M xto.wTi* try Council, died In Toronto May
_ .PAy^9, , 24. Another son, Hye Bossin, is
David Macalister Mayne, 73, for-, managing editor of Canadian I^ilm

mer vaude booking agent, died in Weekly.
Ridgewood, N. J„ May 26. During
the’ early 1900s he was a booking Mother of Marion L. Plessner,
agent for the Keith-Albee. circuit former ad-pub director for Fan-
under his professional name of ch0n Sc Marco-St. Louis Amuse-
Lester D. Mayne. In recent years
he had been a Staten Island, N. Y.,
realtor* -1

Surviving are hi* wife, four
daughters and three sons.

ment Co., * who now operates his
own company, died in St Louis
May 25,

Fred Ballard, one of the three
owners of the Jersey Theatre, Jer-
seyville, 111., died May 23 at hisJERRY HUTCHINSON

Jerry Hutchinson, 53, secretary home there,
to Paramount production chief
Don Hartman, died in Hollywood Dr, Raymond M.- Burrows, 46,
May ’27 after a lingering Bines*, professor of music . education at
In Paramount’s- story and reading Columbia U. and a concert pianist,
department for five- years, she< be- died in New York May 31.

came Hartman’s secretary -10'year*
ago. Mother, 79, of Paul Ritter
Son and two granddaughters house, NBC radio station relations

survive. contact man, died May 26 in New
York.

DOLLY CRAWFORD (SAULINE)'
. Mrs. Dolly Crawford Sauline, 51,

stock company actress, died in
Charlotte, N. C„ May 25. She and
her 'husband, Joseph Sauline,

MARRIAGES

has arranged for a small troupe
called the Ballet Russe de Monte
Carlo Concert Co.* which will play
its Community Concerts route.
Other small groups touring will

Include Svetlova & Co„ Ana Maria
Spanish Ballet, Slavenska-Frjmklin-
Dahilova Co., Jacob’s Pillow Fes-
tival Co„ Iva Kitchell Co., Mata &
Hari troupe, Martha Graham A Co.,

Jose Limon -‘Ac Co. and Pearl Pri-
mus & Co. • Three- of these—-the
Slavenska outfit, .Jacob’s, Pillow
and- Ballet Russe concert groupw-
are new. 1

’

,

One large company, in addition
to Ballet Theatre, is skedded to

tour next season, in a Bali dance
troupe to be imported by Columbia
Artists Mgt But this is a special-

ized dance troupe, not a classic bal-

let company.

Honse Reviews
to

Continued from page 54 ;

DANIEL DODY
Daniel Dody, 70, retired legit

producer, died in New York May
25. £ody began his show biz ca-
reer as an aide to the late Harry
Von Tilzer, songwriter and music
publisher. After years on the
burlesque and vaude circuits and

Joan Madison to Irwin Tillman,
_ . Albany, June 1. Groom is the son

headed the Sauline Players Which of Saul J. Ullman, upstate general
toured North Carolina schodl*., manager for Fabian Theatres, and
Troupe had been operating iff the -is manager of -Fabian's Mohawk
state since J933. * Drive-in on the Albany-Schenecta-
She also had appeared in vaude

s dy Road,
as Dolly Crawford. **

; • Sylvia Kubrick to Robert Rein-
. gold, New York, May 31. Bride is

GEORGE MAGRILL ' secretary at Shapiro, Bernstein,
George Magrill,. 52, veteraA film* music firm,

character actor, died in Los Ah- Jeanne Shepherd to Bill Red-
geles .May 31. He begah his\pic di.Ck; Arlington, Va., May 10 and
career as a. stunt man in 1024.- H$ Jqst announced. Bride is an actress;
had been skedded to- start, wqfx. ne's TV-radio announcer,
this week in 20th-FoxV“The Farm- * Mary Percy Schenck to Eugene
er Takes a Wife.” *. , J. Cosgrove^ New York, ’ May 29.

His wife and a daughter survive. Bride is legit’ and opera costume

Apollo, N. Y.
thing, But Be Mine” ‘and Gil
Bernal, orch’s sax man, breaks it

up with a colorful vocal rendition
of “Babalu,” House brings him
back and he delivers neatly with
the oldie, “I Only HaVe" Eyes for
You.”
Arnold Dover tees off the sup-

porting fare with some okay, im-
pressions. Carbons of Dean Martin
Sc Jerry Lewis, Fred Allen,
Rochester and James Stewart are
pleasing if not outstanding. His
windup impresh of Johnnie Ray
cashes in on demonstrative de-
livery. Although he exaggerates
the body-wiggles and hair-pulling,
house appreciates with big yocks
and strong mitt.
Sonny Parker follows with a

couple of blues ditties. Numbers,
“Salty” and “Lawdy Lawdy Blues,”
get :.pkay response. Ann Nichols,
young terpster who’s in the* trey,

is reviewed in New Acts. -

Jimmie Scott, a pleasant-voiced
piper, delivers “Wheel of Fortune”
and “Everybody’s Someboy’s Fool”
for fair response. Latter tune, how-
ever, is bit too slow for the high-
spirited house and Scott loses hold
midway They send him off nicely,
however. Curley Hamner opens his
turn with a brief terping stint and
segues into a lively patter’ routine
which draws solid yocks. Hampton
assumes guise of straight-man here,
filling" his chore with relish.

The orch cuts the show excel-
lently.' Gros.
- o

Continued from page 5

REED 'SPEED’ KENDALL
Reed (Speed) Kendall, 52, 20th-

Fox studio flack for .the last eight
years, died June 3 In Hollywood.

designer.
Miriam Schuster to Fred Stein,

Santa Barbara, Cal., May 24. He’s
general ihanager of the United
Artists circuit in California.
Helen Konopicfs to George Silas,

years before joining
His wife survives.

velopment of sound pix, died in
Toledo May 30.

His- wife and two sons survive.

He was a reporter and- columnist p
i ? Dr

8t5* i.
on the Los Angeles Times for 18 secretary to A1 Weinberg, 'Chi

-fore joining 20th in 1944*.
.. Earner Theatres advertising direc-

tor.

Peggy Crawford to Maury Ma-
HARRY B. WIER gill, Youngstown, O., June 1. He’s

Harry B. Wier, 88, Toledo res- a disk jockey on WBBW there,
taurant operator, who was former- Barbara (Bonnie) Zindt to .Wil-
ly a film studio engineer with Ram Carlisle, Boston, May 19.
Metro in New York and Holly- Groom is manager of WKRR, Man-
wood, where. he aided In the de- Chester, N. H.

Winifred Hudson to S. K. Her-
shewe, Dallas, May 30. Groom is
production assistant to Margo

^ ,

Jones at Theatre »52 there.
CDVDE Ei. MALLE Alvin- Frank to Mrs. Courtney A.

Clyde E. Malle, 57, former actor, Flinn, San Diego; May 28. Bride Is
playwright, composer and radio the widow of John C. Flinn and
announcer, died in Philadelphia, mother of Monogram pub-ad di-
May 28. rector: John C. Flinn, Jr.; groom's
Malle was a pioneer announcer wife was the late Ruth CoUier, vet-

for WCATJ, PhiUy, and wrote eran Hollywood agent.
songs for Sophie Tucker and Irene ^ ^ — -

^

x

Franklin, Among others,

DEBROY SOMERS
Debroy Somers, 63, British orch

leader, died in London May 27.

He led the Savoy Orpheans. which
was the first orch to broadcast in
Britain.

Since World War II, Somers had
been conducting musicomedies and
operettas in London theatres.

Earle, Fhila.
flights, ‘.Unit is heard in “Cocktails
for Two,” “Rhumba. Rhythm,”
“Without a Word of Warning” and
“Jumping *

.the Blues,” composed
by and featuring the band’s pianist,

George Ward.
In for a comedy break are Budd

Harris, of the “Beulah” show, and
Mantau Moreland, Charlie Chan’s
sidekick.. The- comics are better
than their material, which is on
the frayed side. Their reception,
however, leaves nothing to be
desired, Gagh,

Carol Coppersmith to Harry Ko-
dinsky, Pittsburgh, June 1. Groom
operates public relations service
there.

Ballet to Staff
Continued from putt %'

City Ballet for a six-week trek this

fall having fallen through, and the
W. F. (BILL)' CROCKETT rumor that he’d import the Royal

W. F. (Bill) Crockett, 56, presi- Danish Ballet since being scotched,
dent of the Virginia Motion Pic- High operational costs are given
ture Theatres Assn., died of car^ as main reason for the fall-off in
cer June 1 at his home in Virginia louring by the major companies,
Be

u-Y
1
\»oc o bnavri B<Jth Ballet Russe and Ballet The-

He was a member oi tne board , . . * uao.rii,, in nacf con.
nf Thpnfrf Owners of America atre lost heavily in tnls past sea
of Theatre uwners ot America.

gon>s tourlng The N y City Bal_

HARRY J. EDWARDS let gave up the idea of its first na-

Harry J. Edwards, 63, formerly a tional trek under Hurok auspices

director for Mack Sennett, died in when it studied the costs. -

Hollywood May 26 of carbon te- The big cities, their appetite now
trachloride poisoning. In recent whetted for ballet and their heavy
years he had directed shorts at boxoflices proving their healthy in-

Universal and RKO. terest, will be sluffed off next sea-

His wife and a brother survive. S0Ilf unfortunately, by the course of

. .
* V’ events. Smaller towns, on the

ADA S. GODFREY
Mrs. Ada Shipman Godfrey, 85,

former legit actress, died in

Keene, N. H., May 31.

She appeared as Topsy in Tom
shows for several years.

Dr. Samuel Stuart Mackedwn,, 56,

other hand, stand to gain, getting

more dance than the big cities.

Ironically, there will be a record

number of small ballet troupes go-

ing’ out next season. These won't

play the big city concert series, or

similar setups, but will take to the

New Acts
Continued from pare 53

will circulate around this zone
faster than a summer hushfire.
His cod fiddling pull* plenty of
applause, as does a straight num-
ber.

Miss Dun4.ee has plenty to show
during- the course of the act, and
shows off everything she

;has 'to

advantage. Act, which has only
been together a . few months; is

ok«y for any spot and surefire for
Down Under dates. Rick,

sale, but dates haven’t been fixed
yet »

•

An appeal has . been made in
New York- State against a ban of
the film by the motion picture divi-
sion of the State Education, Depart-
ment, but as yet no ruling has
been made. Elsewhere, the ddcu-*
mentary has had little, if any, cen-
sorial difficulty. It was- cleared in
advance by Memphis censor Lloyd
BinfOrd and likewise was okayed
in advance by Charlotte censors.

Picture clocked a two-and-half-
week run in Memphis and is now
playing in an East Memphis drive-
in on a moveover. It’s also run-
ning at circuits and indie houses
out of St* Louis and Kansas City.
Documentary was filmed ’ In

Africa by Edgar M, (Jueeny, board,
chairman of the Monsanto Chemi-
cal Co. He turned it over to the
American Museum of Natural His-
tory, which profits from exhibition
and distribution “of the film.

former consulting engineer and circuits of the smaller
I

patent expert for Metro and former lumbia Artists Mgt., for instance,.!

RUDY DOCKEY’S BASKETBALL
DOGS

Animals
8 Mins. ‘

Palace, N* Y. *»

Vet animal trainer Rudy Dockey
•has come up with an unusual dog
act in this assemblage of canines.
Turn consists of 10 Boxers’ and a

modified basketball court on stage.
Dockey throws small balloons to

the pooches who keep bouncing
them into the air in the general
direction of the basketball hoops.
Some of the balloons actually fall

into the baskets. No other gim-
micks are employed and the turn
ends when Dockey runs out his
supply of balloons. Herm.

RENA FOLEY
Dance
6 Mins.
Leon Sc Eddie’s, N.Y.
Rena Foley shows evidence of

hitting the uppercrust cafe acts
with her ballet work. Inclusion of
more commercial bits of business
would increase her value on the
circuits.

Miss Foley is well garbed, has a
good set of turns and her toe work
has inherent interest.. She is lithe

and lively and the mitts are good
Jose.

Giesekiiig
Continue* from

'
pe*e t

helped many Jews escape Nazi per-
secution and was himself interned
by the Nazis.”

Planing in some days ahead to
counter protest of the Massey Hall
concert, Potvin claimed that Giese-
king was “being attacked by well-
meaning people who had unwit-
tingly become the victims of false
propaganda.” On the incident when
he pianist was refused entry into
the U. S. for a Carnegie Hall, N. Y.,
concert, two years ago, on grounds
that he played for Hitler, Puglia
said this Was started by musical
and commercial rivalry in' New
York.

Gieseking in Honolulu
Concert to Slim House

, Honolulu, May 27.
German pianist Walter Giesek-

tng played his first Concert on
American soil in many years Sun-
day afternoon (25). Pianist tech-
nically was “in transit” between
two foreign countries (Indonesia to
Canada) and. paused in Honolulu
for a three-day visit.

There had been some question of
G^eseking being permitted to play
here, as he had been barred from a
Carnegie Hall, N, Y., concert in

1949. as being pro-Nazi. He denied
this charge here, where he under-
went routine questioning by the
U. S. Immigration Service.

Promoter George Oakley had lit-

tle chance for advance advertising,

and crowd was about 650, quite dis-

appointing. Cltywide transit strike

didn’t help, either. There was no
demonstration or disturbance at

Punahou’ School Auditorium.

. After a series of concerts in Can-
ada, Gieseklng will play in Brazil,

then tour South America this sum-
mer.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Stern,

daughter, Chicago, May 23. Father
Is theatre circuit operator.

Mr. and Mrs, Miller Kerr, .sen,

NevV Castle; Pa,,’ May 16. Mother
is- the former Shiriey Lej^er, ’ ex-

KDKA staffer in Pittsburgh’ * and
now with WKST in New Gristle

Mr. and Mrs. Joss .AehlAnd,
daughter, London, May 16. Mother
is actress Rosemary' Kirkcaldy;
father is an actor.

Mr. and Mrs. William Douglas
Home, son, London, May 15.

Father is Scot playwright, author
of “The Chlltem Hundreds" and
“Now Barabbas,”

Mr. and Mrs. James Whitmore,
son, Santa v Monica, Cal., May 25.

Father is an actor.

Mr. and Mrs. Ramsey Burch,
daughter, Dallas, May 24. Mother is

assistant to Margo Jones, manag-
ing director of Theatre ’52 there;
father is associate director.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Aldrich,
son, Hollywood, May 29. Father is

film production manager.

Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Lusk, son,
Burbank, Cal., May 25. Father is

a TV commentator.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Fischer, son,

Burbank, Cal., May 25. Father is

a publicist at Columbia.

Mr. and Mrs. John Murphy,
daughter, Hollywood, May 31.

Mother is screen actress Barbara
Lawrence.
Mr. and Mrs. Bemie Miller, son.

May 29, New Rochelle, N. Y. Father
is national publicity .chief for RCA
Victor record division.

i
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By BOB * STAltt/

Top newspaper and wire service

editors around-the. country *ar,eye-
ing a burn this week at the tele?;

vision networks, claiming the

broadcasters are unfairly pickitoi:

their reporters’ brains via

webs’ insistence that they % jp#*
mitted to cover press

,

cjo.rifereiajiw^.

Newspapermen charge ;
;tiiSat,

through trainingJtS’
. m

press conference, gets the event ovjf

to millions of people across tlds:.

country before their reporters^ wjjfe

do all the legwork and question-;

ing, can even get to k telephone.^
Situation was- touched off last

week wheii top execs of me Nj$£-.

and CBS video webs, by their oWn
admission, bulled their way. intofa
press meet being held by Dwight
D. Eisenhower in his Abilefics,

Kans., hometown. Newspaper
claim that their experienced, and
in many instances high-priced, re-
porters who might have been hon-
ing up for weeks on what questions
to toss at the Republican'PresidenT
tial candidate, were scooped up**

mercifully by TV. By the*time the
newspapers hit the ' street, they
charge, the press conference was
old-hat information to their
readers.

In answer, to network claims that
the newspapers glean plenty ;of
valuable info from their panel
shows (the N. Y, Times’ lead story
Monday (9), for example, was
based on statements on the Re-
publican delegates’ fight in Texas*
made on two CBS video shows' the'
preceding day), the eds point, out-
they always

.
credit the* webs hH

volved. And, they asked, whemdid"
a TV producer covering a press
conference ever identify a reporter
shooting a question at . an inter-:

(Continued on page* 60)

O’Donnell Donates Pic
:

. Dallas, June 10.

•ii&R. J*. O’Donnell, exec veepee-gen-
''dial manager of Interstate Thea-
tres and also International Variety
.Clubs* Ringmaster, has presented
.his entire 'interest and holdings in

the film, “Tembo,” to the Variety
Foundation . of Texas, which op-

erates the Variety Clubs’ Boys’
?Ranch at Bedford, TAc., near
Dallas.

Philanthropic .theatre Axec’s do-

nation is expected to exceed $3§0 t
-

000. ;
^

Metro takes advantage of Red
oKelton’s current TV popularity—

-

a
J
l(

\ L
also gets in a few- neat ljfcks

at the rival medium—in a teaser
trader for “Lovely to Look-At,”
technicolor musical in which the
comic is starred.

Trailer opens on a tele set on
which Skelton appears. He says
Welcome to my living room. Big

isn t it . and then protests to the
projectionist that his image is so
small. “Make me movie-size,’’ hfc
asxs, and his figure on the screen"
omes up full, eliminating the tele

set framework.

f.

he way to making him “big-

rpmmf
he

\
ma

!
e Set* out of focus,

a vi!?
lscent of interference on

“Tw
e
J

scr
t.

een - Skelton remarks*

P !
h°y has got to go.” Then the

bSSr
thid be is in

d’whlte and the s^een
switches over to Technicolor.

Dan V°r file trailer was that of

chhlf
er
f
e
P’-

M*G ’

S exploitation
it was made by Frank
at the stndio. It’s nowbeing offered to exhibs.

,

Philadelphia,
.
June 10.

Although an area Of 75 miles

around this city* was presumably
blacked out for the nation-wide
telecast of the Jersey Joe Walcott-
Ezzard Charles heavyweight title

fight, technicians here had a field

day bringing in the fight on. local

receivers from a New York station.

More than. 1,500 persons caused
a traffic jam on S. Broad St. r

- main
artery to the Municipal Stadium,
watching the telecast on the 20j •

inch screen nf a receiver in South
Rhilly store display, window.
The CR Club, one of the city’s

largest
.
private clubs, was jammed

with 500 persons who saw the tele-

cast over New York’s Channel 4.

For several nights before the fight,

the CR Club had been demonstrat-
ing to its members that the New
York channel could be brought in.

Many bars and clubs announced
publicly that they would have the
fight telecast,' and although me-
chanical failures hampered some,
•the blackout here was far from
complete.
Local TV technicians had been

experimenting with New York' re-
ception, ever since the announce-
ment of the Philadelphia blackout.
Special afitennae and a “booster”
seemed to be the general plan for
picking up the New York station.
Viewers said the picture received
was as clear as any local reception.

By ABEL GREEN’
,

Paris, June 10.

Pre-season survey of the Lon-
don - Paris - Riviera - Rome tourism
picture forces the conclusion that
the Old World lui'e wili Continue to
charm New World dollars despite
everything. And the "New World
is not limited to -the Yankee dollar,

because the South and North Amer-
icans alike seem tq'^eifi.,d money,
once they hit Biufope, like it’s

gonfia go ottf;of .
Style. And the Eu-

ropeans Charge a# if every-tourist
prints, his : own.batch pf ‘lettuce*

- The pyramidilig h.c. of tourism
aside, the Yank ,

influence^—despite
the equally lush.contributions from
well-heeled Latin-Americans— on
everything, from show biz to gen-
eral standards, is forever with us.

Since Americans like to take their
habits with them, particularly In

the top-drawer orbits, one sees
more U. S. license plates and TTX
(temporary resident) auto plates;

there is more ice pitched up at

Americans ,in almost -everything
excepting beer; ,

thefe
,
are more

U. S. acts in the London and Con-
tinental bistros; . there, are more
Yank standards in European shows,
where they are not frank' Broad-
way importations; there, are more
colored planologists banging the
88s in after-theatre pubs and clubs;

there is more U. S. jazzapafion per-

formed on phonograph records

—

(Continued on page 62)

London, June 10.
a two-way TV exchange between

London and Paris will begin on
July 8, and programs for the. week
will end with the traditional July
14 celebrations*:: Reps of British
TV have been in Paris during the
past week settling details with
execs of .Radiodiffusion et Televi-
sion Francaise.
Programs will feature an inter-

national football match between
the French and British Olympic
teams, the telecasting of which has
been sanctioned by the French and
British Football Assns.

London-Paris TV Tie

In Pub Project
Broadcast MUsic, Inc., is spear-

heading the music industry’s drive
to uncover new writers by digging
into the country's collegiate

‘
pool

for fresh material. BMI already
has published the scores of 47 col-

lege shows as well as over 230
separate songs penned by under-
grads.
Although none of the undergrad

product picked up by BMI thus far
has been of hit stature, the, firm
is steadily on the prowl for col-

legiate writers. The execs believe
that the young writers deserve a
hearing and should be given every
opportunity to have their material
published. Many' of the undergrad
writers have been taken Under
BMI's wing and the execs have
been encouraging and. advising
them, hoping td develop a hit

maker*
Among the college show scores,

which BMI has published are the
Princeton “Triangle” shows and
the Harvard* “Hasty' Pudding”
shows. SUch BMI-nurtUred Writers
as Clay Boland and ex-basketball
star Torii Lavelli have eome up
with mid-hits.

4 The rapid, and . frequently spee-

/ti , n « tacular payoff fOr ' the flock of

LuCZxdrCC uuir oorcc * young vocalists on wax . during the
_ ' past couple of years has drawn in-

iP' ' to the music business some shady
Chez Paree, which had been elements with a fast-buck'complex,

teetering the last few months be- influx of . the tough characters has
fore the advent of Jane Froman, currently reached the point where
who closed last week, and Frank a- certain aspect of the 'music bis
Sinatra, current, -has the best star has been, given -the odor and taint
lineup it has had in the past five of ’ the, fight' racket.
years. The syndicates are concentrating
Jimmy Durante comes In Sunday exclusively in the talent field as

(15) for a month. There is an open another of their “legit enterprises,”

week July 13 and then Joe E. Lewis Their .affiliations With jukebox
follows for another month., Milton “territories" are detailed below.
Berle ip; set for.* two weeks begin- They have no hookup, whatsoever
nirig Aug. X7 and Johnnie Ray also with the major disk companies al-

does two frames Sept. 5, Billycan- though some of the vocalists, strict-

iels is in for a month Sept. 19, and ly on the merit of their break-

then Sophie Tucker winds up with through on indie labels, have been

.

six weeks, starting Oct. 20. inked to term pacts. The syndic—: ,
— cates also have showh no Interest

in the publishing end of the music

O fIV rn business.

Nnnncnrc Hll iIy Like to the fight., game, mobsters
kSlfVlldUlv Bill* vvl are now sponsoring, “their boys”

..

' in the disk sweepstakes. Several

1 U* . Yl )| Tit of the young male vocalists are
I _ji|in - I Affl I I TB also cut up three or four ways in
X ivllllf VUllI 1 A Hll a. managerial spilt ’tbat recalls tlie

j
. ,

era of Primo Cafiiera, who We*.
Some of TV’s major sponsors, in- eaSed to the heavyweight crown

censed at what they deem ex- fy
a mobster, syndicate whs tot-

orbitant fees for thetr onc-minute Ko'M&a.
filmed commercials, are incepting payoff for the syndicate-sponsored

a campaign to move that facet of crooners is any better than Car-

TV production to the West Coast. ne
£
a,s

*
,
-Av-- . .

rnu*rr auisy, tHa fane ' It’s known that the, mobsters areThey claim that th* lees being
sheUing ou(. C01n to launch

exacted by the New York-berthed “their boys” on . wax. .Some of the
companies making the filmed and syndicates,,ate tying in with indie
animated commercials are out pf uisk * companies to

;
get an initial

line and unwarranted. (Continued, on page 16)

As an indication of the. ‘‘big ^——7-—-V*
business” aura, surrounding filmed q *. 1 v

. T> 1

commercials, such bigleague TV ad- Jpllilliy DUtllS 3S 1)606
vertisers as Procter Sc Gamble and pt

, tit* 1 vi 1 /t

Colgate spend kn estimated ii,ooo,- riodles/With Evelyn Gag
000 a year strictly on that phase of £ J} ,*

their multiple productions.. Aver- NBC’s deletion of an “offending”

age cost of the one-minute com- sequence from the kinescope of last

mercial films made' iii New York Tuesday’s- (3) Milton Berie show

for the top shows .runs about ’ has prompted a revision in. Phil

$5,000. On the other hand, spon- Spitalny’s legal strategy, against the

sors say It can ; be done on the net, sponsor Texaco and the

Coast, and just as qualitatively, Kudner agency, Vexed by a bur
;

for as low as $1,500.
' les^ of his *H<m- of 'Charm”

One of the major aoaPi com-
panies, it s kn(ym, recently re-

e • t retrain the chain
ceived a bill for $9,000 for a slm

f distributing the klne.
gle one-mmute Aimed blurb made

Discussions wlth NBC legalttes
in N. Y„ cuemg some tantrums o

on pcjday (6) reportedly led to
an executive level.

thj- net’s, voluntary^ scissoring of
Agencies for the most part have the kinescope. “Texaco Star Thea-

been resisting the “go West” blan- tre” is carried live by 46 stations,
dishments of the- sponsor seeking while the kine is beamed two weeks
lower-cost commercials, primarily later pn 17 outlets. But although
because the agencies aren’t the chain’s .censorial step has elimi-
equipped to service ' their clients nated Spitalny’s move for an in-

Ijroperly on the Coast. Because of junction, it’s understood that he's
sponsor “pressure, however, recent still considering court action,

weeks have found some major Irving Husin, Spitalny’s attorney,
agency execs Cq^st-bound to nego- 0n Monday (9) said he was study-
tiate with Hollywood filmites In ing the situation to determine what
the commercial field. move to take. Bede's takeoff of

The fact that • the Walt Disney “Hour of Charm,” among other
• animators and - production units- things, employed such barbs

^

ax.

Within the major film companies “Evelyn, and her Tragic Violin,

look ahead for participation in the This, SpiUiny is said to feel, hold*

realm of TV commercials is ex- both himself and his show up to

pected to step lip the N.Y.-to-L.A. ridicule and damages his reputa-

activity,
,

tion. .
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H wood Trying to K.O.

Studio heads are trying to rid 4-

Hollywood of pro-Communists, but

aren’t getting much help from any-

one else. That was the summation

offered in New York this week by

Robert B. Pitkin, associate editor of

Tlie American Legion Magazine, on

his observations during a trip to

the Coast from which he just re-

turned.

Pitkin was in Hollywood with

Jame? F. O’Neil, editor of the Le-

gion mag, O’Neil was instrumental

in putting into studio hands the

lists of employees which the vets

organization has compiled of al-

leged subversives. Studios have

been asking their people to explain

the presence of their names on the

lists.

O’Neil and Pitkin (whose father,

Walter, was author of “Life Be-

gins at 40”),.were in Hollywood in

connection with the probe by the

studios. National Commander Don-

ald Wilson, he said, was there on

other business.

“As a result of the opportunity

given to those whose names were

listed to make explanations of their

past activities,”- Pitkin said, “I

think many were cleared to the

satisfaction of the studios and to

us.”
Pitkin emphasized that he spoke

only as an individual and an em
ployee of the Legion, not as an

official of the organization. He is

slated to meet today (Wed.) with

reps of the Motion Picture Assn

of America in New York, but that

is also to be an unofficial and in

formal huddle.
The mag ed, an ardent anti-Com

munist, expressed disappointmen
at the lack of general support on
the Coast for eliminating alleged

Beds from the studios. He ex-

pressed the opinion that the dan-

ger there was still not widely
enough understood.

Pitkin indicated that one of the

major results of his Coast visit was
a realization of the complexity of

the Communist issue there. He said

that digging out the Beds and elim-

inating them was not a simple pro-

cedure since it is tied up with
management-labor relations and a

dozen other side facets of the prin-

cipal issue.

Millennium?
Hollywood, June 10.

One Aim studio seldom plugs

another, but that is w! at Co-

lumbia Is doing for Paramount
in a trailer for “California

Conquest.” .

Cornel Wilde, star of that

picture, is described as “The

daring aerUlJst of ‘The Great-?.,

est Show bn Barth’.’

JACK SHAINDLIN
Musical Direotoi- of

Louis de Hochement’s
"Walk Ea*t oh Beacon”

Family Affair
Hollywood, June, 10.

Donna Corcoran was with-

drawn from the moppet role in

Metro’s “1 Love Melvin,” but

it’s all in the family.

Her younger sister, ‘ No-
reen, takes over the job while

Dopna goes Into j-My1, Mother
and Mrs. McChesney,” which

is .starting earlier than origi-

nally planned.

Backers Barb Ben

For Own Pic Rap

Dr. Cronin Yarns

Set for Vidpix

Veteran Aim producer Sam
Marx, for many years with Metro,

has concluded a deal with Dr. A. J.

Cronin, author of such bestselling

tomes as “The Citadel,” “The Keys
of the Kingdom,” “The Green
Years,” etc., to co-produce a series

of vidpix in England and Scotland.

Pix, to be known as “The Black

Bag,” will consist of telepix ver-

sions of Dr. Cronin’s yarns, some
of which have appeared in Cosmo-
politan, Good Housekeeping and
other

J®*®*
1 ® operative” course with the Amer- der whose production banner the Berfe worked as hard on this

authors. experiences
T
aS a doctor in

,£n Legion win lead to the end film was m
^
ade; Kuller, in New ch

"
rfty venture as he did on any

^^fn^n^Crnni^to narrate and of Picture picketing by that or- York, Monday (9), revealed that he 0f his commercial Texaco shows.
a
F
e
n inth* fiimc with Marx ga*ization ^as expressed m New had received numerous phone calls it was obvious that he was con-

also appear In the films, w th York this week by' a top film exec from hank, officials and from sec- serving his physical resources be-
scripting.

t-ua who has been instrumental in set- ond-money guarantors saying, in cause of the trying time element.

tw«r£in he
ting up with ^°rn om%s effect, -what fa this guy trying to Howtver, he was pitching during

bound Donald }^ils.

on and
^
ames .?• do to us?” The' calls, Kuller said, every moment of the show whether

nn a leilurX tHn^rom San Diego
<Wait a

J
d
-^f

ee wa® started pouring in immediately af- he was answering phones, banter-
°" \Lr

S 3 reply to severe doubts expressed ter Hecht’s remarks on the Barry ing with celebs Or mugging for the
via the Panama Canal. vail

in many quarters that the present Gray p0st-midnight stanza were kffia who phoned in their small
supervise casting when he arrives voiuntary probe by the studios of published in last week’s Variety, contributions.

l
n ^ Legion-alleged .subversives would - 0n the Gray stanza, Hecht had

^all
T
y
T S pix wil1 b released in end attacks on pix by ,the veter- declared: “The picture I’ve got ..

. lf ,,theU ' S * ans’ organization. now will certainly not be a hit, wiU r
Ho^ver, the sum ,of a half-mil-

The huddles with the Legion certainly not make money, and I’ll £
on

nS? uStiv tSrmpre hush-hush. _ ir/tv he written off lightly. It s still

Pix Co-op Helps

Stall Legion Rap
Certainty that the present “co-

By JOB COHEN
Question of the efficacy of the

telethons on behalf of various*

charities is apparently coming to

a head. Payoff -on these round-

the-clock shows has reached the

stage where the ttw of diminish-

ing returns 1$ taking over. Milton

Berle performed in a herculean

manner Saturday and Sunday- on

behalf of the Damon Runyon Me-
morial Fund/ and. at the end of 22

and a half 'hours the program

clocked $570,211, a comparatively

sparse showing considering that

$1,127,211- was nabbed last year on

this NBC-TV endeavor.

There are several factors that

militated against repetition of the

good take of last season. " The first

lies in the fact that business* in

virtually every field •
.
on the

downbeat and another important

reason lies in the fact that th*
Financial angels who provided ^erlethon took place during the

the coin for Ben Hecht’s “Actors
drs j. sunny weekend in many

and Sin” are doing a burn over the
we(?kSt Another reason for the de-

writer - director - producer’s recent -

ciining charity gate lies ju the fact
comments on a New York radio ,^at telethons are becoming more
show in which he advised “the gen- comm0nplace. Under these cir-

eral movie public hot to go to it.” Constances, it would be unfair to

Hecht’s statement was part of a« imply that declining Nielsens of

overall blast at Hollywood, film- Berle and the decreased circula-

makers’ and run-of-the-mill film- tion 0f Walter Winchell, Fund’s
goers. founder, because he elected to pass

Particularly Incensed at the up his Sundaycasts, is a contribu-
Hecht remarks is Sid Kuller, un- torv factor.
1 J_ S . _ 11

Still Big Money

Carnival Transforms

Rubbled German Town

Fear H’wood ‘Loyalty Bd.’

Would Become Police Force
Hollywood, June 10.

Proposal pf a “loyalty board,” to

he established by the Motion Pic-

ture Industry Council as a clear-
ing house for filmites accused of
Bed leanings, was under fire be-
fore it became a fact. Such a
board, some declared, might de-
velop into * an ex-officio “police”
body and defeat its real aims by
harming innocent victims.

It was explained by an MPIC
spokesman that the “loyalty
board” will be a committee before
which an accused person could
state the facts and that it would
not be a “policing, judging or
clearing operation.”

“It is a voluntary plan,” he said,
•'and the most effective way to
protect the freelancers. If some-
one is worried about being ac-
cused, he can get in touch with
his guild, and the guild will ask
MPIC for information, for data on
charges which may exist against
him. MPIC will then furnish the
guild with whatever data it has
on the individual, and he can then
state the facts. If he has been

(Continued on^page 54)

'toppers have been held hush-hush.
Their aim, of course, has been to

convince the AL men that, their

info on the extent of subversive

« t n a n . influences in Hollywood is exag-

lnto biV Amus. Lcntrc gerated and that picketing and
‘ other attacks are unjustified.
By PFC. BOB CHANDLER

ft was reason that the -

(On Leave From Variety) industry undertook, following the

Pirmasens, Germany, June 1. April 1 meeting of film toppers

Pirmasens is an industrial town with Wilson and- O'Neil m Wash
of some * 80,000 in southwestern ington, to send Legion lists of al-

Germany, just outside the Saar leged subversives to the Coast and

Basin and about 10 miles from the have each studio ask those on its

(Continued on page 54)

Yalldemosa, Where

Chopin, Sand Wooed,

he written off lightly,

big money and it’s probable that

most of this sum may. have never
been - given to the fund but for

Berle’s plugging. The beseeching
required, the services of a^wlm’s
who of show biz.

.
The shindig

openers were Bishop Fulton J.

Becomes Tourist Trap £
Mayor Irapelut‘

By LT. COL. BARNEY OLDFIELD

Palma de Majorca, June 1.

More than a half-million addicts
to tourism and the sun turn into

course, took full

advantage of the fact that .he’s

Berle’s major opposition at Texaco
time and made .a gracious and
pleasing speech praising the comic.

French border It seems never payroll to submit a rebuttal. These ^ism and the. sun turn into Hizzoner is as ubiquitous at these

qufteto 'recover! ^rot^the explanatory letters are now being his “rranean, ^land to Span- functions as Alan Corelli used to

results of the war In marked con- studied. possession) every year, and be when he was head of Theatre

trast to most of Gemi^v most of Much of the industry has taken folk- * fourth of them go at some Authority. Among those appearing
trast to most ot Germany, most oi

scoffill(, view of the procedure time during the sfay to the village
- -

its rubble still stands, untouched a sconing view oi tne proceuuie.
Valld^mo^a

and nnoVarpd tp*i too Aside from the feeling that it is 01 vauaemosa.

lirk th^ enerev and hu?ti* and un-American to ask anyone to ex- Valldemosa was the romance

cheerfulness that mark the in- Plain his political views or actions talk, of another century, when a

habitants of most 5 the rest of outside a legally-constituted court piano player named Chopin turnednaDitams oi most or tne rest oi
following definite evidence and in there with a writing hand named
charges of subversion, many in- George Sand, and caused an island

included Benny Fields, Joey
Adams, Jair Bart, Gene Baylos, A1
Kelly, Lanny Ross, Tip, Tap &

(Continued on page 54)

Germany.
Amusements are few in this

i . dustryites think the probing istown—there are numerous gast- u^ pointless because- it won t end Le-
gion attacks no matter what’s

hofs,” or taverns, a couple of good
restaurants, and two film theatres

jrroved“oT«sproved
that play German features and
American films with German
soundtracks. That’s about the ex-

commotion which hasn’t been for-

gotten yet. A pre-Marlene Dietrich
slacks-wearer, George Sand was a
little hard for<- the Majorcans to

swallow. Her striding * around in
male adornment, plus a careless

'BLOCKADE' YANKED

AS WNBT FEATURE
“Blockade,” the pre-World War

II film lensed against the back-
ground of the Spanish, civil war.

It is on that point that those
who have been in the talks with ilidic auui lAiiiwii/; journo a tax tivoj i -j* WMTIT M v loci

. , . the Legion execs say they have disregard for wedlock while en-
1 itent of the amusement life, both reason to differ. They maintain joying fully the appurtenances

for the citizens and for the 1,00C*- that “mechanics” are

week. The Walter Wanger pro-
duction, which starred Madeleine
Carroll and Henry Fonda, had been
advertised in the dailies and via

Subscription Order Farm
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. . . . . . A
“mechanics” are now being thereto, found her with all-out

odd GIs who started moving in to worked out to stop the attacks. aloofness among her neighbors.
the new post here last October. One of the difficulties seen by She took to her writing desk and

au\®ru?
eu

.
in xne names ana via

But twice a year, in the spring those who scoff at the Volunteer with the last woJd^ which & the
t
2?

1
S
r al

f
n™ncement, and a sub-

and in the fall, a transformation probing is that national Legion ™non of for Tosteritv
Stitl

?
te

P*1 Was inserted wlthout
comes over both the town and its execs themselves admit that they a nortSdt of Ma^can v
people. A carnival comes into can’t control the actions of their Barnes? TMs rnv or maJ not be

haS b
f
6en 7ldelyPirmasens for a week, bringing local organizations. Much of the Se reason whv Maiorca ^s onlv

arou
£
d the c

+Ttr3
L
and

5
een

with it a combination of Coney picketing is inspired by individual recently risen to maximum tourist
C
rSfr

ni
i
elS

ii
be

^
ore*

Island and New York’s Orchard St. posts. f ^^ Officials of NBC-TV. declined to

on the lower east side. The bark- Despite this admission by Wil- ^prices’ not ^et^aught uD^ the f

aKhoi^gb ^ * is u
.

nder-

ers, the rides, and particularly the son, national commander, pic execs standards of other European wav
S
ff°«

that tbe
?
ct

J.

on ™a® taken

(Continued on page 54) on the inside of the talks say that S
a?w S °f °ther European Way" after some protesting telephone

considerable can be done to elim-
stations* calls. When Blockade” wasn’t

inate or cut down local attacks The guides, in many cases, make shown, viewers seeking to find out

Their only explanation on this also a Point that the old film *

“A SonS why ^ was dr<>PPed called the sta-

that “mechanics” are being to Remember” (Col), with Merle tion.
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DAGMAR’S 70G TAKE

IN TEXAS TELETHON
San Antonio, June 10.

A special 16V6-hour telethon- for
the benefit of the Cerebral Palsy
Fund, aired over WOAI-TV here
Saturday (7) and Sunday, brought
in pledges of more than $70;000.
Dagmar, Walter O'Keefe and Pen-

. ny Singleton topped the talent
lineup, with Dagmar remaining on
the air for the entire 16V6 hours.
Hank Kaufman, of the Cerebral

Palsy TV department, supervised
production and talent, working
with Ed Hyman, Perry Dickey and
Bill Shomette of the WOAI-TV
.Staff* * . J tl-J 1- -.X'l' !

Oberon-Cornel Wilde, which dealt The feature is currently dis-

with the Chopin-Sand story, was tributed by Motion Pictures for
not completely authentic because Television. A spokesman for
the portion which dealt with the MPTV, said he did not know why
Majorca tryst was not filmed here.” the pic had been cancelled but .that

Palma’s 140,000 Pop.

Palma, the capital of the island,
is a town of 140,000, and has 4,000
beds laid on for passersby, and the
population, shifts rather rapidly.
There is a boat in and out to and
from Barcelona each day, and one
twice a week to Valencia. The air-

line connections with the mainland

earlier in the day the station had
asked for a replacement.

Degrees for Barnoff
Philadelphia, June IQ.

Brigadier General David Samoff
received an. honorary degree as
Doctor of Science from the Penn

are frequent and busy plying the Military College today and gets an

140-mile sea stretch between. honorary LLD from the University

It’s a daytime place, sun, sea and of Pennsylvania next week (18).

stretch-out. At night the town pret- The RCA board, chairman is

ty well closes in and up as far as slated to sail July 3 on the maiden
opportunities go. Downtown, al- voyage of the S. S. United States

most right at the port gates, are for a European vacation, including

two night spots, the Casablanca an o.o. of the foreign TV and gen-

(Continue4*mipage «00i* t -» 1 (
eral electronic business pictures
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How much is a film company presidentworth in terms of com-

pensation9 Directorates of the various outfits have different ideas,

as reflected in official papers listing, the payoffs to the bossmfcn.

S’hpv ranee from the $79,500 collected hy Nate J, Blumberg as

orexyof Universal in 1951 to Nicholas M. Schenck’s total rake-in

of $277 800 as Loew’gtopkick ior the same year.

Comparisons show that ' the chief execs' remuneration varied

only slightly over the past two years. Here are the totals, which

include salary, share in the profits’, expenses and payments Into

retirement funds and insurance policies:

Barney Balaban • (Par) $124,000

N. J. Blumberg (U) ........... 79,500

Harry - Cohn (Col) . . • *,« ......... . 201,400

Ned E. Depinet (RKO) 120,000

N. M. Schenck (Loew’s) 277,800

Spyros P. Skoura* (20th) 259,000

Harry M. Warner .(WB) .

.
^ 185,900

1951 1950

. $124,000 $124,000

. 79,500 78,000

, 201,400 197,600
. 120,000 120,000
; 277,800 277,800
. 259,000 264,000
. 185,900 182,300

on

PavesWay for Coyne as COMPO Chief

Initial moves, expected to result*

from the acceptance by A1 Licht-

man this week of a place on the

Council of Motion Picture Organi-

zations’ executive triumvirate are:

1. Naming of Robert W. Coyne,

special counsel to COMPO almost

-

since its inception, as executive

operating head of the organization.

2. Institution of the new dues-

collection system,- with salesmen

for the distrlbs Starting on a con-
certed drive among their exhib cus-

tomers to get them to kick in with

coin for COMPO.
Holding up both of these actions

since the time of the general mem-
bership meeting in February has
been the lack of a prexy. That
problem has now been cleared ‘tip

by Lichtman’s . acceptance of the
third place on the three-man group
which is serving as an expedient
until an acceptable president can
be found.

Associated with the 20th-Fox dis-

tribution on the governing trium-
virate are Trueman Rembusch,
repping Allied States Exhibitors
Assn., and Sam Pinanski, delegate
of the Theatre Owners of America.
Lichtman reps the Motion Picture
Assn, of America.

.

Naming of an operating exec has
(Continued on page 16)

Rackmil Back To

Coast Next Week

For U Exec Talks
Milton R. Rackmil, who returned

to New York from the Coast Mon-
day (9) night, is expected to return
there early next week. He will con-
tinue confabs with Universal prexy
Nate J. Blumberg and other asso-
ciates there on operation of U and
possible eventual merger withi
Decca.

Rackmil is prez of Decca, which
holds the largest single stock in-
terest in the film company. He
returned east this week for a Decca
board meeting.
Among those in the Coast hud-

dles was Serge Semenenko, v.p. of
First National Bank of Boston,
which has financed both U and
Decca. Semenenko has been work-
ing with Rackmil on possibility of
getting approval of U stockholder
J. Arthur Rank for a merger deal
or stock buyout.

Lloyd’s Documentary

On Comedy in Kims
inactive in the film busi-

-J?
ar

i
0ld L1°yd disclosed in

i

York last week that he’s
eadylng a documentary on motion

nfp
comedy and is also dusting

srw
he one of his old

rUoT^
5, sai(* no distribution

deals as yet have been made.
.^oc

,
um

,
entary would- covet film

enS \918 totil the P^s-
from i

Wl
j}

delude some 15 scenes

is wl0
^d *5

own P^tures. Venture
"The Laugh

in * ,£loyd ' who Iast appeared
ft

the 1947 RKO release, "Mad
Diddifft; (<<The

,

Siix Harold

to a ’ ^as *n ^ enroute0 a
convention in At-

a Shriners
lanta.j

,

< J 1 c j 4 *'* I »i i f 1 >

Barney Balaban Sails

For Vacation, Business
Barney Balaban, Paramount

Pictures prexy, sails today (Wed.)
on the Queen Mary for a combina-
tion biz and vacation jaunt in Eu-
rope. He will be accompanied by
Mrs. Balaban.

Couple will be abroad about
seven weeks, spending most of
their time at health resorts in
France and Italy; Mrs. Balaban has
not been in top health lately.

While abroad, Balaban will parley
with the company’s continental
sales execs.

Belated Douglas

Opinion Heartens

Pix on Censorship
Washington, June 10.

Unusual, belatedly-issued state-

ment by Supreme Court Justice
William O. Douglas rapping 'the
"prior restraint" of film showings
this week gave the film Industry
more cause for celebration than
was originally stirred by the formal
decisions on “The Miracle" and
"Pinky" cases.

Two-paragraph statement, issued
yesterday (Mon.), gave indication
that Douglas would be extremely
tough on cases involving the pre-
censorship of films and also that
the Justice felt that "The Miracle”
decision showed that the high
court would be adamant in slap-
ping down cases of pre-restraint.
As a result of Douglas’ statement,
the view here is that "The Miracle"
case will have much broader scope
than the "sacrilegious” issue to
Which Supreme Court Justice Tom
Clark confined it.

Douglas’ statement, giving his
reasons for agreeing with the
court in the "Pinky" ruling last

week, declared: "The evil of prior
restraint condemned by Near v.

Minnesota in the case of newspa-
pers, and in Burstyn v. New York
in the case of motion pictures, is

present here in flagrant form. If a
board of censors can tell the Amer-
ican people what is in their best in-
terest to see or to read or to hear,
then thought is regimented, author-
ity is substituted for liberty, and
the great purpose of the First
Amendment to keep uncontrolled
the freedom of expression is de-
feated.”
As a result of these views, ob-

servers here believe that state and
(Continued on page 16)

Krim Back to N. Y.
Hollywood, June 10.

Arthur Krim has planed back to
New York following two-week stay
on the Coast.
While here, UA prez continued

negotiations launched earlier for
several multiple picture deals and
Is also understood to have con-
fabbed with Bank of America on
possible financings /..rJ/.t

Execs of eight principal film
companies collected a $8,622,000
total in salary, profit-sharing and
assorted • benefits such as retire-
ment funds in 1951. Previous year’s
total was $9,353,000, thus the over-
all drop amounted to $731,000.
Proxy statements and Security

Sc Exchange Commission docu-
ments, covering for the most part
officers and directors drawing over
$25,000 per year, show that 20th-
Fox, Paramount and Warners made
the most substantial cutting.of pay-
offs 20th’s - bill for the employ-
ment of high-priced personnel was
reduced to $1,366,000 in the ’51

fiscal year, down from $1,555,000
in ’50. Par’s compensation of $1,-
011,000 in ’50 fell to $787,000 in
’51, WB’s total of $1,473,000 in ’50

was cut to $1,232,000 last year.
Loew’s was at the top of the

ladder, its toppers having received
a combined total of $2,789,000 for
the year. In 1950, the corporation
paid out $2,870,000 to the upper-
bracket men. On the bottom rung
was RKO, whose execs received
$292,000 in ’51 and,, it's ‘estimated

(Continued on page 19)

For Next 2 Years; 20th to Cut Prod,

Harry Cohn’s Visit

To NX From Coast
Columbia prexy . Harry Cohn Is

slated to arrive in New York to-

morrow (T^urs.^ by air on one of

his infrequent visits. He will be
in town' only four days, staying for
Gol’s board meeting next Monday
(16), .

'

Unusual flying visit is being
made In an aura of some mystery,
with a clampdown on publicity

concerning the tx'ip or Cohn's plans.

Reportedly there is nothing special

on the agenda for next week’s
board meet, although as far as is

known there is no other particular

reason for the eastern junket at

this time.- ^

4 O’Seas Markets

Improvement in the German,
Dutch, Spanish and Italian markets
for Hollywood films was revealed
[by John G. McCarthy, director of

the Motion Picture Assn, of Ameri-
ca’s international division, as he ar-
rived- in New York yesterday
(Tues.) on the Liberte after several
months in Europe.

/
Negotiations - With " government

and film industry officials in those
four countries, McCarthy said,

helped facilitate the entry of U. S.

pictures and improve Hollywood’s
earnings in a number of ways.
Chief of these are elimination of
rental ceilings in certain instances
as well as suspension Of some taxes
on American pix.

McCarthy disclosed that confabs
with German authorities resulted

(Continued on page 19)

Detailed study of what has
caused the film b.o. to recede and.i

what might be done to resuscitate
it is being made in Philadelphia
for United Paramount Theatres by
research specialist Albert E. Sind-
linger. His staff has done about
4,000 intereviews, all recorded on
tape,, in the past six weeks.

Further questions on the atti-

tude of the-, public toward news-
reels—which could determine their

future—may be added by- Sindling-
er. He presented to the salesman-
agers for the five newsreels yes-

terday (Tues.) the results of about
200 taped pilot interviews, made
at. their request.
Newsreel execs are now mulling

a full, survey, which Sindlinger has
offered" to do for them at $3,000.

Low figure,- he explained, is possi-

ble because the questioning could
be done as a postscript to the UPT
survey, which is continuing in any
Case.

UPT decided to go into the
depth study on audiences as a re-

(Continued on page 18)

+ Disclosing studio policy change*
which he termed "radical," 20th-
Fox production chief Darryl
F. Zanuck disclosed yesterday
(Tues.) in New YorV that, (1)
he’ll refrain from personally pro*
during films for’ at least twp years,.
(2) the future lensing program’
will be . cut, perhaps . "considera-
bly," (3) 20th will concentrate only
on "important projects," because
the company is convinced that
"low-budget films, made as such,
can add nothing to the future of
.this industry*" (4) films of "inter*
national appeal" will be strived
for, the foreign market being vital
to the welfare of the industry. On
that last count, Zanuck revealed
that lensing of musicals will be re-
duced unless the properties have
a global flayor,

' On ,the personnel front, Zanuck
announced that Joseph Moskowitz,
studio liaison at the homeoffice,
will become another of his exec as*
sistants, still maintaining head-
quarters in N, Y, but spending con-
siderable time off the Coast. There
will be no change in the status of
Lew Schreiber as exec assistant to
the stUdio topkiric, And Leonard
Goldstein, who recently departed
his producer’s berth at Universal,

(Continued on page 19)

-Combination of first hot week-
end and usual post-holiday dip

.
is

putting biz on skids this week in

key cities covered by Variety. The
clear, unseasonably warm weather
sent millions out on road and to

the beaches in a majority of key
cities. This added to a surplus of

holdover bills and mild, new prod-

uct supplies the answer for gen-

erally sluggish, tone at first-runs

currently.
"Skirts Ahoy" M-G) is holding

the national leadership for third

Week in a row. The Esther Wil-

liams musical has a big money lead

again, although it too was hurt

some by seasonal factors.

"Clash by Night" (RKO), which
was fifth on its initial session last

week, is easy second-place winner.
.This meller is living up to advance
hopes by a hefty margin, with in-

dications it will be best bet from
this distributor in months. “Walk
East on Beacon" (Col), fourth last

stanza, is finishing third this week.
"Man in White Suit" (U) is cap-

turing fourth position while "En-

core" (Par) is a close fifth. Al-

though playing in- small arty thea-

tres for the most part, these two
British-made pix are taking the

play away from many American
productions currently on release.

"I Dream of Jeanie” (Rep), just

launched this week, is showing
enough to land sixth money, al-

though inclined to be a 'bit spotty.

Seventh place goes to "Young Man
With Ideas" (M-G), with "Red Ball

Express" (U) winding up eighth.

Latter has played most of Its*, im

‘Un-American’ Raps

Vs, Some of Its Pix Seen

Key to Col’s Net Slide

Fact that some of its films were
rapped by veterans groups on al-

leged "Un-American" grounds Was
seen at least partially responsible
for the downbeat financial state-

ment issued by Columbia in N. Y.
yesterday (Tues.). Col reported net
earnings of $280,000 equal to 11c
per share of common stock, for the
39 weeks ended last March 29.

Company had a profit of $967,000,
or $1.12 per share, for the corre-

sponding period in 1951.

Three films in particular failed

to measure up to expectations and
the only discernible reason, say ob-

(Continued on page 15)

National Boxoffice Survey
Key City Trade on SkicU; ‘Skirts’ No. 1 for Third

Time, ‘Clash’ 2d, ‘Beacon’ 3d, ‘White Suit’ 4th

portant key ''city dates but still is

showing nicely in view of condi-

tions. "Carbine Williams" (M-G),
seventh a

1

week ago, has dipped to

ninth this round.' "Red Mountain"
(Par) rounds out the tops 10 list.

"Paula" (Cbl), "Valley of
Eagles" (Lip) and "Love Is Better
Than Ever" (M-G) are runner-up
films in thdt sequence.
New entries are uneven. "Scara-

mouche" (M-G), which was no ball

of fire when it played at the N. Y.
Music Hall, is rated torrid in Wash-
ington. "Carson City" (WB)
shapes disappointing this week,
first one out on distribution to any
extent, with only one good session
out of some seven playdates. ‘"Pat
and Mike" (M-G), also new, ran
into a sluggish session in Minne-
apolis, and is classed as barely
good. "Glory Alley" (M-G) is fair

in Denver and so-so in 'Philly.

"San Francisco Story" (WB)
looms fair in Denver. "African
Queen" (UA) shapes good in L. A.
"My Son, John" (Par) is highly
disappointing this week.
"Atomic City" (Par) looks light

[sin Cincinnati and sluggish in Pitt.

"Loan Shark" (Lip) Is okay in Bal-

timore.
"Tomorrow Is Too Late" (Bur-

styn) continues big in Boston.
"Just Across Street" (U) shapes
okay in Balto.

“Lovely to Look At" (M-G) looks
nice in second N. Y. Music Hall
week. "Marrying Kind" (Col) is

good in Chicago and Washington.
(Complete Boxoffice Reports on
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» Decision of the United Para-f

mount Theatres’ hoard two weeks
]

ago . to halve the company's 50c

quarterly dividend continues tb be

a source of discussion and contro-

versy, Many of the stockholders'

are plenty burned, feeling the ac-

tion was uncalled for and prema-
ture.
Bankers and' other objective

financial men familiar with film af-

fairs admitted they were some-
what puzzled, hut defended the- 25c

per quarter slice.. Their attitude Is

that whenever a company is uncer-

tain
1

of Its future—as any theatre

circuit must now be—it is fully jus-

tified in conserving all possible

cash by trimming its divvy.

Dead item in Walter Winchell’s

column last Friday (0), that some
TJPT shareholders (he didn’t men-
tion the. chain by name) were
thinking of filing suit because they
were so mad, was discounted as

propaganda. No knowh legal

grounds are available for suing di-

rectors who in their best judgment
feel a dividend should be cut.

Nevertheless, the TJPT move, has
had a profound effect in Wall St.

and pic financial circles. The com-
pany, with $30,000,000 in cash and

‘ |70,000,000 in theatre properties

(book value; they’re said actually,

to be worth twice that much) has

been viewed as the Gibraltar of the
industry.

Loew’s followed with a divvy cut

the next day and now Wall St. is

expecting other companies ,to fol-

low. Film stocks fell off sharply in

value following the* moves, but
have regained a little grbund.

Bankers with large loans to ma-
jor companies said this week they
have no qualms whatsoever. They

(Continued on page 18)

40 Theatres in 20

Cities Will Carry

Ray-Maxim Fight
Underlining the steady growth of

theatre television during the last

year, the Sugar Bay Robmson-Joey
Maxim light-heavyweight title fight

June 23 will be carried by more
than 40 theatres In some 20 cities.

Just a year ago, when Theatre Net-
work TV negotiated its first fight
for the film houses, the Joe Louis-
Lee Savold bout, only nine theatres
were tied In.

Robinjam-Maxim setto could go
into a number of other theatres,
since an estimated 75 houses are
now equipped for big-screen video.
American Telephone & Telegraph,
on which the theatres must depend
for their inter-connecting facilities,

however, could not provide the nec-
essary links. Despite strenuous
TNT efforts to secure. lines to the
Coast, which would have permitted
a half-dozen theatres en route to
tie in, it couldn’t clear the lines.
In addition, theatres in several
markets with only single inter-con-
necting links, such as Kansas City,
Binghamton and Indianapolis, had
contracted for the fight but were
forced to call off their deals when
they couldn’t get the lines.
Among the most recent big

screen installations, which will
preem their theatre TV operations
with the fight, is the RKO-Keith,
Dayton, House has bought a Sim
plex system, manufactured by Gen

(Continued on page 20)

Indiana Allied .Warns
Of ‘Snow White’ Squeeze
RKO squeezed exhibitors for

high percentage terms on its recent
reissue of “Snow White and the
Seven Dwarfs” and is now trying
to follow through with the same
percentage squeeze on its upcom-
ing reissue of “King Kong.” That
charge was leveled against the ma-
jor this week by the Allied The-
atre Owners of Indiana.

Current bulletin of the organiza-
tion warms members “if you give
RKO top terpis for ‘King,’ then
reconcile yourself to paying out
rageous terms for reissues from
not* only RKO but also from all

other companies.” ATOI feels that
there was little justification for

. stiff percentages on “Snow White,”
for the “cost of the picture was
amortized a long time ago.”

Helprin Testifying: For
Korda in Suit Vs. Mason
Morris Helprin, -U. S, rep for Sir

Alexander Korda, planed tb Lon-
don Yesterday (Tues.) to testify in
Korda’s suit to recover a $50,000
advance to James Mason. Trial is

[ slated for this week.
Producer claims that he had a

gentleman's ‘ agreement with the
actor to make a pie and Helprin
handed him $50-,000 on Mason’s ar-

rival in New York three years ago
as a token of the understanding.
Korda maintains that# Mason has
rejected every script offered.

Mason claims he’ll make the film

when a suitable script is provided,
Helprin is on crutches as a re-

sult of being hit by a car in Lon-
don about three weeks ago.

. Edward L. ’ Cbeyflti; former
.

to Erijp Johnfton; prez of the Mo-
tion Picture Aiiu, of America,' i*

now serving as an adviser on labor

in the Eisenhower campaign; Chfy-
fltz, a former union * leader, han-
dled labor and tele problems for

the MPAA* 4 '

He completed a law’ course about
a year ago and quitMPAA to prac?
tice law and serve- as a labor con-
sultant in Washington.

RKO Won't Film

Ray-Maxim, But

Indie Deal Likely

Although the Sugar Bay Robin-
son-Joey Maxim flight June 23 will
not be aired on home tele, RKO
has made no bid for the film
rights. Distrib gave the Interna-
tional Boxing Club a $300,000 ad-
vance guarantee on the Robinson-
Turpin and Sadler-Pep fights last

year.
Despite the lack of interest by

RKO it is likely that a 20-minute
pic will b.e available. It probably
will be made by Joe Roberts, for-
mer David O. Selznick aide, who
has recently lensed the Joe Wal-
cott-Ezzard Charles and Robinson-
Rocky Graziano tiffs.

Roberts does his own selling and
works with a limited number of
prints (about 40). If the Robin-
son-Maxim go should prove par-
ticularly hot and newsworthy, it is

possible that a major release could
be arranged at the last minute and
a flock of prints made.
BKO last year used about 1,?00

prints and had special deals with
labs and film delivery setups to
get them’ to theatres during the
day following the fight. One of
the reasons that the distrib has
nixed a repeat Is the amount of
work and preparation involved, as
well as the disruption of the sales
organization to peddle the special
event. .

More important, however, in
causing RKO’s reticence, Is the
fact that there was little profit in
the two fights. The Robinson-
Turpin was a tremendous seller,
but the Sadler-Pep’ was something
of a fizz. ‘ Too much} as far as RKO
is concerned, depends upon the
uncontrollable- element of how
good the fight proves to be. If it’s

hot, there’s coin to be made, and
if it’s not, there’s nothing but
trouble in peddling the pix.

Roberts does well with his
small-scale operation, in which the
fighters and IBC have a piece.
Walcott-Charles pix are now being
played in about a dozen cities.
They include the six best rounds
of last week’s battle, the third,
fifth, ninth, 12th, 13th and 15th.

N.Y. Court Weighs U-UA
Dismissal in U. S. Rap

Motion by United Artists and
Universal to dismiss the Depart-
ment of Justice action against them
was taken under advisement in

N. Y. Federal Court yesterday
(Tues.). The D. of J. complaint al
leged that the two outfits have
common key officers and demands
that the consent decree in the in-
dustry antitrust suit should” be
amended to place a restriction on
such a setup.

Government lawyer Harold Las-
ser argued that the proposed for an
amendment to the decree would be
within bounds because a “change
of circumstances,” as involving the
UA and U personel, has taken
place since the decree originally
was entered. Judge Simon Rifkind,
representing UA, and Cyril Lan-
dau, attorney for U, offered denials
of the Government charges.

Washington, June ‘10.

Paramount package hearings be-
fore the Federal Communications
Commission are nearing their last

stretch. When sessions resume
Thursday (12), after a week’s re-
cess, the Commission Will finish

Up with testimony ‘of a theatre wit-

ness, Arthur SasS of 'Chicago, who
will be cross-examined by Par’s
New York counsel, Louis Phillips.

Next week, Paul Porter, Par’s
Washington counsel, ’ will begin
what’s expected to be an intensive
cross-examination of Arthur Levey,
prexy of Skiatron Electronics ana.

Television Corp., which acquired
TV patents formerly held by Sco-
phony Corp. Levey, testifying un-
der - Corpmission

1 subpoena for
nearly two weeks last month, gaye
a detailed- account of Scophony’s
relations with Par, which, together
with General Precision Equipment
Corp,, owned 50% of Scophony
until required tb divest by Justice
Department action. Levey testified

that Par bought into Scophony to

suppress TV.
.

' *

How- far Porter will go to coun-
ter’ Levey’s testimony should de-
termine when; the hearings wind
UP^ Examiner Leo Resnick said he
expects that the Scophony cross-

examination will require from five

to eight days. Porter has hinted
he may bring witnesses from Eng-
land to rebut Levey’s testimony.
Scophony was a British Corpora-
tion which organized an American

(Continued on page 55) •

Asks Rights Back

After 17-Year Wait
Los Angeles, June 10.

Relief from a 17-year-old agree-
ment was demanded in Los An-
geles Superior Court by Margot
MOBride, executrix of the estate of

Clifford McBride, cartoonist, in a

suit against King Vidor and Viking
Productions involving screen rights

to the “Napoleon and Uncle Elby”
comic strip.

Vidor had sole rights under
the 1935 contract to mak^- one
picture based on the McBride strip,

but never made it. Now, the plain-

tiff says, the estate has had TV
offers for the strip but can’t accept
because of the old contract.. She
also wants $13,000 in damages be-
cause of the loss of revenue that
might have been collected in roy-
alties on television rights.

Italian ‘Sensuality’ Set

For Global Par Distrib
Paramount has closed a deal in

which it will take the Italian-made
“Sensualita” (Sensuality.) for

worldwide distribution with the ex-

ception of the U. S. and Italian ter-

ritories. In addition, there’s a pos-
sibility that the major may even
handle the picture in Italy through
a- subsidiary; negotiations are still

going on along those lines.

Acquisition of “Sensualita”
marks the first time that' Par has
taken a non-English dialog film for
distribution since it operated a
studio in Paris in pre-war days. A
Ponti De Laurentiis production, the
picture stars Eleonora Rossi and
Amedeo NezzarL .Story, is built
around a sexy Romance involving
a migrant girl agricultural worker.
Number of independent distribu-

tors reportedly 1 have expressed in
terest in releasing the film in the
U. S. However, it’s understood
that no distribution agreement has
been made as yet. Picture is said
to resemble “Bitter Rice” in sub-
ject matter. “Rice,” it’s recalled,
mopped up at the b.o. when re-
leased in America a year ”or so
ago.

T
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. Mystifying and disturbing Wramountla the reason for the bitter-'
' ness being^ displayed by Federal . Communications Commission
attorneys, in the present “package” hearings In Washington, in
delving Into the companyY operational history for more thsn 25
years. Immediately at stake is Par’s license to continue running-
its TV outlet, KTLA,Jn Los Angeles.

v
‘

?
.

.

Greater issue,' however, lathe whole baste ’right bt a former
defendant in the film antitrust case to hold- ah' FCC "permit. That
would influence the decision on the present hid of United Para-

. mount Theatres, to acqulpe. the American Broadcasting <Cp. and the
pic industry’s request for tele channels for large-screen pickups.
' Pair-probe has' already gone through rtore than 75 hearing. days
before examiner Leo Resptck. Company hasn’t yet had a chance
at rebuttal, which is thought likely- to carte at the Onfi of June and
go . on about a month, \.It is staking rtuch.on bross-exartiiiation
and rebuttal witnesses to remove ttye onus put on ft by opposition
testimony. -

•* K %

Par has made numerous efforts—all without -success—to* learn

.

why the FCC lawyers are going at it .with such fire aiid venom*
They’ve never shown such spirit in going after; other. license hold-
ers who’ve figured in antitrust suits right in the radio and eleq-
.tronics business, let alone in a prior

j
subsidiary operation. And

that includes almost all the major station operators now, such as
BCA and Westinghouse.

One explanation is the “zeal of the advocate”: FCC attorney
Arthur Gladstone has been given the task of bringing out all the
facts on Par’s corporate and operational .history and he is doing
it w^h all possible zeal,

"

Par execs are pretty mych unwilling to accept that explanation
as/ overly naive. On the other hand, there’s not much evidence
of any other reason, including -one ordinarily thought more likely.
That’s that competitors for channels are putting on pressure to get
the FCC to keep filmites out.

: *
' 21-Year Digging „

'

Par admittedly has been made’ to look bad In some of the .testi-

mony, particularly in its pre-divorcement days’ dealing with e-xhibs.

in opposition to, its own theatres. However, the FCC has had to go
back more than 20 years to dig up many of these- cases, and the
participants in them were generally Par theatre partners with
considerable autonomy and who have since been divorced from the
film company.

In any case,- Par attorneys maintain that these occurrences must
^be taken in the context of the business and situation- at the time.
Furthermore, they are not revealing their case in

1

advance, of
course, and merely caution against any opinions being formed- be-

. fore cross-examination and" rebuttal witnesses are .heard.

Major point, 'anyway, according to Par execs,- is the. company’s
• record as operator of KTLA. They cite a string of commendations
for public service and numerous ^appraisals of the -operation as
being one of the best among all U, S. TV stations.

Furthermore, they think that the- FCC should go thoroughly
into Par’s recent history. They feel that Will show that 1 nothing
but the highest moral and ethical standards have prevailed.

Washington observers point"out that the hearings are completely
different from a courtroom trial and shouldn’t be judged r

in that
context. The hearing examiner lets practically anything he thinks
of interest get into the record, but that doesn’t mean that he’s
accepting it all or giving it any weight.

Par is represented at the hearings by 1 Paul Porter, Thurman
Arnold’s law partner. *

.

ACE Lands ‘Show’
Hollywood, June 10,

American Cinema Editors voted
its first quarterly award to Anne
Bauchens for her work in editing
the Cecil B, DeMille picture, “The
Greatest Show on Earth.”

In the TV division, Norman Col-
bert won the award for his editing
of 7You' Bet Your Life,’-’ a Film-
craft production.

N. Y. to L. A.
Edna Best
Ben Brady
jack Cron
john B. Cron
Lorraine Allen Cugat
Jo C. Dine
Royal Foster
Arthur Freed
Martin Gabel
Rita Gam
Henry Ginsberg
Margie Hart
Seaman Jacobs
Lee Koken
Ken Murray
Otto Preminger

„

Bob Russell
Jo Stafford
John Swain
Paul Weston
Al Zimbalist

Europe to N. Y.
Harold Arlen
Charles C. (Bud) Barry
Jules Buffano
Candy Candido
Michel Qyarmathy
Yvonne DeCarlo
Paul Derval
Jimmy Durante
Lee V. Eastman
Rudolph Elie
Ernest Emeiiing
Arthur Freed
Richard Goldstone
David Marshall Holtzmann

^

Eddie Jackson
John G. McCarthy
E. H, (Buddy) Morris
Mike Nidarf
Claude Rains
Phil Reisman
Jack Roth
Jo Stafford
Roger L. Stevens
Harry Warren
Paul Weston
Darryl F. Zanuck

N. Y. to Europe
Don Ameche
Jean Pierre Aumont
S. N; Behrman
Jack Benny
•Milton Berle
Steve Broidy
Anatole Chujoy
Dennis Day
Philip R. Distillator
Charles Einfeld
Irving Fein
Martin Feinstein
Jose Ferrer
Errol Flynn

’

William Goetz
Morris Helprin
Sol Hurok
Deborah -Kerr
Harold W. Mirisch
Patrice Munsel
Marguerite Piazza
Norton V. Ritchey
Jules Stein
Gene Tierney
Joe Vogel
Jack L. Warner
Lothar Wolfe

L. A. to N«
Rod Ainateau
Eugerit Arnsten
Jean Pierre Aumoni
Ethel Barrymore
Anthony Bartley
Pandro S. Berman

’

Sydney Bernstein
Walter Brennan’
Lloyd Bridges
Macdonald Carey

‘

Dennis Day
Yvonne Donlan

.
Tom Ewell
Ted Friend
David Golding
Coleen Gray
Val Guest
Paul Henreid
Lee Katz

„ Jo$eph Kaufman
,

' Dorothy Kay
.

.
Veronica Lake

.

Hedy Lamarr
Gjon Mill
Harold Mirisch
Jerry Paris
Milton R. Rackmil
Philip Reed
Roland Reed
Alexis Smith
Bernard Smith
William Taub
Charlys Vidor
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Dover, Delv June 10. 4
Demand'that Howard Hughes, as

uMiwiini director of RKO Pictures

and a member of the hoard, attend

the corporation's annual meetings

in the future “and account to thb

stockholders for his stewardship of

its affairs," was made at the share-

holders’ conclave here last week.

Request came ; from Philip B.

Wershil, member of the Wall St.

securities and investment advisory

Arm of David J. Greene k Co. Out-

fit and its clients holds a block

of stock which it claims is second

only to Hughes’ in site. It recently

won two seats on the RKO Thea-

tres board.
Wershil, in the statement which

he read here and requested be put

in the minutes, complained that

Hughes “for some years has been
managing director of the corpora-

tion and a member of the board

of directors, but has never attended

a stockholders meeting?’
Two other beefs were also reg-

istered by the Greene rep. One
was that he had been denied access

to the minutes of the board meet-

ings and the other that the corpo-

ration insisted oh holding the an-

nual sessions in Dover? rather than
in New York.

Would Censure Mgt. V
Wershil said he feit “that the

management is to be censured for

refusing to accord to tha stock-

holders a right (seeing -the direc-

tors’ minutes ) generally recognized

by corporations Whose shares are

widely held and traded on the New
York Stock Exchange,’’ .He added
later that of the dozens of corpo-
rations in which the Greene outfit

has an interest,' this was the first

time it had ever been refused
minutes of board meetings. He
pointed out that at Paramount** an-
nual conclave last week, a holder
of only 300 shares asked to see

(Continued on page 16)

Majors Won’t Submit

To Lie Test in Mpls.

Suit by Lebedoffs
Minneapolis, June 10.

David Shearer and Mandf Torri-
son, counsel for majqr distributors
and United Paramount Theatres,
defendants in a $500,000 antitrust
damage suit brought by independ-
ent circuit owners Martin and S. G.
Lebedoff, have declined to accept
the challenge of Lee L,oevenger,
counsel for the plaintiffs,, to submit
their chief witness, Metro branch
manager W. H. Workman, along
with his own, Martin Lebedoff, to
a lie-detector

.
test covering: points

in conflict.

Loevenger announced he’ll now
move that Federal Judge G. H.
Nordbye, who has tried the case,
strike out the defendants' entire
reply brief, which contains numer-
ous charges of “dishonesty and per-
jury” by Martin Lebedoff in the
latter’s testimony.

It was these charges which im-
pelled Loevenger to hurl his chal-
lenge. He issued It in + letter of
protest to Judge Nordbye and sent
copies to the defense counsel, re-
questing an answer. The judge
himself has made no comment yet
on the unusual letter. As far as is
known, witnesses on opposite sides
of a civil suit never have been
given lie tests as a means of clear-
ing up conflicting testimony, the
method being limited to criminal
actions.

In their letter replying tp Loe-
venger and refusing to go along
with the lie-detector tests, defense
counsel assured Loevenger they
had no intention to impugn his per-,
sonal integrity, as he said, he felt

IS?? done. They also intl-
mated that the Loevenger charac-
terization of the Workman testt-
mony, contained in the plaintiffs’

’ ?
nd Plaintiff- “expressions rel-

J”
ve to

..
the veracity of other dc

tense witnesses, stimulated a great-
er dingey on our part in point-ng out the many instances of er-

rnalf°vf »
nd untruthful statementsmade by the plaintiffs.”

New ’Space’ War
Hollywood, June 10.

Interplanetary war looms, be-
tween Paramount and Universal-
International.

George Pal, at Par, recently an-
nounced “Conquest of Space,” deal-
ing with a man-made satellite be-
yond the stratosphere, Now, U-I Is

coming out with “Space Island,”
dealing- with the same subject.'

See Chances Slim

For RKO Going

. To Canadians
Efforts by a Canadian group to

set up a deal by which It would
take over control of RKO.Pictures
were shifted' from the Coast to
New York ‘this Week. There ap-
peared to be slim likelihood, how-
ever, that the ingenious and com^
plicated deal could be consummat-
ed even if Howard Hughes, who
owns the controlling stock interest,
gave it his full okay.
Lou A. Ch'esler, 37-year-old To-

ronto investment , broker, who
heads the north - of - the - border
group, arrived in New York, as did
John Clein, indie producer, who
has been acting as middleman.,.
Aside from the angle of Hughes’
attitude, there was no indication
that the $15,000,000 needed to
swing the deal was at hand.

Hughes’ stand is unclear. Clein
is known, however, to have held
conversations with Tom Slack, at-
torney for. the RKO topper. It is

assumed that he got some encour-
agement, which led to the current
New York coin-corralling trip.

However, there have been simi-
lar previous talks with Hughes’
aides by various potential buyers,
all of which have led to zero results.
Some Coast reports are that
Hughes is interested in selling the
RKO film library but not his ap-
proximately 1,000,000 shares of
stock;

Chesler’s plan is said to he the
purchase of 2,000,000 shares by
asking a tender from stockholders.
Slack is understood to have given
Clein some indication that Hughes
would sell some of his shares to

(Continued on page 16)

‘LYDIA’ STARTS COAST

SCRAMBLE FOR 20THPIX
Los Angeles, June 10.

Wild competition for product ,in

this area ,was presaged by the
scramble for “Lydia Bailey,” the
first pictux'e released by 20th-Fox
since tfie divorcement of the film
company from Its exhibition
branch, National Theatres.

The Los Angeles Paramount
Theatre outbid Fox West Coast for
the first-run downtown rights to
the film. F-WC, bn the other hand,
outbid all competition for first-run
rights in the Wilshire-Beverly
Hills area.

Until ‘ the divorcenient, F-WC
had first call bn all 20th-Fox re-
leases for screening in four the-
atres: the Los Angeles, Chinese,
Fox Uptown and Loyola.

U-I Spreads World’
Through Northwest

Hollywood* June 10.

Universal-International’s 40th-
anniversary picture, “The World In
His Arms,” is slated for a series of
pre-release premieres in Seattle,
Portland and San Francisco after
its world preem in Alaska.

Meanwhile, Dayid A. Lipton, UI
ad-pub veepee, has mapped a sell-

ing campaign through the medium
of 16 national publication with
total of 128,000,000 headers.

"

A four-point domestic program
is currently absorbing the Motion
Picture

. Assn, of America, prexy
Eric Johnston disclosed last week,
He enumerated the items which
are getting Major attention at the
Association as:

1. Arbitration^

2. Possible consolidation of ma-
jor company exchanges.

3 . Possible consolidation- of the
five newsreels.

4. Reduction in newspaper ad’
rates for pix.

Thought and attention primarily
directed at these items, plus neces-
sity of working out new agree-
ments With the British and French,
Johnston said, had caused him to
eliminate his plan for a trip to
Australia and the Far East this
spring. He had hoped earlier In
the year to go to South America,
but that was likewise deleted by
domestic problems.

Arbitration is taking overall
precedence at the MPAA because
it is closely tied to the mkJor prob-
lem worrying distrlbs currently.
That’s ’ the large number of anti-

trust suits being brought by exhibs.
Win, lose or draw, these are cost-

ing the- majors a fortune, conceiv-
ably to the point where they could
be forced out of businessj

Arbitration is an important
means of cutting down, the number
of fcuits and the Association's board
has directed Johnston to give the
subject close attention. He has
been sitting in with members of
an all-industry arbitration commit-
tee working out- details.-.

As for consolidation of* major
company, exchanges, Johnston said
the plan was still much in the ex-

ploratory stages. Even the explora-
tion hadn’t gone far,, he explained,
inasmuch as the same men who
were concerned with this point

—

the salesinanagers—were the ones

(Continued on page 16)

Buchman Atty. Tangles

With Govt, on Suit To

Nix Subpoena as Illegal

Washington, June *10.

Latest move in producer-writer
Sidney Buchman’s efforts to escape
a contempt-of-court citation by the
House Un-American Activities

Committee came to trial here to-

day (Tues.) when his attorney tan-
gled with Government legalities On
his civil suit asking that the Com-
mittee’s subpoena for him be de-
clared illegal Motion is seated for

further argument tomorrow and
it's expected that the judge’s deci-

sion in the case will set a precedent
for any similar motions.

Sitting on the case is Judge Da-
vid Pine, who ruled on eight of the
“Hollywood 10” in their contempt
trials. Buchman, who is scheduled
to appear for criminal trial on the
contempt citation next Monday
(16), was not in Court today, His
attorney, L. Lawrence Siegel,

argued that the subpoena was il-

(Continued on page 16)

Reteam Garson, Pidgeon
Hollywood, June 10.

Greer Garson and Walter Pid-
geon will work together for the
sixth time, in “My Mother and Mrs.
McChesney,” Edwin Knopf produc-
tion at Metro.
They were teamed previously in

“Mrs. Miniver,” “Blossoms in the
Dust,” “Madame Curie,” “Mrs.
Parkingtop” and “The Miniver
Story.”

j% 7 v * ft t* A '
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Mono-AA Execs Sail

For AB-P Script Talks
Trio of Monogram-Allied Artists

execs sail today (Wed.) on the
Queen Mary for a month’s stay

abroad in which they’ll hold script

conferences with Associated Brit

ish-Pathe as well as making a short

junket to the continent. Contingent
includes prexy Steve Broidy, vee-

pee Harold Mirisch and Norton V.

Ritchey, prez of Monogram Inter-

national' Corp,
While in London the group will

look at the finished print of “24

Hours in a Woman’s Life,” first pic

ture in a joint production program
between Mono and AB-P. Story for

the second film is expected to be
decided upon following the trio’s

confabs with AB-P officials. Both
companies are said to have severa
yarns in mind.

New proposal from the French
government last week for a deal
with the U. S. pic industry is

viewed by most of the companies
as much more favorable than any
of the four alternate schemes
brought back from the Paris nego-
tiating meeting three weeks ago.
Several of the leading majors
(Metro and 20th-Fpjt, primarily)
are much against it, however.

Proposal eliminates completely
the plan for a subsidy, by Yank
distribs to the French pic indus-
try and permits free conversion of
up to $4,500,000 yearly. Both of
these points are being greeted
with unanimous enthusiasm in

New. York.
The gimmick that the French

have thrown -in, however, in return
.for the above concessions is a ceil-

ing of 106 American imports a year.

Communication ' of the new pro-
posal to the industry via the State
Dept, is not fully cl^ar on whether
the 108 includes both major and
indie productions or only major,
but it is generally thought it in-

cludes all films.

Metro and 20th-Fox are adamant
against any deal which puts a maxi-
mum figure on imports. They
want to send into France as many
pix as they desire. Other, distrlbs

feel that.it is worthwhile accepting
the ceiling in order to get the gen-
erous convertibility figure and the
removal of the subsidy proposal.

Reports are that there will be a

—(Continued on page 15)

MPAA, Gov’t Execs Meet

On French, Other Problems
* .* Washington, June 10.

The French film negotiations

and other worldwide industry

problems were discussed today
(Tues.) at "x private lunchebn
at offices of the Motion Picture

Assn, of America, attended by
State Department officials.

Prexy Eric Johnston,
.
vice presi-

dent Joyce O’Hara, and G. Griffith

Johnson, the Association’s econo-

mist, Attended for MPAA.
Present for the State Depart-

ment were Undersecretary of

State David Bruce; Harold F
Linder, Deputy Assistant Secre-

tary of State for Economic Af
fairs; John M. Leddy, acting di-

rector of the Office of Economic
Defense and trade policy; Herman
Barger, of the Commercial Policy
division’s business practices staff,

and Colton Hand, motion picture

specialist for the Commercial Pol-

icy Division.

Swanson Nixes Script;

Won’t Go ‘Crosstown’
Hollywood, June 10.

Deal for Gloria Swanson to star

in “Crosstowu” for American Pic
tures Is off.

Commitment actually expired
three weeks ago but negotiations
were continued pending the out-

come* of script changes requested
by the star. They didn’t satisfy.

Dallas, June 10.

First annual COMPO Texas con-,

ference, opening yesterday (Mon.)
and attended by around 700 exhibs,
switched from Its intended purpose
of being an intra-industry exchange
of idea* on how to best lure cus-
tomers back to the boxolfice,. to an
airing of the; usual intra-industry
squabbles. In a series of regional
exhibitor meetings, as warmup to
general conference taking place to-

day (Tues.),’ both distribution and
the matter of conventional theatres
versus drive-ins got a going-over
hardly germane to the* public re-
lations- purpose of the conference.
Industry leaders from all over the
country are here for the three-day
meeting ending tomorrow (Wed.).

At the Texas Theatre Owners,
Inc., meeting yesterday R. J.

O’Donnell, member of the exec
committee, drew first blood by stat-
ing that the Dallas territory has
at least twice too many drive-ins.

The competition and the market,
said O'Donnell,^is only sufficient
for six to eight good drive-ins, but
there are now actually 16 In the
Dallas district as a result of the
World War II boom. ^According to
O’Donnell, there are "not only too
many such theatres, but' some are
too close together to permit profit-

able operation.

At a later meeting, ' the Inde-
pendent Drive-in Theatre Owners
and Managers j>f, Texas, apprised
of the statements versus current
drive-in operations by O’Donnell
and others* proposed a statewide
move to combat the growing oppo-
sition from conventional theatre
groups. Some 65 outdoor theatre
operators attended this session.
The obyious result "was crystalli-

zation of the fact that “from now
on we’ll be on the defense,” Claude
C. Ezell, Dallas outdoor operator,
said, “We have enjoyed good busi-

ness, and it seems the whole indus-
try is jealous of drive-inj§;’ success,
and particularly do they resent the
snack bars,” he added.

At both local Allied and T,T,0.
meetings the usual beefs against

the 20% federal amusement were
voiced. Mitchell Wolfson, Theatre
Owners of America prexy, said
only’ a strong collective group of

exhibitors can produce results. “If

only one, 10 or 5Q of us go to them
(legislators) we will only be treated
politely and not get any action,”

Wolfson counseled.

In advocating greater use of TV
by film companies to advertise

pictures, Wolfson ran head-on into

objections from Robert Wilby of
Atlanta, National T.O.A. director,

who said TV advertising is far too
expensive, placing its rate at $80

(Continued on page 16) -

NT’s Post-Divorcement

440-Theatre Operation

Outlined by C. P. Skouras
Los Angeles, June 10.

New conditions under which
National Theatres must operate af-

ter June 28, when it is divorced
from 20th-Fox, Were explained by
president Charles P. Skouras to

more than 200 homeofflcc execu-
tives, department heads, district

managers, theatre managers and
others at a general meeting, of the
Southern California division of
Fox-West Coast Theatres.

The new National Theatres com-
pany, soon to function independ-
ently, Skouras Said, will number
approximately 440 theatres, with
some 30,000 stockholders through-
out the U.S.A. All benefits, such
as retirement and insurance plans
for employees enacted in the past,

he promised, will continue under
the new setup.

George Bowser, F-WC general
manager, handed out $36,000 in
prizes to theatre managers for
their work in the recent spring
drive. Dick Dickson, Southern
California division manager for
F-WC, announced a new drive,

starting June 29 and ending
Oct. 11. *

'
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London, June 5.

Metro release of Pandro S. Berman*
Metro Brltfuh production. Starr Robert
Taylor# Ellxabetk Taylor, Joan Fontaine,
George Sander*, and. Iiplyn.Wllliam*.
Directed by Richard Thorpe. Screenplay,
Noel Langley; adaptation, AEnea* Mac-
Kemje; camera,. G. W, Kelly; editor,

Frank Gierke; mualc; Mlkloa Rozw. At
Metro preview theatre, London, June 4.

*51', Running time,' 117 MIN*-
Ivanhoe Robert

.

Taylor
Rebecca Elizabeth Taylor
Rowena Joan Fontaine
DeBels-GuIlbert George Sanders
Wamba E«nlyn Williams
Sir Hugh De Bracy Robert DougJaa
Cedric.. Finlay Currie
Isaac Felix Aylmer
Front De Boeuf Francla De Wolff
King Richard Norman Wooland
Waldemar Fltzurse. ...•*.*. . Baill Sydney
Lockaley ...Harold Warrender
Philip De Malvolsln Patrick Holt
Ralph de VIpont Roderick Lovell
Clerk of Copmanhuxst-- .Sebastian Cabot
Hundehort ...... John Ruddock
Baldwin Michael Brennan
Servant to Isaac Mega Jenkins
Norman Guard Valentine DyalX
Roger of Bermondsley. ... .Lionel Harris
Austrian Monk Carl Jaffe
Prince John Guy Rolfe

Undoubtedly the biggest specta-
cle to come from a British' studio
and in the same lavish class as

“Quo uadis,” this big scale Techni-
color opus is a boxoffice natural if

ever there was one. With its lineup
of front-ranking stars to crowd any
marquee, “Ivanhoe” • is a picture
that cannot miss. Here is a

.
great

romantic adventure, mounted ex-
travagantly, crammed with action,
and which emerges as a spectacular
feast.

All the romance^intrigue and ex-
citement of Sir Walter Scott’s
classic is captured in Noel Lang-
ley’s screenplay, and the big An-
glo-American cast respond* to the
theme with lively and vigorous
Berformancesr Richard Thorpe has
directed with imaginative skill,

adroitly moulding the various
facets of the yarn and handling the
big crowds and spectacular se-
quences with surefire touch.

Both the romance and the action
are Concentrated arotind Robert
Taylor who, as Ivanhoe, is the
courageous Saxon leader fighting
for the liberation of King Richard
froqi *n Austrian prison and his
restoration to the throne. Two
women play an important part in
his life. There is Rowena (Joan
Fontaine), his father’s ward, with
whom he is in love; and Rebecca
(Elizabeth Taylor), daughter of the
Jew who raises the ransom money.
She is in love with him.

Against this romantic triangle,
and its accompaniment of court in-
trigue, emerge some of the great
action sequences of the production.
There is Ivanhoe’s challenge of a

if
nee duel with five Norman

knights, who are mown down -one
by one. There is a siege of the Nor-
man castle in which Ivanhoe .and
wie two women are held prisoner.

» * massive scene, packed'
y, h incident, and the production
highlight of the picture. And, for a
dramatic climax, there is the duel
With the Norman knight.
Although at times the lavishness

of the production dwarfs the In-
dividual performances of the cast,
the combined thesping is more
than adequate. Taylor sets the pace
with a virile contribution which is
matched by George Sanders as his
principal adversary. Miss Fon-
taine has limited scope as Rowena,
but contributes all the requisite

and understanding. Eliza-
beth Taylor gives a sincere, if un-
relieved study, of her rival in love.
The distinguished list of British

players, headed by Finlay Currie,
El
?iy? Williams,Guy Rolfe, Megs Jenkins, Harold

Warrender and Basil Sydney, fill
their respective roles in a credit-
able manner. Myro.

Carrie

,by producer William Wyler* ami
the result la a sometimes mawkish,
frequently dated drama. As just

plain “Carrie," with such star* as

Jennifer Jones and Laurence Oliv-

ier, it is a somber# low-key enter-
tainment flmost totally unrelieved
during its nearly two-hour unfold-
ing. Yet, it is conceivably a tear-

jerker with some, b.o. lure for the
distaff side.

The faults do not rest with any-
one in partitiular, 'unless ‘ 6rie“ fin-

ger-points at a story that was ac-

ceptable to another ^generation but
today emerges *a little more than
cinematic soap opera. Wyler -has

produced and directed with his"’

customary good taste a drama that
during its first half produces some,
fine momenta, but in the latter por-
tion becomes Just*an orphan in the
storm of modern-day unreality.

’'Carrie” will be recalled as the
turn-of-the^entury story of . the
small-town girl who goes to Chi-
cago to make good. It is the story
of chastity being overwhelmed by
circumstances, then ultimately
overcoming the- odds against her.
It is the story of two men In the
life of Carrie, the man she dislikes

but lives with, and the one she
loves and marries bigamously. Chi-
cago was never seamier.

It is the story of Carrie’s meet-
ing a traveling salesman (yep# a
traveling salesman) and of how he
becomes her “benefactor.” The
big iove of her life, however, is the
manager of a swank restaurant
whom she meets while living with
the salesman. From then on it is the
yarn of the trials of the great love;
of his wife, whp wouldn't divorce
him :so Ke could, marry the girl; of
how he absconds with $10,000 of
his boss's cash so he. could run
away -to New York- with his love;
of how jthe theft’s publicity pre-
vents him from getting a job; of
how he sinks lower and lower# un-
til finally the girl is forced to leave
him, only to try and reclaim him
several years later from the dregs
when she has established herself as
a stage star.

Jennifer Jones, playing Carrie,
gives one of the bright perform-
ances of her career. For Laurence
Olivier, It is mostly a thankless
performance, through no fault of
his own, since It Is a role that gives
him little opportunity for shading
or the dramatic intensity that has
established him as one of the great
actors of the generation. As the
cultured restaurant manager; he
never quite fits the role, nor looks
the part, of - a man reduced to beg-
ging when all else has failed *hlm.

Eddie Albert is excellent as the
traveling salesman, while Miriam
Hopkins has but a bit part, which
she handles well, as the shrewish
wife of Olivier*. Basil Ruysdael, in
the only other key role, also reg-
isters, as the restaurant owner
from whom Olivier steals.

The production is obviously an
expensive one, and Wyler’s direc-
tion does much to give the film its
pace in the first half, though he is

unable to salvage a basic story
weakness during the later reels.
Where “A Place in the Sun” was

'’danted successfully last year from
Dreiser’s “An American Tragedy,”
it had the advantage of a timeless
narrative brought up to date; not
so with • “Sister Carrie,” which re-
mains strictly for .the libraries, as
an academic study of early 20th
century writing. Kahn.

. Diplomatic Courier

Topnotch' spy., thriller .with
Tyrone PoWer

,
heading elpak-

and-d agger melodramatics.
B.o. favorable.

duty BpbloSob.aod Itom.O’Rrteiil
ha* Fowet ' piling ft- diplomatic
epfidefc Who U fttoRby tfie Counter
InteUtgence Division to . itocover
toe : whereftbotittf of * mUsing So-
viet. timetable for invasion of
Yugoslavia, The scripting. Robin-
son's production supervision and
the direction of Henry Hathaway
are aimed at keeping suspense
alive With plenty of action arid

thrills# and>they all succeed.
Power/ the.. State Department's,

top postman, is sent to Salzburg to

S
ick up vital secret papers

.
from

lines Millican.'- At the arranged
meeting place in a? railway station,

Millican refuse* Tcntaci, Puzzled,
PoWer boards, the (rain; soon spots

that *v Millican is- being closely
watched by Soviet agents. Later,
MilliCan Is killed and, aware the
Soviets .did not get" the papers.
Power is assigned to trace Hilde-
garde Neff, a Soviet 'agent With
whom Millican worked, by Steph-
en McNally, CID man, in belief

she will have some clue to the mys-
tery.
Power Is hampered in his work

by Patricia Neal, - seemingly a
slightly

.
nutty .

American . tourist

who is frankly on the make for the
courier. Auto chases, close fights

and ambushes are action devices
generously used as the story moves
towards a conclusion that reveals
Miss Neal as an undercover Soviet
agent and Miss Neff as a girl Who
posed as working for the enemy so

she could escape to America. -She
and Power /finally get together*
after the . tangle of intrigue is

cleared. ’

.

While the- story follows tfie ac-
cepted formula for such spy thrill-

ers, the handling is considerably
above that level. The dialog is

authentic, . and situations that, call

for Power’s .best heroics pome
about logically' enough. It’s' his best
screen effort income time/ and the
two femmes* are excellent in their
contrasting roles. . McNally hasn’t
too much to do but does it

satisfactorily. Karl Malden, a Mili-
tary Police sergeant; Millican and
others on the right side come over
well. Stefan Schnabel heads the
lineup of Soviet agents in properly
sinister style, and impersonator
Arthur Blake has a chance to show
off two of his hitery characters,
Carmen Miranda and Bette Davis,
while working'”with the enemy.
Luden Ballard’s camera is .an aid

to the thrill melodramatics, and
the foreign backgrounds add Inter-
est. The Sol Kaplan score is prop-
erly dovetailed to the intrigue.

Btogf.

Be Ldvtpg tbto” *11* Stuff Tilt
DreairipAr# Mjti* Of* and* the e*r.

celtont;
'

’Em Whfit
They waqt/’' 'fihej .iWVeals both .ft

great pinup tomr gad Grouping
versatility,. .Nelson's .. big moment
h • to* rhythmic gynuiast
and vocaling of “Am T In Love?
In- the college gym. It’s socko.-
The production by .. William

Jacobs and Bruce Humperstpne’s
direction puttheplayerS through
the amusing* complications that
ensue when Miss Mayo enters
college and takes uplTesiderice In
ttaehomeOf Reagan grid his Wifi,

Thgxteri . The pitot knows cl
Miss Mayo’s past but feels anyone
has the right to an education, a
feeling not shared by Miss Wymore,
a jealous co-ed, .nor by. Winters,
college chairman. They both* try
to* stop the staging of Miss Mayo's
musical as. the. annual class play,
and almost get away ‘With, 'it until
she discovers Winters is the man
who. once made a pass* at her, with
a mink coat as bait, during hir
burlesque days. With that'over his
head, he bows to the inevitable and
the show, goes on, 1

The* jealousy angle of the orig-
inal* has been retained, with De-
Fore the ex-All American who
momentarily causes trouble be-
tween; Reagan and Miss ThaxteT.
This permits the discourse on fhe
male animal .and the; drunk*'/se-
quence that is good for laughs as
done by Reagan-, Comedy trouping'
of the cSst is satisfactory* Miss
Wymore also sings:1 Arid dances
“Love Is Still For Frfee” With the
Blackburn Twins. The new tunes
for the film were written - by
Sammy* Gafin: and Vernon Duke.
LeRoy Print did the musical stag-
ing for the numbers. .

y
The ..James

. Thurbe r- Elliott
Nugent legit 'comedy was scripted,
this time around by peter Milne
In suitable fashion for a film musi-
cal. Wilfrid M. Cline’s Technicolor
lensing shows players, costumes
and settings to advantage, and the.
other technical assists aye okay.

'

Brop.

Hus Anybody Seen

(S$)NG—COLOR)

Excellent comedy-drama of
“flapper” era; particularly
goodTor family audiences#

She’s Working Her Way
Through College
(MUSICAL—COLOR)

Jennifer Jones-Laurenoc Oli-
vierstarred in mawkish. tough-
to-sell Theodore Dreiser drama.

release of William Wylerproduction. Stars Jennifer Jones, L*iu-

°He^klL
featU

n?
S
?ddle Albert. Mi-ruun Hopkins. Directed by WvlerScreenplay. Ruth and Augustus Goet^

“RbSir r
TOt

? ,,
T*leodoro Dreiser's novel,Sister Carrie ; camera, Victor Milner’editor^ Robert Swink. Previewed In N Y*

evS?**’ *
Ru™ln« tJ|me ‘ 1U MINS.

Hurstwood Laurence Olivier
tZu

1*^**}*** * Jennifer JonesR
H?*

two
*
od Miriam Hopkim-

Si^I^Drouet Eddie Albert

%\PtZ**r*ld Basil Ruysdan l

Ray Teal

n̂
Bs^..^^riss/tsss

S Harry Haydenforeman Charles Halton
SSfe.! Walter Baldwin
Carrie s Mother Dorothy Adam-
Carrie’s Sister Minnie. .Jacqueline de Wn

Harlan Briggs
Little Girl Melinda Plowman
Slawson's Bartender Donald Kerr
5J

r
* 2lui? ..Lester Rh.-'r'e

Mr. Goodman Don Beddoc
Stage Manager John Alvin

Hollywood, June 10.
?0th*Fox release of Casev Robinson pro-

duction. Stars Tyrone Power, Patricia
Neal. Stephen McNally; features Hllde-
"ardc NeJf, Karl Malden, James Millican,
•tefen Schnabel, Herbert Berghof, Arthur
Rlake, Helene Stanley. Directed by Henry
Hathaway. Screenplay, Robinson and
Liam O Brlen: based on novel, "Sinister
Errand, by Peter Cheyney; camera, Lu*
°jen Bollard; editor, James B. Clark; mu-
dc, Sol Kaplan. Previewed June 5, '52.
Riming time. 91 .MINt.
jTike Kells Tyrone Power
’ban Ross Patricia Neal
Colonel Cagle ...Steohen McNaUy
*'nn,n« Hlldcgarde Neff
(
’?rn,c ^1

Karl Malden
**;m Carew James Millican
Rlntov Stefan Schnabel
Arnov Herbert Berghof
A.
nX

T?alli
ol Arthur Blake

Air Line Stewardess Helene Stanley
™.

ai
i j •

, Michael Ansara
Chef de Train Slg Arno
Chcrenko Alfred Linder
’V Trieste Lee Marvin

Watch Officer Tyler McVey
#
"Mb* . . Stuart RandaU

’WclllPcncc. Clerk Dabbs Greer^nnan. . . . * Carleton Young
Chcrney Tom PowersMcnch Stewardess Monique Chantal

^tb-Fox has a topnotch spy
thriller in this yam of espionage
set against a modern-day European
background. The cloak-and-dagger
me'ooramatics spill out realistical-
ly and with suspenses, slanting the

|
film for good response. Maratiee

mu j „
values are good, headed by theTheodore Dreiser’s novel of an- name of Tyrone Power

*

Collegiate musical loosely
adapted from “The Male Ani-
mal,” Average b.o.

Hollywood, ’June 5.

Warners release of William Jacobs pro-
duction. Stars Virginia Mayo, Ronald
Reagan, Gene Nelson# Doh DeFore, Phyl-
lis Thaxter, Patrice Wymore; features
Roland Winters, Raymond Greenleaf,
Ginger Crowley, Norman Bartold. the
Blackburn' Twihs. Directed by Bruce
Humberstone. Screenplays Peter Milne;
adapted from stage play by James Thur-
ber and Elliott Nuaent; camera (Techni-
color).. WUfrid M. Cline; editor, Clarence
Kolster; musical numbers staged and di-
rected by LeRoy Prlnz; songs, Sammy
Cahn, Vernon Duke. Previewed May 27,
'52. Running time, MINS.
Angela Gardiner.'. Virginia Mayo
John Palmer Ronald Reagan
Don Weston Gene Nelspn
Shep Slade Don DeFore
Helen Palmer Phyllis- Thaxter
Ivy Williams Patrice Wymore
Fred Copeland....,,... Roland Winters
Dean Rogers. Raymond Greenleaf
A Student Ginger Crowley
"Tiny" Gordon Norman Bartold
A Specialty .-.The

.

Blackburn Twins
MaybeUe Amanda Randolph
A Professor... George Meader
Secretary - Eve Miller

Hollywood, June fl.

Universal release of Ted Richmond pro-
duction. Star# Piper Laurie. Hock Hud-
son, Charles Coburn, Gigl Perreau: fea-
tures Lynn Bari, William Reynolds, Di-
rected by Douglas Sirk. Written for
screen by Joseph Hoffman; based on story
fry Heanoi? H. Portgr; camera (Techni-
color)., . Clifford Stine; • editor. Rutsell
Schoengarth; musical - direction, Joseph
Gerthenson. Previewed June 3, '52. Run-
ning time, M MIN*.
Milllcent Blaisdell .Piter Laurie
Dan Stebblnr Rock HudsonSw™*1 KuKon Charles Coburn
g5>fr£rta Blaisdell .Gigi Perreatt
Harriet Blaisdell ...Lynn Bari

BlatsdeH WilHaln Reynolds
Charles BlalsdeU Larry Gates

P^£Fk ***' .Skip Homeier
Judge Wilkins..., Paul Harvey
Lester Pennock. Paul McVey

Ren?ock Gloria Holden
Edward Norton ......... .Frank Ferguson

Forrest Lewis

other era, “Sister Carrie,” has .been
given a literal adaptation for. films

,.o?
a
,

sed on Peter Cheyney’s novel,
Sinister Errand,” the script by

A rather loose -adaptation of
legit’s “The Male Animal” serves
as the basis for this film musical.
Something new has been added in
the person of a .burlesqueen and
the sociological point made in the
original has been written out. It
adds up to a likeable, standard
mixture of sonffs, dances, comedy
and pretty girls in Technicolor
with about average chances at the
general boxoffice.
Tune-terp chores fall to Virginia

Mayo, Gene Nelson and Patrice
Wymore and they work their way
pleasantly through most of the
score’s nine songs via both solo
and

^
production number stints.

Sharing the plot’s comedy motiva-
tions are Ronald Reagan, Don De-
Fore, Phyllis Thaxter and Roland
Winters. This is the second time
around for DeFore, he having
played the lesser role* of an ex-
uberant footballer in Warners’ first
film version 10 years ago.
As “Hot Garters Gertie” before

she enters college to further her
.book learning under the tutelage
of Reagan, prof of the playwriting
class, Miss Mayo gets the musical
numbers underway with a bump-
sidaisy treatment of “With Plenty
Of Money and You.” Later she
shares tupe-terp duties with Gene
Nelson on the title number, “I’ll

A rather solid piece of nostalgic
entertainment is offered in this
comedy-drama- of the ’20s “flapper”
era. It is beguiling, heart-warming
fun for all and particularly for the
family trade. A good word-of-
mouth potential should benefit
playdates.

.
The spirit, and flavor of the pe-

riod have been smartly captured
Te£ Richmond's production and

the direction by Douglas Sirk
makes much of the cast and the
script by Joseph Hoffman. The
diversion is wrapped up prettily in
Technicolor as a further asset to
the selling.
While the younger piper Laurie

and Rock Hudson are starred oyer
him, it is really Charles Coburn’s
.Vehicle, and he Wallops the part of
a rich old duffer who plans to
leave his fortune to the family of
a girl who had spurned his pro-
posal of marriage years before.
Cobum realizes he might possibly
have stayed a $30-a-week clerk
had he been accepted.

Incognito, he travels to the small
Vermont town where the family
Dyes to And out what* kind of peo
pie they are. Posing as an eccen-
tric artist, he takes a room with
them and even goes for a soda jerk
.lob in the drugstore run by Larry
Gates, married to Lynn Bari, the
daughter of the girl who first turned
Gobum down. Cobum arranges for
the family to receive $100,000 from
ah

_ unnamed” benefactor and sits
back to observe the results. Miss'
Bari goes society, to the dismay of
her husband and two daughters.
Miss Laurie' and Gigi Perreau, and
Hudson, Miss Laurie's poor but
honest fiance.

Effect <>f the sudden wealth on
the individuals provides plenty of
motivation for comedy that is al-
ways chucklesome, occasionally, hi-
larious. Among high spots are Co-
bum’s rescue of Miss Laurie from,
a speakeasy raid, only to be caught
himself, and the recovery of $ gam-

hito* J.O.U. which wmum ito**
ndl0jt. the forito’s ion, hat 14tf to
onto >hft*pi«* Itr* caughtto ftri-

othef f*14. evn «ccueed of itobtnv
orabtoriifteri0ftrii! t o w ir da Ifiag
Laurto wfcili trying to htrftlghieri

m* wito flttdaom
The sudden wealth Is soon disbursed
and flnale flnds*the family back in
their old,, modest borne, wiser and
happier.

v \ ,

Coburri la .ft wow, flyiri* to* hot
unfamiliar .character ne plays a re-
warding comedy touch. . Miss Laurie
.and Hudson feftto wetf.ft* the young
lover*. Sh* dofetotagi to a sweat-
ed that were not 'done during the
time of the sitory, but .otherwise the
vera is recreated rather, faithfully.
Gigi Perreau /makea fier moppet
footage count# .particularly in se*
quences. with Coburn, M i s s Hftrl
andi Gates figure excellently in the
proceedings, ** do Reynolds, Skip
H o rn te i e r, . Paul Harvey, Paul
McVey, Gloria Holden and Frank
Fergusori.

'

In addition, to the coonskin coats,
hip flasks - and. other affectation*
of the time, the era* is further pin-
pointed by several Charleston se-
quences and the’ singing of such
oldies as “Five Foot' Two,” “Gim-
me A‘ Little Kiss, Will Ya Huh?”
^It Ain’t Gonna Rain No More,”
“Tiger Rag” etc.

- -Clifford Stine’s Technicolor
photography is ve*y good# as is Jo-
seph .Gershenson’s musical direc-
tion and the technical credits. John
Held, Jr., contributed the title il-

lustrations that shbw the flapper
types he created*years ago. Brog.

-
^ »

California Conquest
(COLOR)

Cornel Wilde, Teresa Wright
in actionful, early California
costumer.

. Companion feature
for regular JhixTa/

Hollywood, June 4.
Columbia r*l»a,««- of S*m Katzman pro-

duction. ) Stara Cttfeel Wild*, Teroaa
WrWbt; footuroo AlfotMo Bodoya, -Llur
Ferraday, EuffOn* lolcNaf, * Johrt Pdhnor.
IvaO. L«b«doff, Tito Ronaldo'; Directed by
Lew Lender*. Written fbr aereen by. Rob-
«rt ,E. Kent; camera (TeebntcpLor), EUi*
W. Carter; editor, Richard Fantl. Fre-
vjfwod June a, '«*.• Runtiin* time# 7»
MIN#*
Don Arturo Border* , ...... Cornel Wilde
Julia 'Lawrence Teresa W'rlsht

Martinex... ....... . Alfonxd Bedoya
Helena de Ga*arlne. Lisa Ferraday
Rme*tq Brio* ;...EUrene Ialesiaa
Fredo 'Brio*.., John Dehner
Alexander Rotcbeff.....,..Ivan Lebedeff
Don Bernardo Mirana Tito Renaldo
Fray LIndo*. ... .V. RenXO

-

Cesann
JS"*0*0.'- • • •• .Rayne* .Barrpit
Pedro....,,....,.... ....... Rico ‘Alanix
FernaBdo WlHlam P. Wilkersort
Junlpe^o Edward . Colman*
Juan Alex Montoya
Sam Lawrence...; Hank Patterson
Capt. Johji C, Fremont . ,George Eldredge

With Cornel Wilde and Technicolor
to give itmarquee flash.’ “California
Conquest” i*; promising: companion
feature material for the general
market. Excellent swashbuckler
values have been ^obtained and
average vfllmgoers will like the
standard: round of action that is
dished up under Sam Katzman’s

P
roduction and the direction pf
ew. Landers!
Plot is laid in early California

during ,the days when some native*
were favoring U, S. rule to stave
Off claims of other nations and get
out from under, toe remote-control
government of Mexico. Plot gim-
mick purports to show that Russia
had her eye on to<h rich land even
back in those days and how close
she came to claiming it with the
help of a traitorous land-owner
and a treacherous outlaw. *

Wilde is leader of a group of
Spanish-Californians seeking an*
nexation- by the United States.
Opposing this move is John
Dehner, the . wealthy landowner
who wants his future to lie with
Russia because of the power prom-
ised him. He hires Alfonso Bedoya,
picturesque outlaw* to raid the
gunshop run by Teresa Wright and
her father, Hank Patterson, sd an
armed revolt can be staged, Pat-
terson is killed and Miss Wright
joins Wilde to avenge her father’s
death and find the missing' guns
before they can be used to aid the
Russian takeover,
Wilde and the femme join

Bedoya’s gang, successfully locate
the hiding place of the guns and
manage to wreck completely
Dehner's ambitious scheme for
power. In the course of the color-
ful action, there is plenty of rid-
ing, shooting and swordplay to pro-
vide dash to the movement. Also,
a satisfactory romance between
Wilde and Miss Wright is neatly
projected as a balance to the force-
ful action, :

Wilde takes easily to- the cos-
tumed swashbuckling .and pleases.
Miss Wright fits acceptably info
the' requirement* of her role.
Bedoya is topnotch as the bandit
with the sinister smile, and Dehner
sells his part as the man who would
do business with the Russians.
Lisa Ferraday and Ivan Lebedeff
portray* the Russian representa-
tives. Others doing their part to

(Continued on page 18)



Despite the changing market*

conditions *»<* *«ner*l economic*

uncertainties, the- principal Aim
outfits had a greater investment in

backlogs of pi* at the 1 close of

their 1951 fiscal ye*** than a year

earlier. < Combined totals were

$93 ,
450,000 at the end of ’51 and

$91,750,000 for ’50.,

For the most part, the trade’s

economists say, U) this reflects

confidence * in future operations,

and (2) since the Substantial sup-

ply of product in the vaults as-

sures a continuous flow of releases

for some time, there's no pressing

need to keep the cameras constant-

ly grinding at present. - Greater

effort now can be made to key
each future production to the pre-

vailing market situation via flexi-

ble lensing programs.
Heaviest inventories were car-

ried by Metro, 20th-Fox and Para-

mount with a combined total of

$70,750,000 in negative * Costs of

completed „and unreleased films.

In the previous year the combined
figure for the trio was $63,500,000.

It's these three companies along
with BKO which are particularly

identified ‘with significant changes
in film-making- policies, RKO,
which has only two features shoot-

ing at ^present; has curtailed its

production activity greatly. • The
company had $6,100,000. tied up in

finished product at the close of
’51, compared with $5,400,000 a
year earlier and $5,300,000 at the
end of the peak prosperity year of
1946. Prexy Ned E. Depinet said
that the slowdown in film-making
is designed to cuf the big *in-

ventory and build the cash reserve.
RKO’s cash .on

,
hand, including

Government securities, amounted
to $3,140,000 at the close of ’51.

20th-Fox currently is overhaul-
ing its production setup with the
possible establishment of four

(Continued on page 55)

WB’s 66c 6-Mo. Earnings

In Wake of Reduction

Backlog Rundown
Here's a ^rundown on the

backlogs of completed and mv-
released films, in terms of dol-
lars invested in negative costs,

reported by the • principal
studios as Of the close of their
1951 and '50 fiscal years:

1951 1959
Col $5,300,000 $8,250,000
Metro. 26,250,000 19,800,000
Par ,. 22,000,000 18,400,000
Rep .

RKO
20th
V ..

^ WB .

2,000,000
6,100,000

22,500,000
5,300,000
4,000,000

19.800.000
18.400.000

4.000.

000
5,400,000

25.300.000

5.000.

000
.5,600,000

$93,450,000 $91,750,000

Moguy to Make

Effect of Warner Bros, reducing
the .amount of its - outstanding
shares was pointed up this week
with the announcement that the
per share earnings for • the six-

month period ending March 1,

1952, w,ere 66c as* compared tq 56c
for the

1

corresponding period in
1951. This,' despite the fact, that
the net profit for the 1952 stanza
was $77,000 .less, $3,750,000 as
compared to $3,827,000.

During the half-year fiscal pe-
riod the company had retired 1,-

152,215 shares, reducing- the out-
standing common from 6,772,00Cf
shares to 5,619,785. This reduction
was achieved through the purchase

j

of stock by the corporation prior I

to Aug. 31, 1951. * WB further re-
duced the amount of outstanding
shares by a subsequent stock
tender completed On April 4, 1952,
when it bought 669,185 shares for
$10,000,166, leaving a total of 4,-
950,600 shares now outstanding.
This transaction is not reflected in
the financial statement issued last
week.

.

Net Profit of $3,750,000 for the
period ending March 1,

1952, includes $978,000 from the
sale of capital assets. Income from

(Continued on page 55)

Lothar Wolfe to Germany
To Make Pic on Luther

Lothar Wolfe, former producer
for March of Time, heads for Ger-
many today (Wed.) to begin lens-
ing of a feature-length film on Mar-
tin Luther. : Wolfe will serve as
producer of the pic, which Louis
ue Rochemont has contracted to
naake for a Lutheran group in the

Irving Pichel, vet Hollywoodite,
may direct the film. He has bee*
in huddles during the past few
weeks with de Rochemont and
Wolfe. Latter will be in Europe
about three months.

For Col Release
Discussions which Leonide .Mo-

guy, director of the Italian lan-

guages “Tomorrow Is Too Late,”"

had with Columbia while in New
York to promote the film, has re-

sulted in a deal whereby Moguy
will make six pix for Col in Italy.

Pix, to be- made .in Italian,’ will be
distribbed by Col in ItrV the U. S.

and throughout the world. For the
U. S, market it is the intention to
dub the pix’ in English.-

,

Sextet of films will he ^financed
by frozen coin, with Columbia Pic-
tures International ostensibly serv-
ing as the production company.
CoF International, as “owner" of
the films, will turn them over to
Col's domestic outfit for distribu-
tion in -the U, S. Moguy already
has one film, “100 Little Mothers,"
ready for delivery, to- Col..

.
Deal for foreign production is

similar to the arrangement Col had
a few' years ago with Gregor
Rabinowich for the making of eight
operatic-type films in Italy. Rabino-

j

wich, had completed three—"The
Lost One," "Faust" and "The
Loved One"—but these turned out
to be b.o. flops, resulting .in the
discontinuation of the series.

t.

Einfeld to Europe

For Branch Confabs •

- 0n'20th-Fox Bally
Charles Einfeld, 20th-Fox ad-

pub v.p., sails tomorrow (Thurs.\

for Europe on the Vulcania for

a series of promotional confabs

with the company’s international

!

reps. Palaver.?, are* an line with

20th’s policy to intensify exploita-

tion on a world-wide scale.

Murray Silverstone, interna-
tional topper, is already in Europe
and will join in the meetings with
Einfeld. Ad-pub chief will launch
the sessions in Rome with Fritz

Micucci, manager for Italy, and
then continue on to Munich for
talks with German'manager Robert
Krier. Later he will meet with
Karl Knust, Holland manager, in

Amsterdam, and will wind up the
sessions in Paris with Albert Corn-
field, managing director for Eu-
rope, and Giulio Ascarelli, public-
ity director for the Continent.

Chief among the topics to be
discussed will be- the plans for the
global preem in November of
Darryl F. Zanuck’s "The Snows of
Kilimanjaro," which is slated to

open simultaneously in the prin-
cipal capitals of Europe and
South America as well' as key
cities in the U. S.

Einfeld is due back in New York
,

at the end of July.
k A A * •

i i t

Despite the b.o. doldrums Of the

spring, chain operators in the New
York metropolitan area are looking

•forward to the summer months
with an' unusual degree of opti-
mism. A11 the circuit toppers que-
ried last week indicated strongly
that they had no intention of shut-
tering any theatres for the hot-
weather season.

Cheery attitude is based general-
ly on the experience of the past
two or three years, which witnessed
a considerable b.o. upbeat during
the sweltering season. Feeling . of
exhibs Is that interest~in video wiH
wane when the topdraw shows de-
part from the tele lanes for a sum-
mer hiatus. In addition, appeal of

the air-conditioned theatres is seen
enticing .confirmed video viewers
out of “suffocating living rooms
into . cool, comfortable theatres."

Circuits that operate houses in or
near- resort and -beach areas are
looking forward to a healthy pick-
up in those regions, especiaUy in

evening, weekend and rainy day
biz.

Although all these JEactors are
placed on the plus, side, exhibs
agreed unaiiimously that the. most
important issue is the assurance
that the exhibs will be supplied
with a steady flow of big b.o. prod-
uct. Circuit execs hailed the recent
Metro "Seeing Is Believing" ex-
cursion as an indication that the
majors will deliver the goods. "All
we need is one big picture every
two weeks," declared one exhib
topper.” Exhibs questioned . dis-

continued .on : page 15)
•a

Charles Vidor Preps

For Next Pic, 'SKQ.R./

Being Done in Europe
Film-version of the novel.by Paul

Bonner,. “S.P.Q.R.,” which director

Charles
.
Vidor has acquired for an

indie venture, will be filmed in Eu-

rope, with' the exteriors Set for
Italy and the, interiors for England,
Vidor disclosed this week in New
York.

' ‘

Director, who recently completed
"Hans Christian Andersen" for

Samuel Goldwyn, is in Gotham for
a week before* taking off for .Eu-

rope to begin preliminary work on
his indie project’. He Said he .would
confer with ’Robert E. Sherwood in

London about the possibility of the
latter’ doing the screenplay -of the
Bonner tome.
While in New York, Vidor also

will confer with Paramount pro-
ducer Bernard Smith and Ruth and
Augustus “Goetz. Latter pair are
writing the screenplay of “Rhap-
sody," which Vidor will direct.

DICKER JOSIE BAKER .

FOR 20TH’S ‘BLONDES’
* u

Hollywood, June 10.

Josephine Baker has b^en of-

fered a role in 20th-Fox's filmiza*

tion of "Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes,". Sol C. Siegel, studio’s

production .chief for musicals, dis-

closed yesterday (Mon.). He said

he expected to have- an answer
from Miss Baker by the end of this

week on whether she could take
the part, since she was going to Rio
until September and a time ele-

ment is involved. She*''would have
to be available by Sept. 15.

The singer would play herself in

a "Folies Bergere" sequence -of

1924, when she actually was star

of the French musical. She’d get

co-star billing with Betty Grable
and Marilyn Monroe in "Blondes.”

Negotiations were conducted
with Siegel last week by William
L. Taub, Miss Baker’s personal
manager, and Mel Belli, her at-

torney. Performer, who just closed

at the Fairmont Hotel, San Fran-
cisco, is due in New York this week
on her way to Rio. "Blondes"
would be her first important pic

role.

SaCramento,^June 10.

Average film studio earnings
were slightly off during April With
weekly wages of $110.40, compared
with $113.40 during, the previous
month, According .to the California
State Labor Bulletin*

Average hourly earnings were
$2.71, against $2.75 for. March and
$2.53 a year ago.

** Reissues, Which did almost a

complete fade from distrfb rosters

a couple year* ago, are making a

comeback. Two major* within the
i past few weeks disclosed plans for
i a heavy' representation of re-
I releases on summer slates, and
* other companies are expected to
i follow suit.

However, the reissues are show-
* ing no great power at the b.o. Fur-
1 ther tests of them during the sum-
mer will probably determine
whether fall and winter schedules
will be stocked with them or-
Whether distribs will find it advis-
able to skip another season before
reintroducing a flock of oldies.

Every company would be de-
lighted, of course, to schedule as

- many of them as the market will

bear. Except for print costs,, they
represent pure profit since their
negative charges have already been
amortized, .Successful reissues
thus give an exceptionally pleas-

* ant tinge to financial statements,

. There was a tremendous flood of

Plagued 'by a dearth of home- ant tinge to financial statements,
made studio product and forced to There was a tremendous flood of
push reissues and foreign-lingo pix, re-releases Jhree and fo.ur years
RKO’s sale* department is looking ag0 and they proved highly profit-
forward to the summer and fall,, able. The goldeh-egg-laying goose
when it will have a group of high
ly-regarded pix available for re
lease.

was knocked off, however, by sheer
volume. B.o. fell way -off as a re-
sult of the cycle; and distribs have

s . Majority pf pix have been, origi- been forced to delete reissues from
hating from indie sources. Of their schedules the past fe\v years,
nine pictures completed and ready Now 1 there 1*. tentative return
for release, only two can be termed as the majbrS 'test the market,
ouf-and-out RKO productions.

5

There’s hope that the oldies will
These are “Jet Pilot," starring satisfy exhib cries for more fiira

John Wayne^andJsnel Leigh, «ftd (Continued on page 19)
“Beautiful, but Dangerous," star- ¥

ring Robert Mitchum and Jean
Simmons.

Several other pix may be termed
RKO pix, since they ate. completely
financed by the company, although
made Under- deals With indie pro-
ducer*. . Pix in this category In-

j

elude those of Edmund Grainger
and of the Wald:Krasna unit. From
Grainger, thdUgh also dubbed a

Buffington Petitions .

SWG for Meet to Vote

Hollywood, June 10.

Adele Buffington, stormy petrol

Howard Hughes production’, the of the Screen Writers Guild intra-

distrib organization will receive. <mutai politics, has sent petitions
'*«

s
Mitchum > »iid

;
'Alai' Jriyth. The meeting- to vote on al

W»M-Kr»sn« Unit, currently repre- constitutional amendment which

•

.
(Continued oh page 20) ‘SSSTfeS

special meeting' to vote on ai
constitutional amendment which"
would expel identified Communists
from the Guild. She would Also
oust those who refused to cooper-
ate with the House TJri-American
Activities Committee or any other
lawfully constituted, body investi-

gating subversive activities.
,

SWG constitution prohibits exec

Joe Kaufman Readies 3 I Activities Committee or any other

i* *ra n 1 »u lawfully constituted, body investi-

T0r JJ Trod* Maps gating subversive activities.
,

I L h t i ’ tv SWG constitution prohibits exec

John IdUr Jones I 1C board from taking any disciplinary

_ •

, ... action for any. political or religious
Joseph Kaufman, producer of the beliefs, or any expressions thereof,

Joan Crawford .starter; Sudden algo foi’. membership to any pollti-
Fear," which RKO will release, re- cai

.
party. Miss Buffington pfo-

yealed in New York Monday .(9) pogeg this clause he changed' to
that

,

he is readying three proper- exclude Communists as a political
ties for production in 1953.

1

i>arty, so - action can be taken

that, he is reading three proper- exclude .Communists as a political
ties for production in 1953.

1

party, so - action can be taken
Inqie producer said he .would tee against writers who are party

off with a flltn version of Frank members. She contends? this
Stocktons classic. short yarn, “The would’ not only cleanse SWG of
Lady or the Tiger." The screen- (Continued on page 15)
play, he said, *is“ currently- being — :—

,

written and the production "Will be
filmed in England and India. Sec- Friedgen’S Next PlC-
pnd property, which he declined to o a r xr l
name, since he is still dickering - IOT V eueZUelft
for the rights, is set for filming in Lloyd Friedgen, who has been
France. Third of his list for 1953 specializing in making exploitation
is another Crawford starrer, “Weep quickie* abroad, heads for Vene-
No More,” scripted by Lenore Cof- zuela shortly to Jens a pic with
fee. * local talent there.’ All production
As a post-1953 venture, Kaufman financing is being provided by

has penciled in a film blog of the Venezuelan businessmen, with
American naval hero, John Paul Friedgen himself advancing the

Friedgen’s Next Pic.

~ Set for Venezuela
Lloyd Friedgen, who has been

Jones.
Producer, who arrived in Gotham

relatively small dollar cost.

For 14 years a cutter in Coast
over the weekend for exploitation studios, Friedgen more recently
confabs on “Fear,” headed back to has been making partnership deals
the Coast yesterday (Tues.). With with overseas producers to make
Miss Crawford, who has a percent- pix in English and native casts,

age of the pic, Kaufman plans a He re-edits them and shoots addi-
personal selling job on the film, tional footage as necessary on the
Pair bave scheduled an extensive Coast to build up the exploitation
tour and will visit numerous key flavor.

cities prior to the pic’s opening. He is in New York now to make
Kaufman, who held the produc- a distribution deal on his latest,

tion reins on the recent “Pandora which he has set for a b.o. test en-

and the Flying Dutchman," obtains gagement at the -RKO State, Day-
his own bank financing and re- ton, July 6. It is "Nightmare in

ceives second coin from a trio of Red China," made in India in part-

Chicago industrialists — David nership with the Rajkamal Kala:

Bright, Victor Nemeroff and Arn- madir studios. Friedgen’s previous

old Marmont. His Cht connections pix, which have been states-righted,

stem from the time he was a book are “Forbidden Women" -and "Out-

er and buyer for the Balaban & rage* of the Orient," both made in

Katz chain. Manila.
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a ncnttv ckvssbs Wednesday, i'JBSf.

26G, ‘Queen

Oke 28G, ‘Paula’-

Los Angelos, Juno 10.
-f

First-run pace, is showing some
Improvement this week, with three

of the five new’ bill? rating -good

to sharp trade. "Clash by Night,"

in two theatres, shapes socko $31,-

000 or near, to pace the deluxers.

"Skirts*Ahoy" looks solid $26,000,

also in two locations while "Afri-

can Queen” looms good $28,000 in

four spots.

“Carson ' City is thick $16,500 in

three houses while "Paula” paired

wth "California Conquest” shapes
mild $12,000 in two spots.

Holdovers also are slowing up
although "Man in White Suit” is

rated nifty $6,000 or near in sec-

ond frame. "Encore" still is pleas-

ing $3,000 in sixth week. Both
are playing arty houses.

Estimates for ThU Week
Lot Angeles. Chinese, Uptown,

Loyola (FWCH2,0R7; 2,048; 1,710;

1,248; 70-$1.10>r—"African Queen”
(UA) and "Royal Journey” <UA).
"Queen” here for initial pop scale

run after 21-weeks pre-release en-
gagement. Good $28,000. Last
week, "Kangaroo” (20th) and "Here
Come' Marines” (Mono) (8 days),

$27,300.

Hollywood, Downtown, WUtern
(WB) (2,766: 1,757; 2,344; 70-$1.10)

—"Carson City" (WB). Thin $16,-

500. Last week, "About Face”
(WB) (8 days). $18,700.

Loew’s State, Egyptian (UATC)
(2,404; 1,538; 70-$1.10) — "Skirts
Ahoy’1 (M-G) and "Glory Alley”
(M-GJ. Solid $26,000. Last week,
"Girl in White” (M-G) and 'Talk
About Stranger” (M-G), $18,800.

Hlllstreet, Pantages (RKO) <2,-

752: 2,812; 70-$1.10)—"Clash By
Night”* (RKO),and "Leave to Ma-
rines” (Lip). ISock $31,000. Last
week, "Half-Breed” (RKO) and
"Marry Me” (RKO), $18,400.
Los Angeles Paramount, Hawaii

(UPT-G&S) (3,300; 1,106; 65-$1.20)—"Red Mountain” (Par) and "Afri-
can Treasure" (Mono) (L.. A. Par
only) (2d wk). Fair $11,500. Last
week, $20,400, including L. A. Par
preem.
United Artists, Hollywood Para-

mount (UATC-FAM) (2,100; 1,430;
70-$1.10) — "Paula" (Col) and
"California Conquest" (Col). Mild
$12,000. Last week, "Red Ball Ex-
pres” (U) and "Bronco Buster" (U)
(2d wk-4 days), with Ritz, $6,500.
Orpheum, Beverly Hills (Metro-

politan-WB) (2,213; 1,612; 85-$1.50)—"Greatest Show" (Par) (16th-
final wk). Oke $7,500. Last week,
$12 ,000.

Fine Arts. (FWC) (679; 80-$1.20)
—"Man White Suit" (U) (2d wk).
Big $6,000 or near. Last week,
$7,600.

Wllshfre (FWC) (2,296; 80-$1.50)
—•"Ivory Hunter” (U) (3d wk).
Slight $3,000. Last week, $4,400.
Four Star (UATC) (900; 85-$1.20)

—"Encore" (Par) (6th wk). Nice
$3,400. Last week, $4,300.
Canon (ABC) (520; $1.20) —

“Prize" (Indie) (3d wk). Slow
$1,900. Last week, $2,100.

* - - -

Warm Weather Sloughs

Hub; 'Skirts’ Slow 22G,

‘Clash’ Good $14,000, 2d
Boston, June 10.

Summer weather and slumping
biz have arrived at Hub together,
with most downtown majors taking
a beating. "Skirts Ahoy" at Or-
pheum and State shapes as leader

, this stanza but it shapes mild, with
"Clash by Night” in second frame
at Memorial doing comparatively
better, "Denver and Rio Grande"
at Paramount and Fenway is slow.
Reissue combo of "Leave Her to
Heaven” and "Rains Came” at
Met is way off. "Models, Inc.” at
Boston is very moderate.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (B&Q) (1,500; 50-95)—

"Paula” (Col) (2d wk). Nosedive to
$4,000 after fair $6,500 opener,
below hopes.
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (682;

50-$1.20)—"Tomorrow Too Late’*
(Burstyn) (3d wk). Held at nice
$7,000 after $8,200 for second.

Boston (RKO) (3,000; 40-85)—
"Models, Inc.” (Indie) and "Tough
Girl" (Rep). Fairish $8,000. Last
week, "Scarlet Angel" (U) and
"White Virgin” (Indie), oke $9,000.

Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-80)—
"Man in White Suit” (U) (8th wk).
Held for extra week with trim
$4,500 after $4,800 for seventh.
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 40-85)

—

"Denver Rio Grande” (Par) and
"Kid Monk Baroni” (Indie). Tepid

(Continued on page 20)

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $443,300
(Bdsed on 19 theatres)

. Last Year <$439,400.

(Rased, on IT theatres)

‘Jeanie’ Pacing

Indpls With 9G
Indianapolis, June 10.

Biz is suffering from summer
heat at- downtown situations here
again . this stanza, "I Dream of
Jeanie,” sparked by a preem with
its stars in attendance, looks best
but looks only okay at Circle.
"Young Man With Ideas” at Loew’s
and "Macoa” at Indiana gre dis-
appointing.

Estimates for This Week
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 50-

76)— "I Dream of Jeanie” (Rep)
and "Here Come Marines” (Indie).

2*ay„ 39-000;
,
Last’ week, "About

Face” (WB) and "Loan Shark”
(Lip), $8,000.
Indiana (C-D) <3,200; 50-76)—.

" Macoa:’ (RKO) and “'One Big Af-
fair”. (UA). Tepid $8,000. Last
week, "Kangaroo” (20th). and
Never Forget You” (20th), $9,006.

* Loew’s (LoeW’s) (2,427; 50-76)—
‘Young Man With Ideas" (M-G) and
"When In Rome" (M-G). So-so $8,-

"Skirts Ahoy”
(M-G) and Talk About a Stranger"
(hLG). $13,000 in 9 days.
Lyric (C-D) (1,600; 50-76)—
Okinawa” (Col) arid "Man From
Colorado” (Col). Thin $4,000. Last
week, "Steel Town” .(U) ,and "Night
Stage To Galveston” (Col), $5,000.

'SKIRTS’ BIG $27,000,

FRISCO; ‘CLASH’ 11G, 2D
San Francisco, June 10.

• Biz is generally dull here this
session About best bet looks
to be Skirts. Ahoy,” which looms
«>« on first week at Warfield,
All other newconiers shape mild
to slim, with surplus of holdovers
»ot helping overall total. "Clash
By Night” is holding fairly well

l
11 Gate week. "Man
In White Suit" looms fine in fifth
session at Stagedoor. -

Estimates for This Week
«-P°!i

dei1 (RKO) (2,850; 65-
'‘Clash By Night’ (RKO) (2d

wk). Off to $11,000 or near. List
week, sock $18,000.
Fox (F#G) <4,651; 65-95) — "I

Dream of Jeanie” (Hep) and "Bal
Tabarin” • (Rep). Mild $9,000 in 6
d*y»\ Week, "Belles on Toes”
(20th) and "Here Come Marines”
(Mono) $12,500 in 8 days.
Warfield. (Loew’s) (2;656; 65-95)— Skirts Ahoy" (M-G). Sock

$27,000 or near. Last week, "When
in Rome” (M-G) plus vaude headed
by Andrew . Sisters, weak $28,000.
Paramount (Pari (2,646; 65-95)—

"Red Mountain” (Par) and "Fight-
ing Rats of Tobruk” (Indie) (2d
wk). Off to $8,500 in 5 days. Last
week,. big $16,509.
SC Francis (Par) (1,400; 65-95)—

,
Walk East on Beacon” (Col) (2d

wk). Held near $8,000. Last week,
stout $12,000.
Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,448; 65-

(Continued on page 20)

‘Beacon’ Fairish $9,000,

Buff.^CiAiiie’ NSG liG
- ^ Buffalo,: -June 10.

Trade at first-runs Is lagging this

session. "Walk East on* Beacon”
is rated fairly good at Lafayette
but "Carbine Williams” looks mild
at the Buffalo. "Carson City”

.
Is

moderate at Paramount.
Estimates for. This .Week

'Buffalo' (Loew’s) 0,000: 40-70)—
"Carbine Williams” (M-G) and
"When ih Borne” (M>G). Mild
$11,006 or Under. List week,
"Skirts Ahoy” (M.G) and "Waco”
(Mono), ,$14,300. ; ^
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 40-70)—"Carson City” (WB) vand "One

Big Affair” (UA); Moderate $7,500.
Last Week, "Red Mountain” (Par)
and "Cage of Gold?’ (Indie), $10,500.

Center (Par) (3,100; 4&70) —
"Encore” (Par) and "Train- of
Events” (Indie). Mild $6,000. Last
week, "About Face” (WB), same.
Lafayette (BasiirO,000; 40-70—

"Walk East on Beacon’’ (Col) and
"Konga” (Indie)

.
(reissue). Fairly

good $9,000 or close. Last week,
"Ivory Hunter” (U) and "Lost
Planet Airmen” (Rep), $7,000.

Century (20th Cent.) (3,000; 40*
70)
—“Champion” (UA) and "Body

and .'Soul”* (UA)’ (reissues). Thin
$6,000. Last; Week, "Loan Shark”
(Lij) and "Outlaw Women” (Lip),

In Drab PhiDy
< •

Philadelphia, June 10*
First clear weekend in a month

or so is sloughing biz at first-runs
here this week. The faint Show-
ing being made by "Wild Heart”

. By Night,’
Is smash at the Goldman, which
is the lone standout in current ses-
sion; "Carson City” looms dull at
Stanley;, Nearly all holdovers are
way off.

Estimates for This Week
Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-99) —

"Wild Heart”* (RKO). Faint $10,-
000. Last week, "Outcasts Poker
Flat" (20tfU, $5,000.

Earle (WB)
. (2.700; 50-99) —

"Stolen Face” (Lip) plus Count
Basie orch, Moke Poke onstage.
Dull $10,000. or less. Last week,
Outlaw Women” (Lip) plus DinahWashington-Amett Cobb onstage,

$19,000.

Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-99)—"Kan-
garoo” (20th) (2d wk). Down to
$12,000 but fight pix helped. Last
week, $17,000,

Goldman (Goldman) . (1,200; 50-
99)—"Clash By Night”' (RKO).
Smash $23,000. Last week, "Walk
East on Beacon” (Col) (2d wk),
$12 ,

000 .
,

r Mastbaum (WB) (4,960; ‘ 50-99)

—

"Red Mountain" (Par) (2d *>wk).
Drab $9,000. , Last Week, $17,000.
Midtown (Goldman) (1,200.; 50-

99)—"Glory Alley” (M-G). So-so
$6,000. Last week, "Young Man
with Ideas” (M-G), same.
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500: 50-

99)—"Skirts Ahoy" .(M-G) (3d
Wk). Off sharply to $9,000. Last
week, fine $19,000.

Stanley (WB) '* (2,900; 50-99) —
“Carson City” (WB). Dull $8,000.
Last week, “About Face” (WB) (2d<
wk), $5,000.

Stanton (WB) (1,473: 50-99) —
“High. Sierra” (WB) ana "To Have,
Have Not" (WB) (reissues)* Poor
$6,000. Last week, "Fighter” (UA),
big $12,500.

. Studio (Goldberg) (500r 55-99) —
"Man in White Suit’MU) (5th wk).
Big $3,500. Last week, $4,000.

Trans-Lux (T-L) (500*; 85-$1.20)—"My Son, John” (Par) (6th wk).
Okajr $3,200. Last week, $4,400.

Clash’ Hot $12,000 in

‘About Face’ Solid lOViG, flesh’ IG
Cincinnati, June 10.

Pix trade is sagging this round
from lots of outdoors diversion:
more summer heat, Cincy Reds on
home grounds and telecast of Wal-
cott scrap with Charles,., a town
boy. Brightest marker is "Clash
By Night” at Albee with sock ses-
sion. “About Face” looks solid in
Palace while "Loan Shark" is okay
at Grand. "Flesh and Fury” at
Capitol is fairish but "Atomic City”
in Keith’s' is light.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-75)—

' CIa
n
sk % Ni*ht” (RKO). Swell

$12,000. WLW Star Search finals
°.nstage Friday (6) matinee and
night drew extra trade. Last week,

"Skirts Ahoy” (M-G) big $17,500,
for city’s best figure iri weeks.

Capitol (Mid-States) (2,000; 55-
75)—"Flesh and Fury” (U) and
-‘Treasure Lost Canyon” (U). Fair-
ish $7,000. Last week, “My Son,
John” (Par), same.
Grand (RKO) <1,400; 55-75)—

"Loan Shark” (Lip) and "Valley
of Eagles” (Lip). Oke $7,500. Last
week, "Rancho Notorious” (RKO)
and “Outlaw Women” (Indie), ditto.

Keith’s (Mid-States) (i,542; 55-
75)—"Atomic City” (Par). Light
$6,000. Last week, "Outcasts of
Poker Flat” (20th), same.

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-75)—
"About Face” (WB). Solid $10,500.
Last week, "Mara Maru” (WB),
$9,000.

BeadiK’Dn $19,000. JohaNG 10G

Key City Grosses
r

Estimated Total*Gro*a\
Thla Week $1,831,104
(Baaed on 24 cities, 209 the-*

atrei, chiefly first rdn$, includ* '

ing N. Y.)
Total Grees Same Week
, JU»t ?Year* . .

. v * .$2.4*4,000
(Based on 25 cities, and 196

theatres.) „

$12,000 in Cleve.

Cleveland, June 10.
Key houses are saturated .with

holdovers and reissues. Few are
making much noise. "Skirts Ahoy”
on Second, stahza at State is sS well
as anything against a sudden hot-
spell that wilted "My Son, John”
at Stillman to a thin total. "Clash
By Night” looms gqod at palace.
Two Humphrey Bogart reissues,
"High Si«Ta” and "To Have and
Have NotT’ are proving okay for
Allen* ,

* ...
v

Estimates for This Week
Allen (Warner) (3,000; 55-80) —

"High Sierra’’ (WB) and "To. Have;
Have Not” (WB) (reissues). "Satis-
factory $10,000, Last week, "About
Face” (WB), Same.-

Hipp (Scheftel-Burger) (3,700;
55-80)—"Laura” (20th) and "This
AboVe All" (20th) (reissues). Mid-
dling $9,000. Last week, "Kanga-
roo” (20th), $13,000* . '

Lower Mall (Community) (585;
55-80)—"Isle of Sinners” (Indie).
Thin $2,500. Last week, "Man in
White Suit” (U) (2d wk), neat'
$2,000 .

Palace (RKO)‘ (3,300; 55-80) —
"Clash By Night” (RKO). Good
$12,000 or close* Last week, "Walk
East on Beacon”' (Col) and "Sound
Off” (Col), $12,500.

State (Loew’s) <3,450; 55-80) —
Skirts Ahoy” (M-G) (2d wk). Down

to $9,000 following nice $15,000 last
folio.

Stillman (Loew’s) (2,700; 55-80)
"My Son, John” (Par)* Thin

$4,000. Last • week, "Something
Live For” (Par), $5,200.
Tower (Sheftel-Burger) (500; 55-

gj> 77 "Kangaroo” (20th) (m.o.),

wS*

“

The
'

Pitt Sags; ‘Jeanie’ Oke

$5,500, ‘Clash’ NSH7IG,

Ideas’-Vaode Slow 18G
>T • / Pittsburgh, June 10.
Nothing is helping this week.

Terrific bally for preem of "I
Dream of Jeanie” is not paying off
at the ' Fulton while the record-
name stkgeshow of Margaret Whit-
ing and Four Aces with "Young
Man With Ideas” at Penn looks like
a washout, too. Despite excellent
notices, "Valley of Eagles” is not
going anywhere at Harris* "Clash
Byv:%hL %. uPPin8 the Stanley
a slight bit but nothing to get ex-
cited about. By comparison with
downtown trade, “Encore” at
Squirrel Hill nabe art house has
no complaints.

Estimates for This Weok
..t

1?1*011 <She») (1,700; 50-85)—
I Dream of Jeanie” (Rep). Studio

a ^ dough stagmg preem
of this one here,, and came through
with a sock campaign. But only
okay $5,500 looms. Last week, "Re-
turn of Texan” (20th), drab $2,500
In 5 days, brutal for a holiday week.
.
H*rrl* (Harris) (2,200; 50-85)—
Valley of Eagles” (Lip). Mild $4,-“Gir* In White”

(M-G), $5,000.
Penn (Loew’s) (3,300; 60-$125)— Man With Ideas” (M-G)

and Margaret Whiting-4 Aces on-
Another flesh dud for this

,^?^oh more than slow
$lo,000, which means plenty of red

Week, "Carbine Williams”
(M-G), $10,000.

.

Squirrel mu (WB) (900; 50-85)—
Encore (Par) Big $3,000. Should
stick around for a while. Last
week, Man in White Suit” (U; 4th
wk), oke $1,200.

>
(FB) (3 *80°i 50-85)—

Clash By Night” (RKO). Slow $7,-

5% LastJveeJ. holiday didn’t help

$
About Face” (WB), with only

50-85)—

s

Atomic City” (Par). Nsg $4,000.Las fc week, "Just This Once” (M-G)
and ‘Hong Kong” (Par), about
same.

Detroit, June 10.
Like the Korean peace talks,

dotyntofo}' . filni ' bfc- continues, to
drag along again' thia week, "My
Son,.John” looks poor at the Mich-
igan, "Deadline-U.S.A,” is very
Vapid at the Fox; "The River” • is
flowing, but alowly, at the Palms.
"Wild North” looks mild at the
Adams.-

. Estimate* for This Week
Fox (Fox*D«troit) (5.000; 70-95)—

"DeadliBe-U.SJk,” (20th) and "In-
heritance” (Rank). Sad news .at
$19,000. Last week,, "pride St,
XiOViIs’’ (20thl plus- Lpuis. Arm-
strong, Fran Warreh , onstage,
$33,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;

70-95)—"My gon. j0hn” (Par) and
“Clouded Yellow” (Col). 'Poor $10,-
000. • List week„ • (‘About Face*'
(WB) and "Lion and Horse” (WB),
same. .. ;

-

Palma (UD) (2,900; 70-95)—"The
River” (UA).and “One Big Affair5*

(UAL Slugri^h at, $11,000. Last
week. "San- Francisco Story” <WB)
and "Oaptive City” (UA), 412,000,
Madison (UD) (1,900; 70-95)^—

"Sinners”- (Indie) and "Secret
Flight” (Indie) (2d wk). Down to
$7,000. Last Week, fair $10,000*
United Artiste (UA)- (1,900; 70-

95)—"SkirtH Ahoy” (M-G) and
"Young Man Ideas” (M-G) (3d wk),
Off. to $8,000; Last week, good
$12 000; ,

4 "

Adams (Balaban) (1„700; 70-95)—
"Wild North” (M-G). MUd $6,000.
Last week, "Half Breed” (RKO)
and "American Harvest” (RKO),
$7)000, ' •

D.C. Nice; ‘Scaramoache’

Fat 7G, ‘Marrying’

vx r
Washington, June 10*.

It Is a generally steady session
along main- stem, with most first-
runs On the brisk side' The sock
newcomer * is "Scaramouche” at
Loews Palace, which is rated sen-
sational "Marrying Kind” at Lo-
pert’s Playhouse shapes well but
undoubtedly has been hurt by
American Legion picketing* "The
River,” first time around- at pop
prices and in a new policy of first-
run day-dating in two K-B nabes,
is fine in both houses. "Young
Man With Ideas” plus vaude a!
Loew’s ’ Capitol, failed r to reap
hoped-for hypo from stage appear-
ance .of Guy Mitchell but is. rated
fine. "Clash By Night” is holding
Well in seedhd round at Keith’s.

Estimates for This Week
,

Capito! (Loew’s) (3,434; 55-95)—
Young Man With* Ideas” (M-G)

plus vaude headed,by Guy Mitchell.
Nice $21,000. Last week, “SkirtsAh°y (M-G) plus vaude (2d wk).
big $21,000.

*

'Pwht (Lopert) (372; 50-85)

—

Pictura; (Indie). Okay $3,000. Last

,
vAnything Happen’’ (Par)

(6t£ wk), $1,500 for final 4 days.
^Keith's (RKO) (l,939f 50-85)—
Clash By Night” (RKO) (2d wk).
Very firm $8,000 after sock $13,000
opener.

(Warner) (1,200;
50-80)— Valley of Eagles” (Lip).

.Last week, "Loan
Shark” (Lip), $4,000.

,(m
?nt.ri° (K-B) (1,424; 44-74)—

The River” (UA). Fine $7J)00 for
first time at pop scale. Stays. Lastw^k

»

r
My Son, John” (Par) (4th

wk), $5,000.
Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 50-80)

—

Scaramouche” (M-G). Torrid $25,-
?*??’ Pr^fbly stays. Last week,

$18000
nC ™^ams” (M~G) > brisk

. (Lopert) (485; 50-$l)— Manying Kind” (Col). Appar-
entiy hurt by Legion picketing,

&}? good at $7,500. Last week,

$3 000
line~‘U‘S’A<> ' (2°th) (5th Wk)>

/Wanner (WB) (2,174; 50-80)—
Nave and Have Not” (WB) and
n^J^x Sierra” (WB) (reissues).
Modest $8,000. Last week, "About
Face" (WB), $9,000..

Trans-Lux (T-L) (654; 60-$l)—
‘Eneore” (Par) (4th wk). Fine $7,-
000. Last week, $8|000.

‘Mountail)L
, High $10,000,

Port.; ‘Hunter’ $6,500
Portland. Ore., June 10.

First-run biz started on the up-
grade here during the past week,
after a lengthy lull, and this round
also is bright despite the lengthy
hot weather. "Red Mountain,” in
two houses is okay while "Ivory
Hunter” shapes fair, "The River*
is back at popular prices, but mild.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,890; 65-90)

—"Ivory Hunter’ (U) and "Square
Dance Katy” (Rep). Fair $6,500.

(Continued on page 20)
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Story’-'Shark’ Light $11,000, ‘Skits’

,000

Chicago, Jims 10. A

Despite the closing of the Orion-

plus aw &*•:&*
fa.K.setbWas'
second week- ^

• » •

Outside of that thoro’* nothing

garnering' much coin, Safi ^Fran-

cisco Story” ky JUouv

Shark" at the Booeeeelt looki light

t
ll'OQO. ReiuiiCf oopribo of 4Hlgh
lerra” and “To HatVe, Have Not”

at Grand is^t too had with $3,000

^Second*' weekerr look film .with

“Anything Can Happen” at Zleg-

feld leading the way with par tak-

ings. State-Lakfe has “Red Moun-
tain” and “Flaming Feather” but

lean week looms. “Valley of

Eagles” and “Montana Territory

at United Artists is pallid blso in

second week. Of the longer runs

“Man in White Suit” ifininth week
at the Surf still is neat. Palace is

,off with “Greatest Shoy on Barth”
but still good for fifth week. Woods
is also in for mild fourth stint of

“Marrying Kind.”

Estimates for This Week 1

Chicaro (B&K) (3,900; 55-98)—
“Skirts Ahoy” (M-G) (2d' Wk) with
Mary Kaye Trio and Buddy. Baer
in person. Held nicely with $25,-

000. Last week, fine $33$00.
Grand (HKO) (1,500; 55-08)—

“High Sierra” (WB) and “To Have,
Have Not” (WB) (reissues). Not too
bad $8,000. Last week, “Dracula”
(U) and “Frankenstein” (H) (re-

issues), $7,000.
Oriental' (Indie) (3,400; 55-98)

—

House shuttered - last Thursday
(5). Last week, “Aaron Slick” (Par)

with Gene Autry pnstage, okay
$32,000.

Palace (Eitel) (2,500; 98-$1.25)—
“Greatest -Show” (Par) (5th wk).
Good $15,000. Last week, $18,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 55-98)—

“Sdn • Francisco Story” (WB) and
“Loan Shark” (Lip). Lean $11,000.
Last week, “Macao” (RKO) and
“On Loose” (RKO) (2d wk), $6,400.

State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 55-98)
“Red Mountain” (Par) .and “Flam-
ing Feather” (Par) (2d wk). Slim-
$9,000. Last week, $16,000.

Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; 98)—
“Man in White Suit” (U) (9th-final
wk). Excellent $3,500. Last week,
same.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 55-

98)
—

“Valley of Eagles” (Lip) and
“Montana Territory” (Col) (2d wk).
Humid $6,000. Last week, $9,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98)

—

“Marrying Kind” (Col) (4th wk.).
Winding up four weeks with $10,-
000. Last week, nice $14,000.
World (Indie) (587; 98)

—“Penny-
whistle Blues” (Indie) and “Happy
Day” (Indie) (2d wk). Light $2,-
300. Last week, $3,000.

Ziegfcld (Lopert) (485; 98)

—

‘Anything Can Happen” (Par) (2d
wk. Okay $3,300. Last week,
$3,500.

£itimitel Are Net
FilnLgpoe* estimate* u

potted herewith from the verh
ous key cities,' ere, net; ;.t,

without the 20% tax. Plitrlb-'
utors shake on net take, when
playing, percentage, hence the.

estimated figures ere net in-
come. * " *

The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as Indicated,
include the tL S. amusement
tax. /

Rochester Tilts ‘Rose’

To Hotsy 15G, Seattle

Seattle, June 10.
Unexpectedly cool weather con-

tinues with some hot spells hut biz
is limping. “Paula” stiapes fair at
Fifth Avenue while “Girl in White”
looks mild at Liberty. Best bet in
city is “Rose of Cimarron” with
Rochester and Sportsmen onstage,
rated big at the Palomar. Stage
layout obviously is the draw.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 65

S? ~ Lhout Face” (WB) (m.o.).
Slow $2,000. Last. week, “African

ma^L(UA) atld “Royal Journey”
(UA) (9th wk), $3,000.

on, °teHm Evergreen) (1,829; 65-
Stallion” (Mono) and

*Vnnn
C
r
0me Marines” (Mono). Okay

1,S; h?st week
* “California Con-

$9 300
C0l) and “Sound 0ff” Col) ’

Avenue (Hamrick) (1,650;

non
90 T

<

?aula
” (Col) - Fair

?r?n
La? <™eek ’ “Six Convicts”
and Kansas Territory”

(Mono) (2d wk), $6,000.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 65-90)

M mnrt 4 White” (M-G). Milt
day

,

s - Last week. “Car
?*na w*Ula.ms'' (M-G) and "Okla

t

A“la ®ep), $4,000 in (

°? third week.
on, ,!*

c
.

Rox (Hamrick) (850; 65

wkr n?anie
tnnWorW” (UA > (2d

week
°ke *3,500 » **ttr $7,700 last

OO^hQ^f31
!

(Hamrick) (2,282; 65-J0)~~ Skirts Ahoy” (M-G), and
(Continued on page 20)

OK' $9,000* Balto
Baltimore, June 10.

Biz remains dull here with “Just
Across Street” leading the. current
list at Keith’s to okay session, Re-
mainder of lineup. . dominated by
holdovers mainly ‘in uneventful
groove. ^‘Skirts AKoy” ia’ fairly
good in third', week at the Tpwn.

* Estimates for This Week
‘

-Century tLoew’s-UA) ,(3,000; 20-
70)—“Carbine Williams” (M-G) (2d
wk). Mild $5,500 after /rather nice
opener at $8,900.

Keith’s '(Schanberger) (2,460; 20-
70)-r-“Just Acrd3s. , Street”* • (U).

Okay $9,000. Last week, “Outcasts
Poker Flat” (20th), $6,300.

"

Mayfair (Hicks), (980; 20-70)—
“Loan Shark” (Lip). Over average
at $5,000. Last week,' “Atomic City”
(Par), $4,20Q.
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-70)—
Walk East on Beacon” (Col) <(2d

wk). Held at $5,000 after good
$7,200 start.

Stanley (WB). (3,280;' 25-75)—
“High* Sierra” (WB) and- “To Have,
Have Not” (WB) (reissues). Duo
of Bogart .oldies look very dull at

$6,000. Last week, “About. Face”
(WB), ' $6,900.
Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-70)

—“Skirts Ahoy” (M-G) (3d wk).
Fairish $5,500 after good previous
round at $7,300.

Heat Wilts K.C, Albeit
.

‘Express’ Fast $14,000;

‘Story’ 7G, ‘Carson’ 5G
Kansas City, June 10.

Week of lighter biz on tap with
new pix generally fair. Pace is be-

ing set by “Red Ball Express” with
nice total in. the four Fox Midwest
first-runs. “San Francisco Story”
is fairish at' Paramount while
“Young Man with Ideas” at Mid-
land is dull. “Carson City” at Mis-
souri looms light.

.
“Encore” con-

tinues strong in second week at

Warwick, and &oes a third. “Man
In the White Suit” is due to bow
out at Vogue after nine fine weeks.
Weather in past week was extreme-
ly warm.

Estimates for This Week
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 65-85)

—

“Rashomon” (RKO) (4th wk). Off
at $1,200, but has been a good run.

Last week, oke $1,500.
Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 50-69)—

“Young Man with Ideas” (M-G) and
“When in Rome’-’ (M-G). Slow $9,-

000. Last week, “Skirts Ahoy”
(M-G) and ’‘Shadow in Sky” (M-G>,
$11,000.
Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 50-75)—

“Carson City” (WB) and “Bush-
whackers” (Indie). Light $5,000.

Last week, “Clash By Night” (RKO)
and “Talk About a Stranger”
(M-G), one of best recent weeks,
$7,000.
Paramount (Tri-States). (1,900;

50-69)—“San Francisco Story”
(WB) and “St. Benny, Dip” OJA).
Fairish $7,000. Last -week, “Red
Mountain” (Par), $10,000.
Tower, Uptown, Fairway,. Gran-

ada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043;

700; 1,217; 50-75)—“Red Ball Ex-

press” (U) ; plus “No Room for

Groom” (U) at Tower and Granada
only. Nice $14,000 or over. Last
week; “Belles op Toes” (20th), $15,-

000 in 8 days.
Vogue • (Golden) (550; 50-85)—

“Man in White Suit” (U) (9th wk)
Hefty $1,200, but, moves out. Last
week, $1,400,
Warwick (Fox Midwest) (900; 50-

85)
—“Encore” (Par) (2d wk). Hold-

ing well at $2,200; goes a third
first good film here since begin-

ning art policy opened in this for-

mer subsequent-run. Last week
hefty $2,500.

Tania’ Passable $11,000,

St Leo; Reacoh’ Fat 13G
K '

, , Sh Xouis, June 10.

'Weekend of staling temperature,
with, a new high fbr. thi* .year of
95’ degree* laat Suhday (8), sent
thousand*; out, of town lor relief.

Result is . that turnstile activities

at the deluxers suffered badly.
“Paula,” rated top newcomer, is

only average- at*the Missouri while
“Bed Mountain” is fair at the
Ambassador. “Walk East op. Bea*
con” managed to rack up a good
stanza at the big Fox despite the
heat.

Estimates for This Week
Ambaasader (F&M) (3,000; 00-75)

“Red’ Mountain” (Par) and “Mara
Maru” (WB). Fair $11,000. Last
Week, * “About Face” (WB) and
“Deadline U, S» A.” (20th), $8,500.
Fex (F*M) (5,000; 60-75)

"Kangaroo” > (20th) and “Montana
Territory” (Col).- Opened today
(Tues), 'Lag* Wee^ “Walk East on
Beacon”'- (Col) .'and “Bound Off”
(Col), good $13400.
Lbew** (iieW) fHK75> —

“Skirt* Ahby” ' (M«G^ ' (id >k>.
Held at $11,000. fifeUd
$17,000" Initial stanza?
Lyh? (Indie) (l,000r 75-90)

“Never Take No For Answer" (Hid)
(2d wk).\ Thin $3,000 after first

session'* $3,500.
'Ml**oun (FdcM) (3JW0; 80-75)^-

“Paula” (Col) and “Bronco Buster”
(U). Average $113)00. Last week;
Tied Mountain" (Par) and “Pace
That Thrills”. (RKO), $8,000. .

/.Fareant*' R Amua.) . (1,000;
75-90) —“Enrt«e» (Par) (2d wkT.
Good

.
$3,0Qd;-' after $4,000, first

rame. •

Shady Oak (SC L. Amus.) (800:
75-90)—“Encore” .(Par)' ‘ (gd- ’jyk).
Nice $3,500, following $4»500 open^
ing stanza* ' \.v

Arrival of hot weather, with the
initial favorable outdoor .weekend
In about a. month, and a< deayth Of

new product are sloughing; bu*l-
pess at pioSt Broadway • first-run*

me’ Modest at $9,500,

‘White SoH’FmetG, 2d
Minneapolis, June lO.

Return of hot weather and sup-
shine is sloughing firstrrun* liere

;

this week, with the Important 'fight

telecasts and “adverse ' economic
conditions also hurting: The fact
that holdovers are. in the majority,
n contrast with last ‘weakr
there was only one, probably 1*

no help either. “Pat and Mike”
ooms at Radio ' City while> "Car*
son City” is mild at Orph'Ctiml.

Second round for “Man to White
Suit” still is fine, Very near' first,

frame. “Carbine William*” alSo is

okay on first holdover week.-
Estimates for This Week.

Century (Par) (1,600; 50-76) —

:

Man in White Suit” (U) (2d wk).
Fine $4,000. Last week, $5,000,
with plenty of praise.
Gopher (Berger) (1,000: 50-76),

—

"Carbine Williams” (M-<G) (2d Wk).
Okay $3,500. Last week,- $5,200.

Lyric (Par) (1,000; 50-76)—“Love
Better Than Ever” V(M-G), : and
F.B.I. Girl” (Lip). Fair $4,500.
.ast week, “Tembo’ (RKO)j ahd
“Talk About Stranger” <M-G)>
$3,000. ;

Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50^76)—
“Pat and Mike” (M-G). Tracy*-

Hepburn picture^meeting with gen-
eral approval but only mild $9,500
‘ooms. Last week, “Skirts Ahoy”
(M-G), $10,000.
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) -. (2,B00’

40-76)—“Carson City” IWB). Mild
$5,000. Last week, “Clash By
Night” (RKO) $8,000.

'

RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 40-76)—
“Lion and Horse” (WB) and “Pace
That Thrills” (RKO). Slow $4,000,

Last week, “Strange World” (UA)
and “Tale of Five Women” (UA),

$5,000. ' -

State (Par) (2,300; 50-76)—“Den-
ver Rio Grande” (Par). Fair $5,000
Last week; “Deadline U. S. A.’

(20th), $6,000.
World (Manp) (400; 85-$1.20) —

“La Ronde” (Indie) (3d wk). Dar-

ing French film not doing as well

as anticipated. Okay $2,500. Last
week, $3,300. >

ToYe’ Robust $13,000,

Denver; ‘Story’ Fair 15G
Denver, June 10.

First-run biz is generally way
off here this stanza because of

great outdoor weather. Three
holdovers also are hurting overall

total. “San Francisco Story” looms
fair in three spots while “Love Is

Better Than Ever” is rated good
at Paramount. “Deadline-U. S. A.”

shapes modest in two spots.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 40-85) —

“San Francisco Story” (WB) and
“Wooden Horse” (Realart), day-

date with Tabor, Webber. Fair

$6,500. Last week, “Outcasts

Poker Flat” (20th) and “Hold That
Ghost” (U), $6,000.
Broadway (WolfberpO (1,200. 40-

85)
—"Glory AVey” (M-G). Fair

(Continued on page 20)

after big $142,000 opening week.
Holds a third jveek, and possibly
longer. ;
Roxy (20th) (5,886; 9042.20)—

“Lydia Bailey” (20th) wito Alan
this *week. The televising of the LPale, Florian ZaBgch, Dunhills on-
Wslcott-Charies fight also htot the

^ *

theatres Where house* Itort their
Sessions,midweek. There were some
strong

,
spots but they were the' ert

ceptloh rather than the tjalc aa
most holdbvers went -into a tail-

spin. -H-

Lone newcomer, albdejfmni the
weekly change at the P a 1 a c e, is

"Young Man' With' Ideas^” which Is

lightweight^$7,000 or under at the
GJobe::. It^stays only one week.

,

v Still champion is the Paramount,
with Johnnie Ray topping the
stsgeshow and boosting “Wild
Heart” to a socko session. Although
it ’ is the second stanza for this
cbmbo,' Par flagship looks to land
$138,000,. terrific in view of how
.pther theatres are faring. Bay ob-
viously continues the real magnet,
V ‘^LbVely To Look At ” with stage-
show, 1* holding to fine $123,000 in
second round at fhe Music Hall,
with a: third week already set. “Cal-
IfonUA Conquest,” with vaudeville,
ls^heading for okay $13,000 at the
Pklaee, “Lydia Bailey,” with ’stage
bill headed by Alan Dale, Flotian
ZaBach and the Dunhills, is down
to -fair $48,000 or less in second
fraids at the Roxy.
Best straight-film is “Walk East

On Beacon, with big $22,000 in’

second stanza.at the Victoria. “Red
BalFExpre*s’r is holding nicely at
s b’o u t $12,009 • at the Criterion.
“Bkirts Anoy” ls down sharply with
around $14,000 in second session at
the Capitol /but ii' holding a thirds
Other holdovers arb - surprisingly
thin.

;

M

Tbei> 'Wani'er
,

; closed down last
Thursday (SF Bhrtti. 'Tor the sum-

V

'

' Estimates for Thl* Week
Aster (City lhv.P(l,30p ; 70-$l .80)

„
VOuteast of JsWhda^iUA) (4th

wk). oil fo;$t,ooo after.nice $9,500
for third 'week.LStayS^.'
• Beekman (RAB) <55$; fi$-$ 1 .

50)

—

“Never Take*Ho For 'Anawer” '(In-
die) .v(7th wkL Sixth round ended
Monday (9) held, at $4,700 after
fine $6;000 for fifth. Continues.

.
Capflol (LoeWs) (4,820; 70-$1.80)—

• VSklrt* A*1^ (1M-G) (3d-final
wk).. First holdoyer round ^nded
last night (Tuei,) is holding at
$14,000 after .finCy

'
$28,500 for

obeaer^ : “Paty and Mike” (M-G)
opens' June 18.

Criterteh (Moss) (1,700: 50-$1.80)
^-“Bed Ball Express” (U) (2d-final
Wk), Second frame ending today
(Wed.) .looks to* hold stoutly with.
$12,000' after fast $21,000 opener.
“Red Planet Mars” (UA) opens
Saturday (14).
. Ftoe Arts (Davis) (46$; 90-$1.80)
^'.‘Outcast of Islands” (UA) (4th
wk). Present stanza continues nice-
ly with $6,000 after $6,500 for third
week. Continues, >

- Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 50-$1.80)—“Ypung Man With Ideas” (M-G).
Initial week ending tomorrow
(Thilfs.) shapes up at light' $7,000
or less

stage (Iddnil wk). Off to
$48,000 this session. First week was
good $75,006, below /hopes, “Dip-
lomatic Courier" (20th) with jCatky
Barrf Helen Wood, Jay Marshall
onstage opens Friday (13).

.Stale (Loew’s (3.450; 5$-$1.80>A-
“Girl in White" M-(G) .(2d wk).
Down to $8,000 pr lesi ip initial

holdover round after fair $15+000
for Opener,
Suften (BAB) (561; 9O-$1.50)—

“Man in White Suit” (U) (11th wk).
The 10th frame ended Monday (9)

continued very much in chips at
$11,000 after big $14,000 for ninth
week. Stays indef.
Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453;

90$1,50>—.“Narrow Margin” . (RKO)
(6th wk). Off to $3,500 in current
stanza after nice $4,700 for fifth.

Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540; 90-
$1.50)—“High Treason” (Indie)
(4th wk). Third round ended Mon-
day (9) continued, solid at $7,500
after $9,500 for second week.

Victeriia (City Inv.) (1,060; 70-
$1.80)—“Walk East on Beacon”
(Col) (3d wk), Second session end-
ed last night (Tues.) continued very
big with $22,000 after smash $31,-
000 opener, over hopes. •

Jeanie" LVille

Ace, Big $14,

Louisville, June 10.

Preem. Of “I Dream of Jeanie,”
one of four regional preems, came
off big Friday (6) at the Rialto.
Personals by Ray Middleton, Bill

Shirley, Muriel Lawrence and
Eileen Christy plus several
Republic execs made it a gala
event for town's main stem. Pic
is doing top biz for the week.
Looks like big $14,000. Other
houses are doing about average biz,

hot weather getting in some belts
at the wicket and holding grosses
down.

Estimates for This Week
Kentucky (Switow) (1,000; 54-75)—“Okinawa” (Col) and "Tougher

They Come” (Col). Medium $3,000.
Last week, "Something Live For”
(Par), $4,500.
Mary Anderson (People's) (1,200;

54-75)—"High Sierra” (WB) (reis-

sue). Moderate $4,500. Last week,
"About Face” (WB), $5,000.

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
54-75)—“I Dream of Jeanie” (Rep),

and “Gobs and GaJs” (Rep), Given
the Hollywood treatment at region-
al preem to land big $14,000. Last
week, “Denver Rio Grande” (Par)
and “Anything Can Happen” (Par),

$9,000.
State (Loew’s) (3,000; 54-75)—

“Love Better Ever” (M-G) and
Young Man With Ideas” (M-G).

'“CaTsdn City” (WB) opens I
Fair $10,000. Last week, "Skirts

Friday (13); ... / * Ahoy” (M-G) and “Talk About
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 5O~$1.80) Strangers” (M-G), $14,000.—4<The Fighter” (UA) (2d wk). First Strand CFA) (1,200; 54-75)—

holdover round'^ ending , tomorrow “Mutiny” (UA) and “One Big Af-
(Thurs.) ‘is off to $6,500 after mod-, fair” (UA). Modest $4,000. Last
est $10,000 for first week. week, “Rose of Cimarron” (20th)
Normandie (Normandifr Theatres) and “African Treasure” (Mono),

(592; 95-$l,80) ^ “Encore” (Par) $4,500.
(l7th- wk). The 10th frame ended
last night (Tues.) -held nicely at Uf ADC/UP TOttH tQ
$8,000 after $9,400 for ninth, ton- LMjUJN UUUU
tinues, /
.Palace- (RKO) (1,700; 75-$1.40)—

“California Conquest” (Col) and
vaude. Week ending tomorrow
(Thurs.) looks to get barely okay
$13,000 or less. Last week, “The
Sellout” (M-G), with vaude S18.000.
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 80-$1.80)— “Wild Heart” (RKO) with

Johnnie Ray, Gary Morton, Billy
May orch topping stageshow (3d-
final wk). Initial holdover round
enpled last night (Tues.) held at
socko $128,000 after terrific $142,
000 opening week. “Clash By
Night” (RKO) opens June 18.
Park Avc. (Reade) (583; 90-$1.50)—“Actors and Sin” (UA) (2d wk)

First holdover session ending
tomorrow (Thurs:) is holding at
$8,800 after fine $10,000 initial
week. Stays on at this fast gait.

Paris (Indie) (568; $1.25-$1.80)

—

“Under Paris Skies” (Discina) (6th-
final wk). Fifth stanza ended Sun
day (8) was $6,200 after fine $7,500

OMAHA; ‘FACE’ DULL 5G
Omaha, June '10.

“Carson City” at the Orpheum
shapes as fairly good because
action pictures are holding up well
currently. “My Son, John” at the
Omaha looms fair. The Brandeis*
“About Face” shapes lively.

Singin’ In Rain” is off in third
week at State.

Estimates for This Week
Orpheum 1

' (Tristates) (3,000; 16-
70)—“Carson City” (WB) and “On
Loose”* (RKO). Looks fairly good
$9,500. Last week, “Wait ’Til Sun
Shines, Nellie” (20th) and “Drums
Deep-South” (RKO), same.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,100; 16-70)— “My Son, John” (Par) and

’Flaming Feather” (Par). Fair
$7,000. Last week, “Red Ball Ex-
press” (U) and “Jungle Jim For-
bidden Land” (Col), $9,000.
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-70)—

for fourth. "Ways of Love” (Bur- “About Face” (WB). Looks modest
styn) opens Monday (16). $5,000. Last week, “Macao” (RKO)

Radio City Music Hall .JRocke-. $5,000.

Co^-rs) (5,945; 80-$2.40) — “Lovely State (Goldberg) (865; 25-75) —
To Look At” (M-G) with stageshow “Singin’ In Rain” (M-G) (3d wk).

(2d wk). Holding nicely -at $123,000 OJce $3,500. Last week, $4,800.
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Paris Show Biz Fears Budget Cuts

Paris, June 10. 4-

With the Pinay regime cutting

into the Ministry of Beaux Art’s

Sidget for 120,000,000 francs

($350,000), the remaining nut will

have to 1*. ^AreiPUy .*0

keep all

in the chipAjtod operating, Audje

Cornu, iecretiry
' Beaux. Arts,

has assured h<^ied house men
that the .

remaining coin will , be

carefully divided among sObsIdizfe#

houses, and that they 7*rtH try to

avoid any ribfings. ^e^tre in

France has* had a * drastic decline

since prewar dayg-from a total of

500 theatre* t6the
;
:present 50., -r

With the changing government*

since the War and; the generally

unstable economic status, dhe Op-
era-Comique usually has been the

butt of all suspension-of-subsidies

scares. The Opera:
Comique Is now

under fire again, in spite of

Cornu’s assurances, with reports

it may be closed or suffer a drastic

cut in its season, which runs 11

months. It is housed in ah old the-

atre seating 1,200, with about 400

very badly-placed seats. 'The opera

public here feels that instead of

killing it, the Comique should be

moved into a bigger theatre and
reduce its prices. The opera-going
public is there, according to Di-

rector Bates. The Opera-Gpmique
had its renaissance in 18gB when it

presented five or six new- operettas

a year. This period produced “Pel-

leas and Melisande,” “Louise” and
“Marouf” which brought. World-

wide prestige and revenue to

France. It is felt now that ‘films

and ballet have replaced the, op-

eretta for lucrativeness.

Other subsidized theatres 7,like

the Opera, Comedle-Francaise^and
the Theatre National Populalre will
probably not be. affected too hnich.

Jean Vila, director of TNP, has de-
clared there is no danger to " his

group. However, the coin cut ydll

reduce the number of perform-
ances to about 175 a year. Housed
in the big Palais de Chaillot seat-

ing 2,800, it gives a good financial

account of itself. Helped by an im-
pressive repertoire such as Berth*
old Brecht’s “Mother Courage,” “Le
Cid,” “Le Prince De HamboUrg/’
“L’Avare” and other outstanding
pieces plus top drawing film-stage

star Gerard Philipe, the TNP likely

will have a healthy future.
The Comedie-Fraticaise also has'

renewed itself with fine new actors,'

new plays and interesting revivals.
Jean Marais did his* version of
“Britannicus,” which met with
much critical disdain hut did biz.

Most of the highbrows felt the old
house of Mollera was defamed by
the entrance of a leading film actor.
With such new names as Maria
Casares, Fernand Ledoux and prob-
ably Daniele Delorme, and with
such plays as Luigi Pirandello’s
“Right You Are If You Think You
Are” and “Six Characters in
Search of An Author,” Andre
Gide’s “Les Caves Du Vatican” and
Jules Romain’s “Donogoo,” the
famed old house is maintaining a
good rep.

YANK TV SETS START

TO DOMINATE JAPAN
Tokyo, June 3.

A TV rush is on here, reports
the Ministry of International
Trade and Industry. MITI is
swamped with "applications for
licenses to import tele receivers
.

on
?
.the U. S. An American set

is still much cheaper than a Jap-
anese-made one. With import tax
and all other duties, the V. S. set

i

V
,!n ni

2’*nch scre«n sells for about
100,000 yen ($280) or about 30,000
yen ($82) less than the price of its
Ja

ip?
nese counterpart.

The ministry expressed alarm at
tne prospect of a flood of imports
nd -fears that the nation's em-
biyomc TV industry will be hurt
America]! business men here ex-
pect the Ministry to put on a high-

1

ei import duty. ,

m,
J
H
Pan’. first TV will goon flic air probably this fall. Ex-KTn al leasts are now lim-

t £
lo

.

two days a week and only
» few hours daily.

Bellon’s Iceland Concert Trek
Scotland

, June 3.

Soft ? ell°n
' Italia* tenor .of

to r-.pu Milan, here on way
T

‘eland for «' concert stint,

in
* V^es on *° **aris before visit-

ChieairnA
20 w~ere .

he Joins the
to Opera Co. in September.

Okay Peers t<k Malaya
British Troop Tour

Newcastle, Eng., June 3.
’pohald Peers, British singer, is

to ^tertaina#Qbj>^iii MRl*y**,Hi$
off** to periforib in either Malay*
or Korea was prvviciu$ly rejected
by the British. Wei: OfficA .

A War Office /'official "Visited
Peers, currently /rivaude here, and
told .him hjs Offer has now been
accepted: This,follow^ recent pub-
licity, over the nixing of his offer,
and. . a

,

meeting ^.between /British
Members of Parliament and vaude
artists. Singer planes .out June
15 for Singapore,. He will be jac-

,

companied by his pianist, a come-
dian and souhrette.

Arg. Exec Sees Rioting

Vs. immoral Local Fix

As Roman Catholic Plot

. ^ . Montevideo, June 3.

The' Argentine people . are now
being asked to believe that the
U. S. has so few real problems

i

and fears co'mpelitloiy from Argen- !

tine-madfe films, so»
:
much that it is

sending out Homan Catholic, mis-

1

slonaries to Latin-American coun-
j

tries, and allegedly charged with
inciting opposition ’ to the native

|

product on morality grounds.
Briefly summarized that is about

all that can be inferred from the
statements made by Angel Bor-
lenghi, Argentina’s Minister of the
Interior, when (by order of Gen-
eral Peron) he released all but ohe
of the youths arrested, at the Metro-
politan film theatre ih Buenos
Aires, for provoking a riot by
throwing stink-bombs and fire-
crackers as a protest against the
release of “Barbara Atomica,” a
musical prodqced by fcFA Studios.
At the time of the .riot, these

youths were said to have acted on
directives from the. Catholic Ac-
tion. The association also was
blamed for having inspired similar
incidents when the. 01m' was first

released at the Gran Hex irt Cor-
doba City, and the Alberdi' in
Tucuman. In San Luis another
northern provincial town, there
\vas an Incident When the Mulatas
de Fuego, Cuban dancers, who per-
form in the pic, made a personal
appearance at, the local theatre,
,Th'e Diocesan Vicar, Father Juan
Caggiano, issued a pastoral letter
supporting whatever action might
be taken against a performance
which he described as “prejudicial
to public morals.” The Diocesan
Vicar of Tucuman also published
statements favoring any type of
opposition to the alleged immoral
performances.
When Borlenghi released the 70

or more youths arrested in the
Buenos Aires riot, he said that he
did so at the personal request of
General Peron, who was inclined
to be benevolent. But he would
not let them go without hearing,
a blast on the evils of trying to de-
fend “moral values with violence.”
He made the astonishing charge
that Catholic Action had been in-

cited to this type of violence by
“foreign influences.” This was

,

proved, .so he claimed, by the fact
that one of them, a student named
Maximo Guillermo Mantel* who
still is Under arrest, had a note-
book in his possession where the
date of July 4 had a notation: “In-
dependence of the U. S., the most
glorious of all days. Our elder
sister.” In Borlenghi’s view this

note proved that the incidents in
conection with the EFA film -were
engineered from the U. S.

Later, the headquarters of Cath-
olic Action in Buenos Aires- dis-

claimed all responsibility for the
opposition td the EFA film, either
in the capital city or the provinces.
If any member? had pariicipaf

e

:

d
in the incidents/ according to the
organization, they acted as. private
individuals on- their -own Initiative.

tugged at the Scottish branch- dt
4he> British Cinematograph Exhlb*

M but no action was taken; .

Dundee (Scot) Exhibs
Peeved at Fairbanks
Dundee* Scotland, June 3.

Film exhibitors here are angered
at Dbug(as Fairbanks, Jr,, because
he is now making films for TV.
They want, him -to make up his
mind which side of the entertain-
ment industry he wants to work on.

One fexhib stated that, if he was
going to work for tele, he should
stick to it; also that exhibs then

1̂
°thcir

n
theatr«;.

ari

Mrttei'
)

wa^.{fi3!'(
CaprinO Sisters Click

'•

-On Mex City XV Show

x London, June 10.
There are indications that the

British picture industry is showing
signs. pjL co-operation with British'
Broadcasting Corp.-TV, Basically
the- attitude ,of barring pro d u c t
from video, sheens and regarding
the theatre boxoffice as the main
source of 'revenue is unchanged,
hut talks are to be held with (BBC
toppers to* see whether the two
sides can get together on other
aspects.

This attitu^e has emerged from
an all-industry meeting to consider
.the proposals* in the government
White Paper which suggested the
possible introduction pf theatric*!
TV provided there, was some, help
from the film industry.
Although the White Paper urged

the supply of up-to-date
. product,

the industry regarded it ’is
;

i- hAg'
advance on Hie Beveridge report
and the previous government’s pol-
icy. For the first time full- recogni-
tion was given to the industry heeds
on theatrical installations, and the'
suggestion of sharing only major
events with the BBC is regarded
as a compromise.^, // •

' In the upcoming talks with the
BBC, there is unlikely to Jbe any;
concession towards supplying; new
.product, but it is felt tha$.explqra-
tory exchanges will help/tn . clear
the air. Also it may indicate; al-
ternative ways in which thO indus-
try could co-operate. ‘ It has been
suggested, for example, thatBrit-
ish studios might Ifns special pro-
grams for the BBC.

Weather Boosts London Finn Biz;

Deadline’ Fast 11G Paces Field,

‘Electro’ NSG 3G, ‘Derby’ $5,400 in 5
* London, June 3.
t A break in the weather, over the
Whitsuntide holidays gave the West
End a much, needed .boost Although
grosses in most places are still be-
low average. Of a bfg lineup of-new
entries, -the most successful is

/Deadline” -which looks solid $11,-
000 in its opening stanza.
The British-made “Derby Day”

(which opened on Derby day),did a
steady $5,400 in 5 days at the Wan-
ner while “Woman Is Dangerous”
hit a pleasing $6,700 in first 4.daj’s
at the Odeon, Marble Arch.
“Quo Vadis” continues to top the

holdovers with a strong $4,500 in
its 18th round. “Lydia Bailey” was
steady $6,400 in its second Plaza
week,

Estimates for This Week
Carlton (Par) (1,128; 70-$2,15)—

“Mourning Becomes Electra”
(BKOL Finishing first round with
moderate $3,000, Continues, with
“Who Goes There” (B-L) opening

Their Ace ftodactions

/

u
2Li£, ;MjG,— ’When in Home” (M-G), Modest

$4,000 ip first 4 days. Finishing

. v- Mexico City, June -3".

v .Caprino Sisters, * Italian, grand
Opera singers who.-were clicks here
recently in opera and on the radio,
opened sock In “Chrysler Caravan,
1952” on TV at local Station
XfiWTV. These weekly half-hour
shows are sponsored by Prpductps
Chrysler, Mexican distributors of
Chrysler and other autos.

Program is Mexico’s costliest tele
show, each costing $2,310. Sisters
reportedly draw $1,000 per show.

French Look to Locarno,

Berlin Pix Fetes to Boost

Gene Moskowitz And

’Variety’ in France
Paris, June 10,

,

Gene Moskowitz (Mosk) - and
.Thomas Quinn Curtiss (Curt) -are

the new Variety muggs in /Paris.
Mosk . is in charge, succeeding
to the spot left void by. the
death of Maxirae de Beix CMtaxi)-
longtime Variety correspondent In
the French capital.

Moskowitz has covered film* un-
der de Beix for the last two years,
and Curtiss succeeds to the. legit

coverage heretofore handled by
Lytle Frederickson, now recuperat-
ing in the American Hospital at

Neuilly-sur-Seine. Both are Ameri-
cans who have long resided in Paris,

Moskowitz came over on a GI
scholarship and attended the Paris
Film Academy.' Curtiss also does
legit for the local edition of the
N. Y. Herald Tribune.
De Beix, who had been in failing

health for some time but appar-
ently didn’t suspect the seriousness
of his ailment, died without leav-

ing any immediate family.

French Dancer Sock in Tokyo
Tokyo, June 3.

Principal dancer of the French
Theatres Lyriques Nationaux, Es-

panita Cortes, opened a tour ol

Japan (31) with a sell-out three-
day run at the Imperial Theatres
here. She was accompanied by
pianist Jean Laforg and guitarist

Francisco Gil.

Paris, June 3,

Although the official Competitive
international film festivals are
Cannes ,And Venice the French are
going to ’compete in forthcoming
Locairno and Berlin film fetes.

French' producers find these give
them; added publicity in both
countries

;
and gets their product

before the: public. Producers are
careful about choice of entries for
Gerthahy since they have found
that some german pix outgrow
the French ones. .Swiss 'biz is also,

a big pari .of the amortization of
Gallic product, -

. r'

•A ;committee' on film selections
has ' lined up the following

,
for the

Berlin' Film Fete, June 1447: “The
Perfeetionist,” / starring Pier r e
Fresnay, Henri Decoin’s “Truth
'About' Babe Donge” and Jean-Paul
Le Chanols’ -“Marriage Bureau/’
UNifrance Film, the outflt set up
hero to hypo French pix abroad,
has slatOd its cbolOe of films to be
hypoed . ; fOif . Berliners , -and the
press:', ChrUtian^Jaoqe's “Fanfan
La Ful|pe,

H and;twoK.films based on
thrOe.-ahbrt ato0ea Of Cluy De Mau-
tpaaaant; ’.'Three Womens and Max
Ophuls’ • yPleaaUre/' Festival itself
has invited/ the Artletty starrer
“Love,. .Msdssn’^eiikd the Raymond
Bernard ^^ume^opUis' “The Agony
'•of

:

JEaj|les/’ /;
-

\
' Loesmo ig strictly * commercial
festival fun by $wi** ;fxhib* While
Berlin is jaimed more -to.draw tour-
ists. Locarno rung July 3-13 with
a special- film theatre’; built in
which to show the pix French
producers will'send Jacques Beck-
er’s “Caique D’Or/v Jullen Du-
vivfer's “The little .World of"Don
Camlllo/' si., documentary of Marc
Allegret, “With Andre . Glde” and
the 1 Fernandei bucolic opus, “La
Table AUx Crew*/ ’

U.S. Pix Earned $5,600^00

For 1st Qtr. in Britain

London, June 10.

Hollywood films earned $5,600,-

200 In the first quarter of 195% in

Great Britain, according t6 statis-

tics given the House of .Commoris
tonight (Tues.) by Chancellor of

the Exchequer R, A. Butler. Prod-
uct from ojtheF non-sterling areas
totalled $4«i. 6WRV

Butler sard that the government
is at liberty to review the cost of

Hollywood imports before expira-
tion of the Anglo-American agree-
ment in September, but is not pre-
pared to gb beyond that.

•• v

Other 'Foreign News
On Page 13

to

, land of Smiles’
Paris, June* 6.*

Jan Kiepura and .wife,Marta Eg-
gerth, leave here June i5 for
Bangkok, Thailand, ' to film ex-
teriors for a remake of the Fr-aihz
Lehar operetta, “Land of SmileA”
Pic which wiU /be made in Ger-
man,. French and Italian by Bero-
Una Filma of Berlin, and will have'
Hans Deppe as director.

Because of- the impossibility of
shooting in the Chinese locale be-
cause of Red occupation Thailand
became a necessary compromise.
Interiors will be shot in the Chi-
nese Village at Hagenbeck Gar-
dens, Hamburg. Film was last

made in 1937 with the late Richard
Tauber starring.

The Kiepuras expect “Smiles” to
be completed by^November after
which they will return to the U. S.

. ...

4 days, „
this TOun& Writh

*

>sd Bright Flame”
(M-G) in on June 5.^

Gaummt (CMA) (1,500; 50^$1.70)
—-“Silent Voice” (Col) and “The
Family Secret” (Col). Finished Ini-
tial frame at below average $3,600.
Stays a second round with “Wait
Til Sun Shines Nellie’' (20th) and
“Outcasts Poker Flat” (20th) open-
ing June s.

Leicester Square Theatre (CMA)
(1,753; 90h$1.7O) — “Emergency
Call” (Butchers) and “Ft. Defiance”
(UA) (3d wk). Off to poor $2,800 in
second round. “Just Across the
Street” (GFD) and “Anybody Seen
My Gal” (GFD) comes in June 5.
London Pavilion (UA) (1,217; 50-

$1.70) — “Six Convicts” (Col) and
“Harem Girl” (Col). Below hopes
with modest $3,800 opening stanza.
“California Conquest” (Col) due in
June 6.

Odeon, Leicester Square (CMA)
(2,200; 50 - $1.70) — “Deadline”
(20th), Opened in strong fashion
with $11,000 likely in first week.
Stays another fortnight with “Ma-
cao” (RKO) and “Half-Breed”
(RKO) opening June 12.

Odeon, Marble Arch (CMA) (2,-

200; 5041.70)—“Woman Is Dan-
gerous" (WB). Started off nicely
with good $6,700 for first weekend
(4 days). Stays the usual three
weeks#

Plaza (Par) (1.902; 70-$1.70—
“Lydia Bailey” (20th) (2d wk). •

Holding steadily at fair $6,500 this

round. “Quiet Man” (Rep) preems
June 6.

Ritz (M-G) (432; 90-$2.15)—“Quo
Vadis” (M-G) (18th wk). Continues
to pack 'em in with solid $4,500
this frame. Stays indef.
Warner (WB) (1,735; 50-$1.70)—

“Derby Day” (B-L). Opened to fair

biz With $5,500 in first 5 days.
Stays on.

ODEON PREEMS FIRST

POSTWAR BRIT. HOUSE
London, June 10.

First postwar addition Jo the
Odeon chain was officially inaugu-
rated with a charity gala in aid of

the British Empire Cancer Cam-
paign at Jersey (Channel Islands)
on Whitsun Monday (2). A check
for more than $7,000 was handed
to the governor of the island by
/Kenneth Winckles, joint assistant
managing director of the J. Arthur
Rank Organization.

A party of stars, planed over to
the island for the opening cere-
mony, were interviewed by com-
mentator Eamon Andrews both
outside and inside the theatre.
House has 1,300 seating capacity
with top admission of 45c. Open-
ing pic was world preem of “Im-
portance of Being Earnest.”

Sumac Scores in Glasgow
Glasgow, June 10.

Yma Sumac, Peruvian singer, ap-

peared at St. Andrew’s Hall here

last week to a crowded house and
a good reception. Crlx described
her voice as phenomenal.

Star is mulling film story in

which she woulA play an Inca maid.
Pic would be filmed in Italy. She
returns/to the U. S. f*r more con-

certs next month and will vacation
in Peru next September.

‘Innocent** in London
London, June 10.

A London production of “The
Innocents,” with Flora Robson
starred, is scheduled for Her
Majesty’s Theatre next month.

|
Play will be presented under
Stephen Mitchell’s management
and will be directed by Peter
Glenville, who did the original ver-

sion in N. Y. Decor will be by Jo
Mielziner.

Two moppet roles will be played

by Jeremy Spenser and Carol Wol-
veridge. Barbara Everest has been
Inked for the role of the house-

keeper.



'First engagements are terrific. Newark and Jersey

City first <5 days top "Show Boat.*’ First 5 days
. *

(
. 1

Asbury Park, N.J. beats "American .In Paris,’*
« %

"Great Caruso.” First 4 days Morristown, N.J. beats

"Show Boat,” "King Solomon’s Mines.” First 4 days

Perth Amboy, N. J. docs "Show Boat”- biz and beats

"American In Paris.” Perfect summer entertainment

is M-G-M’s spectacular Technicolor adventure star-

ring Stewart Granger, Eleanor Parker,_J.anet Leigh,

Mel Ferrer, with Henry Wilcoxon, Nina Foch, Lewis

Stone, Richard Anderson.

LOVELY TO LOOK AT'
Radio City Music Hall sets new all-time Memorial Day

high with M-G-M’s eye-filling Technicolor Musical,

starring Kathryn Grayson, Red Skelton, Howard

Keel, Marge and Gower Champion, Ann Miller,

with Zsa Zsa Gabor, Kurt Kasznar. (Pre-release

engagement.)

SKIRTS AHOY

!

Tops the National Box-office Survey in Variety for

second successive week. A rollicking Technicolor

M-G-Musical starring Esther Williams, Joan Evans,

Vivian Blaine, Barry Sullivan, Keefe Brasselle, Billy

Eckstine.

AND MORE FROM M-G-M!
"PATAND MIKE” starring SpencerTracy, Katharine

Hepburn, co-starring Aldo Ray, with William Ching.

"THE DEVIL MAKES THREE” starring Gene Kelly,

Pier Angeli. "IVANHOE” (Technicolor) starring

Robert Taylor, Elizabeth Taylor, Joan Fontaine,

George Sanders, Emlyn Williams. "THE .MERRY
WIDOW” (Technicolor) starring Lana Turner,

co-starring Fernando Lamas. And other Big Ones.
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Over Biz in Aussie, Latin-America

Optimistic report* 6

1

film biz Inf*

South and Central America, . Am-

1

tralia and the Far Eastwer* out-

lined Monday (9) by Universal'*

inreien sales executives. Ben Cohn,

assistant foreign sale* topper, just

returned from a month'* trip

through South America, and Here

C McIntyre, managing director in

Australia; Bert Tonic*, eastern Asia

and Far East supervisor, and Saul

Jacobs, manager in Panama, all

arrived in N. Y. during the last few

days to confer with homeoffice tpp-

^McIntyre declared that film biz

in Australia was the greatest in the

industry’s history. He pointed out

that film receipts this year were

about $1,125,000 more than the

peak year of 1947. He attributed the

Australian boom to. general, pros-

perity there, citing thpt wages had

doubled in the last two years and

that the country Was* obtaining an
unprecedented return from the ex*-

port of wopl, its staple product.

He said that 90% of the amusement
dollar was going to films.

“We have no television in Aus-
tralia,” McIntyre declared, “and
we’re not anxious to have it/' The
Aussie topper said that a similar

boom was in evidence Jn New Zea-

land.
Commenting on the Far East, 1

Tonks said that more Japanese

were going to see American pix

than ever before. The restricted

quota recently instituted, he said,

was to protect the Japanese film

industry which is making a strong

comeback. In India; he declared

that the gross returns of American
companies have

-

dropped" moderate-

ly. Since the partition of India, in

1947 and the withdrawal of Eng-
lish military and civilian forces,

American films have lost 20% of

their patronage* Ip addition, he
noted that local Indian films were
improving in quality.

Soviet product, he said, was get-

ting some playdates in India, Indo-
nesia and Siam. Films are placed
through the Soviet embassy 'which
will subsidize theatres by guaran-
teeing against losses.

Conditions in Central America,
according to Jacobs, have not
changed materially. TJ. S. product
is receiving competition from Mex-
ican films, he noted, With U. S. pix
getting 75% ol the screen time in

key cities as against 40% in the
interior towns.
Cohn declared that there is a

theatre building boom in South
America, with millions of dollars
earmarked for construction of
houses in Sao Paulo, Brazil; Car-
acas. Venezuela; Montevideo, Uru-
guay, and Lima, Peru. In Caracas,
according to Cohn, five new costly
theatres have been opened recently
and six additional deluxe houses
are scheduled to open within a few
months. In Sao Paulo it is .expect-
ed that 50 new houses will open in
the next two years.

Lionel Barryraoro Aids

Airing of Tokyo Opera
Tokyo, June 3.

. .Lionel. Barrymore will cooperate
with *s' cast bf Japanese singers
ahd musician*" foY-a Tokyo'* /broad-
cast of “Christopher Columbus/'
American radio opera, scheduled
by Japan Broadcasting Corp. for
.June 12, Written by. Americap-
Hungarian composer Eugene. Za-
.dor, it will be put on the air in a
performance by the Tokyo Broad-
casting chorus and the Tokyo Phil-
harmonic orch. .

A .narration Is woven into the
music drama which chronicles Co-
lumbus’ voyage in 1492. For the
Japanese performance, a voice re-
cording Lionel Barrymore made in
the U. S. will be used as part
of the narrative.

Vatican Bans All Books

Of Moravia Bat Two

May Be Done for Screen
Home, June 3.

Word has been received frond
Vatican City that the Homan Cath-
olic Church has placed all works
of Italian novelist, Alberto Mor-
®via * on the list of books which
Lalholics are forbidden to read.
Pope Pius XII approved and

confirmed the resolution by* the
Congregation of the Holy Office
an
mu

01 ^erec* tiie decree published.
The decree said: “It is extremely

painful that an author should show
an almost exclusive interest in the
worst aspects of life, describing ab-
normal and degenerate acts . . . and
giving the impression that this is
the

icourse of the majority.”"
* Moravia’s books have been
anslated into English, and -were

On
a sellef list in America.

W °L
them

- “Woman^bfHbme/’.

in the u§°
re than 1'000 '°«00 c°Pies

kalian film companies have
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d
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Criticize Placing Two

Nazi Germans in Top

Spots of Austria Film
Vienna, June 3.

After a little over two years of
preparation, the Austrian govern-
ment intends .to. put the long-her-
alded “Austria Film” into produc-
tion June 16. - Announcement has
been made that the first picture’s
title will be “April First, 2,000."

The director is Wolfgang Lieben-
einer, . German citizen. His wife,
Hilda Krahl, also German, will
play the femme lead*. Some politi-

cal sectors here have criticized se-
lection of Germans for the top
jobs, especially since Liebeneiner
occupied big film jobs under Nazi
Goebbel’s regime whef e he ac-*

quired honorary “professor" title.

The government has appropri-
ated mile million schillings (about
$300,000) for the production. Fig-

ure is about double the usual budget
for a major feature here. Initiator
and principal developer of the
whole project is Ernst Marboe, a
distant relative of Chancellor Figl
and chief of Federal government’s
cultural section. Marboe, a success-
ful author and historian is co-au-
thor of the screenplay, sharing
credit with Rudolph Brunngraber.
Original plans to shoot in color
were dropped because, of the cost,

but there's still talk of making a

simultaneous English, version for
overseas release. Pic is* to ' be shot
by Wien Film, government admin-
istered studio unit and released by
Sascha.

• Story starts with the meeting of

a “world" tribunal” in the ‘year
2,000. Austria is accused before
the court of having been a con-

sistent disturber of* world peace.

Script then sets out to illustrate the
little nation’s contributions to cul-

turei science, literature, music, etc.

The Vienna State Opera, Vienna
Choir Boys, Philharmonic Orches-
tra, National' Library, St. Stephens
Cathedral and the Spanish Riding
School are among exhibits for the

defense. Handling is said *to be
along comedy lines. Shooti'hg is

scheduled to be finished in Sep-
tember, with release next Novem-
ber.

Payton, Henreid Set

For 2 Co-Productions
London,

v
June 3*

-Two more Hollywood stars have
been inked by Exclusive for their

co-production ventures with Lip-

pert*

Barbara Payton is to star in

“Four-Sided Triangle” and is due
here Aug. 4. Paul Henreid is com-
ing ha next June 12 'to star in

“Mantrap/’ in, which he will play
Opposite Lois Maxwell. -

at
•' Mexico’ City', JUhe 3.

National Opera Co. has opened
its season at the Palace of Fine
Arts with Bellini's “The Puritans,”
starring Maria Maneghini Callas
and featuring Giuseppe di Stefano,
Piero Campolonghi, Roberta Silva,

Rosa Rimonoch, Ignacio Ruffino
and Tanis Lugo.
Guido Picco, Charles Laila and

Eduardo Hernandez Moncada are
the directors. Gloria Mestre is

the ballerina. Opera top is $11.58.

'Violets,’ Musical Hit,

• As Franco-Spanish Pic
Paris,' June 10.

“Imperial Violets,” originally
leased as a silent film' in 1926, will
be re-made as a Franco-Spanish
co-production starring tenor Luis
Mariano. Picture will be done in
both. French and Spanish, dialog,
with Mariano appearing in both
versions. Richard Pottier will di-
rect while Francis Lopez will
write the score. Femme lead has
not been set yet.

After cleaning up at the b.o. as

a silent, “Violets” later was syn-
chronized to music by Jose Padilla.
Some years ago Henri Varna util-
ized the story for a musical which
.ran. at the Mogador Theatre for
two years. Plot concerns a flower
girl who sacrifices her life for an
Empress in Napoleonic times,
Marianq,. incidentally, will take
time. out. from his Chatelet show,
“The Singer for Mexico,” for the
film stint/

Shows Abroad
. LONDON

(W’tfck ending June 14) •

’

* (Figure* indicate weeks of nln)
"After- MV' fashion." Ambassadors' (3).
"And *• *• Bed," Strand (34)."•4 Y»ur Ufe." Hippodrome- (10): ./

•

"Blue for BoV/" Her Majesty's (*0).
'

‘

"Call Me Madam," Colisseum (i3).
"dean Blue Soa," Duchess (14).
"Both Dropeh" Criterion (3).
"Excitement," Casino (14).
"Little Hut," Lyric (80).
"Lendon Laughs," Adelohi (9).

*

"Lave «f 4 Colonels," Wvnham (SO).
"Lyric Revue," Globe (37).
."Meet Cellaqhan," Garrick (2). . t'*

"Mr. Pickwick," Westminster (4).»

"Much Ado Nothing," Phoenix. (22).
"Murdolr In Motley," Fortune (2),
"Other Heart," Old Vic (8). . \
"Baris to Piccadilly," Prince Wale* (6).
"Bonny Plain," St, Martin (50). •

"Relative Value," Savoy (27).
"Reluctant Heroes," Whitehall (101). _
"Seagulls Ovar Sorrento," Apolio (101).
"South Pacific," Drury L*ne (32).
"Sweet Madness," Vaudeville (3).
"Undor Sycamore Tree," Aldwych (7).
"Water of Moon," Haymarkct (61),
"Winter Journey," St. James's (11).
"Young irfxabeth," New (11).nX\p Ooes a Million," Palace (34).

(CLOSED LAST WEEK)
"Knights of Madness," Vic Palace (116).
"Mortimer Touch," Duke of York
'/White sheep family." Piccadilly (34).
"Merry Widow," Stoll (7).

"Cold Turkey," Comedy (1).

(OPENING THIS WEEK) .

(Figures denote preem dates)
"Macbeth," ShakesDearc Mem, 6.0),
"Gay Dog," Piccadilly (11). ” ~

British Film Printing.

Trebled in 10 Years
„ ' London* June 3*

Gross output of the British film

printing trade has been trebled in

over 10 years.

Statistics compiled for the Board
of Trade census of the industry

give the total earnings for film

printing -at around $12,000,000 for

1948.
.
In 1937 and 1935 the total

was just under $4,000,000. Em-
ployment in the film processing in*

dustry also shows a marked upward
trend. In 1948, there were 2,343

workers in labs as against 949 in

1937 and 852 in 1935, These fig-

ures are compiled from 23 Jabs,

whfereas only 15 were included in

the 1935 census.

..Wages .paid- in 1948 totalled $2,-

800)000. y N[d :C(C»nparativ,e figures

are given for htheb years.
v ’

'S
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AUSTRALIA
(Week ending May 30)

"Peep Show," Royal. Sydney.
"Kiwi*," Empire, Sydney.
"Arm* A The Man," Mercury. Sydney*
"KIs*- Me, Kate," Majesty's, Melbourne.
"No Tree* Iri Street/* Tivoli, Mel-

bourne.
"Seagull* Over Sorrento," Comedy,. Mel*

bourne.
"Midsummer Night's Dream," Majesty’^

Brisbane.

.HtELAND
(Week ending May 17)

"Streetcar Named Desire," Arts, Bel-
fast.

"My Brother Tom," Group, Belfast.
"Hamlet," Opera House, Cork.
"Friend* end Relations," Abbey, Dublin.
"Venus Observed," Gate, Dublin.

SCOTLAND
(Week ending June 14)

"Kiss Me Kate," King's, Glasgow.
"Half-Bast Eight," King's, Edinburgh.

-

"The Logans," Metropole, Glasgow.
"Pride and BreiUdice," .Alhambra.

Glasgow. -

"The Trap,"..Lyceum, Edinburgh. 1

' BUENOS AIRES
(Week ending June 6)

"My Mother-In-Law Is a Fury" CMi Su-
egra es Una Fiera), Apolo.

"Tears Also Dry" (Las lagrlmas tain*
blcn se secan), Atcneo.

"Sons .from Spain" . (De Espana Llcgo
tina Capcipn), Argentlno.

"When Ghosts Hunt Partridge" (Cuando
|

los Duendes Cazan Perdices). Astral.
!

"Miss Vitamin" (Dona Vitaminas), Bue-
nos Aires. •

"Wrong Love" (El Mai Amor), Casino.
"The Fiery Octoroons" (Las Mulatas

de Fuego), Comedia.
"From Farm to Palace" (De la Chacra

al Palacete), Comico.
"Devil at the Telephone" (El Diablo en

el Telefono), Corrlcntes.

"F.B " (F.B.), El Naclonal.

"Perversity" (Perversidad), Empire.
."Darling “ Burglar" (Ladroncito do mi

Alma). Grand Splendid.

"Whirlpool" (El Vendaval), San Martin.
"Jezebel" (JezebeD, Lasalle. • >

"Erro/ of Being Alive" (El Error de
Estar Vivo), Liceo.

"Great B. Aires Newspaper" (Gran Dl-
arlo Porteno), Malpo.
"Pop Throw* Up the Sponge" (Papa

Tiro )a ChanClcta), Marconi.
. -"cousin. Is.-Mad" (Mi Prlma csta Loca),
Cervantes.

.

"Medea," Nuevo.
"Espousals . of Blood" (Bodas do Sap

gro), Odcon.
'

"Men In My Life" (Hombres en ml
Vida), Smart.
"Saint Eugenie" (Santa Eugenia), Pu-

eblo.
"Eyes Full of Love" (Ojes Llehos de

Amor), Versailles.
"Thou Art- the Truth" <La Verdad Eres

Tu), Patagonia;

JtEXICOCITY
(Week ending May 31)

"Lady Vitamin*," Ideal.
"Edward's Son t,'\ Caracol.
"Coler of Our Skin," Colon.
"Husband Has Complexes," Chopin.
"Colombe," Moliere.

to

- Rental Dealim Aussie
’ Sydney, June 10.'

.It now; predicted here tbatffne

major American distributors: will

seek higher rental terms. , from
.Aussie exhibitors in the near fu-.

Lure tp offset high operational
'! costs currently prevailing here/
Understood that the revenue ob-

tained in this territory
,
does not,

in many instances, compensate ‘dis^

tribs for . the initial outlay covet-

ing import costs and resultant^do-

mestic overhead. ' V ,.

One distrib pointed out
.
that it.

costs over $lo;oo0 to bring’ in JO-

technicolor prints to service thjs

territory, figuring on an average
feature-length -pic.

' This figure

does not include ' additional cost&

covering actual dfstributibn here/
Set by the distributor at a mini-
mum of 35%.;
The black "and white, negative

(from which prints are made lo-

cally) also is costly to land in this

country,
;
Figure is the same for a-

feature film or ; a, minor support
pic. It i* Said: that some Jesspr pix
do not earn their initial landing
costs on current rentals, hereo
. Some distributors, claim that
many .exhibitors here are getting
product for, “peanuts.”

,

• It was cited that one country ex-
hib. paid less than $4.46 for Sup-
port' pix tb play two houses. Also
pointed out that Down Under ex-

hibitors have been getting away
with., cheapi rentals for years, and
that, there*must be a change. Dis-

tribs. gaye an instance of a key su-

burban chain offering $66.90 for a

fop' -film . to play two houses, on a

six^ays run.
. With ’ . terrific taxation, high

Wages,, .
increased transport cdsts,

plus operational Overhead Cover-
ing., exchanges in- New South
Wales/ Victoria*,. South Australia,
Tasmania, Western Australian and
Queensland, it is a wonder that
some smaller distribution setups
carry oh with the rentals obtained,
distribs say.

Exhibs would fight any move to
boost rentals here, said one exhibi-
tor, pointing out that they had
also been hard hit by rising opera-
tional costs and a decline in box-
office receipts. ' Exhibs say they
are willing to pay a fair figure for
good product either on percentage,
or flat rentals, adding “we won’t
pay any 50% or other fancy
prices.”

Frank Cook to Palladium
London, June 10.

Despite the Musicians’ Union
ban on American musicians, a

member of Petrillo’s American
Federation of Music celebrated his

second anni in the West End last

Saturday (7), He is .Frank Cook,
who. was. ‘imported* two' years ago
by Jack: Hylton '.(hiinself a MU
member) 'for. the Cfaz>f Gang shdw
at the Victoria Palace, “Knights of

Madness,” which closed last Satuf
day after a run of two years and
three months.

After resting for a 'week, Cook
will go into the Jack Benny pro-
gram at the Palladium next Mon-
day (16). Following this, he' opens
a continental tour in Stockholm
Laterrin the year, he goes to the
U. S. for 10 weeks in cabaret and
TV.

London, June 10.

With the second year of the
Eady fund now in its last stages, it

has beep possible to compute .with
some degree of accuracy the value
of the pool as a subsidy to British
producers. It is now estimated that
British films will cash in to the
value of 50% of the distribs’ gross.
When the Eady fund was extend-

ed a year ago, it w*i at first sug-
gested that British films would
benefit by an additional ;34% rev-
enue. That estimate was substan-
tially revised, and earlier in the
year it was thought that it would
yield 40%.
For the first y$ar of the E a.d y

scheme, the final estimate has now
been put at 20%. This period em-
braces only 47 weeks, and a fifth

interim payment for that year in
advance of the final divvy, is to be
made with a few days.

In an attempt to speed up* dis-
tribution of the levy, and'thus save
producers the cost of borrowing
from the banks when money is held
to their credit, a new method of
payment, is to he Introduced, On
Thursday June 19, directors of the
British

.
Film 'production Fund are

to meet “tq ratify the mew distribu-
tion in respect of the third quarter
of the second year. At the same
meeting the: board will lay down
procedure for dealing with grants
fdr other ''purposes permitted un-
der the scheme^

AU sections of the industry are
disturbed at the growing number
of exhibs whp are not making their
voluntary payments. More than 100
theatres - currently are not paying
the levy*

fiS. Distribs Face Lots

Of Red Tape to Secure

Okay on Upped Scales
Buenos Aires, June 3.

While price increases at film
•theatres already have gone into ef-

fect
1

here, about two weeks ahead
of date expected by foreign dis-

tributors, U. S. distribs face plen-
ty of red tape before they will get
approval for upped scales for
their product. The Entertainment
Board has ruled that foreign dis-

tribs (American for the most part),

must apply for permission to

charge a higher admission for each
individual film, specifying the spe-

cial values a picture possesses

which qualify it for the increased
scale.

The cinema price boosts ap-
parently were okayed by .the gov-
ernment at the urging of the na-
tional producers, who hope . the
Upped boxoffiCe receipts will ease
their current financial difficulties.

The admission tilts were intended
to favor national, product since
.they go into effect automatically
for all local pictures when .they

play a firstrun deluxer.

While assumed that the .upped
scale will be allowed in actual

practice in cases of the mo -
t im-

portant releases at main first-runs,

by making it obligatory for for-

eign distribs to ask permission in
each case, the board retains the
discretionary powers which might
be used as a leverage against any
particular company when the oc-
casion arises.

Actually it had been expected
that the new admissions would
not start until the release of “Joan
of Arc” (RKO), early this month,
and “All About Eve” (20th), due at
the Gran Rex in June. Both pix
may,be held back to allow release
of native product. First use of the
new scale was on “Never Open
That Door,” which Sari Miguel re-

.

leased at the . Ocean late last

month.
The top scale now stands at

around 53c* (5.30 .pesos) plus an-
other 8c. (80 centavos), which is

split with the . Eva
,
Peron Founda-

tion, the Municipal Tax and the
Film Union’s Social Security Fund.
The' Peron Found'ation now will

get 40 centavos instead of 20 it re-

ceived on every film theatre ticket

sold In central first-runs.

It is too early to tell how the
upped prices . will affect attend-
ance. It is confidently expected
that receipts .will be larger al-

though the number attending
each show may decline and regu-

lar patrons may cut down the num-
ber of times they attend the cin-

ema weekly.
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Inside Stuff—Pictures

it is understood unlikely that 20th-Fox again- will delegate to chief

fmsel Otto B. Koegel the .running of its annual stockholders meet-
counbt

for y^ars has- chairmined portions of the sessions and

have been minor squawks in the past from stockholders that, he

hnc taken a disdainful attitude toward their questions. His handling of

Jr* session last month, however, has brought howls not only from pro

:~;,,Mprhalcers. who own a relatively few- shares; hut from some im-

nm?ant o^nerg.attd---even more significantly—from- Wall* Streeters and

others with ‘a., financial stake pf one sort or another in the company.

Tetter groupSvhQ Attend scores of stockholder sessions each year, were

outraged by Koegel’s attitude toward the company's owners.
.
They've,

rnmmuniOated their.feelings to prexy Spyros Skouras and other officers'

of the company and ‘it is understood Koegel will not be given the chair-

manship of the questipfiVand-answer period again. • •

One group of shareholder^refused to accept the brush from Koegel

at this year’s session and caused some disturbance by their insistence

on proper answers. Observers who attended United Paramount’s meet-

ing the same day pointed out, that the same group of stockholders

brought up the same query there (“Why don’t you retire the common
instead of the preferred?"). UPT prpxy Leonard Goldenson, they said,

gave a patient, pleasant reply that Was 'accepted readily and in good

faith by the stockholders, in direct contrast to the hard feelings that

were caused by -Koegel at 20th.,,

Distribution of a weekly bulletin as of Monday (9) marked the first

time that production information on the Italian film industry became
regularly available to the American press, according to Italian Films

Export (IFE.) Titled Italian Film Newsletter, the paper is published

in both English and Italian. English version, edited by Arnold Jurdem,

will go to the U. S. press, radio-TV, publications of major organizations

as well as to distributors and exhibitors of foreign films. Italian-lan-

guage version will be grooved to Italian newspapers, radio .and TV
stations in the U. S, Editor of this edition is Dr. Leandro Forno.

Incidentally, success of Italian, entries at the recent Cannes Film Fes-

tival has added extra impetus
.
to the Italian industry’s program of

“Italian Film Week" in major world capitals. Events, are now sched-

uled to be held in London, June 16tJ23; Knokke Le Zoute, Belgium,

July 15-27; New York, early October; Montreal, Oct. 14^20;" Madrid,

Nov. 14-20. In addition, Italy reportedly will actively participate in

film festivals in Berlin, June 12-25; Locarno, July 3-13, and Venice,

Aug. 20-Sept.^ 12. •

-

.

Film industry's efforts to keep the wickets- spinning through the hot
weather months will, get a -lift from a five-page - spread in Look mag
which hits the. stands next Tuesday (17). Piece is tagged “Summer at

the Movies" and an' accompanying subhead reads, "if there isn’t ‘some-

thing for everybody’ this summer, it's not because Hollywood hasn’t

tried." Liberally illustrated layout gives a preview of 19 films. Among
them are "Ivanhoe" (M-G), “She’s Working Her Way Through College"

(WB), “The Happy Time" (Col), "Androcles and the Lion" (RKO), “Son
of Paleface"

1

(Par); ‘‘High Nobft” (UA), "World in His Arms” (U) and
"What Priced Glory?" (20th).:

.

Newsweek mag, out tomorrow (Thurs.), ' also throws a favorable spot-

light on Hollywood. Publication’s front cover has full-color photos of

Betty Grable and John Wayne' with a caption querying “Can Hollywood
Boost the Boxoffice?” A special report inside by the mag’s business
editors analyzes the industry's outlook as fairly rosy despite the com-
petition of TV and the natural slump from the wartime, b.o. boom.

American Civil Liberties Union this week observed that censorship
hoards “are still very much in business" although their operations will

he much more restricted as a result of the' U. S. Supreme Court, deci-

sion removing the ban on “The. Miracle." ACLU supported the appeal
from the N. Y. State nix on the Italian film on the grounds that it was
sacrilegious. ' *'

In its weekly news bulletin, 'ACLU: .commented that the high court
“took pains . . . .not to slam the door .completely on movie censorship.
It specifically did not rule on whether a state could censor a movie
in advance of public .showing under a ‘clearly-drawn’ obscenity statute.”
The civil liberties .outfit, hailed as “historic" the unanimous Supreme

Court decision that films are entitled to the Constitutional guarantees
of free speech and free press.

FicrritES is

Hollywood’s lust for increased boxoffice earnings has caused it to
corrupt the Bible with an “over-emphasis of sex And use of the spec-
tacular,” according to a report submitted to the- General Assembly of
the Presbyterian Church .in Canada ’ by its board of evangelism and
social action. Findings of the board were made public at a meeting
of the Assembly in Toronto last .week. . .

Report cited “Quo Vadis" (M-G), “Samson and Delilah" (Par) and
“David and Bathsheba" (20th), among others, as films in which pro-
ducers “have tended to twist Biblical narratiye? and warp ancient
folklore to bfing -them into . conformity with the excessively emo-
tional demands of our day.". Scenes of' ‘.‘drink, * sex and crime" in
pictures were also roundly attacked. •

Indications are that Samuel Goldwyn will not resume production
until next year. Understood he will wait until he collects some returns
from his $4,000^.000 “Hans. Cbnstian Andersen” before starting another
picture. Producer is moving, his publicity oflic'e, headed by David
Goulding, to N.Y. and leaving only a skeleton staff at the studio. His
story department is practically abolished and several other depart-
ments are being skeletonized. First release of “Andersen" will be in
N.Y. and Los Angeles, and possibly in Chicago and Boston.

Mixed Reaction on French
Continued from page 5

session in Paris June 22 on a gov-
ernment - to - government basis to
discuss a deal. State Dept, will
have reps from the Paris Embassy
meet with French official*. -It is
nicely that industry reps will also
be on hand as expert advisers.

A/r
may include Eric Johnston,

Motion Picture Assn, of America
J5.

exy
' Alfred Crown, Goldwyn-

*1,0 who is a delete ofme Society of Independent iMotion
Picture Producers.

; /•
^

Johnston, Crown Rcppediiij. S. „i

Johnston and Crown, alohg with

mpa S’
M

?Carthy» director of the

rn
s mternational division,

2nd
l
he U * S * in the talks

I®"
111 at which the original four

nw5

? s were hammered out.

Vn - *
thy

' ^'ho arrived in New
l h\»

Paris Yesterday'' (Tues.)

^tU“si»Sht 'SlS0
- att6I,a

.

the

riiese proposais were withdrawn

in" »*' * !;.XP
ch

.

last week, accorj-

tho
™M«itlon to Johnston via.

bUne Dept. McCarthy said
:

;

SS Continued from page 7

agreed with the generally-accepted

theory that the production com-
panies delayed the issuance of the
big pix during the summer months
and most of them agreed that the

release slates revealed a substan-

tial number of healthy b.o. prod-

uct.

.‘Bottom Reached*
Commenting on the*summer b&

:

potential, Herman Becker, of Rug-
off & Becker, operators of 12 nabes
in Brooklyn and Long Island, det
dared: “The bottom has been
reached. It can’t get any lower and
we expect an upswing for the sum-
mer. It all depends on the product,
however. If we get enough big pix
we’ll have a good summer.”

Also extremely optimistic is Wal-
ter Reade, Jr., head of a 40-theatre
upper New York State and New
Jersey chain. All the theatres,
Reade . indicated, will operate full

blast during the summer.' The
Reade-. chain has another advan-
tage in that it operates six ozoners
and also theatres in resort areas.

For example, in Asbury Park, the
chain runs three theatres during
the winter and six in the summer.
Reade, too, said that biz depends
on the attractions, “The public is

buying carefully," he said-, ‘J|>ut

the big stuff that is "' coming
through has us excited. We’re con-
ducting a grassroots campaign of
our own and we expect a good
summer.
Samuel Rinzler, head of the. -35-

theatre Randforce circuit of Brook-
lyn, said that his outfit originally
had in mind the closing down of
several theatres, but the summer
biz of the last couple of. years
made the company change its mind.
Although he said it was still too
early to tell, Randforce as of this

moment plans no shutterings.

David Weinstock of the Raybond
circuit also expressed an optimistic
viewpoint, hut echoed the point
that "there is no substitute to good
pictures."

Several, of the execs pointed out
that a summer shuttering often
caused a tough problem insofar ;as

regaining the same patrons in the
fall, with the clients resorting to
other entertainment media or vis-

iting rival houses. Another factor
which is seen as helping summer
biz would require celestial aid.

Several rainy weekends, like the.
Decoration Day weekend down-
pour, would be of great help, of
course.

Oriental Fold; Blame High Rentals

yesterday the wihtqrawals resulted

from bad press reaction.

Reduction in number of imports

to 108 (majors and indies together

are allowed 121 under .the current

pact, which expires June 30) comes
closer to meeting With demands of

the French industry • tlaan any of

the four original proposals accept-

able -to the Yanks..,-’

: New proposal t§'ai$o feiore Deafly
okay with both the -State Dept, and
$IMPP;‘:

tieithfcr would’ he

Col’s Net Slide
Continued from pass 3

servers, was that each was under
clttRCk«

"Marrying Kind,” Judy Holliday
starrer, was good at the b.o. but,

it’s felt,
1should have been stronger.

Miss Holliday had been linked
with left-wing organizations in

some protests. Robert Rosson and
Sidney Buchman, both of whom
got the spotlight in the House Un-
American Activities Committee
probe of Communism in Holly-

wood, produced "The Brave Bulls"

and "Saturday’s Hero," respective-

ly. The two ,films would have
clicked nicely, it’s believed, under
normal conditions but both were
commercially disappointing.

Col had 670,670 common shared

outstanding at the close of the
March 29 period. Payments of pre-

ferred stock dividends accounted
for the big dip in earnings per
common Share.

any Communist taint hut it would
pave the way for talks with pro-

ducers, regarding screen credits,

and such disputes could be settled

amicably ."over the table,” instead

„ , . of

sigu^ti^y? to; a p%t pr4vi4l‘d$ iltw the RKO-Paul Jarrico

subsidies,
T
,Prcrt>leip. noviLis. ,tp &e£

Metro~and 2ofh to' go alohg on fHe

108 ceiling.

Actually, there is a facet of the

new proposal that may provide an
out for 20th and Metro,, to.o, Jt is

a scheme to,.give additional "merit"
'import* freehses. These 1 would -ha

awarded- for 'making pix in France
and for a • flexible list of other
’things. It is possible the no-ceiling

advocates .could be,assured of get-

ting' in a sufficient number of
added “merit" pix to suit them.

Buffinglon-SWG
Continued 'from page 7

case as an example. SWG is now
appealing two - lower court de-

cisions against the Guild which
seeks to force Howard Hughes to

' Chicago, June 10.

Chicago’s already complicated
playoff system is certain to be fur-

ther snarled by the shuttering of

the Oriental last week. Withdrawal
of the 3,400-se‘at Loop house is

blamed by. Randolph Bohrer, attor-

ney'- and head of a bondholders’
committee since 1945, dh*e.ctly on
"exorbitant” derhands for film

rental and "refusal of distributors
to recognize the problem of exhibi-
tors.”-

Bohrer squawked specifically

at the 70-30 terms for Metro’s “Quo
Vadis,” which ran at the house this

winter and which he said were not
realistic in taking into account
the rising cost of operations. At-
torney also denounced the distrib

demands for advance guarantees.
Oriental has a tough nut to

crack, with the ground leaseholders
demanding 1-5% of the gross take.
Ground committee is complicated
trustee setup.

Effort "to* have- Essaness Circuit,
which managed the house from
1945 to 1950;* when ousted, by Bohr-
er, take over again, is futile, ac-

cording to Essaness spokesman, in
view of declining b.o. Essaness
[^operates, nearby Woods, small-seat**

er which, runs long-term gix, hut
without front guarantees and
mainly four.to AVe week stays.

Only other, ’house jn the Loop
showing long-tub pix, except art
houses, is Palace, recently taken
over by Otto Eitel, head of the Bis-
marck Hotel, which houses the for-

mer RKO house. Eitel is in the
position to charge off the custom*
ary high theatre rental ^charges
here if he wishes, so that he’s able
to bid higher for pictures. It’s re-
ported that he “put lip” more than
$195,000 front money for “Greatest*
Show on Earth,” currently road-

|.
showing there. .

. Under the terms of the Jackson
Park decree, none of the Balaban
& Katz houses is able to show film:

for more than;.two weeks without
court permission, which does not
come too easily, "Thus’ for the top-
budget releases, producers have
only alternative of playing the pal-
ace or smaller, but. big-grossing
Woods, or' possible making a four*
Walls deal.-

With the Immediate sub-run play*
off,* including doubling', and. with
no clearance,- Only ..the top product
can hope to get enough out of the
Loop showings, * Best is immediate-
ly, Saturated booking; With possibly
more than -fid to* 70 houses playing
the *ame; bill, all doing just fair
due* to 'lack of other features,

Also, suffering’ will he -vaude tal-

ent because* the Oriental Was ordi-
narily on a weekly* flash schedule.
House play.ed dn competition with
the Chicago, Balaban & KatS flag-

ship, with : the Matter usually

;

through Paramount affiliations, *get:

ting' the better' names; However,
even with the names, the Oriental
hasn’t peen doing’ well, but Usually
does best during the summertime,
when- conventions And visitors are
the heaviest. .Theatre has been
managed for the'past several weeks
by Charles Hogan, 'who was * the
talent booker.

Threaten Grand's Closing
Closing of the* Oriental is pro-

ducing some other rumbles. First
direct action has- been the two*
week notices giVeti out to the em-
ployees of the Grand Theatre, RKO
lone apd Loop house. Although
there’s no definite closing day, the
house has been using reissue mater
rial to slow grosses, and if the dip
continues it will-shutter. However,
lawyers for Winston Corp., holding
firm for the Grand, last week went
before Federal Judge ‘Michael Igoe
asking that it be dropped as a de-
fendant in the Jackson Park de-
cree, claiming that it no longer
was a part of the RKO distributing
setup and therefore not part of the
conspiracy. Jurist has set June 27
hearing date for the motion. If

granted, house will bid for long-
run product,’ as did former "sister

spot, the Palace.
In addition, groundholders are

meeting with the. Oriental manage-
ment this week to haggle over the
15% slice of the gross that theatre
has had to pay. If compromised it

nounced no advance In prices for
“Quo Vadis,” and the rest of the
29 locations followed suit. Metro
also.paid for the opening-day ads
and three-fourths of the second
day displays. There’s also a 10%
profit, guarantee. With this weapon,
it’s expected that Paramount’s set-
up for sub-runs on “Greatest Show”
will be similar. It spells the end
of upped-price . releases, except
downtown, in the Chicago area.
However, there’s still no concert-

ed action to try and bolster the
falling attendance, with most of
the exhibs claiming that it’s in-
evitable, .so why try and stop it?
Of course, there is the point that
there is a lack of cooperation from
the newspapers and the various
merchants and civic groups, in the
majority of cases.

Mpls. Deals
Minneapolis, June 10.

Though grosses have been drag-
ging rockbott'om for a long time,
many houses are believed operat-
ing Jn the red, and much pessi-
mism about exhibition’s future is

being voiced hereabouts, deals for*
theatre acquisitions continue to be
made here*
Ted Mann and George Gran-

strom, circuit owners, whose hold-
ings include the highly profitable
downtown first-run World here,
have taken over the' lease and
equipment of the 800-seat St. Paul
World from the Vista Amus. Co.
for an undisclosed price.

Mann recently sold the last of
his two ^California drive-in thea-
tres after disposing of several Twin
Cities neighborhood houses. He
stated he was gradually withdraw-
ing from exhibition entirely and
even would sell the local World,
which is believed to be the top
•earner among downtown houses
here. He still has a Duluth, Minn.,
drive-in, while Granstrom owns
and operates two St. Paul deluxe
neighborhood houses. The Alvin,
local burlesque house, another
Mann property* is leased out by
him.

Including the World, there now
are only four -St- Paul downtown
first-run houses in operation. Two
other large 'ones, the Strand and
Tower, are . tied up in litigation
and have been shuttered since last

December. They won’t be re-
opened, at least probably until tlje

ceurts decide their ownership, and,
meanwhile, much product is piling

up on distributors' shelves. The
closed theatres have been disowned
by the group that made the deal
with Paramount when the consent
decree required their divorcement.
Paramount has refused to take
them back, refund the $75,000 al-

ready paid on the $150,000 pur-
chase price, and invalidate the
deal.

In Duluth, within the last two
months, Sheldon Grengs, circuit

owner, bought the lease and equip-
ment of one of the four jdowntowji
first-run theatres (Paramount has
•two) for a reported $50,000 and re-

cently reopened the . house after
•spending approximately $40,000
more on improvements. Indications
are that Duluth will have TV with-
in a year or sooner.

Efforts Made by WB
To Peddle N.Y. Lease

Although the marquee of the
Warner Theatre, N. Y., reads “will
reopen soon,” there is considerable
doubt in trade circles that the WB
flagship will relight under Warner
auspices. House shuttered last Fri-
day (6), ostensibly for the summer.
WB operates the house and prop-

erty under a long-term lease, and
efforts are being made to peddle
the lease. WB theatre execs de-
clined to name the interested
parties, but admitted that dickering
was taking place.

arbitrate case where he denied . . , ,
-

JarriccP credits and fired him after roight be that theatre would reopen
- _ . u I IM I «« I V* f M L* A M 4.U A 4a U a ka'J . a

he refused to cooperate . with the

House committee.
“In this case RKO would auto-

matically have had a waiver from
the Guild if the coiistityifion were
,so ^amended,” she states.' 'Miss

fBuffington needs 50 signators on
petitions before meeting is called.

in July. On the other hand, thtfee
mdre theatres darkened. West End,
Plaisance and Willard.
Another eruption is the breaking

with tradition of upping Loop ad*

Vanced->prlce .piqtures in the nabes
Reaction has* been so heavy in the
sub-runs that Balaban 5c Katz an-

Sue on ‘Model-Broker*
Hollywood, June 10.

Plagiarism suit for $100,000 was
filed yesterday (Mon.) by Edward
M. Rose, repping authors John and
Max Lewin, against 20th-Fox.
Charles Brackett, Walter Reiscli

and Richard Breen;
•"'

* .
•

* Pair’ charee 20th-Fox pic, “Model
and the Marriage Broker.” was
based on script thev submitted in

February, '49. to both 20tli-Fox and
^ramount. At the time Brackett,
Reisch and Breen were all asso-

ciated with the latter company.
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Frnal Talks On

Anglo-U.S. Pact

. Due in London
Final negotiations on a new

Anglo-TJ.'S, film pact undoubtedly
will be held in London, Eric John-
ston said last week, although
there’s “a 50-50 chance" that 'pre-

liminaries may be held in New
York. Yahks have been anxious to

hold all the sessions in the U. S.,

and there has been some corre-

spondence along that line with, the

British.
'

First meetings will probably be
held in August. Present pact ex-

pires Sept. 30. . Johnston, prexy
of the Motion Picture Assn, of

America, and James A. Mulvey,
repping the Society of Independent
Motion Picture Producers, will

probably heac^the American dele-
gation.

Internal pressures on the Brit-

ish now make it look unlikely that

sessions for the concluding part of

the agreement can be held in the
U, S., Johnston explained. Both
union and political problems may
make it impractical to hold final

negotiations anywhere but London,
he said.

Hughes’ Meets
Continued from page 5

the company’s directorate minutes

and that they, were immediately

sent for by prexy Barney. Balaban

and shown to the stockholder then

and' there.

“Some days prior to this meet
ing,” Wershll said in his statement,
“I requested, through the secre-
tary of the corporation, that I be
given the right to inspect the
minutes of the directors’ meeting.
This was refused. I also .requested,.!
on June 2, that the minutes be
made available at this stockholders
meeting. I was told also at that
time that I would not be given
the right to inspect such minutes.

“I also believe it pertinent that
although the company agreed at
the last stopkholders . meeting tO
permit me, at a subsequent date;
to inspect the minutes of the di*
rectors meetings held during 1951,
this assurance being made and the
open meeting and directed to be
spread on the minutes of the meet-
ing, the company did not honor
this undertaking when I asked it

to comply.’’

Regarding the suggestion that fu-
ture' stockholder sessions be Held
in New &ork, Wershil pointed out
that- of 15,000 shareholders only
two, including himself, and other
than management reps, had ap-
peared in Dover. At last week’s
gathering there were only four
stockholders present, beside Wer-
shil.

Other v distribs, except Warner
’Bros., which holds its sessions in
Wilmington, now meet in New York
and draw upwards of 200 stock-
holders. Despite the fact a com-
pany, like: RKO, is a Delaware
corporation, its place of meeting
is optional, Wershll said.

Asked Change La t • Year
He declared he had asked for

the change from Dover at last
year’s conclave and was assured
it would be considered. “Here
again,” he declared, “the company
is ignoring its stockholders’ in-

MPAA Program
Continued from par* s=

also involved in trying to work out

an arbitration plan. So much time

has been taken on the latter that

it hasn’t allowed much on the con-

solidation proposal.

Eliminate Duplication
Thought in mind is to eliminate

duplication of facilities by every

company in every one of 31 ex-

change centres. Distribs are trying

to determine if it would be practi-

cal -to consolidate the physical op-

eration in a single building in each
city and just maintain individual

sales and booking offices.

If workable, this would save

hundreds of thousands of dollars

a year. Also under consideration

is the elimination of some exchange
cities altogether, with each distri-

bution point serving as the centre
for much wider area than at pres-

ent.

Exchange consolidation scheme
is one of a number of points that

have been suggested for a radical
saving of coin in, a move by dis-

tribs tp shape themselves to a more
narrowly-based industry in the fu-

ture. The consolidation of the five

newsreels into one or more is an-
other money-saving idea, since the
newsreels are coin-losers for the
companies. -

Four or. five exploratory meet-
ings on the newsreel consolidation
have been held, Johnston said, with
no conclusions drawn yet. He
pointed out that it may well be
determined* that it is best foy
everyone to maintain his individual
newsreel operation, since newsreel
sales to TV could turn out to be
a very profitable biz eventually.
First big meeting with publishers

for the purpose of convincing them
to eliminate their premium ad
rates for films was held- in Hart
ford last week and attended by
Johnston. ‘MPAA prexy said that
'further sessions along Jihis line

may be held in the fajl.’£ ;
-

Lichtman-COMPO
Continue# from pag® 3

National I sglon of Decency last

week placed three films in its Class

B (Morally Objectionable in Part

for All) bracket. Metro’s Leslie Car-

on-Ralph Meeker starrer, “Glory
Alley," was rapped for a “sugges-

tive dance.’’

“Scarlet Angel” (U) “tends to

condone Illicit actions" while Mu-
tual Productions’ “Models, Inc.”

tends to condone immoral actions,

reflects the acceptability of divorce

and contains suggestive sequences."

Miracle’
Continued from page 3

city censors will run into consider-

able tough going in the Federal

courts, although it’s figured that it

will take many more cases to de-
termine the exact scope- of “The
Miracle” and “Pinky” decisions.

Ohio Censorship Reply
Columbus, O., June 10,

Eric Johnston’s threat of legal ac-

tion against the Division of Film
Censorship in Ohio was received
calmly by Clyde Hissong, state di-

rector of education, under whose
department the censor board op-

erates. If the law is changed and
censorship forbidden, Hissong says

he’ll
-

be glad to quit censorship. He
said

:

“We have no right to disobey
Ohio law. We have a mandate.
Ohio law provides we shall censor
all films for public exhibition.

(This naturally includes news-
reels). We shall continue to follow
the Ohio law until such thne as

legal action is instituted to change
to law.”

(For the Week Ending Ta<s»#ay 11#)

Weekly Weekly Weekly Tue«, Net,

VoUn High tow Close Change
100s for week

N. Y. Stdck Exchange
ABC .. 14 9% m ,«4 4- %
CBS, “A” ... 43 35 33 35 4-iJ/6

CBS, “B” . * » 35. 343/a • .32% 34% +1%
Col. Pic . ... 34 12 11% 11% 4- %
Decca 15 8% , 8% 8% + %
Eastman Kodak ... 163 43% 42% 42% — %
Loew’s • .

.

... 302 13% 13 13% — %
Paramount ... 79 24% 23% 24% + %
JPhilco . 80 30% 28% 30 +1%
RCA ... 293 25% 24% 253/4 4* %

; RKO pictures « * . 282 4% 4% 4% — %
RKO Theatres. i . « 85 3% 3% 3% •— %
Republic. ... 46 4% 4 4 — %
Rep., pfd ... 13 10% 93/4 m — %

• 20th-Fox. ... 247 16 15 16 — %
Un. Par. Th ... 311 14% 133/4 14%
Univ; 40 12 . 11% 11% + %
Univ. pfd • » • *1 58 58 58 —1
Warner Bros * 76 12% 12 12%

. Zenith * . . .

.

... 15 76 73% 75% +2%
N. f. Curb Exchange
Da Mont ... 42 15% 15% 15% — %
Monogram . , . 56 3% 3 3% — %
Technicolor. . .. 41 21% 20% 21% +1%
Over-the-counter Securities Bid Ask
Chesapeake Industries (Pathe) . .

.

4 4% + %
Cinecolor . 1 1%
U. A. Theatres . 4% 53/4

.Walt Disney . 6% 7% 4 %
(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus & Go.)

\

C0MP0 Texas Confab

per minute. Wilby didn’t explain

source of- that figure.

Henry Reeve, prexy of Texas
Theatre Owners, lead a discussion

Continued from page S

Despite this my-hands-are-tied
that came up with the only solid

of nows- P^Q relations suggestions. It
Eddin^ on h Q, csti xi of n ws Vii*nmrht mit that 9 **dnd het
reels that “there has always been

was brought out that a good bet

for luring patrons Into the film
question whether a March of ^“T woSld be by face-lifting

Time documentary or newsreel pic

tures of dancing girls on the Rivi-

era should be considered ‘news’.”

The education.,
,
.director stated

that any court action to ban news- . . .

reel censorship would probably
|

ma*n(ler

kill- film censorship in Ohio alto

and redecorating the existing

houses also; by the removal of ex-

cess seats and wider spacing of

seats to add to comfort of the re-

forests by making it inconvenient
for them to attend their annual
meetings.”

Prexy Ned E. Depinet, chairman-
Sng the gathering, was optimistic
in his address to the stockholders
on -the future of RKO and of the
industry. He pointed out that both
had successfully weathered previ-
ous periods of hard times. “We
haven’t lost confidence,” he de-
clared.

In answer to a floor query from i

Wershll, Depinet said that RKO

been left in their hands- by the
membership. If . is expected that
there will be no' division of opinion
regarding the : choice of Coyrie,-

since he has. been so closely asso-
ciated with the organization and its

operation. .

‘

. Coyne lias been acting head
since Arthur L. Mayer left last
month. Mayer carried the title ,of

exec v.p. and
-

received (or was sup-
posed to receive—the money wasn't
always there

,
to pay him) $40,000

yearly in salary and expenses.
Coyne \yill probably not get the
exec v.p. title, but that of exec
director, 'and will continue to re-
ceive $25,Q0Q a year (that has also
been paid in the past on a some-
times

-

* basis).
* Objections Faded
.Opposition toe. Goyne by Allied,

which has come up in the p&st, is

believed to have faded. Allied’s ob-
jection was based on Coyne’s two
year service as exec director of
TOA. This, it was figured, might
give him a bias in that direction
in COMPO. He’s leaned over so
far backward, , however, to be fair
that Allied men admit they’ve no
room for squawks.
Once Coyne is in power, he’ll be

able to move with alacrity to start
building up the" COMPO warchest
A new simplified system of dues
payments was decided on at the
anntial meeting in February, and
is expected to bring in a large
amount of coin once the campaign
by film salesmen—agreed to by
distribution execs — gets under-
way. Distribs will match dollar-
for-dollar exhib contributions

Lichtman’s acceptance of the
COMPO job—at the suggestion of
his boss, 20th prexy Sypros Skou
ras—let the MPAA off an embar-
rassing hook. While Allied and
TOA delegates had been named for
some weeks, the MPAA couldn’t
find anyone who’d take the job.

Finally, in embarrassed despera-

Strong note of pessimism on na-

gether, at least until the general tional theatre business was inter-

assembly meets again in January, jected into the local Allied meet-
1953. - ing by Wilbur Snaper, .national

The censorship board’s power prexy of Allied States. Snaper
is all stated in one law, Hissong painted gloomy picture of busi-

pointed out, and the Ohio Supreme ness and the closing, of theatres
Court could only invalidate or up- and bemoaned the fact that unfor-
tiold the entire section. If it should tunately many indie members of

invalidate the law, then It would Allied have been and will be. vic-

be up to the legislature to decide tims.
whether any measure of censorship phil Isley, indie chain operator,

had made no ties with TV for sale 1 tion, prexy Eric Johnston insisted
of its backlog for the making of

,

at the MPAA board meeting las
pix. 1 ^ f &\ _ 1. . l_ i m

Approximately 75% 0 f the out-
j

standing stock was repped in per-
son or by proxy at the meeting.
All incumbent directors were re-
elected. They are Depinet, Hughes.! Lichtman, as a member of the
Noah Dietrich, Francis J. O’Hara,

\

MPAA salesmanagers' committee

Friday (6) that action be taken and
said he’d take on the duties him-
self rather than let an onus fall on
MPAA for stalling the work o
COMPO.

Jr., and J. Miller Walker,
At a meeting in New York yes-

terday (Tttes.) the board reelected-
all incumbent officers, including
Depinet a$ prez.and Noah Dietrich
a« chairman of the board, I

all of whom had been canvassed,
had turned the job down the week
previous. A phone call from Skou
ras and Johnston won his acquies-
cence, however, following the
MPAA board meet.

should .continue,

RKO Purchase
Continued from pace 5 —

-

under such an arrange-Chesler
ment.

Price reportedly being talked of .

• .. - ~
is $5 at once, plus 50c per year

unity of effort, in a public

and Carey Wilson, Metro producer,
took Snaper to task for his extreme
pessimism. Isley and Wilson held
that the film business was far from
extinct and also that showman-
ship will keep the industry alive

and prosperous.

O’Donnell, presiding at today’s
(Tues.) first general assembly,

for five years. Chesler group, once
it has the stock, is understood to
have a tentative agreement with
DuMont network to hand over the
backlog of features in the RKO li

relations program, stating "we're
getting away from intra-industry
problems.”

Ronald Reagan drew an ovation
for speech on better pic merchan-

brary. DuMont would in turn get a dising to garner patrons. L. M.
loan on these films, which coin Rice, Dallas attorney, announced
would go to Chesler and account Texas exhibitors' proposed merit
for mifeh of the latter’s payoff to awards to film industry to close

stockholders for shares he acquired morning {session,

from them. Dr. Billy Graham delivered the
Attorney for Chesler is known keynote speech today at a spe-

to have approached New York cial luncheon honoring * the
banks for a $10,000,000 loan to evangelist. Also on the noon
swing the deal, with assurances program were Interstate Cir-
Chesler’s group is ready to put up cuit prez Karl Hoblitzelle, who in-
the other $5,000,000 needed. Atti- troduced the keynoter; Ronald
tude of bankers was that they
wanted to see the $5,000,000 and
some sort of written commitment
from both Hughes and DuMcnt.

*

Buchman
Continued from page 5

Reagan; David O. Selznick; Carey
Wilson; William C. McCraw; Mary
C. McCall; William Perlberg; Wil-

|

liam J. Hobbs; Col. H. A. Cole and
O’Donnell, who co-chairmanned;
Price Daniel, Texas attorney gen
eral, and John Ben Sheppard, sec-
retary of state.

Morning and afternoon general
assembly meetings filled the sec-

legal on the grounds- that the in- ond day of the conference, attend-

formation requested by the Comr cd by some 900 theatreowners, rep-
mittee was repetitious—that Buch- resenting over 22,000 theatres; top
man had previously answered the production, distribution and exhib
same questions in testimony before ition execs; stars, dignitaries and
the Committee in Hollywood. state execs.
Government moved to dismiss Conferees, are dealing direct-

the suit on grounds that the court ly with theatre-community re-
has no power to pass on the valid- lationships, making a direc
ity of a Congressional subpoena, pitch to offset seasonal b.o. .slumps
Assistant U. S. Attorney Frank in stressing fact that pic houses
Strickler based his arguments to- and theatre managers are vita
day on the broad aspects of the community adjuncts. Purpose o;

situation, in an apparent effort to the conference, stated Kyle Rorex,
determine finally whether a court exec director of Texas .COMPO
has such power. Two legal reps showmen, is to map a far-reaching
will continue their arguments to- program for an “industry-exhib-
morrow morning, and it’s expected itor - community - public relations
that Judge Pine will hand down an program.”
immediate decision. Closing day (Wed.) will have

morning and afternoon general
sessions. Special luncheon will

honor John Rosehfield, Jr., for 25
years amusements editor of the

Dallas Morning News, for accom-
plishments, aid and contributions
to film biz. Speaker, attorney gen-
eral Daniel, will be introduced by
Hoblitzelle/ ,

Afternoon biz session is to be a
merchandising forum, conducted
by O’Donnell. Forum’s panel will

nclude ad-pub directors from
Metro, Paramount, Warner Bros.,

RKO, 20th-Fox, Republic, Lippert,
United Artists, Universal and Co-
umbia Pictures.

Highlight of three-day meet is

closing testimonial banquet (Wed.)
in Hotel Adolphus Grand Ballroom,
honoring O’Donnell and Cole for
their work as co-chairmen of
“Movietime in Texas and USA.”

Opening sessions (Mon.) -were
separate organizational board meet-
ings of Allied Independent Thea-
tre Owners of Texas, and annual
board meetings of theatre circuit

managers — including Interstate
Circuit; Rowley United Theatres,
Inc.; Texas Consolidated Theatres;
Jefferson Amus. Co.; Theatre En-
terprises; J. G. Long Theatres;
Leon Theatres; Phil Isley Thea-
tres; Ezell- and Associates, and the
Independent Drive - In Theatre
Owners and Managers of Texas.

Conference feature was a Palace
Theatre “production prevue” Mon-
day afternoon, when Interstate
exec Raymond /Willie screened
clips from 30 newfilms, three each
from Metro, Paramount, Warner
Bros., Universal, United Artists,
RKO, 20th-Fox, Republic, Lippert
and Columbia studios.

Agenda here includes announce-
ment of “The O’Donnell Award,”
made available by Karl Hoblitzelle,
for outstanding service to the Tex-
as pic industry, and honoring
O’Donnell. A theatre manager’s
award is also to be announced dur-
ing the meet.

Rorex, co-ordinator of activities
for the initial COMPO session
here, was assisted by Paul Short,
divisional manager of National
Screen Service, repping exec chair-
men in arranging the conference.

Music Biz
Continued from page 1

reaction and their contacts among
the jukebox operators have eased
the way for coin machine exploita-
tion. In fact, the segue from the
coin machine business into the
talent field is held to. be a natural
transition for the syndicates.
The latter are changing the fash-

ions in show biz. Whereas at one
time a heckler was cut down with
a quip, the mobsters are not given
to such finesse. At a recent Phila-

delphia nitery appearance of one
of “their boys,” a heckler was
warned by one of the managers
to keep quiet “or get his arms and
legs Jbroken.” The heckler did not

irepeat.
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keep the film' moving include- Eu-

gene Igleslas, Tito Renaldo, Renzo
Cesana (his priest role being a far

cry from his "The Continental of

video) and Alex Montoya.
. Katzman has obtained physical,

values that give a costly .look to

the production, and the color lous-

ing by Ellis W. Carter is excellent

in displaying them. Editing is

tight. Brop.

Continued from par* *

tions, where Republic sells it

human interest, rather than pro-

fessional, approach, to the tensing.

A major feature of the picture

is the adaptation of the Second
Hungarian Rhapsody to fit the

movement of the birds in flight, in

courtship and In daily, constant
jarch fo* iood, The music fits

these movements with the skill of

a Stokowski-waved baton, although
it is to be suspected that there was
some tampering with film speed to

strongly, *% Dream of Jeanie” may
get some flash business, but other-

wise it rates only program book-

Foster’s folksy tune-smithing is make the "fit "more exact, a permis-

featured in 21 of his cleffings that siWe license that adds greatly to

are used for the musical portions the entertainment values,

of the 90 minutes of films. This
The woo4 duck is shown in un-

abundance of his type music tends
s^spectingly dazzling color court-

to cloy, but the voices selling it are mg his mate. The pre-mating dance
good, so the numbers get over. Pic- pf the Western Grebe provides
ture could have used a script ana Amazement and humor, as does the

w aaai-ar u performances to match ^be singing strutting of the Man o’ War bird
in wte as it falls far short on these two ^th his huge throat sack inflated

. v_ (COLOR) „ counts. Allan Dwans direction
to gigantic size. There’s excite-

«n.
,hferwo«'oKS. lSSIS: falls .to do anything wlth the story ment in ,he swlft power dives of

wad, Patricia Medina; features- John Sut- and inept players but does achieve the pelican and other birds after
ton, Steve Brodie, Alan hmc> good production values, which are food and their fights for home and

ser^enpiay,
D
Jack' FoWexen! ASbriy shown off in ^rucolor s pallid pas- family. The film reveals the odd

Toerg; camera (Super-cjnecoior), Ernest tel hues. •

. . . , , . . rhythm of the sand piper as he
Laszio; editor, Mcrriit white; score. Di^ The formula plot furnished by wajics and the tenement-like life

ffSS/fegSg u^^Wns: Y -’ Jun" Alan LeMay moves along an ob- 0f the gregarious Ganets.
D'Artagnan Louis Hayward vious course m uninspired, conven- The outstanding music score was
KteSffie} .J-atr)cU* Medlnn tionalfashionnsing dialogcuches^
Porthos l,/

;

la
rM

stock situations to fra
, Hibler did the narration and wrote

J
Steve Brodie

introduction of the script with Ted Sears under
mike De Vaid«c.‘.‘ '. John Sutton known tunes ^ung *<, the direction of Ben Sharpsteen.
Philip of Spain.; v

• • ter as
, .

a drcamer
*
.^^kes notninp

jf0rman palmer > contributed a

&«£ gf adven&rn top

keteers, ‘’Lady in the Iron Mask on]y for the classics. This unre- ^reaits. y ’

is an entertaining fancy-dress ac- quj;ted love affair finally causes'Fos-
tion pic slated for good returns in

ter to run away but he is pursued l0elllttil Closed Shutters
general situations. Film rolls with another femme named Jeanie
the pace and directness of a straight and wtien she catches up with him
boss opera and interlards the 1m- he reaii2es she’s the girl, and thus

|

.

probable romantic proceedings the. title tune Is born,
with plenty of cross-country chases,

Middleton’S educated pipes
fisticuffs and swordplay. Back- “fj. work on the title num-
gK* £WI^«5S:

Cal-West Theatres

Booking: Combine Folds
Los Angeles, June 10.

' Cal-West Theatres, organized,

several months ago as a buying and
booking combine of 38 independent'

theatres, voted to go out .-of busi-

ness. Albert Hanson, prexy and
general manager, explained the dis-

solution as a question of econom-
ics. There were also reports of dis-

sension among the partners.

Company was originally com-
posed of theatres operated by Fan-
chon & Marco, Harry and Milton
Arthur, Dave Bershon, Sherrill

Corwin, Mike Rosenberg and* Han-
son.

UPT Bd.’s Divvy
Continued from page 4

(Ferslarte Chiuse)
(ITALIAN)

Sordid miller; fine for certain
exploitation houses.

jrounas ana igsiwuuib 4ic ww
^er “My Old Kentucky Home, Lux Film Distributing Corp. release of

ent and the Super-Cinecolor jmt> . Fnllrc At Home ” ‘‘Ring. Luigi Rovere production. Feattires Mas-

inc tirocess although occasionally V" J:
OIXS At

. * . si slmo Girottl, Eleonora Rbssi, Giuletta Ma-
SSrSfi? detail elves Ring, De Banjo” and Other famil- ^ Directed by Luigi Comdncini.
blurred in background aetaii, giv s

among the 10 tunes allotted to screenplay, Missimo Mida, Gianni puccim,
an overall rich production finish. *

T JJ ctftrv he t»lavs a lead- Franco Sollnas. Sergio SoUma; camera.
As D’Artagnan Louis Hayward him. In tne story ne piay

• Antonio Beiviso^music; Carlo Rustichefi;

^ ihiAf rnn^e+Per Ing minstrel star who IS resiionsi* editor, -Rolando^Benedettl. Tradeshown
handles the i ole of chief musketeer ^ introduction of many of n. y., June 6,. *5Z. Running time, to mins.

Shes
a
?rtSfs yam

r
hf and his roster’s Songs”

a c

three classic sKeks, Porthos. EUl SWrley plays rosterr tenor- rr-'tt SSSS
Aramis and Athos, , are commls- ing Oh Susanna, OloDogTray,

jrig . Adriana sivieri

sioned to rescue a French princess “Camptown RacCs^ and .nJJiets- sumorino ’

from a death plot as the reigning Muriel Lawrence the snoMKh.girl atom. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ;

.
.c

evil powers plan to pass off her friend; joins Shirley on on -wings prinmvexa Renato Baidini

fwin <;i«;i-<»r nn the nomilace aS the of Song” and solos Lo! Hear the ^inspector -... .Sidney Gordon,

mccoy. Pic?s tit?e
P£s from a GentirLark” and “A Ribbon In nS haloes Gin Giurn. Sarienx.

grotesque iron mask in which the Your Hair” (Jeniiy June). Eileen

enuine princess is chained in a Christy is the vivacious Jeanie who ( Dubbed m English)

un«eon gets Foster. Among her songs is “Behind Closed Shutters,* Ital

Rest of the yam is concerned “I See Her Still in My Dreams” ian-made film whose dialog has
S

with the musketeers’ efforts to re- with Shirley. A guest appearance been dubbed into English, is a sor-

tum the princess to the throne he- in blackface is made by Rex Allen, did tale of a girl’s search for a

fore her sister is married off to a Republic’s singing’ cowpoke, as a missing sister through a generous

Spanish suitor. Pic races through member of a minstrel show in .slice of Genoese waterfront dives

the expected series of strategems which he effectively sings ^Come and bordellos. Exploitation the-

and brawls before justice is done. Where My Love Lies Dreaming,” atres, which lean toward the sen-

En route, however, the princess ' While several of the principals sational, may well reap a harvest

falls for D’Artagnan and, at the are likeable In delivering their as- with this entry,
#
but its. story mat-

windup, she substitutes her sister signments, none appears to advan- ter is hardly suited for the family

for the royal duties and she takes tage on performance. Best impres- trade, nor does it shape up as a fit

off with her lover to America for sions are made by Miss Christy, subject for the. average art house,

a commoner’s life.
1

Middleton, Lynn Bari, the mother Apparently ‘ infatuated with a
With Hayward carrying- off the of the two girls In Foster’s love gangster, Liliana Gerace leaves a

chief thesping burden of the pic, life; Richard Simmons, as Fosters good home for a life among white
he received good support from Pa- older brother; Percy Helton and siaVers and assorted other scum of
tricia Medina, who plays the dou- Andrew Tombes,

'

‘ the underworld. Three years later,

ble role of the princess and her sis- Music was adapted and directed she phones her .sister (Eleonora J

ter. As the heavy, John Sutton by Robert Armbrustet. He*»Iso did Rossi) with' a frantic request for
handles his lines with polished ur- the new arrangements for Dwan s help. Whereupon the latter em-
banity While Alan Hale, Jr., Judd lyrics on <4A Ribbon In Your Hair.” harks upon some diligent private-
Holdreii and Steve Brodie, as the “I See Her Still In My Dreams eyeing that eventually locates her
three musketeers under D’Artag- and “Head Over Heels” (Laura missing kin and brings her back to
nan’s command, are adequate for Lee). Reggie Lanning’s expert a respectable existence,
the rough-house stuff. The at- lenslng helps project the Trucolor Th Luigi Rovere production is
tempts at comedy, however, are hu.es.
somewhat flatfooted.

Script m&intains A light histori-
cal flavor in the dialog 1 but wisely
accents lots of movement, with the
whole atmosphere of the pic lend-
ing itself to incredible feats. Tight
editing has cut the pic down to a
smooth-running 78 minutes, and
Dimitri Tiomkin’s score adds
the melodramatic values. Herm.

Brog.

Water Birds
' (COLOR)

to

Fifth in Disney’* True-Life
Adventure serie*; Interesting
camera report on life among
America’* water fowl*

I Bream of Jeanie
(SONGS—COLOR)

Hollywood, June 10.
RKO release of Wal’

filmed in semi-documentary fash-

ion with frequent street scenes,

shots of piers, seedy niteries and
the like. Particularly realistic Is a

idup of prostitutes,

who are carted off to fail for ar-

raignment the following morning.
Garish makeup • of the trollops,

their mannerisms and general car-

riage excellently describe one of
the seamier sides of life.

Performances are fair; Eleanora
,i

r*lt Disney True-Life . .

Adventure production. Directed by Ben Rossi, as the searcher, goes about
-uri— ,_x _ _ trivia. nn^A 1 _ 1 w

. *

Life and songs of Stephen
Foster; dull biopic entertain-
ment.

her quest with a mechanical per-
severence. Massimo Girotti has
little to do as Miss Rossi’s fiance.

Miss Gerace turns Ift a believable
stint. Giuletta Masina creditably

Sharpsteen.' Script. Winston Hibler, Ted
Sears; narration, Hibler; camera (Techni-
color), Alfred M. B*lley, Alfred G. Ml-
lette, Ed N. Harrison, James R. Simon
Tom McHugh, Myron A, Elliott, Martin
Bovcy, Norman Wakeroan, Qlln Sewell
Petting!!!, Jr.. John H. St<jrer, Frances
f. Roberts, Bert Harwell. Arthur a. portrays a dancer-courtesan’.
Allen, Stephen F. Briggs, Murl Deusing, ......
s. Paul Lindau; music. Paul Smith; anl- Producer Rovere embellished
mation effects. Josh Meador, John. Hertch; the film with mountings in keeping
special process, Ub Iwerks; editor. Nor- nvpvn!l cmhWt Tlirpntinnman Palmer. Produced with the cooper- Wltn tne overall SUDject. .Direction
atlon of the National Audubon Society Of Luigi Comencmi tends to falter

Hollywood. June 5.
Republic release of Allan Dwan produc-

tion. Stars Ray Middleton, Bill Shirley,
Muriel Lawrenoe, Eileen Christy and Rek
Allen; features Lynn Ban, Richards Slrn-

,

mons, Robert Nell. Andrew Tombes. DI- 1
and the Denver Museum of Natural His- jj. the action seauences. Antonio

rectcd byJDwan. Written by Alan LeMay; tory. Previewed June 6. '52. Running
|

time, 31 MINS.camera (Trucolor), Reggie Lanning; edi-
tor, Fred Allen; music adapted and di-
rected by Robert Armbru6ter. Previewed
June 4, '52. Running time, 90 MINS.
Edwin P. Christy Ray Mlddletoh
Stephen Foster Bill Shirley
Inez McDowell ...Muriel Lnwrcnce
Jeanie McDowell., Eileen Christy
Mrs. McDowell Lynn Bari
Dunning Foster Richard Simmons

Belviso’s camerawork is good as is

the musical score of Carlo Rusti-
chelli. Editing of Rolando Bene-
detti, however, could have been
tighter.

Film's dubbing was done in Lon-
don. Technically, it’s a competent

Walt Disney adds another spec-
tacular film study of wildlife to his
growing True-Life Adventure series
and, as in the four subjects that

MHford* wS:;::. .\\ .

Klcna
RoberT

m
Ne

r

ii
capthndfng^ quality^^^will

1

rate job but it’s decidedly incongruous
r. e. Howard Andrew Tombes public approval. Three years in to hear a Cockney accent emanate

the filming, it occupies 31 minutes from the Hps pfc^be Italian cast.

specialty Dancer. ' Gienn Turnbuii on the screen, .displaying in bril- If the voice synchronization util-

Mammy Louise Beavers lant color some .Of the life and ized American -actors ..there s a pos-

habits of the birds that' people the sibility that U. S % audiences would
marshlands and seasides of the accept the technique more readily.

Doctor James Kirkwood
Freddie Carl Dean Switzer
Chitlins Freddie Moultrie
Narrator and Mr. Tambo Rex Allen country.

While
Gilb:

too„ ,, ,
many varieties are

A pseudp-bioplc around the life shown for the picture to have the
and songs of Stephen Foster gets intimacy that comes with dealing
a pretentious treatment in this Re- with a single specie, the pictorial

To London For Col Meet

^ ^ ^ ^
Lawrence Lipskln, Columbia

public release. While the songs values, the^beairty^oV the*feathered Pictures’ foreign publicity topper,

register with nostalgic flavor, the actors and the serious and comical leaves for London next week to

entertainment is extremely thin sides of their habits make for a j°in Joseph A. McConVille, inter-

*nd .the picture’s boxoffice chances beguiling featurette. Sixteen ex- national chief, at a meeting of
appear the same. In some situa-: pert carp<^iypg^.niorrg»tholjQgR5ts used*! Col’s Europea^u'fips, i

declared their coin was^ bulwarked
by many times the assets needed to

get.it back. They viewed the divvy

cuts favorably on the basis that film

companies should conserve cash

against a
:

rainy day when it is

needed and bank loans might not

be readily- available.

Stockholders figure they suffered

a two-way loss via the divvy slash.

First, the cut of $1 in the annual
melon chopped away $3,263,000,

that being, the number of shares
outstanding. Secondly, the drop
in the market value of the shares

sliced away another $5,000,000

or so.

Scurry to Last Report
The cut sent shareholders and

others scurrying back into the com-
pany’s last financial report and into

the statement by prez Leonard
Goldenson at the annual stockhold-

ers’ meeting only a few weeks be-

fore the divvy was cut. The finan-

cial report for the quarter ended
March 29 showed earnings of 60c

—which most shareholders felt left

plenty of margin for the 50c diwy.
Even if biz was down somewhat the

second quarter (Goldenson said at

the meeting that gross was off

about 3V6%), many of the com-

pany’s owners thought that the for-

mer dividend was justified for a

quarter or two.

They felt—-and so did some finan

cial men—that the board should

have weighed more heavily the
generally -, depressing effect on all

film shares of the move by UPT.
’The divvy trimming came as a

more than normal surprise because
of optimism expressed, by Golden-
son at the annual meeting.: While
he made no prophecy of continued
50c melons, his remarks on the sub-

ject were generally on the bright

side.

As if to counter any resisting

misapprehensions, he sent a cover-

ing letter last week with a report

to stockholders on the annual’ con-
clave. In the letter he stated:

“In reviewing the conditions, and
factors which affect our earnings#,

many of which are discussed in my
statement, particularly the. substan-
tial demands for cash that the
corporation will face in the event
the merger with American Broad-
casting Co. , is approved, the board
concluded that its action was jus-

tified at this time. While I ex-

pressed the hope to stockholders at

the annual meeting that our board
would see fit to pay a dividend of

50c this quarter, I want to say to

you that after discussing this mat-
ter exhaustively with our hoard
members, I am convinced thajt the
decision is the best one for the
corporation and Its stockholders.”

Goldenson told Variety in fur-

ther explanation that it was felt

the uncertainty on Wall St. on fu-

ture dividend policy was • putting
pressure on the stock. Board,
therefore, felt it advisable to clearj

up any doubts by making the cut.

Stockholders * who delved into

Goldensori’S statement at the an-
nual meeting thought that the
hoard was unduly conservative.
They pointed out that as of the
May 20 meeting date, when the
first quarter’s diwy of 50c had
already been paid, Goldenson
stated $3,640,000 was available for
dividends.

If three more payments of 50c
were, to be made during the year,
total required would have been $4,-

800,000. Subtracting the $3,640,000
already available, that would mean
pnly about $1,160,000 would haVe
to be earned for the dividend ac-

count during the final nine months
of the year.
Likewise it was pointed out that

more than $4,000,000 in cash is be-
ing added to UPT coffers each
year from a depreciation account.
This allows $5,473,000 annually for
depreciation. Actually, only about
$1,000,000 is used for rehabilita

'suit of a number of theories that

Slndlinger developed In a research

project for paramount «in Chicago

last year. That * followed the

Phonevision subscription' tele test

in that city when ' Par. Ranted to

know if there was a market for

such a device. Partly"as : A result

of Sindlingeris favorably findings.

Par bought a half-interest in Tele-

meter, another pa>as-ybu-go tele

system developed by Carl Leser-

man and David Loew*.
'

Major theory turned up by
Sindlinger was that theatres are

suffering by “lack of- communica-
tion” with their audiences. By
that ’he means that potential pa-

trons are not being reached to ac-

quaint them with what, pix are

playing and the selling points for

those pix. Part of the reason, he
feels, is that, their '.habits have
changed so that former methods
of advertising and publicity are’

not reaching them. '

;

Actually,. Sindlinger has empha-
sized, these, theories have grown
out of early interviews and there

have not been enough yet to prove
the point. He is intending to do
a total of about 3,000 interviews

running from 60 to 75 minutes in

length before he is finished. Most
of the 4,000 interviews so far have
been shorter than that.

Edited Tape Jn Playbacks:

Tape will be edited and played
back for UPT officials, so they’ll

not get statistics hut the actual

thinking and attitudes of their "po-

tential customers viA lengthy and
detailed questioning.

UPT was about to test out some
of Sindlingeris theories W chang-
ing its advertising and plJsydff pat-

terns at its three Pbilly houses,
the Nixon, Tower aftd Roosevelt,

but ' they are being ' closed today
(Wed.) because of labor difficulties.

Interviewing will continue, never-
theless, with tests to be tirade as

and when the houses reopen. 1

. One point discovered by Sind-
linger is that Chi audiences knew
much better than Philly ones what
pix were playing and where. He
thinks that partially, results ’ from
the Balaban & Katz ‘chain in Chi
owning a tele station there and
using every fr^e moment for spot-

plugs .on pix.

: Another theory—this one by
Leonard Goldenson, UPT prez—is

also being 'delved into by Sind-
linger. That is that the fast play-
off system that has restilted from
moveups of runs is hurting ty**
Goldenson believes that the lack of
clearance brought about by the
antitrust decrees has caused pix to
go through the mill so fast* they’re
gone before people know of them.

Sindlinger ,is doing his research
in an area of about 1,000,000 peo-
ple in West Philadelphia and the
city’s western suburbs. Among
questions is detailed report on
wbat each interviewee has' done
with his time in the past 24 hours—including their radio, TV and
reading habits, where they went,
how much they spent, etc. x

One of .the aims is to find ,if

they’ve stopped reading newspaper
amusement pages and, if so, do
their activities Indicate by what
other method they might be
reached by the film message.

Q.-and-A. to' determine the effect

of TV on filmgoing ha* produced
the Indication so far that most sta-

tistical. studies on *the subject are
misleading. In general^ people who
say their theatregoing has dropped
in large measure since they got a
TV set are shown by further ques-
tioning to have cut their attend-
ance long before they actually got
tele.

Newsreel Purvey so far has
shown that audiences like them.
If a full study is made, it will at-

tempt to determine how the public
evaluates news via - newspapers,
radio, tele and newsreels and
whether they prefer newsreels of
the magazine or news tape. Study
would aid the five companies pro-

ducing newsreels to determine
whether they should he eliminated,

consolidated into one .or* more reel*

or what should be done with them.
They are now a 1 losing proposition

for. the producers, . •
,
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Govt. Footage For Sale
Washington, June 10.

Atomic .Energy Commission ha*
cleared and put up for sale 100,-

000 feet of stock shots in 35m
black and white film, but without
soundtrack. The footage, shot by

is avail-
. the Army- Signal Corps, — —

tion, so the rest is free ca$h. ntandardtGo.veirnm/int Jates-



The traditional employment contracts with Hollywood person-

nel based on speeded salary, are giving way further to new deals

in .which performers, directors, etc., take a profit participation In

^Dany^F, Zanuck, 20th-Fox production chief, disclosed In New
York yesterday (Tues.) that- the company in several instances re-

cently negotiated new versions of existing pacts with provision

for profit-sharing written in. Such deals provide capital gains

incentive for the Individual. For the company, the pacts cut down
on immediate production' money required and, of course, risked.

Also, the film outfits are relieved of the 52-weeks-per-year salary

commitments. ^

Last participation deal which 20th entered into'was with direc-

tor Elia Kazan, Zanuck said.
a %

No Zanuck Personal Prod.
i

— Continued from page S -—•
¥

will not join 20th, as had been ru-

mored, Zanuck stated flatly.
w

In N. Y. from a five-week stay in

Europe, Zanuck told reporters that

other personnel shifts, via contract

expirations and the employment of

new talent, all are of the type'

which heretofore went unnoticed

in the trade but are now being
given wide attention. He regarded

them as insignificant.

Clarifies Unit Operation

Reports that the studio would
adopt a “unit” system of operation

were clarified by the production
topper. Sol C. Siegel, recently

named head, of musical produc-
tions, remains in that role. He’ll

either produce the tuners himself

or “work with” other producers
making them, said Zanuck, Status

of Julian Blaustein, who’s been
turning out “idea” pix of less-than-

epic production proportions, will

continue unchanged. .

Zanuck explained his decision to
discontinue personal production
this way: “I found that producing
‘Snows of Kilimanjaro’ right on
top of 'David Sc Bathsheba,’ 'All

About Eve’ and 'People Will
Talk’ absorbs more time and ener-
gy than I can afford in relation to
the overall studio program. I be-
lieve I can best serve the company
by being able to sit in an advisory
capacity.” At another point in the
interview, Zanuck added that he’ll
concentrate on the' selection of

What—No Problem*?
Darryl F. Zanuck has run

out of “controversies” to de-
pict on the screen^ he jocular-

ly observed in N. Y. yesterday.

The 20th-Fox production chief

recalled that “we made a for-
tune” with problem pix in
past, such as “Gentleman’s
Agreement” (anti-Semitism)
and “Pinky” (anti-Negro). Now,
there are no such offbeat sub-
jects available.

Shifting to a serious vein,
Zanuck said he didn’t mean to
convey that everything's right
with the.world, that is, free of
controversies and problems.
But he must see his subject
dramatized” before he de-

cides to produce it, similarly
as he saw “Agreement” in
dramatic, form in the galley
proofs of the Laura Z. Hobson
novel.
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Show. BusiiMBif^Linupre

tion; “Call Me Madam,” to roll
shortly, followed by “Gentlemen
Prefer Blondes”; “Stars and
Stripes Forever,” nearing comple-
tion; “Tonight We Sing,” near com-
pletion; “The President’s Lady,”

, Stay-at«Home
20th-Fox is cutting down

sharply on expensive location

shooting abroad; production

v.p. Darryl F. Zanuck revealed

in New York yesterday. Activ-

ity will be limited for the most
part to long shots and pic-

torial effects, with the process-

ing to be done at the studio.
It’s a mfeans of ayoiding ex-
pense of taking an entire com-
pany to faraway places. .

One possible exception on
the 20th 'slate is C. S. Forest-
er’s “Single-Handed.” If the
British government will supply
a couple of battleships, Zanuck
said, picturization of the book
will be done in Europe.

now casting; and “What Price
Glory,” “Les Miserables,” “Mon-
key Business,” “Lure of the Wil-
derness,” "Pony Soldier” and
“O’Henry’s Bagdad on the Sub-
way.” all completed.

Zanuck said he was not certain
on the numerical cut in future pro-
duction but “guesses” the total to
be made in the current year will
be 20 or 30. Studio turned out
37Vfi features in ’51, the fraction
indicating a year-to-year overlap.
Zanuck spoke at length on the

importance of the world-wide mar-
ket^ He recommended that other
producers should regard visits
abroad as a must to acquaint them-
selves with international tastes and
habits. He observed that no film
company today can get along with-
out outlets abroad.

Zanuck' leaves for the Coast .to-

day (Wed.) to attend the “Kiliman-
jaro” pfeem. Film was the only
one which Zanuck personally pro-
duced this -year. Hi* announced
two-year hiatus might even extend
beyond that period, he indicated.

B.0. Up 0’Seas
-

1

- Continued from page 3

in their acquiescence to unrestrict-
ed imports of Hollywood product
for another year. Elimination of all

rental price ceilings was also
agreed upon, but the question of
remittances is still being negoti-
ated.

Huddles in Holland led to an
agreement whereby the rental cell-

ing on certain selected pictures will
be lifted from 32^6% to 40%.
McCarthy described the hike as the
first such increase of its kind. Dis-
cussions were held with both Dutch
government reps and officials of
the Bioscoop Bond, Latter is a
trade association with o distributor
and 'exhibitor membership.

McCarthy confirmed earlier. re-
ports that the recently concluded
Spanish-American film agreement
is now in effect. Spanish govern-
ment is issuing permits, he said,
and Yank pictures are coming in.

MPAA foreign chief also noted that
the license allotment for United
Artists and Republic Pictures in
that territory had been “satisfac-
torily resolved."

Xn addition .strides were made in
Italy where the government has
agreed to shelve the “IGE turn-
over” tax and will suspend Article
X of the existing Italo-Amerlcan
accord. This article would have Im-
posed a rental ceiling on Yank pix
In McCarthy’s opinion the “turn-
over tax” has been set aside In-
definitely^. . 'wJ. U I. . i *<<» - i'l l.

In Closer Ties

v After Seminar
Although no concrete action re-

sulted from last week’s Hartford
symposium of film industryites and'
Connecticut newspaper publishers,
and editors, there was a general
feeling that a great deal had been
accomplished in bringing about a
friendlier relationship between the
groups and that both factions had
left the confab with a better under-
standing of each other’s problems.

Meeting, arranged by Francis S.
Murphy, editor and publisher of
the Hartford Times, heard Eric
Johnston, Motion Picture Assn, of
America prexy, make a pitch for
equality in ad rates, for local thea-
tres. Speakers also included Mur-
phy, Loew’s exec Oscar Doob, actor
Ronald Reagan and E. M. Loew,
head of the circuit of the same
name.

As a direct result of the Hart-
ford session, similar press-film get-
togethers are contemplated for the
fall, Johnston revealed when he
returned to New York. Although
the industry will continue to press
actively for a revision of news-

t

paper ad rates whereby it receives
either the national or' the local
rate, it has been indicated that
there will be no frontal attack on
the newspaper business. Instead,
the industry will wage a wide-
spread “educational” campaign
which it hopes .will bring about
sectional meetings between thea-
tremen and newspaper people.

Campaign will be teed off with
the distribution of Johnston’s Hart-
ford speech in pamphlet form to
publishers, advertising managers
and exhibs throughout the coun-
try. Furthermore, influential in-
dustryites will harp on the sub-
ject in speeches before exhib and
newspaper groups. Johnston, it’s

reported, will accept more dates to
speak before Fourth Estate ses-
sions.

In his Hartford appeal for equal-
ity in ad rates, Johnston declared:

Why Premium Rates?

“Why do newspapers charge
premium rates for motion picture
advertising?” he asked. “Why must
it cost more to advertise the film
that’s playing at (the Bijou Theatre
than the merchandise products of
American industries now classified
as general advertisers? By what
economic logic is the motion pic-
ture theatre required to pay more
to advertise its wares than other
enterprises with local distribu-
tion?”

Johnston’s plea did not find any
takers among the newspaper reps.
Instead, the publishers offered
other ideas on how to aid ‘exhibs.
Murphy suggested that rather than
ask for lower and lower rates, the
exhibs set more convenient times
for showing films, mj^ke seats more
comfortable, provide attendants to
park cars, and eliminate objection-
able copy and art from advertising.

Loew’s exec y Oscar Doob said
that if any newspaper “promises to
put us on retail rates, we promise
to spend as much money with them
next year as this year.”
Reagan, president of the Screen

Actors Guild, told the assembled
publishers and editors that the in-
dustry needed more cooperation
from newspapers than merely a re-
vision of rates. He said that news-
papers “should advise us on our
advertising."

«r

Reissue Comeback
•—

—

Continued from page 7 =
during the summer, when most of

the distribs are holding off sending
out important new product.

20th-Fox is leading the re-re-

lease parade. It has a half dozen
pix in that category on its May-
June-July sked. They are “Laura,”
“This Above All,” “Leave Her to

Heaven,” “The Rains Came,” “The
Black Swan” and “To the Shores of

Tripoli.”

United Artists is making four
reissues available. They are “Red
River," “Tulsa,” “He Ran All the
Way” and “The Lady Vanishes.”
RKO is dusting off “King Kong”
and Metro has “A Woman’s Face”
plus “The Postman Always Rings
»Twice” set for rofrivaU m-. ‘ **

ncrrfJMKs

Exec Salaries Down in ’51
Continued from par* 3 ... .

.

• ^
unofficially, about the same amount
the previous year. The comparisons
follow:

1951 1950
Col $1,167,000 $1,134,000
Loew 2,789,000 2,870,000
Par 787,000 1,011,000
RKO 292,000 292,000
Rep 424,000 407,800
20th 1,366,000 1,555,000
Univ. .... 545,000 610,000
WB 1,232,000 1,473,000

Frank Freeman, 'production v.p.,
$130,000 (highest on the Par pay-
roll); Austin C. Keough, v.p.-couu-
sel, $91,000; Adolph Zukor, board
chairman, $78,000; George Weltner,
Par International prexy, $55,650.
RKO.: J. Miller Walker, v.p.,

drew $39,980 In ’51, for an increase •

of $0,370 over ’60. William H.
Clark,, treasurer, collected $39,320
In ’51, for a tilt of $6,340 over
’50.

Col’s Jack Cohn, exec v.p.; Nate
Spingold, ad-pub V.p., and Abe
Montague, sales v.p., took slight
cuts in the new year (all remu-
nerations to film company presi-
dents are listed in adjoining box),
Cohn drew $148,400 in ’51 and
$145,600 in ’50. Spingold’s take
dropped from $109,600 in ’50 to
$108,600 in ’51 Montague collected
$132,500 in ’50 and $130,000 in ’51.

Abe Schneider, Col’s v.p. and
treasurer, who received $124,380
in ’50, received $130,000 in ’51.

At Loew’s, J. Robert Rubin’s re-
muneration was cut $31,658 in ’51,

largely as a result of the dropoff
in corporate earnings in which he
shares. Rubin, who’s v.p, and coun-
sel, received $256,098 in salary,
profits participation and retirement
benefits for ’50 and $224,439 in
’51. Louis B. Mayer, who bowed
out last August as 1st v.p., collected
the'same salary and earnings share
in ’51 as ’50, amounting to $300,-
000. But in '50 Loew’s paid $55,355
into Mayer’s retirement fund
whereas no such’ payment at all.

was made in ’51.

Monies collected by other Loew’s
execs showed little variation from
one year to the other. Edgar J,
Mannix, studio v.p., took in $159,-
036 in salary, $43,571 as his cut
on profits and $49,060 for his re-
tirement fund. Charles C. Mosko-
witz, v.p.-treasurer, was compen-
sated in the amounts of $156,429
in salary and $30,644 for retirement
fund. Joseph R. Vogel, v.p. and
theatres head, picked up $156,429
in salary and $20,691 for retirement
fund. William F. Rodgers, v.p, and
sales head (since switched to an
advisory post at $1,100 weekly),
drew $114,714 in salary and $36,-
530 for retirement. Leopold Fried-
man, v.p.-secretary, was paid $130,-
367 in salary and $35,650 for re-
tirement,
Warners: Jack L. Warner, v.p.

and production head, drew a total
of $185,550 in ’51, up from $182,-
050 in *50. Albert Warner, v.p.-

treasurer, had a slight cut, from
$107,000 in ’50 to $105,050 in ’51.

Harry M: Kalmine, v.p. and the-
atres head, dropped from $132,500
in ’50 to $130,000 in ’51, Robert
W. Perkins, v.p.-counsel, also
slightly down, received $105,150 In
’5L and $107,200 in ’50. Samuel
Carlisle, controller, inched back
from $52,080 in ’50 to $51,070 in
’51.

Universal: Alfred E. Daff, v.p.

and global sales topper, Edward
Muhl, studio v.p,, and -Leon Gold-
berg, v.p.-treasurer, all got a raise.

Daff collected $51,500 in '51 for a
boost of $16,225; Muhl received
$51,150, a hike of $7,450, and
Goldberg’s ’51 remuneration of
$39,750 exceeded by $7,500 his ’50

pay. John J. O’Connor, v.p.-direc-

tor, was upped slightly, from $44,-
200 in ’50 to $45,050 iri ’51.

Twentieth: Darryl Zanuck, v.p.-

production chief, received $260,000
in compensation for both years and
$1,288 in ’51 and $2,406 in ’50 for
retirement fund. In March, 1950,
distribution director A1 Lichtman
was signed to a new empolyment
pact giving him $3,000 weekly; he
collected $139,043 for the whole
of ’50. Others whose salaries were
reported had slight cuts. W. C.
Mifchel, exec v.p., dropped from
$116,655 in '50 to $109,010 in ’5L
Murray Silverstone, prez of 20th-
Fox International, slipped from
$135,355 in ’50 to $129,535 in ’51.

Donald Henderson, secretary-treas-
urer, drew $63,535 in *5l, down
from $69,830 in *50. W. J. Eadie,
comptroller, took $63,555 in ’50 and
$61,535 in ’51.

Republic: James R. Grainger’s
salary and commission as exec v.p.

amounted to $88,995 in *51, repre-
senting an increase of $10,680 over
’50, Richard W.

,

Altschuler, prexy
of Republic International, drew
$25,865 in ’51, for a boost of $2,-

570 oyer ’50.

Paramount: Paul Raibourn, v.p.

in charge of planning, overall eco-
nomics and television, won a tilt

in salary and allowances, having
collected $46,800 in ’51, compared

I with $39,000 for ’50. Payoff to other
I exec* < ttmained 1 ^‘unchanged; XI

For Korda Prod.
Deal is expected to be Inked in

New York today (Wed.) by which
City Investing Co., N. Y., will sink
almost $1,000,000 into three pix
made hy Sir Alexander Korda in
England. City' Investing, which
owns three film houses on Broad-
way and a heavy stake in the La-
pert Film Distributing Co., will
have a share of worldwide profits
on.the trio of pix.
Film? ar6 “Gilbert Sc Sullivan,”

now before the cameras; “The
Sound Barrier,” completed, and
the next Carol Reed film, unstarted
and still untitled. Tristram Owen,
house counsel for Korda and his
British Ljion distrib outfit, has been
in New York for the past week
prepping papers on the deal. He *

expects to return to London to-
morrow (Thurs.), •

Owen has been working with
Schwartz Sc Frojtilich, which rep*
Korda in the U, S.; Phillips, Nizef,
Benjamin Sc Krim, which reps Lo-
pert (Cl investment is being made
via the distributing company) and
Davis, Polk, Wardwell, Sunderland
Sc Kiendl, which reps Cl.

Philly Poster Exchange

Agrees to Drop Motion Ys.

Majors, NSS; Trial Nor. 19
Philadelphia, June 10.

With the Independent Poster Ex-
change of Philadelphia agreeing to
withdraw its motion for summary
judgment against eight major film
companies in connection with its

suit against National Screen Serv-
ice and the film outfits, Judge Wil-
liam H. Kirkpatrick has set Nov.
19 as the date for a jury trial.

Judge Kirkpatrick has inherited
the case from Attorney General
James T. McGranery, who last
year, as Federal judge in the Phil-
adelphia district, heard the original
motion against NSS and granted a
judgment on monopoly charge?.
Reason for Judge Kirkpatrick ask-
ng for withdrawal of the motion
against the film companies, a re-
quest agreed to by the plaintiff’s
attorney, William A. Anderson, was
that it is difficult to enter or sus-
tain a judgment action in a case
involving conspiracy. The NSS
judgment was based only on mo-
nopoly.
With suits pending against NSS

and the eight majors by other pos-
ter exchanges throughout the coun-
try, Judge Kirkpatrick suggested
that the cases might be combined
if fit is found plausible at pre-trial

conferences. He set these confabs
for three weeks before the trial.

If no agreement could be reached,
Judge Kirkpatrick said he thought
that two trials at the most would
be necessary. He believed that a
decision in the first trial would
set a pattern on the element of
damages.
Herman Robbins, prexy of NSS,

was in court today with the com-
pany’s attorney, Louis Nizer. Earl
J. Harrison repped all the distrib*
except Warner Bros. Louis Gof-
man was attorney for WB.

UA Sales Drive
Plans for a sales drive, June 15

to Dec. 6, have been set in mo-
tion by United Artists. Prizes to-
taling $50,00fi will be shared
by branch managers, salesmen,
bookers and cashiers. There will
be special awards for district and
division managers.

Sales pitch will carry the ban-
ner of “Bill Heineman Drive” in
honor of th* company’* sale*
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r who resigned to enter another bi*..

Granada in downtown Duluth
"

r reopened by its new owner, Shelly
* Grengs, circuit operator, after com-

pletion 61 $40,000 in improvements.
Twin Cities independent exhibi-

tor group appointed a committee
to seek lower real estate and per-

sonal property tax valuations for

Clips From Film Row
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NEW YORK
Joyce Selznick has been named

special promotion rep for Stanley

.Kramer's "The 5,000 Fingers of

Dr. T” * She will headquarter in

New York and work closely with

Columbia's flackery.

George J. Waldman, former UA
sales manager for the New Jersey

and Albany territories, who s just

entered the indie distribution

field, inked with Producers Repre-

sentatives to handle "Latuko, the

African documentary, in the N. J.-

Delaware areas.

Peter Ordway and Robert Pres-

nell* Sr., inked fo write the English

dialog for "In the Palm of Your
Hand," the Mexican film which
Duex Film Studios is dubbing into

English.

Franchise holders, bookers and
salesmen of Jack Broder Produc-

tions, Inc,, to receive "substantial

bonuses" in the Jack Schlaifer

Drive being held May 31-Sept. 6.

Veteran film distrib Henry R.

Arias’ daughter Joan, graduated
this week from Skidmore College,

and son, Irwin M., completing work
at College of Medicine, State Uni-
versity of N- Y., cited for excel-

lence in clinical surgery.
Robert Weitman, United Para-

mount Theatres veepee ,and Mrs.
Weitman, went to Ithaca, N. Y„
this week to attend the graduation
of their daughter Abby from
Cornell. She continues study this

summer at Yale, seeking her Mas-
ters.

Sanders & Goldman, operators of

theatres in the N. Y. metropolitan
area featuring Spanish language
films, have acquired the long-term

* lease on the 700-seat Edison The-
atre on upper Broadway. It for-

merly was operated by Dr. Henry
Brown.
Nathan Katz joined Jack H.

Levin Associates, theatre survey
and checking outfit, as member of

research panel. Formerly a pro-
fessor at N. Y. University, Katz
is co-author of the Government’s
war profit series.

Defendant* in the Town® The-
atre, Milwaukee, case filed objec-

tion in Chicago federal district

court to additional taimn. *». of “howhou.cT in light ofSe and
J

Bame»
a™ Tom McConnell.

naming declines.

ST. LOUIS
Janies Frisina of the Frisina

Variety Club of Illinois gave a
Fathers! Day party last Week.
The 54 Drive-In sold by Rube
evlne to a Chicago group

1

. AmnV rn 111 entered
Four Screen Drive-In is'nmning

recen{. .-western Open Golf’ tourney^ues on one side of the ozoner ^ gt> LolUs as an amateur and fin-
wl1

i
e 516 isbied 72 holes with a 302 score,

product. Patrons can see ^ four The Lloyd Mangriun, pro
releases for price of one admission

from Chicago did 274.

/park Theatre, which reopened Two new 500-car ozoners are un-

several weeks ago, dropped its art der construction near Morganfield,

policy and joined the Allied book- Ky. One^win ^®. fL?
fVtpr nffW* James and Sam McEIroy, Morgan-

The Oak, west side nabe, taken field* and the other by the Sunset

over by Nate Slott and Jack Araus. Co., headed byJ. A. Van-

Kirscb, head of Illinois Allied. Cleve, Morganfieldv and J. S. Cor-

House had been owned by the hett, Bedford, Ind.

Kerasote* Bros. Amus. Co.,

Springfield, 111., lighted new 1,200-

car ozoner near that city last week.
The Overland, St. Louis County,

and the King Bee, Art and Shu-

LOS ANGELES
RKO set a late July release date

for "One Minute to Zero," co
starring Robert Mitchum and Ann
Blyth. Picture was filmed as

"The Korean Story."
Paramount is using a new title

for "Atomic City" when it opens a
day-date engagement this week at
the Orpheum and Vogue. New tag
is "19 Elvado Street."

CLEVELAND
Christian Pflster of Troy, O.

elected new prez of Independent
Theatre Owners of Ohio at three
day convention here. Pfister sue
ceeds Martin G. Smith, of Toledo
O., who, because' of - ill health
resigned from post he held 28
years.

F, W. Huss, jr., of Cincinnati and
Leo T. Jones, Upper Sandusky, O..

elected veepees, and Lee J. Hof-
heimer, of Columbus, O., treasurer,

’ *
fr

Bland Estate.

TORONTO
Some 30 Ontario managers, in

addition to supervisors, homeoffice bert, the latter three in
-

St. Louis,

execs and department heads at- shuttered for summer,
tended an all-day Odeon circuit

"showmanship" session held at the PITTQRI TPnt-I
Royal York Hotel last week. Gen- x 1 1 ID.Q*Jlvvji.ri

eral manager David Griesdorf pre- Harry —Bernstein • resigned as

sided over the meet. * manager of the Art Cinema, down-
With some 200 cross-country town foreign film house,

members of the Canadian Picture Wally Anderson, circuit exhibi-
Ploneers Club holding their 'an- tor who operates out of Mounte
nual meeting, Nathaniel A. Taylor, Jewett, now has eight theatres, hav-
operator of some 80 film houses, jng just acquired another one in
was elected president of the or- Randolph, N. Y.pres
ganizatipn of film veterans. Taylor
succeeded Oscar R, Hanson, who
had served several

1

previous terms,

dentt° bo* Gatafof ifSKto |“J-^TmT1 Pennsylva
!
lIa

tt, 4*. ana west yubuua..

Julie Janowski resigned from

Larry Woodin, Wellesboro exhib,

on the road as director of prelim
contests for annual "Miss Amer-

Rank’s Organization in Canada.
Chairman is- Clare Appel, head of —--- ,r Tr- j *

Canadian Motion Picture Distrihu- the WB theatre booking depart-

tors Assn. _ Secretary-treasurer is
Archie Laurie.

ment to go with the National Tube
Company} replaced by Lillian Ran-
egar.

RKO Releases
Continued from p*i* 7

DALLAS
Dale Kerby joined staff of the

Republic exchange here as circuit

booker, replacing Louis Fullen-
wider. Kerby was a booker for
L
*Tex-Ok Drive-In opened after sented by* “Clash.by. Night," will

original launching was postponed furnish The Lusty Man, starring

because of heavy rains. It will he Susan Hayward, Mitchum and Ar-
managed by Louis Littefair, thur Kennedy.

Seibert Worley soldi the Palace Adding to the rose-hued feeling
at Breckenridge to John Ed Doug-

is the prodU'ct emanating from

whSi^
ey
-h7°nr? Samuel Goldwyn and Walt Disney,

the Majestta and Lyric.
P'

* A $35,000 facelifting program ?
en> sta^in« ®anny Kaye, is set

started on the State, Wichita. Falls. release at the end of the year.

When work is finished, house will Eisney s Story of Robin Hood, a

use a first-run noliev live-action tmter, is slated for sum-
Through installation of addition- uier showing,

al speakers capacity of Caprock Other product due from indies

Drive-In at Slaton was increased during the summer-fall period in-

to 224 autos according to Joe Den- eludes Joseph Kaufman’s "Sudden
nis, operator of spot. Fear," starring Joan Crawford; Ga-

Hollis Herod took over manage- briel Pascal’s film version of G. B.
nient of the Palace, Breckenridge. Shaw’s "Androcles and the Lion,”
John Ed Douglas announced that an(j Howard Hawks’ Winchester

house
a
has

e
been dissowSf*

U°n °f
Producf

ion»

°The Bi* ®ky‘” star

The new Hpllywood opened at
ril

i?
DoU

i?
as

. . -

Palacious, being the town’s first
^or

film house since the old Capitol RKO distribute three films

from

CHICAGO
George Booth ‘resigned

Milwaukee WB exchange. \

Paul Ricca and Louis Campagna,
convicted film extortionists, anted
up $35,376 last week to the gov-
ernment, which was gift tax on
$190,000 given them by mysterious
donor in 1947 for payment of back
income taxes before they were pa-
roled that year after serving one-
third of their 10-year sentences.

Chicago film censor board last
month reviewed 91 releases in May,
rejecting one foreign pic, and clas-
sifying seven other imports for
"adults only.”
Abe Teitel Films took over mid-

west distributing for English-
speaking version of "Bitter Rice."

burned doWn recently.

.PHILADELPHIA

emanating from Samuel Baerwitz
Productions. First of the trio is

slated to roll next -month, and it’s

n ,,, m expected to have the other two in
David Milgrams Temple The- production bT’the end of the year,

atre to be converted into a store, Tr,
House closed after being sold for
$41,000.

1 the productions have not been re-

"Scaramouche” booked into seo vealed

ond-run Arcadia for a run starting
June 11.

‘

Biggest surprise to local film
colony was announcement that
United Paramount Theatres would
shutter three houses, the Roose-
velt, Nixon and Tower Theatres r
for the summer. Spots closed

era
L^f,

cls
?
n which works

* on the direct projection method.

Ray-Maxim TV
Continued from page 4

Omaha’s Initial Look

HOTELS’ MILD $5,000,

PROV.; SKIRTS’ 9G,2D
Providence, June 10.

First hot, tunny weekend in two
months sent temperatures soaring

and put film biz on skids. Best of

a fair lot is "Skirts Ahoy" in its

second week at Loew’s State, RKO
Albee is mild "Models, Inc." while
"My Son, John" is very drab at

Strand.
'

' _
Estimate* -for This Week

Albee (RKO) 1

(2.200; 44-65) —
"Models, Inc.’’ (FC) and "Sins of
Madeleine" (Indie) (reissue). Mild
$5,000. Last week, "Half-Breed"
(RKO) and "Outlaw Women"
(RKO), $6,500.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65) —
Kangaroo” (20th) and "Bowery
Boys" (Rep). Drab .$4,000. Last
week, "About Face" (WR) and
"Lady Possessed" (Rep)v$8,000.

State (LotewP (3,200; 44-65) —
"Skirts Ahoy" (M-G) and "Glory
Alley". (M-G) (2d wk). Oke $9,000.

veek^

SAN FRANCISCO
(Continued from page 8)

95)—'“California Conquest" (Col)

and "Blackmailed” (Indie). Slow
$9,000 or dose. Last week, ' No
Room for Groom’ (U) and "Bronco
Buster” (U), $7,500.

’

United Artist* (No. Coast) (1,207;

-95)

—

"Without Warning" (UA)

and "Confidence Girl" (HA). Mod-
est $6,000. Last 'week, "Captive

City’ (UA) and "One Big Affair

(UA), $6,200 in 9 days.

Stagedoor (A-R) (370; 85-$l) —
*Man in White Suit" (U) (5th wk)
Fine $3,600. Last week, same.

Clay (Rosener) (400; 65-85)

"Mr. Lord Says No" (Indie) (2d

wk). Held at $2,600. Last week,

nice $2,800.

‘Clash’ Bright $9,000,

Toronto; ‘Paula’llG
Toronto, June 10.

'weifinno
Light fare and outdoor competi- ^^^r^eman) (2.200; 44-65)

tion spells .generaUy way off biz _..s<,und or> (Col) and Thief of
a
“J
a
„„

s^“ Bagdad- (Col). Opened Monday
(9). Last week, "My Son, John"
(Par), sad $4,000.

DENVER
(Continued from page 9)

$7,000. Last week, "Fort Osage"
(Mono), $4,000.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750. 40-85)

—"Red Mountain.” (Par) (2d wk)
and "Great Adventure" (Lip). Mild

40-80)— $7,000. Last week, "Red Mountain"
Oke $6,500. Last solo, $9,500.

Odeon for one of top showings this

round.
Estimates for This Week

Crest, Downtown, Glendale,
Mayfair, Scarboro, State (Taylor)

(863; 1,059; 955; 470; 698; 694; 35-

60)—"First Time" (Coi) and "Son
of Fury” (20th) (reissue). Okay
$12,000. Last week, "San Francis-

co Story" (WB) and "Oklahoma
Annie" (Rep), $13,000.

Egtinton (FP) (1,080;

"Sniper" (Col), 'Oke $6,

week, "Cry, Beloved Country” (In- Denver (Fox) (2,525-40-85) —
die), $5,500. "Deadline-U. S. A.” (20th) and

Tmitfriii fo 873 * 40-80) - "Gobs .
and Gals” (Rep). Fair

Denver Rio Grande" ’(Par) and
"Aaron Slick" (Par). Mild $10 000. (F«S (742^ 40 35?°—
tart 'week. “Mm* Maru (WB), ..^^e.u

<r
s .' A.” ’(20th) and

Lo'ew’x (Loew) (2 743* 40-80)— “Cobs and Gals" (Rep). Fair

Stagin’* In Bain” (M-G) (3d wk). f^OO. Ba*t wedc, Maru-

Holding to oke $10,000. Last week, LYooO^^
LaUra 20th (reissue^’

manic) (2 390- 50-90)—
?
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 40-85)—

Neat’ $11 0<H) Last “Carbine Williams" (M-G) aqd

weekI “Pride St. IjduIs ' (20th) (2d “Marry Me” (Indie) (2d wk). Poor

wk), $9,000.

S h e a’* (FP) (2,386; 40-80—
"Clash by Night”’ (RKO). Fairly

good $9,000. Last week, "About
Face" (WB), $8,000.

1

Tivoli, University (FP) (1,436;

1,558; 40-80)—"Something to Live
For" (Par)J Weak $9,000. Last
week, "My Son, John" (Par) (2d

wk), $8,500.
Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 40-80—

"Red Ball Express" (U), Okay $6,-

500. Last week, "Wild North’’
(M-G) (2d wk), $4,000. .

BOSTON
(Continued from page 8)

$3,500. Last week, "About Face”
(WB) and 4Rod<&’’ (Mono), $3,800.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000;, 40-85)

‘Clash By Night’ (RKO) and "Out-
law Woman” (Lip) (2d wk). Still,

good at $14,000 following sturdy
$23,500 for first.

Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 40-

$6,000. Last week, $12,500.
Paramount (Fox) (2.20Q; 40-85)

—

"Love Better Than Ever” (M-G)
and "It’s Big Country" (M-G).
Good $13,000. Last week, "When
in Rome" (M-G) and "Lion and
Horse” (WB), $10,000.
Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 40-85) —

"San Francisco Story" (WB) and
"Wooden Horse” (Realart). Fair
$6,000. Last week, "Outlaws Poker
Flat" (20th) and "Hold Ghost” (U),

$6,500.
Vogue (Pike) • (600; 60-85) —
Encore” (Par) (2d wk). Slow

$1,700. Last week, near-record
$4,000. .

Webber (Fox) (40-85) — "San
.Francisco Story” (WB) and
"Wooden Horse” (Realart).. Fair
$2,500. Last week, "Outcasts Poker
Flat" (20th) and ‘.‘Hold Ghost" (U),

$3,000.

PORTLAND, ORE.
(Continued from page 8)

Last week
/

“Steel Town" (U) and

sSTAm List week!
**** Sm0rlta' (Hep,>

"Kangaroo’’ (20th) **nd
Q

“Here Liberty (Hamrick) (1,850; 65-90)
Comes Marines (Mono), $9,500. —"Wild North” (M-G) and "Sell-
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 40-85)— out" (M-G) (3d wk). Fine $4,500

"Skirts Ahoy” (M-G) and "Cdrky in 5 days. Last week, $10,000 after
Gasoline Alley” (Col). Fair $14,500. $12,000 opener. .

Last week, "Belles on Toes" (20th) Mayfair (Parker) (1,500; 65-90)

—

and "Just This Once” (M-G), "SIk Convicts’ (Col) and "A Yank
$13,000.

Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-85)—"Denver Rio Grande" (Par) and

in Indo-China” (Col) (m.o.). Good
$4,000. Last week, "Okinawa”
(Col) and "Thief Damascus’ (Col),

Omaha, June 10.
all details of the in-
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The A. M. Ellis management and
owners of the Mahoning Drive-In
have developed partnership trou-
bles and are taking them into Practically
Common Pleas Court.

_
^ auguration of Theatre TV here for

William Goldman, indie chain the Robinson-Maxim fight June 23
operator, launched a "profits from have been settled except prices.n There will be but one capacity

house so^ the Orpheum with

last
8

Mrnme? tL
WS no reservations. Doors will open as

automatically share in whatever fTthey take in over the 1951 gross.
s^-^ the making. Idea is to

make this quite a notable premiere
as much interest is being shdwn
in Theatre TV* ..

Walcott-Charl^s fight cut deeply

MINNEAPOLIS
Riverview, indie nabe house, pre- „„ T Jr „-

sented orchids .to first 200 women into the boxdiSce the other night,
attending African

.
Queen" open- At the Brandeis,* Manager -Larry

a ^ .

‘ Caplane set up. a TV receiver in

Af .w ?mAmu!' C°-. !
,

n chanee the lobby and Invited aH to come

fe^eleStTcfold^K
chaXrnS^gliP^t^Mty bad’ A screen taafler S ?he Br^
her? »S well asat St Sul Par/ deis invites any°ne to steP the
mount, instead of only the latter?

a
i
ld tavorite TV

Universal exploiteer Ed Borgan sll0W* IdeA behind this is to pre-
here to bally "Ivory Hunters," due Yent anyone from missing his TV
at State. favorite by going to the theatre.
Joe Murphy, formerly with Re*- Theatre attendance is boosted for

"Kid Monk Baroni" (Indie). Mild $4,800.

$9,000. Last week, "About Face" Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; 65-

(WB) and “Rodeo" (Mono), $8,500. 90)—"Red Mountain" (Par) and
State (Loew) (3,500; 40-85)— "Pace That Thrills” (RKO), day-

"Skirts Ahoy" (M-G) and "Corky date with Paramount, Okay $3,500.

of Gasoline Alley" (Col). Mild East week, "Belles on Toes’ (20th)

$7,500. Last week, "Belles on Toes” and "Highwayman* (Mono), $4,300.

(20th)* and “Just This 1 Once" (M-G),
$7,000,

Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,750; 65*
90)—"Scandal Sheet’ (Col) and
First Time” (Col). So-so $5,400.
Last week, "Belles on Toes" (20th)

and "Highwayman” (Mono), $7,200.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,400;

65-90)—"Red Mountain’ (Par) and
"Pace That Thrills’ (RKO). Okay

SEATTLE
(Continued from page 9)

"When in Rome" (M-G) (2d‘ wk).

Fa
e
iVe

£

ek
*8l50°^ $14-6°°

Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,699; 65-90) to nnn^
anlC *n Indo“C'hina

—"Carson City” (WB) and "Lion {

and Horse” (WB). Mild $6,000. Last
andweek, "About Face" (WB) and 8gd^L„

T
9?nJ5^wk at SSp"Desert Range" (RKO), $4,700. • Last

Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039; <J£
ld

^Gr^i Glove" (UA)65-90)—"Sniper" (Col) and "Gold Wom^nS) 45 300
Fever" (Mono). Dull $7,000 or less.

and flve Woraei1

Last week, "Belles on Toes” (20th)
and "Kid Monk Baroni” (Lip), $6,~
700.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350) (75-

$1.25)—"Rose of Cimarron" (20th)
(2d run) plus Rochester and Sports-
men onstage. Heading for big $15,-
000 in 8 days. Special transcription

Jack Benny highlightedmade by
ad campaign,
first-run.

Last week, not on
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Studied as Alternative to Vidpix
Hollywood, June 10, +

Ted Mills, Chicago’s gift to tele-

Vision and wonder boy successor to

radio’s Arch Oboler, Norman Cor-

win and Dee Engelbach, has come

up with what he helidves to be a

road block :in the path of talepix.

Not only is he confident of . its suc-

cess but NBC is going along wlth

him to the extent of gambling sev-

eral thousand dollars on his proj-

get

To test his experiment, Mills

last Saturday staged the Ezio Pinza

teevee show on the mission grounds

of San Juan Capistrano, where the

sparrows come back to, and 60 miles

to the south. New York and the

cable cities figure in his stroke of

genius via kinescope of the show,

which is the core of the noble ex-

periment.
Last Saturday Mills took a TV

crew to Capistrano to put on the

show. Over a microwave relay in-

stalled by the telephone company,

the show was fed to Hollywood for

recording at NBC. Audio and video

was recorded and the kine edited

in takes like they do in pictures.

Dave Rose’s music will be syn-

chronized live on night of the tele-

C3St«
*

Mills explains his experiment in

this wise: “The technique is in-

tended to combine the mobility of

motion pictures with the great cost

and time-saving factors of live TV,
It is our plan to further these ex-

periments in the hope that remote
kine will be of

.
long range im-

portance to RCA.” 4

What Mills ’ .didn’t say was that

by this hew process he hoped to

circumvent high union costs in the
technical phases by.using TV cam-
eras instead .of motion picture
equipment and personnel. Mills? has
done what others have Jong talked
about, to get around the high co$t
of telefllming. End result will be
closely watched by the trade as-

well as the picture studio unions.

TV ‘Grind’ Policy

Low-Cost Device
The “grind” policy adopted by

some New York stations last* week—with WNBT screening its fea-
ture three times on Saturday af-
ternoons and WJZ-TV running its
feature two or three times on Sat-
urday nights—has an economic
basis in filling a lot of empty time
at relatively low cost.

Distributors are not getting any
more for the “continuous perform-
ances” than they would for a one-
time showing. In this way the cost
to the station is cut to one-third.
Additionally, where a station
couldn’t afford to nay the price on
some quality product if it .would
be used in one hour, it can afford
the distrib’s figure on the 'basis of
its filling three hours.

. Film
..

distribs feel that - they’re
not losing much, if anything, by
permitting the repeat performance
for the flat fee. They believe that
the additional audience gained on
the same station doesn’t represent
a drastic cut into the potential
market on other stations, later
screenings when there are new

ho.mes that weren’t viewing
at the time, etc.

Set Ameche Series

~ . ,
Hollywood, June 10.

Procktor Syndicated Interna-
tional will begin production on
seriess of 13 15-minute vidpix July
1 in N. Y., with Don Ameche as

format
and narrator for dramatic

-^her, inked as director-
writer, leaves here June 9 for work
n series, returning to resume di-

recti°n °f Love Lucy” Aug. 14/
Bernard Procktor will produce se-

es. MCA set Asher for the se-
plans 26 in series, with

mmediate production calling for
16 to be shot in eight-week -period.

Bapti»t» File for TV
Corpus Christi, June 10.
f^st local organization to

submit nn application to the FCC
ior a license to operate a TV out-

A'
e "‘pder the new relaxed

tii^
U
T>

at *s HWBXJ, operated by

Texas
.^enera^ Convention of

Hollywood
. Hedy Lamarr stars in series of

. ...

.

36 half-hour vidpix, “Great Loves,”

_ ^
to be produced by Victor Fahlen,

Rwd to Study Vidpic Fairbanks Shakos Staff

Production III Ellffilift gets residual plus salary for tele- I- II

• , .

pix , . . Stu Reynolds closed sale
Hollywood, June 10. of 13 Screen TeleYldeo vidpix, to

Survey of Europe to determine Sunkist Growers Assn., package

In Retrenchment Move
Hollywood, June 10.

Inking of Columbia Pictures by
Ford Motors to produce a series of
39 half-hour films specifically for
television may be the clincher to a
wholesale swing of major studio
production facilities 'into the TV

Survey of Europe to determine Sunkist Grower Assn., package Undisclosed number of employes mm business. Under terms of the

. , ,

C ieasiDuity or proauemg KTLA as “Sunkist Premiere Play- haVe wn nink-sllDoed in re-
c°ntract, which were revealed yes-

telepix abroad will be made by house." . Director Sobey Mar- trenchmen” ‘move. Almost entlre terday (Tues.). the vidpix are to be
producer Boland Heed, who left

"lurt '”?w?
r
"Th» st«ff was 8*ven two weeks annual produced by Screen Gems, Ine.,

ItiA itfaaVam^ XJlaCKie uHG. vWO
.
JLIie Unex- m/vaamILo J ...L au. MA4.«««hM Pfll fC WllrtUv-ATimArl irl/Ifllm r»iiU^

XI* vie* VU tJXJU « « i JUajL JLVVaLi 1 OGUULUOl 4
' T i ill _ _ _ It. 1 f IA •

Producer of several series in- vidpix center, has TV set for the ing« • ?wU
+S’

its considered^ significant

eluding “Beulah” and “Mv Little first time, as “Racket Squad” pro- Denying any overall economy ^pis marks ihe first pact ever

Margie” Reed nlans visits to Enc ducer Carroll Case installed one wave is under way, Fairbanks v.p.
directly between a national

landf'ltaly^ Fran'c
"S

Norway? ££ £» SidW sald
,f,

^ a stadio for

Frances p'otentla^vldplx^lnteire
H<

h 1$.
Production

,
5 > MCA’s vidpix overhead* Ne

S

™dd ton lfhus^on Both Screen Gems, and United

Guy Thayer, Jr. associate, pro- commercial films, that TV product Worid Films, Universal’s vidfilm

ducer and v.p. of the company, will exec producer of newly-formed *s planned, and. added, “For years
Uoto for’ TAf

V
of

P
coume

ed
ReDub

r

helm operations during Reed’s ab- Wilshire Television Productions, you’ve been hearing Fairbanks is
f.

d
?s
w
nSlvwoo'fl

™

sence. with Hollywood attorney Nathan going broke. Actually we’re busy Hollywood rg Service and
O. Freedman as chairman of board selling product already completed.’’ “onogiams Interstate TV have

# . . . Jack Danov and Dick Crane Among those no longer with -keen* active iu production of

Sait iWnhvr VlflniY Of “Rocky Jones, Space Ranger” company is story editor Lou Lilly, vidpix. All their shows, however,,
ufllt yUCUUIl I llipiA. returned from biz junket to Frisco with Fairbanks 10 years. . He is

uave -been turned out for syndica-

Hollywood, June 10.
"

* • • Prints of “My Little Margie” setting .up his own telepix and f
ion purposes, meaning they are

“Duffy of San Quentin,” based h°w enroute to station around commercial firm - lensed with no specific national ad-

on Warden Duffy’s book, “The San country. Gale Stprm-Charles Ear- vertiser in mind but nr* ™id i^l

‘San Quentin’ Vidpix

Quentin Story,” will be made by f*’
1

„
s
?
ries

„ ”?la<2n£ 7,J0V
?

Swartz-Doniger Productions as a
cy

new telefilm series with Paul Kelly crake’ vfdnix^edes
d
with ItSlSr

starred. Lensing gets .under way SSden and Arllne Judge at Hal
July 1 at Motion Picture Center Kh stndios^! Shootingof42
Studios. “Hnnnlnncf vidniv

‘Pillow Network* Ap£t.
San Antonio, June 10,

vertiser in mind but are sold local-
ly to various Individual TV sta-
tions around the country. Screen
Gems is thus the first to tap the
highly-liicratlve national advertis-

Gregg Winters has been -named ing coin and, if it earns a profit
manager of KBAH, the Brooke on the deal, it’s expected that otherAmv Hocnirnl rc ‘'niliAin Ynif'iir/wlr** .*

$250,000 by a New York syndicate tions at Monogram ranch, with at the same time to patients
headed by David Stillman of the Boyd exec producer; Bob Stabler, pinow headsets.
firm of Stillman. & Stillman. (Continued on page 35P Winters succeeds Bill Feille.

On the TV side, the Screen
Gems-Ford deal, set through the
J. Walter Thompson ad agency and

m m m the NBC video network, also solvesTV Films in Production I use in the Thursday^nlgii^t^OiSO
' slot it now occupies on NBC. Dur-

»
•—= as of Friday, June 6 >- '

.
-- — ing the season just ending, Ford

s » sponsored the James Melton show
ARROW PRODUCTIONS of 52 half-hour vldeoter*. Jack Ma- Charles FarreU and Gale Storm head cast, but indicated its decision tb cancel
KTTV Hollywood honey, nick Jones h$ad cast. Philip Morris sponsors.

OP^ juncli» half. Producer: Louis Gray Producer: Hal Roach cn3t one Several months ago.

hour lumrle adventure teleDix series now nirectors: Wallace Fox, Geo. Archalnbaud Director: Hal Yates

Rothschild New series of half-hour western dramasHaiTy S ’ «othscllU<1
’ entiUed "DKATH VALLEY DAYS" now ta«onrTOMTo.rD

as of Friday, June 6

ARROW PRODUCTIONS
KTTV Studio*. HoUywood

Leon Fromkess.
Film Producer: Rudolph FlOthow
Director: Wally Fox

ATHENA PRODUCTIONS, INC.
California Studios: Hollywood

Three series of 13 chapter play* each
"SON OF KOBIN HOOD" skedded to be-
gin shooting latter part of June.
Producer-director: Clifford Sanforth
Associate producer: A1 Westen
Assistant directors Nate Barrage?
Writer: Howard Laurence Field

shooting.
Producer: Darrell McGowan
Director; Stuart McGowan

GROSS-JXRASNE, INC?* Producer: Revue Productions Under present plflns, the series
General Service

e
Studios: Hollywood Director: Richard Irving, Norman Lloyd, will -employ top-name film actor*Now shooting "BIG TOWN" series of 20, ft, _ nf j.n„

half hour telepix sponsored by Lever* tt» t pAtpirT ppnnTTrTTnMc: ana utilize the services Of top dl-
Brothers. Patrick McVey and Jan* Nigh JrKUDLit!-lUiNb rectors and SCrlpters. Jules Brick-
set leads. Hal Roach Studio*: Culver City
Producers: Jack J. Gross and Philip N. "AMO* 'N' ANDY" series of character, Screen Gems, Will produce
Krasne comedy telepix now shooting. Sponsored at Col S studio. First film will be

REVUE PRODUCTIONS

that one several months ago.
Screen Gems vidpix series will
preem In the Thursday night pe-
riod Oct. 2, with 51 NBC stations

M.. lined up to carry the films. Series
plx resume shooting June 12 for Revue is to be titled Ford Theatre.”
Prods. y t._ j n .Prods.
Producer: Revue Production*

BREAKSTON-STAHL PRODS. _ _ , . .... ,UIJ ,

General Service Studios: Hollywood JOHN GUEDEL PRODS. Horace Stewart.
"SAFARI BILL" series of 26 half hour 600 Taft Bldg.. Hollywood • Supervisors: Freeman Gosden, Cb

telepix to begin shooting June 15. Loca- Art Llnkletter starring in a series of Correll. Sidney Van Keuren
tion shots to be filmed in British East 104 15-mlnute vidpix’titlcd "LINKLETTER Director: Charles Barton
Africa. AND THE KIDS." Production executive: James Fonda
Martha Hyor heads cast, parts to fill. Producer-director: Maxwell Shan* Assistant director: Emmett Emerson
Producer-director: Breakston-Stahl Associate producer: Irvin Atkins -

Director: E. A. Dupont. cL®Tim Moor^speScSwmiams. Alvin an adaptation of Nathaniel Haw- -

Childress. Ernestine Wade, Johnny Lee. thome S Snow Image,” now being

Producer-director: Breakston-Stahl
Associate producer: Irene Breakston
Technical executive: John R. Carter

Supervisors: "Freeman Gosden, Charles by Edward • Hope. Second
Correll, Sidney Van Keuren is to be Understudy,” an original

by Jo Swerllng now being adapted
by Cyril Hume. Third is a special

TV adaptation of “Turnip’s Bibod,”
the Rachel Maddux novel. Pix willROY ROGERS PRODUCTIONS

Goldwyii Studio, Hollywood have no continuity from week to
aecnnicaj execuuve^Jonn r. carter HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION GoIdwvn studio , Hollywood
WILLIAM F. BROIDT PRODS.

,

SERVICE boy »wgeiib now shootii^ m oato week hut Instead each

"The h,U W t0 be an eDtity ln itSelf’

Ie?£. v1dp^\r
n
eliaShou

1

?Sa
1
ch.

0^ week, but Instead
.

each, stanza is

series of half

heads cast with parts to fill. Judd Holdren. Aline I
Executive producer: William F. Broidy. with William SchaUert In support.
Producer: Wesley Barry Producer: Franklin Adreon
Associate producers: Bob Bailey, Hugh Director: Fred Brannon
King

Director: Frank McDonald WATTW GT ARc;

Judd Holdren* Aline Town© head cast J5?2.*5!??
e
T5

HOUR GLASS PRODS.
810 N. Highland, HoUywoodT A r'TT npnnc oiu n. jnugniana, xioiJACK. LHbfilUh l KUUb. Shooting "MAN OF TOMOS

.
General Service Studios. Hollywood of 15-minut* telepix.
"LONE RANOER" half hour series of 52 Producer: Wanda Tuchock

videoaters now shooting. John HArt, Jay Director: George deNormand
Sllvcrhecls set leads.
Producer: Jack Chcrtok t YTkjrfVEii» onr1 i rrir1 hptft T?'
Associate Producer: Harry Poppe.

.

1 iblvol ,1LLL

Associate producer: Jack Lacey
Director: Bob Walker

SCREEN GEMS
1302 N. Gower, Hollywood

"NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE" half-
hour drama shooting for DuPont’s "CAV-

COURNEYA PRODUCTIONS Ethcl
A

BaiVym^re. skedded for ^uTe §
ct, ^f°Suc?Ls start in "ETHEL BARRYMORE TELI-
Shooting Noah Beery, Jr. Adventure VISION THEATRE" series.

Series." 26 15-minute telepix. Producer: Lee Savin
Cast: Noah Beery, Jr., Ann Savin*. Jack Directors: Lewis Allan, WlU Jason

Harris, Norma Fenton. -

Producer-director: Jerry Coumeya *
. »i>rkTvrT/’V¥i’i/Yiirc

Supervising film editor; Jimmy Moor* LANCER PRODUCTIONS
- RKO-Pathe: Culver City

»Tvn mrtClTlV FVTFIfPWTCJirt? "THOSE WIRE THE DAY*" half hourBIN Lx LxS 1LKX'KloLo telepix series now shooting. Producerji:
RKO-Pathe. Culver City Bernard Girard, Richard Dorso.

Shooting "REBOUND" ’series of half "CORNY JOHNSON" series of half hour
hour adult dramas sponsored by Packard comedy plx now shooting.

CBSTV to Co-op

Summer Films
CBS-TV will Inaugurate the

' INTERSTATE TELEVISION Eagle Lion Studios. Hollywood unique procedure of offering' fea-
4 Monogram Studios; Hollywood "CAVALCADE OF AMERICA" series of fnrA films on a network CO-OD basis
"DAUGHTERS OF MARS," starring half-hour drama telepix shooting. I In ul rJ?” f o *°o „ii*

Ethel Barrymore, skedded for June 5 Producers: Gil Ralston, Jaqucs Braurtsteln to fill its Tuesday night o to 9 Blot

Shooting "MAN OF TOMORROW" series ALCADE OF AMERICA" series.
Producer-director: Jules Brlckcn
Assistant director: Eddie Seata

SCREEN TELEVIDEO PRODS.
Eagle Lion Studios. Hollywood

this summer. Web advised its af-

filiates this week that it will pro-

"racket**quad" series now shooting gram the films for 14 weeks, and
.i* i.i : i .t ii i ii - i. .il ill i ^

Motor Car Corp.
Executive producer: Basil Grlllo
Producer: Bernard Girard
Director: B. Girard

Half hour series of adult drama films
for "CROWN THEATRE" shooting.

Producer-director; Bernard Girard

EDWARD LEWIS PRCDS.
Motion picture Center, Hollywood

half hour telepix series.
Producer: Hal Roaeh, Jr.; Carroll Cas*
Director: Jim Tinling

SNADER TELESCRIPTIONS
177 S. BeVerly- Dr., Beverly Hills

Resume shooting telescrlptions featur-
ing different artists each week June.
Producer: Louis D, Snader

ADRIAN WEISS PRODS.
655 N. Fairfax; Hollywood

"CRAIG KENNEDY-GRIMINOLOGIST"

that the stations will have six min-
ute spots and two 10-second an-
nouncements to sell locally each
week.

Time period, Which bucks NBC’s
Milton Berle show and Bishop Ful-
ton J. Sheen’s “Life Is Worth Liv-
ing” on DuMont, is now occupied
by two half-hour sustainers, the

Producers: Richard Dorso. Bernard Girard, Irene Dunne as femcee resume shooting
June 13.

FRANK FERRIN PRODUCTIONS Producer: Edward Lewis
6528 Sunset Blvd.. HoUywood Production manager: William Steven*6528 Sunset Blvd., HoUywood
Casting: Virginia Mazzuca

"SMILIN' ED'S GANG" series now shoot.
Ing. Ed McConnell, Nino Marcel head east.
Producer-director: Frank Ferrin n
Associate producer: Ralph Ferrin
Assistant director: Don Olsen

FILMCRAFT PRODS.
8451 Melrose. Hollywood -

GROUCHO MARX starred in 36 half-hour
audience participation film productions, to
be made once a week for NBC. DeSoto-
Plymouth sponsoring.
"THE BICKERSON*" series of 39 half

SBSi'SSSS ia,

m
..

LeS°S^ and
;?

raw
me is. telC|Pix shooting to June 12 . Win.” With Berle taking his usual

JfflfflE.SSflifSlto-. c-v-n.
Ca
!
b «8S? summer hiatus, It had been thought

to be cast.
. Producer-director: Adrian Weiss

MARCH OF TIME ' Assistant director: Bob Farfan
369 Lexington Avo., N. Y. •

"AMERICAN WIT . AND HUMOR" so- FRANK WISBAR PRODS^
ries of 26 half-hour pix. Thomas Mitchell, Eagle Lion Studios: HoUywc
narrator, with cast Including Gene Lock- "FIRESIDE THEATRE" series
hart, Jeffrey Lynn, Arnold Moss, Ann hour adult dramas now shooting.

that CBS would attempt to use the
hour to showcase new packages
during the summer, which might
be able to compete against Berle

FiR
a
Es?DE THEATRE"

H
seri«

0
2f half- next fall. But the web decided on

Burr and Olive Dcerlng.
Producer: Marlon Parsonnet
Directors: Fred Stephani.

PHILLIPS tORD PRODS.
Visual Drama Studios: HoUywood

"GANGBUSTER" Series for NBC-TV.

Producer-director: Frank Wisbar
Associate producer: Sidney Smith

WEATHER TELEVISON PRODS.
INC.

the relatively inexpensive pro-
cedure of filling the time with
film.

Where the web’s film- procure-
ment department is obtaining th«

hour comedy telepix now shooting. Phil sponsored bv Chesterfield, now shooting.
Rapp is writer-director.- Producer? PhilUm? Lord sophisticated_ comecllcs now shooting.

TTa11«,«ia AJ **»^A*V V4VI/M4. VlilVlAb VUVUMIUAA

?H' LADY" S& rt
y
j£u hour film has not been divulged. De-

Rapp is writer-director,-
Producer: John Guedel
Film producer: I. Lindenbaum
Directors: Bob Dwan, Bcrnie Smith

Producer: Phillips Lord
Director: Lew Landers

Directors: Bob Ewan. Bcrnlc Smltl, EOLAND REED PEODS. S Wrathor. Robert Mann
FLYING A PRODUCTIONS No^ahootfi “«ULAlfy .StoS 30-

A“oclatc prodocor, Sljcnnan A. Harrl,

6920 Sunset Blvd.. Hollywood minute situation comedies.
.

"ANNIE OAKLEY" new series of 52 Cast: Louise Beavers, Ernie Whitman, 5?u5„ I9ilc
tv2 e^'«-^,

olly5ood
„ u »

half-hour videoaters now shooting, Gail Ruby Dandridgc, David Bruce. Jane Four In UNEXPECTED series of half-

Davis, Billy Gray head cast. Parts to fill. Frazee, Stuffy Singer. hour telepix shoot hi June. Four "BQS-
Second scries of 52 half-hour Gene Producer: Tom McKnight TON BLACKIE half-hour telepix sclicd-

Autry Western telepix shooting. Gene Director: Abby Berlin ii
1,® 4* f

or ^u
S,
e
,
shooting.

Autry, Pat Buttram sot leads. "MY LITTLE MARGIE" series of half Directors: Eddie Davis, Sobey Martin*
"RANGE RIDER" shoottn^econd sc-^hojtr

y
c9m<ul,y _tf

lc?ix ^
$oy

A
.shootln?.^

4
Gep^ M. C^han.^

,

sophisticated comedies now shooting. partment chiefs are keetoing mum
Gaines, Lee Patrick, Charley Smith. OB the Source for COmpellitiVe rea-
Nicholas Joy. „ ^ „ sons, but maintained that eight of

Associat^produc^^s^ufnns^i
1

^.
1

!!^!:;
11

tho 14 features have never before
ZIV TV been shown on TV. With the Sat-

5255 Clinton st., Hollywood urday night “Songs for Sale” also
Four In "UNEXPECTED" series of half- scheduled to Close shop for the

hour telepix shoot In June. Four "BOS- TT
ton blackie" half-hour telepix sched- summer, CBS may program the en-
uied for June shooting. tire 8 to 11 Saturday night periodDtel

«S’
s°hcy M“lm

‘ as well with feature film.
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GRABS OFF BANNER GEN. MILLS

nbc-tvsmm.

KBC-TV, wrapping up a number of sponsor deal* this week
.-which have been hanging hie for some time, inked contracts for
either, renewal* or new show* totaling more than $22,000,000 In
annual billings. It marked the best single weeks sales in the
web’s bistory and network execs are citing the record as further
proof that the TV sponsorship picture, considered soft only a
few weeks ago, has now hardened to the point of- a n-ear-SRO
"schedule.

New b.ankrollers include Pepsi-Cols, which signed for the 7:15
to 7:30 p.m. -slots Tuesdays and Thursdays; Kellogg, * which is

moving it* "Space Cadet” show ove%, from. ABC-TV; Reynolds
Metal, on the new Sunday night Eddie Mayehoff series; Camay, on
"The Doctor” Sunday nights; American Chicle, which came in for
a participation In the summer "Saturday Night Dance Rarty,” and
RCA, which bought alternate weeks of the new “Ktilka, Fran &
Ollie,” which .goes to a half-hour Sunday nights in the fall. Topping
the list of renewals are Colgate, which finally confirmed continua-
tion of its Sunday night "Comedy Hour” for .the fall; Liggett &
Myers, which renewed for a full year on "Dragnet”; Kellogg and
Pet Milk, re-pacting for the Saturday night "All .Star, Revue";
American Vitamin Corp. renewing for the new ‘'Goldbergs” show
in the fall, and Chevrolet Dealers firming up on renewal of the
twice-weekly Dinah Shore show. '

Pepsi, in taking over the Tuesday and Thursday quarter-hour
segments, .will bankroll a series of vidfilms packaged hy Music
Corp. of America, under the title of “Short Short Story,” .That
7:15 to 7:30 period Monday, Wednesday and Friday is still open.
Kellogg will bankroll “Space Cadet” cross-the-board in ’ the 7 to
‘7:15 period. Pepsi during the current season bankrolled Faye
Emerson’s "Wonderful Town” Saturday nights on CBS-TV and

- is . now closing out that slot with the Mike Wallace-Buff Cobb
"Around the Town” show.
RCA, in picking up alternate week sponsorship on "KF&Q,”

Will continue its bankrolling of the. Dennis Pay show Friday
nights in the fall. New “KF&O” package is to go at either 6 or
6:30 p.m. Sundays, depending on whether the web switches the
General Foods-sponsored Roy Rogers show from its present 6 p.m.
period to 6:30. “Goldbergs” is now expected to go Saturday
nights either at 7 or 7:30, or Wednesday nights at 10:30.

ABC Pleads to FCC; Cites Crisis

Showing groat flexibility in the

period of AM’s search for new pat-

terns, ABC Radio has evolved a

“patchwork network” format tail-

ored to the needs of a specific cli-

ent and has come up with one of

the biggest web orders, timewise,

of the year. General Mills has

bought five half-hours and five

quarter-hours weekly on the skein,

giving the bankroller what is prob-

ably an all-time peak of nine hours

and 10 minutes weekly—all on the

one chain.

GM’s move is significant because

it represents a shift by a large

spender away from \spot and re-

gional-network advertising and to-

wards network buying at a time

when spot biz has been steadily

growing—and in fact has passed

network income in total billings.

What GM has done is to combine

and consolidate its spot and region-

al activities for its dozen-or-so

brands and to put this coinjsome

of which was on the demised Lib-

erty hookup) into the ABC coffers.

The problem, of course, is to

keep the geographical distribution

of the AM plugs Identical with the

various brands’ distribution. It

took a lot of work to
1

set up the pat-

tern, and ABC Radio v.p. Charles

T, Ayres sent the web’s chief traf-

fic manager to GM’s headquarters

in Minneapolis to blueprint the

complex system of regional feeds

and local cut-ins.

Anticipate Squawks

The network approach is likely

to toVch off some complaints by

the station representatives, who in

the past have squawked at Pyra-

mid, Tandem and: similar plans

which they feel cuts into stations’

spot biz.

As another example of radio’s

increased emphasis on flexibility,

at noon Thursday (5) Ayres got an

order from Lever Bros. (Pepso-

dent), via McCann-Erlckson, for a

five-minute newscast In front of

the Ezzard Charles-Joe Walcott

flghtcast that night. Backer’s plug

was on the air in less than 10

hours.

General Mills is taking the 12:30-

12:45 p.m. strip, via Knox-Reev^s
agency, .and the 4-4:30 p.m. period,

through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
Hillbilly programs will be used.

Although talent contracts haven’t

been finalized, Cal TInney is. among
,names mentioned. Shows start

Jun^ 30.

Flexibility concept also applies

to the station lineups. In the 12:30

slot (where there is no ABC net-

work service now), some sections

of the country are blacked out, but
full regional skeins are used in

other areas. On the 4 o’clock series

(Continued on page 32)

'Goldbergs Back

To j/fHr. Format
Like “Kukla, Fran and Ollie,”

Its back-to-back program mate on
NBC-TV the past season, Gertrude

Berg’s “The Goldbergs” will re-

vert* back to its original 30-minute
format in the fall. But for en-

tirely
. different reasons than

"Kukla.”

Whereas “Kukla” creator Burr
Tillstrom and NBC were faced
with sponsorship cancellation, cue-
ing the decision to terminate the
15-minute cross-the-board spread,
ihe “Goldbergs” was an unquali-
fied click in its capsule form,
achieving ratings of 18 to 20 in the
<;arly-evening bracket and doing
i>RO sponsorship biz.

Despite the fact that it was in-
volved in considerable Page 1 no-
toriety as an aftermath of the Phil
Loeb-Red Channels entanglement,
“Goldbergs” has reestablished it-
.\elf as one of the solid TV pro-
• ram entities, with Miss Berg now
xpresslng a desire to revert back

«o a half-hour.

As a three-times-a-week attrac-
tion, the show is sponsored by
’.eacon Wax, Ekco and American
itaixun Co., with the latter all set

for a fall between. An alternate-
v. eek sponsor is now being sought.

Underpin*
Hollywood, June 10.

Hal Goodman, radio scrip-

ter, was. having an argument-

with Phil Weltman, a tall -Wil-

liam Morris agency staffer, *

.

and in a bit of a heat ex-

claimed.
“If you can’t handle this

deal, I’ll go under your head
to Abe Lastfogel.”

Dinah’s $1,500,000

NBCAM-TV Deal;

5-Year Exclusive
After protracted negotiations,

Dinah Shore and NBC finally came
to terms over the weekend on a
new longterm -contract giving the
network an exclusivity on the-

singer’s AM-TV services. (Deal
does' not include Miss Shore’s re-
cording contract for RCA Victor.)
Under terms of the deal, Miss

Shore Is guaranteed a total of $1,-

500,000 with a Jive-year spread,
though only committing her to 39
weeks of radio-TV each year.

General Motors (on behalf of
Chevrolet) is already committed
for a two-year renewal on Miss
Shore's Tuesday and Thursday 15-

minute TV segments, which fetch
NBC $10,000 a week. Coupled with
Miss Shore's guestar availability,

web execs figure they’ve got a pre-
sold commodity spanning the next
five years. •

Miss Shore and her husband,
George Montgomery, in N. Ys the
past couple of weeks while finaliz-

ing the deal, returned to the Coast
Sunday

,

(8).

DON TRANTER IN BUFF

EXIT AFTER HASSLE
Buffalo, June 10.

Don Tranter, radio-TV editor of
the Buffalo Courier-Express for the
past 13 years, left his job last week
after disagreement with Cy. King,
new executive editor of the morn-
ing daily.

'Differences reportedly arose
when Tranter demurred at extra
assignments in addition to his by-
lined column. Up to last month.
King was manager of VfEBR,
Courier-Express-owned radio sta-

tion here.

Tranter was not immediately re-
placed, but un-byliued column con-
tinued to appear, written by other
newspaper staffers.

Tranter and his brother, Jim,
have been well-known in -radio in
Buffalo and New York for 25 years.
Jim Tranter, former radio column-
ist for the Buffalo Evening News,
now is a producer at WBEN-TV
here.

Television in the’ hinterlands is

showing “surprising health and
growth,” according to Charles
Holden, ABC-TV’s national execu-
tive producer, who was one of the
five video execs who addressed all

three ‘of Broadcast Music, Inc.’s

recent' TV program clinics.

The network production exec
said the chains can learn a lot
from the operations across the
country, where flexibility and in-
genuity are paying off from a pro-
duction standpoint. He said that
his reaction is like that of a Broad-
way showman who hits the road
and finds a refreshing vitality in
little theatre groups, As an ex-
ample, he cited, the speed with
which some small TV stations use
the new Polaroid camera to get a
still shot of an accident on the air
less than a half-hour after it has
happened.
Holden was impressed with the

quality of shows in terms of the
restricted budgets. They have a
sound production^ approach, he I

CBS RADIO'S MPRF

TWIN-BILL CASUALTY
CBS /Radio’s tie-in deal with the

Motion Picture- Relief Fund, under
'which all proceeds from two half-

hour dramatic shows each week
were to go into the fund coffers,

becomes,* casualty at the end of

this mpntii- when both show* will

be cancelled. Web program execs

-said they had given the two shows
as much exposure as possible with
no sponsor interest, and they're

too expensive to carry any longer
as sustainers.

Two shows are “Stars in the
Air,” now aired Saturday nights
from 10 to 10:30, and “Screen Guild
Theatre ” aired Sunday nights at 9.

Weh said it has received the full-

est cooperation from all Hollywood
studios in obtaining both the star

talent required- and scripts.

ACLU Wants Hearing

On Anaconda Subsid’s .

Move-In on Mont. Radio
American Civil Liberties Union

today (Wed.) will urge the FCC
to hold a public hearing on the
Fairmont Corp. application to take
over KFRB in Great Falls, Mont.
Terming Fairmont a “wholly-

owned subsidiary” of Anaconda
Copper, ACLU declared that be-

cause the corporation already owns
or controls six Montana newspa-
pers and has an interest in a
seventh, granting of a license with-

out a hearing would be .a violation

of “the civil liberties principle of

diversification in the ownership
and policies” of mass-communica-
tions media.

Fairmont has said that another
Great Falls outlet is owned by pub-
lications, that another station is

linked to a network and that man-
agement of the seven papers is

“autonomous.’/
ACLU charged that the rival

publications referred to “hardly

blanket the state” as Fairmont’s
apparently- do and that the corpo-

ration has not shown “any ^sig-
nificant differences” in editorial

policies among the various Fair-

mont papers. •
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Lincoln-Mercury Stands

Pat on ‘Toast of Town’
Lincoln-Mercury, which had been

reported mulling a cutback to alter-

nate-week sponsorship on Ed Sul-

livan’s “Toast of the Town” via

CBS-TV, this week sent through a
renewal order on the show for con-

tinued weekly bankrolling.
“Toast,” incidentally, celebrated

its fourth annf on the air Sunday
night (8), with the sponsor, co-

producers Sullivan and Mario
Lewis and director John Wray,
tossing a party for the productibn
crew after the performance.

told Variety this week, keeping
the trapping to the bare essentials.
[They are showing ingenuity in
building local shows, in some cases
digging Up “stranded talent”—
people .who had left show business
for one reason or another. In
other instances, he said, they have
prevailed on visiting acts to Stick
around in town for 13 or 26 weeks,
giving them a good vacation while
they do a local series.
The hinterland operators have

also done a superlative job in de-
veloping their own sports shows,
Holdeu noted. Where pro athletics
aren’t available, he said, the out-
lets have created their own sports,
such as baseball between rival fac-
tory terms. Local stations are also
keeping a finger on the pulse of
viewers, in their changing prefer-
ences for baseball ys. basketball
and similar shifts in audience
tastes.

Local cooking shows are proving
to be money-makers everywhere,

(Continued on page 34)

Iidbman’s New Terpers
Bambi Linn & Rod Alexander,

husband and wife terp* team cur-

rent at the Persian Room of the
Plaza Hotel, N. Y., have been
signed to the Max Liebman "Your
Show of Shows” on NBC-TV next
season.
New team will replace Nelle

Fisher & Jerry Ross.

U.S.-Canada Swap

On Radio Shows

In Pay Hike Snag
Almost all exchanging of Cana-

dian and U. S. radio programs will

be halted this summer, although the

warm-weather hiatus period has
traditionally *been a time for swap-
ping airers over the border. Reason
for the snag is the' demand hy
Affiliated Canadian Artists, the
Canadian counterpart of American
Federation of Radio Artists, for a
50% pay hike when their shows
are rebroadcast in America.
The situation was started last

fall when ABC started to pick up
Canadian Broadcasting Corp.’s
literate “Stage ’52” show. ACA
nixed the deal, insisting ' on the
additional fee. ABC thereupon
dropped the show, Using instead a
musical series. The Canadian wind-
jammers have adopted a different
attitude from the performers and
writers who are in ACA.
The U. S. networks, all of whom

have in the* past picked up Cana-
dian stanzas to fill hiatuses during*
the summer, don’t want to pay the
coin for shows they’ve- previously
gotten cuffo. Further, it’s argued,
Yankee chains have always made-
any American stanzas available to

(Continued on page 36)

TOP STARS SET FOR

‘AMATEUR HR.’ BENEFIT
Mimi Benzell,

. Lou Wills, Jr„
Paul Winchell, and Jackie Bright
are among the guest stars who’ll
appear on the Ted Mack “Original
Amateur H<3Ur” show in Madison
Square Garden, N. Y., tomorrow
(Thurs.) night.
Third annual “Amateur” stint in

the Garden, per usual, will have
100% of the take go to the N. Y.
Foundling' Hospital, with Old Gold
paying all costs. Show, featuring 20
acts who have won three times on
the AM-TV stanza, will be beamed
via ABC radio.

ABC and United Paramount The-
atres have filed a petition asking
the FCC to Sever the question of
their proposed merger from the
consolidated hearings which also
involve paramount Pictures and
DuMont Laboratories.
ABC-UPT petition states that the

long period which the package
hearings has been- running has (1)

forced ABC to use $2,500,000 of
borrowed capital since November,
1951, to continue operations and
“additional borrowed money will
be necessary to continue opera-
tions until action is taken on the
merger”; (2) "made it increasingly
difficult for ABC to retain person-
nel”; and (3) deprived the public
of improvements that could have
been made in the web’s program-
ming.

Petition pointed out that the AB-
PT blending has been hanging fire

since last summer and argued that
the FCC’s consolidation of several
matters into the .single series of
hearings was" done for “conven-
ience” and not because of “legal
necessity.” It added that 75%
of the testimony so far has been
devoted to history of old antitrust
proceedings, that 11,200 pages of
oral testimony and 7000 exhibits
have been accumulated. Testi-

mony to come on the Par-DuMont
(Continued on page ^4)

Chicle’s TV ‘Judy

For Summer Ride
ABC-TV billings show a spurt

this week with American Chicle
picking up “Date With Judy” for
its Clorets product. “Judy” will
go into the 8-8:30 p.m. slot on
Thursdays, starting July 10, via
Dancer - Fitzgerald - Sample. Pack-
aged for $12,500, half-hour show
was sold by Ted Ashley Associates
for 13 weeks, with options for fall

pickup.
Clorets selected the show,

which had garnered ratings in the
20s last season in a Saturday
morning slot for McKesson & Rob-
bins, as a situation comedy with
broad family appeal. It will follow
General Mills’ “Lone Ranger” (an-

other D-F-S show), which similarly
has a large number of children
and adults in it* audience composi-
tion, and will precede ".Chance of

a Lifetime,” the Old Golds airer

at- 8:30 p.m* "Judy” is Clorets first

show of its own in TV,
ABC-TV last week sold “Pud’s

Prize Party,” 15-minute weekly
kid show, to Fleers candy and got

renewals /rom Jacques Kreisler
and C. H. Masl,?ind on “Tales of

Tomorrow” and Nash-Kelvinator
on "Paul Whiteman’s TV Teen
Club.”

Hinterland TV Can Teach Webs An

Ingenious Thing or Two, Sez Holden
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The Battle of Abilene
' *

Television came of age last week. It happened in the small
town of Abilene, Kan., and the occasion was Gen.- Dwight D.
Eisenhower’s homecoming. TV was getting a pushing -around,

The word had gone out from Eisenhower’s campaign committee
that video cameras 'Were to be frozen out of iast Thursday morn-
ing’s vital press conference. Both NBC and CBS, alerted to the
inherent news Value of the meeting and preempting its pro-
gram rosters, had gone to considerable pains in sending TV
camera and production crews to the scene.

The manner in which the two major networks rallied their
forces and went into action so that TV would get a fair shake
on an equal basis with newspapers and other competing media .

redounds to the credit of an industry that has been subjected
too long to a second-middle’ status.

TV’s amazing impact on the American populace, irr terms of
spontaneity, immediacy and ability to deliver the news as it
is being made, had been demonstrated long'before Abilene. That
It will play an even more Yital role in the field of news-special
events, particularly on the political scene, is a foregone con-
clusion. The upcoming Chicago conventions, with its potential
60,000,000 audience, will be the guaranteed clincher in establish-
ing TV’s potency in the* realm of communications.

.

Any attempts, to frustrate television, as occurred at Abilene,
in taking its place as a major, disseminator of news, shows a
lack of wisdom and hampers progress.

The word from N. Y., when apprised of the TV freeze-out, was
to get in there with the cameras and stay there until thrown
out bodily.”

.
Subsequently a 24-hour battle ensued while TV put

up the good; fight for its Just recognition—and finally won out.

The Battle ^of Abilene could well be the turning point in the
acceptance* of TV as a mature medium.

In Economy Bid; Cuffo Films Subbed
ABC-TV is yanking virtually all-f—-1

its live sustaining shows for the

summer, primarily ah economy,
move but also because of the Pres-
idential conventions. In. their place
the chain is inserting a number of
him shows, most of them .consist-
ing of cuffo celluloids
Among the airers powdering are

"Town Meetihg,” televersion of
the veteran discussion program;
“Four-Square Court,” panel show
on which questions of crime and
its prevention are kicked around;
“Horizons,’’ on which Columbia U.
students quia: experts on the fu-
ture of various subjects such' as
women’s rights and race relations;
“Hot Seat,” oh which a news figure
is grilled; and “On Trial,” a forum
show;

It’s expected that most of the
"shows will be back in the fall,
when an influx

.
of new business,

it s hoped, will give the chain more
coin to put into this kind of pub-
lic affairs programming. The cuts
underline the web’s contention that
the FCC’s delay in acting on the
proposed ABC-United Paramount
Theatres merger is causing it un-
due hardship.
Among the series to replace the

casualties are “Scouting in Ac-
tion, with the cooperation of the
Boy Scouts; “Everybody’s Busi-
ness, with an assist from the Fed-

® c u r i t y- Administration;
Neighbors to the North,” using
Canadian government film; “On
ruai’d. pix from the armed serv-
ices; Focus,” using reels from gov-
ernment agencies and health serv-
ices; Lessons in Safety,” and “Pro-
duction for Freedom Theatre.”
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Banker Vice Fryer
Robert M. Banker, unit manager

for CBS-TV’s “Studio One” the
last two seasons, has -been named
casting director for the web. He
succeeds Bob Fryer, who has moved
over to NBC-TV as general man-
ager of Worthington (Tony) Miner’s
dramatic productions on that web.
Banker also worked for Miner’s

“Studio One” at CBS.

$3,000,000 Babbitt

Biz onMarket In

B. T. Babbitt Co. has notified
Weintraub that it is checking out
of that agency, as of July 1. Adver-
tiser,' which spends about $3,000,-
000 in gross billings yearly, is now
looking for a new agency but has
made no selection yet.
Reason for Babbitt’s ditching

Weintraub reportedly lies in the
way the rival Colgate firm’s Ajax
cleanser has .surpassed Babbitt’s*
Bab-O product in sales. When
Weintraub took over the account
last year Ajax sales were booming
as fast as Bab-O’s were dwindling.
Since then, Bab-0 has reversed its

downward trend but Babbitt execs
are reportedly still disappointed
that they haven’t been able to
overtake Ajax at a more rapid rate.
Sponsor this season has been

bankrolling a segment of NBC-TV’s
Wednesday night show and a series
of five-minute newscasts on the
Mutual radio web. Miss Smith’s
show has gone off the air.

NBC-TV’s ‘Evening at the Theatre’

To Combat CBS’ Monday Powerhouse

Piazza’s BBC-TV Show
Marguerite Piazza,' soprano on

NBC-TV’s “Show of Shows,” flies
to Europe Sunday (15) for a sing-
ing tour of England and the Con-
tinent. She’ll star in a special video
show in London June 22, which
BBC-TV is building around her,
and then head for Paris, Rome,
Naples, Tel* Aviv, Haifa and Jeru-
salem.
While in London, Miss Piazza

will also scout the possibility of a
stint at the Palladium. J. Graves
McDonald, her husband-business
manager, accompanies her.

By GEORGE ROSEN
Television administrators, alarm-

ed .over the “wrong guesses” and
Mistakes of the 1951-52 season just
ending, are showing increasing
anxiety over the inability of the
medium to emerge with video-
evolved patterns and a suitable
primer for- conducting its business
affairs.

„
Just as it’s been definitely estab-

lished by now that the producer,
director, writer or performer in
radio isn’t necessarily at home in
the newer sight-and-sound field of
entertainment, as evidenced by a
lengthy list of casualties the past
season, so, too, the client, the
agency man and the network
chieftain in TV4

are asking for
a “hew set of rules” to govern
the administrativercontractual-busi-
ness facets of television.

Until now the TV lords have
geherally been going along bn the
assumption that, as a business, it’s

nothing more than a. “hangover”

—

with refinements—from radio. Thus
the same rules that have applied to
radio in regards to 13-week or 26-
week client commitments, pactlng
of talent, agency commission, etc.,

have been parried over into TV,
without any regard for the pecu-
liarities and hazards (mostly finan-
cial) attending the newer medium.
The past season, however, was

an eye-opener. There were shows
that were a flop the first week out
ahd, on x second viewing, proved
irretrievably hopeless entries.
Neither the network, the agency
nor the client could do anything
about it (unless they wanted to pay
off everybody conc'emed) because
of the radio-inherited stipulation of
a firm 13-week or 26-week deal.
Today they are asking: “Why must
TV, with' the coin burdeds- that it

entails, be subjected to the rules of
radio?” *

• The networks, in. particular, have
been left holding the bag in many
cases with long-range contractual
commitments predicated on “radio
thinking”-r-resulting in some cases
in embarrassing and costly litiga-
tion, plus bad publicity for' the
web. Today the. network chieftains
are reappraising such legalistics in
the hopes of arriving at a formula
in' conformity with “peculiarities of
TV.”

. Perhaps the most radical change
during the next year may come out
of agency-client relations in arriv-
ing at a newly-established base for
payment of agency fees in the
handling of TV programming. The
major ad agencies involved in tele-
vision production would rather run
away from it. The costs have be-
come So prohibitive that they’re
losing ; money on the 15% fee
accruing to them from the client.
• The agencies say the clients
aren’t taking into consideration the
additional costs that. are buried in
production, all of which must pome
out of the 15% fee. As a result,
they want the percentage structure
overhauled for TV. As one agency
exec put it: “Just because the 15%
has applied to radio, newspapers,
magazines and other media doesn’t
mean we should be compelled to

(Continued on page 36)

OLD GOLD MULLING

FRED ALLEN QUIZZER
. Hollywood, June 10.

Old Gold is reported negotiating

with the William Morris Agency
for a simulcast of Fred Allen’s

“Two for the Money,” which was
taped and filmed at the Marcal
Theatre last '\veek by Filmcraft.

Format of the: show is along the
lines of GrOUchb Marx’s “You Bet
Your Life,’? and the same produc-
tion setup was used by Filmcraft;
Although Lennen & Mitchell agen-
cy originally wanted a straight
simulcast, it’s possible that the
quizzer will be aired on a split

schedule, with AM and TV not
necessarily being slotted on the
same evening. No decision has
been firmed on the buy, which is

still in the throes Of negotiation.

Paley Back for Keeps
CBS board chairman Wil-

liam S. Paley has returned
for keeps from the D. G. de-
fense front as head of the Gov-
ernment’s Metals Procurement
Division; He’s re-entfenched
himself at his 20th floor desk
at 485*Madison ave. and those
watching him in action at pro-
gram board meetings say he’s
once more plunging into the
programming aspects of the
operation with a minute show-
by-Show appraisal.
Those recalling how Paley

returned from his commis-
sioned status in World War II
and engineered his now famous
“Paley’s Comet” in giving CBS
undisputed leadership in radio
programming are speculating
on what new devices or strat-
egy he has in mind for the im-
mediate TV future.

NBC’s 14-Station
* «

Crab Cues Toughie

Within 12 hours after NBC board
chairman Niles Trammell had com-
mitted Kellogg to a renewal of the
Saturday night “AllStar Revue,”
the NBC-TV station relations boys
moved in last week and raised

havoc with the opposition CBS-TV
station lineup for the valuable 8 to
9 o’clock segment. All told, NBC
grabbed off an additional 14 major
markets on the' interconnected
network for next season on behalf
of “AllStar,” giving the show a 59-
station live pickup for an alltime
high in TV.
The NBC 14r*station graboff

comes as a blow to CBS, whose 8
to. 9 Saturday schedule was thrown
Wide open as result of the Ken
Murray blowup his Budweiser-
sponsored • Show. It presents a
tough hurdle for CBS in peddling
the hour time segment, particular-
ly since Kellogg renewal guaran-
tees the opposition "“AllStar’s” re-
turn in the fall. There has been
talk that CBS may install the new
Jackie Gleason showcase in< the 8
to 9 stretch. Thus fan CBS has
been unsuccessful in latching on
to sponsors for the high-budgeted
program. The 14-station . lopoff
won't ease its burden any:

Budweiser Sends Cancellation
With Kcrt Murray definitely out

of the CBS-TV talent * lineup for
next fall, Budweiser Beer this week
made it definite that It would not
hang onto its Saturday night 8 to
9- franchise by formally cancelling
out on the time after last Satur-
day’s (7) broadcast. Web to date
has neither a new show or a spon-
sor set to take over the time next
fall.

CBS also has had no takers yet
on its projected Jackie Gleason
package. Web has set a $66,175-
price tag on the show, exclusive of
time, and while it's willing to sell
quarter-hour or half-hour partic-
ipations, the idea has evoked no
interest yet from clients and agen-
cies to whom it has been pitched.

CH’FIELD DICKERING

FOR BERGEN AT 10G
Negotiations are progressing in

N. Y. between Chesterfield and
Edgar Bergen for a fall radio se-
ries. Understood Bergen’s package
price of $17,000 for Coca-Cola last
season will be. shaved to $10,000
if the deal is finalized.

Chesterfield signed Martin and
Lewis at that figure for next sea-
son after dropping Bing Crosby
and Bob Hope, which carried
budgets of $25,000 to $30,000.

Question of how NBC-TV intend*
to compete next fall with the.oppo-
sition CBS-TV Monday- night pro-
gramming powerhouse, with its en-
viable 8:30 to 11 parlay of “God-
frey’s Talent Scouts,” “I Love
Lucy,” “Our Miss Brooks” and
“Studio One,” has become one of
the major items on the upcoming
NBC agenda. Just as for year*
the CBS program leadership pre-
vailed on Monday nights, It is now
carrying over into the Video phase
of the web’s operation,; and NBC
TV execs are frankly /distressed
over the potential rating dynamite
in the CBS roster.

One idea occupying the attention
of the NBC video program brain-
trusters is to overhaul completely
the program structure on Monday
nights and convert it into “an eve-
ning at the theatre,” with an unin-
terrupted 90 or 120-minute dra-
matic "presentation. This would In-
volve expansion of the present Rob-'
ert Montgomery 9:30 to 10:30 show,
and lifting the curtain on the pres-
entation at either 8:30 or 9 o’clock.

A lot of factors would be in-

volved. For one, Firestone’s okay
would be required in finding a new
time slot for its 8:30 half-hour mu-
sical program. (Rate-wise, Fire-
stone is getting a swamping from
the Godfrey audience pull, and
NBC would* like • to do something
about it.) Preempting the Monday
at 9 period would-be less difficult,

for the Ettnds sponsorship of
“Lights Out” terminates in the fall.

Since; Lucky Strike and Johnson
Wax, as alternate sponsors of the
Montgomery show, also have a ma-
jor stake in the future plans, both
would have to be consulted. NBC
isn’t sure they’ll want to go for it,

/ *Ii.i ... .|, 111
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Mayehoff Show

To Reynolds Metal
Reynolds Metal has

.

won the
coveted Sunday evening 7:30 period

on NBC-TV, grabbing off the choice

post-Skelton period and the Eddie
Mayehoff show. Deal was negoti-

ated through the Russfel Seeds
agency, which, having a stake in

the Red Skelton AM-TV sweep-
stakes, inherited the 7:30 to $
period as part of the deal whereby
NBC clinched Skelton on a long-

term basis.

There was considerable specula-

tion In the trade as to which client

•would get"the nod for -the time slot

ahd the Mayehoff show, which the
Seeds agency packaged for the seg-

ment. Buchanan is the agency on
the Reynolds Metal, biz and it's un-
derstood that tne account will re-

main intact.

Reynolds this season has been
sponsoring the Wednesday ' night

Kate “Smith show on NBC-TV, but
latter is being axed.

TV SCRIPT WRITER

NOW MUNICIPAL JOB
Philadelphia,. June 10.

Philadelphia’s new publicity-

conscious Democratic administra-
tion has hired a TV script writer.

City Representative .Walter M.
Phillips announced that Donald
Mattern, a freelancer, ;had been
added to his staff at $5,860 per
annum.
Mattern was a script-writer and

announcer for Armed
.
Forces Ra-

dio Service in Trinidad during the
war. He will replace an assistant

television and radio specialist,

Alan G. Eisen, whose job was
abolished.

KFDA Sale Okayed
Amarillo, Tex., June 10.

The FCC has approved the sale
of KFDA and KFDA-FM, from the
Amarillo Broadcasting Cor p.,

headed by Gilmore Nunn, prez, to
Wendell Mayes, C. C. Woodson,
Gene L. Cagle and Charles B.
Jordan.

Sale price was $240,000.
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PROBE AS ANTIS

Washington, June 10.

After three sessions devoted to

hearing a wide variety of com-|

plaints against radio and TV pro-

grams, the House Interstate Com-

merce subcommittee investigating

the broadcast media for immoral

and offensive shows will take a

breather for a while before going
|

on with its probe,
'

Hep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.), chair-

man of the subcommittee, told

Variety yesterday he expects that

further testimony will be taken

within two weeks from anti-TV wit-

nesses, .after which the broadcast-

ing industry will have its innings.

Harris said the committee has re-

ceived numerous requests from

various organisations which desire

to testify and that he expects to

line up a schedule! 'soon. The Con-

gressman indicated that educa-

tional organizations will be heard

and that there tyill be testimony by

the FCC.
f ^

The committee, Harris said, has

tentatively allotted the broadcast-

ing industry two days (June 25, 26)

to tell its side of the program

story. On the first day, John E.

Fetzer, chairman of the TV Code

Beview Board of the National

Assn, of Radio and TV Broadcast-

ers, will testify on the operation of

the code, which has been in effect

since March 1. Other NARTB wit-

nesses are expected to follow

Fetzer,

Last week's hearings were high-

lighted by (1) banter between com-
mittee’ members on plunging neck-

lines, (2) charges by temperance

Bif Bii
Sidney S. Alexander, eco-

nomic research analyst, ha*

joined the overall CBS net-

work on a fulltime bails to

prepare special economic stu-

dies'for use by the web in its

longrange business planning.

Among his first projects is ex-

pected .to be an intensive .eco-

nomic analysis of the entire

sphere of broadcasting, to help

web execs map their pace of

expansion in the future.
- Alexander is the first eco-

nomic analyst to join a network
on a staff basis, sinpe 4he webs-

farmed out their business

analysis work previously to in-

die consultants. He comes to

CBS from his post as chief of

the general analysis section of

the President’s Materials* Pol-

icy Commission, over which
CBS board chairman William
S. Paley officiated. Prior to that

he was with the International
Monetary Fund and earlier

Was an assistant professor of
economics at Harvard.

Taft GetsNBClime

To Answer Abilene

Chicago, June 0, v

Of all the red faces in the

NBC-TV family caused by pic-

ture failure just as the deck
lion of the Ezzard Gharies-Jo*

Walcott fight was "being an-

nounced, the most crimson •

probably was that of Tom Dug-
gan, sports gabber on WNBQ,
the CJM NBC-TV station. ^Just
a few nights earlier Duggan,
in an unusual attack on a com-
peting station, had soundly
rapped WENR-TV for cutting

off a local fight telecast just

before the decision was due;

On thisWNBQ show, pilggan
roasted the ABC outlet severe-

ly, assuming an ‘/it couldn't

happen on NBC-TV stance."

Although the WENR-TV cut-

off was occasioned by confused
programming while the NBC-
TV fluff was due to mechanical
difficulties, Duggan was really

out on a limb on his Wednes-
day night show following the

Charles-Walcott bout.

If Ed and Pegeen Fitzgerald can

work out a 13-week TV hiatus on

their WJZ . combination radio-

video deal they may get away on a

European quickie for three or four

weeks, during which period they

would tape their breakfast broad-

casting stint. Or possibly tape-

recotd -abroad and airmail them
back.

They were to be shifted to 3-3:30

on their ftve-a-week WJZ-TV after-

noon series, from their Current 5-

5:30 p.m. slot, and are now trying

to work out a sabbatical on the

video phase. Their Mr. & Mrs.
a.m. show continues as it has for

the past 10 years.

The Fitegeralds have an invita-

tion for the July 3 inaugural voy-
age of the new S.S. United States

(America Line) on which, inciden-

tally, RCA board chairman David
Sarnoff will be aboard the ship

with his wife on their annual sum- Pittsburgh, June 10.

mer trip abroad. With costly brewery strike drag-

The Fitzgeralds proved the pull- ging into it* eighth week, beer
ing power of their own merchan- billings on radio and TV here have" nothfag-

10-room 5th Ave. penthouse, and though a sharp cutback took place

V Washington, June 10.

Sen. Robert A. Taft today
(Tues.) advised the' FCC he was

forces that brewers mix program withdrawing his complaint against
content with commercials to induce NBC, because the latter had final-

the young generation to drink beer, jy agreed to give him time to an-
and (3) testimony by ABC news swer Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower's
commentator Paul Harvey that speech at Abilene. Taft will get
New York comedians have a

“bawdy” influence on TV program
fare given the country.

‘What's So Funny?'
Exchange between Committee

members at the opening session on

a simulcast June IS at 7 p. M.
However, Taft’s beef against

CBS and ABC sticks. He claimed
he had requested equal time to
answer Ike, but that the networks
had told him he had been on TV

were moving back to „ Hay Island,

Conn., with a town,! apt. at the

Hotel Pierre. Within 43 hours they
sold their carpets, antiques, etc.,

including Choice items to Mrs.
Alfred E. Winger, wife of the

the minute the walkout started, the
breweries for the most part held on
to certain programs in both me-
diums, looking to an early settle-

ment.

But a* the shutdown continues,
Crowell-Collier's Publishing Corp. breweries are pulling off practical-
board chairman, who has the ad-
joining penthbuse.

Tuesday (reported in last week’s and AM in the past.

Variety) on the influence of the Sen. Estes Kefauver, who also
TV code in raising the neckline requested equal, time, will get an
prompted some newspapers to poke *iring on *090 juiy i. Whether
fun at the probe. Harris said he the other chains will also give
was surprised that- the hearings had time to Kefauver and Taft isn’t
been called “a purity probe”, and a known yet.

“comedy.” Appearance of a “na-
tionally known commentator” like Dwm- ^ . DDV,0 AUrnor 1 0
Harvey, he asserted, reflects the BUD BAKKY S OVERSEAS
importance of the inquiry. *T_ _ , __

“It behooves the rest of the in- NRT AM.TV SfOUTING
dustry,” he said, “to take it (the

IiDV itlfl If OlVUlimi
probe) more seriously themselves. Charles C. (Bud) Barry, NBC
Ultimately something will be done program topper, left his father, M.
about it (offensive programming) John Barry, 76, in Paris, en route
One way or Another.” to Ireland, on an extended vaca
Harvey said the inquiry has al- tion. The latter made his first

ready had an impact, “since the flight, With diis radio showman-son
word got around to the profession two weeks ago, when the 'NBC

Future Standards
Washington, June 10.

In its second, meeting since the
TV programming code went into

ly everything, still being assured,
however, that their choice time Is

being held open for them when and
if. Latest to get the axe until
the mdieries go back to work again
is “The Files of Jeffrey Jones” vid-
pix series on WDTV. It had re-
placed Pittsburgh Brewing Co.’s
live “Tech Varieties” early in April
and had kept 6n going for at least
first six weeks of the strike. How-
ever, sponsor# finally yanked It,

too, until the walkout’s over. About
all that’s left of the breweries on
town’s only channel -ire Du-
quesne’s nightly quarter-hour “Time
Out” and Fort Pitt Beer's half-hour
film Thursday nights. Beer people
account for about five times that

Authors League of Africa will

hold it# important reorganisation

conference at the New Weston Ho-

tel,' N. Y., this weekehd (13-15),

with the complex question of tele-

vision jurisdiction to .be decided as

part of the overhauling of the ALA
setup,

A number of proposals will be
discussed, ranging from sugges-
tions for a strong -central body to

a loose affiliation of the member
guilds, a one-big-union approach, a
two-branch format (one for “inde-
pendent contractors” such a# book
authors and playwrights’7 and an-
other for staff-employed sciipters

as in films, radio and tele) and
other plans.

Taking part will be four reps
each from the Authors, Radio
Writers, Screen . Writers and
Dramatists guilds, three reps frbra
the Television Writers Group, and
the four ALA officers, prexy Rex
Stout and veepees Arthur
Schwartz, John, Hersey and Erik
Bamouw, Rule on Voting, by in-
dividuals or *nnits, will probably
be determined at the parley.

league, which was founded in

1911?, Is a patchwork of compro-
mises since new kinds of writer#
were added piecemeal. : In- the
words of .one League exec, “It's a
house to which wing# were added
at different period# and now a new

-j central heating plant'lia* to be in-
stalled—that’* TV,

. which cuts
across the old craft lines.” f

‘Something Haa To Be,Done'

On the eve of the meeting, an-
other ALA rep said; there's tho
feeling .that something has to be
done with all element# pulling to-
gether. However, as in the per-
forming field, where there ha#
been sharp intern-union conflict}

personal, antagonisms and special
interests could upset the general

(Continued on page 37)

that the heat is on.”

At Wednesday’s session, Dr, J.

(Continued on page 30)

Personnel Lopoff

Hits WOR-Mutual
Personnel lopoffs have started at

WOR-Mutual (N. Y.) as part of the
consolidation and integration of the
two operations. Pink slips haven’t
been issued yet but department
heads have been ordered to make
cuts.

Official announcement of the re-

assignment of execs was made in a
memo to the staffs Friday (6) by
MBS prexy-board chairman Thom-
as F. O’Neil, Jr. In most cases the
WOR toppers were placed under
their Mutual counterparts.

William Fineshrlber, Jr., Mutual
exec v.p., heads up the combined
WOR-MBS operation, making him
chief of the local station as well.

WOR program v.p, Julius Seeback
Is program chief for MBS and
WOR-AM. Jack Poppele, WOR en-
gineering v. p., is technical topper
for WOR (AM and’ TV) and MBS.
James E. Wallen, Mutual secretary-
treasurer, will also be over account-
ing and administrative operations

. for MBS and WOR (AM and TV).
Mutual v.p. Robert Schmid heads

up the publicity, advertising and
research departments for the com-
bined WOR (AM & TV) and MBS
operation. Adolph Hult continues
w MBS sales v.p., with Bill Craw-

( Continued on page 37)

exec went on a quickie to Geneva
to pick up his 12-year-old daugh-
ter, Christina, in school there, and
the three thence traveled to Rome
for an audience at the Vatican.
Barry o.o.’d a couple of radio and

TV deals, the latter of which he
will mull with Pat Weaver. Part
of it was unfinished business bound
over from last year’s junket by
“The Big Show”. to London and
Paris, and revolves around either
a radio or TV series embracing the
London Palladium and*the Empire
(Paris) revusicals where Maurice
Chevalier currently holds forth.

WCBS-TV Changes Mind,

To Slay on Air Sal. Aft
Reversing Its earlier intention

of going dark on Saturday after-
noons during the summer months,
WCBS-TV, key station of the CBS
video web In N. Y., this week de-
cided to stay on the air with
combination live and film schedule.
Topping the lineup of new live
shows scheduled to preem during
the Saturday time is “Strawhat
Concerts,” a half-hour musicale
featuring Alfredo Antonini and the
CBS orch.

“Concerts” takes over the 3:30
4 p. m. Saturday slot starting June
28. Carol Reed, formerly with
WPTZ, .Philadelphia, will femcee
the show, giving it a “25 men and
a girl” setting. “Concerts” is also
slated for a ride on WCBS, the sis

ter AM station, and while the show
will not be' simulcast, the audio
portion of the TV production may
be taped for a playback on WCBS
Tuesday nights at 10.

effect, the, Television Code Review :™nt ST
1 Board of the National Assn, of Ba- SS ' d 1 *0n

dio and TV Broadcasters last week
reported progress in the operations
of .the standards!

After two days of sessions at

NARTB headquarters here, John
E. Fetzer, Review Board chairman,
said the networks and stations are
moving toward alignment with
program .and commercial recom-
mendations of the code. However,
tie added, the Board “recognizes
the need for further Improvement,
knowing this to be a continuing
problem.” Fetzer pointed out that
it’s only “a short time” since ' the
code took effect (March 1),

During its meeting here, the five-

member Board held a closed door

CBC BANS LIQUOR ADS,

BUT OKAYS NECKLINES
Toronto, June 10.

Liquor and beer advertising will
be banned by the Canadian Broad-
casting Corp,, but there will be no
regulations ^against lowcut gowns
~
3r*nd drinking scenes will be per-
mitted on Canadian TV when this
is. “necessary a# part of a dramatic
sequence,” ,Such is the decision of
Davidson Dunton, chairman of the
CBC board of governors.

,,.+Vl ~ ^ v n “Use ©f drinking scenes will de-

m ArV
pend on Eood judgment and there

‘I
*U
i?°

r ^solution are no Canadian regulations
setting up the ourrent House in- against women wearing lowcut

^^mi2^10
nf

n<IZVHS! *0WIW’” Dunton. “We will relyand members of the Interstate on common sense.”
’

Commerce subcommittee conduct-
ing the probe. Arrangements were
made at the conference for Fetzer
to testify in about two weeks.

Fetzer anticipates no difficulty,

when he appears before the com-
mittee, “in discounting the fears of
some that self-regulation

-

will not
work in television programming. It
Is working right now-^-and certain-
ly it is more desirable than these

Jessel Pencilled In

For Tnfo' Guest Shot
Although CBS-TV's dickering to

sign on George Jessel to a pro-
ducer-talent contract is still In the
talking 'stages, the web made an

repeated investigations and threats Initial move to get Jessel on the air

of lawmaking.” by setting him this week as a one-

The Review Board, said Fetzer, shot *uest on the upcoming “In-

On Politico Gab
In what 1# probably the longest

series of remote pickups ever bank-
rolled by a local television sponsor,

the Chevrolet Dealer# Assn, of
N. Y. this week agreed to have
WCBS-TV, the CBS video web’#
N. Y. flagship, feed the Allan Jack-
son late-evening new# ihow frefrn

Chicago during both weeks of the
political convention# next month.
Chevvy dealers have been bank-
rolling Jackson’# “New# of the
Night” for some time, with the Chi
pickups scheduled for a Monday-
through-Friday basis both weeks.

Since the convention sessions
may run far into the night on cer-
tain nights, WCBS-TV has not been
able to guarantee the sponsor what
time the show is to be aired. But
Chevvy is going along with the
plan on the assumption that a new#
show immediately following the
network convention coverage will
inherit a larger audience than
usual. It's .anticipated that Jack-
son will concentrate those two
weeks on interviewing politicos
from the N. Y. area, who will In-

terpret events of each day for the
local audience.

Campbell-Ewald handles
Chewy Dealers account.

(Continued on ’page 36)

Norman Cash’s Cincy Post

formation Please.” Show takes
over as summer replacement June
29 for the Fred Waring show, and
Jessel, on. a date not yet finalized,
will join regulars Franklin P.
Adams and John Kieran on the
panel.

Guest panelist has not been
pacted for the preem show, but

Cincinnati, June 10.

Appointment of Norman Cash as
sales manager of WLW is a further
step in separation of Crosley
Broadcasting Corp: AM and TV others set for succeeding stanzas
sales operation, Harry Mason by packager Dan Golenpaul in-

Smith, vice president and sales elude- Sir Gladwin Jebb, chief Brit-
chief, announced. ish delegate to the United Na
Dave Partridge carries on as tions; James Micheper, and Greg-

head of the TV sales department, ory Ratoff. Clifton Fadiman will be
Cash, formerly director of NBC’s moderator on eight shows during

AM station relations division, has the 13-week series, with John K.
been WLW assistant sales mana- M. McCaffery pacted for a few
ger since joining the Crosley others. Jo Mielziner is designing
organization. the stage setting.

the

MORRIS AGCY. INTO

FILM SYNDICATION
The William Morris Agency is

going in^for film syndication. De-
partment will be tentatively head-
ed by Ben. Griefer who has been
servicing the Milton Berle “Texaco
Star Theatre” which wept off for
the summer yesterday (Tues.).

Morris office will not
- produce

films on its own, at this point, but
will distribute films made on the

outside,

Griefer for many years was
with the Paramount Theatre cir-

cuit. He was an assistant at the

New York outlet and was manager
of the Paramount, Newark, and
the Adam# Theatre, Newark.
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Since steppinf wtit of'the prexy spot at NBC and into th* board
chairmanship, Nile! Trammell ha* been content to stay out of th*
limelight while carrying out the flash plays on the- sales front. Last
week' Trammell emerged a* the seasonVend hero in the television
sweepstakes.

" ' "

It was- Trammell who, briefcase in hand, descended: on Battla
Creek, MichM' home of the Kellogg cereal family* and engineered
one of the v

major coups of the waning season. He not only con-
vinced Kellogg of the wisdom of. standing .pat on the sponsorship
of the Saturday night “AllStar Revue?’ which was slated for axing
unless Kellogg re-signed for the ’52-*53 semester, but returned to

New -York With V Signed-sealed-delivered contract whereby NBC-
TV inherits the “Spac^Csdets” multiple showcasing-from ABC-TV.
For NBC the successful'Trammell mission to Battle Creek trans-

lated itself into many heartening aspects. It meant retaining nearly
$2,500,600 in Kellogg “AllStar” billings. It meant inheritance of an
additional $1,000,000 billings on “Space Cadets?’ It resolved the
serious problem of getting off the early-evening 7

; to 7:15 hook
vacated by “Kukla, Frank and 011ie'

s with f‘Space Cadets” moving
in three times a week, and possibly Ave.
But of even greater consequence, it resolved the status of th*

flock of top-btacketed stars rotating on the Saturday night revue.
Had Kellogg nixed a return, NBC was all set to axe “AllStar” and
the question of where to slot the Jimmy Durantes, Danny Thom-
ases, Martha Rayel, *t al., was already creating some jitters.

With Pet Milk and Kellogg all set for the ’52-’53ride, “AllStar”
is still in need of a third .'client, Snow Crop having cancelled out;
The network now feels the recruiting of the third sponsor would
be a comparatively simple task.

u •

as
Chicago, June 10.

Sprightly spring spurt in- local

television biz has the sellers at>the
four Chi TV stations exchanging
their “what hit us?” wails, promi-
nent a few weeks back, for a “this

is more like it” chant With hardly
an exception, the' time peddlers
were singing off-the-record blues
during a slow final ’51 quarter and
an even slower first quarter this
year.

Currently, however, the pendu-
lum is swinging back, with bank-
roller interest definitely firming
after the winter’s softness. The up-
beat is especially welcome, not
only for economic reasons but also
psychologically. The “buyers’ mar-
ket” that prevailed , a few months
back was the first real dip in the
quartet’s aggregate sales graph.
And, generally, so much resistance
was encountered that the avail-
abilities pushers began to serious-
ly wonder what had happended to
the practically spontaneous enthu-
siasm on the part of advertisers
that marked the 1949-1956 season.
Looking back now on the dol-

drums of the past winter, they are
viewed as a more or less normal
transitional period when the men
were separated from the boys, so
to speak. The TV-happy clients

—

many of them more interested in
the glamour than sales results

—

have retreated. In the main, the
bankrollers who have been placing
orders the past few weeks are top
accounts, working through the
better agencies. And they’re using
local video because they know it
will do the job, salewise.
As happy as they are over the

present picture, the sales master-
minders recognize there’s still a
basic flaw. That is the fact TV. has
failed yet to score with the big
time department stores in the city.
•Hometown video has been used to
sell everything from Chicago Title

(Continued on page 35)

Al Pearce Gets

New Video Try
Al Pearce, who had a short sus-

taining daytime ride on CBS-TV
earlier this season, returns to the
x?”

1
? we

]
) June 30 in a new cross-

the-board morning show. He’ll
move into the 10:45 to 11 a.m.

nit?’ £fPlacJag CBS’ “Your Sur-
s

f
ore »’ which is -being- axed

almost a month’s exposure
witn no sponsor interest.

nrî
arce show earlier this year

'-from the Coast, which
an

.
he. was forced to take

the am there at 7:30 a.m. in order

Tnlv-? on the network at 10:30.

em-i°«
V
r

lat
c
e *hat

’ the new show will
emanate from 2S[. Y,

Header's Deepfreeze
Chicago, June 9. .

Mutual’s
, Gabriel Flatter picks

up a new sponsor June 20 when the
Deepfreeze- section of Motor Prod-
ucts Corp. buys into the Thursday
night segment of his . nightly 15*

hiinute newscast. Client is talcing

the full 534-station Mutual lineup.
Agency is Roche, . Williams Sc

Cleary.

Writers, Meggers

Threaten Strikes

Against Networks
Labor disputes are threatening

to flare up into two walkouts at
the networks. New York local of
the Radio-Television Directors
Guild will hold a strike meeting
tonight (Wed.) at the Hotel Eel-
mont-Plaza, following action by an
all-night membership session Fri-

day (6) which lasted until 4 a.m.
Meanwhile the Radio Writers Guild
set July 2 as strike deadline in ’its

hassle with the AM skeins.

RWG, which has been extending
its contract since last fall while
parleying with the chains, hit a

snag over its demand for a com-
mercial pool for news Writers and
the right of staffs scrlpters to own
properties they turn out in their

own time.
Friday’s RTDG meeting unani-

mously rejected the last proposal
by the radio and tele networks
and passed unanimously a volun-
tary strike fund assessment of one
week’s pay for each member, set

strike machinery in motion and
“reluctantly” granted the negoti-

ating committee permission to ex-

tend the contracts until tonight
(Wed.) at midnight., If no pact is

(Continued on page 35) *

BING & BOB’S 14fHR.

TELETHON JUNE 21
Bing Crosby makes his Tong-

awaited television debut June 21
as a partner with Bob Hope in a
14^j-hour telethon for the purpose
of raising funds for the American
Olympic Committee.
Duo will jointly emcee the show,

which is to be carried by both the
CBS-TV and NBC-TV networks.
It’ll take the air at 11 p.m. and
ride through until 1:30 the follow-
ing afternoon. Pickups of star tal-

ent are scheduled from both N. Y.
and Hollywood.

If there’s been no mad scramble
thus far tor grab off the sponsor-
ship of the National Collegiate
Athletic Assn/s “TV football
bundle,” it’* attributed to the fact’
that, under the NCAA’s formula
for a 12-game network showcas-
ing as revealed last week, it adds
up to the most costly package in
Video (or radio) annals.
The constantly mounting talent-

production-time costs for TV pro-
gramming are as' nothing compared
to the fabulous coin required for a
single sponsor to: latch on to the
12-game schedule. In contrast to
the money required for the ’52

grid spread, the Westinghouse
sponsorship of 'the NCAA-con-
trolled ’51 football pickups for an
approximate $1,400,000 assumes al-
most “piker” Status, r

All told it’s estimated that it

will cost about $4,000,000 for a
single sponsor to buy the NCAA
bundle. Considering that only a 12-
week season is involved, even the
Colgate $6,000,000 time-talent out-
lay for the Sunday night “Comedy
Hour” pales by comparison.
Time charges being what they

are on network TV, the- time as-
pect alone would run into $1,500,-
000 for the sponsor, on the basis
of two hours of telecast time. - The
rights for the collegiate clashes
would run an additional $1,500,000
(based on the formula promulgated
last season setting the fee at twice
the amount of an hour’s air time).
Add to that agency commissions,
cost of . commercials, plus the as-
sorted exploitation-promotion-ad-
vertising components, and an addi-
tional $1,000,000 Wopld be re-
quired.

Best guess is that one of the
major -TV networks will move in
and purchase the deal outright
from NCAA. This, in turn, will per-
mit 'the web to establish its own
sponsorship patterns to permit for
regional clients in the east, south,
midwest, west, etc. . The network
will probably turn in a handsome
profit that way. In addition it

would, save all parties concerned
the embarrassment of asking a
client if it wants to spend $4,000,-
000 for a 12-week sponsorship
deal.

NBC Cleve. Stations

Credited With Burying

Butcher Hatchet in Strike
Cleveland. June 10.

In a unique labor relations con-
fab, NBC’s twin o.&o. stations here,
WTAM and WNBK, brought to-
gether the two opposing sides in
a week-long butchers strike Sun-
day afternoon (8) for a half-hour
simulcast to present their argu-
ments to the public. Two factions
came to terms later that evening
and Mayor Thomas Burke, who
participated in the radio-TV show,
credited the program with help-
ing to settle the dispute.
With Sanford Markey, news edi-

tor of the two stations as modera-
tor, the show was aired from 2:30
to 3 p.m. Talks between union and
management had been stymied,
with no future confabs slated until
today (Tues.). During the simul-
cast, the union disclosed that it had
made a last-hour offer that manage-
ment had rejected a week previ-
ously. Mayor asked both sides to
accept that offer as the basis for
a new -contract, and it was on that
point that they finally reached an
agreement. .

In commenting on the show,
Mayor Burke said that it marked
an unusual method of bringing to

the public the fact of the strike,

adding that TV could be a power-
ful factor in future strike negotia-
tions unless both sides have strong
cases. “I question whether the
weaker side In a dispute would
permit a TV appearance where the
public could see and hear for it-

self the facts involved,” he de-
clared. The union placed video
receivers in its meeting hall, where
a special membership meet
watched the proceedings.

Calm WIND
Chicago, June 10.

WIND, the Ralph Atlaw-mah-
aged indie, ha* come up with
something of a record In these
days of hectic staff. turnovers.
The station has justThad It*

first sales staff change in six

years.
Quentin Sturn move* from

the accounting department to
the selling crew, replacing Don
Balsamo who. has joined
Wright Sc Assoc, ad agency.

On Radio Show

Despite the fact that radio's fall

selling season is only now starting

and that a number of potential

sponsors are waiting to learn

whether the networks will be able
to institute their proposed night-
time' rate cuts, CBS Radio as of
now has 89% as much of its fall

nighttime schedule sold as the ac-
tual number of commercial hours it

broadcast at the start of last fall’s

^season In September. Daytime
picture is even better, and the
other .networks are also progress-
ing smoothly saleswise.

Citing the figure as further proof
that radio is far from being a dead
advertising medium, CBS Ra\Uo
sales veepee John Karol Jsaid that
it’s actually conservative, since it

does not include time sold to politi-

cal parties and candidates, a num-
ber of time slot switches by vari-

ous bankrolled, etc. He pointed
out that the web sales staff still

has all of June, July and August
to continue its selling efforts and
predicted that, while CBS may not
mdteh its peak billings record for
next season, it will still rack up. a
healthy year.

It’s been reported that CBS,
along with other nets, has held out
the lure of many incentives to get
sponsors to sign on for rides this

summer and next fall. Karol didn’t
go into that phase of the picture
but stated that the primary objec-
tive of CBS during the upcoming
season would be to restore net-

work broadcasting' to the position
it once had—of advertisers consid-
ering radio as their best buy and
coming, in to stake out their holds
on cream time franchises. Instead
of participation shows, rotating
sponsorships, tandem operations
and similar gimmicks, Karol said,

it’s time to “get back to selling the
best possible time periods to the

(Continued on page 36)

f Question of whether radio and
television network* have the right
to determine, for ’ themselves
whether all political parties and
candidates are entitled to fequal
time on the air may soon be set-
tled in court. Progressive Party;
asserting the net* have refused t*
give it* upcoming convention' th;*
same amount of coverage they/r*
devoting, to. the Republican' and
Democratic conventions, ha* threat-
ened to take the fight to court, on
the grounds that the broadcasters
have violated both FCC regulation*
and the Corrupt Practices Act.

In s answer to insistent demands,
by C, B, Baldwin, the .Progressives’
campaign manager, the nets have
maintained that they have no obli-
gation to grant time to any politi-
cal group except on the basis* of
the group's .newsworthiness. Net
execs claim it’s impossible for
them to develop pool, coverage for
the Progressives, since their pool
Equipment .is already committed
to the GOP and Demo conclaves.

.

On an individual network basis,
each has agreed to devote 15 min-
utes to the entire Progressive con-
vention,

t t<f cover the candidate’s
acceptance speech, on the assump-
tion „that the speech will be the
only newsworthy . event.

Baldwin, a former top exec of
the Progressive Citizens of Amer-
ica, managed Henry Wallace’s cam-
paign in the 1948 election. It’s his
assumption that the nets devoted
considerable time to the ’48 Pro-
gressive Party convention, This
year, he said, the Progressives
have the balance of power in sev-
eral states, which should make
their meet even more newsworthy
than in ’48. He cited a Corrupt
Practices Act ruling, which pro-
hibits any corporation from con-
tributing anything of value to po-
litical parties. Since Philco, West-
inghouse and Admiral are sponsor-
ing Republican and Democratic
convention coverage on NBC, CBS
and ABC, respectively, he contend*
they are therefore contributing
funds to the parties and so are
violating the ruling.

PP convention is slated for the
National Auditorium, Chicago,
July 4-6, preceding both the GOP
and Demo conclaves, which are
both to be held in Chi’s Interna-
tional Amphitheatre. (PP candi-
date, incidentally, is Vincent Hal-

continued on page 34)
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NEW CANCELLATION ON

GARRY MOORE TV SHOW
Garry Moore show, once the

pride of CBS-TV’s daytime opera-
tion, took it on the chin from an-
other sponsor this week when
O’Cedar notified the web it was
checking off the Monday 2:15 to

2:30 segment after the June 20
broadcast. With 14 of the possible

20 quarter-hour segments per week
now available, it’s expected that

the web will trim the show from
its present hour format to a half-

hour.
Show,, aired cross-the-board from

1:30 to 2:30 p.m., represented $6,-

000,000 in annual billings to CBS-.
TV when it was SRO last fall. As
of now, the first quarter-hour is

sustaining Monday through Thurs-
day; the 1:45 to 2 segment is open
cross-the-board; the 2 to 2:15 seg-
ment is sustaining. Monday, Tues-
day, Wednesday and Friday, and
O’Cedar's cancellation opens - up
the first avalability in the final

quarter-hour*

Of Radio Sponsors
CBS Radio, continuing its re-

newed sales activity, this week
wrapped up two news sponsors for

as many shows and pacted with
another to expand its present five-

minute showcase from ,a once-
weekly basis to six weekly.
New bankrollers are Sonotone,

which picked uo the 10 to 10:15
a.m. segment of the Arthur God-
frey morning show on three days
weekly, and General Foods, which
signed to bankroll Bob Trout’s 10
to 10:05 p.m., newscasts on Thurs-
days, Saturdays and Sundays. Toni,
for its White Rain and Prom prod-
ucts, bought the 4 to 4:05 p.m.
cross-the-board period for “It Hap-
pens Every Day,” the Arlene
Francis*Bill Cullen chit-chat show
which it had sponsored previously
on Saturdays only from 1:25 to
1:30 p.m. Saturday stanza will
continue. —
Godfrey segment had previously

been bought two days weekly by
Frigidaire, with Sonotone now tak-
ing the other three. Frigidaire will
go the simulcast route on its deal,

but Sonotone is sticking to radio
exclusively, meaning that CBS-TV
must find another bankroller to
pick up those three days. Open
slot on the Godfrey show becam*
available when Chesterfield re-
cently decided to trim its repre-
sentation on the program from A
half-hour to 15 minutes.
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Whitley* fiar*h Selby, 7BVi®*
Kittc; .Dan CebbcriJ, i«nev«ee*i

Leith' Steve**,' want '

,
Producer-director: Norman Mte-

WrTtif?#: Henry Lee, Richard

Pedleinl ^ „A ,

30 Min«^ Thur#., &30 .JM8-

CBS^from Hollywood ’

.Continuing its Thursday night.

kin *r«h, Mary J.h* Croft, Harry

Vo* Zell, *ther# •

Writer#: Al Schwari*. SIR*** *

Director-Producer: Al Sehwkrt*

36 Mins/, Sun., 8 p.m.*

Sustaining - (

CBS, from Hollywood

•If It's axiomatic that a comedian

is as funny as his material* then

Frank Fontaine and CBS had bet-

ter start setting their sights bn a

LUX MOV* Of lOMAKCf ANp
• MYSTERY - •

;

* ‘
-

.

*

(Romance) (Br*adw»y# ML.R«6})
With Ben* Wright, Georgia BUI#?

' Larry Thor, •ikon, '

Producer*.Dtreet©r*; Nonukn Mar-
donnelh Elliot Xjewi#

Writet#: Anthony Ellis; Mortin
Fine, Pavid Frledkln

66 Mins.; Mon., 6 p.m.
LEVER BROS.
CBS,' from Hollywood

<J. Waiter
L
-Thompson)

Lever Bros, has this two-ply for-

WHO GOES THERE? - DECEMBER BRIDE
With Leon Poarfen, Henry C, €**- vWith Spring Bylngton, H«1 MareR*.

sidy, others; John C am.**•>*
Swayne, .nsrrstor

‘

Producer; Joseph Meyer#
Writer-director: Jwk Gerber*

36 Min#.; Fri., »:?6 p.an.
*

NBC, from N.Y.
NBC proved once more radio’s

unique power in documentary news

ton, Hen# Courted,

,, .Johnr Brown
Doris
Alan Re

Writers: ReRlmn jShtp, Phil Sharp
Producer-director:' Parke Levy
36 Mine.; Sun,, 7 >m.
Sustaining
CBS, front Hollywood
What is described, by .a CBS pub-

family- situation

couple
,

of sharp scribing; hoys. mat .riding set
;
f<^r dve wje^. in

CBS’ attempt tp..groom Fontaine whodunitseries, into the *9:30 to 10 place .of ‘‘Lu:* Hadlo ; Theatre,

for the bigtime in the comedy slot
' immediately following the First half caters, to the rpman-

fiweenstakes-Is a commendable one., long-running
t

“Mr. Chameleon.
tjcauy inclined and the second

It’s some years smee radio has put show, while similar to most other,
portion aimed at the whodunit

its best f(k)t forward in projecting whodunits on the. air, differs ^ Although -both entries on the.

a standupcomic Into the limelight, slightly in that the crime*solver is
first go (2) we^e* patently from the

nd Fontaine, since his graduation a retired criminal judge, who “let's-keep-the-costs-down 'School

from the ranks of -the ’‘Original draws on Ms long experience be-
0fv thought,, they had all the. stand-

Amateur . Hour” contingent, has hind the bench to help police track ard ingredients that have been en

made healthy strides. He’s been down the culprits.
# ...

circuiting the major radio-TV xhis, make#- for a welcome
shows in recent years as a guestar change from the

with his unquestionably, funny and slcuths and should give this series
....

peculiar brand of zanyism- and a mn more class. But, judging reefed a typical “it can’t, happen
trademarked characterizations

f^.Qiri the preem last Thursday night here” spy yarn. Formula tale, had
(reminiscent Of the Red Skelton ^ this one must ,

depend for its an English schoolmaster getting
school.) . impact on the quality of its script- enmeshed with a sexy femme fa-'

But even as Skelton's Willie ing, rather than on the personality tale while ori a Monte Carlo sab

trapping • a fairi-steed bunch of ;
ra-

dio tuners for these many years.

“Romance” half-hour—sort of a

soap opera with muscles—un-

batlcal, Gal is trying to deliver* a
message to Ankara, supposedly fftr

the Turkey war office, but after a

chase through Italy the pair is cap-

tured by a British intelligence
v
rep.

' "
‘ young lady is real-

Lumplump, etc., • Fontaine’s Fred 0f its lead character. And, while

Frump and John L. C. Sllvoney last week’s plot started well, it

portrayals,' funny as they may be s00n deteriorated into trite sit-

" the first and second time out, will ..nations and dialog, all of which

be mighty difficult to. sustain lack- led hp to a contrived climax. Idem
„ „

ing more sharp, brittle writing ma- tity of the killer Aught not have it turns out the _

terial, Particularly, too, in the in- been telegraphed; but the unmask- iy a spy for the “other side.” Rou-
between segments when Fontaine j^g certainly came as no surprise. tine stuff, but Ben Wright as the

is forced to Play it straight. The
. Writers Henry Lee and Richard Britisher and Georgia Ellis as the

kind of material he was handed. imbued their script with female spy gotjgood mileage out

by the usually gifted Al Schwartz
stock mysterioso characters, in- of the Anthony Ellis script,

and Si Rose on last Sunday s (8
) ciuding the harassed police lieu- “Broadway’s My Beat” offered

preem (a baby-sitting problem, a ^ - - - ^ y - - r

major kilocycle attraction.
^ ^cst. ^Cast, with John Dehner in evolved around a psycho wife, a

All the other accoutrements ap- the title role and Larry Dobkin as murdered hubby, and- dittoed lover.

>eared to be there. The 8 o’clock the lieutenant, did well in their Seems the “tired of it all’ husband
Jabbath period, vacated by Coca- characterizations. Best part of the hired a pro guriman to .purge his

Cola and Edgar Bergen, is as stanza', though, was the production- bird-brained frau. But the tor-:

choice as they come. Considering direction work of Norman Mac- pedo and the lady .find they have
the sustaining auspices, veepcc dorinell,’ Although the announcer’s a lot in common,, so he eliminates

Lester Gottlieb has ordered some bridging of the scenes was often the old man and theh. she in turn,

fancy production trappings to vest overdone, Macdonnell, through shoots him. Mortin Fine ahd Pa-

th© stanza- with qualitative ele-- ciever use of sound effects and
ments. Helen O’Connell, both on 0ther production .accoutrements,
the vocalistics and .in the comeuy made the story almost visible,

banter division, acquitted herself CBS has Leith Stevens compos-
ing and conducting special music
for the series. StaL

admirably. Harry Von Zell, span-

ning announcing to foil guy and
situation comedy second-lead, was
his usual capable self. Even Fon-
taine’s kids (he’s, got eight in -all)

J
ot in their licks for some laughs.

,ud Gluskin’S : orch was an asset

all the way through.
Fortified -with more standout

writing, the new Fontaine show
may yet make it. Rose.

vid Friedkin’s Script was suspense
ful and the affair moved along at a
good pace. *

;

;

Blurbs plugged the current Lux
mail contest. Pave.

reporting with the first hi a four- licity release a#- a fami .

part series on the problems of Eu-' comedy” on Sunday ($1 moved into

ropean rearmament aired last the time slot vacated by the sum-
Friday .night (6). Ponb as a series mer hiatus of the Jack Benny show,

of off-the-cuff trans-oceanic hud- Starring Spring Byingftm, this new
dies between Leon Pearson, NBC arrival is tagged. P e.cc m b ex
Commentator sent to Enrone for BrWe.-' Mtt# ‘

the purpose, and Henry C. Cassidy, ing—at least on, the basis of /the •

the web’s news and special events preem.:For the,program concerned

chief in N.Y;, the pre&m stanza pin- a couple married eight years, and

pointed with telling .impact the the mother-in-law who comes to

grave and multitudinous barriers visit them. .

now confronting .pot only the XJ.S.
, Scripters Reiihen Ship/land Phil

hut NATO in their efforts to build s^arp tossed the mother-m-law
a bulwark iii Europe against pos- gags . around to a fare-thee-well.

sible Soviet aggression. Judging But the piece-de-resistance came
from the initialer, this series Could near the finale when the widowed
well be the standout show of its ^mom-in-law is pinched on' suspi-

kind this year, from the standpoint ctem of theft. She was caught with *

of both pertinence and quality of her hand in a jeweler’s showcase
production. when returning a ring thought to

Format had John Cameron Sway- have been stolen by her finance,

ze, as narrator, letting listeners in The arrest prompted her to con-

on NBC’s thinking on the show by fe$s: “Im a shy^filly from Detroit

tuning into a confab in N.Y, be- who took it on the lambchop so I

tween Pearson and Cassidy, in wouldn’t he grilled,

which it was decided that Pearson Above quote is <a fair sample of
should take a tape-recording crew the show’s. zapy dialog. Whether a
to Europe to get the lowdown on dialer consider# it uproariously
the rearmament of Germany, the funny or downright silly will de-
present attitude of the average Eu- pend upon the individual frame of
ropeans to U.S. attempts to lead mind. At any rate .

Spring Bylng-
the fight against the Soviet threat,, ton is her usual delightful- self as
etc.. Then Swayze cut in on' the the mother-in-law^ Hal.March and
talks between Pearson, in Europe, Doris Singleton are okay. as the
and Cassidy, in' N.Y;,

- conducted COuple and capable support is pro-
over the web’s “cue channel,” an vided by Hans Conried, Alan Reed
RCA transoceanic line. • and. John Brown, * In. short, the

. During the talks, Pearson pre- stanza adds up to unpretentious,

viewed for Cassidy the' stuff he hot-weather fare. G .

had recorded in each spot he vis-
’ '

ited. Through deft scripting, the PT AVc
continuity held.tigh^ all the way SSJaSA?®
and the on-the-scene interviews 1 ;

Pearson, held, with American and
French' army officers; French peas-
ants, a Paris newspaper editor and
^others, all ' accompanied by actual

background noises, made for • ab-

sorbing .listening. Where Pearson
could not gain ‘the interviews ; he
wanted, he recorded his own views
on tape at each scene and played

With Burress Meredith, Maureen
Stapleton, others; John Chap-
man,. hot

Producer: William Welch
Director: Ed King
<0 Mins.; Sun., 6:36 p.m.
Sustaining •

NBC, from New York -i

Radio again showed its power to

entertain in * “Best Plays,” a series

POLITICAL SIZEUP
With Edward P. Morgan
Producer: CBS Radio New#
Writer: Morgan
18 Min#,; Mon., 11:15 p.m.
Sustaining
CBS, from New York

SCHENECTADY ‘BASEBALL
With George Miller, Ed Lange
TOBIN packing CO.

.

WPTR; Albany
WRTR has a new team in George

Miller, sports director, and Ed
!
Lange, former Siena College ba3e-

PORTRAIT OF A CITY
r' 2$ Min#.; W©d., 10:35 p.m.

NBC, from Rochester, N. Y.

This new series on the politico ball-basketball star, performing a&Uho*«1o* tato tht do- competent plw-by-play this Reason
’ of Schenectady Eastern League club

games for a new sponsor, Tobin

Packing co. Miller paired with an

tails of the electoral machinery and
_ _ _ the men involved in it. Edward P.

With “Portrait of a City,” NBC Morgan, who handle? it solo, has

aims to make listeners better ac- ^ies^n^has done ^somef travelr otiier Partner* under different ac-
quainted with the web’s key af-

ing in the past ,few months, getting
oCK^watt

1

WPTR
L
foi*

g
the

1

1952
filiate communities. Transcribed background for the airer, which

efenment
W
after serving for two

programs are handled entirely by ,n- mr” ?s WROW sport® director
the local outlets in interpreting the f01

^.
atr^

firtt thrt?eedtelons ‘

he’s and working last winter on broad-

"personality” and beat of the
j

purveying results^^of the primaries, fffts^ ot:
Siena

^
basketball JoMests

“d •thus
l

Broadway legiters which kicked off

Sunday (8). The vehicles are being
taken from the. “Best Plays” col-

lections started by the late Burhs

for the listeners.

Sonic of the material he dug up
and his own observations.. must
have been startling to listeners who
g ean their news from a quick scan- Mantle and now edited by John
Mng of the daHy headlines. An Chapman, drama critic of the New
unidentified French officers obser- York Daily News. -Chapman- is on
X??°n that; his country simply han<J as host-narrator. . His cbm-
didn’t have the manpower to - con- ments are brief( but pointed. He
tinpe their fight in Indo-China and noted • for example, that the N.Y.
ajs° M1M1 then* required role m Drama critics Circle was formed
the NATO forces* for example,

#
or in 1935—and that its first selection

the American officer’s prediction was “Winterset,” the offering on
•that French stalling tactics .would .tbe preem; .

delay completion of an airbase un- mi,..
der construction until 1955* must , Th#%

V
Sarvhave pi*oyed shocking., Pearson,

wnue lurmsning nis personal view rHv^nvtn* truth »r»rl
points as he traveled from area to

area in France, refrained from any
unnecessary editorializing. Withal,
the show scored a definite plus for

towns. Whether such a setup can
achieve success within the limita-

tions of 25 minutes is questionable,

to judge by the initialer. Roches-
ter, via WHAM, emerged as just

another burg despite its important
position as an upstate N. Y. com-
mercial-industrial metropolis.

Station’s choice of devoting
about four-fifths of its allotment
to boosting the Eastman School of

Music was great for that renowned
institution but the city itself

seemed lost in thd shuffle.

Forepart, running about five

minutes, was a series of quickies
in an attempt' to establish the
city’s individuality in terms of per-

sons and things. Opening voices
were those of grandnieces of Susan
B. Anthony, world famed Roch-
ester native who helped to secure
the vote for her sex. Rabbi Philip
Bernstein followed in a quote from
article on him in Life mag re hu-
man rights, segueing into a too
rapid briefie on the U. of Roches-
ter’s contributions to atomic ener-

gy research. Then came intro of
the oldest living veteran of the
Civil War, aged 110, who was em-
barrassingly exploited by being
obliged to sing a phrasing from
“Old Oaken Bucket” which was
more on the side of fun-poking
than respect for an old soldier.

For the music school dramatiza-
tion, Dr. Howard Hansen, director
of the institution, batonned its

chorus and symphony orch in

“Centennial Ode,” composed by
him last year to celebrate the
anni. The music was dramatic
enough, and sometimes sweeping
and* heroic, but the interpolated
narrative sounded at times like ;

July 4 oration, being also overly
fastidious in enunciation and
somewhat pedestrian in text. While
its cultural significance was
pointed, there should have been
more of a ride for the city itself,

ij i 5 i >
' c Z'TflV"

he boxscore*. on delegates,' the
mood of the voters and some his-

orlcal angles. He has a non-par-

via WXKW, This is his first steady
baseballcasting.

The duo give a 'clear and reson-
1^- 9 J* _ # i.1

father and to discover truth and
justice, in a yam based on the
Sacco-iYanzettl case, still packs a
wallop. In spots the tragedy seems
to come from fate,' rather than

KENTUCKY BLASTERS

MULL ‘TV CRISIS’

.isan approach and an understand- ably unbiased accounts of the

able delivery. Broadening the scope games, live in Schenectady and in

to the minority parties’ role in the Albany (when the former appear
campaign, anaylsis of the candi- here)—and recreated for the other
dates* backgrounds, supporters and six road cities. Miller possesses 'one

policies and other general material of the vital voices heard in Capitol
will help put over this program for District radio, although it occa-
the more literate dialer, Bril. sionally becomes thin. Lange’s

voice is less zingy and his approach
quieter, but he has a sound grasp
of the national pastime. Airing of
several Schenectady-Albany games
struck a neat balance, when heard.

Jaco,
l

Louisville, June 10.

Clinic on methods of serving ad- STAN KENTON CONCERTS
vertisers and the public was held 25 Mins.; Tues., 10:30 p.m.
Thursday .(5) at opening session of Sustaining
the spring meeting of the Ken- NBC, from Kitchener, Ontario
tucky Broadcasters Assn. The Although Stan Kenton was re-
group met Thursday-Friday (5-6) garded as a maverick in musical
in Louisville. Chairman of ,

the circles some five or six yea,’rs ago,

clinic was S. A. Cisler, Jr., of his “progressive” style is now a

WKYW, Louisville. Others on the well established.idiom with a con-

panel were James Brownell, slderable following. Via these NBC
WLEX, Lexington; Arthur Eiler- P^kups from his band s current

man, WZIP, . Covington; Walter country,

Gteon
S

’wLBG' lo^Gr'S-nT “co^hfh ‘should
brand of modern music an inter-

vid Hichbaugh, WHIR, Danville; esting off-beat offering even if they
Ernest Lackey, WHOP, Hopkins- can’t take it as a steady diet.

Pain’tevUil
Avno^ sivert* WSIP, Kenton, who handles <the com-ramisvme. mentary on. these sfi^ws with cul-?

Jack Younts, exec secretary of tivated speech mannerisms, has forr
the North Carolina Broadcasters matted each stan?a. as. a -“Concert
Assn., warned the delegates* at- the In Miniature.” On the teeoff piek-
Frlday (6 ) meeting that radio faces UP from the Memorial -Gardens in

a crisis caused by its “little Kitchener, Ontario, the band pre-
brother” TV and airers must run sented a couple of Kenton’s trade-

their stations in the public interest dissonances, with trumpets

or cease to exist. Younts said, “Our *op registers, and one

It \n^ trombone sideman and arranger.
°5 U

! j
iu

!
<J sto8Sing it out. ais0 jntroed one of his improviseR e are dependent on the public for tions for l'he band with an amusing

our very existence, and it is the .ultra-highbrow doubletalking. rou-
ppblic we pleas^L , j n | tine. .

- n .. • nHsm- 1

NBC’s public service and news pres- “°Jr^7^+: inf nver-dm+nHnn -FtiYi>+irmc Stal from human motivations, but over-
entation* functions. *W.

aU it
.

g a potent piece &f play-

YOTJR KEY TO HEALTH
With Ben Grauer, Jane Froman
Producer; Wade Arnold
Director: Fred .Welghe
Writera-researchers: Eleanor Gard

iner, Harry Olesker
15 Mins., Sat., 5:45 p.m.
NBC, from N.Y.
Medical and scientific' progress

with a few scattered health hints
make the basis for this 15-minute
session wliich NBC is presenting in

cooperation with the Health In-
formation Foundation. While the
basic material admittedly' is far
from inspiring, even Ben Grauer’s
excellent voice and smooth delivery
failed to:make it an interesting seg-
ment. Perhaps the main fj^ult is

that Jane Froham has so little to
do or say. She sits across the table
from Grauer but has hardly more
than three lines while he carries
the ball.

Program concentrated on the
“Jimmv” Fund Hospital, the can-
cer establishment for children in
Boston. It introed the story of a
little girl in Boston who was given
only a few, weeks to live, with
Grauer asking if Miss Froman re-
called the story. She did; so he
related the story pf the youngster
who still- is • alive 38 months later.

Description of the hospital and its

work constituted a great plug for
the work of the Variety - Club in
Boston,, which conceived this spe
cial kind of medical institution for
youngsters suffering from the dis-
ease. Purposes of the Health In
formation Service and the Social
and Economic Research in Health
were expounded. Grauer, however,
was more successful with his do
scription of the “Jimmy” Fund
Hospital as he took a verbal tour
of the establishment.
Program needs more showman-

niship. il •, Wear.

wrlghting. It made a good initial-

er, since it is remembered from
the filmization also. Burgess Mere-
dith, star of the legiter as well as
the\ pic, did an excellent, sensitive
jo'b as the avenging son. Maureen
Stapleton was also ‘sock as his1 sim-
ilarly ill-starred lover. Supporting
cast also contributed to a highly
listenable hour. Bril.

VISITING DISK JOCKEYS
With Gil Henry
90 Mins., Sat., 2:30 pin.
PLOUGH, INC.
WOR, from New York

(Lake, Spico & Shurrruin)
Although New York’s airlanes

already are overloaded with plat-

ter spinners, WOR has programmed
a new 13-week series which im-
ports out-of-town deejays for a 90-

minute wax session. Station’s aim,
is seems, is to acquaint its listeners
with the hinterland d.j. and the
music he spins. For those who
don’t get enough of Gotham’s
platter spinning airers, program
offers an hour and a half of solid
disking, but for those who want to
compare the hinterland platter
pilots’ technique ajjid the kind of

music they spin with the New York
d.j. fraternity, program is a dis-

appointment. The hit disks' are
the samd thc country

1 over as is

the warm, friendly spiel of. the
jockey.

On the opening .show... Saturday.
(7), the visiting d.j’. was..Gil Henry
of KING, Seattle, His .make man-
ner was poised and. assured. He
carried off his long stint with ease,

kept his gab at a minimum and
had a tasteful variety of disks- to

spin. The waxings ranged from
the hit vocals to the fave standards.

Plough’s drug products were
plugged a bit too often but they

came ‘across, with; 4mpftct, . .Gras; / •
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Eddie Cantir closed out ills $ea-"

. \TT.n rrntr.-
c&non NBC-TV's "Colgate Comedy
Hour" Sunday night (8) by basing

most of the stagj* «•«

wedding anni of him and his wife,

Ida. Mrs: >C., who's appeared on

the show from time to time dur-

ing the last few seasons, had her

biggest speaking, part on this one

(about two ‘lines) ahd, with her

husband and - announcer. Harry

Von Zell sparkling the dialog, made
out well. After a neatly-contrived

entry in which the couple stepped

out of the centre of an - oversized

wedding cake, Danny rru

vein, bowing in with a Rachmani-
noff prelude by the deft two-piano
Gearharts, with latter then joining
chorus and Arch for a ride on
Alone Together" which fronted

the nifty choreo of Nadine Gae and
Marc Breaux in a romantic, misty
setting. Choral "Peace in the Val-
ley” served as polished windup.

Trau.

"IPs Worth Knowing:" on WCBS-
TV s (N. Y.) offered an . informa-
tive and' interesting sesion on al-

weaums ^ Thomas coholism Saturday (7), and al-

came out in. a surprise guesting though 45 minutes *were devoted
. . Trio cfncfA tft fhft IVtAKn ..ill
to walk Ida. off ' the stage while to the subiect there was still

her husband took oyer the show, plenty of provocative questions
She returned. for the finale to ac- left to explore. But, as moderator
comp Cantor on a traveling piano Edward Stasheff observed, the pro-
while he sang her theme song grams purpose is to stimulate
"Ida.” t „ thought, not to provide all the
Show was one of the better Can- answers.

wr cantatas of the season, with This particular session started
guests Kay .Starr and Pat O’Brien with a general kickaround of the
adding to the fun and entertain- problems of- alcoholism, with a
ment. Despite' a preponderance of psychiatrist, a prison warden and

-*.»««* ...At**.** a member of Alcoholics Anonyr
mous participating. Introductory
segment was followed by an En-
cyclopedia Britannica Films reel
on the case-history of an alcoholic.
Celluloid insert was effectively
done and provided subject matter
for further discussion. The gab
underlined the point that compul-
sive drinking is a disease, gener-
ally caused by emotional problems,
and that public recognition of it
as a illness, with more funds for
research, and facilities, would
help stamp out this national prob-
lem.
The member of AA was Jeept hid-

den In a wing chair, the camera
catching only his hands, cigaret
and notes. He contributed little
to the discussion, despite his first-
hand experience with the illness,
and the idea of keeping him in-
cognito tended to defeat the con-
cept that alcoholism is a disease.
It added to the misconception that
the alcoholic is a social pariah,
rather than a victim to be helped.
Shots of his hands were distract-
ing, not revealing. Warden wasn't
too articulate, but the psychiatrist
proved an excellent panelist.

Bril.

— M ' ^ W ~ — — — — —

sfervicemen In the. studio audience,

the comedian didn’t, overplay to

them, Only concession their way
was a short GI sketch ’featuring

Tom D’Andrea and Hal March and
their socko lines, delivered with
surefire comedy tuning, made this

one plenty palatable to the entire

viewing audience. O'Brien was
Cantor’s passenger in his Maxie
the Taxi routine and scored with
his fun-making, capping it with
some surprising Ylddishisms and
a well-thrushed duet ‘With Cantor
on George M. Cohan'r “Harrigan.”

MisS Start"' impressed
.
yvith her

singing in her solo spot; but hit]

real paydirt in the cavalcade of hit
tunes cleffed by five standout com-
posers, which Cantor used to wind
the show. Composer*,

,
each seated

at liis

'

6wir' piano', Included Harty
Akst, Jimmy McHugh, Harry Ruby,
Jay Livingston and Naclo Herb
Brown. Number' of top hits "this
quintet has turned out could natu-
rally have formed the background
for a couple of hours' show but
Cantor fed viewer* jiist enough to
leave' ’em wanting more. Tenor
Johnny Dugan joined the comic
and Miss Starr in singing their
tunes. Moppet Sharon Baird was
also spotted in the. finale for a
fast-paced terp routine.- Stal,

The live-day (2-8) run given
"Within The Law" on WOR-TV’s
"Broadway TV Theatre” was no
testimony to the quality of the pro-
duction. It should’ve closed open-
ing night. It's a cross-the-board
series, however, so the station’s:
dialers were stuck with it. Sloppy
thesping and dull directorial-cam-
era work added up to an embarras-
sing viewing experience.
The play, of course, wasn’t a

dramatic gem, and wa* marred by
slipshod efforts in front * of and
behind the camera. Drama dates
back, to a 1912 Broadway legit ver-
sion and the dialog and plot show
its age. With some video savvy,
however, producer Warren 'Wade’s
staffers could have made it into a
more palatable affair,

'

centers ,on heroine
Mary Turner, who's been wrongly
accused of theft by her boss. After
completing a three-year stretch,
femme returns to the big city seek-
ing vengeance. Gets involved with
a slick mob ‘and manages to deliver
a revenge haymaker by 'marrying
her ex-boss son. At final -curtain,

+u
V
r?

le? -really committed
tne theft she was sent up for and
she realizes that she married the

S
°P,

not for revenge—but for

ha'X'i
^ 3 that was

hardly worth bringing back.
jn this videopus were

mnL. Broadway TV Theatre” fa-

Jtola Montez, Wendy
'r

Kingsley, Orson
tnn

n
’ Robert Shackle-X and W. O. McWaters. Their

the dn^S?
W
!f

e below as was
aid

d
^’iirection of Richard Lukin
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Sideshows, dis-
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Errors, etc., were all over

Ac Fun KU«»< effect, litlcal observers." Next Rope
show jSvU^

c
^an»?er last- third, cast, incidentally, is set for

' swltched:sharply to a-wnartev. -25. .m- *
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WHERE THE PEOPLE STAND
With Vermont ' Royster, Robert
Kennedy, Harry Ashmore; Elmo
Roper, moderator

Producer: Ad Schneider
Director: Martin Hoade
30 Mins.; Wed., 11 pjtn.

Sustaining
NBC-TV, from New York

In line with building its pre-elec-

tion coverage, NBC-TV preemed
"Where the People Stand” Wed-
nesday (4). Half-hour program
has a pan?l formiat with pollster

Elmo Roper presiding as modera-
tor, factotum or what-have-you.

For the initialer he cited figures

from a public opinion survey, then
quizzed his guests as to their re-

action.

, Panel participants included Ver-
mont Royster of the Wall St. Jour-
nal; Robert Kennedy, Chicago Sun-
Times, and Harry Ashmore, Ar-
kansas Gazette. ‘ Trio was chosen
to represent “.different political
viewpoints and regions of the
country.”

. Question before the
group was "Is this going to be a
Democratic or Republican* year?”
On the whole it was ah interest-

ing session although the average
newspaper reader no doubt felt
that he was learning nothing he
didn't know already. In quoting
from his opinion surveys, Roper
came up with an occasional gem
such as "50% is the maximum
strength of the Republicans ... if

they're to succeed they , must win
some voters who previously voted
Democratic.” How obvious can
you get?

Panel generally agreed that for-
eign policy, corruption in govern-
ment and' the high cost of living
would be among the campaign's
major issues. In discussing cor-
ruption, Royster declared that the
people think the best thing to do
is "throw the rascals out.” Ash-
more, an adherent of the Demo-
cratic camp, discounted corruption
in the present administration but
nevertheless called it an. "impor-
tant, Secondary issue.”

As the Presidential campaign
warms up, "Where -the People
Stand” can be a fine sounding
board to help viewers catch the
political drift. Wednesday’s show
was only a fair start. The gen-
eralities of today will be replaced
by a definite election pattern in
weeks to come which. If nothing

OUR HUMAN RESOURCES
/With Harriet Gordon, Wilfred C.

Leiand, Amos Delnard/ Raymond
W. Canon, etc.

Producer-director: Dick Stevens
Writers: Wesley Francis & Leland [.Director: Greg Garrison

the ni,r oV 1 'lc-' were all over weeks to come which, if nothing

groun/^„ Glee club and terping else, will help stop the . hedging
liokev Pitching the and bush-beating of "veteran po-
a/*.!"1 ^tth telling effect. BHeal observers 'N7*Yt Tl/m^r +«*>1*»-
•AS Pace obaTiar*v 1... a-i.j

Next Roper tele
set for June

Gilb. (

$• Mins.; Sat, (7), 4 p.m.
Sustaining
WTCN-TV, Minneapolis
.Marking the fifth anni of the

founding of the Minneapolis Fair
Employment Practices Commission
(Minneapolis was the first Ameri-
can city to establish such a body
and has taken the lead ip -this
field), "Our Human Resources,” a
playlet reconstructing one of it$*|

typical first cases of employment
discrimination, its action^ in the
matter and the outcome, made for
good TV human interest drama
that also revealed other • accom-
plishments in removing tlie barri-
ers- of racial, religious and color
prejudice among employers. Dur-
ing the playlet’s course, a tolerance
message was gotten across effec-
tively.

A good script job by Wesley
Francis and W. C. Leland, Jr.,

the latter the commisssion’s
secretary; WTCN-TV staffer Dick
Stevens’ able ‘ producing and
directing chore, and the fadt
that the five commission - mem-
bers, appointed by the mayor and
serving without pay, as well as
Leland, proved photogenic and
satisfactory actors, made for suc-
cess. On its part, WTCN-TV merits
a back pat for a meritorious public
service.

The reconstructed case was that
of a young woman, well played by
Harriet Gordon, who had. been
refused employment after filling
out an application which required
her to state her religion, although
she plainly was qualified for :the
position. In the first scene, she
made her crthplaint to the secre-
tary. Later scenes realistically
portrayed the commission- at work,
discussing the case add deciding
upon procedure. A member is

appointed to call upon the em-
ployer and show him the light.

In facing the problem of discrim-
ination, it was brought out that the
commission aims have been to
impress upon employers that a
civic goal'should be to promote the
full use of available skills and to
puremployment on a merit basis.
The discussions revealed what a
fair employment policy should be
and how

.
the commission has

sought to correct certain employ-
ers’ misconceptions and fears, to
put employers in touch with organ-'
izatipns that will aid them in
carrying out fair employment
practices, to try to overcome prej-
udice and build community good
will, and to guide reluctant em-
ployers into contact with others
who have had "favorable experience
in such matters.
.
Background music was employed

•effectively iii several instances and
the passage of five years of time
was' ingeniously indicated prior to
the final scene in 1952. In this
scene the commission reviewed the
happy outcome of the case in
question and discussed Minneapolis
-employers’ present ^attitude.

The impression left with the
audience was that while fair em-
ployment laws have not proved
entirely effective in many cities

the local method of dealing with
the problem has '’brought » fine
results and that people of all races,
religions and color here are, for
the most part, getting a fair em-
ployment shake now, thanks to
employers’ cooperation with the
commission. Rees.

SATURDAY NIGHT DANCE
PARTY -

With- Jerry Lester,, Ray Aiffheny
- orcji; guests
Writers: Rita Llben, George Simon

Producers: George McGarrett, Hal
Janis

$0 Mins.; Sat., 9:30 p.m.
Participating
NBC-TV, from
As a summer filler for the last

hour of the vacationing "Show of
Shows” series, NBC has come up
with a dance band and variety com-
bination format starring Jerry Les-
ter as comedy emcee. Lester, who
made his initial video splash on
“Broadway Open House,” again
blankets this session with his dom-
inant personality. Whether that’s
good is a matter of debate since
Lester has one of these controver-
sial styles which has dialers either
for or agin him with few middle-
of-the-road opinions.

On the opening stanza. (7) which
was limited- to 30 minutes due to
the" special slotting of Milton Berle’s
Cancer Fund pitch in the second
half-hour, Lester had one

. of his
less effective nights. His gab failed
to ignite any laughs and he forced
the situation. with lots of exagger-
ated mugging and pratfalls. Lester
also has the annoying' habit .of
breaking himself up by mysterious-
ly clever lines which only he Un-
derstands. He has, however, an
unquestionable comic talent that
needs only the right material on
Which tp work.

Title .fox- this program stems
from the weekly showcasing of top
name bands on, the show. Initial
orch was Ray Anthony’s, one of
the hotter musicrews currently
working the one-niter and location
circuit. Anthony* however, played
jittle dance music. His top number
was the choral arrangement of his
Capitol Records hit* Last,”
which was excellently produced.
Another number was a raucous
workover of “When The Saints Go
Marching In,” with Lester con-
tributing soihe slidehom support.
This mqnber was dragged out far
too long. !

* Also overlong was the E v a n s

Family hoofing turn. This is a vet
vaude act with a good routine on
stage but . the video impact was
only moderate. Turn' comprises the
Evans parents and their two chil-
dren in a demonstration of old-
time and modem dancing styles.

’ Stage setting for this series is

supposed' to simulate, a. .summer
dancehall locale with customers
seated around table? in a country
club atmosphere. This played no
function on the preem stanza which
ran off as a. conventional vaudeo
show plus Lester. Hem.

KEEP FIT
With Kaye Hunt, Peg Duggar,

Elaine Levin; Others
Director: Randy Larson
IS Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 9:15 a.m.
KRON-TY, San Francisco
KRON turned this public service

idea over to the local YWCA and
the “Y” turned it back (2) with
commendable gimmicks for gals
who wish to better their body
structures or ' pursue extta-curric-
ularisms like photography, dancing,
ceramics, flycasting, painting or
what-liave-you-fiot got but-want.
The five-minute opening exercise

segment (remindful of the old
“One - two-- three BEND” muscle
moulding radio shows, is conducted
on rotating days by Kaye Hunt,
Peg Duggar, Mary Ellen Brennan
and JLpys Daskaraolis—'all Agile
and eyeful interesting gymnasts.
Second 10-mlnute segment works

over the Crafts and hobbies field

With - Tom King,- photography,
Elaine Levin, a!rt; ; Barbara' Coun-
sell, decorations,' K£oukuilani, "hula
ahd Pat Tiggatd; games, the com-
petent young instructors who hold
down the fort oil alternate' days.
Most exhibited TV timidity on

their openers, but snapped back
to confidence with succeeding
shows.

Since these instructive capsules
are not time-consuming, since they
stress activities of interest to most
women, they should find a welcome
reception in the early ayem nro-
gramming belt. Dwit.

MATINEE IN NEW YORK
With BUI Goodwin, Robin Chan*

dler, Bill Cullen, ruests
Producer: Ted Collins
Directors: Bob Eberlc, Garth Die*

trick, Don Hillman
Writer: Jay Johnson.
Music: John Lesko
$6 Mins., Mon.-thm-Fri., 4 p.m.
CO-OP
NBC-TV, from N. Y.
NBC-TV has come up with a

slick 60-minute format to fill in
for the vacationing “Kate Smith
Hour.” Tagged “Matinee In New
York,” it's good enough to rate n
year round ride on the web. Stanza,
which is split into four quarter-
hour segments, dishes o.ut enough
variety to keep the..viewers glued
all the way. Series will include «
half-hour of the “Winner Take
AH” quiz, conducted by Bill Cullen,
guest acts, some of Ted Collins*
“Cracker-Barrel” interviews, etc.,
all of which will be hosted by Bill
Goodwin and Robin Chandler,
The opening show (9) got off to

an impressive start with Margaret
Truman acting as NBC-TV's special
hostess. Mis? Truman set the easy-
going mood of the session with a
Charming, Informal briefing of
what the program planned to do
and assisted Miss Chandler and
Goodwin in the intro chores. As
ah added fillip, Faye Emerson was
brought on for a chit-chat session
which was pleasant but superflu-
ous. Miss Truman also took Mist
Chandler and Goodwin on a back-
stage tour of the Hudson theatre,
where the program originates, and
her sharp video savvy and casual
air made it a standout bit. The
guided video tours seem to be the
Truman family’s forte. Her father
scored effectively several weeks
ago on a TV trek -.through the

1

renovated White House.
Goodwin and Miss Chandler

•matched Miss Truman in the host-
ing assignment with a breezy and
ingratiating manner. They're sure
to win plenty of dialer support.
Guest spot on the* preem was filled
excellently by Don Cornell who
belted out a pair of his current
disclicks, \Tm Sorry” and “I Cried
Until I Can’t Cry «Anymore.”
Middle portion was filled by

Culleh's fast-paced quiz session.
The quizzer packed plenty of ex-
citment and Cullen’s mastery of
the quizmaster’s art made it a top-
flight segment.

Production staffers behind-the-
camera supplied a stahdout assist.
Directorial Assignment will be split
throughout the week but Bob
Eberle rates special plaudits for
his work on the opener. Series is
skedded to ride until Sept. 8 when
the “Kate Smith Hour” resumes.

’ Gros.

SPOTLIGHT ON HARLEM
With Ralph Cooper, emcee; JackW ?Ison, announcer; others
Producer: Solow-Stark Productions
Director: Paul Burararraf
69 Mins.; Mon,, 10 p.m.
Participating

,

WJZ-TV. N. Y.

WJZ-TV, in its new "Spotlight
on Harlem” show, is probably try-

the hundreds of

BLIND DATE
With Arlene Francis, participants;
Rex Marshall, announcer

Producer: Richard Lewis
Director: Alan Neuman
30 Mins.: Sat., 9 p.ni.

AMMIDENT
NBC-TV, from N.Y.

(Cedi fc Presbrey)
"Blind Date,” berthed in the to corral

first half hour of the vacationing thousands of Negro viewers in the
"Show of Shows” in the hiatus metropolitan N. Y. area—a move
sweepstakes, returns Arlene Fran- which has proved plentv lucrative
cis in the standard boy-meets-girl for WLIB and WWRL, N. Y. indie
pitch With which the personable radio stations. As such, this show
hostess has been identified for represents a good move in the right
years in AM and TV. Although the direction but it’s going to have to
Bernard L. Schubert package improve entertainment-wise before
makes its new bid for attention as it can hope to pay off rating and
a post-summer stayer with some sponsor-wise,
slight variations on the blind date Show basically is only another
theme, whatever hold it may have amateur program, only this time
on viewers stems Almost exclusive- the -tyros, guests, emcee, etc., are
ly from httss Francis. Shes a gall all Negroes. No attempt has been
with likabie gabbiness who tosses mnde to glye it any sort of gim-
out the exuberant stuff vis-a-vis the mick to set it apart from countless
couples mth appropriate sort of other am shows. Entrants merely
twinkle m her very nice eyes. parade on and off before the
For the preem entry, the date cameras, spanning the age brackets

objectives were recruited from the from ’ moppet to oldster and the
armed services, although followups talent range from good to merely
will also display crewcuts from the precocious. Like any show of its
rahrih campuse?, etc., for the front kind, it's a good showcase spot for
and centre proceedings. Initialer the participants but the steady
twisted the old format a bit by hav- monotony of their work will have
ing a blindfolded sergeant getting to be improved in order to attract
woo from a Wave and a Waf, latter not only talent scouts but even the
being the dames’ air force. Open- Negro audience,
ing date-digging

.
paired a Dust- preem show last Monday night

commissioned West Pointer and (9 ) violated one of the basic rules
Annapolis midshipman, who viefl 0f show business, that of routining
for a gal 'with blinders on the the acts. After an opening terp
Point's Flirtation Walk and on a duo; eight or nine singers followed
-ship's deck. The inning was lifted in quick succession before another
suddenly via Milton Berle’s rush- dancer showed up. Granted that it
ing on the set to claim the girl Was the opening night and that not
with "I not only steal jokes, I steal much opportunity was available to
women.” (Berle was in the midst paqe the show better, the fact that
of his 22V£-hour charity telethon other dancers were present Indi-
on the web, but most of. the regu- cated that more could have been
larly skedded programs went on. done on that score. Ralph Cooper,
with the comic darting-m and out Negro deejay, did an acceptable
of many-of them. Miss Francis ap- job as emcee but he, too, could
peared on the Berlethon Saturday have done much more to pace the
afternoon (7) as an advance curtsy *. show. Even the guest act was a

In the third pairing, a marine singing group, the Ravens quartet,

sergeant and chief petty officer Camera work and lighting indi-
made their pitch for milady. Some cated that WJZ-TV -might also be
of the dialog and joke cues were utilizing the show to test its
on the pale side, but overall this amateurs. Announcer Jack Wilson
block was pleasant. It always handled the participating plugs,
needed the hostess to whip the 1 spieling them in pitchman fashion

4 iii (Continued •'on page 30> ' > 1 » far a mail-order payoff . Stal.'
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CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

Pittsburgh — Carmellta Con-

derato Is KQV Manager- Jim Mur^

ray’s new secretary,
§

replacing

Gloria Sokol, who resigned to heacl

Evangelist Katherine Kuhlman’s
Pittsburgh office. ..Pete Barker is

leaving his executive producer’s
berth at WDTV the end of this

month to go with a new local

teevee film producing outfit,..

Buzz and Bill just started their
third straight year on WJAS. They
have an hour show every morning.
Boys recently launched a quarter*
hour duplicate on TV, too... Ed
Tragesser, who recently left KQV,
has joined Westlnghouse’s adver-
tising and sales promotion depart-
ment . , . Sue Delphey, Pitt stu-
dent, tapped for one of the Philip
Morris Playhouse radio shows,.'.
John Gibbs has moved up from the

' KQV announcing staff to . become
the station’s director of public serv-
ice, a new post.

a*
*——

-

Minneapolis—TV business con-
tinues to pour in for KSTP-TV and
WTCN-TV, Former has landed for
Its “What's Cookin’ ” show a trio of
new participants, Real Gold Citrus
Products, Kraft Food’s Casino
Dressing and $aran Wrap. New
participating sponsors for KSTP-
TV’s “Starlight Theatre” are Cata-
lina Swim Suits, Knapp-Monarch
Co. and Flex Watch Bands and for
Its Jimmy’s Junior Jamboree Bauer

Jfe Black, 'Hires Root Beer ahd Hood
Rubber Co. At the same time, G.
N. Coyghland Co., producers of
process 13, has bought participa-
tions in “Outdoors With Jerry
Qarnes” and “Hot-ner’s Sports
Corner/’ other, ’ KSTF-TV locally
produced shows, while Phillips 66,
now sponsoring “Cisco Kid” on
KSTP-TV, has signed up with It

for Big 7 and Big 10 football pro-
grams next fall. Other sponsors
just pacted by KSTP-TV for vari-
ous shows Include Eskimo Pie
Cdrp., Chesebrough Mrg. Co. (a

second successive season as sponsor
for “Greatest Fights .of the .Cen-
tury), Ever-Dry Corp. and. Dairy
Queen Corp.

Minneapolis—Only towns in Min-
nesota or neighboring states of
North and South Dakota and west-
ern Wisconsin high on the FCC
preliminary priority list for
processing TV station applications,
under the new allocations plan that
has gone into effect with.the freeze
lifting are. Duluth, Minn., and its

twin, Superior, Wis. They're 11th
and 12th respectively. Only TV
stations in entire area are the two
Twin Cities’. Because Minneap-
olis and St. Paul does have the
two, they’ll he the last to have
applications for additional ‘Stations
considered, according to FCC an-
nouncement, There are four such
application on file.

SIMMER EDITION FOR

‘ALL-STAR’ TV REVUE
s

- Kellogg’s decision to ride along
with “AlLStar Revue” next season
has altered NBC-TV's summer plan
for the Saturday night 8 to 9 seg-
ment. TJnllke last ' season, when
the clients took a hiatus, both Kel-
logg and Pet Milk agreed last week
to picking up the tab for a continu-
ing summertime showcase.-
As result, a summer edition of

^’AllStar” is going in. Exact nature
of the program elements hasn’t-

been determined yet, with program
execs currently engaged in blue-
printing the stanza.

WJR’s Talent Hunt
Detroit, June 10.

WJR has inaugurated a state-

wide amateur teenage vocal talent

program to be heard once weekly
during the' summer months.

Talent appearing on ' the first

nine broadcasts will be regional
Winners of a statewide talent hunt
sponsored by the junior Chamber
Of Commerce in cooperation with
WJR. The broadcasts Will be tran-

scribed from the region conduct-
ing the contest. The WJR mobile
studio will be* used for the major-
ity of the outstate programs.
Don Large, WJR choral direc-

tor, will serve as the principal
judge, with the Jaycecs supplying
two other judges^in each region.

DeGroot Gets to Root
Detroit,, June 10,

Stressing the importance of
spontaneity in radio as one of the
industry’s greatest assets, Don
DeGroot, manager pf WWJ, set

up the following policy for the
station;

“Radio has always served the
public best as an -‘on-the-spot’ me-
dium.

.
During the past several

months this factor - has -been de-
emphasized with the growing use
of tape, and disk recordings as a
substitute for ‘live’ programs!

. “Since taping or’ recording re-
moves shows, interviews and spe-
cial events an additional step from
spontaneity which is one of radio’s
greatest assets,’

:

and since ‘live’

programs get the advantage of
word-of-mouth publicity from the
participants, -please make it a

matter of
.

policy in the future to
schedule radio programs.on a ‘live’

basis whenever possible.'

“If it is impractical to keep the
entire program ‘live/ then at least

the narrator, the anouncer, or the
voice that ties it* together should
be done ‘live.-* Your cooperation in
this Can. help maintain the public
consciousness of radio’s matchless
immediacy,”

*

Schenectady — Ernie Tetrault,
WRGB emcee-announcer, is sail-
ing for Europe on a month’s trip as
as Naval Reservist. His daily
“Variety Time” program has been
terminated until fall.

Pepsi’s Pubservice

Splurge n Miami
Miami/ June 10.

Rather th^an take the Mike Wal-
lace-Ruff Cobb “All Around the

Town” show via CBS:Ty:.for the re-

mainder of Its contracted time this

season, Pepsi Cola is sponsoring

four locally-produced public serv-

ice shows on'WTVJ. It’s one of

the '.few times in TV that a net-
work sponsor has gone for the add-
ed expense of bankrolling a local
show In favor of a network pack-
age it pays for on qjjter stations.

'

Local programming deal is being
billed through the network ac-
counting department In the normal
manner, with CBS-TV charging
Pepsi for the time -and then pay-
ing the station Its established rate.

While the Mike aptf. Buff show
originates on the net Saturdays
from 9 to 9:30 p. m., it's, been seen
here via kinescope Mondays at 9.

That’s the slot the new local shows
ate occupying.

NX Birdland Moves In

Where Sherbrooke Exits;

Douse WJZ ‘Spotlight’

The George Hamilton Combs
“Spotlight on New York” show,
beamed from midnight -to 3 a.m. on
WJZ, N. Y., is being cancelled by
the Sherbrooke, eastside eatery, at

the end of the month. Time is .be-
ing picked up by Birdlahd, Broad-
way jazz spot, which currently
backs the 3-6 a.m. stretch.

Birdland’s six-hour spread will
be presided over by Bob Garrity,
who formerly worked, with “Sym-
phony Sid” when the latter han-
dled the Birdland show. The Bird-
land stanza, featuring hot jazz, is

a studio originationer.
The Combs show, which includes

several segments presided over by
other gabbers, got a good critical
and listener reaction for its more
literate - roundtable discussion.
However, it isn’t pulling customers
into the restaurant. WJZ has de-
cided to bow out of eatery-origina-
tions for the time being, feeling
that the cost of lines and remote
crews isn’t worth .while if the
bankrolling restaurant bows out at
the end of 13 weeks.

WESTINGHOUSE’S CBS

‘GET OUT VOTE’ SERIES
Westinghouse and CBS this week

finalized plans for the 13-week se4

ries of “get-out-the-vote” shows
which Westinghouse will bankroll

on both CBS-TV and Radio be-

tween the conclusion of the politi-
cal conventions and the Presiden-
tial election. Series had been
planned when Westinghoure bought
the convention package from CBS
last December.
On TV, the show will be titled

“Pick the Winner.” It’s to be slot-

ted for 12 weeks, starting Aug. 14,
in the Thursday night 9 to 9:30
period. When American Tobacco
takes over that time in November,
the 13th and final show in the
Westinghouse series will be aired
at a time to be decided later. On
CBS Radio, the entire 13 stanzas

.

will go Sunday afternoons from
4:30 to 5.

Agency for Westinghouse on the
deal is Ketchum, MacLeod &
Grove.

Tli is July is a month to he marked in history. When
the curtain goes up on the national political conventions

in Chicago, people from coast to coast can watch 'the

nomination of presidential candidates.

In seven short years the Bell System has expanded the

intercity television network so that it is now possible fdr

99% of the television viewers across the nation to watch

the same program simultaneously. Behind this expansion

is a story of achievement. Radio-relay and coaxial cable

&

routes were planned and built. Special equipment was

designed, tested and perfected. And men of special talents

were trained in its special use.

The present value of. the network, furnished by the

Long Lines Department of the American Telephone and
Telegraph Company and the Bell Telephone Companies,

is about $90,000,000. Yet the cost of service is low. The
telephone companies' total network charges average about

10 cents a mile for a half hour of program time.

BEtL TELEPHONE SYSTEM ®
Providing transmission channels for intercity radio and television broadcasting today and tomorrow

McNeill Into Talent Field

Via ‘B'fast Club Revue’
Chicago, June 9.

Don McNeill, emcee of ABC’s

“Breakfast Club,” is branching out

into the talent packaging field with

a variety unit tagged “The Break-
fast Club Revue.” Group, being
pitched by McNeill Enterprises to

fairs and conventions, will be head-
lined by singer Johnny Desmond
and comic Sam Cowling, regulars
on the morning radio spread.
Jack Herbert will emcee the

package which includes chirp Jayne
Walton; dancers Maurice &
Maryea; juggler Randy Brown,
and the Carletons-Master aero

group. Eddie Jacobi and orch have
been inked to back the show.
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Variety Sbowmanagement Award

For Origination of Network TV Shows—

•

“WCATJ-TV's recent addition of its fifth and
sixth network originations has virtually given
the station exclusive property rights to CBS-
TV’s Sunday daytime schedule.”

Ohio State Institute for Education by Radio

For “Freedom Revisited”—-“For a humble and
\

sincere reiteration of principles of positive

Americanism that can be utilized as a daily

creed; and for the permanence of auto-impul-
sion on the individual that a thirty-minute radio

program can make.”

Ohio State Institute for Education by

Television For “Big Top”—“Honorable mention
for wholesome entertainment for children at

home and skill in capturing the .flavor of the

circus, a great American tradition.”

General Federation of Women’s Clubs

For “Big Top”—A poll of li;000,W members of

the General Federation of Women’s Clubs voted
“Big Top” top honors in television programs
for children.

George Foster Peabody Award
\

For “What in the World”

—

“For the .stimu-

lating manner in which it brings noted scholars
to the television screen for a delightfully enter-
taining and informal display of their learning'
— a superb blending of the academic and the'

entertaining.”

Alfred I. du Pont Awards Foundation

>
For Public Service Radio and Television Pro-

' cramming—“To Stations WCAU and WCAU-TV,
for outstanding public service in encouraging,

promoting and developing American ideals of

freedom and for loyal, devoted service to the
nation and the communities served by it.”

Freedom’s Foundation Award

For “Freedom Revisited”

—

“To WCAtT for its

public service radio series representing six radio

pilgrimages to the shrines of liberty in the Phila-

delphia area and reconstructing the epic history

of the parts they played in the creation of a
free America.”

i

This is the third award from Freedom's Foundation in three years,,

Ho other station in America

has EVER won all these important
*

*. *

awards in a single year

RADIO TELEVISION

The Philadelphia Bulletin Stations • CBS affiliate

Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales and CBS Television Spot Sales
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Industry Preps TV Defense
' i

'u Continued from pare 24 —
Raymond. Schmidt ojf the Interna-

tional Order of Good Templars,

told the committee that members
of his organisation are "tired of

radio and television programs mak-
ing beer drinking appear fashion-

able to the children in their

homes.” It is. time,/ he declared,

that the FCC "made some decision

regarding programs and their spon-

sors that will help- protect Ameri-
can homes from the deluge of

drunkenness sweeping the country
today. If such power is lacking,

then Congress should step in the

breach with adequate legislation.”

Clayton M, Wallace of the Na-
tional Temperance League sug-

gested that program producers give

more heed to the TV* industry’s

code requirement that drinking
scenes be minimized in program
content. He urged that .this re-

quirement of the code be "enforced
rigidly” or strengthened by legis-

lation,

Wallace said that, many parents
turn off Ronald Colman’s "Halls of

Ivy” radio program (sponsored by
Schlitz), Ken Murray’s Budweiser
show, Blatz Brewers’ "Amos ’n’

Andy,” Wine Corp. of America's
"Charlie Wild, Private Detective,”

or the Pabst "Blue Ribbon Bouts”
because they know when these
shows are scheduled. But it is im-
possible, he asserted, "to turn off

the omnipresent spot heercasts
which come at unexpected moments
between programs and newscasts at

ail hours of the day and night.”

Wallace pointed out that the al-

coholic beverage industry was the

second (next to food) largest buy-

ers of spot TV last year, with ex-

penditures exceeding $10,000,000.

An equal amount was spent for

spot radio "heercasts,” he sAid.

C. S. Longacrev of the American
Temperance Society charged the

Government with rendering "a
great disservice to humanity” by
allowing • "money-crazed liquor

barons to monopolize the radio and
television with their deceptive and
false advertising on the merits of

alcohol.”

Miss Elizabeth A. Smart of the

National. Women’s Christian Temn
perance Union told the Committee
that if Congress does not legislate

to improve the ' standard of moral-
ity of radio and TV programs it

might, in effect, "very definitely

legislate immorality.” •

‘Greenwich Village Comedy’

At Thursday’s session, Harvey,
whose daily newscast from Chi-
cago goes, he told the Committee
("at least until today”) to over 300
radio stations, testified that New
York is foisting "purple humor”
and "Greenwich Village comedy”
In the hinterlands via: video al-

though it "cleans up Broadway
shows before putting them on the
road.”

Gotham's comics, who are
"rooted so deep in Broadway and
the bawdy night life of Manhat-
tan,” Harvey said, are trying to
impose their "distorted views” on
the other parts of the country.
These performers, he added, in-

dulge in "a preponderance of gur-
gle gags” and "unseemly state-!

ments about ladies undergar-
ments.”

Harvey’s indictment brought,
protests from New York's .Rep.
Arthur G, Klein, Democrat mem-
ber of the committee., "As a rep-
resentative of Broadway,” Klein
told the witness, "I resent the
statements you have made. The
people of New York are just as

provincial^ If not more provincial,

than the rest of the country. It’s

one of the cleanest cities In the
country,”

Whin Harvey charged radio and
TV with "playing to the pits of

New York,” Rep. J. Edgar Cheno-
weth (R.^Colo.), another commit-
tee member, asked; "That’s hitting

below the belt line, isn’t it?”

"That’s; a fair interpretation,”

Harvey insisted.

WPTR’j New Manager
Albany, June 10,

James Bellamy, former general

manager of WWSO, Springfield,

O., is the new WPTR manager..

He’s an ex-service man who man-
aged a Pittsburgh ' station before
going to Springfield.

Gun Lampe, who temporarily di-

rected WPTR in recent, months,'

returned to his post as general
manager of the Schihe Theatres
Circuit in Gloversville.

Detroit—Peter St o r e r, son of
George B. Storer^resident of the
Storer Broadcasting Co. (formerly
Fort Industry *CO.), has been ap^,

pointed director of the newly-cre-
ated merchandising and sales pro-
motion department s^ WJRK and
WJKB-TV. -

I CANADA DRY BACK FOR

MORE TV ‘SUPER CIRCUS’
Chicago, June 10,

ABC-TV execs heaved a sigh of

relief when Canada Dry came-

tthrough last week with a decision,

to stay aboard the .relatively high-

budgeted' Sunday, afternoon "Su-

per Circus” during the summer.
Until the soft drink outfit voted to

continue its alternate weekly ride

on the hour-long show, the web
was faced with the problem of car-
rying it sustaining during the sum-
mer or shutting down during the

dog days.
,

•,

International Shoe has already
checked off "Circus” for good and
Mars, Inc., which bankrolls the last

half,, is bowing- off until Septem-
ber.
With the Canada Dry -coin as-,

sured for the -summer, .ABC-TV is

working on plans to sell the open
segments on. a co-op basis until

Mars returns in the fall.

Goldberg s DuM-te-D.C.
Melvin A. Goldberg, manager of

DuMont’s research department, has

been granted a leave of absence,

starting Friday (13); to become
evaluation officer, International

Information Administration, of the

State Dept. He’ll headquarters in

Washington in his new post.

Ed Eadeh, formerly with the

ABC research department, re-

places Goldberg at DuMont. Eadeh
also worked at one time for the

research ; branches of CBS and
Mutual.

'i1

BROUGHT SOMETHING NEW
TO RADIO * • •

DEMONSTRATED THE

POWER OF THE

MEDIUM . . .

STARTED THE ENTIRE
t

TREND OF STUNT
I

'

PARTICIPATION . . .

Brings Back

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES
ONE OF RADIO'S GREATEST

ALL-TIME SHOWS . *

b-

NIC, JUNE 17, »:30 I* M., E.D.T.
,

* • ,

For PET MILK
•SFONSOt MAOAZINC

Receiver Named

.
/

Dallas, june io.

Federal Bankruptcy * Referee
D. M. Oldham appointed jocal at-

torney William J. Rochelle, Friday

(16), as receiver for the bankrupt
Liberty Broadcasting System and
ordered that he "diligently prose-
cute (baseball) anti-trust lawsuits
pending in N. Y. to a final judg-
ment.”

Action resulted when some 450
creditors of LBS, which suspended

[

operations May 15, filed schedules
of debts in Oldham’s court Thurs-
day (5). Total debts owed by
Liberty was $1,400,860, including
$31,700 in wages due ex-LBS em-
ployees. Major creditors listed

were American Telephone & Tele-
graph Co., - $67,500; Brooklyn
Dodgers, $11,800, and American
Airlines, $2,940. Liberty’s owners
also listed losses, with H. R. Cullen
and associates, Houston, entering
$600,000, and B. R. McLendon, Dal-
las, $140,000. Web’s assets were
shown as $507,500.

LAMB’S 250G TELE

CENTER SET FOR BOW
Columbus, June 10.

Edward Lamb will dedicate his

$250)000 Television Center here
Wednesday (11) with special pro-
grams- and various cejehrfties in

attendance. Statiod ,bas been tele-

crsting for the past two J'yearsfrom
37th floor of LeVeque-Lincoln
Tower atop which is located its

antenna.
Move into outlying district was

dictated by space considerations.
Transmitter and antenna will re-

main in the Tower. Scheduled to
appear on the formal dedication
program are Gov. Frank J.

Lausche, Mayor James A. Rhodes
and Secretary of Commerce
Charles Sawyer. Wednesday after-

noon Sen. Estes Kefauver has been
booked for a press conference
telecast.

Time Capsule,’ 'Postmark’

Prepped for ABC Radio
"Time Capsule,” a program in

which the best representatives in

various fields will be recorded for
posterity, is being prepped by ABC.
Idea is to gather on tape a half-

hour weekly with a top tune, cur-
rent stories, popular gags, trends
in fashions, human interest yarns,
etc. Tapes of the show will be
given to a museum or deposited in
some vault "to be opened in the
next century as a sampling of life

in. 1952 in the U. S. A.” Arthur Van
Horn .will be narrator.

,

Web is also auditioning "Post-
mark, U. S. A.,” which is being
packaged by Dick Lewis. Jimmy
Blaine is being mulled as emcee
of - the audience participationer.
Based on his success on the day-
time strip, ."Ladies Be Seated,” the
former "Stop the Music” vocalist
is being primed for a nighttime
spot.

Chi’s Set Sale Slump
Chicago, June 10.

Seasonal slump has hit the
Windy City television retailers with
set sales falling off to 11,992 dur-
ing April, the latest Electric Assn,
tally shows. Sets sold the previ-
ous month totalled 17,606/’

Latest count brings the Chi total

to 1,145,984 sets in the four-sta-
tion market.

Skinner’s Philco Post
Philadelphia, June 10.

James M. Skinner, Jr., has been
named vice president in charge of

distribution for all domestic divi-

sions of. Philco Corp. In his new
capacity, Skinner will coordinate
add hive supervision over all

Philco . field salei managers and
division manager)!..

Skinner, who joined Philco in

1*34, for tho last year has been
sales veepee of the Company’s
refrigerator division.

petrolt— WJR, in cooperation
with the Pfeiffer Brewing Co., and
the Music Performance Trust Fund,
will present special portions of th*

Detroit Symphony Pop Concerts di-

rect from the Jefferson Beach sym-
phony pavilion twice weekly dur-

ing the summer.
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40 WEEK NEILSEN ANALYSIS
(31 Stations)

*RATING GROWTH-up 236%
from 7.07 to 23.6

*SHARE OF AUDIENCE GROWTH-up 92%
67.5 Share, in NEW YORK Alone

mis/
I
I'
1

UPS SALES IN TV MARKETS
\

* USTERINE TOOTHPASTE up 20%
* PROPHYLACTIC BRUSHES up 31%

* USTERINE ANTISEPTIC up 22%mmm
COST PER THOUSAND HOMES REACHED

DOWN 78%0

(TV Homes Reached 2,850,000 PER SHOWl

THE SAMMY KAYE SHOW
cturing "SO YOU WANT TO LEAD A BAND"

CBS-TV Saturdays— 7 P. M. EDST •

Direction - MCA Vo.'ic r • uA VI i) K R £ N G E l
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N NEW YORK CITY . . •

Fortune Pope, owner of the foreign-language WHOM station, to Italy

ager. . . .It is now disclosed that “Truth or Consequences.” was bought

for the summer by Pet Milk but with options for the fall. Contract on

“Fibber and Molly” ran out but there’s still the possibility they may
be back if the Ralph. Edward* fun game fails toimpress the client. . .

,

Day after he produced the Jack Benny Angle, Hlllifct* Marks was

called for duty. Timed With the precision of a Benny punch, line ....

joe nines called east by Sherman & ^Marquette for consultation on

next season’s lineup. It won't be Lennetv ^ Newell for several

months, it taking that long to complete thereorganization and retitling

from L & Mitchell. When that occurs, “Bike” Newell will be the proxy
.-. . .Dave Elton, former radio producer here, in town on a mission for,

I

f0r> several weeks. He’s chairman of the American Division of the Borden, to whom he has been assigned by Young 4k Rubicam. . . .BJck

Naples Fair In observance of National Secretary Week, gals at NBC Nelson back frpm Canada to prepare for his citizenship and get
,
back

gifted with roses by management last week. . . ,WWRL sales manager into the. radio swing. . . .Terrance Clyite, Biow’s radio and TV topper,

Selvin Donneson discusses AM sales at CCNY tonight (Wed.) Nat getting the Hollywood rundown from Jack Runyon AFRA will frolic

Rudich has taken over, program directing reins at WLIB, . . .WHLI wjth a Mardi Gras motif June 20 to raise coin for the sick and benefit

launches a show teaching boat piloting next Wednesday afternoon (18) fqnd. . . . Jittuny 'Wallington is now staff announcer at NBC and doing a

. Helen Wheeler upped to production supervisor on George Gallup’s -nightly deejay stint from Giro’s nitery Arthur Croglian, owner of

transcribed airer, now in some 130 markets. ... .Young' & Rubicam has KOWL, Santa Monica, cited at ceremonies all over town for his quarter

taken on the Piel Bros, beer account Bettelou Purvis has started a Qf a century in broadcasting.

twice weekly hot jazz segment on WLIB .... Arthur B* Canning, ex-

Newell-Emmett, added to George F. Foley paokage firm as a sales rep
JJy SAN FRANCISCO * . •

WWRL disk jocks “Doc” Wheeler and Tommy Small alternating as
. .

emcees on the Harlem Apollo’s Wednesday night amateur shows. CBS Radio president Adrian Murphy here ,(5) to meet local admen

™ Vzribo •» added to “Aunt and unreel his- snazzy, new “More Than Meets the Eye” promotion film
Bill Thunhurst, of Broadways South Pacific,

,
aade

Vii« tuii PhfiTfnsntt. ATtn western division director.
Jenny”; wife Jean Gillespie is currently on the soaper and does “Mr.

and Mrs. North” June 17....WNJR disk jock Carbide to co-emcee

at big Palace party Bill Phlllipson, ABC Western division director,

in to opce-over KGO, and prospect talent for a KECA-TV opening,. . .

.

and Mrs. norm" June iv ^ ielen Key Howard, KCBS songster, quits his week-day strip, July 26, to wed
saiute to Mjry Lou ^Ilhams at To

?n<?^Fv*?v!! Winters ” taceine Jo Ann Hansen and try for a Manhattan berth. . . .Gene Be Paris, praise
Walpole, °* Stella^ Dallas and Evelyn Whites tagging merchant for «Space patrol » .*Mr. presiden*t” and “This Is Your FBI,”
her new Westport home Quilca, after. !® in for a day. . . .Pat Hogan, Y&R Hollywood rep, in for several days. , .

.

sfisoci&tcd v^ith Jonathan Sw t. • »
• y > ^ . . _ .

—

k vavahiah wm n/Mi^ o« rl To+olv avUaH in 5s month ihlnori
nouncer who started “Best of the West” on the indie Saturday (7),

elected to board of directors of Valley Stream Rotary last wec&i

.

Foreman Bill, 265-pound cowhand lately, exiled in Sacramento, joined

KSJO, San Jose; so did Lou Crosby (Walter O’Keefe’s? former an-
eieciea to ooara ox Qirec s o ™ • v

nouncer) and wife, Linda, with a KSJO morning strip ...Local an-
il0 Coweii. programmer dWc

Nassau nouncer John Galbraith connected with ABC, Hollywood .... Newscast

Srvm
g
r
e
l
tmg

« nWhhlPfnr ^is^Si^John A for two ter Bob G*rred in (9) to begin a tour of 11 western ABC: stations.

.

WOR s John B. c;a»BHnrwillpinchhitfor Iiis son
_
John

_
A-for two

^FRC “Breakfast Gang” cutting an extra show a day so come July they
weeks starting June 22, son‘subbed on his dad

^
' ’

* can play. . . . Judy Garland exchanging “Hi! Judy’s!” with Judy Deane,

SSFKSbK? ex
C
C
A
ecnrPr“ W NS ' ' '

‘ "ho wmds up her first sponsor-loaded year on KNBC, dune 18.

Jack Lightcap, WINS sports chief, slated to interview top Dodgers. y»r pillf1 Aff) ~

and Yankees, prepping for annual Brooklyn-N. Y. Mayor’s trophy for • • •

eandlot ballclubs. . . .WOV prez Richard E. (FDca had a private audi- Harry Simmons added to the Chi NBC spot sales staff .... William

ence with the Pope in the Vatican last week and turned over a $1,737.10 Cline, longtime WLS salesman, has joined WTSNR’s time peddling crew
contribution from WOV listeners for church reconstruction Scripter

. . . .WGN upping its nitery remotes with femme chirp Sunday Smith
Howard Merrill has uncoming. shows on NBC’s “Eternal Light,” ABC’s slated to host a pickup from the Loop’s Preview Lounge starting; June
“Top Guy” and NBC-TV’s “Curtain Call,” among others .... George 23 Robert Matthes, former radio-TV-, director-at Bozell Sc Jacobs in

Wcissman leaves the Benjamin Sonnenberg office to join Philip Morris Minneapolis, switched to Wright & ASsocs.' here as a producer. . .

,

as assistant to the president. He’ll concentrate* on public relations and American mag prep'^iK^ pjx-copy' layout on Mutual’s “Down You Go”
general administration . . . Sylvia Leigh, Richard Newton, Horace Bra- .... Lou Boyce sent by Fuller, Smith & Ross to its Cleveland Office a$

, Helen 'Claire and Ray Johnson are in tip; latest sequence of chief AM-TV timebuyer there .... Downtown
)nt Page Farrell” . . , .Marilyn Arms is

,
with “Romance • of Helen HcIIyer’s Sunday platter show on WMAQ to

Siam, Helen 'Claire and Ray Johnson are in tip: latest sequence of chief AM-TV timebuyer there .... Downtown Nash has expanded Art
“Front Page Farrell” ... .Marilyn Arms is .with “Romance • of Helen HcIIyer’s Sunday platter show on WMAQ to an hour and a half....

Trent”.. . Jane Huszagh With “Our Gal Sunday” .... Frances Spanier .....Don McNeill starts a four-week hiatus from his ABC “Breakfast
on “Backstage Wife”. . . .Peggy Stanley with “Young Widder Brown” Club” duties Monday (16), with Peter Donald subbing. . . .Jim Conway’s
. . . .Amzic Strickland into, “Lorenzo Jones.” • • new morningsWBBM strip now sold out with the Ward Baking Co, and

Authorized TV Service Clubs sharing the 15-minute strip. . . .WMAQ is

rrent”.. . Jane Huszagh with “Our Gal Sunday”. . . .Frances Spanier

Dn “Backstage Wife” .... Peggy Stanley with “Young Widder Brown”
. . . .Amzic Strickland into, “Lorenzo Jones.”

IN HOLLYWOOD . . .IN HOLLYWOOD, . . . airing an audio tape of sister station WNBQ’s weekly televised -‘City

„ \ . .. . Desk” interview show hosted by news director William “Ray....Fred
After 18 years as^Alka Seltzer newscaster on both radio and teevee, Herrenden new WCFL flack .... Guitarist Jimmy Cross and singer

Glenn Hardy wanted to “broaden his horizon. So he gave his notice ROCj;y Porter added.to the WLS National Barn Dance troupe. . ...WBBM
4/S Wotfa oftnnmr nrirl urn e nil chf 4a e4onf m*AQ n nninn n>ft moc rillVon i . _ < vafi« . «« v a »i _ . » • / ’i*" «to Wage agency and was all set to start broadening, when he was talked deejay Bill WcUs^ftti, family motoring through the south.’ .. .Bob
out of everything but TV. He has been a fixture along the Coast and Xoeber, ex-ABCer. new member of the WMAQ-WNBQ ad-promotion

n/i AAwnmf urif m 4nn hftpf nt 4Tia n nellore Ttv^viact TroltV 8 < ’ • » .rated consistently with the best of the news callers .... Ernest Felix, I department.
^

former ABC assistant treasurer, joined his Old co-workers at John I.

Edwards & Associates. Other former n.etworkers. At the ad agency are f?y TT7 A <0Tni\I'f'TfiN
“Bud” Edwards, RoIIo Hunter, Jack O’Mara and Jimmy Vandivecr M fr • • •

L. A. “Speed” Riggs, the rapid-fire tobacco auctioneer, started his dwn CIO and its affiliated Political Action Committee has issued invita-
show on KECA. One of the twice-weekly shows is sponsored. It’s a tions for June 12 for a screening of new labor shorts made for TV. . .

.

variety-musical program with “Speed” as emcee Graham & Gillies, Secretary of Agriculture Charles Brannan and eight of his top aides
London ad agency, opened L. A. office with Roland Jacobson as plan- appeared in' what is believed to be TV’s first governmental “staff con-

4. “ ference” on WTOP-TV past Sunday (8), teeing off a new video series

«t i «n ° 9 n 1
produced with cooperation of Dept, of Agriculture. .. .Jim Simpson,

Walter White S Spread J
VT0

^:
CB

f
sportscaster off on a 20 000-mile trip covering sports events

,a\. r from the Armed Force Track and Field Meet in. California to Helsihki
Within one week after it was for the Olympics. . . .WWDC d.j. Willis Conover will take time off,

made available for syndication, the starting this week, from his WWDC-Mutual radio chores to entertain

new Walter White show on WLIB, at town’s USO Stage Door Canteen Weston J. Harris named new
N. Y., was picked up by three sta- flack for WTTG-DuMont, replacing Alex Sheftel, who has been shifted

tions. Outlets are WCFL, the to sales department .... Suburban station WGAY making hay during
American Federation of Labor sta- current run 6f musical “Gentlemen Prefer Blondes” with a “Why I

tion in Chicago; WBMS, Boston, Prefer Blondes” contest, to be judged by star Carol Channing, who
and WWDC, Washington. will make award of two stubs to the show.

aboitt half of the television mar-
kets are eliminated.

Rankroller is also, cutting up his

“Betty Crocker” *how on ABC
from a iJkmmute strip to three

five-minute strips, to get a bigger

circulation by scattering his fire.

“Crocker” is currently on summer
hiatus, but when it returns it will

be in the unusual three-briefies-

daily format. GM’s other entries

on ABC Radio are “Lone Ranger”
and “Silver Eaglej” which occupy
the 7:30-8 p.m. strip and “Whis-
pering Street” which is aired for
20 minutes daily at 10:25 a.m.

ABC’s AM upbeat has also been
felt in Toni’s purchase, through
Tatham-Laird, of the Tuesday and
Thursday segments of “Break the
Bank,” aired at 11:30 ' a.m. cross-

the-board. Toni steps in vice Philip
Morris, which recently yanked all

its daytime radio.-.Chain also got
a .renewal from Sterling Drug on
“My True Story,” morning soaper.

Revamp Afternoon Strip

‘‘Simultaneously with its sale of

45 minutes daily to General Mills,

ABC is revamping its afternoon
lineup to the folk and western mu-
sic idiom*

'

I The 2:B0-4:30 p.m, block will be
i hillbilly,: with.General' Mills’ Cal
Tinney show, in the 4 p.m. period,
basing preceded by a 90-minute sus-

tainer feattiring Tennessee Ernie.
Latter, a Capitol recording artist,

will emefce a disk stanza featuring
rural rhythms and, interviews with
folk; and western stars. Addition-
ally,; there will, be a mountain mu-
sic

.
quarter-hour at 12:30 p.m.,

which GM is also bankrolling.

. :While the oatune ^emphasis is

cued by the big GM buy, ABC pro-
gram, veepee Leonard Reeg feels

there’s good audience value in the
bucolic ballads. “The same emo-
tional appeal that tjie soap operas
have' exists in the folk and west-
ern songs,” Reeg told Variety.
“They’re a translation of the
‘washboard weepers’ into musical
terms.”

.Reeg also cited the fact that Red
Foley, of NBC’s “Grand Old Opry,”
is- headlining a corn-oq-the-clef
show at the Astor Roof on Broad-
way.

fi m Walter White’s Spread

and WWDC, Washington.

Syndication of the show featur-
ing the head of the National Assn,
for the Advancement of Colored
People is being handled by Morris
Nov.ik, radio consultant and part-
owner of WLIB.

Your Top TV
Sales opportunity

NBC-TV ‘DANCE PARTY’

IN 30-MIN. SELLOUT
NBC-TV’s “Saturday Night

Dance Party,” although set orig-

inally as a full-hour show,

preemed Saturday night (7) as

only a half-hour production, in the

9:30 to 10 period. Since NBC has

not yet found a sponsor for the

10 to 10:30 segment, web execs de-

cided it would be netter to turn
that half-hour over’ to the Milton
Berle telethon for the Runyon
Cancer Fund, which was in prog-
ress at the time. Show will oc-

cupy its full hour slot this week
(14).

Web sold out the first half-hour
of the show this week, when Amer-
ican Chicle signed on as one of
the three participants in that seg-
ment. SOS scouring pads and
Benrus had previously inked for
the other two spots, and were rep-
resented on the show Saturday
night. “Dance Party,” together
with “Blind Date,” sponsored by
Ammident, form the summer re-
placement for “Show of Shows.”

Hofheinz*« Texas Post
Houston, -June 10.

Roy Hofheinz, owner of KTHT,,
has been elected prez of the newly-
formed Texas Coast Network. Six
regional stations make up the web.
They include KIOX, Bay City;

KBKI, Alice; KVIC, Victoria;
KUNO, Corpus Christi; KSOX,
Harlingen, and KTHT, here. Other
officers include A. C. Lloyd, Jr.,

of KBKI, secretary, and Vernon
Townsend of KIOX, treasurer.

Salt Lake City—A. Wayne Raker
has been named to head the pro-
motion and publicity department
for KSL and , the recently-formed
Beehive Network.

HARPO MARX
NBC-TV

RCA-VICTOR
Mgt.: GUMMO MARX

FILM WRITER - DIRECTOR
CAMERAMAN in EUROPE

*

Wilt .ptrforiti *4tfYi<4* bfginnlng July.

lentaclt, coll«ct Information;

hoot backgrounds, stock or stills.

AXTEL 7-709¥ I

Profitable TV Audience

exclusive with

WGALTV
LANCASTER. PENNA

. TV • 3i'l> : *

Represented by

ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
New York to* Ana*]** San Francisco Chicago
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"OutsicU USA89
1$ di oiutt-wttkly faltvisiow series featuring doseups of

the world's great names, filmed on the scene and flown overnight to New York.

THJE EMPHASIS IS ON HUMAN INTEREST

Pramlar da
'

Gatpart Introduce*

Randolph Churchill to his grandson.

B v ^
> ^v. v --' ' , ,VX&S - !V' -

' v

H^k'v
~\L- »VJtJj

/4»o s

'

Randolph Churchill, celebrated Journalist and Political figure

is touring OUTSIDjS USA. The British Prime Minister’s son

meets his friends, the leaders of the world, and their families.

With his unique entree he brings you face to face with the

men of destiny—giving you intimate glimpses iiiside their homes

and work hideaways—all viewed against a pictorial backdrop
*

of modern history.

FEATURES ALREADY COMPLETED INCLUDE : Talks

with Marshall Tito at his Villa qutside Belgrade; Italian

Premier de Casperi and his family at their mountain hideaway

;

Togliatti, leader of Italian Communist Party, comes to see

Randolph Churchill at Churchill’s hotel rooms in Rome
(Churchill

-

describes Togliatti as the most dangerous Commun-
ist outside the Iron Curtain).

• An ANTONY BEAUCHAMP Production •

Marshall Tito groat* Randolph

Churchill in Ralgrada. CHARLES WICK Co.
ZA2 MADISON AYIENUE.INEW YORK 17. N. Y.

MUrray Hill 7-1746

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY
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New York
Dick Linkroum, former CBS-TV

.producer-director, has Joined Gey-

er, Newell & Ganger, as an exec

producer. . .Biiitoni Macaroni and

Pfaff Sewing .Machines have re-

newed for participations in WJZf
TV’s “Claire Mann Glamor Show”
for the fall . . “Your Esso Re-
porter/’. the oil firm’s new video
counterpart of its early AM news-
casts, has expanded to Philadel-
phia, to up the total markets to

seven. Show starts Monday (16)

via WFIL-TV, Philly .Wilfred S.

Roberts, formerly radio-TV chief

for Pedlar & Ryan, has joined the
Benton & Bowles TV department.
JSe’ll produce “The Doctor,” which
takes over as summer replacement
for NBC's Red SkcKoft show, with

, Camay Soap being plugged.. . /TV-
Unlimited formed by Herbert Ro-
sen to replace his Broadcasting
Program Service. New output will

produce and syndicate' low-cost
video shows. . Karen Lindgren
inked for sole femme role on Du-
Mont’s “Charlie Wild” tomorrow
night (Thurs.).. WCBS-TV lining
up some top guest personalities for
its various shows. Federal Secur-
ity Administrator Oscar R. Ewing
has been set as a panelist on the
station’s “It’s Worth Knowing”
Saturday (14), and atomic scientist
Dr. Harold C. Urey guest on the
Margaret Arlen show tomorrow
(Thurs.) to discourse on .'the pos-
sibilities of atomic energy for
housewives . . . Lili Dnrvas set for
a role on ABC’s “Ellery Queen”
show tonight (Wed.) . . . Edith
Barstow has taken over as chore-
ographer on NBC’s Kate* Smith
evening show . . . Jack Bittner set
for a feature role on NBC’s “Big
Story” Friday (13) . . . NBC re-
viving “Vacation Wonderlands” as
a once-weekly quarter-hour seg-
ment on the summer replacement
for the Kate Smith daytime show.
Producer Caroline Burke tees the
new edition today (Wed.) with a
spot on N. Y. City, with Bernard

Eileen BARTON
Coral Recording Artist

Direction: MCA

Gimbel and Mrs. Vincent R. Im~
prllittcri guesting . . John Horn
resigning as CBS-TV flack as of

Friday (13), He plans, to spend the

next six months rewriting his first

novel, original draft of Whidft he
completed during his vacation last

yeap. .. ..

Mike Friedman, ABC-TV cam-
eraman, and the new bride, dancer
Alicia Krug, back from their

honeymoon at Acapulco, Mexico,
. . , Ted Nathanson, ex-ARC-TV di-

rector, and Edith Landis, ABC-TV
production staffer,* another recent
welding, had only a one-day
honeymoon, 1

since he moved over
to NBC—TV . . , Marge Kerr, of

William Morris Agency, is ' in

Lenox Hill hosp after an ulcer re-

moval . . . Matt Harlib passing out
stogies at ABC for the new daugh-
ter, arrived June 3. •

Hollywood
Jack Carson is discussing half-

hour situation comedy, series with
NBC-TV execs, and hopes to do it

on film in Hollywood, Joe Bigelow,
who produced Carson’s TV show,
is also talking -with net on the
project . . . “Sunday on the Ranch,”
musical variety, show toplining
Jimmy Dolan, made debut on
KECA-TV, with Tele-Tech Publica-
tions picking up tab for the hour-
and-a-half show . . . KTLA discus-
sing deal with Las Vegas casinos,
other biz there whereby channel
would beam program from resort
center weekly; with Nevadans pick-
ing up the ticket , . . Glenn Hardy
ankled as newscaster ' for Alka
Seltzer on KHJ-TV, hut will re-
main as AM newsman, for firm . . .

Reub Kaufman returned from biz
junket to Gotham . . . -Bob Hope
is prepping finale show on Colgate
Comedy Hour, NBC-TV, June 15
. . . L, A. "Speed” Rlrgs, fast-
talking tobacco auctioneer who
spieled blurbs for Lucky Strike
for years, starts, own daytime strip
on KECA-TV. June 10, with a vari-
ety-musical format with guestars.
Brewster’s Food Supplement is

sponsoring two days a week.
Mai Boyd, former indie TV pro-

ducer here and In N.Y., has e.--Ui-

pleted the first year of his theoiog-
Ical training. He’ll work in the
parish of St. Michael and All An-
gels, Coldwater Canyon, during his
summer vacation.

Friico
Hopalong Cassidy serving as

Grand Marshal of Oakland’s whop-
ping big Centennial Celebration
(8); and preceding it with an inti-
mate party for kiddies of Brisa-
cher-Wheeler staff (7) . . ..Del
“Iron Man”

. Courtney, who kept
his daily TV shows going while
night-bandstanding at the St. Fran-
cis and the Claremont, plays the
Santa Cruz Coconut Casino July
3*10. Merely meaning he must mo-
tor 150 round trip miles daily to
keep* his TV appointments! . . /.

Lu Hurley, TV emcee, doubling
as KROW summer replacement an-
nouncer . . . Concerted May drive
by local radio-TV personalities

5 Kilo is Killo-Dillo

In WFIL-adelphia
You can’t stand on ceremony JP

;V,:
'

* %
if you want to be heard by shop-
pers in all 14 counties of Phila-
delphia’s $6 billion market zone.

Best way to break the ice in
this area of 4,400,000 people
and $6 billion in buying power,
is to get ’em at home, where
more radio owners tune WFIL
than ever before.

BMB says two-thirds of all

radio-equipped homes listen
regularly to WFIL—5,000 watts
at 560 ldlocyples. You hit hard,
fast, and clean—not only in
Philly but in all 147 “home
markets” outside city limits 4

where a majority of the area’s,

population lives and shops.

And these same fl^e kilos sweep
way out into a huge bonus area
in many nearby counties, giving
WFIL total coverage of 6,800.000

people with more than $9 billion

effective buying income.

To be first on the dial in
America’s third largest market,
schedule WFIL.

560 kc.

inquirer. Station

An ABC Affiliate

First on the Dial

in America’s Third Market
t

4

Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY

netted 5,378 pints of blood for the
armed forces, compared with only

3,500 in May, 1951 , , « Salesman
FYatik Beadey, with a r KGO-TV
offer in his sidepocket, quick-

shifted to KPJX instead . . .

Jimmy Cavanaugh and Jimmy
Bronson, here * with “Meet the
Champ” TV show, found time to

meet and greet an old champ, ail-

ing Tom Shaik^at San Francisco
hospital . , ; Jewel Woods, ex-Palo
Alto ad 'gal, added to the KPIX
promotion 'S t a f f . . . Miguelito
Valdez, popular here on Snader
telescriptions, opens (10) at the
Fairmont . . .. KRON preparing a
nite cookerie, “Menus For Mil-
lions,” preeming (11) with Edith
and Stanley Green.

Chicago
Standard Oil of Indiana has

bought into Clifton Utley’s 1(H15
newscast casts, on WNBQ for a
thrice-weekly identification, start-

ing July 2 . . . WGN-TV this week
started taking the Monday, night
DuMont • boxing telecasts from
Brooklyn’s Parkway Arena. East*:

era fights are competing with
WENR-TV’s Raihbp Arena bouts
, . . Bill Bailey whb fills the whisk-
ers in NBC’s Cactus Jim role is

bedded with the mumps . , . Hal
Tate returned to WBKB this week
with a Tuesday and Thursday night
show built around Screen Gems
musical vidpix . . .. Wayne 'King
and his NBC-TV troupe set for a
p.a. at Orchestra Hall, June 20 . . .

Admiral Corp. directors came
through'*with the regular 25c quar-
terly dividend ,, . i Len O’Connor
who gabs the local news squibs in
WNBQ’s pickup of NBC-TV’s “To-
day” adds a Sunday afternoon 15-

minute newscast to his work week.
Griffin Shoe Polish bankrolls . . .

Walton Motors have renewed
Spencer Allen’* nightly news show
on WGN-TV . . . Muntz TV ended
its fiscal year with set sales up
21.2% over the previous cycle with
profits at $898,004 from Sales total-

ling $32,923,661 . . . WBKB chief

engineer Bill Kusaek featured
speaker at SMPTE meeting last

week . . . Jack Drees pinchhitting
for John Carmichael on WENR-
TV’s “Sports Highlights”'. . .

Kroger Stores are staying with
WNBQ’s morning cooking show,
chefed by Eddie Doucette, for an-
other cycle.. . . Heatmaster, Inc.

bankrolling a Wednesday night
feature film on WENR-TV.

London
John Hussey, Eliot Makeham and

George Woodbridge will star in
Jean McConnell’s comedy, “Haul
for the Shore” n«xt Sunday (5).

Douglas Allen will produce . .

.

Duchess of Kent, guest of honor at

opening of London Fashion Fort-
night, will appear in TV filnf of
show next Wednesday (18) . .

.

“Madame Pepita” Spanish comedy
by Gregorio Martinex Sierra to be
aired next Tuesday with Yvonne
Arnaud in title role . . . John
Buchan’s “The Three Hostages,”
serialized in six episodes by film

and TV critic C. A. LeJcune, starts
Saturday week (11). Cast includes
Patrick Barr and John Byron and
production will be by Ian Atkins . .

.

The tale of the mythical Perse-
phone will be produced for the
children by Vivian Milroy tomor-
row (Thurs.). John Hooper wrote
the script . . . Adaptation by Wilfred
Harvey of “The Bishop’s Treasure”
from Victor Hugo’s “Les Miser-
ables,” will be telecast tomorrow
week (19) .. Richard Hearne fills

three weekly solo spots starting
Sunday (15). «

‘Get Us Off’

Continued from page 22

issues “will make available no facts
or information” essential to the
AB-PT case, petition declared.
ABC and United Par asked that

the merger question (and certain
of its details, such as the transfer
of WBKB, Chi, from Balaban &

['Katz to CBS) be “severed for the
purposed of initial and final deci-
sion” and "advanced on the FCC
docket for early disposition.”

.

Until the merger question is de-
cided, AB-PT claimed, the AM and
TV business will be “in a state of
instability” and ABC will be “un-
able to provide that effective com-
petition” which the FCC contem-
plated when it ordered NBC to
divest itself of the Blue network
(now ABC).

Hinterland TV
Cotttieued ir*taa tt

Fort Worth — Harold Hough,
WBAP-TV director has announced
that there were 171,791 TV sets
in the Fort Worth-Dallas area, as
of June 1. Breakdown gives, the
local area 77,091 sets and Dallas
area 94,700 sets. This is a gain of
7.716 sets for May, 1952. The in-
crease for May, 1951, was 3,668
sets.

Holden reports, based on the BMf
bull-sessions. Local newsreels cost

a minimum of $1,100 for a 15-min-

ute strip, most operators agreed,

and some outlets find that a bit

too steep although some have

found hackers for them.
Station toppers who are not yet

in TV exhibited wide knowledge
of the problems' they’ll face if and
when their applications' are ap-

proved, he found. They’ye read

all the available material and are

up bn the cold facts arid figures,

From the production aspect, the

outlets outside the .big metropoli-

tan centres have developed some
real talent In men who jf^ye been
able to get their feet wet in vari-

ous aspects of the medium. In
many cases the 'staffs have, been
moved into tele from AM, built

around one well-trained man from
N. Y. or. the Coast. The young,
experimental staffers have h' live-

ly, dynamic attitude and a com*4

plete freedom from “hardening of

the TV arteries,” Holden reported.

Progressives
Continued from page.-25

linan, former attorney for Harry
Bridges, who is now .serving a six-

month prison sentence on a con-
tempt of court citation. His wife
will make the acceptance speech.)

Baldwin said he notified the net-
works April 23 of convention plans
and asked for coverage, only to

get merely polite acknowledge-
ments of his letters. He then sent
them a" lineup on his convention
highlights, at which time he was
told of the Inability to get pool
coverage and the offer of 15 min-
utes’ maximum of time.

Baldwin said he is now trying' to
obtain legal counsel to handle the
party’s battle With the nets, having
already warned them of the Pro-
gressives’ determination to take the
situation to court. American Civil
Liberties Union is studying the
matter also and may decide to take
sides with the Progressives. Bald-
win also cited an FCC ruling last

week thpt Republican Presidential
candidate William R. Schneider Is

entitled to the same amount of
time from the networks as thb
other Repub candidates get. Net
execs reportedly told „ him the
Schneider ruling has 'no applica-
tion to his situation.

Cleveland—Bill Randle, 'WERE
disker, will appear on Steve Al-
len's “Songs for Sale,” Saturday
(14) . . . Guy Ewing,, formerly with
WEOL, is doing summer announc-
ing for WGAR. . .Kathy . Conway
has switched from* the WHK mu-
sic library to WGAR, replacing
Helen Mae Kamps 'who is now ih
traffic ... “The Ohio Story” is be-
ing played back over WERE, Tues-
day, Thursday and Saturday, fol-
lowing original • broadcast over
WGAR . . . Frank Peters has left

the WSRS' announcing staff.

PhillyVWFIL (AM&TV)

In Woodside Park Tie-In

Philadelphia, June 10,

Drawing power of radio and TV
is emphasized In the WFIL pack-
age “Summer’ Selling Plan,” which
the station has set up for Woodside
Park, outdoor amusement center
in Fairmount Park: Woodside Park
has contracted for spots to run
throughout the summer on both
radio and television, and will re-

ceive intensive publicity-promotion
campaign over WFIL and WFIL-
TV, with ,an all Inclusive participa-

tion 'by station personalities in the
package deal.

LeRoy Miller,. Chief Halftown,
Bob Horn, Marge Wieting. and
other WFIL staffers will appear in

person at the park during special

weeks set aside for. them. Amuse-
ment and attractions of Woodside
Park will be .publicized on a com-
plete schedule each day, covering
every type of audience. WFIL’s
full roster .of stars will appear on
“WFIL Day at Woodside Park,”

June 21. .Stunt; will be highlighted

with special programs and origina-

tions from park, with an hour long
show at 8 p.m>, featuring stations’

;
st^rs . and a beauty pageant.

. r

In addition, approximately 100,-

000 tickets good for free and half-

price rides on park’s amusements
wilT be distributed by the stations

in cooperation with local retail out-

lets'. Films of the park’s activities

gathered by wFlL-TV’s newsreel
crew will be used as background
illustration for the TV spots. Agen-
cy for the account is Gray &, Rog-
ers.

MeGeeban’a Chi Post
,

* .

Chicago, June 10.

Martin McGeehan, formerly mid-
west salds manager of the defunct
Liberty Broadcasting System, has

^heen made sales manager of WCFL.
He will also head up the indie’s

White Sox baseball network' which
WCFL inherited when LBS' folded.

DON McLEOD
STAR SALESMAN for you

WJ-BK!
« , ^

Considered on* of Detroit's top commercial m*a, Don* McLeod has« •

tremendous appeal te the hoasewift. HU mid-day stint of manic, new* •

and chatter cat* Into a big slice ^of the S-billio*' dollar ^Detroit market,*
McLeod's smooth commercial treatment and eega^Ug peritfnaltty Id*
pat yoar message across for sarprfiri sales result*. - * " « - *:* :

i

TOPS
;
IN music—neWs-^sports.,
National Sale* H«a44vart«i,

it >

4|| Madison.Avenue, N«vr York Hi * Eldorado 3-i45S:

Represented Nationally by th* KATZ AGENCY, INC.
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Residents of NL Daikota -

Towns Patting Up Cash

To Back TV Stations
Minneapolis, June 10.

Stock sales are being pushed or
subscription campaigns are. in

progress in and around Minot,

N. D., and a number of the terri-

tory’s other towns to which TV
wave, channels have been assigned

in order to finance the construc-

tion and operation of TV stations

now that the freeze on pernits is

lifted.

Local radio stations, which have
had applications for the permits on
file, in practically all instances are
engineering the drives for the

funds in their sections. It’s point-

ed out that FCC policy has been
to give first consideration to ex-
isting radio stations.

With most of the towns’ citizens

and nearby residents extremely
eager for TV, little difficulty is ex-
pected in raising the necessary
money.

In selling stock or soliciting sub-
scriptions, the points are empha-
sized that TV would be a clvi<\and
cultural asset to the towns and
countryside and that regardless of
the investment’s merits subscrib-
ers or stock purchasers "will more
than get their money’s worth in
virtually free entertainment.’’
However, in some instances the

local radio stations have decided to
withdraw their, applications for TV
station permits and steer clear of
the new medium for. the present
at least, eveh though the neces-
sary finances would be available.
Such is the case with the Spen-

cer, la., radio station, neap here
but outside of any present TV
range. It staged a successful cam-
paign to raise the needed $200,000
by stock sales to local citizens and
farmers and residents of nearby
towns. But the owner has returned
the money to stock purchasers, an-
nouncing that after a study of the
situation he has become convinced
that TV could not be put on a pay-
ing basis in Spencer. Also, his
radio operation has been highly
profitable and he fears TV -would"
•be a knockout blow for it.

Chi TV
Continued from Page 25

& Trust wills to chinchilla rabbits
but it hasn’t, been able to sell itself
to the blue ribbon State St. stores.

.
It has been suggested that in

pitching tele use to the retailers,
the stations insist upon some kind
of "isolated product’* arrangement
whereby a particular item will be
plugged only on TV. Such a one-
medium test, the sales- plotters
aver, would provide concrete evi-
dence that teevee can move goods.
Also' it would rebut .the frequent
statements of those newspaper-
orientated retailers who claim
video still hasn’t proved its worth.
The spring business parade was

marshalled by WGN-TV when it

wrapped up Hamms Beer and
Chesterfields for its exclusive
daily baseball telecasts. Deal, with
its fore and aft shows, hit the
$600,000 figure. Also, with

,
the

afternoon . taken care of, the pre-
noon hours are filled with locally
sponsored shows arid a block of
CBS-TV commercial entries, giving
the Chi Tribune station a virtual
sellout from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Same rose-hued picture is pres-

ent at WNBQ, the Chi NBC-TV
‘flag. Just last week, the station
peddled three of Clifton Utley’s

*
.newscasts to Standard Oil

x,
*n(*iana, with an optiori on the

other two. Sale puts the sold-out
tag on WtfBQ’s "Five Star Final’’
10 to 11 p.m, program block for

first time in several months.
With the SRO banner also on the
local portions of the parent web’s
morning "Today" strip, the station
is running close to peak level.

Indie WBKB continues to roll
along with a minimum of sustain-
ing time and present indications
are the .net again, this year will
exceed the $1,000,000 mark. The
station specializes in salesmanship
and proves it .pays off

,

ABC-TV!* WENR-TV is taking
• advantage x>t the choice nighttime
hours..available for .local sale due
to the holes in the. network's com-
mercial , lineup. Station has been
able to peddle a .raft^ «f tijme- slots
to vidplx sponsors. WENR-TV just
recently moved an hpur of jQUs/!a time /to Pontiac ,Dealers for a
Monday night boxing remote and
an hour and a half prime time
ruesday nights to Bud Hauser foi
tne stock car races.

Yldlplx Chatter
Continued from page 21

associate producer, Glenu Cook,
production manager for series set
for NBC-TV . * . Andy and Delta
Ru*se)l returned from junket to

Mexico City where performers
talked series with execs, of Churii-
busco studios . . , Producers Ber-
man Swarttz and Walter Donirer
bought 15,000 feet stock footage
of San Quentin for use in series,
"Duffy of San Quentin," starring
Faul Kelly, and angeled to tune
Of $250,0Q0. by N, Y. syndicate
headed by - David Stillman

' New York
John B. Cron, director of NBC-

TV’s film syndication sales, left
for the Coast ' for annual produc-
tion and syndication huddles with
NBC Coast execs and producers
. . .'Demby, Brown &' Co, incor-
porated to succeed the Demby Co.
as a TV-vidfilm packaging firm.

TV 1HFRS. OUST OFF

‘HELP WANTED’ TAGS
, Chicago, June io.

An indication that television set
production is firming up again is
seen In the fact that the manufac-
turers in the Chi area have posted
the "Help Wanted’’ signs. The In-
ternational Brotherhood of Electri-
cal Workers reports that over 10,-
000 workers have been called back
within recent weeks.

The lifting of credit controls tod
the elimination of the heavy inven-
tories build up when sales started
slumping last summer have the
plants stepping up their output.

Dallas—Mike Shapiro, vet in the
commercial radio neld, has been
named to the commercial staff of
WFAA-TV. He has been associ-
ated with radio outlets in Odessa,
San Angelo and Browriwood, and
with a network in Minnesota and
Wisconsin.

ss

Writers, Meggers
Continued from pare t5

forthcoming, a strike can take place

at any time after midnight tonight,

RTDG and the webs are apart

on terms for AM and TV directors,

associate directors, floor managers
* *

and operations directors. The
chains failed to grant the guild

these demands: (1) eight-hour day

for associate directors, floor man-
agers and operations directors; (2)

increased pay to a "fair ratio" with
other workers directed and super-
vised by RTDG members; (3) job
descriptions protecting work being
done by associate directors and
floor managers from being per-
formed by ;non-union, lesser-paid
employees; no interchange between
floor managers and associate direc-
tors; (4) elimination of "kick-back,"
which is a reduction of salary

' 1 1 T |V

when a staff director receives com-
mercial fees; (5) RTPG-ers not to

be required 'to cross picket lines

on authorized strikes; and (6)

agreement to last 1$ months, not
longer as the chains wish.
Repping RTDG are Andrew Mc-

Cullough, Hal Davis, Ernie Ricca,
Frank Schaffner, Newman H, Bur-
nett and Charles Ballon, legal
counsel. Management jeps are
William Fitts, CBS; Ed Souhami,
NBC; Omar Elder, • ABC; Harry
Friedman, DuMont; and Dolph
Opfinger, Mutual,

San Antonio-—A new full-hour
television show, "Red River Dave’s
Barn Dance" will make its debut
here on WQAI-TV on Saturdifcr
(14) starting at .9:30 p.m. Program
will be sponsored by Kallison’i
Country Store'.

Effective June 16
,WCBS will be

CBS Radio Spot Sales

WCBS, the Number One Station in America’s Number One

Market, has long felt the need for providing local and retail

—as well as national—advertisers and agencies with greater

and more diversified sales representation and service. Now-

through the personnel of CBS Radio Spot Sales—the station
k

will back up New York advertisers with the complete sales,

research and promotion facilities of* CBS Radio Spot Sales.

CBS Radio Spot Sales will also expand its NewYork offiee

on June 16, with the addition of five new account executives.

These innovations will 'increase our service to New York

advertising agencies—and will decrease duplicate calls on

jbusy agency time buyers and advertising executives.

‘CBS Radio Spot Sales

will continue to represent WCBS in all
* CBS RADIO SPOT SALES

markets outside of New York. pjew York, Chicago, San Francisco, Memphis,

Detroit, Los Angeles MrjutaKNTmo»wcqw.N»!WTOjw
< * , .

tfBBM, CHICAGO • XNX, LOS ANGKLUf • WCAU. WtlLAJWXPMJtA: • WB«t, BOSTON
• . C t

XMOX. ST. LOUIS • WCCO, MlHNKATOLIS-ST.PAUL • XCBS, BAH JCRAHCISCO
*'•. v
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Wxrl biiiMLOTIX * WAYA, RICHMOND • Wlbr. WASHINGTON
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Television Reviews
Caiitbnued trow pit** 27

various couplings into some sem-
blance of entertainment.
As per past performances, the

studio selects the “winning: couple"

who are gifted -With Benrus -watch-

es, All three boy-girl dates win an
evening at the'CoPa,*N.Y. Rox. Mar-
shall handles the plugs for:Ammi-
dent, Miss Francis participating in

one of them* Tran.

CAMPBELL PLAYHOUSE
(Unfinished Business)
With Ann Rutherford, Dane Clark,

Alan Mowbray, Robert Rockwell
Writers: Frank $c Doris Hursley,

Sidney Field
Director; Richard Irving
30 Mins.; Fri., 9:30 p.m.
CAMPBELL SOUP
NBC-TV (Film)

(Ward Wheelock)
• The script

.
famine on video is

very much in evidence on this

show which fills the time spot of
the vacationing “Aldrich Family"
for the summer. Initial presenta-
tion in this film series of teleplays
was a firstrate production, from
the viewpoint of cast, physical lay-

out, editing and camera work, but
the yarn was a light comedy con-
coction which was barely sustained
through the •‘60-minute stanza.

Story was a fantasy involving a
dead man who is upset by his
grieving widow’s aversion* to mar-
rying another man. Dane Clark,
in a. quasi-ghostly role, comes to
earth to convince his wife that she
must pursue a normal life. In.

a

telegraphed switch, Clark, becomes
jealous of his wife's attention to
another man and finally returns
back to his cloud perch when his
wife starts smooching with her
new lover.

4
Hair*-thin yarn was played to the

hilt by a good cast, including
Clark, Ann Rutherford, as the
wife; Alan Mowbray, as another
heavenly creature, and Robert
Rockwell, as the other man, The
session, however, added up 'to just
another half-hour play which was
too featherweight even for the
summer videolanes.
Filmed plugs were brief and ef-

fective. *
, Herm.

>

DAVE ELMAN’S CURIOSITY

»

SHOP
With Elman, guests
Producer-director: Sandy Howard
30 Mins., Sun., 8 p.m.
WOR-TV, from New York
Dave Elman, radio’s “Hobby

Lobby” impresario, opened his
“Curiosity Shop” on WOR-TV

At a Speculation,

w* offer

Albert Block

Television Productions
INC.

COMMON STOClt

Offering Price

1 5 Cents per Share

Offering Circular obtainable from
your own broker or the undersigned.

ROYAL SECURITIES
CORPORATION

52 Broadway Now York 4
Telophonei WHitehall 4-1394

Sunday (8) with a half-hour stanza

that promised interesting viewing
during the cpnjing summer months.
Series, which brings on collectors

of curios and their prized poshes-
,

slons, should, pick up: plenty/
1

of.

dialers who go In for this type

of offbeat info.*: •

.

’

On the opening program, Elntan

displayed a neat variety of curfds

and, for the most part, he or his

guests had some unusual yarns to

go along with the oddities. The
supporting patter, : however, was
a hit awkward and strained but El-

man will probably smooth this out

with more shows Under his belt,

Most interesting of the opening
stanza's displays were poison rings
used by the Medicis, primitive musi-
cal instruments which Were played
by the owner, and a plaster cast

of Abraham Lincoln’s left hand;
Not exactly in the burio line, but
an enlightening bit however, was
ElmanVs final guest, Jim Wick,
the midwestern newspaper editor
who telegraphed

.
some queries

to Stalin and received a re-
ply. Wick’s tale of the Stalin epi-

sode and his visit with the political

luminaries of Europe and the Near
East made for absorbing listening.

The camerawork could have been
more fluid here and the direction,

during the previous portions of the
Session, snould have tried for more
movement to heighten visual ap-
peal.. Gros.

STOCK CAR RACES
With Chick Hearn/ Bud Hauser
Director: Doug Gfcbrielle
90 Mins.; Tue$., 8 pjn.
HAUSER NASH
WENR-TV, Chicago

(Guenther-Bradford)

With as many as 28 beat pp
jalopies spinning around a quar-
ter-mile dirt track in a single race,
it’s a rugged assignment trying to
frame these stock car derbies with
TV cameras. However, despite the
general confusion, the frequent
pileups and assorted mishaps prob-
ably do provide a certain amount
of vicarious pleasure for the me-
chanical sadists among the Chi
motoring public who get their
kicks out of crumpled fenders and
smashed auto bodies. Whether
this group is large enough for
payoff video audience is a debat-
able question.

The smash-by-smash commen-
tary is handled by Chick Hearn,
who on the show viewed (3) had as
much trouble separating the win
ners from the losers as did the
video watchers. But it’s an under-
standable dilemma, especially in
that backup heat which has the
cars going around in reverse after
they’ve completed two forward
laps.

Doug Gabrielle’s lensers did
pick off some sharp collisions but
after an hour and a half of this
sort of thing the sight of fenders
and hubcaps flying through the air
can become monotonous. Dave.

thelesa turns put mildly interesting
melodies in a. strictly pop Vein.
Ex-band leader Jay Grill mean-

ders casually around the telescreen,
drops occasional gags (you can fre-

quently hear them bounce), does a

double piano trick with Jimmy Dia-

mond, gets further assorted, ac-

companiment from Russ Bennett
on guitar and Jim West on bass,

Patti • Prichard, brunette song-*

stress Ion g popular hereabouts,
chants the femme jwlo parts with
Bob Callahan tenoring the male
calls. Kids'-are* likable, refreshing

and downright talented. ’

x

They skip continuity byplay in

favor of music, music and lots of it.

Consequently the show sounds just

as good when your back is turned,
though not necessarily better.

In first half, sponsored by “Sun-
blest” Grill conducts a “Funtest
Contest,” so viewers can answer
four questions clued by pictures,

mimicry or music. Ties are broken
by letters on why you like “Sun-
blest” products, and if you don’t,

skip the whole thing.

Earlier this same group TV’d a

Suilday morning all-music stanza
that won enthusiastic audiences,
but no sponsor, and subsequently
no station when KGO-TV axed its

ayem Sustainers.. Dwit.

FUN TEST
With Jay Grill, Bob Callahan, Patti

Prichard; others
Producer: Jay Grill
Director; Russ Baker
30 Mins., Mon. 9:30 p.m.
SUNBLEST FOODS.
KGO-TV, San Francisco

(Byrne & Grill

)

Starting nowhere and arriving
no place- 30 minutes later, this in-

formal, musical aggregation never-

Rigor Mortis.
Continued from page 25

right advertisers for the best pro-

grams.”
CBS sales chief and his staff

compiled their statistics for presen-
tation- at an exec planning meet
last week. Comparing the amount
of time now sold for the fall season
as against the actual number 1 of

commercial hours on the air last

September, they found that while
CBS topped the list at 89%, NBC
has 77% and ABC 53%. For day-

time programming, CBS has a fig-

ure of 95%, NBC has *89% and
ABC 65%.
The 8.9% figure for CBS actual-

ly represents about 62% of its total

available nighttime schedule now
sold. On the basis of a maximum
of 116 quarter-hours available per
week, CBS last September was
70% sold out. On that basis, this

year’s biz to date breaks down to

62%. Karol pointed out, however,
that the web has never ^old more
than 104 quarter-hours, even in its

peak year of 1950, since some time
must be reserved for local and pub-
lic service programming. Thus, the
proportion ~.f the 104 quarter-hours
available would be higher than
62%.

U.S.>Canada
Continued from pare 22

Canadian radio gratis. Even should
the U. S. skeins be willing t‘o shell

out, it’s not likely that CBC would
give in on the principle involved.
CBC feels that these programs are
cultural interchange, while the
union contends that exporting and
importing of programs can lessen
work for performers on both sides
of the border.

Nets argue that fees shouldn’t
be paid since the shows are sus-

tainers which can’t be sold.

Dispute will probably shut off

almost all Canadian shows to the
U.' S. Some Canadian ‘ symphonic
musicals may be picked up, but
pop music series which are written
by ACA scripters will be out, as
will dramatic offerings.

+
+
+
+

$1

+
+
+

+
+
+

DRUM CORPS

At drumming, Mister PLUS has 'zing ', «

»

A specialf selling rhythm

That can't be beat — who else can bring

$50 stations with him?

Tor merchandising at its best,

Consult the Mutual drummer•

His local Impact leads the rest

,

Year-round, Including summer

I

the cf/ff*r*nct is MUTUAL l

+

Pointing up the fact that the networks’ key N* Y, outlets get mostly
national; rather than local; advertising business, WCBS, the CBS Bag-
ship, this week eliminated Its own sales staff and turned over its sales

operation to the .web’s Spot Sales department. According to station

manager Carl Ward, the mpve is designed to help the station expand
its coverage of N. Y.‘ agencies and sponsors.

J. Kelly Smith^CBS veepee in charge of o.&o.- stations, cited the
fact that WCBS is basically a national Spot station. Because of that*

he said, it- was found that the Spot Sales staffers and the local WCBS
staff were trailing each other into agency and client offices, thereby
duplicating their calls unnecessarily. Under, the, new setup, most of
the local sales staffers will be integrated into the Spot Sales depart-
ment, but several. others will be axed.

Spot Sales will continue to service the 13 other major market sta-
tions it now represents. «

Three youthful musical actp were winners among 17 regional choices
in WLW’s star search grand finals Friday (6) at the RKO Altjee The-
atre, Cincinnati. They represented the cream, of 1,750 entries in the
five-state talent hunt which started in April.

Participation by theatres and talent in Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, Ken-
tucky and West Virginia was greater than last year when the Cincy
Crosley station inaugurated the screening for newcomers. Idea again
proved a biz builder for motion picture houses where local contests
wer/e staged and winners received cash and merchandise prizes. .*

Grand finals winners were the Deltones, male quartet from the Uni-
versity of Kentucky, first, $1,000; Roger Balph, 18, clarinetist, Zanes-
ville, O., second, $500, and Sonny Walters, 31,. Peru; Ind., Negro barfc
tone, third, $250. Each* act also received an offer of a minimum.three-
month contract as WLW staffers.

'

/ .

The Deltones are James Woodward, Harry Carter, Gus Kalos and
Bill Don Grote. Non-winning finalists were charted by Crosley talent
scanners for guest or staff, work. They included promising hillbilly

and vocal acts.

Judges of the finals were Joe Kolling, Variety mugg; Bill 1 Sachs, The
Billboard, and Winn Levi, Broadcasting-Telecasting.

WOR and WOR-TV, N. Y., will report results of a psychological
analysis of the chances for nomination of the various Republican Presi-
dential aspirants next week (16-20), -It will be heard on Lyle-Van’s 6
and 11 pm., AM newscasts and John Wingate’s 9 p.m. telecast. .

Study -uses the William Yoell method, which tries to discover- what
the voting public associates with each of the candidates and then eval-
uates- each aspirant’s potentialities on the basis of the public’s mbtiva-
tions. Same technique will also be used later for the Democratic
hopefuls. • >

NBC Radio is offering its. package of five pre-convention previews
to its affiliates on a co-op sponsorship basis fqr 20% of the station’s,
one-time half-hour rate. . Co-op chief Lud Silhmer announced the
schedule of the political airers as June 28, 8 p.m.; July 1, 3 and 17 at
1Q.‘35 p.m., and July 6 at 10 p.m.

‘TV Isn’t Like’

; Continued from page 23

ABC’s “Stop the Music” is going to set up in business the winner
of its next jackpot. Dari-Delight Co. will give the winner $5,000 worth
of ice cream manufacturing equipment and the Wellington Fund, a
mutual investment fund, will contribute $1,000 worth of its stock.

+~: ——

i

(identity of complainants and sub-
jects of complaints are held in
confidence under code -provisions).
The Board also heard arguments

by Dr. Theodore Eisner, prexy of
the Eyangelical Assn., against the
code recommendation that time not
be sold for religious programs. Dr.
Eisner opposed the provision as un-
fair and discriminatory. The ques-
tion was taken under advisement.
In addition to Fetzer, Board

members here for the meeting were
Mrs. Scott Bullitt of KING-TV;
Seattle; Leonard Reinsch of WSB-
TV, Atlanta; Walter Damm of
WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee; and E. K»
Jett of WMAR-TV, Baltimore.

operate on the same fee base. TV
isn’t like any other medium. It just

doesn’t pay us to be saddled with

these additional mounting costs.”

The agencies are asking the

clients to take the rap for these

additional expenditures, so tliat the

cost of the agency time buyer, the

program director, legal aides, and
others involved in the client’s show
can be billed against the sponsor
on a pro rata basis. As presently
exists, the agency assumes the full
burden.

For a while the past season it

appeared as though this would be
a minor item of worriment for the
advertising agencies as the net-
works gave every evidence of mo-
nopolizing programming produc-
tion. But of late the webs have
been showing an inclination toward
divesting themselves of such re-
sponsibility, because of the spiral-
ing costs. In contrast to a few
short months ago, when the webs
were reserving choice time slots
for sponsors willing to buy web-
built shpws, today the network
welcomes an agency-produced pro-
gram.

TV Review Board
Continued from page 24
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is “listening avidly and consider-

ately to the opinions of the public,

who comprise our audience and
who, in the final analysis, we must
satisfy if we are to stay in business.
We take these opinions very seri-
ously indeed—and intend to con-
vey them, when the circumstances
justify such action to those of our
colleagues who can make the
proper adjustments in their opera-
tions.”

During its sessions here, the
Board considered around 20 cases
involving TV programming which
were submitted to it since the Iasi
meeting two months ago. Thesfe
cases largely concerned complaints
regarding crime and mystery
shows, over-commercialization, reli-

gious broadcasting and film pro-
ductions* Decisions by the Board
on these cases will be addressed to

i the program sources involved

De MAN in DeMANd

MERRILL E. JOELS
Actor-Announcer-Narrator

Radio - TY - Stag#
Commercials - Spots

Slid* Films - Kiddie Discs .

Trick Voices

MUrray Hill 8-6600 ;

! :

a *•** *.

TOMMY LYMAN
after the theatre

at fh«

MOMARTK
74 Ea»t 55lk Strut

Just Off Park Avtnaa

ELdorada 5-9949

Special Material by
MILT FRANCISHUItHH I DIIMH I FH1-
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The kidding-on-the-square suggestion in the Chicago Daily News TV
column last week- that members of radio and tele quiz panels take a

lie detector test to ''prove’' that’ their shows aren’t rigged has met with

*n immediate acceptance by the lone Chi entry in the quiz field; Louis

G. Cowan’S local office notified the daily that members of its "Down
You Go” panel would be more than happy to take the test (especially

with pix).

Column was pegged on a reader’s Charge that many of the popular
qulzzers are fixed, with the panelists briefed in advance.

An effort by a TV applicant to obtain special authority to install

equipment to bring to* his 'area the Republican and Democratic con-

ventions was turned down last week by the FCC on grounds the in-

stallation would give the applicant an "undue advantage” over com-
petitors In a contest for the channel.

The applicant, Mountain City Television, Inc., of Chattanooga,
Tenn, had requested special temporary authority to set up equip-

ment to rebroadcast the signals of WSB-TV in Atlanta of the conven-
tion proceedings. Opposition to the request was filed by WDOD in

Chattanooga, also an applicant for channel 3.

Betty Garde, who was to play the femme lead on ABC-TV’s "Adven-
tures of Ellery Queen” last Wednesday (4), was hurt while riding in a
taxicab to a rehearsal on the day of the telecast. As a result, the
N. y.-originating live show had to be cancelled and an old kine used;

It was too clo^e to air time to get a substitute lead.

Packagers Norman and Irving Pincus were clipped financially, since

they had to pay the cast in the vehicle which wasn’t aired and also

pay the performers and scripter on the kine. The cancelled yam will

be reprised in a month or so When Miss Garde is able to appear in it.

Accident occurred when a pedestrian darted in front of the cab and
the driver stopped short; a -web spokesman said. Actress, was thrown
against the jump seat, had a nose hemorrhage and had to be hos-
pitalized.

American Airlines is making available to tele producers footage from
its whole library of scenic films. Its public relations setup has also

been snaring plugs by providing a portable ticket counter and other
equipment for producers of live shows who need such props.

Airline has its own motion picture setup under Tom Hughes and so
has a considerable library of finished travelogs, which have been widely
used on tele, and footage which was shot for these films, but wasn’t all

used because of length. Hughes has just completed a new 22-miriute
job o% Mexico which is now making^ the rounds.

On the Coast, negotiations continue between Screen Writers Guild
and Alliance of Television Film Producers, with both sides seeking an
agreement on all other issues before tackling main obstacle—residuals.
One SWG negotiator Said while it’s believed agreement can be reached
on other matters, settlement on residuals is problematic, and SWG
won’t budge from its stand. Producers are equally determined not to
give/in on residuals, feeling percentage payoffs make is economically
impossible to continue in biz.

FORMAT REVAMP SET
j

FOR MOPPET 'MAILMAN'
WOR-TV, N. Y., is giving its

"Merry Mailman” moppet strip a
format revamp, dressing up its px$-
duction trappings and moving the
show into the merchandising field,

Sandy toward, whoforriierly was
with NBC-TV's "Howdy Doody” op-
eration, has been added as pro-
ducer, and will also handle the li-

censing of products. It's figured
that "Mailman,” like other kid-vid
shows, can license manufacturers
to turn out "Mailman” products.
Also in the works is a promotion
plan which will give bankrollcrs
support by "Mailman” appearances
in stores.

Changes will be introduced grad-
ually. These will include addition
of guests,' new sets, more scripted
segments, and a streamlined pace
for the Ray Heatherton starrer.
WOR-TVv also feels the show has
national possibilities, which might
result in the show going network
when Mutual develops a tele chain,
or being syndicated if MBS doesn’t
start a TV web soon.

Marshall Gets Honorary
‘

Degree for Sciencasts
Philadelphia, .June 10.

Dr, Roy K. Marshall, educational
director of WFIL and WFIL-TV,
received the honorary degree of

Doctor of Science yesterday at the
animal commencement exercises
of the Philadelphia College of

Pharmacy.
Calling attention to the national

reputation achieved by Dr. Mar-
shall, Ivor Griffith, president of

the college,' awarded the degree
because of the broadcaster’s ef-

forts "in making the public science
conscious” and for his “dignified
approach to the popularization of
scientific matters.”

Novel commercial twist on feature film shows
-

is beyig used by
KECA-TV, Hollywood,' making the plug seem to come right out of the
film.

One frame from a landscape shot in the picture is taken out and
used for rear-screen projection. If the old reel deals with Robin Hood,
for example, a shot of a forest might be used as a background, with
the announcer dressed in the costume of one of Robin- Hood's hench-
men. His pitch thus seems to be integrated with the pic.

CftLW'S 20TH AOTI
Detroit, June 10.

CKLW, whose transmitting fa-

cilities are across the river in

Windsor, Ont., and whose business
offices are in * Detroit, celebrated
its 20th birthday last week.

1 ‘ - v - 1
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Authors League Reshuffle
Continue* {r«m pace 14

desire for cooperation on common
purposes.

Some sources in the ALA were
disturbed by a RWG eastern coun-
cil resolution, addressed to ALA
council members, hitting the
League staff's assignment of . five

writers to TWG rather than RWG,
Latter claimed that the writers,
including Don Ettllnger, Dennis
Green, Paul Cunningham and Hal
Rein, had been assigned to TWG
although they belong in RWG and,
in some cases, had requested as-

signment to RWG. Radio union’s
resolution spoke of "possible- dere-
liction of duty towards the RWG”
and asked that the ALA staff's ac-‘

tion be called to attention of the
ALA officers and council.

It was felt by some ALA coun-
cilities that the RWG charge was
"aggressive” and might open up a
new feud on the eve of the reor-
ganization powwow. An RWG
spokesman, however, said that the
radio guild is appx'oaching the con-
fab .In a spirit of "peace and co-
operation,” pointing out that the
statement was addressed to the
ALA council, not the reorganiza-
tion conference. Eastern RWG
council, he said, acted for fear po-
tential RWG members were being
placed elsewhere, while ALA
sources said that, the cases were
"borderline” and 'that in "at least
three RWG’s info was wrong.”
Matter came up at ALA Council

Monday ’(9) and was tabled, until
data is gathered, without fireworks..

RWG spokesman pointed out
that the radioltes have been wox-Jc-

ing closely with the ALA and that
Evelyn Burkee, assistant exec sec-
retary of the League, has been sit-

tihg in on RWG strike strategy
meetings on the staff sci'iptei*s’

hassle with the AM webs, RWG
and SWG, which in the past have-
been in bitter wrangles, have been
meeting together on joint ques-
tions. ALA sub-committee getting
factual data together for the up-
coming meeting Is composed of
Henry Pratt Fairchild, of the AG,
and Peter Lyon, of RWG.
The various guilds were asked

to come to the parley with recom-
jnendations^^n^^eorganizatiom

Some will have more ’ detailed
plans than' others. Basic differ-

ence in the various interests' is

that between those who are staff-

employed (and ’who think; in union
terms), and those who "work: at
home” (and have little direct con-
tact with other writers on the,

job).

This has conditioned guilds such
as RWG and SWG to seek more
independence from the parent
body (SWG has affiliate rather
than member-guild status).

One of the key questions to be-

decided, Involving
.

organization
ahd jurisdiction is future of TWG.
This gx'oup doesn’t have guild
status and where it fits into the'
overall ALA picture will be ja

touchy issue.
^

WOR-Mitial
Sm Continued from pat*

ford, the WOR (AM) sales chief,

continuing to handle the WOR
radio sales. R. G, Maddux will Con-
centrate on WOR-TV sales, assisted

by Robert Mayo, WOR-TV sales
chief. E. M. Johnson, Mutual sta-

tion relations v.p tl continues in that
post with Harvey Marlowe in
charge of WOR-TV programming.

> Memo Is described as an "inter-

im report on progress” made to-

wards integration and consolida-
tion. It doesn’t mention Theodore
C. Streibert, WOR prez, who is re-
ported moving into the Thomas S.

Lee Enterprises (parent outfit of
WOR, Mutual, Yankee and Don
Lee) in a film-syndication post.

Shuffling hasn't affected the*
pews and special events and sports
departments as yet, although there
are sepai'ate MBS and WOR units
in these fields. Service depart-
ments, such as mailroom, house-
keeping, etc., are expected to be
consolidated shortlyv

Buffalo— Alfred E. Anscombe
has been upped to local sales man-
ager at WKBW, Anscombe, asso-
ciated with the station for 17 years,
has recently been in charge of sales
promotion.

WALT FRAMER
presents

aTHE MAGIC LAMP
An Exciting New TV Audience Participation Show for the Entire Family Starring Children

A FRAMER LOW-COST-HI-RATING SHOW!
• w

/

Another 4-P Presentation

Packaging—complete service of all elements

Production—creative writing and imaginative direction

Publicity—our own publicity department

Promotion—comprehensive prize procurement

By the Creator -Producer of

"STRIKE IT RICH" and "THE BIG PAYOFF"

WALT FRAMER PRODUCTIONS
123 West 44th Street

New York, N, Y. PLaza 7-0800
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Best British Shed Seilers

London, June 3.

Ay-round The Corner , \ . Dash

i in -By HERM SCHOENFELP ’ " -fi -» Neve?
6

.
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*

. . .

.

• • •KD^ML
Georgia Gibbs; “Make Me Love a cute idea which Miss Brewer

^acksmith Blues^' Chappell
You"-“So Madly In Love" (Mer- works out for moderate results via wues .

. ;
. i^ppen

cury). Biding high on her current her Jionky-tonk
^y,
00^1 % rrnri

e
‘

wmrrfs
“Kiss of Fire’' click, Georgia Gibbs' jazzy instrumental background/ •

.

Tell Me. Why, . » ... . . . -Moras

has come up with a similarly-styled Bing Crosby: “Just For xOu Be Life’s
* Comoanion Morris’

number in “Make Me Love You." "Flight 0f Fancy". (Deccak Bing
. wfedersen

P
MauSce

It's a rich-sounding side in which Crosby’s decline a& a factor ;
on

There’ipa^nshou ' Cinephonlc
Miss Gibbs once again shows her disks Is traceable to the switch of a

?

e^&Fa^stt0p * ’W
Sf?vSS?S

talent for belting songs in potent tastes away from the practitioners
L,a51 • • *

: ri w
commercial style. On the reverse, of the relaxed vocals and, equally
Miss Gibbs hits on the lovely bal- important, to the failure of the oeconp. f*
lad, “So Madly In Love " with a material. These sides, from the glow Coach . . ; Sterling
sensitive rendition. pic, “Just For You," are pleasant Gandy Dancers’ Ball. .Disney

• June Valli: “So Madly In Love"- tunes but lack the unusual impact Saturday Rag .Fields
“Strange Sensation" (Victor). One needed tamake a dent among plat-

Little White Cloud.’. . .Lennox
of Victor s newer vocalists, June ter buyers. Crosby is in particu- . ^ T a j-.nv Leeds
Valli continues to. impress as one larly good voice on the title song. pi Mister Sun

’

’ Channel!
of the standout femme vocalists cur- Mistlkes

’ '

‘

Wriflht

£
er
^y, ^h^hn’c ^er^best^^ide to

Platter Pointer* Be Anything. .... .Cinephonic
’ civlnz this standout ballad^ “Roberta," Jerome Kern's musi- Anytime Victoria

h^hWmovfn?workover The self- cal which Metro has re-filmed un- I Wanna Say Hello. . . Sterling

dnit dcr the title of “Lovely To Look Room at Our House. .Connelly

used tol&t rfferton’th^ At,” hasten waxedta^two ex- Kiss of Fire...., Duchess

side. “Strange Sensation" is an cellent albums by
^
Columbia and

-

'

‘

, •
.

impressive item in Latin tempo Capitol. Columbia s set c°vers « * * n t A y *.

and Miss Valli again scores with eight top tunes with a cast headed 0U$t
to highly developed stylised *

0;c W
Don Cornell; “This Is the Begin- ^^^X^hfCd’eomnrkes *

*,®reWS
'

B
'

A^ymore'MCo^ Don Cornclf’S weTas%^°P?du?Uon
the

.

m ReCeiVCr foT Fim
h°(t

l0

witlf another'^dramatfe ''bsllad Ames Bros, have a%rstr»te slice Los Angeles. June 10.

In “Beginning of theEnd” Once of “Break The Bands That Bind Lou Levy adopted a new angle

aealn fie hokes un the voiar with Me” (Coral) . . . Brewster Boy*, a in his legal battle with the An-
an over-dramatic attack but it fits V

/
c^r

1

vo
f?

1 tr
i?Tv,

im
.g
rep drews Sisters suit in

into the current market format and their initial sides. Its Best We Superior court demanding their re-

this side should stir plenty of, in- ?ay Goodbye and You 11. Never moval as directors of the Andrews
terest. Flip is in the contemporary ^n,

ow
,,

• • • -About 15 years, late, sisters Eight-to-the-Bar Ranch,
tearful groove, Cornell again belt- tort still funny is Groucho Marx a

InC (
which ^ has a ^5% leer-

ing effectively and „ ?rnm th/l ‘SimM Action accuses, the listers of
batontng the oreh .n Suitable «’* P&, abusing their authority in tbe com-

Tont Arden- “Take Mv Heart"- m fias “ side in "Teats”.W which he holds eqlual

“TeU Your Tale Nightingale” (Co- <Capitol) . . . Phil Harris orch's partnership. ..
I

lumbUJ Toni Arden ha* a solfd slice of ‘Under the Lamp Post” As an instance. Levy cited the

and distinctive vocal attack, which h
f®

novelty kick (Victor) . . . An- recent case in which the sisters, as

is somewhat exaggerated at times other unusual choral instrumental individuals, filed claims against the
but always commercial.. “Take My by

r
ol\0IL. She s ” firm for $157,650 arid then, as

Heart” is a big number which she voealling majority stockholders, refused to
exercises to the hilt “Nightin- ... Dick Hayme? has a answer the complaint, thereby win-
gale" is ahother fine ballad which mediocie side in Never Let The •

. judgment bv default
Miss Arden delivers in topflight Sun Set On A Quarrel" (Decca)

ni”* *
* i lu + +u

style, Percy Faith orch backing up • • • Vinni De Campo impresses on Plaintiff further declares -that the

with usual richness.
1 You’ll Never Know ’ (Coral). sisters refused to •assign their

Toity Martin: “Padam Param"- Standout western, folk, blues, yearly earnings, amounting to

“Where Did the Night Go" (Yic- rhythm, religious, polka, etc.: Boots $500,000, to the firm as provided

tor), “padam” is a solid, literate Woodall, “It's Sweet Of You" under- a seven-year agreement dat-

ballad which may fall into that (Mercury) . , . Wade Ray,. “June- ing back to Jan. 1, 1046.
limbo of being “too classy” for the Bug Jitters” (Victor) . . . Ernie Lee, He asked thc court to appoi„t a
current market. T h i s superlative While You re Out Cheating receiver to take over the assets of
slice by Tony Martin, however, has (Mercury) . . . LeFevre Trio, “I’m th ^rooration oendintf trial of
enough drive for plenty of jock Bound For The Kingdom" (Bible- JSf

^iporaUon,. penning trial of

spins and get this number the tone) . . . Kenny Baas, “Pine Tree suit. Levy, once marned to

wide acceptance it rates. It’s in Polka” (Coral) . . . BIr Boy Crud- Maxene Andrews, has managed the

.the “Domino" groove but has a up, “Late In The Evening" (Vic- *or Years.

Auf Wiede^sen. ..... .Maurice
There’s Pawnshop . . Cinephonic
At Last Pickwick

Second 12
Slow Coach

v
. . Sterling

Gandy Dancers’ Ball. .Disney
Saturday Rag -Fields
Little White Cloud Lennox
A Guy Is a -Guy Leeds
Please Mister Sun. . .Chappell
Mistakes Wright
Be Anything. .... .Cinephonic
Anytime Victoria
I Wanna Say Hello . . . Sterling
Room at Our House. .Connelly
Kiss of Fire * Duchess

.
Andrews Sis, Name

Receiver for Firm
Los. Angeles, June 10.

Lou Levy adopted a new angle

ing back to Jan. 1, 1046. ^
|

He asked the court to appoint a
receiver to take over the assets of
the corporation,, pending trial of

better idea. “Where Did the Night tor) Micki William*, “Moon-

Maxene Andrews, has managed the
trio for years.

Levy also asked that new direc-
Go " from the legit musical, “Wish blind” (Victor) . Tex Bitter, tors be appointed after the sisters
You Were Here, is a neat lilting “High Noon" (Capitol) . . . Spade are ousted and charged them withYou Were Here, is a neat lilting “High Noon" (Capitol) . . . Spade are ousted and charged them with

^i h ^1«Jf”c«y'O|ii»eI L0V
5 X0U” "fraudulent and dishonest" be-with expert backing by Henri Uecca) Bed Foley, '•God’a L t- h,vior pUnnlng to enrich them-

. Jane Wyttian: “Checkin’ My Turner, “Got So Much Trouble” •vdS.iSi^
Heart*’-“He’s Just Crazjr For Me” (Okeh).

poration by ending the exclude
(Decca). Two cute tunCs from the contract with the Eight-to-the-Bar

Paramount pic, “Just For You,” Ranch. -

made good material for actress PLn Dmno I Kactival Firm’s earnings; up to 1951 were
Jane Wyman. “Heai-t,” a rhythm 1 wu VHUU4M I COUTdl never less than $500,000 a year,

a clever lyric, is nf p i A l T* Levy charged, but the outfit now
Ut "°PUlar wen* f°r h. »w creditor, and a $122,000

Federal income tax deficiency rap
for the years 1946-49.

bounced by Miss Wyman in okay, U! TODUlar WCIISW
if not standout, style. In a slower * *
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slice by“mmV Red™ Olympiad Stadium

man but the dragging beat requires
several spins before it catches on.

‘ nerun, May At.

Dave Barbour’s backing Is first- “Olympiad of Music,'” bringing
ra*e. together top show- orchestras of a
Rosemary Clooney: “Botch-a- dozen west European countries, is

M :”-“On the First Warm Day”, planned for summer 1952' at Ber-
(Columbia). “Botch-a-Me” has the lin’s Olympic Stadium. Event will
^same lively tempo and harpsichord be staged in Waldbuehne, 30,000-
background °f Come On-A My seat ozoner built as part of plant

oH «fn il ^
?!'n

OU
T

f

3
Hitler created to accommodate T93

6

ougmaitty. Its an Italian dialect mmvnioc
item with moderate novelty appeal. „ T

y
,•‘Warm r\o.r*<- 1. « A.t.ki... 4.. - TmHbr crwincrtrcltirt . nf liSTm.

D i* Al • J iP» l* jp eaerai income tax aenciency rap
Berlin Olympiad Stadium for the years 1940-49.

Berlin, May

BMrs CHAMBER MUSIC
dozen west European countries, is VFQTIVAI CFP1EQ Q17T
planned for summer 1952 1

at Ber- F£suIIf/ili ObAiuJ OJul

Broadcast Music, Inc., is backing
a festival of contemporary chamber

Disk Companies’
CAPITOL AHTIST

::

1. I’M CONFESSING * .Les? Baul-Mary Ford
CAKIOCA .

' ”

%. WHEEL OF FORTUNE Kay Starr - -

I WANNA LOVE YOU
3. BLACKSMITH BLUES .Ella Mae Morse

;

;

LOVE ME OR LEAVE ME ' . ..

4. OAKIE BOOGIE Ella Mae Morse ;;

LOVE YA’ LIKE MAD
5. WITH A SONG IN MY HEART Jane Froman

I’LL WALK ALONE

COLUMBU
1. BOTCH-A-ME Rosemary Clooney

ON THE FIRST WARM DAY ^
2. HALF AS MUCH Rosemary Clooney -

BOOR WHIP POORWILL
3* WALKIN’ MY BABY BACK HOME Johnnie Ray «-

GIVE ME TIME
4. DELICADO Percy Faith -

FESTIVAL -
5, HOW LOVELY COOKS THE MEAT Doris Day-F. Laine

SUGARBUSH

CORAL ••

1. I’M YOURS Don Cornell ^
MY MOTHER’S PEARLS -

2. STARDUST . . ! * . . -Ames Bros. < -

CRAZY. ’CAUSE I LOVE YOU
;

;

3. I’LL WALK ALONE,..!.. Don Cornell r

THAT’S THE CJHANiCE YOU TAKE
! ^

4. GONNA GET ALONG WITHOUT YA NOW. .Teresa Brewer
ROLL THEM ROLY BOLY EYES

5. I’M SORRY Alan Dale •

' HERE IN MY HEART ^

DECCA 1
1. BLUE TANGO Leroy Anderson -

BELLE OF THE BALL ± ;;

2. YOU GO TO MY HEAD Peggy Lee * -

LOVER. !;

3. DELICADO .Guy Lombardo • "

KISS OF FIRE . ::

4. BLUE TANGO ! Guy Lombardo ’

;

AT LAST AT LAST
.

!!

~5. UNDER THE HONEYSUCKLE VINE . .Bill Kenny-Ink Spots
;

;

YOU MAY BE THE SWEETHEART

MERCURY
1. KISS OF FIRE ...Georgia Gibbs '

A LASTING THING
%4 BE ANYTHING Eddy Howard *

SHE TOOK
3. WHISPERING WINDS Patti Page !

LOVE WHERE ARE YOU NOW
4. JUNCO PARTNER ’ Richard Hayes !

SUMMERTIME
6. I’M SORRY Bobby Wayne !

RUTZA RUTZA
-

M-G-M -

1. KISS OF FIRE Billy Eckstine -

t NEVER LIKE THIS
;

l 2. HOLD ME CLOSE TO YOU Billy Eckstine -

- IF THEY ASK ME
;

l 3. AM I IN LOVE? Debbie Reynolds
WHAT GOOD IS A GAL?

4. PLEASE ! Bill Farrell
’

^ HERE’S TO US
I 5. DON’T LAUGH AT ME... Ricky Vallo

*

h BEWARE

House”
^

^brit ndthnnf
1

thAUHiK ozoner bl,ilt as part of plant music ,»t .Music Mountain, near

"lsinam^ It^ an IUHan dfaf«t O mtofcT
*ccommodate 1936 Falls Village, Conn., consisting of

item with moderate novelty appeal.
uimyPlcs * 10 concerts by. the Berkshire Quar-

“Warm Day!’ is a catching tune Under sponsors!^ * of Film-v tet supplementing .the group’s
with a fair lyric. Stan Freeman sup- buehne Wien, 1

city’s - biggest first- ’Usual season.-, The longhair series
plies the harpsichord backing with run theatre. Olympiad will also is being .sponsored by the New
a rhythm combo. take place with blessing of Berlin York radio stations and some near-

Jane Froman: “Can’t Get Out of Senate. City will supply a Golden by New England outlets, under
This Mood’’-“Cling To Me” (Capi- Trumpet as first prize, to be award- aegis of BMI. Latter has a good
to ). Jane Froman s finely wrought ed on basis of judges’ decision, chance to break even if attendance

* m
011 Mood/ an Judges will represent nations par- comes up to. expectations,

T^ Me/^^ncw^nurnbe^is’ another
ticiPatin2 i?. Olympiad, one to each BMI’s interest . in the * festival

1

,

excellent ballad which’ Miss Fro-
<

j

<Hmtr
^- ^

or Germany, Michael which will include two weekends,
man delivers in her customary T

ar£.P,
,
ns to

.

or£an*2e an^ conduct June 20-22 and Sept.. 5-7, plus four
stv’e. topflight musical group playing his Friday afternoon concerts, is to
Barclay Allen: “Cherokee”-”After own arrangements. Orchestras of give some 29 new composers of

You’ve Gone” (Victor). Barclay Al- competing countries are expected chamber music a chance to get a
len, former Freddy Martin orch to number 60 to 80 members. hearing before a good audience

w
f
s paral

^zed ’ e.x.cePt If successful. Olympiad will be and performance by topflight art-

rnnkl* if ,f
Ut°-ricnt ’ repeated annually. Filmbuehne ists.

’

standard etchings. Via'muiti-pU StlhL
h
°?f {° .

Uni*®d Gotham radio stations are get-

ano dubbing effects. Alien gets an f^es orchestra to join in ting behind the affair, with WNEW,
arresting sound on these sides in TT1 ’ and will make request that WOR and WQXR, and WLCR, Tor-
addition to playing with plenty of

°1
?!

1 appropriate na- ringtoh. Conn., beaming spot an-
Nlrn’e.

4
Aside from the sentimental “°^a l anthem during hoisting of nouncemcnts.

angles surrounding thc Allen saga, ”atlonal flags at opening. Since
this platter independently rates Germany as yet has no national
plenty of jock and juke spins. A sonS. organizes want German flag- JL P«Rrhythm combo neatly backs up rising to be accompanied by rolling Ovl lUCIlU^U rOJtO DDll

Teresa Brewer- “TCi^QKQ On t>q
°f drums * Hollj^vood, June 10.

1

per’’-
,T Hear The Bhlebells^Rinfi”

Admission prices to Olympiad The Tin Pan Alley Ball, a bene-
( Coral). Teresa Brewer who is still

sessions
,
win be 25c to $1,50, and fit for the Jimmy McHugh Polio

looking for a followup hit to her f,
uests from East Berlin and East Foundation, will be held June 20 at

“Music, Music, Music” of a couple
Germany will be welcome. Other the Bel Air Bay Club here,

of years ago, has a good tune in
ev°nts on Waldbuehne schedule for The Foundation is . a non-profit

“Kisses On Paper” but this tune summer include special film show- organization devoted to aiding re-
lacks the simplicity and novelty m2s for Eastern Germans and sev- search and victims of infantile
twist for a smash.* ^Bluebells” lias oral variety shows. .» paralysis.^* u. „„ *„. >M *„

RCA VICTOR
1. MAYBE ? . .

.

.P. Comp-E. Fisher
WATERMELON WEATHER

2. THAT’S THE CHANCE YOU TAKE Eddie Fisher
FORGIVE ME

3. I’M YOURS Eddite Fisher
JUST A LITTLE LOVIN’

4. LADY’S MAN Hank Snow
MARRIED BY THE BIBLE, DIVORCED BY LAW ’

5. BLUE TANGO Hugo Winterhalter
THE GYPSY TRAIL

.> ri i >.

M-G-M Gim 25%

Trice Cut on Album

To Hypo Summer Sales

In a unique merchandising pro-
motion to offset the record retail-

ers’ summer doldrums and spark
sales of the forthcoming sound-
track album, “Lovely to Look At,”
M-G-M Records has propped a spe-
cial “Introductory offer’’ campaign
in which the album will be offered
at a 25% reduced rate. The special
price will cover all speeds and goes
into effect June 20, when the al-

bum ’hits the market, and willTun
through July 19.

During the 30-day introductory
offer, the albums will be shipped
from the diskery’s pressing plant
With a special Wrap-around strip
calling attention to the reduced
price. After July 19 the distribs
and retailers can remove the strip
and peddle the album at regular
list price.

DIskery will plug the campaign
with posters and streamers which’ll
be handed out cuffo to retailers
around -tine country* ... » i u-

Jack Dunn’s Coral Post
.Jack Dunn has been named

eastern radio aiid ydisk jockey rep
for Coral Records, replacing Erwin
Zucker who exited the company
last week. Dunn will work under
Mike Conner, Decca and Coral
publicity chief and head of artists

relations.

Conner also added Ann Reisman
to the Decca staff as his assistant.

M-G-M Realigns Distribs

In a move to streamline its dis»

tributor setup around the country*

M-G-M Records is propping a re-

alignment of distrib territories.

First switchover took place, jin

the upper New York area last week
with three territories which pre-
viously were handled by the Buf-
falo distrib, M Sc N, being turned
over to the diskery’s Albany out-
let, Len Smith. Additional terri-

torial realignment will be made
Jduring the summer. . . *• v<. . . «.

• »

•
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With 5G Award on $276 Royalty Gain
judge Edward A. Conger, of New-

York Federal District . Court, ren-

dered judgment last Thursday (5)

fn the four record infringement

test cases brought by Harry Fox on

behalf of Feist **usic f
- Mills Music

Shapiro-Bernstein and Bobbins

Music against , Paradox- industries

and Dante Bollettino.

• it was a complete victory for Fox

whn over opposition of defendants’

attorney, established two legal

nrecedents in mechanical reproduc-

tion actions and thereby recovered,

judgments totalling $4,982 .for roy-

alty claims totalling • only $276.

Julian T. Abeles of Abeles & Bern-

stein, represented Fox.

The amount of the respective

claims and the judgments obtained

were Feist with live songs royalties

of $100 and judgment of $1,620;

Mills three- songs royalties of $72

and judgment of $1,370; .Shapiro-

Bernstein three songs, royalties of

$46 and judgment $1,120, and Rob-
bins two songs royalties of. $57 .and.

judgment of $870.

In the past, bootleg recordteers

have operated under the opinion

of their legal advisers that the

$250 minimum for each infringing

use and the individual liability of

the real party in interest had no
application to mechanical .repro-

ductions. They were fortified by
the lack of any legal precedent to

the contrary*. Then there is. the
other quirk in the Copyright 'Act
of exempting record pirates from
the criminal liability provision.

The customary bootleg record:
lng is only of 750 to 1900 records,
which at the statutory 2c. royalty
rate would mean only $15 to $20
an infringement. Even- if the court
should apply the discretionary
triple damage provision, the
amount involved would still be
trivial. So the record pirates have
operated in the past knowing that
the legit record manufacturer or
the music publisher copyright pro-
prietor would be dissuaded * from
incurring substantial legal charges
to obtain a nominal judgment

(Continued on page 41)

Big Ikee Fold

Lion for Summer
Effort of the Big Three music com-

bine (Robbins, Feist *& -Miller) to
set up another firm for special* ex-
ploitation purposes

.
was set back

with the folding of Lion Music for
the summer. Lion was originally
set up last year to handle pop
tunes not in picture scores. and. to
Plug revivals from the Big Three

Although Lion came up
with a click in “Charmaine” last
year, firm has been unable to buck
the general downbeat business
trend in the music industry.
Two plugger* for Lion, Morty

Howard and Benny .Albert, were
transferred to other Big Three as-
signments. Oscar Robbins, profes-
sional manager for Lion, .has been
jnoyed over to Feist Music,, where
he will work under Norman Foley.

Buffalo Symph Raises
$121,600 in Fund Drive

n. « ,
Buffalo, June* 10.

al°
,

Philbarmonie Orchestra
jhhintenance fund drive has

reached $121,600—within $10,000

gon +i*
oaI * during the past seh-

^
rch re.<*ived $40,000 from

-Don
sales and $19,300 from

crpn<£°
ncer*s

' koth substantial in
creases over last year.

cJbSl
the dePhrture of William

SS ?«
erg

* conductor here for the

ha

v

„ _
v®n years7 the orchestra will

next <•!
series °f guest • conductors

conduof
S01

?‘ *s*er Solomon will be

Xatimc
t01

T
m residence with Milton

poid QtnJ°
se
P? Rosenstocks, Lco-

condn/»ti^°
wslci

’ and J°sePh Cripps
i0ns o£ the 1952'53

/ i ; J. i i

Nobody Came So Heid

Pittsburgh, June, ID.

Geofge Held, veteran radio and
TY packager-producer here, took
a -bath on his venture into the
dance hall business. Couple bf
months ago, amid much fanfare,
Heid took over a floor of the old
Union Bus Terminal and an-
nounced he was opening a ball-
room where teenagers could freely
come because no alcoholic bever-
ages, not even beer; would be
served.
Heid also tied up with Station-

WJAS and got plenty of newspaper
space for his venture. Howcyer,
nobody came and Heid. folded
over the weekend after losing up-
wards of $2,000.

Statler, N. Y., Inks

Nine Name Bands

For 52-53 Season
The orch. upbeat which has been

building steadily around the coun-
try during the past six months wqs
further pointed up last week when
the - Hotel - Statler, N. Y., finalized
deals for a complete 1952-53 terp
season at its Cafe Rouge by lining
up nine name bands. It’s the first

time in the room’s history that a
whole season had been set so * far
in advance.
According to John Grande, Stat-

ler chain v.p"/ . there’s been a no-
ticeable pickup in orch interest and
the booking scramble had become
so intense that a booker has to
•move early and fast to assure nab-
bing the top crews. In past several
years ballroom operators and" hotel
bookers could generally have their

pick of the crop as little as three
months in 'advance. The revived
terp interest, however, has changed
the pattern of the booking picture

and most of the ops arc planning
far ahead.

Cafe Rouge’s upcoming season
will include Tommy Dorsey, Sept.

19; Woody Herman, Nov. 17; Ray
Anthony, Jan. 12; Charlie Spivak,

Feb. 9; Ralph Flanagan, March 19;

Frankie Carle, April 6; Jimmy Dor-

sey, May 4; and Tex Beneke, June
L’Th'e Tommy Dorsey date, inci-

dentally,- will mark his first Goth-
am appearance in .five years.

Lineup also * indicates an even
split in representation between
General Artists Corp. and Music
Corp. of America. GAC is repped

by Herman, Anthony, Flanagan

and Jimmy Dorsey. The MCA prop-

erties are Prima, Spivak, Carle and
Bepeke. Tommy Dorsey is booked
through Tom-Dor Enterprises, his

own organization.

ST. LOO CRACKS DOWN

ON 80 DANCEHALLS
St. Louis, June 10.

A complete “reinvestigation” of

approximately 80 public dancehalls

whose licenses have come up. for

renewal has been ordered by Direc-

tor of .Public Welfare J. Glennon
McKenna following citations for

various violations by Excise Com-
missioner Arthur H. Bader. Bader’s

investigating deputies reported that

about 20 spots in South St, Louis

were found to be violating various

sections of the liquor ordinances.

McKenna has asked the cops,

health department, fire marshal
and the building commissioners for

complete reports on the danceries.

Meantime all renewal applications

have been put in the cooler.

Jo Stafford and her husband,
Paul Weston, both Columbia Rec-

ords artists, returned to N. Y.

•Monday (9) after European tnp-

Sharply spotlighting the decline
of film and legit musical scores as

|_a source ; of hit tunes, the John G.
Peatman survey . of top

.
perform-

ance songs "during the la$t 10 years
(published in thifc section) reveals
that 'Score tunes have been fading
ever since 'the end of the last war.
Situation for the score tunes sales-
wise In the disk and sheet music
markets has even a greater down-
beat accent since performance rat-
ings reflect heavy plugging activ-
ity as much as public acceptance.

During the three war years of
1942-45, the score tunes dominated
the top 10 Peatman . lists to the
extent of 80% for two years and
70% for the other. Starting, with.
1945, however,* the scores did. a
-nosedive from which they haven’t
recovered until this day. In the
past seven years an average of

four score tunes have shown up
in the Peatman top 10 roster an-
nuallyl

Slump in the plx score batting
average is explained by trAde execs
by two main factors; (1) The de-
terioration in' quality of the pix
Cleffers and (2) th^ switch in pro-
duction technique for Hollywood
musicals. Re point one, many pix
composers have recently been
rapped for resting too complacent-
ly' ort their big bank accounts and
turning y>ut shoddy material. It’s

been pointed 1 out that' several top,

Hollywood writers haven’t turned
out i a hew hit in the last several
years. .

The other factor is based on tbe
hew Hollywood practice of not giv-
ing tunes sufficient play in musical
pictures. Instead of .the old tech-
nique of spotting a top song several
times in one ‘ feature, ‘ a number is

(Continued on page 41)

ASCAP Huddle

Tillstrom Cuts First

Kiddie Disksfor RCA
Chicago, June 10, )

Burr Tillstrom’ maxes his . first

kiddie -platters for RCA Victor this

weekend when Steve Carlin jour-
neys here from N. Y. to supervise
the disking of. two children’s
stories, both, originals.

Tillstrom’s first two albums were
not essentially for kids; despite the
title, “Happy Mother Goose” was
a quasi-adult album and so was
the sgednd album. "Songs of Kuk-
la, Fran tc Ollle.” Carlin convinced
him to go in frankly for the kiddie
mart.

Harbach Stays On

As ASCAP Prexy

In Vote Stalemate

Lawyers . for the American So-

ciety of Composers, Authors and
Publishers and the plx company
music subsids will meet tomorrow
(Thurs.) in. New York to discuss

their answer to the recent Federal
Court petition made by Perry
Alexander, bead of the ASCAP
Dubonnet publishing firm, Alex-

ander .asked the cqurt to amend
the 1950. antitrust decree so as to

exclude the. plx music companies
from ASCAP because of their al-

leged power on the Society’s

board. Alexander charged that

90% of the ASCAP’s pub melon
went to the pix ' subsids.

Theodore Kiendl, of the firm
Davis, Polk, Wardwell, Sunder-
land & Kiendl, will preside* over

the legalite confab. Attorneys -for

Music Publishers Holding* Corp.'

(Warner Bros, group), ’ The Big
Three combine (MetrO-20th-Fox)

and Paramount Music will be pres-

ent along with Herman Finkel-

stein, ASCAP’s general counsel.

The pix music companies are ex-

pected to rebut Alexander’s argu-

ments by pointing out that radio,

and not .films, are the chief source

of ASCAP income via airlane per-

formances. Pix company .execs

also point out that' out of the top

14 .money-earners in ASCAP’s
catalog, not one is a picture song.-

RCA Pressing Plants

Stagger Shutdowns
Following its customary practice,

RCA Victor is shutting down its

pressing plants on a staggered

basis to allow for employee vaca-

tions. The N. Y. plant closes from
June 30 through July 5, while the

Indianapolis and Canonsburg fac-

tories will close from July 21

through Aug. 2.

Factory shutterings affect both

the RCA Victor label recordings

and the custom record division

jwinch presses for other labels./**

As expected, efforts of the board
of the American Society of Com-
posers, Authors arid Publishers to

elect new officers it a meeting last

week, ended in a stalemate** Meet-!
ing adjourned Indefinitely with
the question of

.
ASCAP’s next

president still up' in the air. .

* Under ASCAP bylaws, ' the in-

cumbent prexy, * Otto A. Harbach,
will continue in. office until some-
one else is elected/ Harbaeli’s"

term "ran out June’ 1, terminating
his maximum two years in office,

but due to the inability of the
board to agree on another candi-
date, it’s likely that Harbach will

serve another year.

It’s known that many board
members would have preferred to

reelect Harbach- directly* as prez
rather than give film the present
“lame duck”- status. This move,
however, has befen blocked for the
past couple of months by an

4

in-

fluential group of writers on the
board who are opposed to renam->
ing Harbach. This writer-group
commands sufficient votes to block
the election of a president ;but not
enough to put over its own candi-
date. A two-thirds. vote is needed
for any ASCAP decision, including
the naming of officers.

It’s likely that no attempt to

hold other elections will be made
before next fall. During the sum-
mer efforts to get a full board
meeting are usually stymied by
vacations and the board is reluct-
ant to votp in new officers without
all numbers,’ ratberihan 3. quorum,
attending,...:

: t .

McCOY, JERRY GRAY

BANDS SWITCH TO MCA
Chicago, June 10.

Music Corp. of America was the
winner in a couple of agency
switches by name bands. It pulled
away Clyde McCoy, a Ipngtimcr
with General Artists Corp., and
also yanked Jerry Gray, with the
Associated Booking offices.

"In addition, the agency renewed
Dick Jurgens, one of the oldest

bands on its register, Griff Wil-
liams and Xavier Cugat. Jurgens
also inked a Mercury Record ‘con-

tract, part of the diskery’s* plan
of enlarging its band catalog.

Group cut four sides last week
MCA also set Phil Harris package
as headliners for the Illinois State

Fair Aug, 16-17 and also at the

Indiana State Fair, Aug. 28-31.

Santa Barbara, June 10.

in his opening talk today (Tues,)
at * the 55th annual convention of
the American Federation of Musi-

,

clans, prexy James 0. Petrillo flat-

ly opposed giving up of the 5%
trust fuhd bite on pfic-TV produc-
tion. Petrillo said h'e* would’ not
surrender the 5% setup evert, if it

meant a $5,000,000 work guarantee
for the Los Angeles local. He said
he would do it only if it benefited
all AFM members.
Los Angeles Local 47 has been

pressuring for a change and has
the support of New York Local
802. However, the majority of
other locals, where no vidfilm pro-
duction is involved, are more in-

terested in revenue attained than
in Coast local’s contention it cuts
down work.

Pair of resolutions aimed at ex*,

pandlng executive board from five

to seVen elected members, making
board 11 members * strong includ-
ing officers, were killed, petrillo

had paved way in opening' session
for such action, decrying the ex-
pense. Adverse committee .reports
also killed resolutions permitting
locals to restrict transfers t,o 10%
of their own membership, and a
plan, to hold future conventions
in central sections of U. S. only.

Resolutions
1 Session agreed to refer, to presi-
dent^' office *a series of resolutions
to study ice show scale -with a view
to upping a minimum of .10% dur-
ing discussion, Petrillo 'decalred
scales were hiked last year although
resolution claimed rio change in

several years. Also referred to the
prexy was a measure for straight

six-day week for all musicians, and
suggestion for study leading
toward possible redlstrlctlng of lo-

cals.
!

Coast Local 47, apparently real-

izing. there Is little chance to. end
(Continued oh page 43)
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Deceit Holds Diitrib Meet
Decca’s eastern division distrib

managers held a meeting in New
York over the last weekend to run
clown the company’s upcoming
product for this summer. Sales and
promotion plans were discussed.

A1 Simpson, eastern division

qhief, presided. 1 >•.* »

On Coast Pubs
Songwriters Protective Assn,

cracked down on three Coast pun-
ishers last week by withdrawing
ts basic-minimum agreements due
0 the pubs’ alleged failure to
abide by SPA. procedure. In the
case of one firm, Crystalette Music,
SPA alleged non-payment of roy-
alties to writers Johnny Fink and
Andy Razaf arid refusal to submit
their writer-contracts to SPA for
counter-signing.
Other two publishing ilrms in-

volved the Preview and Pic Music
firms owned, by Berlri .Adams and
Earl Milla. Dispute with SPA also
involved, the. pubs’ refusal to get
SPA' lokays on their writer con-
tracts. and the SPA charge that
advances on one song were de-
ducted from the royalties 'earned
on another song written by Benny
Carter. ‘*- - r

'

Withdrawal of the SPA contract
is tantamount to putting a com-
pany on an “unfair list.” Under
such conditions, SPA. members,
comprising the bulk of the new
and vet writers in the industry,
Will refuse to make deals with
these companies unless they abide
by SPA -regulations.

M-G-M Distribs Use Air

To Buck Summer Slump
Despite the early set-in of the

summer doldrums on the retail

disk level, several M-G-M Records
distributors around the country are

.

prepping promotion drives to buck
the downbeat; The distribs are
buying 15-minute and half-hour
segments on their local radio sta-

tions to sponsor an all M-G-M
Records disk program.

Distribs who’ve already hopped
on the radio promotion bandwagort
are* Lou Oxman, Denver; Jimmy
Friedman, St. Louis; E& Barsky,
Philly; Mel Kahn, Cincinnati; G. W,
Stillman, Salt Lake Qity; and Pat
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By JIMMY KENNEDY
L'ondon, June .3.

In London's tin pan Alley they

are plugging \*n American long

called "Back to the- Good 014
Days”——and a' clearer cue of wish-

ful thinking would be* hard to find.

After looking over the music field

here, It seem* that 1952 has set

a new low from the viewpoint of

the British songwriter. Some of the

publisher* report steady business

but on a reduced scale, and writers

have certainly struck one of the

worst patches since the -talkie song
invasion in 1929, and the cause is

not merely seasonal.

The most curious thing, about
music business in England Is how
very closely it follows the corre-

sponding .^trans-Atlantic pattern,

not only in the songs that become
hits but in the public acceptance
of recording artists which In the
pop field is almost an exact coun-
terpart of U. S., as far as the lead-

ing established recording artists

are concerned. This has a* very di-

rect effect on songwriter and pub-
lisher.

The number of' fulltime writers

here is dwindling rapidly in spite

of the Songwriters Guild member-
ship roll of oVer 400* and although
there are over 2,000 members of

the performing* Rights Society.

English affiliate of ASCAP, these
however are not all -fulltime writ-
ers;ln fact, the P.R.S, membership
is made up of writers -of light and
educational music.^concert ballad
composers, arrangers and musical
directors, *only a few hundred be-
ings writers of popular songs, and
of these, only about 30 regularly
earn a.living in Tin Pan Alley.,
The cause of the recession is not

to be found in any one -reason but
in a variety of conditions. They
are:

(1) The increased domination of
the market- by the recorded Amer-
ican song.
^(2) The failure of the publishers
to interest^bandleaders in the na-
tive product.

(3) A confusing multiplication of
publishers, many of them from the
U. S., who have opened in the Brit-
ish market.

(4) THe general limitation of pop
outlets by the B.B.C.—the only
radio chain in England.

U.S. Influence {Stronger Than Ever
The American song has always

been the dominant factor in the
British song ‘ market, but never
more than now. This is' due to the
arrival of the disk jockey; his im-
pact has been immediate and pow-
erful, and in spite of the opposition
of the powerful Musicians Union,
is likely to increase. He offers en-
tertainment that the British listen-
er does not normally get on B.B.C.
programs. The records h spins in-
variably -give first-class perform-
ances by top recording stars and,
just as in U.S.A., many of the live

broadcasts are not up to this stand-
ard. He has little competition from
B.B.C. light shows, which rarely
make a feature of popular songs.
So Britain's D.J.’s, Christopher
Stone, Jack Jackson, Sam Costa,

‘ Jack Train, Richard Attenborough,
Sam Browne, play the highly pro-
moted American top favorites and
another U;S. hit is on its way.
Naturally, Vfera Lynn, Anne Shel-
ton, Mantovani, Jimmy Young,
Primo SCala, Edmundo Ros, and
other leading British record-mak-
ers frequently make British songs,
but they are automatically forced
to wax many American, thus giv-
ing "ional euge“to the ‘ er-

ican song through its new advocate,
the deejay.
The publishers give no prefer-

ence to the home-made song, say-
ing they are business men and they
accept the "U.S. package” offered
complete with ready made exploita-
tion aids. They complain that ow-
ing to the continuous cutting-down
of radio dance music sessions and
similar programs, the possible plug
spots are a mere fraction of what
used to be available, so the contact
*man is compelled to work on cer-
tainties (U. S. songs with important
records) and cannot waste time or
plugs trying out unproven songs.

It may be argued that a number
of U. S. songs which were not best-
sellers in the States have become
hits recently in England — “We
Won't Live in a Castle,” "With
These Hands,” "Unforgettable,”
"There's Always Room at Our
House.” etc. But these had fine
recordings which were missed in
the plurality of hits in America

and all they needed Was a little

luck with the plug* to be hit* here.

There *re 76 active publisher*

each, contributing four tune* per.

month, to a plug list (approved by
the B.B.C.) totaling over.300 songs

end endeavoring to get regular ‘.air-

ings of their tunes out of a total

number of possible broadcasts that

add up to po more than 220 per

week, It is simple arithmetic thSt

300 into 220 won't go, and, it is

taken that a total of three good
plug* a day for any publisher is an
achievement. This is the haphazard
element and * song can be very

luckv or very unlucky.
British Tunes Low On lists

' There are certain publishers

who frequently try to exploit Brit-

ish likings, but it has always been
difficult and now more so ' than
ever, as bandleaders, d.j/s, and
record men keep their good eye on
the published American lists of

best sellers, sleepers, "most-

played” by d.j/s, jukes, etc., with

the result that the current British

lists of 20 best sellers contains

only three local items low ih the

list; Chappells "At the End of the

Day,” Fields' "‘Saturday Rag,”
Sun's “Only Fools.” ,

Most of the. leading U. S. pub-
lisher* have how . opened in Lon-
don. Bourne, Leeds, Mills, Mor-
ris, Disney, Robbins, Williamson,
Berlin, J. J. Robbins-Kassner,
Duchess, Spier, H*rms-rConnelly,
and others are on their, way. This
is a formidable’ array of catalogs

and while they are very welcome
here, they are, of course,, of no. use
to the British songwriter. How-
ever, it would not be surprising if,

eventually, some pf these, houses
interested themselves In discover-
ing British potential hits.

It is felt that the B.B.C. holds
the key to the problem. There
should be a showcase for the ipany
superlative British songs .that' are
missed irt the present scramble for
quick hits. Before the war a most
Important outlet was provided by
the B.B.C. Dance Orchestra; a
studio band directed by Jack
Payne and subsequently by Henry
Hall, which featured a high pro-
portion of English tunes as well
as the best of American and Con-

( Continued on page 43)

AKM (Austrian ASCAP)

Hits New Record High

Revenue of $1,210,000
Vienna, June 3.

The annual general meeting of

the AKM (Austrian society of au-
thors, composers and music pub-
lishers) accepted the report of the
board of directors with • but one
dissenting vote, 163 members be-
ing present.
Revenues reached the record fig-

ure of 550,000 shilling* ($1,210,000)
believed to be the ceiling for years
to come. The fact that $462,000
will flow into foreign countries as
payments to composers, authors
and publishers abroad, shows that
home production is in a tough, spot.

Nevertheless, the balance to for
eign countries still shows a sur-
plus of over $1,000,000 as due to
the AKM from foreign associations.
The report that the money of the

AKM in the United States is, seven
years after the ending of hostilities,
still under sequestration, caused
surprise. Great Britain has un-
frozen the accounts but has not
paid so far, which practically
amounts to the same.
Austro-Mechana which collects

royalties on disks, reported an 80%
increase.

EDDY HOWARD REJOINS

BAND FOR 1-NITER TREK
Chicago, June 10.

Eddy Howard, who has been
taking a rest for the past nine
months, during which he turned
over his library to the Norman
Lee band, is coming back into the
business. Singing maestro has been
etching records, however, during
the hiatus, several in the hit clasi-
fication, notably "Sin” for Mercury.

He’ll take to the road for a string
of midwest one-nighters and loca-
tion dates, including Peony Park,
Omaha; Forest Park Highlands, St.
Louis; and Walled Lake, Mich.
Croup resumes either June 21 or
22 .

Paris, 'June 3.

Don Gabor, prexy ^Remington
Records, has announced plans to

establish plant for pressing disks

in Paris area early in October.

Remington, which tape* widely in

Europe, presses inBrewster, Mass*.

Gabor and his veep in charge of

artists. Dr. Marcel Prawy, have

been making a two*month swing

through Europe signing talent To
date 32 artists and orchs have been
pacted, among them Arthur Rod*

zinski, who is set to cut 4(1 platters

befoae year’s cn4*
Remington likewise expects to

record five complete operas, three

in France, with European national

opera troupes* Gabor Is also setting

up European distribution service,

to cover all countries** outside Cur*

tain.

Still on proxy’s agenda for visit-

ing are Amsterdam, Copenhagen,

Oslo and Stockholm after which
he flies June 19 for N. Y. Prawy
will go to Vienna where Remington
make* its European, headquarters.

Damone-Headed GI Show

With Ex-Pro Talent Clicks

At Camp in Germany
By CPL. JESSE GROSS
(on. leave from Vaiukty)

Bad Kreuznach, June 3.

Boasting . more polish than us-

ually found in all-soldier shows,-

latest Ql entry making the rounds

d£ army camps in Germany, "Holi-

day For Rhythm/' is. registering

nicely. With Pfc, Vic Damon*
carrying the star billing, show hits

a professional stride most of the
time in the two-hour display/ En-
tertainment lineup, besides Da-
mone, includes several performers
who were pros before entering the

service. (Damqpe was missing at

show here, and recently left for

N. Y.). •

Talent was drawn from various
Seventh Army units located in

Germany, selection being made af-

ter extensive scouting tour by Da-
mone and civilian personnel from
Seventh Army Special Service.
Judging by the end-result, the
singer and his co-talent hunters
deserve a nod for picking out what
impresses as being the cream, for
this type production. ,

Date at .Post Theatre here in
Bad Kreuznach was, a one-niter,
making the 15th performance on a
tour that is . expected to run for
another twolfnonths or longer. Da
mone, who' reportedly was taken
sick with a migraine headache and
hospitalized, was out of cast here.
Singer, caught a few months ago
while lining up talent and rehears
ing, besides doing a likeable job
of emceeing also took the spotlight
for some sock vocalizing. v

Despite Damone’s absence, show
shapes up well, revue type pro-
duction having a series of better
than-average turns. Included in
this category is John Tulucci, who
imitates sounds of various musical
instruments. Lad appeared with
Horace Heidt before entering the
service.

Some fancy harmonica playing
is tossed off by Jimmy Catelli.

In a lengthy dramatic bit, Paul
Phillips turns in a good job with
his recitation of "Face on the
Barroom Floor.” He was In radio
before entering the Army.

Entire show is emceed by Fred
Barber, who demonstrates an af-
fable personality and also does
well with carbons of Bing Crosby,
Jimmy Durante, Walter Winchell.
Arthur Godfrey, etc. Barber falls
down, though, in the yock depart-
ment when he relies predominant-
ly on Army gags that have worn
thin. Before donning OD, Barber
did some vaude and radio work.
* Producer-writer-director and
choreographer . of show, Buddy
McGlown, takes over the stage for
an okay tap stint. Lad stems from
a show biz family and has played
a number of small spots in U. S.
Another addition to the stable of
A1 Jolson imitators, Joe Morrissey
registers with his takeoff. In the
vocal division, Jim Tlncher does a
top selling job with "Oklahoma.”
The Melodaires offer some listen-
able balladlng. Boys could dis-
pense with bit that has one of the
members doing "Open The Door
Richard” routine prior to group
taking the spotlight for song seg-
ment. Stephan Haukol and Nor-
man Panto handle their accordions
nicely.

McGlown's direction of the show
keeps things going at a generally

jfast clip..

(From June 3, 1942, to £>ec.3X, 1951);

This issue of John G. Peatman Weekly Survey of songs most

heard on the air. marks, the beginning of the ACI's 11th year of

continuous .publication. 'XNoti the' 1942' •survey begins with the

June 3 fckte, and that the 1951 annual survey is based ,on the com-

bined audiences of rtidio and TV. .Songs in film or stage pro-

ductions are indicated by -'an asterisk.)

Rank
1

2
3
4
5
0
7
8
9

Song Title

1942
Publisher

Idaho (*) ....Mills

I've Got a* Gal in Kalamazoo (*) RVC
Dearly Beloved (*) ’ ••••••»•

My Devotion *
Santly-J

Jingle Jangle Jingle (*) Paramount

Be Careful It’s My Heart (*) Berlin

I Left My Heart at Stagedoor Canteen 1*) AfUiy,

Sleepy Lagoon Chappell

„ Praise the- Lord Pass the Ammunition Famous.^

10. He Wears a Pair of Silver Wings (*) fc , Shapiro~B

1943

People. Will Say We’re In Love (*) Crawford

You’ll Never Know (*) * * JVC
Brazil ;

Southern

That Old Black Magic- (*).., Famous

As Time Goes By (*) K.
ar

*3/
S
.

Sunday Monday or Always (*) Mayfa^ir

You’d Be So Nice to Come Home to (*) Chappell

I’ve Heard That Song Before (*) * .Mayfair

Don’t Get Around Much Anymore .....Robbins

It Can’t Be Wrong* {*) Harms

1944

Long Ago and Far Away(*). . .

.

I’ll Be Seeing You...;.
I Love You (+)

I'll Get By (*)

Amor (*)

Ill Walk Alone •(*)...*
It Had To Be'You (*)

San Fernando Valley
Besame Mucho

• Trolley. Song (*J .,

1945

If I Loved Ydu (*) ;•?•••
Acrcent-Tchu-ate the Positive (*)

Dream :

Till the End of Time
My Dreams Are Getting Better All the Time. .

.

I’m Beginning To See the Light..'.—
Candy .* • • •

Saturday Night
I Should .Care
That’s For Me (*)

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1

2
3
4
5
6

. 7
8
9
10

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

*

1

2
3
4
5
6
7~

8
9
10

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1

2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Crawford
Williamson
Chappell
Berlin
Melody Lane
Mayfair
Remick
Mayfair
Southern
Feist

T.*B. Harms
Morris
Capitol
Santly-J
Santly-J
Grand
Feist “

Barton
Dorsey
Williamson

1946
They. Say It's WonderfuU*) .Berlin

Symphony Chappell

Oh What It Seemed To Be Santly-J

Day By Day " Bartop

All Through theJDay <*) Williamson
Let It Snow Let It Snow Let It Snow Morris

I’m Always Chasing Rainbows l*) Miller

I Can’t Begin To Tell You (*) BVC
Aren’t You Glad You’re You (*) Burke-VH
The Gypsy ...Leeds

'
, 1947

Anniversary Song (*) ‘ Mood
It’s a Good Day Capitol

I’ll Close My Eyes P Maurice
(I Love You) For Sentimental Reasons . Duchess
Linda Morris

How Are Things In Glocca Morra (*) Crawford
Managua Nicaragua Encore
Zip-a-Dee Doo-Dah (+) ;. Santly-J

A Gal' in Calico (*) Remick
I Wish I Didn't Love You So (*) .Paramount

* 1948
Now Is the Hour Leeds
But Beautiful (*) ......* Burke-VH
A Tree In the Meadow ,

Shapir.o-B

Buttons and Bows (*) Famous
It’s Magic (+)

' Witmark
I'm Looking Over a _ Four Leaf Clover. , Remick
Haunted Heart (*)

' Williamson
Manana ; Barbour-Lee
Beg Your Pardon Robbins
You Call Everybody Darling Mayfair

1949
So In. Love (*) T. B. Harms
Some Enchanted Evening (+) Chappell
Powder Your Face With Sunshine Lombardo
Cruising Down the River . Spitzer
Far Away Places ^ Laurel
Again (*) “ Robbins '

Sunflower Famous
I’ve Got My Love to Keep Me Warm Berlin
Bali Ha’i (*) Chappell
A Little Bird Told Me* Bourne

1950
My Foolish Heart (*) Santly-J
Hoop-Dee-Doo Morris
I Don’t Care If the Sun Don’t Shine Famous
La Vie en Rose , Harms
All My Love Mills
Bewitched . Chappell
If I Knew You Were Coming Robert
It Isn’t Fair Words & M
Third Man Theme (*) Chappell
Mona Lisa (*) Famous

1951
Too Young Jefferson
If Shapiro-B
Because of You (*) Broadcast
Be My Love (*) Miller
You're Just In Love (*) Berlin
Mockin’ Bird Hill Southern
Tennessee Waltz Acuff-R
Would I Love You (Love You Love You) Disney
My Heart Cries For You .. Massey
How High the Moon Chappell

r
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TOP TALENT AND TUNES
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines Retail Disks Retail Sheet Music
as Published in the Current Issue

for^ WEEK ENDING JUNE 7
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ale* of th* ArtisU and Tune* listed hereunder isarrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu-
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to£ed udth data from wider sources, which are exclusivewith Vaiiucty. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL impactveloped from the ratio of points, scored: two ways in the cast oj

and three, ways in the case of tunes {disks, coih 'machines, sheet music),
machines),.

TALENT
POSITIONS
This Last
week. week. ARTIST AND LABEL TUNE
1 2 LEROY ANDERSON (Decca) Blue Tango
2 5 AL MARTINO (BBS) Here in My Heart

3 X DON CORNELL (Coral) (HI Walk Alone

, „
’ “‘/Fm Yours

4 3 PERCY FAITH (Columbia) * Delicado
5 4 GEORGIA GIBBS (Mercury) Kisjs of Fire

[Anytime
6 6 EDDIE FISHER* (Victor) J Forgive Me

|Fm Yours

n
(That’s Chance You Take

7 9 JOHNNIE RAY (Columbia) Walkin’ My Baby Home
. . ELLA MAE MORSE (Capitol) Blacksmith Blues

m o
STARR (Capitol) Wheel of Fortune

10 8 DORIS DAY (Columbia) A Guy Is a Guy

POSITIONS
This JUst

TUNES

TDNE
, PUBLISHER

BLUE TANGO Mins
KISS OF FIRE , :

.’

;
.’ .’

; . Duchess
HERE IN MY HEART m»TKt.
IM YOURS .Algonquin
DELICADO Kemick
WHEEL OF FORTUNE. Laurel
I’LL WALK ALONE .Mayfair
BE ANYTHING . Shapiro-B
A GUY IS A GUY .Ludlow
BLACKSMITH BLUES HiU-R

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

Survey of retail sheet music
sales, based on reports obtained

from leading stores in 12 cities

and showing comparatives sales

rating for this and last week.

National

Bating

Ihla Laat

wk. wk.

Week Ending
June 7

Title and Publisher
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2 “Kiss at Fire” (Duchess) 3 1

6 1 110

2 110
11 “Bcre In My Heart” (Mellin) . . . . 4 6 .. 9

-3 & “Fm Yours” (Algonquin) 2 5 4 10 9 .. 4 5 ..

A i "Be Anything” (Shapiro-B) ...» 6 3.. 3 10 8 5 8 7

J1 6 “Wheel of Fortune” (Laurel) 9 .. 6 9 3 .. 9 3 ..

54

-1A 5 “A Guy Is a Guy” (Ludlow) 5 4

4 . . 3 53

6 6 8 51

3 4 . . 42

6B
• 4 < f 5 7 41

12 “Delicado” (Remick) 7 .. 3 ..

SLi—'TU Walk Alone” (Mayfafr) . . . . . . 8 10 9
~

7 "Blacksmith Blues” (Hill-R) 10 9

41

8 6 6 10 32

9 10

JL IQ “Anytime” (Hill-R).

10

32

10 8 8 31
13 “Forgive Me” (Advanced) 7 .. 6 10 17

“Half As Much” (Acuff-R) ...... 10 16

1L_ •* “Never Walk Alone” (Wmson.) .... 5 .. .. .. .. . . 6 11
12 9 “Pittsburgh Penn” (Oxford) 8 .

.

MRCnSTBAS-HIUCf * * * " ' ‘

Pitt Longhair Series

Sells Out 4 Concerts
Pittsburgh, jTime 10.

One of the moat successful long-
hair series in the Pittsburgh dis-
trict, Music for Mt. Lebanon, has
already sold out its 1952-53 season
completely. Four attractions will
feature Eileen Farrell, Yehudi Men-
uhin, Lorin Maazael’s Gershwin
Concert Orchestra and the Pitts-
burgh Symphony with Jean Casa-
desus as guest soloist. Last ticket
was sold about 10 days ago and
several hundred more applications
have been sent back unopened.
Symph sponsors have already

started taking orders for the 1953-
54 season and a few days ago had
received several orders, even be-
fore anybody had the slightest idea
what would eventually be booked.

Small Bands Make

With Ops in East
New wrinkle seen developing in

the band agency biz Is the increas-
ing practice of ballroom and cock-
tailery operators to. make uhder-
the-counter deals with small orchs
and combos. The ops are bypassing
the agencies to work out mutual
agreement pacts with the musi-
crews. .

Deals generally are made for
less coin than the agencies ask and
in some cases fall below the musi-
cians’ union minimum require-
ments. Ops get around the union
scale by making out checks at that
rate and getting a rebate in casfr
from the musicians. The union has
been"aware of the rebate deals but,
as yet, has not been able to gather
any positive evidence for a crack-
down.
The music men, who’ve been

making these deals, alibi their po-
sition with “it’s better to work
for less than not at all.” It's re-
ported that some units have been
working for as little as $50 a week
per man.
The agencies, too, have been un-

able to buck the private pacts and
have discovered that they’re being
shut out of an increasing number

,

of rooms. Deals are generally set
after the agency has booked a unit,
into a spm at the regular asking
price. The op then makes hts pitch
to the musicians, telling them that
they can come back for a repeat
date if they'll take less coin. Top
offenders, an agency man revealed,
are the operators in the New York,
New England and Philadelphia
area.

* Recent pacting of the Alex Al-
ston® orch and the new Eddie
Sauter-Bill Finnegan band by RCA,
Victor is sifearheadlngi an orch
waxing drive by the other* major
labels. In recept months dlskerie*
have been; pacting young orchs and
expect . to match the ^Victor orch
push during the summer and fall
with strong promotion add- exploi-
tation drives,

M-G-M Records is propping a
big push on the Skip Martin orch,
recently formed Coast crew. Mar-
tin’s initial platter, “I Concentrate
On You/* hit the market last week
and the diskery has alerted its
dlstribs to go all-out in the build-
up drive. Mercury is concentrating s

on the Ralph Marterie orch While
Decca and its subsld', Coral, are
riding with Jerry Wald and the
new Neal Hefti band, respectively,
Capitol, meantime. Is continuing to
stress its high riding orchs, Ray
Anthony and Billy May,
The diskeries’ orch ’hypo is ex**

pected to follow the same, pattern
as the one launched by Victor a
couple of yean ago to promote the
then new Ralph Flanagan and
Buddy Morrow orchs. With more
orch waxings breaking for clicks
this year than ever before, the
diskers believe that new crop of
bands on shellac Will have: a betted
than an even chanCe to hit paydirt.
Upbeat In terpery activity and in-
crease in number of disk jockeys
spinning orch waxings are seen a$
important factors in building the
new combos as potent wax entities, v

Most of the record company
execs are prepping their drives in
conjunction with the band’s agency.
General Artists Corp., for example,
already has worked out an exploi-
tation plan with Capitol. A liaison
has been set up between the disk-
ery and the agency to coordinate
all promotional activities.

Renewed orch interest Isn’t lim-
ited to the majbrs only. Evidence
of indie label activity along the
same lines is "Seen in the recent^
pacting of the Charlie Splvak and
Charlie -Barnet orchs by Abbey
Records.

8 10 i

.

Waring’* Harlem Benefit
^ Fred Waring’s organization will
headline a benefit for the Harlem
branch of the Young Men’s Chris-
tian Assn, at Lewisohn Stadium,
N. Y., JirnA 1«T

Jackie Robinson, Brooklyn sec-
ond-sacker, and Channing Tobias
are co^chairmanning the event.

Pubs Vs. Pirates
Continue* from pare 31

Score Tunes
Continued from pare 39

considered lucky these days to get
one full chorus delivered during
the whole production. That has re-
sulted In a loss of audience impfect
and customers are no longer walk-
ing out of the theatre whistling
the score tunes. One answer to this
may be that the cleffers are no
longer writing tunes that can be
whistled. In fact, several of the
recent picture tune hits have come
off the background, such as “Third
Man Theme,” or were made inde-
pendently of the picture, such as
“My Foolish Heart.”

In the legit field decline in pub-
lic acceptance is not regarded as
any reflection on the quality of the
Broadway musical composers. If
anything, their output is acclaimed
as the best, and even though they
are not immediate clicks, they have
a permanent standard value. An-
other limiting aspect of the legit
musical scores has been the accent
on material tunes designed to fit

the action of the musical rather
than the pattern of public taste.

against a corporation without even
a seal for an asset and innumer-
able like liabilities for ’ other
piracies.

Other Ramifications

In the event of a judgment
against the corporation, it would
be just a slight annoyance for the
individual operator to conduct Ms
future marauding under a new cor-
porate alter ego*

.
The $1,000 Louis

Armstrong recovery in the N. Y.
State court, for the pilfering of A
substantial amount q£ his most
valuable recordings, fell far short
of its mark. Fox reasoned that if

he could establish a legal prece-
dent in an infringement action in
the Federal Court, of a $250 mini-
mum recovery for each infringing
use and the personal liability of
the individual operator, this would
be a vital broadside at all future
piratical operations.
Upon the argument of the mo-'

tion. the defendants' attorney con-
tended that as the corporate de-
fendant had ^tendered Fox the roy-
alties of $276 prior to’, suit, there
was no basis for the action, and
that in any event the total recov-
ery in the four actions should be
limited to this sum. Abeles coun-
tered that the unlawful manufac-
ture of the records could not be
condoned by the subsequent royal-
ty tender, that there was no logical
reason to exempt a rtiechanical re-
production infringement from the
$250 minimum ’provisions or a per-
sonal liability judgment, and that
there should be an award of at-
torneys’ fees*

The judgment signed by Judge
Conger in the four actions gave
Fox everything that he asked for,
Including a $250 minimum for
each infringing use, $350 attor-^
neys’ fees, in each action, and a
personal judgment against Rollet-
tino* The establishment of this le-
gal precedent has had the contem-
plated effect. Fox says that as
soon as the judgments \vere en-
tered on Thursday the lineup of
delinquents in his office, in their
anxiety to obtain licenses and pay
up, reminded him of the last day
*to file returns at th* Federal In-

i come Tax Bureau.
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RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

National

Rating

Surtxy of retail disk best

sellers. based on report*' ob-

tained from leading stores in

12 cities and showing com-
parative sales rating for this

and last week.

Week Ending

Jane 7
Thin La»t
wk. wit. Artist, Label, Title
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LEROY ANDERSON (Decca)

“Blue Tango”—40220 5 5 5 4 2 • V 1 1 1 5 4 8 80

2 3
AL MARTINO (BBS)
“Here In My Heart”—101 1 1 1 1 5 1 6 5 9 a a i 79

*3 1

“PERCY FAITH (ColumbiaT
“Delicado”—39708 2 2 3 a a 4 2 5 3 10 4 9 2 75

4 4
“GEORGIA GIBBS (Mercury)
“Kim ef Fire”—5823 • • 9 a a Z 1 • 4

«

• a • • 2 1 1 9 52

5 5

“DON CORNELL (Coral)
r

“I’m Yeura”—60659 6 6 a • a a a a 6 3 a • 3 2 a a a a 40

6 10
ELLA MAE MORSE (Capitol)

“Blacksmith Blues”—1922 • • • a a a 10 10 4 4 6 8 a a 3 a a 32

7 6
“EDDIE FISHER (Victor).

“I’m Yours’’—20-4680 • • « • 9 5 6 a a • a 4 • a a a 2 a a 29

8 7
“DORIS DAY (Columbia)
“A Guy la a Guy”—39673 8 • • a a a a a a 8 3 9 6 • • 6

V

a a 26

9 5
KAY STARR (Capitol)

“Wheel of Fortune”—1964 • • a a a • 7 9 a a 7 8 4 a a 7 a a 24

10 9
JOHNNIE RAY (Columbia)
“Walking My Baby Home”—39750 10 • a a a a a 7 a a 10 « a • a 3 « a 3 22

11 8
"DON CORNELL (Coral)

“M Walk Alone”—60659 9 • a $ a a a a 10 a a 5 7 8 a a
*
a a 21

12 • •

VERA LYNN (London)
“Auf Wlederaehn”—1227 • a 3 a a 3 a a 9. a a a • a a a a a a a a 18

13 15
EDDY HOWARD (Mercury)
“Be. Anything”—5815 ^ i •

'
a*V 7 a a a a. a a a a a

4
a 9 • a 5 6 17

14 14
ROSEMARY CLOONEY (Col)
“Half as Much”—39710 • • a a 4 a a . a a a a a a 2 a a a a a a a a 16

15 • •

PEGGY LEE-G. JENKINS (Decca)
“Lover”—28215 4 4 a a a a a a a a a a a a « a 10 a a a a 15

TONY MARTIN (Victor)

16 10 “Klas «f Fire”—20-4671

.

Z 7 la

17

18A ..

18B ..

19 11

LES PAUL (Capitol)

“Carioca"—2080 10 10 8 11

TONI ARDEN (Columbia)
"Rise of Fire”—39737 9

JANE FROMAN (Capitol)
“111 Walk Alone”—2044

.

10 9

BILLY ECKSTINE (M-G-M)
UKIss of Fire”—11225 3 8

FIVE TOP
*

ALBUMS

1 2 3 4

WITH A SONfr IN SINGIN' IN TH8 JOHNNII RAY BIG BAND BASH
MY HEART RAIN ALBUM Billy May

Jana Praman HaHywaad Cast Columbia. Capitol
Capitol M-G-M CO-6199

.

KCF-329
BDN-309
KDF-309 .

M-G-M-113 <

K-113 C2-88 DCN-329

L-309 E-113 B-2-88 L-329

AMERICAN IN
PARIS

HelfywoaJ Cat#

M-G-M
E-93
K-93
M-93

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines
Week of *"* 7

+44 M M + 444 »+»

2. KISS OF FIRE (6) (Duchess)

3. HERE IN MY HEART (3) (Mcllin),

4. I'M YOURS (5) (Algonquin) .

5. WALKIN' MY BABY BACK HOME (3) (DeSylv*-B-H)

.

7. I'LL WALK ALpNE (7) (Mayfair)

Leroy Anderson
Les Baxter H

Georgia Gibbs ..

<

Billy Eckstine ..
a a

Al Martino . ...

,

Tony Bennett .. 4

Don Cornell . .

.

i

*

,

Eddie Fisher . .

.

a a

Johnnie Ray . .

.

Columbia <

a a

Percy Faith ....
a a

Don Cornell . .

.

• • « • ^ • CpT(ll
<

Jane Froman .

.

^. Capitol
m

A *

4*

Eddie Fisher ..
a

a a

Kay Starr .. ... - a

Eddy Howard ..

"

4R

•t-t

'
Second Croup

BLACKSMITH BLUES (11) (Hili-R) Ella Mae Morse Capitol +

A GUY IS A GUY (8) (Ludlow) Doris Day Columbia <;

PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA (6) (Oxford) " Guy Mitchell-M. Miller .Columbia *;

TIUT'S THE CHANCE YOU TAKE (1) (Paxton) ..... Eddie Fisher Victor J
WHISPERING WINDS (Lear) . Patti .Page ....' Mercury

ANYTIME (14) (Hill-R) * . . Eddie Fisher Victor

BERFIDIA (5) (Peer) Four Aces Decca

AT LAST (6) (Felat) * Ray Anthony Capitol

AY-ROUND THE CORNER (Frank).... J° Stafford Columbia

1 HEAR a RHAPSODY (Broadcast) Frank Sinatra Columbia

HALF as MUCH s(AcUff-R)
Rosemary Clooney Columbia

¥ VCAvrvri , .v \ Ame$ BrOS COTttl
1 WANNA LOVE YOU (Flnburgh) »

} j^ay Starr Capitol

TENDERLY <E, H. Morris) Rosemary Clooney ...Columbia

GANDY DANCERS BALL (Disney) . Frankie Laine Columbia

IFigures in parentheses indicate number of weeks song ha# 'been in the Top 103

+++++4 M l 1 1 n MM M t M t +M t +HHiM tftt+imO tM++»++ +

AFM Convention Stand on Pix-TV
Continue* from pa#« 3# ».—Li__

—

the 5% formula, is backing a reso-
lution slated for later convention
discussion calling for AFM to seek
Federal Intervention to halt Im-
portation of foreign recordings
and soundtracks being used by
some vidfilm * producers. Resolu-
tion blasts foreign ‘‘sweatshop”
conditions and urges members of
Congress “be prevailed upon” to
introduce necessary legislation.

Also an agenda are series of rec-
ommendations including one for
AFM musicians’ retirement fund
to benefit officers and employees,
with international executive hoard
empowered. to grant $250,000. The
United States Trust Co. of New
York would be trustee of plan.

Total of . 1,023 delegates accred-
ited to convention, Is. second larg-
est in AFM history.' Delegates at-
tended taping of Bob Hope show
last night (Mon.) and Lawrence
Welk concert is slated for tonight.

Convention started on sober
note as Petrillo told 1,023 dele-
gates that the financial standing
of the locals were never worse and
“things are goftng to be bad.”
Traveling bands made up deficit
of $60,000 last year when conven-
tion cost $300,000. Locals con-
tributed only $240,000. Union Will
have to practice, economies, Petrillo
said, declaring his administration,
saved $250,000 in 12 years by ignor-
ing such authorized expenses as
chauffeur, etc.

He rapped plan to expand exec
board from seven to nine members,
asking “where’s the money coming
from?” He also attacked plan pre-
sented at previous convention to
pay $25 weekly to unemployed.
“We- have only 5% adequately em-
ployed, and 95% unemployed.”
Shrewder collective bargaining and
rarer resort to strikes Was advised
by Petrillo who said “courts are-
now vicious against unions.
He advised taking smaller con-

tract gains if obtainable sans
strikes. Advised locals stick to con-
tracts and ignore sympathy strikes.
Employers benefit under Hartley
from interurtion squabbles, he
added.
Lea Act decision cost union $7,-

000,000 in wages from radio sta-

tions thus far. He touched on Gov-
ernmental graft and urged that
“givers be as guilty as takers.” He
reported that “a man from Wall
Street” tried ’to give P.etrillo $20,-
000,000 if the AFM would police
new jukebox feystem. ^I threw him
out.”

He hit ex-Federal Communica-
tions Commission members for tak-
ing big radio interest jobs after
their FCC tenures. He charged
that business was “buying” illegal
actions. “We haven’t got money so
we can’t get help froxrt these legal-
ized burglars.” He told the con-
vention “it’s a tough job for a man
to be honest these days. But in
the final showdown, what we have
on our side is truth and honesty,”

Studio rep J. W. Gillette, whti
tried to resign last year, was given
standing ovation when appeared
o platform. He again submitted
his resignation. Exec board may
accept this time.
As a prelude to the convention,

Petrillo and the exec board hud-
dled with reps of the national band
booking agencies in a three-hour
session devoted mostly to com-
plaints regarding commissions. Pe-
trillo particularly wanted an ex-
planation of beefs he’s had that the
agencies were deducting commis-
sions without first eliminating trav-
eling expenses* taxes; etc.

Present at. the session were Milt
ICrasne, GAC veepee; Larry Bar-
nett, MCA veepee; Bob Phillips,
Associated Booking Corp.; Clyde
Balschun, McConkey Artists, and
others.

Jules Stein, MCA board chair-
man, sent' a series of ch'krts show-
ing that agency commissions, after
making the necessary deductions
for expenses, amounted to about
9% on one-nighters. Agencies 1 are
entitled to get 15%.
Agency reps satisfied Petrillo

that infractions could be traced
only to the smaller agencies and
the AFM boss wound up the ses-
sion lauding the reps of the bigger
firms* for the work they’ve done^f*!
developing the band business and
helping create employment.

British Cleffers at Low Ebb
— — —

-

Continued from page 40 -
; ,

tlnental hits, and the remedy for I writer and American publisher,
the present slump is undoubtedly each getting $1,960. It’s no for-

in the hands of the B.B.C.

BBC Monopoly
The difficulty appears to be that

in the vast and higher echelons of

Britain’s broadcasting monopoly
there is not much importance at-

tached to “pop” songs, the accent

being on culture, and although re-

cently the B.B.C. Director of

Dance Music, Jim Davidson, on
the appeal of the Songwriters
Guild, made a request ,to band-
leaders to play if possible two
British songs per program, this is

little more than a suggestion. The
solution is the re-establishment of

the B.B.C. Dance Orchestra, but
this would probably be opposed on
the grounds of economy. It is not

generally realized in America that

there are only two programs avail-

able to British listeners, the Home
and’ the Light (the Third is entire-

ly “long-hafr’O, -and as these are

about to be' merged into one pro-

gram 4)s. a summer economy move,
the chances for more outlets for

songs in the near future are slight-

er than ever. This will also hit

American writers and publishers

who draw useful sums in broad-

casting fees and it seems the days

of big easy money in songwriting

are gone. This is how it works out

at present if you get a hit in ^Eng-

land:
•Sheet Music— 60,000 to 100,000

copies, represents a big hit (don’t

cite “Too Young”—a freak song).

Records—Ceiling for records Is

slightly higher—up to 150,000

(Don’t cite Anton Karas’ “Third
Man” theme or Peewee King’s
“Twelfth St. Rag”—600,000 of

each, and very, .very freakish).

Broadcasting Fees — About $900
per song.
The royalties on the above

would he:

On 100,000 sheet sales,

edition 10% royalties..;- £500
On 150,000’ records 750
Broadcasting Fees (writers

share) 150

Total £h,400
This represents -$3,920, and in the

case of an American song this sum
would have to be shared between

tune.
Thus; American writers who

have their own problems with rec-
ord men, BMI, d.j.’s, etc., must
feel that they are in an enviable
position; the British writer is won- M
dering whether to retire, emigrate, m
starve or—write that fast freak

™
that will sell 500,000. .

NIPS SWING HIPS

TO RHUMBA FAD
Tokyo, June 3.

Reflecting Japanese trend to
Latin music is the current popu-
larity of “Mambo Jambcr and a
Nippon original, “Japanese Rhum-
ba.” “Local native bandsmen press
their own arrangements of U. S.

hits plus some originals like

“Rhumba” and disks are released
with bilingual labels. Record pur-
chasers buy just about as many
home grown; records a$ imported.

• Big portion of sales" of Nippon
originals comes fyom ^servicemen
and tourists in Japan' who send
records home as novelties. Array
men buy Japanese-language rec-
ords during first few months here,
then switch to American popular
and hillbilly songs. “China Nights,”
long the most popular Japanese
recording with Americans, has now
fallen far behind in sales.

I

- -- - - -

Coast Deejays’ Benefit

For Olympic Fund Drive
Hollywood, June 10.

Benefit show to raise coin for
Olympic Fund drive will be held
June 21 in Shrine auditorium bji;

five disk jockeys from KLAC,
Frank Sinatra, Liberace and others.

KLAC manager Don Federson de-
cided on show, hoping to clear
about $15,000 for the fund.

Seats will be scaled from a $4.80
top, and there won’t be any paper
in the house, including press. Dee-
jays on the show arc Alex Cooper,
Dick Haynes, Peter Potter, Bob
McLaughlin and , Gene Norman.
Arnold Marquis is .

producing*
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N*w York
Danny Winchell opens at the

Breakers, Rochester, June 17 . .

.

Singer Bobby Wayne subbed for

deejay Norm /Preaeott on WORL,
Boston, Monday and Tuesday (9-

10) . . . Mindy Carson began a two-
week engagement at the Hollander
Hotel, Cleveland, Monday (ft) . .

.

drily Mitchell opens at Chubby’s,
Camden, N,J.‘, June 16... Tommy
Reynold* orch held oVer at the
Roseland', N,Y„ until September. .

.

Billy Bowen ic The Butterball Four,
vocal combo, pa.cted by General
Artists Corp . . .Tommy Tucker
orch begins a 35-date trek through
the midwest Friday (13) in La
Salle, 111. . . . Lenny ,Lewis, man-
ager of the Buddy De Franco orch,

planed to the Coast Monday (9).

De Franco is currently at the Hang-
over Club, San Francisco. . .Frank
Stevens pacted by General' Artists
Corp.

Hollywood
Lolj Ameche, who’s been solo-

ing on Mercury Records, joined
the Benny Stronr band as chirp
. , . Andrews Slaters open Satur-
day (14) at the Amphitheatre, Win-
nipeg, Canada for a week, then
head for a. 13-day stint at the
Baker Hotel, Dallas, starting June
24. They’re booked for a fortnight
at the Flamingo, Las Vegas, start-
ing July 17 . . . Holiday House re-
Optioned the Mel Henke trip . . .

Jon and Sondra Steele, now at the

Biltmore Bowl, celebrate their

ninth anni in show biz next Mon-
day (10).

Devonshire Inn re - optioned
Freddie Slack Trio for another
four weeks. Peggy Lee opens at

Ciro’a Friday (13) with the Step
Bros, holding over from the cur-

rent show which headlines Sami*
Ganul . . . Jean Arnold back
thrushing at the Cafe Gala . . .

Bell Sisters will make their nitery

debut at the Last Frontier, Las
Vegas, July 14 . . . Larry Parks
ana Betty Garrett open a one-week
stand Friday (13) at the Oriental,

Chicago before doing five weeks of

summer stock . . . Jody Hutchin-
son penning a musical revue for
the Macayo, Santa Monica restau-
rant, to star Alan Gilbert.

Chicago
Joni James cut several sides for

MGM diskery last week . . . Tommy
Reed orch held over at Jung Hotel,
New Orleans, until June 24 . . .

Avis Kent chirps at Dome, Sher-
man Hotel, beginlng June 6 . . .

Ray Shaw, former understudy to
Allan Jones in legiter "Guys and
Dolls," inked to Mercury contract.

. . . Count Basie headlines Regal
stage show June 20.

Booker T. Washington Dixieland-
ers have returned weekends to the
Beehive . . . Estelle Loring set for

July 24 Palmer House show , , «

Sammy Walsh opens the new
Flame, Akron, June 10 and follows
with two weeks at Casablanca,
Miamb Beach, June 17 , . , Buddy
.Greco set for Main Street, Cleve-
land, June' 23 . . , Dorothy Colllnrf

in for fortnight at Hollenden,
Cleveland, July 28 , . , Harry Ranch
held over at Colony Club, Cairo,
111. . , . Gappy LaFell starts at

Colony Club, Omaha, June ft . . ,

Revel-Aires chime in at Morey’s,
Rochester, Minn., June 9 . . . Jessie
ttosella In for indefinite stay at
Colony Club, Ottawa, Iowa . . .

Billy Samuels ’88’s at the 500 Club,
New Orleans, June 15, for a month.

Pittsburgh
Drummer Frank Vesely, out of

the Veterans Hospital
,
in Butler,

Pa., after a year, has rejoined
Artie Aroell’s band . . . Stan Ken-
ton plays a one-nighter at Fla-1

mingo Ballroom June 12. . . . or-
ganist Ernie Neff into the Shef-
field Towers in Aliquippa for an
indefinite stay . . . When Play-
house musical "Wonderful Good"
closes Saturday (14),

' its two. pian-
ists, Ken Welch and G. Wood, will
move downstairs to the Grill for
a summer run at the twin spinets
. . . Patsy Oliver, former trumpet
player with Walter Gable, organ-
ized his own combo for Bachelor’s
Club in East Liberty . . . Shep
Fields opened week’s stand at
Vogue Terrace on Monday (9) . . .

saxman' Ken Bailey back from
Florida and has hooked on with
the Piccolo Pete orch at VTW Club
. . , Guy Mitchell set for a return
to the Copa week of June 23„

PAULBARBAKIN JAZZ BAND {<)

Savoy Cafe,.- Boston ,

Making its first appearance* In

this area, the Paul Barbarin band
is dispensing what the maestro
terms "authentic" New Orleans
jazz at this popular Dixieland spot.

Its authenticity Is pointed up by
fact that majority of sidemen have
spent their professional careers in

Crescent City, this being their first

foray to the north.

'While band follows the usual
style of New Orleans units that
have appeared here previously, the
output is. not as polished or rou-
tined with bypassing of the cur-
rently popular head arrangements
adding to the general spontaneity.
Lineup consists of leader Barbarin,
a skinbeater of the old school who
foregoes hi-hat cymbals and brush-
es to concentrate on a solid two-
beat; Ernie Cagnolatti, a trumpet-
man with nice drive; Albert Bur-
bank, a vet. clarinetist, whose sound
and technique are below present
day standards byt solos and weaves
into background tastily; ‘ Waldron
Joseph,, a tailgate trombonist; Les-
ter Santiago, whose 88-ing con-
forms neatly, with rhythm section
tied together by bassis.t. Richard
McLean.
Band gives out with standard

Dixieland fare, "High ' Society,”
"March of Bobcats" and “Saints Go
Marching In," during which pint-
sized trumpeter Cagnolatti and

MOUNTAIN MUSIC MEITS MANHATTAN

of WSM-NASHVILLE
CAPTURES TIMES SQUARE

IN THE MOST UNUSUAL DISPLAY OF SHOWMAN-

SHIP EVER TO HIT BROADWAY-GREAT FOLK MUSIC

ARTISTS WHO MADE COUNTRY MUSIC CITY MUSIC ,

These GRAND OLE OPRY stars, tremendously popular with millions
1

of radio listeners and record buyers, have made their music an

all-important part of America's overall musical taste today.

m

TWO WEEKS JUST CONCLUDED

RED FOLEY

MrNNIE PEARL

DUKE OF PADUCAH (White/ Ford)

THE JORDA^AIRES

MARTHA CARSON
THE CANDY MOUNTAIN GIRLS

EDDIE HILL ORCHESTRA

\ Permanent
' Compauy

June 9 - ROY ACUFF and his SMOKEY
MOUNTAIN BOYS AND GIRLS

June 23 - ERNEST TUBB

LONZO and OSCAR

THRU THE SUMMER

July 7 - JIMMY DICKENS

MOON MULLICAN

July 21 - HANK SNOW
STRINGBEAN

ANNIE LOU and DANNY

Aug. 4-CAfti. SMITH

THl: CARTER FAMILY

Aug. 18 — GEORGE MORGAN
RAY PRICE

Sept. 1 --HANK- WILLIAMS

COWBOY COPA5

BMI and its affiliated publishers are proud to have
furnished so much of their music repertory.

Broadcast Music, Inc 580 Fifth A v (> n u (' New York 19 N Y

WwjeMiUy, Jim* * 1|>

,
professortal-apbearing clarinetist

[

Burbahk parade amongst >the ta-
bles. Also Include such off-beat
stuff as “Yes, We Have No Ba-
nanas/' "Stumbling" and “Bye Bye
Blackbird" interspersed with vo-
cals by trombonist Joseph and
clarinetist Burbank, the latter vo-
calizing in both English and Cre-
ole, Pianist Santiago also grabs
spotlight chirping his own com-
position, “When I Was a Little
Child" in Creole tongue. Elie.

TEDDY WILSON QUARTET
Hi-Hat, Boston
Here for a week’s engagement,

the Teddy Wilson Quartet dished
out the most relaxed and listen-
able music heard hereabouts for
some time. Spot has been featur-
ing more frantic tootings of bop
and progressive groups this season
and this marks the first time a lis-
tener has been able to recognize
the melody. Filling in a brief hia-
tus between teaching chores in
New* York, Wilson 'recruited- for
this stint drummer Kelly Martin,
bassist Connie Henry and the. styl-
ish trumpetman Harold Baker wiih
the playing Of each skillfully com-
plementing that of the maestro.
Rambling through a series of

medleys, group purveyed such
standards as “Stardust/’ “Just You,
Just Me," “Embraceable You/’
“My Ideal" and “Body and Soul"
with Wilson splitting soloing with
Baker, whose style shows to slick
advantage in this type combo. Lat-
ter is equally proficient whether
blowing muted or open horn with
customer reaction strong. As .for
Wilson, he displays tasty keyboard-
ing for which he's long been noted,
melody and rhythm predominating.
During several numbers Martin
grabbed a few bars for solo skin-
beating with Connie Henry sup-
plying a nice overall lift through-
out. Elie .

STRYKER’S SERENADERS (5)
Silver Spur, Phoenix

Elsworth Stryker's usual habitat
is the swank Arizona Biltmore,
where he has held forth every
winter since 1938 with combos
ranging from five to 12 pieces.
This is his first local summer en-
gagement, and booking calls for
him to fill in at the Spur until
the early part of September,
following which he’ll double back
to the William Wrigley hostel for
his 15th year.

With the exception of drummer
Nate Slott, a holdover from Jim-
mie Whittle’s band which recently
vacated the Spur, Stryker’s cur-

(Continued Dll' page 46)
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Merc Inks Jocko-Peters

For Four Sides in Cleve.
Cleveland, June 10.

On strength of a test disk made

DANNY DAVIS
SINGS

ALMOST
00 YOU EVER

THINK OF ME
MGM11244

KIT 244
78 rpm
45 rpm

M'G'M RECORDS

Akron, June 10. used similar wording with refer-

A ’xnohthjong grand injury in- en£Lt0rê jury hoped
vestigation of the jukebox violence

, Jnd ofRccrs of legiti-
and labor treble in this city ended

f in +u
ig county will

last week (?) when the Submit fhTtavelt"
County Grand Jury at Akron filed

^atlon to take immediate steps to.

rndTotments^Ihe report indicated SSrtiSSbteffi'mM'
SUCh

Q
Should other acts of “violence,

the business Hfld plttccd thft *250,* mip<iHnn a blf» activity”
musi0 tade St the

pi obation. ' Prosecutor A. J. Bussell said.

The probe began as a result of _
three incidents of violence in con- mnn* gni I ED CITEC
nection with jukeboxes. The grand tUUllj ’WULLliK uUIju

probe ^should"
5

£ Z RAINBOW FOR' $4,000

t^^udt Z Eddie (Piano,- Miller Toward
“truce” between independent juke Lisbona) filed suit in N. Y. bu-

operators and the Sumrhit County preme Court last week against

Music Operators Assn, is ended. Rainbow Records for monies

A parade of 60 witnesses, includ- claimed due him from royalties,

ing William Presser, Cleveland, Miller alleged that Rainbow owes

head of Local 4I.0-A, Vending Ma- him $4,000 and asked for an ac-

chine Service Employes Union, counting of the record sales. He
paraded before the Grand Jury, had etched 36 platters for the com-

The grand jury took credit for pany. ,

heading off possible price-fixing Miller also claimed that Rainbow

and illegal restraint of • trade in didn’t supply him with an account-

the Summit County Music Opera- inS twice a year as stipulated by

tors Assn. his April, 1950, contract.

Though the jury announced it
—

was not “advisable” to make^ Merc Inks Jocko-Peters
complete report on the jukebox «
situation at this time, it had harsh For Four Sides ID Cleve.
•words for 'Local 410A and Local Cleveland, June 10.

410,, affiliated with the Interna- On strength of a test disk made
tional Brotherhood of Teamsters, here, musical team of Jackie Jocko
•declaring, “Thare is substantial and Joe Peters was inked by Mer-
evidence to indicate that . . . these cury Records to make four sides
unions . . . were not organized in next month. They also were op-
a manner or for the purpose of a tioned for at least six future ap-
bona fide union. The agreements pearances at Moe Nahas’ Main
made by and between this union Street Club, after their initial date
and the operators’ , association are last week at this hot spot,
foreign to normal employer and Duo is promoted and managed
union relations. by Henry George, , bandmaster-

“There is substantial evidence owner of local Cabin Club, and
to. indicate that the members of Joselph Harrish, operator of a big

the Summit County Music Oper- bowling alley and beverage com-
ators Assn., either individually or pany. Jocko was originally known
as a group, unrestrained by the as Johnny Giacco in Buffalo

^'kaiuiries and apprehensions of the wherd he had a four-piece combo
results of this investigation, would that played Town Casino and oth-1

have conducted themselves in a er spots before teaming up with
manner contrary to laVr.” The jury Peters .combo.

Survey Week of May 31

The top $0' songs Of weeh (more in ca&e of ties)., based on

copyrighted Audience Coverage Index St Audience Trend Index,

Published by Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatman,*

Director. Alphabetically listed.

A Guy Is a Guy • Ludlow

Am I In Love^-t“Son of Paleface" KS10?8
®

Anytime * R
Ay-Round the Corner

, «
Be Anything (Rut Be Mine)
Be My Life’s Companion Morris

* Blacksmith Blues ' * HuJ Be R
Blue Tango Mills

Delicado Remick

For the Very First Time Berlin

Forgive Me Advanced

Glorita Life
. Yv

Goody Goody DeSylva-B-H

How Close . Life

If Someone Had Told Me Wttmark
I’ll Walk Alone—t“With a Song In My Heart”.,.. Mayfair

I’m Confessin’ Bourne

I’m Yours ..Algonquin

Just a Little Lovin’ Hill Be R
Kiss of Fire Duchess

. Maybe "
• Robbins

One Little Candle * Leeds

Rutza Rutza Sheldon

Singin’ In the Rain—t“Singhi' In the Rain” Bobbins

Summer Is A’Comin’ In Essex

That’s the Chance You Take Paxton

To Be Loved By YouT. Remick
Up and Down Mambo * . • . Life

Walkin' My Baby JBack Home . DeSylva-B-H
Watermelon Weather Morris

Wheel of Fortune Laurel

Whistle My Love—t“Robin Hood” ? Disney
Why Did You Leave Me Roncom

Second Group

At Last Feist

California Rose—t“Son of Paleface” .'...Famous
Chimney Smoke * Meridian
Festival Bourne
From the Time You Say Goodbye Pickwick
Here In My Heart*. l . .

.

Mellin

Homing Pigeon Shapiro-B •

I Don’t Mind *. Duchess
I Hear a Rhapsody—t“Clash By Night” Broadcast
I Hate Myself In the Morning Laurel
I Understand .'I Feist

It’s a Sin To Tell a Lie. BVC*
Lover Famous
Perfidla ... Peer
Please Mr. Sun i .

Weiss-B
Saturday Rag .

.
Robbins

Two (Who Love As .One) , .United
Somewhere Along the Way Famous
Valley Of Sunshine—t“Son of Paleface” Famous
You Republic
You’ll Never Walk Alone Williamson

Top 10 Songs On TV

t Filmusical. * Legit musical.

WednetHTar, June 11, 1952
'

Outfit Fighting U.S.

Bar of Six Can. Tooters

Labeled ltd’ by Union
Toronto, June 10.

On instructions of .Walter Mur-
doch, head of the Canadian Musi-
cians’ Association, wholesale resig-

nations from the board of the* ai-
.

leged Communist Assembly of Ca-
nadian Arts have- followed the fir-’

ing of six Toronto Symphony mem-
bers wht> were barred by U. S.

immigration officials from enter-

ing America on Toronto Symphony
booking dates.

Alleged Red front meeting,
called at the Arts and Letters Club
by the Toronto Association for
Civil Liberties, saw two members
of the musicians’ union at the door
advising fellow-members not to
enter and attend the protest meet-
ing. Charging “open intimidation”
whs Aba Bayefsky, president of the
Assembly of Canadian Arts, who
blamed Murdoch and the Canadian

* musicians’ union for the rush of
resignations from the Assembly*

, In their championing of the
caifse of the six dismissed Toronto
Symphony players, the Canadian
Musicians’ Association ordered its

members to have nothing to do
with the • meeting; though three
members of the union were listed

on the letter-head as executive
officers of ‘ the Assembly.
Hurriedly submitting their resig-

nations on the plea that they might
have inadvertently lent their names
to a “Commie front” organization

were several prominent musicians
who had thought the “organization

was promoting the Use of Canadian
talent.”

,
Immediate resignations

have been submitted by Reinald
Nochakoff, Claire Rouse and Violet
Smith.

Blue Tango/, . * Mills

Delicado Remick
Forgive Me. Advanced
Goin’ On a Hayride—*“Three Wishes for Jamie”. . .Chappell
Here In My Heart Mellin
Hold Md Close To You . . .* .Miller :

Kiss Of Fire ; * Duchess
Singin’ In thu

1 Rain . . .

.

Robbins
Somewhere Along the Way .United
Walkin’ My Baby Back Home ....... < ........ DeSylva-B

FIVE TOP STANDARDS
A Y^oaderful Guy. .Chappell
How High the Moon Chappell
I Can’t Give You Anything But Love Baby Mills
My Ruddy . . Remick
.Tiger Rag Feist

AUF

WIEDERSEHN,

SWEETHEART

Band Reviews
Continued from p*(e 44I

rent orch comprises his regular
sldemeh; Unit consists of piano,
Organ, trumpet, and violin.

Instrumental ‘ pattern makes for

a strong rhythmic impact, with
piano and organ alternating on the
melodic leads. Orchestral blending
is shaded down to a fine point, and
musical output is subdued without
sacrifice of tonal crispness. Layout
jells well with this intime room.
Band has always had big file of

show tunes, but Stryker has modi-
fied his library for current stand
to include complement of oldies,

with an occasional western thrown
in as a sop to the boots-and-saddle
devotees. Withal, orch is at its best
when playing selections from the
scores of “South Pacific,” “The
King and I,” and sundry other
Broadway musicals. Arrahgements,
for the most part, are above par.

Serenaders are a departure in
run of musical outfits that have
played the Spur, and boiiiface
Clyde Garland is following a
watchful policy in assaying effect
on attendance. Jona.

DON REID ORCH (ID
With Gwen Parke
Hotel Muehlebach, Kansas City

Music purveyed by Don Reid is

generally in the smooth and sweet
vein. * It’s a pattern he has fol-
lowed for a number of years, and
as good here in the deluxe Ter-
race Grill of the Muehlebach as it

has been on his several previous-
stands here.

Sweet flavorings come from the
reed lead, but there is a good deal
of embelTshnient from the brass,
featuring Reid’s own trombone,
plus a pair of trumpets and a trom-
bone. Besides the four reeds, the
instrumentation is rounded out
with rhythm section of piano,
string bass and drums. This is a
roster with which Reid has long
made music in a wide variety of
rhythms suitable for clubs, hotels
and ballrooms. On selections he
pretty well varies the menu with
pops of the day, standards, musi-
cal comedy favorites, the Latins
and a rhythm number or bit of
Dixieland pow and then.

Vocally orch features Gwen
Parke, who sticks mostly to the
rhythm and novelty tunes, and puts
a good deal of verve and person-
ality into her song versions. . Russ
Jonas steps out from the crew to
warble a v^ry listenable baritone
on ballads and sweeter numbers.
Stand here is the flrst in a cou-

ple of years. Quin .

ni

ORCHESTRA

of 100

MERCURY
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Hutton or
, Toronto, June 10,

With Martin & Lewis committed

to a tour of Britain, headline act

f the Canadian National Exhibi-

tion's nightly grandstand show

(24 000-seater at $3 top) has now.

narrowed to Betty Hutton or Red
Skelton. Hitch on both is that

William Morris Agency is present-

ing each- on a cdhoplete package'

deal but Jack Arthur, CNE pro-

ducer, only wants either .star alone,

this on instructions from the city

fathers to make the CNE show oth-

erwise all-Canadian apart from the

necessary American headliner

draw.

Continuing Mayor Lamport's

election promise of more economi-

cal operation of the CNE, the $12,-

000 budget for women's club lunch-

eons, sponsored by Kate Aitken,

Canada’s top femme radio commen-
tator, has been tossed out on deci-

sion that “this attendant publicity

furthers her other jobs, which are

numerous.”
In further attempt to cut down

operating costs and get some reve-

nue for the city coffers, Mayor
Lamport and Council have boosted

the admission for car and driver

to $2.50, or $15 for the fortnight's

season ticket. Previous rates were

$2 and $10. Pedestrians will pay

50c to click the turnstiles, "with all

other admissions to . buildings, at-

tractions, etc., extra.

New CNE contracts with Conklin

Bros, (midway) and William Beas-

ley (bingo concessions) will in-

crease revenue by' another $50,000,

with mayor- upping the frontage

rates from former $50 a foot to

$140 for the fortnight's exposition.

This year, concessionaires will also

have to pay their own electricity

bills (lighting and rides propul-

sion) plus ticket-selling costs and
collection, previously absorbed by
the CNE overall.

Operators of miniature train con-
cession, transporting visitors for a
dime throughout. th« 375 acres of

the grounds, have been ordered to

spend $100,000 in replacing de-
crepit cars in poor repair.

P

Fielding Plots Reopening
Of Miami Beachcomber

Eddie Fielding, is planning to re-*

open the Beachcomber, Miami
Beach, at the end of this month.
Spot's policy, hasn't been deter-
mined, although it’s expected that
a production and semi-name policy
will prevail.

Beachcomber operated on a bur-
ley policy during the winter season.

Princeton Ph.D. Testimony

Legalizes 'Skilo' in A.C.
Atlantic. City,' June 10.

In a decision regarded as highly
important not only to New Jersey
but resort communities along the
Atlantic seaboard, the highly con-
troversial . bingo-like game of
“Skilo” was ruled a game “domi-
nated by skill” and therefore legal
last Thursday (5).

Ruling was handed down here
by Superior Court Judge Vincent
S, Haneman, who at the same time
permanently restrained police
from further interfering with op-
eration of the games on the Board-
walk where seven lavishly ap-
pointed parlors had been doing
business.

The jurist based his. decision
principally on the testimony of Dr.
Harold William Kuhn, a doctor of
philosophy in mathematics and a
lecturer at Princeton. Dr. Kuhn
'testified and offered evidence that
the game was one of skill, and
thereupon the court found it legal.

Hildy’* *53 Dallas Repeat
Dallas, June 10.

Hildegarde, who opened the
Hotel Adolphus Century Room on
its policy of occasional big names,
will return to the spot for a two-
week booking next Jan. 19.

Kay Thompson & the Williams
Bros, are also being tapped for a
return to the room.
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AGVA’s Coast Powwow Hears Price
- t

Plan for -Super Board to Engineer

Merger of Unions; to Meet With 4A’s

Sally Wore Too Little In
Canton Caper* Say Solons

Columbus, June 10,

Despite Sally Rand revealing her
professional “secret”-—that she ac-
tually wore flesh-colored clothing
that “adequately" covered her—at

a hearing last month before the
Ohio Liquor Board, the hoard, in

a decision last week (3), ruled that

Miss ’Rand was insufficiently cov-
ered when, she performed her fan
dance at Tully Foster's nitery’ in
Canton, O., last winter.

As a result, the board, in a 3 to
1 vote, upheld the charge that Fos-
ter permitted indecent entertain-
ment. The board usually suspends
the operator’s permit in such cases.
However, in this case, the board
was unable to agree on a penalty
against Foster,

AGVA Execs Hit

Dunn, Adler On

Insurance Setup
Hollywood, June 10.

Henry Dunn, former national ad-
ministrative secretary of American
Guild of Variety Artists, and in-

surance broker Matthew Adler
were raked over coals at today’s
meeting for the manner in which
they initiated and administered the
union’s insurance setup.
AGVA attorney Henry Katz told

delegates the New York State In-
surance Commission has been in-

vestigating Adler with a view to-

ward legal proceedings against
him. Katz said Adler did not even
have a broker’s license in N. Y.
State at time he linked pact with
AGVA, Sept. 20, 1950, claiming he
was denied one and couldn’t get
license until April, 1952.
Present national administrative

executive Jack Irving said the in-

surance pact was signed* without
okay or knowledge of Coast rep
Eddio Rio, eastern regional direc-

(Continued on page 53)

Hollywood, tame 10.

A “super" board of directors

composed of ex-prexies of various
guilds with rotating chairmen was
proposed by prexy Georgie Price
as the best means,to effect a seven
or five-branch merger in his re-

port at opening session of national
convention of the American Guild
of Variety Artists yesterday (Mon.).
Price conceded that .one purpose
of plan was to allay “fears of sus-
picions” of Screen Actors Guild
and Screen Extras Guild that a
handful of people in N. Y. might
seize control of the merged group
and said the rotation plan would
preclude domination by any one
union. - '

Price will meet with SAG prexy
Ronald Reagan and execs John
Dayles and Ken Thomson to pre-
sent his plan. He will also offer
his proposal in N. Y, Friday (13)

at 4A’s meeting called by Ralph
Bellamy, prez of Actors Equity.

“Television Authority and Ameri-
can Federation of Radio * Artists,
which are to merge July ! -if there
is no five-branch merger, cannot
do so if we oppose it, and* we have
enough votes in the 4A’s to block
it,” declared Price. He said that
“too much time has been spent by
George Heller, of AFRA, in op-
posing SAG, which is the logical
guild along with SEG to handle
the film end. SAG and SEG fear
ambition of Heller. SAG also
fears what it has heard about the
little hard core of leftists in other
branches. I have lived with them
and we have been able ta handle
them. We have been in sessions
with TVA when a man was on
thfeir board who marched in the
May Day parade. They are not a
serious problem because they are
a minority. They are not that
smart no matter how diligently
they work.

“SAG is afraid it might be out-
voted by a handful of people in

the east. I don't blame them. T
hope to allay ^suspicions of SAG
and SEG afid in the plan I propose
they can't be snowed under. We
believe SAG should continue in
such merger to administer film 'no
matter where it’s produced. If we
can assure SAG of that, I still have

(Continued on page 53)

Slater Gets Work Permit

For London TheatreDaley*
London, June 3.

Ralph Slater has been permitted
to work a limited engagement at
the Saville Theatre here. Slater,-

following a jury's, award of dam-
ages to a girl who claimed to have
suffered ill effects because of hyp-*
nosls performed upon her by
Slater, had his working permit re*
voked. ,A temporary permit was,
given him to work this date.

Business at the Saville is not too
good. His act, changed little since
he made his British bow three
years ago, has added some fiddling
and vocalistics for use in post-hyp-
notic suggestion.

For the main part of the show
Slater concentrates on three vol-
unteers, and with that trio runs
through the hypnotist's catalog.

Bygraves’ Brit Bookings
London, June 10.

Max Bygraves, currently featured
in Judy Garland's vaudery in
America, is due back here in Sep-
tember to star in Val Parnell’s re-
vue which follows the vaude sea-
son.* He is also to star in new
British Broadcasting Corp. radio
show until Christmas,

Bygraves will then go lntq Ton?^*
Arnold’s seasonal pantomime,
“Cinderella,” at the Hippodrome,
Birmingham.

d not her o
9 1 •
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. . . SCORES Tfmfi TRIUMPH

IHAHK YOU . . . HAL BRAUDIS

VARIETY . . . Alfred Drake's entrance into nitery haunts is accomplished with

his big sounding bary pipes . . . receiving salvos after all opening measures . . . Drake has built

a solid rep through his long association with musicals and will be off and away for top spot booking

HOLLYWOOD REPORTER . . . Alfred Drake, whose great voice fills the

entire room . . . is destined to draw capacity business.

DAILY VARIETY
. .

Ovation forces beg-off before Th u nde rbi rde rs ore satisfied.

&

DAILY VARIETY

HELD OVER AT THE THUNDERBIRD HOTEL, LAS VEGAS, NEVADA
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Night Chib Reviews

HIvI^nf Ft. Lius N* 4*
Tony Martin (with Hal Borne),

Jack E, Leonard, Amin Bros. (‘2)

The Cabots (3), Arden-Fletcher
Dancers, Art Johnson, Walter Nye
Orch, Pupi Campo Rhumbas; $3.50-

$5 minimU’rks,

After two •-frames oL'the nuclear-?

fission Ritz Bros., Bill Miller’s Jerr
sey promontory will pack ’em in

for the four stanzas of Tony Mar-
tin's annual song-spree. Booking of
this chanteur-showman is strictly

coin In the coffers, a tremendous
click, per always, a smoothie

.

loaded with talent in all depart-
ments especially and including a
songpeddling style that’s tagged
TNT from the go.

As a whole, rest of preceding
show has some fine production
^Hammings and good acts. \ Main
virtue seems to be that layout
doesn’t waste much time getting
around to the topper, clocking only
about 30 minutes, mostly amid a
din of customary blanging by the
fork fraternity and waiters. Big-
gest sufferer in this vast, circular
expanse is comic Jack E. Leonard,
whp knows he’s a dead duck
against this sort of competition but
works earnestly to overcome it and
easily rates panegyrics for. his ef-
forts.

Gargantuan gent tries fast pat-
ter for opening move, misses fire,
mocks the customers with gracious
acid, then wakes ’em up via his
w.k. whirling terpery and skimmer
twirling. This place is no showcase
for, Leonard’s beeftrust anti c s,

which Is too bad because he does
pack talent in his big frame, given
the proper setting.

Nifty in a white dress suit, Mar-
tin, has the eaters putting aside the
hardware as the house mazdas dim.
From special “Your Broadway and
Mine,” he bounces right Into his
Victor seller, “Kiss of Fire,” that
gains complete silence. Adopting
straw topper, he slips in patter re
Singin’ in the Rain” pic and
mixes slow and fast editions of
theme. He’s sock on “April in

Paris,” on nonchalantly '
handled

“I’ve Got Rhythm” with interpola-

tions,, showing the pure lyrical

quality of his pipes. Surefire “Man-
hattan” is set off with a bit of

mock terping that rouses the mob.

Next three spacings 1 show the

star off in ftalo-English “O Sole

Mio”; “I Get Ideas* and “Enjoy
Yourself,” ’latter being interlarded

with topical cracks about taxes,

etc. At the near half-hour mark,
Martin was encored back for a ses-

sion of cane and silk topper bits

and byplay with his accompanist,
Hal Borne, ..plus star’s plugging
such competitive haunts as Copa
(Billy Eclcstine) and Latin Quarter,

Martin’s finish at show caught was
virtually a subtle sneakoff, cueing
Walter Nye’s fine showbacking
crew into “Anniversary Waltz” for

a wedding party and having the

bride and groom come to the stage

to start the dansapation. In. this

way he provided himself with a
different kind of begoff.

For the -opening proceedings, the
Arden-Fletcher girls make with the
white fur and feather getups
spliced by Art Johnson’s produc-
tion song and the Cabots, two boys
and a femme, fronting in their

slick adagio. Teeoff troupe, the
Amin Bros., an import, are a top
risley turn reviewed under New
Acts. Aftpr the Leonard Inning, the
line makes With the Scheherazade
motif donned in glittering gold
and feather headdresses, and the
formation is pointed up via the
combo adagio and shakery of the
Cabots. Pupi Campo’s Rhumbas
crowd the floor for the patron
hoofery. ' Trau.

Cliez Parcc, CM
Chicago, June 5.

Frank Sinatra, Sheets Minton,
Pam Merryman, Johnny Martin,
Chez Adorables (8), Brian Famon
Orch (8); $3.50 minimum

,

$1.10
cover.

Frank Sinatra, second In the line
of top names, that this spot lindti

up for the rest of the year, is mak-

ing his first cafe appearance in the

Windy City. Only in for 10 days,

they should be happy ones for the

Chez owners, -especially with the

heavy prom business over the two
weekends.

Singer has basketful of material,

some of it special and although, a.

hit nervous on the opening tune,

“I Got the World on a String,”

seemed to be - enjoying himself

through a hefty. 45-minute offer-

ing. After the first .show, liberal

cuts Were ip the works.

Still youthful* appearing crooner

[
has some superb arrangements that

get the most out of the orch ahd
permit him to be in step with the

latest mode of “big voice” singers.

“That Old Black Magic” is the first

of the old tunes that set the , cus-

tomers clapping and medley of

standards topped off with “Night
and Day” is a welcome touch of

the former Sinatra. In the same
vein is “September Song” and
showman closes strong with “When
You’re Smiling.”

The special - material numbers
are a tribute to Judy Garland,
which could have been more effec-

tive without the jesting, and a kid-

ding of Johnnie Ray. There’s too

much ribbing on the square of peo-
ple only familiar to those in the

know and is deprecating to the per-

former himself. About a third of

his stint is devoted to quips. He’s
best at the ad libs' ahd threw deci-

sive quenchers at some table talk-

ers. With some more trimming in

the comic department, there’s a po-
tent half hour for the customers.

Skeets Minton fills the comedy
slot ably with his ventro tricks,

displaying some amazing nodule
control. After running through
some fasties ,he has the dummy do
some turntable takeoffs and belts

out accurate carbons of Vaughn
Monroe, Frankie Laine, and high-
pitched Jerry Coloiino.

There’s a real switch from John-
nie Ray to Rose Murphy and ma-
nipulator gets hack to pop field

with Perry Como, Mel Torme and
Billy Eckstine. Dummy also acts

like the artists. Solid topper, how-
ever, is the Mario Lanza tune. For
encore he does the two-part Ink
Spots, changing pitches rapidly.

The followup is a puppet rabbit,

MEMO: •••• ••••To STANLEY MELBA

Dear Stanley-—
t

Enclosed please find - our check for

CUE0*

"You

ui^m

?AY
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ewtstt wj'oWL
ban*

new _

handled through a top hat with
some nifties on the animal^. Ipye
life.

Pam Merryman is a charming <

control dancer who looks graceful }

in her backturns, carts and bends, s

Barefoot terper uses her hands as 1

easily as her feet to cross the floor j

and finishes well with a series of <

running cartwheels, >

Johnny Martin does his usual ca- *

pable job as emcee and production J

singer and so does Brian Farnon’s <

band. Line numbers, also well ^

done, are held over from the last* 1

show. Zabe.
^

<

Bagatelle, London i

London, June 5. t

Arthur Blake, Felix King Orch, l

Edmundo Ros Rhumba Orch $5,75 <

minimum , i

•

.1

Arthur Blake’s portrait gallery ^

provides one of the most diverting
*

one-man . shows around town. He
j

made a striking impact • with his i

uncanny impressions when he first 1

hit London a year ago. By frequent <

changes in his routine, he has more (

than succeeded in’ maintaining the i

lively interest in his act.

This is his second cabaret date 1

this year, and once again he intrq- -

duces new characterizations, some '

of which haye special local appeal.
The more intimate atmosphere of 1

this chic room enhances his per- 1

formance and a near-capaeily au-
dience gave him a socko ovation.

His lineup of artists included,
inevitably, some standard faves
such as Charles Laughton, Kath-
arine Hepburn, Tallulah Bankhead,
Barbara Stanwyck and Bette Davis.
For local consumption, however,
he opens' .With an impression of
Hermione Gingold reminiscent of
her recent engagement at the Cafe
de Paris. On that occasion, Miss
Gingold did her opener from the
balcony'; Arthur Blake does his
takeoff from a pair of steps, using
the same lyric, “You Look Wonder-
ful From Here.” Also with topical
appeal is his first-rate impression
of Hildegarde, who is currently at
the Cafe de Paris. And other new-
comers to his gallery include Jo-
sephine Baker and Gypsy Rose
Lee.

Felix King backgrounds the
show with his usual competence-
and the Edmundo Ros rhythm out-
fit still offers the best latune music
in town. Myro.

Standishall, Ottawa
Ottawa, June 4.

Rose Murphy (with Jessie Simp-
Hns), Norm Richards Orch (9);
50c. admission, $1 Sat

J. P. Maloney’s cavernous Stan-
dishall .is getting okay business
currently with the solid piano
rhythms of Rose Murphy drawing
the four-beat fans .from all across
the Ottawa Valley. Deftly backed,
by Jessie Simpkins and his bull
fiddle, “Agnes-, Miss Murphy cov-:
ers the standard tune list, blit her
Warbling is held to. a disappoint-,
ing minimum. While her 88ing is

Socko and would satisfy any audi-
ence, the. customers want to hear
the

_

Murphy voice too, and the
,snat‘ches of it- they got were too
few : at show caught.

.
Although Simpkins is out of

bands like Ellington, Basie, Hines
tind Jordan, his accompaniment is

• gentle and cooperative, laying a
' soft, smooth carpet for the Mur-
phy tunes to walk on.
. Norm Richards orch Is okay for
the hall’s dance time, but could*
still stand a few more instru-
ments. Gorm*

Wednesday, June U, 1952

Copaeabaua, N*
' (COUpWtJF) .

The Copacabana’s refurbishing
of the proceedings with change of
headliners results in a Show that
still has a lot of entertainment.
Billy Eckstine, who comes in as
successor to Billy Daniels, will un-
doubtedly entice the' prom Crowds
which are providing a major por-
tion of the b.o. these days. The
Blackburn Twins & Pam Cavan
and the Kean Sisters (2) complete
what is a generally satisfactory

* lineup.
A talent collection such as Jules

Podell and Jack Entratter have in-
stalled here presents a multitude
of problems, one of the primary
ones being time. On the opening
night, there was an hour and a
quarter ’of show by the time Eck-
stine hit the floor. The audience
had already been surfeited and it

Was a tribute to Eckstine’s skill at
songs that enabled him* to get the
mob with him. Negro songster’s
forthright stylings produce a win-
ner with “Old Man River,” and he
hits a sexy note with “Kiss of Fire.”
Other tunes include “Hold Me
Close to You” and a medley of his
top hits through the years.

The M-G-M disker takes several
earned bows at the end of his stint.

A contributing factor is his own
trio backing him.
As the first act in the new talent

brigade, the Blackburns with Miss
l Cavan have an ingratiating man-
. ner. The identicals have a tested
set of routines that have held up
well on the vaude-cafe circuit and

: they build up nicely fo£ Miss
’ Cavan’s entry. Femme is 'an ex-

cellent performer. She charms her
’ way through a solo tune as well as
‘ collective routines and the net re-

p suit is first-rate.

I
The Kean girls are making a

k quick repeat at this spot. They
j
were there during the recent

l Johnnie Ray opening and proved
I sufficiently strong to warrant a sec-
, ond stand. Naturally, they couldn’t
I collect an entirely new catalog, hut
L
they did come in with a few fresh

v
bits. Probably their strongest is

t
Jane Kean’s opening gambit, a

. takeoff on Ray, which was given

. additional impetus by the fact that
> Ray, who was watching the pro-

(Continued on page 50)
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Several indie percenters are ex-

pected to shift to personal manage-

ment by next fall. The independ-

ents are having a rough ride at the

moment because of dwindling sum-

mer vaude and cafe bookings. At

the same time, expenses have gone

up considerably because of the

fact that they virtually have to give

personal management service to

hold onto their better, acts.

Another factor 1* that they have

to ward off blandishments of the

major offices to hold their acts. As
a result, many are talking about

giving up at the same stand, retain

as many acts as possible on a per-

sonal management basis and let

the majors handle the bookings.

Within the past few years sev-

eral have already taken that

plunge, and the majority are mak-
ing out better financially. Ex-
penses are lowered immediately,

because of the fact that, the book-
ing offices are then responsible for

most of the headaches. All the

former indie does is pester the big

offices to follow through on leads

he supplies and to see to it that

the majors hook with more than
the purpose of keeping the acts

busy.

The indie agent is consequently
becoming a rapidly disappearing
breed. There isn't much new blood
coming into the field because of the
fact that even the oldtjmers who
know the ropes are having a tough
time meeting the overhead. Evi-
dence of the gradual" passing of

the indie agent is seen in the fact

that the majors, particularly Music
Corp. of America, haye been trying
to develop a lot of youngsters un-
der the “cadet” system, but most
of them upon leaving MCA disap-
pear from the business completely.
Several former independents are
no longer in the business, and perr
sonal management is set to claim
more.

The disappearance of the indie
Will be a major blow to show biz
as even the majors will admit, The
majority of new talents have been

discovered by the independents.
The majors are admittedly too busy
to develop new acts, feeling that
the product of the indies will even-
tually become affiliated with them,
anyway. General Artists Corp,,
however, has been instrumental in
developing disk names frqm
scratch, but most of these were
brought in by personal managers.

Angelo’s, Omaha, Wins

In Cover-Charge Try
Omaha, June 10.

Omaha’s niteries came through
the first test of sizable cover
charges with indications that pol-

icy will pay off. Angelo’s, me-
dium-sized spot, just finished a
week of George Shearing Quintet
for which $1 was the door tariff.

'There were some anxious moments
before opening hut preem night
was

.
a sellout and the rest of the

week followed along in an encour-
aging if not a particularly smash-
ing way. Results were, according
to Angelo’s management, “very
satisfactory.” Muggky Spanier and
his Dixieland group moved in to
follow Shearing.
Angelo is charging a sliding

scale. Where the attraction is

particularly expensive, a buck will
be asked, with the scale descend-
ing for lower-budget acts.

Gfctn&l’s Concert Grind
Rians are underway to tour Sa-

rnia Gamal on a concert basis this
coming fall, Egyptian tummy-terp-
er will work two months of one-
nighters with a retinue to include
magician Galli-Galli and elements
of the China Doll cafe unit.

Miles Ingalls will book.

N.Y, French Casino Bow
Postponed to June 18

Nachat Martini, who’ll operate
the French Casino, located on the
site of the now defunct Diamond
Horseshoe, in the Paramount Hotel,
N, Y., has delayed the preem of the
new spot to next Wednesday (18).
It’s the second delay, original date
having been set at June 5 and again
at tonight (Wed.).

Show’s principals will comprise
Gallic performers including' Jim
nete Wander, Harry Seguela, Laura
Tunisi, and Jane Laste. Chorus
will comprise French and U. S.

femmes.

Wm. Morris Agcy.
Dick Henry, who’s been with the

William Morris^ Agency’s cafe de-

partment for more than 20 years,

has put in for retirement, accord-
ing to Nat Lefkowitz, WMA exec.
Henry, Lefkowitz said, will leave
the outfit in the fall. There had
been previous rumors of Henry’s
exit, but these had been denied
both by him and by agency execs.

• Henry’s will he the second de-
parture from that agency. Barry
Winton, ex-Joandleader who has
been handling disk companies and
musical attractions, will leave in
several weeks to go into the music
business on his own.

Henry may go in business for
himself. At one time he headed
the foreign department of WMA.

‘What’s New’ for St. Loo
St. Louis, June 10.

Unable ’ to obtain mccoy Hawai-
ian entertainers for its Starlight
Roof, the Chase Club has switched
plans.

“What’s New,” a revue featuring
six boys and girls will tee off an
engagement next Thursday (19),

supported by Charles Fiske orch.

N.Y. Palace TV’er Tieup
Palace Theatre, N. Y., has made

a tieup with the ABC-TV show,
“Chance' of a Lifetime,” wherein
winners of the tele session, will be
given a week’s work at the theatre.

Contest will start with tomor-
row’s (Thurs.) TY show and either
one or two toppers will be booked
into the Palace.

As Bait for School Proms, Hit High
-+ Male singers are t(elng used as

Martino’s Cafe Dates
A1 Martino, who has been click-

ng on BBS Records with “Here in

My Heart,” started at the Sky-
way Lounge, Cleveland, Monday
(9), following a stand at the Town
Casino, Buffalo. He’s also set at

the Gay Haven, Detroit, and is

pacted for stands in Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh and Atlantic City.

General Artists Corp., Martino’s
handlers, are .currently dickering
for a New York stand for the
singer.

Tahoe Village Sets Chaz,

Ray for July 1 Teeoff
Chaz Chase and Roger Ray have

been signed to head the July 1 in-

augural show at Tahoe Village,

Lake Tahoe, Nev* Lou Walters, op-

erator of the Latin Quarter, N, Y.,

who will also operate this spot in

conjunction with Max Sellette, lias

set a cast which includes Gloria
LeRoy and Les PabiOs plus a line.

Layout will stay there until Labor
Day. # v

Show, opening at the Village,

will play several nitery stands in

the Las Vegas and Reno areas and
probably a few midwest dates be-

fore opening at the Latin Quarter,
Miami Beach, which will also be
operated by Walters.

Extend ‘Vanities-O&J’

To 10 Days in Boston
Boston Garden engagement of

“Skating Vanities-Olsen & John-
son” revue has been extended to

10 days (two weekends) fgom origi-

nally' slated six, Inclusion of DAJ
tag in the title, an unprecedented
type of merger billing for the Har-
old Steinman-produced roller show,
caused, the extension.
New' dates are Sept." 26 to Oct. 5,

current lure for the New York

prom trade in the major cafc§. The
Copacabana, in town, and Riviera,

at near-by Ft. Lee, N-, J;y are both

hitting top ‘grosses with Billy Eck-

stine at the Cop*, and Tony Martin

at the Bill Miller spot. Both niteries

are claiming records, although the
Copa’s peak with Eckstine is so far
confined to last Friday night (6)

and the Riviera’s record is claimed
on an overall basis. It’s evident
that business in both spots is bet-

ter than it has been in some time.

Eckstine follows the run of Billy

Daniels, another sepia singer. Bl*
was not as heavy during the Dan-
iels run because of the fact that the
prom trade hadn’t yet started. It’s

figured that the high-school and
college kids will be a heavy factor
in the cafe business for about two
more weeks.
The prom trade is also benefiting

other cafes as well as hotels. There
has been a sprinkling of the ’juves

in air the major spots. Hotels such
as the Cotillion Room of the Pierre,
Waldorf-Astoria’s Starlight Room,
Roosevelt Hotel's Grill, Persian
Room of the Plaza and the Cafe
Rouge of the Statler have been hit-

ting upped takes.

The Latin Quarter has been pull-

ing a heavy gross even though the
piV>m trade hasn’t beeb hitting that
room. Leon & Eddie’s h also do-
ing better, with Sherry Britton as

the assisting draw to Eddie Pavis,
and the Versailles business has
been fairly consistent.

Male singers are headlining at

the Paramount And’ Roxy Theatres.
Johnnie Ray with the Billy May
orch is at the Paramount, while
Alan Dale is the competition at

the Roxy. The Par has the edge In

this case.

Carlton M. Hub, Inc., chartered
to conduct a theatrical agency j\\

business in New York, Capital
'

stock is $1,000, $5 par value. A. I.

Gladstone, New York, is a director
and filing attorney.
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Just Returned from Sensational 4 Week

Engagement at CAFE DE PARIS in London

Cafe tie Paris, London
London, April 4.

Dwight fiske, Sydney Simone and Winston Lee orchs;

$5.50 minimum.

Current attraction at this chic nitery is American
'Dwight Fiske, a newcomer to the local scene With an act

that breaks away from most conventional standards. Artist

relies entirely on original material, has the stage to him-

self and provides his own piano accompaniment for rou-

tine of six numbers.

Humor and sophistication characterize the material. •

And each number is a separate and distinct perform-

ance, with Fiske enacting all the situations. His timing

and gestures are immaculate and the show receives an
appreciative mitt from a receptive audience.

Pattern of the act is clearly set with his intro number,
“Stella, a Pure White Mouse,” a sad tale of a rodent who'

strays from home in search* of romance. From there he
follows through with other lyrics in the same key, Includ-

ing “Case 142,” the story of a psychiatrist, and winds up
with “Sunday Morning Hangover” and “Mrs. Pettybowl.”
Latter number has an indigo streak which is enjoyed by
this smart sophisticated patronage.

Terping music is ably contributed by the two resident

orchs maestroed by Sydney Simone and Winston Lee.

Myro
(Variety, April 9, 1952)

..r
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Night Club Reviews
Cantinned from yur* 4i

' Ctt^atabana, Wf. Y®
ceedings with his bride, laughed
with the same intensity as mark
his professioriaPerying jags.

Team has i solid opening and
closing.,. In between there .

are

some ’duji spots heavily tinged with
indigoisms. The act could have been
cut not only to its advantage but
to the ultimate benefit of the show.
The# time consumption weakened
the situation both for themselves
and the headliner who is charged
with the responsibility of bringing
in the majority of the trade. The
act gets laughs and applause, but
the old adage of leaving the cus-
tomers wanting more would serve
them better.

Rest of the production is stet,

with the Madills providing a strong
set of dance routines midterm in
the session. Peter Hanley and
Dale Nunnally do justice to the
Joan Edwards-Lyn Buddy score
and the Mike Durso band cuts an
excellent show.

,
Jose.

Mocimbo, WVodi
Hollywood, June 3.

Joe E. Lewis, with Austin Mack;
Eddie Oliver Orch. (7) J.$2k cover.

;

This tbree-weeker is the long-

awaited bonanza 'for boniface

Charlie Morrison. With Joe JE.'

Lewis on tap for his annual ylsit,

the chief problem is where to seat

everyone.

,

Lewis doesn’t disappoint. He
comes bearing gifts of new mate-
rial which hits hilarious heights

and only persistent demand . cues

the occasional reprise of some of

his top stuff of years gone by. The
quips appear to be faster and fun-
nier, sparked • by the frequent
thirst-quenching. And even the
ubiquitous Austin Mack, at the pi-

ano, isn’t safe from Lewis’ gibes

that keep the room rocking.

Best of the newer stuff is “Wom-
en in the White House,” a song
loaded with lines so potent that
Lewis is forced at times to. halt

I

RECENT ENGAGEMENTS
SEVILLE THEATRE WITH. HAZEL SCOTT

carousel WITH JACKIE HELLER

CASINO ‘ THEATRE.' WITH RICHARD HAYES

WONDER BAR
CURRENTLY

with

Montreal

BORRAH MINEVICHE'S HARMONICA RASCALS

FUTURE DATES
*

JUNE 14—CHUIBY3 WITH GUY MITCHELL
JUNE 23—-LINCOLN WOODS kA DIr. KI A ..

SUPPER CLUR W,TH • • MARION MORGAN
. x

%

Olrectfon: PHIL-WEB ATTRACTIONS
48 W. 4!th Strait, New York PLaxa 7-2280

the presentation and wait until

the laughter subside* before resum-
ing.' Others that maintain a solid

laugh pace are “Biggest Parakeets
in Town,” “She Gets Ideas” and
“Hollywood Bark.”
The 5 Lewis philosophy is ex-

pressed .In a stream of punchlines
that are sharp and slickly deliv-

ered. “Money,” he says, “isn't

everything. It- just helps quiet
your nerves.” The usual specula-
tion^ about his age he brushes off

easily. ; “I’m* at - the age,” he ex-

plains, “where all women look the
^ame-T-great.” :£ex, Seagram’s and
the Sport of Kings provide the
bulk' of his material, and Lewis
mixes them with ease. He’ll keep
on doing so in niteries, he prom-
ised, because that’s the only place
for him—as the song, “You Can’t
Drink VO on TV ” hilariously un-
derlines.

Eddie Oliver, musicrew takes
over the dance assignment solo for
the layout and does its usual top
job. Kap.

Village Vanguard* N. Y.
Harry Belafonte, Royce Wallace,

Dorothy Greener, Clarence Wil-
liams Trio, Millard Thomas; $3.50
minimum.

'
•

Harry Belafonte, who started out
as a pop singer several years ago
in the style of Billy. Eckstine, wise-
ly shifted to folk singing and as
such has emerged as one of the
outstanding practitioners in this
field. Back for a return engagement
at Max Gordon’s Village -Vanguard.
Negro balladeer. is causing some-
thing of a sensation. If the cus-
tomers had their way, the tall,

handsome lad would be vocalizing
all night. He earns a well-deserved
begoff, for he is a dynamic show-
man with a powerful pair of pipes.

The folk singer tag may be a
misnomer in Belafonte ’s case, for
it usually places the performer in
the limited realm covered by the
word “arty.” Singer’s appeal, how-
ever, is much more widespread.

Belafonte has a varied repertoire
of folk tunes, encompassing the
handed-down songs of many na-
tions. It includes old English bal-
lads, songs of Americana, Negro,
Calypso, French and Israeli tunes.
He is expertly backed ori the guitar
by Millard Thomas, and the Clar-
ence Williams Trio joins in on
some numbers. Belafonte’s follow-
ing is bound to enlarge, for he has
been signed for a pic by Metro.

Making her debut at the Van-
guard is comedienne k Dorothy
Greener, A petite, droll gal she
is an energetic performer who per-
haps punches too hard when sub-
tlety may be more appropriate.
Miss Greener apparently has loads
of material, but some of it does
not properly display the gal’s obvi-
ous talent. She resorts quite fre-
quently to double entendre which,
in Miss Greener’s case, seems out
of place. She is a sight as well as
sound comedienne, and many times
can accomplish a great deal with
a significant look or a gesture.

Miss Greener has a pleasant
chirping voice, and would do well
to use it straight rather than em-
ploy it in the screeching: for satiriz-

ing an opera diva. She is extreme-
ly effective in monologs as a roller-
derby gal and as a five-and-dime
clerk. Gal shows great promise,
but has not quite found her niche
as a comedienne.

Well-balanced Vanguard display
opens with rhythm and blues sing-
er Royce Wallace. Miss Wallace
has a relaxed, effortless manner
and puts across a tune with sock
effect. In addition to some pop
faves,/ warbler has a couple of her
own specialities which earn top
palmings. At show caught, Negro

1 chirper rated a begoff. . Holl.

Blue Angel, m V®
Josh 'White, Eartm Kttt, Orson

Bean, Lita Terris, Ellis Larlcln

Trto, Stuart Ross; $3.50 .minimum.

Four singles comprise
.
the cur-

rent Blub Angel bill, and It’s a

generally playable,’ entertaining

layout.

Josh White; a returner here, is

the headliner, and he does- a nifty

job, as. Usual, with his folk tunes
self-accompanied on the guitar.

Most of White’s songs are stand-

ards with him, ill clamored for

by audience request, and he does
them with salesmanship and a neat
sense of underplaying. He’s still

doing such numbers as “St. James
Infirmary/’ “Old .Smoky,” “Out-
skirts .of Town,” “One Meat Ball,”

“Franlde. & Johnny” and ‘‘John

Henry.”
Eartha Kitt, doubling from the

“New Faces” revue, is a much im-
proved performer over her last

New York cafe appearance, just

several months ago at- the nearby
La Vie En Rose. Where she was
undisciplined in routining, pacing
and choice :of tunes In her prior
appearance,- she has Sharpened up
and; In particular, is effective with
a special-material

* 'number called
“Wanna Be Evil” to which she
gives a smash selling quality.

Orson Bean is a vastly improved
comedian ' with an insouciant way
of’ underselling his offbeat stuff.

He tells shaggy-dog stories; de-
vises a fir tree' out of newspaper
strips, satirizes a Presidential po-
litical convention arid two Limey
Comics, all for constantly growing
effect. He’s nice-looking, clean-
cut and would be an asset for an
intimate, revue.
The bill’s other act- is the lush,

redhaired Lita Terris (New Acts),
songstress, who opeijs the show.

Kahn.

Ambassador Hotel, L* A®
(COCOANTJT GROVE)

Los Angeled, June 5.

Frankie Laine, accompanied by
Carl Fischer and St. Louis Rhythm-
aires (5); Eddie Bergman Orch
(18) with Bob Lido; $1.50, $2
cover.

Something new has been added
in this third time around for
Frankie Laine at the Ambassador,
Singer is working now with a vocal
quintet

.
tagged the St. Louis

Rhythmaires, who furnish an oc-
casional harmonic background to
his numbers. Other than’tha^, it’s

the same Laine turn.—which means
slick song styling done with a
showmanly flair that wins hefty
response.

Current .stand may not reach the
near record proportions of his
earlier visits to this room, blit

Laine should keep the Grove com-
fortably on the right side of the
ledger for the next three Weeks.
He’s got an appeal locally that
isn’t limited solely to his record
fans.

* Turn, of course, leans heavily on
the ’Laine disclicks, with the
Rhythmaires, three boys and two
gals, coming in for assists on
“Gandy Dancers’ Bair’ to em-
bellish the okay arrangements.
Stint is effectively paced but the
rhythm numbers naturally domi-
nate. Laine also has tpssed in a
special-material bit to “I Can
Dream Can’t I?” which kiddingly
expresses the hope that other top
male singers fall by the wayside.
It’s tastefully handled.
Laine has learned a lot since his

last appearance here and the show
boasts some okay production ideas,
including a smart job of selling
“One for My Baby” with Laine
Spotlighted leaning against the

I piano on a darkened stage. Other
good numbers are a fine arrange-

ment of “Tomorrow Mountain,**
“Lucky Old Sun” and .“JeaebeJ,”
and the tune that started blm off^
‘That’s My Desire.” Arrangement
of “Black and Blue,” however, is

cued too fast f9F best results.

Carl Fischer again provides the
expert pianistic backing .and guides
the Eddie. Berglman orch in an okay
job of showbacking. - Bergman
crew continues its solo dance
chores. Kap.-

Cdowy & Astor* London
. London, June 4.

-

Jane Morgap, Fclia? King Qrgh,
Santiago

. Lopez Latin Band;
Colony; $5 minimum; Astor; $3
minimum before 11 p.m., $3 cover
thereafter.

Little more than ;three years’ ago
Jane Morgan filled her- first -Lon-
don cabaret .date. as vocalist with
a Continental combo, and impressed
with her style, talent and appear-
ance. Since then she has made the
grade as a"Solo performer, and now
returns to London with added
stature; poise and- charm/ ,

Billed as the American girl from
Paris, Miss Morgan makes a strong

(Continued, on page 52) .
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United Stalas Only)

m m at the Palace WHITMER STRIKES AGAIN!

Palace, N. Y®
Next-to-closing stint by Ken

Whitmer is the strongest of the
bill. Whitmer has a surefire rou-
tine with his trick costuming and
virtuosity on a flock of instruments.

Hcrm.

Billboard
%

Palace, New York
Ken Whitmer’s comedy instru-

mental routines ale in the feature
spot. Whitmer is a musician of no
mean talent, and he has a happy
knack of . taking any curse of a
“class act” off it, by selling him-

self strictly for laughs. His
gagged-up intro is a chuckle click
and even when his musicianship-
could be taken seriously, he
breaks it up with leaps to the pit

.

for odd sessions on ,.piano and
traps. His trumpet wind-up is

really virtuoso. It is a fine instru-
mental turn ahd has the customers
with It from start to finish.

^
TV APPEARANCES

Milton B«rU Show Cavalcade of Bands (3 times)
K*n Murray Show Kate Smith Show (twice)
James Melton Show (twice) Arthur Murray Show
Cavalcade of Stars (3 times) Ed Sullivan "Toast of the Town18

~
* future Poking!

Englewood Golf Course
First Tee” 12 Noon Friday

Management: MAX ROLF AND BERNARD BURK
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For Phffly Cafes
V

Philadelphia, June 10.

Appointment of Gapt. Frank

("Cisco Kid”) Rizzo
t
raiding police

officer. to take charge of the mid-

town district, failed. to draw a

squawk from the Cafe Owners of

Greater Philadelphia at its annual

meeting and election in the Ce-

lebrity Room here.

Capt. Rizio, previously stationed

in West Philadelphia, has sloughed

midtown Philly night life consid-

erably, with both cafes and private

dubs paying strict observance to

dosing hour* and other .regula-

tions, Cafe Owner* association vot-

ed at meeting to continue policing

its own club* and adhering to strict

three-point program in relation to

minors, observance of curfews, and
service to drunks.

. New Police Commissioner Thom-
as Gibbons at 'first adopted.lenient
policy with cafes, hut recent raids

on private clubs and the finding

of a dozen alleged minors in the
Club Harlem ended the liberal pro-
gram. Gibbons’ answer was to put
Rizzo in charge of the central city

and to leave the equally zealous
Inspector John Driscoll on watch
in West Philly. •

New officers of the cafe men’s
group,;to take lover, in September,
are: Herman Comroe,

, Powelton
Cafe, president} George Dorwart,
/Celebrity Hoorn, and Mac Lerner,
Lou’s. Moravian: #Bar, vice presi-
dents; Bob Corson, Giro’s', treas-
urer, and Harry . Carroll, Carroll’s,
sergeant-at-arms. Fleeted to the
hoard of directors were: Dallas
Gerson, Latin Casino; John Mure-
xon, Hawaiian Cottage; Charles
Posternock, Barton Show Bar; Lee
Guber, Rendezvous; Ben Cossrow,
Big Bill's, and A1 Silverman, Cum-
berland Bar.

‘

Barbara Carroll Trio held over
at the Hotel Park Sheraton’s Mer-
maid Hoorn (N. Y.) for an addi-
tional four weeks.

Saranac take
• Happy Benway
Saranac Lake, N.Y., June 10,

Essie Hall shot in for a bedside
chat with newcomer Bob Hall,
Apollo Theatre (N.Y.) technician
who is , taking to the cure like a
veteran.

Camp Intermission in it* glory
again.'Mrs. William "Mother” Mor-
ris, ' accompanied by Uncle Henry
Berlinghoix and Aunt Ella Berling-
holT, back from a stay in N.Y. and
will remain here for the summer.
. Mary Lou (Warner Bros.) Weav-
er, who graduated here, in from
Cleveland for the annual checkup
and received the green light.

Dolores Davis came in from Ja-
maica, LX, for a weekend chat
with Gloria Davis of National
Screen Service, who i* responding
with top honors.
William Morris Memorial Park

opened Decoration Day with flag-
waving festivities. Eleanor Clark
and Kath Highland were appointed
supervisors for the summer.
Andy Sc Norma Aldebo motored

In from N.Y. for a gab with Char-
lies Aldebo (Skouras Bros), whose
surgery has made his progress a
rppfgliifv

*Write to those who are HI.

Roxy, N. Y., Ice Shows
To Tee Off June 27

Ice shows Will niake their sum-
mer bow at the Roxy Theatre,
N. Y., starting June 27. Refurbish-
ing pf the, rink will start Friday
(13) with the new stageshow.
inaugurating this season’s icers

will bp Arnold jShoda, Trixie, .w.ith

Billy Daniels heading the regular
stage fare.

Magicians Guild Elects
Dick DuBois has been elected

president of the Magicians Guild.
Other officers are Jay Palmer, first

v.p. ; Meyer Silherstein, second v.p,;

Justin F. Rutterman, • secretary;'
Henry E. EbeL treasurer; Julian J.

Proskauer, chaplain, and .Harold G.
Lester and Percy Haldeman, Jr.,

sergeants-at-arms. Board comprises
Richard C. Richards, Proskauer, A1
Flosso, George J. Cook and Carl
Rosini.

Outfit will hold it* annual ban-
quet at the Prince George Hotel,
N. Y., Sunday (15), with Joe Lau-
rie', Jr., emceeing.

Amputate Acrobat’s Arm
At R-B’s Balto Stand

Baltimore, June 10.

.
Sylvia Downes, member of * five-

girl English acrobatic troupe with
the Ringling Circus, had her arm
mashed at the shoulder as she
dangled it out of a bus window
when the vehicle swept close
against a steel pole to make a’ turn
close to the curb here Friday (6).
At Mercy Hospital, physicians de-
clared the arm too badly mangled
to be saved, and amputated it .above
the elbow. Performer was down-
town shopping with • her partners,
Brenda Goring, Evelyn Kent, Mar-
garet Smith and Gladys Rimmer.
Accident recalled a series of

tough breaks for performers here,
from last year’s fatal“fall of a high
wire performer during the Polack
Bros, show for the local Shrine;
the collapse of a bleacher section
just before curtain time at Sonja
Henie’s ice show this year; the hos-

S
italization of the Geraldos in 1949;
le death of an elephant man in a

tractor mishap getting the big top
down, in 1948, and the fatal attack
.of a femme trainer by lions pre-
viously.

Two-day Ringling date (6-7)
mounted to a top figure with all
four performances solid.

Frisco Tall 37G on 2d

After 5G Refund For

Judy’s Laryngitis Exit

San Francisco, June 10.

The Judy Garland show, playing

the Curran Theatre here, looks like

it’s taking a course similar to lhat

of her stand at the Palace Theatre,
N. Y., when fairly frequent ill-

nesses caused sudden cancellations.
Miss Garland took sick with laryn-
gitis Saturday (7) and theatre had
to refund $5,000 aft^er the first half
of the show had' been played.
Gross for the week consequently
dropped to $37,000—hut still a
healthy,figure for the house.

First week ended with a boffo
$43,200, which represented * near
sellout.

Billy Daniels to he redacted for
the Copacabana, N. Y., for October.

Talent agencies are wrestling

with the problem ‘ of persuading
acts to go out .on a series of dates

against tfie negative that earnings

may reduce performers’ overall net.

because” of the income tax Setup,
Situation arises at a time,when the
percenterie.s are on. a kick to get
the top names' to go on tour and
help cafes and niterles through
what otherwise look* to be an ex-
tremely slack summer.
The William Morris Agency, for

example, had tentatively* set Sid
Caesar and Imogehe Coca for two.
weeks of theatres with others to
follow. However, the tour is now
off for the time being because of
the fact that any additional coin
would put the duo In the upper
tax brackets and thus leave them
with a lower net than if they had
not gone out.

Other agencies also report that
accountants have nixed ?afe and
theatre treks by top names because
of the tax situation, '

.

One disturbing part lies in the
fact that such turndowns are com-'
Ing earlier . than .usual. Generally,
the refusals start coming around'

Vande Cafe Dates

New York
Jay Marshall to start at the Roxy

Theatre, ;N.Y.; Friday (13)... Hot
Shots (William Downes & Amlel
Brown)- kudosed ip Jet*for their
dance act. . .French singer Marcel
Lebon pacted for the Latin Quar-
ter, -N.Y,/for a 12-week stand start-,

ing Nov, 10. . .Kean Sisters into El
Rancho, Las Vegas, July - 23, and
the Riverside, Reno, Aug.. 7. . .Fat.
Morrisey slated for the Crescendo,
Los Angeles, July 3 . .

.

Ben Blue,
set for the Mapes, Reno, July 17
. . .Billy Daniels scheduled*. for the'
Casino Theatre, Toronto, Aug, "21,

and Seville, Montreal, Aug. 28 . . ,

Lill Bt* Cyr, after a vacation in.

Italy, will go Into the Downtown
Theatre, San Francisco, in .Sep-
tember.

August and September. One of the
reasons lh the case of video top*
pets is that with commitments
starting in the fall, earnings will

|

put them into the. excess brackets.
Even so, the battle* between per-

centers and bookers on the ques-
tion of salary will continue.' There’S
little chance that the headliners
will forego any part of their fees

|

because, of the need to keep their
values up.

The agencies, of course, lose con*
slderable coin under these circum-
stances. The name, that refuse .to
go out are easily sol'd with the
minimum of expense. In normal
times they were responsible for
bringing in the greater part of the
agency’s expenses. Now the per-
centeries must rely on every de*
partment to carry its weight.

• , .
'

,

Of course, theatre* and niterles
are in bad shape attractionwlse
because of the tax problem..Many
acts could go Into the vaudera and
clean up on a percentage arrange-?
ment. In the cafes some are still

appearing, but generally on a per-
sonal basis such as friendship with
the boniface.

Gleason’s -Must* Tour
The sole name tour set so far

that looks like it will stick Is that
of Jackie Gleason, who has been
pacted to start a round of theatres.
They include the Stanley, Pitts-

burgh, July 3; Chicago, Chicago,
July 11; Fox, Detroit, July 18;
RKO, Cincinnati, July 2fi, for three
days; RKO, Dayton, July 28, also
.three days; and RKO, Boston,
Aug. 1.

With Gleason it’s the exact oppo-
site of most performers. He has
been in tax arrears and under a
deal with the Government) his reg-
ular fee on the DuMont network
show was taken by the* Bureau of
Internal Revenue, while he was al-i

lowed to keep the guest-shot' coin.-

•Theatre tour will give him a chance
to recoup.

In his troupe will he regulars on'

his teevee show, who include Art
Gainey, pert Kelton. Stan Ross and
Zamah Cunningham. A femme

. name .is being sought.
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CobUbUcI from IMS'* !
Colony Jfc Aotor, London
impxesh with her. first entrance.

The. blonde looker,. In a striking:

black, gown that enhances her

physical attributes, makes an im-.

mediate iayorable impact, And she

swings straight into a stylish rou-

tine that has a distinctive French

flavor.
'

’
.

Chanteuse. had to beg off after
doing the standard- 30,minutes for
this Berkeley So, cafe. - At the
Colony, where show was taught,
Miss Morgan received a. mounting
reception which Was particularly
vociferous for her novelty num-
bers. MA’ New Hat From Paris/'
complete with the colorful crea-
tions, and her "Do La La," with the
lyrics neatly adapted for local
tastes, .are in the top rung of spe-
cialties. In contrasting style, she
has. a clicko hit with an English
translation of “Merci, Trots * Fois
Mere!" while her "Mademoiselle
de Paris” and "La Seine" also, re-

ceive a big mitt.
Act is handsomely backed by the

Felix King aggregation, .Vho also
split the lively terping music with
Santiago Lopez and his Latin band.

; Myro.

HELENE and HOWARD
Currently

JUNG CLUB new origans

Dlr.i M.C.A.

tar, Mft. TOM SHEILS

Sheratra Plau, Boston
(HUB BOOM)

Eric Thoften, Johnny • Turnbull
Orch (1?) $1 cover Mon- to Thun,,
$1,50 Fri.-Sat. in Oval. Room.

,

Boston, June 6.

touring the two-w&A/ stint of

Eric Thorsen here," MCA in coop*
eration With- hotel toppers

;
is book-

ing three-day break-in dates for
four youthful winners of a talent
hunt sponsored by the agency.
Gimmick resulted from successful
engagement here of the revue,
"What’s New," which ‘scored with
customers and sent MCA agents
on prowL in attempt to unearth
fresh talent with which to build
similar - packages. Contestants
were screened by MCA's Harry
Diner, Hub columnist George
Clarke and hotel’s .Spencer Saw-
yer, with accordionist Johnny Cul-
po, ballerina Marilyn Locke and
vocalists Bernice Narsiff and Bob.
LeClaire getting the nod.

At show caught, C.ulpo was spot-
ted, and while the kid is green
as far as showmanship is concern-*
ed, he nevertheless shows promise
with his slick accordioning scor-
ing with the ringsiders.
Thorsen is not too w.k. in this

area, but had little difficulty warm-
ing the patrons with his songol-
ogy. Guy has nifty pipes which
coupled with his slick appearance
and savvy, scored so strongly at
show caught that he was forced to
beg off after a half-hour stint. The
tall Nordic bounces onstage chirp-
ing "My Song/l segueing into "En-
joy Yourself" mmed at various
ringsiders, with balance of- stint
informal and diversified. Included
in stanza are such items as- "Whif-
fenpoof," *‘My Darling, My Darl-
ing," "Figaro/* "Stepping Out
With My Baby” and, joined by din-
ers, a bit of community singing of
popular oldies.
Johnny Turnbull group, back-

grounds neatly,

Rite.
.

; I>. B«fcam BLe% Y*
Ronnie Graham, Janet Bract. 3

Biffs,' FUtcher Sc Scheidy, Julxut
Monk, Norman Part* Tno; $3,75

minimum*

Bonnie Graham^ whoSe sophisti-

cated comic warblmg and mugging
at the blanp has long been an east

side hitery standard, has suddenly
hit the‘

t
Broadway sector with the

same type of drollery In the smash
"NeW Faces/* As" a result, his cur-

rent.- doubling into Kuban * Bleu
makes him .-much * more significant:

as • a
. .
marquee name than.' hereto-

fore •

This Only goes to prove that
Broadway is a bit Jilow in recogniz-
ing talent, although that’s under-
standably. in Graham's case, since
his comedy is not generally of the
type for the peasantry. In any case,

his screwball lyrics and- patter ip.

numbers such as "When Worlds
Collide," "previews of Coming At-
tractions" and an African bit are
’justifiably Solid applause-getters
from the Kuban /Bleu set.

Janet Brace, an unusual blonde]
chirper, likewise is winning friends
at the spot. She has been 'held
over after ah original two-week en-
gagement.* Femme is much less im-
pressive at a first gander than she
proves to "be as she gets along
with her songs. She projects a
haunting, husky voice in a. para-
doxically clean, quiet style. Unfor-
tunately, while fairly attractive,

she has facial mannerisms that
make one expect a comedy Singer
rather than the neat, torchy bal-

ladeer Miss Brace proves to be.
The Three Riffs, Negro trio, mix

comedy with their tunes for the
same top results here as in other
of the more sophisticated boites.

Boys should be sock, however, in

any situation with their takeoffs
on pop singers, as well as Strong
legitimate choristering.

Fletcher A Scheidy, comedy
team, are likewise familiar to the
Kuban Bleu crowd. The two ex-
Yale boys are great in this setting
with their highbrow nonsense.
Even more familiar at

.

this 56th
St. room are Julius Monk, who
has long held forth as lull pianist
apd m.c., and the Norman Paris
Trio (piano, bass and electric

guitar), which is celebrating its

sixth anni here. Herb.

Wing doiiuf jt trfq pi fouttaei In

hi# polished' Style of ballet tap,

leading off to a- medley of George
* Cohan tune* and holdipgH.Uvely
pace, Follows with fait ' bit to

"When You’re Smiling," and has
an extra fillip in imitating a train

with his tap** Leads him Into a

rhythm, ballet and aero terp to

"Take the A-Train ” niftily done
to wind for a strong hand. ,

pay Dreamers fit's! pjayed K. C.

last season in the.midtown El *Ca6-

bah, plushy Hotel Beilerive’ club

now closed. Mansion with its por-
tico setting is appropriate for their

song styles, and three men and a
girl' make the most of the* date.

"Big Wide Wonderful' World" is a
proved opener, setting pattern of

full-voiced vocals and effective

choreo. "Come Back to Sorrento"
is a musical treat featuring bari-

tone Dave Fairchild and pointing
up their established style, ofblend-
ing four solo voices.

Three fellows, Charles Kloer,
Willard Reese and Fairchild, load
off a "South Pacific" medley with
lively done "There’s Nothing Like
a

,
Dame/’ and femme member,

Dorothy* Stinnett, joins them to
head up "A Wonderful Guy" In
rounding out the number. ’

,

Four* change pace with "Tell Me
Why" nicely blehded into the Sfott,

smooth pop it’s meant to be, and
then go -into an energetic, comedy
bit, "Emphatically No," an original
well received, "Old Man River" Is
given powerful vocalling, featuring
Reese on the deep-down notes, and
giving the turn a solid finish. ' Jim
Feeney fivesbme furnishes capable
instrumental music throughout.

Quin.

Bmbiissy Club, London
London, June 6.

Cecil Landeau presentation of
Coon and Candy” with Jill Mel-

ford, Diana Monks , Aleta Morrison,
Eleanor Fazan, Ruth Hilary,

Jag--
ger Twins* Sylvie Wynne, Gita
Denise, John Hewer, Peter Morton,
Tino Christidi, Don Carlos Samba
Hand, Billy Sproud Orch; $4.25
minimum. '

Southern Mansion, K. C.
Kansas City, June 6.

Day Dreamers (4), Paddy Wing,
Jim Feeney Quintet; $2 minimum.

Booking of the Day Dreamers
foursome and Paddy Wing is a
change of pace for the Mansion,
resulting in one of the better shows
there. Modern song style and cho-
reography of the vocal four is con-
trasted nicely by the talented Wing
footwork. Biz perked for the
house, and the combo -is a good bet
for a return date.
Show gets underway \yith Paddy

“SHEETS” MINTON
and

JIMMY MORTON
Thanks to Paul Marr

*

for our return engagement

CHEZ PAREE . , , Chicago

FRANK SINATRA SHOW
opening

June 26th . . . Wildwood, N. J. . . . PEGGY LEE SHOW

WHAT THEY SAY:

Tab for stardom."

Irv Kupclnct, Sun-Times, Chicago

The greatest young ventriloquist I've seen."

Edgar Bergen

An amazingly expert and imaginative ventriloquist."

Bentley Stegner, Daily News, Chicago

Personal Management:

FRANK SENNES AGENCY
NEW YORK . . CINCINNATI . . CLEVELAND . . MIAMI

ft*

ttl

Jlttel STIetUed, M.I*.
' (MINK. TlglACI)

.
MiftneapoUj, June

,

-
r
Fiesta oii let.” with

Dorothy’LeudtfHeinte Bfoctc, Rene
Ocha* . Mildred £tanl*y, Susan
Bedbr, Pat Maljnberg, Jean Russell.
Cecil Golly .’Orch is); $2.50-$3.50

,
minimum;- .

-
. , .

This . is- Dorothy • Lewis* 13th
annual summer ice show in ’ this

chi-chi bistro. While hot nearly a*
elaborate or pretentious -as most
of its predecessors, it. still exhibits
considerable flash and. color and
affords plenty of lively ghd pleas-
ing/entertainment that’s different
from the general*run here‘s Conse-
quently, it. should receive a warm
welcome and keep the’-

1

room well
populated during the * dog days
ahead.-' ..

-
= .

The presence of such a stellar
blades clowii as .lieinie Brock who*
like Miss Lewis, is a local product,
does much to send customers away
satisfied. And with Miss Lewis her-
self,.; an astonishing performer on
such a small rink, at Tier very best
and demonstrating the talents that
have brought’ her . topdrawer skat-
ing rating, the fact that production
numbers are fewer, and less lavish
aiid the supporting cast smaller,
than usual, does not loom po im-
portant* Also, although costume
changes are less numerous, the

(Continued on page 53)

Cecil Landeau has fashioned a
new minstrel revue which offers a
lively 45-minute entertainment and
breaks away from the more con-
ventional London mode of single
performers. It is bright and not
too pretentious, with a few new
numbers added to some of the hits
from earlier shows’.

Landeau has a canny eye for
talent, and quite a few who have
now reached the top (including
Andrey Hepburn) started in his
revues. He has picked a couple of
likely potentials for his current
layout. Sylvie - Wynne,- a West
Indian dancer, reveals a distinct
terping flair while Ruth Hilary
does a clicko job in a colorful
Spanish number.

Recently back from America,
Jill Melford makes her London
cabaret debut, and her one solo
item is a comedy piece called "Can
Sex Be Fun?” This is a lightly
scripted piece and although put
over effectively, registers only
lukewarm customer response.

There are 10 items in the pro-
duction, opening with a cakewalk
featuring the. entire cast. "The
Camp Followers" song is a pleasing
vehicle for Diana Monks, Eleanor
Fazan and Ruth Hilary; the Jagger
Twins and Peter Morton have a
neat soft -shoe routine; and the
high spot is "Tongolele," with
Sylvie’ Wynne, Ruth Hilary and
Eleanor Fazan as the terpers and
Tino Christidi as the vocalist. Gita
Denise has a couple of vocal spots
and Aleta Morrison is featured in
two of the production numbers.
The impressive array of costume

changes gives the production added
color and the general staging is
slickly handled. Showbacking is
not as alert as is customary in this
nitery. Myro. -

FOSTER AGENCY, LONDON,
presents

Now Appearing
THE CASINO DELLE ROSA

Rom*, Italy
At^,C*n *•»»• WM - MORRIS AGENCY
TAVEL-MAROUANI AGENCY. PARIS

1 COMEDY ‘

| Routines and Burlesk |
• A Book of Comedy for TV, Yodvll, and *

I

Night Club Entertainers and Producers ,
Containing Cross-Fire Acts and Satire. |

Price Three Dollars *

I A. GUY VISK WRITING ENTERPRISES I

I 12 Liberty Street Troy, N. Y. *

(The Mirthplac* of Show Six)

mm mm m mm ' m

JAY MARSHALL
aftar laying off

for 2 yoart it

going on vaca«

tian.

MARK LEDDY

Grant's Riviera
RESTAURANT AND EAR

1 51 W. 44 St.. New York LU 2-4488

WHERE SHOWBUSINESS MEETS

* TALENT CONTEST *

MONDAY NIGHTS
Prize; Professional Engagomont

Duplicate Prizes Awarded la the Ceu tf Tier

p A 4 4 *> * e*W-fc-

WHEN IN BOSTON
ft's the

HOTEL AVERY
Avery & Washington Sfs.

The Home of Show Folk

FLETCHER PECK
• Special Material •

839 West End Ave.
New York

MOnument 6-0931

ONLY $1 (minimum)
is all it costs now to have our press

clipping service per month (plus a few

cents per clipping).
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AGVA Powwow Hears; Flan
C*Milau4 from jp&f* 47

„ we can get them into the

tSE* If we can’t *ere h *011

Ui/nce of a five-branch merger.”

Asserting Equity his a faction

Jn the east which fears such a

Se«er, Pric. ul.d, "thi* little

Soup within Equity is well en-

trenched. Most decisions are made

bv the council, thus bypassing

membership In whet h.. become »

self-perpetuating thing. After

describing
^
Equity as -Hetty

Greens” of guilds, Pnce said,

“we've smoked out Equity at least

to show our cooperation and we
have smoked out AERA.” He ac-

cused AFRA of “wanting to 'steal

television,” adding, “now that they

know they must get 4A approval

before any merger, they are ready

to do business.”

Price said importance of merger

lies in increased • bargaining

strength for overall union plus less

dues for individual members. He
said he favors a national board to

supervise a merged union with a

smaller “super board” acting as

final authority. He declared that

the present administrative, officers

of various guilds would probably
have the same duties in merger
group. His “what the hell would
Equity know about the strip-

teaserS in Cleveland and how to

handle them?” brought a laugh.

Deejay Ban
Referring to AGVA crackdown

on gratis appearance of members
on disk jockey $hows, Price said
it was essential. “You know ac-
tors,” he commented, .“they’re
asked, ‘what do you think Of the
Chinese situation?* And if it

doesn’t get three y&ks they go into
their routine.” He went on to say
that cafes with deejays are -within
AGVA’s jurisdiction and new poli-
cy goes into effect this month.
Touching on much wrangled-over

insurance question, Price said
there had been a great deal of
“censure and suspicion” of the
plan, which calls for ops to pay
performers’ insurance at rate of
$2.50 per week during date.
He minimized

,
question of dis-

crimination against Negro per-
formers, saying that in N. Y, “A
dominant element seeks to make

Itself heard at all meetings. Some
of it is sincere, but most of it is
done .by people using it at' an end
—in many instances leftwingers
are inciting people and politicking
by using this subject. They don’t
give a rap about the Negro per-
former.” He denied any such dis-
crimination exists.

In discussion of pay-or-play
pacts, precipitated by fracas in-
volving the Martin St Lewis un-
played date at the Copacabana,
N. Y„ Price said he felt unioh
should take the stand that a per-
former should, play and let club
involved know it would not object
to damage .suit against performers.
He emphasized he »was ’ against
forcing M&L to play, inasmuch as
they want to pay off the Copa.
Delegates also heard report of

national administrative ' secretary
Jack Irving, who echoed. Price’s
sentiments for merger.

Circus Resistance.
Irving told members of status of

hassle with Ringling Bros, and Bar-
num Jfc Bailey in which the circus
is resisting organization by AGVA.
Following session with John Ring-
ling North last winter, the circus
had sent AGVA a $6,738 check, to
cover dues for performers, but no
applications were, received. When
AGVA queried about applications,
the circus, management said it

would not under any consideration
tell its employees to join AGVA.
Consequently, AGVA is holding
coin in escrow until hassle is re-
solved.

.
;

Irving -said the circus had noti-
fied him it will call for NLRB elec-
tion, that it will seek the aid of
Taft-Hartley law where a closed
shop cannot be demanded. AGVA
won’t agree to any checkoff system,
he told delegates.

living declared that AGVA is

seeking a national minimum for
club dates and Class C spots and
that a scale 'will be presented to
board for action. Asserting many-
performers are working for little

coin, he declared there should be
a minimum of $60 a week for
chorines and $75 for principals.

He also hit at weekend dates,
saying that acts working on pro

rata basis were drawing very little
dough and AGVA wants a mini-mum of one and a half. He^sald
the union’s purpose is to force ops
hack to a full week and raise the
minimum,

Rrlce kudosed Irving for his
work, saying, “He’s, only been in
office four and half months and
already knives and daggers are
being unsheathed. We must stop
that and show our confidence,”

Guilds covered in Price’s merger
proposal are AGVA, AFRA, Ameri-
can Guild of Musical Artists, SAG,
•SEG, Equity and Chorus Equity,

L Hit Insurance
Continued from pare 47 -

r
-

tor Jimmy Lyons, or Irving. Latter
said it was all done in secret ses-
sion and “we knew nothing about
30% commissions or kickbacks.”
Irving declared the national board
denied Dunn’s request to sign an*
exclusive pact. Recording secre-
tary, Manny Tyler, said Dunn went
ahead and signed agreement any-
way without .authority of board,
Prexy Georgie Price stated, “in
spite of all actions of board and
executive committee, Dunn signed
the contract.”

Dunn’s Adler Deal
Katz asserted the executive

board, on Sept. 19, 1950, okayed
Dunn’s going ahead with agree-
ment, hut

1

not on an exclusive, and
told Dunn legal counsel must in-
spect it first, but that nevertheless
on Sept. 20, 1950, Dunn signed six
and 15-year deals with Adler.
Katz said under the law in' N. Y.

state a broker from another state
cannot do business there without
license, and that Adler, from Cali-
fornia, applied for license, saying
he had an office in N. Y. It was
denied. However, he signed the
AGVA deal and was receiving com-
missions.

Katz emphasized coverage and
plans are not being investigated,
only - Adler himself. ’ Administra-
tion of plan is essentially in collec-
tion of premiums, he said, stating
that AGVA was “sucked into the
deal and never had opportunity

!

to decide whether it wanted it or
not.” Adler knew it and put AGVA.
in the position of take it or else,

Katz said.

Last January, AGVA nullified

VAUMSVIIXB S3

Hotel Nicollet, Mpl*.
raiment that is on display proves

plenty dazzling.
1

Most preceding. Lewis shows 1

have been deficient in comedy, but

Brock remedies this, handing ;out

even more laughs than a.poost il-

lustrious predecessor, Joe Jackson,

Jr. His antics on Ice reveal not
only great skating skill but also

rare pantomimic ability and fun-

making ingenuity.
0

Produced by Miss Lewis for this
lone engagement, an all-summer
run, the show takes customers
south of the border, with Mexican
music, heavily sequined- skirts,

sombreros, castinets, fans, cactus
trees and baskets contributing .

to

the atmosphere and mood. In ad-
dition to Miss Lewis and Brock,
the cast includes only a four-girl
skating line and Rene Ocha, the
romantic lead, who sings as well
as skates.

Cecil Golly’s orch plays the
show and for customer dancing
flawlessly, Rees.
ty

the six and 15-year deals and re-

placed, them with a modified two-
year setup under which Adler was,
to get 10c on the dollar. “Now he’s
trying to make AGVA accept this

plan and not the program he sold
us in January,’.’ Katz said.

Price read a letter from Adler
dated June 3, 1952, saying he con-
sidered the overall plan in fairly

good shape. It brought a big
laugh. Indemnity Insurance Co. of
North America cancellation notice
as the carrier is effective next No-
vember, it was noted.

Rex Weber of Los Angeles said
Adler has collected $178,000, of
Which $116,197 was remitted to

insurance company, with Adler re-

ceiving about $62,000 on the deal,
he charged.

. Convention voted 22 to 4 to sus-
tain action Of the executive board
in underwriting defense of ex-

prexy Gus Van in suit brought
against him by George Ross, Latter
charged -Van took a poke at him at

AGVA 'convention in Philadelphia
two years ago.

E*4y»% K. €.
Kansas City, June 6.

, Jack Marshall, The DeMarlos,
Tony Dipardo Orch 18); $1. cower.

Current bill is r‘ combo of a return
'

engagement and an act new to th«
town. Jack Marshall is back after
a session herf less than a year ago,
While the DeMaflos are showing
their brand of terp for the •first*

time in K, C. Both turns are. ac-
complished, and bill, though light,

on name value, is a solid 'enter-'

tainment- session throughout its 40
minutes.

George St Gerry PeMarlo show a
brand of ballroomology that veers
to the exotic and romantic. Opener
is done to recording of “Liebes-;
traum/ their theme, to which they
dance a dreamy adagio,,. In a some-
what more modem vein they have
a more accentuated turn done to
tunes from “Porgy and Bess.” For
a switch they go Latin to p.

“Rhumba Rhapsody,” and follow
with a bit based on a chair in the
centre of the floor. Even though
they work hard, all the Way and
are evidently out of breath, their
closing number to “Carnival”
winds With an airplane spin, easily
one of their best bits, and ‘draws
a hefty hand.
Marshall mixes songs, chatter

and instrumental work on the
trombone, his opener being a -line

of chatter and gags which soften
up the customers when. he swings
into “We’re Going to See a Man ”

a clever vocal'which makes much
of voice effects and gyrations,
Chapeaugraphy has long been a
part of Marshall’s repertory, and
this time he is back with a number
of new twists to the old brim and
the accompanying chatter.

Marshall switches to his slush
pump

1

for some kidding and leads
into his very funny monology on
the “Man Who Lives Dangerously.”
By this time, house is largely in
his camp, and he keeps entertain-
ment level high tooting “I’m Get-
ting Sentimental Over You,”
sprinkling in some further chatter,
and doing “Trumpet Blues” a la
trombone. For a closer, ho does
his long-established letter from
Joe Slobodky to Sears Roebuck,
giving him a chance to show his
range of facial expressions.

Quin,

MAX BYGRAVES
I

\

THANKS AMERICA

For Making His Return Visit a Greater Success Than Ever

and Thank You JUDY GARLAND for Making

This Possible

“Bygraves is suave, funny ‘aftd at home
'both in a pratfall -'or a sophisticated song.

He kept the house in stitches Monday
night satirizing the Frankie Laine style of

singing, among other things . . . Bygraves

may one day give Danny Kaye ‘ some com-
petition . .

WILLIAM HOGAN
Srr Fr«nc?«c« Chr«nlel#

Max

Qudie
7,09 ^

tain.j a,ni Of

In the closing spot is Max Bygraves, an
English comedian of subtlety and splendid
vocal talent , . ,

”

MID JOHNSON
S*r Fr«Rcii« CrII-KmIIrHh

SOLI RIPRKSINTATIQN

“To close the first half, comes Max By-

graves as sharp a witster as ever tickled

the risibilities of a sophisticated audience.

•If I could think of a word that would top

‘sensation’ I’d drag it out ta garnish By-

graves. His material is new and sly . . .

his delivery is rakish. Only a Garland
could follow this act and come out the

winner ...”
HORTKNSI MORTON
Srr FrRRclscR IxRmlRtr

“A very refreshing English comedian, Max
Bygraves who made mousemeat out of the

agony songs like ‘Cry’ ...” •

DOROTHY WALKER
3«r Fr«Rclac* N«w«

•j

JOCK JACOBSEN and NORMAN PAYNE
M.C.A. LONDON
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HEW york city
Muilc Hell (I) U

Mario A Florla
Patricia Rayney
Honey . Bro*
Kocketie?
Corps de Ballet
Sym Ore

Falae* (It) 11
Wally Brown
Charles Slim Tim*

blln
Harpls 3
Le* Oriol
Buddy Clayton
Tanya'

3

Rex Ford
C Franklin A M
Lane

faremeunt .<P) 11,

Johnnie Ray
Gary Morton
4 Ladds
B A C Roblnpon

Billy May Ore

Roxy ci) Ti
Kathy Barr
Helen Wood.
Felo A Bruno
Jay Marshall

CHICAGO
Chleajo (Ff 11

Larry Park*
Betty Garrett
Rudenko Bros
Paula Bane
G<!
r nfLADE*L PH I

A

Marie (W) 11
Dizzy GllleMple Ore
Savannah Churchill

is 4 Strlders
Bobby Ephram
Paul White ^WASHINGTON

Capitol (L) 11
Maxellos
Bobby . Waynt
Chaz Chase
Sunny Gale

Joe lawman Sc Joy
Billy Russell
Benson Dulay Co
George' Martin
Kay Kort? A Eu*
gene

WOLVIRHAMFTON
Hippodrome (I) 9
Rhodes Sc Lane
Gay Eudrldge
Glamourettes

Melody & Joy
John Baldwin
Denwys

Hackette
Marche 4 Braun
Carollmi |c Rich-

1 atds
Sydney Glen Girls
WOOD GRKMN
Empire (S) *

Tesele O'Shea
Morris Me Cowley
Amazing Briton
Burgess Bros
Nixon Me Dixon
Bebe Me Belle
Harry Benet

AUSTRALIA

BRITAIN

ASTON
Hippodrome (I) 9

Joe Black
Peter Dare
Miriam PearsreMAS Davis
Billy Bartholomew
Neville Williams
New Embaasy LV1*

BIRMINGHAM
Hippodrome (M) *

Bartlett A Ross
Xenne Lucas
Jones A Ross
Liaised Arabs
Los Symmetrical?
Barry O'Brien
Les Morgan

BLACKPOOL
Palace (I) 9

Anno Shelton
Gladys Morgan C#
Elsa A Waldo
Merlo A Marie
B Brook A Harvey
Alan Kaye A GloriaTAP .ShamvaMAH Nesbitt
Tower ,Clr«o* (I) 9
Charlie CairolL A 1

Smiths
Knles French H’rs*s
Oscar Konyets Lions
Gt Alexander Tp
Victor Julian A Ft

>

ets

Knles Animals
4 Riehays
3 Lorandos
Mars Tp
Arrigonls
3 Hones
Jimmy Scott
riving Constellation
Little Jimmy
Annettes

Clrcusettes
BOSCOMMt

Hippodrome (I) 9
Jimmy Gay
Barbara Fora
Jean Dene
Derek Dene
Anita A Charles
Marie de Vere

Midlnettes •

Duo Mdatcale
Terry Stunt
Michael Ormond

BRADFORD
Alhambra, CM) 9

Vic Oliver
Xes Raynor- A Betty
Beaton A O’Dell
3 Eddies
Victor Sealorth
Syls'ia Campbell
Maureen Poer

BRIGHTON
Hippodrome (M) 9

Winifred Atwell
Jack Jackson
3 Monarchs
Peter RnynorRAM Lamar
Jimmy WheolerTAG Durante

BRISTOL
Hippodrome (*) t

Derek Roy
Eve Boswell
3 Falcon*
Downey A Daye
Charles Stephens
Shirley Williams
Whiteley Girls

BRIXTOH
Empress (I) 9

Charlie KUnz
Ella Shield*
Mix Bacon
Collinson & Breen
Billy Danvers
Joan: Hlndc
Rcxanos •

Clayton A Ward
• pEREY

Hippodrome (3) *
Hal Monty
Desmond A Marks
Kirk Sttevfcns

3 Hick*
‘•AST HAM

Granada (I) 9
Joan Alexis
Bel Argay
Max A Cherle
Ron Rowlands
3 Michele*
FI- ek A Lucas
Metropolitan (I) -9

Johnny Lockwood
Blakcman 3
Crochet Stevano
Maureen Confird
Susan Scott
Terry Brent
Merrv Maids

Palace (I) 9
Wally Brennan
Freddie Brent
Boima Dca
Barbara Stetson
Gordon B’woy Girls
Hillman
Avon A Clyde

EDINBURGH
Empire (M) 9

McAndrcwn A Mills
Alee Finlay
G ?.lc 'ton A Mari-
enne

Adelaide Hall
Yale A Diane
Alex Munro Co
Will Starr
Ruddy Bolly
FINSBURY PARK
Empire (M) 9

3 Coronets
Issy ltbnn
Iris Sadler
Jimmy James Co
Ladd Lyon
Eddie Calvert

GLASGOW
Empire (M) 9

Sophie Tucker
2 Sterling?
Radio Reveller)! 1

Hackford A Doyle
Alex Munro Co
4 Fredtani*

LEEDS
Empire (M) 9

Fred Ferrari
Ken Morris
Lon Marten
Casundras
Dovmey A Daye
Do Vere Dancers
Gordon A Colville

LEICESTER
Poieco 1 <S) 9

4 .Graham- Bros
Devi* Keller
Irene Dickson *

Peggy French
Bertie Sellers
Tommy Grays
Joan Keen
Babe Douglas
Syd Jeffpry.
Crissetta Glfl*

LINCOLN
Royal <l)

v 9
Jack Haig , „
Sally Jeans
M Syret *A P Cecil
Eddie Hart
Bertie Kdbbln*
Donnie Williams
Ronval Campbell
Johnny Baron

ADELAIDE
Royal (T) f

Lowe A Ladd
Bobby Limb
Bert Duke 3
Halama A Kouaraki
Olgo Co
Carls Ames
Los Brlellos
Babs Mackinncm

Celebrity Singers
Les Nouvelle Eves
Tivoli Adorables

MELBOURNE
Tivoli (T) 9

Jimmy Hanley
Jim Gerald
Rosemary Miller
Letty Craydon
Margaret Roberts
John Clifford
Kevin Brennan
Peter French
June Lahsell
Jolm Godfrey

SYDNEY
Royal (T) 9

Black A Dundee
Marqui* A Family
Willy Boar
Roslta Alexander A

I ftSK Kb*
Vlolette

| chuckle Fontaine

Casoblenea Hefpl
-Catron Bros
Sandra Klraly
Sen Kanes Ore ,

,
Martin*** Hotel

Menolo A Ethel
Denny Yates Or#
Mery Joyce
Leonard Boo

Mother Kelly's
Joe Dl Lalla

,

Ginny Ldwry
The MelOdalr'S <3)

Menfot Carle ;

Steve Gainer
Day- A Alva
Arne .Barnett 3
Sans Se.ucl Netpl
Boh Carroll.

.
Eddie - Snyder •

Sacasas Ore
Herman-Magner
Dancers

Julio Quartet
Del Breeco

Saxony Hefei -

Henri Rose
Val Olman Ore
Terry Swope
T»»o A Dee

Jewel Bev
Francis Russell
Bobby La Marr
Danny A Doc Rev
Leon A Eddie'*

|

Baba Baker Revue
Murray Swanson
Eddie Guertln

|

Jackie Gordon

Pan Yue Jen Tp
Lloyd Martin
3 Glens- •

Celebrity Singers
Jeanne Cameron
Dancing Boys
Tivoli Ballet

Tivoli (T) 9.
John Brownlee
Raymond Beatty
YvoUne Marotta

.

Maria Tauber
John Dudley
Alan Goad
Barbara Wilson
John Yeung
Marie Collier
National Opera.
Chorus

Galetv Club,
Tommy-Raft
Mastine
'Louise Angel
Olga Barrett

LoH Irii
C««*£** Peeci
Che-
Lynn Clayton
Gaiety Girls
Ernie Bell or# w
Gaby DeLattO
Babe Baker Revug
Greed Hair Girl
Lana
Roe# An»
Floorence Jennings
Bob Morris Ore

SherevClub
Hayen A Held
Sager Dancers
Arthur Warren Ore.

Tony Pasfer's
Jackie Small
Chi-Chi Lmverne
Kitty O'Kelly
-Jamie Lynn
Pat Pascall
Kenny Lynn.
Sab Marine Hefei
Mac Pepper
Qulntones C5)

Jackie A Michael
Larry Seldln Dcrs

Five O'clock
Martha Raye
Shecky Green
Pork Chop? A Kid-
ney - Stew-

Ben Yost 5.
Len Dawson Ore

t
Frolic Club

Myra Davis
Jimmy DSy
Princess' Tulars*
Doric Dale
Moselle
Schaw Puppet*
Freddie Daw ore

i* *35 rsn>npos
toothbrushes -rh4 honifc rtDjfdWs;

It’s the vendors who detnbnitratt

that attract the most customers,

atid if you thiilk you’re ever seen

a good sales spiel, .you should see

,
Sid Kuller, who WAS Associated

with Ben Hecht in the production

the Germans do -it* They sound, of “Actors and Sin,” is readying

as if they’re campaigning lor .eleci .
two

.
properties for future indie.

tion.

Berk Telethon
Continued from Rage X

filming, First effort, “Seven Lively
Artists,” a musical for which Kul-
ler did the screenplay and lyrics

and Lyn Murray, the music, is set
for fall production. Budgeted at
$400,000, , it will be filmed in the
new Anscocolor with a cast of*un-
knowns. Producer is currently on
the lookout, for young talent to
appear in the pic,

’Second film, “The Man With a
Smile,” is- a drama based on an

LOS ANGELES

Toe, Minnie' Pearl, Myron -Cohen,

Bobbie Lucas, Jimmy Nelson,

Yaughn MonrOe, Snooky LAnson,
Harry Hershfleld, Arlene Frances,

The Continental, Jules Munshin,
. „ .

Jacqueline Susann, Margaret Phe-. .original story by Walter Bernstein

lan, Connie. Russell, Carmen and Arnold Perl. Kuller, who will

Torres, Herb Sheldon, Robert do the screen treatment himself,

Alda, " Sam * Levenson, Henny revealed that he had a verbal com-

Youngman, Jeanette MacDonald, mitment from Lena Horne to por-

Horace McMahon, Vivian Blaine, tray one. of the leads.

Jack Carson, Elaine Malbln, Stan Writer-producer scripts the Don
Ross and many others. aid O’Connor video .show and he

It apparently takes a' lot of per- also wrote ther recent Ben Blue
formers to coax the^ public to coti- stanza for the Colgate - comedy
tribute, blit it seems that show biz h°ur. He also provides material
is always dp to the task. There’s, for the Ritz Bros., Bob Hope and
never a paucity of performers Danny Thomas. “I make my money
when it comes to fronting for a in television and spend it in pic-

NEW ZEALAND'

WELLINGTON
gt J»m*» (T) 9

Armand P-crrett
3 Faye*
Pat Gregory
Gerd Bjornstad
Chrlbl
Marika Saary

Phillip Tappln
Wlm Da Jong
Jacques Cartaipc
Jimmy Oder
Joe Whltchouse
Cl*sy Trenholm
Terry Scanlon
Guus Brox A Myraa

Ambatiader Hot*)

Franlde. Lain*
St Louis Rhythm*

alres (5)

Eddie Bergman Oyc
Bar *t bW«I*

Doedles A Spider

idv Clark
Feluc Decola
Benno Rubinyi
Eddie Bradford Ore
E Gray's BandlMOf

Billy Gray
Patti Moore
B«n Lessy
Pepper Sis (3)

Bob Durwood
BUI Howe

. Blltmor# Hotsi
Jon A Sondra

Steele
Dave . Barry
Whitson Bros (3)

Hal Derein Ore
Cafe Oala

Noble A King
Jean Arnold
Nkla Di Bruno
George Hormel 3

Clre'a
SamiM Carnal
Step . Bros.
Dick Stabile Ore
Bobby Ramos Ott

Mecaftibo
Jo4 E Lewi?
Austin. Mack
Eddie Oliver

IAS VEGAS, HEVADA
* %

Cabaret Bills

sew tomc ran

Jotty . Stunt
O'Farrell Ladles
LONDON

Palladium <M> 9
Lena Horne
Harvey Stone
Arthur Lake
Saul Crauman
Clifford Guest
Dandy Bros
MANCHESTER

Nlppedrema (g)-9
Lee Lawrence
Frasers Harmonica
Gang

Joyce Golding
Roes A LaPlerre
Mundy A Earle
Cynthia A' Gladys
Linda A Lena

NEWCASTLE
Empire (M) 9

Harry Lester Co
Barton 4
Gbofus
Carol McCoy
Farmers Daughters
NORTHAMPTON

New (I) 9
Sid Mlllward Nit-

wits •

Christine Norden
John Downey
Joe Church
4 Nordic?
Yolando*
Klzmn A. Karen

NORWICH
Hippedreme <l> 1

Frank O'Brien
Jack Myer
Les Trots D*Artog-

nans
Peggy Stone

tirdland
Ella Fitzgerald

Blue Aimal
Earths Kitt
Josh White
Lita Terris
Orson Bean

Ben Selr
Mae Barnes
Hamlsh Menzels
Kirkwood A
Goodman

Jimmy Daniels
|
3 Flames
Norene Tate
Garland WUson
Chateau Madrid

Harry Mlmmo
Fela A Bruno
Carlo But! .

Freddy Alonso
Copecabans

Billy EcksUne
Kean Sisters
Blackburn Twins
Pam Cavan
Peter Hanley
Betty Johnson
Madllls
M Durso Ore
F Marti Ore

Kl Chice
Roslta Rios
Runi Vera
Ramonlta y Leon
Los Xey
Enrique Vlzcano O
Eduardo Roy

Ember*
Eddie Heywood
Joe Bushldn

Havana-Madrid
Carlos Ramirez
Rene Toutfet
Lupino A Ux-blno

Gordons Night Brds j08e curbelo Ore
tticky Howard
Irene Bruce
Harry • Humphreys
Len Hargraves

PORTSMOUTH-
Royal (M) T

Street Singers
Leslie Adams
Davies A Leo
3- LeRoyjr
De Lelo Ballet

Hetet Amuassadur
Julen Lande Ore •

Hotel A*t®r
W S M Hillbillies
Mlnnlo Pearl
Duke of Paduoah

• Hotel Blitmere
MlchAcl Kent Ore

Hotal Edi*eh
Henry Jerome Ore
Hotel New Yorker

B Case- A J Roberts Bcrnle Cummins O
Andree Nudes

SCUNTHORPE
Aavoy 0) 9

Ossie Morris ’

Rita Page
Harmonica Hot

Shots
Maurice Keary
Vic Silver
lthoda Diane
Don Stevens
Dancing Kingettes

SHEFFIELD
Empire (M) 9

Joe Loss Band
2 Sterlings
Donald B. Stuart
Vic Wise
Will Carr Co
4 Fredlanls
Harry Worth
gNEPHERDS BUSH

Empire ($) 9
Davy Kaye
Baldwin A Castle
Reg Darnley
Noreen Barker
Caruna A Dodo
Yvonne Duprez
Harry Milllns
Derek Dixon
Joy Holman
Ken Dorvilles
Hazel Kayo Lovlies
SOUTHAMPTON
Grand (I) 9

Tom Moss
Shcnton Harris
A1 Shaw
Betty Slade
De Vere Lovlies
4 Water Goons
2 Aqua Maids

SWANSEA
Empire (M) T

Morgan A Gray
R A I) Waters
William* A Shand

Joan Walden
Adrian Rolllni I’rlo

Manuel Del Toro
Hotel Plaza

Lisa Kirk
Bambl Linn
Rod Alexander
Mark Monte Ore
Dick LaSalle Ore

Hotel Roosevelt
Guy Lombardo Ore

Hotel St Regis
Roger Dann
Milt Shaw Ore
Horace Diaz Ore

Village Bern
Miles Bell
Peggy Norman
Bill Parker
Bourbon A Bain*

Zeb Carver Ore
Pete Rubino
Village Vanguard

Dorothy Greene?
Harry Belafonte
Boyce Wallace
Clarence -William*

Waldeff Aateila
Chevale* de Eapana
Trinl Beye?
Emil Coleman Ore
Mlacha Borr Ore

Hetel gfetler
Elliott Lawrence . O

Hetel Taft
Vincent Lopez Ore

Latin Quarter
Darva* A Julia
Royal Ashtons
Danielle Lamar
Steeplechase
Jackie Kannon
Marilyn Rea*
Collette Fleurlot
Marilyn Hightower
Andre Philippe
Art Werner Ore

La Vie En Ret*
Pearl Bailey
Van Smith Trio
Le Revan Bleu

Ronnie Graham
Janet

-

Brace .

Jullu* Monk
Norman Parla 3
Leen A Eddle't

Eddie Davis
Sherry BrlUon
Elaine Sutherland
Ren* Foley
Bobby Byron
Oliver

-

Dcr*
Me. 1 Fifth Ave

Blbl Osterwald
Larry Lawence
Beb Downey
Harold Fonvllle
Hazel Webster

Old Reumenlarf
Sadie Banks*
Jackie Phillip*
Larry Marvin
JocLaPorte Ore
D*Aqul|p Qrjo

Ferk Sheraton
Irving Field*

Twe Oultera
Areha Rane
Elena- Mr' Ahatole
Eli Spivak
Mlscha UsdanoB
Michel Michon
Kostya Poliansky

Versallle*
Carmen' Torre*
Beverlee Dennis
Arthur Maxwell
Constance Tower*
Gene " Rowlands
Two Shirts A Skirl
Bill Norvos A
Upstarts

Emile Petti Oro
Panchlto Ore

Wlvtl
Sal Noble
Bob Lee

Flamingo
Harry James .A Ore
Artie Auerbach
Tommy Gumlna
Tan Dava Dane*?*
Patti O'Connor

Deeert Inn
Ted Lewi* Ore A
Revue

Geraldine Dubol*
Manor A Mlgnon
Elroy Peace
Merlheth Old*
Tung Pin Scto
Ben Yost Colleen*
Alan Gilbert
Arden-Fletcher.
Dancer*
Last Frentler

Ed Wynn
|

Lucille Norman
Artie Jameg
Gil Johnson

Jean *Devlyn Girl
Revue

Bob Millar Ore
ThuftderMrd

Alfred Drake
M Shaughnessy
Loc . Goto*
Johnny O'Brien
Lucy Lewln
CKristttm Carson
Kathryn DuEy
Danoatlon*

A1 J*hn* Ore
El Ranch* V*ga*

Gloria DcHaven
PhU Footer
DlVena
Joy Walker
BUI Skipper
Gene DePaul
Bustyr Hollelt
iTed Flo Rlto Ore

German
Continued from page t

worthy cause.
There . were some highlights

during the telephone calls, J^artin

& Lewis called to contribute |X,~

000 and ’their former manager,
Abby Greshler, phoned in to say
he was sending $100. The largest

tures ” he commented.

Backers Barb Ben
Continued from page %

oTd^of'EJ“ which pSed b* very h,ppy “ tt breaks »W
a check for $125,000.

WincheU’g Appearance

Walter Winchell appeared for a

more than even. In fact, I advise
the general movie public, hot to go
to it.”

Before coming east, Kuller in a

CHICAGO

Malcolm Mitchell 3Mont« RCjr

Blackhtwk
Kay Coulter
Kenny Bowers
Grant Enstham
Pa‘ Carvoll
Djive LeGrant
Ba'-bara Cook
’.lariann D'Or
Carl Sands Ore

Ch*z rare*
Jimmy Durante
Hollywood Cover

Girls (3)

Candy Candido
Eddie Jackson
.lack Roth
Jules Buftnno
(On* fill)

Johnny Martin
Chez Adorables (ft)

B Farnon Ore (8)

Conrad Hilt*n H*i'l
Adclc Inge
Eric Waite

Diana Grafton
Charles A Lucille
Cavanaugh

Dennis A Darlene
Marie McClcnaghan
Yvonne Broder
Philip Fraser
Terry Taylor
Donald Tobin
George Zak
Boulevar-dears (G)

Frankie Masters O
Edg*wat*r Beach

Xavier Cugat Ore
with Abbe Lane.
Los Barancos (2).

Dulclna. Otto Bo-
livar. and El
Grlngd
P*tm«r H*us*

Dorothy Shay
Bobby Winter*
Merriel \bbott
Dcrs (8)

Eddl* O’Neal 0"<12>

nostrum seller*- .bring life and
gayety where there was little be
fore. -And it’* proved a boon fop

the bored GI, for whom it brings

back memories of home.

The -carnival,- spread over sev-

eral blocks near the outskirts of

town, IS divided into two sections.

One is the amusements—merry-go-
rounds, ferris wheels, sideshojvs,

the whole works, including a House
Of India, with the most German-
looking Indians in existence. But
the Action -

work's because, the peo-
ple want it to work. There’s a
Spook House, a House of daughter
and a couple of minor exhibits.

There are. only two types of games
of chance, one iD which the cus-

tomer, buys five straws for a mark
(about 24c) aud opens them and
reads the slip of paper inside. If

the paper bears the name of a city,

he’s entitled ' to walk up *and select

any of the prizes displayed under
the.. Dame of th- city. The other
game of chance is the old standby,
the rifle gallery, in which the cus-
tomer shoots, at sticks of chalk,, the
number of sticks he has to knock
down varying with the value of the
prize he’s aiming at. Shots are
five per mark. ..There are no
weight-guessers, no poker or skee-
ball games.

The rides are cheap—the ferris

wheel, for example, is 50 pfennigs,
or about 12c. There are the elec-

trically operated “bumper cars,”

and then there’s something that
Coney Island doesn’t have, gaso-
line-powered racing cars, in which
one rides a series of sharp curves
and grades for about five minutes
for. the price of a mark.

The other section of the carni-
val is what gives it its Orchard St.

flavor. Stalls are set up, selling
anything from spot remover to
bolts of cloth. A partial list of the
items sold here include, jewelry,
pots and pans, brooms, baskets,
dishware, hats, handbags, pants,
shirts, underwear, panties, bras-
sieres, slips, stockings, dresses,
skirts and blouses, tapestries, razors
andibladfSviCombvpen *od pencil

time. He listed a *eries of con- letter .to Variety said; “I believe
tributions being made to inatitu- that.-Mr. Hecht i* entitled to his
tjons all over the world. One of opinions and. I don’t wish to stifle

them was being dispatched to freedom of speech, but I am
Stockholm. Sugar Bay Robinson ag&iost it when it. affects the eco-
is to he the messenger. Thfc syn- nomic chance* of a production
dicated columnist makes a good which my company financed, pro*
video appearance. duced and is presenting. If Ben
Show went off the air on two Hecht wishes to invite the public

occasion*. ^During these • -layoffs, to stay away from our picture, he
Berle remained busy “by plugging may do so provided he guarantees
Jhe marathon on various other the bank loan, the second-money
NBC-TV displays. He was to have guarantors and takes me off the
been cut in on the Saturday Night hpok for all "the money I have per-
“All Star Revue,” but the oppor- sonally invested in completion ”

tunlty never pr«sented Uself. Kuiier, wh«, .rrlvtd to New
»* York over the weekend, »td th.»t

this show, His charitable endeav- *u<jienCes apparently think more
* -genuine humanitarian f H ht than- Hecht thinks of

+ w P*vcd
f.
the them. Ho said that he had been

rUn^nd^Ve»it
i

S

n^
been reached Is difficult to prog- *2*£? Sf^ maw
nostlcate, but one thing Is evi-

“d th>t 1011 mak*
denf: Berle worked as hard for the , ..... ..

money he raised this year as he Perturbed producer 'said that it

did for twice the sum that "was was -difficult to understand Hecht’s

pulled last season. So did the actions since “some people are try-

perennial Fatso Marco, {he tele- in* to do things that are different,

phone girls, producer-director Irv- ’that’s why I made a deal with
ing Gray, .the Various technical Hecht to do the picture.” Kuller’*

crews and "everyone else connected reference to “doing things that are
lit- xi -Jlnt ..... X- ir.'.uj.’.with the show.

H'wood Reds
Continued from p**e *

different” was an answer to Hecht’*
statement, that Hollywood is

bogged down with cliche stories.

Kuller regarded Hecht’s roasting
of audiences as particularly, un-
fortunate at this time “in view of
television’s invading of the box-
office.”

“Actors and Sin,” Kuller re-
falsely accused, he .has a chance to
prove it.,,

“The 'problem is considerably vealed, was brought in at $127,000.
simpler today,” he added, “due to He said the pic would have cost
the work of the House Un-Amerl- $600,000 if not for the arrangement
can Activities Committee, which in which all the- participants
has done a thorough job of nam- worked on a ’ straight percentage
ing the Communists.” deal with no deferments. Included

in this deal, he said, were actors
Edward G. Robinson,^JMarsha Hunt
and Eddie Albert, cameraman Lee

Defer Probe Till Fall

Washington, June 10. _ , . „
Ttonnri Hat-a io tw Garmes, scene designer Ernest

Un-American Activities Commit-. fh^’lSch^^d^tmsei?
60^^

tee, which had planned to reopen
thei1

’ and himself,

hearings in Hollywood the middle “From a tax standpoint I regard
of this month, will postpone the a film.as a form of annuity as val-

sessions until after the political a* oil or real estate,” Kuller
conventions in July. declared. Reason for his great

Likelihood is that the sessions concern over - Hecht’s remarks, the

may not open on the Coast until Producer said, was that it was get-

after Labor Day. ting more and more difficult to get
indie financing both from banks

Dayton Daily Raps Legion and second guarantors and, in ef-

. . Dayton, June 10.
feet, he saw no reason “to bite the

Rapping the American Legion
band, that feeds you.

for overstepping “the bounds of xrkT*r~^ ^ rr n
democratic sanctity” in its pressur- VAf % 'Iroop. I OUT I-alk*
izlng of Hollywood, the Dayton •

'London, June 10
News declared editorially last A joint deputation of three MPs
week that this is not the first time and three members of the Variety
that the Legion has set itself up Artists Federation is to meet the
“as an arbiter of private as well War Secretary, Anthony Head, to-

as public morals. morrow (Wed.) to discuss arraflge-

“It has long attempted to con- menfs for artists to entertain Brit-

duct a textbook purge through the Ht troops in Korea, Malaya and

intimidation of educators,” the pa-
oth

^
r overseas bases. This is a sc-

pers stated; “trusting so little ^ in ^ to .complaints about inade-

tl->A nfiwpr Af Amorinnr, Quate entertainment for the troop*

£ .ESSS Lti? i^n tTlC
l*

C
Z a«d non-acceptance of offers mad

hv
subv®rsJon by ^ number of performers.du

.

e PJ°cesses_ of law and the Repping the VAF will be Dave
3*e?lof those m proper O’Gorman, George Wood and

authority that it sees fit to borrow Frank J. Comerford, acting general
Klan tactics without the white secretary, Henry Oscar will be the
hood of anonymity.” *,» Equity spokesman. ,>* A a t
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‘ London, Jim* J.

icna «<""* Itarvtv

of the "Hallelujah^ school—“Day
of Jubllo” Socks it across with a
medley of his top-rated tunes, in-
cluding "Rovtog Kind”. “Truly

u ‘ “ Vavi ”
ninke Saul Grauman.k Co. Fair" and “Sparrow in Tree Top,

.

Ar
f

l
rUtford bue$t k hasten Krista There's no question that this is

(3)* Bandy Bros* (2), Freddie
t
his speedy and the more numbers

& gc Pam, The Phantom -written in this folklore style, the
BamSt Palladium Tiller Girts longer Mitchell will reign with the
ft?£im wnolf Phillips Skyrockets populace. Has a smash finale withw OOIT r.

his new best seller; “Pittsburgh,

Palaee, H. Y* I nose, she become* Jimmy Durante.
Vince & Gloria Haydock, Duke Here is artistry all the way, and

Art St Junior, Louise Hoff, Dutsy starts many a .concealed tear from
Fletcher, 5 Amandis, Joe Morris & older -folk:.

Barbara Barry, Harris StShore, Gus *Miss T u c k e r is ‘here for two
Van, Jo Lombardi Orch; “Cali- weeks, with*house prices not. upped,

forma Conquest” (Col), reviewed former year*. She’ll have
in current issue of Variety, different support each bill. By the

look of the first week, she’ll need
better aid on first half of programCurrent bill at the Palace slips for her second stint

slightly off the pace of the two
f°r her second sjint,

(16)

Orcn. _ . . Pchna,,” and walked off at open- — «,— — .—
• . nl unloads gala enter- ing day show to type of mitt action previous layouts, but this package Opener is the Two Steiitngs, two

Current bill
m|)W.

t

0 . any which assures him the" near-record still is . forte on . entertainment f
aAs dal*ce nimbly. They are

tainment easily
_

p
Topped by gross he garnered on hi* last stop values. As before, these vaude followed by two bright musical

of
its^predecessors. ^J-oppea jy • 4 shows are being set up exclusively £°ys, Hackford * Doyle, who bill

Lena Hor
hart English Connie Sawver is a nleasflnt re- With veteran turns of efficient [^o^Olves as

aTso has English Connie Sawyer is a pleasant re- Wifb yetoran turns of saifficient tSSfv^vind^ Slv
*ct

l Continental contingents in lief from the standard male,comedy calibre to carry this 80-mmute bill
. b .,mo£.„?

a fairly

»nd Continental * gab normally featured at Capitol. ?
a competent, if not standout, humorous line of patter.

hefty aid.
now tutored by She has a raucous, bouncy person-

, ,T ... . , ».
* Tumbling in whirlwind and ex-

•palladium gals, now tutoreapy „

noisv routine to co Vince & Gloria Haydock, in the citing style is offered by a Conti-

the John ,T^®L«Dj[ng that's com- with it. Material leaves something opening spot, get off fast with their Rental act, a father and three 1

lookers withi s PP
wbo to be desired, though customers neat terpmg act. Boy-girl team with one! moppet who s hois

mendable. • Krista & njAstei, wpo
seem to like She does verv well works effectively in unison rou- aloft and does remarkable twists

follow, tt* .tyVlS wh£»2£

^

c “edy tune?in I maS tines., registering with particular and beck somersaults. Wiey are
twins on

j wrlcate contortion- reminiscent of Joan Davi?.
.
Actu-

form ser es of^intricate comonmn^
uses tunes as a gprtog-

istics with soroego
• board for 'her gags. Three num-

*nd effective neck spins.
^ __ bers a]Cfr «Good old xj.S.A.” “I

tines, registering with particular
effectiveness in a soft-shoe num- the Four Frediariis, who are a
ber. Finale is a snappy tap duo good bet for U.$. vaude,
atop a stepped platform. Scot part of the show is providedDuke Art, .who works with a by a cheerful little fellow, Alexiu » v*i uuia aA.c mvvu vau, v jl m , « , , l1f ,

Freddie Bamberger & Pam, re- Gotta' Get a Gity” and a parody of f
u
mme

,
as Munro, with the catchphrase, “The

cently returned from V* S. tour, “Oklahoma.” Gets 'laughs in the Junior, has an offbeat Item in his size of It,” and partnered by his

indulge in some new chatter and rigbt places and walks off to fine 9:^ specialty. Artr has a brother, Tommy Wills. He works
start the laugh parade of the -eve- appreciation. ^j^j^atter to go along with hard with corny and suggestive ma-
iling. Finish with topical song, Terper Nanci Crompton does a sAroVx and goes over better in the
with lyrics mostly razzing the local brace of semi-classical ballet num- wuU « ~<,i

C
?f

ry
,,
e

,

on itself, later stages of stint. His, first poiv

news scribes. bers, specializing in a series of S^^^pid-fire slinging of soft tion raises only mild Utters. Act is

Saul Grauman, assisted by two beautifully executed whirls around better at tumbling t£an comedy,

femmes hrinps nnv- the relative^ small snace. Hers is Priejy ?f .
f
.
aces fPr solid impact. v«r a

elty

extracung music v.

Thing went -haywire opening show. t<

due to equipment having received a
, Special-material songstress

eqlipmeiiF having received » rowring rgc.ption. Act 1, short
Ihe’toey* getJoM SSTthe™ choict“

rt ^
tevere handUng ta transit tom AglJWM '

.Slowly* with a numbS^^ut her Another pointer to current short-
America. But with more adJOst- ^ d talent DeSuite this

f

lalleries £
aree* in Hollywood, a stale bit, »Ke of acts, (or it could be the ex*

ment to local conditions, offering
sutm^ d ’ohvlo?r!v but she picks up with her stand- Pense of booking Miss Tucker) Is

has good possibilities...
• SUSSa

Pbvi usly.
ard takeoff on Arthur Murray the sad fact that thre^j of the sup-

Arthui* Blake, playing, this house W
°Fdwards Bros

d
trio^of atrohats 4ance instructresses.

. and a new port acts return to do further
for the first time although he haa \ tune ’

“l Got Those T Muse To spots in second half of bill, a fact

appeared in many niteries and at Jble naceiettefrfor ^a ^heb iineurf ^w
$
r Grounds That It which doesn't please stubholders.

the Empire, finds it easy going with Brot^ersnerfo^on the
P
flatt6

P
D ™ Incriminate Me Blues” This .Miss Tucker’s act is welcome after

his satirical' takeoffs on Laughton, of a SaSd So intersnersin?
is

,

a clever pdrody of the Kefauver
-

jo much repedt and mediocre ma
Bankhead. Jimmy Stewart, Bette M ' Gord'

AMIN BKOS. (2)

.

Risley
Min*.

Riviera, Ft, Lee, jNf, J, V

Here’s a risley impori tfiat

should h^ve little trouble, grabbing
dates. Swarthy duo- ‘looks to be
in the Arab genre and performs
its complicated chores via elevated
bed with the facility usually asso-
ciated with such origins. Every'*
one of their half dozen or so spe-
cial tricks is a stunner and- these
are broken up with rapid , manipu-
lating of partner’s body by the
bedman. One of the sizzlers is the
underpinned guy’s catching df
mate’s noggin uDright from a seat-
ed position. The somersaulting 1

and twirling series i$ pedal per-
fect.

* Team, at show caught, held at-

tention from crowd that's usually
noisy in this extra-large spot.

' Tmu>

Roosevelt. Latter duo. were most, {o add a touch of novelty to act
of singing testimony.

realistic of his gallery, proving Lhi
*
b stand on itFovvn as ^6 ^0, 4 spot, Dusty .Fletcher

first highspot of evening.

The Phantom Begiment, utilizing

the 16 Palladium Tiller gals- in a
Leroy Anderson composition, is a
precision marching number with
optical effects.

Dandy Bros. are“ a Parisian duo

which can stand on its own as
slick balancing. ’ Gamer fine re-
action for their efforts. Lome,

sells his under-the-weather turn
with an accomplished .clowning
style. Fletcher has * gag routine
that's cleverer than it appears

Par’s Hearings
Continued front pti« 4 •

since he underplays hls UnTio?
the visual effects. • Fletcher still

theatre TV patents in this county,
uses the "Open-the Door, Richard”

.11 _1 # 1. 1 1 » , <

AUDREY BROWN
Songs
IS) Mins.
Top's, San Diego
Audrey Brown Is a good-looking

brunnef singer with a vocal style
curiously and, Strikingly, similar to

Tony Martin’s with a touch of Toni
Arden. Pipes aqe strong but .hot
in the current, cavernous .“big

sound” vogue. Rather* she is cut
from the English chirp pattern typ-
ified by Ann Shelton and Vera
Lynn. . ,

Appealing and neatly gowned
singer interprets lyrics naturally
without false theatrics. Strong
showmanship—needling only ex-
perience and more coaching for full

flowering—is evident. Intro pat-
tern on songs is free of coyness and
gags. Sfie exudes sincerity ’lind

shows: talent, that's particularly
compelling on . lively showtunes.
More experience, should’ make - her
a patent bet for niteries, theprfc*
and disks. Don,

Apollo, JV.Y.
Ruth Broum, JSrxklne Hawkiiis

Orch (14) with Lou Elliot; The
with throat-whistling offering, at Glenns (3), Duke of Oron, Eddie jours top impact is supp
times somewhat like the Amaut Rector, George, Freddie 1 &, Flo; the Five Amandis, a Danish turn*
Bros., but with plenty of individ- “Spy Hunth (U). blirig and teeterboard act which
uallty. Boys are one of the hits of r

;
—,— •

„ t

has been playing in the U. S. for . 1L wul uc LI
. e en„ OJt u.„

the pro*r«m.
.

. *« or United Paramount

tune as the basis for his stint.
Bill's top impact is supplied by

country
After the Scophony case, is con-

cluded, One mote theatre witness
is to be cross-examined by. Phillips.
That will, be the finish ot FCC
counsel Frederick Ford’s case. And
it will be the end of the hearings,

Harvey Stone, back after two bier RutA Brown and l.tmtopcter spectacular aero routing ^whi.ch Theatres^ desires to give further
rears, gets them interested soon in Ersklne Hawkins whose following the -youngest member is hurtled to **

is repeated in several variations,
once in the dark witb luminous
garb, and hits each time.
Joe Morris & Barbara Barry also

register, solidly with their vet
comedy act. As usual, Morris
works from a box adjoining theuv*i j VA.A115 i&va ma ^ f v , , u- ... _ a, • II - A

.cal rangfi* that skip* from a throaty s^a
^
e ^ith a heckling routine that

alto to a .tremulous soprano, she packs plentyof laughs,

projects lots of excitement and s.a, ,
In the next-to-closing spot. Har-

She knows how to get the most out Pf ** Shore deliver their satirical

of the lyric and • keeps the house °I ballroomology. While an

iers ooemnv witn- -tm* mo- palming, for more with lively de-
. ^
uriL any VaUde hill, this

f 1 A liverv &nd solid stiffs ssvw Odgiis- Isn t strong enough to fill
’ °n

n i

to
with^’Lulu's Back In Town ” label- SP°^- Femme member of

years, gets them interested soon in Frsklne Hawkins whose following mc7«.uaBes j imoer u nuruea to

his soldier gab. Opening with in this Harlem flagship should help a chair held, two-high. This stunt

parody on “Dear Hearts and Gen- build to an o.k. b.o. sesh. It’s a
*' — — 1 — * * A1a/V-

tie People,” he unloads his comic neatly paced hill with several
experiences of army life to plenty standout spots and no lulls,

of guffaws, with audience lapping Miss Brown wraps it up in. the
it all up. closing niche with- a strong med-

Clifford Guest & Lester, back ley of blues' and rhythm- items. By
after, five years in Australia and delivering her songalog in a vo

two in America, can still
'
provide

novelty in ventriloquism, and eas-
ily ranks among the best of these.
Lena Horne, on to tumultuous

and sustained reception, unloads 10
numbers, opening with- “This Mo
ment C
renders wav *. va .va „ •* amia *« > .

.

^ n
h°u»<=.J'>irt eettin| into ^oV'- *nd follows” socko with ‘'Be I

body P«ses , but she repeats them
stride. Follows with .“Beale Strpet

An^thinr” “ShlnT On’' aQd "5-10- too often tor sustained comdU; 1m-
Blues,” a repeat from heir last ap- w r ’»»

&nm U ma
Pact»

pearance two years ago, then
. prpw h}N bard in its For the finale, Gus Van hits with

Jericho,” backgrounded by the
inSjS:«SaI^SerlnM wimninS ton his reminiscent songalog embrac-

S°ng Peddlers/ for splendid
reSDOn^ for eve^ effort Maes

P
- ing his several decades to show biz.

effect. With house running wild, beH, some first-?ato
As an updating number, his take-

Se was compelled to do “Squeeze &m
™

t
° jM" ibJSSd bv th?et of£ on Johnni« Bv singing “Cry ”

Me But Please, Don't Tease Me” TSSS™ five ’bJLs and five reed i$ a fre«h bit but, as before, It's

wiSher^^v^&V^S Orah“’as
V
.* 10̂ “st^dTete

JJ»
?Wtime vau

?
t l f vocal.

Loving That Man.'- wKh ^e Si- “ *u 0,it oa such Dumbers as
lng

T-
t
r
a
*iv“°l,

t
l

I

?£?.i
s
i
v
S;

tet’s help. Show -was held up, with

KmS
v?

only Bivtog, up when Woolf
f
Miiips and his band broke it up

'vith the national anthem. Rege.

Capitol, Wash*

“Humoresque”' and “P e r d i d o.”

Skinbeater Sonny Payne comes to

for a, big bow for his work on
|

“Drummer Man.” Outfit’s thrush,

Lou’ Elliot, scores moderately with
renditions of “Lost Time” and “All

Of Me.”
The Glenns, sole ofay turn on

Jo Lombardi, batoning the house
orch, cuts the show in usual com?
potent style. Hem. .

Empire, Glasgow
- Glasgow, Juite 3.

Sophie Tucker with Ted Shapiro;
2 Sterlings, Hackford <fc Doyle, 4Vvr 1 4 , T m WAV4AAWI «v*v V 4* I JUJU* IH

Gun ^U«?e the bill, win aud easily with their predianis, Alex Munro with Tommy
tec? Cromntnn

C intricate^ aero feats.5

.
Team qf two wills, The- Radio Revellers (4), Bill

\£;^7
t0
Mkn

Ed^d
ll

T& -

fSfe
P^*hM ^ «•

' • Dmavm /vn a 4-»»laV frt on/ithttr withfrom one trick to another
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0,^ throughout.* Spotted to the trey, the Duke of

MltohJn n — i. t ^ fave Guy Hon, calypso singer, manages to

ery. Though handicapped by a
pobrish support bill, she is a sure
click and has strong nostalgic ap-
peal, partclularly to older stub-
holders.

Like a strong and confident bat-
tleship, she brings much ' attack

«udKl’ , 9apito1
,
has a pre-sold click' solidly despite his brief two-

mal v Sfvii
7^ rocked even the nor- song turn. Delivers “How To Live«n“r h0Ur 8h0W With SM,WCS”S*

4&aS
h^

h* i?ou^Son«tes
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irK 0
th

hls last stint here sev- should have been given time for
General on love and sex on4fit® ** at

e
lv»st two more numbe^.^Tap- U& In general. ^ tove «x,_on

singer with ,SS and atow skimmer, eraates appeal-
f“‘

te
ŝ
*’yJfe ^oma^r^Lto t£L??peal * m* folksy, simple tog impresh as he soft-shoes Hiss shoes, sh'e booms over Life Is

isSS !,

1

i1
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F
t
v.
of the act, and reg- through a slick turn. IHs tap car“ A

S?r
d
ra£es Bauchs as onlv she

ifstnw
11 W

f

ith hi« Juve fans. He bon of “Parade of the Wooden
..^nLthslce’advice Shenavs

ivhlJl
11

t
ops in the folk type tune Soldiers” sans musical backing Is Lfu.Sl fJ?

«?®* 7vu® f?

ay
ii

of thl felted him to the top a winner. House comedians George, g^ing
^

trihj^e t°
J? the wav

h
im >

essavfn£
lkebox heap

’ though he is Freddie Flo, work through a
ff/J

1

reference to the late cr e a
P
t

routine
2 *n expanded- type of so-so sketch that nets only mod- Her leference to the late gr e a

t

taiTnrfri
with an ice-breaker

personality, sOme-
Bnf^which might be tabbed, “Gee
•<tt* re Swell.” Does olrav wlfl

erate yocks. Hawkins

ice-breaker I
show excellently.

cuts the
Gros.

ABC’i f^uick-Declsion Move
As was expected, late last week

ABC network moved for a quick
decision on the ABC-UPT merger.
ABC counsel James McKenna and
United Par have filed a motion re-
questing the Commission to direct
Examiner Eesnick to write his de-
cision on the merger as expedi-
tiously as possible, leaving other
que. tions in the proceeding for
later determination. The network
hopes, if the motion Is granted, to

get a decision on the merger in

September.
The Commission heard further

testimony last" week by Dr. Allen
B. DuMont, head of the DuMont
TV Network and the manufactur-
nig firm, who was recalled to ex-

plain his position on the ABC-UPT
merger.

,
.

Questioned by UPT counsel

Duke -Patrick as to whether he re-

garded the toerger as "good or

bad,” Dr. DuMont said he was not
prepared to ahsw'er. ‘^That’s the]
ultimate question for the Commie*
"sion to. decide;”;. he said.-
; Dr. DuMont had testified at.ear-
lier hearings "'that he was not op-
posed to the merger if DuMont is

allowed to file for the limit of five

TV stations. The web now has
three TV owned and operated out-

lets, but cannot apply for more
because of a proposed decision that

Par, by virtue of a 25% interest

(including all DuMont Class B
stock), controls the company. FCC
considers the Balaban & Katz TV
station (WBKB) to Chicago as Par-

amount’?, as the agency has not
granted the transfer of the outlet

from Par to'UPT, This', with Par’s

KTLA to Los Angeles, give Par
and DuMont a .

total of five sta-

tions.

Dr. DuMont revealed, under
questioning by FCC attorney Ar-<-

thur Gladstone, that he is negoti-

ating with Par to purchase its in

terest. He said he will need Par’s

“cooperation” and the aid of bank
ers to consummate a deal.

Dr. DuMont told the Commission
last February he offered Par $1'0,-

000.000 cash for, its interest, hut

.Par nrexy Barney Balaban vter

I
asserted there was never a “firm

LTTA TERRIS
Son**
7 Mins.
Blue Angel, N. Y. 9

Lita Terris is a young, lush, red-
haired looker whose s;4. is her big-
gest stock in her song trade. The
voice is small and what little she
has fails to project adequately In

her mixed repertoire of ballads
and rhythm tunes.

Miss Terris’ gowns are pleasant-

ly revealing, but she must embell-
ish the physical charms with more
song-selling experience and mate-
rial to get by to the big league.

Kahn,

Majors Confident
Continued from page 1

separate units to operate at the

studio, each to concentrate on dif-.

ferent -types of pix<* in different

budget categories. X
Some extensive departures from

its past lensing sked expectedly
will result from Metro’s meeting
of top brass, including president

.

Nicholas M. Schenck, which got

underway at the studip last week.
Company is especially concerned
about effecting more economies.

Paramount’* new idea is to stage

meetings among- its distribution

and exhibition toppers at the r^te

•of one every three months. Mar-
ket trends are to be taken,, fip-; at

these, and the current boxoffice

twists and turns, as reported ';;by

the sales department, will be con-
sidered to some extent in deter-
mining immediately upcoming
production.

Sharpest drop in the inventories
of unreleased pbc was reported by
Republic. Rep’s backlog at the
close of *51 totaled $2,000,000 to
negative costs, compared with $4;-
000,000 the previous year.

•'

WB’s Earning*
Continued from pas* 7

John
Does okay with second »«*!»« j--- -- -

it-r/c
6 *s,,.^y Heart,” but really Village Vanguard, N. Y., starti

“ ts r°tong with a .recent click* June 20* •

Carradinc will make his

stand this year at the
starting

click

Scot minstrel. Sir Harry Lauder
brings solid applause.
Miss Tucker reveals another side •, ,, „ rp,^ nrtotoallv

to her act by impersonations. First. I
off "r * The stock>

whlcb ®ri ’
inali?

in a straw basher, she is Harry
Richman; then she runs into a take-

off, on Eddie Gantpu; adding a.false

cost Par £164,000, is worth around
go ^00.000 *at current market quo*

•t?yPp 5* i ;« / * J ( v

this source a year ago was- only
'$162,000.

* Company’s overall income from
film rentals, theatre admissions,

and sale of properties amounted to

£57,528,000 as compared to $57,-

1

143,000 for the corresponding pe-

riod last year.

Current net profit was arrived at

after the provision of $3,900,000
for Federal income taxes^ and
$200,000 for contingent liabilities.

Last year $4,200,000 was set aside

, Hwu» ,

for taxes and • $400,000 for con-

.,v ,
Jjingent lla^lHti^

if js ' h \ n .< i *>



LKCITMATS Jun*# .'ll,

Plans for the operation of * Hagen, and' Vincent Price in “Good-

itrawhat this summer at the Casa bye Again.'

Man*, Teaneck, N. J., have t*en The County Playhouse, which dur*

dropped* by Robert O’Byrne, Jo- jng the balance of the season Is the

seph Heidt and'.Matt Harllb. Re- Phil Smith operated pic house 'the

fusal of the Teaneck town council Cinema, has been leased to Al Capp

to modify 'a local ordinance require and Lee Falk, with ,ita season tee-

ing legit shows to pay $200 for the Jng starr
first day's performance, $100 for. *or Ginger, stairing Meivyn

Th« Brattle, Cambridge, opened
after caused the cancellation., summer season yesterday* (10)

In a personal, plea to the local with the French farce, “The Italian;

authorities last week, O'Byrne strawhat,” operating with resident
asked that a special clause in the qompany with occasional guest
ordinance, providing for film then stars. The Kalk and Capp. in-town
atres- to pay $100 a year, be made situation, the Boston Summer The-
applicable to legit, which is not atre, swings into its 13th- season

specifically covered in the statute. June 23 with
ft
two-week stanra of

The solons countered with a pro- “Carmen Jones,” featuring Muriel

posal to ihake the subsequent rate Rahn. This will be followed by

$115 a day. Although It was pointed Meivyn Douglas in 'Season for

out that such a- rate would come to ^ the wetkot July 7 and^^^Ed-

$1,750 in a 10.week season, the ward Everett Horton in Nina the

S™”'*
1

thTnSodSSeS'diridld'thtt OtheS sAs in the .«« ere Rich-
ure, so the producers decided that

afd Aldrich’s South Shore Music
such a setup would be prohibitively

Q|rcus Cohassqj,, which 'tees off
costly, particularly for the initial a 10-week season June 23 with
season. “Annie Get You* Gun,” while Mar-
The strawhat, which was to have behead Playhouse opens an eight-

been an arena-style setdp in a ball- week season July 7 .with Pearl
room portion of the Casa Mana Bailey appearing in “Cabin in Sky*”
restaurant-nltery, wm capitalized Also pencilled in at, this North
at $10,000., half of which had been Shore spot are Veronica Lake, and
put up by O'Byrhe, Heidt and Har- Bert Lahr in “Burlesque” and Cole
lib and the balance raised locally. Porter!* “Kiss Me Kate.” Play-

All the coin has since been re- house, under management of Wil-

turned.. O’Byrne has managed and Cowen,^Jr., operates at

directed summer stock and off- Marblehead High School Monday
Broadway legit groups, Heidt is a Saturday nlgh^i .with

Broadway pressagent, formerly Wednesday and. occasional Satur-

general press Tep of the Theatre matinees

Guild, Harlib is a TV director. , „ 41UfS . „ _
Loder— Mistress” as Opener

Caulfield Comedy JTryout r ,

NorthvIUe. N. V>, Jun^ lO.

VFirst Love*” Edward Caulfield *o1
}?

Loder in O . Mistress

comedy about an old New York Mine- will open on June 30 the

restaurant, will be tried out at the sea
^
on

,

0^ ^he Saeandaga Sum-
Provincetown (Mass.) Playhouse ra^r ^ ,

nca
*J

for two weeks beginning Aug. 4. ,
ani^ ^err^ Stieg-

Thomas S, Clancey, formerly of Will be co-producers,

the Abbey Theatre touring com- , ^ new play, Angel in Paris,

pany of Ireland, will stage the play featuring Ilona Massey; Kiss Me
and plans to produce it on Broad- a**d are

way next fall. The cast for the] among the works scheduled,

tryout will include Irish playwright-
director Denis Johnston, Katherine
Huntington and Virginia Thoms.

“Stacey. Jones,” another new
script by Caulfield, will be tested
the week of June 30 at the West-
hampton (L. I.) Playhouse.

Hay Abroad

Uamc* flm

London, June 10.

Report in Variety last week that the Mad Anthony Players, of
Toledo would open their Summer reason, with “Male Animal” drew
a quick reaction from the management, of the current revival of the
James Thurber-Elliott; Nugent comedy at the.,.Music Box, N, Y, In-

tion*wfth vestfgationi unearthed that Nugent had given the Toledo group per
»*id ic« in tw* *«* c* seen**). Written. mission to do the play shortly after he had opened In the revival at

vS the City Center, N. Y* before It yyas taken over- by John Golden for
bubmm.

,

with •snprtM cboiV a«), cor?* a eomrnercIal~run at the Mu&ic Box. Nugent also okayed,* produo
tion request from an outfit in New Jersey, it was revealed. The

init£* *y
#
K«S«E’£no5!r^atdsuiy,^ actor-author didn’t want to rescind the permission after Golden* ao

tn« *n<t *«***«•« H*u orch und«-
/,uired the show, but no. other okays will be- given until the show's

current Broedwey. run end*.
Skating BUriMst 4o*u Cowell* Shiriey
Burke.. MiumM Pain. TMm^ Homsey,

Dashfa# BiU Hlnehy, Derrick Bax-
ter, Michagi Marian*, AarUn Sw^n.

Judy McBride vAnna Mac
Alice and Jimmy. ...... Alice Farrar and

Jimmy Carter
Jim Palmer RehsM Care/ord
pgtc ..*«*«••••*•*»• Kotttti® Brody
Skippy M<»rid«....... XXHdgU« Chapman
Sam Bryce Jimmy Lee
Zanie . .-. Marion JUvera
Tod McBride .......Gordon Needham
Carolyn Ruaaell . ........Barbara Shotter
Aristide Beaujolaix. , ...Maurice Baquet
Belle Bailey Lucille Gaye
Hemlock Soamea Jon Pertya*
Josle. ......... Joale Gray

The Singing Girl
White Plains, N. Y., June.4.

Lee Jc J. J. Shubert production ot w»«r-
etta In' two acta, with book by IBabel Por-
ter and; Charier Abbott, tarime by JHiUUp
Radowaky and Pierre de' Reeder. Musi-
cal direction, Arthur Norris; ata^e direc-
tion. Nai Bums; chereorraphy. Shi-

* " “

'

Rettv Maim, Sonia Levkova, Diana Marsh. At
Shaan Betty Maun

q;ounty Center, W*ite Plains, N, Y«, June
3/ ;si; top^ A

The combination of stage and ice

for Claude Langdon's new' arena

presentation demands divided

loyalties with the inevitable result

that much of the spectacle is

missed. Visually, there is fre-

Legit Bits

George Oshrin will be company
manager of the touring “Four-
poster,” starring Jessica -Tandy and
Hume Cronyn . . . Sylvia Slegler,
president of Show of the Month

Palmerton Goes to Names
. Worcester, June 10.._ .j . . T

. - f/* VS. K/MV »f VA VSSV *l*V*AV«»
Guy Palmerton is swinging oyer club, took a Capital Wanted ad

to name stars entirely this sum- last week in the Business Oppor-
mer at his Worcester and Fitch- tunities classified ad section of the
burg stock companies. The day of n. Y. -Times to seek investors in
boxoffice lure from a resident com- her new Show Shop, N.Y. . . . Gar

u
e

,
son Kanin has completed a new

Already he has. lost his opening piay 0f unknown title and subject
star m Worcester m Mark Stevens

. . Ralph Bellamy, new president
is pulling out for a film commit- 0f Actors Equity, has been elected
ment. However, he does have one to the board nf the' N.Y. Qty Cen-
week open and will play the Lake ter, succeeding Clarence Derwent,Whalom bouse in Fitchburg for former Equity prez. . .Cor nelia
nine days starting June 21 in Up otis Skinner was awarded an hon-

d • in ... orary Doctor of Humane Letters
Vincent Price wUl open the Wor- degree at Hofstra College And Qs-

night m car Hammerstein 2d received a

Other' stars lined up for Wor- ^ege.
Cltati°n fr0m Dartm0Uth

h»
S
Jj

r 3yS!!la
T,J'

an
R

Loll Schonceit, head of the

?a5-v ^D°t+V oUly
J?’

Mackey ticket agency, left for a

^Zy
A^nrivrn t SfS- two-month vacation on the Coast

r
n,u with ^ls business associate-wife.

Wlt
j Renee Carroll Courtney Burr

Trpinrfri
bas scheduled a fall production of

Tft w>

ibK
ay

a ^/i
J
ny

2^’ Eranz Spencer’s “The Happy Ant
H°arrisrtn perhaps with Peter Lorre as

r star * Exhibit of the work of scenic

Aug
d
U
d
Mae w2t

rt

“SexSto'’*
rlcs

i-
ncr H°V«i Bay opened yes-

Ani” T^r^i ‘S Sl’ terday (Tues.) at the . New. Gallery

DV Time ” N,Y” and will continue through
ft ”5.*\vif

d
T^"g

‘ 25 ’ ZaSu Pltts
* June 24 Anita Loos Is making a
new adaptation of the Pierre Bar-

o .
illet and Jean-Pierre Gredy Pari-

Swann s Hilltop Slow sian success, “LC Don d’Adelc”

p, 0
Baitinrrore,. June 10 ("Tlie Gift of Adele”), rights to

Don Swann s Hilltop Theatre has which have been obtained by Alex-

Gelshm ‘ Girls: Greta Thomson,. Laura
Staler. Bonnie Holland, Madeline
Chambers

Tea House Proprietress. .Merle Albertson
Japanese Official Yuki Shlmodo
SaUors: Charier Scott, Ralph Patterson,
Justin Smith. Don- Erskln, Jack Latadon
Bob Maxwell. _

Lt. Marlowe Jack Bains
£ns, 'Myra Rogers Patricia Bybell

, , , „ v . . . Mimosa San Kathleen Roche
quently too much to absorb at any Bob' Smith Danny Harden
one time, and orally this lavish pro- ^“n°V

.^. \ !! ! !ju? *

duction la disappointing. Humor pm Kroto..' .\7. . . .".V .’..Robert Rekles

rarely rises above , the infantile

while the song numbers are ade- qUana ’. ....

—

Byr«s st««ie

quate without being Sparkling. Solo Dancers: Sonia Levkova, Trank Les
.. . - ter, Diana Marsh, Y«k| .Shlmedo,

No expense' has been spared m Ensemble: Carol Chandler, Mary Con-
mounting the show. Costumes are 'l-oy, Hiida • XMrtdse, MarUyn Hardy, m-
. iVit, ova ths, ane- Leigh, Janice Taylor, Exllpna Savre,
a COlOrfUl treat to the eye ana the pudy Adame, Alfred Calamoneri, Dan
decor is* in bold and- decorative Pox. Wally Hall, Raynor Howelh VauL

ticularly , those on • ice, are taste- ward Andrews, Charles Chartler, Dean,
fully staged, combining grace and Miller, Bob- Starret, Terry Townes. Wayne
speed with skillful choreography,

The slender yarn, which is no lova, Marie Nells, Joy Shoemaker. Repee
more than a peg oh which vto hang 51ade> HUda Waaner. Sylvia Kemp,

the production*
,
is in. the conven-

tional western keyr There
,
is a The. County Center, formerly

mortgage on the old ranch and booked by indie concert manager
something has to be done to. save Julian Olney for symphony, ballet,

the homestead. ,
Plot is naturally concert, name band and occasional

delayed -by the produtcion num- legit dates, is now being managed
bers, and it takes * good three directly by Westchester County of-

hours to-get through the two acts, ficials, who have leased it to the
This is clearly overlong and hefty Shuberts for a series of .summer
pruning is called for to streamline operettas. With installation of a
he show. removable sloping floor the huge
While the production gives the gymnasium-like ,, auditorium now

blades dancers full scope, tHe ac- bas a seating capacity of about

tivlties of the straight performers 1,300-1,400^downstairs and approxi-

are sorely restricted by the inani- mately 600-700 on the U-shaped
ties of the script. Jon Pertwee, as balcony. That uses only about

a burlesque Sherlock Holmes, is three-quarters of the floor space,

burdened with puerile jokes which however, so the show tends to be
become more dreary as the eve- remote and flat in the vast sur-

ning wears on. Gordon Needham roundings, even with, tiie ampllfy-

and Barbara Shotter are. the two mg system turne.d up high, Bight

principals involved -in saving the from the new floor are okay,

ranch,’ and, while limited on dia- J
On the basis of this initial pro-

log, have a few attractive vocal duction of the series it’s .difficult

numbers. Alice Fsrrar and Jimmy t° see how these operettas would
Carter are the starring dancers, draw^much business. The cavern*

and their skill on ice is given full .ous house itself, with Its hopped
play with some lavish numbers. up acoustics and chilly, impersonal

usuaf
r
the

re
moS

e
impressive

S

be^ tion > having neither th^ intimacy

Conover and Susy, a slick knife JSSLilS

not begun to click yet in its second
week, with weather taking some of
the blame.

“Bach''* or Father” last week
barely topped the $1,000 mark.
“Southern Exposure” is current.

2 Mass. Additions
Boston, June 10.

With two new additions to the
strawhat circuit, the County Play-
house, in nearby Framingham,
and John Hancock Hall, in midtown
Hub, local leg fans face the busiest
season since inception of the silo
circuit. While biz was fairly good
last season, in view of the general
slump in show biz b.o. receipts, it

remains to be seen whether the
traffic will hear two additional sit-
uations.

First of the new spots to open
Is Hancock Hall with Nick Russo
and Richard Waters at the helm
and season skedded to kick off
June 30 with a play as yet un-
announced. However, the second
and third weeks are already booked
with “Tovarich,” starring Uta

andcr S. Ince and Joel W. Schenk
er, with John C. Wilson slated to
direct.

With the closing of “Sunday
Breakfas t,” Walter Fried has
moved over to be company mana-
ger of the other ANTA show. “Mrs
McThinv.” succeeding Harold Ku
sell With Helen Wood withdraw
ing from “Pal Joey” for a film of-
fer. her featured dance "spots are
snlit between Norma Thornton and
F/hcl Martin, “who move up from
the chorus . Audrey Meadows
takes over the featured singing
lead in “Tod Banana” next week
succeeding Rose Marie, who left to
rejoin her family on the Coast
C. Edwin KniU. general manager
for John C. Wilson and Lemur
Ayers, will have a similar assign
ment for Alfred de Liagre, Jr.
Doreen Wilson filled in for

Helena Bliss for the final four per-
formances last week of “Song of
Norway” at the L. A. Philharmonic
Aud. Miss Bliss returns to the
cast of the Edwin LeStcf produc
tion fhis week,

ary; -and scenery, props and elec-
trical equipment are froth the Shu-
bert-owned Ft. Lee Studios, Inc.
No' one Is billed as designer of the
production, *nd the scenery (com-
prising little more than some or-
nate Oriental drops) and costumes
have a warehouse look.

Regardless, of its age or deriva-
tion* however, '“Singing Girl” is a
painfully , hackneyed piece. Even
such .contemporaneous . touches as
the American gobs and WAVES,
members, of the occupying’ forces
in Japan,** are written^ in terms of
trit;e, tasteless comedy, and .the

S
lot angle of the obese, -lecherous
apanese nobleman conducting an
opium smuggling, plot, is- potboiler
melodrama. On the basis of story,
attempted comedy-relief, music or
dancing, ti is tedious.
The. staging is antiquated and,

except for the reasonably pleasant
singing of Kathleen Roche in the
title part, . the performance is

barely adequate for even these
modest requirements. Under the
circumstances, it's not surprising
that the management, after invit-
ing the New- York critics to the
opening, abruptly rescinded the
bid. But that won’t alter the word-
of-mouth comment of paying audi-
ences. ^ Hobe.

Legit Follow-Ups

and flame-throwing act. This is a
click despite the fact that the size

of the arena robs the audience of
some of. the excitement.. Myro.

Barn Notes
By way of clarification, John T.

Sloper returns this summer as resi

dent director (stager) of John
Huntinrton-. Spa Theatre, Sara- 1 “Song of Norway 1

”’*<'Brigadoon’" of

proved so' enjoyable and magnetic
at various musical tents. . On the
other hand, the Shuberts have
made no attempt, at least with this
initial show, to take advantage of
the greater production facilities
provided by the indoor operation.

It- seems at leaht debatable
whether, from an audience-build-
ing • standpoint, it wouldn’t have
been smarter to open 'with a sure-
fire popular bill, say “Show Boat,

toga, N, Y with Klaus Kolmar as the just^
pressagent and associate director rather than the premiere of *n un-
imanager). . •. Marland Messner heard-of-property with an un-
returns this season as juvenile known cast . In the case of -sing.
lead of the resident company at the

jng Giri t
” at any rate, even a fairly

Peterborough (N.H.) Playhouse tired standard piece would proba-
• :

• J?81
!
Stapleton, who just com- hly have been a preferable choice,

pleted an engagement at Maple- .Almost anything Would
wood, N. J., in her original role “Singing Girl” isr a pretty sorry

?Li
he

cK
eW0r

u
i
K t

Com™ B
!
c
«’ affair. Although it's billed as a

UttleShebz, Joan Blondell new musical slated for Broadway
and Sidney Blackmer, will be a production in the fall, it's appar-m
*
ei?ber of the resident company ently adapted from, based- upon,

at the Pocono Playhouse, Moun- or strongly inspired by “The
^ ?j

a
* 1 V-

Machw Geisha,” originally presented in
will be resident director and Anne New york in i896-97, with a
Meacham, Hugh Simpson, Charity, libretto by Owen Hall, . lyrics by
Grace, Frederick Downs, WMIiam Harry Greenbank and music by
Smithers and Mary Grace Canfie.d Sidney Jones, and revived in 1912-
wifl be members of the company 13 by Arthur Hammerstein and
at Charles O. Carey’s Surry (Me.)
Playhouse.

T. S. Eliot’s “Cocktail Party
has been released for stock and is

being booked for barn dates by
Jane Rubin, of the Richard J. Mad
den agency . . . Donald Richards
will play the role of Billy Bigelow
in “Carousel” the week of July 15
at Asbury Park, N. J. . . . Joe E.
Marks left Hollywood last week to
play the Leon Errol part in “Sally
next week at the St. Louis Muny

the Shuberts, and in 1931-32 by
the Civic Light Opera, whatever
that was. Not only does -“Singing
Girl” have the same locale and
several identically-named char-
acters, but it, too, has a song titled
“Amorous Gold Fish.

'

According to trade report, the
billed authors of “Singing Girl”
are salaried members of the Shu-
bert staff, and their material is

copyrighted in the Shubert name.
Moreover, although the program

Alton Wilkes -is producer, for the show doesn’t list the Shu-
Michael Howard director, Jim berts br anyone else as producer,
Cox general manager, George it states that “all musical material”
S evens designer and John Causier is from Century Library; Inc.,
pressagent of the L-*kes Region which has the same address and
Playhouse, opening June 30 at phone number as the Shuberts;
Laconla-Gilford, N. H.,-with “Kiss costumes are by Stage Coctumes,
Mo, Kate”. - Inc. & Veronica, a Shubert subsidi-

The Moon Is Bine
(Henry Miller’s, N. Y.)

Having played .the part for 55
weeks iii the Chicago company,
Maggie McNamara has taken over
as femme lead of the' original
Broadway production of “Moon Is

Blue” as substitute while Barbara
Bel Gcddes takes a four-month va-
cation. She has costar billing, but
after Donald Cook and Barry Nel-
son, whereas Miss Bel Geddes had
top listing.

This is only Miss McNamara’s
second legit role (the other was the
ingenue in the four-performance
“King of Friday’s Men” in Febru-
ary, 1951), and she shows it. Young
and pretty, she seems unusually
right physically and by tempera-
ment for the part of Patty O’Neill,
the garrulous “professional virgin”
of the, F. Hugh Herbert comedy.
But as an actress,, particularly as
a comedienne, she is obviously in-

experienced.
Several things emerge from a re-

peat visit to this Aldrich & Myers
(in association with Julius Fleisch-
mann) presentation. For one
thing, Mis Bel Geddes’ perform-
ance is more impressive in retro-
spect. And the Herbert script no
longer seems the actor-proof natu-
ral it did before; nor does Otto
Preminger’s staging any longer
rate major credit for Miss Bel
Geddes’ previously unsuspected
talent as a comedienne (for Prem-
inger also directed Miss Mc-
Namara, with unquegionably Less
effect).

Not that Miss McNamara is a
flop as Patty O'Neill. * With her
natural qualifications she could
hardly be that. She Is an attrac-
tive girl with a beguiling personal-
ity and, In certain scenes, espe-
cially in the more serious moments,
she is persuasive and even fairly
touching. Bqt she not only hasn’t
the technique of playing comedy,
but her voice, inflection and enun-
ciation lack distinction and grace.
More specifically, the actress

hasn’t learned the value of a pause;
she apparently lacks the sense of
timing and the feeLof an audience.
So • scenes in which Miss Bel
Geddes got successions of big
laughs, sometimes several in a
single speech, now draw fewer and
more moderate reaction. (It would
be interesting to know how much
shorter the running time of the
performance is no(v.) It Temains
to be seen how much the loss of

Miss Bel Geddes’ name will affect

the boxoffice; some, almost cer-

tainly.

The difference in the playing
of the pivoted femme lead has also

altered the values of the other ele-

ments of the play. For example,
Donald COok, now top-billed as the

kibitzing roue from upstairs, seems

(Continued on page 60)
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Accepting Minimum to Prolong -Sing"

Action of the “Of thee X Sing’*

company in. taking cut* to mini-

mum last week is believed to be

the first time in years that mem-
bers of the craft unions have

participated in such m course. If*

also figured to be one of the few
occasions in which the theatre

management fifcs agreed-to under-

write losses without acquiring a

stake in the show.

As a result of the cuts, the re-

vival can now break even at a

gross of around $21,500, including

both tHe show and house shares.

With the scale reduced to $3.60

top ($2.40 at matinees), and ap-

proximately 300 seats at $1.20, the

musical can gross around $31,000

a week at capacity.

Extra-space ads, the copy for

which was written by Billy Hose,

owner of the Ziegfeld, N. Y., where
the show is playing, appeared in

several N. Y, dallies Monday (9),

drawing lively comment. Perhaps
as a result, there was increased

activity at the b.b. during the day,

with a reported $4,000 sale of ad-

vance performances, and a $300
increase in receipts that night over
the previous Monday. However, the

significance of this was offset by re-

ports of even greater increases the

same night for other current

shows.

Rose’s Contribution

Rose, who first proposed re-

ducing the operating hookup of the
show in an effort to keep It going,

is understood to be providing th#
theatre on a strict dut-of-pocket ex-

pense basis. In other words, the

|

(Continued on page '59)

A1 & Art Lewis Mapping
"
'Cabin in Sky’ Revival,

'Greatest Story’ Tour
Albert and Arthur Lewis, whose,

production of "Three Wishes for

Jamie” closed Saturday night (7)

at the Plymouth, N. Y., nre already
at work on two new projects. One
is a revival of "Cabin in the Sky,”
which they originally produced on
Broadway in 1949-41. The other
is a legit presentation of 'The
Greatest Story Ever Told,” the .Ful-

ton Oursler-Henry Denker adapta-
tion of the life of Christ in collo*

quial terms.

The "Cabin” revival, which'
would star Pearl Bailey in

the part originated * by Ethel
Waters, may be done first in Lon-
don, depending on. the availability

of a desirable West\End house and
the relative costs of production in
England. In any cast, it’s,hoped to
put the Lynn RoOtJohn Latouche-
Vernon Duke musical into rehear-
sal early in the fall. It’s expected
that the show will cost about triple
the $49,500 required for the origi-
nal. Tentative plans for a straw-
hat tour of a simplified production
have been dropped.
The "Greatest Story” project is

more remote. The father-son pro-
ducing team, which had just about
concluded negotiations with the
authors when Oursler died recent-
ly, have since worked out a deal
with Denker and Oursler’s widow.
Denker is now making script revi-
sions, which consist primarily in
substantially cutting the drama to
legit length.
The plan is to tour the show,

playing mostly college gymnasiums,
auditoriums, etc., on a one-night
and split-week basis, transporting
the production and company by bus
and truck. Meanwhile, Abe Feder
is working out the technical setup
for the operation, and British
stagers Tyrone Guthrie and Martin
Browne are being considered to di-
rect.

It’s figured that "Story” will be
done on a non-profit basis, on a
subsidy from one or more founda-
tions or industrial outfits. Mean
while, a radio version of the yam
Is now in its sixth year under the
sponsorship of Goodyear, while the
Published edition and newspaper
serialization continue to sell
heavily.

Chicago Group Planning

New. $150,000 Musical
Chicago,* June 10.

Chicago may have a hew product
Ing group this- fall, who propose

1

to
put on an all-Chicago book musical
here called "Jody Boy.” Lawrence-
Rushton Productions are' out to
raise $150,000 needed for the pro-
duction.

John Lawrence, producer of local
theatricals, and Don . . Rusbton,.
American Broadcasting, Co. promo-
tion wrlftr, are partners,in the .new.
firm. Bert Pollock has. written the.
lyrics of “Jody Boy”

, and Frank
McNulty, of ABC music staff, the.

score. Present plans are to have,
the musical open in a nearby mid-
western town and then . come into.

Chicago for a stay.

Stock ‘Madam’

. Splits, 1-Niters
Stock production of "Call Me

Madam,” to play the State Fair

Auditorium, Dallas, Aug. 18-^1,
will then do a tow of split-weeks
and one-nighters through the
southwest for five weeks. Deal
calls for the show to pay the au-
thor royalties' and a percentage

. of
the profits. Charles R. Meeker, Jr.,

managing director of the State Pair
Auditorium, is. booking the tour,
which will include mostly audi-
toriums through Texas and parts of
Louisiana and Oklahoma.

.
The "Madam” deal is figured the

kickoff of Meeker’s plan for tow-
ing productions of various current
Broadway hits, to play an audi-
torium circuit ‘ he is forming
throughout that region. The idea
would be for the State Fair Audi-
torium staff to produce the shows
on a "percentage basis while the
originals are stHl running in New
York, Negotiations are already un-
der way to do a regional towing
production of "Affairs of State” for
this fall. Also, Meeker has tenta-
tively set a tow Of the No. 2 com-
pany- of "Moon Is Blue,” cwrently
in Chicago, for his new circuit dur-
ing December.
.The original "Madam” company,

with Elaine Stritch in the Ethel
Merman part and Kent Smith as
costar, is playing the Hanna, Cleve-
land, on its way to the Coast,
where it will play subscription en-
gagements under the sponsorship
of the Los Angeles and San Fran-
cisco Civic Light Opera associa-

tions, after which it will resume
towing under the management of

producer Leland Hayward.

2 Upstate Strawhats

Retydy Summer Lineups
Buffalo, June 10.

Grand Island Playhouse is open-
ing its fifth 12-week season June
24 with "Burlesque.” Original mu-
sic by Anthony Scibetta of Buffalo
will be used in the last act. The
Playhouse is under same manage-
ment of Robert T. King and Na-
thaniel A. Barrell, with Kathryn
KIngdon again directing.

, Niagara Falls Summer Theatre,
at Niagara Falls, Ontario, will of-

fer a lineup of guest stars this

summer under the production aegis
of Maude Franchot. Presently
listed are Franchot Tone in “The
Petrified Forest” for the opening
June 16; Maureen Stapleton and
Eli Wallach in "The Rose Tattoo,”
July 7; Helmut Dantlne in “Happy
Time” July 14; Edward Everett
Horton in "Nina,” July 28, and
Lanny Ross in "A Tree Grows in

Brooklyn,” Aug. 4.

Lake Shore Players will inaug-
urate an 11-week summer season
June 17 at its Red Barn at Derby.

By KOBE MORRISON
Business on the road during the

1951-52 season reached the lowest
point in recent years, and perhaps
iW modern legit history. Register-
ing a drop for the fourth succes-
sive Season, the total gross for all

touring shows reached an esti-

mated $19,020,400. According to

available records,' it was the first

time the total has been under $20,-
000 ,000.

,

In the at least equally impoiv
tant matter of number of weeks
played, the road also hit bottom in
1951-52, with a total of B34. This,
too, was a drop for the fourth con-
secutive year. Thus, the gloomy
legit situation out of town paral-
lels and in some ways is worse
thah that in New York, as revealed
hr figures in VahietV last week.
There’s apparently plenty of busi-
ness for smash hits, but the supply
of hits is steadily dwindling" and
the cost

1

of production and opera-
tion-, particularly the latter, is

progressively rising, out of town
most of all.

As shbwn in the accompanying
chart, the total gross and total
playing weeks in 1951-52 represent
almost exactly a 25% drop from
the figures for the 1948-49 season.
When it’s recalled that the 1948-49
totals were considered poor at the
time, it's clearer to what k low ebb
the touring picture has reached.
Moreover, despite the somewhat

encouraging efforts of the Council
of the Living Theatre to build sub-
scription 'audiences, there appears

(Continued on page 58)

Bel Geddes Set

For Strawhats
Barbara Bel Geddes, already, set

to -play three strawhat engage-
ments this summer in

J,Moon Is

Blue” during her vacation irom the
Broadway original of the show, will
also have leading roles in three
other productions at the Robin
Hood Theatres, operated by her
director-husband Windsor Lewis, at

Arden, Del. The other leading as-

signments will’ be in "Liliom,” "Pet-
rified Forest” and "Born Yester-
day.”

In addition, the actress will
play supporting parts in such other
Robin Hood revivals as "Ladies In
Retirement,” "Second Map,” "Art
and Mrs. Bottle,” "Road to Rome,”
"Home at Seven” and "Sound of

Hunting.” Other members of the
Arden resident company will in-

clude Cynthia Rogers, Pamela
]

Simpson, John DrewcDevereaux,
Alan Furfan, Jack Klugman- and
James Maloney. The season' will
open June 23 and continue through
Aug. 30.

Prior to* their appearance in
"Moon” as the opening biil at Ar-
den, with John Emery in tie other
leading role. Miss Bel Geddes arid

Lewis will do the F. Hugh Herbert
comedy at the Cape Playhouse,
Dennis, Mass., and the Falmouth
Playhouse, Coonamessett, Mass.
Both barns are operated by Rich-
ard Aldrich, co-producer of the
Broadway edition- of the play.

Actors’ Co. Features

Bow of 'Strike Match’
La Jolla, Cal., June 10.

Worfd premiere of Bob Smith’s
"Strike a Match,”' will highlight
the Actors’ Co. season, which tees ')

off here July 1 for nine weeks. No
date has been set for the tryout.
Negotiations still are underway for
Paula Stone and Mike Sloane to
take over the production after its

bow here and take it to Broadway.
Virtually sellout season is antici-

pated on the* strength of a $35,000
advance racked up before place-
ment of the first advertisements.
House can do $10,000 per week.

Coast premieres of. “Affairs of

State,” "Remains to Be Seen” and
"The Lady's Not For Burning” are
also on the agenda, directors Mel
Ferrer, DorothyMcGuire and Greg-
ory Peck announced. Season will
also include "The Happy Time.”

Shubert Operetta

With 100G Loss

Niven, Lynn Star In

Coast 'Moon’ Company
Hollywood, June 10.

David Niven and Diana Lynn
will star in the Coast company of

F. Hugh Herbert’s "The Moon Is

Blue,” which will break in July 1

as the initial offering of the sum-
mer season at the La Jolla Flay
house. Co-producer director Otto
Preminger now is attempting to

finalize a deal with Scott Brady
for the third starring role, agree-
ment hinging on actor’s commit-
ments with Universal-International.

Coast troupe will follow the silo

tryout with Los Angeles* and San
Francisco dates before essaying a
tour of the entire coast.

Operetta series being presented
by the Shuberts at the County
Center, White Plains, N. Y., is set
to fold next Sunday night (15)
with the second week’s bill, "Rose
Marie.” The venture Is expected
to involve a loss of around $100,-

000, However, a sizable b.o. jump
last night (Tues.) and tonight
might bring a reprieve.
Attendance was reportedly very

slim for last week’s opening show,
billed as a prehaiere of a new musi-
cal, "The Singing Girl,” but ap-
parently a slightly revised version
of an old operetta, "The Geisha,”
from the .Shubert library. It’s be-
lieved that J. J. Shubert’s idea in

opening the season with an un-
known show instead of a standard
hit was to try to establish th'e

piece 'as a property for lease for
stock and television production.
The Shuberts are said to own the
copyright to the show.

In addition to the production
outlay for "Singing Girl” and
"Rose Marie,” the deficit will in-

clude salaries and rehearsal pay
for about 25 singers and actors
who were signed to season con-
tracts, plus advertising expense,
various operating items and' the
Shuberts’ 50% share of the esti-

mated $50,000 cost of putting in

an elevated floor in the County
Center* Westchester County, which
operates the huge auditorium, is

reportedly paying, the other, half.

Floor will, presumably pay for it-

self ultimately in better attendance
at the spot, because of the greatly

improved visibility.

D.C.’s Gayety Heading
For $60,000 Facelift

Washington, June 10.

Gayety Theatre* one of the
town’s two legits, Is headed for a

complete facelifting this summer
which may cost over $60,000. Ap-
plication has just been filed for

building permit for decorating and
renovating theatre’s front, interior

and backstage.

Bypaf* Goodman Prize*
Chicago, June 10.

Calibre of the 158 plays sub-

mitted in the Goodman Memorial
Theatre’s second national play-

wright competition was below par,

and award will not- be made this

year.
Prize of $1,000 and $250 for ex-

penses will be added to the next
competition, 'to be held in 1954.

Judges who bypassed the manu-
scripts were Cornelia Otis Skinner,
Margaret Webster and Maurice
Gnesin, •

Subscription drives by the Coun-
cil for the living Theatre in three
key cities during the 1951-52 sea-
son apparently provided a substan-
tial boxofflee hypo there, not only
for the shows directly affected,' butt

to some extent for all subsequent
bookings. 1

For example, in Pittsburgh,
where the first campaign was ' car-
ried out, "Autumn Garden’ 1

grossed $12,400, and "Darkness at
Noon” drew $19,500 as Theatre
Guild-American, Society offerings
before the CLT* drive. After the
drive, "Rose Tattoo” pulled $18,-
400 on subscription ($13,200 for a
second week non-subscription) and
"Beil, Book and Candle” got $30,-
800 for a single week at a "bonus’*
offering on subscription.

Also, the third "Moon Is Blue”
company got $25,000 on subscrip-
tion ($19,000 a second week non-
subscription), "Student Prince”
picked up an estimated $20,000 not
„on subscription, the Olivia de Havi-
land "Candida” pulled $18,500 as a
"bonus” offering, "Member of the
Wedding” drew $28,800, the. best
gross of its tour, for a week on sub-
scription, after which-"Gentlemen
Prefer Blondes” had two non-sub-
scription weeks at $36,300 and $37,-
900, ' Respectively, and "South Pa-
cific” averaged $48,000 for four
peeks' non-subscription.

In Cleveland, prior to the local
CLT drive, "Death of a Salesman”
drew $9,500 for a non-subscription
week, "Season In the Sun7 got $13,-
:500 non-subscription, "Oklahoma”

(Continued on page 59)

Top Banana’ Edges

Into Black; Over 147G

Returned to Backers
"Top Banana,” Paula Stone-Mike

Sloane musical production at the
Winter Garden, N. Y., Is now in
the black. The Phil Silvers star-
rcr involved a production cost of
$194,814, phft tryout loss of $10,-

189, has made an operating profit

of almost $215,000 In its 32-week
run on Broadway. The operating
net was about $2,500 for the week
ending May 31.

The H. S. Kraft-Johnny Mercer
musical comedy, which was fin-

anced at $175,000 plus 20% over-
call, has thus far returned $147,250
to the backers. Its assets include
$29,145 in bonds and deposits and
approximately $39,000 cash re-
serve.

I

FONDA-'POINT TOUR

PROBABLE IN FALL
With Henry Fonda under con-

tract until May 31 of next year,

"Point of No Return” will probably
go on the road early in the fall.

The date will depend on business
when the show resumes after its

summer layoff. The Paul Osborn
dramatization of John P. Mar-
quand’s bestseller is due to shutter
June 28 at the Alvin, N. Y., for
.five weeks. Meanwhile, tfie Leland
Hayward production is figured able

to break eyen at slightly over
$20,000 gross.

The show, capitalized at $100,000
plus 25% overcail* has returned
the investment and, as of May 31,

had earned $53,300 profit. Its assets

at that time included $15,300 in

bonds and deposits, $10,000 sinking
fund and balance available for dis-

tribution. It earned a total of $13,-

174 profit for the five weeks ended
May 31.

The comedy-drama is currently
in its 27th.week,-

Shaw’* 'Houses’ in N.Y. Bow
George Bernard Shaw’s "Widow-

er’s Houses” open July 1 at the

Community Theatre’s Greenwich
Mews Playhouse, N. Y.
Mike Kellin directs, with Rachele

Wall producer. In the cast are Shir-

ley Blanc, Robert Brown, Sy Trav-
ers, Jerry Morris, Stefan Gierasch
and Maren Riley.
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‘Three Wishes for Jamie,” which±

folded Saturday (7) 'at the Plym- 'C* P**Jf:*J
outh/tt/Yi, after 94 performances, fildoMU »W* I

involved.* loss of around $230,000.

The Albert* and Arthur Lewis pro-

duction earned an operating profit

for some weeks at 'the Hellinger,

N. Y., but then took a boxoffice

Comparative figures, based on Variety's weekly boxoffice reports, of total grosses and total number

of weeks played by all shows during the. 1951-52 season,- including a breakdown according to key

cities. Excludes stock, ice shows, ballet, opera,.and variety shows *

ROAD
\1948-49 1949-50 1950-51 1951-52

$23,657,900 $20,401,300 $20,330,600 .
$19,020,400

Total gross of all shows
Number pf weeks played by all shows. 1,152

KEY CITIES

1,919

Anchorage, Alaska, June 10.

Local production of “South Pa

clfic/' which toured service bases

rirrtn nnii ah-nrbpd ' a stable loss ib Alaska and the Aleutians last
drop ana ab.,orpea a sizamc loss

„,ui <4n n rAm*st this summer.
in moving to the Plymouth and

playing two slim weeks there.

The musical version of Charles

O’Neal’s novel, “Three Wishes for

Jamie McHuin,” with book by Abe

Burrows and the novelist,
.
and

songs by Ralph Blane, was financed

for $175,000, plus 20% overcall. It

was originally tried out on the

year, will do a repeat this summer,
adding performances for civilian

audiences. The new edition is

again being produced by Frank
Brink, of the Anchorage Little

Theatre, who made a trip to New
York recently*to obtain permission

from author-producers Richard
|

Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein
2d. The company will comprise
Navy personnel.
The musical, opening here June

Coast, earning an operating profit, 30, will tour by Navy plane to van-

but incurred losses on a pre-Broad- .o.us installations on the Alaska

way tour. It came into town rep- mainland and in the Aleutians**

resenting an investment of about with Hans Autor, president of the

$205,000' (excluding bonds, but Anchorage Little Theatre, handling

with additional capital). Anne Jef- business arrangements,

reys and John Raitt were co-

starred.

“First Lady,” which closed Sun-
day night (8) at the City Center,
N. Y., after the scheduled 16 per-

formances, lost about $13,0P0.
Helen Gahagan and Edna Best
were top-starred in the undertak
ing. Following the $6,000. profit

on “Male Animal” and the loss of
0 Robert Alton will probably- stage

$15,000 on “Tovarich,” that creat- new Rodger* and Hammerstein

Alton to Direct

Next R-H Tuner

ed, a deficit of somewhere between
musical, currently being written.

$20,000 and $25,000 on ‘the Cen-
. „

.ter's three-comedy spring season. Although he hasn’t signed for the

This has been a poser for the Cen- stint, he's reportedly familiar with

ter drama staff since the quality ^he idea of the show apd enthusi-

of the shows this spring & gener- astic about doing it, and the au-

ally .agreed to have been the best thor-producers are anxious t6 have

on record, but the financial result hmi. The project is tentatively

has been the worst. Center offi- slated to go into production next

cials are now mulling the Idea of mid-winter, depending on the prog-

an operetta series for the spring ross of the writing.

season in 1953. Alton, one of the toP dance dl*

rectors on Broadway a decade ago,

pi +ha has confined his efforts to films in

aS°ii r"
recent years, until his return last

scheduled 16- win^er as overall stager of the
performance run, represented, a

revival of “Pal Joey.” :Prior

Chicar©—total gross
weeks played

Boston—total gross
weeks' played

Philadelphia-—total gross
weeks played

Los Angeles—-total gross .

.
weeks played

San Francisco—total grosS"

weeks played
Detroit—total gross

weeks played
Washington—total gross .

.

weeks played
Pittsburgh—total gr<3ss .

.

Weeks played
Cleveland—total gross .

.

weeks- played
Dallas—total gross

weeks played
Cincinnati—total gross . .

.

weeks played
New Haven-total gross .

weeks played
St. Louis—total gross ....

weeks played
Toronto—total gross 1 . . .

.

weeks played
Kansas City—total gross *.

weeks played
Baltimore—total gross' . .

.

weeks played
Columbus^—total gross . .

.

weeks played V.
Hartford—total gross. ....

weeks played
Montreal—total gross . .

.

weeks played
Wilmington—total gross ..

weeks played
Princeton—total gross . .

.

weeks played

$4,056,100
155

$1,913,500
103

$1,537,000
85

$2,551,600
178

$1,505,900

.

61

$1,055,600(A)
42

$225,60Q(B)
12

$384,200
19

. $501,400
21

913

$3,631,900
* 164

$2,185,000
110 -

$2,007,700
• 97

$3,039,800
114

$2,250,800
73

$755,900
36

$044,000
;

35
$263,000

13
$302,700

13

$316,900
26

$529,700
' 24

$439,300
23

$354,200
27

$349,800
22

$364,200
• 17

$380,600
18

$223,700
11

4 e

¥ •

m
$4,972,900

180
$1,861,100

$1,703,8^0
89

$1,447,700
74

$1,043,400
40

$858,000
• 37

$635,900(0
28

$567,000
21

$468,300
20

$352,000
5

$343,500.
10

$337,50.0
22

$341,900*
18

$317,300
14

$262,700
11

$201,100(D)
11

$166,900
6

$147,000(E)
13

$143,300
8

$43,000
• 7

$12,300
3

Notes

—

(A) Includes Detroit Civic Light Opera productions!
.

(B) Season started in March, 1949, with the opening of the Gayety Theatre. -

(C) Includes four weeks’ operation of the National Theatre, which reverted to legit May 5, 1952.

CD) Business picked up, with increased bookings, when Ford’* Theatre ended its racial segregation

policy in February, 1952.

losS^ of about $25,000. The Emery]
Kubio-Mlriam Balf drama, fifth

presentation in the second season
of the ANTA Play. Series, involved
around $20,000 production cost and
lost about $5,000 in the two-week]

to doing the new Rodgers-Hammer-
stein show, Alton is’ set to direct
“Hazel Flagg,” musical version of

“Nothing Sacred,” to be produced
in the fall by Jiile Styne and An-
thony B. Farrell, with Helen Gal-

Road B.O. at Low Ebb
Continued from pare 57

14-

operation. Of the
.
previous offer- Zrt

ings in the series, “Desire Under I
lagher mentioned for the lead part

the Elms” about broke even, “Gold-
en Boy” lost approximately $5,000,

the still-£unriing “Mrs. McThing”
represents .a profit* of about $30,-

1

000 to date and “Four Saints in

Three Acts” lost around $35,000.

Quartette Theatre To

Give Chi 6 Strawhats

Dallas Musicals’ 112G
Advance, for 30% Hike

Dallas, June 10v

State Fair Musical^’’ 11th season
opened' Monday ’ (9) with an ad-
vance Sale of $112,000, largest on
record both in gross receipts and
number of customers. Increase
amounts to 30% over the ’51^ ad-
vance take.’

New season of six musicals, June
9-Aug. 31, is budgeted at just above
$400,000. Current • “Porgy and

Chicago, June 10.

Chicago silo theatres, already up

to a record six in number, have

another late comer, the Quartette
|
RessM tours after two weeks here,

Theatre. Unlike most of the

others, it will have a stage, al

though .housed in a tent. Straw-

hatter will be directed by John
•Cbx, also director of the Wood-
stock, III., winter players, a semi
professional stock company. Chi
cago talent will be used and prob-

wlth “A Tree Grows in Brooklyn”
due June 23,

Petina in Toronto Operettas

Second season of the Melody
Summer Theatre, Toronto, will
start June 23. with Irra Petina star-
ring in “The Merry Widow.”

ably run on semi-professional basis, Singer will also have. a. top role
too. . In “The Great Waltz” the follow-

up .in LaCrosse, Wis., John C. ing. week.
Howes has taken over the Voca- After Toronto Miss Petina goes
tional Auditorium and will present to the Coast, where she’ll appear
an Equity cast opening June 24 in a Cole Porter show at the Holly-
with “Blithe Spirit.” * Sid Breese, wood Bowl Aug. 2. In addition,
radio and teevee actor and direc- she’s set for a Standard Oil radio
tor, will direct.

,
program in San Francisco Aug. 17

Ben Hecht's ACID-ETCHED SATIRE OF BROADWAY and HOLLYWOOD

"
'SIN' is practically flawless satire, superbly cast, brilli-

antly written, beautifully performed, masterfully directed

and loaded with comedy!" -d *.•/>-

u
'SIN' ifenormously funny satire. Enchanting . . . delight-

ful . . . hilarious. EXCELLENT !" _nj. *».%

"Brazen drollery ... an idea so devastatingly impudent
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to be little prospect of basic im-.

provement in the situation. In

fact, virtually all signs point to

progressive shrinkage of the road,

probably even worse than on
Broadway.

As might be expected, relative

conditions varied considerably in

the various key cities during 1951-

52 in relation to the two previous
seasons. For example, Chicago
had its best season in some time,

with “South Pacific” and “Guys
and Dolls” helping substantially to

bolster the
.
gross tqtal, with the

number of playing weeks also

registering a sizable rise.

Boston Up to 2d Place

Boston, the fourth biggest gros-
ser the previous season, behind
both Los Angeles and San Fran-
cisco, moved/up to second place in

1951-52, holding its slight edge
over the more populated Philadel-
phia, evew though its totals in.both
grosses and weeks played were
behind the 1950-51 figures.* Phila-
delphia also slipped a bit in total

grosses and weeks played, but
nevertheless moved above the
drastically skidding Coast cities,

both of which declined to less than
half of the 1950-51 figures.

Detroit held the same relative
position in the list, going up slight-
ly in total grosses and weeks,
played, with Washington staying
seventh in order, but sliding both
in gross and weeks played. How-
ever, with the National again
operating as a legit house and the
Gayety making it a two-theatre
town, the Capital may have what
amounts to a boom in 1952-53, pro
yided the supply of bookings holds
up.

Among the other key cities,

Pittsburgh Had its best season in
some time* Cleveland made a par-
tial comeback and Dallas, with
only five part-weeks of playing
time (including a dismal split-

week of only $6,800 on “Peter
Pan”) piled up the dizzy total of
$352,000 gross. Previous season
figures are not available for Dal-
las, nor for Cincinnati, Kansas
City, Columbus, Hartford, Mont-
real, Wilmington or Princeton.
HoweVer, New Haven improved

a bit during 1951-52, despite the
emergence of nearby, Hartford as

a tryout town, while Wilmington
and Princeton continued to get a

few scattered tryout bookings. In

the case of Kansas City and .Co-

lumbus, the figures shown in the

chart may not be actual totals for

the season, as separate
;
records

were riot kept of split-week*.

D. C. National’* Return

Among the notable develop-

ments ' of the season on the road
were the return of the National,

Washington, to a legit policy fol-

lowing several seasons as a subse-

quent-run film'fcouse because of its

racial discrimination policy, and
the pickup in Baltimore when
Ford’S Theatre, the local legit flag-

ship, dropped its Jim Crow* rule.'

A perhaps significant development
was the disappointing engagement
of “Gentlemen Prefer Blondes” at

the Palace, Chicago* converted for
the occasion from a film policy, and
its subsequent cleanup stands in

nearly all other key cities.

The entry of the New Parsons,
Hartford, as a split-week tryout
stand opened up the pre-Broadway
booking situation, but apparently
didn’t cut into bookings to any
serious degree in New Haven,
which had about an average sea-

son. The click of Shepard Traube’s
touring edition of “Bell, Book and
Candle,” with Rosalind Russell
and Dennis Price, and^then Joan
Bennett and Zachary Scott in the
Rex Harrison and Lilli 'JPalmer
roles demonstrated that there’s
still plenty of audience for potent-
name touring shows. But the flop
of George Brandt’s attempted low
budget touring- production setup
showed that the road requires
genuine quality and top-rank stars.

There appeared to be at least
the beginnings of a resurgence of
winter stock companies during
1951-52, in most cases following
the strawhat pattern of guest-star
bills. But it remains to be seen
whether such a development will
be more than an overnight flurry.
In any case, the stock company ac
tivity is not reflected in the gross
or. playing week totals.

Beth Gardner’* Blythewood Is-
land summer theatre, on Loon
Lake, Chestertown, N. Y,, tees off
July 5 instead of June 23, as previ-
ously announced.

Brill-Kamsler Not In

Oii Philly Park Setup,

,

Sez Theron Bamberger
New York.

Editor, Variety:

In your issue of June 4 under a

Toronto dateline appears a story

with 'the headline “Toronto Setup
to Cue Phiily Tent.”

Inasmuch as most of the story

concerns me and my operation of

the Playhouse In- the Park for"th«

City of Philadelphia, I am in a po-

sition to state emphatically that

there is not one word of truth, in

the statement that “a deal . . .

has been closed by Theron Bam-
berger, with LMghton K. Brill and
Ben Kamsler as associates.” There
is no slight resemblance to accu-
racy in this.

.
Brill and Kamsler

have no connection with me what-
soever.

The. story further states that

“With Brill and Kamsler in as ex-

perienced consultants and associ-

ates, the Bamberger deal includes
the physical setup of the Melody
Fair installation here, with the

Brill-Kamsler duo ducking down
to Philadelphia periodically this

summer.”

I have never seen the Melody
Fair installation and I cannot stop

Brill and* Kamsler from ducking
down to Philadelphia, but if they
do duck down, it will be on their

own. As for their being expe-
rienced consultants and associates,

I must confess that I loaned them
desk space in my New York office

for a couple of months this year
for their Toronto operation, since

they had no office of their own,
and that 'I asked them some ques-

tions and once 'drove them to Phil-

adelphia to show them the site of

the Playhouse In the Park.

Please say it ain’t true. Either

somebody lied or somebody
slipped. Theron Bamberger.

‘Animal’ A* Toledo Opener •

Toledo, June 10.

Jariis Halliday has been set as

leading lady with the Mad Anthony
Players, Toledo strawhat group
which will offer a 10-week season
starting June 24 in the Trail Play-

house at the Toledo Zoological
Park.
“The Male Animal” will go into

rehearsal on June 16 as the opener.
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Key City Subscription Hypo
— CdMtiflUid from jMie St

t $21 700 non-subscription, lander says they were influenced

"Darkness” pulled $18,600 on sub- by the Council of Living Theatres’

riptlon,. “Kiss . Me, Kate" racked promise to come to Minneapolis

iio $22 800 .
non-subscription and next August and stage a vigorous

"Autumn Garden’’ drew $17,500 campaign for subscribers to the

non-subscription. After the drive, season, the fact that the COLT has

''Tattoo” drew $ld,500 on subscrip- promised at least seven subscrip-

tion “Bell Book and Candle” tion attractions and the lengthen-

nulled $30,000 non-subscription, ing of the subscription period from

''Sleep of Prisoners
0 picked up tour _to six days a week for each

$6 0Q0 non-subscription, ”Quy$ and offering

Dolls” averageed $47,500 for two Minneapolis has been’ a Theatre

weeks non-subscription, . Guild-ATS subscription season

Also after the drive, "Moon Is city all the time that the Neder-

Blue” had a bo# $21,000 on sub- danders have had the Lyceum, but

scription, "Candida'' got a slim they feel that they were-hampered

$9 000 as a "bonus” offering, "Wed- in obtaining subscriptions because

ding” pulled amice $22,000 on sub- of inability to make any definite

scription, "Blonde*” picked up advance guarantee regarding at-

$50,800 without subscription, "Re-

mains to Be Seen” got $13,000

sans subscription, "Affairs of

State” got a measly $6,200 non-
subscription,' "Mister Roberts”

yanked down $16,200 non-subscrip-

tion and "South Pacific” averaged

over $38,000 for two fceeks non-

subscription.

Clncy Slow Getting Started

In Cincinnati, the other city

where the CLT cooperated with the

tractions.

Play Oat of Town

Porgy aunt Be$«
^“Dallas, June 9.

Dftlla# Stat* Fall Mtiaical* prcs«nt*
Blevins Davis-Roberj Breen, production
of folk ^pera- In two! acts, with music by
Georae Gershwin; lyrics, Iraw . . Gershwin;

Guild-ATS to boost the subscriber 1

audience, the season JIVM slow get- “cai director, Alexander SmalUns; choral

+t„- Parted tw»raUK^ of the Shu- director#. Eva • Jessye; settings, Wolfgang
ting Staitea Because oj oau

fcoth . costumes, Jed Mace, opened at
berts tiff with rthe local unions. State Fair Auditorium June fr '52; *3 top.

Whpn it opened and before the * William Warfield, Leontyne Price,wnen U l ' Lorenzo Fuller. Frank Roane, Helen Col-
drive, however, "Guys” grossed a bert, John McCurry, Georgia Burke, Ury-
record $63,000 non-subscription, lee Leonardos, Jerry Laws, Ray Yeates,

<100 nnn ciih. Catherine Ayers, Howard Roberts, Helen
"Kate” nabbed $22,300 non-SUO- Dowdy, Helen Thigpen, .Joseph Jamesr
Scription, ."Bell” got $28,000 on -William* Veasey, Joseph Crawford, Ken*

subscription ariT Cornelia Otis a*th Hibbert, Levem fcutcherson.

Skinner’s "Paris ’90” pulled $11,-

400 non-subscription. An outstanding presentation of
After the drive, "Moon Is Blue*”' the now-classic Americari folk

drew $19,800 on subscription, opera, "Porgy and Bess,” was
"Blondes” gotf .$40,300 non-sub- opened here tonight (Mott.) as first

scription, "Wedding” picked up stop of a tour that will take it to

119,700 oh subscription; "South Germany, Italy and England in

Pacific" grossed a capacity $59,100 ^Ptomber under unofficial State

on subscription and *59,800 off ?bT wSl «»!'
subscription, and "Darkness”

llA
grabbed *20,000 on subscription ^mericaTNegra docsXlivc ta

.J «*c“erA ^ b
X chains and at the end of a Whip*

"Tattoo,” "Darkness” and "Moon” iash> Also, it will unveil for Eu-
weFe substantially larger in each rope the finest singing "the George
of the cities after the local drive, Gerghwin music has ever received
even for the non-subscription sec- by any "Porgy and Bess,” this
ond weeks of two-week stands, time by William * Warfield and
Moreover, the grosses for those Leontype Price in the lead roles,

three shows were notably larger in The outstanding vocal power of
the three subscription cities than concert artist Warfield was some-
in most non-subscriptipn locations, what expected, and he delivers

The real road problem, however, tremendously., Miss Price, who
which is likely to continue is the came into the production direct
scarcity of boxoffice potent shows, from vocal studies In Europe only

plus the evergrowing costs of oper- two day* before opening, is a sur-

ation. It’s conceded that subscrip- Prise smash and potential new thea,-

tion will hypo business for such S'®
a
?.? Win*?* ma

*

va*irJ
Q
nf^v”

shows as get the Guild-ATS nod,
traordinarv^ange* she gfves Bess

and may even help create general a terrific physical quality. Her duet
legit Interest, and thiur stimulate with Warfleld on "Bess, You Is My
trade for. non-subscription offer- Woman Now” hits an unprecented
Ings. But experience has repeat- peak on a song that has had its
edly shown that the number

,
of treatment from every type of vo-

subscribers tends to depend on the. calist extant,
quality of the expected lineup of . Warfield as Porgy is terrific with
shows. And the worst blight to a "I Got Plenty of Nuttin,” “Buz-
subscription setup is cancellations, zard,!’ "Where’s My Bess” and "I’m
either to be replaced by less at- Pn My Way.”. With Sportin’ Life

tractive draws or, even worse, pen- temporarily being played by Lor-

.rilling out part of a. season and enzo Fuller, it’s up to the two mm-
making refund* cipals, in singing and acting ability,

. So the
^
long-term effectiveness & £{*

wm
t

h
e
,
CLT‘G

t'l!

ld'ATS
,

c%mpt

a‘gr15 drives he?i Th^day^lz? to |o
will hinge on the supply of attrac- in^0 rehearsal to .

replace Fuller
productions and the when show opens in Chicago June

ability of the subscription organ!- 25. Following this two-week stand,
zation to make good on its an- Other than opening-night r&g-
nounced schedules. CLT-Guild gedness, Robert Breen's direction is

representatives insist that the 10- very- okay. Particular kudos also go
man committee which will select to 'Wolfgang Roth for his excep-
the subscription plays ar# aware tional settings, Eva Jessye’s choral
of the necessity of maintaining the direction and Alexander Smallens

‘Lidia’ $8,000, St Lab;

‘Show Boat’ Opens Must
St. Louis, June 10.

Three-week stand of Jules pfeif-
fefc’s "Good Nite Ladies” wound up
Saturday (7) at the American witn
a fair $8,000 for the finale. Surge
of 90-degree temperature and open-
ing Thursday (5) of the Municipal
Theatre Assn’s alfresco season
slowed b.o. activity during windup
stanza.

The Muny opener drew the larg-
est .first night attendance in. 1 the
last four seasons, as "Show Boat”
began an 11-night run. Cast for the
musical includes Iva Withers, Ddn
Clarke, Mary Wickes, Hal LeRoy,
Edwin Steffe, Marie Foster and
William C. Smith. Edwin McArthur
is conducting and Albert Johnson’
is the new designer. '

‘NORWAY’ $51,300,

‘THIEVES’ $1,300, L. A.
Los Angeles, June 10.

Legit biz waS fractionally up last
week, but one of the town’s two
offerings shuttered and "Song of
Norway” will be unopposed for the
next fortnight. "Norway” edged up
to $51,300 for its second frame at
the 2,670-seat Philharmonic Aud
and should hold to that pace
through the remainder of its four-
week run.

Myron C. Fagan's propaganda
piece, "Thieves’ Paradise,” shut-
tered at the Beaux Arts after a
dismal fortnight. Second week
eked out $1,300 as opposed to
around $1,100 for the initial frame.
However, no prpfit or loss estimate
is possible since the ticket sales
are tied in with- contributions to
Fagan’s Cinema Education Guild
dedicated to the overthrow of Com-
munism.

‘Carousel* Cast Set

For Pittsburgh Opener
Pittsburgh, June 10.

Complete cast has been set for
"Carousel,” Civic Light Opera
Assn.’s outdoor opener at Pitt Sta-
dium next Monday .(16) with sign
ing of Dorothea MacFarland for
comedy lead. She did "Show Boat”
here last year and "Brigadoon” the
season before. Set for the heavy is

Henry Clarke, who has been play-
ing Jud in "Oklahoma!” on tour
for its last two tours.

Gail Manners and Walter Cassel
will play the leads in "Carousel,”
and others set for the company
include Jenny Lou Law, , Pitts-

burgh actress late, of "Lend an
Ear”; LeRoi Operti, Kenneth Mac-
Kenzie, Valentine Oumansky, Bram
Nossen, Bill Ryan, ..Gilbert Reed
and Jerry Goff.

e

lady’ Mild $17,900, ‘Animat $18JO,

loon’ $12,100, “Faces Neat $29,400

‘Sing’ Minimums
Continued from pare 57

quality of shows,-4md that no com-
promise will be made in that di
rection.

musical direction.
Blevins Davis is financing the

show on a non-profit and purely

With * Konirwvn +#. altruistic basis. Show in this 4,285-

ve*T n seat auditorium on the .State Fair
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commit-
groim(js can .gross $08,495 in seven

lit S?
pe* Simulate productions performances. Opening night, how-

ior the road. But just as the num- ever, was 1,000 seats less than sell-

+
r

j°»
Broadway productions has 0ut, but word-of-mouth should build

steadily shrunk in recent years boxoffice for remainder of run.
despite ample financing, the spe-
cial fund may have limited effect
in spurring the output of touring
shows.

Scho

.

Elliott-Young Barn
Director of the forthcoming

Broadway production of "The Sun
Lqoks Down,” by Howell M. For-
gy, which he is co-producing with

Ncderlanders’ Mpls. Stay
Minneapolis, -June 10,

The Lyceum, local legitimate
theatre, again next season will be Fred F. Finklehoffe, James S. El-
operated by the Nederlanders, who liott has taken a three-year option
have the Detroit Shubert. James to manage the Nutmeg Playhouse,
Nederlander will continue as man- Brookfield Center,

.
Conn. Arden

ager. Despite four unprofitable Young, former Broadway actress

operating seasons and the recent will co-produce with Elliott a 10-

ihtimation they’d probably re- we
?
k seas°? eac

t
h summer,

linquish the house as "a losinv Among the plays due this sum-

Proposition,Mainly* because <Tta-
mer > • ««“*** “Look Me

sufficiency of attractions,” they
finally have decided to give the

In The Eye,” by Andrew Vaughey.
Theatre opens June 24 with a resi-

dent stock company of Equity2°“ another whirl, James players in Moss Hart’s "Light Up
i

rlan<ler, in town from Detroit, The Sky.” Ned Manderino, former
» production director of the Ernie

JR deciding to remain here "for Pyle Theatre, Tokyo, will stage the
at least one more season,” Neder- productions.

show is paying the salaries of the
house crew, including boxoffice

staff, doormen, ushers, cleaners
and all stagehands, musicians, plus
the actual cost of electric current
used' for lighting, cooling, etc. But
Rose is not being reimbursed for

taxes on the property, interest on
the investment and other fixed

charges.

Although agreeing to make good
any loss for the next few weeks,
Rose, reportedly turned down 'an

offer from producers Chandler
Cowles and Ben Segal for ar share
of any profits the show might sub-
sequently make. He had already
waived the house guarantee and
agreed to supply the electrical

equipment without charge. Thus,

best the theatre owner can hope
to do on the arrangement is to

break even. He can’t possibly make
a profit.

Under the revised hookup all

cast principals, including co-stars

Jack Carson and Paul Hartman,
are getting the $80 Equity min-

imum. Most chorus members were
already on minimum, but the

others are understood continuing

at their slightly over-scale rate.

All others working the show also

agreed to take minimums, includ-

ing musicians and stagehand de-

partment heads. The stagehands'

union had previously agreed to re-

duce the number of men assigned

to the show.

As it stands, the production rep-

resents an investment of about

$264,000, of which $14,000 is out-

standing in various bills, .royalties,

etc. Under an agreement with

Equity, any operating profits wil

be used on a 70-30 basis to reim-

burse the company for salary ctits

and to pay off tlie outstanding bills

The seasonal boxoffice decline
finally hit Broadway last week, Mth
a wholesale attendance drop affec-

ting all but the three solid sellouts.

The stanza started slowly again, but
unlike the previous week, when a
rainy weekend provided a closing
pickup, trade remained slow.

The total ' trout for all 18
show* last week was $448,200,
or 70% of capacity- Week
before last the total for all 21
show* was $521,000, or 74% of
capacity, a slide of 1% from
the preceding week,
A year ago last week the

total for all 19 show* was
$541,300, or 78% of capacity,
a jump of 8% from the week

• before.
Despite a slightly better advance

sale for this week, little or no Im-
mediate improvement is expected.
In fact, except for a possible flurry
of business from time to time,
grosses are due to ebb steadily
until mid-August, when the annual
tourist influx brings an upturn:
Last week’s closings included
"Three Wishes for Jamie,” "First
Lady” and "Sunday Breakfast,”
with the "Of Thee I Sing” revival
getting a reprieve and continuing
on a scaled-down arrangement,.

Scheduled closing are "Stalag
17,” June 21, and ‘‘Mrs. McThing”
and "Point of No Return,” June 28,
both of the latter being due to
reopen. The only scheduled open-
ing before fall is "Wish You Were
Here,” June 25 (it grossed about
$25,000 at the Imperial last week
in six paid previews).

Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),

CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
MC (Musical Comedy), MD ( Musi-
cal Drama), O (Operetta).
Other parenthetic designations

refer, respectively, to top price;
number of seats, capacity gross and
stars. Price includes 20% amuse-
ment tax, but grosses are net: i.e.,

exclusive of tax.

"First Lady” City Center (2d
wk) (C-$3; 3,090; $38,000) (Helen
Gahagan, Edna Rest, Peggy Ann
Garner. Frederic Tozere, Scott
McKay). Over $17,900 (previous
week, $19,000); closed Sunday (8)

after 16 performances, at a loss of
about $13,000.

"Fourposter,” Barrymore (33d
wk) (C-$4.80; 1,012; $27,000) (Jes-
sica Tandy, Hume Cronyn). Nearly
$21,200 (previous week, $21,600);
Betty Field and Burgess Meredith
took over as stars Monday night
(9), with the Cronyns slated to hejid
the touring edition.

"Guy* and Dolls,” 46th Street
(81st wk) (MC-$6.60; 1,319; $43,-
904). Still always has a clean
statement; $44,400 again.

I Am A Camera,” Empire (28th
wk) (CD-$4.80-$6; 1,082: $24,908).
Almost $16,100 (previous week,
$20,600); Barbara Baxley took over
ast week as femme lead, substi-
tuting for Julie Harris, but without
star billing.

"King and I,” St. James (63d wk)
(MD-$7.20; 1,571; $51,717) (Ger-
trude Lawrence). As before, over
$51,700

wk) (MC-$d; 1,659; $50,186) (Mar-
tha Wright, George Britton!. Over
$40,800 (previous week, $41,300),

. "Stalag 17,” 48th St. (57th wk)
(C-$4.80; 912; $21,547). Almost
$11,900 (previous week, $13,000);
closing June 21, to tour.
"Sunday Breakfast,” Coronet (2d

wk) (D-$4,80; 1,027; $23,000). Near-
ly $10,000 (previous week, $11,000);
closed Sunday night (8) after 16
performances, at a loss of about
$25,000.
"Three Wlshe* for Jamie,” Plym-

outh (12th wk) (MC-$6,60; 1,000;

$33,950) (Anne Jeffreys, John
Raitt), Under $16,200 (previous
week, $20,700); closed Saturday
night (7) after 94 performances, at
a loss of around $230,000.
"Top Banana,” Winter Garden

(32d wk) (CD-$6,60-$7.20; 1,519;
$51,881) (Phil Silvers). Over $29,*
400 (previous week, $36,100); Jack
Carter takes over as comedy lead
July 21 when the star leave* for
a four-week vacation.

‘Guys’ OK $46,300,

.M $13,700, Chi
Chicago, June 10.

Many area strikes and other in-
fluences which have really whacked
picture attendance also hurt legit
here last week. The Walcott-
Charles fight last Thursday night
(5) and the 90-degree heat wave
were also factors. It’s feared the
pneoming political conventions for
three weeks in July will give the
b.o. a tough beating.

Prospects for this week are good,
with the large American Medical
Assn, convention ih town, followed
by the semi-annual Furniture Mart.

Estimates for Last Week
"Bell, Book and Candle,” Selwyn

(15th wk) ($4.50; 1,000). Slipped,
but still doing well with over $13,-
700.
"Gwys and Dolls,” Shubert (15th

wk) ($6; 2,100). Dipped a bit to
$46,300.
"Moon Is Blue,” Harris .(58th

wk) ($4.40; 1,000). -Also felt the
slump; down to $8,100.

MERMAN-LESS ‘MADAM’

SMASH $41,300 IN PITT

*

Pittsburgh. June 10.

"Call Me Madam’* gave the
Nixon a next-to-closing boost last

week by grossing over $41,300
topped only by "South Pacific’

during the entire season. Sock
business indicated that it’ll be able
to do okay without Ethel Merman,
since Elaine Stritch, who took over
the role here for the first time,
certainly can’t be considered a
boxoffice name. Scale here; was
$5.85 top ($4.50 plus city and
federal taxes) for all evening per*
formances and getaway was a little

slow. As soon ' as the favorable
reviews came out, however, busi-

"Male Animal,” Music Box (6tli
™

AarSw and iilt the
wk) (C-$4.80; 1,012; $27,000) (El- SchJt abJolitewadto
liot Nugent, Martha Scott, Robert

Str
-Madam” w^s to have closed the

Pr€
t
t0
;J-J^M $18 ’30° (previ0US Nixon seSon7bunasf-minute

e
S>ok-

»> sari**. uriM Tn8 .
brought in Jules Pfeiffer s

Moon is Blue,” Miller (60th wk)
(C-$4.80; 920; $21,586) (Donald
Cook. Barry Nelson, Maggie McNa-
mara). Nearly $12,100 (previous
week, $15,000).

"Mrs. McThing,” Morosco (16th
wk) (CD-$4.80; 912; $26,800) (Helen
Hayes). Almost $19,900 (previous
week, $20,900); shuttering June 28
for five or six weeks.
"New Face*,” Royale (4th wk)

(R-$6; 1,035; $30,600). Over $29.-

400 (previous week, $29,400).
"Of Thee I Sing ” Ziegfeld (5th

wk) (MC-$6; 1,628; $48,500) (Jack
Carson, Paul Hartman). Almost
$19,200 (previous week, $20,800);

was slated to close Saturday night

production of "Good Nite? Ladies”
last night (Mon.) for a two-week
run. It’s being two-for-one’<L House
goes dark’ June 21, relighting
month later for fortnight of "Porgy
and Bess” and then shuttering
again until fall.

‘Blondes' Boff $38,100

1st Wk. at Nat’I, Wash.
Washington, June 10.

"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes’*
racked up a husky $38,100 in the
first stanza of a three week run at

the 1,600-seat National last week,
(7), but everyone involved took with house scaled from $6.60. Take
cuts and the revival is continuing wa6 Well in the black for both
at a $3.60 top, with an announced house and show. Critical raves over
$17,000 breakeven and a capacity Carol Channing’s performance
of $31,000. should help b.o. for remaining fort-

"Palnt Your Wagon,” Shubert ni<zht.

(30th wk) (MC-$7.20; 1,361; $46,- Final score for fourth and last

000) (James Barton). Nearly $26,- Week of "Call Me Madam,” a daz-
300 (previous week, $31,000); Eddie zung $49,700. was made possible by
Dowling took over Monday night an extra holiday matinee.
(9) as star. —
"Pal Joey/’ Broadhurst (23d wk) AH Rvnttl*

(MC-$6.60;< l r160; $39,602). Over UC*irc iwamc
$40,000 again. Boston. June 10.

"Point of No Return” Alvin "Desire Under the Elms” wound
(26th wk) (D-$4,80-$6; 1,331; $37,- its three-week stanza at 454-seat

924) (Henry Fonda). Bettered $23,- Brattle With slightly under $4,000

400 (previous week, $24,000); shut- for the finale. * v
tering June 28 for five weeks. House, .scaled to $3 •'top, begin*

"South Pacific,” Majestic U64th Its summer season this week.
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sister, Miss
of Jackson'Clucy Knaulrer to Employe* Sep‘. Mr *wfe>

Title to the Cincinnati Enquirer,
Hei htg j^y accepted the medal

the city’s only, morning and> Sun-
t)reJente^ ^y Brig. Gen, Brooke

day newspaper, was transferred to
5iieu commanding general of the

an employe-formed company Frl- „ g X F. air .
photographing

day (6). Sale was approved by u.o. A.r. aif v * **

Chief Justice BoUtha J. Laws of

the U. S, District Court,* Washing-
ton, D. C„ when Portsmouth (O.)

Steel, Inc., a holding company,
put up money for $7,600,00(1 bid,

which topped that of the Cincin-

nati Times-Star by $100,000.

Employe group plans to gain

full ownership by repaying the

steel firm within 90 days, plus an
undisclosed profit.

Portsmouth purchased the 111-

year-old paper from the estate of

John R. McLean, through the

American Security & Trust Co.,

Washington, trustee.

„ _ and
charting serviced

Newsmen presented valor awards

for their work in Korea included

Gene Zenier, of Warner-Rathe;
Bang Young Lee, Korean newsreel
photographer for Metro; Wade
Bingham, news cameraman for

Television Productions. They were
accepted by associates.

Combat radio correspondents

from the Dept, of Defense likewise

got awards for providing American
radio audiences a ‘listening post."

Lt. Col. Wes McPheron of the

Army and Sgt. Gene Coons of the

Marines were cited as fine ex-

•gral midwest states for . the

authors, without success.

Coming from Macmillan presses

this summer are; fourth volume of

"History of the (London) Times"
(1912-40); "Since 1000,” a history

of the TJ. s: by .o; T. Barck, Jr.

and Nelson M. Blake; and "Musical

Trends in the 20th Century,” by
Notman Demuth,
The Ted Friends (Dorothy Kay)

yet Variety muggs in San. Fran-
cisco, motoring easLjn easy stages

with a Mayo Clinic stppoff in

Rochester, Minn., for checkups.

Both plan a flying quickie to Eu-
rope, Friend was formerly amuse-
ment ed of the N. V. Mirror, and
Miss Kay a. Broadway p.a.

James H. Ratliff, Jr., reporter, amples of men carrying out a dan-

headed the employes’ committee gerous assignment, Stanley Field,

and was made temporary vice- chief of radio production for the

president of the new corporation. Defense Department, accepted the

He said payment to Portsmouth awards.
,

will be made with $900,000 pledged Approximately 100 newsmen
by . employes, $1,000,000 pledged

from all parts of the United States
by other Cincinnatians and $6,000,- attended the Headliners affair this
000 from a bond issue, to be sold year It started Friday evening (6)

by Halsey, Stuart Sc Co., New York, and concluded Saturday night (7).

when clearance is obtained from
the Securities and Exchange Com-
mission.

Enquirer executives and em-
ployes are to retain their old posts,

according to Ratliff. ' Roger Ferger,
publisher, was named president of

a seven-man board of directors,

two of them from Portsmouth.
Cyrus S. Eaton, Portsmouth’s

president and board chairman, is

a political foe of Sen. Robert A.

Taft of the family that owns the
Times-Star.

Hulbert Taft, Times-Star editor,

in a front-page editorial, said he
read the news of the sale “without
rancor and indeed without regret. "<

The editorial stated that the Times-
Star offer was "a big one" when
made five or six months ago, and
since then rising production costs

and a decline in earnings caused
a bear market in newspapers."
When making the offer, Taft

pledged "that no employes would
be dismissed for reasons of econ-
omy" and said editorially that

when a controversy developed in

the final two weeks "ownership of

the Enquirer lost a good deal of

its attractveness for- us under such
conditions."

‘Open Warfare’
Continued from pate 1

By Frank Scully

I
Hollywood.

Luce-Look 'Saucers’ Feud
When Life mag ran "Have We

Visitors From Space?" in its April

7 Issue, advancing the theory that

this is the only explanation for

flying saucers, the science staff of

Look saw a chance to score on its

rival and worked up "The Truth
About Flying Saucers" which bore
the byline of Dr. Donald H. Men-
zel, Harvard professor of Astro
Physics

,
and assistant director of

solar research. Menzel found na-
tural physical explanation for the
strange phenomena.
The Luce publications got wind

of the Look blow-down, found it

was coming out in the June 17
Look, and got to Prof. Menzel
quickly. The result was a third
article, which appeared in the June
9 issue of Luce’s Time, "Those
Flying Saucers— An Astronomers’
Explanation," in which Menzel
smoothed over his blast in. Look at
Life. The Time and Look pieces by
the prof appeared simultaneously,
with Look staff doing a burn at
the star-gazer.

viewee? Newspapermen claim

they have no objection to studio

shows set up by the networks for

such purposes, but aver they

might have a restraint of trade ob-

jection against the net if the lat-

ter continue to insist on cutting in

on their press conferences.

Eds, in addition, * cite another
facet to the situation which has
irked them. That's the way the TV
cameramen interfere with re-

porters by shouting at them to get

out of camera range during a press
meet. Editors point to the recent
attempt by TV to cover a post-

fight locker-room session with a
winning boxer for the first time,
after the last Sugar Ray Robinson
bout. Every time a reporter, fight-

ing to make himself heard in the
crowded room, stood up to attract

Robinson’s attention, he was rudely
told by

.
one of the TV lensers to get

out of the way.

Netwprks, meanwhile, are stand-
ing on their contention that, as a
new means of communication, they
have every right to participate in
press conferences.

Valldemosa
Continued from pace 3

Levittown (Pa.) Gets a Daily

Establishment of a dally news-
paper in Levittown, Pa., a new
Bucks County' community estab-
lished with the building of the
U. S. Steel plant nearby was an-
nounced in Atlantic City Satur-
day (7).

Announcement came after a con-
ference attended by Holland L.
Adams, publisher of the Press-
Union Newspapers and the Bethle-
hem (Pa.) Globq-Times; Samuel
Ungerleidcr, Jr., associate editor of
the Press-Union Newspapers and
president of the Press-Union Print-
ery; Bernard Glaser, general man-
ager of the Press-Union Prfhtery;
William Levitt, builder of Levit-
town, Pa., and Ralph W. Myers
of Carl Byoir Associates. The
Press-Union properties are all lo-

cated in Atlantic City, Adams ac-
quired possession pf the Press-
Union papers a year ago last

March and shortly afterwards
bought the Atlantic City Tribune,
owned by Ungerleider,

,

the latter
coming into the resort organiza-
tion as an associate editor. The
Tribune was merged with * the
Press-Union.
Adams will be president and

publisher of the new .paper and

"Best
Series,

Best Play Series

American Plays;. Third
containing the complete

texts of 17 plays of the 1945-51
period, has been gamering space
in the columns of the dailies’ legit
critics as well as on the book re-
view pages. Tome, edited by John
Gassner, brings up to date his
series of anthologies, including 79
plays staged since 1916.

.The book, published by Crown,
also Includes supplementary lists

of musical and non-musical dramas,
a bibliography, antiques of the
playwrights and' Gassner’s intro-
duction, outlining main trends in
the American theatre since World
War II.

CHATTER
Lestev Gaba's "Art of Window

Display" published by Thomas Y.
Crowell yesterday (Tues.).

Norman Kent, former managing
editor of American Artist, named
art director for True mag.

Marios Ploritis, secretary of the
Athens Film

and the Trocadero, where you can
bring your own lady if you want
and be tolerated, or come alone
and take what the house has to

offer and be preferred.

The class place is Tito’s, perched
high on the cliff among the better
hotels and higher than the down-
town habitues can stand for price.

It specializes in $8 • champagne,
Spanish dancers, flamenco singers,

and a feverish orchestra to which
a pause between dance sets is un-
thinkable.

The Mediterraneo Gran hotel
goes ultra-sedate twice weekly with
authentic folk dancing, a 21-person
presentation in full costume, re-
plete with prancing, guitar and
mandolin-picking, hooked-fingered
whirling of bloomered men and
cotton-stockinged girls, through
Majorcan versions of boleros, ma-
teixas, jotas and parados. It isn’t

exciting or commercial, but it’s

colorful and saves the tired sea
side relaxers reading without un-
derstanding the guidebook chapter
on the Balearic bounce and how it

grew.

One of the reasons for the rise

in tourist interest is the immediate
proximity of so many Americans

the late Helen E. Hokinson, "There
Are Ladies Present,” coming from

fjngerleider will be vice-president A. S. Barnes in September,
and editor. Glaser will be general Arthur Koestler’s first volume
manager. The newspaper will be of his autobiog, "Arrow in the
a.i afternoon standard-size publi- Blue," due from Macmillan in
cation and will begin appearing as September. It covers the period to
soon as a 20,000 square foot mod- 1931.

Critics Circle, in _

Hollywood to interview stars, start- who are stationed in Europe in the
ing with Gary Cooper. armed services.

New collection of cartoons by

Legit Followups
- -

1t Continued from pace Si

Hollywood now has the chancy, thanks to the breakthrough opened

up by the Supreme Court in the "Miracle" case, to put its personal

courage to the test. Otherwise, it will not be worthy to polish tht

shoes of the press and radio in this .fight for free expression.

Up to now the picture biz has been like a one-armed non-combatant.

It could cheer but it couldn’t jeer.

Headline-hunters sensed its vulnerability and has never ceased to

take advantage of it. No congressional committee would dare go after

the newspaper biz (and it is a biz just ns much as the picture industry)

as all of them have gone after Hollywood. The reason they wouldn’t

is because they know that newspapers can slap* you in the puss as well

as oh the back. The picture biz has. that power, too, but, it has been

too scared to forge such a two-edged sword. So it either puffs up^ every

agency for the further enslavement of individual liberty, or it confines

its hostility to locker-room forensics against the power-hungry agency.

That “The Caine Mutiny" should be flying the flag of the No. 1 best-

seller for a year and never be molested by any branch of the Federal

government, only to be forced to change its course and head for the

open seas When the opportunity presents itself to become the Picture

of the Year, is disgusting proof of the valor of publishers and the fears

of producers.

That this has happened to the bravest producer in the biz is an in-

dication of the moral fibre of his allies. To argue that, after all, pic-

tures are made with other people’s money and You. can’t fight a whole

,Navy in the name of entertainment is to forget that books are also

made with other people’s money, and you c$n fight a whole Navy in

the name of entertainment.

Gave Proof Thru the Nite

It all narrows down again to personal integrity and personal courage,

and publishers on all levels have demonstrated So often that they fly

the flag with the slogan, "Don’t Tread On Me," that the top brass

wouldn’t dare throw a pineapple at this ensign in the middle of the

night, let alone have the nerve to order it lowered in broad daylight.

I’ve had plenty of opportunity to test these degrees of courage in

various media of communication and entertainment, and must doff my
beret to publishers. They’ve got where they are through guts, Therg
is no other way for others to. get there. Within publishers’ organiza-

tions there are plenty of people who hang on to their jobs by feeding

fears to their superiors, but it is a fact that an author who shows the

courage of his convictions can ride over these ' like a tank over a

fairway.

To get a faint idea of how far liberty has skidded in the free world,

consider where an organization * like the Poetry Society of America
would he rated today. The outfit was lousy with guiltrby-association.

When organized before the first World War it held its first meeting in

the house of John Wheeler, now head of Bell Syndicate. Among the

early members were George Sylvester Yiereck, Joyce Kilmer,- Amy
Lowell, Nina Wilcox Putnam, Edward Markham, Edna St. Vincent
Millay, Sara Teasdale, Blanche Shoemaker Wagstaff, Max Eastman,
Tony Sarg, Alla Nazimova, Emma Goldman, Lincoln Steffens, Wallace
Irwin, George Middleton, Alan Seegar, Bill Hayward and those two
grand old wig-wearers, Ella Wheeler Wilcox and Laura Jean Libby,

Two Died at Heroes

That two of their number subsequently died as heroes on the field

of battle . (Seegar and Kilmer) would not spare them today -from a

measure of disgrace when one of their number (Viereck) went to jail

for subversive activities, a second (Eastman) went on trial for similar

hostility to our part in the war, and a third (Hajnvard) took it on the
lam for Russia before he could be apprehended. Today all of them
would be pre-judged if their names were found on a letterhead along
with Yiereck’s, Eastman’s and. Hayward’s. Today that would be taken
as proof that the Poetry Society had been captured by Communists
and fellow-travelers whose first objective was to take over all publica-
tions under the guise of defending free verse.

I realize that as early as 1822 the Supreme Court • has' upheld the
authority of Congress to punish a private person for conduct deemed
contemptuous of the national legislature, but it was a filched power as
far back as 1792, and as late as 1880, in the case of Kilboum vs.

Thompson, the filching got a good kick in the teeth. But since that
time legislative committees have ridden herd on their 'employers (the

voters) and collected on swindle sheets for junkets that would make a
nice national debt all by themselves. Practically no legislation, good
or bad, resulted from these guerrilla wars on a free people.

As for these extra-legal pressure groups and their interminable
blacklists, picket lines and finger exercises; it should be pointed out
to. them that two can play that game as well as one. If the perpetra-
tors will not listen to reason and the Decalog’s idea of fair play, pick-
eting them in reprisal might change their tune. If it hurts a picture
to be picketed, it certainly won’t help such a hostile organization’s
national convention to be placarded with .examples of past frailties of
some of its members. Every organization has its black sheep. It isn’t

hard to find them and no task at all for the exploitation directors of
the picture industry to balloon up the entire organization’^ guUt-by-
association, thereby doubling in no-trump the shellacking"these organi-
zations have given to the. whole picture industry.

The situation calls for not only courage but some measure of humor
—the humor not of lowly clowns but of superior minds. People like

Swift, Twain,' Hereford, even Rogers. In this connection it will be in-

teresting to see how Warner Bros, presents Will Rogers in this political

year. At least half of his humor would be deemed contemptuous of
the national legislature today.

era plant is constructed. A large
site adjacent the shopping area in
Levittown has been selected.

N. Y. Daily News Up To 4c

Tabloid N.Y. Daily News ups its

price from 3c to 4c Monday (16),
stating that increase was required
by higher production and news-
print costs.

Rival ayem tab, the Mirror, told
Variety it’s "considering a boost,"
but no decision has been made yet.

Headliners’ Awards
Korean war radio and newsreel

correspondents were honored in
Atlantic City Saturday (7) when
they were presented .with valor
medals by the National Headliners’
club at the annual awards luncheon
at the Ritz-Carlton hotel.
One of ti\e 18 achievement

awards previously announced was
granted posthumously to Capt.
Philip IV. Brewing, of the U. S. Air
Force, who failed to return from a
mission filming the war in Korea

i mi 1
1 i

Norman Taurog writing a 2,000-
word article on film direction for
the New World Encyclopedia, pub-
lished by Ferrell 3c Coombs in
Toronto, Can.

Theodore Pratt, novelist and
screen writer, is moving from
Boca Raton to Gotham for the
summer, simultaneously with pub-
lication of his "Golden Sorrow."
Kurt Frings has signed George

Landy (ex-Leland Hayward and
Frank Vincent agencies) to head
literary department of the Frings
agency, Landy heads east next
month.

N. W. Ayer agency has lost the
Ladies Home Journal account, af-
ter some 15 years in which it cre-
ated the "never underestimate the
power of a woman" slogan. New
agency not chosen yet.

Sterling Press is hunting for a
Mr. and Mrs. LeBest, address un-
known, whose manuscript “Sym-
phonic Love” publisher David
Boehm wants to put between
covers. House has canvassed sev-

somehow more plausible and sym-
pathetic, but also more important
to the story. This effect is prob-
ably emphasized ,b> the increasing
legitimacy with which Cook plays
the role. The straighter he plays
it the funnier he becomes. He still

hokes It up a bit, but is giving an
eloquent lesson in comedy timing,
if Miss McNamara has the percep-
tion and ability to'learn it.

As the earnest,
0

harassed young
architect, Barry Nelson is .still giv
ing a solid comedy-feed perform-
ance, although at the show caught
last week he tended occasionally to
pick up Miss McNamara’s hurried
pace, Ralph Dunn remains effec-
tive in the only other part, the
heroine’s slug-before-thinking de-
tective-father. In general, too, the
Herbert comedy -impresses again
as an unpretentious, expert concoc-
tion of commercial fluff. Hobe.

I Am a Camera
(Empire, N. Y.)

As substitute femme lead in "I
Am a Camera" during Julie Harris’
absence for a film assignment,

Barbara Baxley is doing remark-'
ably well in an impossible assign-
ment. Miss Harris’ portrayal as

Sally Bowles, the frightened, ex-
hibitionist heroine of John van
Druten’s dramatization of Christo-
pher Isherwood’s “Berlin Stories,"

was a gem of flamboyant, nervous
acting winning, her rave reviews,
star billing and the citation

-

for

best femme dramatic performance
of the season in the Variety poll

of the N. Y. drama critics. *

Without attempting Miss Harris’
bravura style of playing, Miss
Baxley has a different hut accept-
able approach to the part. And if

she misses some of her predeces-
sor’s pyrotechnics, she nevertheless
gives a vigorous, colorful and
varied performance. The comedy
seems milder, but the emotional
scenes are just about as effective.

The cast change does reveal,
however, that the van Druten play
itself is better than the original
reviews indicated. Just as in the
cases of the same author’s "Voice
of the Turtle" and “Bell, Book, and
Candle," the luminous perform-

ances of the original stars tended
to minimize the value of the script.
And just as was so conclusively
demonstrated with the previous
plays, the inherent quality of the
scripts was such that various sub-
sequent combinations of actors
were able to handle them success-
fully. On this repeat visit, "Cam-
era" also stacks up a stronger play
than it first seemed.
Of the other members of the

cast, William Prince seems even
better than before In the thankless
role of the observer who plays an
unobtrusive straight to the other
characters; Marian Winters is now
hitting a bit too hard as the courage-
ous Jewish girl; Martin Brooks has
held to his original level admirably
as her confused sweetheart; Olga
Fabian is still persuasive aS the
thoughtless Berlin landlady; Ed-
ward Andrews clicks as the hys-
terically frivolous playboy, .

and
Catherine Willard is convincing as
a self-righteous British mother.
"Camera" remains an enthralling

drama and an entertaining show.
- Hobe.
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LawiNftttce

producer, due from- the Coast in

July for a brief Visit

Ben Washer haa shut down his

flickers for the summer and
spending three, months at. West-

hampton ‘ Writing*
*

RKO veep Phil Rfelsman started

u new Pudnicks International club

while in Paris* He returned on the

Liberte yesterday (Tues.),
- *

Foreign pie distrih Ilya Lopert

heads for Europe June- 21 on his

annual jaunt in search of product

for U. S. He'll he gone six-weeks.

Met* soprano - Patrice Munsel,
who became Mrs* Robert, Schuler
yesterday (Tues.), sailing today on
the Queen Mary as is playwright

S. N. Behrman.
Anne Plnkus, aide to. George

Gruskin of .William Morris ,
agency,

flying to El Rancho Vegas, Las
Vegas, and one Week In Beverly
Hills on vacash.

Joe Roberts, former flack for Da-
vid O. Selznick, named by. Interna-
tional Boxing Club to handle radio,

TV and newsreel publicity _for the
Robinson-Maxim fight.*

Lloyd Bridges, featured in Stan-
ley Kramer’s upcoming United
Artists release, "High Noon,” in

from the Coast over the weekend
for a brief vacation*.

Paramount’s Continental chief-
tain, John B. Nathan, who brought
his two sons over to be with their
mother m California,"returns to his
Paris HQ the end of this week
after h*o. huddles.

Michael Browne, Broadway and
Hollywood player, leaves this week
for Toronto, where he’ll be gen-
eral production stage manager and

S
lay roles in eight shows - at the
[elody Fair there.

Lorraine Allen (ex-Mrs. Xavier
Cugat) to the Coast to close her
Bevhills apt. prior to opening at
the Last Frontier, Lias Vegas, June
28, and thence back to Europe to
resume her holiday.

Spanky McFarland, former kid
star of "Our Gang” comedies, is

now a corporal with the U. S.
Army in Korea. McFarland, whose
real name is Bill Church, is now
a 26-year-old 250-pourfder.

Modern American paintings, fur-
niture, hooked rugs and other art
objects from the estate of the late
Ernst Lubitsch, ,the film producer,
will be auctioned off in N. Y. to-
morrow (Thurs.) and Friday. ~ *

French ‘Tourist Bureau chieftain
Alexandre DeManziarly hosting a
cocktailery today (Wed.) for Paul
Derval and his wife, owners .of the
Folies-Bergere, Paris, on their
first N. Y. trip in 20 years.

Mildred Weisenfeld, executive di-
rector of the National Council , to
Combat Blindness and a speaker
at the redent Milton Berle testi-
monial dinner, elected to continue
at that post for the next year.
Loew’s veepee Joe Vogel quick-

ieing by air to France this weekend
on company business. His wife,
Bobbie, a wartime expatriate, pre-
ceding him today (Wed.); also by
air, to visit her kin in London.
Donald Buka back from Vienna

where he starred in "I Was Jack
Mortimer” along with Francis Led-
erer and- Joan Camden;’ Picture
was turned out by Trans-Globe
Films for. United Artists release.
Gino Arbib, ex-Raris agent, try-

ing to get U. S. citizenship but hav-
ing trouble because of past fascist
party membership in Italy. He’s
handling- the Jack Hylton-spon-
sored concert* tour for Beniamino
Gigli.

George McFadden (Edwards), 81,
toured the Keith Circuit as

part of Lawrence & Edwards and
last Worked in “Arsenic- and Old
Face, is marking his . ninth year
as a patient at .the Triboro Hospi-
tal, Jamaica.

* Ed Stillivans’ invitations out
the marriage of their , daughter

S"?abeth Davis (Betty) to Ensign
Robert Henry Precht, Jr., at the

the Good Shepherd,
Bevhills, June 27, with reception
to follow at the Bevhills Hotel.

°? America has taped an
interview in German with pic pro-

5udolph Lowenthal for

+h«
a4ca^ nei^t Sunday (15) during

thf,
®erli

? festival. Lowen-
JJJr ¥ a !ormer German producer

« been wording in Mexico
52SL5

1

? a?d is now about toresume lensmg jba Berlin.

t
-Tierney sailing on- the

Xlrte
toda7 (Wed.) for Britain,

rSKi
e costar with Clark

rS *»
le Metro’s "Never- Let Me

Gther showfoik < aboard in-
Rc*£r,

Coit- Ameche, im-
presario Sol Hurok, playwright

Be?le
eSSCe WiUiams and Milton

fTw
cl

\
fiew over yesterday

t
for hjts London. Palladium

SJ;{; ’S
me

.
16 (three weeks), along
Lay and CBS Coast

^S^ncity chief, Irving Fein. Edith
*na Bin Goetz flew over Sunday

Claudette Colbert and her hu*-!
b*nd,Dr. Joel Pressman; already
abroad, awaiting the Rehny-
Goetz party.
* Ernest (Loew’s Theatres) Emer-

•ling back yesterday (Tues.) from
European vacash. Recent return-
ers from abroad are George Marek,
RCA Victor . a.&r. chieftain, and
sohgsmith Harold

.
Arlen who left

the Lee Eastman-Edwin H. (Buddy)
M.orris-Harry Warren party and
flew home ahead of them. Latter
group also back yesterday.

—

Paris
Billy, Wilder resting before start-

ing a European trek. ,

Mezz Mezzrow off to U. S. ’to

round up an outfit for a French
tour.

Antonio Petrucci, head of the
Venice Film Festival, getting the
Legion of Honor.
Jean Chevrier replacing Jean

Marais as Neron in "Britannicus”
at the Comedie-FrancAise..

Francois Perier will direct and
star in a new legiter, “The Meet-
ing,” written by Jean Pierre Au-
mont.

New York City Ballet back' here
for run from June 9 to June 26
after its- success during recent cul-
tural fCst •_

Bateau Mouche being turned^
into a boat nitery by Gus and Boris
Vian with a satirical show, “Galli-
cisms,” featuring Olga Kent, to
open first.

Francoise Arnoul Into Henri
Decoin pic, “Ghost and the Coffin”
which will be made in Spain in
English,"French, Italian and Span-
ish versions.

Jean Rapaport, w.k. in interna-
tional show biz dealings as an at-
torney, invited by Clark H. Getts

I

lecture b u r e a u . in N. Y., for
I
American spieling.

Sidney Bechet to Switzerland,
backed by Claude Luter orch, for
a series of concerts. Nelson Wil-
liams will take over the Vieux
Colombier spot until he returns.

Cleveland
By Glenn C. Pullen

Mindy Carson at Hollenden
Vogue Room for fortnight.*

Ray Elias quit Play House public-
ity staff to try luck in New York*

Bud Wendell, WJMO,' quitting
radio to enter food biz in Chicago.

. Bill Farrell, disk crooner, back
in hometown at Moe’s Main Street
Club.
Roxy turned out lights, leaving

burg without burlesque for first

tiriie in years. -

Herbie Miller closed Ritz, nabe
pic house owned *by family, and
trying to sell it.

Skybar, owned by Phil Basch
and Earon Rein, reopened as a
black-and-tanner.
“China Doll Revue” playing

three weeks at Alpine Village,
booked' by Frank Sennes.
Both RKO Palace and Hipp

charging $2.40 for special telecasts
of June 23. Robinson-Maxim fight.

Russ Carlyle taking family as
well as orch to Cal-Vada Lodge at
Crystal Bay on Lake Tahoe; Nev.,
June 19 for two-month engage-
ment. '

After current “Call Me Madam,”
the legit Hanna is renting hoiise to
indie group sponsoring “Good
Night Ladies” June 25 for three
weeks.

Pittsburgh
By Hal Cohen

Radio editor Si Steinhauser cele-
brated 35th wedding anni,

Helen Ryman named pub-ad
director of Hotel’ Sheraton.
Florence Fisher Parry will be

okay following serious, injuries in

an auto crackup.
First week of Three Suns* fort-

night engagement at Bill Green’s
set a record for the room.

Sally Rand headlining at Carou-
sel and Will Mastin Trio starring
across the street at Copa.
Polly Rowles will be Melvyn

Douglas* leading lady in strawhat
tryout of “Season With Ginger.”
Tom Bate back as stage produc-

tion manager for Civic Light
Opera- after

. ah absence of four
years.
“Wonderful Good” closes • at

•Playhouse Saturday (14) but “Hap-
py Time” continues through
July 5.

Kerima In town yesterday (Tues.)
exploiting “Outcast of the Islands,”
her last stop before returning, to
England.

Frannie TokAy, of summer opera
company ensemble for six seasons,
got- her degree from Barnard Col-
lege in N. Y.
Penn joining the Fulton and

Hargift in theatre-telecasting Robin-
son-Maxim fight, making total of
nearly 7,600 seat*.

frVV

London
Kirsten Flagstad due in from

Stockholm.
BUI Batchelor, publicity director

fqr Loudon Films, in hospital for
operation. ,

Barron Polan, here for a* week,
on to Paris for four days; returns
to plane June 13 to N.Y.

Steve Broidy and Norton Ritchie,
Monogram toppers, due in next
week on a routine looksee. .

Kenneth Giniger in town on last
hop of a European tour contacting
all the British publishing houses.
The Leslie Maedonhells off to

the south of France on four-week
vacation as guests of Ray Ventura.

Celia Johnson taking over the
Peggy. Ashcroft role in “The Deep
Blue Sea” when latter vacations in
August.

Sophie Tuoker to the Continent
for two-week vacation in Paris and
Rome before beginning her pro-
vincial tour. 8

"Marius Goring, whcr scored hit
in new TV feature, “Solo Perform-
ance,” is to play quick return on
this program.
Yma Sumac’s one-night stand at

the Albert Hall drew a capacity
audience of around 8,000. She fol-
lows on with a provincial concert
tour, ^

.Richard Altschuler arrived in
London for world preem of Re-
public’s “The Quiet Man,” which
opened simultaneously in London
and Dublin.

'

Canfield Smith and “Snodgrass”
here on return visit, opening at
Boumvnouth for Harold Fielding
June 2 with his date book full for
the whole year.

Elizabeth Taylor who has been
in London since her marriage to
Michael Wilding returning to Hol-
lywood next week. Wilding expects
to follow shortly.

Richard Afton, producer of TVs
‘Top Hat,” is trying to get Saul
Grauman- and Co., currently fea-
tured on the London Palladium
bill, a$ a feature for his next show,
George Formby, who has been

on the sick list for the last two
months since he quit the lead in
“Zip Goes a Million,” intends to
retire permanently from the thea-
tre.

Bob Barnett, head of Embassy
Club, off to Paris shortly to see
the show at the Drap d’Or which
stars Elizabeth and Dell Adaml so
as to book them for the Embassy
for opening of season in September.
Abe Aronsohn, co-director of'the

Embassy Club and the 400 Club
with the Barnett Bros., has delayed
his annual visit to London until
the. end of June because unable to
get ship accommodations' any ear-
lier.

Haryey Stone, currently at the
Palladium, headlines a vaude pro-
gram at the Bournemouth Pnvil-
lion Monday (16) and the Manches-
ter Hippodrome the following
week. Further bookings are de-
pendent on the' date of his Copa-
cabana opening,
Ernest Bret, general manager of

Associated Hotels, India, here on
buying spree of bands and cab-
aret talent. In conjunction with
Fosters agency, he has already
lined up Eddie Carroll band, Fred-
die Bamberger and Pam, ana Stut-
hart, among others.

Portland, Ore.
'

By Ray Feve*
Wlter Hoffman, Paramount field

man, in town for a day,
Jimmy Dorsey orch at Jantzen

Ballroom for a one-niter last Fri-
day (6).

Rival Bros, and Wallace' A: Car-
roll in at Clover Club -for two
frames. •

•

“Ice Follies” in second week ,at

the Portland Arena- apd biz con-
tinues good.
George and Mary Amato back at

their nitery after a brief visit to
their Cave Club in Vancouver,
B. C.
Lowe, Hite & Stanley, Robert

O’Leary; and Ruth Kinney in at
Amato’s Supper Club ,. for two
weeks.

Charles Skouras in town for a
couple of days, to look over his
Evergreen Theatres and talk about
TV for his houses.

Philadelohia
By Jerry Gaghan

Larry Wilde, emcee at Chubby’s,
received his B.A. degree in absen-
tia from U. of Miami.

‘

Agent Joel Charles has finished
a third of his book, “Life with the
Comedians.” John C. Winston Is

publishing.
John Carradine’s recent click at

Rendezvous led to rebooking the
actor for a new series of readings,
Monday (9).

Stan Levy, long a nitery fixture
here with his trio, has left to join
Stan Kenton’s band at the Towne
Casino, Cleveland.
Don Luisi, *of the Embassy Club

duo, Don 4c Terry, will have his

ymmi * >a
-TT-v^T ,T3

’“Piano- Sonata” Introduced by the
Oklahoma Symphony*
Benjamin Franklin Hotel’s “Va-

rieties on lee” in .the Garden Ter-
race Room winds up run~at' mid-
night June 28, completing nine-
and-a^half straight * years of rink
revues at the spot.

. Gene Baylos and Joel Gray, who
open tomorrow (Thurs.) at the
Latin Casino, will, headline the last
show of the season. Casino shut-
ters June 20 to reopen In Septem-
ber. 'Cocktail lounge will continue
operations, however, with musical
combos.

*

**

Westport, Conn.
By Humphrey. Doulens

Edna Ferber to Europev
Cheryl Crawford at New Canaan,
Victor Borge back at his farm

from Denver dates.

Hunt B?o*. Circus spending this
week in Fairfield County towns
and doing well.

Dorle Jarmel and Dario. Soria
of Cetra-Soria Records have opened
•their country house.

George Comden, lessee of Fine
Arts Theatre (films) withdrawing
after 23 years at stand.
Benny Goodman added to list of

soloists for Connecticut “Pops”
opening at Fairfield, June. 20.

Katherine Shea, who books
legits into Bridgeport, handling
seat sale for Melody Fair this
summer. *
Kaye Connor, wife of George

Britton, current lead in “South
Pacific,” shares soprano leads with
Lois . Hunt at Melody Fair this
summer. ' *

Chicago
Ernie -Martin drove in to look^see

cast of “Guys and Dolls.”.
Larry Parks. 4c Betty Garrett

bring their package to the Chicago
Theatre Friday (13).

Lois Andrews stopped by on her
way to N, Y. to try out for the
Rose Marie part in “Top Banana.”
'Rock Hudson in to visit friends

and do some interviews,. Likewise
Kerima, starlet of “Outcast of the
Islands.”

Marshall Migatz, strawhat pro-
ducer, up to Ann- Arbor to see de-
but of Constance Bennett’s' new
vehicle, “A Date With April,”
which opens his season tomorrow
‘(Thurs.).

San Diego
By Donald Freeman

Betty Rowland, peeler, booked at
Hollywood Theatre.
Dave McIntyre subbing for Gene

Peach, Evening Tribune film critic,

on vacation.
Ned Armstrong handling pub-

licity and promotion for La Jolla
Summer Playhouse.
Kay Brown and Maynard Fer-

guson's band drew good crowd in
one-nighter Saturday (7) at Tria-

non Ballroom.
Chief Thundercloud, the Lone

Ranger’s Tonto, appeared at Mid-
way Drive-In Theatre for three
days starting Monday (9),

Atlantic City

By Joe W. Walker
Yacht Club has Carol Toy Lowe,

Toni Adams.
'

Club 15 displaying Illona Knight,
Shem LaRue, Fran Carol plus line.

Traymore's Submarine Room to

feature top society orchs this sea-

son, sez owner Larry Tlsch.

The 500 Club offering the Har-
monicaires, - Marilyn' Ray, “Pat”.
Cameron with Lee Henderson girls.

Deems Taylor here Friday night
(6) as narrator -Of 36-man, H&ddon
Hall Symphonette under Harold
Ferrin for benefit of .Atlantic
County Chapter of American' Can-
cer Society.
George A. Hamid, Sr., donated

Saturday’s Steel Pier proceeds to
resort Girl Scouts to augment their
camp fund. Joan Edwards is vaude
feature with Frankie Carle band in
Marine Ballroom.

Minneapolis
By Les Rees

Edyth Bush Little Theatre hold-
ing over “Two Blind Mice.”
John Compton pacted to play

leads with Old Log strawhatter.
Hotel Minnesotan Panther Room

has singing comedienne Wella
Gallez. x
George Shearing playing third

engagement at St. Paul Flame
which resumed show policy with
Georgie Auld.
Manager Jimmy Nederlander of

Lyceum in from Detroit to handle
one-night stand of “The Heartless
Troll,” original opera presented by
Carlton College Theatre.
Annual “Christmas in June”

stage and screen benefit show
scheduled for Radio City June 27
with- proceeds used to buy dolls
for needy little girls for Christ-
mas.

Hollywood
Alice Faye to Dallas,
Otto Preminger in from N. Y,
Bill Thomas laid up with virus.
Jack L, Waftier left for Europe.
Marilyn Monroe planed to Buf-

falo. .

Frank Lovejoy planed in from
Brazil, i

Louis B. Mayer.airlined .to ‘Cin-
cinnati.
Veronica Lake divorce^ Andre

De Toth.
Bud Abbott laid.up with an in-

fected leg. 1 '•

Teet Carle vacationing in the
northwest.

Carl Ravazza .bought a cattle
ranch near Reno,
Eddie Cantors celebrated their

38th wedding annl,
Hedy Lamarr going to Mexico

City, for TV shows.
Peggy Lee finalized her divorce

from David Barbour,
Beverly Barnes Fix filed suit to

divorce Jay . Steward
Ron Randall in town after a

stage tour in “Candida.”
Penny Singleton to San Antonio

for cerebral palsy show. -

Barbara Fuller LaRue won a di-
vorce from Lash LaRue.
Eleanor Parker up and around

after, a series of illnesses.
Ron Rosson in .from Indonesia

for confabs at Paramount.
John Wayne and Edward Lud-

wig planed in from Honolulu.
Agnes de Mllle awarded honor-

ary degree by Millar College.
Nate Splngold in from N. Y. for

huddles with Stanley Kramer.
Raymond Hatton in town after

seven weeks of eastern touring.
Joan Crawford in town - after

three weeks of personal appear-
ances.
Arlene Dahl in town after hos-

tessing the auto races in Indian-
apolis.

Broken bones will keep Alan
Ladd’s hand in a cast ior several
weeks.
Mala Powers home after six

weeks in the hospital with a hlood
ailment
Carey Wilson to Dallas as prin-

cipal speaker at the Texas COMPO
meeting.
Lewis Stone suffered a heart at-

tack and withdrew from Metro's
“Sombrero,”
Keenan Wynn lining up a new

series of star junkets to entertain
servicemen.

Malvina Fox out of the hospital
to recuperate at home from a thy-
roid ailment.
Gene Nelson and Virginia Gib-

son to Springfield, Mo., ffer per-
sonal appearances.

Paul Small returned from Mex-
ico City where he huddled with
Miguel Aleman, Jr.
Roy Rogers and Dale Evans to

Houston for appearance at the
Billy. Graham revival.
Paul Fielding in from Cincinnati

to confer with Steve Fisher about
his new play, "Cincinnati.” -

Vittorio Gassman gave a recital
from the works of Italian poets
at a benefit for Italian war * or-
phans.
Jean Hersholt donating his col-

lection of autographed Sinclair
Lewis first editions to the Library
of Congress.
Moshe Sharett, Israel’s minister

of foreign affairs, will be guest of
honor at a luncheon sponsored by
Samuel Goldwyn at Mike Roman-
off’s June 13.

Madrid
By Geeno Garr

Legit star Maruja Garcia Alonso
back in Spain after many seasons
in South America..
The Pasapoga nightclub using

special 'biils* of acts every night to
celebrate its 10th amii.
The * Fontoria has bobked the

Jaime Pocovi and Diaz Cepdfa
bands for the summer season.
Revue company of Jubaqulm

Gasa touring Spain this month
prior to an Italian tour in July and
August.

Paquita Rico', dancer and singer
who recently scored in pix, formed
her own producing .company, the
Cire Films.
Dolores Del Rio coming to Spain

to star in a pic directed by Antonio
Momplet with Antonio Vilar as
leading man.

“Heart of .Stone,” an Agfacolor
pic produced in Germany by Paul
Verhoeven, in its eighth week at
the Rialto cinema.

Cast and crew of “Once Upon A
Time/’ directed by Hugo Fregon*
ese, have. been in location in Sego-
via before starting work in a local
studio.
Pepe Iglesias, Argentine come-

dian, under contract to Cesareo
‘Gonzales, to star in a film which
will be directed by Ramon
Torrado.

Raf Vallone, Elena Varzi and
Emma Penella, stars of “The
Eyes,” a pic directed by Saenz de
Heredia, now near completion at

the BalleStrero. Studios, returned
to Rome where the film will be
finished.
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floodlighting: and lighting oJt sports
fields, died June 2 in Cleveland.

geokge h, goergens
George H. Gofrgens, 74, mofaon

picture pioneer for Dept, of Agri-

culture and inventor of several film

processes, died in St. Petersburg,-

C !

a W^hlngton, D, C„ resident for

40 years before moving to Florida

last year, Goergens was one of the

first film workers in the D^pt. of

Agriculture, now the top producer

of motion pictures in government.

He joined the bureau in 1911,

working there - continuously until

his retirement in 1943,

He invented a device to film

continuous growth of plants, as

well as of slow motion, pictures, a

medium first used by Allied armies
during World War I to discover

cause of jamming of machine guns.

During World .War II, he worked
with Hollywood director John Ford
In the Office of Strategic Services.

Survived by wife and a son.

BOB GRANT
Bob Grant, 50, orch leader, died

of a heart ailment in Washington
June 6. He Was to wind up a two-
year run at the Mayflower Hotel
there at the week’s end.

Grant, who became a bandleader
at the age of 18, had . appeared in
New York at the Hotel Plaza,
Savoy-Plaza Hotel and the Ver-
sailles nitery. He also had played
at Washington’s Hotel Statler. Mu-
sicomedy star Mary Martin got her
start with his- orch.

Survived .by wife, a daughter, his
parents and a brother.

.1 . IM mm

HAROLD RODNER
Harold Rodner, 62, v.p. of War-

ner Bros. Service Corp., died in
New York June 3. Rodner, who

show on WEDC, Chicago, for the
past 19 years, died in Chicago'
June 4.

In 1919, Voronko was proclaimed
presidentt-premier of the ' short-
lived- independent government of
the province of White Russia.

WILLIAM E. HAST
William Edward Hast, co-owner

of Hast & Amend, longtime concert
bookers and managers of the Civic
Concert Series in Columbus, died
in that city June 6* Hast and
Herman Amend formed the CCS
and hooking company 20.years ago.

Survived by wife, two brothers
and two sisters.

- IRVING ‘A. PARKER

.

Irving A. Parker, 44, orch lead-
er, died of a v heart attack June 2 in
San Antonio. He had recently
formed his own hand, the Rhythm*
aires. •.•••

His wife, three daughters and
two sons survive. Vi

Madeleine Robinson, 39, divorced
wife of jfilm director Edward Dmy-
tryk, was found dead in her Bev-
erly Hills apartment June 6. Miss
Robinson, who divorced Dmytryk
in 1947, was presumed to have- died
of an overdose of sleeping pills,

Eva Palmer Sikellanos, 77, cred-
ited with having inspired the re*
vival of the Delphic Festival in
Greece, died June 4 in Athens.
She was the widow of Greek poet
Angelos Sikelianos.

Louis L.‘ Schebe, 70, stage elec-
trician. for 50 years, died in Monti-
cello, N. Y., May 27. Surviving
are his Wife and daughter, latter

IN MEMORY OF

BOB GRANT
A Dear Friend and Loyal Colleague

May His Soul Rest in Peace

HILDEGARDE and ANNA

joined WB in .1928, began his pic
iz career in 1910 . when he

launched the first ^single reek fea-
ture exchange. *

t

•

Rodner subsequently joined'Box-
office Attractions as Philadelphia
manager. In 1915 he became asso-
ciated with the Alco Film Ex-
change and had several other sales
posts

, before going into business
for himself In 1922 with th6 Har-
old Rodner Film Exchange. He
gave this up to join WB.

Surviving are his wife, a broth-
er and two sisters.

BOBBY ‘TABLES* DAVIS
Bobby “Tables” Davis, vaude and

nitery performer, died of rinjuries
June 5 as a result- of‘ an auto
accident near Stroudsburg, Pa. Car"
in which Davis had been riding
on the way to a club date over-
turned. Agent Bert Jonas, a pas-
senger with Davis, was injured in
the crash.

u .
Davi? for many years did an

iron jaw” act and -played some
top theatre and cafe dates. He
worked the now defunct Diamond
Horseshoe, N. Y., several times. •

JANE FERRELL
Jane Ferrell, 73, former legit

actress, died in Newark, N.J., June
3. She began her career about the
turn of the century. Among the
Pjays in Which she appeared were
Nona,” “Pagan Lady” and “Gold

Diggers.”

.
She also played supporting roles

in many productions which starred
Lenore Ulric, having previously
served as her secretary for a num
ber of years.

ISABEL T. PELL
Isabel T. Pell, 51, former actresswho was aii agent in. the Free

drench underground during WorldWar II, died in New York June 5.
She made her debut in 1920 and

appeared m “Fools Errant” in NewYork in 1922.

ROBERT B. McINTYRE
Robert B. McIntyre, 70, pioneer

casting director, died May 31 in
Hollywood after a heart attack.
He was associated with Samuel

oh;L
<

i
wyn

J
for 34 7ears as casting

cnief and production manager, re-
tiring m 1949.

being the wife of Irving Tishman,
vaude producer.

Sir Desmond
.
MacCarthy, 75,

British drama, art and literary
critic, died in London June 7. His
work had been *appearing In the
London Sunday Times for the past
20 years. •

. Webb Jay, 82, founder of WIOD,
Miami, and retired automotive en-
gineer, died June 4 In Miami.

Belle Wilson von der Heide, 86,

former concert pianist, died in
Mount Vernon, N, Y., June 3,

Mabel Colcord, 80, oldtime stage
actress who also worked in pix>.

died in Los Angeles June 6.

Raymond Gregory, ,54, motion
picture projectionist, died May 30
in Hollywood.

Hugh Kidder, 72, stage, screen
and radio actor, died June 3 in
Hollywood.

. MARRIAGES
Charlotte Barrett to Cedric Fran-

cis, Beverly Hills, June T, He’s as-
sistant head of Warners’ short sub*
jects department.

Judith Ann Tanney to Lloyd E.
Hamburger, New York, June 7.

Bride is daughter of Joseph A.
Tanney, . head of S.O.S. Cinema
Supply Corp.

Barbara Ford to Ken Curtis, Las
Vegas, May 31. She’s daughter of
film director John Ford; he’s a
cowboy singer.

Harriet Talbot’ to Jerome Hersh*
man, New York, June 8. * Bride is

in the Broadway cast of “Guys and
Dolls.”

Brenda Doyle to Vincent Dowl-
ing, Dublin, May 29, Both are
actors.

Chris Brown to Pierre Kalust,
Yuma, Ariz., June 1. She’s secre-
tary of the Howard Mayer-Dale
O’Brien flackery.

Gail Homer to Jack DeHaven,
Pittsburgh, June 7. Groom’s a
salesman at WWSW there.

Diane Coscia to Jan Andree,
Pittsburgh, June 5.

' Groom’s a
Pitt disk jockey on WPIT.

Sara Macon to Boris Sagal, Hol-
lywood, June 4.„ Bride is secre-
tary for comic Jerry Lewis; groom
is In Frank Wisbar's story depart-
ment.

Joan Laurie to Bert Hollman,
Leeds, England, May 21. She’s
daughter of comedienne Gladys
Morgan; he’s latter's manager.

Jane Seligmann Strauss to Lee
Gore, San Antonio, June 6. Groom
is an account exec for WOAI-TV
there.

Betty Ann Lanin', to Lt. Eugene
S. Beckman, Jr., Philadelphia, May
29. , Bride is daughter of Howard
Lanin,* bandsman and package
show producer.

Lila Leeds to Irv Rochlin, Chi-
cago, June 8. Bride is former film
actress and singer; groom is a
pianist.

Widow of Patrick W. Mulderry,
co-developer of Albany’s film row,
and mother of Francis J. Mulderry,
manager of Mulderry Estate ex-
change properties, died June 8 in
Albany.

'

Frank Cane, 47, acting national
director of the USO during World
War II, died of a heart attack June
7 In Los Angeles. Wife and two
daughters survive.

William G. Blewer, vet theatre
pianist, died June 8 in Elsmere,
N. Y. He had played with pit
orchs in several Albany houses.
Wife survives.

Wallace Goodrich, 81, dean
emeritus of the New England Con-
servatory of Music, died in Boston,
June 6. Survived by his wife and
son.

Herbert Voges, organist who
played at the Olympia, Mall, State,
Stillman and Allen Theatres in
Cleveland, died in that city June 9.

Robert B. Rowley, owner of
WCIA, Ashtabula, O., and co-pub-
lisher of four Ohio newspapers,
died June 8 in Ashtabula.

Charles Drysdale, cinema mana-
ger, died in Edinburgh, Scotland,
May 22. He was with the Gaumont
group for many years.

Morris Lcshncr, projectionist at
the World Theatre, Philadelphia,
collapsed and died June 4 while on
his way tq work.

Richard Venema, 41, emcee,
known professionally as Dick Ver-
non, died in Chicago June 3. Wife
survives.

JOSEPH J. VORONKO
Joseph J. Voronko, 61, director

01 The w “Volga. ..Boatman”* nadic*

Tom E. Dean, comedian, died in
Manchester, England, May 21. He
was known professionally as Cliff

Carter.
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BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Burgess Meredith,

daughter, New York, June 3,
Mother is former dancer Kaja
Sundsten; father is actor.

Mr. and Mrs. James Walsh,
daughter. June 4, New York.
Father is floor manager with ABC-
TV in N. Y.

Mr, and Mrs. Steve Brodie, son,
Burbank, Cal., May 31. Father is
a film actor.

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Mills, daugh-
ter, Santa Monica, Cal., May 30.
Mother is the former Tanis Chand-
ler, actress; father is with Mills
Music.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank;,D.ane,r son, I

June 3, Chicago. Fathers a Chi
radio-TV actor.

Mr. and Mrs. Philip M. / Honey,
daughter,. New York, June 5.
Father is a member of Honey
Bros., aero team.

Mr. and Mrs. Morton Meyerson,
daughter; Rockville Centre, L. I.,

June 5. Father , is with 20th-Fox
homeoffice art department.

Mr. and Mrs. Ted Lydecker, son,
Hollywood, June 2. Father is head
of- Republic's special effects .de-
partment.

Mr. and Mrs. Tom Dowd, daugh-
ter, Boston,- June 2. Father is man-
aging director of Beacon Hill
Theatre there.

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Feinstein,
son, New Haven, June 2. Father
is WB zone manager in New Eng-
land.

Mr. and Mrs. Monty Jacobson,
son, Pittsburgh, May 27. Father is

manager and part owner of the
Carousel there.

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Purcell, son,
Pittsburgh, May 29. Father is a
bandleader.

Mr. and Mrs, Jim Shannon, son,
Pittsburgh, June 1. Father is an
announcer at KQV there.

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Blazer,
son, Pittsburgh, June 2. Father is

of the nitery team of Blizz & Burke.
Mr. and Mrs. John Poole, twin

daughters, Hollywood, May 30.
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the Aisle,” on Broadway.
Chevalier says he’ll stick in the

show until October. He is ‘selling

his home in Cannes, long a cote
d’Azur landmark,

.
and has taken a

house near Paris. He is not bitter

about the Commie tinge* because
of the Stockholm “peace” petition,

ascribed, to him, and says, !
4Wben

they want me in America, and they
ask me, I’ll be glad to 'come* I
am no Communist or Commie sym-
pathizer.”

Those Murderous Prices

More Expensive Than N.Y.
Class dining in Paris still brings

the average tab into the Colony-
21-Pavillon bracket, and Yank
tourists don’t think they should
travel 3,000 miles to pay $1,0 and
$15 a head in a Paris eatery. Espe-
cially since France is the bread
basket of the Continent and Its

cuisine is so renowned. And shop-
ping is cheaper in New York—ask
anybody! Only exception is Italy

and its shoes and leather goods.
The niteries are even worse. A

$4 and $5 minimum at the Copa
or Latin Quarter takes in lots of

things; here Scotch is 1,200 francs
($3.60 at

.
the legal rate); dubious

vlntaged wine is over 5,100 francs
(over $15) at the Drap d’Or (where
Edith Piaf was caught, and since
succeeded by Georges Ulmer), or
any, of the Franco-Russian fiddle
joints (Monseigneur’s Schehera-
zade, Casanova, Chez Florence,
Ciro’s, Dinarzade, etc.). Suzy
Solidor is at her Club ’de l’Opera;
there’s a new pop show at the
Moulin Rouge, now back to a re-
vue policy; the Rose Rouge and
the Quatre Saisons are hot spots
on the Left Bank; Jimmy's is the
combo Stork-Morocco, another uii-

alrconditioned bistro around the
corner from Le Dome, on the Blvd.
Montparnasse, which catches the
late dance crowd; there are the
usual cellar joints with their po-
litico skits, very Gallic and very
Inside-stuff; that’s true also of
Liberty’s, in Montmartre. Car-
roll^ has a cute personality, Ana-
belle, as femcee; it’s a pop cabaret
which is getting away more and
more from its original girl-meets-
girl influence. The Carousel is

the counterpart female-impersona-
tion joint, and there are still other
boy-meets-boy bistros of like

stature. La Nouvelle Eve, and its

companion Eve, also Les
_
Natur-

istes, are for -the tourists, 'full of
nudes, although the former puts
on a good show but charges heavi-
ly including a 1,200 francs ($3-

plus) admission; and then the $15
wine starts at the tables on top
of it.

There’s a tiptop pianologist,
Charlie Beal, a lamrrti&ter from
Harlem and 52d St., at the Cala-
vados, fave windup spot near the
Hotel George V, which is displac-
ing the Club dq Paris as the show
biz Winduppery. Beal has been
here six • months, after two and
half years in' Italy, and now sings
in multi-lingos but the accent is

still on W. C. Handy and Berlin.
Micheline Dax clicks at the Col-
lege Inn; (Miss) Dany Dauberson
is drawing at Chez (Maurice) Car-
rere, and the latter does a turn- 1

away biz at his roadhouse, of.week-
ends, when ' the Paris!, holte Is

closed, Edith '& Joyce .Peters, two-
thirds 'of the sister act (hat clicked
in * the ’'Foliesf

.
Bergere 'show last

summer, headline at’ . Dick Ed-
wards’ Ringside.

‘J’Aime Ike*

New York toy tycoon Louis
Marx, w.k. in show biz, is a per-
sonal pal of General Eisenhower,
and his “J'Aime Ike” buttons are a
big kick to the French as well as

the Americans. The Gallics get
the idea, and any Yank gal sport-
ing the hybrid Franco-American
slogan, “J'Aime Ike,” usually stops
traffic.

Billy Wilder regaled the Ritz
Bar bunch that Mike Romanoff dis-

tributes “I Like Mike” buttons;
that Jack Benny has one, “Ike
Likes Me,” etc.

In line with Franco-American
relations, the Commie influence
has given rise to sensitivities anent
the Yanks. One sees signs in
charcoal, “Les Americaines en
Amerique” and “Americans, Go
Home.” A film exec recounted
that one weekend, when he left

his golf club outside of Paris, he
saw a visiting American’s new car
addrned by the Commie legend,
“Americans, Go Home.”
More or less permanent Ameri-

cans resident in Paris are taking
out French licenses on their

which1 is literally a red spotlight on
the fact that you’re a stranger.

^Tidbits
London flower hucksters’ sign;

“This business smells.” ....

Fleet St,.-.’. (London, newspaper
row), which houses -most of the»
top ad agencies, features slogans
in its own ad$ to the effect they
are “incorporated practitioners in
advertising.” It stems from their
membership in the Society of In-
corporated Advertisers—the Brit-
ish counterpart of our 4A’s.

Italians serve no butter irt res-
taurants, except on request, on the
theory they put all the butter in
their pasta and other foods, hence
eat the bread dry. On the other
hand, catering to Yank tastes, one
boniface • saw an American put
cream on his fried potatoes, and
for a. time the former then put
cream on everything, including the
consomme.

.

Akin to “George Washington
slept here,” the Rome bistros and
eateries are overboard on press
clips and photos of Mary Pickford
and Douglas Fairbanks, who enjoy
a long memory abroad; Rita and
Aly; Orson Welles, Edward G.
Robinson, John Garfield.
Jean Hoskins, wife- of London

Express crime reporter Percy Hos-
kins (who scripts the NBC Scot-
land yard radio series, “Whitehall
1212,” which is radio-produced
abroad for Collie Small and Jack
Goldstein), will manage the Celeb-
rity Service in London, which Earl
Blackwell is currently setting up,
Blackwell plans one for Paris also.

Riviera Road Company
Of Las Vegas : Les Craps

It’s too early for the Riviera
season but a looksee at the Gran
Casino de Monte Carlo is sad and
almost grim with its cheap admis-
sion to one and all, excepting for
the “salle prive” for the higher
gamblers, and then 'the admission
fee is also commensurately higher,
-But the main brought-down is (1)
the slot-machines (the 20-franc
piece, or 6c, is the same size as
our nickje), and (2), the dice
table—singular. Maybe there are
more later -in the- season.

The croupiers were schooled in
the States and this Riviera road
company of Las Vegas is funny.
The cry of “le point (rhymes with
want) sont dix” is interspersed by
such Americanisms as "8’er from
Decatur.” One stickman dug up a
new one,- “Lena from Pasadena”
(av.c Gallic accent). You just

about expect ’em to say “Petite
Joe” and “Le Grand Dick” after

that. The play is in quarters and
halves, or the franc counterpart
thereof. ^
The British tourist Influence still

permeates the Riviera, Which was
sparked by British capital and
originally primed as an inexpensive
resort for retired English army
officers and their families, and
kindred pensioners. The inflation-

ary values have long since obtained
there. Right now it’s too early for
the “season,” which hits its peak
in July .and August. Actually the
Riviera was a winter resort basi-

cally hut, like the Florida summer
boom, the American influx forced
both winter and summer operation.

Juan-les-Pins is the fun factory
of the Cannes-Nice-Cap d’Antibes-
Monte Carlos belt. Many Paris
nitery and revue shows try out
herein midsummer, dr have
Riviera branches. -Niteries' are
given to al fresco entertainment,
such as Maxim’s with its musical
chairs and audience-participation
bits, emceed by Rene LeGrand;
male stripteasers (comic); manne-
quins in Bikinis as part of nitery
fashion shows; Yank bebop hands
(Sidney Bechet last year), etc.

Cagnes-sur-Mer, which divides
Nice and Cannes, with sea and
mountains on either side, will be
the scene of night trotters in Sep-
tember, and this night racing, it

is feared, will k.o. Deauville, which
gets the summer trade traditional-
ly.

It’s a great site for drive-ins, and
Harry Buxton, English exhib; is

planning to build some ozoners In
Cannes and Nice. If he does he’ll

have to do 'some juggling with the~
authorities on billing, as there are
no billboards in France, which
keeps the countryside more attrac-

tive than the prolifically ballyhooed
Italian roads. This hits the tourist

once past the Menton border, en.

route -to Genoa, where the ’Italian

publicists are as assertive in plug-

ging vermouth,' petrol, Palmolive
dropping*' ithe itryptyk tUTX), yasdsvunpt hueRstaww
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By ABEL GBEEN
—' Borne, June 17.

Italian film production is making
real strides, its aggressiveness and
pitch for Yankee goodwill remind-

ing of the pioneer J. Arthur Bank
days; in the. early postwar period,

when Bank* John Davis, et al.; first

manifested their ambitious world
market ideas.

. The- Italian Film Export (IFE) is

under the savvy direction of

Cbminr. . Eitel' Monaco, prez of

ANIGA (the “Erie Johnston office”).

Kenato Cruahno, president of the
International Federation of Film
Producers Assns., which- embraces
everything east and west of Holly-
ivbQd, is also the managing direc-
tcu.' Of IFE.

"Outfit has a good Italo-U. S. ap-

proach to merchandising and bally-

hoo under William Murray. The
entire industry, in fact, has designs
bq wider American ' screen time
than the casual art house bookings
•that Arthur L. Mayer-Joseph
Burstyn-Edward. Kingsley have
achieved with Roberto Rossellini,
Vittorio De Sica and kindred im-
ports.

’The Italian and French film pro-
ducers (such as Jean Renoir, now
working In Rome) hav& complete
awareness of the Joe, Breen pode
and are gearing their stuff accord-
ingly, Whether the realistic values

.' (Continued on page 22)
L<

Memo to U.S. Acts Playing

Canada: Better Yank Those

Politico Jibes and Jeers
Montreal, June 17.

:With the heavy interchange of
tourists between the U, S. and Can-
ada, the “3,000 miles of unguarded
border” and the obvious awareness
Of all Canadians regarding the
American political scene ^through
the medium of radio, TV *nd the
press, the. U. S. elections in No-
vember are pf more than a little in-
terest to Canucks.

Trading on the current .prelims
and the various, personalities in-
volved, many comedians and oth-
ers who tour the local circuit are
using y. S. political figures as tar-
gets to pad out routines, with only
fair -results. Regardless of how
cynical the local cafe patrons can
get about politics, the business of
angling barbs at the head of a
country and hi$ family, particular-

•ir’j
an^ island, is always re-

ceived—no matter how good the in-
tention—with ' something near em-
barrassment and slight distaste.
•The innumerable routines and

gags about Harry’s, piano playing
and Margaret’s singing have been
worked to a fare-thee-well, and their
obvious cheapness fails to amuse
even the greenest of the saloon
trade. The Roosevelt saga, when
sniped at, and anything regarding
mrs. Roosevelt’s present activities
or some of the crude impressions

(Continued on page 56)

Just a Freak
Val -Irving, personal man-

ager. complained, “I
.
got a

singe)* who stops the show in
every ijjoint he works. I think
he’s the best abound but I can’t
get to first base' with him at
the record companies.”

“Maybe he’s too normal,”
was the explanation.

Bette Davis will return to the

stage next fall as star of a new
revue, “Two’s Company,” , being

produced by James Russo and
Michael Ellis. The Hollywood dra-

matic actress will probably, make
about eight appearances in the

show, including singing and danc-

ing as well as playing leading' parts

in the sketches. It will be her first

major musical assignment, al-

though she sang one song, “They’re
Either 'Too, Young or Too Old,”

in the pic, “Thank Your Lucky
Stars.” Miss Davis played small
parts in several Broadway shows
before going ito Hollywood.

“Two’s Company,” which may
be retitled, will have sketches by
Charles Sherman (who will also

be the overall stager), with music
and lyrics by Vernon Duke and
Ogden Nash, and -additional lyrics

by Bud Burtson and Sammy Cahn.
Milton Roseiistock will be musical
supervisor and Ralph Alswang will

design the .scenery. A sketch di-

rector and Choreographer haye not

been engaged yet.

The revue, expected to be budg-
eted around $150,000, is slated to

go ihto rehearsal Sept. 15, play

five weeks out of town and open
on Broadway in mid-November.
Several, managements’ have been
negotiating to bring Miss Davis
back to Broadway, but the star

finally signed the contract Monday
(16) with Russo & Ellis. The deal

is for two seasons, through May 31,

1954.

Chi’s Act i, Obscene 2
Chicago, June 17.

With the upcoming furniture

convention, and the two -political

conclaves, the near north and west
.side strip and girl joints here are
getting a rough going-over from
the police in order to present a

sapolioed effect to visitors.

Raids were staged at Kitty’s

Show Lounge and Happy Hour
Club last week with eight men and
five women arrested on vice

charges. Kitty’s license had bseii

revoked last fall but reinstated
several weeks ago.

The National Broadcasting Co.
yesterday (Tues.) took the first af-

firmative step toward “saving” .ra-

dio, In a sweeping top-level reor-
ganization designed to vest radio
with the same razzle-dazzle and
imaginative techniques that have
made TV the “glamor baby” of
communications, NBC has installed

Sylvester. L., (Pat)r Weaver as bdss
veepee,6ver*AM and TV as second
in command to prexy Joseph H,
McConnell
The NBC move has far-reaching

significance which may stem the
“antf-radio” tide engulfing the ad-
vertising agencies and the spon-
sors. It- comes at a time when net-
work radio has been practically

ready to throw in the sponge. For
weeks now there have been reports
that CBS-would take the initiative

some time in the near future to re-
duce nighttime rates by 50%—

a

move which would reduce radio to

an “also ran” status as the TV as-

cendancy. continues. From other
sources there have been uncon-
firmed rumors that CBS might
even conceivably drop out of the
network radio picture completely,
banding the affiliate , stations to-

gether as a network only foi* such
periods when a client order for a

show has been received.

The NBC reorganization as re-

vealed yesterday is the most dras-

(Continued on page 63)

,
t “South Pacific,” now in its fourth

Ur i- -:** v n f ,
- . year, is currently the top legitWeddingl At biU. Ihtc grosser and money-maker, ap$ar-

publifc weddings;
\

' No less than two houses, the
St. Paul independent converts *

* tlonal neighborhood Royal -afid
*

the Mih&eapblis. ozbner Star-.,

llte, held the weddings within
a week, advertisfiaf:• them as

“added attraction^” arid invite

ing the .public to' ^come and
have fun?’

-

The Statute’s wed-
ding took- place atop the con-
cession stand; that of the >

Royal on the stage;

In SRO Advance

For Theatre TV
Theatre television furnished

valid proof this week that it may
well provide the stimulus to a cur-

rently-faltering film boxoffice.

With the Joey Maxim-Ray Robin-

son light-heayweight title fight al-

most a week off, theatres carrying

the bout are already reporting

SRO business on advance sales

—

and at the highest admission price

ever charged for a big-screen

event, ranging up to $3.60 in some
cities.

Philadelphia’s Stanley Theatre,

for example, already has more than

$10,000 in its till for next Mon-
day night’s (23) event, which it

raked in during only a few hours'

activity at its boxoffice Monday
(16). House, with a capacity of-

more than 3,000, put its tickets oil

sale at $3.25 when it opened Mon-
day morning, and by Monday after-

noon was completely sold out.

Stanley management immediately
began selling standing room at

$2.60 and expects to sell out on
these tix also by the end of the

WGClC
The $10,000 the Stanley already

has in advance of the fight, it’s

(Continued on page 61)

Minneapolis, June 17?V ently destined to overtake “Okla-
They’re trying 'fcverythifig homa” as the biggest payoff show

the Twin Cities to bolster the’V of modern stage history. It is fiow
weak boxoffice, even resur- :

over the $3,000,000 mark ip earned
recting ancient gimmicks like -^profits; has distributed $2,995,-

publifc weddings; ;(|20.93, and in the nine-week period
\ . Ho less than two houses, the > V^od-May 31 netted $188,677.22

St. Paul independent converts * 9^^^wo-pr.qductlon operation,
* tlonal neighborhood Royal- afid * ^h£,the last two weeks the two
the Minneapolis ozbner Star- .,

'^mP&nies grossed a total of $230,-
'

' llte, Held the, weddings within JgO. The original production at the

a week. advertlsfinA; • them as 'Majestic, N. Y., 'last week (its

“added attractlohs”*atid invit- 165th) drew $44,587, being topped
‘ ing the .public to' ^come and ™ly by 'King and 1,” which went
have fun* The Statute’s wed- claan aSain at over $51,700, That

ding took- place atop the con- gave Richard Rodgers and Oscar

cession stand; that of the > Hammerstein . 2d. the two top

Royal on the stage;
grossing shows on Broadway.

r The touring “South Pacific” drew
m m $72,015 last week at the Wisconsin,

T17 Milwaukee, having grossed $72,612

lransauanuc 1 f lhe previous stanza at Keith’s,A A WiiuMiiumiy A f Dayton, for an estimated profit of
'

• about $40,000 oh the fortnight’s
!/• business. The troupe is currently

V 121 T frn II ft121V Omaha, plays next week in Salt
f au mivi u AAVIUJ Lake City and < then goes to the

- •- Coast for subscription engage-
Television will not have to await ments under Los Angeles and San

the development of some form *of Francisco Civic Light Opera spon-
Stratovision or the laying of un- sorship.
derwater cables In erder to go In- Keeps Rolling Along
ternational. Instead, it. Will be After that, it plays the north-
worked via microwave relay trans* west, then moves to Denver, Kansas
mission, according to Meade Bru< City and{ the west and midwest,
net, prez of RCA International. probably -playing a return stand
Just back from’

a
’ stay in Brazil, at the State Fair Auditorium,

where (He once-overed RCA’s plant Dallas, during" the bonanza Christ-
facilities there and. surveyed Bra- mas-New Year's week. Then it plays
zil’s comparatively hew TV broad- through the southwest and south
cast operations,- Brunet pointed out the balance of next winter,
that the Atlantic, between the Are. of May 31, the combined
northernmost part* of; the North “South Pacific” operation had
American continent and Europe, earned $2,966,162.09 profit, minus
is dotted with islands which $22,500 paid to Roger Rico (who
are no more than 250, miles apart, was dropped last winter as male
at most. Once a systpm is found to lead of the'N. Y. production) under
increase the miqrowave transmis- / (Continued on page 56)
sion distance, he said, it will be '

:
—

.

possible to build towers on theser „Wto Bring Politics

SC
RCA *exec° jfolnted out that the fatO OpCIt, SeZ KofjlUVCr,

Air Force flew a number Qf flghfer VA Vrft
(Continued oh. page 61) ^ aiv JlHUliv^l lUvU Wa

1

:

^
Columbus, June 17.

B 9 n fU-Vaitr Sen. Estes Kefauver, the Presl-
lu 0£ Lualllj rUUIl dential .candidate who. probably

Albany June 17 owes more to television than any

The Rodgers & Harnmerstein other, had another good word for

frou'ndation has been chartered as the^ medium,

a non-profit membership corpora- The Democratic aspirant was

tion, here, with Richard Bodgers here Wednesday (11) for a brief

and Wife DdrOthy* dtfd' Ofidar Ham- visit to help Edward Lamb dedi-

merstein 2d and wife -Dorothy’
'

gteihis new television centre for

among the directors, .to collect WTVN. He held two press confer-

money and other property for ences, one on video, the other a

charitable purposes* closed affair for newsmen only.

Among' its aims are' to encour- an<* 5aid *n °ne them:

age the composition of
,
music, “Television may help sound the

writing of dramatic and musical death knell for political decisions

plays, study of musical and theatric made in smoke:fllled rooms.” The
cal arts, improvement of choreog- new medium, he believes, will help

raphy and public presentation of bring “politics out in the open.”

such music, plays, arts and $iore- He also explained some of his

ography. difficulties In his try for the nomi-

Foundation won’t engage in any nation. He started with “an idea,

venture for profit. It willraid needy au office, one secretary and no
students and talent, . &- well as money. Now, we have a very good

the ailing. . organization, but Uo money.

nunem. ana j&urope, ecuneu ^/.,yoo,io^.ua prom, minus
with islands which $22,500 paid to Roger Rico (who
than 250, miles apart, was dropped last winter as male
e a system is found to lead of the'N. Y. production) under

y (Continued on page 56)

TV to Bring Politics

Into Open, Sez Kefauver,

KO 'Smoke-Filled’ Era
Columbus, June 17.

Sen. Estes Kefauver, the Presi-
dential .candidate who. probably
owes more to television than any
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Hollywood, June 17.

Final blueprint of the five-

branch union merger submitted by
Dean Edgar Lv Warren of Univer-
sity of California at Los Angeles,

and Dean M. P. Catherwood, Cor-

nell, loaves multiple problems of

many Coast members o£ the five

branches unsolved since it does not

involve Screen Actors Guild or

Screen Extras .Guild. Final draft

will be unveiled by the American
Guild of Variety Artists' executive

board in a fortnight, In advance of

the scheduled date for AGVA-Tele-
vision Authority merger.

Pedagogs frankly admit they are

unable to estimate the cost of op-

erating the new organization since

it -‘'will depend more upon policies

than organizational structure. Plan
makes no specific dues recommen-
dations since needed data, on earn-

ings were ! not available; Profs stu-

diously avoided commenting on de-

sirability of merger itself, pointing

out that they were merely asked to

draw up the plan. . These are the
principal points of the final draft:

Automatio Membership
‘(11 All members of I the five

branches and AGVA will auto-

matically become members of the

new union without payment of

dues or fees until such dues be-

come payable in the merged organi-
zation, save for those now"required
for reinstatement to good standing.

(2) Biennial convention of about
200 delegates, latter to be elected
by the locals, and each local en-

titled to 10 or more delegates from
each of the talent fields. They are
to be the highest governing author-
ity pf the organization.

(3) Referendum vote of the
members to elect prexy, five vee-

pees, treasurer, recording secre-

tary, all nominated by members,
nominating committee and conven-
tion delegates.

(4) Membership elects national
exec board of about 100 members
in whom are vested management
and execution of policies. Board-
members serve three-year terms
with one-third of board elected an-
nually.

(5) Majority vote of exec board,
or petition by exec boards of five

locals, or petition of any 200 mem-
bers can initiate referendum of

any issue of general concern.
(6) Locals composed of all mem-

(Continued on page 50)

B'way Theatre Offered

Dervals for ‘Bergere’
Paul Derval and his wife, op-

erators of the famed Folies Ber-
gere, Paris, for the past 29 years,
return next week (26) on the S. S.
Liberte after a New York visit,

their first in 13 years. Their trip

was with a view to doing the Folies
in America, akin to the two British
road companies currently in
London and the provinces, where
they produce ip association with
Val Parnell and Bernard Delfont.
The Warner Theatre on Broad-

way has been offered them as a
site for a Broadway version of the
Folies although, of course, this
would not be the first time for
the Parisian revue in the States.
Many years ago it was essayed at
the Fulton Theatre, and during the
1930s Clifford C. Fischer produced
a “Folies Bergere de Paris," and
still later Joseph M. Schenck and
Darryl F. Zanuck produced a filmu-
sical of the same name.

WINCHELL, BACK IN

FALL, ALSO GOING TV
When Walter . Winchell returns

to the airlines next fall, it's likely

to be on a two-way AM-TV spread/
Several agencies, it's known, haye
been giving their. accounts pitches
tor a fast inking of the ABC radio
and tele package of WinchellqastS,

Winchell will probably be back
in September or October. Itis not
known whether ’ the syndicated
columnist qf the N. Y. Mirror will

do a simulcast or separate AM
and TV stanzas, but this Is likely,

to^be determined in part by spon-
sorship preference and the station

clearance situation.

ABC currently Jhas Drew Pear-
son jn Winchell's traditional 9 .p.m.

Sunday berth, the^ right to which
reverts to WW this fall/. Pearson
was sold in an • AM-TV package
to Carter Products, which * backs
him on radio at 9 p.m.

...
Sunday

and on TV at 11 p.m. that night.

Winchell,„who .is under .liftetime.

contract to ABC, has been off the
air on medicos’ orders to take it

easier!: He's v doing . his -column on
a four-Umes-weekly *bjtsis instead-
of his usual six-times-weekly sked!

Highway Named For

Rogers to Bally Film
* » f>t* Louis,' June 17.

Tying in with Warner Bros.’ "The
Story of ’VV'lll Rogers," . in which'
Will Rogers, Jr., plays his father,
an eight-state, 2,200-mile ceremony
dedicating permanently TJ. S. High-
way 66 as Will Rogers Highway
gets underway Monday (23) near
here.

Governor Forrest Smith of Mis-
souri will unveil the first road
marker/ Similar ceremonies will
be held all along the route, with
governors and city officials taking
part. Nine-day caravan, with a
pregs and star contingent, starts in
St. Louis and ends at the western
terminus of the highway at Santa
Monica.

Steel for Amus. Seen
Getting Axe by NBA

Washington, June 17.

National Production Authority is

about to revoke its recent order
easing steel for theatres and other
amusement construction, it is re-
ported here. Reason is the steel

strike which has now resulted in
lost production of over 3,000,000
tons. *

Recently NPA announced
changes, effective July 1, which
would ease s^eel, copper and alumi-
num for amusement construction
in quantities which would have
been particularly helpful for drive-
ins. It was indicated that the bans
would be further eased in the final

quarter of the year.

‘Carmen' in Color
Maxwell Anderson and Rouben

Mamoulian are combining on a
new version of "Carmen," based
on the Prosper Merimee original
and with the original Bizet score,
for

.
filming in Technicolor in

Spain.

Unlike the Oscar Hammerstein
2d "Carmen Jones" jazz version,
idea is to preserve as much of the
original libretto" as feasible.

Subscription Order Form,
Enclosed find check for $

Please send VARIETY for y*

6/11

To
(Pleas* Print Name)

Street

Zone. , . . State

Regular Subscription Rates
One Year—$10.00 Two Years—$18.00

Canada and Fore^n—$1 Additional per Year

PftfZIBTY Inc. .

154 West 4Mh Street New York 34. N. Y.

JACK SHAINDUN
Musical Director of
Lout# de KochemOnt?*
"Walk Ea*t on Beacon”

Toronto, June 17: *

In at .$50,000 guarantee plus 50%
of the gross over $350,000, Betty
Hutton has been inked -as head-
liner gf the Canadian National Ex-
hibition 24,000-seat ^ grandstand
show, with 14 night performances
at $3 top.' ( Gross last season, with
Jimmie Durante, was close to $460,-
000.) Miss Hutton will include 'her
trapeze act.

Deal had narrowed between Miss
Hutton and Red Skelton. With Jack
Arthur as producer of the CNE
show, he had also been dickering
with Judy Garland and Martin &
Lewis. Latter • preferred: a vaude
tour of Britain.

'

J. Benny Clocks Yocks,

Ditto D. Day as J. Ray

In L’d’n Palladium Bow
London, June 17.

Jack Benny scored an outstand-
ing hit in his Palladium preem
here yesterday (Mon.), filling the
entire second half of a laughter-
packed show and begging off after
55 minutes. Dennis Day collared
an important share of the applause.
Day did a half-dozen numbers with
a boffo reception for his Johnnie
Ray impersonation.
The Charlivels clicked with their

fancy acrobatics and hoofing, and
Frank Cook received an . ovation
for his • simultaneous guitar and,
harmonica routine. Latter recent-
ly completed two years in the
"Crazy Gang" show at the Victoria
Palace, London.

Others on this bill include comic
Billy Russell; the Maj Britt Trio,
working on a portable rink, and
the Alfreros, equilibrists.

CBS WILL SHIFT BERGEN

TIME IF HE’S SUSTAINER
CBS Radio has decided to keep

Edgar Bergen on .as a sustainer

this fall, if it does not succeed in

lining -up a sponsor for him by the
start of the new season. But the
web has' also decided that, if no
bankroller is forthcoming by July
1, it will open up the Sunday night
at 8' slot, which Bergen has occu-
pied for the last several years, to
other shows.
There has been some sponsor in-

terest in the Bergen-McCarthy
stanza since Coca-Cola dropped
him at the end of this season, but
the web is not close to an actual
sale yet. In opening up the Sunday
night slot to other shows’ after
July 1, CBS emphasized that any
show considered for the spot will
have to tie in with its regular Sun-
day lineup, including "My Friend
Irma/.’ "Our Miss Brooks,” Jack
Benny and "Amos ’n' Andy," Web
will not permit another sponsor to
move a show in there which might
disrupt that comedy schedule.
What time 'period Bergen will

take over, if he’s not sold by the
deadline date, meanwhile, has not
been determined. In axing Bergen-
McCarthy, Coke is talking a deal
with CBS to bankroll Bing Crosby,
who's been dropped by Chester-
field, on a combined radio-TV set-
up.^That deal, however, is also still
in the talking stage, according to
CBS sales execs.

r v

' rTk« Han from Blanklcyi’
(CriUrion, N, Y„ ««»*, 1*, 190ft)

Charles Hawtrey, who had scored a hit Ip- "The. EJdrle of Pawtucket,"
did another topper with an English -play and cast. It was an actor’#
holiday with most of the fatagoing to the staxvand he put it over in a
big way.
_ Moat of hie company was brought from England, elnce^the play was
located there,’ but they found ready acceptance, though no one had op-
portunity to rain distinction.' Had a slgeable ruff and later was one of
the •earliest of the talking pictures. ' -

‘Chriitoplicr Jr.’

(Empire, N.. V., Oct. 7, IMS) - -

Jojin DFew had been rushed into the Empire to fill a booking gap with
"That Imprudent Young Couple" by. HJenry Guy

.
Carleton, an . indifferent

play which had met With scant success on the road. ' It Was a failure

In New York, but was run for three weeks to give the company a chance
to get up ip "Christopher, Jr.V* a farce by Madeline Lucette. Rylejf, the
Wife Of J, H. Ryley, the comedian.

It was a brisk little light comedy which provided Drew with a chapge
of pace from the more romantic plays in which he had been starred. He
was a capital light comedian and gave full value to the bright lines. His
old.Daly supporters were out in force to give him a royal welcome; and.
he earned it. Still regarded as One of his best comedy efforts.

‘Hansel and GteteV
•

,
(Daly's, N. Y., Oct. A 1895)

Humperdinck's adaptation of the German fairy tale was given Its first

American presentation by a troupe sent over by Sir Augustus Harris.

A large; audience listened politely because it had been informed it was a
European success, but • in spite of the tuneful music It could hot over-
come the handicap of poor presentation. Only.*one of< the’ .tp.oupe. was
known on this side, and she as a concert pianist of former seasons.
Now occasionally presented at the Met, but it never was nlght-after-

nlght material and the imported troupe did not have time to get homesick.

:
Now? *

. „

Hollywood, June 17.

Jack -Warner tells of Mervyn
LeRoy who, because he lias an
interest in liollywood Park, is

' chary of any race tips but who
broke his. personal rule

.
after

Warner had. had seven losers
and wanted "just one winner
to bail me opt.” LeRoy
pledged, him to secrecy, "don’t
even tell it to your wife," etc.,

and gave him the name of a
nag. It also lost.

Warner phoned LeRoy the
next day, ‘Woto can I tell the
name of the horse to my
wife?” •

JUDGE’S ILLNESS DEFERS

TRIAL OF BUCHMAN
Washington, June 17.

Trial of Columbia producer-
writer Sidney Buchman for con-
tempt of Congress, scheduled to
start yesterday (Mon.) has been
postponed due to the illness of the
judge who was to sit in the case.
Decision* will be made later this
week on whether to commence the
trial soon or to postpone it until
fall. Jurist who was to sit is F.
Dickinson Letts. If the case goes
on soon it will have to be assigned
to another judge.

Indications here are that it will
not get under way until some time
after Labor Day, because of the
abbreviated summer schedule of
the Federal Court. JBuchman is
under indictment because he ig-
nored a subpoena of the House Un-
American Activities Committee to
appear in Washington last winter.
He charged that the committee
merely wanted to ask him a second
time the same questions put to him
in the fall of 1951, when he testi-
fied in L. A. He said this was a
violation of his constitutional
rights and put him under a ter-
rible strain a second .time.

Last week the U. S. District
Court threw out an action by Buch-
man to invalidate the subpoena of
the Un-American Activities Com-
mittee.

Awaits Influx Of

Javits Asks Nat’I Acad -

For Music, Drama, Ballet
Legislation to create an Ameri-

can Academy of Music, Drama and
Ballet as a branch of the Smith-
sonian Institution was introduced
yesterday (Mon.) by Rep. Jacob K.
Javits (R., N. Y„). The school, which
would educate selected pupils,
woulfl be part of a national war
memorial fo include a theatre and
an opera -house.
At the same time, the National

Capital Sesquicentennial Commis-
sion has recommended that $1,100,-
000 of its surplus be turned back
to the Government, with Congress
to make the ultimate decision re-
garding use of the fund. Legisla-
tion to use the money to establish
a national opera has been intro-
duced by other .members of the
House, but such an opera house
would cost several millions.

By ED QUINN

Cannes, June 10.

With a basic figure of 750,000
American tourists planning a Eu-
ropean looksee this summer, the
Riviera amusement caterers are
^optimistically polishing up for
their share of the American buck.
As far as out-and-out nightlife is

concerned, Juan-les-Pins will un-
doubtedly get the biggest share of
after-dinner

^
amusement-seekers,

and at Maxim's for as low as a
buck (official rate) light drinkers
can spend an evening. The show
here is emceed by slick-talking
Rene Legrand, who as organizer of
slightly vulgar party games or
just plain gag-puller is mainly re-
sponsible for the regular houseful
notices from July td September.

Opposition here is provided by
the Juan municipal casino, with
.^inner-dance galas featuring top-
line French variety stars, and an
after-dinner niteclub, the Holly-
wood, also managing to achieve a
colorful and gay atmosphere and
at prices competing with the other
Juan nitespots.

In class of its own and rely-
ing more on its orchestras is the
Vieux Colombier (last year it fea-
tured Sidney Bechet). Here an ex-
istentialiste atmosphere .and a St.
Germain des Pres clientele com-
bine to bring a touch’ of Paris to
the Riviera. Their big attraction
is the possibility of seeing Ali
.Khan, Joan Fontaine, Sonhy Tufts
or Sugar Ray Robinson at an ad-
joining table.

I Juan-les-Pins
In the daytijme Juan-les-Pins

provides a couple of miles of sandy
bejich .for good sunbathing and
swimming, with many restaurants
and snackbars right on the beach.
The nearby Hotel Cap d'Antibes

and its companion -Eden Roc, with
its high-class eating and exclusive
swimming pool, • are still the ren-
dezvous of millionaires and titled
playboys, and visiting here any
time between 11 a.m. to 8 p.m. one

(Continued on page 63)

Coward’s Smash Teeoff

At London’s Cafe de Paris
London, June 17.

Noel Coward’s return yesterday
(Mon.) to the Cafe de Paris here
\vas London’s biggest cabaret open-
ing since the court mourning
period ended.
Audience of celebrities Headed

by the Duchess of Kent gave
Coward a resounding reception and
jammed the cafe. Indications point
to capacity business during his
month's stay.

,
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The picture business is experiencing one of its worst cases of

•jitters.
''

For years the March 16-Jimfe 15 period has witnessed & sea-

<?onal. boxoffice downbeat. The first call of the outdoors,ihas be-

come as .well accepted as turkey on Thanksgiving. But soon the

airconditioned theatres become a lure. By July grosses are on
‘ the way back and Labor Day frequently has seen seemingly in-

surmountable records topple.

It can't be New. Year's eve every night. Nor is TV taking over

to such a degree that the picture business will have to resign

from show business. Over in the electronic belt the boys with

the iconoscopes and upper high frequencies have a large flash

on their own^ things 'aren't so bullish there either.

If customers have gotten out of the habit,, the resourceful pic-

' ture business should know how to get 'em back. If production

costs are too high in ratio to the depressed market, look at what
Universal and United Artists have done with merchandising

low-cost product on a solid bread-and-butter basis, Borne of

the deluxe operations with their slick standards and top-drawer
investments, must now take a leaf out of the U and UA pattern

of gearing income (and profit) to investment. If itfs to he With
us, certainly budgetltls becomes the byword. And jf TV is going

to be the "monster," the Hollywood tail, because of its produc-
tion know-how, must wind up wagging the video head.;

• 1

But right now the current jitters creates a no-guts reflex

right down the line. Even the gloomiest need but glom any box-
office week, regardless of seasonal downbeat, to see that nothing
can take away the lilmgoing habit. It’s like taking .away the
eating habit. True, sooner or later many of us must go on a
diet.. Maybe, there, too, it's a big plus for the. digestion. It

usually works Out that way. - Abel.

‘Conservative’ Wall St House Sees

Solid Future for Major Companies
In some long-range projecting,-

which is rare for traditionally con-

servative Wall St. outfits, Arnold
Bernhard it Co., investment, ad-

visers and publisher of the Value
Line, stock market survey and re-

port, sees a solid future for the
principal motion picture compa-
nies. Although there may be some
stock price irregularities in the in-

terim, prospects of conditions in

three to five years for 1

a’ majority
of the film corporations, appear
"particularly favorable,” it’s ob-
served.

The upbeat report was seen as
especially significant in view of
the weakness of most film issues
on the N. Y. Stock Exchange and
the oyerall depressing effect of the
dividend cutting by Loew’sT' and
United Paramount Theatres,

Prognostication of. an agreeable
1956 is based on the assumptions
that domestic theatre attendance
will average about 10% below cur-
rent levels, foreign revenues will
stay at about the same as present
or close to it, and either some form
of subscription television will reach
significant proportions or produ-
cers will decide to lease or sell
their backlogs of films for use on
TV. The tele angle provides the
key to the income improvement
in the face of the 10% b.o. decline*

Trust Suit a Factor
Development of the "competitive

home TV and the Government’s
antitrust suit against the eight
principal film and theatre corpora-

(Continued on page 17)

Pic Festivals Would Be

limited to 2-a-Year 1

McCarthy IFP Resoli
Film festivals, will be limi

one or two a year, if John (
earthy, American delegate •

International Federation of
tlucers, is successful in pi
through a resolution which h
posed at the IFP’s recent sess
pannes. The two best-estah
festivals— Venice and Cai
would be held in alternate yt
Any other country that d

o run one of the fetes woul<

rw
ma

,

ke aPPucation to the I
1 of file preceding yei

iwm ,^
e(luest; were approved

Would mean two official fe
2?*JeaiT-fiie Venice or C
shindig plus the one additioi

filmaff ?lethora of interni

anT?Q
a
?
a rs now become a

iSj?. 4
.
0 most o£ the Partici

. countries, particularly the U
7

(Continued on page 20

Spyros Skouras Looks
To Studio Exec Huddles
Spyros P. Skouras, 20th-Fox

prexy, heads for the Coast from
the homeoffice shortly after the
July 4 weekend for a round of
studio huddles.

There’s a possibility he’ll fol-

low this with a hop to Australia,
where 20th has large theatre inter-
ests. Skouras has been contem-
plating such a trip for some time.

Studio Workers

Pledge Co-op To

Harried Industry
.Hollywood, June 17.

Full cooperation in. aiding the
film industry through its current
problems has been pledged by
studio craft workers after hearing
Nicholas M. Schenck and Richard
Walsh deliver a picture of the pic

industry’s current headaches in ad-
justing itself to divorcement in a
market beset by inflation and tele-

vision competition.

Schenck said that the pic com-
panies are not trying to cut wages
or take away advantageous labor
conditions. He warned, however,
that,the days of lush spending are
over, that film plants must now get
the most for every dollar. He cited
similar talks with actors, directors
and other talent groups that have
also promised full cooperation.
Walsh pledged- the support of

union members. There was unani-
(Continued on page 25)

Wolfe Cohen’s Trek
Wolfe Cohen, Warner Bros/ in-

ternational - chief, takes off for
Europe On June 25. After a' week
in London, he will proceed to the
Continent and expects to confer
with WB reps in the principal
countries.
Last week Cohen and foreign

veepees Karl Macdonald and John
J. Glynn conferred with a trio of

WB Latin American division man-
agers. South-of-the border execs,
Ary Lima, Rio de Janeiro; Arman-
do Trucios, Mexico City, and
Peter Colli, Havana, returned to

their respective posts over the
weekend.
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20th s Theatre Co., Wesco, Invoked

In $88^000,000 Suits, Exceed Co. Assets

Reports-trickling iutoNewYork
from the hinterlands disclose the
beginnings of a trend Idward sub-
stantial admission price-cutting.
Belief among exhips In key cities is

that this is' just the, start' of what
promises to he an onslaught

;
of

ticket-fee slashing—and the cuts
won’t be nickels and dimes.

Knifing of wicket .taps, is said by
theatremen to be a kind of grasping
at straws in an endeavor to hypo
ailing grosses. Premiums have
already been tried in many pit these
houses to no. avail, despite their
success as business-getters during
the depression. Some theatres in
predominantly single-feature ter-
ritories such as Philly have also
switched to duals without much
.improvement in take.

There are many in the trade
who .view the price-cutting not
only ^without alarm, but with con-
siderable hope. Agreement is pret-
ty general that afimish fees' have
become too high and that a really
heavy reduction may be just what
the M.D, ordered.
Their philosophy is that the film

biz developed and prospered as a
low-priced amusement source for
the masses. They -feel now that
tickets have become so costly, the-
atres have priced themselves out
of their normal market and have
made their potential* audiences
overly-selective. They’ve become
easy for TV and other forms of
entertainment.
There have been some' experi-

,

ments. with price-cutting in the
past year or so, but it has general-
ly'been something between a nickel

(Continued on page 56) ^

Rackmil to the Coast

To Arrange Selling Of

U Subsides Telepix
Telepix being shot oh the Uni-

versal lot by United World Films,
U subsid, are taking Milton R.
Rackmil back to the Coast from
New York Friday (20). Rackmil
heads Decca Records, principal

stockholder in U.
Rackmil has been pushing for

UWF to become active in the tele-

pix field and has taken a special

interest in the films now in pro-

duction. Trip to the Coast will be
(Continued on page 63)

Sweltering hot weather is melt-

ing biz at first-runs generally over

the nation this week. New* York
heat soared to highest point this

year, St. Louis went to all-time

high for this time of year -and

many otjier key cities covered by
Variety also were clouted by the

unseasonably torrid weather. Min-
neapolis got rain and cooler days,

and biz immediately picked up.

“About Face” (WB), aided by
some new bookings, gained the na-

tional leadership by a small mar-

gin. “Skirts Ahoy” (M-G), in first

place for -three weeks running,

slipped to second. Neither leaders

showed uniform ^strength but are

best of a spotty field.

“Clash By Night” (RKO), which

has been a front-runner since out

on general release, is finishing

third. “Walk East On Beacon”

(Col), also a leader in recent weeks,

is taking fourth place. “Girl in

White” (M-G) pushed up to fifth

position while “Kangaroo” (20th),

by dint of numerous bookings and
better showings, is taking sixth

spot.

. “Man In White Suit” (U), fourth

last session, is getting seventh

money. “Carson City” (WB) is

showing enough to land eighth po-

sition. “The Fighter” (UA) and
“The Sniper” (Col) complete the

top 10 list.

Runner-up pix are “Carbine Wil-

liams” (M-G), “California Con-

gchreiber on His Way
To European Vacation

Lew Schreiber, exec manager of
the 20th-Fox studio and assistant
to Darryl F, Zanuck, arrives in

New York from the Coast by train
today (Wed.) on his way to Europe,
He'll leave on the He de France
Friday (2Q).

Schreiber Is accompanied by his
family on what is described as a
vacation trip/ They’ll be away six

to. eight weeks. Zanuck, ' in an-
nouncing- last week that Joseph
M. Moskdwitz, eastern studio rep,
will become .his exec assistant,

said the move would in no way
change Schrelber’s status.

C. P. Skouras Top

Charles P. Skouras was the pic

industry’s highest-paid exec in
1951 and undoubtedly one of the
highest-paid businessmen in the
nation. ;He earned $504,510.60 in
salary, profit-participation and re-
tirement fund payments as prexy
of 20th-Fox’s wholly-owned circuit

subsid, National Theatres Corp.,

apd a number of its affiliated com-
panies.

Skouras’. remuneration is dis-

closed in the registration form filed

with the Securities & Exchange
Commission last week for National
Theatres, Inc. It also reveals that
attorney Greg Bautzer will be one
of six new members added to the
board of NTI in August. (Other de-
tails of the* new NT setup are on
page 5.)

NTI, under the divorcement plan
which will separate 20th from its

theatres June 28, becomes the new
parent company of the theatre in-

terests. It comprises two major sub-
sids, Wesco Theatres Corp., which
is a name switch from the former
National Theatres Corp., and the
Roxy Theatre (N. Y.), Inc,

Skouras, the SEC statement dis-

continued on page 18)

quest” (Col) and “Encore” (Par) in

that order.
“Scarlet Angel” (U), due soon in

N. Y., is on mild side first week
out. “Winning Team” (WB), an-
other newcomer, is good in Omaha,
thin in Minneapolis and fair in St.

Louis. “Diplomatic Courier” (20th)

shapes mild on its preem at N. Y.
Roxy.

“Three For Bedroom C” (WB),
also new, looms good in K.C., but
very dull in L.A. “Just Across
Street” (U) is rated good in Wash-
ington and Seattle. “Pat and
Mike” (M-G), opening this week at

N. Y. Capitol, is ta)l in slow Cleve-
land, strong in Cincy apd good in

Buffalo. “No Room For Groom”
(U), fair., in N. Y., looks So-so in

“Lydia Bailey” ' (20th), passable
in Chi, shapes good in Providence.
“Outcast of Islands” (UA), fair in

Boston, is slim in Detroit. “Paula”
(Col) is okay in Philly.

“Marrying Kind” (Col) looks
sturdy in Washington. “Glory Al-
ley” (M-G) is nice in Frisco. “Out-
casts of Poker Flat” (20th) is tepid
in Minneapolis.

“Valley of. Eagles” (Lip) shapes
good in Boston. “Scaramouche”
(M-G) fine in Washington, is rated
sock in Philly.

“Tomorrow Is Too Late” (Bur-
styn), good in Boston, is soft in

Buffalo.

(Complete Boxofflce Reports on
1

Pages 8-9)

Wesco Theatres Corp. (nee Na-
tional Theatres) is involved 'in ap-
proximately 35 antitrust suits in
which potential damages, when
trebled as provided by the mnopoly
laws, total $88,000,000. That
amount far exceeds the total assets
of Wesco.
The antitrust suit figures arc

disclosed in the registration form
filed last week by National Thea-
tres, Inc., for a new stock issue to
carry out terms of the 20th-Fox
divorcement decree.

“Although the total claimed (In
the antitrust suits) is substantial,”
the NTI statement points out, “ex-
perience with respect to the suits
which have resulted in final judg-
ment or which have been settled,
indicates that the ultimate liability
will amount to considerably less
than the amount claimed, More-
over, Any liability will generally
be shared by other defendants/’.
Twentieth this year has already

paid approximately $266,000 as its

share of liability in the Towne
case in Milwaukee and $667,000 in
the Brookside case. Towne has a
supplemental complaint seeking
$1,563,000 treble damages.
Other suits include that filed by

Cinema Amusemertts in Denver, in
! which a judgment, of $300,000
treble demages and $27,000 attor-
ney fees has been entered against
three defendants, including 20th.
NTI lists the following pending

'suits, in which damage claims are
(Continued on page 18)

H’wood Should Make

Better Pix, Balto Mayor

Sez Nixing Tax Relief

Baltimore, June 17.

Pleas of local exhibitors for tax
relief at a meeting with Mayor
D’Alesandro last week -were re-
buffed by Hizzoner, who charged
the theatremen's dilemma wouldn’t
be half so serious if producers
made better films for the public.
Warming to his subject, he point-
ed out when he himself recently
took in a picture, “I'd been away

(Continued on page 22)
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Clarification of the • New ’York
State statute which permits the
prior censorship of .films is being

sought by Ephraim • London, the

attorney who successfully argued
“The Miracle”' case before the U.S.

Supreme Court for distributor Jo-

seph Burstyn, Citing
1

last week’s

ruling by the Attorney General of

Maryland cutting down grounds

for film censorship to obscenity or

indecency, London, in a letter to

N. Y. State Attorney General Na-
thaniel Goldstein, asked the state’s

chief legal official to issue an opin-

ion to the same effect.

London’s action was prompted
by another case involving a film

which the Board of Regents, the

state's censorship body, had turned

down on the ground of “immorali-

ty.” London declined to name the

film or the client for whom he is

acting. Since the Maryland rul-

ing, banded down Wednesday (ID

by Attorney General Halt Ham-
mond, eliminated “immorality”- as

a cause, London; in effect, is re-

questing that New York State grant

his client’s film a seal for general

showing of the picture.

The Maryland attorney general

apparently was guided in his opin-

ion, which drastically restricts the

application of the state’s present

censorship statute, by the two. re-

cent Supreme Court decisions in-

volving the films, “The Miracle”

and “Pinky,” as well as other rul-

ings, of the nation’s highest court.

The language of the Maryland
censorship law authorizes the

board to disapprove films “such as

are sacrilegious, obscene, inde-

cent, inhuman or immoral, or such

as tend in the judgment of the

board to debase or corrupt morals

or incite to crimes.”

Although the attorney general’s

opinion limited censorship to “ob-

scenity and indecency,” his opin-

ion, directed to Sydney R. Traub,

chairman of the State Board of

(Continued on page 20)

Md. Censor Bd. Admits

Confusion on Policy;

Replace Ohio as Test?

With a legal view by Maryland’s

Attorney General limiting film
censorship in that state only on
the grounds of “obscenity and in-

decency,” the state board of cen-

sors readily admitted last week
that it is currently in confusion as

to what policy it should adopt in

censoring films.

Sydney R. Traub, prexy of the

board, said there was some indica-

tion that Maryland would replace

Ohio as the testing ground to over-

throw prior restraint of films. How-
ever, an official of the Motion
Picture Assn, of America declared
that the “odds favored Ohio at

this point,” and that the industry
was preparing A test of pre-censor-
ship of newsreels there.

Industry can use one of two
methods. It can either seek an in-

junction against prior censorship
by citing the recent Supreme Court
opinions or it can get a group of

Ohio exhibs to show newsreels,
without first obtaining the censor
board’s seal of approval. Latter ap-
proach, according to the MPAA
exec, -appears more likely since it

is believed that a more clear-cut
view "on the subject of prior re-
straint could be obtained.

Official admitted that it was
j

quite conceivable that a situation
could come up in Maryland where-
by pre-censorship would be tested
there first. Meanwhile, he said
the industry was lining up Buckeye
exhibs to take part in the newsreel
test in Ohio.

Salesmen’s Convention

Slated for Atlanta
Minneapolis, June 17.

The Colosseum of Motion Pic-
ture Salesmen of America will
hold its annual convention this
year at the Ainsley Hotel, Atlanta,
Nov. 22-23, and the executive com-
mittee will meet there the day
previous, it was decided at an ex-
ecutive session here attended by
President Ralph Williams, general
counsel David Beznor and seven
vicepresidents.

Behind-closed-doors discussions
pertained to TV’s inroads on ex-
hibition, slackening employment
of film salesmen and the future
•utlook for members of the union.

Press Hail* Decision*
Favorable ' reaction in news-

papers throughout the coun-
try greeted the recent Supreme
Court decisions which said, lit

effect, that' motion pictures
were entitled to the free
speech and free press guaran-
tees of the Constitution, The
high tribunal's ' opinions were,
generally hailed as historic

landmarks for freedom of ex-
pression.
The Christian Science Moni-

tor, for • example, said ’ that
the Supreme Court had laid

down a broader doctrine: . . .

“That the right of free speech
can attach to any method.”
The Washington" Post said that
the blow against film censor-
ship reaffirms “the right of

the public as a whole to make
Its own* judgment from official

censorship. This is a reaffirma- .

tion which gives the moving
pictures a new birth of free-

dom.”

To N.Y.; Biz Solid,

No Rickets, 1 Beef
*

Roberto Rossellini's much-dis-
puted “Miracle” reopened at the
Paris, N. Y„ Monday (16) to -solid

biz and no pickets. There were no
' protesting letters and only one
telephone call, according to Lillian
Gerard, director of the house. The
caller, she said, was a woman, who
described herself as a Catholic and
registered a polite protest.

B.o. at the theatre for the day
would indicate an $11,000 week or
more, depending on weather and
other factors. If that figure is

reached, it will exceed that of the
final full week “The Miracle”
played there last year. That was
Feb. 6, 1951, when the gross was
$10,500.

Pic, starring Anna Magnani, re-
opened as a result of a U. S,
Supreme Court decision several
weeks ago denying the right of
New York State censors to ban it

on charges that it was “sacrile-
gious.” It was pulled out of the
Paris Feb. 12, 1951,. when the New
York Board of Regents revoked its

censorship seal, following protests
by the Catholic Church.

All through th& original run the
house was picketed by Catholic
groups and there was some fear
that the routine would be repeated-
with the reopening. “Miracle,”
which runs about '40

‘ minutes, is

again included in a trilogy labeled
“Ways Of Love” and including
“Jofroi” and “A Day In The
Country.”
Joseph Burstyn, distributor of

the film, will be honored at a
luncheon next Wednesday (25) for
fighting to the Supreme Court the
ban imposed in New York. Court
decision has been one of the most
important in the history of motion
pictures, extending to them the
same privileges of freedom granted
by the Constitution to the press.
Burstyn will get a scroll from the

International Motion Picture Or-
ganization, made up of foreign'
distribs In New York, and the
Metropolitan Committee for Reli-
gious Liberty.

BERNSTEIN-HITCHY PIC

EYESB'WAY, TY ACTORS
Sidney Bernstein, partner with

Alfred Hitchcock in Trans-Atlantic
Productions, is in New York this
week casting their “I Confess.”
Montgomery Clift is set for the top
role and Bernstein is seeking to
cast all other parts with Broadway
and TV players who have never
before appeared in films. Details
are being handled through Music
Corp. of America.

Pic starts five weeks of location
shooting in Canada In mid-July and
then winds up at the Warner Bros,
studio on the Coast. Trans-Atlantic
releases through WB. Bernstein is
expecting to return to Hollywood
over the weekend.

la,

Blau Eye^NX Ifiwieal-

Matenal for ‘Singed;
Victor Blau, V.p. ofEarner Bros.’1

Music Publishers Holding Corp., I*

In New York from the Coast to

«nare musical .material for WB’s
Danny Thomas . remake of “The
Jazz Singer.” Music" exec is also

seeking number* for about .10

forthcoming tunepix , on the, 3hr-
: bank lot’s slate. .

.

Studio has a hefty - sked -of mu-
sical films in various stages of

preparation. / >
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’i B’way Flagship'

Wins Oat on Bids

For Martin-Lewis Pic

Capping a.wave of highly spirit-

ed bidding among numerous New
York first-runs, United Paramount
Theatres’ flagship house, the: Para-
mount on Broadway, closed a deal
to play Paramount’* “Jumping
Jacks,” Dean Martin-Jerry Lewis
comedy which Hal Wallis pro-
duced. Terms were not disclosed

but doubtless the pact provides for-

a hefty guarantee.
Agreement was reached only a

couple of days following the an-
nouncement- that Parts “Greatest
Show on Earth,” swinging into gen-
eral release, has been booked for

UPT’s Brooklyn Par Theatre, open-
ing June 25. The Martin-Lewis pic

will play the N. Y. showcase in

July* v

*
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Ed Kingsley, to Huddle
A, Li Mayer in London

Foreign film, distrib Edward L.
Kingsley is *,slated to leave New
York Saturday (21) for London,
where he’ll huddle with Arthur L.
Mayer. They; are partners in May-
er-Kihgsley distribution outfit. *

Confabs, ate for the purpose of
deciding on new product for U. S.
release. Mayer, Who recently re-
signed as exec v.p. of the Council
of , Motion Picture Organizations,
has been abroad about six weeks,
during which time he has lined up
a number of films for possible dis-

tribution.

Mayer will* return during the
first week in July and Kingsley may
stay a few weeks longer.

OfMSubsid’s

Coercion in ’25
The two licenses represent a big

switch for Par and UPT, being tbe
:
first contracts entered by the two
outfits since they ceased holding
hand* about a year ago. Last Par
pic to play a UPT house in Gotham
was “That’s My Boy,” also Martin
& Lewis, last summer.

Since Par is called upon to li-

cense on a peT^pic basis, that is, no
long multiple-pic deals, UPT’s ink-

ing for flacks” and- “Greatest
Show” is not necessarily an indi-

cation that the film company and
the chain will be going steady
again. But at least the ' long
estrangement is over.

It’s presumed the reason for
Par’s skipping of a first-run in

Manhattan for “Greatest Show” is

that the Cecil B. DeMille epic al-

ready has had a full share of-show-
casing It played II weeks at the
Radio City Music Hall on its first

time- out as a “pre-release.” A run
at another Gotham first-run, it’s

believed, could seriously detract
from subsequent-run revenue..

.
* »

.
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10-THEATRE BIG-SCREEN

TV ON CIVIL DEFENSE
Theatres in 10 cities will be

linked together via big-screen
video June 26 for an hour-long
demonstration of civil defense be-
ing conducted by the CD depart-
ment from. Washington. It’s ex-
pected .that more than 32,000 civil

defense workers, as well as auxili-
ary and regular police, will attend
tlie sessions in the 10-city network.
“Show,” originating from D. C.,

will be aired on a closed-circuit
basis’. It’s to be held at 10 a.m.
prior to the 'theatres’ regular open-
ing time, although the houseaare
cooperating with the CD depart-
ment on a non-profit basis. At the
end of the session, there will be
a live question-and-answer period,
during which those attending in
Chicago, Detroit, Pittsburgh and
Boston will be able to *ask ques-
tions from the floor and, via a two-
way audio hookup, get immediate
answers.
In addition to theatres in those

cities, others linked are New York,
Baltimore, Philadelphia, Cleveland,
Toledo and Milwaukee. Circuits
represented in the cooperative ven-
ture include United- Paramount,
RKO, Loew’s, Warner Bros, and
SkirbalL

N. Y. to L, A*
John Beal
O. O. Bottorf
Betty Caulfield
Joan Caulfield
Sidney Caverson
Harry Cohn
John Erickson
William Gass
Walter Hampden
Evie Hayes
Arthur Hornblow, Jr. .

Frances Inglis
Nat Kahn
Joseph Mankiewicz
Mack Miller
Hope Miller
Arnold Moss
Howard St. John
Elizabeth Taylor

Washington, June 17,

A top motion picture industry
lawyer subjected a Chicago exhibi-
tor, who is suing the majors. -for

nearly $2,000,000, to intensive ex-
amination before Federal Commu-
nications Commission Examiner
Leo Resnick last week at hearings
on Paramount antitrust issues.

Par attorney Louis Phillips of
New "York devoted two days to
questioning of Arthur Sass, who re-
cently testified before- the Commis-
sion that he was forced into a deal
by a Par affiliate (Lubliner &
Trinz) in 1925 to surrender a 25%
interest in his Alamo Theatre in
order to .get fresh product. Sass
insisted the “main reason” he went
into the deal was to- keep L. & T
(Balaban Ac Katz subsid) from car-
rying out its- threat of building
a competitive house and squeezing
him out of first-run filmt

Sass admitted “with- a very large
if” that he would have been af-

fected -by any other competition
but maintained that no one else
had “threatened” to put up a com-
petitive house. . ...

Phillips put Sass through the
wringer on his assertions that the
late Andrew Ryan told a group of
exhibitors that B & K was in viola-
tion of the antitrust laws. After
establishing that Ryan Was a highly
reputable lawyer, Phillips asked:
“Do you want this examiner to be-
lieve that Mr. Ryan participated
in and advised an agreement that
was in. violation of antitrust?”

Sass replied: “I regarded Mr.
Ryan as I would any qualified law-
yer] or doctor, and I accepted his
advice. ... He told me to go into
the deal.”

Phillips .also questioned Sass on
his testimony that B & K counseled
against his putting in air-condi-
tioning in the Alamo, and Sass ad-
mitted they could not prevent him
from doing so. Sass previously tes-

tified that cooling boosted revenues
substantially when he regained full

(Continued on page 22)

N. Y, to Europe
Eddie Albert
Anthony Bartley
Joe Clair
Alfred W. Crown
Arthur Davis
Yolanda Donlon
Judith Evelyn
Jose Ferrer
Kurt Frings
Val Guest
Mrs. Gus Kahn
Mrs. Jaclc Kapp
Deborah Kerr
Edward L. Kingsley
Sidney Myers
John B. Nathan
Mary Pickford
Buddy Rogers
Emmett Rogers
Marie Stroud
Blanche Thebom
Joseph Vogel
I. A. R. Wylie

Europe to N. Y.
Alan Badell
Morris Helprin
Frank Loesser
Maynard Morris
Basil- Sydney
Elizabeth. Taylor

concept oi me term "'invasion
of privacy,” -especially as it applies
to th* 'jtortrjyal of the dead in
pictures; k undergoing some
changes in court interpretation in
the wake of tfie Supreme Court
decisions in “The Miracle” and
“Pinky” cases.

"

Adverse ruling ’ received early
this year by -Warner Biros, in Fed- •

eral Court ’involving the right-of-
priyacy statute of Utah,

,
it is con-

tended, would not have been likely
if the WB attorneys had had the
high court decisions to back them
Up at that time.

. Case concerned
the suit of Alice M. Donahue,
widow .of Jack Donahue, who was
portrayed in the WB picture, “Look
For the Silver Xining.”

“Instead of. the 3-2 ruling against
us,” declared Warner attorney
Morris Ebenstein, “I believe it is

more likely that we would have
won by 5-0 If 'The Miracle* and
‘Pinky’ decisions had come down
sooner.”

Decision against the film com-
pany was in the Federal Circuit
Court. This ruling, is not binding
on the state court, WB attorneys
point out, because it is ah attempt
by a Federal court to interpret
^state law. State courts of « Utah
have the power to ‘interpret the
statute differently, and WB lawyers
feel that it is conceivable that they
could obtain a favorable ruling in
the state court. Accordingly, the
case has been removed from the
Federal to the state, court, where
it is now pending*

Feeling at Warners is that the
state court will agree with the

(Continued op page 18)

'La Ronde’ Quickly

Mores to State Ct.

Of Appeals on Ban
Albany* June 17.

A further onslaught against cen-
sorship was made this week by
Commercial ' Pictures • Corp., dis-

tributor of the controversial, film,

“La Ronde.’ Company swiftly

moved to take its legal battle to the
Court' of ‘Appeals, N. Y. State’s

highest tribunal, after 'the Appel-
late Division of xhe State Supreme
Court upheld a ban on exhibition
of the picture within the state.

Distrib’s haste'in making an ap-
peal was prompted by the Appel-
late Division's 3-2 split decision in

affirming that “La Ronde” could
not be licensed because the film is

“immoral and tends to corrupt
morals.” Court’s sharp • division

was seen- by Commercial prexy
Raymond- Hakim as an “encourag-
ing” sign. He expressed confidence
that the Anton Walbrook-Danielle
Darrieux starrer will ultimately
win a permit.

Presiding . Justice. Sydney F.

Foster, in the minority opinion,
said he was “constrained to hold
that the statute providing for cen-

(Continued on page 24)

L. A. to N. Y.
Eddie Albert
Fred Allen
William Asher
Anthony Bartley -

Ray Bolger
Clarence Brown
Marge & Gower Champion
Arlene Dahl
Mack David
Robert Doland
Louis Epstein
Glenda Farrell
Kurt Frings
Paulette Goddard
Ruth Gordon
.Mishel Green
Richard Haydn
Betty Hutton
Dorothy Jarnac
Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus
Garson Kanin
Leo Katcher
Arthur Kriiii

Lew Landers
Jerry Livingston
Ronald Millar
Henry Morgan
Lindsley Parsons
Mary Pickford
Robert Btowson
Harry Ruby
Barbara Ruick
Lew Schreiber
David O. Selznick
Mark Stevens
Spencer Tracy
Albert Villaudy
Danny Winkler
Jant Wyman
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NT’s $30,000,000 ’47-’51 Decline

nr*™ revenue of National Theatres, SDth-Fox's wholly-owned

circuit-operating subsid, and tlSe Boxy, N Y., which it also owns

IwUned by $30,000,000 in the five years from 19.47. to 1051. Net

fnrnme dropped during the same period from about $10,000,000

rj <5 non nod The figures are disclosed in a Securities & Exchange

rnnimission registration form filed -last week in connection with

divorcement of the- chain from 20th* Part of the decline in reve-

mie was due to reduction by about 100 in the number of houses

Spring the period, NT winding up with 521 as of last April 1.

Thp decline was laid otherwise to “the combined effect of a

number of factors.” In later years, it is ascribed probably to TV
to a great extent, “however, to what extent cannot be estimated.”

It is further pointed out that the earnings shown in the summary
'

‘‘have resulted from operations that were part of an integrated en-

terorise consisting of production, distribution and exhibition. It is

impossible to state how earnings will be affected by divorcement

of the domestic exhibition interests from production, and distribu-

j.:n_ ,»

Earnings by National Theatres and the Roxy from Dec. 29,

1946, to Dec. 29, 1951, are reported as follows: ^
Theatre Admissions, and Other
Candy Sales, Etc. Deductions

1Q47 $93,684,896 $10,351,953

{g48
'* 85,165,134 8,756,674

i£5 81,504,*888 8,531,357
' 65,731,252 5,250,147

T951 Y 63,983,291 2,195,830

s Divorce Mechanics Set;

‘Wesco’ as New NT Operating Unit

Stockholders of 20th-Fox will re-

ceive in August an equal number
of shares in a new corporation, Na-

tional Theatres, Inc. That was dis-

closed last week in a Securities lc

Exchange Commission registration

form detailing the mechanics by
which 20th will divorce its theatre

circuit from its production-distri-

bution . activities, ' as called for un-

der the anti-trust decree.

Divorcement will become effec-

tive June 28.: In preparation for

that there was set up last May 1

a Delaware corporation, National

Theatres, Inc. It will be the par-

ent company of two wholly-owned
subsids, now both similarly wholly-

owned by 20th-Fox,
They are Wesco Theatres Corp.,

which is a name switch (made May
1) from National Theatres Corp.,

that heretofore has been the prin-

cipal holding company for 20th’s

theatre interests; and Roxy The-
atre, Inc., owner of the Roxy, N. Y.
20th on June 28 will hand over

to NTI all the common stock of

Wesco and Roxy. NTI, in turn,

about July 18 will hand over to

20th 2,769,486 shares of -its com-
mon. 20th will distribute this to

its shareholders in August on the
basis of one share of NTI for each
share of 20th owned.
NTI will get all of the capital

stock of Wesco, consisting of 1,000
shares of common without par
value, and all of the common of

(Continued on page 20)

D.C. Trans-Lux Bldg.

Sold to N.Y. Group For

$1,800,000 as Cap Gain
Washington, June 17.

Ownership of the Trans-Lux
Theatre Bldg, here has been sold
to a New York group for $1,800,-
000. A group of industry execs
who have owned the building as
an investment for many years
made a hefty capital gains profit
on the sale.

Trans-Lux, as part of the deal,
entered into a new long-term lease
with the new owners and will con-
tinue to operate the house as here-
tofore. Property, in addition to
the theatre, includes stores and
space occupied by NBC and the.
ABC affiliate, station WMAL. Al-
together it brings

. a rental of
$175,000 annually.
New ownership group Is headed

oy Robert J. Marony. Syndicate
acquired the property through pur-
chase of all of the stock of a cor-
poration, the entire assets of which
consisted of the T-L building. Half
t this stock had been owned by
P?. P^ent Trans-Lux Corp. and

pv a syndicate that included
prexy Ned E. Depinet, Uni-

pTrn Prexy Nate J. Blumberg,-

fnY exec Maj°r L- E. Thompson

W J*’

oducers ’

s reP Sam Dem-

Liroit Wcico *52 Div
Dividends -payable by Wes-

co Theatres Corp. (nee Na-
tional Theatres) will be limit-

ed to about 41c a share for

1952, according to the regis-

tration statement filed with the
Securities" Sc Exchange, Com-
mission last week. Maximum
amount available for dividends
under varied loan restrictions,

it is pointed out, is $1,150,000.

There will be 2,769,486
shares of common outstanding
under the reorganization plan.

This will be stock of Na-
tional Theatres, Inc., assets of

which are complete ownership,
of Wesco .and the Roxy The-
atre, N. Y., shares.

N. Y. Arbitration

Talks Progress

At Turtle Pace
Exhib-distrib conference in New

York looking to establish an in-

dustry arbitration system goes into

its third day today (Wed.) with
progress so far lipiited to a few
non-conrtoversial subjects. By late

yesterday, as the conclave ad-

journed for dinner, only the sub-

ject of pic availabilities had been
unanimously accepted as arbi-

trable. Clearances were largely,]

okayed as arbitrable but with a

few details still to be resolved as

the. discussion veered into runs.

Meeting is to cover a 29-page
draft of proposals for the overall

system. Only five j>ages had been
cleared by late yesterday.

. Participants at the conference,

about 30 in all, include officials

of the Motion Picture Assn, of

America, all member companies of

MPAA, United Artists, Allied

(Continued on page 17)

Paris, June 17.

Contrary to an apparently wide-
ly-held opinion in America, there
is a substantial segment of the
French film industry which' is,much
opposed to accepting a subsidy
from Yank distribs. One important
reason is resentment against the
implication of a handout.
Another significant factor is that

Eric Johnston, Motion Picture
Assn, of America prez, in working
out proposals for a new U. S.-

French film accord last month, at-

tempted to tie the subsidy offer

to unlimited importation of Ameri-
can wpix. Most of the French in-

dustry is unalterably opposed to
any deal that doesn’t put a ceiling

on the number of imports, feeling
that the market otherwise will be
flooded and native product won’t
have a chance.
As a result of the subsidy offer

made by Johnston fast month,
Yanks will probably be at some
disadvantage in the renewal of ne-
gotiations, which starts here Thurs-
day (19). While the MPAA top-

per’s opening^ proffer x>f a gift' of

12V&% of U. S. earnings here had
some psychological advantages in

throwing the French negotiating
team off balance by its generosity,
the Paris group has regained its

balance in plenty of time to make
hay of the situation.

*

They were prepared, when talks

began with the Johnston-headed
(Continued on page 20)

Chi Bidding Eased

By Court OK for B-K

To Play 2 Long-Runs
Chicago, Juiie 17.

Chicago bidding setup, now
more complicated than ever due
to the shuttering of the Oriental
Theatre, was eased a hit last week
with the decision of Federal Judge
Michael Igoe who ruled that Bala-

ban & Katz could play two pic-

tures for long-run engagements.
Ruling Is unique in that, while

it permits the circuit to bid on
four releases, it can only play

,
two

of the pictures if it is top bidder
and must drop the other two. B&K
is trying to get “Jumping Jacks,”

“Ivanhoe,” “Lovely to Look At”
and ‘Because You’re Mine.’ Runs
will be limited to eight weeks with
immediate sub-showings, .or if

showing is less than the eight

weeks, product must not be held

back more than two weeks to the

nabes.
Circuit attorneys also promised

that the firm would not come into

court until mid-September to ask
for any more extensions for pic-

tures. Meantime, closings in the

Chicago area continue, with War-
ners shuttering the Stradford on
the southside and contemplating
others. Anderson circuit closed

,|

the Times, Morris, 111., and Ar-
cadia, St. Charles, 111. Charm and
Calo Theatres have gone to week-
end operation.

Craddock Exits Goldwyn
To Partner With Weshner
Gordon C. Craddock, assistant to

Alfred W. Crown, sales chief for
Samuel Goldwyn Productiohs, has
resigned to become a partner in

David Weshner Enterprises, pro-

ducers’ rep outfit. Craddock has
been with the Goldwyn organiza-

tion since 1950 and .before that

was with Universal and Eagle

Lion.
Association with Weshner will

start June 30. Outfit handles

“African Queen” for Sam Spiegel,

“The River” for Ken McEldowney,
“Park Row” for Samuel Fuller, and
other product being released

through United Artists.

Budd Rogers Leaves

Realart, Pact Expiring

Budd Rogers leaves Realart Pic-

tures as exec v.p. and general man-
ager with expiration of his five-year

pact tomorrow (Thurs.). A director

of Universal, he joined Realart as

part of the deal by which the out-

fit acquired reissue rights to U
films.

Jack Broder,-principal stockhold-

er in Realart and Jack Broder Pro-

ductions, Inc., is personally assum-

ing exec duties handled by Rogers.

Latter will continue his producer

rep biz, Rogers & Unger Associates,

in which he is associated with Joe
Unger, former United Artists sales

chief.

Rogers will also, of course, con-

tinue as a director of U. Period

during which Realart has been re-

ceiving additional, pix from U is

about to expire, but it will continue

to handle those already in release.

*

— -4-

20th Sales Execs Huddle
20th-Fox will unveil its Eidophor

system of color theatre television

to its seven divisional sales man-
agers at a two-day homeqffice
meet June 26-27. Sales chief Al
Lichtrpan will also discuss with the
division execs the distribution

plans for 2Qth’s product during the
remainder of the year.

Assistant general Sales .chief W.
C. Gehring will help Lichtman con-
duct the huddles, along with as-

sistants Edwin W. Aaron and Ar-
thur Silverstone.

New M-GPolicy

Hollywood,.June 17.

Reports seeping out of the Metro
top brass meetings at Culver City

indicate that policy changes in the
offing exclude any wholesale per-

sonnel letouts, of the type- which
had been feared. Obvious fact

that M-G’s finances are on the

downbeat and some remedial
measures are called for had been.

widely interpreted as portending'
a significant reduction in the pay-
roll.

I

Nicholas M. Schenck, Loew’s-
M-G prexy, and Charles C. Mos-
kowitz, v.p.-treasurer, are expected
to continue their stay West for at

least through the balance of this

week. Conjecture in studio cir-

cles is that the production sked is

being subjected to intense study

with the view of concentrating on
a fewer number of pix and with

these to -be endowed with hefty

production values. Reasoning- here

is that, for the most part, only the

epics arid topflight musicals are

scoring at the b,0.

This leads to further specula-

tion that M-G may also have in

mind some television .activity. TV,
it’s figured, could be used as a

showcase. for some of the lesser-

prominent names under M-G con-

tract, for whom there would be

few assignments under the newly
reported lensing policy.

NATHAN BACK TO PARIS,

WELTNER'S EUROPE 0.0.

Paramount’s Continental mana-
ger, John B.- Nathan, 'flies back to-

day (Wed.) to his Paris headquar-

ters after three weeks of home-
office huddles with Par Interna-

tional prexy George Weltner. Lat-

ter, in turns, sails on the Queen
Elizabeth the same day on a six-

week European o.o. starting in

Britain, thence Belgium, France,

Germany and Italy. Weltner only

recently returned to N. Y. from a

Far East survey.

Nathan brought his two children

over with him to • summer with

their mother in California.

Asks 75G Vs. Distribs,

Circuits Over K.C. Nabe
Kansas City, June 17.

A damage suit for $75,000

against 10 distributors and cir-

cuits was filed in Federal ;
Court

here last week. It seeks damages
retroactive to a period of 1936 to

1943 on the grounds of monopo-
listic practices.

Frank T. Mountjoy, formerly op-

erator of the Circle Theatre, a

southeast subsequent, entered the

suit against the several corpora-

tions. They include 20th-Fox,

Warner Bros., Loew’s, Paramount,
Columbia, United Artists, Univer-

sal, RKO, Fox Midwest Amus. and
Fox Midwest Theatres;

Washington; June 17.

Terming the present triumvirate
executive operation of the Council
of Motion Picture Organizations a
stopgap measure, Abratn F. Myers,
board chairman and general coun-
sel of Allied States Assn., suggests
that filmites go outside the indus-
try to find an operating head Jf it

cannot find one in its own ranks.
In a report to the Allied member-
ship, Myers said that the prexy
must be a strong one who also
the powers of exec veepe'e. .

Allied topper’s report also called
on the Allied exhibs to launch a
potent campaign to rid the indus-
try of the 20% amusement tax. In
this connection, he pointed out
that the Supreme Court in “The
Miracle” and “Pinky” cases had
ruled that films are entitled to
freedom of speech and press guar-
anteed by the First • Amendment.
Congress, he stressed, never levies
excise taxes on newspapers sined
it would be an abridgement of* free-
dom of the press, since films are
now* in that category, they, too,
should not be taxed, Myers added.
Commenting on ’ the recent

COMPO conclave In
;
Texas, Myers

said:. “Much will depend on Wheth-
er COMPO is rescued ; from its

present desperate state or is al-
lowed to die. While hoping for the
best, Allied is prepared for the
worst and is arranging to carry on
(public relations activities) alone if

that is the way it must be.”
Theatres Can Be Saved

On the subject of the 20% tax,
Myers recalled that a repeal cam-
paign, of which he was chairman,
was making considerable progress
about two years ago, but its efforts
came to an end when the Korean
war broke out.

“ *

“Thousands of theatres which
are losing money today and soon

(Continued on page 18)

O’Donnell Cautioned

By Medicos, Bows Out

Of COMPO Tax Push
Robert J. O'Donnell, general

manager of the Texas Interstate
Theatres, and key figure in the
affairs of the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations and Theatre
Owners of America, has been cau-
tioned by medicos to take life

easy. He’s in good shape but if

he takes on an unnecessarily heavy
work sked it would be at the risk
of impairing his health, doctors de-
clare.

That’s the explanation given in
New York this week for O’Don-
nell’s bowout as co-chairman of
the'COMPO committee at work on
reducing or eliminating the Fed-
eral 20% amusement tax. It
seemed further to rule out the
possibility of his taking the
COMPO presidency at some future
date. He had been offered the, job
and nixed it for the present," but
with the indication that he might
be available for the spot in six
months or a year.
Appointed to succeed O’Donnell

as co-topper of the tax group Is

(Continued on page 20)

Harry Cohn Wings Back

To Coast After H.0. Visit

Columbia prexy Harry Cohn
winged back to the Coast Monday
(16) night after a four-day visit to
New York. It is understood there
was no special reason for the trip
beyond the fact that Cohn had not.
been east in about two ye.ars, and
was anxious to have a look-in on
the homeoffice.

Col topper had avoided New
York because of danger of service
of a subpoena in a minority stock-

holders’ action growing out of an
employment contract he entered
into with the company several

years ago. Suit is,now close to set-

tlement, so Cohn was free to come
east.

He attended a regular board
meeting on Monday. Session was
said to be concertM wMM, purely
routine prohlenn.
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fijto ba*$d »a R&c Beach novel.

Hearty l».o*

Hollywood, June 17. A
Universal release of Aaron Rowenbtrg

5
reduction. Stars Gregory Peck, Ann
lyth; features Anthony ttulnn, John Mc-

Intlre, Carl Esmond, AAdrea.Klnif,, Eu-
gene Lcontovlch, Cornicd, Directed
by Raoul W*l*h. Screenplay, Borden
Chase; added dialog, Horace McCoy;
based on novel by Rex Beach; camera
ITechnlcblor), Russell Mctty; edUor,
Prank Gross; music*. Frank Skinner. Pre-
viewed June 12, .’52, - Running .

time,,

M1NS» i

Jonathan Clark Gregory Peck
Countess Marina ........ .. • * Ann Blyth
Portugce Anthony Quinn
Deacon Greathouse ; ,John Mclntirc
Prince Semyon • Carl Esmond
Mamie .Andrea. King
Mme. Selanova Eugenie Loontovlch
Eustace Hans Conrlcd
Eben Clegffett Rhys Williams
General Vorashilov.. Sig Human
Paul Shushaldin Gregory Gay
Ogecchuk ..Bill Radovlch
William Cleggett ...........Bryan Forbes
Peter ......Henry Kuiky

Rex Beach's novel of romance
and adventure in early-day Alaska
comes to the screen as a hearty,

salty, aefion film loaded with
swashbuckling ,b.o. entertainment.
The solid outdoor story is well-

trouped by a good cast headed by
Gregory Peck, and the production
values take advantage of. the Tech-
nicolor lensing to make the pres-

entation a visual, as well as en-

tertaining, treat for ticket-buyers.

While the title is at odds with
the screen story, suggesting more
of a modern-day drama ' than" a

rugged adventure film, strong ex-

ploitation and word - of - mouth
should take care of this. Beach
and his novels aren’t likely to

mean much to today’s younger
filmgoers, but the Aaron Rosen-
berg production is crammed with
the, type of entertainment that can
be sold to any age.

Raoul Walsh, one of the better
action directors, keeps the 104
minutes of running time alive with
movement. So swiftly does he run
it bff that, at times, the pace be-
comes almost too hurrie.d, particu-
larly in earlier scenes. Capping
tlie numerous action sequences is

the race in near-gale winds be-
tween two sealing schooners. It is

some of the best sea footage ever
put on film.

Action spills over into mob
fights, good-humored tests of
strength between male principals,
and even winds up with a finale
horse chase, hand-to-hand duel and
the explosion of a Russian gunboat
for good measure. Film has the
good taste to restrain itself in the
sealing sequences on the Pribilof
Islands, so the squeamish will not
be bothered.

Peck, as daring sea captain, sails

his ship into San Francisco Harbor
with a load of seal pelts taken in
the waters off Russian owned
Alaska. He and his crew then
settle down for some salty cele-
brating, but the fun is halted
when he meets Ann Blyth, a Rus-
sian countess fleeing from a Czar-
arranged marriage and trying to
get to her uncle in Sitka. Love
blooms quickly between the two,
but on the day they are to be mar-
ried the pursuing Russian prince
arrives, carts her off on his gunr
boat and leaves Peck believing he
has been jilted.

The sailing race takes place
when Peck wagers his ship against
one owned by Anthony Quinn, a
seal-poaching rival. When .the
ships arrive at the Pribilofs, the
crews are captured by the Rus-
sians, but they are freed on Miss
Blyth’s promise to marry Carl Es-
mond, the prince. On the eve of
the wedding, however. Peck and
Quinn join forces to rescue her
and all sail back to San Francisco
after the mission is successfully
completed.

Peck socks his role in rugged,,
two-fisted style, doing well by the
character as drawn in Borden
Chase's screenplay. Miss Blyth is
a beautiful countess. Quinn is
among the standouts as the color-
ful Portuguese, as is John Mcln-
tire, Peck’s mate; Hans Conried, a
supercilious hotel manager; Es-
mond and Bill Radowich, a fish-
smelling Eskimo. Andrea King,
Eugenie Leontovich, Rhys Williams
and Sig Ruman are among others
showing up well.

Russell Mefty used his Techni-
color cameras well in bringing the
action to the screen, and the unit
lensing on the seascapes is particu-
larly outstanding. Film editing is
good, as is the Frank Sk'nner
music score. Brog.

Tor*’ Solo Indie
Hollywood, June 17.

Ivan Tors, who recently pro-
duced “The Glass Wall’’ in part-
nership with. Maxwell Shane, is
going in for "solo production while
Shane is writing a play.

Tors bought “A-Men,” authored
by Curt Siodmak, and will make it
as an indie with Richard Carlson.

IPrap^i* L* Went
-Faint

Third entry in Universal’*;
^talking mule” epfaedy series

With Q'Cdmwr; aver-
age b.o.

Hollywood, June 13.
Universal release of Leonard Goldstein

production, Stars Donald O'Conpor;
tnre< Lori Kelson, Ali^e Kelley, /palmer
Lee, WUUanv Reynold*, FrattCUf Directed
by Arthur Luhiri. Story and Screenplay,
Oscar Brodney; added dialog, Dorothy
Reid; based on “Francis’* character cre-

ated by David' Stern; earners, Carl Guth-
rie; editor, Milton Cat-ruth.. Previewed
June 10, ’52. Running time, A! ’MlM*.
Peter Stirling Donald O'Connor
Barbara Atwood Lori Nelson
OVnthia Daniels Alice Kelley
William Norton Palmer Lee
Wilbur' Van Allen......William Reynold*
Colonel Daniels . / - .Les Tremsyne
Chad Chadwick Otto Hulbett
Corporal Thpma*..,.., Dave Janssen
Corporal Ransom .James Best

The third time around for Uni-
versal’s “talking mule,” Francis,

finds the comedy gimmick that ini-

tially sparked the series beginning
to thin with familiarity. However*
“Francis G.oes to West Point” man-
ages to be fairly amusing most of
•the time and should have no trou-

ble reaching average business in

those situations where previous
visits of the loquacious hybrid and
his partner, Donald O’Connor, have
been welcome.
Principal impediment to the com-

edy is the load of words tossed in.

Except when concerned with meet-
ings between Francis and the hu-
mans, the talk frequently halts the
humor. Nop do* the ..production
values help to bridge the gaps, the
corner-cutting often being evident
during the 81 minhtes of rurming
time.

Francis’ earthiness as voiced by
Chill Wilis, adds a snap to his

asides while tutoring O’Connor
through the tough West Point cur-
riculum, advising the lovelorn and
helping Army win its football
games with sage directions. The
Oscar Brodney screen story finds
O’Connor appointed to West Point
after saving an atomic plant from
a sabotage plot. O’Connor is just
about to be kicked out for failure
to maintain the academy’s tough
standards when Francis shows up
aqd soon has him at the top of his
class.

Yarn brings in the usual amount
of sequences showing drilling, post
walking and the hazing by .upper
classmen, enlivening the proceed-
ings on occasion with, chuckles.
Finale finds O’Connor expelled
when he refuses to talk after the
school v suspects one of his room-
mates is married, hut Francis man-
ages to get this straightened put
in time for Army to win the big
game with Navy.
O’Connor’s talent for comedy

provides the picture wi$i a strong
assist, as does the gravelly Wills
voice that speaks for the mule.
Lori Nelson and Alice Kelley carry
off the femme spots nicely. Pal-
mer Lee and William Reynolds, as
O’Connor’s room-mates and foot-
ball players, do okay. Les Tre-
mayne, .the commandant, and Otto
Hulett, the football coach who
gratefully,: but bewUderedly, ac-
cepts Francis’ gridiron advice,
help the laughs.
Arthur Lubin directed the 'Leon-

ard Goldstein production, doing
well in scenes - involving the two
principals but letting others lie
static. Technical contributions are
standard. Brog.

Bal Tabarln
(SONGS)

capital, Mis* Lawrence hide* out
iM- the apartment pf a girl friend
(Claire Carletpn). Circumstance*
introduce her to songwriter Wilk
Him Ching*. and .%# couple are.

hired to appear, at the Tabarin,
But their success, is somewhat
dampened inasmuch as mobster
Steve Brodie is

4
tailing her to re-

cover Powers' ' jewel cache. How-
ever, this dilemma is neatly re-

solved by the French police in time
for the finale, '

.

v

... i

Scenes of several production
numbers at the Tabarin are well

done- Shots are
.
mainly of scantily

clad' girls. Miss Lawrence has a
batch of vocal chores in these se-

quences and ‘she warbles three
fairish tunes by Jack Elliott and
Tom Mack to advantage. They’re
“Now and Forevermore,” “You’ve
Never Been in Love” and “My
Hetirt Says Yes.”
Performances are mechanical.

Miss Lawrence tries futily to make
her role believable. Ching is fairly
good as the songwriter who finds
both romance and a market for
his- tune wares. Miss Carleton has
the stereotyped part of a protec-
tive gal friend who knows all the
answers. Brodie is adequate as the
gunman as is the balance of the
supporting players.

Physical mantling, save, for. the
Tabarin interiors,- appears' to have
been laid out with an eye to econ-
omy by associate producer Her-
man MUlakowsky: Philip Ford's
direction tends to bp too leisurely.
Camerawork of Reggie Lanning is

competent while lensing of French
unit cameraman Michael Kelber is
also okay. Running time of 84
minutes seems overlong for twin-
bill requirements. " Gilb.

*

Wagons West
(COLOR)

Lower .cage osier for'juvenile*,

• Artiaif release '-of Jack
Glaaier) production. ' Star*

Geprge O’Brlwa an* Three Stooge*; Ma-
ture* Clem

. Bevans, Lyle Talbot. Sheila
Ryan, Monte Blue, Fuzzy Knight. Directed
by Edward Bernd*, Screenplay, Elwood
Ullmaft and William Lively; camera, Paul
Ivano; editor, Fred Allen; music,

,

Alex-
ander Starr. At the N«W York, N. . Y.,
week of June 3, '52. Running time, 54
MINS, *

George George O’Brien
fMoe Howard

Three Stooges, . , . ..... { Shcmp Howard
1Larry Fine

Laura. Shellah Ryan
Doc.. '.Clem Bevans
Sawyer.., .Monte Blue
Taggart,..-.... Lyle Talbot
Clete.... ...John Merton
Utah A1 Batfert
Sandy...... .......Hugh Hooker
Red :.B111 Ward
Sheriff Fuzzy Knight
Blake Dick Crockett
Slim.. Roy Canada

Routine wagon-train western
with Rod Cameron; average re-
turns. -

Meller with Paris background;
modest programmer.

Republic releaae of Herman Millakow
sky production. Star* Muriel Lawrence,
William Ching; features Claire Carleton,
Steve Brodie. Directed by Philip* Ford.
Screenplay, Houston Branch; camera,
Reggie Lanning, Michael Kelber; music,
R. Dale Butts; songs. Jack Elliott, Tom
PJack; editor, Tony Martlnelll. Trade-
.«hown N, Y., June 17, ’52. Running time,
t4 MINS
•Judy Alien Muriel Lawrence
Don Barlow William Ching
Stella Simmon* Claire Carleton
•Joe Goheen Steve Brodie
nspector Manat Steven Geray
JJDle

,
Angle Carl Milletaire

Eddie Mendies Tom Powers
.Dufar Gregory Gay
Madam Ramquet .. Adrienne d’Ambrlcourt
Inspector pieWelyn Herbert Deans

And the French Can-Can Dancers

‘Bal Tabarin” is a modest pro-
grammer which combines some
routine melodrama with scenes of
Paris and the nitery bearing the
title of this Republic release. While
the film’s story and marquee val-
ues are weak, exhibitors may find

|

the Tabarin sequences exploitable

J

especially shots of “the famous’
j

French Can-Can dancers.
Written by Houston Branch, the

'screenplay appears primarily to be
|a device in which to weave in the
Bal Tabarin. Muriel Lawrence
plays a social secretary to a jewel

,

fence (Tom Powers). She takes it

.
on the lam to Paris after her boss

jis rubbed out on the theory she’d
be implicated in the murder.
Having arrived in the French

Hollywood, June 13.
Monogram release of Vincent M. Fen-

nelly production. Star* Rod Cameron;
features Noah Beery, Jr., Peggie Castle,
Michael Chapin, Henry Brandon, Sara
Hayden, Frank Ferguson. Directed by
Ford Beebe. Screenplay, Dan Ullman;
camera (Cinecolor), Harry Neumann; edi-
tor, Walter Hannemann; music. Marlin
Skiles. Previewed June 13, ’52. Running
time. 70 MINS,
Jeff Curtis Rod Cameron
Arch Lawrence Noah Beery, Jr.
Ann Wilkins Peggie Castle.
Ben Wilkins Michael Chapin
Clay Cook Henry Brandon
Mrs. Cook Sarah Hayden
Cyrus Cook . . Frank Ferguson
Alice Lawrence .-. Anne Kimbell
Sam Wilkins Wheaton Chambers
Gaylord Cook RUey Hill
Old Maid Effle Laird
Slocum .1. Stanford Jolley
Old Maid .Almira Sessions
Old Man Harry Tyler
Joplin Marshal Glenn Strange
Territorial Marshal ......... Harry Strang
Chief Black Kettle John Parrish
KaW Chief Charles Stevens

“Gold Raiders” is grooved for
the Saturday matinee market. An-
tics of the Three Stooges are strict-

ly on a juvenile level and the plot
is pretty much spelled out in words
of one syllable. It’s a mediocre
Iow-budge,ter.
George O’Brien, who hasn’t been

too active of recent years, plays an
insurance agent, and the yarn re-
volves around the introduction of
the insurance system to the west.
O’Brien, as a gang-busting ex-mar-
shal, ties up with the Three
Stooges, gentle-grafting peddlers,
in his campaign to clean up the
area from raiders hijacking mine
shipments. He has a tough job,
since the Stooges are irresponsible
and another of his ' helpers is ah
alcoholic medico (Ciem Bevans).
Latter unwittingly tips O'Brien’s
plans when, drunk in the saloon,
he drops the map detailing the
insurance agent’s 'tactics. Plot
winds to. the inevitable conclusion,
O’Brien’s killing and/or capturing
the badmen, with the old doc’s
loyalty being.

.
proven.

O’Brien is somewhat stiff as the
gun-toting agent, but casting him
as insurance man makes it easier
to accept. Three Stooges take a
lot of slopping around, both from
the raiders and from' Sheilah
Ryan, who plays the oMjphysician’s
granddaughter. Slapstick stuff is

purely for the elementary school
set. Monte Blue, as a mineowner,
and Lyle Talbot, as a. heavy, reg-
ister strongly, while Miss Ryan
handles' the solo femme role accep-
tably^ • Fuzzy Knight does a stam-
mering sheriff characterization,
which also is aimed at young audi-
ences. Bevans makes an okay doc.
Lensing and production trap-

pings are par for this kind of item.
Bril

A wagon-train, pushing west-
ward through Indian territory/
backgrounds this routine Rod Cam-
eron starrer, with b.o. prospects no
more than average. Film is bene-
fited by color photography, which
limns some interesting landscape,
but story seldom departs from ex-
pected action. Certain excitement
is generated in the Indian attack
sequence.
Dan Ullman script casts Cam-

eron as wagonmaster of a train
heading for California in the ’70s.
Warned before his takeoff that the
Cheyennes are arming themselves
with rifles smuggled in by un-
scrupulous gun-runners, it develops
that the organizer of. Cameron’s
train, Frank Ferguson, and his
two nephews, Henry Brandon and
Riley Hill, are the culprits. Cam-
eron has his hands full, between
countering with this trio and de-
fending the train against the In-
dians. Peggie Castle provides a
slight romantic note.
Cameron puts over his charac-

terization satisfactorily in a per-
suasive performance, and has the
benefit of a good cast. Brandon in
particular stands out as a heavy.
Noah. Beery, Jr., is in all too briefly
as a prospective father, and Anne
Kimbell scores brightly in her few
scenes as his wife. Michael Chapin
makes the most of a moppet role,
and Ferguson convinces as the
gun-runner.

Film generally is a credit to Vin-
cent M. Fennelly, who produced,
and Ford Beebe’s direction takes
as much advantage as possible of
the script Harry Newmann’
color photography is excellent.

Whit

Telepix Reviews
Effective with this issue.

Variety inaugurates a separate
department—Telepix Reviews—in keeping with the con-
stantly expanding vidpix ac-
tivity.

Reviews are to be found on
Page 26, in the TV-Film sec-
tion, along with Variety ex-
panded coverage of all facets
of the growing telefilm opera-
tions.

|tich*el Denison play# the -debo*
in * gay

lighthearted atyle; and -makes hi#
characterization the pivot for much
of the comddy, .

.

• The two romantic femme roles
are adroitly played by Joan Green-
wood and Dorothy Tutin. The
former, with her owii blend of
charm, makes a delightful con-
tribution

<
as s Gwendolen,^the girl

Who attaches a* > tough importance
to the name as to the man. Miss
Tutin, a newcomer having her first
big chance, displays a marked de-
gree of talent in the role of Cecily
Cardew, playing it with all the
requisite naive pertness. Edith
Evans, as the forbidding Lady
Bracknell, and Margaret Ruther-
ford, as Miss Prism, the governess,
also* offer . distinguished per-
formances. Miles Malleson’s por-
trayal of the vicar is a faultless
cameo.
By following the original, there

is little scope for action but the
film has been edited down to a run-
ning time of 92 minutes which
eliminates most of the chance for
dragging. Indeed the yam rolls at
steady pace. Myro.

Importance of Being
Earnest

(BRITISH—COLOR)

Name British cast in Oscar
Wilde comedy; big for U.S. art
houses.

London, June 4.
GFD release o£ Anthony Asquith Brlt-

ish-Ttchmeolor production. - Star* Michael
Denison, Edith Evans, Join Greenwood,
Mile* Malleson, Michael Redgrave, Mar-
garet Rutherford and . Dorothy Tutin. Di-
rected by Anthony Asquith. Adaptation
from Osdar Wilde’s play by Anthony
Asquith; camera, Desmond Dickinson;
editor, Eric Wood; music,. Benjamin
Frankel. At Odeon, Jersey, June 2, ’52.
Running time, 92'Ml NS.
Gwendolen Fairfax... . Joan Greenwood

Worthing Michael Redgrave
Cecily Cardew Dorothy Tutin
Algernon Moncrieff ...... Michael Denison
Dr. Chasuble... Miles Malle*oh
Mis* Prism. Margaret Rutherford
Lady BrackneU Edith Evans

*
-

All the charm and glossy humor
of Oscar Wilde’s classic comedy
emerges faithfully in this Anthony
Asquith’s British Technicolor pro-
duction. Picture has a grade “A”
cast with British names in plenty
for the exploitation angle. As a
drawingroom comedy, given a
somewhat broader canvas, by .its
transference to the screen, it
should prove to be a big winner
here and most major cities, but
some of its humor may be lost on
audiences in rural areas. In Amer-

‘I

lea it should do particularly well in
art houses, with long runs a strong
possibility.

Apart from a few minor cuts| As-
quith has taken few liberties with
the original. His skilful direction
extracts all the polish of Wilde’s
brilliant dialog, .and he has fash-
ioned a pic which, while not setting
new standards in filmcraft, is an
important contribution from Brit-
ish studios. Under his direction
all the technical qualities are
standout. Firstrate color lensing
by Desmond Dickinson is one of
the plus factors.

The piquant
.
comedy situations

are handled in a light frothy style
by. one of the more distinguished
casts used in a British production.
Michael Redgrave’s performance
of Earnest Worthing is in keeping
with his high standing. He brings
a wealth of sincerity to the role
of the earnest young man, without
knowledge of his origin, whose in-
vention of a fictitious brother
leads to romantic complications

Black Hills Ambush
Stock Allan .

wRocky” Lane
western for program market.

Hollywood, June 11.
Republic* release of - Harry -Keller pro-

duction. star* Afian VRpqKX'’ Dane; fea-
tures Eddy Waller, Le»lye Banning, Roy
Barcroft, Michael HaU, John Vosper, Ed-
w.ard Cassidy. .John Cason>. .Wesley Hud-
man, Michael Barton. Directed by Keller.
Written by Ronald Davidson, M. Coates
Webster; camera. BuM Thackery; editor,
Tony MartineUi. Previewed June 2, ’52.
Running time, 53 MINS.
Allan “Rocky’’ Lane. .Allan. “Rocky” Lane
Hi* Stallion Black Jack
Nugget Clark. Eddy Waller
Sally .Lejslye Banning
Bart,.... Roy Barcroft
Larry Stewart ....-Michael Hall
Gaine*. John Vosper
Sheriff.,;..... ...Edward Cassidy
JfcXe John Cason
Buck.

, Wesley Hudman
Clay Stewart Michael Barton

Presence of Allan “Rocky” Lane
and such familiar oater ingredients
as fights and chases make ‘ Black
Hills Ambush” acceptable fare for
the western programmer market.
There's a slow start during which
plot is established but after pre-
mise is fixed the pace is all that’s
required to satisfy fans of this type
actioner.
Lane, handling himself with his

usual rugged efficiency* again plays
a U.S. marshall. This time Eddy
Waller, an old friend t calls on him
for aid to break up an outlaw gang
that is plundering his freight line
and forcing him into bankruptcy.
Behind the skullduggery is Roy
Barcroft. Lane settles down to
wipe out -the gang and in. battling
the heavy to a finish he also is able
to reform Michael Hall, young
member of the outlaw crew. Play-
ers go through familiar characters
acceptably. The slight distaff in-
terest is furnished by Leslye Ban-
ning.

Harry- Keller produced and di-
rected the screen story by Ronald
Davidson and M. Coates • Webster
with suitable emphasis on action.
Technical work is average for the
budget series. Brog.

Berby Buy
(BRITISH)

Anna Neagle, Michael Wild-
ing in comedy-drama; modest
TJ. S. entry.

_ ... . . London, June 11.
British Lion relcaae of WIlcox-Neagl*

British production. Star* Anna Neagle,
Michael Wilding, Googie Wither*. John
McCallum. Directed by Herbert Wilcox.
Screenplay, John Balnea; camera, Max
Greene; editor. Bill Lewthwaite. At the
Warner, London, June 9, '?2. Running
time, #4 MINS-
Lady Forbt*. Anna Neagle
David Scott '...Michael Wilding
Betty MdUoy Googie WithersTommy Dillon .John McCallum
Gerald Berkeley,.., Peter Graves
Michel Jolivet ..........Suzaqne Cloutier
Joe Jenkin*:..... Gordon Horker
Gladys Gladys Henson
Bill Hammond .Ralph Reader
Spider Wilkes Alfie Bass
Sir George Edwin Style*
Commentator Raymond Glendcnnlng

Three cameos embracing half a
dozen people, who spend a day at
the Derby, merge moderately well
into a composite whole. Plots are
quite distinctive and are designed
to pinpoint the experiences and
emotions of ' a handful of charac-
ters who witness the ^year’s most
popular racing event. Treatment is

fairly commonplace. Although the
pic should rate fair biz at home it

is "a modest entry for U.S. stakes.
Entire action spans only a few

hours. But in that short period the
script traces a murder and arrest
of a couple while collecting their

winnings; a servant girl who gets

a day at the races with her favor-
ite film star; and Michael Wilding
and Anna Neagle, both of whom
are bereaved m a recent plane
crash, finding solace in each other.

Contrasting plots provide oppor-
tunity for variations in the writ-

ing with comedy and drama blend-

(Continued on page 20)
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Fewer Fix a Stimulus?

With" major studios definitely into ,* policy of cutting back pro-

duction quantity—which is bound to be reflected in trimmed

release schedules in a year or so—the big question is what it will

Ho to theatres. Many houses, already hard-hit, have found that

the only way they can pump any life at all into grosses is by two or

three or even more changes per week. Slash in quantity of prod-

uct available is going to make this impossible—or provide a field-

dav for the shoestring quickie-makers.

Most observers feel that the result of -a slash in major release

skeds may w^ll mean an upturn in the number of houses closing.

However, that's not viewed as a catastrophe^any more—except, of

course, by the exhibs affected. Belief is that fewer ’ houses will

mean more’ healthy ones by the elimination of competition that

only served to weaken all theatres. Distribs hope that a reduced

number of strong, well-patronized bouses will mean increased

income and make it profitable for the houses to hold 1

pix lqgger.

With fewer running through the mill, each pic will have a chance

at better income. ,
*

Keeping 'Em Open Would LoseJOG
Philadelphia, June 17. -f

United Paramount Theatres, in

shuttering its three Philly- houses

recently, is said to have, made the

choice between losing $200,000 a

year by keeping them open or

$130,000 a year by closing them.

Theatres are the Tower, Nixon and
Roosevelt, all important key nabes.

Aside from the direct financial

loss in keeping the houses alight,

UPT is said to have been influ-

enced to shutter by a battle with

the international Alliance of The-
atrical Stage Employees on two
fronts, the union’s stagehands and
porjectionists locals. .

Tower, which once had vaude,.is

reportedly forced to employ three

stagehands for which UPT claims

it no longer has use, House also

is understood to employ five op-

erators as a result of an old agree-

ment. It wants to cut down, along
with a move by all Philly theatres

to get rid of the old two-men-in-a-
booth contracts. Claim is that with
safety film now in Universal use,

(Continued on page 25)

Kelly Seeks to Clarify

His Status With Chapk

As ‘Limelight’ Rep
Arthur W. Kelly, former exec-

v.p. of United Artists, and for
years sales rep for Charles Chap-
lin’s personal productions, will
leave New York for Hollywood on
Friday (20) to seek out clarifica-
tion of his status on Chapliii’s new-
est, “Limelight.” Film will be
completed with abput 10 more days
of recording.

Chaplin so far hasn’t closed any
deals concerning distribution of
the pic. He’s had some talks with
Arthur B. Krlm, president of UA,
on a releasing pact but these have
yet to reach the contract stage.
Chaplin owns 25% of the UA stock,
and the management is hopeful of
an agreement.
Kelly simply doesn’t know one

way or the other whe'ther he’ll
rep Chaplin on the pic. Since the
comedian-producer may want a
late summer release for “Lime-
light,’ obviously he’ll have to .de-
cide on distributor and sales rep
shortly.

Lester Roth Quits Col
Lester W. Both bows out as v.p.

and counsel at the Columbia stu-

dio on June 30 to enter private
practice on the Coast.
Under terms of settlement of his

employment contract, which had a
year and a half to run, Roth will
collect $20,000, to be paid in in-

stallments, and in turn will sur-

render to the company options to
purchase 5,000 shares of its com-
mon stock. Options were issued
to him when he signed a seven-year
pact with Col on Jan. 2, .1947.

U to Stress Shorts

With Sochin Appt.
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Exhibitors, who have habitually
screame.d for more product, might
as well get set for less. Hollywood
is definitely on the way in a long-
range program of trimming the
quantity of production.

Darryl F. Zanuck and Jack L.
Warner sounded the word „ last

week that both 20th-Fox and War-
ner Bros, are going to slash the
number of pix turned out. They
are following a pattern previously
announced by Paramount and al-

ready being carried out by RKO
and Columbia since the, beginning
of the year.
Only major from which exhibs

have a prospect of getting added
product is United Artists. That
outfit faces an entirely different set

of circumstances in distributing
indie product than do the lots

which provide their own produc-
tion.

Reasoning among 20th, WB and
Par—possibly to be followed by*

a

similar move at Metro as the result

of present conclaves on the Coast
—is identical. They’ve all come to

(Continued on page 17)

SWG Would Join

As Full Member If

ALA 'Streamlines
Screen Writers. Guild, in a three-

day New York huddle that wound
up Sunday (15), agreed to come
into the Authors League of Amer-
ica as a full member if the ALA
would reorganize itself on a more
modern, streamlined basis. SWG
has been only an affiliate member
of the Organization, which includes
the ' Authors ' Guild, Dramatists
Guild and Radio Writers Guild.
ALA and the other three guilds

have agreed to a number of the
points sought by the SWG, and all

the groups are going back to their

memberships with the proposals.

Another meeting at which the
changes may be effected is expect-

ed to be held in a couple of

months.

Issue has come up as a result

of TV, with the writers cutting

across lines of the four guilds.

(Full report on that aspect of the
sessions is in the Television Sec-

tion.)

SWG’s reservations on becoming
full-fledged partners in the ALA
results from the fact that it is

the only one of the four guilds with

a flush treasury. It has about $135,-

000 in the bank and doesn’t want
to turn that over to outside con-

trol.

Its stipulations to the ALA were
that-if it comes in, it continue to

exercise autonomy over- its treas-

ury and also over its own member-
ship. ALA is understood to have
agreed to this with reservations

that remain to be thrashed out,

SWG reps who were east for the

session returned to the Coast Sun-
day. Only exception was Frances
Inglis, exec secretary, who re-

mained east for several days on
other biz.

Big-Budget Pix

Slated for WB
London, June 17.

Announcement that Warner Bros,

would make only big budget pix

was made by Jack L. Warner, v.p.

and production topper of Warner
Bros. Company’s policy whs re-

vealed in an address to the London
Cinema Luncheon Club, the second
of two addresses Warner made
here.

Earlier the Warner production
chief - told the British Film Produ-
cers Assn, that television was be-
ginning to settle down and level off.

“We learned that, like radio, it lias

a place in entertainment. We also

learned that it has weakness as

well,” Warner declared.
Warner Bros., the exec asserted,

would prefer to make one picture

costing $3,000,000 than three at

$1,000,000. The latter, he, said, au-

tomatically went into the double-
feature bracket. In addition, . he
rapped dual bills as “a menace to

the industry,” causing, he said, the
making of too many bad pictures

in Hollywood because there isn’t

(Continued on page 22)

Be Alarmed at Col’s Ford TV Deal

No Happy Medium
Max E. Youngstein, United

Artists v.p., this week gave
another airing to a complaint
which has been heard in ad-
pub circles since the first pos-
ter went up in the nickelodeon
era:
“When a, picture goes big at

the boxoffice, everyone says it

Was a great picture. But when
a picture dies at the b.o.,

everyone says the campaign
killed it.”

Youngstein Maps

Ad-Pub Seminar

Albert to Rome for Pic
Eddie Albert leaves New York

on Saturday (21) for Rome to be-

gin work in William Wyler’s pro-

duction of “Roman Holiday” for

Paramount.

Actor is spending the current

week in Gotham to aid in the build-

up for Wyler’s “Carrie,” in which
he’s featured.

19 PIX SLATED FOR COL

BETWEEN NOW AND OCT.
Hollywood, June 17.

Although the studio will take its

annual two-week production hiatus

the last week in July and first in

August, Columbia will put 19 films

before the cameras between now
and Oct. 15.

Heavy program starts tomorrow
(Wed.) with Stanley Kramer’s
“Member of the Wedding,” direct-

ed by Fred Zinnemann. It’s one-

of the firm’s top pix of year. Rita

Hayworth’s “Salome, - Dance
^

of

Seven Veils,” starts late this week
or early next. Kramer’s “Juggler,”

starring Kirk Douglas, rolls in Au-
gust. His “Library,” starring Mary
Pickford, is due in early October.

Studio’s own untitled Jane Wy-
man starrer is on the summer slate

in addition to usual run of pro-

grammers.

Sid Myers Back to Eng.

Sidney A^M#srs, assistant man-
aging director of British Lion,

which distributes Sir Alexander
Korda’s product, returns to London
today (Wed.) on the Queen Eliza-

beth after completing his annual

visit to New York and Hollywood.

Myers, who arrived in the U. S.

June 5, looked over several inde-

pendently made films with a view
to distributing .them in the United
Kingdom. However, no deals were
finalized.

•4- While some exhibitors in the.
New York metropolitan area are
firmly opposed to the deal Columbia
Pictures inked with the Ford Mo-
tor Co. last week calling for pro-
duction of 39 half-hour telepix,

Walter Reade, Jr., on Monday (16)

declared that he sees “no*-eause for
alarm,” for the arrangement is

similar to dozens of others in
which Hollywood studios are turn-
ing out films for TV.

[Details of the Columbia-Ford
deal in the TV-'Films section.]

President of a 35-house chain,
Reade opined that it’s much better
for Columbia to make pictures for
TV than fly-by-nights, since the
company may develop new faces,
which eventually will help exhib-
itors. “Though I am not a Colum-
bia stockholder,” he added, “Ralph
Cohn and .Jules Bricken are to be
congratulated in landing ^ord/';.
Cohn heads Screen Gems, Co-

lumbia’s TV subsidiary, which will
lens the films for Ford. Bricken
will handle the production reins.
Contract with the auto firm is re-
garded as a precedental one, inas-
much as it’s the first ever to be
signed between a national adver-
tiser and a major Hollywood stu-
dio. With top players starred, the
series starts Oct. 2 on some 51
NBC-TV stations. Profit participa-
tion will be offered talent, direc-
tors and writers working on pix.

Taking a dim view of the pact is

David Weinstock, who heads the
17-theatre RaybOnd circuit with
houses in N. Y., New Jersey and

(Continued on page 24)

N. Y. Exhib, Aide to.Be

Arraigned Charged With

203G Amus. Tax Evasion
Jeanne Ansell, prez of Ansell

Theatres, and Irving A. Rosen-
blum, said to be her accountant
and business adviser, are sched-
uled to be arraigned Friday (20)

before Federal Judge John F. X.
McGohey in N. Y. Federal Court
on charges of attempted evasion
of $203,677 in admission taxes
from' 1946 to 1949. Arraignment
grows out of their indictment last

week by a Federal grand jury on
210 counts of tax evasion.

Ansell circuit is a chain of 10
houses In Manhattan, Brooklyn and
the Bronx which screen SpaMsh-
language films. Indictments

.
re-

m , . . „ „ . . suited from a Bureau of Internal

i •

a
^?

ea
ff ,¥

”ext
+
in Revenue investigation following re-

lme to reduce its dividend rate, ce^p^ 0f an anonymojis tip.’ De-
according to some Wall St. pro- £en

‘

dantSi according to Asst. V. S.
fessionals. Opinion in some New Attorney Rlchard p. DoItovan

,
fii&

York financial circles is that Tech- 210 hon tax returns ^hlch“ wm reqnire -heavy coin to the
v
amou

'

t due was frequently
finance its big expansion program under.reported by 50% or more,

the excess profits tax will pre- Donova
P
n sald tlfe alleged tax-chis-

!
a“lng3

^°,
m rising

. eling of Miss Ansell and Kosenbhlm
i
Ur?nt

.
leve

,

1 desplte the actually began In 1944. But a six-
upbeat in business volume. year statute of limitations prevents

Techiji board consequently is the indictment from extending far-
faced With a decision to either ther back than 1946. If convicted,
negotiate a Joan for 'the expansion the pair is liable to a $10,000 fine
work or retain a greater part of and five years’ imprisonment on
the earnings via the* divvy cut, say each count,
the observers. They feel that the
directorate will choose the reduc-
tion on payoff to Investors.

Techni has been sending checks
to stockholders at the rate of $2
per common share annually since
1949. This Is up fro.m the $1 total

in dividends for 1948.

Proposal to call an industry
seminar concentrating, solely on
the trade’s advertising - publicity
operations will be advanced short-,
ly by Max E. Youngstein, United
Artists v.p. He wants to acquaint
industryites outside the ad-pub
craft with its problems, the rea-
soning behind present promotional
approaches and techniques, and
generally engage in a joint in-

vestigation of new ad media for
use by films, particularly televi-

sion. V

Youngstein intends to pass along
the seminar idea to H. A. Cole and
Robert J. O’Donnell, who hosted
last week’s Texas COMPO con-
clave, at which present ad copy
came under unexpected attack.
Actor Ronald Reagan, at the
COMPO session,

.
particularly

burned Youngstein and others of
the ad-pub fraternity with his
blast at “lying” ad copy.

Youngstein commented in New
York this week that fully one-third
of the abundance of chin music
heard at the COMPO meet con-
cerned film advertising. Yet, he
observed, ad - pub departments

(Continued on page 15)

TECHNI MAY CUT DIV

TO FINANCE EXPANSION

U Warms Up Press

For Alaska Preem

Bosustow’s Europe Look

A group of newspaper, mag and
syndicate reps set off on k 12,791-

mile journey Sunday (15) to see a
picture. Press contingent, num-
bering about 35, headed for Elmen-
dorf Air Force Base, Anchorage,

Stephen Bosustow, prexy of Un- Alaska, for the world preem of
ited Productions of America, car- Universal’s “The World in His
toonery which releases through Co- Arms” tomorrow (Thures.).

lumbia, leaves today (Wed.) for a Junket, arranged by U in con-
four-week European jaunt. He’ll junction with the Department of

visit London, -Parts and Copen- Defense, will include a 12-day tour
hagen. v .

> of military installations In Alaska.
While abroad, Bosustow will line Correspondents were picked up by

up deals for the company’s training two m#itary transports In Washing-
and educational animated films di- ton, Chicago, Los Angeles*and Seat-

vision. He arrived in New York tie.

last week accompanied by Charles Group of Hollywood personali-

Daggett, company’s publicity top- ties, led by Ann Blyth, who stars in

per. Pair held confabs with Col “World” with Gregory Peck, is ac-

hOmeofllce execs. Daggett will re- companylng the press party *and
main in NeW York for about a will put on special “in person”
month before returning to the shows for servicemen at bases 'in

Coast. [Alaska and the Aleutians.
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LA. Limping;
4

Lofty $20,000,

Los Angeles, June 17.

Boxoffice pace has slowed up
considerably this frame ' despite

four pew bills, with only one
shaping up on profitable side.

“Walk East on Beacon," well ex-

S
lotted, is heading for nice $20,000

i two theatres. Combo of '‘Scar-

let Angel” and "Just Across

Street” opened fairly mild in three

spots.

Very dull $13;000 shapes for “3

for Bedroom C” in three sites

while "Atomic City,” plugged here

as "19 Elevado Street,” looks thin

$7,000 in two houses although
rated okay in Hollywood.

Holdovers generally are off al-

though "Clash By Night” continues

in the money on its second round
with fast $21,000 in two locations.

Other exceptions include the surer

seater runs of "Man in White
Suit,” smart $5,000 in third week,
and "Encore,” good $3,000 in sev-

enth. frame.

Estimates for This Week
Los Angeles, Chinese, Uptown,

Loyola (EWC) (2,097; 2,048; 1,719;

1,248; 70-$l .
10)—"African Queen”

(UA) and "Royal- Journey” (UA)
(2d wk). okay $20,000. Last week,
excellent $30,500.
Hollywood, Downtown, Wiltem

(WB) (2,756; 1,757; 2,344; 70-$1.10)

—"3 for Bedroom C” (WB). Very
dull $13,000. Last week, "Carson
City” (WB) (8 days), $16,000.

%

Loew’s State, Egyptian (UATC)
<2,404: 1,538; 70-$1.10) — “Skirts

Ahoy” (M-G) and "Glory Alley”

<M-G) (2d wk). Oke $18,000. Last
week, $26,300.

Hillstreet, Pantages (R K O)
(2,752; 2,812; 70-$1.10)—"Cl,ash By
Night” (RKO) and "Leave to Ma-
rines” (Lip) (2d wk). Fast $21,000.

Last week, $32,300.
Los Angeles Paramount, Hawaii

(UPT-G&S) (3,300; *1,106; 65-$1.20)— "Walk East On Beacon” (Col)

and "Montana Territory” (Col).

Fine $20,000, Last week, "Red
Mountain” (Par) and "African
Treasure” (Mono) (L. A. Par only)

(2d wk), $9,200.
United Artists, Hollywood Para-

mount. Hit* (UATC - F&M - FWC)
<2,100: 1,430; 1,370; 70-$1.10) —
"Scarlet Angel” (U) and "Just
Across the Street” (U). Opened
Sunday. Last- week, "Paula” (Col)

and "California Conquest” (Col) at

UA and Hollywood Par, $4,500 in

4 days after slow $12,000 on first

full week.
Orpheum, Vogue (Metropolitan-

FWC) (2,213; 885; 70-$1.10) —
"Atomic City” (Par) and "Gold
Raiders” (UA). Thin $7,000. Last
week, Orpheum and Beverly Hills,

"Greatest Show” (Par) (16th wk),
Closed out long run with $7,500 for
large $330,500 total on engagement.

Fine Arts (FWC) (679'; 80-$1.20)
—"Man White Suit” (U) (3d wk).
Smart $5,000. Last week, nifty
$5,900.

Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 8Q-$1.50)—"Ivory Hunter” (U) (4th wk). Fair
$2,000. Last week, $2,500.
Fonr Star (UATC) (900; ?5-$1.20)

—"Encore” (Par) (7th wk), Steady
$3,000. Last week, $2,900.
Canon (ABC) (520; $1.20) —

"Prise” (Indie) (4th wk). Small
$1,200. Last week, $1,600.

‘Carbine' Fair $12,000

In Prov.; ‘Bailey’ Mild

m, ‘Shark’ Slight 6G
Providence, June 17.

Loew’s State Is leading the city

with "Carbine Williams” but even
this Is only fair. Nice weekend
again kept patrons away from the-

atres. Majestic is next on list

With "Lydia Bailey.”

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)—

"Loan Shark” (Lip) and "Valley of
Eagles” (Lip). Slow $6,000. Last
week, "Models, Inc.” (FC) and
"Sins of Madeleine” (Indie) (re-
issue), weak $4,500.

MajestiB (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)

—

"Lydia Bailey" (20th) and “Gobs
and Gals” (Rep). Fairish $7,500.
Last week, "Kangaroo” (20th) and
"Bowery Boys” (Mono), $4,000.

State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)

—

"Carbine Williams” (M%) and
"Hoodlum Empire” (Rep). Fair
$12,000. Last week "Skirts Ahoy”
(M-G) and "Glory Alley” (M-G)
(2d wk), oke $9,000.

Ikand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)
—“Anything Can Happen” (Par).
Opened Monday (16). Last week,
"Sound Off” (Coll and "Thief of
Damascus” (Col), fairish $4,500.

Broadway Grosses
«

%

Estimated Total Gross -

This Week . ; $392,200
(Based on 19 theatres)

Last Year $421,500
(Baaed on 17 theatres)

‘Girl’ Modest 10G

.
Louisville; June 17.

"Carson City” at Mary Ander-
son is marking a fairly good show*
ing, action pica finding favor with
patrons in hot weather just begin-
ning, Strand with "Chained for
Life” plus in-person appearances
of the HlltOn Sisters for okay
week. “Girl in White” is getting
top coin, but only light at State,
Outdoor events are pulling crowds,
and hurting pic houses.

Estimates for This Week
Kentucky (Switow) (1,000; 54-75)

—-"Outcasts- of Poker Fiat” (20th)
and "Five” (Col). Fairish $3,000.
Last week, "Okinawa” (Col) and
‘Tougher They Come” (Col), same,
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,200;

54-75)—"Carson City” (WB). Fair
$5,000. Last week, "High Sierra”
(WB) (reissue),- $4,500.

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
54-75) — "Kangaroo” (20th) and
"Here Comes Marines” (Mono).
Dull $8,500, Last week, "I Dream
of Jeanie” (Hep) and "Gobs and
Gals” (Rep), regional preem got
Stephen Foster film off to big
start, $14,000. ^

State (Loew’s) (3,000; 54-75) —
"Girl in White” (M-G) and "When
in Rome” ‘(M-G), Light $10,000.
Last week, "Love Better Ever”
(M-G) and "Young Man With
Ideas” (M-G), about same.
Strand (FA) <1,20Q; 54-75) —

"Chained for Life” (Indie) and
"Secret Flight” (Indie)- plus Hilton
Sisters onstage. Satisfactory $5,-
000. Last week, "Mutiny” (UA) and
"One Big Affair” (UA), $4,000.

‘FACE’ BRISK $10,000,

PORT.; ‘CARSON’ DITTO
Portland, Ore., June 17.

City. is. packed with visitors for
the Annual Rose Festival. All
first-runs have new product but
few are doing very big.’. "About
Face” shapes big at Broadway.
"The Sniper” at Paramount, is

rated good while "Carson City” is
nice in two spots.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker)’ (1,890; 65-90)

—"About Face” (WB) and "Bal
Tabarin” (Rep). Big $10,000. Last
week, "Ivory Hunter” (U) and
"Square Dance Katy” (Rep), $6,200.

Guild (Parker) (400; 65-90) —
“Encore” (Par). Okay $3,500. Last
week, second-run.

Liberty (Hamrick) (1,850; 65-90)
—"Girl in White” (M-G) and
“Oklahoma Annie” (Rep). Good
$9,000. Last week, "Wild North”
(M-G) and "Sellout” (M-G) (3d
wk), $4,300 in 5 days.
Mayfair (Parker) (1.50Q; 65-90)

—

"Strange World” (UA) and "Law
(Continued on page 56)

‘Clash’ lively $11,000,

Buff; Tat*.Good'll«4G
* Buffalo, June 17»

Biz is only moderate in most
first-runs this week. "Clash By
Night” is' rated good at Century
while "Pat and Mike” are * about
same at the Buffalo. "Tomorrow Is
TOo Late” looks rather soft at Cen-
ter, with "Kangaroo” Jtnild at Para-
mount; "

.

. Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (LoeWs) (3*000; 40-70)

—“pat and Mike" (M-G) and
"Dancing' Years” (Indie). Good
$11,500; Last week, "Carbine Wil-
liams” (M-G) and "When in Rome”
(M-G), $10,000.

Paramount (Par) (3,000; 40-70)

—

"Kangaroo” (20th) and "Big Night”
(UA). Mild $9,000 or under. Last
week, "Carson City” (WB) and
"One Big Affair” (UA), $8,000.

Center (Par) (2,100; 40-70)—"To-
morrow Too Late” (Burstyn). Soft
$6,000. Last week, "Encore” (Par)
and "Train of Events” (Indie),
$5,000.

Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)—
"Bronco Buster” (U) and "No
Room for GroOm” (U). Moderate
$7,500 or.better. Lashweek, “Walk
East on Beacon” (Col) and "Konga”
(Indie) (reissue), $7,000.

Century (20th Cent.) (3,000; .40-

70)—"Clash by Night” (RKO) and
"Bal Tabarin” (Indie). Good $11,-
000 ill 9 days. Last week, "Champi-
on” (UA) and "Body and Soul”
(UA) (reissues), $6,000.

Cool Weather Boosting

Mpls.; ‘Sniper’ Bangup

$8,000, Team’ light 7G
Minneapolis, June 17/

Helped by some’ cool And rainy

weather and a lineup that, with a
single exception, comprises all new-
comers, grosses size up a "bit
healthier than ’in most recent
stanzas. ‘The Sniper” is giving the
boxoffice a shot in the arm at Or-
pheum. Other pacesetters include
"The Winning Team” and "The
Wild North.” Also-rans are "Any-
thing Can Happen” and "Outcasts
Of Poker Flat”

Estimate* for This Week
Century (Par) (1,600; • 50-76)—

"Anything Can JSappen” (Par).
Slow $4,(Kg). Last week, “Man hr
White Suit” (U) (2d wk), $3,500.

Gopher (Berger) 1,000; 50-76)

—

"Wild North” (M*G), Good $7,000.
Last week, "Carbine Williams”
(M-G) (2d wk), $3,600.

Lyrk (Par). (1,000; 50-76)—"Rose
of Cimarron” (20th) and "Journey
into Light” (20th>.‘ Light $3,500.
Last week, "Love Better Than
Ever” (M-G) and "F.B.I. Girl”
(Lip), $4,000.

Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-76)—
"Winning Team” (WB). Interest
in the diamond sport very low here.
Picture favorably received, but
only moderate $7,000 looms. Last
week, "Pat and Mike” (M-G),
$10,500. .

KKO-Qrpheum (RKO) <2,800; 40-
76)—"The Sniper” (Colt Very good
$8,000. Last, week, "Carson City”
(WB), $5,000.

RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600*. 40-76)—
"Canyon Passage” (Indie) and
"Frontier Girl” (Indie) (reissues).

Oldies not so strong at $4,000.
Last week, "Lion and Horse’7. (WB)
and "Pace That Thrills” (RKO),
$4,000.

State (Par) (2,300; 50-76)—"Out-
casts of Poker Flat” (20th). Tepid
$5,000. Last week, "Denver Rio
Grande” (Par), $3,700.

World (Mann) (400; 85-$1.25)—
"La Ronde” (Indie) (4th wk). Winds
up profitable but disappointing run
with thin $1,500. Last week, $2,500.

‘Beacon’ NG *

Key City, Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week .;. /. . $1,732,106
(Based on 24 cities, '200 the-

atres, chiefly first runs, includ-
ing N.v Y.) •

Total Gross Same Week .

Last Year’ $2,019,60*
(Based on 24 cities, and 196

theatres.)

‘Scaramouche’ 15G

‘Pat’ Strong $15,500 in Trim Cincy;

‘Kangaroo’ OK 6G, ’Conquest’- Hep 10G
Cincinnati, June 17.

“A generous assortment of new
bills, sans duds, has downtown biz

on the rise this week. "Pat and
Mike,” looms strong at the flagship
Albee, to lead the pack with one
of the burg’s liveliest starters in
some time. "California Conquest”
looks like an okay marker for the
Palace.' "Kangaroo,” "Girl In
White” and "Denver & Rio Grande”
are bunched at moderate gaits.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-75)

—

"Pat and Mike” (M-G). Strong
$15,500. Last week, "Clash By
Night” (RKO), $12,000.

Capitol (Mid-States) (2,000; 55-
75)—"Denver Rio Grande” (Par).
Moderate $.0,000. Last week, "Flesh

and Fury” (U) and "Treasure of
Lost Canyon” (U), ditto.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)—

"Girl in White” (M-G) and "Glory
Alley” (M-G). Okay $7,000. Last
week, "Loan Shark” (Lip) and
"Valley of Eagles”. (Lip), $6,000.

Keith’s (Mid-States) (1,542; 55-
75)— "Kangaroo”. ,(20th).. Oke
$6,000 or near. .Last week, "Atom-
ic City” (Par), $5,000,

Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)—
"Clash By Night” (RKO) (m.o.)
Favorable $5,500. Last week,
"Asphalt Jungle” (M-G) and "Bat-
tleground” (M-G) (reissues), split
with "Dallas” (WB) and “San Quen-
tin” (WB) (reissues), $4,500,

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-75L-
California Conquest” (Col). All

right $10,000. Last week, "About
Face” (Wfe), $10,500.

Philadelphia, June 17.
High temperatures sent pros-

pective patrons hurrying to
.
the

shore, and grosses are way* off
here .currently. "Scaramouche”
looms as standout With sock total
at Arcadia, with overflow seeming
to help, nearby houses. Earle is
doing poorly, with "Tank in Indo-
ChinanV,and stageshow headed by
Dizzy Gillespie and Savannah,
Churchill. "Clash by Night” is

holding at good figure in second
round at the Goldman,

Estimates for This Week
Arcadia ($&S) (625; 85-$1.20)—

"Scaramouche” (M-G). Sock $15,

-

000. ' Last week, second-rui).
Boyd (WB) (2,360;. 50-99)—"Wild

Heart” (RKO) (2d wk). Off to $6,-
500. Last week, faint $10,000.

Earle (WB) (2,700; 50-99)—
"Yank in Indo-China” (Col) plus
Dizzy Gillespie, Savannah Church-
ill onstage. Sad $9,000, Last week,
"Stolen Face” (Lip) plus Count
Basie orch. Moke Poke 'on stage,

$10 ,000.

Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-99)—"Kan-
garoo” (20th) (3d wk). ’ Thin $6,-
000 in 5 days. Last week, $12,000.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50-

99)—"Clash by Night” (RKO) (2d
wk). Good $15,000 or near. Last
week, $23,000.
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99)

—

"Ivory* Hunter” (U). Pale $11,000,
Last week, "Red Mountain” (Par)
(2d wk), $9,000.
Midtown (Goldman) (1,200; 50-

99)—r*"Scarlet Angel” (U). Mild
$6,000 or near. Last week, "Glory
Alley” (M-G), same.
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 50-

99)—"Paula” (Col).. Oke $13,000.
Last week, "Skirts Ahoy” (M-G)
(3d wk), $9,000.
Stanley (WB) .(2,900; 50-99)—

“California Conquest” (Col). So-so
$10,000. Last week, "Carson City”
(WB), $6,000. ,

Stanton (WB) (1,473;, 50-99)—
Denver and Rio Grande”

. (Par).
Slow $7,000, Last week, "High
Sierra” (WB) and "T9 Have, Have
Not ’ (WB) (reissues), $6,000.

,
studio (Goldberg) (500; 55-99)—

to White SjuTt” (U) (6th wk).
Big $3,000. Last week, $3;500<

Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 85-$1.20)
John” (Par) (7th wk).

Fair $2,500. Last week, $3,200.

‘TEAM’ FAIR $11,000,

ST. 100; ‘SUIT FINE 8G
St. Louis, June 17.

Trade at first-runs melted rapid-
ly over the weekend as the men*
cury hit a new five-year high of
101 last Sunday (15) to climax 11
days of 90 above or higher. "Win-
ning Team” looks fair at the mid-
town Missouri. "When In Rome”
Jocks only just good. "Man in
White Suit” is rated fine in two
houses.

Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 60-75)— Walk East on Beacon” (Col) and

"Paula” (Col). Fair $9,000/- Last
week, "Red Mountain” (Par) and
Mara Maru” (WB), good $11,000.
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 60-75)—“Car-

son City” (WB) and "Okinawa”
(Col). Opened today (Tues.). Last
week. Kangaroo” (20th) and "Mon-
tana Territory” (Col), neat $12,000.
LoewA (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—

"When in Rome” (M-G) and
"Young Man With Ideas” (M-G).
Good $11,500. Last week, "Skirts
Ahoy” (MrG) (2d wk), $11,000.

Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 60-75)

—

"Winning Team” (WB) and "Gobs
and* Gals” (Rep). Fair $11,000 or
less. Last week, "Paula” (Col) and
‘Bronco Buster” (Col), $11,000.
Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000;

75-90)—"Man in White Suit” (U).
Good $4,000 or near. Last week,
"Encore” (Par) (2d wk), $3,000.
Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800;

75-90)—"Man in White Suit” (U).
Fine $4,000. Last week. "Encore”
(Par) (2d wk), $3,500.

Detroit, June 17.

The steel strike is putting a fur-
ther pinch on bix here which has
been off badly for the last month
"Fighter” looks slow at the Fox b
"Walk East on Beacon” at the
Michigan shapes up dull. "Carson •

City” looks fairish at the Palms
‘ Outcast of Islands” is being treat-
ed like one at the Adams, "Girl
in .White”; looms lonely at the
United Artists,.

. ^

Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5.000; 70-95)

—"Fighter” (UA) and "Red Planet
Mars” CUA). Slow $18,000, Last
week, "Deadline U.S.A.” (20th)
and "Inheritance” (U), same.
. Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000*

E*st ™ Beacon’1

(Col>* and "Brave Warrior” (Col),
Dull $12,000. Last week, "My Son
John” Jnar) and "Clouded Yellow”
(Col), $19,000.

Palms’ (UD) (2,900; 70-95)—"Car-
son City” (WB) and "Here Come
Marines” (Mono). Fairish $11,000. *
Last week, "The River” (UA) and I
‘ One Big Affair" (UA), about same.
Madison (UD) .(1,900; 70-95)—

"To Have, Have Not” (WB) and
"High Sierra” (WB) (reissues).
Poor $6,000. Last week, "Sinners’1

(Indie) and "Secret Flight” (Indie)
(2d wk), $7,000.
United Artists (UA) (1,900; 70-

95)—"Girl in White” (M-G) and
"Talk About Stranger” (M-G).
Lonely $10,000. Last week, "Skirts
Ahoy” (M-G) and "Young Man
Ideas” (M-G) (3d wk),. -$7,500.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 70-95)—
‘ Outcast of Islands” (UA). Slim

wetK “Wlld N<-rth
’’

Heat Hits K.C. Trade;

‘Bedroom’ NSC at $9,000,

‘Carbine’ Average 110
Kansas City, June 17.

First-run biz is more than hold- P
ing its own for current session. *.

World preem of "Three of Bed-
room C" with personals by Gloria
Swanson opening day and ballyhoo
byJSanta Fe Railroad is getting the
Paramount only an okay. "Kanga-
roo” in four Fox-Midwest theatres
is topping the average as is "Car-
bine Williams” at the Midland.
"Half Breed” at the Missouri is

modest. Continued heat wave is

not helping,

Estimate* for This Week
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 65-85)—

"Tight Little Island” (U). Second
time at house for moderate $1,500.
Last week, "Rashomon” (RKO)
(4th wk), $1,200.

*

Midland (Loew's) <3,500; 50-69)
—"Carbine Williams” (M-G) and
"Long Dark Hall? (Indie). About
average $11,000. Last week, "When
in Rome” (M-G) and “Young Man
With Ideas” (M-G), $9,000.

Missouri (RKO) (2,650; '50-75) —
"Half-Breed” (RKO) and "Young
Scarface” (Indie).- Moderate $6,000.
Last week, ’’Carson City” (WB) and
"Bushwhackers” (Indie), $5,000.
Paramount (Tri-States) (1,900; .

50-6fi)-r--"Three for Bedroom C’ %
(WB) and "Try and Get Me” (WB). *
Opening day hoopla and personal
by Gloria Swanson, but only okay
$9,000 looms,’ Last week, "San
Francisco £tory” (WB) and "St.
Benny the Dip* (UA), $7,500 in 6
days.
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Gra-

nada (Fox Midwest) (2,100, 2,043.
700, 1,217; 50-75) — "Kangaroo’*
(20th) with "Jet Job” (Mono)
added at Tower and Granada. Top-
ping average at $14,000. Last week,
"Red Ball Express** (U) and "No
Room for Groom” (U) at Tower
and Granada only, $13,000.
Vogue (Golden) (550; 50-85) —

"Man in White Suit” <U) (10th wk).
Held at pleasing $1,400. Last week,
same.
„ Warwick (Pox Midwest) (900; SO-
BS)
—“Encore” (Par) (3d wk).

Steady $1,800, and likely will hold
again. Last week, good $2,200.

‘About Face’ Fast 14 '/jG,

Denver; ‘Bronco’ $11,000
‘ Denver, June 17. I

First-run biz is down this session
‘

with no theatres doing above av-
erage. Hottest weather of- year is

putting a crimp in the boxoffice.
"About Face” looms as best bet
with fairly -good takings in two
theatres. "Bronco Buster” also is

fairly nice at Paramount.
Estimates for This Week

Alladdin (Fox) (1,400; 40-85) —
"Brave Warrior” (Col) and "Thief
of Damascus” (Col), day-date with i

Tabor, Webber. Fair $6,000. Last
week, "San Francisco Story” (WB)

(Continued on page 56)
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Garrett-Parks OK $40,000, ‘Forget’

Sluggish 8G, ‘Bailey’ Moderate 16G

Chicago, June 17. -

Loop boxoffice continues murky,

with nothing much in the way of

new product offering muph hope

for boosting biz. Best of the lot

appears the Chicago with About

Face" and personal appearance of

Bettv Garrett and tarry Barks

with okay $40,000 likely. The

Grand, with ‘Til Never Forget

You ” and “Purple Diary,” is only

slim $8,000. “Lydia Bailey” and

“First Time” at the State-Lake is

moderate $16,000.
Woods seems below par at $16,-

000 with “Belles on Toes.’; “I

Dream of Jeanie” and “Lady
Possessed” is headed for minor
$9,000. Surf is bright with $4,000

for “Never Take No For An Ah-
SV

Best of holdovers is "Anything

Can Happen” at the Ziegfeld
which is staunch for second frame.
“San Francisco Story” and “Loan
Shark” at Roosevelt loom weak,
also on second week. “Greatest
Show” at the Palace is off a hit

but still good in sixth session.

Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (3.900; 55-98)

—

"About Face” (WB) and Larry
Parks and Betty Garrett In person.

mUE’ FAT $11,000,

TORONTO; THIEF 15G
Toronto, June 17.

Oji warm weather competish plus
light product, biz is way oif here
this session. “Sun Shines Nellie”
and “Walk East on Beacon” are
topping the town with only normal
returns.

Estimates for This Week
Crest, Downtown, Glendale, May-

lovely 120G, Ray- Heart* 92G, 3d

. Estimate* Are Net
Film gross estimates as re-

ported herewith from the vari-

ous key cities, are net; i.

Without the 20% tax? Distrib-
utors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net .in-

come.
The parenthetic admission

prices, however, as indicated*
include the U. S. amusement
tax. .

Crest, Downtown, Glendale, May- Hottest weather' of the year, (Tliurs.) is holding in great shape
fair, Scarboto, State (Taylor) (863; combined with the second clear ‘With $7,600 after $8,800 for second
1,059; 955; 470; 698; 694; 35-60)— weekend in succession, is taking a week. Stays

p
on.

I

“Thief of Damascus” (Col) and healthy -bite out of Broadway first- o Paris (Indie) (568: $1.25-11.80)
“Jet Job” (Mono). Nice 15,000 or run business this week. Absence of “Ways of Love” (Burstyn). Opened
near. Last week, “First Time” many strong, new. bills also is a Monday (16). In -ahead, “Under
(Col) and “Son of Fury” (20th) (re- handicap. On the credit side is the Paris Skies” (Discina) (6tli wk)
issue), $13,500. fact that the session is getting the dipped to $5,300 after good $6,200

Efflmton (FP) (1,080; 40-80)— benefit of regents exams in N, Y, f0r fifth week
“Sniper” (Col) (2d wk). Slow $5,- City schools starting.Monday (16) « di ritv Mu«in Mali (Rorke-
000. Last week, $6,000. which is helping several spots. «q!k. XStoSf) 1

4»r
Iraptrial (FP) (3,373; 40-80)— Strike of Long Island railroad on-

‘Pat’ Tall $14,

u-mvci \uui/ wu YY-rw. oww v-u..y sujuuuis iuuuus .luwiua^ fittv 1UT»«ln IVull (Tin.Mr**.
000. Last week, $6,000. which is helping several spots. r?<ur;. XStoS?)

1

“r
Dnperial (FP) (3,373; 40-80)— Strike of Long Island railroad en-

“Walk East on Beacon” (Col). Fair gineers beginning Monday had lit-

$10,500. Last week, “Aaron Slick” tie Or no effect on trade at delux-
(Par) and “Denver Rio Grande” ers although obviously some L. I.

$1
9
2lffJpr

(Par), $9,000. residents took hotel rooms In the S?!d?
Loew’s (Loew) (2,743; 40-80)— city rather than hazard makeshift M ia «

d
*>r

0l* stage-

“Singin* in Rain” (M-G) (4th wk). transportation home and back
sn°w ope

^
lb
f ,

ne

Tapering to $8,500. * Last week, daily. * Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$2.20)

—

nice $10,000,
* Biggest newcomer from coin “Diplomatic Courier” (20th) with.

Holds fourth, with “Where’s

city rather than hazard makeshift st*se‘

transportation home and back show opening June 26.
_ __ • Wk iAAM. V J M Art A aK rfa AV

Biggest newcomer from coin
Odeon * (Rank) (2,390; 50-90)— standpoint is “Diplomatic Cour-

“Sun Shines Nellie” (20th). Neat ier,” with stageshow headed by
$11,000, Last week, “Paula” (Col), Kathy Barr, Helen. Wocfd and Jay
ditto. _

Shea’s (FP) (2,386; 40-80)— is disappointing with mild $68,000 week, “Lydia Bailey” (20th) plus
“Clash By Night” (RKO) (2d wk). or near in first week. “Red Planet stageshow headed by Alan .DMe,
_ ^ . .T . ^ _ _ u ^ .. . . a • i "o t — ..t . - . . nr _ "*-» _ _ l _ . i. Mi ta 1 . V

(FP) (2,386:

Marshall at the Roxy. However, it like mild
40-80)— is disappointing with mild $68,000 week, “L:

Roxy (20th) (5,886; 8O-$2.20)—
“Diplomatic Courier” (20th) with,
Kathy Barr, Helen Wood, Jay
Marshall onstage. Initial round
ending tomorrow (Thurs.) looks
like mild $58,000. Holds. Last
week, “Lydia Bailey” (20th) plus

Cleveland, June 17. 2? JjL ^>00°

Nearly .everything is in the sum- tY .

mer doldrums here this stanza. Top
1 Avy1

.
1'

item is “Pat and M^e ” rousinc jh 1 *658 J
40-80)—“Rancho Notorious” up slowly $7,000 (

Loew s State AIlen’s°“Ca£on ®KO). Slim $8,000. Last week, week at the Globe

Last week, trim Mars” is top new straightfilmer Florian ZaBach, Dunhills (2d Wk),
with moderate $10,000 or close at mild $44,000.

Tivoli, University (FP) (1,436; the Criterion. “Carson City” shapes state (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-$l,80)
ancho Notorious” up slowly $7,000 or less in first —“Postman Always Rings Twice”

Loew’s State. Allen's "“Carson
City” looms okay.

Estimates for This' Week
Allen (Warner) (3,000; 55-80)—

“Something to Live For” (Par), With a noticeable pickup start- (reissues); Opened yei

$9,000. ing Monday (16), “Lovely To Look (Tues,). Last week, “Girl in
Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 40-80)— At” with stageshow fs holding (M-G) (3d wk-4 days), slow

State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-$l,80)
—“Postman Always Rings Twice”
(M-Q) and “Woman’s Face” (M-G)
(reissues); Opened yesterday
4 r*G V v- i ^

«i gtXt. «* k tl . •«
ing Monday (16), “Lovely To Look (Tues,). Last week, “Girl in White”

Oke $40,000. Last week, “Skirts “ptrcon Citv” WBl Okav ill) 000 “Scarlet Angel” (U). Weak $6,000. nicely. with $120,000 in third ses-

Aj
0yl/^oKUS Ma

!
T Kaye Trk> Last week, “High Sierra” CWBland L^tweek^ ..Ked Ball Express" sioni at.the Music Hall. B1R holds

(2d wk), $23,000. ..To Ha ' Have Not" (WB) (re- <u>. *5 ’S00 - swa WKI, W1.WI. "To Have, Have Not" (WB) (re-
Grand (RKO) (1,500; 55-98) — issues), same.

“Never Forget You” (20th) and Hipp (Scheftel-Burger) (3,700; 55-
“Purple Heart Diary” (Rep). Using 80WCalifornia Conquest” (Col),
science fiction hoopla ads for okay Fair $10,000. Last week, “Laura”
$8,000. Last week, “High Sierra” (20th) and “This Above AH” (20th)
(WB) and “To Have,’ Have Not” (reissues), $8,500.
(WB) (reissues), $7,000, Lower Mall (Community) (585)

—

'Skirts* Sturdy

At” with stageshow is holding (M-G) (3d wk-4 days), slow $4,500
nicely. with $120,000 in third ses- after $7,500 for full second ses-
sion at the Music Hall. Bill holds sion.
* week, with “Where’s suttmi (R 8c B) (561; 90-$1.50)—
Charley? opening June, 26, “Man in White Suit” (U) (12th

Still boxoffice champ was the Wk). The 11th round ended Mon-
Paramount, with Johnnie Ray day (X6) still was big $10,200 after

Palace (Eitel) (2,500; 98-$1.25)— “Bitter Rice” (Indie). Fairly spicy

“Greatest Show” (Par) (6th wk). $4,000. Last week, “Isle of Sm-
This isn’t holding as well as hoped (Indie),. $2,500.
1 L. . .1 j A AAA » AhiA /T AAllf'tfl ll VIIKI RK-UiII

$14,000 in Pitt

heading the stageshow, the real $ii,000 for 10th week. Stays indef.

5f
a^S^lLh^ld 4^1?! t0 a Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453;

bi
?

J

9
?-
0**? the third, stanza. 90-$1.50)—“Narrow Margin” (RKO)

[

“Walk East on Beacon” still is mh wk) . Held at $3,400 in cur-
pacemaker for straight-film houses. rent round after okay $3,600 in

holding to stout $16,000 for previous week. “White Corridors”

but still good at $13,000. Last
week, $15,000.

*

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 55-98)
—“San Francisco Story” (WB) and
“Loan Shark” (Lip) (2d wk). Mud-

Ohio (Loew’s) (1,305; 55-80)—
“Skirts Ahoy” (M-G) (m.o.). Smart

7 third round at the Victoria.
Aside from art theatres such as

“QiriVf* aw 1

5!’ the ^Sutton, 'with “Man in White
.

J

SUlt”; Normandie, with. “Encore”;

wss mm:-
(U) comes in soon.

Trans-Lux 5Zd St. (T-L) (540;
90-$1,50)t—“High Treason” (Indie)

(5th wk). Fourth stanza ended
Monday (16) continued very big at

$6,500 after $7,500 for third week.
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060;. 70-

$1.80)—“Walk East on Beacon”dy $7,000. Last week, $11000. T M stanzas^ ^omemmg to Live ror remarkably nice to big trade, the $l 80)-“Walk East on Beacon”
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 55-98) « Sn

0
“nia<;h Bv

Sellout” shaping up as other strafght picture theatres are fcol) (4th^ wk) Thi?d session—“r.vHifl UuilAv” uviJli f8.500. .Last week. Clash By best twmner the Warner has had wav «« +W?c Au £

w«k, "Red Mountain^ ^('parj Ynd ..p
Ŝ “week, “Red Mountain” (Par) and

“Flaming Feather”
' (Par) (2d wk),

$8 ,000 .

Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; 98)—
Never Take No For Answer” (In-

way off this stanza.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300;“Pat and Mike” (M-G). Tall $14,- Estimates for This Week Astor (City

000. Last . week, “Skirts Ahoy” Fulton (Shea) (1 700* 50-85) $1.80)
—“Outcast of Islands” (UA)

(M-G) (2d wk), $9,000.
. “Frontier Gal” (U) and "Canyon gjj

wk). Light $5,500 after only
Stillman (Loew’s) (2.700; 55-80) paSsage”- (U) (reissues). Not too $7,Q00 last week.
»4T\av» «TAV» 1)? A A** iDot'l Tilt I 1 « I AAA V > . t dlT Vi * . « /V*. <

3>y.uuu, Last wooV “Viiiov n-p
—

r i. bit here to okay $6,000, ahead of

Eagles” (Lip) and ’“Montana TWi* So
"n° toTon

Kaliga* what house has been doing lately,

tory’’ (Col) (2H 5nn“ ro° (20th) $2 ’
200

* Last week, “Valley of Eagles”

Woods (Essaness) (l’{m- ftfn ' I (Lip), $3,000 in 5 days.

“Belles on Toes” (20th/ Weak $16- H P Alt TWlWltKAftf AlllAlf Penn (Loew’s) (3,300; 50-85) —
000. Last week “Mm-tvinff Kind” 0,1 HOWnDeat iUD€ll “Skirts Ahoy” (M-G). Running in

(cod (Ith wk)?$ioS. nr tin non- th
?
mo

-
Dey at

»l
4’000:

K
Steys

t
an

<587; 98)—"Nava- UrSOIl l|K at $1U,UUU,
,

extra to get house back to a

,

W?ods (Essaness) (1,073; 98) —
Belles on Toes” (20th). Weak $16,-

Last week, “Manying Kind”
(Col) (4th wk), $10,000.
World (Indie) (587; 98)—"Nava-

jo (Lip) Lukewarm $3,000. Last
week, “Pennywhistle Blues” (in-

Jl
e
in

a
A
nd “Big Day” Gndie) (2d wk),

$4300,
Ziegfeld (Lopert) (485; 98> -*

(Lip), $3,000 in 5 days.

Beckman (R A B) (550; 85-$1.50)— “Never Take No^for Answer”
(Indie) (8th wk). Seventh stanza
ended Monday (16) hdld atj$4,500
after- nice $4,700 for sixth week.

Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 70-$1.80)
^-“Pat and Mike” (M-G), Opens
today (Wed.). Last week, “Skirts
Ahoy” (M-G) (3d wk) fell to $8,000

ended last night (Tues.) held in

fine style at stout $16,000 after

$22,000 for second week. Con-
tinues indef.

‘Fighter’ Fancy

$10,000, Frisco

Penn (Loew’s) (3,300; 50-85) — or less after mild $11,000 for sec-
“Skirts Ahoy” (M-G). Running in ond week.

,

the money at $14,000; Stays an criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50-

San Francisco, June 17.

First-run trade is only average
here this week. “Glory Alley” at

St. Francis and “The Fighter” at
~ T — . * •_ r ' , UUUOO/ Uiiw. %J\J~ .

,
-

. V.AA 1.

extra six to get house back to a $1.80)—“Red Planet Mars” (UA). United Artists are making best
rTrL-.u _ J /OP » am «’m 4m fv *,] 4*U LJat r . . . _ _ _ . .—- . . . wa kv a^Vi H aim nr tOM Atf rM f7

Toi Jor n • j

'
'

!?
6)

/T2
Pn?

ing
r
W

f

ith Mittal week ending Friday (20)

Street 8G Jeanie 5G and i®**

\

shapes to wt modest $10,000 orUUCTCL OU
;
JWUW stageshow of Margaret Whiting-4 close> In ahead, “Red Ball Ex-

vv» . 1 * J T. .aaa. 1 Pf A aaa AV Uft f n THaOP^ ,a « « a. « t 4 A aaa
Washington, June 17. Aces with “Young Man Witn ideas" press” (U) (2d wk-9 days), $15,000. ard uonte opening oay. "a

Main stem biz is oh the down- (M-G) $18,000 washout, producing
, (Davis) (468 , n0.*i 80)

Face” looms fairly good at 1

beat along the line. Town’s first plenty of red. “Outcast of “slands” \UA) (*5th
mount

^
while Kangaroo si

intensive heat wave plus mild new- Squirrel Hill (WB) (900; 50-85) Current
* round looks like

s ow at huge Fox, .

comers account foif the low .fakes. —“Encore” (Par) (2d wk). Holding
0

’

00 after fajr *4 5qq for fourth Estimates for This Week
There is no standout and even the up well considering state of biz at ^’ek? below hojs

'

. Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 6

current b.o. leader, Girl in White around $2,000. First week, nice
. J4. /. K t\n. ko *1 on\ — . River” (UA) and “T

Aces with “Young Man With Ideas”
(M-G) $18,000 washout, producing

Anything Can Happen” (Par) (2d beat alon?
tbe Ilne

*
,

Towns first plenty of red. —“Outcast of Islands” (UAMSth
Wk). Holding well with $3,500. (“tensive he*t wave plus mUd new- ® r̂

n
r'* %'!r|

(1Xd Jk?°HnMfnB wk). Current round looks like
Last week, $3,700. comers accountfoi' the low.fakes. _ ^com

:

(Par) (2d^wk). Holding
54i000 after £air j4,500 for fourth

showings, both doing fancy biz.

“Fighter” is particularly strong,

being helped by personals by Rich-
ard Conte opening day. “About
Face” looms fairly good at Para-
mount while “KaugmmO” shapes

? w 1 aaa current b.o. leader, “Girl in White aroun<

leam Wins Good X9 000 p1us vaude, at Loew’s .capitoi, is $2,500vuiu if 1110 uvvu fJ,VVV, gnly fairish> “Carson City” at the Stai

ftmaW ^ninAr’ Hon ClT Warner is okay. “Just Across “Cars<
umana, oniper nepDtH Street” shapes trim at Keith’s. Last* '• * M .4 * i a • . wv _ v _ /virr /> 7

Globe (Brandt (1>500; 50-$1.80)—
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 65-95)

“Red -River” (UA) and “Tulsa”

Omaha, June 17.
The boxoffice here got a lift

from an unexpected source over

only fairish. “Carson City at t.

Warner is okay. “Just Acre
Street” shapes trim at Keith’s.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew’s) (3,434; 55-95)

“Girl in White” (M-G) plus vauc

at the Stanley (WB) (3,800; 50-85) — 1M . . . . -cash
Across “Carson City” (WB). Dull $7,000. ending tomorrow (Thurs.) is head- Clash

Last week, “Clash By Night” ing for slow $7,000 or under Last $10,500.

mTcm oho week, Young Man With Ideas Fox

UAVW V JU»A. nAlUl) . . AA . ,4.4 A AAA t a! ...a _i_

“Carson City” (WB). First week jUA).
•,?°f

b
v

pndintr tomorrow (Thurs.) is head- Clash By Night (RKO) (2d wk),
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Honolulu, June 10. -f 1

This self-styled Paradise of the

Pacific is rapidly becoming an ideal

spot for show biz. Before the last

war, few top acts would take the

time for a five-day steamer trip

to fill a booking in Hawaii. More-
over, the coin paid was not great.^

A combination of 'factors has
changed the picture. For one
thing, Hawaii today is closer to

California than an overnight train

trip between L. A. and Frisco,

thanks to modem air travel. It is

a 9V£-hour hop by luxury double-
decked Stratocruisers and DC-6s,
and only an hour or so longer by
economy non-skcd coach planes.

The salaries are a lot more lu-

crative today, too. Plantations have
raised wages considerably. Hawaii's
plantation workers, incidentally,

are no fruit tramps. In Hawaii, field

and cannery workers have money
to spend, and spend it.

There has been a substantial

population influx, both civilian and
military, latter group being more
nightclub minded. Even newcomer
(Malihini) civilian residents tire of

going to beaches, and also are in

receptive mood for good entertain-
ment. Islanders crave top-bracket
entertainment and resent , being
considered hicks.

Hulans don’t run around in

malos (Hawaiian-style supporters),
but wear the' typical American
sportswear, including dinner jack-
ets. Royal Hawaiian Hotel has
“coats and ties must” policy at

nights, even banning aloha shirts

from the dining room at night.

The city’s as American as San
Francisco or Chicago. Consolidat-
ed Amus. Co. has 15 theatres in

Honolulu alone, including one
drive-in. Royal Amusement has
five. A couple of indies play Jap-
anese, Filipino and Chinese films
almost exclusively. Plantations
and suburban communities have
their own theatres, 'and there are
a few outlying ozoners.

Honolulu’s emergence as a thriv-
ing, prosperous city of 250,000
population points out the poten-
tialities of live entertainment,

Present show biz boom was
launched in 1946. A couple of hor-
rible fiascos almo t overshadowed
the successful imports. The past
year has brought a bona fide boom.

Promoters are gauging potentials
pretty accurately. Visitors Bureau
promotion indirectly is helping
impress Mainland names with the
idea that a Hawaii engagement can
combine business with pleasure.

Attractions range from the An-
drews Sisters, Frank Sinatra, Ye-
Jiudi Menuhin and Tennessee
Ernie right on through the name
combos and burlesque strippers.
Plane fare from Coast is $288
round-trip on luxury airliners, plus
tax. Non-sked -flights are even
cheaper.

If a big enough name, he’ll be
smothered with Hawaiian hospital-
ity. If not, he can still share the
year-around sunshine and acquire
a terrific beach tan. And Hawaiian
payoff is in good old U. S. dollars.

SPAIN SEES 735,000

MORE TOURISTS IN ’52

Madrid, June 10.

Spain, which has been exerting
every effort to attract additional
tourist’ biz, is looking for 2,000,000
visitors this year. Drive to draw
new tourists apparently is meeting
success because such a total would
represent an increase of 735,000
people, since 1,265,000 tourists en
tered the country in 1951.

French, English and Latin-Amer-
icans top the list. North American
visitors rate tops at all the big
hotels.

Julie .Wilson's Brit. Fare
London, June 17.

Julie Wilson, who returned to
London last fall to play the femme
lead in Jack Hylton’s British musi-
cal, "Bet Your Life,” will be mak
ing her farewell London appear-
ance in cabaret commencing June
30. She left the "Life” cast when
it switched to twice nightly presen-
tations

She was signed last week for

Churchill's in Dutch
With Liquor Officials

London, June 10.

Churchill’s Club in New Bond
Street has been struck off the regis*
ter following fines for supplying'
drinks after hours. At an earlier

hearing, police evidence was given
that champagne had been served
in water jugs after 2 o’clock in the

-

morning. The club was on proba-
tion when this incident was re-
ported.

Sir Laurence Dunne, the Bow
Street magistrate, ' in giving, his
judgment, said he was not going to
disqualify the premises. This im-
plies that the club may be re-

opened but possibly with a dif-

ferent management. Churchill’s
Club, which was one of the ultra
late night spots in London, was
operated by Harry Meadows, with
Bruce. Brace as his principal aide.
Arthur Blake recently wound up
a cabaret season there. The two
bands employed were the Johnnie
Gray orch and the Condi-Tyree.
rumba band.

‘Fanfan’ Paces French

Cinemas; ‘Streetcar’ 2d,

‘Leathernose’ Also Big
Paris, June 17.

Big money here per usual has’
been going to the top films, French
still prefer their own fare when
offered quality pix of various coun-
tries. The result is that the top
grosser is the Christian-Jaque cos-
tumer, "Fanfan La Tulipe,” star-
ring Gerard Philippe. Playing six
weeks in three big houses here, the
film has grossed a smash $375,000.
Film is now on the nabe circuits
and still big.

Next biggest money here has
gone to a "Streeetcar Named De-
sire” (WB), which day-dated at the
Normandie and Rex for a good
$141,000. Third biggest grosser is

Yves Allegret’s "Leathernose,” ro-
mantic costumer which garnered
$105,000 at the Marignan and Mari-
vaux. Neit best coin went to a
comic private-eye melleb, "Massacre
in Lace.” This took in $102,000 at
four medium-sized theatres. Fifth
best was "Happy Go Lucky”
(20th), which landed $45,000.
In the provinces, top money is

going to "Fanfan,” followed by
"Great Caruso” (M-G), “The
River” (UA) is big in Marseilles,
with the next best grosser, "Leth-
ernose.”

Blake Into Stockholm Show
London, June Vt,

Arthur Blake, who last weekend
wound up a run at the Palladium
and the Bagatelle, planes today
(Tues.) Jo Stockholm, where he fia&.

been signed 16 play the Olympia
Review for six weeks beginning
June 19. This date will he followed
by a two-week tom* of British and
American army camps in Germany.
Blake is scheduled to return^here

the middle of Augusjt for a short
provincial tour before going back
to America.

Scots Strawhat

Glasgow, June IQ. -

Despite continued shortage of
coin,- theatre promoters here are
preparing f$r one of their busiest
strawhat seasons. High-

quality* of
shows will be used to fight declin-
ing boxoffice in some spots. How-
ard Sc Wyndham will go out to
make its Glasgow "Half-Past Eight”
revue a bigger iuccess*than before.
They have teamed new comic Stan-
ley Baxter with comedian George
Lacy, and will include Andrew Mac-
pherson, operatic baritone, in a
large company.

Settings will be even more .luxu-
rious than in previous summer
stints. Howard Sc Wyndham have
bought up scenery from the former
Metro stageshows at the Empire in
London.

The strawhat revue in Edinburgh
will be headed by Scot comedian
Harry Gordon. It also is a Howard
Sc Wyndham production.
The Pavilion here, which is man-

aged by wealthy Scot, operator
George Urie Scott, this summer
has one of the brightest Tommy
Morgan shows yet produced. It has
received raves from the crix.

Coast spots are also proving am-
bitious. A Fred Collins produc-
tion at the Cragburn Pavilion,
Gourock, will star comic Jack An-
thony, and a company which in-
cludes the Scottish comedy couple
of Grade Clark and Colin Murray.
Ayr Gaiety Theatre, another Clyde
haunt, also tees off with a new
luxury revue.

All this effort by resident pro-
ductions will hit tourfng' vaude
hard, although this should be but-
tressed this month and in July by
visiting Americans. Sophie Tucker,
Lena Horne and Jack Benny are
names counted off to pUll in the
biz here.

Filmsonor Winding Up

Ciouzot’s Stalled Film
Paris, June 10.

H. G. Clouzot film, "The Wages
of Fear,” started last year on loca-
tion outside of Nimes, is finally go-
ing to be completed. Film produc-
tion was interrupted because of
bad weather and financial difficul-
ties. Half of the pic had been
finished down there on a costly
replica of a South American town.
Clouzot was dogged by bad luck
and nearly was laid up with a bad
leg during the shooting. There is

a mixture of Rationalities, which
will make the pic multilingual,
with Yves Montand, Charles Vanel
as thp French contingent, William
Tubbs and Pat Hurst as Americans
and. Jo Dest and Peter Van Eyck
as Germans.

Film, which Is half finished, has''

been taken over by Filmsonor. Two
units now are trying to bring in
the pic with one group shooting
only backgrounds for later studio
transparency work. Clouzot has
been responsible for such hard-
boiled pix as "The Raven,” "Jenny
Lamour” and "Manon.”

Susskind to Unit Scot Orch
Glasgow, June 10.

Walter Susskind will resign as
principal conductor of the Scot-
tish National Orch late in Septem-
ber. He will be succeeded by Aus-
trian-born Dr. Karl - Rankl,

UNION OF EXHIBITORS

TO SEEK YANK TIEUP
London, June 17.

As a result of the • European
Union Congress of exhibitors held
during the Cannes film festival last
month,- direct, contact is to be es-
tablished with the American thea-
tre owner to explore possibilities
of forming an .international fed-
eration of exhibs. This wa& re-
ported by the British delegation
to last week’s meeting of the gen-
eral council of the Cinematograph
Exhibitors Assn, in London.
The Cannes convention was at-

tended by theatre operators from
11 countries, representing some
29.500 theatres. Main problem dis-
cussed at Cannes was the en-
croachment of TV with particular
reference to the likelihood of for-
eign programs being. beamed to
Britain and other countries.

. -
,

Susskind has decided to become
io.\night s engagement at the Baga- a free-lance. He conducted the
telle. She will be following U. S.

,

Scottish and Scottish National
songstress Hadda Brooks, who orchs for six years. Rankl was mu-
opened Monday (16). Harry Le-
vene, operator of Bagatelle, plans
an early trip to N. Y. to get name
taient.
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sical director of the German Opera
House in Prague when the Nazis
marched into Czechoslovakia, and
had a narrow escape to England* (

\

Zahl on U.S. Talent Prowl
London, June 17.

Hyman Zahl, executive of the
Fosters’ agency, planes to N. Y
July 26 on a talent hunt. Object is

to seek novelties for vaudeville
here which will now include the
various cinema circuits which in-
tend to play several vaudeville
names. Zahl is also" interested in
big concert attractions.

Zahl, too, is taking , along the
biggest list of European novelty
acts he has unearthed during his
many trips to European cities in
the last six months. Zahl plans to
visit Toronto where he will confer
with Ernest Rawley on the possi
bility of importing two complete
English units for fall and early
next year. During his six-week
stay he expects to book plenty of
talent for London niteries for next
year* Coronation year.

Kaye to Open Scotland

One-Nighters in July
Glasgow, June 10,

Danny Kaye is set to play qne-

night concerts in Seotland, at Dun-
dee, Edinburgh and Glasgow, open-
ing here at the 2500-sfeater St. An-
drews Hall -July 8. One-nighters
are under the banner of impresario
Harold Fielding. ..Kaye is currcnt-

ly,touring U. S, Army bases in Ger-
many, France and North Africa,

and will follow with a vaude en-

gagement at.Theatre Royal, Dublin,
early in July.

St. Andrews Hall here is general-

ly regarded as unsuited to cheating
any proper vaude atmosphere, with
bare sets and cold background.
Many stars have failed to click

here.

N. Y. City Ballet Scores

Sharply With Tough Swiss;

Troupe Returns to Paris
Zurich, June 10.

Now off its first European tour
the N. Y. City Ballet made its Zur-
ich bgw June 6-7 at the Stadtthea-
tre during the Zurich Juffe Festi-
val:
• Troupe was accorded one of the
most enthusiastic receptions ever
given a ballet here. At end of the
second evening, there were more
than 15 curtain calls, cheers and
applause, and a general wave of
enthusiasm

.
rarely observed with

Swiss audiences, which usually are
rather conservative and pretty
tough to win over. Most applauded
were "Serenade/’ “Swan Lake,”
"Pas de Trois” and, topping them
all, ‘Bourree Fantasque,” which
brought a storm of cheers. The
more modern ballets, "such as "The
Cage,” "La Valse” and "Lilac Gar-
den,” were more moderately re-
ceived.
Dancers Andre Eglevsky, Maria

Tallchief, Melissa' Hayden and
Patricia Wilde scored personal
triumphs, and Director George
Balanchine himself was cheered in
an unheard-of manner for this

country.

Paris Reprise
Paris, June 10.

New York* City Ballet, after a
rousing success at the recent Cul-
tural Festival here, is back at the
Theatre Des Champs Elysees for a
two-week' engagement, to run to
June 25. Public acclaim was tops,
With crix admitting the troupe’s
brilliance, but keeping their hide-
bound classical views, and finding
the only fault of troupe to be that
it was too precise. Company is do-
ing SRO.

Gala opening night found the
crowd a bit subdued, without the
frenzied palm-pounding

.
that

greeted troupe’s earlier appear-
ance here. Group is in finV form,
though doing a gruelling schedule
in hopping all over Europe with
stops at the various festivals. They
go to Holland after the’ Paris stint.

Templeton in Aussie

For Three-Month Tour
Melbourne, June 17.

Alec Templeton arrived in Syd-
ney Saturday (14) for a three-
month tour of Australia and New
Zealand, under auspices of J. C.
Williamson Theatres (J. & N. Tait
concert division). His wife, and
personal manager Stanley North,
accompanied. First concert will
be held at Melbourne- Towri Hall
tomorrow (Wed.).

Pianist gave a concert in Hono-
lulu June 10 en route from the
States, under management of Mr.
and Mrs. George Oakley. He’ll do
20 ,to 30 dates in his Down Under
trek.

Columbia** London Conclave
London, June 17.

Joseph A. McConville, Columbia
International prexy, arrived last
week to attend the BritishOrgani-
zation’s annual convention over the
weekend.
Other Col execs who made the

trip from New York for the con-
vention are Harry Kosiner, Her-
man J. Golden and Lawrence H.
Lipskin. After the convention, they
left for Rome to attend European
confabs there.

.
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Lisbon, June 10.

The 30 film distributors in Por-
tugal are worried at the growing
cost of propping. American and
other foreign pictures for the local
market in the face of the pix play-
ing less time With diminishing rea-
sonable. profit chances. Distribu-
tors here give cinemas a complete
program consisting of a feature and
several shorts. In the case of an
average Hollywood pie, they are
95% of the films presented here,
the cost of such' program, including
custom duties, taxes, and price paid
for buying the film, is about $4,500.
To this must be added part of the
office overhead.

Until four years ago such pro-
gram could play a first-run three to
four weeks and then would slowly
tour the country. Not many films
and always the top ones were im-
ported then. - Now the situation has
been radically cihanged. In a cou-
ple of months, when the recon-
structed Condes will be ready,
there will be four big first-run
cinemas here. This gives Lisbon
three times the seating capacity of
four years ago.
The result is that ‘ more films

have to be imported, and not al-

ways the best ones. The larger
number of pix, however, cannot
subsequently be absorbed by the
provincial market which has not
changed much. Hence, when a
pic doesn’t pay its. way in a week
or two showing in Lisbon and
Oporto finds it increasingly diffi-

cult to- pay off in the remainder
of the country:
For the season 1952-1953, distribs

are preparing to handle 30 to 40
pix when before 12 was the aver-
age.

Two first-run houses have closed
down ,aqd it is uncertain if and
when they will reopen. They are
the Ginasio- and Trindade, which
the Mundial Filmes have been run-
ning for the last nine years. Man-'
ager Simoes de Sousa claims that
in the last seven years the company
has lost about $60,000 because of
the compulsory legit seasons which
the theatres were compelled to run
in order to get the permission to

use them also as cinemas.

PICKLES’ ‘GAY DOG’ MAY

WAG AWHILE IN LONDON
• London, June 17.

"Gay Dog,” which opened at the
Piccadilly June 11, stars Wilfred
Pickles, radio personality, in his

West End legit debut. It is a dis-

armingly naive domestic comedy
which may haye a long run on the
Star’s popularity. It’s being pre-
sented by H. M. Tennent with a

good supporting cast, headed by
Megs Jenkins.

%
Comedy is an undistinguished

bit of writing, but apparently is

adequate for the yarn.

London Film Total Loss

$2,677,000 for 1950-51
London, June 10.

An accumulated loss of $2,-

677,000 is shown in the latest avail-

able balance sheet for.London Film
Productions. Figures are for the
period of 1950-51. As the company
is a private one, the accounts are
not circulated in the normal' way.
Of the total deficit, $1,112,000 is

accounted for by provision against
diminution in value' of trade invest-
ments. This, it is understood, rep-
resents the writing off of almost
the total original cost of the com-
pany’s investment in British Lion
Film Corp. Original cost of this

holding was $1,289,000. Its stock
exchange value last year was
$219,000.

According to a statement of ac-

counts, gross arrears of dividends
on preference and ordinary stock
amounts to $961,000. After provi-
sion for taxation the company
showed a loss, of $30,203. In the
previous year, there was a profit of

$24,514,

Bymytryk to Israel on Pic

Tel-Aviv, June 10.

Edward Dymytryk, Hollywood
director,

-

has arrived here to pre-

pare the production of Stanley
Kramer’s "The Juggler” in Israel.

The film will star Kirk Douglas
while the screenplay is by Michael

Blankfort
fJ n : * r , j . r». 1
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London, June 17.

Although boxoffice grosses dip-

Jl'in the fourth quarter-of 1951,

P?d rt»prall total for the year

showed an improvement over J.950.

ffifwas revealed in an official

Sle, published by, the Board of

Hey
in its official journal lost

qaturday (14). Cinemas through-
V* J n »ij. 3su t^AC'OA^I ft ' mr.A

Quits Aussie Equity

Sydney, June 10,

Gene Detroy, owner of the Mar-
quis animal act currently appear-
... .. _ i 1 1 - ~ i i t\ j nr

Top Vaude-Revue House,

Til Show Is Sapolioed
Mexico City,. June 10. •

City government here got tough

^ rr^t Britain grossed ‘ a total ing at the Royal here m David N,

°J
t

228800 ah advance 6f Martin's ‘'Peep Show” revue, cre-

Jo non over the previous year's ated a stir -in local show biz circles

SSfffffiOO Final quarter of 1951. by resigning from .membership of
$294,506

800 . *maiq
922 0oo Australian Actors Equity on alle-

earnmgs *®
g £ ^ in 6orre\ gation that the setup was Red-

Par^ 5
_w neriod of ’ previous year minded. .

SP
t?ip imnrbved 1951 total wa$ due Detroy claimed that a nine-page“a general increase in ad- booklet published by Equity con-

m
fcSnn urices as the total num- tained no less than five pages of

W $ admissions had dropped by political matter. /Also, that Equity

i
e
Inr In 1951 the number of devoted too much time to political

mid 'admissions was 1,365,03d ,000 plays rather than aiding the actor

compared with 1,395,828,000. In in general Detroy returns to Eng-

' Tsl regions throughout the coun- land late, this month.

S the decline in paid admissions In the absence of secretary Hal

funeral biit in the northern, Alexander on annual, vacation, hft

Pastern and southern areas the assistant, Bob Alexander, declared

number showed slight improve- that “Detroy’s allegations^ are un-

mpnt over the previous year. founded. Our reply speaks for it-

The fourth quarter net takings self.” Last-named refers to .letter

Oppressed from .approximately sent' Detroy taking up various

SS 000 000 to $47,250,000 and the points to prove Equity isn’t radi-

proportion paid for film hire at cal.

34.4% was the lowest recorded

since the Board of Trade began its

surveys.
'

For 1951,’ payments to the Eady

fund and to the Treasury for en-

tertainments duty amounted to ap-

proximately $111,000,000, an in-

crease of nearly $6,000,000 over

1950. Net takings for the year, at

around $190,000,000; showed an im-
. ui.vj ju^jl ftyi

provement of. 1.4%.' Amount re- jn its drive to clean up vaude-revue
tained by exhibs at approximately theatres by closing a top house, the
$121,000,000 was 1.7% up on. the Teatro Tivoli, because of alleged-

previous year. ...

' !

flagrant presentations of peelers,
Prod. Setup Slightly Better exotic dancers, blue comics and

Report reveals a slight improve- general offcolor material. Mayor
ment in the British production Fernando Casas Aleman ordered
scene. Total number of techni- the closure upon recommendation
cians employed in the first quarter 0f LU is Spota; chief of the city gov-
of 1952 at 1,041 was an improve- ernmenfs amusements department,
ment of 166 over the last quarter Tivoli impresarios and employees,
of 1951. More construction, main- pms some effected

.
performers

tenance and administrative staff ma(je Spota the target of scatching
also were employed. .- At the end criticism in placards all over the
of the quarter only 27% of avail- city. He "was accused of being a
able studio floor space was idle, tyrant and a dictator, and his resig-
compared with 41% at the end of nation was > demanded. - Spota an-
l3st*year. ' nounced that he won’t' resign. .

The number of first features on - When Tivoli management prom-
the floor at the end of the quarter ise(j to clean up shows and cou-
was 10 which is double the figure tinue them clean, Mayor Casas Ale-
for the previous three months. man okayed theatre’s reopening
There were other films off the on june 7> House played *to still
floor, and a further 15 had been bigger biz, on reopening. Closure
completed but not yet trade shown. was unanimously approved by

vaude-revue crix. ’.One remarked
“those who call performances at

the Tivoli just like Paris have
never been in Paris. There, this

kind of entertainment is perhaps

>0*7 i« i vt i
risque, but it is always in good

SI May Act as Precedent ta
ff

e- performances
f
at JK?!™J utterly lacked good taste of any

London, June 17. kind. It is gratifying that the city

There is a possibility that Brit? government has at last acted to
ish and foreign film units may en- stop that sort of thing.”
counter difficulties

- in filming next —5

year’s coronation of Queen Eliza-
beth. First hint of any trouble was
given by Lord Strabolgi when
speaking at the luncheon in honor-
of Jack L. Warner. Warner had
mentioned that the event was to
be lensed in Wamercolor.

Welles Winding Last 10
r

3d Man’ Transcriptions
Paris, June 17.

Orson Welles is canning the last

10 half-hour transcriptions of “The
Harry. Lime Show” here scheduled,
for English and. U. S. radio. Major
part of the series was made in

London. Harry Towers is produc-
ing, with Welles and Towers doing
.the scripting. Anton Karas is doing
the background zithering with
Hilda Simms, Jacqueline -Porel,

Dick Angarola and Frederic
O’Brady completing. the cast.

Casting switcheroo has bean
done hefe with .Jacqueline Pore-1, a
French actress, playing an Ameri;
can girl, and Hilda Simms, Ameri-
can thesp, playing

.
a French girl.

Mull 55 Quota

Opposition to Filming

Coronation Hinted Rut

2D WEST BERLIN FILM

FEST TEES WITH ‘WELL’
Berlin, June 17.

West ‘Berlin’s second' annual

Subsequently, Lord Strabolgi Film Festival preemed last Thurs-

told Variety that there was oppo- day 02) with the screening of The
sition to the filming of the 'corona- Well,” United Artist release. There
tion in certain quarters, and there are ^ feature pix, representing

were also some religious objec- ^ countries and including some
tions. He felt, however, “that the films that won prizes at the Cannes

modern trend would prevail, but and Venice film meets, entered in

the main trouble would be to get the festival this year. Any film

good vantage points for t h e that is new to Germany is eligible

cameras.
The coronation of George VI in

1
u-i.

was the first occasion on
which cameras were permitted in-
side Westminster "Abbey, but one

tf
scenes were prohibited.

.
units encounter serious ob-

jections, it is likely that Lord Stra-
holgi will raise the matter in the
House of Lords.

Priest Niles legit ‘Priest’

Dublin, June 10.

Booking of Abbey Hall in Ros-
orea, County Tipperary, by Irish
flayers, the touring outfit headed
o.v Mrs. Louis D’Alton, was nixed
Dy local priest, Rev. Thomas Daffy,
,

vn° administers premises, when he.
neard the company had slcedded
presentation of “A Priest in the
Family.” This play by Kieran Tun-
e> and John Synge, preemed in

A-ondon few months back but has
not been staged in Dublin.

Father ^a ffy refused to discuss
Dun on the production." < t u .

*
.

to compete.
The lone prize to be officially

awarded went to “Heart of the

World,” this being the David O.

Selznick award for the best Ger-

man film of the year. Pic depicts

the abortive peace move sponsored

by Bertha Suttner before the start

of the .first World War. Major-
General C. F. C. Coleman awarded
this prize.

Among the guests opening day
were WilliAnv Holden, Brenda Mar-
shall and Billy Wilder.
* »

Group 3 Shoots in Scotland

Applecross, W. Scotland, June 10.

A 'film unit from London is set

to start location shooting here

early this month on new Group 3

film, “Laxdale Hall,” based on an
Eric Linklater novel

Scots players in cast are Andrew
Keir, Eric Woodburn, Jameson
Clark and Jack Stewart. Pic will

have six weeks of outdoor lensing

before studio work at Southall,

1 Middlesex. J 1 * (

f

1 1

London, June 17.

There Were at least 55 potential

cases for prosecution on quota de-
fault for first features, in the quota
year 1959-51, and. Board of Trade
prexy Peter Thorneycroft stated in.

the House of Commons that he was
now considering what action
should be taken. Statement was
made -in reply to a group of ques-
tions by Labor M. P. T. S. Swing-
ler, who has quizzed the govern-
ment on this subject for the last

few months:
Thorneycroft said 105 cases of

first feature defaults had been ex-
amined by the Films Council and
it had advised him that exemp-
tion under the protection clause of
the 1948 Films Act could hot be
extended to 55 cases.

He added that investigations into

supporting defaults were now pro-
ceeding but he declined to' make
further comment, even though
pressed to organise a speed-up in
the matter. He also bypassed’ the
suggestion that he should “look
Carefully” into the Film Council’s
recommendations “in view of the
fact that the most notorious de-
faulters are represented on this
Council and are sitting in judg-
ment on themselves.”
Woodrow Wyatt was told by

Thorneycroft to give proper notice
when he raised again the default
by the Empire, Leicester Square, a
theatre “which had shown only
one British film during the past
;wo years.”

COLD, RAIN SLOUCHING

OZONERS IN GREECE
Athens, June 10.

With cold and -rain prevailing

here for the last month, all open-

air cinemas suffered badly at the

boxoffice. All theatres In Greece
close their doOrfc at the end of

May because none is air-condi-

tioned. Instead, open air theatres

operate during summer season
through to the end of October.

There ar_e about 100 open-air

houses or ozoners in Athens,
Piraeus and the suburbs with an-

other 150 in other cities. These
show three different programs, do-

ing unusually well and with Sun-

days drawing lines. Only five of

them are first-runs. Others show
films released during the previous

winter season.
The exceptionally hot weather in

April caused an early shuttering of

all winter cinemas and launching

of the ozoners ahead of schedule.

However, 'the bad weather during
the past month hardly made the

earlier start profitable.

to fight

Distrib Sales to TV
„ r

Leeds, June 10.

Cinema exhibs here have de-

clared war on TV. Leeds branch
of the Cinematograph Exhibs Assn,

has recommended a- boycott of film

distributors who handled a film re-

leased to television. They want
all exhibs to discontinue trading

with distribs who allow their pix

to be televised.

Jack Prendergast, northern Eng-
land exhib, said it was not suffi-

cient just to refuse to book films

that had been televised. They
must also refuse to do biz With the
companies which allowed their

films to go on TV, They should

make it clear to the British' Broad-

casting Corp, that they were not 'to

use for TV films any pbc that were
made for the cinemas. He warned
against the seriousness of the film

trade letting go of its cinema in-

terests to TV.

Other exhibs demanded 100%
opposition to tele, and said they

should fight it from **U angles.

Without the -* pix industry and its

films, television would “go broke,”

they claimed.

Bids for Control

Of Keith-tfrowse

London,. June 17.

London City financing group,

headed by Ronald Cornwall, is

bidding • for control of Keith-

Prowse, biggest British ticket

brokers, whose organization in-

cludes music interests with a valu-

able catalog. Deal will include the

entire K-P interests.

Understood that • Cornwall Mon-
day (16) submitted a formal offer

to buy the entire 6,000 ordinary
shares for $294,000. Shares have
a par value of $2.80, but because
privately held are not quoted on
the stock exchange. Capital setup

also includes -80,000 preferred

shares at $2.80, which currently

are quoted- at par, but for which
no bid .is being made.
Associated with Cornwall in the

deal is Clifford Whitley, He ex-

pects to sail for the U. S. in Au-
gust.

Whitley formerly operated the

old Metropole Hotel, first cabaret

here, and brought over Sophie

Tucker from America; among'
others. Newcomers intend to con-

centrate on helping finance Ameri-
can producers here in presenting

Broadway hits in the West End.
The active part of the business will

be in the hands of Whitley, with

Cornwall in the background as

financial man.
Ordinary stock is held exclusive-

ly by relatives and friends of the

late Herbert Smith, former K-P
boss, whose son, Campbell Wil-

liams, now is in control.

LUCERNE MUSIC-LEGIT

FEST SET FOR AUGUST

London,*June 17.

As the date for the forthcoming
Anglo-American monetary talks

draws nearer, the 'prospects “of an

improved
.

pact for the XT, S. be-

come more remote. Political pres-

sure opposing the virtual free

spending of dollars on films is

hardening, while Britain’s internal

financial situation is becoming in-

creasingly critical.

After an early improvement,
when the Conservative .Govern-
ment first came to power, the value

of sterling in the world finance

markets is weakening. Agitation to

free the pound and permit unre-

stricted convertibility into dollars,

now being advocated, has to he re-

sisted by the government.
Gold and dollar reserves have

dropped drastically. Boyd-Carpeh-
ter, financial .secretary to the

Treasury, said that current re-

serves of $1,880,000,000 repre-

sented the total -cost of British

imports for about eight weeks. Be-
fore the war, Britain’s reserves
were adequate to cover Imports
for at least eight months.
By March'31 last, gold and dol-

lar reserves ” had been halved in

six months an4 since then more
than $140,000,000 in gold had been
paid to the European Payments
Union, In addition there had been
heavy payments to Canada for

wheat and timber.
With the new cuts imposed on

importation of food and fruit to

supplement the basic rations being
stringently observed, there will in-

evitably be a strong political cam-
paign to limit. Britain’s dollar pay-

ments to Hollywood. The 1947-48

cry of “Bacon Vs. Bogart” will be
raised again, particularly by Left

Wingers in the Labor movement
who are supporting the leftist trade

union campaign that imports

should.be cut and a quota imposed
on foreign imports. And that final-

ly the gap shodld be filled by in-

creasing the' British film quota.

There is, of course, no sign that

the campaign will extend to a

repetition of the Dalton' ad valor-

em duty, hut the anti-Hollywood
elements in Parliament and in the

unions are stirring up agitation in

the public and political spheres.

They are even contemplating a

mass demonstration in Trafalgar

Square.

Nicholas Bfos. Sock In

Mex TV, Yaude, Nitery

Mexico City, June 10.

Nicholas Bros, act is a triple

smash here. The dance team is

continuing to sell out at the Teatro

Margo where they opened They
are equally big at the Rumba Ca-

sino, swanky nitery where Jose-

phine Baker Opened in March. And
now the pair is clicking on TV, a

special Sunday show, top spot in

the revue Miguel Aleman, Jr., the
president’s son, presents, on station

XEWTV.
The three spots reportedly gross

the team $2,500 weekly.

Other Foreign News

On Page 14
.i •. t i ». 1. .
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Zurich, June 10.

This year’s Lucerne Festival has

just been set for Aug. 9-31. It will

Include six symphony concerts with

maestros John Barbirolli, Wilhelm
Furtwaengler, Herbert von Kara-

jan, Andre Cluytens and Eugene
Ormandy, and soloists Clara Haskil,

Wolfgang Schneiderhan, Robert
Casadesus, Kirsten Flagstad, Isaac

Stern and Solomon. Also skedded
are several concerts of chamber
music,, as well as two performances
of Handel’s “The Messiah,” con-

ducted by Robert F. Denzler, with

soloists Elisabeth Schwarzkopf, I

Lore Fischer, Ernst • Haefliger and
Josef Greindl.

Also included in the festival

will be* as usuaT, four legit per-

formances at the Lucerne Stadt-

theati'e. Play will be Paul Clau-

del’s “Part^ge de Midi," written in

1906. It will be directed by Albert

Wiesner, assisted by Max Werme-
linger, with sets by Andre Perrot-

tet-van Laban. It will star Agnes
Fink, Will Quadflieg, Paul Hoff-

mann and Curd Juergens. Play
presented at last year’s festival* was
Tennessee Williams’ “Glass Menag-

,
erie.I’l 1 1 c j *. c i, .' *.• vim » i »: 'i
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U.S. Traveling Theatre

Opens 2d Year of Free

Army Shows in Austria
Vienna, June 10.

The U.’ S. Information Service

(State Department) Traveling The-
atre has embarked on its sec-

ond season of ‘free shows’ through-

out western occupied provinces of

Austria. Traveling by bus, truck

and jeep the group, which includes

32 people, is slated for 125 per-

formances in 601 days in 58 towns
and villages, many of which
have never see legit productions.

Three plays and a marionette show
are on this year’s repertoire.

Plays include a new script, “The
Road to Cavarcere,” by 29-year-old

Austrian Harald Zusanek which re-

cently won an American sponsored
newspaper contest for new scripts;

This will be directed by Ernest
Hauesserman, USIS theatre offi-

cer, with Max Reinhardt’s widow,
Helene Thimig, in the lead. “Sis-

ter Eileen” and Gian-Carlo Menot-
ti’s “The Telephone” complete the
live show roster.

The puppet show is “Adventures
of Tom Sawyer,” with members of

the acting troupe doubling as ma-
nipulators. Last year’s bill, re-

ceived with considerable success,

consisted of “Our Town” and
“Voice of the Turtle.”

In addition to Miss Thimig the

trouple includes Geradine Katt,

Philip Zeska, Martin Costa and
Doris Kirchner.

Brit. Magico in Japan
Tokyo, June 10.

Cavalcade of Mystery, magic
show headed by The Gre&t Lyle,

British magico, opens Japan tour

at Ernie Pyle Theatre here this

month. Fifteen-act show comes to

Japan from Hong Kong and
Manila.

“Cavalcade” was booked by U. S.

Army Special Services. Show will

play at other Army installations in

Japan, and possibly Korea and
Okinawa. • 1 ’ 1 *
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The Picture Selected as No. 1 by exhibitors representing 10,000

theatres at M-G-M’s “Seeing Is Believing Meeting" in California!
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ALBANY Delaware 290 Delaware Ave. 7/1 •;30 P.M.

ATLANTA Gard«n Hills 2133 Peachtree Rd. N.E. 7/2 1:3* f.M.
BOSTON Fin* Arts Norway Street 6/30 1:30 P.M.
BUFFALO Shea's Elmwood 539 Elmwood Avenu* 7/2 •:30 P.M.
CHARLOTTE Plaxa 1610 Central Avenue 6/30 8:30 P.M*
CHICAGO Adelphi 7074 N. Clark Street 7/2 •:30 P.M.
CINCINNATI Guild 7B2E. McMillan (Peebles Corner) 7/1 8:30 P.M.
CLEVELAND Heights Euclid Hgts. Blvd. ft Coventry Rd. 7/1 8:30 P.M.
PALLAS (Previously Tradeshown)
DENYER Federal 3B30 Federal Blvd. 7/1 8:30 P.M.
DES MOINES Uptown 4115 University Avenu® 7/2 8:30 P.M.
DETROIT Glob* 3520 GrantHliYtr^Avenu# 7/1 8:30 P.M.
INDIANAPOLIS Uptown 4215 College Avenue 7/i 8:30 P.M.
JACKSONVILLE San Marco San Marco Boulevard 6/30 8:30 P.M.
KANSAS CITY Vogue 3444 Broadway 7/2 8:30 P.M.
LOS ANGELES * Four Star 5112 Wilshir* Boulevard 6/30 8:30 P.M.
MEMPHIS Hollywood 2469 Chelsea Avenue 7/1 8:30 P.M.
MILWAUKEE Century 2342 North Third Street 6/30 8:30 P.M.
MINNEAPOLIS Granada 3022 Hennepin Ave. South 7/2 8:30 P.M.
NEW HAVEN Loew-Poli Bijou Church Street 7/2 *

8:30 P.M.
NEW ORLEANS Imperial • 14 N. Hagan Avenu® 7/1 8:00 P.M.
NEW YORK Loew's Lexington 571 Lexington Avenue 7/1 8:30 P.M.
OKLAHOMA CITY Will Rogers 4322 North Western 6/30 8:30 f.M.
OMAHA Dundee 4952 Podge Street 6/30 8:30 P.M.
PHILADELPHIA M-G-M Sc. Rm. 1233 Summer Street 6/30 2:30 P.M.
PITTSBURGH Shadysid* 5520 Walnut Street 7/1 8:30 P.M.
PORTLAND 30th Ay*. 30th and Alberta 7/1 8:30 P.M.
ST. LOUIS Apollo 323 P* Balivere 7/1 8:00 P.M.
SALT LAKE CITY Southeast 2121 South Eleventh East 6/30 8:00 fvM;
SAN FRANCISCO El Presidio 2340^ Chestnut Street 7/1 8:30 P Ml
SEATTLE Green Lake 7107 Woodlawn Avenue 7/1 8:30 P.M.
WASHINGTON Apex 4113 Massachusetts Ave. N.W. 6/30 8:30 P.M.

^A^mliiltB fey ticket #nly at L«s An|«ttf.
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Brit Pix Showed Profit
Manchester, June 10.

Dawson, vice prexy of . the

Globetrotters Gross Over

$17,000 on Paris Date
Paris, June 17.

On the second leg of their round-
the-world tour, the Harlem Globe-

[.trotters, Negro basketballteers,
racked up more than ^$17,000 (six

million francs) at the Palais des
Sports here June .13,

Globetrotters opened tour June
2 at Wembley Stadium, London,
pulling in 8,600 payees for an $8,-

600 gross.

London, June 10.

There are 30,000 television setsr^iw • A-JL--0* f 17
In France with virtually all of them l/uUlHS UHiV Z 0l 1 /
in the Paris area, although there

is a handful in Lille, which has the

only link with Paris to date. There
are plans for the gradual network

linking of Paris, Lille, Strasbourg, J.

Marseille, Nice, Toulouse and Bor- South Lancashire Cinema Exhibi
, t # m

deaux, but that is far in the offing, tors Assn., said here that his pub- Rnhcn AnittKCintl Tax'
TV comes under the federal Radio- lie doesn’t want British pix. He

[

* AIIIUloolWJI 1aa
Television Francaise. added he had played -

17 British

The basis of the transmission is films- in the last quarter and had

located at Rue Cognac-Jay which lost $660. Only two of these had

houses the only two live video sta- realized a profit,

tions here. These are relayed to Another member, 1

J. Killeya,

the transmitter atop the ' Eiffel prexy of the branch, said that one

Tower for transmission. There are exhibitor had showed
-

23 British
ihe ^st nine months of^ 1951.52

also mobile units for sports, special Pix last year and lost more than
^cal vear a?e^a£ing short of budg-

events and man-in-street programs. *1.800. He had made a profit with
Sevenue collected

The present setup on the reception six, and 60% of that was made « SI rpreasurv u^to Auril 30 last
lines was set at 819 in 1949. How- by one pic, done in England by

ever, the 441 line sets were not de- Americans.

Receipts in First 9 Mos.

Short of Budget Hopes
London, June 10.

Receipts for admission tax for

Italo, Gallic Legiters mBig Upbeat

T Buenos Aires, Jupe 10.

The management of the Odeon
Theatre here has completed ar-

clared obsolete and .
there is still

transmission in both definitions.

The 441 line sets are expected to

be ail replaced by January, 1958,

which will then put France on the

819 basis. There are still difficul

ties to be ironed out in setting re-

lays with other countries that have

conflicting definitions. England has

405 lines-, Belgium 819, Denmark

Brit. Shorts Get Slow

Handclap Protests Vs.

Dull Pix in Scot Houses

amounted to $84,456,000 as agJinst
$77,800,000 in the previous year.

When computing,bis revenue, the
Chancellor of the Exchequer .last

year estimated that income from
the admission duty would rise by at

least $18,200,000. * It is estimated
now that his forecast will- be $6,-

000,000 less than expected.

Admission tax in March lastGlasgow, June 10,

Audiences in sonoe Scot cineniaS yielded around -$9,300,000, which
625, Luxembourg 625 and Holland

|

are giving
1

the slow handclap treat- was below the two previous years.
1 ment to certain British short pix 'April figure at -more than $9,200,-

and lesser films. This derisive

mitting is worrying- exhibitors.

George Gilchrist, eastern Scotland
exhib, reported the matter to the
Scottish branch of the Cinemato-
graph Exhibitors Assn, of Great
Britain here, adding: “We would

000. shows an
vious years.

advance over pre-

ROSSELLINI, ZAVATTINI

TEAM FOR NEXT FILM
Rome, June 10.

Director Roberto Rossellini and

625.

Of the two studios at Cognac-

Jay, one is equipped for 441 trans-

mission only and. the other for 441

and 819 transmission. There are

only two cameras in use here which
cuts down on pacing, movements
and deft changeovers. Most live „ . . ..

programs are still on an experi- prefer if people walked out rather

mental level with technical per- than do this.”
'

fection a long ways off. The mobile Exhibs complained of British
.

units transmit directly to the Eiffel quota regulations and of having to Cesare Zayattim, screen writer, are

Tower from where they are re- take British films which were of currently huddling on the story for

transmitted for home sets. A daily no interest to patrons. They said the next Rossellini- opus, ‘‘My

newsreel is made every day on 16m they wanted to show local product Italy,” .intended to be started late

film, and then rapidly edited to be which the average man witflo.Qk at. this . summer. Zavattlnl formerly

shown on film the same day. Meanwhile In London, William was associated with Vittorio . De-

TV is still a great public curi- MacQmtty, British film producer, Sica as writer and scenarist on

osity here, but prices of sets are complained that cinema audiences such DeSica films as ‘“Miracle in

tetm inn hleh being wav bevond are not sufficiently demonstrative. Milan” and ‘Bicycle Thief,

the mean*? of’ the average family A producer’s job would be easier, -Rossellini intends ‘to tell the

The difficulty of the two-line sys- be said, if they would clap their- story of present-day Italy in some-

tem also ta keeping many from approval like legit theatre audi- what the same episodic manner

buying. Large screen TV has been e*}ces a* ?
ea

,2 ^Ye *beir opinion

shown here at various theatres but ^be film to the cinema manager,

always passed as a scientific curios-

Less Coin for Mex Pix

* From 2 Wastry -BanksS
.Mexico City, June 10. compapy, opening there July 18.

Pic trade is getting much -less
Advance already has

coin from its two banks the Mav starte<* * sellout in sight, al-

31b,iree sheets “ow. Indn7- the eheapert seat is $12.

try’s own bank, the semi-official ,
There will be only about 12 per-

Banco Nacional Cinematograflco, formances, divided, between
announced loans, credits and ' dis- matinee and evening shows. Plays
counts totaling $1,400,269 and $2,- scheduled are Moliere’s ‘‘Le Bour-
100,000 worth of its bonds circu- S*ois Gentilhomme,” Beaumar-
lating. Credito Cinematograflco,
a specialized bank, reported loans,
credits., and discounts totalling
$583,689.
The semi-official bank indicates

that it will increase financing of
producers; but only for those who
make ‘really good pix from -.the

chais’ “Le Mariage de Figaro,’*

Bourdet’s “Lea Temps Difficiles,”

“La Heine Morte^ by Mother-
land, Salacrou’s “Les Fiances du
Havre”

.
and Alfred de Musset’s

“On ne Saurait Penser a Tout.”

French and Italian legit company
visits are a tradition annually in

India Censors Issue

Yardstick of .Morals

To Keep Screen Clean]

ity rather than a commercial asset.
|

Govt, oUSpCHQS ExotlC
There are only a handful of bars

that have TV, with the Frenchman
more prone to use his cafe time
for palaver rather than looking

at video.

Paisan” gave the story of Italy In
1945. The Italian director recent-
ly' finished cutting and dubbing
Europe 1951,” starring Ingrid
Bergman and “Where Is Freedom,”

Carol Reed 1st Brit. Pix

Director to Be Knighted
London, June 10.

By receiving the accolate in the

Queen's first birthday honors list themselves as “artists.” Then the
published in London last Thursday Ministry inspectors discover they

Dancers in Mex City with comic Toto. In the meantime,

Mexico City, June 10. he has 'been supervising the direc-

Performing permits in local turn of a picture in Leghorn,

theatres and niteries for foreign
“

—

ESSd
“

MlSry
b
o
e
f

e
?heT: Young U.S. Opera Troupe

terior, which indicates that it is re
considering whether or not to al-

low these near-naked hoofers to

work in Mexico. Ministry is irked

because affected exotics when
granted work permits described

(5) to commemorate her official

birthday, Carol Reed becomes the
first British film director to re-

ceive a knighthood. The honor was
one of several collected by show
biz personalities.

Michael Redgrave currently star-

ring in “Winter Journey,” Clifford

are mere exhibitionists au naturel.

Toppers thus affected are Estela
Maria, Argentinian; Isidora del
Carmen (Dorothy Artete), Chilean;
and Emmy Tourret, Anna Fougurc
and Eloise Pulido, French. La
Pulido, the Ministry announced,

Catching Eye of Paris
Paris, June 10.

Newly organized Compagnie
Lyrique opera troupe made an ex-
cellent debut at Theatre Babylone
on Paris* left bank, with presenta
tion. of two one-act operas, Kurt
Weill’s “Down in the Valley” and
Giafi-Carlo Menotti’s “Amelia Goes
to the Ball.”

Troupe consists of 25 young
Americans, organized by Victor
Delafosse, to try their luck at opera
in Europe. Patricia Brinton, Nina
de Courson, Sadako Mitamura,was deported because she alleged „„ , 11111 ^I111

wav‘as
?l

Counil
C

GIrl kS !
y

.

sou
?
ht dtizenship by Helen Bokina, DelMosse id Math!way as country ulil, is made a trying to marty a Mexican.

Commander of the British Empire.
Castletdn Knight, producer of

Gaumont British and Universal
newsreels and William Slesser of
the Colonial Film Unit, both re-

ceived the Order of the British Em-
pire.

London Film Notes

ias Polakovits turn in fine perform-
ances both’ as actors and Warblers.
On June 19, the Lyriquers will

present Menotti’s “Medium,” with
Marie Powers in the part she cre-
ated on Broadway. After that come
three short operas by Darius Mil-

London, June 10.
Ben Shipman, Laurel and

Hardy’s lawyer, planed here to
discuss with Michael Balcon terms hTud ‘‘ThV AMotion ”

Leslie Knopp, technical adviser for picture he wants L & H to star
U
nf

of Cinematograph Exhibitors' Assn, in, with film to be made at Ealing £iL
Aria

t?
e and

was made a Member of the British Studios. Shipman will also final- iu
f
es

*« *
ize deal for Hollywood film stars Compagnie will lay off for the
to play in London Palladium summer months, reopening at a
Christmas pantomime, “Dick Whit- larger theatre if one is available,
tington,” for Val Parnell . . . Wii- and then present “The Struggle of
liam Keighley here to direct “The Tenacred’* by Monteverdi, “Venus
Master of Ballantrae” for ABPC and Adonis” by John Blow, “Don

Empire. H. Bruce Wolfe, former
topper of Gaumont British Instruc-
tional Films who retired from ac-
tive production recently, also re?
ceived the honor of OBE. John An-

ford on^vrfn
6 ’

°ThSitrA ^hich.^oes into Production June Pasquale” by Donizetti and “The
Iw?***™ L 25,with Moira Lister being dick- Devil and

. Daniel Webster” by
eted for one of the leads. Douglas Moore.
Karel Stepanek, back from Hol-

lywood after nine months, already
has three offers to play films here.
They are Robert and William Wy-
ler’s "Roman Holiday,” for Para-
mount; “Never Let Me Go,” the

j . . .
Clark Gable starrer for Metro.

rink ro e
W
fn th» WB* Brfti,h $£J0t^Fo£\ "Majesty. hotef zt Rothki.y, ^pular Clyi;ring role m tne WB British pro- O Keefe,” which stars’ Burt Lan- coa<?t re«?n-rt H*- #vumc

duction of ‘Master of Ballantrae,” caster , . . Monarch Films switch- Arms Hotel there Willis rose fromhas abandoned his projected Pal- ing its “Hindle Wakes” film from a^tenemente here to be one S
ladium stint. It was set for early Manchester film studio to Merton fh! best oald n.rforme?. In TMt.fi?
September with his wife Patrice Park. Pic goes into production HeS lainw csTefown aidin’Wymore. -• i

June 16 with Lisa Danicly starred
exce*s mainly as a clown and in

also received the OBE as did Paul
Beard and Ian Whyte for their
services to music.

Flynn Can't Make Palladium
London, June 17.

Errol Flynn, who arrived in Lon-

Vet Scot Comic Retires at 57
Glasgow, June 10.

Dave Willis, Scotch comic, is to
retire from show biz. Now -57, he
will devote himself to running, his

Because of the extended lensing
schedule, Flynn is unable to fit this
into his existing commitments. He
hopes it may be possible for them
to fix a firm date at the Palladium
next season. ,u X /*

!
'

it is skedded to take seven ^e
.,£

aSr*ke
x
n dubbed the

weeks . . . Claude Rains having ChaP111* of the Scots Comedians.”
completed Raymond Stress’s pic- Following medico’s advice,
ture, “Man Who Watched the Willis has cancelled his current
Trains Go By,” made in association contracts for strawhat revue in
with the Hyams Bros., planed to Aberdeen as well as for pantomime

Y. June 8 to appear in-TV^ , -iti Edinburgh.. - - -

standpoints of morality, art and Buenos Aires. In the past such fig-

boxofflee. ures as Sarah Bernhardt, Eleonora
Duse, La Rejanne, Andre Brule,
Vera Serglne, Louis Jouvet and
Jean-Louis Barrault have visited
the city on these tours. Advance
booking customarily sells out the
theatres chosen before the arrival
of the companies. The • French
legiters are especially popular with

Washington, June 17. the carriage trade whereas the

Yardstick of proper morals fea- Italian thespers have a wider and
tures the new code just issued byi

-more popular appeal,

the Central Board of Film Censors This year, French and Italian-*

in India to govern exhibition of pix. speaking^ audiences here are also

Highlights of the code, as given, each being catered “to by local

by the U, S. Department of Com-. French ; and Italian, legit groups,

me'rce film, division, arei comprising players who are resi-

“No' picture shall be certified for dent here. The French group is

public exhibition which will lower known as Les .Comediens de
the morals standards of those who l’Etoile, . directed by Roland Mar-
see it. The sympathy of the audi- tin. The players are headed by
ence (Shall not be thrown on the Madeleine Rigaud, with Denise La-
side 'of crime, wrong-doing evil or fitte, Vincent Thomas, Floryan
sin. Correct standards of life, sub- Michel, Jean Daubry and Maurice
ject only to the requirements of Jouvet. The shows produced so

drama and entertainment, shall be far include “Monsieur de Falin-

presented. Law, natural or human, dor” by Armand Verhylle and
shall not be ridiculed, nor shall, “Dans sa Candeur Naive” by Jac-

sympathy be created for its viola- 3ues Deval.

.

tion. The Italian group, II Teatro
“In order that there shall be a Italiano della Citta di Buenos

uniform standard for determining Aires, takes over the Empire Thea-
whether a film is suitable or not tre onrthe Monday “rest” nights
for unrestricted public exhibition while the French players use the
or for public exhibition restricted Maipo Theatre. Because of the
to' adults, the Board, prescribes a high rent demanded by theatre
set of rules for 8 the guidance of its owners, the groups only just man-
committees, covering such subjects age to cover expenses although
as’ crime and criminal acts, im- well supported by the French and
morality and vice, relations be- Italian colonies,

tween the sexes, exhibition of the Legit business, has tapered off
human form, respect for religious, slightly this winter, but is still
governmental and other public offi- very satisfactory. Narciso Ibanez
cials and scenes that are likely to Menta’s production of “F.B.” by
wound the susceptibilities of any Enrique Suarez de peza’, which was
nation or religion, or foment social last year’s sensation, has just
unrest or discontent.” passed its 250th performance at

the El Nacional.

.
The management of the Na-

cional de Cervantes, which is

State-operated, is preparing a pro-
duction of Shakespeare’s “As You
Like It” which Luigi Mottura will
direct from an adaptation by

London Legit Bits

London, June 10.
The Lawrence Langers to Scot-

land to see the Katharine Hepburn
opening of “The Millionairess,”
after which they go to Cardiff to Xavier Boveda. Although ‘the En-

’

catch the opening of “Oklahoma” tertainmpnt Board’s regulations,
there . . . Frances Rowe, who designed to protect local play-
costarxed with Maurice Evans m wrights, preclude any other legitMan and Superman” on Broad- company from opening with aTbe&MSS2&May

y iVef
latter

1

also sToToten^IH & *" PoSrLeeds July 8. f
ast comprised all the best legit

Rachael Gurney replacing Her- tale3
Jf*

but aow
,

members are
mione Hannen in Henry Sherek’s recruited from film and ra-

new play, “The Trap,” which comes circles, having had relatively
to the Duke of York’s Theatre in mtle experience on the stage,
early July after tryout in the prov-
inces . . . The Henry Casses have
a baby daughter . . . Fortune Press
to

-

publish Robert Munro’s new
farce* “Pardon My Claws”; Hugh
Hastings* “Inner Circle,” and
Patrick Cargill’s “Cry in the
Night” , . . Death reported from
Raris of Bert Howell,*aged 85, who
was associated with Baud for many
years as play and producer agent.
Management of the Stratford

Festival has closed deal with
Michael Redgrave and Peggy Ash-
croft to be their stars next year.
Anthony Quayle resigned as prod-
ucer. and will be replaced by Glen
Byam Shaw.
Margaret Rutherford stars in

Fran* Baker’s new play, “Miss
Hargreaves,” which reopens the
Royal Court' .Theatre, Sloane
Square, which has been taken over
by Alfred Esdaile. It’s a members
subscription club, trying out new
plays. Show has a provincial
tryout set, and comes to the Court
July 29. If a hit, it will come to
the West End . . . Former actress
and music hall star Muriel George
is writing her memoirs, titled “I
Was a Folly” . . . John Hanau has
acquired the Italian rights of the
English comedy, “The White Sheep
of the Family.”

Brit, Overseas Troops
To Get More Live Talent

London, June 10.

With a view to paving the way
for improved entertainment facili-
ties for British troops overseas, the
War Secretary, Antony Head, has
set up an Entertainment Advisory
Committee, including toppers of aU
sections of show biz.

On the new panel, S. E, Llnnit
will represent the Associated and
West End Theatre Managers. David
O’Goman will speak for the Va-
riety Artists Federation, and Perci-
val M. Selby for {he Theatre Man-
agers Assn. Panel also includes Val
Parnell, Hugh Beaumont, Tom Ar-
nold and Prince Llttler.

Mackenzie's ‘Glen’ for Filins

Edinburgh, June 10.

New film production group, Al-
byn Films, plans to make its first

feature pic this summer. It will

be “Monarch of the Glen,” based
on Compton Mackenzie’s novel.

Before that, it will turn out a
documentary, “History of Tartan.”



VICTIMS IS

„ . ,n 0f annual coin spent on filmgoing in 31 cities and ad-

ifavpnq listed by the U. S. Census of Business along with thc-

%*?Lta It dates back several years.
atre data.

City

Baltimore .

.

Birmingham
Boston
Charlotte .

.

Chicago :
•

•

Cincinnati .

Cleveland .

Dallas

Des Moines

Detroit

Houston • • •

Indianapolis

Jacksonville

Los Angeles

Memphis . •

Miami
Milwaukee .

Minneapolis .

New Orleans .

New York . .

.

Philadelphia .

Phoenix
Pittsburgh . .

.

Portland (Ore.)

Providence . . •

Rochester

St. Louis

Salt Lake
San Francisco

Spokane

Number of
Theatres Seats

. Receipts
(Taxes included)

.... .151' 112,710 $13,801,000

.. 116 69,649 .
”

6,466,000

.. 2?6 246,543 31,723,000

.. 139 69,408 6,338,000

,. 421 434,725 67,857,000

V. 151 102,140 11,167,000

. . 175 184,277 20,066,000

.. 193 114,202 10,845,000

.. 219 92,873 7,920,000

.. 244 . 248,253 43,196,000
142 91,353 9,892,000 .

.'. 114 78,642 9,005,000
64 40,196 4,753,000
392 359,561 - “ 54,247,000

.. 16$. 85,289 6,967,000

.. 68 56,195- 9,517,000-

.. 146 124,672 13,399,000

... 204 115,321 11,325,000

.. 161 111,477 9,527,000 •

. . 1,047 1,198,372 200,904,000

.. 401 376,612 45,343,000

.. 54 32,437 '4,252,000

.. 276 186^64 20,753,000

.. 106 68,876 ' 7,255,000.
... 87 91,739 11,221,000

... 75 62,958 6,676,000

.. 194 153,017 • 15,406,000

.. 61 38,198 5,035,000

.. 254 242,862 36,340,000
80 37,394 3,888;000

... HI 86,216 15,922,000
. . 6,240 5,312,830 $721,

Youngstain Maps
Continued from page 1

New Yorkers Spend $200,904,000

Every Year for Film Entertainment

New Yorkers spend at the rate of 4-

$200,904,000 annually for their film

entertainment at theatres. Chicago-

Is next at $67,857,000. In show po-

sition is Los Angeles, $54,247,000.

N. Y., Chi and L. A. top 31

cities listed by the U. S. Census of

Business, which supplies the num-
ber of theatres in each, number of

seats and yearly receipts, including
various taxes. C. of B. dug the

data for This Week, newspaper sup-

plement which is using it in a sales

presentation piece.

While the figures, as in the case

of most census-taking, date hack a
couple of seasons, the listings serve
to mirror the relative importance
of each area. Census covers each
city plus its “retail trading zone,"
that is, territory which immediate-
ly surrounds it or the entire coun-
•ty. The 31 towns on the roster
have a total of 6,240 theatres,
which seat 5,312,830, add draw re-

ceipts of $721,006,000.

Limiting the tabulations to the
bounds of each city, excluding ad-
jacent terrain, N. Y.’s five bor-
oughs lead with 583 theatres, seat-:

ing 709,776 witty, yearly receipts at

$138,040^,000. Chi: 285 houses, 319,-

901 seats, $53,123,000. L. A.: 212
theatres, 199,618 Seats, $31,153,000.

(City by city totals are listed in
adjoining box).

SPG Lenses Lectures

For College Pic .Courses
Hollywood, June 1.7.

Screen Producers Guild goes
educational next semester with a
series of six lectures teaching col-

legians how to make pictures. Deal'
was made by Samuel G. Engel witty
the Department of Cinema at the
University of Southern California.

Lecturers will he filmed for the
USC lityrary and other schools
with cinematic courses.

‘RHAPSODY’ 1ST OF 3 PIX

FOR CHAS. VIDOR AT PAR
Director Charles Vidor’s first

project when he returns to Holly-
wood in August from a European
jaunt will be “Rhapsody," first
picture he will make under a three-
picture deal with Paramount. Be-
fore taking off for Europe Satur-
day (14), he conferred with Ruth
and Augustus Goetz, who authored
the screenplay.

Second project under his Par
deal will be a film based on an

yarn by James Michener.
third story property has not yet
been seiected. Exteriors for “Rhap-
sody Vidor revealed, will be shot
in Switzerland and interiors tyi
Hollywood. The Michener film, he
aid would be shojt on location in

rw S
?
u
J

th Seas - Sector also re-
ported that he had a one-pic ar-
rangement with Metro.
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FILMITES IN SARANAC

VISIT TO HOSPITAL
Board of. directors of the- Will

Rogers Hospital Fund, accompanied
by some 50 industryites as guests,
is scheduled to train to Saranac
Lake, N. Y„ tomorrow 'night U9)
to visit the hospital and weekend >t
Herman Robbins’ Hotel Al-Bur-
Norm, at Schroon Lake, N. Y. High
light of the trip will he an unveil-
ing of Jo Davidson’s statue of Will
Rogers, which his estate is present-
ing to the institution.

Program calls for the group to

inspect the hospital Friday morn-
ing under guidance of Dr. George
Wilson and his staff. Following a
mid-yea* board meet, the unveiling
will be held in the afternoon. Rep-
resentatives of practically all film

companies, circuits and tradepa
pers in the New York area will

make the junket’. They're due to

return to N. Y. Sunday night.

Bendix Exits Par Pact

Without Making Pic
Hollywood, June 17.

William Bendix', who inked a one-

pic pact with the studio about a

year ago, exits Paramount within

La few weeks .without having been
assigned to a film.

He' has about three years ..to go
on a four-year pact at RKO, which
carries an option for an additional

three years.

Bally Helps ‘Bedroom C’

Kansas City, June 17.

Exploitation attendant to preem
of “Three for Bedroom C" has
kicked the Warner release off to

an auspicious start despite * medi-
ocre reviews. Personal appearance
of Gloria Swanson here Thursday
and Friday generally, sparked the
proceedings, with the Santa Fe
Railroad helping the Paramount
Theatre to carry the ball.

Two-day program gathered more
coverage by press and radio than
has been customary here recently.

Miss Swanson was interviewed
generously by radio and rated
three major stories in the usually
reserved Star. . . ... ,

.

often are regarded as the trade’s
stepchildren.

'’Before going into the validity
of Reagan's a r g u m e n t,” said
Youngstein, “he was in the wrong
direction right at the start. The
(COMPO) meeting was called in
part to achieve industry unity. His
attack upon us under the circum-
stances Vas the sort of outburst-!
which leads to disunity.”

Blasts All Rappers
The UA exec thereupon lam-

basted all critics of. the industry’s
ad-pub men. “We’re a hard-work-
ing group eager to do a job, and
with the same motives and objec-
tives as any other branch," Young-
stein declared. "Tirades against
us, especially by actors and others
not savvy to our problems, our ex-
periences and the results which
we achieve are basically unsound
and can impair the whole indus-
try’s welfare," he stated.

Youngstein continued: “As for
lying in copy, we’re in a hoopla-
business and must operate in a
hoopla way. If we talk in whispers
the public won’t listen, so we,must
shout. We don’t lie, as such, but
we shade meanings sometimes. A
picture whose characters are
strictly on the sordid side, such as
the filmization of James M. Cain's
“The Postman Always Rings
Twice,” just-can’t be sold that way.
The public won’t come to see peo-
ple-on Jthe skid row of morality,
such as a pair of illicit lovers plot-
ting the murder of the girl’s hus-
band,

“And the complaints against so-
called sameness in layouts are off
base. The ’typical ads today are
no great departure from the typi-
cal ads of 10 and 15 years ago, I
admit. But they stimulated inter-
est in films then, and still do. Cir-
cus advertising hasn’t changed at
all over the years’. Even the same
basic colors:—red, black and yel-
low—are used in the posters.- And
circus ballyhoo is the granddaddy
of all ballyhoo.

“Other methods have been tried
and scrapped. I know of some in-
stances recently where classy and
offbeat copy was inserted, and the
theatre business was dismal. The
whole campaign had to be changed
to standard film stuff.

“Also, I don’t see how our blurbs
can be branded as lying more than
those Gt any other industry.
Chrysler insists it has the best car.
The cosmetic line's don’t seem to
pull any punches. Everybody
boasts of having superior product.
So why should we be quiet about
our pictures?

“As for the payoff, the big box-
office pictures today wouldri’t be
nearly so great commercially if it

weren’t for great campaigns. Look
at the job done on ‘Greatest Show
on Earth.’ And ‘African Queen.’
And when we finished with the
buildup on ‘Fabiola’ the picture
took in over $1,000,000 in distribu-
tion money. And that was. a pic-

ture lying around New York for
three years begging for a dis-

tributor to handle. We took it out
of desperation."

Youngstein ‘Captains’

'Sales Drive at UA
United Artists v.p. Max E. Young-

stein’s expanding role in UA distri-

bution matters was seen reflected

this week in his appointment as

“captain" of the distrib’s 25-week
sales drive, which was launched
Sunday (15). It’s billed as the “BUI
Heineman Drive," in honor of UA’s
distribution v.p.

In his drive role, Youngstein will

hold numerous meetings with per-

sonnel at the various UA branches
and generally beat the drums for

more vigorous sales effort. He has
been taking on more and more ad-

ministrative and general distribu-

tion assignments since he relin-

quished the reins on the ad-pub
department a few months ago.

Francis Winikus succeeded -Young-
stein as ad-pub? department head,
stepping up from second in com-
mand.

Of Bingo, Etc* Despite Legal Question

H. M. Warner Donates

1,900 Shares to Charity
Harry M. “Warner, prexy of

Warner Bros., made a gift to
charity of 1,900 shares of the com-
pany’s stock, it’s disclosed in a re-

port to the Securities Exchange
Commission for May. ~

He retains 245,400 shares in his
own name and 16,000 in a trust
of which he is beneficiary.

Texas COMPOites

Stir Up Plenty Of

B O. Optimism
Easterners who have been hear-

ing nothing but. complaints about
business conditions, and doing
plenty of moaning themselves, re-

lated that they listened to some
refreshingly upbeat conversation
at last week’s. Texas COMPO con-
clave in Dallas.

PhU Isley, .circuit op and head
of Allied Theatre Owners of Texas,
told New Yorkers that his situa-
tions are holding up nicely and, in
anticipation of a strong future,
he’s expanding. Isley plans' ' to
erect four new conventional houses
and one (Jrivq-in, he revealed.

Robert J. O’Donnell, general
manager of Interstate Theatres,
also was bullish on the theatre out-
look, It was relayed. O'Donnell
observed ‘that hundreds of new
houses have been constructed in
recent years and, of course, this

cut the take fof the older spots.
But there’s still sufficient revenue
for exhibs, he said.

MPIC MEETS ON FATE

OF ‘LOYALTY BOARD’
Hollywood, June 17.

Exec board huddle today (Tues.)
and Motion Picture Industry Coun-
cil session tomorrow may deter
mine fate of the proposed “loyal-

ty board” initiated as a clearing
house for industryites labeled sub-
versive, Results of meetings, at

which clarification of the board’s
aims and methods will be aired,

will be passed on to MPIC mem-
bers for ratification.

.Meanwhile, a majority of the
Screen Writers Guild exec board
frown on the proposed “loyalty
board" despite MPIC exec secre-

tary Art Arthur’s assurances that

such a board would not be a court
of judgment but simply a clear-

ing house. Arthur emphasized he
was speaking for himself, not for

the MPIC. One SWG exec com-
mented that “if Roy Brewer wants
to make a court of inquisition of

it, we don’t want any part of it."

Brewer, IATSE rep here, has often

lashed the industry for “not clean-

ing its own house” of Commu-
nists.

SWG execs' said the matter will

be turned over to the full member-
ship, since “this concerns the eco-

nomic welfare of the membership."
If the MPIC comes through with a

clarification of its plan, SWG exec
! board will attach its recommenda-
tions to a ballot given the mem-
bers. ,

Screen Actors Guild members
split over the plan, with Prexy Ron-
ald Reagan spearheading the drive

for the “Loyalty Board." Some
members are skeptical such a board
can do any good in the long run,

while freelancers, worried about
their position, in the overall pic-

ture, believe it would help them
since the studios are now policing

contracts but none is doing any-

thing for the freelance thesps.

•f Move is reportedly afoot to re-
vive Bingo, Screeno, Bajpko and
other gimmicks employed to lur*
customers to theatres during tli«

depression years. Supposedly pro-
pounding the idea is a group o1

small, unaffiliated indie exhibs in
New York City who « operate nab#
houses seating ^600 or less. Be-
cause of the questionable legality
of the plan, exhibs wish to remain
anonymous.

These giveaways
.
pulled

,
many

small extyibs through the depres-
sion years, often boosting theii
take from 40 to 50%, In the light
of the precarious condition these
exhibs now find themselves due to
the inroads of tele and other eco-
nomic factors, some of them feel
that a revival of these coin come-
ons might again be their salvation.

Greatest stumbling block, how-
ever, is the opposition of the N. Y,
City License Department It was
during the administration of th?
late Mayor LaGuardia that the Li-
cense Department brought to an
end the giveaway gimmicks used
by many' theatres.

An attorney, who represented
several indie theatreowners during
the Bingo era, contends that there
is no city law which prohibits run-
ning of the games provided the
state law pertaining to lotteries is

upheld. Method used to get around
the estate law was not to require the
purchase of a ticket as a condition
for faking part in the .contests.
Contestants could play, if thqy so

'

desired, free of charge if they re-
mained in the lobbies or in the
back of the theatres.* Those that
paid, of course, Were entitled to
see the picture. According to the
attorney, who asked that his name
be withheld, LaGuardia frowned
on the entire practice and was able
to use the city's licensing power as
a means for discontinuing the
games.

O’Dwyer Regime Warning
An attempt, he said, was made

during the O’Dwyer regime to ob-
tain a .new ruling, but the city
fathers again warned the exhibs
that they would be stopped if they
tried to’ revive the games. A simi-
lar appeal to the Impellitteri ad-
ministration

,
is reportedly being

weighed. Exhibs are thinking of
pointing out the current adverse biz
situation and citing the number of
theatres going out of biz. Indies

.

contemplating the move say they
are currently operating at a 40%
deficit. Another argument they in-

tend to use is that churches have
been operating Bingo, charging ad-
mission and for each game, for
many years without harassment
from city authorities.

‘

Jersey Allied’s July 2 Meet
Allied _Theatre Owners of New

Jersey has set July 2 as the date

for its annual meeting and outing
in Asbury Park.
Numerous prominent distribu-

tion reps and exhibs in the eastern

^rea traditionally attend.;. 1 \S J

‘ShowV 350G L,A. Take
Los Angeles, Junel7.

• Cecil B. DeMille's “The Great-
est Show on Earth" wound up runs
of 16 weeks each at the Downtown
Orpheum and Warners Beverly
theatres, the 'picture’s longest en-

gagement to date. The combined
gross was $350,000.

Film goes into general release

next month. Paramount is currently
considering a number of bids for

jugular •J>J V 5<»

Showmen Point To

Texas Unit as Key To

Successful. COMPO
•

Regardless of what twists and
turns are taken by the Council of
Motion Picture Organizations,
there will always be a Texas
COMPO. That’s the impression
which New Yorkers brought back
with them from the Dallas conven-
tion sponsored by the Tex$s outfit

last week. Unit operates on its

own, that is, beyond the framework
of COMPO although its activties

often are coordinated with the na-
tional association.

Showmen comprising the mem-
bership of the Lone Star State
outfit, including theatremen iden-
tified with Allied States, Theatre
Owners of America and distribu-
tion reps in the area, are on the
go constantly with a program of
activities, necessitating the employ-
ment of an organizational secre-
tary.

Their cooperative efforts include
speaking engagements by promi-
nent Texans in behalf of the in-

dustry, joint institutional campaign
v s

i newspapers, billboards, etc.,

continuing contact with legislators
and inducement to exhib members
themselves to keep their houses
in good physical shape. As a re-

sult of their enterprise, it’s evi-

dent that a majority of newspapers
in the state have been won over
to the side of exhibition, being
more inclined to publish material
which figures to contribute to the
welfare of the trade.
Texas COMPO functions on its

own bankroll, with the exhib and
distrib members alike contributing

Aq the operating fund.
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Marilyn

Monroe in

Don't*

+o Knock
starring

Richard
Wl‘dmdrk

Marilyn
Monroe
with Anne Bancroft • Donna Corcorari

Jeanne Cagney • Lurene Tuttle

Produced by JULIAN OLAUSTEIN

Directed by ROY BAKER

Screen Play by DANIEL TARADASH
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Rather than risk an argument with Universal-International, editors

. 20th-Fox eliminated the Hope Emerson-Walter Brennan ' sequence

from “We’re Not Married,” recently ' completed. Characters' looked

nnd sounded too much like Marjorie Main and Percy Kilbride' in the

‘‘Kettle” series. Remaining episodes pair Fred Allen and Ginger

Rogers Marilyn Monroe and David Wayne, Louis Calhem and Zsa Zsa

Gabor,’ Eddie Bracken and Mitzi Gaynor and Paul Dbuglas and Eve

Arden.

Film Council of America, which is sifting American entries to the

Edinburgh and Venice Film Festivals, reportedly has had an “over-

whelming response” from U. S. producers. Some -60 films' are said to

have arrived at FCA for selection and forwarding. Organisation, in-

cidentally, recently moved its offices from Chicago to* larger quarters

in Evanston, 111. Switch was in line with expansion plans.

An apparent studio error in announcing last week that Greer Garson

and Walter Pidgeon will work together for
1

the sixth time in a forth-

coming film at Metro was caught by Variety 'reader Michael Karvelas

of Sumter, S. C. “If memory serves,” he writes, “these two stars have

appeared together in eight pictures. In addition to the five listed . . .

Miss Garson and Pidgeon were teamed in ‘Julia Misbehaves’ and ‘That

Forsythe Woman’.”

Appraisal of ozoners, pegged an integral part of U. S. life, is featured

in the film section of Holiday mag’s July issue, “Travel, U.S.A.” “From

an almost comical rural relative, drive-ins have become a .potent force

in the picture business,” states the mag; “In an issue devoted largely

to America on the road they deserve special, atteutibn and 7 examina-

tion.”

4,950,600 WB Common
Listed on Exchange

Warner Bros, this week reported
a new total of 4,950,600 common
stock shares listed with the New
York Stock Exchange.

Total of 1669,185 shares were re-
moved from. the trading, these rep-
resenting the stock which the cor-
poration bought back from inves-
tors in line with its capitalization

shrinkage program.

Hollywood, June 17.

David Brian obtained released

from his Warners contract, which
had three years and a half to go.

Nigel Bruce will'costar with Robert

Stack in Arch Oboler’s three-di-

mensional picture, “The Lions of

Gulu” . . . Robert Douglas joined

the “Fair Wind to Java” cast at

Republic . . . “The Goldon Condor”
is new tag on “Treasure of the

Golden Condor” at 20th-Fox . . .

Same studio changed. “I Don’t
Care” back to its original title,

“The I Don’t Care Girl” . . . Elliott

Murphy’s Aquashow will be used
in Jerry Wald’s forthcoming RKO
musical, “All the Beautiful Girls.”

. . , Rudy Ralston produces and
Phil Ford directs the Rocky Lane
oater, “Desperadoes’ Outpost” at

Republic. .
.

Frank Lovejoy. will] costar with
jfdmond O’Brien and William Tail-

man in Warners’ “The Difference.”
. . . Joe Newman replaced Otto
Preminger as director on 20th-
Fox’s “The Number,” with Premin-
ger switching to RKO to direct

“The Murder” . . . Metro started
three productions, “The Desperate
Search,” “Small Town Girl” and
“Equilibrium,” third episode of
“The Story of Three Loves” . ,

Metro assigned John Gielgud as
Cassius and Marlon Brando as
Mark Antony in “Julius Caesar.”
. . . Paramount bought “Angels’
Cooking,” a. French play with a
Devil’s Island background . .

Warners signed Andy Iona and his
Polynesians for “Big Jim McLain.”
. . . Warners assigned Louis Seiler
to direct “The Cantor Story,” with
Keefe Brasselle in the title role
and Sidney Skolsky producing ;

Jesse White plays the comedy lead
in UI’s “Roughshod” . . . Margaret
Dumont drew a featured role in
Warners’ “Stop, You're Killing
Me” . . . Phyllis • Coates gets the
femme lead opposite Whip Wilson
in “Hired Guns” at Monogram .

Arnold Moss plays a heavy in
Columbia’s “Salome, the Dance of
the Seven Veils” . . , Linda Chris-
tian will costar with John Hodiak
in “Battle Zone” for Allied Artists.
... Hal Wallis signed Chester Clute
for “Scared Stiff” . . . Fay Roopc
plays a father role in Columbia’s
“AH Ashore,” starring Mickey
Rooney.

„ John’ Hodiak will star in “Battle
Zone” for Allied Artists, replacing
Edmond O’Brien who had a prior
commitment .in RKO’s “Split Sec-
ond’ , , . Russell Hicks plays a
colonel in Monogram’s “Gun
Smoke Range,” his 14th portraya
of an. Army officer . . . Marlene
Dietrich goes to England next fall
to star in “The Widow” for. John
Nasht . . , Allied Artists signed
Bill Williams to costar with Mark
Stevens and Dorothy Malone in
Down Periscope” . . . Lloyd Bacon

is reactivating “Over- the High
Board Fence,” baseball yarn, for
indie production with Mark Stevens

?.n/r
Star

L*
* * Henry Koster will direct

My ' Cousin Rachel,” with Nun-

Fox
Jolinson Producing, at 20th-

Torin Thatoher planed in from
London for a top role in Edmund
~5^oger’s “Blackbeard the Pirate”
at RKO . . . Richard Thorpe will
direct “The Girl Who Had Every-
thing” at Metro.
Columbia bought “Wood Hawk,”

cavalry tale by Leo Hatcher . . .

iirst picture for Dennis Morgan
onder his revised contract at
Warners is “Cattle Town,” a- Bryan
*oy production . . . Richard Wid-

mark will ’ costar With Shelley
Winters in “The Number" at 20th-
Fox, with Jules Scheriner produc-
*ng

Arbitration
Continued from' {fage S'

States Assn., Theatre Owners of
America, Metropolitan MotioTi Pic-
ture Theatres Assn, and the In-
dependent Theatre Owners- Assn.
They went into their first,' session
shortly after noon oh Monday,
were handed copies of the draft
and the reps of each, group there-
upon ednvened * separately for
study and caucuses.

Draft is an enlarged version, in
legal terminology, "of the subjects
voted as arbitrable at the first in-
dustry meet on the subject in N. Y.
last April. Group of lawyers
headed by TOA counsel Herman
M. Levy did the job of putting the

;

script in legal terminology.
Late concensus, based on experi-r

ence so far, is that an all-around
arbitration program can be Worked
out, but there are a couple' of ini-

portant “if’s.”

Time, for one, is obviously an
important factor. Some delegates
have other commitments and. will
be unable to sit in after -tonight.
It’s for this reason that the hud-
dle was -extended to the late hours
yesterday and probably will be
again today. In the event there’s
no finalization by the end of to-
day’s get-together, much time may
be lost before all representative
groups can be reconvened.

On another count, Allied coun-
sel Abram F. Myers has yet to
bring up the subject of rentals, an
item which he wants subject to ar-
bitration, in opposition to other
groups. Myers’ persistence in this
request could lead to serious hass-
ling.

Further, the major companies
have yet to elaborate bn their
briefly-stated willingness - to give
exhibs in financial distress an op-
portunity to “conciliate” differ-

ences (over rentals, it, -appears)
with local exchange mbh or even
salesmanagers.
Major part of the ya-ta-fa so faf

has centered on fine detail. ‘ In the
light of this, much prolonged dis-

cussion may be expected when the
ticklish subject of monetary awards
for aggrieved exhibs comes up.

However, there’s some, opinion that
in the handling of exhib-distrib
complaints the local arbiter panels,

as 'called for under the projected
system, will be given reasonably
wide leeway in their, judgments
and awards.

In Boxoffice Dip
Wall St. investment advisers

have taken sides with numerous
film industry execs who insist that
the current quick payoff of pix is

a significant factor behind the con-
tinuing

-

boxoffice weakness. Arnold'
Bernhard & Co., in a market analy-
sis which appears -in' its Value
Line publications, sums up the sit-

uation this way:

“One result of the antitrust ac-

tion against the industry has been
a change in distribution -practices

which has worked to the detriment
q£ both producers and exhibitors.

Formerly, pictures were released
qn a gradual scale, playing in a
given community over a period of

months and thus creating word-of-
jnoutb advertising. Under the cur-

rent competitive bidding system,
it. is now common for a .picture to

play firsVrun and almost imme-
diately. thereafter to play simulta-
neously in- a much larger number
of theatres with the result that the
whole release period in major com
munitieSjs compressed to six weeks
or two months.

‘Thus, a picture disappears from
a community before all those desir-

ing to see it have had an oppor-

tunity to. do so. It appears to be
only a matter of time before a sub
stitute method for this rapid re-

lease
4

system will be developed.”.

Wall St. House
,
Continued from page 3

Reveal Cols 500G Capital Bank Loan;

Can’t Give ’Em Away,
, Frank Pard Decries

Minneapolis, June 17:

Commenting on the statement of
his partner, W. R. Frank, film and
TV producer, in Hollywood, that
he has put their 21 theatres on the
block, Oscar Woempner says,

“What good does it do to offer

theatres - for sale when nobody
wants to buy a showhouse nowa-
days?” '

Frank explained the reason he
wants to quit exhibition is because
the circuit’s grosses are dropping
while costs rise.'

Breakston to Africa
' Hollywood, .June 17.

George Breakston, co-producer
of “The Scarlet

.
Spear/’ -leaves

Thursday (19) for
.
Nairobi, Kenya

Colony, Africa, to establish head-
quarters for shooting the jungle
tale to be released by United
Artists,

His co-producer, Ray Stahl, will

join him in N. Y. In the troupe are

Irene Breakston, associate pro-

ducer; Herman Schopp, camera-
man, and Martha Hyaf, femme
lead.

tions combined to cause the trade’s

present difficulties, notes - Value

Line. .Government action led to

changes in ' distribution procedures

which ' have worked to the detri-

ment 'of both film-makers and ex-

hibs, states Bernhard.

For .the immediate .future, sta-

bilization of theatre, attendance at

near current levels is seen. Upcom-
ing .product is viewed as improv-

ing, there’s an increase Of color

pix on. the future lineup and there

will be more consumer money
available for amusement purposes,

it’s figured. ...
’ Value. Line offers a rundown on

the finances of various-Companies,
gists of which- follow: _

..

.Columbia—Biggest foreign earn-

ings in the corporation’s.history are

more than compensating for losses

domestically. Earnings should reach
$1.'65 for the current fiscal year on
total revenue- of $57,000,000.

Loew’s—Apparently the need for

heavy capital ’to finance its produc-

tion program caused .the recent

quarterly dlwy cut -from -37V£c. to

20c. per share. Looking ahead,

earnings should be about $2 per
share in 1954-56 and divvies will

be back at the $1.50 annual rate.

Paramoiwt-H^rojss .revenues and
earnings for

.
195& are. estimated to

be slightly above the 1951 level.

20th-Fox — Despite extremely
poor showing in the first quarter,

earnings, for tfie full current year
expectedly will exceed slightly the

1951 take for .the organization as

it is presently- constituted.

United' Paramount Theatres-^It’s

estimated- that 1952 earnings will

total about $2.85 per share, allow

ing for a year-end extra dividend
of 25c or. 50c. UPT shares are “es-

pecially recommended” for sub-
stantial appreciation over both
short and long.tfcrifts.

Universal;— jJepca’s big invest-

ment in “amply justi-

fied.” Ovetfy
.
4r^;tbree-to-five-year

pull, U will db.fetter than the in-

dustry in
'

general, promising
$73,000,000 in; gross revenue, $3.40

per share in earnings and $2 per
share in dividends.

Warners—Management is show-
ing ability to maintain earning
power on the greatly decreased
capitalization. WB issue is “espe-

|
dally recommended.”

Dismiss F&M, Par Corp.

Suit Vs. Par Pix, DPT

Over H’wood Theatre
An antitrust suit brought by

Fanchon & Marco and Paramount
Hollywood Theatre Corp. against
Paramount Pictures * and United
Paramount Theatres was dismissed
by N. Y. Federal Court Judge Vin-
cent L. Leibell last week. Three-
year-old action sought damages in
excess of $700,000, “It seems to
me,”, the court opinpd, “that Fan-
chon & Marco could havp better
asserted its claims against the de-
fendants in an action not based
upon Federal antitrust laws.'V

Leibell tossed out F. Sc M.'s suit
in which it sued as a stockholder
in PHTC, but where it sued, on its

own behalf he permitted it to file

an amended complaint. Jurist also
granted the defendants’ motion to i

dismiss the action brought by
PHTC because the suit “wasn’t
properly authorized by the corpora-
tion’s board.”

Case involves the Paramount
Theatre, Hollywood, where F. & M.
was originally partnered with Par
on a 50-50 stock ownership basis.

The complaint charged that both
F. Sc M. and PHTC were unlawfully
deprived of films because of Par’s
conspiracy to restrain trade. In
addition; it’s claimed that Par re-

quired the theatre to pay excessive
amounts for product, namely $628,-

000 for features and $41,506 for

shorts and newsreels. Papers also

asserted that Par prevented con-
struction of another theatre on Wil-

shire Blvd. owned by PHTC. This,

it’s alleged, Resulted in accumulat-
ed taxes, etc., amounting to dam-
ages of $200,000.
Explaining its March 1947, no-

tice to PHTC that it couldn’t sup-

ply product, Par argued that it was
merely complying with provisions

of the Government’s antitrust de-

cree. Leibell agreed with Par's

contention that any relief to the

theatre “would run counter to the

Government’s antitrust suit.”

Court ruled that Par’s conduct
in refusing to vote for a resolution

to build a film theatre on the Wil-

shire Blvd. property wasn’t “arbi-

trary.” Par didn’t prevent PHTC
from disposing of the property, it

held. Moreover, “correspondence
shows that both sides thought the

property valuable. Indeed, increase

in the value of the property since

1946 may have offset all carrying

charges.”
Summing up a 40-page opinion,

Judge Leibell pointed out that if

F. Sc M. amends its complaint to

eliminate its claims for treble dam-
ages under the antitrust laws and
sues only for breach-of-contract to

furnish films, arbitration may then
be considered by the court upon
application for a stay.

UPT last October was granted

the right to intervene as a defend-

ant since it had inherited Par’s

50% stock interest in PHTC under
the consent decree. UPT at that

time claimed its interest in the

case* stemmed from a desire to

force F. & M. to provide financial

reports and reasonable access to

the theatre’s books and records.

+ Columbia and Universal both
have been involved in financing
moves during the past few months,
their reports to the Securities Sc

Exchange Commission disclosed
last week. Col has added $500,000
to its working capital via borrow-
ing from banks, while U during the
60-day period ending May 31 has
reduced its outstanding sinking
fund debentures by $165,000.

Col got its additional money by
exercising rights underran agree-
ment with three banks, dating back
to November, 1950. Through this

pact, the First National of Boston,
the Bank of America in Los An-
geles and the Bank of the Manhat-
tan Co, in New York made avail-

able to Col a maximum of $12,000,-
000, decreasing by $1,200,000 an-
nually until maturity, July 31, 1956,

At the time'of Col’s latest semi-
annual SEC report, it had outstand-
ing $7,200,000 on the loan. On
May 7, it took the additional $500,

•

000, bringing the total at the time
of the report to $7,700,000.

Universal’s maneuver is part of
a program in which it has been en-
gaged for several years. Its aim is

to reduce its outstanding indebted-
ness as rapidly as earnings make it

possible and thus save coin by pre-
payments.
Company paid only $162,460 for

the $165,000 of 3%% 1959 deben-
tures it retired between March 31
and May 31. Tills cut down the
amount outstanding to $2,874,000.

Cut Prod. Planned!
Continued from page 7

Ivanhoe’ Exhib Pitch

Following through on its “Seeing
Is Believing” idea, that of getting

a maximum number of exhibs to

see its product, Metro this week
announced plans to hold special

night screenings of “Ivanhoe” in

theatres across the country solely

for theatremen.
Showings begin June 30 in one

theatre in each exchange city in

addition to 59 other spots where
branch offices are not located.

the conclusion that there’s no per-
centage in turning out a lot of pic-

tures merely to spread studio over-
head out over a broader base, only
to find the pik lose money.
The market has so receded that

the ratio of flnancially-successful
pix—which normally has run only
from 40% to 60% (except in the
flush war years)-—is too low to
make quantity production worth
taking the chance. The- middle
grade of pie is almost a sure loser
now, with only the real cheapie or
the real biggie offering a chance
for ripe pickings.

Since the majors aren’t ready
to go in yet for the real low-budg-
eters, their concentration is turn-

ing to shows heavily-larded with
cast and production values. Zanuck
put his finger on it at an inter-

view in New York last week when
he said of his announced intention

to make only important subjects:

“There is nothing startingly new
about that except that we mean it.”

Production Cuts
The cuts in production were orig-

inally aimed at reducing heavy in-

ventories. Thus, while studios are

turning out fewer pix, there’s no
diminution in release slates, How-
ever, that obvictusl&.can’t go on for

more than a year. ' With inven-

tories down to a comfortable point,

companies must either increase

production or cut the number of re-

leases and the philosophy now Is

definitely aimed at the latter alter-

native.

Inventory-reduction program par-

ially as a matter of prudence and
partially at the insistence of bank-
ers—that’d been virtually the en-

tire reason for the recent shutdown
at RKO—since an uncertain future

seems to be no time to be caught
with a heavystockpile of expensive
pix.

Columbia’s cutback has resulted
mostly from prexy Harry Cohn’s
reduction in his own work sched-
ule and the fact that a number of
producers are off the lot for one
reason or another. These include
Sidney Buchman and Robert Ros-
sen. Heavy production responsi-

bility has fallen, in turn, on the
shoulders of Stanley Kramer.

Universal, having found a formu-
la for making medlum-budgeters
that come up with consistent

profits, shows no sign of trimming
its production sked. It also has a
healthy backlog of the “Ma and
Pa Kettle” type of product, so
exhibs -seem fairly certain of get-

ting as much product from this

source for the next few years as in

the past few. *

On the matter of release sched-
ules, most companies are playing

by ear. They are being set for

three or four months at a time,

hinging on what the market will

bear and consistent with the in-

ventory-reduction policy.
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European countries are currently 4-

far ahead of the U. Sf in exploita-

tion of pictures, especially on th-

theatre level, according tQ,. Phil

Beisman, RKO international chiei.

Foreign head, who returned re

cently from a six-week tour, of

RKO’s European offices, said that

theatremen abroad -are displaying

more ingenuity .®n<1 showmanship

than exhibs in the U. £. Ana as

& result, Reisman said, biz abroad

has been gbod, with .pix getting

longer runs in most cities although

the populations are less than many

U. S. municipalities.

Although acknowledging that

video had made great inroads on

film biz, Reisman rapped U.S
exhibs for them general, apathy

and for not actively fighting the

competition. “Domesticity were

not getting enough out of big pix,

he declared. “And the fault lies

largely with the theatremen. They

are taking it easy and have for-

gotten how to exploit a picture.

Reisman said that unless a dis-

tributor spent money, little effort

was exerted by an exhlb to help

promote pictures. “Theatres that

hustle are doing okay, foreign

exec said. “You can t get money

In the boxoffice if you don’t, ex-

cite people.”

Europeap theatres, Reisman

noted, are mostly controlled by in-

die owners and as a result the ex-

hibs h.ave a greater chance to ex-

press themselves and have come

up with exciting exploitation cam-

paigns.

RKO exec pointed out that many

U. S. theatres have no budgets for

advertising, being satisfied just to

put up the name of a picture on

the marquee. “And when things

get tough, the first thing to he cut

is the exploitation budgets,” he

added.

Reisman also roasted U. S. ex-

hibs for not giving a picture a

chance to catch on. A day or two

of more playing time, he said,

could make the difference on profit

or loss. He noted the fast play-

offs plus the lack of proper adver-

tising and promotion hardly gave

the public a chance to learn that

a particular picture exists.

Exbibs Oppose 75c

N. Y. State Minimum

/ Pay as ‘New Burden’
Albany, June 17.

Opposition to a proposed bill for

a 75c hourly minimum rate cover-

ing all workers in New York State,

except apprentices and the physi-

cally handicapped, was voiced to-

day (Tues.) by exhibitor spokes-

men at a hearing before The Mail-

ler Committee on industrial and
labor conditions. Committee is

studying the matter, for the pur-

pose of making recommendations
to the legislature in 1953.

Harry Lamont, president of Al-

;

bany’s Theatre Owners of America
unit, and owner of a smalltown
theatre, stressed exhibition’s in-

creased costs—a major part of

which arises from the recently
enacted minimum scales—result-

ing in shuttered theatres. Stress-

ing the community nature of film

theatres and the inexpensive en-
tertainment they provide for

"family trade,” Lamont pleaded
with the committee to permit pres-
ent rates to prevail.

Charles A. Smakwitz,
zone manager, said “from 40 to

45 theatres have closed in Albany
and Buffalo territories during the
past year, and more will close. We
are considered today as a- dis-

tressed business, one that needs
help, rather than one that needs
more burdens to be thrust, upon
us.”

Howard M. Antevil, representing
the Schine circuit, declared it is

“just as much hurt by the drop
in business as the smaller fellow.”
Schine has or will close within
several weeks “approximately 13
theatres” upstate; some of them
may go part-time, he. explained.
If income did hot meet outgo,
Antevil added, 17 additional
Schine houses might be darkened.
Increased operating costs, includ

Fox’s Chandler Lapse
Hollywood, June 17.

Jeff Chandler is ho longer under
contract to 20th-Fox, although that

studio lmd no intention of turning

him loose.

Actor,, a!' TJI contractee, had a
deal with the Westwood lot calling

for one film a year for seven years,

but somebody forgot to pick up his

option. Now he belongs exclusive-

ly to UL

Metro, 20th Lone

U. S. Cos. Facing

Metro- and 20th-Fox are the ^nly
two majors facing trouble in get-

ting- import permits from Spain
under 1' the agreement worked out
)ast fall between the U.‘S. industry
and the Madrid government. Par-
amount last week became the first

company actually to receive a per-
mit, marking the start of operation
of the lohg-stalled agreement.

Warner Bros., Columbia, Uni-
versal'ahd RKO are all expected
to get permits with a minimum of
further Negotiation. That is like-
wise true of United Artists and Re-
public, which have had special
problems because they don’t main-
tain offices in Spain and must work
through local distributors.

Metro’s and 20th’s- problem Is

their allocation of costs and income
in Spain between their local com-
panies there and the parent com-
panies in New York. That has
been the issue ^pertaining to all

companies, as a ‘matter of fact, in
holding up operation of the. new.
agreement, hut the Spanish feel it

is most flagrant in the case of
Metro and 20th..

By allocating most charges to the
domestic- subsid in Spain and most
earnings : to the American parent,
Metro afid 20th pay relatively lit-

tle in taxes to the Madrid govern-
ment. Spaniards want the alloca-
tion adjusted so that local compa-
nies pay what Madrid,, feels is

fairer- amount of tax.

It is expected that there may
have to be considerably more
palaver before the Metro and 20th
situations ate worked out by
M. A. J. Healy, rep of the Motion
Picture Assn, of America in Ma-
drid. Other companies* problems
were successfully negotiated by
John G. McCarthy, MPAA inter-
national division chief, In a short
visit to Spain several weeks ago.
Unlike Paramount, most of the

other distribs are not in any par-
ticular rush for permits. They stir

have enough to carry them over to
fall as a result of deals made last

year. Par, on the other hand, had
none and was desperate for licenses
in order to continue operation in

Spain.

argument that films are entitled

to freedom of the press, and that

it would not be necessary to take

the case to the U. S. Supreme
Court. Should such action be neces-

sary, it’s felt a favorable ruling

could be obtained from the high
tribunal in -the light of “The
Miracle” and “Pinky” decisions.

WB Defense
In the -Donahue case, WB attor-

neys had argued’ unsuccessfully

hat the Utah statute constitutes-

an unreasonable restraint upon
the guaranteed freedoms of speech
and press.” Utah law prohibits the
use for “advertising purposes or
or purposes of trade ' the name,
portrait or picture of a person, if

such- person is living, without hav-
ing first obtained the .written con-
sent of such person, or, if such
person is dead, without -th^ written
consent of his heirs, or personal
representatives.

'

Warner attorneys, in -an effort

o uphold a summary* judgment,
contended that Donahue was a pub-
ic figure, and as such his career
could be dramatized in a film

based on both- fact and fiction and
;hat the picture' could be exhibited
n Utah without . violating the
state’s right-of-privacy statute,

either in its penal' of .civil aspects.
Film company argued that, “deal-

ing fictionally with deceased pubjlc
figures is an important part of our
culture, and the right to do sd is

one which is necessary for;.. Lhe
survival of our culture; that. ; in

N. Y. Stock Exchange
ABC
CBS, “A”
CBS, “B”

Philco
rca;.

Weekly Weekly Weekly ,

taes.
Vot, In
160s

High tow Close

i » 20 m 9 m
..

’50 35 34 34%
.. 31 34% 33% 34%
.. ‘ 26 12% 11% 12%

18 8%. 8 * 3%
.. 241 42% , 42 42%

296 13% 12% 13

.. 72 24% 23% ,24%

.. 134 31%, 30 / 31%
233 26%. 25% / 25%

.. 175 4%’ 4 4%
RKO Theatres 62.

Republic 60
Rep., pfd. 4

108

3%
4%
10%
16%

m .m :

m.
15%

3%
3%
97/s
16

"

Net.

Chang*
for week

— %— %— 3 a

+ %— %
+ %— Vb

+ %
+1%
+ %

— H
+ /8

Un. Far. Th ... 124 14% 14% 14% — %
Univ. ... 207 13% 11% 13% +1%
Univ. pfd « , » 2.1 59% 57% 59% +1%
Warner Bros . . . . 77 12% 12% 12% + %
Zenith .... 44 77% ' 75% 76% + 1%
N. X. Curb Exchange

’ Dii Mont* ... 68 15% 15% 15% + %
Monogram. ... 17 3% 3% . 3%
Technicolor.'. ... i 31 22 21% 21% + %
Over-the-Counter Securities

jCinecolor

Bid
1

Ask
1%

. Chesapeake. Industries (Pathe) . .

.

3% 4%' — %
U. A. Theatres 4%. • 5%
Walt Disney ...» 6%

( Quotations furnished by Dreyfus & Co.)
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C. P, Skouras
Continued, from page 3";

modern times .the portraying of de-
closes, will continue as prexy of

ceased public figures fiotiopally >s wholly expected,
one of the most common forms, of

offlJefs wIU be Henry C.
artistic creation m the novel, qox vp ,0^ treasurer; Elmer C.
drama and motion picture; that mo- Rho

'

den̂ v.p> . j£ank H. Ricketson,
tion picture .fictionmng of histon- jr v p -. jj. Bertero, v.p. and

attorney; George Bowser, v.p.; T.

H. Sword, secretary; Alan May, as-

sistant- secretary and assistant’

treasurer; O. A. Collins, assistant

treasurer; Laurence A. Peters, as-J
sistant secretary, and E..-E. Cobh,
assistant secretary.

Skouras has been a principal

exec of the chain for more than 20
years. Cox has been v.p. and treas-

urer for more than 15 years,, while
for the same amount of time Rho-
den has heed 'prez :of NT’s wholly-

owned subsid, Fox Midwest Thea-
tres, and Ricketson -has been prez
of the similarly-owned Fox Inter-

Mountain Theatres. Bertero and
Bowser have likewise long been im-
portant cogs in the setup.

Directors of NTI named, to start

serving when the reorg plan be-

comes effective June 28 are Skour-
as, Sword, Peters and May. How-
ever, the report to the SEC states

that prior to Aug. 15 the hoard
will be revised to comprise the
following:

Skouras, Cox, Rhoden, Ricketson,

Bertero, Bautzer, James L. Beebe,
Los Angeles attorney; Peter Cole-

fax, prez of the American Potash &
Chemical Corp.; General B. F.

Giles, U. S. Army, Retired; Willard
W. Keith, president of Cosgrove &

cal characters and events are com-
mon media of communicating
ideas; and that to interpret -the
statute in such manner as to pre-
vent Actionizing of a deceased pub-
lic figure; would constitute a re-

straint upon the freedom of that
mode of expression, in violation

of the constitutional guaranty of
freedom of speech and press.”

Majority- of the court held that
“Silver Lining,” being a picture
“based primarily upon, fiction and
designed to entertain and amuse
an audience,” did not enjoy the
protection of the First Amendment
with regard to» freedom of the
press. 'Court’s minority, however,
felt that films enjoy the same con-
stitutional freedom as the press in.

general, and that they are entitled
to this freedom not Only when they
inform but also when they enter-
tain.

As a result of the recent Su-
preme Court rulings, WB attorneys
are' now confident that the minority
view will become the prevailing
one.

Wesco Suits
Continued from pare 3

WB Absorbs Some of Its

B’way Theatre Aides
Attempt is being made by War-

ner Bros, to absbrb the exec per-
sonnel of the shuttered garner

Warner
j

Theatre, company’s New York flag-

ship, into the organization.

Irving Windisch, publicity direc-
tor of the theatre, has been as-

signed to the homeoffice flackery
headed by Larry Golob. He is serv-
ing as a New York newspaper con-
tact. Assistant ' managers Joe
Schwamm and George Green nave
been placed at Warner theatres in
New Jersey. Status of Zeb Ep-
stin, managing director of the the-
atre,.- and Manny' Myers, another
assistant manager, has not yet been
determined.- -It’s anticipated that
a post in the company will be found
for Epstin.

Company still has made no offi-

cial announcement regarding the
theatre. Although officially shut-
tered ’for the summer, WB is re-
portedly seeking a deal whereby it

ing those which would flow from a i can sublease the theatre and prop-
75c hourly minimum, could be a

j

erty, which It has been operating
factor in the decision to close ! for years under a long-term ar-
them, he added. lrangement.

excess of 15% of current assets. Co
-»^s^n

£
e
Jji
s
iSS!?.

11

and Richard W. Millar, partner in

William R. StaatS & Co., L. A. in-

vestment hankers.
Contracts of the execs with Na

tional Theatres Corp. are being
transferred to Wesco, its successor,

so similar deals will apply as .in

Beach, Cal.) vs. Warner Bros, et al the past. Skouras’ 1951 remunera-—$5,277,354. tion is disclosed to have consisted

McLean, et al (Embassy Theatre, of $130,325 in salary, $360,000 in
T1 — 4 \ __JL * J_ _ V » uLMAi!# MM A* AM 4 1 Qf\

m
of Wesco and its subsids, including
the Roxy, N. Y.:

Samuel Goldwyn Productions vs.

Fox West. Coast—$6,750,000 in

treble damages asked.

Cabart Theatres Corp. (Long

during the period of the> contract

his wife or his estate will get

$50,000 a year for five years. If he

is incapacitated, he- h.As the option

for the remainder of the period

until 1961 to render part-time ad-

visory service on a non-exclusive
basis at a salary of $2,500 weekly.

Rhoden’s contract, dated Dec. 29,

1940, runs until Dec. 31, 1954. He
receives a .weekly salary of $750
and additional compensation of

2%% of “the amount by which the

sum of the net theatres operating
profits, as defined, of Fox Midwest,
and its proportionate share of the

net theatre operating profits qf its

subsidiaries for each fiscal year ex-

ceeds the sum of $900,000, except
that the additional compensation
for the fiscal years 1946 through
1950 is limited tqthe excess of over

$198,000 of the aggregate addition-

al compensation for 4 those years

calculated as provided above.”

Rhoden also received $150 a week
expanses.
Ricketson’s contract likewise be-

gan in 1940 and runs until 1954.

He gets $1,000 a week plus “addi-

tional compensation of 5% of the

amount by which the ‘contract prof-

its’ for each fiscal year exceeds the

sum of $375,000, except that addi-

tional compensation for the fiscal

years 1946 through 1950 is limited

to the' excess over $198,000 of the

aggregate additional compensation
for those years.” He also receives

$100 per week expenses.
The officers and directors as a

group own 5,210 shares of 20tfi-Fox,

.representing .081% of the out-

standing common. Families own an
additional 3,725' shares. They will

receive the same number of shares

in NTI following the reorganiza-
tion.

San Francisco) vs. Paramount, et al

—$6 ,
000 ,000 .

Edwards Theatre Circuit ^Al-
hambra and Garfield Theatres, Al-
hambra, Cal.) et al, vs. 20th-Fox et

al—$6,200,000.
Hawaii Theatres (Hawaii Thea-

tre, Los Angeles) et al vs, Loew’s
et al—$5,200,000.

Skyline Drive-In (14th drive-ins
Southern California) et al vs.

Paramount et al—$11,550,000.
Bqrtha Building Corp. (Tower

In

profit-participation, and $14,185.60

in retirement fund payments.
Remuneration of other officers is

listed as follows: Ricketson, $52,000
salary, $45,209 profits participation

and .$10,249 retirement; Bowser,
$94,500 salary and $10,249 retire-

ment; Rhoden, $39,000 salary, $33,-

892 profit participation and $9,373
retirement; Cox, $54,025 salary and
$12,995 retirement; and Bertero,

$54,000 salary and $80,070 retire-

ment.
All officers and directors of Na-

Theatre, L. A.) vs. National Thea- tional Theatres as a group received
tres—1*$13,200,000.

Durwood (Kansas City, Mo.)- vs.

20th-Fox et al—$3,000,000.

Gumbiner Theatrical Enterprises
(Los Angeles Theatre, L. A.) vs.

National Theatres—No damages
specified, but could be consider-
able.

Vogue Theatre Co. (Vogue Thea-
tre, L. A.) vs. 20th-Fox, et al—

-

$4,500,000. .

It is also noted that a Wesco
subsid which brought a suit in
L. A. some years ago to compel

$499,575 in salary, $439,101 in

profit participation and $70,807 in
retirement fund payments.

Skouras’ contract, dated July 10,

1944, and subsequently amended,
runs until Dec. 31, 1961. He gets' a
weekly salary of $2,500, plus addi-
tional compensation of 5% -of the
first $4,000,000 and 6%% of any-
thing over that of profits of Wesco,
provided that cumulative annual
additional compensation won’t ex-
ceed $360,000 per year. If this
amount doesn’t equal $360,000 in
any one year, it can be balanced

dissolution of an operating arrange- against other years between 1948
ment is faced with a counter- and 1961 when the earnings ex-
claim seeking treble damages of ceeded that.

$3,000,000. In the event of Skouras’ death

Myers-COMPO
Continued from page 5

s

'1

must close can be saved by the

elimination
v
of this tax,” he

,
de-

clared. “This statement is not con-

fined to the so-called marginal

theatres. It applies to the large

and erstwhile-' prosperous theatres

as well. There probably is not a

theatre in America today whose

net earnings even approximate the

sum of the admission taxes re-

mitted to the government by, it.’

Allied topper called attention to

the 1950 tax bill Which exempted
so-called cultural activities, such as

operas and symphony ,orchs. These

groups, he noted, did not reduce

their, prices but maintained the

same bio. charge and pocketed the

20%'- for them'selvesJ Theatres,

Myers emphasized,- are in the same

spot, perhaps in a worse one. They

need the extra 20% and should tell

Congress so, he declared.
Myers said it was too late to do

much with the present Congress,

which will adjourn for the conven-

tions. However, he asserted that

the industry should get organized

now to launch a tax repeal drive in

January, when the new Congress

meets.
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Roxy, consisting of 10,000 shares

without par value.

Registration statement filed with

the SEC last week was for the 2,-

769,486 shares of NTI that will be

issued. These will be traded on
the. New York Stock Exchange.
There will be no fractional

shares or scrip issued ini carrying

out ' the reorg, the statement dis-

closes. However, on June 27; 20th

will sell on the New York Stock Ex^.

change at the market price a num-
ber of shares of N-TI equal to Jthe

.number of fractional shares and
scrip of 20th outstanding. Cash
so received will be distributed to

holders of 20th fractional shares

pro-rata. Distribution of cash to

holders of outstanding scrip for

20th common will be made at the

time of its redemption, about Au-
gust.

Wesco Group's 521 Houses

As of April 1, according to the

report, Wesco and its subsids andJ
affiliates, including those in which
it has less than 50% voting control,

owned or leased 521 houses^ of!

which 49 were closed and -seven
leased to others. On April 1, 1947#

the Inumber of theatres was 625, of

which 40 were closed. The de-

crease was due to termination of

operating agreements and joint in-

tersts.

Theatres are erported to range
from 250-seaters to large deluxers

of 2,000 to 5,000 seats and more,
with the majority between 750 and
1,500 seats. Wesco at the end. of

1951. had 8,200 employees, includ-

ing those in its exec offices and
parttime workers. About one-fourth

are reppeji by labor unions.

At the ’beginning of May, 1952,

the Roxy employed about 236 per-

sons, 163 of whom are repped by
unions. Report adds: “It is not
possible to prediet accurately the

course of future relations with

these employees and their union,

but no unusual difficulties are fore-

seen.”
In 1951, Wesco’s controlling in-

terest in 170 Australian theatres

was transferred to 20th as a divi-

dend. Dividends which have been
received from these houses by Wes-
co have not been important, the

report states. Also in. 1951, a cash
divvy of $12,500,000 was made to

20th.

Subsidiaries of Wesco are Fox-
West Coast, which owns or leases

226 houses; Fox Midwest, which
. has 124 houses; Fox Inter-Moun-
tain, which has 94 theatres; Ever-
green State Amus. Corp. (53.93%),
23 houses; Fox Pacific Theatres
(60 owned), four houses; Fox Wis-
consin, 47; Fox Michigan, one, and
Fox Philadelphia, one.

Subsidiaries of Wesco own or
lease approximately 35 properties

which may be suitable for theatre

construction, according to the re

port-
4

Outfit, under terms of the de
cree, has yet to divest 77 houses. It

has until June 7, 1953, to accom-
plish this. It must also possibly

divest 55 additional theatres, con-

tingent upon development of local

competitive situations.

Other decree provisions, if is

pointed out, may limit the run or

the number available for exhibi

tion in about 108 theatres.

Statement asserts NTI’s belief

that “Wesco has fUlly complied”
with the court order of Dec. 20,

1948, and with supplemental orders
regarding joint interests. Up to

April 1 of this year, interests in

134 houses were “rearranged.
Wesco's interest in 84 was in-

creased to 100%. Its interest in
eight was otherwise increased to

100% and its interest in. the re-
maining 42 was disposed of. In
addition, its minority interest in 77
theatres operated by others has
been exchanged for 100% interest
in 15 of these houses.

president, Charles P. Skouras, now
celebrating 20 years with the cir-

cuit, and his associates for the past

two decades. Skouras was on hand
from the Coast, accompanied by
Johq Bertero, John Lavery, Ed
.Ztfbel and "Nathan Halpern.

The ni^fctlhgf!, which in years

past were combined outings and
business meetings, this time stuck
pretty much to business.. Speakers
included Skouras,. Rhoden, those

Who accompanied - Skoiiras, and
L. E, Pope, C. E. Shafer, L. O.
Honig and Senn Lawler of the

Fox Midwest staff. In the two- days
the attending managers also saw
three films screened.

Kerness, Slenker In

Columbia H.0: SMftS
Jack Kerness has been named

biz manager of Columbia's homeof-
fice pub-ad department. He re-

places C. O. Slenker, who has been
shifted to post of administrative

aide to Leo Jaffe, financial exec.

Pair assume new duties imme-
diately. KeraesS, for the past year
an exec in the art department,
served for 13 years in numerous
positions in the ad-pub division,

Slenker joined Col in 1929 and has

held several posts in the account-

ing and purchasing sections.

‘Miracle’ Lawyer
Catotbined from 4

Cotttbiuei from pa** <

French Bloc
Continued from pago ft

delegation, at Cannes, 1

to hear the

Americans' ask fbr unlimited im-

ports * and unlimited, remittances.

They felt the bargaining w.ould be-

gin from there. Instead, Johnston
came in with a deal patterned
after the- Italian-XJ. S, subsidy ar-

rangement*
Surprised, the French negotia-

tors accepted the idea as possible

basis for a pact. Soon after John-
ston had left, however, they dis-

covered their compatriots in the
industry didn’t go along. They
then withdrew the original fpur
proposals and tried another which
would eliminate the subsidies and
permit free conversion of earnings
up to $4,500,000 yearly., but put
a ceiling of 108 pix on imports.
Because of the generous starting

point of Johnston’s original offer,

the French now .feel they can ham-
mer out a much tougher deal than
they originally intended or hoped
for. They think that if the Ameri-
cans were willing, to give so much-'
to get their coin out, they’ll give
even more—although on different
points—when the bargaining gets
rough.

First Formal Dickers

Negotiations starting Thursday
will be the first formal ones on
a governmental level, since the
U. S. State Dept, has re-entered
the proceedings with the tossing
out of the subsidy

,
idea, It would

not be party to a subsidy deal for
fear of its effect on other indus-
tries and other countries.
Gerald Mayer, of the. U. S. Em-

bassy staff here, who was former
MPAA European chief, will handle
the negotiations. He’ll be backed
by two industry advisers. They are
Fayette W. Allport, London rep of
the MPAA, who’s coining here for
the sessions, and Alfred*W. Crown,
of Samuel Goldwyn Productions,
who, arrives from New York tomor-
row (Wed.) to rep.the Society of
Independent Motion* Picture Pro-
ducers.
Talks are expected to take until

about the end of next week. It’s

understood that- John G. McCarthy,
director of MPAA’s international
division, Who sat in = with Crown
and -Johnston on the original ne
gotiations, may be over before that
time. •

Present Franco-American film
pact' expires June 30. Americans
this time are understood set to
seek to replace it with a deal that
Would- call for no subsidies, at
leapt 140. imports a year (121 are
allowed now) and-' of 50% of earn
ings remittance at the legal rate
and the other 50% at the “capital”
rate, which is between the legal
and free market yrice.

Fox Midwest’s 23d Meet
Kansas City, June 17.

Fox Midwest Thfeatre^ held its

23d annual convention last Wed-
nesday and Thursday, the event
being the first general meeting of
officials, managers and other per-
sonnel under the banner of Na-
tional Theatres as an independent
corporation.

In commenting on the new setup,
Elmer C. Rhoden, president, said
the circuit was accepting the sep-
aration not from choice and with
regret, pledging continued friend-
ship to Spyros Skouras and 20th-
Fox. Rhoden also said the circuit
faced a new era secure in the fact
that it was retaining its longtime

O’DommII
Continued from page 3

Pat McGee, general manager of
Cooper Foundation Theatres, Den-
ver. The other co-chairman is'H. A.-
Cole, Dallas circuit op and head
of Allied States in Texas.
Both McGee and Cole will be in

N. Y. tomorrow (Thurs.) to confer
with COMPQ heads on immediate
organization of the anti-tax cam-
paign. They’ll meet with A1 Licht-
man, Sam Pinanski. and Trueman
Remfyusch, the alldhdustry outfit’s

j

three-man committee which is shar-
ing the prexy’s post.
General feeling within the trade

on the Federal levy was mirrored
in a speech last week by Ned E.
Depinet, RKO prez, before the Ro-
tary Club of Dallas. “It's the most
onerous sales tax ever imposed on
any American business,” he
rapped.

Motion Picture Censors, cast doubt
even on the board's remaining au-

thority to restrict the showing of

films. He seht a copy of his letter

to the legislative council, drawing
its attention- to his conclusions*

Constitutionality Test
“It would seem'-the part of. wis-

dom to have legislation on the sub-
ject to insure that obscene or inde-
cent films cannot be shown,” Ham-
mond said. “The Maryland stat-

ute, as presently drawn, was * not
intended to' meet the test of con-
stitutionality now required by the
Supreme Court decisions.”

In explaining his ruling, Ham-
mond said: “The iri***. and cumu-
atlve effect of these decision* upon
the Maryland statute would seem
to leave, it without force and the
board without 1 power, except to

films which are obscene or inde-
cent.”

“It seems clear from the court’s

opinions,” Hammond continued,
“that the opinion of a board Of

censors cannot stand as a constitu-
tional basis for a previous restraint

unless the standard set.. for the
board by the Legislature is definite

and its range of discretion is rig-

idly limited. * *

,

‘

“The board’s idea of... what is

moral or proper, or,, conversely,
immoral * or improper, cannot con-
trol and he effective within consti-

tutional limits. The film which is

prohibited mpst be, as we see it, I

obscene or indecent.”
Hammond’s opinion was prompt-

ed by an inquiry from Trafib, but
his answer went far. beyond the
question posed by the censor board
chairman, who had wanted 'to know
whether the board could require

religious associations, fraternal so-

cieties, library museums, public

schools or institutions 'of learnihg

to get approval before, showing a

film. .

Ruling of the Maryland attorney

general was hailed in film circles

as an* indication that the film cen-

sorg are 'on the rUn. However, it

was" pointed out, that even the lim-

itations of “obscenity and inde-

cency” maintained the theory^ of

prior restraint. Latter, filmites

feel, should be completely elimi-

nated,, the argument being'that the

police powers of a city or state,

could cope with such issues ds “ob-

scenity and indecency.”
Meanwhile, staffers Of the Mo-

tion Picture Assn, of America are

exploring ways and means of strik-

ing down film censorship in areas

where it still exists. At a meeting
in New York last week* two ap-

proaches were discussed—legisla-

tive and via the courts. Attempts
will be made to- get bills introduced
in the state legislatures to elimi-

nate censorship laws in New York,
Ohio, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Vir-

ginia, Kansas and the Sunday law
of Massachusetts. Staffers also

weighed means of bringing cases
to court iii every possible way.

Derby D*y
big with sentiment and pathos. In-

1

explicably, the film contain*, need-
less facetious jibes at ihe British
film Industry which have jHttle
hearing on the plot, ana are devoid
of humor.

Herbert Wilcox directs in his fa-

miliar workmanlike style, and has
captured the race tr*Ck atmdsj>here
with its big crowds 1 and me*ry~go-
round. The Neagle-Wilding cbmbO,
more subdued than usual, is hard-
ly what the fans expect Google.
Withers and John McCallum play
the desperate couple on the run
with genuine • conviction, while
Peter. Graves is the, boisterous film
star who escorts the ‘maid servant
to Epsom. This latter role is

charmingly played by Suzanne
Cloutier* Gordon'. Harker’s por-
trayal pi a cockney ‘fax! driver,
With Gladys Henson his wife, i*

in'typical ,
vein. >

•Max Greene has done a compe-
tent job of 'tensing. Settings by
William C. Andrews are flrstclass.

Bill Lewthwaite’s editing is a little

too casual. Myro.

Poll de Carotte
(Carrot Top)
(FRENCH)

Paris, June 12.
Attoria of Harry Film* produc-

tion. Feature* Crl-Cri Simon, Raymond
Solipltx. Germaine Dermoae, Directed by
Paul Mamler. Screenplay, Albert Yidaiie,
Mtfnlert camera, Charlie Bader; • editor,

:
Germaine Ariui. At Aubert Palace, Faria.*
JRtthnin# time, IPO /yUMS.
Pell de Carotte ........... .Crl-Cri Simon
‘Mr. Lbplc. ........ f«...Raymond Souplex
Mre. Lepie Germaine Dermoze
Partaln ..Pierre Larquey
Felix., Guy 1 Haurey

Aussie Censor Lifts

Ban on ‘The Miracle’
Sydney, June 10.

Following a positive ban -for Aus-
tralia on “The Miracle” by Com-
monwealth Censor Jack Alexander
and dismissal of appeals by the
Appeals Board, the greenlight now
has been given this Italian pic
after some cuts. Pic will be re-
leased here as “The Wanderer.”
Reverse decision is believed to
have been caused by the okay
given “Miracle” by the U. S. Su-
preme Court recently.
Film will be distributed by Errol

Heath of Independent Films, who
recently took . over the foreign
product formerly handled by Natan
Scheinwald. Heath said it was
planned to get film out as- quickly
as possible under its new title and
dickers were proceeding for an art
house here. Censor’s office would
not give any reason for lifting the
ban.

’this-is a limp remake of the ex-
cellent Julien Duvivier version of
1934. Quickie production aspects,
slow direction arid limited thesping
do not give this much chance for
the U. S, market. On the moppet
angle .of the lonely little boy-
searching for loYe this might do
for a few spotsi

Crl-Cri Simon is the * unloved
last-bom of a neurotic, frustrated
mother who takes out her wrath
on the hapless boy. The father is

an impassive character "lost in
dreams and oblivious to the boy’s
torment. Boy’s need for under-
standing and love drives him into
doing cruel things towards others
and at last begins tp awaken the
dormant father’s solicitude.

Direction is not sup tp observing
the subtleties, of the boy’s behavi-
our and reactions, and lacks obser-
vation and precision for the re-
sultant loss of any hearth# or emo-
tion -of the pic. Simon does not
have the depth and unusual appeal
needed by this moppet hero and
falls down in -all the big emotional
scenes. Germaine Dermoze tries
Valiantly to cope with the char-
acter of the twisted mother, but the
role becomes ludicrous through its

lack of explicable characteriza-
tion.
Raymond Souplex Is properly

dour and self absorbed as the
father, with lesser roles adequate.
Editing does not point the subtle-
ties of the drama and lensing
ranges from flat to harsh-toned.

Mosk.

picture'* depiction of that confab
and" the Russian Version of what
took place there and tfcf par t that
each of th# conferee* played. Presi-
dent Roosevelt, ' surprisingly
enough, is shown in a better light
tjban Britain’s Prime Minister Win-
ston Churchill.

It’s obvioy* through the 124 min-
utes of footage that Russia can do
no wrong and that Uncle Joe is

revered with almost god-like devo-
tion. Hitler, It's stressed, feared
the Russians more than he did the
Americans; an4 that Russia alniost
single-handedly destroyed the Ger-
man war machine. At no point in
the picture is there any mention
of the fact that U. S. aided with
huge amounts of lend-lease sup-
plies and eased the pressure on the
Russian front with the Eisenhower-
led invasion*
M. Gelovant portrays Stalin with

deep, reverence, depicting him as a
kindly, yet forceful character. V.
Savelyev plays Hitler in stereo-
typed manner. Amazing likenesses
of President. Roosevelt, Churchill,
Stalin and Hitler are presented.
The 'Battle scenes. are presented

remarkably well. The acting is

spotty,, ranging’ from, subdued per-
formances to ludicrous portrayals
of the outmoded European style.

Except for the battle scenes, the
direction is slow-moving. Shosta-
kovich’s musical score is on the
plus side as is L. Kpzmatov’s cam-
era Work. ' Holl.

Ageneo Matrimoniale
(Marriage Agency)

(FRENCH)
Paris, June 3.

,

Coron* r*leaa* CGCF-Silver Films
production. . Stars Bernard Blier, Michele
Alfa, Car«tt«v Directed By Jean Paul le
Chanoia. Screenplay,. France Roche.
Jacques Bemy; camera, MSrc Fossard;
editor, Frra le Chanoia. At Balzac, Paris.
Running time, IS* MINS.
Noel ......Bernard Blier
Gilbert* Michele Alfa
Jerome ....Carette
Vividne Anne Campion
Mother Marcell* Prairies

The Fall of Berlin
(RUSSIAN)

(Color)
Artkino Pictures release of Mosfilm

studio production. Directed by M. Chi-
aureli. Screenplay, P. Pavlenko and Mik-
hail Chiairell; camera, L. Kozmatov; mu-
sic, D. Shostakovich. Opened at Stanley.
N.- Y.t June 7, '52. Running time, 124
MINS.

(In Russian; English Titles)
With increasing tensions be-

tween the western world and the
Soviet Union over Berlin, “The Fall
of Berlin” perhaps has some con-
temporary signifiance. It is not -a

documentary, but combines fiction
and fact to give the Russian view of
World War II. It is apparently the
Soviet Union’s answer to the many
U. S. and British films about the
war, and, of course, aims to give
.the impression that Russia defeat-
ed Germany with little if any help
from hep Allies. An overlong,
plodding picture, directed in the
typical heavy-handed Russian man-
ner, its appeal is limited although
it offers an interesting commen-
tary on Soviet thinking.

Filmed in color, it views some
recent history through the eyes of
a steel worker and a schoolteacher.
Apparently one of the major efforts
of the Soviet film industry, it has
actors depicting such Soviet lumi-
naries as Stalin, Molotov, etc., as
well as the leaders of Russia’s for-
mer allies. A great deal of footage
is devoted to Hitler, revealing his
last days in his" besieged capital,
his marriage to Eva Braun, and
their suicide pact.

In the light of the fuss made in
political circles over the Yalta Con-
ference, a curious sidelight is the

Film has- an exploitable theme
on its look-see into the workings
of a marriage bureau. Pic gives
a roundup of heartbreak and
misery that come its way but
plays it lightly. Good thesping
gives it warmth and takes away
the wordiness and slowness of un-
foldnient. Though slight in theme
arid handling probable good word-
of-mouth would make this a good
entry for arty houses in America.
.'This concerns a kindly boy who

has lost the girl he loves because
of his mother’s kindly but destroy-
ing solicitude. He lives in this
rut until he inherits a marriage
bureau from ah aunt. In his work
With the. bureau, he becomes in-

terested in the loneliness and mis-
ery about him and decides to help
the

1

disinherited.
Characters are all top interest

types which give the film* some
zest*. There is his wily, but kindly
assistant, a neurotic'schoolmistress,
a lovely girl with a scarred face, a
deaf girl, a lonely teacher. In short
a .full gallery of the types

1

, who
carry their own prisons locked up
inside themselves. The boy locates
his- old. flame; 1 how divorced,; and
.finally cuts his ' mother’s apron
strings to find his own happiness.
Bernard Blier is fine as the

kindly boy whose sincere interest
iri people helps him straighten out
his own life as well as theirs.

Michele Alfa gives a note of inten-
sity -and intelligence to the role of
the old flame who finally finds se-
curity. Lesser1 characters are well
played. Direction is light, and
never lets "the inherent melodra-
matics get out of hand. ’ Editing
is deft and gives the film pacing
and movement. Dialog is crisp.

Screenplay looks like it has good
possibilities for a Hollywood re-

write. Mosk.

Pic Festivals
Continued from page 3

addition, it* has caused them to

lose their significance and their

publicity value in the promotion
of pix*

Idea behind forcing any country
desiring to run a festival to get

IFP’s hod is to give it control of

[-the situation. As things stand now,
the producers who are called upon
to take part have no advance no-

tice.
- •

Another session of the IFP i.6 ex-

pected to be held at the Venice
festival later this year. At the

Cannes session, McCarthy, who is

director of the international divi-

sion of the Motion Picture Assn, of

America, was named a v.p. Renato
Gualino, of Italy, was reelected

prexy. Other v.p.s were reelected

repping France, Spain and Eng-

land.
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Italian Film Prod.
Continued from par* 1

that distinguished the Italo brand
of film may be dissipated is some-

thing for the future.

William Wyler is also ^currently

in Rome on Paramount’s “Roman,
Holiday” picture, working in Cine'

Citta, which is an amazingly im-
pressive lot, as efficient as any
Hollywood plant. Henry Henigson,
who was production manager on
Metro’s “Quo V&dis?” along with
Lester Koenig, aidejs Wyler. Latter
is a bit nonplussed by the wealth
of natural background' here. ‘ Sez
Wyler: “You find a natural garden,
.a fountain or picturesque back-
ground; then you turn the corner
and there’s another square with a

still more beautiful natural setting,

I almost feel like shooting the sets

and the heck with ther script.”

The “Quo Vadis?” sets were
struck pronto by Metro to circum-
vent bootleg background-shooting.
The local industry expects M-G
to do its “Julius Caesar’’ epic here
shortly.

German and Italian Inroads
The Italian film grosses are big,

as they are all over the foreign
markets. Yank top film brass visit-

ing here, or Paris, London or Ber-
lin, look more and more to the
foreign grosses to “bail us • out,”

in| light of the TV inroads back
home. The Continental managers
aren’t squawking but, realistically,

they see signs already of the in-

roads that local production are
making and must continue to make
on American films. It’s particular-

ly true in Germany and Italy.

Italy is not unaware of Radio
Corp. of America’s ambitions in

local TV and the general merchan-
dising of RCA electronics. G. A.
Biondo, longtime RCA chief here,
has been huddling with George
Marek, chief of RCA Victor’s artist

Sc repertory department, on talent,

programming and pressing here on
a general survey from New York.
RCA board' chairman General

David Sarnoff sails from New York
next month on the new S. S. United
States’ maiden voyage and will o.o.

Italy as a hub for RCA merchan-
dising, not only for the Italian but
the Spanish, Israeli and general
Middle East markets. RCA prexy
Frank M. Folsom is due over in
September when RCA is expected
to tee off its video and diskery acr
tivities.

The Italians are hep to all these
things: They know that a giant
electronic corporation like RCA
will scale its marketing potential
to the current standards, and the
film industry wants to insure its

economic future by extending its

international marketing scope.
Young Bill Murray, who works

with Jonas Rosenfield, Jr., the IFE
chieftain in New York, does a good
bally job in that connection. He
is American; his mother" is Italian
and translates European plays for
Broadway and vice versa. His father
was William Murray, late head of
the William Morris agency’s radio-
TV activities, a post.to which Wally
Jordan succeeded upon his death.

Hollywood Pinkos Abroad
The same general awareness of

Yank .standards embraces also the
many expatriate Hollywood pinkos
now here. There are an inordinate
number of suspected fellow-travel-
ers, House un-American Activities
Committee witnesses, et al., shut-
tling between London, Paris and
Rome. Some head their own film
units, or are identified with indie
units working In Rome. Some
of these already have U. S. distri-
bution. The economics, of course,
favor Rome production, where am-
bitious young actresses, of multi-
lingual capabilities, have lines and
get paid only at the rate of $5 a
day and for limitless hours. (There
are no such things as 10%ers; the
“in” agents usually have some po-
litical, social or ex-royalty ties.

When Charles K. Feldman, the Hol-
lywood agent and indie packager,
was here en route to Spain and
last week back to Paris huddling
with Di Sica, It was an intra-trade
gag that “they pay off in fetuc-
cini”).

Pitch for Foreign Market
The press matter and promotion

mags are all keyed to the foreign
markets, not only translated into
English but also French and. Ger-
man. The National Union for the
Diffusion of Italian Films Abroad
has published an impressive global
survey, with reports from New
York, London, Paris, etc., on the
impact of and reaction to Italian
film productions in these markets.
Commr. Monaco, ,who, as head-

man of the Italian film industry,

operates behind the . impressive
title of the Associazionfc Nazionale
Industrie Cinematografiche ed Af-
fini (ANICA), has the plus of

having quasi-official state backing
which the

,
.Motion Picture Assn, of

America doesn’t quite -enjoy to the
same degree. Nicola De Pirro is

"g.nu of the Italian government’s Di-

rectorate of ^Entertainment. ,

The long-range showmanship of
j

the local film industry is exempli-
fied by . the “Italian Film Week"
slated for Oct. 5-12/- in New York,
with a committee of" '"cultural as

•wejl as :celluloid names journeying
from Rome to" Gotham for the in-

ternational ballyhtfd. A, cavalcade
of the top Itaio pix product, capped
by a Waldorf-Astoria dinner-dance,
is part of the international plan-

ning. Italian undersecretary Giulio
Andreotti, as the official govern-
mental rep, will head up the visit-

ing.. contingent which, besides
Messrs. Monaco, Gualinp and De
Pirro, would also include Italo

Gemini, prez of the Assocjazione
Generale dello Spettacolo, and
Francesco Penotti, prez of the na-

tional distributions association.

Unusual Training School

Rome also has an unusual Ex-
perimental Films Centre, hard by
Cine-Citta, which trains filmsters

in all the arts, issuing diplomas to

graduate lensefs, directors, play-

ers, tfc al. Several big name Italian
cameramen came from there, and a

new film that Bernard Vorhaus is

shooting there (for UA release)
has a lot of kids who graduated
from the Centre. They’re young,
and talented actresses, who do
walkons and bits in a multi-lingual

Swiss boarding school story Vor-
haus is doing (Mickey Knox, dia-

log director), and they're paid-$5 a

day for a long, arduous day." It's

an Anglo-Italo co-production titled

“Finishing School.”

A common production technique
is shoqting sileni? and dubbing dia-

log in later. : "i'v

.Italy* No. 1 comic, Tito, has just

completed his: first comedy starring

role for-Rob£rtd1ftosseUirii, “Where.
Is Freedom?” JThe Italians have
been given more to sombre sub-

jects/but have been broadening the
canvas in recent months with
filmusiqals and comedy subjects,-

Anna Magnani, said to be getting

$100,000 to $150,000 a picture, has
been ill during the shooting of
“The Golden Coach,” which Jean
Renoir, the French director, -is.-do-

ing. It’s the first all-Italianrpro-

duced Technicolor film (as. against

Metro’s “Quo Vadis?” and other

non-Italo interests). INCOM, the

largest Italo newsreel, produces a

once-a-month newsreel feature in

color, the only regular tinted color

newsreel anywhere. It uses Far-

aniacolor, local process based on
the AGFA system. (The first all-

French film in Technicolor is also

being shot now in Paris, “Cherie
de Caroline,” from the current
bestseller.)

Do As the Romans Do
The Italians like the Americans

and vice versa—in everything ex-

cepting the food department. The
Romans, unlike thb Parisians, have
little conception of cuisine. They’re
passionate pasta addicts—period.

Everything seems to be spaghetti,

fetuccini,
.

lasagna, --with the accent

still on pasta.. There isn’t 'one good
French-style eatery in Rome; some-
body tried it and flopped; only one
Chinese, two Viennese, and one
magyar (Hungarian cuisine and
gypsy music) restaurant. Ameri-
cans who send Italian friends

canned goods may be shocked to

know that the diehard Italo's sejl

these exported items to adhere to

their native brand of cuisine. It’s

for that reason largely that Rome,
despite Its less-cost (although now
pretty much on a par with Paris)
and generaP .historic appeal be-

comes a four-day stand to the aver-

age tourist.

Highlight eatery-nitery in Rome
is the Ostela ria del Orso, -a con-
verted villa with a co.cktailery

downstairs and a pianist, Mario,
tickling the ivories; dining-dancing
on the second floor; and an attrac-

tive nightclub ' of - unusual decor,
called La Cabala, on the top floor,

with two hybrid bands, both good,
including the samba combo and the
small “le jazz hot” for the straight
dansapation. Vittoria Mongardi
and the Orchestra Ferranti is the
billing. •

Georgio’s, Gappiccio’s, Alfredo’s,
Fagiano’s, Nino’s (steak), the mag-
nificent view from the Hassler
Hotel Roof (luncheon and tea)* Ca-
sino ’-Valadier, iormer home of
Pauline Bonaparte, Nap’s sister, for
lunch; Open Gate Club, swank
Italo boite which occasionally
brings in Suzy Solidor, Dany Dau-
berson, Georges Ulmer, Bill John-
son, Greta Keller, et al.; Rupea
Tarpea Sc Jickey, a oncer because
of . its locale in the ohL catacombs,
but talent nsg; Place Pigalle, for
the stags; Kit Kat Club,* another
also-ran; the Whip Club are some
of the other tourist traps.

It’s ' an open secret that there
are “meatleggers” ' who bring
steaks to beef-starved Romans (and
tourists) in suitcases from Tuscany
in the north. Only family-trusted
kin are entrusted with the chore
of toting those .steaks and lifting
those beefs in handbags on a regu-
lar railroad, commutation schedule
into Rome.

Italo Olsen Sc Johnson
Caught in Rome also was a

typical vaude-revue, “Alta Ten-
sione” (“High Tension”), starring
Rickfcdo Billi & Riva, a sort
of _palq Olsen A Johnson. They're
a couple of fuhpy^gents, and some
of . their business .-.’doesn’t heed .an
interpreter. Monique Thibault was
the soubret, and a colored couple,
Marie Jean Francois & Benjamin
Turpin, did plenty OK in the terp
stuff, usually in Montmartre
(Paris) scenes. Mel Martin, ex-Ben
Yoster, who is American, did the
juve leads but only adequately. Les
Bluebell Girls ( 12 ), Anglo-Conti-

nental group captained by Joyce
Dare-, did the usual line special-

ties. Many are blonde, since the
ItalOs. are partial to £he lighter

hues. There was one censorship
scene, involving Duilio Po Prov-
vedi, Renata Negri, Gualtiero Riz-

zie and Flora Medini in one of
those triangle and • quadrangle
scenes, wherein the censored por-
tions were .

indicated by the play-

ers hopping up and down in hop-
scotch fashion. It lottked good
enough for a Yank show,
The carabinieri are the most

genial cops in the world. As in

prewar Paris, when the
vflics and

gendarmes wore bands marked
“English”, to assist British and
'American tourists, every key city

has the Italian cops at - strategic
tourist corners marked “Fran-
caise,” “Deutsch” and “English” to
help, foreign visitors.

American gals are tops with the
Romans. .One actress was followed
for blocks by three buckos, and
wh&n she complained to the cara-

binieri, the smiling cop gallantly

observed, “Signorina, If I wasn’t In
this uniform I would be doing the
same.”
The -jaywalkers are as screwball

as the drivers—and the Latins
seem to be tops in both depart-
ments. The old Italians are • the
worst. It’s an axiom that they
must say a prayer before taking off

in the face of "the. tide of onrush-
ing traffic. They don't look right
or left and woo disaster, Some-
how, few get hit. The Italo drivers,

as their,brakes shriek, shout at the
ofttimes doddering old ladies and
gents, “Courage!”—a local sarcasm
which completely escapes them.

Si Si Siesta

Shops close from 1-4 or 4:30 p.m.,

because the summer heat makes a
mid-day siesta compulsory. Work-
ers leave their offices at 7 or 7:30-

p. m. The cocktail hour is " at 8
or 9; hardly anybody dines before
10 or 11 p. m. The long day, broken
up by the siesta, has the effect of
two days in one—at least that’s the
Roman’s interpretation.

Since you do as the Romans do,
when in Rome the tourist finds
himself loading up on vino and
pasta and the siesta becomes a
must.

" v

The top restaurants have a like

pattern of cheesecake—Mary Pick-
ford and Douglas Fairbanks, Sr.,

are still the tops in such landmarks
as Alfredo’s, oi which there are
now three spots called Alfredo’s.
In fact, every successful restaurant
winds up having two or three road
companies. Besides the yesteryear
“America’s sweetheart” and her the
husband, photos of Aly and Rita,
Edward G. Robinson, John Garfield
and assorted British, French and
Hollywood 'starlets adorn the walls.
All eateries have elaborate guest
books in which gushing guests
(usually Americans) elaborately at-

test to the ultra-quality of the cui-
sine which, realistically, is given a
commercial beyond standard.
Socially there is an air that the

Americans had better ding to each

other, .or else, Even the Embassy
crowd likes to rub more, than is

the case elsewhere, with the pic-

ture bunch. The ex-Italo royalists

also find the- film people “very
amusing.” The fugitives from Hol-

lywood and Broadway, along with
the Yank distrib reps* maintain a

fraternal cohesion of almost? clan-

nish ‘Or dlquejoyalties. It* chiefly

* case of Who else would .dig pur

ituff? A visiting American becomes
a personality if only because he’s a

new face. The cqhesiveness rivals

the house-guesting standards of
Beverly Hills and Hawaii,

-

* pisa and Data

Sol Lesser Scouting the Italian,

film market, .aiming .to “pick,. up
another li’l thing like;/Kon-Tiki’ ”

(some li’L thing; big grosses on the
Continent a$ ".. in the

. U. S.). Eddie
Small has the same idea. Small
states he’s off giving any more
pix to TV. Jules (“Fabiola”) Levy
due over, on the same mission.

; Stuart Schylberg and Billy Gold-
schmidf-Rothschild (of the banking
Clan) huddfing with Helen and
N.’ Peter Rathvon, who have a flat

in' Paris, preparatory to indie pro-

ducing in France. Young ‘ Schul-
berg greeted his ailing dad, B. P.

Schulberg, onetime production boss

of Paramount.

Local jokes interpolated Into the

“Cajl Me Madam” London com-
pany, but Irving Berlin should up-
date the “I Like Ike’

?
intro lyric

(something about “comes 1952”).

Seemingly producer Jack Hylton
can take liberties with the script

(unless that was updated and local-

ized by librettists Lindsay Sc

Crouse), but npbody fools around
with Berlin’s wordage,

Muriel atfd George Marek (he’s

the RCA Victor top a. & r. man in

N. Y.) * know their Rome like an
ASCAPer knows Lindy’s, and their

Cook’s tour of the ancient capital

beats any Baedeker.

The airlines are doing a- canny
job, . especially in catering to show
biz personalities. BOAC has Hilary
"Wilson meeting all" show biz VIPs
in London. Pan-Am Air France’s*

Mme. Coutrot dittos in Paris, on
cue from Frank Hefter in N. Y.
Pan Am’s Willis Player in N. Y. has
Clint Sewell and Mme. Bertie Pour-
rier in Nice for. the Riviera VIPs,
and, Peter Wentzel and Alec Man-
son (latter was the late Sinclair
Lewis’ last secretary, and plans to
write a "book on him) in Rqme; and
Mike * Flynn, Diem Brown and
Julie Smith in Paris.

Over 4,000,000 Tourists

Seen in France This Yr.
Paris, June 17.

Bureau of Tourism statistics here
show that about 270,000 American
tourists visited France during 1951,
leaving behind $80,000,000 to help
the French dollar balance. Tour-
ists of all nationalities totalled
about 4,000,000 leaving $200,000,-
000 in the .Gallic coffers. A far
greater influx is predicted for this

year. Aside from*the pleasures of
Paris with its cuisine, night life,

haute couture, cultural stature and
general beauty, there will be many
festivals and other manifestations
to attract the tourist.

Already under the bridge is the
Cannes Film Pest, held in- April
and. May, and the Twentieth .Cen-

tury Masterpieces Fest in Paris
last month. Coming will be music,
drama and art fests, plus the Off-

beat appeal of industrial fairs, folk-

lore fests, religjous manifestations^
sporting • events and various types
of expositions;

Big Budget Pix
Continued from pigt 7

sufficient talent to turn out so
many good ones.

In his address to the producers
group, Warner touched on the
soundness of the film industry and
the assurance of its continued lead-
ership in the entertainment field.

He announced continued produc-
tion of Warner pictures in Eng-
land, including “The Master of Bal-
lantrae,” starring Errol Flynn, to
be produced in Technicolor, start-
ing shortly at the Elstree studios.
The predominance of color films

in the future also Was stressed by
Warner. Reaffirming a recent state-
ment that 82% of the company’s
product would be in color, he
pointed out that Sir Philip Warter
of Associated British has sent tech-
nicians to the Burbank studio to
study the new Warnercolor proc-
ess.

Hie World; Hefty

h .

' London, "June 17 .

,

Europe is loaded with “television

producers,'” chiefly Americans.
Everybody has a TV package

deal;" is scouting for TV; is look-

ing around for vidpitf production
hookups. - -

The Continentals look knowing-
ly and wonder if the pyramiding
local .costs are worthwhile, although

the auspices are important. John L.

Sinn, prez of Frederic W. Ziv, and
Herb Gordon djd the Parls-London
o.o. • Charles C. (Bud) Barry, NBC
program boss, did a little video
scouting for Pat Weaver, the NBC-
TV chieftain* in Rome, in addition
to his .own "radio ideas. Signe Has-
so plan$ doing a pilot vidpic in
Capri for Jeff Jones. Mary Sin-
clair, ex-Mrs. "George, Abbott and
ex-CBS, is on this side for Martin
Stone Productions (Lehman Bros,
bought, out the outfit), and is scout-
ing whether to make vidpix in Paris
or Rome. Harlan Thompson is in
Rome for ditto reasons. Borrah
Minevitch is vidpix producing in

Paris.

One who h^s made a real im-
pression on the foreign production
TV market is 2tf-year-old Sheldon
Reynolds, (just • returned to the
States), who produces the “Foreign
Intrigue” vidpix series at a studio
in Sundyberg, just outside of

Stockholm. Thus, the U. S. vid-

pix impresarios are scouting loca-

tions from the Norse countries to

the Lowlands, from Germany and
Austria to Baris, Rome and Capri.

Anyway, that’s as good an excuse
for a Cook’s tour as any. Join TV
and see the world.

Francis Stumps for U

At the Chi Conventions
“Francis Goes to the Conven-

tions” may well be the title of Uni-

versal* next opus for its celebrated

mule hero. As part of the bally for

“Francis Goes to West Point,” the

four-legged film star" will be in Chi-

cago at the Democratic and Repub-
lican palavers.

While it’s conceded that Francis,

who is of the same family as the

emblematic Democratic donkey,
will be welcomed at the Dem ses-

sions, the reaction oi the G.O.P.

has not been obtainea. At any rate,

Eisenhower and Taft are too busy

battling for delegates";

Chi Exhib
Continue*, from j&C/t 4

ownership of the theatre after Par

went into bankruptcy, Sass admit-

ted there wsjS approval of a $6,*

500 “arctic new air” installation

which the Alamo advertised as

“fresh as a sea breeze” but “it

never fooled . me,” he said. “I

knew it wg# k- bi&fan/' :

Under further 'questioning, Phil*

lips brought:out -that under another

agreement with B. . Sc K involving

the Milford. Theatre, Sass 'was to

receive $3,400 a .year for a long

period of years before any divi-

dends could go to B Sc K. He also

got the witness to admit that when
L & T Surrendered the lease on

the Alamo in 1932, Sass got back

the theatre “lock, stock and bar-

rel,” plus $50,00Q.

Sass maintained, however, as he

previously testified, that the the-

atre was in. bad shape.

Baito Mayor
Coritteue* from. ^

sa.lpng^ibat I genuflected when I

wenjt in • •• •

Selsibn also brought forth the

disclosure that in the past three

years some 23 Baltimore theatres

have ‘closed.’ This figure, accord-

ing to an official of the Motion Pic-

ture Theatre Owners Assn, o*

Maryland, represents 20% of the

city’s total film houses in 1950. 01

the 119 theatres currently operat-

ing, two may fold soon and a num-

ber of others are considering such

a step.
*
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Roxy, N* Y*
Jay Marshall, Kathy Barr, Helen

Wood, Felo & Bruno, Roxyettes,

Paul Ash House Orch; “Diplomatic

Courier” (20th), reviewed •**

Variety June 11, ’52.

but gets into bet* medium -with her
sapranoing of old standards. She
ties them together neatly with a

r,c little preface about the composers.

in Louis Basil does his usual good job

at double post as emcee and orch

leader. Zaoe,

With this bill, the huge Boxy
stage goes into its annual revamp.

The band has been moved into the

pit so that the ice tank can be in-

stalled on the stage to for

the next show. Although this gives

the layout a status similar to that

.of the orthodox Vaude show, pro-

duction values aren’t negated. The

show plays smoothly despite the

absence of top names. There s

good continuity because of the Jute

work and the various turns are set

off to advantage. *
. . .

Roxy booker Sammy Rauch has

taken a chance on some talent new
to this house, although theyve

been seen in the N. Y. environs.

Of the four acts, three are new
here, although the sole New Act -

is Helen Wood, who recently left

the legiter, “Pal Joey,” where she

excited considerable attention,

The sole vet at this theatre is

Jay Marshall, with a line of in-

gratiating chatter and pseudo-

magic. Marshall hits a nice stride

early in his turn and maintains a

good laugh quota. He s added

some new material that comes oft

well and - gives the proceedings’

the necessary yock content.

Kathy Barr, who's previously ap-

peared in cafes, shows a bravura

style of song. She has a big voice

and shows skill at the coloratura

cadenzas. Miss Barr’s major fault

is that she sings most of her num-
ber* with the same intensity and

loses most of the inherent color.

Her projection of personality dsn t

sufficient for this large seater. Her
best tune, the “Bell Song” from
“Lakme,” 'gives her a chance to

show some shading. Miss Barr has

the basics, Including a good-voice

and a classy chassis, and should

pick up the other acoutrements.

Felo & Bruno are recent Cuban
Imports who are expert at the two-

piano chores. Curiously enough,

they register best in the classics,

which they perform with a good

deal of charm. The mambo mu-
sic, performed with a lot of. move-
ment, isn’t so effective in this

house. Latinizing of the classics

goes over well. Team makes a

good overall impression.

The line is neat with costumes
colorful and routines clicko. Paul

Ash showbacks in his usual accom-
plished manner. Jose.

Chicago* Chi
Chicago, June 13. 1

Betty Garrett A Larry Parks,

George Hall, Rudenko Bros. (2),

Paula Bane, Louis Basil Orch;
"About Face” (WB ).

This one-weeker has a lot more
to offer than the usual Hollywood
name headliner. There’s been a
good deal of time and money spent
on this hour show, especially on
the stars’ end, and the results show
it. While it doesn’t have the fren-

zy of the Desi Arnaz-Lucille Ball
package of last summer, there is a

delightful potpourri of tunes and
comedy in the last half-hour. How-
ever, it still could be punched up
more with some broader comedy,
because the audience is with Betty
Garrett & Larry Parks right along,
and there’s some heavy laughter at

the cornier quips of the Mr. and
Mrs. team.

Parks comes out with some jokes
on the local scene and then brings
out Miss Garrett, who gives forth
with the same routine, but all

mixed up. There is a real funny
bit of pitching woo a la balcony
aeatholaers, which leads into first

duet, “Reckon I’m in Love.”
Gentle spoofing of Hollywood
preems follows, with Miss Garrett
scoring as a slightly tipsy southern
belle and ex-burlesque queen. Pair
knocks around “Down by the Old
Mill Stream” with Parks interpolat-
ing fast patter which gets a strong
mitt. Team comes back to get off
well via “It’s a Crazy, Lazy, Lacka
daisy Day,” which Miss Garrett
penned, with duo doing some hoof-
ing in seats.

George Hall makes his first

Windy City visit a pleasing one
with some out of the ordinary of-
ferings. His panto of types of
people raises laughs. His romance
to John Philip Sousa music back-
ground could be stronger with
some slicing as it drags, but it’s an
unusual piece. His preacher take-
off doing. “Old Mother Hubbard” a
la Richard Haydn is rib-tickling
also, but falters at the' end.
Rudenko Bros, start off the pack-

age with some finely paced juggling
of balls and hoops. There's fancy
work with sphere and wands and
especially staunch is routine of
having the seatholders toss objects
back on the stage with one of the
freres catching ’em via a mouth
stick. Stint closes strongly with
lighted sticks being tossed around a
darkened stage.
Paula Bane starts rather slowly

Paloma^ Setttle
Seattle, June 1tl

Sportsmen’s Quartet ( with

Charles Bagby), * Rochester, Bair

Sc Estetf Jack Ladelle, Knssell

Evans, Ray WatJdns Howse Orcn

(5); "Rose, of Cimarron”' (20th)*

Topped by the Sportsmen’s Quar-

tet and Rochester, both of whom
play up their Jack, Benny and
LS/MFT association to the hilt,

this shades as a strong bill. Ben-

ny’s voice is used frequently via

recording to point up jokes. The
Sportsmen sock "over a group of

songs with vigor and Rochester,

teamed with Russell Evans, does a

nifty job of soft-shoe dancing.

Barr & Estes open, with Barr

doing fine job in* eccentric dance

and hilarious panto of sculptor

modeling statue of Venus de Milo.

Burlesque of an Apache dance
with femme (Estes), a. looker, is a

crowd-pleaser.

Jack Ladelle, who acts as emcee,

plays a number of instruments

well, doing “Flying Home’’ on gui-

tar, “Rose Room” on Clarinet, and
“Steel Guitar Rag” on Hawaiian
guitar. Vocal on “There’s No To-

morrow” gets a big mitt.

Sportsmen, ably backed by
Charles Bagby at the piano on
stage, smash over some clowning
on Lucky Strike commercials, with
use of Benny’s comments via

recording. “You Only Want It

When You Haven’t Got It” gets

good treatment, as does a corned-
up “A Dobe Hacienda” that earns
big response. Further repartee
with Benhy over prop phone cues
rendition of Benny’s song, “When
You Say I - Beg Your Pardon,
Then I’ll Come Back to You.”
Group bows off with “Good
Night, Ladies” for strong mitt._

Rochester opens with gravel-
voiced “Blue Heaven,” with “Ben-
ny” lyrics, followed by e x p e r t

soft-shoe. Ghafter with Russell
Evans leads to dance routine by
duo, with Evans carrying on via
impressions of. Eddie Leonard, Bill
Robinson,, and Rochester. Latter
come* back in tramp costume and
big- shoes for socko comic dance,
and he -and Evans team up afcain
for stepping to “See You In My
Dreams” for bowoff. Reed.

L

Apollo* N. Y.
Erroll Gamer Trio, Jimmy Tyler

Orch ( 11 1, Chubby Newsom
Bernie George, Austin Powell Sc

James Boys (6), Tip, Tap A Toe;
“Jet Job” (Mono).

Y.
Karpis Trio, Tanya, Buddy Clay-

ton, Trio Rexford, Charles "Slim’’

Timblin (3), Cass Franklin A.

Monica Lane, Wally Brown, Les
Oriol (2), Jo Lombardi’s House

‘

Orch; "No Room for the Groom’
(XJI), reviewed in Variety May 7,

’52.

i

Vaude continues to get a good,

ride via the Palace’s nicely, paced

and well balanced eight-act setup.

With four turns not heretofore en-

cased in Variety’s New Act files, it’s

surprising how neatly the bill plays

off, without * clinker in the lot.

Stubholders respond,.with appreci-

ation for all hands. -

Layout' unfolds via nifty combo
risley and .ladder work of Karpis

Trio and moves quickly into the

saucy fiddling of Tanya (both New
Acts).- The No. 3 ’is particularly'

strong with the. Godfrey Talent

Scouts takeoffs by Buddy* Clayton,

who knows his way around an im-

pression. Bfe boffs over Kay Starr,

Eddie Fisher, Jimmy Stewart,

Pinza, George Sanders* Rose Mur-
phy, Martin A Lewis, Lanza and
Johnnie Ray, with only we*kie her

ing his Luigi (J. Carrol Naish).

Overall, he earns a top score in

both portraitures and vocal de-

partments. .Fourth niche spot's

ballroomology and Apache of Trio

Rexford (New Acts), followed by
the ultra-standard act of Charles

“Slim” Timblin A Co., in their

laugh-raising blackface shenani-

ga
Toward the homestretch, Cass

Franklin A Monica Lane, one of

the handsomest and most talented

duetters in the business, cannily

avoid the current pops -for their

socko schmaltzy standards, ditties,

ballads and novelties in a bellring-

ing stint that shows off the big so-

prano of blonde Miss Lane to his

complementary baritone. Their

harmonics are of the easygoing

type and they mop up with closer,

waltz from “La Boheme.”
. Next-to-closing is- slick Wally
Brown with his dangling sentences

that hit on speed and savvy tim-

ing, plus song bits with some ta-

basco trimmings. Les Oriol (New
Acts), high-bar duo, close show
"clicko in their U. S. debut. Jo-

Lombardi orch backs the layout

like all the acts were pet relatives.
Trau.

Erroll Garner, a clicko manipu-
lator of the 88, is back at this
Harlem vaude showcase heading a
layout that’s weighted bri the mu-
sical side. In. addition to Gamer,
there’s the .Jimmy Tyler band
(three rhythm, four brass, four
reed ) and Austiii Powell A- the

.

Jam6s Boys, a sextet of electric
guitarists.
Gamer, also . a fave with Bird-

land and Embers clientele down-
town, is over solidly with his
rhythmic renditions of “Music,
Maestro, Please,” “From Out of
Nowhere,” “Love For Sale” and
“Honeysuckle Rose.” Backed by
bass and drum. Garner handles the
ivories masterfully, achieving a
tantalizing tonal quality as well as,

a bouncy beat. Easily rates a beg-
off, but fades nicely into a jam*
sesh with the musical cohorts on
the bill.

Tyler crew rates palmings for
its instrumental on “Flying
Saucer,” “Tyler’s Boogie” and
“Bottoms Up.” Maestro hits Hard
on the sax and gets nice backing
from a coupla reed and brass men*.
Chubby Newsom, a blues and
rhythm thrush,'displays some amaz-
ing derriere gyrations between
choruses of “Blue Alone and
Lonely.” “Every Day” and “Money
Honey.”

Powell A James Boys offer their
guitar instrumentations with Pow-
ell on vocal melodies and the Boys
backings. At show caught, outfit
apparently had the sound turned
up too high for the instrumental
drowned out the vocal. Group,
however, shows nice rhythmic
sense and earns a fair mitt.

.
In next to closing are -Tip, Tap

A Toe, trio of : veteran tapsters.
.Working first from a raised plat-
form, lads are;hcat in unison rou-
tines and theff.tfcrp singly to dis-
play individual specialties. They
earn a good mitt,
Beraie George, an ofay mimic,

is okay with impressions of Ronald
Colman. Fred Allen, Winston
Churchill and Mrs. Eleanor Roose-
velt. He’s particularly effective in
a fight broadcast featuring Bill
Co**Tim and Don Dunphy at the
mike. HoiL

CapUol* Wajsbu
Washington, June 13..

*

. CTiaz Chase, Sunny Gale, Bobby
Wayne,

Maxellos (4); “Girl In
White’’ (M-G).

i .
.

•

Current Capitol layout is un-
usually strong in the music depart-

ment, obviously catering to the

taste of the jukebox crowd. Both
featured singers. Sunny Gale and
Bobby. Wayne, are comparative
newcomers to the hit parade, and
therefore have to sell themselves.

Oh the whole, reaction to the bill is

[enthusiastic.
, , .

1

• Headliner Chax Chase, that bag-

gy pants master of
.
pantomime,

goes through his cigar-chewmg
paces and striptease routine with
virtually no changes. His act is

so solid, and still so rib-tickling,

that there’s merit in repeating the

old stuff. His costume seems .zan-

ier than ever, with more effort to-

ward a pseudo-elegant effect. From
the minute he "bounds on stage, a
vision of bright red and yellow,

with his rubber gloves, his gray
topper and his air of good-natured
slyness, the house roars with
laughter.

After the clown chews and os-

tensibly . swallows everything in

sight, including the sheet music he
uses as a guide for his terping, he
segues into his howlingly zany
take-off; on Gypsy Rose Lee, Com-
plete with fan, sequin -shorts and
rhinestone-studded undershirt, ana
winding up with a mangy fur coat

for- his bow, this is- one of the fun-
niest turns iff vaude. Customers
give him a near showstopping rc
sponse.
Chantoosey Gale has plenty of

visual appeal with her blonde
forcefulness and handsome gown.
It takes a few minutes* for her
highly stylized stuff and hefty
pipes to register. When she final-

ly gets across the footlights, she
does fine with galleries. She has
plenty of bounce and a big voice
with a great deal of warmth and
emotion. Gal has a habit of hug-
ging the mike, whereas with her
range she could move around the
big stage to better advantage.

Best^bet is her “Wheel of For-
tune,” which, comes across with
less mysticism than on wax but is

nonetheless sock. Opens with
“Please Don’t Talk About Me
When I’m Gone” and goes on to
“Out In the Cold.” Her breathless
version of “Them There Eyes”
wins easily, and she socks right
in with “A Kiss to Build a Dream
On,” saving “Wheel” to wrap it

all up. Walks off to fine mitt.
, Bobby Wayne, a recent disk
click, makes a pleasant impression
Iwith a clear, strong baritone and

a happy way of enunciating lyrics.

Handles tunes straight, with a min-
imum of patter, and a boyish awk-
wardness that stands him in good
stead. Routine includes “Shang-
hai,^ “Be Mine,” “Anytime,” “I’m
Sorry” and an offbeat tune from
<‘So»gs for Sale,’ a moving spiritual

type fearjerker called “Glory Road
I Am Free.” -Latter has surprising
appeal for audience. Response' 4s
fine throughout.
’ Maxellos, comedy aero team bf

two gals and two men, do their

usual hep job the No. 1 Spot.

Their tumbling and balancing feats

are tops, and their audience par-
ticipation gimmick

.
garnets hefty

response. Though latter is on the

rough 'aide> “volunteers” are so ob-

viously plants th»t it’s all chalked
up to fun and team gets a sock
sendoff,. ’

. Lotus.

Empire* Glasgow
Glasgow, June TO.

Sophie Tucker iwith Ted
Shabiro), Gurzon Trio, Alan Clwe,
Syd k Max HarwUon, Tipsy A
Brow, Olga Vatom, Ossie Noble,

Bill Matthew Orch; twice nightly,

> ...

*

There’s poor support for Sophie
Tucker in her second week’s stint

here. Stereotyped comedy* and
aero turns are becoming top com-
mon on the British vaude circuit.

There IS little by way of originality

to buttress the Tucker marquee
value . here, whichr probably, ac-

counts for the smaller patronage a

first; houses.
Nevertheless, one or two acts

do well, artd the rest their familaar

best Standout -is Alan Olive, a
tall, dark-haired lad who does im-;

pressions uncommonly well. He
has the assets of a gangling gait

and valuable height, which make
his takeoff on James Stewart the

more lifelike. From, this, Clive

switches to an imitation of Gary
Cooper, then into Humphrey Bo-
gart doing his babysitter chores
in gangster style. Performer’s Im-
personation of George Sanders is

also, okay. He mars his otherwise
clever act by sandwiching in some
stories in doubtful taste.

* Osste Noble is clever 'in the
clowning tradition, being a practi-

cally silent ‘act and attired in

baggy pants, tight-fitting jacket

and red nose. He talks a lot
4
of

mumbo-jumbo that conveys im-
pressionistically what he’s getting

at. Curtains parts, and he takes his

seat at the drums, inscribed “Os-
sie Noble, the Clown Prince.”
Here again the act is Spoiled by
suggestive behavior, performer us-

ing drumsticks tcx'tap out a tune
over the nude body of a femme
statue. Act is also overlong.
Syd A Max Harrison, slapstick

comics who hail from Belfast,

make .two separate entrances on
the bill, before and after the in-

terval. At show caught, their turns
met with little audience receptive-
ness and few laffs, despite hard-

r*working efforts- of the duo in zany
comedy. They’re ^probably Using
routines too familiar tp stubhold-
ers and they are onstage too long,
padding out a vaude bill that has
only Miss ‘Tucker for star value.
Tipsy .A Brow, mixed duo, offer

old-fashioned comedy in amusing
style, the distaff half standing on
the male’s . head in, clever acro-
batics. Olga' Varona swings ballet
fashion on the trapeze to music
from the orch.

Miss Tucker makes her en-
trance to warm applause, having
altered her act from opening week
to cater to repeat patrons. She’s
differently gowned and chants out
her* homely philosophy to socko
effect* having particular appeal to.

the oldsters. She aims at the mop-
pets, however, by selecting some
oldie tunes and showing how iden-
tical they are with current hits.
Star then swings into her w.k.
“Life Begins at* 40,” and concludes
on a saucy note by. advising all

wives to make their husbands ‘say

“Please.” Ted Shapiro genially
accomps at' the piano and acts as
foil. . t

Gord.
Casino* Toronto

Toronto, June 13.
Don Cornell, Yvonne Moray, Don

Parris Trio, Burton A Janet, DeRay
A Young, Jimmy Cameron, Archie
Stone House Orch; "Mutiny
(King).

A refresher to the season’s
slackness, Don Cornell is packing
them into the Casino on a five-day
schedule that sees daily lineups
and plenty of standees. Terrific re-
ception is giving this house its

best returns in many weeks. Strong
on virility and delivery, Cornell
is in on $2,750 plus 50% over
$12,009 and, on early indications,
should make himself a healthy
packet.
The robust raconteur in song and

balladeering expression is packing
in the jean-teens down front, plus
the adults who like this lad’s type
of masculine song styling.
With all the attendant squealing

of the repeaters who bring their
sandwiches, plus* hundreds of teen-

* June 1&, 1952

age babes^ who^are thronging
theatre alley, Cornell opens v&itv -
“My Blue Heaven” and his trffi *

marked “I’ll Walk Alone.”
tempo change, he does his “Marie’’ i

and a whammo “This Is the Be, ^
ginning of the End,” a neat eomedv *
novelty switch to “It’s a Lie” and

’

a sock dramatic song-recitative of
*

JTm Your*:” Throughout, Cornell 1
holds hia audience bn honest and ’’i

lusty aiiiging that has plenty of i

calculated tricks but really depends ;j

upon a man who Stands up and* ;
[
sings and doesn't need a mike, I

Rest of the bill lends staunch
^

support to the headliner. DeBay
A young are of top calibre in their 3

two serious East India and Ball, v

nese dances that are authentic In

origin and strike a class note that *J

is heightened by their restrained >i

Egyptian motif. Here is a pair who i
can dance straight or in comedy T
form.

Burton A Janet, with their un-

canny impersonations, play to a

begoff .response, the male for his

Durante, Chaplin and Groucho
Marx; the girl ior her Garbo, Hep.
burn and Mae West. Ditto begoff

goes to Yvonne Moray for her
'

)

shouting song-style ‘in a miniature
Hutton Jump routine, complete
with baby talk and shadow-boxing
for a wham response. Also over ...

big is the Don Parris Trio, two T
men and a girl, for their trampo*

\ j

line act, complete with clever two* ^3

man mounts and triple catches.
McStay.

Cal’s TV Deal

•i

.'H

i

Continued front page 7 sa

Connecticut.' He feels that the
j

agreement won’t help the exhibitor

by publicizing Stars on the series,
|

for a half-hour picture isn’t con-
!j

ducive to building a star’s poten-

tial.

If top player# appear in the

films,” said
.
Weinstock, “they'll

merely be Injuring themselves be-

cause a studio couldn’t possibly

allot sufficient time to story, direc-

tion, casting, etc., to make a quali-
..

ty picture every week. The result .„>

would be a poor film and would :

reflect upon the star.

“These stars,” Weinstock de* r ;

dared, “would fall down in thi

estimation of the public, just as

some comics who already have

worn out their material on weekly

TV shows.” Moreover, he added,

“you can’t turn out pictures on an

assembly line like frankfurters and

maintain uniform quality. A good

short or featurette is the excep-

tion.”
*"

/

Weinstock minimized competi-

tion from sufch a TV series to the

exhibitor. “There’s no substitute,”

he said,* “for a good? picture.” He

conceded that business is off at the

b.o., hut pointed out that so is the

general trend of department store .

sales, textiles and In a number of

other fields.

Among other# polled on their*

reaction were Sol Strausberg, prei :

,

of the Interboro Circuit, operator*

of some 36- theatres in Manhattan, ;
v

Brooklyn, Queens and'Long Island,

“Just another thing to keep people ji

home,” he SiflftL

A bit more conservative was •

Wilbur Snaper, wno heads the A> .

lied State# A#sn, of Motion Picture

Exhibitors. “I *wouldn’t presume
1

;

to guess the effect of the deal,” he ;

observed, . .1 don’t know

whether it would help or hinder

the exhibitor.”

kF* *

‘La Ramie’
Cestbni^ from page 4

v

sorship 1# unconstitutional, but In

any event that the film in question

is noLso immoral as to justify cen-

sorship/V
Justice Foster held that “free-

dom of expression is the rule, not

the exception. It is difficult to see

how a statute can be drawn, pro*

viding for previous restraint, that

would be consistent with such

views (expressed by the Supreme

Court). Either motion pictures may

be censored or they cannot be. I

can see no practical middle

ground.” Other dissenter was Jus*

tlce Q. Byrpn Brewster.
. k ;

. Handing 'down the" majority

opinion, Justice Francis Bergan

said' that he and '(Concurring Jus-

tice* Christopher.^ Heffetnan and
,

William H. Coon had no doubt that ,

the State Board of Regents’ IK
censing power# remains valid

spite the Supreme Court “Miracle $
decision. “Even if we had Verf

||

strong and favorable impressions
|

of the artistic acceptability andgS

dramatic of the film,” Judge Ber*
;

gan. wrote, . . we would feel a®

absence of judicial power to impos* >

those views on the Regents . • •
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Clips From Film Row
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new YORK
m 0

B M. savlni, prez; of Astor Pio-

u«s Corp., inked deal with

breeder Associates whereby,l«t-

erflrm takes over foreign repre-

eolation of all Astor product. and

’ecomes exclusive foreign sales

e
!or«t Beier formerly with Film

lass CS and Screen Guild, joined

Sc Pictures as sales rep m
lew England territory-, left N. Y.

'fr weekend for Boston to open

istrict office there.

Seymour Peyser; United Artists

ounsel. to the Coast June 3(j to

iut finishing touches tp assorted

JA distribution deals.

PHILADELPHIA
Henry Friedman, indie chain

operator, is recovering * at home

Rfter several weeks hospitalization.

“The Winning Team-’, hooked at

the Stanley for July 2.

“Man in White Suit”- now in

sixth week at the Studio, has set

lone-run record for the season at

this house. “Encore” is slated to

follow.

Despite a smash first week at

the Stanton, UA yanked “The
Fighter” to take advantage of 28-

day clearance and break in 23 key
babes on July 4 weekend.. Holdover
kveek would have forced “Fighter

’

to compete with “Skirts Ahoy” for

nabe play.

Stanley Warner’s New Palac£,
Keystone and Liberty (Tacony)
are closing.

MINNEAPOLIS
Mainly derived from him thea-

tres, May federal admission- taxes

in Minnesota declined $16,000 from

the corresponding 1951 month,

totaling $371,000, compared to

$3877000. This reflects the con-

tinued downward box-office trend.

Both the RKO-Orpheum and
Paramount State here had special
midnight horror shows Friday
June 13, the former presenting the
oldie “The Thing” and the latter
a twin bill of reissues, “House of
Dracula” and “Hold That Ghost.”
North Dakota exhibitors worried

because of protracted drouth which
threatens to bring crop failures in
its wake. With all lines of business

444f4$*4 4 4 4 4 4 > 4 4>4 4*M'M * * 4 J

mainly dependent upon agricul-
ture’s welfare 'for their prosperity,
boxoffice prospects would be bleak
If normal grain* yields do not
Rod Cameron, Ruth Hussey and

materialize.
Jim Davis, members of Republic’s
“Minnesota” cast,

.
here for film’s

world preems in Duluth and Mm-
•neapolis, Btep Is aiming: for 200
saturation bookings in the territory.
Minneapolis girl chosen “Safari

Girl” by local' Sportsmen’s club, a
promotion .stunt, engineered by
Minnesota Amus. CO. for current
“Ivory Hunter” picture at State.

Retail sales as well as theatre
grosses, baseball games. attendance']
and fight crowds off here, the last
three named categories being near
record lows, according to Minne-
apolis Federal Reserve bank report.

100-Twin City driveins are boost-
ing ‘attendance by getting,up par-
ties of non-auto ‘owners dr those
who don’t wish, to drive themselves
and bringing them in by large bus.
Nearby towns are being worked.
A Twin Cities neighborhood the-

atre, the independent St. Paul Dale,
is going to 'first-run policy. It
marks the first time that such a
development has occurred in Min-
neapolis or St. Paul, although dur-
ing the past year a few of the
independent uptown houses • and
drive-ins occasionally have offered
a first-run and the ’ several . arty
neighborhood theatres present the
initial local 'showifcgs of foreign
films. In the case of the Dale,
which tees off with a twin bill of
RKO .first-runs,- “Drums in the
Deep South” and “Hard, Fast and
Beautiful,” the policy is made pos-
sible by virtue of the fact that two
downtown first-run houses, the
Strand and Tower, are boarded up
and distributors have been finding
considerable of their product piling
lip.

under lease to the St. Louis Amus,
Co„ for 15 years, sold for a re-

• ported price of $150,000, An tnvest-

21, £roup made 'purchase from
Shady Oak Theatre, Inc., headed
by Edward C. Bischoff.

* Lee Norton, lighted his new 400-
car ozoner near Sullivan, 111. He
also operates the Grand, a 564-
seater in Sullivan.
Tom Bloomer, owner of Sky
Hall Walsh, Prairie district man-

ager for Warners, convalescing
from illness that bedded him for
several weeks.

AM NOW AVAILABLE
Go-fteUlng Film Sales Ixucufiv*;
thorough knowledge ail phases of
picture distribution, deslros asso-
ciate with film distributing Co^—
or individual having pictures to bo
marketed. Have 33 years expert
oece sales and distribution and a
vsry large acquaintance In trade
amongst buyers, circuit ’ operators
and independents throughout the
eastern area.

SAM LEFKOWJTZ
c/o Rubin

10 Eastdalg Road
Whit* Plains, N. Y.

Mione: Whit* Plains «-2*41

New York Theatres

mu sin line mr
Rockefeller Center
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INDIANAPOLIS
’

Directors of C. - J. Wolf Founda-
tion for Medical Research will
hold annual meeting at Y & W of-
fices here June 18.

.

Gene Nelson and Virginia Gib-
son slated for day here to plug
“She’s Working Her Way Through
College” Qn June 25.

Affiliated Circuit has added the
We.il and Riley in Greenfield.
Ralph Fisher has redecorated the

Maumee at Fort Wayne.
Annette Kuebler has installed

new booth equipment in the Astra
at -Jasper.

Forrest Tucker back to coast
after spending two weeks here on
personal appearances in small town
and drive-in theatres.

.

.

Manriy Marcus discontinued his
art film policy at i:he Ritz for the
summer, reverting to regular nabe
scheduling.

George Landis closed the Strand,
local nabe, June 1.

Earl Cunningham, general man-
ager of Fountain Square group, is
back at work after recuperating
from heart attack while vacation-
ing ih Florida;

Allied Theatre Owners of In-
diana planning series of one-day
regional meetings for groups of 35
or 40, within an hour’s drive of
any exhibitor’s home town..

CHICAGO
. Variety Club of Illinois will hold
its annual outing June 20 at Lang-
ford Links.
Charm and Calo theatres have

gone to operating only on week-
ends.

S. J. Gregory, Alliance Theatres
general manager, left for a survey
of European circuit operations.

“Greatest Show” goes into outly-
ing runs July 10.

“Quo Vadis” goes into 28 “B
houses this stanza for a week.

Irving Davis sold Plaza to Dave
Gold, former manager of the Bugg,
which shuttered last week.
Morris Kahn, formerly assistant

manager of Oriental, named man-
ager of the Indiana Theatre, Koko-
mo, Ind.
James Harris, formerly with the

Balaban & Katz, public relations
department, now with Arnolds,
Cleveland.

State, Sterling, 111., which was
on. parttime operation, back to full
time.

Anse Ball, owner of the Byron
.Theatre, Byron, 111., took over the
operation of the Peck, Pecatonica,

LOS ANGELES
Pacific Drive-In Theatres as-

signed Dick Pritchard to manage
the Century, Nathan Gould the
Vermont and „ Boyd Lowe the
Studio.
Unable to obtain regular product

on reasonable terms, Metzger-
Srere’s 575-seat Coronado switched
to an art policy with “Lavender
Hill Mob as the first pic.
Fox-West Coast reopened its

1,144-seat Crest Theatre, formerly
the United Artists, in Ei Centro
after a $100,000 Renovation. Re-
opening featured preem of “Dip-
lomatic Courier” (20th).

Jack Broder Productions an-
nounced bonuses will be handed to
franchise holder^, bookers and
salesmen in Jack Schlaifer Drive,
running from May 31 to Sept. 6.‘

Bidding deadlines for “Son of
Paleface” have been extended to
July 7 to permit exhibitor's to
view the picture before offering
terms, Exhib screening is set for
July 1.
Robert L. Lippert closed deal" for

the American release of “Secret
People,” produced in Europe by J.
Arthur Rank with Audrey Hep-
burp, Valentina Cortesa and Serge
Reggiani as toppers.

DALLAS
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Stevens have

opened their new Drive-In 84 at
Sudan.

C. C. Ham purchased the Rogue
at Matador from Amos Page. Ham
owns and operates^ situation at
Quitaque.
The Palace at Breckenridge sold

by Seibert Worley to John Ed
Douglas and Associates. Worley
will continue to operate the Ma-
jestic and Lyric at Eastland.

S. T. Smith and Callie B. Robin-
son are the new owners and opera
tors of the Fox at Timpson; pur-
chased house from H. L. Hillin,
retiring because of his health.

Mr. and Mrs. Ed Duke opened
the new Duke Theatre at Gustine.

OUTDOOR
Refreshment

Service
Count

I* Conn
Comvry
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Ostrich-like attitude of conven-

tional theatteowners toward drive-

ins is rapidly disappearing, and the

boom in ozoner construction and
biz is attributed to the entrance

of seasoned showmen into the in-

dustry. Opfnion was offered by
Jack H, Levin, head of the na-

tional theatre checking and survey

outfit of the same name, whose
firm recently completed a compre-
hensive .survey of the potentials of

the outdoor theatres.

Levin observed that prior to the

war ozoner biz was run by men
who had little if any knowledge
of the amusement industry. They
were, he said, realty men, builders
and individuals.-who had made coin
in other industries and in-

vested in the drive-ins on a Specu-
lative basis. Although ozohers have
spotted the country for more than
13 years, Levin noted that it was.
only recently that they achieved
a degree of importance in the film
biz. This occurred, lie • asserted,
when the oldtime exhibs became
interested in the operation and
brought with them tested show-
manship. tactics.

'

Levin survey disclosed that
there are 3,835 ozoners (including
those earmarked for construction),
representing an increase of 25
times the total immediately after
V-J Day. Although the increase has

been great, Levin believes that
only the surface has been
scratched.
A factor influencing the entry

of conventional theatre men into
the ozoner biz, Levin feels, is the
wide divergence ih construction
and maintenance costs. The cost
of putting -up a conventional the-
atre in today’s market is astronomi-
cal, he declared. Survey chief be-
lieves that both types of theatres
can live side by side and that both
would obtain its share of biz. He
is also 'of the opinion that the
drive-ins can complement the con*
ventlonal theatres and help them
build an audience.

RKO Favors TV Bally

For 'King Kong* Revival
Cincinnati, June 17.

“King Kong” revival in Cincin*

hati, Dayton and Columbus is
‘

fronted by a five-figure radio-TV.
exploitation expenditure, Terry
Turner,' RKO Pictures promotion
chief, is using CBS affiliates in fhe
three Ohio ‘cities for a two-week
spread of spot announcements and

.

sponsorship of western and features
films and evening newscasts, Cost
division is 75 to 25% in favor of
video.

Picture, dualed with “Leopard
Man,” has simultaneous showings
in the three spots starting tpunon*
row (17).

UPT’s Folds
Continued from page 7

one man -can easily handle projec-
tion chores.

. Tower, Roosevelt and Nixon have
also suffered from other ills, in-

cluding lack of adequate parking
space and moveup of runs of com-
peting houses to deprive the big
UPT showspots of their clearance
advantage. Instead of the exclusive
nabe runs they formerly had 28
days after downtown, they each
now have about half-a-dozen ‘other
houses playing xday-and-date with
them.

Nixon, in an effort to beat this,*

recently went to double features in
this predominantly single-feature
territory.. Unable to get sufficient

new product, it had been playing
one new film and one reissue. Wil-
liam Goldman’s State, in competi-
tion with the Nixon, is also said to

be having heavy going.
Group from which UPT leases

the Tower, Nixon and . Roosevelt,
reportedly headed by realtor Lion-
el Friedman and attorney Morris
Wolf, is understood to have con-

sidered attempting a suit to force.

UPT to keep the houses open, but

has abandoned the.idga as imprac-

tical. As against the $130,000 min-
imum rent guaranteed for the trio

of theatres, UPT reportedly claimed

it was losing $4,000 a week on op-

eration.
Warner Bros.’ Earle Theatre in

Philly has also closed, although the

shuttering is said to be seasonal

only. Full story in Vaude Section.

is:

ST. LOUIS
The State, operated by Edward

Rudolph, Columbia, 111., and
Lincoln, Kinloch, Mo., run by
Charles Goldman and Jules Leven-
thal, have shuttered.

A. B. Jefferis, owner of the
Jefferis, Piedmont, Mo., mulling
plans for a new ozoner near there.
The Bhajiy Qalc, $t. Louis county,

Studio Workers
Continued from page 3

mous feeling among the craft rep-

resentatives that serious problems

can be met by joint’ action.

The -

special meeting of the AFL
Film Council was switched from
its usual Tuesday session to* take

advantage of the presence in town
|

of Schenck and Walsh. Latter later

met with IA studio local business

agents. ' Principally to go over ac-

counting changes that will switch

present fiscal year to coincide with

calendar year. He heads east to-

day (Tues.).

There is one veteran's organization which,

though anti-communist, deplores the use of

totalitarian methods to fight communism. Spe»

cifically, it stands against the boycotts and

blacklists that the industry is now being sub-

jected to.

There is one veteran's organization which re-

members the splendid services of the motion

picture industry throughout World War 11—and

resents attacks' upon its patriotism by self-ap-

pointed super-patriots.

There is one veteran's organization which still

has faith in the power and ability of our law

enforcement' agencies to discover, prosfecute

and halt subversive activities—and holds that

democracy demands the respect of individual

rights by other individuals.

The motion picture chapter of the American

Veterans Committee urges its industry col-

leagues to resist the threats and pressures of

those who seem fo have lost faith in the demo-

cratic way of life in the United States. It espe-

cially urges the industry to reject the efforts of

pressure groups to impose their will upon the

producers and craftsmfen of our country's

screen.
* :

*1 . ’ 1

Keep ytmerfca anrf American Films — Democratic

MOTION PICTURE CHAPTER,

AMERICAM VETERANS COMMITTEE

110 West 42nd Street,

New York 18, New York
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Of Manhattan-Made Film Conunl’s

Denying reports that agencies4-|

Sind their clients are burned at
|

the high cost of filming television

commercials in the east, Sanford

Johnson, -prez of Manhattan's Sea-

board Studios, disclosed this week

that his outfit has turned out more

than 400 film spots for some of

the top-spending video advertisers

during the last three years at an

average cost for a one-minute film

of only $1,400.

Some agencies and clients,

peeved at costs they were being

hit with by some companies in the

cast, said they were planning to

move production of their film com-

mercials to the Coast. According to

Johnson, it will be virtually impos-

sible for Coast producers to match

the price of the N. Y. studios and

achieve comparative quality, both

because of union regulations and

the tremendous studio overheads in

Hollywood.

Seaboard, for example, pays the

same union scales as Coast produ-

cers but is not forced to use so

many men on each job. As for the

problem of studio overhead, he
cited the case of, Metro, which
wanted some TV trailers shot for

its current Gene Kelly musical,

“Singin 1

in the Rain.” Donahue &
Coe, M-G’s agency, at first wanted
to have the trailers lensed at Met-
ro’s Culver City lot, where the film

was shot. It discovered, though,
' • j j

New York
New series of 13 half-hour vid-

films starring Sigmund Spaeth and
titled "Music for Everybody” was
put in production last week by
Sterling TV, with a national re-

lease date set for the fall . . .

Singer Buss Land! set to star in. a

special TV film, “Hot Licks,”

based on the jazz ages of the'. ’20s.

Film is being produced by J. Lon-
dauer, an indie outfit in Chicago
. . . Herbert Swope, Jr., producer
of the new “Fu Manchu” series,

has assigned Charlie Curran of

Times Square Productions, to han-
dle final work on the initial stanza.

First show, being lensed in N. Y.,

stars Sir Cedric Hardwlcke, John
Carradine and Colin Keith-John
son, and was directed by William
Cameron Menarfes . . . “Thrill of a

Lifetime,” * new quarter-hour
vidpic series starring Quentin Bey
nolds, has gone into production
•under the aegis of Lifetime Pro-
ductions . . . Telenews-INS has
boosted the “hard news” footage,

on its daily newsreel from eight
to 12 minutes. Increase is designed
to permit client TV stations great-
er flexibility in their news pro-
gramming.

Hollywood, June 17.

National Society of -Television

Producers nominated Louis D,

Snader to succeed himself as prexy

for -the .
next year.

Other nominees are: David

Chudnow and Murray Lerner for

veepee; Gladys Rubens for secre-

tary, and Maleese- Black and Frank
Danzig for treasurer.

|,y
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Hollywood
United World, telefilm subsid of

Universal International, bought
that the charge for overhead would I “The Spot,” an original by CBS-TV
have made the cost, prohibitive, so

brought the project back to N. Y.

for Seaboard to do.

Among the clients for whom Sea-
board has produced TV film com-
mercials, Johnson said, are. U. S.

Rubber, Block Drugs, Talon Zip-

pers, Sinclair Refining, NBC, J.

Walter Thompson, Young 3c Riibi-

cam, etc. As an indication of the
low costs at which the work can be
done in the east, he pointed to an
80-second spot turned out for
Schlitz Beer -on an $1,800 budget,
and a two-minute, 10-sccond fully

animated commercial for Amm-i-
. dent produced at $4,500. Seaboard
is now working on a number of
others, he said, which will cost the'

clients an average of $1,500 each.

Johnson said his studios, which
were formerly used by Jerry Fair-
banks Productions, are the second
largest in Manhattan, with only the
Fox Movietone setup providing
more space. Outfit has three sound
stages. Largest is 50x50 feet, with
a 35-foot celling. Second measures
50x25 feet, while the third is some-
what smaller but equipped with a
permanent functional kitchen for

, use in lenslng spots for food and
appliance advertisers.

news commentator Dan Limdberg
. William Asher reoptioned to di-

rect “I Love Lucy” for next sea-

(Continued on page 40)

Chicago, June 17.

Although fresh product is be-

coming increasingly difficult to

latch onto, feature films riding the

video channels are still proving

rating .circle winners. At WGN-TV,
for example, it’s thfc numerous pic

showings that grab off the’ station’s

top audiences, exceeded only by
the weekend baseball viewership.

The latest Telepulse roundup
shows WGN-TV with five weekly
features hitting a 15 or above.mark
for average- quarter-hour segments.

The Monday night at 10 “Motion
Picture Academy,” bankrolled by
the Evans Fur Go., led the parade
with a 20.6 average. As WGN-TV
sales manager Ted Weber points

out, these ratings compare very
favorably with the average high-
budgeted network shows.

It’s also pointed out that with
the pic screenings bulwarking the
station’s overall rating picture, the

(Continued on page* 34)

MY LITTLE MARGIE v
•With Charle* Farrell, Gale Storm,

Hillary Brooke, Don Hayden,
Clarence Kolb,, others

Producer: Hal Roach, Jr.

Director: Hal. Yates

Writers: Frank Fox, George Carle-

ton Brown
30 Mins.; Mon., 9 p.iu.

PHILIP MORRIS
CBS-TV, from N. Y. (film)

(Bioto)
t

As slimmer replacement for the

top-rated “I Love Lucy,” Philip

Morris has bought a new Hal

Roach vidpix series, which is pur-

portedly a situation comedy titled

“My Little Margie.” But, judging

from the initialer last Monday
night (16), the show will gain no-

where near the record audience

that “Lucy” drew consistently

during the regular season. It has-

one-time film star Charles Farrell

and actress Gale Storm for mai^
quee bait and, as produced by Hal
Roach, Jr., is a good, qualitative

job but it -suffers from contrived

situations and overly-coy dialog

which never rang true on - the

preem.
Farrell, who has operated Palm

Springs’ Racquet Club since bow-
ing out of films, plays a 50-year-

old widower who still has an eye

for the ladles but who devotes

most of his intereft to his 21-year-

old daughter, Miss Storm. She, in

turn, worries that her father is too

old for his post-midnight meander-
Ings with his girl-friends. And
that’s the situation on which the

series presumably will be based.

Oh the initialer, both of,them at-

tempted some “reverse psychology”
to break up. the supposed love in-

terests of the other and, after some

phony antics, it all turned out
well.
Long period during which Far-

rell has been absent from the film
studios, was . apparent in his thes-
pingi He’s still a- hapdsome, per-
sonable guy but, perhaps because
of the lines and situations fed him,
he failed to register with much
impact. Miss Storm impressed as
an okay looker but she too didn’t
stand much of a chance because
of the scripting. Supporting play-
ers on the other hand, emerged"
much better. These included Hil-
lary Brooke, as Farrell’s flame;
Don Hayden, as Miss Storm’s boy-
friend, and, Clarence Kolb as Far-
rell’s boss.

Blurbs for Philip Morris were
standard, pitching up the ciggie
firm’s new campaign of three rea-
sons for smoking the brand.

’ Stal.

TV Films in Production
as of Friday, June 13

ARROW PRODUCTIONS
KTTV Studios, Hollywood

"RAMAa OR THK JUNGLE" 26 half-
hour jungle adventure telepix series now
shooting. Producers: Harry S. Rothschild,
Leon Fromkess,
Film Producer: Rudolph Flothow
Director: Wally Fox

ATHENA PRODUCTIONS, INC.
California Studios: Hollywood _

enti11e
d~
”"D EATH VAU LEY'DAYS" HOW

"SON OR ROSIN HOOD" skcdded to be- shooting.

"ANNIE OAKLEY" new series of 52
half-ho.ur videoaters now shooting. Gail
Davis, Billy Gray head cast. Parts to fill.

Second series of 52 half-hour Gene
Autry Western teleplx shooting. Gene
Autry, Pat Buttram set leads.
"RANGE RIDER" shooting second se-

ries of 52 half-hour videoters. Jack Ma-
honey, 'Dick Jones head cast.
Producer: Louis Gray
Directors: WaUace Fox, Geo. Archainbaud
New series of half-hour western dramas

1 11 — * 11 11 11 '

Now shooting "MYSTERY THEATRE"
series of 30-minute situation comedies.
Producer: J. Donald Wilson
Director: Howard Bretherton
"MY LITTLE MARGIE" series of half

hour - cotaedy telepbt now shooting.
Charles Farrell and Gale Storm head cast.
Philip Morris sponsors.
Producer: Hal Roach
Director: Hal Yates

gin shooting latter part of June.
Producer-director: Clifford Sanforth
Associate producer: A1 Westeri
Assistant director: Nate Barrager
Writer: Howard Laurence Field

BREAKSTON-STAHL PRODS.
General Service Studios: Hollywood
"SAFARI RILL" series of 26 half hour

telepix to begin shooting July 1. Loca-
tion shots to be filmed in British East
Africa.
Martha Hycr heads east, parts tp 011.
Producer-director: Breakston-Stahl
Associate producer: Irene Breakston
Technical executive: John R. Carter

CEA to Boycott

Pix Selling to TV

WILLIAM F. BROIDY PROtiS.
Sunset Studios, Hollywood

"The Phantom Pirate" series * of half
hour adventure telepix now shooting.
Robert Stack heads cast with parts to fill.

Executive producer: William F, Broidy.
|

Producer: Wesley Barry
Associate producers: Bob Bailey, Hugh
King

Director: Frank McDonald

Producer: Darrell McGowan
Director: Stuart McGowan

GROSS-KRASNE, INC.
General Service Studios: Hollywood
Now shooting "RIG TOWN" series of 26

half hour telepix Sponsored by Lever
Brothers. Patrick McVey and Jane Nigh
set leads.
Producers: Jack J. Gross and Philip N.
Krasne

Director: E. A. Dupont.

JOHN GUEHEL PRODS.'
600 Taft Bldg., Hollywood

Art Linklettcr starring in a scries of
104 15-minute vidpbc titled "LINKLETTER
AND THE KIDS"
Producer-director: Maxwell Shane
Associate producer: Irvin Atkins

•REVUE PRODUCTIONS
Eagle Lion Studios: Hollywood

Half-hpur scries of adult drama tele-
pix now shooting for Revue Prods.
Producer: Revue Production* '

Director: Richard Irving, Norman Lloyd.

HAL ROACH PRODUCTIONS
Hal Roach Studios: Culver City

' "AMOI 'N' ANDY" series of character
comedy telepix now . shooting. Sponsored
by Blatr Beer for CBS-TV.
Cast: Tim Moore, Spencer Williams, Alvin
Childress, Ernestine Wade, Johnny Lee.
Horace Stewart.

Supervisors: Freeman Goxden, Charles
Corrcll, Sidney Van Keuren

Director: Charles Barton
Production executive: James Fonda
Assistant director: Emmett Emerson

FEARLESS FOSDICK
("The ’ Haunted House”)
With Mary Chase Marionettes
Writer: Everett Crosby
Producer: Charles Guggenheim
30 Mins.; Sun., 4 p.m.
Sustaining
NBC-TY, from N. Y.

“Fearless F o s d i c k,” which
preemed on NBC-TV Sunday (15),

is a film series
- based upon the

character created by A1 Capp. For*
the initialer the half-hour entry
had the Mary Chase marionettes
involved in a short meller tagged
“The Haunted House.” There’s
nothing extraordinary about the
series—at least the kickoff show
gave no such indication.

Stanza’s format appears to be
geared mainly to' juvenile audi-

ences with a lantern-jawed puppet,
sporting a black derby, handling
the title role. Other characters

are in a similar, exaggerated vein.

Preem saw detective Fosdick
smashing a counterfeit ring which
headquartered in a “haunted”
house.

Sets, were done realistically, but

the strings which animate the

marionettes were visible to the

point where the illusion of move-
ment was somewhat destroyed.
Solution to this, of course, calls for

use of different type string or wire
which the camera won’t pick up so

readily.
“Fearless Fosdick,” at this point,

primarily adds up to something to

help keep the kidsjauiet on Sun-
day afternoon. But that, in itself,

is an accomplishment. Gilb.

JACK CHERTOK PRODS.
General Service Studios. Hollywood
"LONE RANGER" half hour series of 52

videoaters now shooting. John Hart, Jay

Harry Poppe.

Producer-director: Jerry Courneya
Supervising film editor; Jimmy Moor*

London, June 17.

British exhibitors are extending ProdS^jlcVcbeW
their- war against film companies Associate Producer: Han

TvIcreent'Th^On.mntn^nh COURNETaTtToDUCTIONS
i
V
u-X?

eenS
;
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Linematogiaph United Producers Studio
Exhibitors Assn, has accepted the Shooting "Noah Beery, Jr. Adventure
principle to boycott product of dls- SPtaS 1 **
tribs who make films available for _ Harris. Norma Fenton.
Video.

This is the latest move in a cam-
paign which has been waged over
the years. First step, taken some
two years back, was a decision to
bar product that had a Ty airing.
The latest ruling may easily elim-
inate all motion pictures, however
out of date they may be,
video screenings. The newly con , „ « „ „ „ „
stituted bookers committee of the for "croyvn theatre" shooting.

HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION
, SERVICE
Republic Studio*. North Hollywood
"COMMANDO CODY-SKY MARSHAL

OF THE UNIVERSE" series of 39. half-
hour scicntiflctlon telepix now shobting.
Judd Iloldren, Aline Towne head, cast
with William Schallert in support.
Producer: Franklin Adreon
Director: Fred Brannon

ROY ROGERS PRODUCTIONS
Goldw.vn Studio, Hollywood

ROY ROGERS now shooting 13 oater
telepix. Vidpix are half-hour each. Roy
Rogers, Dale Evans topline. Pat Brady
in support. General western parts to fill.

Sponsored by General Foods for NBC-TV.
Producer: Roy Rogers
Associate producer: Jack Lacey
Director: Bob Walker

BING CROSBY ENTERPRISES
RKO-Pnthe. Culver City

Shooting "REROUND" series of half
hour adult dramas sponsored by Packard
Motor Car Corp,
Executive producer: Basil Grlllo
Producer: Bernard Girard
Director: B. Girard

„ . Half-hour series of comedy-drama for
from

I
"A CHAIR ON THE BOULEVARD."
Producer: John Nasht

Half hour series of adult drama films

CEA is being asked to examine the I
Producers: Richard Dorso. Bernard Girard/

situation in the hope that .more
drastic action may not become
necessary.

At the CEA ..general council
meeting last week. Jack X. Pren
dergast, prominent northern ex-
hibitor, asserted that producers
and distributors must decide on
which side they would be—TV or
cinemas. If sanctions were to be
introduced the CEA, he urged,
should " warn American producers,
that if they yielded film' rights to
TV, there was a likelihood of that
company’s product being boy- Film producer:' I. Llndcnbaum
cotted. There must be no compro- D*roctors: B°b Dwan, Bernio smith

mise if exhibitor investments in FLYING A PRODUCTIONS
property is to be safeguarded. 6920 Sunset Bivd., Hollywood

» .

,

FRANK FERRIN PRODUCTIONS
* 6528 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood

Casting: Virginia Mazzuca
"SMILIN' ED'S GANG" series noW shoot-

ing. Ed McConnell, Nino Marcel head east.
Producer-director: Frank Ferrin
Asaociato producer: Ralph Ferrin
Assistant director: Don^ Olsen

FILMCRAFT PRODS.
0451 Melrose, Hollywood

GROUCHO MARX starred in 39 half-hour
audience participation film productions, to
be made once a week for NBC. DeSoto-
Plymouth sponsoring.
"THE RICKERSONS" series of 39 half

hour comedy telepix now shooting. Phil
Rapp is writer-director.
Producer: John Guedel

HOTO GLASS PRODS.
810 N. Highland. Hollywood

Shooting "MAN OF TOMORROW" series
of 15-minute telepix.
Producer: Wanda Tuchock
Director: George dcNormand

INTERSTATE TELEVISION
Monogram' Studios: Hollywood

"DAUGHTERS OF MARS," starring
Ethel Barrymore, skcdded for June 20
start in "ETHEL BARRYMORE TELE-
VISION THEATREiA series.
Producer: Lee Savin
Directors: Lewis Allan. Will Jason

LANCER PRODUCTIONS
RKO-Pathe: Gulver City

"THOSE WERE THE DAYS" half hour
telepix series now shooting. Producers:
Bernard Girard, Richard Dorso.
"CORNY JOHNSON" series of half hour

comedy plx now shooting.
Producer-director: Bernard Girard

EDWARD LEWIS PRCDS.
Motion Picture Center. HollywoQd

Scries of 13 half-liour telepix featuring
Irene Dunne as femcoe now shooting
Producer: Edward Lewis
Production manager: William Stevens

PHILLIPS LORD PRODS*
Visual Drama Studios: Hollywood

"GANGBUSTER" series for NBC-TV.
sponsored bv Cliesterhold, now shooting.
Producer: Phillips Lord
Director: Lew Lander*

SCREEN GEMS
1302 N. Gower, Hollywood

"JEFFERSON DAVIS" half-hour drama
shooting for DuPont’s "CAVALCADE OF
AMERICA" series.
Producer-director: Julos Bricken
Assistant director: fiddle Seata

SCREEN TELEVIDEO PRODS.
Eagle Lion Studios. Hollywood

"CAVALCADE OF AMERICA" series of
half-hour drama telepix shooting.
Producers: Gil Ralston, Jaque* Braunstein

SHOWCASE PRODUCTIONS
Hal Roach Studiosi Culver City

"RACKET SQUAD" series resume
shooting in . August, half hour telepix
series.
Producer: Hal Roach, .Jr.) Carroll Case
Director: Jim Tinling

DRESS IN THE WINDOW
(Playhouse of Stars)
With Irene Dunne; Teresa Wright,

others
Producer: Edward Lewis
Director: Lew Landers
Writer: Zachary Gold
30 Mins,; Fri., 9 p.m,
SCHLITZ
CBS-TV, from Hollywood (film)

(Lennen 3t Mitchell)
“Dress in the Winddw” is the

third* in the new series of half-

hour vidpix sponsored' by Schlitz

on CBS-TV. As in the case of the

initial episode, it provokes anew
the question of what benefits are to

be derived in switching from live

dramatic fare to celluloid.
When Schlitz abandoned live

presentations, it also sacrificed a

certain vibrancy and spontaneity
inherent in most live fare as op-

posed to film. On the other hand,
there are obvious plusses In the

form of added dimensions,
- scope

of presentation -and, perhaps most
important of all, Hollywood-berth-
ed personalities . . with marquee

(Continued on page 40)

B-M s Sports Film

SNADER TELESCRIPTIONS
177 S. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hill*

Resume shooting tclescriptions featur-
ing different artist* each week June.
Producer: Louis D. Snader

FRANK WISBAR PRODS.
Eagle Lion Studios: Hollywood

"FIRESIDE THEATRE" series of half-
hour adult drama* now shooting.
Producer-director: Frank Wlsbar
Associate producer: Sidney Smith

WEATHER TELEVISON PRODS.,
INC.

California Studios, Hollywood:cuos, liouywooa jr. c-hpnflttlH
"ROSS LADY" series of half hour ^ onenneia.

Bristol-Myers this week became
the newest national advertiser to

buy a television film series on a

selective spot-booking basis. Drug
firm signed with United Artists TV
to bankroll a weekly 15-minute

sports digest, titled “Sports Pa*

!

rade,” in 22 markets chosen by the

sponsor. Deal, for five years, was

handled through Doherty, Clifford

•MARCH OF TIME
309 Lexington Ave., N. Y.

"AMERICAN WIT AND HUMOR" se-
ries of 26 half-hour pix. Thomas Mitchell,
narrator, with cast including Gene Lock-
hart. Jeffrey Lynn, Arnold Moss, Ann
Burr and Olive Deering. *

Producer: Marlon Parsonnct
Directors: Fred Stephan).

ROLAND REED PRODS.
Hal Roach Studios: Culver City

1 (. i -l I

sophisticated comedies now shooting.
Cast: Lynn Bari, Glenn Langan, Richard

Gaines, Lee Patrick, Charley Smith,
Nicholas Joy.

Producers: Jack Wrathcr, Robert Mann
Associate producer: Sherman A. Harris

zrrxv
5255 Clinton St., Hollywood

Four in "UNEXPECTED" series of half-
hour telepix shoot in June. Four "BOS-
TON BLACK! E" half-hour telepix sched-
uled for June shooting.
DJrectbrs: Eddie Davis, Sobcy Martin,
Geo. M. Cahan.

I r , , : • h ' L fl

Series is produced by Tfcl-Ra Pr0‘

ductlons, an indie Philadelphia

firm. Bob Wilson will be commen-
tator. Vidpix will cover the top

sports events each week, including

major league baseball, college and

pro football, this year’s Olympics,

etc. Under the deal, UA-TV has

the right to sell the show in the

markets not covered by B-M but to

a non-competing sponsol* onl^.
L
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Hollywood* June 17.

.First step in- a new* move by rna-

tors into vidfilm production will

' / taken on Thursday when reps

f the major firms meet with James

£ petrillo and the American Fed-

eration of Musicians exec board at

•ecret session to explore ways and

neans of handling the- royalty pay-

ment setup when big studios start

;elefilming.

Studio toppers may be accompa-

lied by homeoffice execs in some

>ases. but in any event it's under-

wood firms will be repped at meet-

ng by men in a position to make
t deal if discussions procSed that

ar. Film firms recently advised

inion it didn’t want to delay too

nuch longer on a get-together for

vhich secret overtures were made
iome time ago. *

As result* Petrillo and the board

iame here after the AFM conven-

tion in -Santa Barbara instead of

returning to their respective of-

Ides. Whether the filmites will of-

fer an alternative to present 5%
fee is unknown but the exec board
deliberations on possible revision

of formula on spot commercials is

seen as a possible indication of
changes in the royalty structure

which would make vidfUming more
attractive to majors.

liiim

In Foreign Marts
Forging another link in the in-

ternational TV film chain, the CBS-
TV film sales department this week
wrapped up sales on three of' its

half-hour vidfilm properties to the
Italian broadcasting system. Shows
include Gene Autry and “Range
Rider,” both produced by Autry’s
Flying A Enterprises, and “Files of
Jeffrey Jones,” a CBS-TV package..

Deal was set with Franco Pas-
sigli. of the Societa Radio Audlzi-
ani Italia, who is now in N. Y; to
purchase films for the broadcast
service, which is slated to launch
operations in the fall. He said two
stations have been built and plans
are in the works for an Italian net-
work. Contract calls for the prop-
erties to take the air in Italy in
January, 1953.

CBS-TV previously had sold its
Dolores Gray vidfiljn series, “Hol-
iday in Paris,” to Radio Televisao
Paulista, in Sao Paulo, Brazil, and

web, together with DuMont
and NBC-TV, have been selling 'vid-
nlm properties to Mexican and
t-uban networks.
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In Ford s Deal for Col Telepix

Court Releases Estate

From Telefilm Deal
. Hollywood,.June 17.

M. Bruce Gilbreath, estate execu-
tor, lost a court decision when he
sought to obtain $150,000 from $3,-

000,000 estate of • late Margaret
Bullock, for telepix production. He
was biz agent of daughter of de-
partment' store founder* and claims
they hAd entered . secret ,deal

whereby she would angel vidpix
series in Italy to tune of $$50,000.

Superior Court Judge.. Victor R.
Hansen ruled estate is not under
obligation to continue venture.

Vitim Still

No Match For

live’ TV: Miner
No television ‘ film show is yet

able to compare in quality with live
productions. That’s the opinion
of Worthington L. (Tony) Miner,
original producer

. of „ CBS-TV’s
“Studio One/’ who$C new “Curtain
Call’ series preems on NBC-TV
Friday night (20).

Miner, who switched from CBS
to NBC last April, said that the
NBC program execs offered him
the opportunity to put his shows
on film, . but he turned down the
idfea. Disputing, the claims of vid-
film producers that they can' turn
out a show on the same budget that
it would cost live, Miner said that
would be possible only if the film-
makers cut corners. In doing so,
he said, they Io?e most of their
effectiveness. .

While ^his new NBC series *of
half-hour dramas and his projected I

new hour-long series for NBC in
the fall will add two more dramatic
presentations to an already crowd-
ed .TV program lineup, Miner said
he hasn’t yet found any shortage
of good material for TV. Within
a week after he signed his deal
with NBC, he disclosed, he had 15
scripts in his hand. Major writing
problem confronting TV today, ac-
cording to Miner, is that of getting
good adaptations.. He has rounded
up what amounts to virtually his
own writing stable for “Curtain
Call,” with, Michael Dyne and Mil-
dred Cram having been inked for
a group of originals, and Elizabeth
Hart, Norman Lessing, Tom Mc-
Morrow and Howard Merrill join-
ing him in adapting the other prop-

1

erties to be used.
Miner, who’s -credited with hav-

ing “discovered” such stars as
j

Charlton Heston and Felicia Mon-
tealegre, said he’ll continue to be
on the lookout for new' talent in

his NBC endeavors. He predicted
that he’s already found on‘e poten-

(Continued on page 34)

Arthur Davis to Europe

To Hunt New Product
Arthur Davis* prez of Arthur

Davis Associates, foreign film- dis-

tributors, planes to Europe Friday
(20) for a six-week tour of the Con-
tinent tot, hunt new product. He’s
primarily on the lookout for action

pix and melodramas.
While abroad Davis also,expects

to pick up^some 26 feature films

which will be grooved on TV by
the Foreign Films Theatre of the
Air. Latter is a new package pro-

gram owned' and prepared by the
Foreign Films Movie Club, Inc.

Films Theatre ‘ of the Air, inci-

dentally, has devised a new.method
for presenting full-length foreign
features on TV. System calls for

prints to be trimmed down to 55
niinutes plus use of a narrator,

which eliminates many of the Eng-
lish titles that are difficult to read
on TV screens.

NBC embarks on an, . unusual
video venture next,' vw'eek;> when
camera crews start grinding away
in the various European capitals.
The network has negotiate^, a deal
for the initial/filming/of .30 hours
of the -top variety and novelty acts
to be found on the Continent and
in England.

The NBC-backed production
unit will steer clear of thfc' comics
or other major personalities.
Rather,, the. emphasis will be 'on
trapeze acts, bicycle stunt riders,
acrobats or the many other types
of 1 novelty acts found in niteries
and variety spots for which t^e
Continent is famous.

Several members of .the produc-
ing unit left for Europe last week
and the others shove off this Week.
NBC is investing upwards of $500,-
0004n the project in a bid to bring
some fresh programming elements
into American video.

With NBC’s Tom McAvity mas-
terminding

^

the acquisition of the
new film library, the web mean-
while is blueprinting methods of
integrating the projected 30 hours
of entertainment footage into the
programming pattern. For exam-
ple, the acts could be" put to mul-
tiple uses and for reprises in dif-
ferent formulas. Not only will the
filmed acts be integrated into live
shows, but they can be split up for
15-minute and 30-minUte syndi-
cated shows for sale to local sta-
tions, or processed as vidpix series.
With an availability of 30 hours of
acts, it would make possible a
minimum of 60 half-hour shows,
and an unlimited number through
a re-efliting and shuffling of the
various segments.

Since no such extensive . library
currently exists in this country,
NBC would even be in a position
to reap a ’rental service harvest,’

Runyon, Liberty Mag

Files Stripped Clean

In Mass Buys for Vidpix
Hollywood, June 17.

Two mass literary purchases for
telepix production were reported
the past week, with Howard
Welsch buying 8,000 yarns and ar-
ticles penned by Damon Runyon
for King Features Syndicate, and
Lew Kerner nabbing more than
22,000 articles, short stories and
serials published in Liberty maga-
zine from 1924 to 1950.

Welsch plans “The Damon Run-
yon Playhouse,” to begin rolling in

August, and has earmarked $250,-
000 for first 13 of 39 vidpix
planned for this year. He estimates
$7,000,000 is involved in deal, „if

all options -are picked up. Harold
Breacher, of William Morris agency
closed deal, and top freelance pix
stars from agency will appear in

series of half-hour telepix. Welsch
will begin shooting hour-long film
in 1953.

.

Kerner, who obtained properties

from Network Story Sales, will

make them available for TV and
pix. He’s Coast £ep for Motion Pic-

tures for Television, but deal is on
his own.

i Joe Clair to Europe
~

As Emissary on Vidnix

Martin Stone productions (Ka-

gran Corp.), making a major bid

for TV film production business,

will send Joe Clair, Stone’s chief

assistant, to Europfc this week to

line up production facilities. With
several package idd#s in the works,

Clair will remain abroad as long

as it takes him to set production

plans for each of the shows, «<He

files over, with Paris scheduled as

his first stopover.

Stone now produces “Howdy
Doody” and the Gabby Hayes
show, both aired on NBC-TV, and
“Author Meets the Critics” on Du-
Mont. Clair has been producing

the Hayes show.

—:
—

'

—: + Deal inked by Columbia Pictures
« 111%. * m last week for- production of a se-

Reynolds Keturmnir To nes of 30 haif-hour telefilms for
* / g .

Ford Motor Co. further establishes

Filirone for InfriPlie a developing financing policy in
AjUI U|lv lUi llUUgUG

this new industry. Pact reportedly
Writer-pro.ducer-director *Shel- calls for Ford to pay*Col 75% of

don Reynolds and co-stars Jerome the production cost of the pix in
Thor and Sydna Scott (Mrs, Thor) return for first-run rights in each
leave for Europe Thursday (19) to market and ah option for further
start work .on another series of runs.
“Foreign Intrigue” vidpix. Budget for each pic is under-.
The second bundle of 39 half- stood to be set at around $25,000.

hour films to be.lensed in Conti- Col will own the negatives and is
nental locals has again been op- anticipating getting the remaining
ttoned by Ballantine Ale, which is 25% of its production tost, plus a
currently sponsoring the reels in profit, from sales to other adver-
its distribution area and- handling Users (or to Ford on the options)
the sales in other markets.

CBS Scouts N Y.
4 • • • '

Scene as Major

CBS-TV may soon given eastern
film production its biggest hypo

after the initial playoff.

Studio also has the prospect of
subsidiary rights. This includes

• the possibility of distribution
abroad either in 35ni for theatres
or in 16m for jaqkrabbit exhibition.

Col deal, set by the J, Waite*
Thompson ad agency, which has
the Ford account, is in contrast to
Lever Bros, recent. move. Latter
has decided to finance its own vid-
pix and in that way retain owner-
ship of negatives. Production' will
be let out merely on a contract
basis!

Lever Bros, in that way will not

to date. Web, which 'recently shut
on *y *?a,Ye *be cbo

/
ce °/ continued

down all film production activities P
30

*

0^*^ at no further cost,

on the Coast because of the high to- itself, but can sell them to other

costs involved, has several project-
sponsors if it desires. In some cases

ed dramatic shows in the works the outside sales may be made in

whibh it-would like to produce. on ^arkets where Lever Bros, has lim-

film and is now seeking estimates distribution of its products or
from several N. Y. vidfilm produc- ^bey

,

may b
^
made for subsequent

ers to determine how film pro.duc-
showings after Levers first-run.

tion costs would stack up against J?
0
/.

1 tbe ^ and *be F°rd
live presentation* scnenles have their £ood. and had
Web execs said the idea at this P°^n^' as far as sponsors are con-

time is still in an exploratory stage cerned. In the former case, the.

and does not mean that CBS-TV advertiser gets an additional 25%
plans a wholesale shift of its live ^ed hP in film product (and this

dramatic properties to film pro- can run
,

a of money after

duction. .But, they pointed out, a c°oPle years of production),

there are certain- shows
1

which Also, it puts the advertiser into a

lend themselves to
.
film' on the new and subsidiary business. That

basis that they might need, more me?ns headaches and problems, of

exterior sets than it’s possible to J
vblcb niany businessmen feel they

provide for a live show, bave enough already in their own
Among the properties on Which . . . . .

the web is seeking estimates from _ _*be nnder the

eastern vidfilm producers is “Trou- Ford-Col plan 75% as much money
ble in Tangiers” .(tentative title), a

ls and the advertiser has no

half-hour mystery adventure series r
®f

dnal rights a^er
.Jdf.

Play-

whicli is being primed for a fall °^- Pn that basis-, if the sponsor

teeoff. It’s also been reported that to undertake the responsi-

sponsors of some of the web’s cur- Jnhty of becoming a pic producer,

rently-running half-hour shows the Lever scheme is obviously

would be eager to make the shift more economical.

to film, if CBS-TV proves that it

can bring the packages in on film

at a cost no higher than the live

show.
CBS-TV probably has more sit-

uation comedies on film than any
of its competitors, but within the
last few months has been farming
out production on even ’ those it

owns outright to indie producers on
the Coast. Among these is “Amos
’n’ Andy.” “Our Miss Brooks,”

No Features On

IHiim
owns outrignu to inuic piouucei.5 on in
the Coast. Among these is “Amos p , ,hi
•n’ Andy.” “Our Miss Brooks,"

,

£>Hfe package which
d . Brlskin; studio

General Foods has bought for the ^
fall, will be done on. the outside,

execut ive, wbo declared the com-

• along with. “Life with Luigi” and d
^t
eS
thl

0t
nrMpr^

m
Hmp

e
Jr

U<

ln
other prospective shows which CBS«,..

at
f^ presen^ t e or in

planj
?

to present on film.
Briskin said Columbia’s TV plans

. w are limited to the production of

Naw Nvcfpm Til telepix less than 30 minutes long.VI OUJ 1U Company’s recent deal with the

fiif Film fnm*l fnefe Ford Motor Co. calls for 39 half-
viu rum V/UUl I vUDID hour telepix, with profit participa-’

New system of trimming produc- tion offered to outside players,

tion costs on TV film commercials writers and directors. None of

was achieved this week by the Columbia's contract personalities

Dancer, Fitzgerald,
.

St Sample will be used.

agency for Falstaff Beer, via re-

versing the usual process of syn- n • n 1 > •

chronizing the »udio portions of the BoStOll Dank S VldpiX
film with the video. Under the .

r
new setup,, the filming was not - XariAC far WR//TV
done until all the audio had been ijvllvo IUI if A I

recorded, making it possible to vir- Boston, June 17.

‘tually edit the filift in the camera The First National -Bank x>f Bos-
and keep the lending down to the ton has concluded a deal with
exact time of the spot—58 seconds. Snader Films for a series of Korda
System was worked out by DF&S English pix for telecasting over
producer Frank Woodruff; Phil WBZ-TV.
Davis, prez of Davis Musical Enter- Pix, which will be shown Sunday
prises, and Martin Henry, producer nights starting next September, in-

of the Falstaff TV film spots for elude two features which have not
Video Varieties. New process, ac- been previously released in New
cording to the trio, completely England, “Wonder Boy" and “The
eliminated the time-consuming Courtney Affair.” Also included in

laboratory editing and made it pos- the package are “Bonnie Prince
sible -to cut the cost for the spots Charlie/'- “Seven Days to Noon”

Series for WBZ-TY

in half. and “Wooden Horse.”
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Cincinnati, June 17. *

Nation’s economic setup by 1954
will provide television, with Its

greatest opportunity ' asr an adver-
tising medium, when an anticipat-

.
ed cutback of $20,000,000,000 in

Government defense spending will

force the need for increased con-
sumer sales. That fact was graphi-
cally Illustrated to members of the
American Marketing Assn, here to-

day (Tues.) by Edward D. Madden,
NBC-TV sales and operations
veepee.

In the first address he has made
before the AMA, Madden also: (1)

Declared that new TV selling con-
cepts, such as multiple participat-
ing sponsorship, while important
at this stage' of TV’s development,
will be “absolutely essential” when
networks expand further; (2) cited

the steady decrease in TV’s cost-

per-thousand, compared with an
increase for both magazines and
newspapers; (3) emphasized the
generally-overlooked but highly im-
portant factor of TV’s cumulative
audience, or audience turnover; (4)

asserted that the “best unduplicat-
ed media buy “an advertiser can
make is the combination of radio
and” TV, and (5) argued that the
accepted research method of com-
paring sales in TV areas with non-
TV areas now provides fallacious
comparisons. NBC, for example,
has switched to matching viewers
against non-viewers in the same
area.

Citing the fact that the Govern-
ment is expected to trim its de-
fense spending from $60,000,000,000
in 1953 to $40,000,000,000 in 1954,
Madden said that American sales-
men must sell 25% above present
quotas to fill the breach effected
in the nation’s economy. At the
same time, he said, while indus-
trial Capacity to produce the goods
will be available, there will be a
marked shortage of salesmen. In
addition, because most families are
now sinking their extra funds into
savings accounts, rather than buy-
ing goods, marketing men will be
up against an even more severe
challenge. In view of these factors,
Madden said, TV’s ability to manu-
facture sales in high volume and
at low unit cost has appeared as if
“in direct answer” to the market-
ers’ most pressing problems.
NBC veepee predicted that by

1955 the country will have 600 sta-
tions operating in 315 markets and
reaching 32,000,000 homes. NBC,
he said, realized several years ago
that as TV circulation increased,
costs would also increase, and so
introduced the idea of selling seg-
ments of one show to various ad-
vertisers, Today, he said, 36 of the
50 leading advertisers are using
some form of participating spon-
sorship, and 19 of the next 50 are
ditto. He cited various NBC video
shows, such as the Kate Smith day-

(Continued on page 40)'

CBS TV’s 1 Out Of

10; Ratings Dip

Solo Statu*

When, on July 1, the TV
cable links the southwest with
the remainder of the video net-
work circuits, there will, only
be one noh-interconnected sW
tion left in the entire country.
That will be the Wayne. Coy-
Time operated KOB-TV 'in Al-
buquerque, New Mexico.
With KOB-TV lined up as

one of the NBC entries for the
Philco-sponsored political con-
vention coverage, the network
is doing a special kine job for
Coy. These kine editions will

be flown out from Chicago
daily. NBC is having record-
ing equipment at the Chi
meets

4
(so that the conventions

can be preserved for the fu-
ture), hence the one-station
programming job won’t entail
too much of an outlay for the
web.

Snooks Rights To

. *

NBC has negotiated a deal with
the estate of the late Fannie Brice

for acquisition of the rights to the

Baby Snooks characterization for

both radio and television.’

The network plans to restore the
Snooks show as a -half-hour radio
entry and as a 15-minute TV pro-
gram five times a -week. NBC is

currently on the prowl for a lead,
with a strong possibility that Aud-
rey Meadows, who has been on the
“Bob and Ray” video show, will in-
herit. the Snooks role.

NBC -hopes to have the AM and
TV entries ready by the fall.

t

Foundation Sponsors

Philbrick-Vogeler

Anti-Commie Spots

Hartford, June 17

American Heritage Foundation
is to press and release a series of

eight WCCC spots by Herbert
Philbrick and Robert Vogeler. The
spots are currently being used in
a get out and vote educational cam-
paign by the local indie. They are
anti Commie spots and will be re-
leased to the nation’s radio sta-
tions in early fall as part of a cam-
paign to arouse nationwide' voting.
Cost to the foundation will be in
the area of $10,000.

In a letter to Paul Martin, skip-
per of the station, John Arch
Carter, director of radio and TV
for the organization, said the spots
will be retailored to one and one
half and two minutes duration.
WCCC is planning to use a series
of spots by local dj’s, in the Vog-
eler-Philbrick vein, to bolster its

vote campaign.

In one of the heftiest rating pay-
offs yet snared by CBS-TV in the
battle against the rival NBC video
web’s heavy emphasis on top-bud-
geted comedy shows, the latest
Trendex (for the, first week in
June) gives CBS seven of the Top
10 positions. NBC’s “Show of
Shows,” usually high among the
Top 10, was already off for the
summer, but the lineup shows both
“Colgate Comedy Hour” and “All
Star Revue” failing to crack
through, while such comparatively
modest-budgeters as CBS’ “What’s
My Line” copped fifth position.

That the seasonal dip in viewing
has already begun to make itself
felt is Indicated in the lower over-
all ratings achieved by the 10 best.
Following is the lineup, based on
the Trendex” “popularity poll” in
the 10 multiple-station markets
surveyed by the rating service:

I Love Lucy (CBS) 49.6
Talent Scouts t(CBS) . .

.

38.1
Godfrey & Friends (CBS) 32.1
Red Skelton (NBC) .... 31.8
What’s My Line (CBS).

.

31.0
Gangbusters (NBC) 29.7
Texaco Theatre (NBC).. 28.0
Big Town (CBS) 27.8
The Web (CBS) 27.7
Strike It Rich (CBS)... 27.1 .

ROBERT HALL’S $75,000
" WMAQ, CHI, SPLURGE

Chicago, June 17.
Robert Hall Stores are embrac-

ing another NBC o.&o. with a
heavy-budgeted saturation cam-
paign. Details were worked out
here last week for a program and
spot purchase on WMAQ, the Chi
NBC station, wihch will run be-
tween $75-100,000 and is similar

i
to Hall’s schedule on WNBC, the

! web’s Gotham anchor.

Project, involving two 15-minute
strips and the balance in spot an-
nouncements, is set for a Sept. 1
start. Taking part in the wrapup
besides Harry Kopf, Chi NBC vice-
prexy and Rudi Neubauer, WMAQ
sales manager; iwere Ted Cott,
WNBC veep, and .Jerry Bess- and
Frank Sawdon, Rohert Hall vee-
pees. Sawdon also heads up the
agency on the account.

Neubauer also peddled WMAQ’s
football schedule for the upcom-
ing season to Miles Labs which
bankrolled the games last year.-
The lineup of 10 top midwest
games will be gabbed by Tom Dug-
J&oHl* j • • i

‘Stork Club’ as Soitainer

: CB$-T#’s “Storjfc Clhb,’ which Is

being cancelled by tfatlmr cigarets,-

WiU be Retained. by ttue web as a
half-hour Saturday evening entry,
v Show w111 move into the 7 to
7:30 p.m. Saturday slot starting

July 26, on a sustaining basis un-
less the web succeeds. In sparing"
another bankroller before that

time.

Fight Vs. B’castrs

Miami, June 17.

Filing of applications by two of
the top local AM stations for tele-'

vision permits this week with the
FCC may spark a bitter contest he-,

tween newspaper-owned operations
involved for channel 7. Applicants
Were WQOA (ABC) owned by the'

Miami Herald and WKAT (MBS)
owned by Col. F-rank Katzenstine,
who applied for a channel. 10 Okay.
Rival of the Herald .group is the
Miami Daily News owned WIOD
(NBC), which ' applied previously.
With Channel" 2 assigned for

educational purposes and Channel

,

4 already being utilized by WTVJ,
the three commercial frequencies
for the area look tp be heavily
fought over what with other appli-
cations coming up from other AM
station owners in the Miamis.
Probably leading the late bidders
will be WGBS (CBS), the George
B. StOrer-owned 50.000 watter.

Katzenstine has his studios al-

most ready and plans expansion to
an account running over $1,000,000.
He also revealed that he is set to
begin shooting films designed for
TV, joining Ball Television Films
and Van Ness Productions in that
growing branch of video here, with
other outfits *also on the scene, and
looking around for lively locations
for studios.
The Herald station revealed

plans for construction of studios
and facilities at a cost of $1,500,-
000. WIOD in a previous state-
ment, had quoted $11,250,000 as
their figured expenditures.

All of it amounts to a glowing
future for TV in the area, what
with the forementioned studio-film
operations and the four channels
to be commercially run, as well as
the two UHF channels for usage
later on. Meantime WTVJ, Womet-
co theatre owned, has expanded
studios with taking over of the old
Capitol Theatre, and currently Is

raking in the sponsor’s coin, thanks
to only-one-around-factor, for at
least the next year.

BLATZ IN ALTERNATE

‘AMOS ’N’ ANDY’ PICKUP
Blatz Beer this week notified

CBS-TV that, with the start of the
second 26-week cycle of films on
"Amos ’n’ Andy” June 26, it will
sponsor the show -on alternate
weeks only. During the season
just ending, Blatz was on weekly,
bankrolling a repeat run of the
first series of 26 films to round out
the year. Weintraub agency han-
dles the account.
Move reportedly does ' not con-

stitute a budget trimming on the
part of the brewery, Blatz is said
to have been willing to continue
on a firm 52-week basis, if CBS
could provide it with" 52 new films
a year in thp “A&A” setup. Since
the web found it impossible to
turn out that many, Blatz cut back
on the time and is now looking
for a second video package to
bankroll. “A&A” is aired Thurs-
day nights at 6:30 on CBS-TV, and
CBS claims it experienced no ad-
verse viewer reaction on the re-
peat runs.

KOIN Buys Midtown Site

For Portland TV Centre
Portland, Ore;/June 17.

Harry H. Buckendahl, Vfcepee
and , general manager of : KOIN
here, ^announced purchase of a
half-block of downtown Portland
property to further plans for the
establishment of a television cen-
tre for KOIN-TV.
Announcement follows earlier

information that KOIN is filing for
Portland TV Channel fi this
ixionthu * » r i « •
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’ ’ / . < ^ Cleveland, June 17.

Feeling disk jockeys have saturated the air waves, WJMO has
dropped Its diskers for a policy of music, news and special events.

“It got to the point where if you gave an announcer five records
to play, he became an expert on everything,”- said general man-
ager Dave Baylor/.qf the Cleveland indie.

;

The nqw station policy^ calls for at least four . records to be
played every 15 minutes, with- announcers introduc|ng

:>fhe-'records
with a minimum of gab. Commercials, too, . are being Cut to meet

* the station’s new policy Qf “mpre
;
nuisic, less. talk.”

In the changeover, the station dropped announcers Moon Mullins
and George Gothberg. . Joe Berg moves to the 'sales department.
Paul' Nagel continues with his polka- program, an'd also remaining
are announcers Harley Lucas and Teddy. Blackmon.

.

“All stations have now. begun to sound alike,'! as .far as their
presentation of music is concerned,”- said Baylor. He added that
the announcers will never- mention a record label; they'll

. never
• “pitch”, for any one artist, and they’ll pick their .disks from a
weekly tabulation of .top .recordings. The week’s list will in-
clude 50 top selections, which “will have to be played” regardless
of the artist. The station’s news-on-the-hour policy also will be
carried through.

P&G Exits ‘Egg & F
Procter & Gamble notified CBS-

TV this week that it is checking off

the web’s daytime sOap opera, “Egg
arid I,” after the June 26 broadcast.
Show is aired cross--the-board from
12 noon to 12:15 p.m., with P&G,
as the only sponsor, bankrolling on
Tuesdays and Thursdays only.

Cancellation order comes as a
surprise, since the soaper has been
hitting ratings in the 14s apd 15s,

which put it high on the list of the
top 10 daytime shows; It’s expected
that CBS will keep the show, on
the air in hopes of snaring hew
participating sponsors.

Old Gold’s 25G For

Fred Allen Quizzer
Old Gold has just finalized its

deal for sponsorship in the fall of
the new Fred Allen radio and TV
quizzer, “Two for the Money,”
packaged by Mark Goodson and
Bill Todman. It represents an ap-
proximate $25,000 weekly talent-
production tab for OG; with. $10,-
000 going into the filming of the se-

ries. Taping and filming will be
done -simultaneously, though not
aired as a simulcast.

With NBC-TV getting the nod for
the series (in view of Allen’s ex-
clusive commitment to the net-
work), there’s a strong possibility
that the TV show will go into the
Tuesday night at 10 slot. That
would mean finding a new period
for the Old Gold-sponsored “Origi-
nal Amateur Hour” (which now oc-
cupies the 10 to 10:45 segment)
and at the same time permit for
restoration of “Amateur Hour”
back to its original full-hour for-
mat.

Allen series will be filmed in
New York, before studio audiences,
same as applies to the. Groucho
Marx show on the Coast. Since
Fire Dept, regulations forbid film-
ing in N. Y. theatres, it creates a
“housing” situation which Good-
son-Todman and NBC are still try-
ing to hurdle.

NCAA GRID’S 92%

COLLEGE BACKING
Chicago, June 17.

Just, for the record, member in-
stitutions .of the National Colle-
giate Athletic Assn, are practically
Unanimously rubberstamping the
football video plan for the coming
season. With some schools still to
be heard from, the vote in the.
NCAA referendum, at 185 for the
plan and 15 against represents a
92% endorsement.

In view of the general increase
in TV rates over a year ago, it’s

considered likely the organization
may readjust the fee formula for
the 12-gamc package. Last season
telecasts rights were figured at two
and a half times the highest day-
time hourly rate of the stations
carrying the Westinghouse-spon-
sored' NBC-TV college grid sched-
ule, According to Walter Byers, of
the Chi NCAA office, the fee setup
is being worked out by a steering
committee*'.

” Ocean City, Md:, June 13.

In a vigorous attack on. critics of
the lift-freeze TV allocation plan,
FCC Commissioner George E. Ster-
ling told thfe Maryland-D.C. Broad-
casters Assn, here last week there’s
no sound^basis for the cpmplaints.
While he didn’t mention his fel-

low commissioner, Robert Jones,
who has charged the plan favors
large metropolitan areas at the ex-
pense of the small . communities,
Sterling said he was “frankly per-
plexed” a^ such a criticism, “if
there is' any one aspect of the deci-
tion which is not subject to crit-
icism,” he said, “it is the Commis-
sion’s express recognition of the
interests of smaller cities. The
television assignment plan spans
the length and ^breadth of the na-
tion, reaching into small and re-
mote communities to proyide them
with the potentiality for their own
local service.”

Sterling pointed- out that under
the plan, TV service is made pos-
sible at 1,274: cities and towns, 892
of which are assigned one channel
and 176 are provided two channels.
“Compare this record,” he said, “to
the AM broadcast service” in 1,359
cities, of which 971 have but one
station and 199 have two stations.
Regarding criticism that mileage

separations in the VHF band are
too wide, Sterling said, it would
have been necessary to reduce the
separations “substantially” in or-
der to pick mqre than a few addi-
tional VHF stations. “And if we
-did take such action,” he said, “we
would be employing separations
below those necessary to insure in-
terference-free service. We would
be right back in the ice age, flirt-
ing with another freeze. The mem-
ory of some men is, indeed, short.”
The fact that criticism of the

(Continued on page 34)

Ken Muiray, CBS

Settle TV Dispute
Ken Murray has settled his dif-

ferences with CBS-TV, with a com-
promise reached on his contractual
obligations to the network. As a
result Murray is slated to return
to his Saturday night at 8 berth
the first week in September (still

fighting it out with NBC’s “All-
Star Revue”).
Murray’s return, however, will

be under somewhat different cir-

cumstances. First off, NBC-TV
succeeded in grabbing off some of
Columbia’s major markets for its

‘“All Star” showcase. Sponsorship
of the Murray entry is also in a
state of flux, with Budweiser hav-
ing cancelled out in the wake of
the Murray-CBS fracas. Columbia
execs, however, are hopeful that
the beer company will return, de-
spite the fact that it took a $2,000,-
000 financial rap because of the
suds strike.

It’s not ^definite, either, whether
Murray returns as a half-hour or
full 'hour, CBS having won the right
to sell the show as either a 30-min-
ute or full hour attraction. (Murray
originally balked at any sale less

than the full 60 minutes.)
Although CBS-TV wanted to pin

Murray down to a 10-year deal, he
insisted on a five-year arrangement
on the basis that he didn’t want to

commit himself on program budg-
ets so far ahead. A six-year com-
promise* was agreed-upon.
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This is open sewspn on theBing Crosby TV sweepstakes, with

practically everybody with a stake in video jockeying for his serv-

ices now that the Grokner has indicated that he ‘‘wants in,” It's

likely that whoever buys Crosby for radio (he’s been droppe’d by
Chesterfield) will also get the TV commitment. Coca-Cola seems

to be in the favored spot at tht moment for the two-way spread.

However, General Foods has entered the picture on behalf of

its Jell-0 product and is willing to splurge heavily on a major

TV Crosby production to parallel in video its onetime radio iden-

tity with Jack Benny, Jell-0 is lacking a TV showcase for the

fall, but Young & Kubicam has indicated that the company will be

back under “impressive auspices,”

Meanwhile, the agency-network-overall trade contingents are

awaiting the Crosby TV “premiere” Saturday night .(21), when he

does a i4V£-hour telethon with Bob Hope from the Coast on be-

half of American Olympic Committee fund-raising.

ABC-AtkniraTs Deep in the Heart

Of Texas’ Convention Cable Lament
With the southwest ‘(going cable”+

and joining the rest of the Yideo

nation on July 1, the allocations

picture once more accents the

plight of ABC during its “marking

time” period. Meanwhile the web

waits and hopes that the FCC will

speed up the United Paramount

Theatres merger and thus give net-

work a new lease on life.

The southwest cable allocations,

which are made on a quarterly

basis, came through last week, giv-

ing Houston, Dallas, Fort Worth,
Tulsa, Oklahoma City and San An-
tonio an “interconnected' network”
status. ABC told its primary sta-

tions in the southwest that it want-

ed no part of it on a live basis for

the third quarter—July through
September. It cost considerable

coin to grab off £ha cable facilities,

and CBS and
/
NBC are better

equipped with commercial rosters.

ABC settled for one hour and 15

minutes, including a half-hour Sat-

urday morning commercial and the
three 15-minute segments of the

Kellogg-sponsored “Space Cadets.”
(ABC loses the latter show to NBC
in the fall.)

To make matters tougher, ABC
was- rebuffed in its efforts to per-

suade NBC and CBS to provide a

pooled pickup of the Chicago con-

ventions for the southwest mar-
kets, with the individual webs fill-

ing in their commercials. This
would have permitted ABC to get

its convention sponsor—Admiral

—

into Dallas. NBC and CBS nixed
the request, feeling it would be a

disservice to saddle their affiliates

with a pooled feed since only about
60% of what takes place on the
convention floor is wojrtb. pickinjg

up (with the networks themselves
programming the remainder with
outside pickups). . .

v

Celanese Cancels

ABC-TV Series
Celanese Corp. has cancelled out

on “Celanese Theatre,” the $35,000

stanza on ABC-TV which drew top

critical plaudits and an impressive
list of awards. The acetate outfit

had practically given ABC-TV, the

Ellington agency and the William
Morris office, which packaged it,

the go-ahead sig£, but the board
of directors turned down the ap-
propriation. Show exits after the
June 25 telecast.

Ellington, which considers the
series one of the hottest proper-
ties around, continues to hold an
option on it. “Pulitzer Prize Play-
house,” which Frigidaire had. bank-
rolled on alternate Wednesdays in
the 10-11 p. m., slot, is also a, Wil-
liam Morris property, and ABC-Tv
has held on to the option for this
hour-long' dramatic show, following
Frigidaire’s cancellation.

While “Celanese” didn’t rack up
as potent a rating history as other
hour-long dramas, it had a good
impact from a prestige And merr
chandising point of view. How-
ever. Celanese probably will stay
out of TV,

NBC’s Sylvester L.

(Pat) Weaver

CBS’ Hubbell

Robinson, Jr.
expound on Future Yideo

Horizons

in the npcominf

7th Annual

P'SHIETY
Radio-Television Review

and Preview
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Gen. MiOs Deal

Irks Some ABC

Outlets, Reps
ABC Radio's upcoming pro-

grams for General Mills, with the

skein setting up “patchwork net-

works” with regional feeds, split

networks and local cut-ins, is draw-
ing fire from some station opera-

tors and station reps, who charge

that it is cutting into their spot

business. One rep. estimated that

“stations will lose About $2,000,000

on this deal.”
‘ Those- griping raise three objec-

tions; (1) that the stations aren’t

getting paid for local cut-ins; (2)

that one of the airers is in sta-

tion time, rather than network-
option time; and (3) that GM’s
“Betty Crocker Show,” when it re-

turns from hiatus in the fall, will

be in three five-minute strips but

paid for at the lower 15-minute
rate.

On the local cut-in question, ABC
some time ago got many of its af-

filiates to agree to forego payment
for cut-in announcements. This

was done to enable the web to get

business of this kind, where a
bankroller is plugging different

(Continued on page 40)

CBS Fishes for New

Clients, Comes Up With

Tuna Outfit for Godfrey
In another, illustration of the

new sponsor blood being attracted

to television, CBS this week sold

two quarter-hours Of the Arthur
Godfrey morning show for both

AM and TV to the French Sardine

Co-., for its Starklst Tuna. Outfit

will take over the 10:15 to 10:30

segment of the show on a .simul-

cast basis two days a week, starting

Sept. 2.

With the top-spending video ad-

vertisers, such as Procter Gam-
ble, Colgate, Lever Bros., the ciggie

firms,, etc., already committed to

spending as much as they probably

$an in TV at this time, tho.net-

(Continued on pag$tf£Q) ( , i.

By GEORGE ROSEN
Harry Bannister “hit the read”

last week—his first time out since

moving into NBC as boss man of

the radio-television station rela-

tions setup,

The story he’ll have to tell to

prexy Joseph H, McConnell and
exec veepee Charles R. Denny,
upon his homecoming, should
probably make for “good listen-

ing,” for Bannister isn’t cutting

corners In his initial swing around
major affiliates. He’s getting right

to the “core” of matters, which
means bull sessions with Walter J.

Damm, of WTMJ, Milwaukee; ' P.1

A. Sugg, of WKY in Oklahoma
City; Dean Fitzer, of WDAF in

Kansas City, George Burbach, of

KSD, St. Louis, and Hugh Hough,
of WOAI, San Antonio.

Numbered among these are the
so-called “astute” operators with-
in the NBC affiliate fraternity. It’s

been axiomatic around NBC that

once you hurdle the Damm-Sugg-
Burbach triumvirate and reconcile

them to NBC’s thinking, both radio

and TV-wise, it represents a major
stride toward crystallizing the fu-

ture happiness of the NBC affiliate

family.

The triumvirate was once a
quartet—when Bannister was still

flying the affiliate colors as general
manager of WWJ (AM & TV) in

Detroit and he, along with the
Damms, Suggs and Burbachs, was
telling NBC where to get off. But
now the shoe’s on the other foot,

so far as Bannister is concerned,
and that’s what makes his current
safari so intriguing. How the key
affiliate boys react to the ex-sta-

tion-man-turned-network-exec will

have a hearing on the immediate
future, with so many crucial issues

at stake, both from the standpoint
of radio and television alike.

Within the next couple of

months the NBC radio affiliates

will be asked to fall in with CBS’
projected lead in effecting a dras-

tic downward revision of the night-

time rate structure (best guess is

that it’ll be 40 to 50%). Twice be-
fore NBC initiated overtures to-

ward a “reappraisal of radio,” and
on both occasions the network was
rebuffed by the affiliates. Still

licking its wounds, NBC is now
letting CBS chart the way—and
will fall in line.

It’s the Damms, the Suggs, the
Burbachs, et al., who represent the

TV affiliate backbone of NBC’s fa-

cility-happy video empire. These
are the boys who must be whipped
into line in the radio rate slash

crisis. What Damm, Sugg, Bur-
bach & Co. say about radio is of

vital concern to NBC and its fu-

ture stake in the TV sweepstakes.
To antagonize them on the AM
side is to court the ill favor of

three of the juiciest affiliate TV
plums among the nation’s one-sta-

tion markets. These are the kind
of stations that gave NBC its envi-

able and unmatched status in

broadcasting. NBC needs them
even more than it cares to admit.

By bringing in Bannister to mas-
termind the web’s future stations

relatiohs, NBC hopes that, by vir-

tue of the fact that Bannister
speaks and understands the lan-

guage of the affiliate station opera-
tors, the road ahead will be a less

bumpy one. It’s no, longer a se-

cret, however, that some of these
key affiliate members are resentful

of this NBC strategy. Some even
feel that Bannister in changing al-

legiance has sold them-
t
down the

river. As one of them put it:

“The fun is just beginning.”

—
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Demands, But Yield on Others; Gain

End ‘Kickbacks’

Symposium On
TV9
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Live Vs. Film
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* * *
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GFs ‘Who’s On

First?’ Lament

In Show Shifts

..Tn?

WABD,, DuMont’s N. Yi flagship,

wrapped up $243,600 in
-

annual bill

jugs during the last week in May
for a new single week’s record.

According to Station manager
Richard E. Jones, the contracts rep-

resent all new business and range
from single announcements- to 52

week schedules. on spots and par1-

ticipations. ,,i-j

Confusion which had been tying

up the General Foods sponsorship

picture on CBS-TV for the last

month or so was straightened out

this week, with a switch of “Our
Miss Brooks” from the originally-

planned Monday night period in

the fall to Friday nights, and the
probability that a video version of

“Life with Luigi” will take over
the Monday night time then.

Reason for the confusion lay in

the fact that the GF products
plugged in both slots are repped
by two agencies—Benton & Bowles
and Young & Rubicam. Y&R had
bought “Brooks” for the fall with
the intention of slotting it Mondays
at 9:30 p. m., which is the time
now occupied by “Claudia.” Agency
let its option drop on the latter

show, however, ’ when it failed to

reach renewal terms with author
Rose Franken and so gave up the

Monday night period for the sum-
mer. It was at that point that B&B
moved in fur two other GF prod-

ucts, sewing up the Monday night

time for both the summer ahd fall

and forcing Y&R to mbve its busi-

ness to Fridays.

Under the new setup, the Mon-
day night show fog the summer will

(Continued on page 40)

Garry Gels Crew-Cut

Fprmat as CBS Shifts

Its Aft. TV Schedule
With a number of sponsors hav-

ing checked off Garry Moore’s day-

time CBS-TV show djjjring recent

weeks, the web decided definitely

this week to trim the show from
its present hour format to a half-

hour cross-the-board in the fall.

As a result, the web hds rear-

ranged considerably its afternoon
program schedule for the start of

the new season.

Moore’s show, aired from 1:30

to 2:30, will be cut back to the 1:30

to 2 strip. “Double or Nothing”
goes from 2 to 2:30 Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays, with
Campbell Soups sponsoring, and
the 'web may 'extend that • to a

cross-the-board basis if it can sell

the. other two- days.- Procter •* &
Gamble will1 hold the 2:30 td* -2:45

strip with "“Guiding Light,” re-

placing its current “First 100
Years,” with the Mike (Wallace) &
Buff (Cobb) show probably going
frpnq 2:45 to 3.

Art ,
Linkletter’s “House -Party”

then picks up at 3 p. m/ Latter

show, ‘which will double iil radio

I

apd iTY, has already >heen sold to

I
Pillsbury and Lever Bros. . .» > *

f New 14-21% pay hike contract
set by the Radio-Television Direc-
tors Guild and- the- AM and TV
networks (ABC, NBC, CBS,
DuMont and Mutual) gives the
union some longstanding key de-
mands, although not all that the
meggers had been fighting foi\

Chief among the RTDG gains are
national recognition, specific job
definitions, the eight-hour day for
associate directors and floor man-
agers, and elimination of the “kick-
back.”

“Kickback” was the practice of
reducing a staff director’s . salary
when he also got fees from -a com-
mercial show. However, the webs
'continue to have the right to take
a director off staff, jf his income
from commercial shows exceeds hi*
staff salary.

Although the guijd had been de-
manding a national contract, which
would mean that what was won
for N. Y. meggers' would also go
for the webs’ other owned-and-op*
erated outlets, it got “national rec-
ognition and a national guild
shop.” This means that the RTDG
will be able to bargain for the
other o-and-o stations whew it is

certified as bargaining agent for
each by the NLRB.

Granting of the eight-hour day
for associates and floor managers
in TV permits them to make over-
time extras, not after putting in
a 40-hour week (as in the past),
but after working eight hours in
any one day. This ends the situa-

tion of an associate director work-
ing 12 or more hours without col-

lecting overtime if his total for
the week was under 40.

Specific job definitions were
written for each category. Floor
managers are now to be called
floor directors. Operations direc-

tors, who are employed at NBC-TV
and CBS-TV (the category doesn’t
exist now at DuMont and ABC-
TV) will be interchangeable with

(Continued on page 40)

CBS to Segal;

‘Come on Over’
With Celanese cancelling out of

its Wednesday, night ABC-TV dra-
matic series (see separate story)

producer-director Alex Segal may
switch allegiance to CBS-TV. With-
in several hours after word of the
cancellation leaked out, Segal got
a hurried call from CBS-TV pro-
gram chief Hubbell Robinson, Jr.»

to sound out his availability.

Although .assigned to the Cela-
nese Showcase, which is a William
Morris package, Segal is still under
contract to ABC. Whether or not
he makes the move will depend on
his resolving that commitment.

Segal was widely kudosed with
an assortment of awards for his
Celanese chores during the past
season.

CBS CAUGHT BETWEEN

TWO LEVER AGENCIES
CBS-TV is stymied on program-

ming its 7:45 to 8 p.m. Tuesday
and Thursday evening segments
(vacated by Fatima’s “Stork Club”
show) because of the dual agency
identity. Lever Bros, bought the
two 15-minute strips, with J. Wal-
ter Thompson Inheriting them to
plug Lever’s Chlorodent tooth-
paste product. JWT ig putting in a
Patti Page musical stanza.

However, in the fall, McCattn-
Erickson falls. heir to the tWo pe-
riods, with Lever switching over
to plugging Pepsodent and Shadow
Wave. That' will mean a change
of shows. McC-E execs- are eyeing
a John MastersOn' program called
“Solo Performance” — a one-man
show. But as yet nobody’s been
pacted for . the series.

'•
• >
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Washington, June 17. 4
Filing of the first court case

last week, testing; the legality «of

the allocation plan, could conceiv-

ably result in holding up all TV
permits under the lift-freeze as-

signment table* But it’s ^consid-

ered doubtful here that the courts

could act in time to prevent the

Federal Communications Commis-
sion from handing out grants after

July 1, as planned.

Actually, it’s believed, flew TV
stations Will probably be on the,

air before a final decision by the
Supreme Court is handed down.
It’s taken for granted that, how-
ever the U, S. Court of Appeals
for the Third Circuit (in Philadel-

phia) acts on the petition brought
by radio station WWSW in Pitts-

burgh, the case will go to the high-
est tribunal. That means, lawyers
estimate, that a final determination
is nearly a year off.

Should the lower court, rule in
favor of WWSW and remand the
Pittsburgh allocation to the FCC
for reconsideration, as requested*
the Commission,, it's learned, will

ask for a stay of the- status quo
•yvhile it fights the case to the Su-
preme Coqrt. The courts usually
grant such requests.

However, it’s pointed out in FCC
legal circles, *the effect on the al-

location plan will depend on how
the lower court rules; The peti-

tion does not challenge the entire
allocation plan. But it asks "that
the court rule and determine that
the grounds stated by the Commis-
sion for denying the allocation of
Channel 4 to Pittsburgh or Brad-
dock are improper as a matter of
law, and that the court remand to
the FCC the matter of the assign-
ment of Channel 4 to Pittsburgh
or firadcjpck, with instructions that

by appropriate proceedings the
FCC redetermine on the basis of
cogent reasons particularly related
to the provisions and purposes of
the Communications Act of 1934
Whether or not Channel 4 may be
assigned to Pittsburgh or Braddock
and. that the Commission publish
its findings, conclusions and order
in the premises.”

Chain Reaction?

Nevertheless, Commission law-
yers concede, a change in the Pitts-
burgh allocations (to provide an-
other VHF channel) would have a
chain reaction which would affect
the entire allocation plan. Even
UHF assignments would be effect-
ed, It’s pointed out, because the

(Continued on page 60)

Musical Format

For Mutual Web
Julius Seebach, WOR (N. Y.,

program topper who has just taken
over as Mutual’s program veepee,
is giving the network a musical
format seven nights a week. All
replacements for the MGM Radio
Attractions features taking a sum-
mer hiatus are musical. Some of
the MGMRA shows—those which
were, on the air before their MBS
run and which are co-ops on Mu-
tual—are staying on through the
summer, while the others will re-
turn in the fall.

New airers are “Jazz Nocturne,”
with Sylvan Levin conducting,
plus Jean Tighe and the Mac &
Jack Singers, at 8 p.m. Monday
vice “Woman of the Year”; “Jim-
my Carroll Show,” with guest
femme chirpers and Emerson
Buckley orch, going 8 p.m. Tues-
day for -.“Black Museum”; “Music
for a Half-Hour,” also with Car-
roll, spelling the first half of “Mu-
sical Comedy Theatre” Wednes-
days at 8 p.m.; Buckley’s “Sym-
phonic Strings,” a longhair show,
vice “Adventures of Casanova”
Thursdays at 8; and Levin’s “Con-
certo Festival,” subbing “Maisie”
Fridays at 8. On Saturdays and
Sundays the web already has a
heavy musical diet.

Summer replacement for the
second" half of “Musical Comedy
Theatre,” 8:30 p.m. Wednesdays,
is “Great Day Show,” an audience
participationer originating from
armed services camps and emceed

. by John Reed King.
Replacements start week of June

Helen Keane Exits MCA
Helen Keane, acting head of day;

time TV guestshot department at

Music Corp. of America, .left the

firm last week, She had been with

the office' several years, having
started as a secretary.

Miss Keane’s exit’ follows . fairly

closely on the departure of four

others in the tele sector. Dave
Susskind, Tony Ford, Stan Scot-
land and Milton Gellman were let

out two weeks ago.

Miss Keane gaye notice to the

firm sometime ago, inasmuch as

she’s a recent mother.

First batch of pink slips at WOR,
N. Y., was handed out last week
in.the wake of the rCdn'soljdation of

W6R arid Mutual operations. It’s

estimated the payroll will be cut

10%, with the integration process
expected shortly to bring the Don
Lee and Yankee setups more close-
ly under the MBS wing also.

. Among those dropped were A. R.
(Dick) Connell, who had headed up
WOR personnel department for
many years, and John Daly, supply
manager, whose staff was also

lopped. Robert Blake, publicity
director, who had been with the
outlet for 13 years, resigned fol-

lpwing differences on the. integrat-
ed setup. Blake would have re-

ported to Francis X. Zuzulo, pub-
licity director for the web. Blake
originally was in the WOR con-
tinuity department and moved into
its press department in 1945, taking
over the reins in 1947.

In almost all cases where there
was duplication between WOR and
MBS jobs, the WOR -Staffers are
reporting to the Mutual' department
heads. As a general policy, the
chain is trying to have MBS and
WOR personnel working together
so that the local staffers will learn
the network phase of the opera-
tions and vice versa.
The setup as it has evolved is

different from that obtaining at

other skeins, in that WOR is not
headed up by a* general manager
like the other webs’ owned-and-
operated outlets. WOR depart
ment chiefs are under their MBS
counterparts, rather than reporting
to a WOR topper. Head of the
combined WOR-MBS organization
is William Fineshriber, Jr., MBS
exec v.p;

Blood DoawDmeTo
Mark ThirifV Ami

Rochester N; Y., June 17.

WHAM-TV .
here ^celebrated its

third anni In an unusual -way, and
as a resultthe American Red Cross

is richer, by 23,051 pints of blood.

William Fay, station manage)*,

bypassed the usual kind of anni-

versary. ceremonies
, and fetes for

something .that would point up the

public service potentials of the op-

miration. He Chose a campaign for

blood for the local Red Cross chap-

ter, which "was moving into the

slack summer season.

Using its own facilities, since the

meal press completely avoided the

story, WHAM-TV set an initial

quota of 3,000 pints, which was
quickly passed a week before the

birthday, and* a new figure . of • 10,-

000 pints was set. Final collection

was 23,051—and the grand total is

expected to hit 25,000, after all the

pledges are recorded. Climax ,
of

;he drive was a telecast from a

meal hospital in which WHAM-TV
showed a patient getting a .pint of

the blood which had been contrib-

uted that morning at WHAMTV’s
Radio City.

CBS-TV Affiliates

ROGERS, 'HIT PARADE’

SWAP NIGHTS ON NBC
Both General Foods and Lucky

Strike are swapping nights on NBC
for their radio entries, with GF
moving its Roy Rogers show from
8 p.m., on Friday to the same time
segment on Thursday, starting in
the fall. At the same time Lucky
Strike shifts the. Guy Lombardo
“Hit Parade” stanza from Thurs
day night at 10 to Friday at 8.

Latter fhove will permit for 90-

minute sequencing of musical at
tractions in a bid by NBC to give
Friday night a pop flavor. The
scorecard will thus read; “Hit Pa-
rade” at 8; Mario Lanza (sponsored
by Coca-Cola) at 8:30, and Mere-
dith Willson at 9.

Thursday night at 10 goes on
the “availability list.”

Gray’s Europe Jaunt
Sealy Mattress and Michaels

Bros. Stores h^ve picked up the
option on .Barry . ’Gray’s WABD,
N. Y„ tele news strip for another
13 Weeks. '

'Gray is taking' a vacation of al
most six weeks to visit' Europe
He’ll be away from his tele posi
after the July 4 airing, returning
Aug. 25. He’ll be absent from the
radio show on WMCA, N. Y. from
July 6-Aug. 20, returning from
abroad in time to play himself in
a short stint for the Lester Cowan
pic, “Main Street to Broadway*1’

Formation of a permanent CBS-
TV Affiliates Advisory Board
marks another step in CBS’ com-
plete split-down-^the-middle be-
tween radio and TV, CAAB, which
has been in existence for . a num-
ber of years, will, henceforth con-
fine its activities to AM only as
part of the CBS Radio net, with
the new organization, comprising
video affiliates only, devoting its

work specifically to TV.
Spurring creation of the TV

group, E. K. (Jack) Jett, veepee of
WMAR-TV, Baltimore, this week
named a five-man interim commit-
tee comprising general managers
of five CBS-TV basic affiliates to
serve until a permanent advisory
board is selected by the web’s affil-

iates. Group is designed to help
present affiliate problems better
to top CBS-TV execs and to ob-
tain their aid in affiliate problems.
Members of the interim commit-

tee were selected on the basis of
geographic representation. Under
present plans, the stations in each
geographic "district will select a
single representative to the board
each year, with the board huddling
with web officials in N. Y. several
times annually. Interim commit-
tee comprises:

Philip C. Laskey, KPIX, San
Francisco; Clyde W. Rembert,
KRLD-TV, Dallas; James C. Han-
rahan, WEWS, Cleveland; Glenn
Marshall, Jr., WMBR-TV, Jackson-
ville, and Jett. Marshall, inciden-
tally, had represented his district

on the radio CAAB. He has re
signed from that group to join the
video committee and a successor
to fill out his unexpired CA'AB
term is to be elected soon.

Richards as Fellows

Chief Aide on NARTB
Washington, June 17.

Robert K. Richards, public af-
fairs director of the National Assn,
of Radio and TV Broadcasters, wil
become assistant to the president
of, the association, effective July 1.

Arinouncement of the appointment
was made by prexy Harold E. Fel-
lows at a one-day meeting last

week of the NARTB radio board
Richards will continue his public
affairs post.

Fellows also announced that the
staff of the station relations de
partment will be expanded by one
permitting increased services to
TV members anil providing for the
opening of a West Coast office in

San Francisco.

Serutan life Begins’ Show
Serutan this1

;
w'fe.ek bough:

DuMont’s “Life Begins at 80” c

a special eight-week summed dea
starting July 11. Show moves ini

the Friday night at 9 period, no
occupied by “Down You Go
which was recently dropped by 01
Golds. DuMont has not yet d
termined where to slot the lath
program.

“Life” is a Barry-Enright Pr
ductions package.

Chicago, June i7.

Burr 'Lee, who has been with
the network since the split from
NBC, has* been appointed acting
program 'director for ABC’s Chi
division. *

He fills the berth vacated by
Dick Woollen who resigned to join

KTTV, in Los Antfeles.

Crackdown As

National Board of American

Federation of fftadio Artists has

reaffirmed a 1948 ruling requiring

actors to hire stand-ins when they

have- a conflict in rehearsal periods.-

Board stressed that violators would-

be .subject to disciplinary action.

Membership meeting of the N, Y.

local, however, •expressed doubt on

certain fringe questions and asked

the board to clarify some of the

interpretations.

Rule was originally passed as a

“spread-the-work” principle, to

prevent a popular few actors from
doing a great deal of work at the

expense of others. It was also

designed to end the practice* of di-

rectors having some actors read
the lines of absent thespers who
were working on other jobs. Rule
said that whenever there is a con-
flict .of 15 minutes or longer, the
actor has to hire a standWn at the
.minimum rehearsal fees.

As interpreted, directors can
“rehearse around” an absent actor
if his part doesn’t figure in the
segment the director wants to run
through. But if the director wants
to do an absent Afran’s role, the
sub must be hired.

Working out of the rule has re-
sulted in some annoyances in vari-

ous quarters, with violations com-
mitted knowingly and unwittingly.
In some cases, the director, to do
an actor a “favor,” would toll him
not to bother getting a stand-in.
Some directors who are also mem-
bers of- AFRA feel they should be
able to do the pinchhitting. It was
generally agreed that at the first

reading, not before the mikes, it

would be ok^y for the director to
do the reading for an absent per-
former.

Some of the other
. borderline

cases that were raised concerned
singers and announcers. In those
two cases, it was felt, special condi-
tions make the rule inapplicable.
However, announcers who are nar-
rators, should come under the rule,
it was argued.
These and other facets of the

question are, being re-examined,
with the national board reported
to feel that the basic principle
should be more strictly enforced.

WHDH Pacts Ilka Chase

To Cover Chi Politicos

Boston, June 17.

Ilka Chase has been pacted by
WHDH, Boston radio indie, for

special feature coverage of the po-

litical conventions next month in

Chicago. She’s the first femme
personality to be inked for the po-

litico meets and joins the roster of

other special commentators being
set by the networks, such as Bob
Hope for NBC and Roger Price for
ABC.

Miss Chase, in special interviews
slanted for the distaff side of poli-
tics, will be' aired in a cross-the*
board series on WHDH. She plans
to spotlight talks with femme dele-
gates, candidates’ wives and other
women at the meets. Her show is

in addition to WHDH’s minimum
of five' quarter-hour news reports
daily from the conventions geared
td special New England interests,
which are being sponsored by the
New Haycn Railroad.

• Washington, June 17/
Convinced

. that its formula of
broadcaster-manufacturer' coopera,
tion for SellingFkt is a “proven
product,” ’the ’ National Assn, of
Radio and TV Broadcasters is now
ready to extend, its', promotion 0j
the; medium on k* broader basis.
But the initiative brnst come from
the stations.'’

*

The group's test campaigns in
North Carolina and District of Co-
lumbia, carried oh in cooperation
with, the Radio-TV .-Manufacturers
Assn,, says. NARTB, ‘‘is credited
with selling more thahi 9,000 new
FM-equipped, -receivers.’? a fourth
campaign in New' York state (ex-
clusive of . Manhattan) is now in
progress.

,
. ,.

According to John H. Smith, Jr..

NARTB’s FM director, the test
campaigns proved beneficial to ra-
dio- generally as well as FM. Dis-
tributors *in North Carolina, he
says, reported an upturn in radio
Sales in a, normally, slow month.
And ,in Washington, retail radio
sales Increased while other appli-
ances dropped as much as 35%
from the previous year’s . sales.

;
The manufacturers reported that *

the" campaigns ' “had a healthy ef-
fect in turning dealer attention
back to radio potentials in tele-
vision markets.”

It will now be up to other states
to show that there is a ‘‘community
of interest” in FM between broad-
casters and distributors before
NARTB : and RTMA go further with
set promotion.

“Conditions in each market now
become the primary factor,” ex-
plains Smith. “There must be a
sound sales reason for FAl through-
out the area involved and a uni-
form interest by the FM stations
In that area In telling their own
FM stories. Radio listeners in the
area must be able to get either
more program choices or greater
hearability on an FM-equipped re-

ceiver.”

New campaign areas can be as-

sured of adequate supplies of FM
sets, James D. Secrest, general

.

manager of RTMA, promises,

NARTB has a waiting list of 20
areas desirous of all-industry par-
ticipation In FM promotion; These
are Alabama, the Tri-State Missis-
sippi River area, New York City,

Florida, Chicago and northern Il-

linois, San Antonio, Philadelphia,
eastern Ohio, Boston, Michigan,
Georgia; lowff, Kentucky, Cleve-
land hnd South Carolina.

CBS-TV Comics

Play Tandem Time
CBS-TV »is giving its stable of

comics double duty this summer,
in order to pad out its program
schedule

. until’ the fall season
starts. Both Steve Allen and Al
Pearce, for example, were set for
new half-hour nighttime shows this

week, and Garry Moore had pre-
viously been announced as star of

a new half-hour nighttime quiz
show, which he’ll handle in addi-
tion to his regular cross-the-board
daytime airer.

Allen, emcee of the web’s “Songs
for Sale,” doubles into a new half-

hour show, which takes over the
alternate-week Thursday night at

8:30 period. Time has been vacated
by Blatz Beer, which cut back on
its sponsorship of “Amos ’n’ Andy”
from a weekly to a skip-a-week
basis. Pearce, meanwhile, who’ll
start a new morning strip on the
web next week, will also have an
alternate Thursday night show at

8. That's the period being vacated
by Ronson, with its “Star of the
Family” show. Burns k Allen for

Carnation Milk, continues on the

alternate Thursday, night at 8 slot

through the summer, and then
goes to a weekly’ routining in the

fall. -
]

GF Exits 'B’fast Club’
General Foods has cancelled out

of ABC Radio’s “Breakfast Club,”

bowing off June 27 at the end of

its 52-week contract.
Sponsor is in the first quarter

hour, 9 *.m„ of the Don McNeill

stanza. Agency iis Young k Bubi-

i
cam.



Radio And 'teleV$l$h arc projecting themselves importantly into

the politick ‘pictiire^-bne of the reasons why the daily newspapers

are so sensitive .to the ability of video to scoop the, press on news
conferences.

‘ On Sunday-QS), for example, tele shows proyided

the material for several Monday morning Page 1 headlines.

On CBS-T^s “Man 1

of the ‘Week” series, Sen. Robert A. Taft

said that he expects an edge of 150-200 ballots over Gen. Dwight

D EisenhO>(rf-;on the first ballot in the GOP convention. And
asked whether W'tyobld run again if he lost the nomination, Taft

replied. that;
vtiiree strikes are out,“a statement that also made the

front pages.*' .

* ' '

Taft arid Sen. \Dstes Kefauver engaged m a debate on NBC's
simulcast “Amerlcari Forum of the Air” the same day, Which also

provided the politicorrespondents with good copy (see review),

Kefauver and his family were lensed on NBC-TV’s “Hats in the„

Ring” the same day. Tennessee solon’s eldest daughter, Lindaf
was confined to the house with the mumps, but the cameras shott-

ing the family in the Kefauver backyard- occasionally panned to a

second story window Where Linda smiled despite a swollen face.

Wrightsyille Bch, N.C., June 17. -f— “

Television cameras should be ad-
T\ 1 * Tv!f

mitted to public hearings wherever DjllMI S JuXll

the public is. admitted, NBC prexy Ed Byron, who for 13 years has

Joseph H. McConnell, declared here been almost synonymous with

last week in urging the nation's “Mr. District Attorney/' yesterday

judges and attorneys to toss their (Tues.) severed his connection with

weight into the fight to oppose re- the series, currently on ABC and
strictions on TV- .Speaking before ABC-TV. Phillips H. Lord owns
the North Carolina Bar Assn., Me- the title.

, ,
__ • * • « « « * > _ ii „ - 1 _ *

1

Connell, who is, himself an attor-

ney, told the legalites:
Byron has set up his own pack-

aging firm, with his first major
“If we believe in democracy and property, “Fire Fighters/' 1 being

if we want to strengthen it, we will projected for an AM-TV spread
not be afraid of arming the people with the co-operation of fire de-

with the truth. If1we feel that peo- partments across the country.

pie must be protected from real- :

ity, that they cannot be trusted to

govern themselves, then we will 1 Iff If* ,

|
,
lf

keep the truth from them. And | ZllllAV Q A|./l| V
the best way of- keeping the truth * WUIVj v llliilv A 1

from them is to bar TV-—because • ^

$2,590,000 Dicker;
certain proceedings - involving, na- t 7 7 7

tional security or personal privacy imA --
“where publicity. of any sort should AIDf 1

f If MDl /
be avoided.” But, he said “where flUR, UClS IYIuIX.'
the public is physically admitted,
we must assume that public attend- m
ance is proper. In these cases, the . . ,

people who ‘can °atteSd
in t̂on on broadcast mat!

cal limitation. TV gets rid of this

a\Tend

t10

Andw
Permit

f f
Vfi

*.yone
tl

to purchase oTKLAC-TV for°R500,-

h ?nrihSi
s
.
tand on 000 from Dorothy Schiff is in the

basic principle that wherever the final
public is admitted,’ the TV camera

(Continued on page 50)
Understood that only a few de-

tails remain to be worked out.

Pauley has admitted his intention
.of putting together a Coast tele-

vision network, and has an appli-
cation on file with the FCC for a
channel.

| 1 m « Haley also reps Univ. of So.

I I/IuMa LaaIiiva California in Washington on its

l/lllIlllC^rCglllirC application for an educational
channel here plus a group seeking

NBC-fV has moved in fast and
grabbed off the New Year’s Day !?

foreign language programs. Sta-

Cotton Bowl grid classic fhr a coast- XoriTSroura
t0

cabl^linlteitermirufintn'tho'snirth* Rumors are also cropping up
west will S that NBG revived overtures

for use Judv 1
for KMPC as its Hollywood outlet

from Dallas
' ° originates {or the network . G/A . Richards

rp, , .

* estate-is said to be in need of cash

M
glve£ NBC_TV the two cov- to pay off federal and state in-

eiea jNcw Years Day frays, with heritance taxes. It’s also reported

vinnoiu
Bowl game having pre- e. L. Cord is interested in dis-

^?,
n
,?
ailed down and Ped’ posing of KEAC.

aied to Gillette under a three-year - -
•

-

deal. Cotton Bowl contract extends
through 1956, with sponsorship aus- fRC’ TWO WAV 1AR

considered a cinch in view of ^0*^ 1 if U" itA I JV0
gives NBC-Tv

at

an
e
enviable

11

New ON BRIT. ‘HORNBLOWER’
1 s Day sports program. rw ^

From here on in, the policy at
NBC is to soft-pedal those con-
tractual commitments binding top
personalities to longterm exclusivi-
ties. One thing is definitely estate
lished —- there will be no more
“cushioning” of those upper-brack-
et pay checks designed to ease the
tax burden of stars who can guar-
antee top Hoopers and Nielsens.

The new edict, it's reported,
comes from the David -. Sarnoff-
Frank Folsom command at the
RCA parent company on the basis
that such deals can only • inyite
trouble from the D. C. Internal
Bevenue sleuths—plus the attend-
ant hazards of a fickle viewing au-
dience that may embrace a differ-

ent brand of favorites come next
season or the following year.

Armed with trade press clippings
of such contractual maneuvering
in the past. Internal Beyenue
snoopers were reported doing some
“on the spot” checking last week
to determine if everything was
above board.
Meanwhile, NBC-TV has been

engaged in recent weeks in reap-
praising its vast stable of talent
with an eye toward solidifying its

star-rotating showcases, particular-
ly the Colgate “Comedy Hour” and
the Saturday night “All Star Be-
vue.” For the first, time since the
William Morris agency set up its

“one way only” beitline of top
stars into the NBC studios, with a
virtual freezeout of the competing
networks, last week saw the first

signs *of a bid by the Morris office

to siphon off.some of the TV talent
to the Columbia kilocycles.

r

The Bitz Bros, are being offered
to CBS, despite their recent click

on “All Star Bevue” and NBC's
initial dickering to commit them
for the ’5y-’53 season with their

owp show. Danny Thomas, at the
behest of the Morris agericy, is said
to be checking off the Saturday
“All Star” . showcase, the Morris
agency preferring he hhve.his own
show. He’s reportedly available to
CBS, despite his longtime identifi-

cation with NBC.
The .Morris agency, which

4
has

solidly entrenched itself in ‘the
video sweepstakes with its top ar-

ray of stars, apparently has no
desire to be left saddled with
^‘availabilities” because NBC or a
Colgate feel a comic has exhausted
his TV potential. The WM door to

the competitive webs is apparently
now wide open.

Dick Marvin’s WM Exit

William Morris Agency under-
went a further pruning last week
with the exiting of Dick Marvin of

the tele and radio dept. Marvin
originally -came into the radio pro-

gram planning sector and expand-
ed to tele. However, with the re-

trenchment program currently in

effect, the- program development
division has been scrapped and
duties will be divided among sev-

eral members of the staff.

Marvin, prior to coming with .the

Morris office, was with the Esty

and Grey agencies.

'Charms’ to Fade
Chicago, June 17.

“Those " Endearing' Young
Charms,” frequent in and

.

outer
on NBC-TV is out again, With the
web slated to drop the Chi-origi-

nated family situation series next
week.
Show has been lodged in the

Tuesday and' Thursday 'fi: 15 p.m.
berth as a sustainer.

ON BRIT. 'HORNBLOWER’
. CBS’ upcoming .radio version of
C. S. Forester’s “Horatio Horn-

Innl™ C* LI**. Wll blower” which preems on the riet-
WJUKS LlKe ocmtl WhI work July 7 in the Monday night

n r a , at 8 slot when “Suspense” goes ‘off

Mm 1 Olir. tor IVY for summer, will be a long-dis-

Tf. lAMr - •
. -f. tance two-way job. While the, ac-

chnn li t Hve
,
A tual prod^fction will be done- in

fall ,,
and returri iri the Londop (off the Towers transcrip,-'

Beni* a fr
th

?,^
^nald. Cohnan- tipn

.
packaging boltline), the

sliou-
s radio? scripts will be written

;
in this coun-

netwA».b.
n" Apparently the try by Bhilo Higley and sent over-

" !
ork

- Packagers . and others' seas.

modwuJfiv 5
av

? ,
a*rced

,
to the Originally - it was planned to

thA
budget insisted upon by star Sir Balph Bichardson in the

r j (]e
er comP.any for the '52-53 series, but instead Michael Ked-

grave has been pacteci as Horn*-

hA . y
era * other items are still to blower. Show is one Of the more

lroned out, with indications at ambitious in the CBS summer
ra f

,

moinont painting .to. an ami- .lineup, with a $3,500 weekly tal-
> e scttlement of differences.

,

ent-production nut.

Cops Sc Hops
Hampton Beach, N.II., June 17.

Cops’ roles and liquor-beer

advertising on radio and tele-

vision programs came in for

attention at two conventions

held in this area last week.
Speaking at the New Hamp-

shire police chiefs’ convention
here, Attorney William* Green
of Manchester decried the ^un-

favorable ^-picture of police-

men as presented, on some ra-

dio. and TV programs.

,
At nearby . .

Wentworth-by-
therSea, ftoberi C.. -Dalton of

the U. S. Brewers' Foundation
warned New Hampshire
wholesale beverage dealers
that dry crusaders are making
persistent attempts to push
through legislation banning
liquoi\ advertising from radio
and television. -

$1,000,000 in Biz
DuMont network, continuing its

hold on Sunday afternoon pro
football games, has completed
plans for the biggest grid sched-
ule this year it has undertaken,
with at least 29 game's earmarked
for pickups between Aug. 15 and
Dec. 21. To be sponsored by vari-

ous advertisers on either a regional
or full network basis, the total bill-

ings for time and TV rights comes
to more than $1,000,000.

Viewers in the metropolitan N.Y.
area will be able to see pro. foot-
ball for the first time since 1943,
since the National Pro League has
rescinded its ban against televising
a game into an area in which one
is being played at the same time.
Under present plans, six games,
mostly those of the N. Y. Giants,
will be aired over DuMont’s N. Y.
flagship, WABD. In addition to

the Giants, DuMont will televise
games of the Philadelphia Eagles,
Pittsburgh SteelerS arid Cleveland
Browns.

Games of the Eagles and Giants
are to be bankrolled jointly by At-
lantic Befining and Miller Brewing,
while Atlantic will also sponsor
the

.
Steelers’ contests. Each, of

these will be seen on a group of

stations to be set within the next
few weeks.

In addition to the pro schedule.
DuMont Will televise the College
All Stars-Los Angeles Bams game
Aug. 15 from Soldiers Field, Chi-
cago, with Admiral sponsoring. I

Thanksgiving Day game between
the Detroit Lions and Green Bay
Packers is scheduled Jfor coyerage
on all stations east" of Omaha un-
der Miller Brewing sponsorship.
Latter firm will also bankroll the
grid league’s playoff games Dec. 21
between the title winners in the

two divisions.

W.F. Miller Named Sales

Chief for WCBS Radio
As the final step in turning over

sales representation for WCBS, its

N. Y. flagship, to CBS Radio Spot
Sales, the web this week named
William F. Miller as sales chief for

the station. At the same time,

Henry Flynn was upped from as-

sistant sales chief of the Spot Sales

department to eastern sales man-
ager.

Miller, who was formerly N. Y.

sales rep for KMOX, the CBS o.&o.

outlet in St. Louis, will report in

his new job directly* to Carl Ward.
WCBS general manager, but will

work with the Spot Sales depart-

ment, rather than, with a local sales

staff. Latter WfUs eliminated., for
WCBS and complete sales, repre-
sentation turned byVr to Spot Sales,

on the theory that most of Jtl^b sta-

tion's business .comes from. nation-

al, rather than, lorial, advertisers.

Station’s sales henceforth will be
handled in the same way that they
are for tVCBS-TV, its video coum
ferpart. Latter station has- been
repped for some time by TV Spot
Sales, but with George B. Dunham
as sales, manager reporting to sta-

tion manager Craig Lawrence.

The general principle of a strong

central body heading Up federated

units was evolved at the Authors
League of America’s reorganization
committee parley In New York over
the weekend (13-15). Television
Jurisdiction ’was placed secondary
to questions of an overall ADA.
revamp, and the status quo for
video sfcripters continues,

Mood of the conference report-
edly was one of “peaceful coopera^
tions,” and~there were no, storing
exits. Feeling is that “prPgrsss
was made, but there is; ntuch stiji

to be done,” There appears to
have been a balance -of forces, with
the more trade-uttion-liice Screen
Writers Guild and Radio Writers
Guild on the one side and the jAu*
thors Guild and the Dramatists
Guild on the other. Result was
continuation of TV negotiations,in
the hands of the National TV Gttfb-
mittee (on which all the guilds
have representation), with-. Juris-
diction residing with the* ALA'S
Television Writers Grpup in the
east and with the SWG’s-TWG m
the Coast.

Discussion was kicked off on h
proposal brought in by SWG. This
was for each of the four guilds to
have its own corporate structure
and autonomy, but each would sign
the same master pact, making the
League a federation of equal enti-

ties. At present the SWG has an
affiliate, rather than member-guild
rtatus, and thus has greater inde-
pendence. It and BWG prefer a
looser structure.

More Confabs Needed
Many changes and variations in

the. SWG plan were considered,
with a majority feeling that the
Individual units should have their
own corporate structure. ’No spe-
cific plan was adopted, but the
ALA council and the SWG board
will have to mull the possibilities.

Further conferences will b® neces-
•a,

(Continued on page 50)

NBC-TV’s 50G Rap

As Pet KO’s Duffy
The highly controversial telever-

sion of ‘Duffy's Tavern,” which

had been under fire by the three

sponsors sharing the tab on NBC’s
“All Star Bevue,” will not be seen
this season after all. NBC-TV can-
celled it out last weekend and *
substitute variety show, hurriedly
put. together by Hal Kemp, NBC
executive producer, will ring down
the curtain from the Coast next
Saturday on the comedy series.

Network will salvage something
out of the Ed Gardner film and
rather than take a complete loss

of $50,000 will edit the footage
to a half-hour show and use it as
a pilot for a fall sale.

After Pat Weaver and other
NBC execs in N. Y. examined the
film, made in Hollywood, they were
agreed it was of “All St^r” quality
and scheduled it to end the sea-
son after a previous postponement.
»Thev didn’t reckon, however, with
Ithe Gardner agency and its client,

IPet Milk, whose turn it is to be
the main sponsor* Prexy of the
milk company was appealed to by
NBC veepee Ed Madden and' after
a reportedly heated session was
told that the show would be Un-
acceptable to Pet. Gardner agency
had fought the show frpm the first

'showing of the rough print, and
the other agencies representing
the show’s rotating sponsors' are
also said to have made an uncom-
plimentary report on. the show.
NBC has extended Gardner's

option, until fall in the hope of
making a sale of' “Duffy’s” by that
time. Next Saturday's show assem-
bled by Kemp will be straight

variety with Frankie Laine, Peggy
Lee, Ben Blue, Phil Foster and
Ed Wynn. Both Wynn and- Blue
.have headed up, their own shows
on the weekend comedy series.
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GARDNER CALLING
lucertTed Uoji

Director: George Y«atoi
l5Mtoe ; FjL R #J»*
SvitalQliil
NBC, it*m N. Y* _ ,

Badio can’t be altogether dead

i0i' uninspired when proved, gim-

micks are deployed foy a fast mov-

ing and slickly tricky gossipationer

such as "Hy ’fcOardner Calling”

which bowed last Friday (13) on

KBC. 'While some of the phone

.
gabbtiry pitched might seem off-

heat fai taste and perhaps a bit. con-

trived, the N.Y. Herald Trib’s , syn-

dicated columnist is obviously

SUMMER OPERA.FESTIVAL
With; Jii Peerce
Director: Milt Slater

Writer: .Earl Cobb
H Ml Tues., 9 1M*»
WNEW, N* Y.
Met Opera star Jan Peerce hat

joined WNEW’s, N. Y. indie, long

lineup of platter spinners 'to pilot

its new opera disk, series, It's a

class programming idea and the

station couldn’t, have selected a

better opera exponent to spin it

home. Peerce is *• warm, genial

gabber with "the ’ kind of appeal
that'll help pull dialers whose musi-
cal tastes never passed the pop
phase. „

Peerce believes that opera should
have a wider -audience and his

CBS Rato’s 150-Mrn.

CBS Radio has com* up with a

nice idea
.

for pleasant, relaxing

Sunday afternoon listening during

the .summer with its new'two-and-

adialf hour musicdhon, "Ori; A
Sunday Afternoon/' Show, .

which
pireemed last Sunday (15), com-
prises five separate half-hour seg-

ments, all devoted to light music

f iM .

>

» M M A

Radio Felltwvp

j 4 + »»4 »4 M ++ » *•**+

"Original Aniatour Hour” con-

tinues to demonstrate its Jold pn

the public. Last Thursday (12)

some 15,000 . payees Pa£k*d Jbito

N. Y.’s Madison Square Garden to

see the national, amateur talent

championships: -Jortioft fit the

show was beamed * on the . airer s

regular ABC broadcast (Rever-
sion- is aired Tuesday nights on

NBC-TV), and it pointed dp some
of > the things, about am gent

setting his sights on the large audi- down-t.o-earth commentary should

ence in the overall. A juicy bit of help along these lines. He’s unpre-

tfossin will always lure 1 a listener tentious m his Spieling and com-

and the former' Mutual tidbitter plettely winning as he runs down
75ith the N Y Daily News' Dan- the opera's plot. He sprinkles his

ton Walter)’ il not prone to miss gab with informative sidelights on

out. on any item with hot topical the music, the composer and the

ranee op s history. Series i$. a surefire
*lg

r?rt time element ran bet for opera devotees and it won’t
To beat the time element r p, drjve away any transient dialers.

Gardner has his phone conyersa- 0n the opcning stanza Tuesday
tiops w th bigwigs Prepared as

(10) Peerce . piloted Janet’s "Car-
near to - 10 men/’, etched by RCA Victor,
duction will allow

lt

e
through the 90-minute session,

i? five rSirter in the Peerce, incidentally, sang the role

Zi aft Off «* Done Jos, on the waxing

there was the sound of fli'altone
* •

-
,

> °rros*

wherCin Gardner established—via '

the switchboard'—the , .
characters STORY TIME WITH LITTLE

with whom he was about to make ERNIE
* conversation. This quickly dis- with Ernest .Tannen
solved to rapidfire chit-chat with Scripter-producer; Tannen.
global- datelines, encompassing 25 Mins., Moh.-ttiru-iSat.

quickies on Phil Regan, Ike Ejsen- Sustaining
bower, Judy Garland’s mother, ad WGAY, Washington, p. C.
inftnitym. ^ This well paced, gentle moppet

Initial phone joust was with the Show, which' has always managed

»ff!te
1

r^rdnlrt ?oport that * »™f
k in‘° w'al^ las b«en

Eva Peron was on her deathbed, recently national news via a series

When the minister heard the pitch 0f VIP guest story tellers. Such
he scrammed the mouthpiece, it ceiebs as Sen; Margaret Chase
being claimed the phone had sud- «mi;h (R Maine) New Hamr>-
denly gotten out of order. Next w

** Jr
4111®;* - 7rp

up was Dorothy Arnold DiMaggio shire’s crusading Republican Sen.

on the Coast who, responding to Charles Tobey and Mrs. Estes Ke-
Gardner’s prodding, said the re- fayver, frau of the Presidential as-

spective lawyers for her and Joe pirant, in role of story tellers, have
DiMag were talking over the -di- been, attention getters for the
vorce situation amicably. Gardner show. Actually, this one year .old

J

threw in a mild needier on Di- feature of the hep.suburban 1,000-
Mitggio being headed to see Mari- watter rose to its special coirimu-
lyn Monroe, with whom the ex- nity status via its own merits.
Yankee has been linked romanti- Ernie Tannen, emcee, producer
cally. The sound was not too

an(j general factotum of show, is
clear* ‘ primarily station’s program direc-

After some more gossip, Gard- tor. However, pursued by the
ner got hooked onto Johnnie Ray thought that the pre-school crowd
backstage at the N. Y. Paramount has no suitable ayem show to get
to ask him how he was getting them out of their busy mother’s
along with his bride in view of re- hair, he worked out format for a
ported splitup of singers Robert

juve show and guards its prestige
Merrill and Roberta Peters. Ques- and rep with much the same zeal
tion didn’t make much sense, but as the mother hen who is one of
the Weeper did his best to get off his standing cast of characers.

Pad, of the show recognises

QueenVizabeth- II was cueing a fP“n(£ “iSa
10"

phonic'toeatmentwfth Ve^p Alben Sf'fts'kind^ln ^tferenc? t^the
Barkley, on his blood relationship *£,}?* .

kl“d-

to Sen. Hlchard B. HUssell and II-
0
?f

t5S„J?Zl

y
®’SS.,iS

Ilnols Gov. Adlai Stevenson, plus the. famitiar, it sticks to a. regular

his sizeun on the situation in f°rm&t, has A stock cast of bam-
Korea

P situation in
yard «character,”. and daily fea-

\ _ u ~. . „ tures. ’ There’s, a moppet "good
Gardner cut-in some Stork Ex- morning” chorus to tee things off,

then a Kid Parade,
.
with- march

torpedo. This was a music . Latter capitalizes" on the

? value of personalities by Choosing,

?R?i5S?S
a
?n from write ins, a daily “big cheese”

Hospital in Rome covering news lead parade. Other features- in-
of the twins -expected by Ingrid eiude the Storv Wheel the dailv
Bergman and Roberto Rossellini, ^orv gtnerSllv 'a slightlv S
Gardner drew out fact that the vaSed* famfliar ^urseSr tale- a
birth was anticipated ’<momentari- tuhe

P* genSallv Western nlaved
ly” and pressed down hard in gag- ftation^ disk Hbrarv^
lining that this would be the. film “Chuckles” Hamiv Birthdav Solo*

o/er
Ct
D
0
rod2d

t
-
dOUble fe#tUre he ’

S bWhdS- trlbuKw^d *^y® the
’ * iLvi j. , ,, ,

rooster, with names tabulated; the
With better discipline, a choosier Sick Boat, a “get well" message

approach to items, Gardner would to specific bedded' listeners; and,
have himself a sprightly spree for finally, the .Gurgle Thought Song,
radio listening. ®Ce s full of the intertwined is the running “com-

expected from which the payoff mentary” of Little Ernie, who
could derive. » Trau. speaks the language of the pro-

r
' gram via a series of sound effects

and neatly wrapped up into a single which appeal to audiences. There

unit by emcee Eddie Gallaher. An was the. Tennessee mother Who
addition, the show provides a had .bought a toy piano for her

public* service via local cut-ins. for youngster sbme .years ago ana

weather and. traffic reports; fre- since had learned to beat out a

quent pitches for safety in driving solid tune on it herself. That

and on the, beach spieled by CBS seems to show the. desire of listen-

stars and Gallaner’s running ac- ers io pay tribute to ingenuity, te

count of ball scores, . _ those who ' exhibit virtuosity on

qhnw ronceived- bv urogram simple 'instruments. Then there is--

v/oe/ T.«st«? GottlUb for the the draw of lamiUar instruments

specific purpose of attracting sum- such.
,
h

ĥ
01

develoument^
mertime Sunday afternoon listeners preciation of high development a

who mfght be^driving their cars, commonplacesWll sudras that of

loimrinv on the beaches or just the lady whistler. Some of the-

relaxing" at home with the Sunday acts
w^the dikler

P
seems

J

. Because, it’s such light fare; sional- styling,

CBS 'Ejrc’ Pic Short Prom
ii i I ion

paper. Because, it s such iikul ruil b?m cpif- with the
it can be enjoyed by all those, with able to j&tnWy^^imseif wRh tne

no diversion from their activities, housewife, student or
^
dejk^ per^

As a result, it should have little

H«sSS£3S
be listening to the pUy-by-plays ^VJeduf?n^.rthe possibility

Opening segment from 2:30 to he may help turn up "another
3, .has Alfred Antonini- ana a CBS

jieifetz” provides an added emo-
orch in "String Serenade playing tionai tug for the listener,
operetta and musicomedy music. xalent on the alrer, comprising
On- the preem, Antomm also mixed three-time winners* was, naturally,
in a few modern pops, such as. ithe pick 0f the yearis crop. Ted
"Blue Tango,” for a good variety Mack did hi* usual ’competent
presentation.* Nelson - Eddy and emcec job and New York’s Mayor
Rise Stevens,, guesting on the seg- yinQent Impellitteri made a brief
ment, scored with their tunes ana midway speech saluting the pro-
probably helped cement listeners j»i‘ani’s contribution to the found-

ON A SUNDAY AFTERNOON
With Eddie Gallaher, emcee; Al-

fredo Antonini, Caesar Petrillo,

Tex Beneke orchs; Nelson Eddy,
Rise.- Stevens* guests; others

Producer: Louis Melamed
Director: Bruno Zlrato, Jr.

150 Mins.; Sun., 2:30 pan.
Sustaining
CBS, from various cities

|

gram i

ling hosp.

.

turned over.
About $32,000 was

Bril.-

to their sets for the^rest *of the
afternoon. "Gallaher’s Galaxy of

KQts,” in the second half-hour, is

a deejay show, with the emcee
spinning records. He also tossed
in a few tunes from old films, sudh
as .

Groucho Marx’s African ex-
plorer song from "Animal Crackers”
and a Bob Hope-Shirley Ross ren-
dition of "Thanks for the Memory.”

Third ' half-fhour, titled "Music
for You,” originated from WBBM,
the' CBS Chicago outlet, and spot-

Caesar Petrillo and his

IT HAPPENS EVERY DAY
With Arlene Francis, Bill Cullen
5 Mins.; Mon.-Fri., 4 p.m,
GILLETTE
CBS, from New York

( Tatham-Laird

)

This quickie, which is heard
Saturdays at 1:25 p.m., has added
five more editions weekly, cross-

and the special mumbo jumbo so
dear to the moppet heart.

Show deliberately avoids the
blood and thunder of many airers
and maintains a generally cheerfu
tone wthout becoming. Pollyyan-
nish. Besides a heavy mail re-
sponse, show has won plaudits of
local civic groups, and is part of
the daily curriculum of the neigh-

the-board at 4 p.m. Arlene Francis boring kindergarten. Greatest trib-

and Bill Cullen trade off-beat news i>i
e
t
to

,

its value came when the

items sent in by dialers—the in- ^ for the Peabody award,
cident of a horse eating some lady Though it has been steadily
bathers’ clothes, an unusual sign, sponsored, it is currently shopping
and similar odd or amusing sticks for buyers.

t

It’s a natural for a

that the dailies like to box on page for childrens food distribu-

one. Gathering them together

makes a listenable five-minute

filler, which moves quickly and
creates a relaxed setting for thfe

commercials.

The plugs seem to take a sizeable
chunk of time, but they’re pleasant
enough pitches for White Rain
shampoo and Prom home perma-
nent. Opening and closing com-
mercials get a musical treatment,
and the middle spot is given a
breezy dialog handling by Cullen
and Miss Francis. Bril.

tors or for any business firm with
special appeal to the three to six
public. Lowe.

Philadelphia — Capitalizing on
fact that new WCAU-TV studios
are accessible from grouhd level
John B. White, Inc., local Ford
agency, became first car dealer to
show "live” autos on television
The firm has been a pioneer in TV
advertising and sponsors "News
With John Facenda,” 15-minute
segment which follows the week-
end baseball games.

VARIETY FANFARE
With Hedley Ward Trio, Eddie Ar-

nold, Louise Traill, Issy Bonn,
the Kordites, Ken Platt, Vilem
Tausky orch, others.

Producer: Ronald Taylor
30 Mins.
BBC, from Manchester, England

This aims to present the best of
vaude from the heart of northern
England, and is fairly bright stuff,

though not strong enough on com-
edy. It’s a regular weekly stanza,

given a cute opening by introduce
tions sung in harmony -by a resi-

dent vocal team, the Kordites
Opener on show, caught had the

Hedley .Ward Trio, musical act fa-

miliar to British audiences, ren-
dering "Paint Yourself- a Rainbow
Round. Your Heart” and "The.
Boom Song,” a new number, in

Offsets Downbeat Mood
: CBS* radio-promoting film short, •

"More Than Meets
rf
the Eye,”

should do an' important job for

the industry in dramatically point-

ing UP the continuing and, in some
ways, growing potency of AM.
Even its title suggests . the value
of the sound - medium—-because
there' is "more than meets the eye”
in what the ear picks up. As the

15-minute .pic neatly/ and 4
' signifi-

cantly, notes, /Tf you ^overlook’

.something, you miss it; but if you
‘overhear’ something, you don’t

miss it.” In several effective ways
this reel' jsocks rovqr the fact that

while we see only into ,the wedge
of space before our .eyes, "sound
follows us around wherever we go;

we hear- up, down, and all around
us—we -hear globally.”

The sound track, produced by
CBS -radio with narration by Rob-
ert Trout, direction by Gordon
Auchincloss and music by Wladi-.

mii Belinsky, -is a, hard-hitting dem-
onstration of. sound’s import. Foot-
steps, locomotive noises, typewrit-

er clicks ahd similar sound effects

\vhich are
get across
fire the imagination.

What is startling about the cel-

luloid presentation, of course, Is

the semi-abstract art technique
used by United Productions of

America, outfit which won an Acad-
emy Award for its "Gerald McBo-
Ing Boing” opus. It’s seldom that
a business film essays a revolution-
ary concept, and CBS is to be ku-
dosed not only for getting off the
beaten path, but also for coming in
with such an entertaining, sophis-

ticated 'and persuasive production.
UPA has provided an artistic, but
nevertheless understandable ve-
hicle* which uses full color, dra-

matic shapes and vivid symbols.
Columbia is providing a serv-

ice to the- industry by .underlining
radio’s mass coverage; its 105,000,-

000 sets in 43,000,000 homes, 23,-

!

i
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lighted
orch in another program of pops, spirited style. Best and most ver-

While this made tor okay listening, satile act came from Eddie Arnold,
it .was probably, the weakest of the' talented impressionist and comedy
five segments. "Band of the Day,” man,, with, a novel takeoff ort

originating via KFGB, Atlantic Humphrey Bogart , deejaying an
City, spotlighted Tex Beneke and English radio’s morning* program,
his orch in a pickup from A. C.’s "Housewives’ Choice,” Clever im-
Steel Pier. Beneke, for the event,
played several of the old Glenn
Miller arrangements, such as
Chattanooga .Choo - Choo,7 arid

thereby reaped a neat nostalgic
payoff. Final ’ segment,. "Main
Street Sfusic Hall/’ was another

personations of U.S. names fol-

lowed, with a composite song finale,

introducing their various . voices,
for windup.
Thrashing with promise was of-

fered by soprano Louise Traill, and
shpw also., included the Bntisb

UAMAAAW* MV UAAVl VUWVikO

put info . story format,
the ability of sound to

I

t

000,000 autos- and 5,000,000 public

places; the fact that the average
American spends 108 minutes daily

with AM, compared' with 43 min-
utes for TV, 34 minutes for 'news-
papers and” 18 minutes for mags;
and that radio is the most economic
ad medium, reaching 934 people
per dollar, against 365 for TV, 334
for mags and 240 for the dailies.

Naturally, the. chain also touts its

own sales story, its two-thirds
share, of -the top 29 programs in

the Nielsenldstmg, its low cost per
thousand dialers ($1.19 compared
with $1.69 for its nearest network
competitor), etc.

All in' all, "More. Than Meets the

Eye” -proves a notable promotional
piece that should help counteract
the forces selling radio short.

Bril.
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deejay program but this time with troubadour, I$sy Bonn, plus Ken
the emphasjs on. show tunes. It Platt, a North of England comedy
served as a nice finale * for the turn with limited appeal and. mis-
afternoon, ' firing jokes that raise laughs, cu-

Gallaher, commentator on WTOP, rinusly, from the studio audience,

the CBS outlet in Washington, did Stanza Is well backed by Vilem
a fine. job as emcee, keeping his Tausky s augmented orch. Gold*

enthusiasm perking for the entire
two-and-a-half hour spread and
thus keeping listeners* interest at a
peak. Despite the frequent local
cut-ins, producer Louis Melamed
had the show run off without a
hitch. Warren Sweeney wrapped
up a five-minute newscast at one

DATE WITH DEL
With Del Ward
Producer: Tom Foy
15 Mins.; Moh.-thru-Fri.
Sustaining
WGN, from' Chicago

In a move to inject a little spice
point in the show as another pub into its disk jockey lineup; WGN
service pitch. Program, of course, has latched onto Del Ward, a dis
is open to participating sponsorship taff platter spinner. Miss Ward,
but was wholly sustaining on the equipped with a pleasant, voice
initialer. StaL

KAY STARR SINGS
With Peter Madren
Producer: Peter Madren
15 Mins.
RADIO LUXEMBOURG, from Lux-

embroidered with/a slight South-
ern accent, \visely keeps, a check-
rein oh any temptations to groove
her gab along "Lonesome Gal*’
lines. She does, however, strive
for a decree of intimacy that gives
her sessions a note of individual-
ity.

#

.

Disks spun . on chapter 'heard
embourg

.GrojvW popularity of Kay Starr (loT wre"mostly ‘sta^darfs in tK
in Britain is evidenced by the neat schmaltzy

, idiom. The slow-geared
presentation and reception given tunes and Miss Ward's easy-going

fatter add up to relaxed late-eve-
ning listening. Dave*'

this Radio Luxembourg stanza,
aimed at thousands of English lis-

teners. Urbane emceeing by actor
Peter Madren is slick, program
being one of the station’s Song- St. Louis—A disk j4lk everit was
time series featuring w.k, U.S. sandwiched in the Globe-Demo^
acts on disks; crat’s annual hole-in-one ;

golf
Madren does the linkup chores, tournament last week at the Triple

On show caught, he played "I A Club and Tom Dailey copped top
Wanna Love You” a* opener, fol- honors by smacking the ball within
lowing with "I’m the Loriesomest *3 11” of the pin. Gil New-
Gal in Town,” "Wheel of Fortune” some’s best, of three drives, atW
and "Some Day, Sweetheart.” from the pin and portly Ed Wil-
"Wheel” was / biggest clicko of son’s besP effort was too far away
stanza, this being the tune that for measurement. All spin platters
has soared the U. S. chirper to the for KWK. , The best score of the

. top with British listeners. It’s a .602 participants was lOVi/' from
I very pleasant program. Gord. the hole, scored by a pro.

SPINNER SANCTUM
With Bettelou Purvi*
Producer:^ Nat Rudich
Writer: Miu Purvis
30 Mins.; Sat., fir45 p*m.
Sustaining
WLIB, New York -

This is an off-beat jazz stanza that

should appeal to 'dyed-in-the-wool
jazzophiles. It is conducted by
Bettelou Purvis, daughter of the

late Jack Purvis—sideman who
played 13 instruments in the Hal
Kemp, Paul Whiteman -and Charlie
Barnet orchs and arranged for

Fletcher Henderson, among other

activities in the music world. Miss
Purvis, who was brought up on a

diet of real jazz, knows the wind-
jammers whose disks she spins and
exhibits good taste in selecting au-

thentic items. Many- are esoteric

to the general listener; for exam-
ple on Saturday’s edition (14) she of-

fered tunes by Roy Eldridge, Flip

Phillips, Zoot Sims, Milt Hinton,
an<( Barbara Carroll, along with

waxings' by. the more familiar

Charlie (Yardbird) Parker, Art

Tatum, Charlie Ventura and

Woo/ly Herman. . It added up to

an appealing half-hour for le jazz

hot cult or those seeking a session

of music iri the sultry mood.
Gal tries creating word pictures

of the half-lit cafes where a solid

rhythm is beat and a melancholy
sax wailsr with her theme, Woody
Herman’s "Blue Flame,” playing

softly in the background. Its

reminiscent of a series * the late

Canada Lee once did. She uses

a special slang which is difficult

for the uninitiated to dig, but has

a Tin Pan Alley flavor. Occas-

ionally her script seems forced,

and a more natural approach would
help.

1 On the whole, though, the

quality of the non-commercial
tunes pays off and this entry

should earn a fair rating for the

indie. Bril
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Xwo leading contenders for the

Democratic and Republican Presi-

dential nomination, Senators Estes

K>fauver and~Robert A. Taft, tan-
• ^ed on NBC's simulcast “Ameri-

go Forum of the Air" Sunday.

(15), in an engrossing airer. It was
• the first time the two aspirants had

shared the same video cameras
(separated only by moderator The-

• odore GranUt). ^ome weeks back

ABC-TV and NBC Radio, broad-
• casting from the-League of Woirien

Voters convention, had gotten to-

gether five candidates (including

Kefauver), but Taft was unavail-

able at that time.

Seeing the senators (each of

-whom has the largest- number of

•delegates pledged' to him in his

- party) in action gave viewers a

sharper perception of the charac-
• ters of the two aspirants. Taft reg-

istered in a more dynamic fashion

than his still photos or radio alone

would' indicate. Kefauver, more
familiar to viewers by virtue of his

• Senate crime probe telecasts, got
across a serious and determined at*

titude.' •
-

Granik kept the show moving
quickly, knowing that he had
plenty of good TV debate material

and that unnecessary preliminaries

should be avoided. Airer started

with the opponents giving their
concept of the three key domestic
issues. Taft said these' are remov-
ing immorality- in government, re-

storing individual freedom and
ending the philosophy of big gov-
ernment, and cutting government
spending. Kefauver said that the
central questions are maintaining
prosperity, beating inflation and
keeping dowri the cost of living,

and eliminating racketeers in gov*
ernment and business.

Taft noted that he and Kefauver
agreed on the “corruption” issue
and added that they vtere both ap-
parently united for “throwing out
the administration.” That touched
off some verbal fireworks.
On thO foreign front, Kefauver

cited Taft’s voting record in an at-
tempt to tag him an isolationist
and the Ohioan countered with at-
tacks on administration diplomatic
policy. Things got quite heated,
with the politicos over-riding each
‘other and Granik finding it diffi-
' cult to maintain control. It was
' possible to follow the tempestuous
argument—but not too enlighten-,
ing—on video, but a$'heard on the
radio it was difficult to make any
sense of the fracas. Bril.

Robert Montgomery’s “Your
Lucky Strike Theatre” on NBC-TV
Monday • (16) presented an ambi-
tious tele version of Marcia' Da-
venport’s best-seller of a few years
back, “Of Lena Geyer.” It added
up to an interesting hour of mu-
sic, but’ was weak .dramatically. .

Script by Theodore and Mathilde
Ferro was episodic; trying to com-
press too many incidents *in' the.
life of an opera star of the “gold-
en era” into the space .of 50-odd
minutes. It relied too heavily on
narration, with Montgomery, on
camera and offr continually pres-
ent. The story' line had a strong
flavor of soap in with ‘its opera.
The story told of a soprano em-

. bittered. when the nobleman she
loves jilted her; she then placed
such emphasis on her career and
so feared another unhappy ro-
mance that she gave up the great
conductor who wooed her. and sud-
denly lost her voice. Her regain-
ing speech on receiving a letter
from the conductor and being able
to sing when she heard his record-
ln2» were straight from the most
sedtimental of music dramas.
Miss Davenport, whose mother

was famed singer Alma Gluck, en-
dowed her opus with a realistic
flavor based on her first-hand
knowledge of the music world.
Sut ifc.was lost in this production.
£x-Met soprano Mimi Benzell, in

* 1 r s t dramatic performance,
^er thesping wasn’t

to the difficult task of pro-

cl
c
i woman of great stature.

+w we^» however, considering
r*

3
: demanded some 14

t?e Ganges, her presence
.
in

almost every scene* (stand-ins and
^~e

‘r
f
corded vocals were used to
s°me transitions), and her

o.l
r
J?i

ing of Passages from various
giand operas.

tnrrf
ack

i
n^ ?er UP was a compe-

^deluding Cameron
Muk as her teacher,
dn£!?

ae
i ,®vans as the snobbish

•
,*}fhony Dawson as the bar

piii^e^der who loved her and
J*} Jra,*jF as the patron of the arts

Fe\t«
marr*e<* Director Norman

*w?n wraPPed up a complex pro-

tinoi
011 smo°fhly and Syrjala’s set-

n topflight, with excellent
rear-screen projection.

-^ntonini conducted a 30-

ri^ orc
/
1 which gave the stanza anc

T
h musical backing.
J ack Bertell, Miss Benzell’s

manager, had several prospective
backers view the airer as an audi-
tion for .a proposed Broadway mu-
sical. Novel may have operetta po-
tentials, particularly in view of the
t\yo-hours-plus’ time span a legit
edition would allow, but the book
will require deft handling -and
pruning;, Bril.

Rob Hope* brought down the,
season’s curtairi. on the “Colgate
Hour” Sunday night (15) on NBC-
TV in a consistently entertaining
hour that was neatly paced by the
star. It was an imaginative, well-
produced ,show, With a notable fac-
tor in guestar Paul Douglas. There
were a Couple of. good sketches,
spiced with • an overall

.
pace and

good-natured, casual levity that Is
the Hope- trademark.

(

The first few moments, in which
Hope; came on for his usual open-
ing gags, ^vas strictly warmup
stuff, but when «he and Douglas
went into the umpire-psychiatrist
sketch, it was a cindh the rest of
the way, for both the on-the-scene,
outdoor audience at 0 the Douglas
aircraft plant in Santa Monica,
.Cal,, and the unseen one behind
the TV scree'm The umpire bit, in
which Douglas played a baseball
arbiter, in need of psychiatric* aid
from "Dr.” Hope, was clicko not
only from the standpoint of ma-
terial, but also because of the abil-
ity of both principals to work to-
gether. It was. the sort of material
that any audience could' easily
digest. * „
A. sketch purporting to show the

adyances of aviation—a bow to the
aircraft plant, obviously — drew
further laughs as Hope* ahd Doug-
las went through the pre-historic
age, the DaVinci period, through
the early 20th century birth of the
aircraft.-as we know it today. This
bit was- mostly soeko because of
the Hope-Douglas teaming. Hope
as Nero in a final bit was consist-
ent with the others- in provoking
laughs mainly .because of his ability
to read lines better than they were
written.
There were some -moments when

the star needed a breather, and the
performer choices for these space-
fillers were not without merit,
Johnny ,Mack, with his click taps
and legerdemain with the Cane, and
June Hutton, the vocalist, were ob-
viously • on the spot in their spe*
cialties, and ’they did . nicely. A
sharp clash in dress deportment
was evident in Mack’s being at-
tired in tails-r-in obvious daylight—while Hope was in casual street
attire. •

*
.

Randy Merriman and Bess Myer-
son, whose “Big Payoff” replaces
“Comedy Hour” for the summer,
took a bow as a trailer for their
June 22 starter. They planed to
California just for the intro..

Another trailer Was the 1 cute bit
by Hope with the huge cutout of
Bing Crosby, with whom he will
conduct a telethon- this- Saturday
night (21) in Hollywood to. raise
funds for the , American . Olympic
Committee, so it can help send
America’s athletes to Helsinki

,
for

the Olympic games this summer.
This will, Of *c o u r s e, mark the
Bingo’s* debut as a TV performer.

Kalip,.

Considerable trade interest at-
taches to the windup stanza of the
“RCA Victor Show” starring Ezio
Pinza last Friday (13) over NBC-
TV. The net claims a new experi-
mental- technique id the employ-
ment of on-location television cam-
eras instead of motion picture
lensing heretofore applying in
>such cases.
NBC and American Tel & Tel

technicians built two microwave
relays between Hollywood and the
location—the mission at San Juan
Capistrano about 60 miles south, of
L. A. Cameras and mobile control
trucks were deployed at * vantage
points" with director Sid Smith and
producer Ted Mills monitoring the
shots and calling them as per a
TV studio setup. * Film editing was
done both simultaneously with the
shooting and subsequently. The
whole output was relayed to

v
Holly-

wood where it wa» put on film for.

video^audio. ’ Only live portion
was* the David Rose orchestral
background for the telecast itself.

This system assertedly effects eco-
nomies in production without com-
promising on speed.

In applying the unusual tech-,

nique, Mills, who masterminded
the idea, built a moving, sensitive

dramatic vignette from the script

of Arthur Penn, and Smith staged
it with fine feeling that fit the
peaceful setting of the famous mis-
sion.

Pinza was first shown in mufti
in the outer garden of Capistrano,
capsuling the mission’s history

while the cameras picked up the

(Continued on page 34)

MARCH OR MEDICINE
*{2> jby K. Marshall, Harry'K** Npr<Uhc
Producers Ad Schneider ’

Director: Don Meier'
Writer: Lou Hmm
60 Mink; Tuei., 8:30 p.«a.; Wed.,
„ 8
SMITH, KLINE & FRENCH
NBC-TV, from Chicago

• (Eshlenutn)

.
Standing high among the sea*

son’s accomplishments* will be
NBC-TV’s two-night pickup of the
national convention of the Amerv*.
can Medical Assn, held at Chi’s
Navy Pier. It was strictly a blue*
ribbon winner from start to finish.

This TV adventure into the here-
tofore hush-hush world of xmedi-

|

cine literally oozed with drama and
human interest, particularly ‘ the
opening Tuesday (10) installment.
That chapter overtured with .a
brief shot of an actual operation in
progress at Wesley Memorial Hos-
pital, and climaxed • with a return
to the operating room for a de-
tailed' lensing of the surgery.
The slicing was described, by the

chief surgeon, speaking ^through a
throat mike under, his mask. Hi.s,

discussion, complete with admoni-
tions to his assistants busily- tying
off .blood vessels,- had a \yallopihg
impact. Parenthetically, \ihe fact
that the first' operation ever beam-
ing on a national TV network had
to do with ulcers, is believed to be
purely coincidental.

;

;

The surgery wait' of course, th«
topper, but the. numerous', scientific;
demonstrations from the Navy Pier
site likewise made for absorbing'
viewing. These portions we*V ex-*
pertly hosted by Dr, Roy K.’ Mar,’
shall, -Who displayed his skill in
handling a rapid-fire - series of
closely-cued interviews. The equip-
ment and therapeutical displays
ranged the gamut from the new
tuberculosis :

drugs to a mechanical
heart. Whenever the

. medics got
too scientific in their gab, Dr. Mar-
shall would step in with a layman’s
breakdown.

Besides . Dr. Marshall and the
other medical men taking part, the
real “stars” of this project were
the behind-the-scenes TVites, Ad
Schneider, the web’s special events
chief, sitting in the producer’s
c h a i r,

t
and director Don Meier

brought the complicated affair off*

Without a significant • error. And
that took some doing, especially
the first night, which used three
remote locations plus the studio
cutins.

’ Harry Elders, forked the brief
opening narrations and Ken - Nor-
dihe handled the . gentle Smith,
Kline & French institutional plugs.
Network, sponsor andAMA share

honors in . establishing, another
mark of public, service, ' Dane.

I

1SPORTS
With Joe Verducci; others
Producer: Ray Doyjc
Director: James Eakijnff

15 Mins.; Thurs., 7 p.in.

JAMES F. WATERS CO.
KPIX, San Francisco

( Ernest )

„
KPIX copped an eye-catcher in

this sports sizzlex emceed by Joe
Verducci, former St. Mary’s grid
coach and how athletic director for
San Francisco “State College. It’s a
fast-moving niftie, with, Verducci
nailing top collegiate* experts to

demonstrate the hows and whys of
wrestling, boxing, badminton,
tumbling, swimming, .etc.

On staiiza c&ught (12),- he hosted
Dee* Witt Portal, San Jose. State
boxing coach, and two of his ace
scrappers, A1 Tofoya and D6n
Camp. Alternating - .slow, motion;
with furious fisticuffing, Verducci
mixed with the boys while Portal
explained the basic offensive and
defensive blows. Slugfest climaxed
with three jolting onfc-minute
rounds.
Future programs call for a back-

stage analysis of about every
sporting event in the book.

Show opened with “live” action,
dissolving into sports montage film
and sponsor identification. Spon-
sor, an auto dealer, gave show a
comfortable commercial cushion/
and limited its one sock sales pitch
to well inside two minutes. Dwit.

STOP, LOOK, LISTEN
With Tom Mqorehead, Bill Wells
Producer: Bill Wells
Director: Art Stober
120. Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri.
Participating
WFIL-TV, Philadelphia
Designed for the noonday; warm

weather TV fan, “Stop” is an au-
dience participation stanza with
prizes for home viewers and espe-
cially for studio contestants. Play-
ing heavily on the., urge to. get
something for nothing, show pulls
a large continent to* studio, since
anyone who does' anything i$ a
winner.

Darts thrown at cards sent in

by viewers determine who gets the
home phone calls. The dart

(Continued on page 34)

Effective -with this • 'issue,

Variety inaugurates separate
department—Telepix Reviews
~^in keeping with the con-
stantly expanding vidpix ac-
tivity.,

‘

Reviews are to he found on
Page 26, in the TV-Film see*
tion, along with. Variety’s ex-
panded coverage of, aR facets'

of the growing telefilm opera**

tions,
‘

•

CHAMBER music society of
LOWER BASIN STREET

With ’Henry (Hot Lips) Levine
Oreh, Orson Bean, Martha Lou
Harp, guests

Producer^ Robert K, Adams
Director; Johh Gbctx
Writer; Welboiim Kelley
36 Mins.; Sun., 5:30 p.m.
NBC-TV, from New York

Longtime radio • fave, “The
Chamber Milslc Society of Lower
Basin Stree't,” debuted on video

Sunday !15) in- a .spirited musical
session that was pegged for view-

ing knd listening, it sqripter Wel-
boyrm Kelley can sharpen the dia-

log portions,' series shopld develop
Into enjoyable TV fare. The first

show, which was loaded with some
innocuoys patter, Was saved- only
by the drive

. pf Henry Levine’s
orch workovers 'and the sweet pip-
ingg Of Martha^Lou Harp.
Orson Bean, the stanza’s emcee,

displayed an . occasional . flash of
Wit. Juit Was . continually * pulled
down by the drab .material. Arthur
Treacher, acting as the guest
musicologist commentator,' suffered
the saipe fate. His dissertation on>
llth century musical instruments,
was a tired effort that. Offered few
yocks. ‘

v ,

v ‘

.

Musically, however, the program
was standout, Levine opened hard
with “Bides In Nothing

.
Flat” ahd

Miss Harp followed with a neat
pace change in “Swing -Low Sweet
Chariot.” She scored solidly again
later in the show with a. hangup
rendition of “In My Solitude,”
Ross Gorman,, guest instrumental-
ist, clicked with a frantic jazz work-
over . on his hot bagpipes and
terpers Milton Kanen and Gene
Myers were okay in a brief ballet
sequence.

Show wound excitingly with an
orch jam of “Honeysuckle Rose.”
Camerawork throughout the ses-
sion was topnotch. > Gros. •

summer matinee'
With Rill Silbert, others
75 Mins.; 1:45 p.m„ Mon.-thru-Fri.
Participating ,

DuMont, from N. Y.
DuMont web, has a good idea hi

this new attempt it a TV disk

jockey show, but one which falls

flat 'through, an. apparent lack of

fufids to provide the necessary

production mountings. Aired on a
erbss-the-board basis, the show

j

emanates fi'qm Palisades Park, 1

across the Hudson River from N. Y.
ip Cliffside, N, J. But, DuMont saw
fit to have Bill Silbert, the deejay,
work from inside a restaurant and,
with only one camera, all the scope
and latitude that might be made
possible by the setting ,

goes com-
pletely for naught.

(It should be mentioned that the
web moved Silbert outdoors one
day two weeks ago. That happened
to be the^day N. Y. war hit with a
flash cloudburst, which washed
outthe «hoF completely and forced
DuMont to flu in with -a makeshift
show frpm one of its N. Y. studios.)'

On the show caught (12), Silbert
sat at a table inside 'the Circus
restaurant at the park, ;-a la the
numerous all-night radio deejays
who work from eateries. He
chatted not only, with setsiders but
with ringsiders in the restaurant.
•But, with a single camera, .it was
impossible to. cut from him to the
customers with whom he was talk-
ing. He Introduced his guests in
the same way, at one point refer-
ring to DuMont’s Susan Adams for
several minutes before she walked
before the camera. It was a little

frustrating for viewers not to be
able to see her while he talked
about her.

At times, the camera swung its.

lenses outdoors to pick up a micro-
scopic view of the George Washing-
ton Bridge and the N. Y, skyline.
It made for an interest panorama
the first time, but then got monot-
onous. In addition, the same scene
didn’t always fit the recordings
Silbert was • playing at the time.
Slides Trom DuMont’s Wanamaker
studio Wert cut in on the feed to
provide some variation on the
screen, but these lacked the req-

uisite movement. In all, the show
looks like another fine idea on the
part of DuMont program chief Jim
Caddigan, but One which can’t go
places until it gets a heftier budget.

StaL

RICHARD EODOIB8 STORY
(Toast of Town) *

Wit%M Snlttvon, JUgari
Jane Froaaan, Vivienne Segal*

» Lis* Kirk, Wllllaun Gnxto*.

,
old Liar, Uelaii^ l

.
Lord, Bill Lawre*ee/«neialr &
Spalding, Ray Bl*R ere*, •£***

Producer*;
1

Mario .Lewftt, SnlUVan
Plrector-choreographer: 'John.Wray
Wrltert Sullivan’
66 Mina.,

. 8ml, 1. injtt.-.-. - ^
LlNCOLk-MERCtwY^DEALERS
CBS-TV, front N. Y. -

.

(Kenyo* It ECfcfcordt)
There was a double, celebration

on Sunday’s (15) ’’Toast of the

Town,” which devoted the full.huur

to the first of two chapters of* “The
Richard. Rodgers Story.”, Ope was,

the fourth anni of “Toast” Cm" the

aix%’ the other was the approaching
50th birthday (June 28) .’of Com-
poser Rodgers, The warm spirit of
the double occasion; the presence
of Rodgers, who played ope of his
tunes at the piano, and an acr*y
of fine talent to present a wealth
of hit music, made for a highly
pleasing, tuneful hour.

Following the pattern of other of
his “biographical” hours, emete Ed
Sullivan presented . what was a
smart full-hour musical revue,

*

swiftly .'moving ,arid smoothly pro-
duced. Actually* it wasn’t; so much
a biography of Rodgers, but rather
a' . cavalcade of his song . hits' (in.

collaboration with Larry. Hart),
from,the “Garrick Gaieties” of 1925
down to the “Pal Joey’7 >o£ 1949.

. (Presumably, second • half next
Sunday will be 'devoted to the
Rodgers-Hamm^fsteln output).

, There were two. brief, very corny
dramatic bits, one, showing Rodgers
..as a boy with his doctor-father, and
.the other • glimpsing thO young
RodgersrHart team . dreaming em-
pires, over a soda. Both could bet-
ter, have been omitted, Rut these
were minor slips,

. Offsetting^ these was the short,
graceful speech of Rodgers in ap-
preciation of “Toast” honoring him
so, and his distinctive bit At the
piano, playing “Lover,” This scene,
in turn, with the studio audience
furnishing background for a long
shot, was marred by some boors in
the audience who, • realizing the
camera was on them (and oblivious
of respect due Rodgers), began
waving into it„ spoiling, the mood.
This expressionism is also evident
whenever Sullivan singles out
guests in his audience.

- With so much to* crowd in, the
show moved too fast for Sulli-
van’s usual “come-on-out-and-take-
a-bow” routines, to the artists,
which was also a net gain. Produc-
tion-wise, there were also too many
vocal solos following on each other
(there were nine in a row in mid-
pro.gram),. and these should have
been broken up a little more with
dance or production numbers, to
get more variety in presentation.

But the overall effect was well
on the plus side, with a scintillat-
ing array of top song hits presented
in superior fashion. Jane Froman
sang “With A Song In My Heart”
and “My Heart Stood Still” with
fine voice, brilliant style and dis-
tinctive showmanship/ Lisa Kirk
delivered “Ten Cents A Dance”
and “The' Lady - Is A Tramp” with
smartness and ' punch. William
Gaxton tore through “Thou Swell”
with his oldtime zing and exuber-
ance, for one Of the show’s high-
spots. •

Lesser lights were lust as
effective with their contributions.
Richard Hayes, a youngster with a
good -Voice and appealing delivery,
sang ‘fBltfe Rodm,r and “Where Or
When” ! gracefully; Bill Lawrence
offered “This' Can’t Be : Love”;
Cindy Lord sang'^There's A Small
Hotel,” and the Lawrence-Lord duo
.presented “Manhattan.” L a s t-
named, *which opened the program,
had a. clever background in a mov-
ing montage of Manhattan streets.
Dance team of Sinclair 3c Spalding
terped to “Here Am I,” which the
Ray 'Bloch orch smoothly played,
as it did all accompaniment on the
airer.

Finale was a smooth production
number from “Pal Joey,” with
Vivienne . Segal singing “Be-
witched” and Harold Lang singing
and* ' dancing, ana leading the
chorus, through the “Happy Hunt-
ing Horn” number. Sullivan was
relaxed and suave, foiTa go.od con-
ferencing job. Bron.

NBC-TV Get* Liberace
Hollywood, June 17.

Liberace, former nitery pianist-
entertainer, catapulted to high'
popularity here via television, has
een picked by NBC to fill the

eight-week hiatus period in the
Dinah Shore time. Under three-’
year contract to KLAC-TV, he con-
tinues on that station.

For its KNBH outlet here, NBC
will be fpreed to substitute another
show.

I
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thrower gets a fast trophy, but

the* hausfrau has to answer such

stumpers as: “What is the modern
name for Persia?'', ‘"What is the

longest river America?"
and from “Ifcfoilet” //Alas pboi;^
who?.” Neejjtav- to report, all

missed. Thif^ueem* to decrease

home listeners, or sends them to

the studio. ? -Host of those called

were not at home and several were
actually op the scene.
The questions asked of con-

testants at home are vaguely re-

lated to song hits selected from the
WFIL-TV film* library. Current
popularity" f6r oldies 'goes well with
this set and there are a generous
supply bf songs like “Ma f

He’s
Kissing Me," “Bells Are Ringing
for Me land My Gal,” etc. There
are the other usual gimmicks for

tlitfse .'of the average age and
weight 1st these funfests. They en-
joy looking ridiculous, emoting*in
soap operas, 'exercising,, eating

lemons, and the 'eternal orchid is

presented to' the oldest guest
present..

Prizes are % $5 gift certificate,

or a reasonable .facsimile.’ Plug
for product is chief consideration
of giveaways and Moorehead reads
the commercials straight without
any attempt to disguise them.
There’s

.
also a summary of the

news, a. guest shot and the matrons
seem to. enjoy every minute of the
two-hour 'Stretch. One hour of this

new program, incidentally, * re-

places the “university of the Air"
heard during* saner and cooler

months. Oagh^

GUIDE BIGHT
Wi+h ' 9th Infantry Band, Dr,

Frances M. Wilson, tt. Col. Wil-

liam H. Hunt, Cpl.. Elsie Davis,
Cpl, Alfred Reimschissel, Cpl.

Sid Burn
Director, Lee Polk ^

30 Mins., Mon., 9 p.m.
FIRST ARMY -RECRUITMENT
SERVICE

DuMont, from N. Y.
The service recruiting branches

are now on their own as far as 4e"

vising pitches to youth to get into

the military. Ever since Congress
frowned upon expensive talent to

'm3ke thefce radio and television

shows attractive to listeners, the
services have had to devise their
own programming. “Guide Right"
is an attempt’ along that line. This
tele show has the mien of a first

^sergeant talking down to his pla-
oon. There's little warmth or at-

ractiveness, and there’s even the
ikelihood that the spiel isn’t

pitched correctly.
The band concert and discussion

panel idea is one that would ap
peal to those beyond recruitment
age. Both, elements are well pre
sented. The Ninth Infantry Band
conducted by Cpl. Alfred' Reim-
schissel did excellently in the in-

strumental department. The small
jive group was out of character
with the rest of the show. Discus-
sions by Dr. Frances M. Wilson,
director of vocational guidance of
the Board of Education of New
York City, and Lt. Col. William
H. Hunt were involved, as they
dealt on the niceties of the qur
rent recruitment program.
Show is not likely to entice

wholesale voluntary enlistments.
The brass must come up with
display that will hit the younger
elements if it’s to get anywhere

this direction. Jose.

15-minute program, Edie dipped
nto the freeze box, came^tm with
:he” necessity ingredients and pre-

pared a swelluva good mealr
* Casual camera visits to “the

vegetable and meat departments of

our super market" eased intro into

the single commercial pitch voiced

by the femcee, /V v ,

Use of overhead mirror helped
camera shoot the cookery demon-
strations from all angle views.,

Dwlt.
•

MEMORY LANE
With Arnold Freedman, Jerry

Coyle, Kay Killian, Ed, Joyce
Writer: Ted Beebe
Director: -Grant Van Fatten
15 Mins.; Thurs., 7:30 p.m.
R0THBARD UPHOLSTERERS
WRGB, Schenectady .

(Goldman, Walter Sc Kanita)
Viewers are guided dawn “Mem-

ory Lane" on a modestly-budgeted
audience participation ‘ quiz by
WROW’s Arnold Freedman, who
now uses nom de AM-TV of “Mark
Edwards." Various years are flash-

ed. on the screen as Freedman
leads clues, or they are acted out,

for outstanding events; emcee then
ask3 scanners, via the telephone,
to give the- identification. Latter
postcard names, and, numbers.
Program is mildly entertaining

and. educational. It has gained
smoothness and sureness recentlyv
although • Freedman occasionally,

fluffs. Jerry- Coyle, radio-night
club singer-ahnouncer, • acts .the

sketches with skill, and sings some
tunes. Kay Killian is another vo-
calist sometimes doubling as ac-
tress on the show.
Ed Joyce, newcomer to the

WRGB staff, handles the advertis-
ing well, despite a tendency to
press slightly on camera. Program
is tightly produced. Organ music
backgrounds. Jaco.

attention, curiosity satisfying and *

enlightening.
Straight-out gabbing by C*1

Karnstedt and Harold Swanson,
KSTP-TV farm director ana Uni-
versity of Minnesota' agricultural

editor, respectively, interspersed

the films. Seated at desks, they
told of farm meetings during the
preceding week and dispensed
helpful farm information -regard.-?

ing weather and grain and . liye-

stock price trends. Show switched

,

to Swanson at the South St. Paul
Ntockyards to" tell of current devel-

opments there. In taking the view-
ers into a modern creamery and
in emphasizing the important part
butter plays in a balanced diet and
in soil conversation, the show also

performed a service for one of the
state’s leading industries, butter-
making, which needs plenty of pro-
motion nowadays. This must have
earned KSTP much good will.

Show is produced in association

with the Univ. of Minnesota agri-

cultural extension service. Karn-
stedt each week chooses the sub-
ject around which it is built. Lar-
son’s production-directorial job was
skillful. Reesr.

DOIN’ THE TOWN
With Dottle Brown, Bill Post
Producer - director: Byron- Open-

sliaw
30 Mins^ Fri., 3:30 p.m.
Participating
KSL-TV, Salt Lake City
Neat but not gaudy is this half-

hour session of singing and chatter.
Unpretentious, easy-going and
smooth from beginning to end,
“Doin’ the Town" provides a pleas-
ant followup to the Garry Moore
show, and should have little trouble
keeping a healthy segment of the
net audience tuned in.
Program consists of Bill Post

singing at the piano and Dottie
Brown doing her warbling while
she strums a guitar. . Songs are al-
most entirely on the sweet side,
with a liberal sprinkling of oldies
tossed in.

Title of the show comes from
brief interlude of Chatter about
what’s happening around town in
the way of special events.

Five commercials are pitched by
the leads, working alone or as a
team. Spiels are kept down to rea-
sonable length.

Director Byron Openshaw rates a
hand for /whipping together this
session. He keeps his cameras
moving; lighting is slick so that
every detal is sharp, and set is a
really impressive outdoor patio ef-
fect. .

KSL-TV has done a good job of
keeping a simple show simple, and
not killing it with heavy treatment.

• Bcrl.

MENUS FOR MILLIONS
With Edith and Stanley Green
Producer: Jim Diamond
Director: Dave ,Fulmer
15 Mins.: Wed.. 7 p.m.
BEN HUR FREEZERS
KRON-TV, San Francisco

( Diamond

)

The idea is to hit the evening
audience in its vulnerable food
budget, demonstrate quick and
economical ways to prepare tasty
dishes, gnd plug the sponsor’s
freezer and food plan en route.

It could be a success, if opener
(11) is a reasonable sample of
shows to come. Competence of
TV cook Edith Green is

1

unques-
tioned. Gal has been a daily video
vitUes expert since KRON went in
business, and has a wide local fol-
lowing.
On this show, she features in-

expensive entrees for Mr. and Mrs.
Everybody, and drafts her real-
life husband, Stan Green, a soft-

th-ink executive, to give her kitch-
en a cozy, homelike atmosphere.
Green to television, Green ap-

peared as comfortable (and corny)
as a relaxed Barrymore as he
helped his missus with the pots
and pans and mixed noodles and
chicken liver with everyday slan-
guage.

Kickoff gimmick was for Green
to arrive late from the office with
news he had invited friends to din-
ner and “what’s cookin', hon?"
Quicker than you can get rid of a

R.F.D.TV
With Cal Karnstedt, Harold Swan

son *

Producer-Director: Dick Larson
30 Mins.: Sat., 1 p.m.
ALLIS-CHALMERS
KSTP-TV, Mpls.-St. Paul

In this predominantly agricul-
tural section any first rate farm
show, particularly on radio, 1ms lit-
tle difficulty in enlisting a sizable
audience. Because KSTP-TV’s
range necessarily does not extend
any considerable distance from the
Twin Cities the potential number
of farm listeners is, of course, lim-
ited. However, the fact that R.F.D.-
TV, the first television edeucation-
al type rural program to . be at-
tempted here, has attained a high
7.7 rating -for local shows indicates
that it also must boast an urban
following. A look-see serves to
explain why.
Show, having butter as its main

subject, revealed via film how that
bread spread is made and stressed
its great food value. Inasmuch as
butter figures prominently in so
many city folks’ diet, there un-
doubtedly was no difficulty in hold-
ing the interest of setowners gen-
erally. Preceding shows, for exam-
ple, have used live animals for
demonstrating correct milking and
lamb shearing techniques. While
not directly concerned, urbanites
probably found such fare suffici
ently interesting to engage their

Foreign TV Review

THIS IS SHOW BUSINESS
With Via Oliver, Be* Lillie* Alan

Loved*?,. William Devlin,; J6an
Greehwood, Ann Nearle. Billy

Ruasell, Lek' Raynfcr k .Betty,

Sara Luaita, Tiitte LenkoW;
Ballet Co. (14), British Concert
Orchestra (45)

Producer: BUI .Ward
75 mins., Sat., 9 pan*!
Sustaining
BBC-TV, from London

“This Is Show' Business" is all-

embracing in its coverage. It

touches every facet of entertain-

ment, with the various groups neat-

ly clipped together by the smart if

occasionally too self-conscious

emceeing of Vic Oliver. Program
has been slated for peak Saturday

night screening, and is. attracting

prominent show biz names.

Current, edition, trimmed to a

slick 75 minutes, covers music,

legit, vaudeville, ballet, films and
circus. Presentation is occasionally
unimaginative and frequently more
use could be made of available
talent. Nevertheless, it adds up to
an attractive Saturday night en-
tertainment.

Program reviewed featured Joan
Greenwood and William Devlin in-

a scepe from Shaw!s “Caesar and
Cleopatra"; Bea Lillie doing a
couple of old faves for the revue
sequence; Anna Neagle in an in-
terview and getting a big plug for
her latest film “Derby Day/’ in-
cluding the screening of an excerpt
from it; Billy Russell doing his
standard vaudeville act; Les Ray-
nor & Betty in a firstrate roller
skating turn; Alan Loveday giving
a polished rendition of a Tchai-
kovsky concerto, but wasting too
much time in .the .preliminaries
with the emcee, and Sara Luzita
and Tutte Lemkow heading a
talented ballet group in a dance to
Ravel’s “Bolero."

Production is staged with an
invited audience. Camera work is

almost static, concentrating on the
stage with a few cuts to the 45
piece concert preh. Direction is

straightforward, without 0any pre-
tense at fancy treatment. Myro.

Continued from page 27

tial star in Raimonda Orselli, Ital-

ian actress who was at one time
premiere ballerina with the La
Scala Opera. She'll -make her
American video bow on “Curtain
Call" June 27 in “The Soul of the
Great Bell," a ballet story adapted
by Miner from an old legend by
Lafcadip Hearn.

Producer, meanwhile, will use
name actors when the script calls
for them. He pointed out that cer-

tain shows he has. lined up demand
experienced talent, which in turn
means using stars. Kickoff on
“Curtain Call" this week (20), for
example, has Robert Preston and
Carol Bruce co-starring in “The
Promise," an original by Miss
Cram.

Miner, in an obiique swipe at

sponsors who demand the insertion
of a middle commercial in a half-
hour dramatic show, said that such
practice forces the writer and pro-
ducer to introduce a false climax
into the script. Too many shows
he said, now go to pieces after the
first plug. He noted that RCA Vic
tor, which is bankrolling “Call" as
a summer replacement for the Ezio
Pinza-Dennis Day show, has agreed
to omitting, that middle plug.

Tele Follow-ups
> Continued from 9* 1:* 31
,epr »

architecture, floral arrangements/
ete., and the audio, 'pinpointed

sound of bird*. ‘There wat a.swift

transition," to Pinza, now in the
garb ,6f Either Jacomo and en-
countering a young widow, lovely,

bitter, belligerent Rida Moreno,
bemoaning the recent loss of her
husband. The entire story turned
on the padre’s' conversations with
the cynical, emotionally twisted
girl, Who had lost her sense of

values in. her tragedy, and his at-

tempts to make her regain her
faith in the future and face it with
the strength- Inherent in youth,'

While- the motion was fluid and
the pictures mostly sharp and of

generally • good definition, there
were some slight variations in the
pickup of sound as the two char-
acters moved about along the gar-

dens and walks, but these lapses

were brief. Cameras were occas-

ionally unsteady, hut here too the i

mpod and tone. were sustained.-. If

anything, the greater guilt would
reside in RCA, which twice 'in*

terrupted thet continuity with]

poorly spaced commercials, one on
low-noise- TV tuners and the other
on air-conditioning units.

,

Jusfc past the midway mark, *
liturgical chaht emanating from
the chapel, softly punctuated the
dialog as- the padre and girl moved
into the chapel itself and the choir
was picked up on screen in full

sweep. ’ PinZa bright the story
to a quietly expressive climax with
a sacred song, in the 'church, as
the girl, her faRh regained via the
preachments of the padre, walked
out of the mission to the town amid
carillon chimes.

The David Rose musical score
was unobtrusive and deeply effec-
tive, with the costumes of Kate
Drain Lawson and the Robert
Shocking light motifs lending ap-
propriate emphasis. End announce-
ment defined the whole simply as
a “television reproduction.”

Trau .

Star Revue" lias * winner with
Paul Winchell.
The theory that performers who

have plied the circuits for a life-

time have Obviously picked up
enough material for at least one or
two .tele shots is working out well.
Latest is Paul Winchell, a staple in
the yaude and cafe Reid who has
shown his mettle on his own Mon-
day night tele series, contributed
one of the neater* shows of the se-

ries. .
Winchell is a fine allaround

performer, a highly skilled tech-
nician, at ventriloquy and- a come*
dian who can' handle himself well
even without the aid of his alter

ego Jerry Mahoney,*
The display was potent in all de-

partments including that of writ-
ing, production and individual per-
formances. Winchell had some en-
gaging episodes which included
the voice pill bit in which all the
characters in the skit talked like

the dummy. It was an engaging
scene. Another in which the ven-
triloquist excelled is the one in

which he enacted Chaplin. The bits

with' Hot Ups Page in which the
dummy played drums and danced
was a ’hit which’ called for a high
degree of technical knowhow.
There was a good- roster of out-

side talent which included Hedy
Lamarr, Page and the De Marco
Sisters. Miss Lamarr looked well
and was adequate in a fortune tell-

ing bit which gave Winchell a
chance to do some straight thesp-

ing. The De Marcos made a good
impression with a single song:

Stanza was one of the best of the
series. As a matter of fact, the bat-

ting average with the one-shotters
of late has been better than that
registered with the regulars.

Jose.

Sterling Rape
Continued from page 2$

“Broadway TV Theatre," aired
five nights ,weekly on WOR-TV,
N. Y., is either running short on
material that can be transposed
literally from legit to video, or else
should abandon its no-adapting
idea in favor of some writers who
know their way around a TV script.
Producer Warren Wade last week
(9-13) presented John Montgom-
ery’s “Nothing But the Truth" and
proved again that requirements for,,

the stage and for TV are vastly
different. Show, built basically
around a single farce idea, dragged
slowly through, its 90-minute air
time and the cast, several of whom
have done better on this series,
mugged their way through some
dialog which emerged strictly un-
funny under the pedestrian direc-
tion of Richard. Lukin and Richard
Barr.

Chief trouble probably lay in.
the lack of movement. It may not
be necessary to present chase
scenes, fights, etc., but TV cer-
tainly requires more .movement
than can be had by a group of
characters gabbing at each other
within the confines of an office
or living-room set. Story of a
young stock-broker who bets his
two partners and a customer $10,-
000 that he cah go through 24 hours
without straying from the truth
one iota, the idea had merit which
never generated the spark it

should have had.
, Orson Bean, as the young broker,

'

co-starred with Ernest Truex, as
his older partner and the father
of the girl he wanted to marry.
Bean, who’s' been a nitery comic,
mugged as though he were seek-
ing laughs on a nitery floor, and
Truex played the stock Truex
characterization, which in this case
wasn’t enough. Sylvia Field, as his
wife; Wendy Drew,, as the daugh-
ter; Robert Shackleton, as the
other partner; Rex O’Malley, as
a grasping clergyman (a role, in-
cidentally, which probably * didn’t
sit well with a number of viewers),
and Sheila ‘ Bromley, as Miss
Drew’s friend, couldn't succeed in-
dividually or collectively in raising
the level of the show.
Wade used what sounded like a

small studio audience to spark the
laughter, but whatever mild
chuckles’ were elicited sounded
forced. Ray Morgan handled the
commercials for General Tire on
the show in a capable fashion,
which was dittoed by Bill Lazar
on the Cavalier cigaret blurbs.

Stal,

NBC has taken some chances on
the Saturday and . Sunday night
lineups since the regulars went on
vacation. Web has had an amazing
batting average with the new
comics it’s_ picked up. In the en-
tire series Of newcomers, there was
only one bad show. Others have
been grade A products. The “All

Commission’s action with regard

to UHF is not as “vociferous" as

the decisions affecting VHF, said

Sterling, “is only.an indication that
most of our critics are' only inter-

ested in obtaining more VHF chan-
nels for larger cities," If separa-
tions in UHF were increased in

order to equalize the serivee areas
of VHF and UHF stations, Sterling
explained, it would have been at

the expense of fewer assignments
and “both large and smaller cities

would suffer.”

Despite all the criticisms and
“what almost might be termed a
campaign of terror to scare people
away from UHF/’ Sterling noted
that such large broadcasters as
Westinghouse, WJR and WGAR
are planning to go into UHF in
Philadelphia, Detroit and Cleve-
land respectively, and that several
of the networks have indicated a
desire to 'start UHF stations.

As soon as the allocation prob-
lems are “laid to rest," Sterling
said, the Commission will have to
decide what steps to take on the
requests of the nets to liberalize
the multiple ownership rules to al-
low owners of five VHF stations to
have one or more UHF stations.
Sterling expressed the belief that

“the very critics who now decry
the UHF, will some day regret
their failure to, take full advantage
of the opportunity to apply for
UHF stations that are no.w avail-
able." Recalling that the Commis-
sion had trouble finding applicants
for VHF stations only five or six
years ago, the Commissioner sug-
gested that “all who are not yet in
television heed the lesson to be
learned from those who could have
afforded to enter

. televisibn early
but did not."

Feature Films
— II.—.W Continued from page 26 L

strong film entries have indirectly
boosted revenue via increased sta-
tion break and non-film program
sales. Success of the venture into
the celluloid field has been particu-
larly welcome at WGN-TV, with its

DuMont network affiliation, which
leaves a great deal of choice night-
time hours open for local selling.
WGN-TV is currently beaming 17

weekly “theatre" attractions, plus
a late-evening feature starting at
11 or ,11:30. All of the toprated
showcases have been berthed in

their present slots for a consider-
able period, building up a regular
fandom. For instance, Jim Moran’s
“Courtesy Hour" has been a Sun-
day night feature since 1949 and
consistently notches a 17 rating.
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politicians”

i

nbc> Men in the news: Henle
.

*

Ray Henle has a long*, sincere and

requited affection for the

political genus. It goes hack to
*»

his first years in Washington and

one of his first big political

stories—when President Coolidge

chose not to run. In the interven-

ing years, Henle has covered every

convention and traveled extensively

with each president as well as

candidates Landon, Willkie

and Dewey.

As editor-in-chief of THREE STAR
EXTRA, his understanding of and

>. continuing interest in politicians

stands him in good stead.
* *

With Albert Warner as expert on

international affairs, Ned Brooks

covering domestic news, and Henle

on the Washington beat, the Sun Oil

Company’s THREE STAR EXTRA
*

presents nightly the interpreta-

tions of three experts—each work-

ing in his special field.

Credit NBC with another unique

format for broadcasting news,

and credit NBC for having such

eminently able newsmen as Henle,

Warner and Brooks.

It’s not easy to hold news leadership

in both radio and television as

NBC consistently does. It has to

be done the hard way—by having
»

a I4rger, more distinguished news

force and by broadcasting more hours

of news ev$ry week. That’s why
most

.
people hear the news first and

hear more of it from NBC.

NBC radio and television

a service of Radio Corporation of America
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CBS for Speeding ABC-UPT Merger,

i
But DuM Fears ‘Poor Fourth’ Status

Washington, June 17.

ABG and United Paramount The-

atres' move.^or a quick decision

on the proposed merger' found
favor last Week with CBS, but Du-
Mont didn't like it. The reasons

are obvious-r-CBS has a deal pend-
ing to purchase WBKB (TV) in

Chicago for $6,000,000, contingent

on Federal Communications Com-
mission approval of the merger;
DuMont would coihfe.out a poor
fourth in the TV network race if

ABC is immediately strengthened

by UPT capital.

In its comments filed with! the
Commission, CBS said that further
delay in deciding the merger ques-

tion “will adversely affect not only
ABC, but will . , tend to frustrate

the statutory objective of achieving
nationwide competitive network-
ing."

And, said CBS, WBKB’s annual
profit, of "substantially in excess of

$1,500,000" would be lost to CBS
as lobg as the merger Is delayed.
Besides1

,
the Web said, the “uncer-

tainty * . . makes' proper long-
range planning difficult."

DuMont, which is restricted to

three owned-end-operated stations

becauge^pf the' Commission’s hold-
ing that it ip controlled by Para-
mount' Pictures, advised the agency

that the merger phase of the Par
anti-trust proceedings “should not
be decided prior to a decision on
the. entire' record, for all the issues
gre inextricably woven and the urg-
ency of a swift decision is uniform
for all applicants,”.

ABC’s need of capital to run
its network, said DuMont, “does
not exceed the requirements of
other parties to this proceeding.
This record clearly demonstrates
the competitive ^disadvantage us-

der which the DuMont network
finds itself because of its inabil-

ity to own and operate five TV sta-

tions. The effective operation of
DuMont as a national TV network
also depends on an expeditious de-
cision in this case.” *

Minneapolis — The Twin Cities*

Damon Runyon fund contributions

in response to Milton Berle’s

telethon, carried by KSTP-TV,
totaled the largest amount per
capita of any community in the
nation and, aggregating $10,100,
were only exceeded .in', sire by
those of two other cities; New York
($417,006) and Los Angeles ($U,,
607). The station had a staff of
operators on for the entire 22*6
hours, taking pledges oyer the
phone,

‘

Kiddie Ballet Theatre

Set as WNBT Series

Experimental showcasing of

“Children’s Ballet Theatre,”
#
pro-

gram telling a fairy tale in ballet

format with performers in the

6-16 age Jbracket, will be beamed
by WNBT, N, Y„ Saturday (21) at

12 noon. If trial proves successful*
the NBC-TV Fey may sked alter as

a regular series' in the fall. •

'

Choreography - direction is .by
Iris Merrick, with Ivan Reiner pro-
ducing and Ted Nathanson as di-

rector.

'LEAVE IT TO DAD*

NEXT FOR CBS-TV
CBS-TV, which has become situ-

ation-comedy happy the past sea-

son, and with unusual success (as

witness “I Love Lucy,” “Mama,”
“My Friend Irma,” “sale of “Our
Miss Brooks,” etc.), has a new one
on the immediate agenda,

New TVer is set. for final audi-
tioning on Triday (20). It's a Leo
Solomon series Called “Leave It to
Dad," with. Jane Wyman, Eddie Al-
bert and Ed Begley set as perma-
nent cast members. As a switch on
“Mama," this one will have a sev-
en-year-old boy doing the running
narration, though with a strictly
American community motif,

.

?» . *

Who Is he? He’s the American Farmer, the

current American capitalist* He's the real

owner of his own busmess~»>and farming is big

business today*

He makes a lot, he saves a lot, he spends a lot.

He’s your best prospective customer*

r *

One-tenth of all these prosperous prospects for your

product live in WLW-Land—One-tenth of America.

The best way to reach them is by Radio . . . and the most

effective and economical radio in this area is WLW.
• The full story of ’Tour -Best Customer’

all the facts and figures— is on film. Ask to see it.

$

WLW The Nation’s Station

WLW
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IN JVEBT YORK CITY . , .

SaM Abelow, for six yeacrt with CBS ad-projn\otion, now with Broad-
cast Advertising Bureau as presentation writer. . . . Gordon Aritew, for-

mer exec producer of West Hooker Productions, appointed XM-TV
director Of • Ben

.
Sackheim agency. , . .Bill Bern** is producing “Time

Capsule,” which proems on,ABC Sunday (22) at 7:30 p.m.\ . •. .-WWRL
disk jockey David L/mwa took off Monday (16) for a two-week honey-
mOojri. . , Sidney Reaalekto Cape Cod for two weeks. . , .WCBS’ Galen
Drake spending a month in Sarasota, Fla, ....Ed Stanley, NBC public
service manager, and George Kendolf, of BBD&O, speak on networks’
and ad agencies’ contrasting roles in broadcasting at Flora Schreiber’s
series at the New School, . ..Associated Program Service added 23 new
subscribers and announcedJt has topped the 1,000 station mark for its

transcription library... , .Robert Steinle, formerly retail specialist with
BAB; joined CBS Radio's ad-promotion department. . . .WNJR’s Louise
Powers has added a food strip at 10:30 a.m.. , . .Joey Adams is subbing
for Laralne Day for two weeks during her Vacation from the Hutton's
eatery show on WMGM. . ..Claire Ennlst, CBS receptionist, and Lester
Richards, of CBS-TV, honeymooning in the Poconos after their AM-TV
splice. .. .Nelson Case, who starts seventh year with Lowell 'Thomas
this fall, will announce “Backstage Wife" for Procter Sc Gamble start-
ing July 1.,,.Jocko Maxwell, WWRL’s Negro sportscaster, celebrates
his 20th annl in radio Saturday (21); he’s been on WWRL since ’37.

WNJR announcer Hugh Chambers off on a four-week motoring vaca-
tion- - , .Mike JaMona on jury duty. . . ! Albert M. Behrens, ex-Lentheric
and Elizabeth Arden, named Co-ordinator of ad-publicity for Charles
Antell, Inc.. . .'DoaalA Buka, back from Austria for a week, was on
ABC’s “Whispering Street” and is set for lead in NBC’s “Hollywood
Love Story” Saturday (21) and for NBC’s “Eternal Light” Sunday. . .

.

Amana Refrigeration is backing Paula Stone’s WMGM phow three times
weekly. . , 1 Alfred Shirley, Ed Jerome and Bill Quinit added to “Front
Page Farrell” Joy Hathaway has joined “Just Plain Bill" *,, .Patsy
Campbell, featured* as lead on “Armstrong Theatre” Saturday (21).

IN HOLLYWOOD . . .
• , i •

Frank “Bud" Berend, NBC division sales director, and Sam Hayes,

Don Lee newscaster, both of whom were in the plane Crash that killed

Buddy Clark three yeafs ago, hospitalized in adjoining rooms. Berend
underwent. surgery and well on the mend while Hayes being treated
for recurrence of injuries received in the erackup .... George Fogel
taping 50 issues of “One Man’s Family” and “The Woman In" My
House” in the next two weeks so cast and crew can get away for vaca-
tions without interrupting continuance of shows through the summer
.... The Harmon Nelsons—he’s with Kenyon Sc Eckhardt hnd she’s
assistant director of business affairs at CBS radio—are now three
Art Linkletter, Harry Owens, Austin Peterson, Chet Brouwer and Irr
Atkins lending a Hollywood touch to the beaches at Hawaii Wendy
Williams, top man here for Leo Burnett, roaming over Europe on sab-
batical ... .Jim Morgan of the Raymond R. Morgan agency (no kin)
moved up' as prexy of Hollywood Ad Club George Moscovics of
CBS took to the hospital when his ticker started acting up again
Producers and directors will auction off parts (at scale) to actors at-
tending the AFRA Frolic June 20.

IN SAN FRANCISCO . . .

Mark Goodson detoured here (7) to guest on Dean Maddox’s “Ama-
teur Hour” which he announced before taking his wife and life sav-
ings to New York in 15)41 . . . .Ralph Edwards stole a two-day visit with
the hdme folks in Oakland before taping (17) a “Truth or Conse-
quences” show at the KNBC studios Marjorie Trumbull hosted
Huntingdon Hartford on her “Top o’ the Mark” airer, followed it with
an unplanned private interview when a down-bound elevator blacked
out and stalled for 10 minutes in the “middle o’ dhe Mark,”
KCBS’s Jane Lee won the national “Wendy Warren Woman’s Com-

mentator Contest,” planes to Gotham (29) as a three-day guest of CBS
.. . .When the BIG story broke (three days late) and newsmen swarmed
backstage to interview benedict Sid Luft 'and bride Judy Garland, the
most surprised man in town was—Press Agent Tony Buttitta! . . . . Bill
Wilcox, KCBS writer, quit and flit to Hollywood. . . .Announcer Verne
Wllaon cut a ‘You Kmew Them When” nostalgia series for Office of
Price Stabilization. Kay Thater scripted Russ Coghlin getting asummer tan while Del Gore covers him on both radio and TV
Dean Jennings’ KLX “Showboat” drifted off 'the air .... Trumpeter
Frank Snow out with torn leg ligament suffered in KCBS soft (?) ball

Cffaogocj J&rm»elfaie Baker, Wally King and Bob Fouls
selected to air the “Ice Follies” preem.

Ii\ GU1CAGO . *

.

Tommy i Bartlett, host of NBC’s “Welcome Travelers,” taking a three-
week vacation. But the show goes on, using tapes cut in advance
WLS program director Harold Safford named to the Illinois Broad-
casters Assn. 8 Register and Vote” campaign. . . .Frazier Nounnan, ex-
J. Walter Thompson now handling Ruthrauff & Ryan’s publicityBurt Squire, BMI midwest- station relations rep, off on a tour of 40

wpS' ' Sv 5*chs has re_Pacted the “AmateurHour on WENR and WENR-TV for another year Louise Ahrens,

wlXP^S
f^

r
f^aS?A

tar radl
?*

ed
’ pandered the Chi NBC facilities

while in for the AMA convention. . . .AFRA exec secretary Ray Jones
swing through'Washington and New York...BuddBlume switched from the WBBM assistant continuity editor berth to

6 Bell, who has joined McCann-Erickson
. . . .J5H1 Ray, Chi NBC beWstoom major domo, outlined the web’s con-

8t th
* ^igma Delta Chi ’

s Headline Club last
“ fkt (Tues.). . . Mutual account exec Virgil Reiter in Miami on a sales

Svs£n?iNew
h
YnS

H?unmarstrom j°med the Keystone BroadcastingSystem s New York office as an account exec. . . .Everett Mitchell NBC
dav^^Hn

1

Wash?r!

national 4“^ Congress next Wednes-

inJin
5
Oh?o

W
^ tS; * ' ,W^?te0gram director A1 Bland vacation-

tmest S
h
fhV

C*rm5m ’ Cil N^C scriPter, touring Wisconsin as a

Tn!
S
L.

0f the states conservation department Dick Bingham, ex-Liberty announcer, new member of the WBBM gab crew"

IN WASHINGTON
, . *

-Three local filmeries, RKO Keith's, Loew’s Capitol and the all-sepia
Lincoln, will have the June 23 Robinson-Maxim bout on large screen

parj^cipation here to date. . . .Robert M. Adams,

succeeding JobI rM?
1

?
11

’ h
*t
S b<

5
e
£
named top Publicist at WRC-NBC,

Icanlan
Wh<

?
*eft to join WMAL-ABC .... Patricia

the DisableT
assistant and acting associate editor of

CBS RadS PhMW?

T

iv

a
?

Semi-Monthly, has joined staff of

gramfand So wS m Wasbl^ton, assisting in public affairs pro-

and TV
d

?ress r
f,
la
^?,

ns here for the web in both radio

“Night of
* ThrHK”

j^tmekeeper Bill Hcrson emceed annual Masonic

prItv .i,

Thri
i
ls

*
past wee*... .“Letter of the Week,” new WTOP-

preLnUtiL of fi^w^?^ judgeS
’
D

:
A/s and court attendants in its

“rodSeer H
fi ^ Wlth D ’ C‘ Bar Assn - cooperating
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The last word in design, construction and equipment . . . spa-

cious, inviting studios, offices and control rooms ... a four-
*

fo-one increase in physical capacity.
i

/

Behind these ultra-modern facilities stqnds the time-tested

WDAF and WDAF-TY staffs, top-rated for successful, high-

caliber programming.
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Television Chatter

New York
WJZ-TV launches “Italian Cook-

ery" Saturday (21) at noon . . . Jay

Barney, who* just Wound uprihe- last

of the vidpic- commercials he s di-

recting for Philco, into “Big Story

Friday (20) .-.-Last ‘‘Cranes*
Theatre" production on ABC-av
Wednesday (25) will be "On Bor-

rowed Time," with Ralph Morgan,
Melville Cooper, Mildred Dunnoclc
and Billy Chanin . . . Jim Fleming;,

news editor of NBC-TV’s "Today,"

due back next week from two-week
vacation trek in which he’s cover-

ing 25 states.

Neva Patterson guests on ABO
TV’s "Ellery Queen" June 25 . . .

Waitt & JBond (Blackstone Cigars)

will bankroll the Monday and
Friday editions of WJZ-TV’s Tom-
my Henrich show starting Friday
(20) . . . Free & Peters moves Lon
King from its Frisco office to

head up TV sales in Detroit, suc-

ceeding Keifh McKentiedy, and
has added Richard Rothlin, ex-

KRON-TV, to fill King's old spot.

Albert McCleery, NBC producer-
director, and his wife in Paris for

a short vacation and to o.o. the
French TV operation . . . TV11-

loughby (Bill) Walsh, with Du-
Mont’s accounting department
since 1947, upped to the post of
purchasing agent, succeeding .the

late Roy $kaar . . Hope Miller
to the Coast this week to play one
of the leads in. Arch Oboler’s tri-

dimensional film, "Lions of Gulu."
She returns in time for the femme
lead in NBC’s "Doorway to Danger”
July 11. William Hunt, inciden-
tally, has been named assistant di-

rector to Dick Schneider on the
latter show . . . Rlehard Ash has

Eileen BARTON
Guast Starring Juno 21

SONGS FOR SALK
CIS-TY

Coral Recording Artist
Direction: MCA

HARPO MARX
NBC -TV

RCA-VICTOR
Mgt.: GUHMO MARX

joined McGraw Associates* .radio-

TV packagers, as a co-partner in

charge of sales. He was formerly. „

with Gestschal A Richard and with,

Blaine Thompson A,
c

Carr; formerly director
,
for ABC- .

TV and -.CBS. Radio, signed; ‘as a 1

freelance director with Lestet

Lewis' -productions 5°% J

wood Screen Test"- and* With- David
]

Lown Productions for "Better
1

Home Show" and "Harmony
\

House," both scheduled for Sep- .

‘tember preems. - . - A. Burke
Crotty, exec producer of ABCs
"Celanese Theatre," in Madison *

Ave. Hospital . . . Jamie Smith set
\

for the starring role in Hector ;

Chevigny’s "Death of Kid Slaw-

son," being aired tonight (Wed*) ,

on NBC's "Kraft Theatre" . ... >

Pilsbury Publishers set up a TV di-

vision to package live and film TV .

shows, with Larry Merchant as

prexy . . . Joseph R. Cox, DuMont’s
coordinator of traffic operations,

named an area supervisor in the :

web’s station relations department :

. . . Sandy Howard Productions,

new package firm, has taken over :

production reins on WOR-TV's
;

moppet show, "Merry Mailman,
and will also produce the sipne sta-

tion’s new "Dave Elman’s Curios-

ity Shop." „

NBC-TV veepee Fred Wile mar-
ries Bea Canterbury of the web’s
Hollywood publicity department
after the Chicago conventions . . .

Warners dickering with Bill Good-
win, now co-emcee of NBC’s "Mat-
inee in N. Y.” for a role in the -

musical version of "Man Who
Came to Dinner,” which rolls in

the fall . . . Lois (Mrs. Arnold)
Peyser leaves CBS-TV Friday (20);

baby is due in October . . . Richard
• Kiley set for lead role in CBS’
"Danger” next Tuesday night (24),

Paramount board chairman
Adolph Zukor, pioneer director
Joseph Henebery, and Nils Asther
and Lila Lee, stars of the silent

era, will appear on the "Mike and
Buff" CBS-TV program at 2:45
p.m. today (Wed.) in New York.
Zukor will discuss highlights of the
film industry’s development over
the past 50 years. _

Hollywood
Hoffman Radio will pick up tab

on 12 Junior -^College football

games to be televised next fall by
KHJ-TV . . . Corina Cigars spon-
soring vidpix series, "Academy
Theatre," on KECA-TV . . . Paul
Knight now scribbling "Your All
Time Favorites," on KHJ-TV , . .

"Cartoon Time With Colonel Jim"
teed off on KTTV . . ; Tab on
"Ricky and the Magic Trolley," on
KECA-TV, being picked up by Nes-
bitt’s Orange Juice . . . New mem-
bers in Academy of Television
Arts and Sciences include Jack
Benny, Eve Arden, Peter Potter,
Cathy Lewis . . . Hilo Hattie top-
lines new Hawaiian motif half-
hour show on KTLA . . . Nic-L-
Silver sponsoring Hank Weaver’s
new interview show on KECA-TV
. . . Gledhill Dodge-Plymouth
Dealers picking up tab on first

half-hour of Frank DeVol show .on

KTTV . . . Grant Hecksieck named
director of promotion sales for

KNBH . , . Harry Horner to design

and direct four TV ck-amas for

Worthington Miner at NBC in N, Y.

in June and July.

Frisco
Moana Gleason, Harry Owens’

TV .dancing star, sustained severe

face and arms- cuts in auto acci-

dent while enroute to Reno to wed
Andy Marefos, Chi - Chi* Club own-

er. Marefos. suffered broken pel-

vis and collar bone. Wedding post-

poned and. both, confined to. St.

Francis Hospital here. ,• . . Singer

RnsS Byrd eastward bound
t
soon

for a Kate, Smith show . . .. BAETA
incorporated (11), Will file for an

educational station on Channel 9,

June 30 . . KPIX looks through

its new antenna and transmitter

atop Mt. Sutro, July .1. Phelps

Dodge installed new type, pre-

cision built carrier cable with con-

tinuous helix insulation to carry

images from Van Ness studios to

mountain transmitter. First of its

kind in this country other than

New York ... Go.ebbel Beer signed

to microwave seven National Pro
Football games (Rams and 49ers)

into this area,* with Bud Footer on
vocals . . . Les Raddat* in from
Hollywood to set KRON-TV stage

for John Cameron Swayxe news
show, originating here July 3

V
and

4 . . . Stan Noonan’s "Remember"
show axed , . „ Hal Burdick to New
York (15) on a deal that may give

his "Night Editor” radio series a
national TV outlet . . . Bah Sher-
man - grooming "Your Warm
Friend” for an early (KGO-TV de-

but . , . Channel Films, Inc., new
outfit financed locally, shooting TV
adventure films, with Craig Harris
at Hollister, San Benito County
. . . Stanford Radio-TV Institute

1 opens June 18 with KNBC and
1 KPIX staffers on faculty . . . Mills

j

College added TV course to its An-
\
nual WrVrs Conference, begin-
ning June J8.

inside StufMiadio
•*

W. Averell Harriman, candidate for the Democratic Presidential

nomination, is answering the individual questions of radio newsmen

in a unique custom-tailored operation. • ...

Idea of Harriman’s AM-TW chief, Lou Frankel; is a switch on the

technique of supplying disk jockeys with open-end interviews with

band leaders. Stations are invited* to submit Any ftv* questions to

Harriman, who will. tape his answers on July 1, even mentioning the

"interviewer’s" name. Harriman’s tape will be edited with the local

station’s questions/giving a live dialog effect. Harriman’s answers

will be timed either to giVe the* local
-

station a 12-minute show (which

could be open-ended into a 15-minute broadcast With commercials) or a

nine minute tape as an exclusive’ segment on quarter-hour newscast*

Deadline for submitting queries -is June 25.
‘ .

It looks like a hot summer for the network's union negotiators. They

just wound up their dealings with the-Radio-Television Directors Guild,

but the Radio Writers Guild situation is still unresolved, with the

Union having set July 2 as strike deadline.
#

"

Talks with the International Alliance 'of Theatrical Stage Employees

for TV stagehands are also due to
1 start shortly, since the union con-

tract expires Aug. 31.

•Contest sponsored by the United Detroit Radio Committee-Origi-

nators of the "Wherever You Go There’s Radlo’ slogan__drew I26,423

entries. Contest consisted of ending sentence, "I Like Radio Because
’’ Prizes included an automobile, vacation trips, appliances and

Your Top TV
Sales opportunity

Chicago
Chick Hearn, now a WENR-TV C

staff member, has replaced Dally o

News sports . editor John Carmi- tl

chad as gabber on the station’s r<

6:20 p.m. sports trip . . . Zenith si

unveiled its new tele set line last f]

week, featuring lower prices and 0
a 27-inch tube . . . Eddie Doucette, e
chef on WNBQ’s "Home Cooking,

-

’

c
minus his appendix after an emer-

,f (

gency slicing . . . Mary Hartline
and Chet Roble’s Tuesday and
Thursday kiddie show on WENR-
TV switches to a western format v

and expands to a half-hour . . . f

WGN-TV sportscaster Jack Brick- 1

house featured chinner at the an- c

nual Maytag Management .Club j
banquet Monday night (16) at New- c

ton, Iowa . . . Admiral reports TV a

set sales during May were up 24% a

over the same month" last year . . . a

Larry Johnson, Chi NBC-TV mu-
(

sic supervisor, flying to Austria to
T

take in the Salzburg music festi-
*

val . . . With the second half-hour \

of "Super Circus" being offered ;

by ABC-TV on a co-op* basis dur- -

ing the summer the Sunday tan- 1

bark display was snapped up on 1

WENR-TV by the Dean Milk Co.
Final half was also purchased al-

ternate weeks on WXYZ-TV De-
troit, by the Schulze & Burch
Biscuit Co. / . . WNBQ sales mana-
ger John McPartlin and Guenther-
Bradford veepee Charlie Zeller
trying their fishing luck this week
in Northern Wisconsin . . „

WBKB’s "Farmtown, USA"
switched from its weekday spot to
the Saturday night at 7 slot.

-
|

London
Margaret Lookwood to play title

role in Ronald Gow’s adaptation
of H. G. Wells’ "Ann Veronica"
Sunday (22). Campbell Logan
handles production ... A -

15-min-
ute solo spot will be filled, by so-
prano Marguerite Plana also on
Sunday (22) . Gordon Crier to
produce series of six shows star-
ring comedian George Martin,
starting next Wednesday (25). . .

"Nine till Six." comedy by Aimee
and Philip Stuart, to be telecast
next Tuesday (24). Cast includes
Marie Ney, June Rodney and Ann
Summers. Ian Atkins will stage . . .

Pianist Monia Liter to play selec-
tion of his own music on Friday
(20).

Sadler’s Wells Theatre Ballet
will perform for the first time
time from a BBC-TV studio in
"Pineapple Poll,” adaptation of
Gilbert & Sullivan’s "The Bum-
boat Woman’s Story." Dancers in-
clude Elaine Fifield, David Poole
and David Blair. Choreography
will be by John Cranko . . .

Eightieth birthday film of Ber-
trand Russell, originally screened
via NBC, to be telecast next Tues-
day (24) . . . Richard Afton’s pro-
duction of "Music Hall" June 28
will include the Grimaldis, Max
'and Harry Nesbitt, the Moy Longs
Troupe, Phyllis Hargreaves and
the*Twelve Toppers.' - - - -

Teleprompter in Suit

Ys. TeleQ on Patent

Infringement Claim

Teleprompter Corp., which man-

ufactures prompting devices for

TV and services shows using them,

has filed action in N. Y. Federal

Court seeking a declaratory judg-

ment against TeleQ Sales Corp. on
the grounds that the patent grant-

ed the latter firm earlier this

month is invalid. According to the

Teleprompter complaint, the TeleQ
patent contains nothing patentable.

Moreover, TP claims use of the

patented device long before the

patent was applied for.

TP has a five-year contract with

CBS-TV for use of TP equipment
on CBS shows, and TP officers say
they need nothing from TeleQ to

render this service. TP’s action

seeks to restrain the defendants
from charging that TP infringes

on the TeleQ patent when TP
equipment is used on TV broad-
cast equipment and from "inter-

ference with the plaintiff’s busi-

ness” in respect to the patent.

In a letter' to CBSrTV operations
veepee Frank Falknor prior to the
filing of the Teleprompter action,

TP exec veepee Irving B. Kahn de-
clared that "so sure are we of our
position that we are willing to un-
dertake to save CBS harm from,
any damage which in the event of

a suit for infringement might be
assessed against you." He pointed
out that TeleQ was granted its

patent June 3, whereas Tele-

;
prompter was employed on CBS-
TV’s "First 100 Years" starting in

;
December, 1949, and has been con-

.
tinually in use on CBS shows, as

,

well as on other webs, since then.

Cleveland—Welch’s Grape Juice
has signed as ^ one of the sponsors
of the Uncle Jake’s Theatre over
WEWS.

55-Station CBS Spread

For Dr. Pepper Hillbillies

Richmond* June 17.

WRVA’s Old .Dominion Barn
Dance signed contracts last week
(11) with the Dr. Pepper. Co., of

Dallas, which will sponsor the long-

running hillbilly show from 10:15

to 10:30 a, m. on Saturdays.
,

Program, will be aired over 55
stations of the Dixie CBS network
and will be transcribed from the
Barn Dance show the previous Sat-

urday from the stage of the WRVA
Theatre.

Now starring on NiC'a

ALL STAR RIVUK
Saturday's 1-9 R.m.( ID*T

Mft.i William Morris Agency

RADIO-MUSIC QUIZ;

Who does the music for

"EVELYN WINTERS'*—Heard
Daily on ABC?

SEE PAGE 40

APARTMENT AVAILABLE
Modern, large 3 Vi room opt. ele-

vator bldg.; conveniently located

West 50V, $130 rent; handsomely
furnished Incl. 20 in. TV console,

grand piano, ate. ' $2,750. Calls

received at UN 4-287Q.

Profitable TV Audience

exclusive with

WGALTV
LANCASTER, PENNA

O n i v TV ;

•

tnticn ii'C"

c P . n ” <. y ! ^ o n i a o r - ’ o ’

Represented by

ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
. JN^w York Los Angelet San Franrisca Chicago



Inside Stuff-Television

wRC-TV’s early-blrd show, '’“Today,”' spotlighted a poignant human
Interest story Mcmday (16), when emcee Dave Garroway 'reunited a

ifliher and son who had been separated for' 20 years. Announcer Arch-

dale J Jones of WBAL, Baltimore, arranged for the meeting after hav-

ing received a letter from the son stating that he had been adopted as

an infant and asking for help in finding his real parents.

Son is Robert Phipps, now in the Navy 'at Bainbridge, Md., and the

father is Ralph Hamblin, of Geneva, N. Y. Jones has won fame on his

own radio shows as an unofficial tracer of lost persons.

Exchange of photographs of the staging of musical numbers is being

instituted by Broadcast Music, Inc.’s TV department, in conjunction

with the Television Sketchbook supplements which BMI publishes

monthly.
7

Latter* are issued in handy folders containing 12 songs and

two suggested scripts for each number;

Five stations originally volunteered to send, BMI stills showing how
they staged numbers in which the scripts were used, BMI is making
copies available to outlets requesting them as an aid in their planning

staging of songs, Henry Katzman, of BMI, is handling the project.

First five stations sending pictures are WNHC, New Haven; WBAL-TV,
Baltimore; WBZ-TV, Boston; WBTV, Charlotte, N. C., and WCPO-TV*
Cincinnati.

Full-page ad in last week’s Variety announcing “Outside USA,” a

15-minute vidpix series with Randolph Churchill reporting, had the

captions reversed in the film strip section,

Outlines wrongfully identified Premier ae Gasperi as Marshall Tito

*nd vice versa. Both were shown greeting the British Prime Minister's

son.

New technique for the filming of puppets is claimed by Tyme Pro-

ductions of N. Y„ which has prepped a 29-minute, film which will be

previewed at the RCA Johnny Victor Theatre tomorrow (Thurs.) after-

noon, to show potentialities of their technique in advertising and en-

tertainment. Tyme’s execs consist of Paul Gordon, Columbia Records
engineer; Bernie Birnbaum, CBS-TV editor who did still photography

on “Quo Vadis,” and Larry Winters, who’s worked in pix production

on the Coast.

CBS-TV's “Mike Jk Buff” show will devote its entire program today

(Wed.) to a discussion of old-time films, with a panel topped by Adolph
Zukor, Paramount board chairman. Others participating will include

one-time film stars Nils Asther and Anna Lee, and Joseph Heneberry,
pioneer film director. Show, co-starring Mike Wallace and Buff Cobb,
is aired cross-the-board from 2:45 to 3:30 p.ra.

Robert C. Doyle, ABC producer-director, lias been appointed exec
producer, for the TV industry's pooled coverage of the. Republican and
Democratic national conventions next month.

He’ll be assisted by la director from each of the three skeins (ABC-
TV, CBS-TV and NBC-TV) covering the conventions. His personal
assistant will be ABC’s Bertha Kurtzman.

A contingent of 50 New York time buyers and ,ad agency execs junk-
eted by special coaches last week to Philadelphia to get a first hand
look at the facilities

,

of the new WCAU Radio-Television Center. The
visitors, who were entertained at luncheon by station radio and TV
staffers, were the first of seven similar groups from WCAU sales-
represented areas throughout the country slated to visit Hie new plant
in coming week.

WIP in I)HF Bid
Philadelphia, June 17.

WIP has asked the FCC for
ultra high frequency TV licenses
in Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and
Milwaukee.
Announcement of the request

was made by Benedict Gimbel, Jr.,

president and general manager of
WIP, who said if the applications
were granted he hoped to have the
Philly UHF station operating with-
in the year. It would be on Chan-
nel 29.

Four UHF channels have been
allocated to this city, in addition
to three present VHF channels.
One of the UHF channels will be
for educational purposes and the
other three for use by commercial
TV stations.

Mutual s Billings

Top ’51 by 12.5%
|

Mutual’s uptrend is accelerating,
with Quaker Oats buying the Tues-
day and Thursday first quarter-
hour of “Queen for a Day,” to start
sometime in July via Sherman &
Marquette. In May MBS did 20.8%
more biz than in the same month
of 1951, and billings for the first

five months of the year hit $8,628,-
000—or 12.5% better than the first

five months of ’51.

MBS also snagged renewals on
two Quaker shows, “Man on the
Farm” and “Sgt. Preston of the
Yukon.” Other business the chain
has garnered in the past few weeks
include Pequot Mills, for the re-

maining two editions of the Paula
Stone show; Motorola’s alternate
weekly backing of “True Detective
Mysteries,” effective Sunday,- July
13, at 5:30 p. m.; VCA Labs’ new
Gabriel Heatter strip at 8:55 a.m.,

which preems June 30, and the
Motor Products Corp. buy of Heat-
ter’s Thursday night show.

New City, N. Y.—Hume Dixon,
rural radio producer in Rockland
County, was given the radio
trophy of the N. Y. State Federa-
tion of Business & Professional
Women’s Clubs for the Rockland
County BPW-’s AM-TV work.

*
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House Votes McFarland Bill, Frees

/
AM-TV From Politico Libel Threat

VIPs HelpKaycee Star

Launch New Radio-TV

Studios; Staff Shifted

Kansas City, June 17.

The Kansas City Star inaugur-
ated its new radio-television facil-

ities here over the weekend with
a program which ran into five days

of reception, special programs and
visits by distinguished guests.

New studios were put into use
last week after months of con-
struction. Layout gives the two
stations, WDAF and WDAF-TV,
one of ther most complete audio-
visual facilities in the country.
With opening .of the new quar-

ters, W.'Dean FitzCr, managing di-

rector of radio and TV, has an-
nounced some staff shifts designed
to streamline operations. Randall
Jessee, formerly program director

of WDAF-TV, has been made di-

rector of news, sports and special
events for AM-TVr with a staff in-

cluding Walt ,Bodine, BilT Leeds,
Jay Barrington, Bob Higby and
Clot) qi'x

A1 Christy, formerly WDAF staff

announcer and TV weatherman,
has been appointed program direc-
tor of WDAF-TV. Harry Kaufman,
who long has held the reins of

program director of WDAF, con-
tinues in that spot. Bill Bates, for
television and V. S. Batton, for ra-

dio, continue as managers of those
stations. •

Taking part in the opening cere-
monies .were* Niles Trammell,
chairman of the board of NBC,
with which both stations are affili-

ated; Ed Sullivan, out from New
York, and Roy Roberts, president
of the Star.

Shenandoah—More than 1,200
housewives from Iowa, Nebraska,
Missouri arid .Kansas gathered in
the KMA Auditorium June 6 to
honor Edith Hansen on her 10th
anni as radio homemaker on the
station.

Washington, June 17.

House of Representatives late

this afternoon (Tues.) passed the

McFarland bill,, first, major piece
of legislation affecting the FCC
since 1934, Previously the bill had
passed the Senate.

An important amendment, in-

troduced by Rep. Walt Horan (R.,

Wash.), would free radio and tele

stations from responsibility for.

libel in statements made on poli-

tical broadcasts which outlets

aren’t permitted to censor. Amend-
ment also prohibits stations from
charging more than the usual time
rates for paid political broadcasts
and reiterates the responsibility of
stations to make equal time avail-

able to all candidates.

The House bill differs from the
Senate version, and a conference
will be necessary to iron ou,t. dif-

ferences. The bill is aimed • at
speeding up FCC operations and
gives the Commission alternative
methods of keeping stations in
line, instead of the present system
where the FCC has to rely on . its

power to renew or revoke station
licenses. ,p>

An effort 'Was made by Rep, Har-
ry Sheppard (D., Cal.) to eliminate
a prevision in the bill which safe-
guards newspapers applying for
AM-TV licenses from discrimina-
tion by the FCC solely because of
their newspaper' ownership. Shep-
pard’s pitch failed and the bill

passed by voice vote with the
newspaper-protecting provision.

PM's Weather Strip

Philip Morris has bought a cross-
the-board five-minute weather strip

on WNBT, N, Y„ at 11:15 p.m.,
via the Biow agency, Backer will

keep sponsorship of the Friday
edition of the 7:25 p.m. Weather
report on WCBS-TV, N. Y,

New WNBT airer will offer spe-

cialized weather information, tjjg?

eluding reports on water tempera-
tures and tides for boat-owners,

anglers and bathers

THE JOAN EDWARDS SHOW
WCBS Monday thru Friday 9:30 A.M.

Four Months Old and...

A SPECIAL VOTE OF THANKS

TO MY PRODUCER

GORDON AUCHINCLOSS

Thanks to Sam Slate, Carl

Wqrd, Don Miller, and the

WCBS sales staff.

• • • •

Thanks to my wonderful au-

dience for making me the

highest rated AM show.
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Madden
Continued from paj:e 28

andtime .strip, “All Star Revue

“Show of Shows,” to demonstrate

how their cost would probably be

prohibitive for one national adver-

tiser but can be easily shared by
several participating bankrollers. .

Madden acclaimed TV’s ability

to deliver a cumulative audience as

one of the medium’s “biggest plus

values.” On “All Star,” for exam-

ple, he revealed it has been proved

that over a period of four weeks,

the show reaches at least once four

out of five, or 80%, of all homes
in the 55 markets in which it’s

carried. “This,” he said, “adds up

to a total of almost 30,000,000 home
impressions every month for each

of thq three advertisers on. this

program.”
Radio’s Role in TV Era

Discussing radio’s role in the

TV era, Madden quoted- Nielsen

statistics showing that a sponsor

using both radio and TV reached
14.1% of all homes with his radio

show, 7.9% of the homes with TV
but only l/10th of 1% of all homes
tuned into both shows. “The im-

portant thing here”’ Madden said,

“is that the duplicated audience—
the number of homes reached by

both programs—is only 4i»000 out

of almost 10,000,000 homes reached

by the advertiser with this combi-
nation.” Radio, he added, has “too

much basic circulation — and in

addition, secondary sets, portable

and auto sets-—to be passed over.”

On the- falsity of comparing sales

in TV areas with non-TV areas,

Madden said such research com-
pletely overlooks the fact that an
advertiser’s brand is bucking the

competition of other TV adver-

tisers for competing brands in the

same area. “In the non-TV mar-
ket,” he pqinted out, “this competi-
tive TV advertising is not present.

Therefore, the non-TV - market
gives a completely unrealistic pic-

' ture of what would be happening
to his sales in the TV market if

he were not using TV.” Madden
added:

‘‘Only if you have no TV-adver-
tiswSf competition can the TV-vs.-

non-TV comparison yield a realistic

picture of your TV effectiveness.

Conversely, the more TV competi-

tion you face, the more unrealistic

and inapplicable is the usual TV-
non-TV comparison. In our own
research, we have turned instead to

the' comparison of youfr program-

viewers against your non-viewers.

Your non-viewers are exposed to

this competitive' advertising and,

with careful matching, they -.can

give you a picture of what your

sales would be without TV.”

Gen, Foods
Continued from pare 29

be a new panel quizzer titled

“Who's There,” with Arlene Fran-

cis as femcee. Show preems July

14 and runs through Sept. 15, with

Instant Maxwell House and Gaines

Dog Food being plugged.- While

contracts have not been inked yet

for the “Luigi” deal, it’s antici-

pated that that’s the show which

B&B will buy for the Monday slot

in the fall. As a result, CBS will

be able to retain its idea of hav-

ing a top comedy show playing

back-to-back with the top-rated ‘I

Love Lucy,” which is aired Mon-

days at 9 p. m. for Philip Morris.

Y&R, meanwhile, is giving up

the Fridays at 9; 30 slot for the

summer* when “It’s News to Me
winds its present cycle. (“News

has been bought by Aluminum Co

as summer replacement for Edward

R. Murrow’s “See It Now.”) Un-

less CBS succeeds in selling the

time to a different bankroller for

the summer, the slot will remain

sustaining until Y&B ‘moves back

in the first .week in October with

“Brooks.” Latter show will plug

Sanka and Swansdown.

where police and lay enforcement
agencies fear to tread. Reconciling

Miss Wright to. the. role also took

a bit of doing. Rose.
*•'

HOLLYWOOD OFF-BEAT
(The Inheritors)
With Melvyn Douglas, Olive Deer-

inr, Neil Fitzgerald, Steve Geth-

ers, others
,

Producer: Marlon Parsonnet
Director: M. Milton Schwarz
Writers:- Rip Yan Ronkel, James
Cavanaugh

30 Mins.; Yhurs., 8 pjn.

DIXIE CUPS
WJ25-TV, N. Y. (film)

(Hicks <fc Greist)

Initialer in this Melvyn Douglas
summer starrer . along the vidpic

route is a routine whodunit lack-

ing pace, spark and interest. The
polished Douglas tag may win
lookers-in for the followups in this

Dixie Cup localer. Hollywood
name in the title is a contrivance
pegged around fact that Douglas
works the town as a 'disbarred but
honest attorney in the investi-

gative employ of dubious prae
titioners.

Prfeem script has Douglas pri-

vate-eyeing circumstances of a will

written on the undies of Olive
Deering bequeathing A $500,000
boodle to nice old man Neil Fitz-

gerald, a neighbor, jugged on a

homicide rap. • Action turns on
the sleuth’s attempts to find Miss
Deering, the only witness to the
paper. Steve Gethers, with whom'
Miss Deering was affairing and
nephew of the deceased, is uncov-
ered as the murderer in the midst
of his attempt to kill her, remove
her as the witness and achieve the
inheritance for. himself.

f
Most oi

the situations strain credibility
despite good performances by all

hands. Lensing is. adequate.
• Trail.

CBS Fishes
Continued from pxgt 29

works have been seeking out those

bankrollers new to TV, and in most

cases new to radio, to round out

their commercial schedules. Be-

sides the sardine firm, for example,

CBS within the last few weeks has

wrapped tip TV sales with Sim-

mons Beds and Sealy Mattresses,

both new to network video.

New sale on the Godfrey morn-
ing show means that CBS-TV has

now sold 14 of the 24 quarter-hour

segments available on Godfrey’s 10

to 11:30 a.m. radio strip. (Friday

broadcast is excluded from. TV at

this time, because Godfrey works
Fridays from his farm.) Time
which Starkist will take over in

the fall is now occupied by Frigidr

aire, but that firm will move back
to the 10:15 to 10:30 segment in

September. Other TV bankrollers

pacted so far for the simulcast are

Lever Bros., with four segments;
Pillsbury, with four; and Owens-
Corning Fiberglass, with two,

Directors
Continued from page 29

Telepix Reviews
Continued from page 3f

value that come with the transi-

tion into film. •

Just ' how-. much - Schlitz has. capi-
talized on these particular,1 facets
remains, a debatable issue,,. When
contrasted, with the live Schlitz
Playhouse;presentations ehiahating.
from New - York, the fc>ix series

thus far appears to have- suffered
in the conversion. Certainly it en-
joyed more of a distinctive quality
of its own than these celluloid
presentations that have a run-of-
mill aura about them.

True, there is Irene Dunne who
weekly reprises her elaborate walk-
on and supposedly “sets the mood”
for the individual stories. Unfor-
tunately, her so-called minute
“mood” to trailerize the grim epi-
sode called “Dress in the Wlhdow”
was probably intended for a cou-
ple of other shows—not this one.

[•As such Miss Dunne’s pacting for
the series represents one of the
major TV ripleys of the year.'

Production-wise, there wasn’t
much to quibble about in the
“Dress” episode, save for some
opening sequences that were vir-
tually shrouded in darkness. The
fable, despite Miss Dunne’s em-
phatic declaration that it’s based
on a vignette out of the life . of
Adela Rogers St. John, is calcu-
lated to strain one’s credulity.
Teresa Wright is the heroine, cast
as a sob-sister who leads to free-
dom a cowed blonde (forcibly de-
tained by a trapped desperado),

associates, and the job category can
be used at the other webs if the
latter desire to.

The agreement, reached Thurs-
day (12) morning at 3 a.m., also

gives wage boosts. Minimums are
as follows: AM local director, up
$15 to $90; AM associate director,

up $15 to $115; AM network di-

rector, up -.$20 to $165; TV local

director, up $20 to $150; TV asso-

ciates and floor managers, $120
After si# months, $100 to start

( previously, it " was $85 "to start,

$100 after rix months); and TV
network directors, $175 (previous-
ly it was $125 to start, $140 after
six months and $145 after a year).
Other .terms of the pact, which

last 22 months,- include: improved
on-the-screen credits for TV direc-

tors; banning of per diem employ-
ment, which . will give the union
members staff benefits; penalty
time (the time when an employee
is called back to work without a
12 hour rest) provisions' to be dis-

tinguished from overtime; and im-
proved lunch hour conditions.

Contracts are still to be com-
pleted for freelance tele directors
and for network staffers in Chi,
L. A.f Cleveland and Pittsburgh.

G«n. Mills
^—

r

Continued iroin page IS
* *

brands in different markets, or to

mention local dealers. Borne, af-

filiates feel they should get paid,

since local announcers have to be

used, and if the business .were
placed 'on a spot basis they would
make more money. On the other

hand, the network contention is

that eliminating cut-in fees brings

in national accounts which helps

the network, and the outlets, in

turn, also prosper from a healthy

network situation.
.

Regarding the station-vs.-net-

work option time question, affili-

ates have always been jealous of

chain shows going into their own
periods. ^ ABC is permitting out-

lets to air the GM programs on a

delayed basis in other time slots,

and this may appease those who
are objecting.

General Mills will have over

nine hours weekly this fall on
ABC, which will earn maximum
discounts. Some outlets are kick-

ing because the general practice

at the networks is to consider ahy
time bought in the daytime hours

as contiguous, even though pro-

grams may not be back-to-back.

This means that an advertiser

with four 15-minute shows pays

the hourly rate, rather than four

times the quarter-hour rate. -Thus
there is a precedent for consider-

ing the three five-minute “Betty

Crocker” strips as a 15-minute
cross-the-board purchase. How-
ever, some outlets, feel that they
are losing out and that GM should
pay the relatively higher rates for

the smaller time segments. .

For years there has been a run-

ning battle between GM and some
station reps and outlets, who con-

tend that the advertiser’s demands
for its big-package deals are- “ex-

cessive.”

Philadelphia—John»Trent, WCAU
commentator, received a special
award from the Temple University
Community Theatre Festival, for
his acting and direction in the
Penn Wynne Players’ production
of “Goodbye Again,” the group’s
entry in the regional little theatre
competition.' .

Vidpix Ghalter

; Continued from page 26

CURRIE’S NEW WCAU
STATUS; OTHERS NAMED

Philadelphia, June 17.

Robert C. Currie has been named
production manager for WCAU
Television. Formerly a producer-
director for the station, Currie will
be responsible for production of all

local shows and for the develop-
ment of new production methods.
He will continue to direct “In the
Park,” a CBS network origination
at WCAU.

Irving Teetsell, formerly with
Frederick W. Ziv Co., has joined
the sales department of WCAU
Radio. Prior to his affiliation with
Ziv, Teetsell was general manager
at WENT, Gloversville, N. Y., and
WFPG, Atlantic City, N. J.

Jack Walters, veteran CBS news-
man, just returned from Korea, has
joined the news staff at WCAU.

Walters joined CBS in 1946. He
returned to this country from Ko-
rea, in February.

^

son . . . Columbia loaned William

Castle to Pennant Productions to

direct “Date with Destiny” series,

alternating .with Harold Schuster

. . . Arthur Pierson will direct
three vidpix for Edward Lewis
Productions “Playhouse of Stars”
series . . . Husband and wife thesp
team of Ed Tierney and Hanne Ai-
man co-star in “That’s How It Is”
in the Fireside Theatre series . .

“The Victim,” vidfllm produced by
William ‘Koalenko with Arthur
Kennedy, Edwin Arnold, Julie
Bishop, Morris Ankrum and Helen
Westcott acquired by Interstate
Television for its “Ethel Barrymore
Theatre” series.

John. Litel, Virginia Brissao,
Dorothy Adams, Burt Mustin, Mar-
jorie Bennett cast In “Thank You,
Mr. Finch,” “Rebound” vidpix for
Bing Crosby Enterprises . . . Stu
Reynolds, sales rep of Screen Tele-
video, to N. Y. on biz . . . Gar
Moore inked for “Big Town” series
... Last four in “Craig Kennedy,
Criminologist” series being shot by
Adrian Weiss at KTTV studios . .

David X,. Miller, exec producer of
Wilshire Television Productions,
has taken over building to house
TV and allied arts firms. It’s tagged
Wilshire Television Center . ,

“Operation Slipstick,” fourth epi
sode in United World Films’ “The
Fighting Man” series, rolling at
Universal studios . . . BCE bought
Bret Harte’s “Tennessee Partner*
for “Rebound” series . Suzanne
Dalbert to Gotham for video guest-
ings . . . Flying A Productions ex-
panding facilities, Tented building
for cutting and editorial rooms »

Jerry Fairbanks set July 5 start-
ing date for half-hour telefilm,
“America for. Me.”

Columbus — Dave Nichols, for-
merly of WKRC-TV, Cincinnati,
named news editor of WTVN, Ed-
ward Lamb station here.

Curley’s Hub Series
' Boston, June 17.

Former Massachusetts Governor
James M. Curley hit the local air-

waves Sunday (15) in the first of a
series of hour-long commentary.
programs on WBMS. Possessor o_
a long political career, Curley also
the Hub’s mayor several times, dis
closed the program would undoubt-
edly touch on the local and
tional political scene.

Station execs announced
“hands off” policy as far as censor-
ing or influencing his topics and
listeners can expect to hear almosl
anything from a pitch to “free” Ire
land to poetry reading.

Stint is skedded for Sunday,
Wednesday and Friday late after-
noon spots.

na

TV ‘Songs for Sale
CBS-TV wrapped up another

new summer sponsor this Week
when Ballantine’s Ale bought 45
minutes of the web’s . “Songs for
Sale” for a nine-week Saturday
night ride -during -the hot weather.
Web, as a result, has moved
“Songs” from its former 9:30 to 11
p.m, „slot back* to. an hour’s version
from 8 to 9, and 4s now pitching
the remaining quarter-hour of the
show to other bankrollers.

Time period is the one vacated
by Budweiser, which had been ex-
pected to ride through the summer
with a feature film series until Ken
Murray, whom Budweiser had
sponsored during the regular sea-
son, ran into his contract hassle

with- CBS. Now that Murray and
;he web have come to terms, there
s a possibility Budweiser will re-

turn with the comic in the* fall.

Ballantine’s, meanwhile, via J. Wal-
er Thompson, takes over the 8 to

8:45 segment of “Songs” from July
5 through Aug. 30.

Deal has several interesting as-

pects. For - one, it marks the first

bankroller CBS has been able to

snare for “Songs” in a number of

months, despite the show’s having
been drawing consistently good
ratings. In addition; it marks the
fieftiest ad splurge Ballantine’s has
yet made In TV. Outfit has ordered
33 CBS video markets, and is ex-

pected to authorize others before
the series preems. Ballantine’s has
bankrolled the “Foreign Intrigue”

vidfilm series on NBC-TV for al-

most a year, but in only 10 mar-
kets.

Houston—Jack Harris, general
manager of KPRC .and KPRC-TV
has been appointed radio and tel-

evision director and member of
the advisory board of the National
Milk Bowl, annual football classic

for small fry at Bryan, Tex. Harris
will negotiate with national webs
for radio and TV coverage of the
annual contest.

\ 4 Reasons Why
The foremost national and local

advertiser* u*e WEVD year after

year to roach the vatt

Jewish Market

of Metropolitan New York

1.

Top adult programming

2.

Strong audionco impact

3.

Inhoront listener loyalty

4.

Potential baying power

Sond for a copy of

‘WHO’S WHO OH WEVD’
Henry Greenfield, Man. Dir.

WEVD, 117-tlt Wost 44th St.

How York 34

TOMMY LYMAN
after tli* teaafra

at the

MOMARTI
74 East 15th Street
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Santa Barbara, Cal., June 17.

The loophole in union prexy’s

James C. Petriilo’s rejection of de-

mands for scrapping of the 5%
nix-to-video formula is being

studied by the American Federa-

tion of Musician's international

executive board, with the possibil-

ity that an alternative scheme will

be offered to telefilm producers

this year. Discussions on a pos-

sible revision of the formula got

underway at board sessions imme-
diately after the close of the 55th

annual convention here last week.

Petrillo told the convention that

“a bunch of lousy fiddlers" from

Los Angeles LocaI,47 were behind

the drive to scrap the 5% formula,

and declared that the union would
not give in to the “selfish" de-

mands of one local.

However, he added, the royalty

payment setup is subject to change
“when someone comes up with
something better—something that

will benefit every local in this fed-

eration.”

Changes under study by the exec
board may not constitute the
“something better" that Petrillo

had in mind—but it's understood
that the board is receptive to a
suggestion for a change in. the
royalty scheme as it affects spot
commercial telefilms. Backers of
the suggestion optimistically point
to it as a possible forerunner to a

complete revamping, of the royalty
payment structure.

Local 47 Plugs Change
New plan was offered the board

meeting by John teGroen, prexy of
Local 47, who appeared before the
session along with local veepee
Phil Fischer, recojrding- secretary
Maury Paul and local exec board
member Arthur J. (Doc) Rondo.
Originally allotted 45 minutes to
make their pitch, they were
closeted with the board for slight-
ly more than twb hours, outlining
a proposal that a fixed fee replace
the percentage royalty On the
spots. One of the arguments used,
it’s understood, *was 'that * spot on
which music originally cost $100
could cost a sponsor an additional
$400 over a 13-week period if the
spot was used five times daily on
one station. This high- tariff, the
group contended, has- cut employ-
ment opportunities since advertis-
ers have turned to using the
cheaper vocal background in place
of instrumental backing. The sug-
gested fixed fee would be based
on a flat 13-week period.

In appearing before ‘the board,
incidentally, the. group ..reiterated
Its position, which -had • been er-
roneously reported by wire service
stones of the convention. The re-
quest for revision, they pointed
out, was not just , the work of a
dissident group within the. local
but represented the feeling, of of-
ficers and members alike.

Board’s study of the proposed
change in the spot payoff is ex-
pccted to be a quick affair, with
a decision expected in the imme-
diate future so that, any revisions
hiay apply to next season’s budg-
*•?*. which are currently being
worked out by advertising agencies,
initial response, to the suggestion,

ti,?i
Unders^00d» ttas dued some op-

umism regarding a possible changew the entire structure,
une proposed new formula

(Continued on
.
page 48)
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Cap Latches Onto Jazz

Upbeat, Sets Reissues
Latching on to the current

, jazz

upbeat around the country, Capitol

Records is reissuing its old jazz

sides in a series of nine albums.
Tagged “Classics In Jazz,” series
includes platters which were cut'
by the diskery between 1940 and
1950.
Album titles such as ‘Trumpet

Stylists,” “Sax Stylists," “Piano
Stylists,” “Dixieland Stylists” and
“Small Combos” are reppcd by
such jazz names as Benny Good-
man, Woody Herman, Charlie Bar-
net, Billy Butterfield, Coleman
Hawkins, Red Nichols, Benny Car-
ter, etc.

k

Pluggers Huddle

6MI Companies

On Pension Plan
Music Publishers Contact Em-

ployes’ pension plan activities be-
gan rolling .last week when the
union’s pension committee began
a series of huddles with member
firms of Broadcast Music, Inc. Plan,
which calls for a 3% assessment
of a $100 weekly wage from both
pub and plugger, was discussed at
the palaver.
Although no definite action was

decided upon at the meet, MPCE
is planning to send out pension
pledges to the execs who attended.
Some of the BMI execs, however,
won’t .pledge until a few of the
wrinkles - in the plan are ironed
out. Main squawk is that the plan
covers the pluggers only and not
any of the firm’s other employes,
bookkeepers, secretaries, etc. These
execs feel that if they’re going to
go into any pension plan, it should
include everyone in their employ.
Since MPCE has no jurisdiction
over personnel other than contact-
men, this beef may prove to be
a stumbling block in finalizing the
plan.

Bob Miller, MPCE prez, however,
will follow up the mailed pledges
with further meets. Meantime, he’s
continuing to huddle with Ameri-
can Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers firms individually.
The MPCE pension committee at
last week's stalks included, Miller,
Leo Diston,"Harry Santly and Bob
Baumgart.

Cetra-Soria LFs Set

For France in Odd Tie
A “shortcut” from Italy to

France, via New York, is being
created this month, with the debut
in France of the Cetra-Soria label.

Cetra-Soria is the leading distribu-

tor in the U. S. on full-opera LP
recordings. The operas are re-

corded in Italy and the original

tapes “mastered” in the U. S.

Cetra-Soria has made a tie with
Pathe Marconi for distribution of

its operas in France. The operas,

still recorded in Italy and “mas-
tered” here, will be pressed in

Paris, packaged in American-style
boxes and distributed in France,
the Benelux countries, Iberian

peninsula and elsewhere. “Tosca”
will be the first release, with an-

other six works issued by Christ-

mas.

Decca’n ‘Fingers’ Album
Decca Records will release the

soundtrack album of the forthcom-
ing Columbia pic, “The 5,000 Fin-

gers of Dr. T." Score for the pic

was penned by Frederick Hollander
(music) and Ted Gelsel (lyrics).

.... Peter Lind Hayes and his wife,

Mary Healy, will be featured In the

album.

Rocco Vocco, Abe Olman and
Jack Bregman, three vet music men
with over 100. years In the industry
among them, are others who won-
der when the American pop song
industry will regain the creative
power that it enjoyed up through
the 1920s and even into the ’30s.
“Now every hole-in-the-wall hill-

billy is a music publisher; 10-year-
olds as well- as offbeat creators
from Harlem, the plains and the
Ozarks grind out the majority of
the recent pop song hits,” says
Bregman. All three concede that
“if that’s the what the public wants,
that’s what the industry has to give
them.”

Vocco, who is partnered with
Bregman in BVC, and Olman, him-
self a toprated songsmlth besides
being g.m. of the Robbins-Felst-
Miller Music triumvirate, hark;
back to the days when songsmiths
told a story. Writers like Grant
Clarke, Howard Johnson, Fred
Fisher, Walter Donaldson, Mort
Dixon, Gus Kahn, Neil Moret,
Harry Woods, Ted Snyder, Bert
Kalmar and Harry Ruby, Irving Ber-
lin, Joe Young and Sam M. Lewis,
Pete Wendling and Edgar Leslie.
Their songs had meat ’n* potatoes
and were something into which a
singer could sink his teeth. Adds
Olman, “Today, all they do is

rhyme and think- that’s a solid
American popular song. No won-
der we’re reviving so many qf the
oldies—they’re still better than
many of the newies.”

All agree, of course, that wheth-
er it was Phil Komheiser’s team
at Feist, Joe Kelt’s gang at Rem-
ick’s, Maurice Abrahams’ song-
smiths at Waterson’s, or any of

them, the big difference was that
Mose Gumble, Edgar Bitner, Saul
Bourne, Max Winslow* Joe Good-
win, Louis Bernstein, Harry Von
Tilzer, Frank Clark, A1 Beilin or
any of the great music men who
“made" the music business that it

became, had one big thing in their

favor—vaudeville. If the song was
hot they’d hotfoot it to the Palace
(N. Y.) or the Majestic (Chi), or

the Orpheum in L. A. or Frisco,

or get Jolson or Bayes or Baker,
and know by an immediate audi-

ence reaction whether this was a
great piece of material or not.

Today it’s banknite, as the music
(Continued on page 50

)

Cap Heads For

Capitol Records is heading for

its strongest summer sales season
in its history. Diskery, tfhich cele-

brates its 10th anni next month, is

beating the general summer dol-

drums with a flock of high-riding
artists.

Topping Cap’s sales this season
are the Les, Paul-Mary Ford tan-

dem with “In the Good Old Sum-
mertime," backed by “Smoke
Rings,” and “I’m Confessin’,”

which is coupled with “Carioca.”

The Paul-Ford combo was the com*
pany’s pacesetter last summer,, too,

with “How High the Moon,”
“Mocking Bird Hill” and “The
World Is Waiting For the Sunrise.”

Nat (King) Cole continues to hold
up for the company with his “I’m
Walkin’ My Baby Back Home.”
Newcomers to Cap’s hit roster,

Kay Starr and Ella Mae Morse, are

steadily racking up big sales with
their spring, entries. Miss Starr’s

“Wheel of Fortune” continues
strong and has passed the 150,000
sales mark in the New York area
alone. Miss Morse’s entries, “Black-
smith Blues” and “Oakie Boogie,”
are picking up impact.

Capitol also is racking up big
sales in the album field with the
soundtrack- . album of 20th-Fox’s
“With a Song in My Heart,” Jane
Froman hiog, pacing the field. The"
Billy May orch’s album, “Big Band
Bash,” is running a close second.
In the country groove, Hank
Thompson’s- “Wild. Side, of Life”
is one of the top hinterland clicks.

Clooney-'Botch’ Sparks

Hot-Weather Sales
Rosemary Clooney, who sparked

last year’s summer disk sales with

her click Columbia etching’ "of

“Come On-A My House,” is head-
ing for another hot-weather repeat
with her recently issued “Botch-A-
Me." Vetter passed the 100,000
sales mark in its first seven days
on release.

“Botch-A-Me,” an Italian tune,
was adapted for the U. S. market
by Eddie Y. Stanley. Original was
penned by R. MorbeUI and L.
Astore. Hollis Music, a Howie
Richmond subsid, is publishing.
The Col platter, incidentally, has a
Stan Freeman harpsichord backing
like the one used jon the “Come
On-A” side.

Music Biz Maps

Midwest Action

Vs. Disbleggers
Attorney Julian T. Abeles (Sc

Bernstein), who scored a prece-

dental decision for the music busi-

ness against the diskleggers, flies

to Chicago today (Wed.) to engage
local counsel in a continuing fight

against the phonograph record
bootleggers. There are a number
of copyright offenders in the mid-
west whom Harry Fox, as trustee
for the Music Publishers Protec-
tive Assn., wants to prosecute in
the manner that resulted in N. Y.
Federal Judge Edward A. Conger
ruling against Paradox Industries,
Inc. and Dante Bollettino (Jolly
Roger brand of records).

Abeles was able to achieve a
damage award, under the Statutory
Minimum Damage Clause of $250
minimum damage on each copy-
right, as against the heretofore pre-
sumed limit of 6c. royalty per disk—i.e., triple-damages based on the
statutory 2c copyright royalty per

. disking. In addition, Abele* was
allowed costs and $350 attorneys’
fees In each action. The extent of
the punishment, it is figured, will
achieve a deterrent on the disk-
leggers, who heretofore hid behind
multiple Identities.

Walter G. Douglas, board chair-
man of MPPA, sent out a commu-
nique to all publisher-members
publicly congratulating' Fox and
Abeles.

s

Incidentally,.Abeles on behalf of
the" music publishers, plans action
against Columbia Pictures on per-
forming rights fees which he claims,
are overdue.

The paradox here is that
Schwartz Sc Frohlich represent
Col and also are counsel for
ASCAP.

Lutz Sues H&R for 110G

Over 'Blacksmith’ Disk
Los Angeles, June 17.

£utz Bros. Music Corp. filed a
$110,000 suit in Superior Court
against Hill Sc Range Songs, Inc.,

charging breach of agreement in
the recording of “Blacksmith
Blues,” Hit Parade tune.

Plaintiff declares it made an
agreement on Jan. 8 calling for
H&R to record and exploit a song
written by Jack Holmes. Next
day, the suit asserts, it learned
that H&R “caused Capitol to re-
cord the song under the title,

‘Blacksmith. Blues,* featuring Ella
Mae Morse." Complainant asks
$10,000 under* the original agree-
ment and damages amounting to
,$100,009.

+ Further indicating the major
disk companies* firm stance against

giving heavy guarantees to their

artists, both Columbia and M-G-M
Records have nixed making a deal

with Mario Lanza due to the tenor’s

demand for a substantial minimum
payment. Lanza' reps have been
talking to other labels following

RCA Victor’s refusal to accede to

a guarantee provision in pact re-
newal negotiations.

. It’s understood that Lew Wasser-
man, Music Corp. of America vice-
prexy, who has been acting for
Lanza in the current .disk pact ne-
gotions, asked Brig. Gen. David A.
Sarnoff, pCA board chairman, for'
a $2,o00,OQ0 guarantee covering a
new five-year contract. Previous-
ly, Lanza reps asked for an $800,-
000 guarantee oyer the same period
and upped the ante after Victor’s
first nix of such a deal. Victor
execs were reportedly ready to
compromise by offering Lanza the
$800,000. if his disk royalties for
the last two years totalled $400,000.

Like Victor, both M-G-M and
Columbia are refusing to gamble
on the future earning power on
wax of any artist, no matter how
hot he may have been or still is.

Variable market trends- have
pointed up the difficulty of any
vocalist to stay up on the hit lists

with any degree of consistency, thus
risking a payoff for the disk com-
panies on their contractual guar-
antees. In numerous instances,
diskers have been burned due to
the guarantees they grante4^to
artists two and three years ago
when the vet names were still a
potent factor.

In Lanza’s case, Victor has been
disappointed with the returns on
his last couple of platters; The
tenor had two smashes in “Be My
Love” and “It’s the Loveliest Night
of the Year,” but since then hall
been, unable to maintain that pace.
In addition, Victor is in .a good bar-
gaining position since it has a vast
backlog of masters by Lama, esti-
mated to be good for the next five
years;

RAY ANTHONY SOLIDLY i

BOOKED FOR 6 MONTHS
1

A solid line of bookings has been
picked up by the Ray Anthony
orch for the next aix months. An-
thony, who’s been clicking on wax
via his Capitol Records releases as
well .as in one-niter and location-
situations, li currently getting bids
for spring and summer dates in
1953. •

.. Set on the Anthony schedule'll a
four-week date at the Hollywood
Palladium beginning July 15. A
three-week one^niter trek on the
Coast follows with a one-week lay-
off for waxing xefsions. Band hits
the road again fiiipt: 8 with a string
Of orte-niters in Texas that’ll run
through Sept; 301 On Oct. 2, the .

orch begins a two-Week engage-
ment at the Thunderbird, Las
Vegas, which will be followed by
a string of one-niters through the
midwest. Orch hits the Fox Thea-
tre, Detroit, Nov.' 27 for a one-
week stand and then swings north
for another theatre date at the
Seville, Montreal, Jan. 1. Band will
then work Its way to ’ New York
for its month’s stay at the Hotel
Statler’s Cafe Rouge beginning
Jan. 12.

Cft

John W. Griffin Registers

As Record Mfrs/ Lobbjrifet
Washington, June 17;

John W. Griffin has registered
with Congress as lobbyist for the
Record Industry Assn, of America,
trade association of record manu-
facturers.

Griffin is the, second person in
recent weeks to register as lobby-
ist for the platter manufacturers.
Ernest S'. Meyers, general counsel
for the association, registered
May 23.
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Jocks, Jukes
By MIKE GRO$S

Frankie Laine: “High Noon 1
'-

i

“Rock of Gibraltar’' (Columbia).

Frankie Laine has another surefire

click in this coupling. It’s- a toss-

up as to which side’ll become the

iock-and-juke fave but both are

solid commercial entries and tbp

platter is bound to make lots of

noise in th£ quiet summer market.

“Noon,” however, has the better

breakaway potential because of its

spotting in the forthcoming Stan-

ley Kramer pic of the same name.

It’s a class folk-balled that blends

melody and lyric for top effect.

Laine gives it a careful and capti-

vating rendition. “Gibraltar’’ is a

hard-hitting novelty item about a

Fuller Brush man which Lame
dtsives out with plenty of force and
humor.

Patti Page: “Once in a While”-

“I’m Glad You’re Happy With
Someone Else” ' (Mercury). The
voices of Patti Page make the

oldie, “Once in a While,” a good
bet for a strong spinning ride. Via
Merc’s waxing gimmickry, side

gets a Quadruple dose of Miss
Page's pipes plus a lot of the

flavor she gave her oustanding
“Tennessee Waltz” etching. There’s

only a single sampling of Miss
Page’s voicebox on the reverb but
it’s packed with appeal and should
do well,

Al Martino: “I Never Cared”-
*'Take My Heart” (Capitol). Al
Martino, who skyrocketed on the

platter parade via his BBS. indie

label, click of “Here in My Heart,”
hits in the same big-voiced styling

on his initial Capitol etching. Al-

though neither number has the

dramatic power of his springboard
item, they should ride along on the
momentum for okay commercial
results. “Take My Heart,” is the
big one here and Martino sells' it

persuasively.
.
“I Never Cared” is

a run-of-the-mill ballad to which
Martino brings an occasional

spark.

Bill Hayes: “High Noon”-“Pa-
dam-Padam” (M-G-M). Bill Hayes,
regular on TV’s “Show of Shows,”
who has yet to break out with a

dfatslick, has his best chance via

this release. He’ll have a tough
time bucking Frankie Laine’s
workover of “Noon” but his treat-

ment should win a fair share of
the spins. Hayes has a warm wax
delivery, and although he lacks the
pyrotechnics of the curreht crop
of male diskers, is developing into

a potent wax force. The “Noon”
‘’rendition will help him -along the
way. On “Padam,” a class ballad

. entry, Hayes displays a neat shel-
lac savvy that could bring this
song in.

Tony Bavaar: “More or Less”-
“Break the Bands That Bind Me”
(Victor). “More or Less” is a
tasteful ballad item that’s headed
for a top slot in the market. It’s

the kina of number that builds
slowly, however, and its acceptance
will come once the deejays get be-
hind this Bavaar slice. Bavaar has
a winning set of pipes and gives
the tune a rich reading. It’s

natural for the deejays’ .turntables.

Title.and tempo of the bottom deck

fit into, the current market groove

but it's just a
t

^reteptipus piece

with an uncertain potential.

Dorothy Collins: “So Madly in

Love”-“From the Time You Say

Goodbye” (Decca). Dorothy Col-

lins who’s been pitching Lucky

Strike cigs on TV for the past cou-

ole of years, demonstrates on her

initial Decca platter that she can

sell a romantic number with the

same captivating charm. Miss Col-

lins has a neat warbling technique

that needs no hoked-up waging

stunts for impact. She projectsin

a rich, straightforward mannei

that makes her a strong
Jj}

the femme disk sweeps. Treatment

of “So Madly in Love,” a standout

ballad, will 'get her plenty of spin-

ning time on all levels. Reverse,

a slower tempoed ballad, is an

okay effort but not to the same

class with the topside. Gordon
Jenkins supplies a firstrate back-

ing conducting . his orch and

chorus.

Tony Bennett: “Please My Love”

“Have a Good Time” (Columbia).

There's nothing any singer could

do to these songs that would lift

them out of the mediocre groove

and Tony Benn'ett seemf to be

wasting his time trying. He gives

them both a, solid sendoff via his

big-Yoiced pipirigs hut it’s the kind

of material that won't be budged
out of the trite trough. The Ben-

nett devotees may find something

in “Please, My Love” to please

them but they’re sure to treat the

flip tune as the little song that

wasn’t there.

Billy Williams’ Quartet: "Axurte”-

“Stay” (Mercury). For their initial

Mercury platter, after ankling

M-G-M Records, the Billy Wil-

liams’ Quartet have come up with

slick Coupling that gets the combo
off to fi happy. Start.

;
Group dis-

plays well - integrated harmoriy
styling with topnotch arrange-

ments. • Workover of “Azurte,” a

rhythmic blues Humber, is a top

sampling of the Williams’ crew’s

technique. Rates plenty of spins.

Combo gives “Stay” an interesting

hluegy approach . that demands
replays.

Peggy King: “There’s Doubt in

My Mind”-“I Cried For You”
(M-G-M). Peggy King, latest ad-

dition to M-G-M’s artist roster,

impresses as bigtime entry in this

platter showcasing. Coupling gives

her chance to work over a current
pop, “Mind,” and a fave oldie,

“Cried For You,” and she handles
each in an ingratiating, breathless
styling that’s bound to pick .up a

solid following.’ Her delivery is

smooth but she isn’t afraid to let

go emotionally if the' lyric mood
warrants. Miss King scores solid-

ly on’ “Mind” and creates a proper
feeling on the lachrymose reverse.

Both sides are good jock and juke
bets..

Guy Lombardo Oroh: “Walkin
My Baby Back Home”-“Once In a
While” (Decca). Two oldies, cui£

rently oh a revival kick, get a

standout display via the familiar

ombardo orch treatment. Lom-
bardo heightens Mstenability and

daneeability of “Walkin’ My Baby
Back Home” via a sock arrange-

ment that brings out the flavor of

the. vintage item. Cliff Grass han-

dles the vocal excellently. Reverse

offers more . of the Lombardo
styling with Stuart Foster belting

out the topflight lyric, -Surefire

jock and juke fodder. -

The Brewster Boys: “It’s Best

We Say Gopdbye”-“You'll Never
Know” (Victor). “It’s Best We Say

Jazz Symposium Guts

Brandeis U. Spotlight

Boston, June 17..

A jazz symposium, a segment of

the Festival of . Creative Arts held

in connection with Brandeis Uni-

versity’s first commencement

week, pulled close to 2,000 jazz ad^

diets to a discussion of ’“Jazz 1952”

and hear samples of jazz from
dixieland to hop. Held in Adolph

Goodbye" gets the Brewster Boys.
1a^ohiles

m
Weted'Sind

sr. awrwsMss
Brewsters plenty of^opportunlty to Leonard Bernstein in 'role of mod-

display their rhythmic harmonizing erator.

forte. Should get a good ride with The suggestion by panel member
the jocks. Combo hits -pleasantly that jazz -was getting “too intellec-

on the Victor flip. Hugo Winter- tual and moving too fast for the
halter orch backs tastefully. public" drew disagreement from

PI ' the audience, many of whom claim
riatter roinicrs

to understand the new sounds. The
M-G-M Records has. another panel members couldn’t agree with

money-making soundtrack album »one statement that if the trend in
in “Lovely to Look At” featuring modern,music continues at the cur-
Kathryn Grayson and Howard rent paCGf “there’ll be four players

and four listeners in 1960,” with
another declaring the . current

sounds are a forceful expression of

contemporary life. A third mem-
ber dismissed the topic, remarking
that “jazz reached its peak in late

’30s” as. exemplified by Benny
Goodman and his .contemporaries.

Flip Phillips, tenor saxist, joins

the Gene Krupa trio June 29.

Keel . . . JtitJy
,
Kallen and the

Harry JaraeS orch have a fair

slice in “Like the Moon Above
You” (Columbia) ,

.*
. “Delicado”

gets a top treatment via Los Mu-
sicos on the M-G-M label . . .

Bill Krern displays some top-

drawer. keyboarding on “Coaxing
the Piano” (M-G-M) . . . Sonny
Calejlo could break through with
his renditions of “Wedding Bay”
and “In My Garden” on the indie
Jamison • label ... Dick Thomas
has a pleasant side in “Wonder”
(Mercury) * . . Eileen Barton has
a cute etching in “En-Thuz-E-Uz-E-
As-M” (Coral) . . . Dick Brown does
an okay job on “A Letter From a
Lady” (King) . . . Vaughn Monroe
has an impressive side in “Faith”
(Victor) . . . Victor Marchese
scores on the same number on the
M-G-M label . . . Vic Damone
has a charming workover of the
oldie “Tenderly” (Mercury) . ,

Rudy Vallee returns to the waxing
fold with a 'couple of drinking
songs, “Bubbles in My Beer” and
“The Beer That I Left Behind
Me,” via the M-G-M lable. Plat
ter rates occasional spins . .

Bing Crosby and • Grady Martin
have a neat rhythm side in “Just
a Little Lovin’ ” (Decca) . . . Tom-
my Tucker orch has a cute slice

in “Penny Candy” (M-G-M) . .

Andrew Sisters have a slick side

in “Idle Chatter” (Decca) . .

Champ Butler has a click poten
tial in “Padam-Padam” (Columbia)
. Arthur Prysock is effective on
“Sentimental Fool” (Decca),

Standout western, folk, blues,

rhythm, religious, polka, etc,:

Mahalia Jackson, “In the Upper
Room” (Apollo) . . . Jack Guthrie,

“Oklahoma Hills” (Capitol) . .

Crusaders Quartet, “Satisfied”

(Bibletone) . . . Allen Bunn, “Dis-

couraged” (Apollo) . . . Lil Green-
wood, “My Last Hour” (Federal)

. . . Arthur (Guitar Boogie) Smith
“River Rag” (M-G-M) ... Boy
Acuff, “Don’t Hang Your Dirty

Linen On My Line” (Columbia)
. . . Leon McAuliffe, “This Side
of Town” (Columbia! . . . Ko-
berta Martin Singers, “He’s My
Light” (Apollo), _

'Optional Center’ to Give

45$ Another Big Push

For Columbia Records
The 45 rpm speed system, which

has been picking up steadily in re-

tail sales ever since its* introduc-

tion three years ago, is due for an-

other push with the adoption of

the “optional center” on the 45

rpm. disks by Columbia Records.

Addition of the “optional center”
makes the disk marketing simpler
because it can be used on -an or-

dinary long play machine, without
bothering with the special disk

holder, as well as on the special

45. rpm player.

Col’s initial try with the “op-
tional center” will be made at its

Coast plant only and shipped to

its western distributors. It’s ex-

pected, however, that all of the
diskery’s plants will follow along
the same lines. The ' Coast plant

will test the sales impact of the
new “center” on its 45 rpm singles

only, holding off, for the time be-
ing, on the 45 rpm album releases.

Capitol Records, which spear-

headed the “optional center” drive,

reports a steady sales climb of its

45s since it adopted it
.
several

months ago. The- slow-speed. disks

are also getting a big push via the
conversion of many radio stations

around the country to the 45 sys-

tem.
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RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

PKrIIETy
Survey of retail sheet music

tales, based on reports obtained

from leading stores in 12 cifiet

and showing, comparative sales

rating for this and last week.

National

Bating

This Last

wk. wk.

Week Ending
June 14
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3A 2 “Here in My Heart” (Mellin) 3 ' 7 « • 4 • • 1 6 3 * • 8 1 56

3B 7 “I'll Walk Alone” (Mayfair) 8 4 3 • 5 4 7 3 6 4 • t 56

4 3 uur»g.vuiawni),i.niuMiwi 2 6
7~~

8 3 • • 4 5 • a 9 9 2 55

5 4 “Be Anything” (Shapiro-B) 9
‘

3 5
" 3

”*8
6 • • 4 7 4 7 • • 54

6 6 “Delicado” (Remick) 5 9 8 . • 6 8 « • 7 5. 5 • • 4 42

7 7 “Blacksmith Blues” (Hill-R) 10 8 4 4 5 8 • a • « • • a « 36

8 6 “A Guy Is a Guy” (Ludlow) 7 5 6 6 « • 9 4 • 9 8 8 • • • • KB
9 10 “Half As Much” (Acuff-R) . 6 • • 9. • * • • • • 5 a i 4 6 • • a • 25
10” 5 “Wheel of Fortune” (Laurel) « • • «

a

• « 10 • « 7 10 10 • • 2 5 • a 22
11"” 8 “Anytime” (Hill-R) • • a • 0 »

‘ 7 • » 3 t • 8 » • • * 6 a •

12A 9 “Forgive Me” (Advanced) # • 10 • « 5 9 • • a • « • • • • • 10 a • 10

12B 12” “Pittsburgh, Penn.” (Oxford) • • • « • • 9 7 • • • • • • • « i • • a a

13 “One Little Candle” (Leeds) 6

Songs With Largest Radio Audience

^
purvey. Week of June 6-12

The top 30 songs of week (more in ccu>e of ti6s), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index

•

Published by Office 'of Research, Inc.. Dr. John Gray Peatman,

Director. Alphabetically listed.

A Guy Is a Guy Ltidlow.

Am I In Love—t“Son of Paleface” Famous
Anytime

t
.....Hill & R

Be Anything (But Be Mine) Shapiro-B
Blacksmith Blues Hill & R
Blue Tango Mills

Delicado Remick
For the Very First Time Berlin
Forgive Me Advanced
Glorita i Life

Goin’ On a Hayride—*“Three Wishes for Jamie”. , .Chappell
Here In My Heart Mellin

How Close Life

If Someone Had Told Me Witmark
I’ll Walk Alone—t“With a Song In My Heart”.. v. Mayfair
I’m Yours Algonquin
Just a Little Lovin’ Hill & ft

Just For You ;Bqrvan
Kiss of Fire Duchess
Lover * •. . .

.

Famous
Maybe Robbins
Pittsburgh Pennsylvania «... .Oxford
Rutza Rutza Sheldon
Summer Is A’Comin’ In Essex
To»Be Loved By You. Remick
Up and Down Mambo Life
Walkin’ My Baby Back Home DeSylva-B-H
Watermelon Weather Morris
Whistle My Love—t“Robin Hood” Disney
You’ll Never Walk Alone Williamson

Second Group
All My Life Sam Fox
California Rose—t“Son of Paleface”. , .Famous
Easy Street J-M
From the Time You Say Goodbye ." ..Pickwick
Goody Goody. . . .a DeSylva-B&E
I Could Write a Book—*“Pal Joey” Harms
I Understand : Feist
I’m Confessin’ Bourne
Isn’t This a Night For Love Sam Fox
It’s a Sin To Tell a Lie BVC
Lady Love—1“Sound Off” .Cromwell
Padem Padam * Leeds
Perfidia Peer
Saturday Rag : Robbins
Singin’ In the Rain—1“Singhi' In the Rain” ..Robbins*
Slow Poke .* Ridgeway
So Madly In Love Shapiro-B
Somewhere Along the Way United
Valley Of Sunshine—t“Son of Paleface” Famous
Waif-Till the Sun Shines Nellie Blues Von Tllzer

Wheel of Fortune Laurel

Top 10 Songs On TV
A Guy Is a,Guy Ludlow
At Last Feist
Be Anything (But Be Mine) Shapiro-B
Dancing On the Grapes ’..Disney'
I Could Write a Book DeSylva-B-H
I Waited a Little Too Long Bishop
I’ll Walk Alone Mayfair
In the Good Old Summertime Marks
Kiss Of Fire Duchess
Somewhere Along the Way United

FIVE TOP STANDARDS
Baby Face Remick
California Here I Come Witmark
Darktown Strutters Ball Feist
June Is Bustin' Out All Over Harms
Let’s Get Away From It All Embassy

t Filmusical. * Legit musical.
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Dr. Julius Mattffelq, the CBS musicologist, whose “Variety Music
Cavalcade”.has just been published at $10 by Prentice-Hall, re-
ports that “already the Cavalcade -is being nut to evil purposes. As
you know, when Variety first published our Musical-Historical
Cavalcade, first in the Radio Year Book and later serialized in the
paper, the prime intent was to assist film, radio and TV studios,
and other program builders, as well as copyright researchists, et al.,

via this authentic breakdown of the American song scene since
the Pilgrim fathers until midcentury. It's for that reason Pren-
tice-Hall saw a book version therein,

“But I didn't, foresee that certain types of music scavengers, who
wait around for ‘PD Days in Dixie,' as I call it, have been finding
the ‘Variety Music Cavalcade’ very useful for finding out what and
when ‘hits’ go into the Public Domain!”

L . r
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Cautiously; Hold Off on Releases
With the disk business dipping-^

to the lowest levels in recent years,

the slump is currently being inten-

sified by a waiting attitude adopted

by all selling facets of the busi-

ness. Caution on the sales end,

meantime, Is being comjjlemented

by a near-frantic search for hit

material b^ writers, publishers and

artists and repertoire staffers.

Retailers, who are wary of being

stuck with heavy inventories, have

adopted a go-slow attitude on stock-

ing up on new releases. Instead

of buying a box of 25 disks, they
are ordering in - quantities of two
and three, holding off on any sin-

gle release until it shows a defi-

nite potential. On the distributor

level, the same
'
process has been

taking place in recent weeks with
few distribs risking the initiative

of ordering a number in any quan-
tity and then going out to build a

local hit with solid promotion.

Major disk execs are similarly

holding off on new releases. In-

stead of pressing the usual 30-50,-

000 platters on the initial run for

top artists, they are turning them
out in the 10,000 neighborhood in

order not to be stuck with unsold
shellac. In recent months, several
diskeries have • been burned by
pressing heavy quantities of new
releases and shipping them out on
a guaranteed 'sales basis. Great
majority of such cases have turned
into dogs, saleswise.

Many disk jockeys, who formerly
went on a. new number because
they liked its chances, are also lay-
ing back and waiting for the hits
to develop. ' Although the jocks
haven’t much at stake except their
batting averages in selecting the
hits, they are now nursing their
reputations as hit-pickers by plug-
ging those numbers that already
have shown up somewhere else.

This policy of waiting-it-out has
created a somewhat panicky atmos-
phere on the creative end of- the
business. Writers are pressing to
come up with a novelty but instead
are producing badly thought-out
humbers. Lack of good material,
in turn, has resulted in the a&r
men’s substitution of gimmicks on
wax in place of the basic song in-
gredients.

Trade execs expect a continua-
tion of the vicious circle until the
business is lifted out of the dol-
drums by some smash number. N9-
body knows how such a number can
be developed at the present time
but the trade is

1

confident that such
a smash will turn up* sooner or
later.

Hartman’s RCA ‘Song’

Used as NAACP Theme
Johnny Hartman's RCA Victor

etching of “Lift Ev'ry. Voice and
^ng has been adopted by the
Rational Assn, for the Advance-
ment of Colored People as its
Quasi-official anthem.
NAACP, which cooperated with

Z10' ln producing the side, will

+•
1e son£ t0 open its branch.

„.n
e

:ll\#s around the country. Tune,
P nned in 1898, was written by theS 5°,e ?’ Jame$ Weldon Jqhn-
T|.i—

’ an^_ brs brother J. Rosamond.
Jt s coupled with “There Is A Way.”

Turn About
Santa Barbara, June 17.

^
Within 10 minutes after, ar-

rival here, delegates were
calling convention headquar-
ters at Hotel Carrillo the “Ho-
tel Petrillo.”

California turned the tables,
however, when Gov. Earl War-
ren arrived to address the con-
vention and gave the*. Spanish
pronunciation to AFM prexy
Petrillo’s name, Warren called
him “Pet-tree-yo.”
Only a few delegates kept

straight faces.

Nix Fete if Yank

Musicians Go On
London, June 17.

If two American artists, who
have been granted work permits
by the Ministry of Labor, appear
on the stage at the Royal Festival
Hall Jazz Festival on June 28-30,
no British musician will be allowed
to perform. This edict is the latest
round in the Musicians Union war
with the American Federation of
Musicians, which likely will be
continued until .a basis of reci-
procity is achieved.

In this way the Musicians tJnion
is repeating the tactics it employed
successfully last year when Ameri-
can instrumentalists were kept off
the Festival Hall stage. The union
is confident that as a result of this
pressure the concerts will go on
without any foreign artists.

Six British bands have been
signed to play the Festival and
are being told by their union
leaders that they must not work
with w non-union members. The
British combos engaged for the
Festival ' include Humphrey Lyt-
tleton, Geraldo, Johnny Dank-
worth and Ambrose Cambell.
The two Americans whose per-

mits were sanctioned by the Min-
istry without .prior consultation
with the Musicians Union are Lon-
nie Johnson and. Ralph Sutton.
Two European musicians- had also
been engaged.

Claiming that their opposition
to the appearance of American
bands and individual musicians is

maintained owing to
-

their knowl-
edge that in comparable circum-
stances British musicians would
not be permitted to work in
America, the Musicians Union
expresses “considerable "doubt”
whether the educational or cul-
tural significance of the concerts
would be increased by the inclu-
sion* of foreign artists.

The union reiterates that it is

willing to discuss with the Minis-
try a system for the control and
regulated presentation of foreign
solo jazz artists, but pending such
talks it is rigorously opposing the
presentation of these foreign jazz

musicians.
Festival Hall jazz concerts are

sponsored by the National Federa-
tion of Jazz Organizations. Last
year’s two dates were completely
sold out although the bill was
made up entirely of British artists.

ftoscnblith's San Am
San Antonio,WC p^enblith, Ne-

San V’l11 concertrr

comwntoni° Symphcoming season, succeed

into tiK-
Latter has 1

toe armed forces.

Becca Pacts Kai Erickson

Kai Erickson, Swedish' singer,

was inked to a longterm Decca
pact last week.

Erickson, who has never before
etched for a U. S. label, will cut

his first side* within two weeks.

Pubs Bed Leu Feist
^S

T
58th apnual meeting held

MnS? Warwick, N. Y., the
Music Publishers Assn, elected
Leonard Feist prez for the coming

iSr* S<
l
n of toe late music pub-

lisher, Leo Feist, he succeeds
Joseph A. Fischer, of J„ Fischer« Bros., who, as retiring prez,
automatically becomes veepee.

Feist recently formed the Feist-
Kobbms music firm with vet pub-
lisher Jack Robbins. He also heads
nis own Mercury Music.
Donald H. Gray, of 1 the H. W.

2ray
, J

<3?” and Willard Sniffin,
Harold Flammer, Inc., were elected
secretary and treasurer, respective-
ly. Donald F. Malin, C. C. Bir-
chard Co.; Kermit A. Walker,
Bourne, Inc.; Walter Heinrichsen,

,,
Pe
J?rs Corp., and Robert

ocneii, Shawnee Press, were
elected directors. Benjamin Pep-
per, New York attorney, was
appointed permanent legal counsel.
This marks the first time in MPA’s
history that it has had a permanent
counsel.

Industrial Sponsors On

Stadium Concerts Mark

First in Gotham Music
A couple of unusual biz angles,

being utilized by Stadium Concerts,
which preems its 35th al fresco
longhair season at Lewisohn. Stadi-
um, N. Y., Monday night (23), has
caused some trade attention. Ideas
have been picked lip already by.'

other musical organizations (such

as the N. Y. Philharmonic), for

their own use.

For the first time in N. Y. music
events, the Stadium management,
has introduced the industrial spon-
sorship plan. A biz concern con-
tributes $1,000 to the organization,
with the company listed as sponsor
of one of the Wednesday night con-
certs. Concern gets a free ad in
the house program, as well as 1,000
free tickets for its employees for
that concert. Idea, just broached,
has caught the fancy of several
N. Y. firms, sponsors already in-
cluding the NationalCity Bank and
Loft’s Candy Shops.

Other new biz gimmick is an in-
stallment plan on tickets, also be-
ing tried for the first time in
Gotham. Season tix are being of-
fered through the Sachs Quality
Stores, purchasable via their credit,

plan, with Sachs paying the Stadi-’

um in full at once and assuming
responsibility of collecting.

Management reports interest in
this scheme, while its subscrip-
tions are also going better than
in recent seasons. Mrs. Minnie
Guggenheimer, Stadium chairman
and the organization’s sparkplug,
reports good progress, too, on her
annual pre-season drive for funds
to offset the usual season deficit.

Drive is for $100,000. Usually about
half is raised before opening night,

with the bite put on civic-minded
musiclovers during the season for

whatever balance is needed.

Season will run six weeks, five

nights a week, same as last year.
Prices are the same, Mrs. Guggen-
heimer also stating she’s never
raised or dropped out the 1,000

seats that have sold at 30jz* since

the series began. There will be as

many popular programs as before,

With a couple of new events, such
as a Jerome Kern Night and Giam*
Carlo Menotti Night, in addition to

the Gershwin and Rodgers & Ham-'
merstein evenings. Programs will

also include Italian, French and
Viennese evenings; a ballet night;

Tchaikovsky and Beethoven eve-

nings, and “Carmen” in concert

form. Opening night Will have
Dimitri Mitropoulos as conductor
and Marian Anderson as soloist.

Orch consists of N. Y. Philhar-

monic players. Boris Sokoloff is ad-
ministrative director, with Alix

Williamson handling press.

Johnnie Ray Biog-

Hopping on the Johnnie Ray
bandwagon, World is prepping pub-
lication of the lachrymose singer’s

biog. Tome was penned by Bill

Randle, disk jockey on WERE,
Cleveland.

It’s skedded to hit the stalls

Sept. 15.

Jordan Music Corp. chartered to

conduct a music publishing, record-
ing and transcription business in
New York. Capital stQCk is 200
shares, 119 par value.

*
4S

y

+ Flock of music men who’ve re-

N.Y. Philharmonic to Ink

Temporary AGMA Pact
The N. Yv.Philharmonio-Sympho-

1

ny will sign a memorandum agree-
ment with the American Guild of
Musical Artists this week, covering
use of at least one union chorus
for next season (’52r’53>. This
marks the first time the Philhar-
monic is signing with AGMA, and
is a temporary arrangement for
the season.

Gotham symph has three choral
works set" for next year, Beethov-
en's “Missa Solemnis,” Milhaud’s
“Christopher Columbus” and “Boris
Godunov” excerpts. It has used the
Westminster Choir and Schola
Cantor'um heretofore for its choral
needs, and probably will continue
to do so. The Schola Cantor-
um is becoming unionized, joining
AGMA. Symph has held off on
union choruses, because of. the ex-
pense. V

AGMA has been slowly . moving
into the symph field, where chorus-
es are used, except in towns where
there isn’t sufficient talent or op-
portunity to matter. It signed the
Little 'Orchestra Society of N. Y.
two years ago. Last season it had
a pact with the Los Angeles Sym-
phony, but it’s been learned that
the Coast orch hasn’t re-signed for
’52-’53, and plans not to.

Background

Music Getting

Publisher Play
With the failure of tunes from

pix to break through the pop mar-
ket in the past few seasons, pub-
lishing firms are now latching on
to a pic’s background theme for a
big pop promotion. In- recent years
such pic background music as “The
Third Man Theme” (Selznick) and
“My Foolish Heart” (RKO) clicked
strongly on the disk and sheet level. I

turned from European,,treks dui>
ing the past few> weeks ir^port that
the Old World is offering little
today for the U. S. pop market.
Foreign output, they complain, Is
leaning too heavily on American
melodic styles and IPs ‘become In-
creasingly difficult to get a suit-
able English lyric for tunes which
show potential for Impact here.

-

Although some pubs have been
adding foreign tunes to their cata-
logs, an increasing number of the
publishing fraternity have decided
to lay off the European songs be-
cause • they’ve failed to break
through. f*®

“The majority of our amateur
composers are turning out better
stuff,” stated* pubbery topper E, £t,
(Buddy) Morris, who returned
from a six-week European toUr
last week. “The American pub-
lisher should try to develop this
talent instead of trying fo dig up
another ‘La Vie En Rose’,”

Ben Selvin, general 'Manager pf
Southern Music, who's npw back
at his N. Y. desk after hitting the
London-Paris-Rome axis, stressed
that buying a foreign song for
U. S. publication has become a
big gamble.

.
“It’s hard to tell whether a song

is a lilt in a European * country
because of Its lyric or its melody,”
he added. “And the mood and
rendition given a tune by. the na-
tive music-makers is likely to dis-
tort an American musieman’s per-
spective.”

Tougher Deals

Another factor in the slowdown
of European pop imports Is the
demand by foreign publishers for
higher guarantees. An American
pub Is now being asked to shell
out between $1,000 and $2,000 in
advance and then split royalties
on a 50-50 basis. Separate deal owl
sheet music sales is also ma$?
with the foreign pub usually get-
ting 5c or 6c • a copy, American
pub also has to dish out* another
royalty to the English lyric Writer,
which leaves -him a small profit
if the ’tune clicks—and a big out-
lay if it doesh't. Overall music biz

'

downbeat has made the pubs more
cautious about gambling on the
foreign items.

Already set for a combined pub-
bery-diskery drive is “High Noon,”
derived from the forthcoming Stan-
ley Kramer production of the same
name. Tune, penned by Dimitri

!
Tiomkin and

.

Ned Washington, is

being published by Feist Music, of

the Big Three (Robbins, Feist &
Miller).

“Noon” is getting a wide record
company coverage, with Frankie
Laine cutting for Columbia; Bill

Hayes for M-G-M, and Tex Ritter
for Capitol. Ritter, incidentally,

sings the tune in the pic, though
he’s not in the film. The other
majors are expected to' set their

waxings within a weekl

E. B. Marks Music is hopping
on the theme-music bandwagon
with “The World in His Arms” (U)
Tune, written by Frank Skinner
and Frederick Herbert, was adapt-
ed from the recurrent theme used
in Universal-International’s forth-

coming pic "df the same napie. Disk
assignments are now being set.

'

Okeh Realigning For
Promotional Push

With Okeh Records, Columbia
Records subsid which was reacti-

vated last year, now rolling in high
gear, diskery is prepping a realign-

ment' of its staffers to hypo its

sales and promotional activities. In-

itial move, was made last week
with Danny Stevens, eastern rec-

ord promotion manager for Col,

taking over sales and promotion
for Okeh. Stevens will continue
with his Col chores.

Move was made to relieve Danny
Kessler, Okeh’s artists and reper-
toire chief, who also handled the
label’s sales and promotion. Kessler
will now concentrate' on the a&r
end only.

Krasno’s Coast Waxing
Hecky Krasno,* artists and rep-

ertoire topper of Columbia Rec-
ords’ children’s division, headed
for the Coast last week to super-
vise a flock of waxing sessions.

He’s expected back at his New
York desk iff August.

Paucity of good lyric men here
is also keeping the American
pubs to their “no hands across the
sea” policy. In the past the pub-
lishers have had to go through four
of five writers before an accept-
able lyric would turn up. The top
lyricists, too, have had trouble in
developing an English adaptation,
complaining . that the melodic

.

mood in most of the European
songs doesn’t fit easily into current
pop tastes.

LES ABBOTT LEAVES

FD&H FOR SOUTHERN
London, June 17,

Leslie Abbott, son of John AR*’"
bott, is leaving the music publish-
ing firm of Francis, Day & Hunter
at the end of this month. On July
1/he becomes,, managing director of
Southern Music and its associate
company. Meridian.'.

‘ A director of FD&H, Abbott has
been in charge of the company’s
recorded library muric and also'
its oldtlrae dance music, as well as
playing an active part in the gen-
eral administration.

Juanita Hall in Cocktail

Concert to Aid Trib Fund
Juanita Hall presented a cocktail

concert at Hotel Astory N. Y., Sun- *

day (15), with herself as chief
singer, the Luther Henderson Trio
and the Normanaires as support,
and proceeds going to the N, Y.
Herald Tribune Fresh Air Fund.

Interesting, > unhackneyed proifr
gram, split in three parts—to music
of ’20c, ’30s and '40s—had Miss
Hall running an appealing

. gamut
from street cries and spirituals
(unaccompanied), to “My BUI,”
“Mango,” “Blue Skies” and a score
of other faves.

The Henderson Trio backed,
while also offering medleys of El-
lington, Gershwin • and Rqdgers
tunes, and the Normanaires gave
vocal support to Miss Hall.

Bron.
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TOP TH.ENT MID TUNES
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Com Machines Retail Disks Retail Sheet Music
as Published in the Current Issue

for

WEEK ENDING JUNE 14
NOTE: The current comparative sales xtrengthof the Artistx and Tunes listed hereunder is

arrived at under d statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets tnw
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with VAinm. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de-
veloped from the ratio of potnU scored: two ways in the case of talent (disks, coin machines),
and three waysm the case of tunes (disks, coin machines, sheet music).

TALENT
POSITIONS
This Last *

week. week. ARTIST AND LABEL TUNE
1 2 AL MARTINO (BBS) Here in My Heart
2 5 GEORGIA GIBBS (Mercury) Kiss of Fire

3 3 DON CORNELL (Coral) I1
’

11 Wallc A1<>ne
. ’JFm Yours

4 4 PERCY FAITH (Columbia) Delicado
5 1 LEROY ANDERSON (Decca) . . Blue Tango
6 . . ROSEMARY CLOONEY (Columbia) Half as Much
7 10 DORIS DAY (Columbia)...' A Guy Is a Guy
a .. VEK& LYNN (London) ...... Auf Wiedersehn

Sweetheart
9 9 KAY STARR (Capitol) Wheel of Fortune

10 8 . ELLA MAE MORSE (Capitol) • Blacksmith Blues

TUNES
. POSITIONS

This Last
week. week. TUNE PUBLISHER
1 2 KISS OF FIRE
2 1 BLUE TANGO " -

Mills
3 3 HERE IN MY HEART
4 5 DELICADO Remick
5 4 FM YOTJRS Algonquin i

6 7 I’LL WALK
-

ALONE . T T . T - t -S'. . , • • • •

7 8 BE ANYTHING Shapiro-B
8 9 A GUY IS A GUY
9 • • HALF AS MUCH Acuff-R
10 10 BLACKSMITH BLUES. ... • • • r • • • • Hill-R

‘

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines Week of June 14
Hn im + | i f h , »»» »-m

3.

2.

3.

4.

here in MY HEART (4) (Mellin) „

KJSS OF FIRE (7) (Duchess)

DELICADO (3) (Witmark)

WALKIN' MY BABY RACK HOME (4) (DeSylva-B-H) ......

.

( Al Martino BBS
(
Tony Bennett Columbia ' -

Georgia Gibbs
Billy Eckstine
Tony Martin .

Percy Faith ..

Stan Kenton ,

Mercury - -

...MGM "
. . Victor -

1

Columbia ’’

i\ Capitol

Johnnie Ray Columbia

FM YOURS (6) (Algonquin)

«. BLUE TANGO (17) (Mills)

1. I’LL WALK ALONE (8) (Mayfair)

*• A GUY IS A GUY (9) (Ludlow) .

.

9* HADF AS MUCH (1) (Acuff-R) . .

.

10. BE ANYTHING (6) (Shapiro-B) ..

( Don Cornell .Coral ^
/ Eddie Fisher '. .Victor

l Leroy Anderson Decca ^
(
Hugo Winterhalter Victor .

’

( Don Cornell Coral
[ [

\ Jane Froman Capitol ^
Doris Day Columbia ’

*

Rosemary Clooney .... Columbia - >

( Eddy Howard Mercury - «

1 Champ Butler Columbia * *

Second Group

BLACKSMITH BLU’ES (11) (Hill-R)
WHEEL OF FORTUNE (17) (Laurel)
™*<*IVE ME (7) (Advanced)
PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA (6) (Oxford)
auf wiedersehn (hm-r)
MAYBE (Robbins)

. ;

ANYTIME (14) (Hill-H)
SUGARBUSH (Schinner)

(Amer-Aead)

^VER (Famous)

*°U (Republic)

tFiflUres in parentheses indicate number of weeks song
* * *

* ft

Ella Mae Morse Capitol

Kay Starr Capitol

Eddie Fisher .

:

Victor

Guy Mitchell-M. Miller .Columbia

Vera Lynn London

P. Como-E. Fisher Victor

Eddie Fisher Victor

Frankie Laine-D. Day. .Columbia

Les Paul-Mary Ford .... Capitol

Kay Starr Capitol

Peggy Lee-G. Jenkins . . . .Decca

Les Paul Capitol

Sammy Kaye Columbia

has been in the Top 10]

HI tf-t+t-t-f +<

IV,
\

Best British Sheet Sellers

(Week ending June 7)

London, June 11.

Ay-round The Corner Pash
• Blacksmith Blues, . . .Chappell
Auf Wiedersen Maurice
Never F.D.&H.
Won’t Live in Castle Connelly
Unforgettable Bourne
Tell Me Why Morris
There’s Pawnshop . . Cinephonic

. Wheel of Fortune. . .Victoria

Cry F.D.&H.
At Last Pickwick
Be Life's Companion. .Morris

Second 12
Be Anything. . , .Cinephonic

Slow Coach Sterling

Gandy Dancers* Ball.. Disney

A. Guy Is a Guy Leeds
Saturday Rag ..Fields

Anytime ; . ;

.

.Victoria

Little White Cloud. .. .Lennox
Mistakes Wright
Please Mister Sun . . . Chappell

At the End of Day. . .Chappell

Blue Tango' Mills

Dance Me Loose ...... Magna

Armstrong's Wai Activity,

On Numerical Count) Ranks

Below Several Oldtimers
Roanoke, Va.

Editor
,
Variety:

Front page item in June 4
Variety, “Armstrong Still Hot
After Disking 30 Years,’’ will pro-
voke some eyebrow lifting among
oldtimers in record industry and
collectors whose book-learning on
platter history goes back to begin-
ning of the biz.

Brow-twitching feature of article

is statement that Armstrong is re-
puted to have cut more sides than
any other performer since inven-
tion of phonograph, followed by
“it’s estimated that Armstrong has
cut well over 1,000 sides during the
last 30 years.” With no intention
to take anything away from Satch-
mo, the fact remains that if “well
over 1,000 sides” is all he’s accom-
plished in 30 years he probably
doesn’t rank even among the first

100 recording artists, gauged op
alltime volume.
From earliest days of recording

up to introduction of electric proc-
ess in 1925, singing or playing for

records was highly specialized.

Comparatively few vocalists had
pipes that recorded well, and those
whose tones' seemed “made” for
recording had just about a monop-
oly. Because of this, some had a
popularity that no present-day per-
former even approaches, and they
did it without benefit of high-pres-
sure publicity or movie, radio, tele-

vision and night club appearances.
Most prolific recorders among

vocalists were ;
Henry Burr and

Billy Murray, with’ Burr probably in

lead, because during most of his
career be free-lanced, singing for
virtually every American record-
ing ^company, while - Murray
through much of his long stretch
was either Exclusive to Victor or
joint-pacted to Victor and Edison.
From 1902 to 1932, Burr took part
in at least 12,000 separate waxings
—probably more. He net only
made thousands of solos, but sang
duets with Albert Campbell and
dozens of other chirps, and was
lead tenor in Sterling Trio and
Peerless Quartet. Murray also
soloed by the thousands, did duets
.with practically every popular
singer and was lead in. American
Quartet.

20 Exclusives

Few artists of pre-electric era
were exclusive. They sang for every
company able to lay it on the line.

Frequently, diskeries could put the
shekels on the barrelhead for only
a few months before fading away
with sad, sweet smiles, but the Re-
cording Artists’ Monopoly took it

while it was to be had. Al Camp-
bell, first tenor of Peerless Quartet
and Sterling Trio, used to say that
the ensembles had to work morn-
ings, afternoons and evenings to
make enough records to supply the
dozens of companies for which they

(Continued on page 46)

" * Application of show biz methods
plus network television guest shots

and record albums have boosted
the stock of father Flanagan’*.

1

Boys Town Choir to the point

where the 50-vofCe group from Ne-
braska will play a peak 60 dates'

or more in the U. S. and Canada
this fall. As a result, the welfare-
humanitarian troupe will enter the
concert bigtime.

Responsible for the show biz
bally and the booking this year is

David B. Whalen, former longtime
road rep for Gene Autry, who is

directing the route from New York.
Whalen thinks the engagements .4

will run closer tp 80, but will settle
for 60 as the longest • skein ever
played by the choir. Whalen got
the booking nod' a few months ago

,

from Msgr. Nicholas H, Wegner,
director of the Boys’ Home In Boy*
Town, Neb. The choir director i*
Father Francis P. Schmitt, Who’*
filled that post since the group was
launched.

One Financial Setup

The financial setup is the same
in every town, regardless of size or
facilities. Each

. sponsor pays the
regular one-nighter fee of $1,250,
out of which the choir pays for its
housing, feeding and traveling.
The balance goes toward the ’mu-
sical education of the $o-ln‘clined
youngsters who live and are
schooled in Boys Town. Afispices
are advised that “under provisions
of the new tax law, certain concert
presentations are exempt from the
regular Federal admission tax,”
but each sponsor is' asked to check
with the local Internal Revenue
collector .for a decision

-

in this re-
gard.

The tour will be launched Sept.
5 and wind up in time for the boys
to have their Thanksgiving festivi-
ties “at home.” Initialer will be
in Schadron, Neb. (pop. 4,800), and
even smaller than that on the trek,^
is Winnemucca, Nev. (3,000), whose
Nixon Hall is a 532-seater. Spon-
sors reduce the gamble by apply-
ing an extra tab for tier seats, or
by donations-subsidies.

Three Key Cities

Whalen handles the reins on
straight percentage, but is specu-
lating on a promoter, four-wall
basis in three key cities. These are
Orchestra Hall, Chicago, Oct. 25,
a repeat; Carnegie Hall, N. Y., Nov.
8, third annual, and Symphony

! Hall, Boston, Nov. 15, also the
third appearance there. Whalen
handled the 1950-51 stands for the
choir at Carnegie Hall. In all, about
26 states will be covered plus Can-
ada, where stands will be made
at Regina,. Vancouver, Winnipeg,
Quebec (probably Montreal), and

.

Toronto, Latter city will be played
around election °time, as Whalen
figures the U. S. Presidential de-
cision is too tough to buck state-
side.

The choir was spotted on Milton
Berle’s “Texaco Star Theatre”
(NBC) and Ed Sullivan’s. “Toast of
the Town” (CBS) during the past
year and has been TV’d in and

, around Omaha. Last Christmas
I

CBS-TY beamed it eastward from
Omaha, b6ing‘ prevented from
westward spreading by the fact
that ABC

; had -the micro-relay
blocked for two hourijf in that di-
rection; Mutual has broadcast the
contingent for; several - years and
there’s been a national hookup
sponsored by the Kiwanis. A three-
year-old Capitol album got its big-
gest play via disk jockeys last
Christmas, 'the response being a
reported 50% of albums distribut-
ed to the platter palaverists.

This year, for the sixth national
tour? some 150 candidates have ap-
plied for places in the choir, out
of which 55 will be selected, five
being alternates. Every one of the
candidates must go to school this
summer to make up ,in advance
for the work missed during the
tour.

Sponsors receive a thick press
book, with art and mats, and win-
dow cards. Some auspices, particu-
larly those in large cities, order
posters, etc., in huge quantities,
-Whalen supervises all press, radio
and TV matter in his doubling role
as a publicist.

Supreme Records, lac.* char-
tered to conduct a music publish-
ing business in New York. Capital
stock is 100 shares, no par value.
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On the Upbeat
.. Disk Companies’ Best SeUets.«

* *« ~ W.. a niinonh
/

New York
Bud Wendell ankled his spot, as

platter-spinner on WJMO, Cleve-

land, last week . . . Johnnie Ray
plays a one-niter at the Meadow-
brook, Cedar Grove, N.- J./ tonight,

(Wed,) . . . Henry Jerome orch,

currently at Hotel Edison, *N«* y.,

heads out on a cross-country tour

in September . .
.

' Abbey Albert

orch held over indefinitely at the

Stork Club . . . Bette McLaurin
into the Regal Club, Columbus, O.,

June 27 . . . Nat (King) Cole planes

to the Coast Sunday (22) for a

chore in Metro’s “Small Town
Girl” . . . Sarah Vaughan opens at

the Howard Theatre, Washington,
Friday (20) . . . Vincent Lopex will

receive the 33d annual Roseland
Bouquet Award at the Roseland
Ballroom, N. Y„ June 26 . . , Ivory
5oe Hunter into the Apollo Thea-
tre, N. Y„ Friday .(20)*. . . Sy Sugar,
former Ben Bemie trumpeter will

appear at the Morningside Hotel,
Hurleyvllle, N. Y., during the sum-
mer season . . . Illinois Jacquet
orch opens at the Ebony Club,
Cleveland, Friday (20) . .

•. Billy

May orch booked Into Steel Pier,

Atlantic City, for one week begin-
ning July 11 . . , Erskine Hawkins
orch into Savoy Ballroom, N, Y.,

June 22 . . . Nellie Butcher opens
at Palomar Theatre, Seattle, June
26.

Chicago
Steve Carlin in to cut several

albums with Burr Tillstrom of
“Kukla. Fran A Ollie’’ . . . Dizzie
Gillespie makes his fourth trip to
the Capitol June 22 and across the
street Jerry . Shard takes over at

the Preview. Buddy Charles is

also held over at the Preview . .

Beachcombers inked for two weeks
at Elmwood, Windsor, Canada,
June 23 and then do a similar stint
at Eddys’, Kansas City, July 18 . . ,

Jimmy Dorsey does two frames at
Lakeside, Denver, July 10 and fol-

lows with a four-day stay at Hia-
watha Gardens, Manitou Springs,
Colo, July 23. Latter spot is going
in for nariies for weekend draws
. . . Buddy Morrow has a week at

the Forest Park Highlands, July 25
Max Miller has taken over the

distribution of Life Records . . .

Hal Mclntire sets down for seven
days at Comedy Island, Cincinnati,
June 20 . . . Dorothy Collins date

at the. Hollendem ,C 1 fe V e 1 an d,

lushed up to. July. 10 instead or

.8, with the chirper, opening at the

Carousel, Pittsburgh, July 28 for

a week . . . Lionel Hampton has

three days at the Riverside,7Den- ;

ver, Aug. 15 , , , KatO BaUtboin.
Mankato, Minn,, .burned „

-tb - the

ground June 10. 'DSncfery, which
wafc only five years did, was oper-

ated by Herb Martlnka and. W&$.

one of the major midwestern one-

night stands. Fire caused the can-

cellation of Jan Garber ne*t, day

(11) and .
Les Brown, June; 24.

Owner plans to rebuild soon.

Kani&i City

Dates • coming up for the Don
Reid orch include Hotel Schrpeder,
Milwaukee; Peabody Hotel, Mem-
phis; Pleasure ’ Pier, Galveston;
Cavalier Hotel; -Virginia • Beach;
Roseland Ballroom,- . New York.
Crew winds three, weeks,, in the

Terrace Grill of the Hotel Muehle-
bach here June‘17' , v , Mufchlebach
opened up its new Picardy Cafe
June . 10 with Alex Duchin four-

some. Roorti is . iti the newly com-
pleted addition td- the hotel and
will operate Without coyer or
minimum- . ,

will do
their terping . at. fheV Shamrock,
Houston; Thunderbird Las Vegas*
add Cocbanut Groove,' L. A., during

;

the next several Weeks . . Jack
•Marshall goes to the park

,
L$rie

Hotel,. Denver,'. t;o. open June 21
after .closing two "weeks -at Eddys’
Restaurant here, -Marshall goes to

Bimbo’s 365 Club> Frisco,* to open
July 17 fOr three weeks.; i / Day
Dreamers foursome, and Paddy
Wing close out two weeks at South-
ern Mansion June 11 for a short
vacation. Then return to work with
dates at the Willows Club, Wichita,
and the Mapes Hotel, Reno . . .

Stan Gilbert and Billy Curtis fol-

low into the Mansion here ...
Noonan and Marshall and Deane
Carroll set for Eddys’ June 20 . . .

Buddy Morrow orch playing a one-
nighter June 14 at Pla-Mor Ball-

room.

EDDIE HEYWOOD
PLAYS

RAINFALL

MGM 11235

BUCK
MOONLIGHT
78 RPM

MGM RECORDS
THE C W t A ’ h N A V :

S L- \ : \

CAPITOL
T

4
'v
vV' : T

1. IN THE GOOD OLD SUMMERTIME. . . .Les Paiil-Mary Ford ,

,

SMOKE RINGS ^
2. I’M CONFESSIN’ . -Les Paul-Mary Ford

carioca ;;

3. WHEEL OF FORTUNE Kay Starr

X WANNA LOVE YOU
,

„ 7
4. BLACKSMITH BLUES '. .. *.*7Elln Mae Morse -

r- LOVE ME OR LEAVE ME - *. 7
5. I’LL WALK- ALONE . . .. . -Jane Froman

.

<

WITH A SONG IN MY HEART

.Rosemary Clooney
COLUMBIA
T. BOTCH-A-ME

ON THE FIRST WARM DAY
2. HALF AS ‘MUCH Rosemary Clooney J

POOR WHIP POOjRWILL
3. WALKIN’ MY BABY BACK HOME. . \ , .Johnnie Ray L

GIVE ME TIME 7
4. DELICADO Percy Faith J

festival
5. ' PITTSBURGH PENNSYLVANIA Guy Mitchell-M. Miller i

THE GIRL WITH THE SAWDUST HEART T

CORAL

1.

THIS IS THE BEGINNING OF THE END Don Cornell J
I CAN’T CRY ANYMORE .

% CRAZY CAUSE I LOVE YOU - .Ames Bros. £
STARDUST

4, PM YOURS ;Don Cornell
-f

MY MOTHER’S PEARLS
4. FLL WALK ALONE . .Don Cornell f

THAT’S THE CHANCE YOU TAKE
5. GONNA GET ALONG WITHOUT YOU NOW . Teresa Brewer £’

ROLL THEM ROLY BOLY EYES

I*
V y

Rosenwald Named
Dr. Hans Rosenwald has been

appointed- chairman of the board
of directors of the New Friends
of Music, chamber music society.

For the past 16 years Dr. Ro-
senwald had bepn veepee and dean

I of the Chicago Musical College.

N r V. - C C

DECCA
1. BLUE TANGO 7.7. 1 ; .7.7.. : Letoy Anderson ±

BELLE OF THE BALL
2. LOVER 77 77 .77 ..Peggy Lee t

YOU GO TO MY HEAD
3. BLUETANGO .... ,..,7 .‘77 V. 7... ..Guy Lombardo I

AT LAST, AT LAST
4. WABASH BLUES! -.Andrews. Sisters-Russ Morgan X

LINGER AWHILE
5. KISS OF FIRE ’

.V. .

‘

‘.

’

Guy Lombardo J
DELICADO '

**>

? MERCURY i

1. KISS OF FIRE Georgia Gibbs t
A LASTING THING

2. * BE ANYTHING Eddy Howard J
SHE TOOK

3. WHISPERING WINDS Patti Page J
LOVE WHERE ARE YOU NOW

4. JUNCO PARTNER Richard Hayes J
SUMMERTIME

5. I’M SORRY ‘

. 7 7 . . 7 77.77 7 .

.

Hobby Wayrie X
RUTZA RUTZA

M-G-M
1. KISS OF FIRE ' 7.

'. 7. . .

.

'.7.,.. .'.7.
’ Billy Eckstine '?

NEVER LIKE THIS
2. HOLD ME CLOSE TO YOU Billy Eckstine +

if They ask me
3. PLEASE .

*.
'. 7. 7 . 77. 7. 7 7 .

.

*7 .7 .7.
’. Bill ' Faireii ±

HERE'S TO US
4. AM I IN LOVE?.... ..

WHAT GOOD IS A GAL?
5. .A GIRL, A FELLA 77 7' 7 7 .77 .Blue' Barron & Orch. 1

A MIGHTY PRETTY WALTZ

.Debbie- Reynolds t

RCA VICTOR
1. MAYBE ,..P, Como-E. Fisher t

WATERMELON WEATHER
2. LADY’S .MAN. Hank Snow -

MARRIED. BY. THE BIBLE, DIVORCED BY LAW * *

3. JUST A. LITTLE LOVIN' .Eddie Fisher
I’M YOUBS. ...

4. THAT’S. THE- CHANCE YOU TAKE Eddie Fisher “f

FORGIVE.ME...

Armsrtoag
C<mtluu'e4 from pago 43 ^—

-

sang before leaving on three-month
concert tours with Eight Famous
Victor Artists, It’s still a mystery
how thfcy ever found*time to figure
out arrangements, and rehearse
before facing recording horn.

Wlieri Ernest -Hare died in 1939,
his partner, Billy Jones, estimated
they had recorded <*ome. 6,000 duets
besides Innumerable, solos each.
Busiest recording artist from -1924
to 1930 probably was Vernon Dal-
hart, • concert singer who jumped
on the hillbilly gravy train while
gravy was juicy. His coupling of
“Prisoner’s Song” and “Wreck of
Old 97’’ was estimated, perhaps
with some exaggeration, to have
sold over 6,000,000 copies for Vic-
tor in first few years, and is still

available. Dalfiart also sang these
numbers) but not in same Coupling,
fof virtually every other company,
adding millions more to his string.
From then on he turned out thou-
sands of hillbillies under couple of
dozen names.'
Another most prolific recorder

of 1920s was Irving Kaufman.
Even he has no idea of how many
hames his records appeared under.
Same thing goes for Arthur Fields.
Charles Harrison made thousands
of ballad recordings besides sing-
ing with many ensembles.
Going farther back, free-lancers

whose output would .make .Arm-
strong's appear minor .included
Ada Jones; Len Spencer (first man
o make a world-wide reputation
by his recorded work); Cal Stew-
art, who did the “Uncle Josh”
monologs about the denizens of
''Punkin Center;” Harry Macedo-
nough; the blackface comedy team
of Arthur Collins and Byron G.
Harlan,, who also soloed by the
thousands; Charles A. Prince, who
directed uncountable Columbia
band and orchestra records—the
ist could be continhed on and on.
In the old horn recording days the
alent worked hard for what they
got, but if they could cut the mus-
tard and understood the horn’s
idiosyncrasies, the work was al-

ways there, ready and waiting.
Even in the field of dance band

recording—Louis Armstrong’s spe-
cialty—it would be interesting to
hear from, say, Ben Selvin, as to

'how many sides he cut against
Satchmo’s supposedly top 1,000 or
soi . . . .Again, this is not intend-
ed as anything against Louis, as

man or artist. But, for the sake of

the record, it should be made clear

that a total platter production of

‘1,000 sides falls far short of lead-

ing the field. Jim Walsh .

I 5. VANE$SA '.7. 7. '...Hugo Winterhalter"f1 SOMEWHE.BE.ALONG THE WAY. ...

Band Review
MAYNARD FERGUSON (13)
With Kay Brown’

‘

Trianon' Ballroorti,' San Diego

New band formed by former
high-note trumpeter with Stan
Kenton crew is a. crowd-pleaser for
both listeners aAd . dancers. Fer-
guson, 24, has youthful charm as
batoneer and manages to share
spotlight with equally downy-
cheeked bandsmen, whose average
age is 21. Among featured instru-
mentalists are Bob Gordon, sax,
and drummer Joey Preston, 18,
onetime Gene Krupa protege.

Ferguson occasionally hits strat-
tosphere notes which serve as
trademark but also plays pretty
in middle register. Leader’s aim
is to gain what he terms “melodic
jazz’’ with modern sound but al-
ways rhythmic with terpers in
mind.

Comprising four saxes, five brass
(Ferguson also plays trombone and
sax) and three rhythm, band has
yet to achieve . .necessary unity,
which should come along in time.
However, unit swings admirably
and often gains big band sound.
Many arrangements in latter vein
are by newcomer Willie Maiden,

UCLA student, and some date back
to Ferguson’s -days • as - bandleader
in native Montreal.
Vet trquper. at. 18,

.
Kay Brown

(Mrs. Ferguson) sings ana dances
(with .trumpeter. .Peppie. .Ray) . to
crowd’s delight. She sells expertly
on hoVelties’, 'bdHkdS, sWfrig ’fifties.

Her work, based on personality
and simplicity ' in ’ approach,' ’ has
greater stature and appeal than
that of most band singers. Fer
guson-Brown package is a promis
ing bet for ballrooms and looks
ripe for TV.

. . ,

Don,

Murray Hill Music Corp. char
terdd ‘to conduct'd music publish
ing business- in New York. Capita
stock 1?.$1Q,0PP, .$1, p.ar value*. . .

.

Charlie Barnet orch opened the
season Friday (13) at the Marine
Room of the Pleasure Pier, Gal-
veston.

Direction: OAC •

If* Marie bf

JESSE GREER
Program Today Yattarday's

ON THE BEACH

WITH YOU
WORDS * MUSIC. INC.

America's Fastest

Selling Records!
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That "WINTERHALTER MAGIC

continues to show the way with

great orchestral recordings — His

BLUE TANGO" is setting the

pace for this fast breaking HIT —

one of RCA VICTOR'S best sellers!

SOMEWHERE!

THE WAY A
20-4691 47-4691 <i‘tr
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AFM Board Studies
Continued from page 41

scraps the percentage-of-the-tjmc- abused this bylaw” Tomei told

charges plan for a set percentage the delegates, "But if we in our
of scale to apply for each re-use. lethargy ever elect an unscrupul-
This ercentage, however, would be ous president, he could perpetu-
paid into the union’s trust fund ate himself in office by using this

and not to the individual musicians bylaw despite any action we might
who originally worked the job. In take. Why, under the terms of this

this respect, it differs from sug- bylaw, if we vote today to delete
gestions for payment on re-use that section, President Petrillo

which have been advanced by the could over-ride our vote and ignore
actors and other Hollywood ' labor it if he chose to do so.”

groups concerned with the prob-
lem of vidfilm production.

Quell One-Man Rebellion
Petrlllo’s attack on the opponents

of the present formula had high-

On the voice vote, however,
Tomei was the sole supporter of
the measure. Similarly, he was the
only backer of the move to limit
the jobs of national officers—

a

lighted the trade angles of the an- proposal that brought exec board
nual convention, which ran true member Herman D. Kenin of Port-
to form. Other high spots were iand, Ore., to the floor to declare
•tfertillo’s typical blasts against re- that, for example, "you could
actionary politicians in general, never

, get Local 10 of Chicago to
and Sen. Robert A. Taft in partic- give up. this great labor statesman,
ular, and blistering attacks on big Jimmy jpCtrillo.”
business, graft in high places, in- • ‘

,
. w A

ter-union strife, etc. Delegates Petrillo s Taft Blast

also had some midway diversion Petrillo’s final blast at Taft came
from what appeared to be a one- on the last day when he told dele-
man rebellion against Petrillo but gates of his "screwy idea” to get
the revolt was oyerwhelmingly .backers for a plan to create a fed-
laughed dowp by the 955 delegates er'al Department of* the Arts,
and 68 alternates who thronged Petrillo had Written the eight
the State Armory here for the four- avowed candidates for presidential
day sessions of the. AFM’s second nominations, asking their opinions,
biggest convention .on record. Only . Taft failed to respond. -

*

The revolt was tied to a few Of the others,' only Harold E.
resolutions which would have lim- Stassen, whom Petrillo described
ited the power of the president and as "another Taft,” rejected the
prevented any national officer plan. Gov. Earl Warren himselffrom simultaneously holding, office a convention speaker,

'

and Win a local of the ' federation. Averell Harriman, voiced' the mostProposals were introduced by A. favorable reactibns, with mostA. Tomei and the Philadelphia politicos asking for a chance to
delegation, with Tomei taking the think about it.
floor for a half-hour discourse in <*T»m „ , . ,

J. m not telling you how to
vote,” Petrillo shouted. "But I am'

their behalf.

of the convention if he considers
it in the best interests of the union.
Such a law, Tomei shouted, pro-
vides ammunition for “such ene-
mies of organized labor” as Sena
tor Taft,

. Westbrook Pegler,
George Sokolsky and others.

"President Petrillo has never

A

MERCURY ARTIST

Proposal for a bylaw change to teHine , ?
end a "definitely dictatorial and ^ ?“y Taft

despotic” situation was not aimed this uniorfln^wn^
1 he£ £,

reak
at Petrillo, .Tomei insisted. How- diet a euv ZwF'

HeU in~

ever, he added, the clause he WpMi }

ik
?mes a year *

wanted changed permits an AFM Ro brokp Jfr.«
<

r,
ourts—but we ’n

president to set aside any action
of the con-

vention were concerned mostly
with - financial matters. The big
economic question of the conclave,
the pension plan for . .officers and
employes of the federation, was
put off for another year after an
hour's debate.

Basic idea had been approved at
last year’s convention, and dele-
gdtes this S6SS1021 were to vote
merely on the form the pension
would take. The explanation grew
confusing,, and so did the argu-
ment with Tomei, apparently com
vinced that he could filibuster
against the 'entire scheme. He
urged delegates to "stop squandermg money” on people with "fat

of *20,000, $15,000 and
?1A500 and worry more about a
pension plan for individual mem-
bers of the union. Petrillo finally
broke the deadlock with the sug-
gestrnn that copies of the plan be
sent all delegates for study during
the year, with the vote to be taken
next year.
"™s ?lan wouldn’t start paying

nnf
f
T?
r
u
1X y

?
ars

,
anyway. I might

said
be herC ^ ?

-

1X years’” Petrillo

Nix Salary Hikes
Pension plan for rank-and-file

wasJhe subject of another
resolution, which was turned down
at the session. Scheme would have

Sw In
0
?
Per “onth t0 members

1

1

years of eontinuous seri^
‘ ia1‘ht

T
J
eaS

?r5 Harry * Steeper
pbiiited out that- even If only 15%of the federation’s members be-

Sl^an^o}?
16

' the plan would cost
«pi /,zou,ooo per year.

™easu)
:
e to raise salaries ofmembers of the executive board

rtTnn
he pr

,
esent $2 >600 a year to

$3,000 was turned down, as was asimilar proposal increasing the

nixtH
re
a
Sldent S P

i

ay * Delegates alsonixed a proposal that the salaries
sfretaries ang business

agents be increased. *

.
keeping with Petrillo’s pleato bear in mind the low state offinances of the locals, delegatess

't°
tU
?,
ed down measures to i“crease the per capita tax, to in-crease the convention

expenses and to
delegates.

,

^

0
1

11°^vinS is a summary of other
legislative action taken:

Rejected: increase in executive

v
m^bership from five

elected board members to seven*change in the time limit for filing
claims; proposal that the execboard regulate local autonomy;
plan to permit locals to set a 10%
fwfp°

n transfers >* uniform identi-

fimithfp
f0r

' business agents;'

i

g future conventions to thecentral area of the U.S.; plan to

Currently Hiding

America's Newest Hit

“AOF

WIEDERSEHN,

SWEETHEART

backed by

“1 Don’t Want To
Take a Chance”

Record No. 5871 and
5871X45

On Tour

Eddy Howard
and His Orchestra

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS
. Ot 1 1

Pj&tlEff
Survey, pf retail disk best

sellers, bqsed on reports ob*.

tained from leading stores (rl

12 cities and
.
showing conu

parative sales rating for thi$

'and last week,
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1 2
AL MARTINO (BBS)
"HeYe in My Heart”—101 • • • • 1

»

2 1
|

2 7 2 4 ft ft 3 1 • • 1 . 84

. 2 4*
GEORGIA GIBBS (Mercury)
"Kiss of Fire”—5823 .

}

• * • • • » 10 • « 3 1 1 2 * t 4 2 1 • • 73
I

3 1

LEROY ANDERSON (Decca)
"Blue Tange”^40220- <«ii 6 7 . 5 4 9 9 • 1 1 2 5 2 9 68

4 3
PERCY. FAlYifTColuijlhia)
"Delicado”—:397Q8 . ,>.

n
* * • 2 3 3 9 9 9 9 • • - 5 • ft 1 4 3 3 64

5 5\

DON CORNELL 1

(Coral)
1

"I’m Yours”-r-6.0659 »• • • 8 9 ’ * <i • • • • 3 3 ft* ft 5 3 ». • » • 35

6

.

10 '•

JOHNNIE RAY (Columiba)
'/Walking My Baby Home”—39750 9 • • . • i • •

(

4 7 6 ft ft • • 6 • • 4 30

7 12
YERA LYNN (London)
"Ailf Wiedersehn”—1227 > ft ft • • •

t

1 • • 1

.

* • 6 > • ft ft • • 9 • « • • 27

8A 9 i

KAY STARR, (Capitol)

"Wheel of Fortune”—1964. . .

,

• 9 ft ft • • « • • • • • « • 4 4. » 5 7 • • 6 » • 22

8B 14
ROSEMARY CLOONEY (Col) . .

.

"Half As -Much”-—39710 5 • •

A

4 • • • • • • • ft 2 « • « * • * • • 22

'9 7
EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

"I’m Yours”—20-4680 ........l • • • 9 9 • 9 6 » • 5 \
‘

• • 10 • • * • • » 5 • » 18

10 15
PEGGY LEE (Decca)
"Lover”—28215 F • * 3 4 • • • » • » » • ft ft • • « • • * • • • • 15

11 17
LES PAUL (Capitol),

"Carioo'a”—2080 . .
.'

> ft ft « 4 8 10 • » • • 8 ft ft

•

• * » • « • • • • • 14

12A A ft

COMO-FISHER (Victor)
"Maybe”—20-4744 ^ . . .

.

• ft ft • 9 • • 9 5 • • • » ft • • • • • 7 » • 8 13

12B 6
ELLA MAE MORSE (Capitol)

"Blacksmith Blues”—1922. . . .

.

• ft ft 9 9 9 9 9 $ • • 9 9 5 9 8 9 • • • • » « 13

13A
LES PAUL (Capitol)

"I’m' Confessin’ ”—2080-. 8 12

13B 8
DORIS DAY (Columbia)
"A Guy Is a Guy”—39673 i « • • •• ••

**

• • • * 0 « . 4 .. 12

14 18
JANE FROMAN (Capitol)

"I’ll Walk Alone”—2044. *»»•«••« •• •• • • • • 3 • • 9 .

.

10

15A 11
DON CORNELL (Coral)

"I’ll Walk Alone”-—60659

,

7 *
. . 10 8 . • 4 ft • • 9

15B 18^.
TONI ARDEN (Columbia)
"Kiss of Fire”—39737. .

.

!•••**•• •• ft ft 2 •• • • • • • ft • ft 4 9

15Cx *3
EDDY HOWARD (Mercury)
"Be Anything.”—f>815. 8 • • 9 * . . . . 10 . . 10 7 9

1 2 3 4 5
t

FIVE TOP
ALBUMS

%

WITH A SONQ IN
MY HEART

Jait« Irenttin

Capitol
BDN-309
KDF-309
L-309

SINGIN' IN THE
RAIN

t

Hollywood Cast

M-G-M
M-G-M-113

K-113
E-113

JOHNNIE RAY

,
ALBUM

. • Columbia-'

, CO-6199
^ C2-88

B-2-88

BIG . BAND BASH

Billy May

Capitol

KCF-329

,
DCN-329
L-329

AMERICAN IN

PARIS
Hollywood Cast

M-G-M
E-93
K-93
M-93

per diem
pay mileage to’

set additional rates for key men
playing ice shows; new scale for
ice shows; resolution to amend
traveling surcharge structure; regu-
late filing of contracts; plan to
make bookers provide information'
on -living costs on out-of-town
dates; special scale for so-called B
symphony orchestras; subjecting
added attractions in ballrooms to
the 10% tax; suggestion to collect
delinquent dues out of refunds
owed; requiring individual mem-
ber’s permission for free shows;
change convention date to July;
turning uncollected refund checks
over- to the Lester Petrillo Mem
orial Fund; change in transfer regu-
lations; •! admit vocalists to AFM
membership.
;
Passed; plfin for literature to be

given to new members; resolution
that an officer or assistant to the
president be on duty in the federa-
tion’s main office on Saturdays;
change in regulations 'governing
members who act as agents;
changed status of traveling mem-
ber who comes into the jurisdic-
tion of his home local; resolution
banning

. so-called "personal ap-
pearance recordings”; regulation
of service bands in competition
with civilian bands.

Referred to president’s office or
to executive board: Six-day work
week; study leading toward 'pos-
sible re-districting of locals; study
of ice show scales; study of con-
ductor’s scale in ice shows using
taped recordings for part of show
music; suggestion that a member
of Congress be asked -to introduce
legislation to ban foreign record-
ings of instrumental music, bridges,
cues, etc., made under "sweatshop”
conditions; two weeks’ notice for
discharged musicians; regulating

of informfition by bookers;
banning members from going
abroad to make recordings; life of
snow contracts for traveling mu-
sici&ns; increased scale for sym-
phonic sessions where tape is used;

lessen, discrepancies in scales oh
traveling dates; plan to permit spe-
cial audition recordings.
-Quebec delegates, who had

flooded their fellow Conventioneers
with literature on the wonders of
Canada, won their battle to have
the next convention north of the
border, and the conclave ended
with Petrillo crowned with a som-
brero and voted a gold membership
card.

Change in the hotel allowance
to $6 per day for seven days caused
a mild amount of confusion but
within 15 minutes after the final
session ended, delegates were
lining up to pocket their share of
the $220,000 disbursed by the fed-
eration for convention expenses.
It was, said Petrillo, one of the
best conventions in memory.

2-Ton Baker to Coral
Two-Ton Baker, longtime Mer-

cury Records artist, has switched
to Coral Records with a longterm
deal. Baker headquarters in Chi-
cago and has been active on Mer-
cury’s juye-slanted platters.

'

Jimmy Hilliard, Coral’s artists
and repertoire chief, is planning
to give Baker both straight pop
and juve material.

THE NEW SOCK NOVELTY!

TOrriNQ ALL LISTS

3T*

if

LEROY
ANDERSON

MILLS msir. Inc.

ALICE FABER AGENCY
Tak«s pleasure in announcing that

AL GAYLE
is now aiK associate, representing

ORCHESTRAS, COMBOS, AND ALL
MUSICAL ATTRACTIONS

HU. 2«7£88 ' 6381 Hollywood Boulevard
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USIC

« • the Atlas

of the

Entertainment World

\

In ancient fables. Atlas supported the world upon his shoulders.

Today it’s a fact that music supports the entertainment world ... a

multi-billion dollar industry ... a world of radio, television^ movies,

night clubs, dance halls, concerts, musicals, etc.

I

Entertainment without music would he entertainment without profit,

singers without songs, orchestra leaders without orchestras*

And where does this music come from? It comes from hundreds

of composers and lyricists who can keep on writing these songs for

the entertainment industry only because they receive royalties for the

public performance for profit of their works.

That is where the American Society of Composers, Authors and

Publishers enters the picture. * By acting as a clearing house for the

receipt and distribution of performance fees, ASCAP enables these

writers to keep turning out the songs and melodies for the enjoyment

of the American public. All of tl|e thousands of songs composed by

the Society’s members are available to you under a single ASCAP license.

A

And that is what makes this license important to you. It helps make

your business profitable by giving you ready access to the best in the

music of America — the music people have requested, over and over

again, through the years. T,. . . . ,° this is the first in a series of
advertisements telling the story of ASCAP

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF COMPOSERS, AUTHORS AND PUBLISHERS

575 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 22, NEW YORK

/I’
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Accent at the talent agencies has

returned to selling. All other ac-

1

tivlties, including pacting of. new
j

talent,, have become secondary.
[J

Aim is now to qonsolidate whatever
they now have and dismiss

, any
thoughts of expansion for a- long

time

Agency toppers now theorize

that the rapid tele expansion has

done them more harm than good,

in the long run. Not only have the

various offices expanded in such a

manner that the slightest recession

caused a severe financial crisis, but

the retrenchment that followed has

caused a general letdown of office

morale. Situation is admittedly

very bad in some offices. Many of

the minor help are fearful that

pink slips will be handed out mo-
mentarily.

Current percentery feeling is

that every possible source of em-
ployment should be fully exploited

to get as many entertainers into

the spots as possible, giving job

preference to those who are prompt
with commissions.

Split Commissions Seen Doomed
Another policy in the major

offices that’s likely to go by the

wayside is the splitting, of commis-
sions with either bookers or other

agents. ‘Wherever possible, the ma-
jors are to use their own lists and
buying from other offices will be
minimized. Feeling is that with

'current expenses, jt’s a losing

proposition to book on a 5% com-
mission basis, The agencies are

c
now out for the full 10%. The

"latter policy is expected to work
considerable hardship on indie

agents who have become accus-

tomed to selling to the majors for

use in cafes on which the big

offices have exclusives.

• One prime example is seen in

the case of Dick Henry of the Wil-

liam Morris agency, who will be re-

tired in the fall. Henry, who has

the say-so on the buying for sev-

eral niterles, has been servicing

these spots with acts purchased

from other offices. Commissions
were split between the two offices,

which cut down the overall earn-

ings from a situation, of that kind.

It’s likely that talent exclusively

wjth the Morris office will be used

as much as possible on situations

of this kind.

MCA’s System

At Music Corp. of America, sit-

uation is in reverse. On bookings
into spots controlled by them, office

may buy from another agency, and
will permit a full 10% slice to re-

main with the office that owns the

act. However, when their acts are

sold into spots controlled by other

offices, they will permit no commis-
sions to be charged by the buyer.

MCA gets the full 10% in such
cases.

Talent agencies are still not

through trimming and cutting

down. 'Changes will continue to be
made and there’s expected to be
some consolidation of departments.
Agents at all the offices have been
told to cut down expense accounts

and every division is being scruti-

nized in order to effect further
economics.

However, the agencies must
bring in additional coin, and thus
the heavy stress on selling. In

fact, some have been • told that

they’ll have to bring in more con-

tracts if they’re to stay on the pay-

rolls.

Pitt Freeze
— Continued from $*ge-‘3t sss

number of UHF channels assigned

cities are’ in relation to VHF as-

signments.

The WWSW petition, filed by the

Washington radio law firm of Se-

gal, Smith £ Hennessey, -claims

that the Commission’s allocation

was "arbitrary” in failing to as-

sign Channel 4 to the area because

of a difference of a few miles in

channel spacing requirements. Un-
der the engineering standards

adopted by the Commission, there

must be 170 miles between sta-

tions using Channel 4, The dis-

tance between Pltsburgh and Co-
lumbus, O., nearest user of Chan-
nel 4, is 162 miles <from postoffice

to postoffice). The distance from
Columbus to Braddock is 169 miles.

WWSW contends that in holding
firmly to its fixed standard, the

Commission provided inadequate
TV facilities for Pittsburgh and
failed to carry out its statutory re-

sponsibilities to .distribute the

channels equitably.

The petitioner is one of seven
applicants for the only commercial
VHF channel available in Pitts-

burgh. This means, .says WWSW,
that there "must inevitably be a
prolonged, difficult and expensive
competitive -hearing” which "can-
not be finally resolved within the
next three or four years, and it is

therefore likely that. Allegheny
County during that time will have
but one VHF television station

(WDTV).”

Saranac lake
. By Happy Benway

Saranac . Lakfi,, N, Y., June 17.
; The Birches, one of -the oldest

niterles in this, part of the Aditon-

dacks, opened its
u season with

Timmy Towers orch to turnaway
biz. Spot is operated by' Mostf
LaFountain, who also paanages
Durgan’s.
Paul Hein, vet musician, rated

an all-clear ,that skeds him to re-

sume work in the fall.

Rufus (JATSE) Weathers,
bedded with cardiac attack, rest-

ing and holding up well;, ditto

your columnist, bedded with in-

testinal flu.

A carnation to Ted Brenner,’
director and actor oh radio and
TV, for taking time out to* land-
scaping- our lawns; ditto Grace
(ABC) Davidson.

First, big topper to hit. town is

skedded for July 16 with King
Bros. & Cristiani Combined Cir-

cus, sponsored by Saranac Lake
Volunteer Fire Dept.

Sgt. Julius Bernard, Walter Ho-
ban and Kitty Bernard paid a

visit to the Variety Clubs hospital

and mitted each and every pa-,

tient.

Ray Turner, announcer on
WNBZ who deejayed the "1450
Club” morning program that

greeted all shut-ins here,* resigned
to resume work in Vermont.
William Joyner, theatre’ manager

and owner of Troy, N. C.,; Otto
Hayman, manager Cambria, (N. Y.)
Theatre for Interboro circuit, .and

Frank E. Walters, Rotary mana-
ger and publicity agent of Ap°^°
circuit, Atlantic . City, all doing
flip-ups over their recent excel-
lent clinic reports.

After a year of faithful ozoning
and mastering major surgery,
Charlie Aldebo, staffer from
Skouras N. Y. office, definitely

beat the tap and will summer m
Demarest, N. J., before resuming
work in N. Y.

. ^
Write to those who are ill.

AS NAME VAUDER
National Theatres is planning to

open the Fox Theatre, San Fran-
cisco, fot vautjc around the end of,

July. It would mark the first time-

in several years that there would’

Be a regular, variety house in that

city.

Last one on, a regular vaude
schedule was the Golden Gate The-
atre, an RKO house.

.

Paramount
occasionally sent a show there, but
Frisco has been sans vaude for the
greater part of the time in Xhe past

few years.

The Fox will probably be on a
name policy. Sammy -Rauch, book-
er of the ROxy, N„ Y., which will

also be operated by National The-
atres, is currently shopping for

alent toppers.

Sandra Devlin, dancer, opens at

the Lookout .Club, Arntfield, Rou*
yen, Que., June 23.

New Acts

Kaycee Starlight Bowing

Kansas City, June 17.

Starlight Theatre kicks off the

al fresco season here next Monday
(23) with "The Great Waltz” as

CHARLES TYRELL
Songs
15 Mins.
Bellevue Casino, Montreal

Baritone Charles Tyrell is one of

the most effective singers ever to

play this room. Tyrell, who in the
past showings here did little more
than emcee and grab a quick pro-
duction solo, comes into his own in

present offering with the major
stanza, "Show Boat,” being cen-
tered around his interpretation of

"Old Man River.” This tune and
others from the same score are
handled in expert fashion by the
personable performer. He has
possibilities for a more definite

spot of his own in any layout,

Occasionally there is a tendency
to go overboard on some of the
more heroic items, but on the bal-
lads and light opera routines, Ty-
rell is surefire. With a more re-
laxed manner, he’d be okay for
most visual mediums with the pos-
sible exception of the more inti-

mate boites. Newt.

HELEN WOOD
Dance
4 Mins.
Roxy, N. Y.
Helen Wood, who recently left

the .cast of "Pal Joey,” shows an
excellent vaude and nitery poten-
tial as well as promise -in other
visual fields. Miss Wood is a
youngster who has 'elected a

1 low-
down “Style of terping. Although
she doesn’t give this medium any
new thoughts, what she does is

tasteful and sexy.

At the Roxy, she does a com-
paratively brief turn with "St.
Louis Blues” as background. The

I stepping is in the usual vein with

2 cl Season With ‘Waltz’
j

the exception of a few passages at
the close, but the girl has excellent
exposition, style and personality.
Her efforts are handsomely mitted.
What she does at the Roxy isn’t a
complete vaude turn. She prob-
ably has more numbers to provide
a complete act. Jose.

the first of 10 productions. Season
will run 11 weeks. “Waltz” has
Lillian Murphy, a local fave, and
Glen Burris- in the leads. Second
season again has Richard Berger
in charge of production.

This year’s program in the 7.600-

scat theatre is expected to be even
a bigger success than last year, If

early ticket sales are any indica-

tion. More than half the nut for
the season already is in the till,

and unusually early and hot
weather is spurring ticket, sales,

according to Bill Symon-, business
manager.

Berger last week announced the
signing of Hal LeRoy for the lead
in "Where’s Charley?,” the July
14 production, fourth ofsthc season.

TANYA
Violin
6 Mins.
Palace, N. Y.

Of obvious concert discipline,
Tanya fits the vaude groove with
a light, airy handling of the fiddle.

She’s lively, attractive and doesn’t
waste her time trying to be im
pressive on the longhair -stuff. In
one classical motif, she splices
with "My Man” passages, revert-
ing to original theme skillfully.

Drew fine mitt at show caught
with

LES ORIOL (2)

High Bar
5 Mins.
Palace, N. Y.

,

Mixed team shows good bag of
tricks - on , the high bar in which
neck and 'foot gymnastics from
loops ate abundant. In one stanza
the male holds slim femme, a look-
er, for good splits and whirlaway
stuff on rings. Gal also supports
partner in several routines, one of
them from her free leg, and he
catches her in a flying bit.

Closer is orthodox noose revolve
by the girl. Trau.

TRIO REXFORD
Dance
8 Mins.
Palace, N. Y.

This threesome, two femmeS and
male, is standard for the ballroom-
ology and Apache course. Man is

especially good lifter, handling
gals in double with easy grace.

Closing display, horizontal whirl-
ing of the. two gals by Bruno Rex-
ford, rates a sizable mitt. Trail.

KARPIS TRIO
i

Risley^Ladder
j

4 Mins.
Palace, N. Y. {

Trio of two males and a femme
provide okay rislcy and straight
aero assortment, including unsup-
ported ladder work in which mixed
pair deploys* clubs for juggling. In
the gymnastic niche, they operate
effectively on limb and head tricks.

,For finish,, they score big via an
improvised double perch in which
understander, on his back, footsies
a low horizontal bar as his partners
revolve on the accelerated appara-
tus. Trau.

closing number, Enesco’s
"Roumanian Rhapsody,” giving the
piece a vivid ride. Good act for 1 and rates the encores demanded,
general situations. Trau.

1

Lary.

BOB CARROLL
Songs
25 Mins.
Sans Souci, Miami Beach
Bob Carroll has been around,

working mostly with band? and pii

records. In his current holdover
stint at this smart hotel spot, he
adds up as a potent bet for the bet-
ter cafes and for video.

Tall, with a masculine quality
that appeals to the men as wel
as the femme contingent, he re-
minds of a Tony Martin in style
and phrasing. Voice is a full one
that embraces a ballad or a rhythm
tune equally well, with stint of
some 10 tunes intelligently select
ed and well balanced to keep aud
interest building. Easy delivery is
simple and effective, without any
of the gimmicks the latter-day crop
of songsters seem to find necessary
to click. Holds them all the way

Trau.

Profs’ Blueprint
Continue# from '

pmge t

bers of five branches and TVA
residents in . locality will govern
their own affairs, assist in- enforce-

ment of national codes and agree-
ments, but are forbidden to make
rules limiting or denying yrork to

any of their own members or other
members in good standing.

(7) Local and national adminis-
trators appointed, and have com-
pensation, fixed, by respective
governing bodies.

(8) National Initiation fee no less

than $100 payable in advance, with
first constitutional convention to

determine* annual dues. It’s esti-

mated that merged groups will

have to get average of $50 annually
from each of estimated 20,000
members. Locals are to collect

fees and dues, be permitted to up
them to 50% of national scale and
reduce them under conditions set

by national board.

Pooling Assets
(9) Liquid assets to be pooled in

central treasury, with half remitted
to treasuries of locals on pro rata
basis; welfare funds pooled in local

and national funds. Real estate dis-

posed of is made responsibility of
committees appointed by owner-
branches prior to merger.

(10) Machinery for merger util-

izes existing constitutional provi-
sions regulating five branches.
Other recommendations include:

Membership open to any perform-
er with such non-performers as
stage managers, directors, chore-
ographers, instrumentalists elig-

ible; all present members of
branches and TVA to be admitted;
first conclave to establish new
membership categories such as
non-residents, juves, honorary; no
local allowed to establish member-
ship requirements based on race,
creed, color or sex; no member
may belong to more than one local;

only national board can transfer
members; board appoints national
exec secretary and aides; locals
appoint their administrators; col-
lective bargaining mechanics are
set up.

Blueprint recommends that if

merger is okayed, a constitutional
convention should be held within
six months. Overall plan calls for
special committees to miill such
problems as housing, membership,
dues records, administration of
welfare fund. Delegates to conven-
tion will act as interim national
exec board until elections are held.

+ The closing of the Earle Theatre
Philadelphia, for the season on Fri-
day' (20)' will, mark the’ first time
in recent history that the Warner
chain will he without a regular
vaudeville Stand, The Philly house
‘if scheduled to shutter for the
summer only* Warner spokesmen
say that the house will reopen on
a vaude policy in the fall.

The Earle's seasonal demise fol-
lows the shuttering of the Warner,
N. Y., which gave up early this
month. ' •

. Cessation of all vaude activity on
the Warner wheel will- actually be
delayed a week, : inasmuch as on
Friday Johnnie Ray starts a week
stand at the Stanley, Pittsburgh,
another Warner stop that used to*

be a regular vauder. After that
there are no shows scheduled for
houses on that chain. However, cir-

cuit will open up any situation
when a sufficiently strong head-
liner becomes available.

The plight of the Warner houses
points up the extreme paucity of
circuit vaude; The Loew circuit
presently has- the Capitol, Washing-
ton, as the only regular stop, and
the Palace, N, * Y„ is the only
steady talent user on the RKO
chain.
The Paramount wheel remains

the largest vaude user."Circuit has

Old Gal of Mine
; Continued from page 41 :

vets know. No telling what sound-
chamber, trick treatment, whip-
cracking, multiple rhythm, freak
wailing melodist will catapult a
tune into acceptance frequently be
yond its true worth.

These music men are realists.
They don’t go along with the fre-
quently heard gripe that because
of the networks’ hookup with
Broadcast Music, Inc., and the Co-
lumbia or RCA Victor control of
the two major networks, thaji they
lean to BMI publication. That’s as
fallacious as BMI’s 1940 attempt
to put "Jeanie with the Light
Brown Hair” and Stephen Foster
on the Hit Parade. Nobody can
regulate public taste. But maybe
there’s something to a sotto voce
opinion that the current wave of
things is causing these off-beat
songs and offbeat "break song styl-

ists to catapult so quickly to the top.

the Par, N. Y., and Chicago, Chi-
cago, as regular bookings, but uses
spot .shows ir^ other houses with
greater frequency than other webs.
The fall may see some return of

vaude, but talent agency men feel

that there still won’t be enough
to get enthusiastic about.

McConnell Calls
Continued from page 31

should be admitted, so that all can
see.”

Noting that there exists the
question of decorum,” McConnell
promised that neither lights, cam-
era or the mike will even be notice-

able in a few years. He also cited

the anti-TV argument that partici-

pants in a hearing might "act up”
to the audience if the •event is be-

ing televised. "There are always
people of that type,” he said, "but
in the long run showing -them to

the American public will be the

best way of correcting their man-
ners.”

McConnell urged that TV should
be permitted to cover proceedings
of the Supreme Court. He pre-

dicted that international TV, in

color, will soon become reality and
declared that, at that time, Ameri-
can viewers and particularly chil-

dren will become familiar with

London,- Paris and Rome, and, per-

haps some day, even Moscow. “The
American audience vwill then be-

come familiar with the statesmen,
the people and the customs of other

countries,” he said, "because they
will see them daily.”

ALA Parley
55S; Continued from page 31

sary, and this Isn’t likely to take

place for several months.

Meanwhile, sub-committees are

going into detailed questions, such

as finances. ALA itself has a defi-

cit, amounting to over $40,000.

SWG has a treasury of about $135,-

000. RWG has some back debts.

Varied status of their finances pro-

vides a minor source of differences

among the guilds, which will be

hammered out by further meetings
on both coasts.

Rex Stout, ALA prexy, presided.

Others attending were- Luise Sill-

cox, ALA exec secretary; Evelyn

Burkee, assistant exec sec., and

Kitty Gordon, secretary, from the

ALA staff; for the AG, John Ker-

sey, Gilbert Gabriel, Arthur Gar-
field Hays, Dr. Henry Pratt Fair-

child; for DG, Howard Lindsay,

Philip Dunning, Milton Pascal,

Ted Mablie and Arthur Schwartz;

for RWG, .Milton Merlin, Larry

Marks, Ira Marion, “Ram Moore,
Peter Lyon and. Sheldon Stark; for

SWG, Mary McCall,’ Jr., Jolin Lar-

kin, Morgan Cox, Gordon Stullberg

and Frances Inglis; -and for Tele-

vision Writers Group, Lee Berg

and Margaret Weiss.

Vote rules varied from question,

to question, with balloting on some

issues by unit and others by indi-

vidual.
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Hollywood, June 1%
National exec board of .Ameri-

can Guild of Variety* Artists last

Friday <lS) adopted a' proposal

by- former prexy Gus Van aimed

at reviving vaude, on non-profit

basis, which would- see houses now
shuttered because of slump In

bo., reopened and playing stage

bills. Committee was appointed to

follow through on all facets .of the

Van plan.

Under the scheme, AGVA would

make concessions to theatre ops;

would seek concessions of other

unions and guilds so that plan

could he formulated; would try to

get names to underwrite format;

and would, use any coin made on

deal to help, open other houses

closed by dropping boxoffice.

Purpose of the plan is to solve

the increasingly serious roblem of

unemployment in AGVA ranks,

figure now touching about 6J5% of

the members.

Van said: "There’s enough live;

young talent around to make this

plan work.
,
Television wouldn’t

make any difference. We are red-

blooded Americans, and have got

to get out for entertainment. Plan
I have proposed visualizes two
shows a night, no nutinees. We,
would work, chiefly with the ihdles,

which have been $o hard hit by.

the pix slump, but we Would also

welcome circuits if they wanted
to take part , in this idea.”

Named to work, on the Van vaude
resuscitation plan ' were Van as

chairman; Irving Grossman and
Jackie Bright, New York; George

Insurance Interim
*

Hollywood, June 17.
Despite long discussion on

the controversial insurance
plan of the American Guild of
Variety Artists, the union’s
executive board voted against
any final disposition at its con-
vention here. Board, will study
other plans and issue will be
decided by Aug. 1. The Mat-
thew M. Adler setup, now in
effect, expires iii November.
An AGVA spokesman de-

clared that steps are being
taken to reconstruct the entire
insurance scheme*

West, Dick Gale and Jack Gwynne,
Chicago; Larry Rio, Sid Slate and
Rex Weber, Hollywood; Rajah Ra-
boid, Miami Beach; Vince -

Silk,
San Francisco, and Dave Work-
man, Kansas City,
Board approved Van’s plan fol-

lowing lengthy debate, and then-
went on to other matters. It de-
cided that Matthew Adler, who is

broker on the insurance plan
which became the real hot potato
of the convention, should pay
ACVA for all expenses incurred
during collecting of premiums.

Dunn Defends. Pplicy
Boiling point of the powwow was

reached during the discussion on
insurance setup, with attacks
centered on former national
administrative secretary Henry
Dunn, and Adler. Dunn defended
himself against the attacks, saying,
‘Time will show I was given .the
right to conclude a deal. No
matter what you do, somebody will
always accuse you of kickbacks.
My reputation will be upheld when
all the evidence is in.”
Prexy Georgie Price, it was re-

ported, was going after the AGVA-
insurance himself, but he emphat-
ically denied this. Delegates
adopted a resolution expressing
dissatisfaction with the Adler plan
and instructing the board to come
up with a substitute.
Another controversy was stirred

up over the issue of racial discrim-
ination against performers, with
C
^
nj*ave finally passing two Water-

ed-down resolutions and tabling
one with teeth in it. Feeling of
delegates seemed to be that the
stronger one was not enforceable,

fu ,
'would only cost

. performers

v £
3°bs. Jack Gilford of New

i.Sn fi£ht for stronger one,
while Cal Emmett of Dallas op-
•?°sec* it. saying, "No union can
solve the problem of segregation.”

Nix Agent Group*
delegates reaffirmed a resolu-

tion presented in the 1950 conven-
on whereby the union will treat
gents as individuals, and not rec-
gnize any agents’ associations,
devious resolution Was not acti-

vated, but this time board was
mandated to lake' action to break
all ties with such associations.
Move allowing members to hold

franchises as agents or club-date
bookers was* beaten.

’

A watchdog committee to press
action on matters referred to the
board was voted in a resolution
striking at "apathy and flaws”* in
the national administrative eche-
lons, and administrative secretary
Jack Irving remarked it was in or-
der “because of past administra-
•tions,” but added, “we actually
have it in national executive com-
mittee.”

Georgie Price Unopposed
Georgie Price was nominated as

prexy, and with no one entering
the race in opposition, his re-elec-
tion • to head AGVA for another
year is assured. Also .nominated
without opposition were Rex
Weber of . Hollywood, treasurer,
and Manny ’Tyler of N.Y., record-,
ing secretary. Boston was awarded
next years convention.
Nominee? for first v.p. are

George West, Los Angeles; Jack
Gwynne, Chicago; Jackie Bright,
N. Y.; Tom Martin, Chicago, and.
for second v.p., Red Buttons,*N. Y.;

Will Audrey, Frisco; Dick Ware,
Chicago, and Rajah Raboid, ^Miami
Beach. Nominated for third v.p,

are Billy Lee, Detroit; Russell
Swann, N- Y,; Danny Thomas, Chi-
cago; Don George’, Seattle; George
Riley, L. A.; Mickey Stewart,. L.
A.; Charley Brett, Boston; Johnny
Frisco, Baltimore, and Linda
Compton, Cleveland.

,

Life memberships were con-
ferred on vaude vets Joe- Smith
and Charlie Dale, and on Margie
Coate, head of the welfare com-
mittee.

Before returning to Gotham,
Price met with execs of Screen Ac-
tors Guild on his plan for a “su-
per” board to reign an overall
merger, and told delegates the
men he talked to personally liked
the plan, but said it would be up
to the SAG exec board as to what
action will be taken along the
lines proposed by the prexy.
A resolution which would in ef-

fect have given a contract to Jack
Irving was . declared . unconstitu-
tional- It was voted to have mem-
bership returned to AGVA em-
ployees so they could get benefits

of insurance plan.

Hope On an Escalator-

Interested as AGVA Prez

If It’s Honorary Routine
Hollywood, Junev 17.

Despite circulation of petitions

urging nomination of Bob Hope as

prexy of American Guild of Va-
riety Artists, comedian said he was
not interested in .the job “if there’s

any work involved.” Draft-Hope
move was. started by AGVA Coast

rep Eddie Rio following nomina-
tion of Georgie Price without op-

position at union’s convention last

week (see separate story).

“I don’t want to take the job if

there’s any. work because I don’t

have the time for it,” Hope* said.

“If lending my name to the or-

ganization will help, I’ll do it. Rio

told me it was an honorary posi-

tion, that there’s no work involved.

I want to think about it. I’m on
an escalator.”
Hope said Rio originally asked

if he was interested in a post on
the national board and comedian
gave the nod, figuring it was a rou-

tine* When Rio asked him about

the presidency, Hope said he
thought Rio was kidding. “I think

Price did a wonderful job as presi-

dent. The job is much too impor-
tant to be neglected.”

Lou Weiss’ Extra Load

At Reduced WM Agency
Lou Weiss will triple at the Wil-

liam Morris Agency’s N. Y. office.

Weiss, who now works the tele and
cafe departments, will take over

coverage of the record companies
formerly handled by Barry Winton.

Latter left the agency- last week.

Agency is currently in the mid-

dle of a retrenchment program. It’s

unlikely that -any new - manpower
will be added at this time. Com-
pany is also retiring • Dick Henry,

who Will leave the cafe department

in the fall, as repotted last' Week.

Two More Hearings

OnNX Aerial Law
Albany, June 17.

The Board of Standards and Ap-
peals will hold continued public
hearings on Friday (20) in the.

Empire State Building, New York,
at 11 a.m., and next Monday (23)
in the Home Savings Bank, Albany,
at 10 a.m.', on the proposed Indus-
trial Code rule relating to aerial
performers working more than- 20
feet high. The code Is required
under terms 'of the Ten Eyck Law,
which takes effect July 1*

The Board has made a number of
changes in the proposed code
since hearings took place last
month in New York and Albany.
The* qualifications and duties of
“safety managers” are now *de-

. tailed, somewhat in line. with sug-
gestions made by spokesmen for
outdoor interests at the previous
sessions. <

‘Opry’ in Fast

0. Astor Fold
City slickers failed to succumb

to the lure of the country sirens,

and “Grand Ole Opry” will close
at the Astor Hotel on Times Square
Saturday (21) afid be replaced by
Carmen Cavallaro’s orch.

Thus ends one of the more ex-
perimental hotel- bookings on
Broadway. “Opry” was booked for
the entire season, starting May 26
and. winding up Sept.. 13. However,
after four, weeks of bad biz, both
sides mutually agreed to call it

quits.

“Opry” was one of the most ex-
pensive bookings indulged in at
the Astor. Troupe was getting $6,-

500 weekly, as against the normal
$2,500 or so that name bands can
be bought for these days.
Then again, the physical limita-

tions of the Astor Roof were such
that the antics could only be seen
by a handful of ringsiders, and in
order to get the maximum enter-
tainment from the group, everyone
in the room had to enter into the
spirit of the thing. It was also felt

that this type o'f entertainment

,

doesn’t go with hard likker. The
cornfed carolers pointed out that
straight audiences, such as those
that attended their telecasts from
thp Belasco Theatre, N.‘ Y., were
enthusiastic about their efforts. It

requires some concentration and
participation to get the most out of

the bucolic antics.

Another fact that made a break-
off the best possible solution was
the item of salary. Each of the
cornfed entertainers felt he had
been taking a cut by coming into

New York. They declared that they
could go out on one-night stands

and clean up considerably more.
Regulars such as the Duke of Pa-
ducah, Roy Acuff, Minnie Pearl,

Red Foley arid others ar§ prime
lures in the silo centres, and have
done well in the area around
Nashville. Their air show emanates
from WSM in that city.

Stripper Evelyn West’s

$13,000 in Mpls. 2-Weeker
Minneapolis, June 17.

Stripper Evelyn West and her
one-woman burlesque show grossed

$13,052- in her recent two-week
stand at the Alvin Theatre here,

and not $8,000 as previously re-

ported.
Show drew $8,609 the first week

and $4,443 the second week at $1.25

lop In the 1,500-seat house. Miss
West hej£ into’a third week.

Sinatra’s Chi Chez Mark
Chicago, June 17.

Frank Sinatra last Saturday (14)

broke a record at the Chez Paree.

Singer brought iri 1,993 patrons in

four shows. New 20-year mark was
set even with Sinatra edging in a

benefit.

Last show was at 3:30 a.m. after

turning away more than 500 per-

sons.

Romm Antic* Alexander
Leonard Romm, left the Willard

Alexander Agency last week. He
had been with the office several

months, having switched as head
of Arena Attractions, Inc., * Spike
Jones-controlled agency.

Previously he had been with
General Artists Carp, and William
Morris 'Agency.
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$6,738; ‘Not in Good Faith’

Hollywood, June 17.

Executive board of the Ameri-
can Guild of Variety Artists passed

a motion at its powwow here di-

recting that the $6,738 sent the

union by Ringling Bros, and Bar-
num & Bailey Circus be returned
immediately. Board felt that the
coin, “presumably representing
initiation fees and dues for circus
performers,” was not sent in good
faith since AGVA didn’t receive
signed membership applications
along with the money.
Board declared that the circus

management “thwarted” effprts of

performers to- obtain applications,
thus depriving them of member-
ship, life insurance coverage and
other benefits. >

f Artists Representatives Assn,;
largest of the agency orgariiza-
tiotis, is exacted to call a council-
of-war shortly to determine it*,

course as a result 6t the

Columbus Talks

$2,500,000 Arena
Columbus, June 17.

A $2,500,000 downtown sports
arena for Columbus is being
planned by a group of local busi-
ness and hotel men. They feel
that with the revenue from park-
ing, ice shows,* ice hockey exhibi-
tions, a public ice skating rink,
dog' shows, basketball tournaments,
and convention displays, * the ’

in-
vestment would pay off, Financing
has been tentatively pledged.

The proposed 65-foot-high build-
ing would have 5,300 seats around
an ice hockey floor, and capacity
could be increased to 7,000 for
stage shows, boxing and wrestling.
Structure would have two floors

below ground for parking 500 to

600 cars, and would also offer year-
round day 'and night parking.

Other cities in Ohio with large
arenas are Hobart Arena, Troy,
seating 5,200; Marion Coliseum,
Marion, 3,600; Toledo Sports
Arena, 5,400; Cleveland Arena,
10.000, and Cincinnati Gardens,
16.000. t

Miami Cafes Slugged

By Military Police,

Seven ‘Off limits’

Miami, June 17.

Seven Miami area niteries were
put “off limits” by the Armed
Forces Disciplinary Control Board
at Key West this week following
arrest of a Marine and sailor on a

first-degree murder charge after a'

drinking spree. Duo were under
Florida’s legal drinking age of 21.

On the verboten list are four
spots which feature femme imper-
sonators—Leon & Eddie’s, Jewel
Box, Circus Bar and Tony Pastor’s

—and strip-accented City Club,
Singing Bar and Coral Club.

Botli the LCon & Eddie’s and
Jewel Box are among the larger
clubs in area, with productions
handled in inoffensive and taste-

ful manner during winter Reason.
Currently they’re presenting sum-
mer editions, somewhat curtailed

from the extravaganzas purveyed
during the winter. All continue
operation, with eye on convention
business expected through July.

Current are some 60,000 Shriners.

adopted at the American Guild of
Variety Artists’, executive board
meeting in Hollywood last week
which makes it mandatory thaj>the
union issue franchises at no cost
on direct application. Resolution
forbids Issuance of franchises
through an organization.
New resolve eliminates the pro-

viso that the union charge $50 to
agents who apply directly, and
grants association franchises at no
cost. Association, in turn, turns
over the licenses to members in
return for annual dues payments
of $50.
Groups such as ARA, Associated

Agents of. America and other re-*
gidnal organizations obtained their
memberships because of. the quiv
rent setup. It was better.. for .an
individual percenter* ip work
through an organization since he
got group service at no additional
cost. New step, endangers the ex-
istence of the groups,

‘ ’ ‘ ’

The ARA confab will be called
either next week or shortly there-'
after. Jack Katz, ARA attorney,
is expected back in' New York
from Florida toward the latter part
of the week, William Kent, ARA-
prexy, wouldn’t comment :uhtil he
got official notification of the
union’s move and' had time to
study the new regulations, .

'

This is the second time that
AGVA has taken such action.
Union decided ori free franchises
two years ago, but never went-
through with it. At that time,
agents spoke of open non-coopera-
tion with the union. Date-diggers
felt that those who control the Jobs
would eventually control the actor.
Agents also resented the move be-
cause of the fact that agency co-
operation, during AGVA’s forma-
tive days, resulted in the growth
of the union, *

Ohio Liquor Boss Cold

To Thaw on Licenses
Columbus, June 17.

Reports from Cleveland last
week that Ohio was about ready to
take the clamps off a three-year-
old freeze on hard liquor permits
were quickly denied here by Wil-
liam C. Bryant, state liquor di-
rector.

Questioned on the rumor of a
“new scramble for private club
liquor permits,” Bryant said: “That
is perfectly ridiculous. If there
is any change in the hard liquor
permit freeze (ordered April 11*
1949), you will be able to see
only with a microscope. There
may be only a few isolated cases.”
The freeze was ordered in 1949,

he explained, because “there were
too many permits, which gave rise
to a problem of enforcement.”

In July, 1950, ^the freeze was
lifted on low-powered permits
(beer and wine) and this was fol-
lowed by a court decision which
let down the bars on low-powered
permits and required the liquor
department to. accept applications
fori permits. %. .

Since then, the director said,

there has been a flood of applica-
tions for low-powered permits and
“we are making a study to deter**
mine whether we have reached the
saturation point on these types of
permits.”

I

Piaf’s 6-Week Return

To Versailles, N. Y.
Edith Piaf will play the Var-

sailles, N. Y., In September, for
her first appearance at the cafe
in a couple of years. Date, this

turn, will be for six weeks, despite
Versailles* pitch to have her stay

longer. ' Her previous stretch there
was for about 20 weeks, a record
for the spot.

Versailles is planning to follow

the run of the * Gallic chantewse
with another Georgie Hale-pro^,

duced Show. Current edition, “All
About- LoVe,” winds up a lengthy
stay next Tuesday (24).

Cleye. Sky-Way’s Names
" Cleveland, June 18.

Eddie Sindelar’s Sky-Way Club
has signatured Connee Boswell for
July 14. week, bidding successfully
against Hotel Hollenderi’s Vogue
Room.

Following current show topped
by Bobby Maxwell and Dolores
Hawkins, the Sky-Way will head-
line Jerry Colonna and

!

Buddy
Nee, new singer, week of June 23;
“After Hour Revue” and Norman
Summers, June 30; and Denise
Darcel, July 7.

Scottland to Later Agcy*
Stan Scottland, who left Music

COtp. of America several weeks
ago,, has joined the Kenneth- Later
Agency. He’ll handle cafe's arid

vaude primarily. •

Prior to his MCA hitch he was
l- with the William Morris Agency.
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Night Club
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die* Paree, Chi
Chicago, June 15.

Jimmy Durante with Mate
Jackson, Jack Roth, Candy Can

•

dido, Jules Buffano; Jessie ROsella,

Elaine Carver,
Johnnie Martin,

Hollywood 1 Cover Girls ($), Chez
Adorables (8), Brian Farnon
Orch (13); $3.50 minimum, $1.10

cover .

The Chez hasn't seen so many

of the regulars for many months.

The ‘big sugar crowd comes oiit

in full force .when Jimmy Durante
makes his annual stand here. Add
to these the non-regulars and' re-

sult is wall-to-wall biz.

Durante has added to his en-

tourage and now uses rfiost. of his

regular video company. The tre-

mendous Durante zest colors every-

thing he does. Although other

comics have rapped the bosses and
the nitery before, cracked more
original quips, and perhaps sung
more harmoniously, this jester will

give them all spades and come
sweeping in ahead of the field.

His 45 minutes of uproarious
humor don’t. satiate the customers
—most of the seatholders just stay

over for the second show-

Comic is making his first appear-

ance in the States since bis smash
London stand, but he doesn’t, touch

too much on his visit, except for

making an centrance -wearing a

g&y homburg and carrying a

furled umbrella. After a few cracks

he doffs his hat to reveal another

covering for his high forehead--

a toupee, which he also gets rid

of quickly.
,

After throwing a few odds and

ends at drummer Jack Both, he

starts roaming the room, rubbing

noses with a cigaret girl, then gets

o work on the piano. Berating

he orch and the Chez, lie claims

he’s a patron of the arts. Maybe
it won’t get him on the Metro-

politan roster next winter, but it

scores with these patrons.

Schnozzola has the band come
down to look for a girl’s gloves,

£irls, June 1% •

“Gala/* produced by Pierre

Lou&Guerin and • Rene Fraday

,

with'The Bluebell Girls (16), The
Models (8), John Battles, Rudy
Horn, tHek Price, Margie Lee,

JAY MARSHALL
ROXY
(N«w York)

3rd Annual
Farawtll Tour

(So* Review
Under Old Acts?

Management:

MARK LEDDY

JACK DENTON
WORLD'S GREATEST COMEDIAN
*

Thor*'* boon some
discussion on this.

Denise Dircel’* f.t. miking for »

sock combo »**Meging Jim but ?

IV Murray entered fait upon tilt

[ heels of Phil Foster who occupied
the comedy throne- for two frames.,

That he ll equalling the sock im-
pression left! by Foster ii a doth-

plimcttt) for latter clicked solidly
Frank Libuse- & Margot Brahdcr,

îth ^ sugare£ cubists of this
John Flanagan, Continental Orch haunt.
(8)j $5.50 minimum.

^he Murray delivery is of the

T and Rene “calculated surprise” category,

Frada^\^e
U
pYR

U
together a fine

well He
nitrone

2
ofIhe tSf Paris Hldl-oi baby

^^w^nnshin unstinSng jokes. Mother Goose, a Hollywood

toumeht >ib wherein descriptions of casting
talent gathering gat oddMes of thejfflte jet

will keep the finely decorated h0wls from taWers - A cWssip

room in customers. One '•of the
makes for an extended closer, with
surefire results.. -

Miss Darcel is the surprise of
the bill. Although -her Gallic

chirps are for . the birds; she de-
emphasizes any chantoosing in or-

der to play up her fractured Eng-
lish gab. In such territory, she
only has to sell her personality,

which she does nicely, and her

first clubs to use a combo ice and
regular floorshow for telling ef-

fect, it has the mechanical, .kinks

ironed out and is a surefire
1

word-
to-mouth lure. In effect this is a

revised and amplified edition of

last year’s click floorshow.
works with the Une. swings an

, Atmosphere and general bon-

Sefthf“uX./o" Teeming
„

. ... • _

s?
"is^rick^ngtag- in

C
p
n
ursuit -gating “WhTw?reWjtawi

of the reluctant Durante, is a t
. s0£,e cases inviting indigna- France,” latter a sort of baedeker

laugh-provoking sight. * Hep aud to tolmd of Paris which tops with some jit-

Eddie Jackson, his partner and then show starts with the Bluebell terb
S
g

‘ 4NntMnff”
d

Flits^intlf’audd"
«.i integral part of^the show, comes Girls an(Tthe Models filling the titled ^Nothing.

^
into^audi-

strutting by the congested tables rai5ed stage with appealing torsos
and the w.k. "Did You Ever Have and terp talent. Costumes are nifty,

a Feeling That You 'Wanted % To gais solid and legwork fine.

Go?” is mauled around whe high- yinaie, one of the holdovers from
steps around the room, Then Jack- the last show, is an imaginative
son takes over the spotlight to train that belches smoke.
sock across ’Rufus, Rastiis, Jack-

Next un is Bob Bromley with his , - ,

son Brown.” i

pUppetg which he manipulates be- rC
since

In a bit of nonsense with chorus, fore the aud with clicko effect. The 5^5f5l
sta
f^

e
+hi

is
nY^f

er
nnrf

S
are

Durante brings on Jessie Rosella stringers range from a hot piano femmes for the most part are

to trip lightly across the floor, with piayer to a strlpteaser, a man on J25™
e
5_^ t'SSAvic

S
aJ?

0,
Fr??

the huge gal getting her share of
the flying trapeze and an aging SjJJ

laughs. Comic also uses the Holly- coloratura. Bromley has style and
wood Cover Girls in another num- smart-looking puppets to rate a Sisco

ber about being hard to get. Jack- goo(j j^tt.
w
i .

Jackie Shields. Triumvirate
~~ buou mm.

again fronts line in a sailor-soldier
Then a quick blackout and the grab for attention of the gal.

****** *** Sisco arrived
a
Tnh^I

10
nS???? just in time for latter display of

Sr
yellow-voiced John Battles.

acro_flipS| walkovers and involved

1

1

JS
1

? nowv terping with Bryan after he had
y been catapulted from his car and

knocked out from 'a head-on col-

ence and busses a few males as she
talk-songs "Kiss Me,” utilizing her
gamin quality, nose-wtinkling and
half-lidded stares for sexy impact.
Exits with “When You’re Smiling”
for big mitts.

El Rancho Girls again put forth

Hotel YdMtfkt*’, BT* Y.
(TKEBACV BOOM)

. "Continental Holiday'':&* remit
starring Phil Rpmuyne & Terrv
Brent-JeaimetJadt Raffloer, Eli.
mar, Jpan. Walden,. Line (4); Ber*
nie Cummins Orch with Dottl
Malone/ choreography and special
music, Dolores Pallet; orchestral
tions, Earl Moss; costumes. Mine
Berthe; $2.50 weekday minimum*
$2 cover Sat, *

' The "Terrace Room’s new edition

of its tank display adds up to good
entertainment tliat combines rapid-
ity with a sense of sophistication.

The current package, "Continental
Holiday,” shows off the talents of
a good rink cast. Toppers are Phil
Romayne A Terry Brent, who are
familiar names in the ice field*
Joan balden, Jack Raffloer and j
juggler on skates, Elimar. The
production and costuming are
tasteful. Overall effect Is good
enough to continue the compara-
tively good business now being
done in this room.
Romayne & Brent, who have

been in the Roxy’s icers, are a top
terp team on ice. They have a
wide catalog of tricks, a sharp «om-
mercial sense of routines that
show off superior skating skill.

Team’s big number is "Blue Tango”
which has a thread of sophistica-
tion throughout. They have some

{Continued' on page 54)

Son. comes back into the scene as

the pair shout out a plea, “Please

Don’t Talk About TJs When We’re
Gone,” and end up belting over

“Inka, Dinka, Do” for ovation.

Elaine Carver makes a dent in

the unruly crowd with her neat

torch ballads. It’s to her credit

that looker can ge.t over "Blue
Moon,” “It’s A. Good Day” and
others for a nifty hand. Hollywood
Cover Girls are handsomely
gowned and coiffed but are a little

extraneous in this revue, with the

line able to do as much or more
talentwise. Chorus holds over two
numbers, both well done. Zabe.

contortions of the dancers.

A brilliant juggling act makes
Rudy Horn a find. Boy has verve
and tremendous control and speed.
He starts with the usual ball jug-
gling and then gets progressively
daring until he' finales with a bal-
ancing act on a unicycle as he non-
chalantly foots saucers and cups
atop his head. He builds up to

lision with a hot-rodder. Sisco
has rank of airman second class at
Nellis Air Force base near Las
Vegas, and received special okay
to perform this fortnight here.

Ted Fio Rito orch is still with-
out its rudder, maestro' being in
Gotham on vacash and biz. How-
ever, backgrounds are smooth, aid-

atRhythm on a Rampage>s

Bud and Cece

ROBINSON
We’ll

be
crying

happily

for

the

next

SIX WEEKS
Thanks to JOHNNIE RAY

Just completed 3 Great Weeks

PARAMOUNT
NEW YORK

Thanks fa: Harry Levine, Sob Whitman and Sob Shapiro

June 20th—Stanley Theatre July 11th—Riverside Thea,
Pittsburgh Milwaukee

June 27—State Theatre July 18th-*»Metrapalitan
Cleveland Thea», Boston

July 4th—Radio City Thea. July 24th—Fox Theatre,
Minneapolis * Atlanta

Direction:

MCA •

Personal Mgr! Wviin Lassiter

14J i Broadway
New York, N. Y.

seven with the aud enticed. Even a 7ndTbettedV^Bfe’ing of ’Miss
couple of • near-dropsies bring
squeals. Then he puts a lump of
sugar into top saucer and ends with
the spoon. A fine act.

The first part of ice show starts

with the mechanism layer-caking
out over the floor. It slides out

Darcel’s accomper-conductor, Fred
Stamer, during her stanza. Will.

€lro9s9 Loffdon
London, Juno 13.

Ronald Boyer & Jeanne Ravel

,

without mishap for fine change-of- Ronnie O’Dell Orch, Ramon Lopez
pace number by Margie Lee, Dick Samba; $3.50 minimum.
Price" and some gliding lovelies.
Miss Lee is an electric-looking
number with' feline grace, agility
and a chassis that makes for a top-
flight ice exhib.

Libuse and Margot- Brander
then do their old-time song recital
number which has seen many bur-

Specialty dancers are usually

popular on cabaret bills here, but
find it difficult when they are the
solo attraction. A well-paced terp-

ing routine makes exhaustive de
mands on the artists, and it isI * j j • . I V •* MIV H4 vw f A V AM

in
7
U, I. niteries^Whee^ie-voiced t°ugh to sustain the tempo for more

gai soloist Is the butt of the hilari- than 15 minutes or so.

ous, sadistic abuse by Libuse as he
cavorts, pushes, and in general
gives a fine comedy number.

There’s an effective rain number
with the water pouring from the
perimeter canopy for a good off-
beat effect. A group of pigeon's
swoop across the nitery to wind up
the first part of show. Agreeable
dance music is supplied by The
Continental orch under batoning of
Pierre Delvincourt. Second part of
layout is more subdued but still

eye^filling. Gals and models are
svelte.

Rene Fraday’s touring talent

That's the main drawback with
Ronald Boyer & Jeanne Ravel,

accomplished hoofers who have the
midnight spot to themselves at this
elite club. They have _a smartly
fashioned ballroomology technique
which earns a hefty mitt, but the
act, in itself, doesn’t justify solo
billing.

Terpers have an easy, graceful
style,’ good appearance and an
attractive routine. A colorful tango
makes a pleasing opener, and in
more elaborate style the duo switch
to their own stepping fashioned to
the theme music of “Laura.” Next™ a well- comesabreezy VambTtaferpreta-

SS£8 tlon
' followed by a cute and orig-

Models*French, §£ m?l! dancer!
d°? with 2 IIveIy

American, the juggler was spotted
in Germany. Show, welds for top
entertainment.

Ice mechanism was made in Ger-
many. It has regular refrigerator
motors which keeps it frozen at all
times. Ice portion is well executed.
After fine work of Lee & Price
there is a good buffoon number in
John Flanagan. He does a balloon-
bosomed scrubwoman who franti-
cally flits around the ice cube for
general hilarity. The balloons burst
and ice chips fly—welcome relief
on a hot summer night.

Mosk.

El Rancho, ins Yogas
Las Vegas, June 11.

Jan Murray, Denise Darcel, Fred
Stamer, Jimmy Sisco, Buddy
Bryan, Jackie Shields, El Rancho
Girls (8), Ted Fio Rito Orch (10);
no cover or minimum, *

polka winding the act. Myro.

jpr.Wav. HILTON

SISTERS
W»rld Famous

Siamese Twins

CURRENTLY

RK0 STATE THEATRE
DAYTON, ^HIO
Ttrtorial Atanayemenf

* ROSS FRISCO
100 Roylsto* 3f. Boston, Mass.

''Dynamic Dane# Trio"
—Chicago bally News

THE CABOTS
8th Wtftk at

Bill Miller's Riviera

Held Over Indefinitely

Exclusive Management

HERBERT MARKS AGENCY
1 52 W. 54tfi St. «00 Lincoln X4.

New Yerk Miami Beach

mm
The MIMIC MEN
PALACE, New York

OPENING JUNE 20

fcbO ttau Newton

TALENT WANTED
For Dance Hall. First experimental

secuon this year. Little money, if any

but a darn good paid-up vacation in

fabulous MARTHA’S VINEYARD.

Also wanted wide awake M.C.

Box V-44T, Variety.

154 West <44tk St., New York 34

This sleeper has its berths neat-
ly filled with Jan Murray’s easy-
going but potent comedies, and

DAVID and

AMORAH
HELD OVER

Fop thi 2nd Tim* Within

7 W*»ks

eY POPW.AH DEMAND -

«f the

Washington C.

Thanks la Jean Davis

41 -W. 41th Sttaet, New York

and Bert Jonae

1450 Sroadway; New York



F I I T TIME IN HISTORY
of the COPACABANA, New York

T ENGAGEMENT within 5 WEEKS!

v; •• :

BETTY and JANE KEAN
l

THANKS Jules Podell and Jack Entratter

THANKS Ladies and Gentlemen of the press

H*w York Dally N*ws

Ntw comediennes are always scare* and n*w comediennes who ar*
tHtiny, as well n*w ar* virtually non-existent. Thus this column feels
pretty safe in predicting that the next fortune to be made out of show

ij?
1055 modi* by two girls named Betty and Jane Kean. Now

or the Copacbbana, these sisters are the funniest chicks since Beatrice
Millie and Rae Dooley, They simply kill me and I ain’t a guy who
wlls easv." \

Billboard

RADIE HARRIS
Hollywood Reporter

"For me, the highspof of the evening was the return appearance
Betty and Jan* Kean. With some wonderful new Eli Basse roufii

(especially one on Johnnie Ray) this sister act is a show stopper,"'

HY GARDNER
New York Herald Tribune

"Betty and Jane Kean’s takeoffs on Loutiia Parsons, Marlon Bran
the Trumans and other»familiar voices and faces is tomfoolery in

best tradition of show business • •
•"

in the

he chief surprises of the show were Betty and Jane Kean. Despite
• fact they were here only a few weeks ago, they came back vyith
most completely new material. Both girls were excruciatingly funny,
* tact that they’re both lookers doesn't hurt their sight appeal—so

ar as comedy is concerned low, high, slapstick or satire, the Kean Sis-
Ter$ have about everything,"

York JournaltAmerfogin

Betty and Jane Kean with their hilarious rou*
©• satire and mimicry and a bit of high stepping thrown in."

DANTON WALKER
N*w York Dally N*ws

"Definitely high on any preferred list is the Kean Sisters' tomfoolery
at the Copa. Especially their satire titled "A Day with laraine Bay
and Leo Durocher."

CHOLLY KNICKERBOCKER
Now York Journal-Amerlcan

"The Kean Sisters doing a return engagement at the Copa are.two of
the funniest gals in the business and their satire of President Truman
and daughter Margaret is especially hilarious • ,

•"

MORRIS AGENCY Personal Management: GABBE, LUTZ and HELLER
Ulf Broadway 4274 $unset Blvd.

: New York Hollywood
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Night Club Reviews
Continued from page 32

Hotel New Worker, N* ¥.
excellent tricks and hit a top re-

sponse.
Joan Walden is also an applause-

producing skater. A striking dish,

she unveils a commercial set of

routines that keeps the tablers in-

terested. She shows some good

leaps and acrobatic twists that pro-

vide a note of variety to her turn.

Miss Walden shows a strong poten-

tial for a solo spot in the large

iccrSi

Jack Raffloer also bits home with

his well-routined ice stint. His

turn is more on the pleasant side,

although the good aero antics help

keep audience at a high pitch.

Elimar’s juggling has been
adapted for use on the deepfreeze.

He performs a good assortment of

tricks while wearing skates. He
manipulates balls, hoops and sun-

dry items skillfully and gives the

display a novelty note. He, too,

gets the crowd's approbation.
The four-girl line, comprising

Chicago's

NEW LAWRENCE

Marion Lulling, Patty Barnes,
Anny Boykin and Aileen Graff, are
well-drilled .to supply the necessary
'production notes. Their costumes
are neatly designed and routines

add to the efficacy of the proceed-

ings.

Bernie Cummins is back at this

stand after a session in which he
was relieved by Teddy Powell. His
crew is well built for this stand.
Because of the family trade, his

accent is on melody and a strong
beat. It’s an excellent dance incen-
tive.' Band’s singer, Dotti Malone,
does okay. She follows the crew
faithfully, although she shows oc-
casional evidences of wanting to
break down and work for any hep-
ster that might be in the spot.

Jose.

HOTEL

Swimmlni Po»I-
Kestaurant — Ceck-

tall Launat — 400
Madam Kluiianatli

Apts, and Sleep*

Ini Roams (all with

Tub and Showar)
—Modarn Appalnt*
mants—Overtasking r.mv ,

Lnks and Park. /
SPECIAL

PROFESSIONAL
RATES

Lawrenea A Kanmara Avinuat at Sharidan Read
Chicago 40, Illinois LOnibaaeh 1*2100

'A GREAT SINGING ACT"

JON ANDItA

CARLTON and KARR0L
OpanlM Juba ,l»th

THi DUNES CLUB
VIRQINA BEACH, VA.

Thanks ROLAND MUSIO AGENCY
M|t.: AL BROSSMAN, RKQ B|d|.

ONLY $1 (minimum)
is all it costs now t» have eur pros*

dipping service par month (plus « fow

conts par clipping).

NATIONAL PRESS CLIPPING SERVICE

P.O. Box *542, Chicago 10, III.

Coiwatl Hilton, Clii

(BOULEVARD ROOM)
Chicago, June 10.

“Calendar Capers** with Adele
Inge, Eric Waite, Charles U Lucille,

Diana Grafton, Donald Tobin,
George Zak, Marie McClenaghan,
Yvonne Broder, Line (6>, Dennis
A Darlene, Frankie Mastery Orch
(11); $3.50 minimum, $1 cover.

This is the 12th edition of the

ice shows that have., proved the

most potent money-makers atiy'Chb

cago hostelry hi* ever had.. Ih

this convention-gathering spot, the

new edition should probably be as

great a lure as its predecessors.
However, it falls sharply below the
most recent offerings here—lack-
ing .top skating, comedy and theme.

"Calendar Capers’’ Is a group
of sketches revolving around the
important holidays. There is espe-
cially good group work in the open-
ing Currier & Ives skit, and in the
closing Christmas number. Other
than those and the beautifully cos-
tumed wedding bit, the rest of the
collection is unevenly paced.

Individually, Adele Inge, captures
the honors, especially with her
aero work on the ice. Her running
somersaults get a hefty hand as
do her top spins and flipovers.

Eric Waite does well as the
"learner” and ballet dancer, but
the edge of his excellent comedy
work is duffed by the many similar
stints seen here before. Diana
Grafton gets some laughs in her
attempts to catch a turkey.

Charles fc Lucillt are a fine
waltz team. Marie McClenaghan
and Dpnald Tobin, grouped with
Yvonne Broder and, George Zak,
lend liveliness to several stanzas.
Miss Broder later teams with Zak
in one of the better interludes
about summer vacations and choice
of resorts.

Dennis A Darlene are bright fea-
tures of the new sho\V with their
pleasant vocalizing. Skaters, seldom
strong singers, leave the chirping
chores in good hands of the hand-
some pair,f>Frankie Masters, after
a year’s absence, returns for an-
other lengthy anff well-deserved
stay. The 11-piece group sounds
even better than in previous runs,
with the band loaddd with new

1

faces. Zabe.

Cl**®5
** Hollywood
...Hollywood,* June 14.

Peggy Lee, Step Bros. (4,), Dick
Stabile Orch (8), Bobby Ramos
Rhumband (5); $1.50, $2 cover.

Peggy Lee’s two-week stint at

this Sunset Strip nitery should
activate enough covers to keep
talent and management busy. Post-
ing a Friday the 13th opening, it

was no jinx she faced by a friendly
crowd that responded properly and
‘often to yrtiat she had to sell and
the way she sold it.

At first show, chirp was oft for
32 minutes and nine songs-, ranging
from the good opener; "From This
Moment On,” to a close with her
current Decca click, "Lover.” She
creates a pastel impression, both
physically and vocally, on several
slow, pash ballads. The impact is

vivid on the faster, lustier tunes,
including that old and much-par-
odiecl "Louisville Lou” which, in-

cidentally, is a’ natural ' for Miss
Lee’s naughty snapping of shoul-
ders, head and eyes, and for nitery
trade.
"Something Wonderful,” from

“The King and I,” proves slow,
draggy and colorless as the second
number, but Miss Lee is back in
form on "Why Don’t You Do
Right,” "Manana” and the afore-
mentioned "Lou.” "Just a Dream
Ago” is another slow - *tempoed
piece. Pace picks up a bit with
"Sans Souci” to prepare the way
for a solid "The Lady Is A Tramp”
and the begoff "Lower.”
Miss Lee's usual stand-up-and-

sing style has been augmented by
some not always effective hana-
motions, the pinky-pointing draw-
ing attention away from the sparkle
that lights her face when she’s
obviously enjoying hfer singing
chore.
The four- Step. Bros, open the

bill with a 15 minutes of stand-
out hoofing. Unfortunately, the
talented feet of this foursome
aren’t on view to any but holders
of ringside pews, and in that loca-
tion it must be like having them
dancing on your table. Stage setup
here doesn’t properly show off a
dancing act: .

Dick Stabile’s orch helps back-
stop the four sidemen working
behind M!iss Lee, as well as alter-

nating with the Bobby Ramos
rhumba crew to keep the small
dance floor full. Brog.

' One of America's Newest Exciting Dance Duos

THE PROCTORS
Currently

SHAMROCK HOTEL
HOUSTON, TEXAS

Thanks to Glenn McCarthy and the

Management of the Shamrock Hotel for a

Wonderful Engagement

DIRECTION OF MCA ARTISTS, LTD.

Hotel Rmdisaon* Mpls.
(FLAME ROOM)
’Minneapolis, June 14.

Carlos Ramirez, Arthur Ravel
Orch (8); $2.50-$3.50 minimum.

When songs of enduring value
are presented by an accomplished
vocalist like Carlos Ramirez, they
are all the more socko. Choosing
that groove, Ramirez sweeps along
melodically to patrons’ constant
delight. His baritone is far su-
perior in quality to that of the
average serious supper club singer.
And the intensity, fervor, sincerity
and warmth- with which he invests
his performance add lustre to a su-
perior in quality to that of the
With such a robust and radiant

set of pipes, the smiling, hard-
working Ramirez has no need of .a

mike, especially in this small room,
but he Uses one just the same

—

judiciously, however, so that the
large total volume never jars.
Teeing off in Spanish with

"Baia,” and varying it. with English,
he successively, clicks via "Begin
the Beguine,” "Peanut Vendor,”
"Be My Love,” "Perfidia ,”

"Be-
same Mucho” and "Granada.”
There’s neat lighting and firstrate
showmanship as he occasionally
grabs a hand mike and makes a
tour of ringside tables. Every
number, receives a merited ova-
tion.

It’s the final week here after
nearly a year’s engagement for
the exceptionally capable Arthur
Ravel orch, which plays for show
and dancing in a highly meritori-
ous manner. Rees.

Chez Paroo, Montreal
Montreal, June 13.

Billy Daniels (with Benny
Payne), We Three, Boots McKenna
Line (7), Rickey Hale, Palm de
Luca Orch (8), Peter Barry Quart-
et; $1 admission.

Chez Paree never had it so good.
The rope, which could’ve been
used for other things a few months
ago when biz fell off, is now up
every night and the reason is the
return' of Billy Daniels and the
socko pianoisms of Benny Payne,
an unbeatable combination in
these parts.

Daniels’ first try here several
months back showed that a few
extra bucks for a topliner could
pay off and this date is the result
of a deal made by manager Jerry
Taylor at that time. The resulting
publicity garnered by *> Daniels
from his boffo stand in London
recently and the hefty Copaca-
bana session, in New York has^also

A»kxig* w«jr b1k£

returns. Personable singer is

breaking all house records.

A be$tr for punishment, the star,

is doing three .sho&s a night and
sells just as much off the floor.

With the . femmes’ leading the

parade, every performance, is a

juve riot in adult -clothing. The
Daniels improvisations are as slick

as ever. His choice of songs, viz,,

"Deed I Do,” "You’re the Top,”
"Bye, Bye, Blackbird” and a host

of others are a clncberoo for all

tastes. Buildup is steady with

Payne tossing, in the odd line till

Daniels wows them with the in-

evitable "Black Magic’ for a rous-

ing closer.

Not content with his- regular

shows, Daniels is generous with
the piping in the new Black Magic
lounge adjoining the main room.”

This intimery, which just last .week
was named for Daniels, sports a

small combo for easy listening and
should, if present level is main-
tained, develop into - one of the
more popular spots, around Mont-
ITOcll
‘ Prefacing the Daniels spree is

the trim hoofing of a trio called

We Three (two guys and a pert

blonde, gal), who overcome an im-
patient audience waiting to hear
the star with their fine tap sessions

and general showmanship.*

Palm de Luca’s orch handles
both show and dance .music; the
Boots McKenna line sparkle.s and
the rhumba enthusiasts try out
their sambas -.to Peter Barry’s fine

outfit. Newt.

HiUend«»% €leve«
(VOGUE ROOM}

™ ^ - Cleveland, June io.
Mindy Carson, George Sterner/

Orch (7) j $ly $1.50' couerv
U

Vogue' Room; which recently
latched onto the record artist band-
wagon, is finding Mindy Carson a
far more

.
profitable and captivat-

ing card than some over-touted
names that have drawn triple her
salary' here.

This Is a room where showman-
ship of the most vivid sort is neces-
sary to awaken the visiting fire-
men or localites just back from
Las Vegas. Not only does the
honey blonde of the sparkling eyes
rejuvenate the blase gadabouts
hut she has also clocked sellouts
in early-week performances which
are usually- as barren as the Si-
berian wastes.

For her Cleveland nitery bow
this becomes a Carson tour de
force. With a repertory that is

as fresh in richly contrasting vocal
moods, emphatic appeal and stage
savvy as her contagious big smile
leaves everybody glowing with
pleasure.

That may sound schmaltzy, but
this gifted TV-radio songstress im-

(Contlnued on page 55)

fidgewater Beaeli, Chi
(BEACHWALK)

Chicago, June 13.

Xavier Cugat Orch (15) vhth
Abbe Lane, Los Barrancos (2)\

Dulcina, El Gringo, Eddie Garson,
Jose Wong; $2.76 admission.

In his fifth return here this year,

which must be something of a rec-

ord in 'major hotel rooms, Xavier
Cugat again.displays the showman-
ship which has earned the multi-
ple repeats. And this Is a room
not ordinarily thought of as the
gathering spot of Latin music
lovers.

Essentially there isn’t any
change from one of his stands to

another, which again is remarkable
in that the oft-heard chant of "new
material is needed” isn’t necessary
here. Of course, there is a num-
ber changed here and there but,
in the main, there’s nothing radi-
cally different, even to the cracks
about his -ex-wife. Basically, it’s

the Cugat charm, with th.e maestro
being wise enough to build a
strong aggregation around him to
enhance his personality.

Abbe Lane, the new Mrs. Cugat,
holds the closing spot, and . man-
ages to get the spotlight to stick
close to her as she manipulates her
modified grinds from one spot to,
another. She also sings "South’
American Way,” a surprisingly
fair version of "The River Seine”
and two mambos that have her
back pitching again.
Los Barrancos are an accom-

plished dance team that generate
a great deal of heat. Also starting
off with some mambo terping, duo
switch to some fine toe turns and
then flame up again, ending in a
hectic jitterbug session. Team gets
a very heavy hand as they walk
Off;

El Gringo steps off the band-
stand to race through some intri-
cate tambourine poundings and
flips, to "Tico Tico” that are well
received and Dulcina really gives
her hips a workout as she struts
around the floor.

Jose Wong, a Chinese imperson-
ator, works over the oldies of Billy
Eckstine and Ink Spots, but his
caroling of a Spanish tune is a
funny note, Eddie Garson, ventro,
has an amusing dummy, Chico,
which he uses to voice some old-
ies, a few of them real rough for
the prom set. He gets best re-
sponse with a hand shadow puppet
working two characters. Zabe.

Thank You—

LEW

BUCK
PAT

DUNDEE
(Beauty and
the Uaet)

A new net* In
Glamor Comedy

*urrtntly
Thaajre Hayala

•ydaay' Auvtralla

Law A Latin
Grata, Ltd.

COMEDY MATERIAL
for Alt Branch** a# Theatricals

CLASON'I #UN«MASTER
THE OXIGMjU SHOW. BIZ GAG Fill

(The Service of the Stars)
35 ISSUES $25

first 12 Piles S^M. All 35 Issues $25.00

Singly: $1.05 lech IN SEQUENCE Only
(Beginning wltti He. 1—No Skipping)

• 3 Bkt. PARODIES jaer hook $10 •
• MINSTREL BUDOET $« •
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., *«. bk. $13 *
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES

(reissue), tl.H
GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS, $304. Worth over a thousand

NO C.O.D/S
PAULA SMITH

200 W. 54 St., Now York 1 f D*pt. V
Circle Ml3t

FOSTER AGENCY. LONDON,
prtwMits

Now Appearing
THE CASINO DELLE ROSA

Romt, Italy
American Rep. WM. MORRIS AGENCY
TAVEL-MAROUANI AGENCY, PARIS

Grant’s Riviera
RESTAURANT AND EAR

1 St W. 44 Sr.', Now York LU 2-44SI

WHERE SHOWBUSINESS MEETS

*TALENTCONTEST *

MONDAY NIGHTS
Prize: Proftsrienal Mngatfement

Dupllcati Prlzaa Awarded la IM Casa at Tlai

FRANK SINATRA
for a lovely engagement. Yoh broke the all-time

20-year attendance record at the Chex Paree!

DAVE HALPER
CHEZ PAREE, Chicago

U : *. •
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Coattaiied from ystte S4

H©Uew4«ii* CIev«« *Q«»tres Swigwsftg* Paris
nresses vet cafegoers as being one

,r???is » Ju**® 10 *

Pt*
B* *.,« vmtntfsters able to Jacqueline Villon, Decroux

of the few yowxgJtm »oie 10 uime
L

Tr(mpe (4)> Enid Mosier>
translate old-time vaude traditions jjlc g0ys of The Street (3 )

,

in mellow modern rhythmic terms. Grenier-Hussenot Troupe (5),

when she picks up “Getting to ->Louis Bessleres; $3 minimum.
iCnow You” or “What Good Is a

rtuv Without a Gal,* she turns Though stashed away a few min-

them into delightful productions uteg behind St. Germain-Des-Pres,

through astute bits of side busi- the Fontaine des Quatres Saisons

jjess. is still in the Existentialist group.

Her cheerfully warm soprano is Converted from an old garage by
• big click here as she sweeps Jacques and Pierre Prevert, spot

around with a portable mike, in- has become a haunt for the Left

viting ringsiders to waltz with her. Bank intellectuals and gets a big-

What helps a great deal, Of course, tourist play. High ceiling gives the

is her “scrubbed-clean” look of club some breathing space on hot

naturalness, accentuated by her evenings. It*s well lit with good

very chic, billowing white organdy visibility for the show, and mini-

g0VJns mum $3 is average in the nitery

But' as an Individualistic song belt Bill has some rough edges

stvlfst, her technique has nearly but tightening and better cueing

every requistc to solidly deUver a should make this a good offbeat

hushed ‘-Baby, I Think of You," a lure.

brJezy "Once in a Lifetime" as Jacqueline Villon opens with

an opener and a colorfully dra- some -throaty Gallic Warbling. She
«t nvp Affair” has voice but lacks good projec-mahe Love Atfair.

tion. Decroux Mime group offer
.Somebody has taught he!r th some interesting sketches full of

trick of pwsonalWng evenr tun
, eye_fimng pantomime, Enid Mosier,

especially herJ^tfully comic m- American chantoosey, is laconic
pression of Bert Williams. T at

and unconcerneti as she tdsses off
great c°m^ died before^ Miss C r

passionate lyrics. A good voice and

boVlakeSf, in a battered silk ®?
e
e^sls make the gal a crowd’

the Thf Boys of The Street are a
Sr a

S
i?
V
rtrA^?

P
nlaintive- S°od trio interpreting the colorful

Williams tone of droll plaintive-
t o£ Paris. Grolip has

ne
.
s
J-.

« s first-rate, nostalgic
fine timing and manner and score

mimicry. big here. Show winds with the
George Stemey s seven-piece .Grenier-Hussenot troupe present-

crew has pn_ unorthodox setup irr
jng a series of sketches in the

instrumentation, which needs a
iives 0f a middle-aged couple who

brassier punch for floorshow ac- are beginning to tire of each
companiment. It manages to do 0ther. They have some good mo-
well enough for Miss Carson, as a ments with props and gimmicks.

layed three days, Leon Fields filled
in as a- detour on way to Honolulu
dat** Comic works slowly at first,

taking charge gradually, but builds
to begoff and drew amazing repeat
biz despite short stay.

Casual stint is a happy mixture
of acted-out stories, laments on
nitery work well-defined compres-
sions (Ted Lewis with honest
rather than corny* sentiment) and
spurts of rapid-fire free association
nonsense a la Groucho Marx. Wag-
gery is paced smoothly with
genuine class.

Nye’s orch plays for show and
hoofing, with pianist-leader doing
well on standard production solo,
“Rhapsody in Blue.” Betty Hall
Jones keeps customers happy with
her one-big-happy-family routine in
nitery’s Blackout Bar. Don.

Royal Hetely HIwwiC’I

(NORMANDIE ROOM)
MQttfre&i, June 12 , -

Margaret Phelan, Max Chamitov
Orch I 8 ) with Norma Hutton,

Dick
Marshall Trio; $1.50 cover Sat.

only.

Margaret Phelan makes”Ker sec-
ond appearance in the Mount Royal
Hotel’s Normandie Room within
six months and fashionable chirper
sells as strongly as* ever. She
breaks up a 30-minute stint with
a mixture of songs that catch all

customers regardless of their mood.
Teeing off with “Cockeyed Opti-
mist,” she falls back on a song-gab
number that points up her sauci-
ness and follows with a Calypso-
type tune called “The Bells" that

leaves little doubt as to how sh*

picked up this title.

A return to, the straight stuff via

“Can’t Help Loving That Man”
scores neatly and her Irish routine,
“Jerry O’Toole,” about as subtle as
a custard pie in the face,- pleases
ringsiders. Encoring with “So in

Love” and an innuendo-loaded
“Hussy for My Husband,” Miss
Phelan begs off. Poised manner
and easygoing personality coupled
with her high styling make this
songstress an ideal choice for this

particular room.
The Chamitov combo is solid

.

behind the Phelan thrashing and
band vocalist Norma Hutton does
more than a little to brighten the
dansapation sessions. The Dick
Marshall threesome sparks the in-
terlude moments. Newt

.

result of prodding and fine piano
work by Sherman Edwards, the
singer’s now accompanist.

Pullen. •

ROBERTS

YOUM* HOT®.

• • *

one of them a clever holdup se-

quence done with phosphorescent
hats and gloves.

Club has membership basis of
2,000 francs for an annual card.

However, this is usually waived
for the tourist trade. Mosk.

CARROLL
and

GORMAN
King Recording Artists

Stvan Stas, Omaha, N*b.
Junt 23 to July 6

313 SftYapty-EI^hth Street

Miami Beach, Florida

PATRICE

HELENE and HOWARD
Currently

JUNG CLUB NEW ORLEANS

Dir.: M.C.A.
Nr. Mg,. TOM SHEILS

WHEN IN BOSTON
If* tho

HOTEL AVERY
« •

Avery A Washington Sts.

Tke Homs of Show Folk

TALENT
®ur organization is looking for all
types of talent for future bookings.

fit© for personal interview, state per-
tinent facts. Box V-1888. Variety, 154w - 46th Street. New York 36.

*

The Sensational New French Singer

MARCEL

LEBON

“
. ; . A young Chevalier, being handsome,

talented and charming.”
LEE MORTIMER, N; Y. Mirror

“
. .

.

one of the most attractive singers tp
come here from France in a* long time.”-

DANTON WALKER, N$ Y. Dally News

“He is perhaps the best thing France has
sent us since the Statue of Liberty.” ....

GENE KNIGHT, N.Y. Journal American
c .

“ he elicks ... a welcome new face.”
ABEL, Variety

»> ,

”... completely won the hearts of the
Waldorf Empire Room regulars and i»‘

ready for any class supperclub in the

country.”
HY GARDNER, N. Y. Herald Trifr

6

Continental Fantaisiste

Tjl u g a i as g g i g i nrl

Steuben9B, Boston
(VIENNA.ROOM)

Boston, June 11.,

Sonny Richards, Rexford Trio
,

Rudenko Bros. (2), Don Dennis,
Tony Bruno Orch (6), Harry Fink
Trio; $2.50 minimum.

Although the season is nearing
its close at this popular bistro

(this is the next to last bill), the
current layout stacks favorably
with many offered during the
height of the stretch.

Bill tees off with Rudenko Bros,

in a sesh of slick juggling. They
toss hats, balls and rings around
with precise abandon, and wind by
exchanging lighted Indian clubs.

It’s a neat visual that grabs nice

reaction.
Sonny Richards, a casual comic,

earns a neat share of yocks for his

?anyisms with his biggest laugh-
getter an impresh of imported
Cuban musicians- playing with the
utmost boredom. It’s a nifty take-

off. Also included is impresh of

Desi Amaz vocalizing “Babalu”
and, goaded by ringsiders, Louis
Armstrong singing “Kiss to Build
a Dream On.”
The Rexfords, a European terp

trio of two femmes and a male,
cavort through unusual routines,

the guy holding the gals on his

shoulders-while waltzing and doing
fast whirls. Wind with a sexy
number, the gals vying for his

attention while he pushes them
around on the Apache route.

Bill is emceed by Don Dennis,
longtime fave here, who gets a solo

spot to chirp “June is Bustin’ out
All Over,” hl'm Yours,” a hoked
version of “Old Man River” and
“Kiss of Fire.” As usual, the. guy
scores solidly. Backgrounding is

adeptly handled by Tony Bruno
crew with l^arry Fink trio supply-
ing peppy Latino rhythms. Elie.

1

To]»9s9 Saw Diego
San Diego, June 11.

George De Wittt
Audrey

.

Brown,
Jack Nye Orch; $2-$2.50 minimum.

George De Witt, fresh from click

in Ciro’s, Hollywood, bumped into

a make-me-laugh audience on night

caught in this town’s only class-

nitery.- Fast-working comic offered

strong carbons of singers (Eck-

stine, Como, Daniels, Monroe,
Torme) to hefty mitt, but when
imbibing hecklers went into action,

he fired back in losing battle.

Miffed comic then erred in ear-

marking gags for Jack Nye’s mu-
sicians on stand—gags okay for

Ciro’s but too hep here. Good-look-

ing songster (his “Blue Skies’

straight is firm click) gains healthy
(

laughs on Sam Spade and radio i

commercial spoof.
j

Other act on bill is Audrey

.

Brown, brunet singer in nitery

'

debut (New Acts).

. .
When .De. WiU’s opting, was dp, Ji,
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HEW YORK CITY
Music Halt <l) It

Mario & Floria
Putrlcla Rn.vney
Honey Bros
Rockettes
Corps de Ballet

Sym Ore
Palace (R) 20

Berk & Hallow
Billy Romano
Mimic Men
3 Glenns
Pi'uneut Markham
Co

,

Norman & Pprker
Benny Meroff
De Raes
Paramount (P) II

Paul It Ford
Jrey Bishop
Tomm” "Ivards
Pelro Bros
‘It M'irtcr'o Ore

.trfi} !*?"y ‘O 20

Ka:hv Birr
Helen Vood
Felo & B^uno
Jay M‘ r.thall

AUSTRALIA
is

CHICAGO
Chicago <P) 10

Reynald & Rudy
L A T Leung
Roily Rolls
Billy Williams 4

Regal (P) 20
Count Basle Ore
Raven*
Dixie Crawford.
Foxx le White
5 Dyeretes

PITTSBURGH
Stanley (W) 20

Johnnie Ray
4 Lads
Gary Mortpn -

Wells & 4 Fays
B & C Robinson
WASHINGTON
Capitol (L) If

4 Words
Hope Zee
.Tack Nestar
Don Cornell

Howard (I) 20
Sarah Vaughn
Tlmmle Rogers'
Teddy Hale 1

Flash Gordon
Lewis & Oliver Sis jjedley Ward 3
Wesley Anderson O Hassan Ben All Tp

P it P Page

4 Jay# It June
Frances Hughes.

, Ted Bryley
Dancing Debutantes

LIVERPOOL
Empire (M) I<

Soliple Tucker
Merle Se Marie
Canfield Smith
Manley & Austin
Forsythe A Seplmon
Benson Dulay Co
Paula Coutt*
Alan CllVe

• LONDON
Palladium (M) II

Jack -Benny Co
Dennis Day
Charlivels
Mai Britt
Billy Russell
Frank Cook
Alfreros
Palladium Girls
Skyrockets Ore
MANCHESTER

Hippodrome (S) H
Nat Mills & Bobby
Dick James
Beryl Reid

ADE’-AtOE
Roy 'I (T) 16

Lowe & L* dd r

Bpbby Limb
Bert Duke 3
Halama & Komi els

Olgo Co
Carls Ames
Los Brlellos
BabB Maekinnon
Pe’er
Celebrity Singors
Les Nouvelle Eves
Tivoli Adorables

MELBOURNE
Tivoli (T) 16

Jlmmv Hanley
Jim Gerald
Rosemary Miller
Lelty Craydon
Margaret Roberts

v&Jchu Clifford
**Xovln Brennan
Peter French
June Lnnsell
John Godfrey

SYDNEY
Royal (T) 1*

Black & Dundee
Marquis It Family
Wally Bong
RoSlta Alexander It

VIolette
Pan Yue Jen Tp
Lloyd Martin
3 Glens
Celebrity Singers
Jeanne Cameron
Dancing Boys
Tivoli Ballet

Tivoli <T) 16
John Brownlee
Raymond Beatty
Yvonne Marott*
Marla Tauber
John Dudley
Alan fond
Barbara Wilson
John Young
Marie Collier
National Opera
Chorus

Joan Paul
S Fisher Girls

NORWICH
Hippodrome (I) 16
Ossie Morris
Rita Page
Harmonica Hot

Shots
Maurice Kcary
Vic Sliver

#

Rhoda Diane
Don Stevens
Dancing Klngettes

NOTTINGHAM
Empire (M) 16

Reg Varney.
Peter Dul*^

SI Grtti&das &
Peter

Agndtte Me Sylvlo
Earl It Oscar
Ballet Montmartre
PORTSMOUTH
Royal <M) 16

Winifred Atwell
Jack Jackson
3 Monarchs
Peter Raynor
R It M Lamar
Jimmy WheelerTAG Durante

SCUNTHORPE
Savoy (l) 16

Albert Burdon Co
SHEPHERDS BUSH

Empire (S) 16
Gwen Liddle
Anton Karas
Wilson Keppel &

Betty
Waddlngton
Dandy Mery
Jackie Ross
Kazan A Katz
Harvey Sis
SOUTHAMPTON
Grand (!) 16

Johnnie Lockwood
Blakeman 3
Crochet
Stevano
Algillyon
Susan Scott
Maureen Confort
Terry Brent
Merry Maids

WOLVER-
HAMPTON

Hippodrome (I) 16
Joe Black
Pet«*r Dare
Miriam Pears*MAS Davis
Billy Bartholomew
Neville Williams
New Embassy

Lpvlies

Carlyle Havana Rev
Tony Lope* Ore

Nautilus Hotel
Bobby Shield*
Gail Palmer.
The Brady* CD
Freddy Calo Ore-

.

rppolito Ore
Shero Club

Haven A Held
Rosalia A Carla*
Michael tlelker Ore

Tony Pastors
Jackie Small
Chi-Chi Laveroe
Kitty 0‘Kelly
Jamie Lynn
Pat Pascall
Kenny Lynn

, .

San Marino Hotel
Mac Pepper
The Jester#

,
Jackie A Michael
Larry Seldln Dcra

Five o'clock
Martha hay*
Shecky Green
Pork Chops A Kid-
ney Stew

Ben Yoet S
Len Dawson Ore

Frolic Club
Kathie McCoy

Cabaret Bills

NEW T0BX-Cvn

NEW ZEALAND
*»"-* WEL'.'MOTON

St James (T) 16
Anttand Perron
3- Fayes

, Pat Gregory
Gerd Bjornslud
Chrlbl
Marika Saary

Phillip Tappln
Wim Do Jong
Jacques Cartaux
Jimmy Elder
Joe Whltohouse
Cissy Trenholm
Terry Scanlon
Guus Brox A Myrna

BRITAIN

ASTON
Hippodrome (I) 16
Jack Hair.

Sal’.v Jeans
M Syret A P Cecil
Eddie Hart
Bertie Robbins
Donnie Williams
Ronval Campbell
Johnnv P.rron
Jot'v Stunt
p > j*». -.i > t.-dies

BIRMINGHAM
Hippodrome (M) 16
Joe Loss Bd
Lcs Valct'os
Freddie B; mberger
A Pam

H-vvr.v Worth
LntM Lvon ..

Krl*- n A Kristel
BLACKPOOL
P‘il :rs (I) 16

Dor;?k Roy •

Eve Boswell
-*.3 Falcons
Downey A Dnye
Charles Stephens
Sh’rley Williams
Whltele.v C Iris-
Tower Circus (I) 16
Charlie Calroll A 1

Smiths
Kn’es French H'rs's

v‘.*©'car Konyots Lions
Cft Alexander Tp
Victor Ju’ian A Pets
E”’fts Animals
4 Ttlcha.vs

3 Lorandos
Mars Tp

.

.A’-rlgonls
3 Hours
J’nuny Scott
Flvlng Dona' -nation
L'

,l !« Jimmy
A'’ aetto^

C' ' "b-

BOSCO^BE
Hla->'* ,1 -op“> (Ik 16
Violet Pretly -

R ;vle A ’labs
C nrr ” T

(e i, Iv: Co
BRIGHTON

H'on • ‘r^me (*\) 16
V)-' Olh’nr
Ri'l Vf,v
V'-'-ir ^eefarth
S' '•.•l*' C nn’ielj
M -ureei pi-.i-er

I.es Pay^e 1 ’ Betty
So-''-' - •*

a*' y— *>*

tinned (M 14
I>/» . v rea
T '• »~iin A

’* triel->

B ' 'vq -Uivnn
D"iv

JQp-M-'-'A A
"•R’TTON

Emoreas M), 16
Rt|’ ,r ^ott-n Bd
R 1 ’''man T,

'’kson
ArUmr Dow’er
Min'* A JJeiita

Roger c M*ne
2 Angelos
2 Nadi—

CHELSEA
' Palace (I) 16
Lnun Luolno T.ane
Wallace r.nnino

CHISWICK
Empire (S) 16

Ial Monty
>esmond A Marks
CIrk Stevons
Kick*
Iwyn Miller
COVENTRY

Hippodrome (I) 16
A1 Read

5
adio Reveller*
ar> Baylor

Eilult Gordon A
Nancy

St Denis Bros A
Beryl

Iris Sadler
Ilul Mack Co
Allen A Leo
Slimnvat

EAST HAM
Craned* (!) 16

Joan HindeSAP Kaye
Van Hall
Duart Sis A Anton
4 Nordics
Sunny Sis
Metropolitan (I) 16
Harry Rowson
Jan Hynes
Lqs Zentays
Jimmy Kidd A June
Val Cave
Joan Price
Royalty Girls

Palace (I) 16
Malcolm Mitchell 3
Eddie Calvert-
Joyce Golding
Regon A Royal
Tattersall A Jerry
Doreen A VictorAAV Farrell . _ - _ , ,

_

Larry Gordon Girls Jose Curbelo Ore

Blrdland
Ella Fitzgerald

RIu* Angol
Eartha Kltt
Josh White
Llta Terris
Orson Bean

Bon SaTr
Mae Barnes
Hamlsh Menzcls
Kirkwood A
Goodman

Jimmy Daniels
3 * Flames
Norene Tate
Garland Wilson

Chatoau Madrid
Harry Mlmmo
Freddy Alonso

Copafcabana
Billy Eckstine
Kean Sisters
Blackburn Twins
Pom Cavan
Peter Hahley
Betty Johnson
Madills
M Durso Ore
t Marti Ore

Et chir*
Rostta Rio*
Ruth Vera
Ramonita y Leon
Los Xcy
Enrique Vizcano . O
Eduardo Roy

Embers
Eddie Hcywood
Joe Bushkin

French Casino
Joan Laste
Glnette Wander
Harry Jeguela
Laura Tunis!

Havana-Madrld
Carlos Ramirez
Rene Touzet
Luplno A Urbino

EDINBURGH
Empire (MMi

Peter Casson Rev
FINSBURY PARK

Empire <M) 16
Harry Roy Bd
IAS Davis
Scott Sanders
Duart Sis A Anton
Carson.v Bros
Helga Barry
3 Sn.vtons

GLASGOW.
Empire (M) 16

Lena Horne
Richard Sis
Jack Parnell Ore
Song Pedlars
Condons
Ruddy Bolly
Nixon A Dixon
Fred Lovelle

GRIMSBY
P.-l’ice 'M 16

Hetty Kln^
Turner L->yton
George Woods
Albert Wheclan
Dick Henderson
Marie Lloyd
Xefe Bros A
Annette

Shane Sis
HACKNEY

Empire (S) 16
Davies A Lee
Leslie Adams
Street S'ngors
3 LeRoys
Base A Roberts
Malcolm Thomas
Betty MortonBAB Johns
Astra Sis
Elizabeth Borzi
Whitcley Girls

LEICESTER
Palace <S) 16

Frod Ferrari
Ken Morris
Len Marten
Cassandras
Downey A Daye
De Verc Dancers
Gordon A Colville

LINCOLN
Royal (I) 16

Jimmy Slater
Hal Blue
Yvette Louise A

Plcre
Les Rigga

Hotel Ambassador
Jule«: l.rnde Ore

Hotol Astor
Carmen Cavallaro

Hotol Biltmoro
Michael Kent Ore

Hotol Edison
Henry Jerome Ore
Hotel New' Yorker
Bornie Cummins O
Roymayne A Brent
Ellmar
Jack Raffloer
Joan Walden
Adrian Holllnl Trio

Hotol Plata
Lisa Kirk
Bambl Linn
Rod Alexander
Mark Monte Ore
Dick LaSalle Ore

Hotel Roosevelt
Guy Lombardo Ore

Hotel St. R«ti*
Roger Darrn
Milt Shaw Ore
Horace Diaz Oro

Village Warn
Miles Bell
Peggy Norman

Jeanne Chrlstlaa
Ramona
St*da
Red Thornton
Schaw Puppets
Freddie Daw Ore
Vegebonds Club

Vagabonds (4) <.

Marla* Neglig
Surmysiders
Geo Horton
Frank Linale OVc
Betty Bello Trio

War of Music
Bill Jordan
David Elliott
Mattie Sandl
Lon Voglo
Van Kirk

,

Johnlna Hofei
Shirley Ward
Tony Matas
Randum

paddotk Club
Little Egypt
Flash Lane
Rozanne
Connie Del Mont* .

Ernie Bell Ore
Delmonlco

Jack Aimed*
Crayton A. Lopez
Carlos A Molls* Ore

CHICAGO

Blaekhawk
Kay Coulter
Kenny Bower*
Grant Eastham
Pat Carroll
Dave LeGrant
Barbara Cook
Mariana D'Or
Carl Sand* Ore

Chfz Pare*

Jimmy Durante
Hollywood Cover
'Girl* (5) .

Candy Candldo
Eddie Jackson
Jack Roth
Jule* Buffano
(On* te Nil)
Johnny Martin
Chez Adorables (8)

B Farnon Ore (8)

Conrad Hilton Hot'l
Adele Inge
Eric Waite

Diana Grafton
Charles A Lucille

.
Cavanaugh

Dennis A Darlene
Marie McClenaghah
Yvonne Broder
Philip. Fraser
Terry Taylor
Donald Tobin
George Zak ^
Boulevar-dbar* <ff)

Frankie Musters O
Tdstwiitr Beach
Xavier Cugat Ora
with Abbo Lane.
Los Barancos (2),

Dulcln** Otto Bo-
livar. and El
Gringo
Palmer Hous*

Dorothy Shay
Bobby Winters
Merriel Abbott

- Dcrs <*)

.

Eddie O'Neal O (12).

LOS ANGELES

Bill Parker
Bourbpn A Balne
Zeb Carver Ore
Pete Rublno
Village Vanguard

Dorothy Greener-
Harry Belafonte
Royce Wallace
Clarence Williams

Waldorf-Astoi i*

Ghavalcs de Espana
Trini Reyes
Emil Coleman Ore
Mischa Borr Ore

Hotol Sutler
Elliott Lawrence O

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Ori

Latin Quarter
Darya* A Julia
Royal Ashtons
Danielle Lamar
Steeplechase
Jackie Kannon
Marilyn Ross
Collette Fleuriot
Marilyn Hightower
Andre Philippe.
Art Waner Ore
La Vie En Ro*se

Pearl Bailey
Van Smith Trio

L* Ruvan Bleu
Ronnie Graham
Janet Brace
Julius Monk
Norman Paris 3
Leon A Eddie's

Eddie Davis
Sherry Britton
Elaine Sutherland
Rena Foley
Bobby Byron
Oliver Dcrs
No. 1 Fifth Ave
Bob Downey
Harold Fonville
Hazel Webster

Old Roumanian
Sadie Bdnks
Jackie Phillips
Larry Marvin
Joe LaPorte Ore
D’Aqulla Ore

Park Sheraton
Irving Fields

Two Guitars
Arena Rane
Elena A Anal ole
Eli Spivak. •

Mischa JUsdanof?
Michel Michon
Kostya Polianskv

Versailles
Carmen Torres
Beverlce Dennis
Arthur Maxwell
Constance Tower*
Gene Rowlands
Two Shirts & Sktr)
Bill Norvos A
Upstarts

Emile Petti Oro
Panchito Ore

Wlvel
Sal Noble
Bob LeP

Ambassador Hotel

Frankie Laine
St Louis Rhythm-

jLire* (5)

Eddie- Bergman ore
Bar of Muslt

Doodles A Spider

Eileen Scott
Helix Decola
Benno Rublnyi
Eddie Bradford Ore
B Cray'* Bandbox

Billy Gray
Patti Moor#
Ben Les*y
Pepper Sis (3)

Bob Durwood
Bill Howe

Btltmor* Hotel
Jon A Sonar*

Steele
Dave Barry
Whitson Bros (3)

Hal Derwin Ore
Cafe Gala

Jean Arnold
Jimmie Ames
Billy Barnes
Joyce Jameson

Giro's
Peggy Lee
Step Bros.
Dick Stabile1 Ore
Bobby Ramos Oro

Mocambo
Joe E‘ Lewis
Austin Mack
Eddie Oliver

BOSTON
(Continued from page 9)

Says No” <UA). Some action shap-

ing at $9,000. Last week, ‘ Models,

Inc.” (FC) and “Tough Girl” (Rep),

$7,000.
Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-80)

—

“Encore” (Par). Opened Sunday
(15). Last week, “Man in White
Suit” (U) (8th wk); oke $4,200.

Fenway (NET) (073; 40-85)—“]

Dream of JTeanie” (Rep) and “Wild
Stallion” (Mono). Slim $3,500. Last

week, “Denver Rio Grande” (Par)

and “Kid Monk Baron” (Realart),

game
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 40-85)—

“Ivory Ilunter” (TJ) and “No. Room
for Groom” (TJ). Light $11,500.

Last week, “Clash By Night
(RKO) and “Outlaw Woman” (Lip)

(2d wk), $14,500. m A ^
Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 40:85)—'

'‘Valley of Eagles” (Lip) "and
“Loan Shark” (Lip). Slow $12,000.

Last week, “Leave Her to Heaven”
and “Rain Came” (20th) (reissues),

$10,500.
• Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 40-85)

—

“Skirts Ahoy” (M-G) (2d wk) and
“Corky Gasoline Alley” (Col), Fair-

ish $10,500. Last week, $15,500.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-85)

—“I Dream of Jeanie” (Rep) and
“No Room for Groom” (Mon.).

Okay $9,500. Last week, “Denver
Rio Grande” (Par) and “Kid Monk
Baroni” (Indies $8,000.

State (Loew) (3,500; 40-85)—
Skirts Ahoy” (M-G) and “Corky

Gasoline Alley” (Col) (2d wk). Mild
$6,000. Last week, $7;5G0.

US VEGAS, NEVADA
Flamingo

Johnny Johnston .

Joe Frisco
Rolling Robinsons
Stewart Rose
Flamingo Starlets
Matty Malneck Ore

Desert Inn
Ted Lewis Ore A
Revue

Geraldine Dubois
Manor A Mig*u>n
Elroy Peace
Meribeth Olds
Tung Pin Soo
Ben Yost Colleens
Alan Gilbert
Arden-Fletcher
Dancers •

Last Frontier
Freddie Martin Ore

Merv Griffin
Martin Men
Murray Arnold
The Leonards
J Devlyn Girl Rev

Thunderblrd
Jimmy Dorsey Ore '

Jay Lawrence
Johnny O'Brien
Christina Carson
K Duffy Dansations

El Rancho Vegas
Jan Murray
Denise Darcel
Jimmy Sisco
Buddy Bryan
Jackie Shields'
Fred Stumer
Ted Flo Rito Ore

‘Paeific’-m’
Continued from page 1-

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH
Casablanca Hotel

Milt Ross
Phyllis Arnold
San Kancz Ore
Martinique Hotel

Manolo A Ethel
Danny Yates Ore
Mary Joyce
Leonard Boe

Mother Kelly's
Joe DJ Lalla
Terry Swope
The Molodairs (3)

Guy A I

Mont* Carlo
Steve Gainer
Day A Alva
Arne Barnett 3
Sans SoucI Hotel
Bob Carroll
Rosanne
Eddio Snyder
Sacasns Ore
Ann Herman Dcrs

Saxony Hotel
Henri Rose
Val Olman Ofo

l Janie Ford
Tano A De*

Jules DcSalvo Ore
Jewel Box

Francis Russell
Bobby La Marr
Danny A Doc Rev
Don Charles Ore

Leon A E’Hle'*
Babe Baker Revue
Murray Swanson
Eddie Guertin
Jackie Gordon
Jackie King
Chuckic Fontaine
Don Charles Ore

Gaiety Club
Tommy Raft
Olga Barrett

'

Lori Iris
Georgia Peech
Che-Che
Lynn Clayton
Gaiety Girls
Green Hair Girl
Lana
Rose Ann
Florence Jennings
Bob Morris Ore

. Clover Club
I Nov-EUte*

his contract. Supplementary in-

edme fr.om South Pacific Enter-

prises added $228,964.25, bringing

the total profit to $3,172,626.34, of

which 1% was paid to Coast pro-

ducer Edwin Lester for turning

over a contract with Ezio Pinza so

the latter could co-star in the

original company.

That brought the total net profit

to $3,140,900.08 as of the end of

May. After the $2,995,020.93 dis-

tribution there was $143,879.15

available in undistributed profits,

cash reserve, etc. Since then,

additional profits have increased
this by over $50,000, so another
distribution will probably be made
Within a week or two. That will

bring the payoff over the $3,000,000
mark.

‘Convicts’ Tops Mont’l,

$13,000 ;
‘Carbine’ 9G

Montreal, June 17.

“My 6 Convicts” looks best of
newcomers at Capitol while “Car-
bine Williams” at Princess is shap-
ing nicely. Only holdover, ^5

Fingers,” at Loew’s is still draw--
ing after a nifty first round.

Estimates for This Week
Palace (C.T.) <2,626; 34-60)—

“Paula” (Col). Mild $10,000. Last
week, “Viva Zapata!” (20th) (2d
wk), $11,000.

Capitol (C.T.) (2,412; 34-60)—
“My Six Convicts” (Col). Good
$13,000. Last week, “My Son John 1

(Par-), $9,000.

Princess (C.T.) (2,131; 34-60)—
“Carbine Williams” (M-G). Nice
$9,000. Last week, “Walk East on
Beacon” (Col), $11,000.

Loew’s (C.T.) (2,855; 40-65)—
5 Fingers” (20th) (2d wk). Off to

$12,000 following great $23,000
opening stanza.

Imperial (C.T.) (1,839; 34-60)—
Tarzan’s Strange Fury” (RKO)
and “West of Pecos” (RKO). Fine
$7,000. Last week, “Song in
Heart” (20th) and “Target” (20th),
same.

Orpheum (C.T.) (1,048; 34-60)—
Man Bait” (Lip) and “Wildcat”

(Lip). Fair $5,000, Last week,
The Sniper” (Col) and “Music in
Heart” (Col), $7,000.

Memo to Acts
Continued from page 1

of her now going the rounds, only

draw a pass. A comedian or emcee
who finds himself in a hole and at

tempts to pick up attention with

this sort of cliche has two strikes

on him before he starts around
these parts.

This is in no way a form of snob
bishness on the part of local cafe-

goers. It just stems from an un
conscious respect for a certain
amount of privacy due even the
most flamboyant of politicos and
the offices they hold. Cracks about
the Iron Curtain operators and the
like are okay, but the Anglo-Amer-
ican scene is only effective when
the. subject is -general.

'Beacon Bright $8,000,

Seattle; 'Angel' Fair 6G
V

Seattle, June 17.
Boxoffiee grosses are lagging

here this session although some
new pix are coming through with
respectable totals. “Walk East on
Beacon” looms good at Fifth
Avenue while “Atomic City” is

okay at Coliseum. “Skirts Ahoy” is

still big in third Music Hall stanza.

Estimates for This Week
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,829; 85-

90) — “Atomic City” (Par) and
“African Treasure” (Mono). Okay
$7,000. Last week, “Wild Stallion”
(Mono) and “Here Come Marines”
(Mono), $7,800.

Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,366;

65-90) — “Walk East on Beacon”
(Coir.- Good $8,000. Last week,
“Paula” (Col), $7,200.

Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 65-90)

—“Scarlet Angel” (U) and “Desert
of Lost Men” (Rep), Fair $6,000
or close. Last week, “Girl in

White” (M-G) $6,000 in 8 days.

Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 65-90)

“Girls . Behind - Bars” (Indie).

Modest $3,000. Last week, “Strange
World” (UA) (2d wk), $3,600.

Music Bfall (Hamrick) (2,282; 65-

90)—“Skirts Ahoy” (M-G) (3d wk).
Big $8,000 after $8,800 last stanza.

Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,699; 65-

90)
—“Just Across Street” (TJ) and

“Tahiti Honey” (Rep). Good $8,000.

Last week, “Carson City” (WB)
and “Lion and Horse” (WB), $5,-

800.

Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039;

65-90J — “Half-Breed”. (RKO) and
“Gunman” (Mono). Slow $5,000.
Last week, “Sniper” (Col) and
“Gold Fever” (Mono), $6,700.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 75-

$1.25)—Closed this session. Last
week, “Rose of Cimarron” (20th)

(2d run) plus' Rochester and
Sportsmen onstage, $14,000 in 8
days.

DENVER
(Continued from page 8)

and “Wooden Horse” (Realart), $6,-
500.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 40-

85) — “Anything Can Happen”
(Par). Okay $9V000. Last week, “Red
Mountain” (Par) (2d wk) and
“Great Adventure” (typ), $7,000.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 40-85) —

“About Face” (WB) and “Kansas
Territory” (Mono), day-date with
Esquire. Good $12,000 or near.
Last week, “Deadline, TJ.S.A.”
(20th) and “Gobs and Gals” (Rep),
$11,500.

Esquire (Fox) (742; 40-85) -

—

“About Face” (WB) and “Kansas
Territory” (Mono). Okay $2,500.
Last week, “Deadline, U. S. A.”
(20th) and “Gobs and Gals” (Rep),
$2,300.

Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 40-85)

—

“Half-Breed” (RKO) and “Road
Agent” (RKO). Poor $7,000. Last
week. “Carbine Williams” (M-G)
and “Marry Me” (Indie) (2d wk),
$6 ,000 .

Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200;
40-85) — “Bronco Buster” (U) and
“From Bowery to Broadway” (In-
die). Trim $11,000 or close. Last
week, “Love Better Than Ever”
(M-G) and “Big Country” (M-G),
$12 ,000 .

Tabor (Fox) (1,987; 40-85) —
“Brave Warrior” (Col) and “Thief
Damascus” (Col). Fair $5,500. Last
week, “San Francisco Story” (WB)
and “Wooden Horse” (Realart),
$6 ,000 .

Webber (Fox) (750; 40-85) —
“Brave Warrior” (Col) and “Thief
Damascus” (Col). Fair $3,000. Last
week, “San Francisco Story” (WB)
and “Wooden Horse” (Realart),
$2,800.

PORTLAND, ORE.
(Continued from page 8)

of Badlands” (RKO). Stout $5,300.

Last week, “Six Convicts” (Col)

and “Yank in
1 Indo-China” (Col)

(m.o.), $4,000.

Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; 65-
90)—“Carson City” (WB) and
Lion and Horse” (WB), day-date

with Orpheum. Fine $4,000. Last
week, “Red Mountain” (Par)* and
“Pace That Thrills” (RKO), $3,500.

Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,750; 65-

90) —- “Carson City” (WB) and
“Lion and Horse” (WB). Nice

$6,000 or over. Last week, “Scan-
dal Sheet” (Col) and “First Time”
(Col), $5,500.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,400;

65-90)—“Sniper” (Col) and “Bride
of Gorilla” (Indie). Good $9,000

Or less. Last week, “Red Moun-
tain” (Par) and “Pace That Thrills”

(RKO), $6,200.
'

United Artists (Parker) (890; 65-

90)—-“No Room for Groom” (U)

and “Rocking Horse Winner” (In-

die). So-so $5,800. Last week,
“River” (UA) and “Odette” (Indie),

$5,000.

Stix B. 0. Prices
Continued frond page 3 ss

and a dime. That seemed insuf-

ficient to attract audiences and the-

atres have usually gone back to

their former prices when they

found they were playing to no

more patrons than before.
,The new slashing which has

started now and of which con-

siderably more is promised within

the next few months is said to be

of the quarter and 35c Variety in

an endeavor to get back to the

mass audience basis.
Some of the advocates of the

move, currently gaining ground,

for elimination of the 20% ticket

tax, arei from promises from exhibs

that they’ll accompany it with

further cuts in their own charges.

In this way local theatres could

make very hefty trims in gross ad-

mission fees without bearing the

brunt of too much of it themselves

and could sell the whole package
as a public service.
Many theatremen feel, of course,

that with labor, film rental and

supply costs at their present high

level, they can hardly afford to

reduce prices. Answer to that is

that only experience can provide

guidance. If hacking wicket taps

brings enough customers to build

gross, it’s great; if not, it’s point-

less.

Last known calculation of aver-

age admission price, made about a

year ago, put it at slightly over 4bc.
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‘Porgy Troupe
Dallas, June 17.

When “Porgy and Bess” gets to

London next fall, settling down for

what is hoped to be an extended

run, producers Blevins Davis and

Robert Breen, will start rehearsing

the company in. another musical,

with the idei| of forming a reper-

toire of Negro operas. Actors

• Equity has already permitted the

signing of the group to musical

repertory contracts for that pur-

pose.

It’s figured that a natural as the

second production would be “Car-
men Jones/' the Negro version of

Bizet’s -“Carmen/ 1

,
hut various

standard operas, normally sung by
white artists, might also be done
by the company; In addition,

Davis and Breen plan to notify

various composers that the project

is in the works, and it’s hoped that
some may be sufficiently interest-

ed to write Vehicles. The produc-
ers have already been told that

Duke Ellington already ha* such a
work in mind, but has previously
let it slide, because of the slim
chance of getting It produced.

Following, the current fortnight
engagement ending Saturday (21)

as the opening bill of the Starlight
Operetta season St the State Fair
Auditorium, Dallas; “Porgy** goes
to the Chicago Opera House for
three-and-a-half .weeks, starting
next Wednesday (25). It play* the
Nixon, Pittsburgh. July 22-Aug. 2,

then goes to the National, Wash-
ington, for four weeks, beginning
Aug. 4. A two-week stand in fCan-

(Continued on page 59)

ATPAM Step* ii On ‘Porgy’

Status Switch; Forces

Doll to Hire Local Man
Intervention by the Assn.^f The-

atrical Press Agent* Jk Managers
last week forced Bill Doll to hire a
local man to handle publicity for
the road engagements of the Blev-
ins Davis-Rabert Breen revival of
“Porgy and Bess/’ However, Doll
continues with the show, as “na-
tional representative.” He also con-
tinues as p.a. for “Top Banana,” at
the Winter Garden, N. Y., for Paula
Stone and Mike Sloane, and for
“New Faces,” at the JRoyale, N. Y„
for Leonard Sillman.

Under the ATPAM regulations,
the Davis-Breen decision not to
bring “Porgy” into* New York this
season, but tp take it* to. Europe
after its engagements in Dallas,
Chicago- Pittsburgh and Washing-
ton, changed, its classification from
a pre-Broadway tryout tp a road
show. Since the union doesn’t per-
mit members to double as p.a. for
both Broadway and road produc-
tions, Doll had to put on a man for
'Porgy/?

Danny Newman has been en-
gaged to handle the revival for its
Chicago engagement, opening next
Wednesday (25), and may. also do
the advance on the Pittsburgh
stand which follows. However, he
has a South American assignment
starting in about three or four
weeks, *o Doll will probably have
to hire a successor for the balance
of the “Porgy** tour.
Meanwhile, to cover for him

while he was out of town -with the
Davis-Breen production, Doll en-
gaged Stan Brody as associate for
T°P Banana”" and “New Faces,”

With Robert Ullman continuing as
apprentice. Ullman is to take over
Publicity on -the Westhampton
'D.I.) Playhouse this summer.

Givot, Duke Prepped For

Concert-Lecture Built
Columbia /Lecture Bureau

signed George Givot and I^ special attractions
vision headed by Eastman Bo

with plans to build up 1
as concert attractions. Givot, i

rJiPS a pic on the Coast, is b<
a tour of six we

rf
e£t JPring. Program will con

niSJ* ^cert, half monologs, \

* longhair basso <

*nd using his vat

§J
lt dialect material second 1

dehn?
ade Ws Towi* N*

nnv
c
?n?crt artist this spr

worw ’ s unusual in that
i°n«h*ir musical

companhnent for hi* magic

Columbfa looT.
1" *“

4'

Segal Co-Partnered In

‘Rouge/ 'Herald’ for Fall

Ben H. Segal, co-jproducer with
Chandler Cowles of the current re-
vival of “Of Thee I Sing,” will be
partnered in the production of
two new shows next fall. The
new co-producing stints will be
with Arthur Lesser in the presen-
tation of “Moulin Rouge,” Pierre
LaMure’s dramatization of his
own novel, and with Robert Alda
in the musical, “Herald Square.”
“Moulin Rouge,” slated to go

into rehearsal in August, will be
capitalized at $70,000, with a 15%
overcall. “Herald” will be financed
at $225,000, with a 20% overcall.
Besides co-producing the musical,
,Alda will be starred. His contract
as male lead in “Guys and Dolls”
expires in September.

Offer ‘Norway

For Bway Run
Edwin Lester, managing director

of the San Francisco and Los An-
geles Civic Light Opera Assns., is
reportedly' offering his production
of “Sopg of Norway,” currently
playing on the Coast, for a Broad-
way run. Since there is consider-
able variance in the terms said to
have been suggested ‘in different
cases, it’s assumed that Jhe deal
would depend on whether the op-
eration would remain under Les-
ter’s management or be taken over
intact by the New York producer.
One Broadway management was

reportedly asked $50,000 for the
“Norway” production, the deal to
exclude transportation east and all
subsequent operating costs. On the
other hand, Anthony B. Farrell was
said to have been approached to
put up $35,000 to bring the/ op-
eretta east for a summer run at his
Hellinger Theatre, N. Y. In the
latter case, apparently, Lester was
to have continued as producer.

Originally produced by- Lester
for subscription presentation on
the Coast, “Norway” was brought
to. Broadway in 1944-45. The re-
vival; currently in the final frame
of a four-week subscription stand
at the .Philharmonic Auditorium,
Los Angeles, goes to the Curran,
San Francisco, next week for a
run and then may play dates in the
northwest.

‘WAGON PAYS $112,500;

62G TO BE RECOUPED
Operating profit of “Paint Your

Wagon” was $9,269.58 for the four
weeks ended May <31, according to

the latest accounting. That
brought the total operating return
to $117,967.17 on a gross of $1,-

119,434.62 for the 235-performance
Broadway run. With additional in-

come of $71,85$ from the film sale,

$2,495 sheet music royalties and
$792.70 souvenir program sales, it

brought the total operating net to

$193,110.87 and left $62,959;02

still to be recouped on the $247,-

500 investment. Thu* far, $112,-

500 has been repaid to the backers
of the Cheryl Crawford produc-
tion, which involved an actual cost
of $256,069.88.
Eddie Dowling has recently suc-

ceeded Jame*> Barton as star of the
Alan Jay Lemer-Frederick Loewe
musical, and Ann Crowley has
taken over the femme lead origi-

nated by Olga San Juan. The
show is currently in its 32d week
at the Shubert, N. Y.

‘Let Love’ to Tee Off

Elitch*s Summer Span
Denver, June 17.

The summer drama season opens
in Denver Sunday (22) with Mar-
got Stevenson and Whitfield Con-
ner sharing leading roles in Louis
Vemeuil’s “Love and Let Love.”
This is the 14th season for pro-
ducer-director George Somnes at
Denver’s Elitch’s Gardens.
Helen Bonfils, a local backer and

wife of Somnes* will be a player
in a number of the shows. Other
members of this year’s cast are
Michael Sivy, Breht Sargent, Mary
Orr, Blair Davis, Ann Hillary, Dick
Ewell and Pat Ripley.

‘Tidings* Tees Clinton

Barn
; Kirbyat Head

Kal Kirby, business manager of
the Raymond Scott orchestra, has
leased the Music Hall, Clinton,
N. J., and is operating it a* a
strawhat for a 10-week season,
opening last Monday night (16).
The initial bill is .Edward Mabley/x
Glad Tidings,” with film actress
Vllma Kurer as star,

Otto Simetti Ijj director*

‘Pacific’ SRO in London

But Gotta Get Labor OK

Or Face June 30 Finale
London, June 17.

“South Pacific,” doing- sellout
business at the Drury Lane, is
threatened with closing if the Brit-
ish Ministry of Labor fails to re-
new the work permits of Ameri-
can members of the cast which
expire June* 30. With the excep-
tion of Mary Martin, the star, who
is reportedly being allowed to stay,
permit* for the U. S. players are
believed unlikely to be- extended.
Matter came up recently at a

British Equity council meeting, at
which renewal applications for Miss
Martin, Wilbur Evans,. Muriel
Smith, * Fredd Wayne and Larry
Hagman (Miss Martin's son) were
considered. No decision was
reached, the^cases being referred
back to the Labor Ministry for
further information. The Ministry
has final say in such affairs, but is
usually guided by Equity advice..

Situation regarding. Betta St.
John, who is repeating the role of
Liat, which she created in the
original Broadway production, is
said to be different from that, of
the other Americans. The actress is
engaged to British actor Peter
Grant, who plays Lt. Joe Cable,
and marriage to him would 'make
her a British subject and thus ex-
empt from permit requirement.

In the case of Wally Peterson, he
is a Canadian and does not need a
permit,* On the other hand Archie
Savage, one of the Seabees who
does a brief dance bit in the first
act, is already planning to return
to the U. S. and his part is being
written out.

'From indications, Miss Mar-
tin’s permit will be extended. But
if the other Americans are not
given renewals the Williamson Co.,
which is handling the show here,
indicates, that it will close the prefr
duriion. A representative of the
firm explains that it would be im-
possible to find acceptable Brit-
ish replacements for the U. S. ac-
tors, and that the Rodgers-Ham-
merstein musical would have to
fold.

Whyte Sees No Trouble
Jerome Whyte, who staged the

London edition of* the show" and
returned to New York recently,
said yesterday (Tues.) that he has
heard of no new developments
about the permits of the American
members of the cast. Explaining
that he had already supplied the
Labor Ministry and British Equity
with a list of all the British play-
ers who had been auditioned or
considered for the show, he de-
clared that he doesn't, anticipate
any trouble when the permits ex-
pire.

80G ‘Dolls’ Divvy as Net

Passes $1,250,000 Mark
Another $80,000 dividend was

paid last week on “Guys and Dolls,”

bringing the. total distributed profit

to $988,191.81 thus far on the two-
production setup. According to a
financial summary accompanying
the payment, the Frank Loesser-
Jo Swerling-Abe Burrows musical
earned an operating profit of $79,-
373.66 for the four weeks ended
May 31, including $33,425.13 on
the original production, currently
in its 83d week at the 46th Street,
N. Y., and $45,948.66 on the touring
edition, which is in its 17th week
at the Shubert, Chicago. That
brought the total net profit on the
operation to $1,262,274.66 as of the
same date.

>The Cy Feuer-Ernest H. Martin
production was capitalized at

$250,000, including $50,000 over-
call.

'

Jo Sterling and Irving Brecher
completed a new comedy, “Jona-
than,” for fall production on Broad-
way . : . Whitfield Connor set for
the season as leading man at
Elitch’s Garden* Theatre* Denver.

UCmjMATK S?
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Evie Hayes to Do Brief

Aussie ‘Aiuit’ Reprise
Evie Hayes, who created the role

of Annie in “Annie, Get Your
Gun” for the J. C. Williamson The-
atres in Australia, three years ago,
has been signed for a short re-
vival of the musical Down Under,
Because Miss Hayes was going to

Aussie on a visit, Williamson’s
N. Y„- rep, Dorothy Stewart, talked
the actress (who is Will Mahoney’s
wife) into doing a brief “Annie”
reprise. Williamson will present it

in Melbourne July 5 for four
weeks. Miss Hayes left N, Y. yes^
terday (Tues.) for the Coast and is

due In Sydney Saturday (21). &

Neat Cronyn Deal

For ‘Fourposters’

For the 33 weeks Jessica Tandy
and Hume Cronyn co-starred in

“Fourposter” on Broadway, the

Playwrights Co. production piled up
a gross of $754,864.38, earning a

profit of about $130,000 on its

$40,000 investment. After distribu-

tion of $80,000 profit* remaining
assets are approximately $50,000,
including around • $20,000 for the
touring production (no new cos-
tumes will be necessary, since the
Cronyns will head the road edition)
and $30,000 reserve.

With Betty Field and Burgess
Meredith now. playing Jan de
Hartog’s two*character comedy at
the Barrymore, N. Y., the Cronyns
are taking a five-week vacation in
Bermuda, the first time the couple
and their children have been able
to get away together since 1948,
when Miss Tandy took time off
from the original Broadway pro-
duction of “Streetcar Named De-
sire.” They’re due to open the
“Fourposter” tour July 25 in
Pasadena, Cal., and continue
through next March in Boston,
with a two-week layoff at Christ-

[

mas time.

As stars of the touring company,
the Cronyns will have a guarantee
plus percentage of the gross. In ad-
dition, they will continue to collect
one-sixth of the profits of the op-
eration, including both companies.

‘MADAM’ PROFITAT 536G

AFTER RUN OF 89 WEEKS
When Ethel Merman left the cast

of “Call Me Madam,” following its

four-week Washington stand, the

musical had earned a total profit of
$536,329.27 and had distributed
$487,875 on its 89-week run (in-

cluding a four-week tryput tour),
with • $48,454.27 in cash reserve.*
That did not -include the show’s
40% share of the $250,000 film sale
to 20th-Fox.

Fund campaign of the American
National Theatre & Academy
brought a gross income over $119,-
100, but * expenses ran to nearly
$218,800 so the net return was
$300. At the same time, the organi-
zation lost over $66,700 on opera-
tion of the ANTA Playhouse, N. Y.t

and over $46,700 from “general ac-
tivities.” That i* revealed In a
financial statement covering the
year ended last April 30 and sent
to officers and board member* re-
cently. The accounting doe* not
cover the ANTA Play Series,
Breakdown of the campaign fund

reveals that general fund contribu-
tions were $9,383.72, while ex-
penses were $20,040,40. Receipts
from the dinner Jn honor of Helen
Hayes were $2,983,50, but expenses
were $1,753.62, Benefit perform-
ance of “The Medium” brought
$1,995, with expenses of $623.31.
Dinner in honor of Elsa Maxwell
had $9,995 receipts and $8,407,05
expense*. Dinner for Henry Rosen-
feld'had $28,527 receipts and $17,-
116.57 expense*. Party on the liner *

Constitution had $180 receipt* and
$694 expenses. The new Commerce
and Industry department had $50,-
483,93 receipts, but $61,349.80 ex-
penses.

Oh, Those Expenses
Also; special gifts totaled $13,-

532.96, but involved $7,492.65 ex-
penses. Public campaign produced
$42 without expense, while raffles
brought in $678 against $176.43 ex-
pense. Party for Laurence Olivier
and Vivien Leigh brought $968 re-
ceipts and $254.92 expense. Sale
of house seats to Broadway hit*
raised $307.60 with $55.80 expense,
and there wa* an added debit item
of $820.69 for union gifts. Total
income from the fund campaign
was $119,076.71, expenses came to
$118,785.25, and the exact net wa*
$291.46.
Under the “general activities”

(Continued on page 60)

B’way ‘Blondes’ Reprise

Nixed as Risky; 540G

In Net Profits to Date
Tentative proposal to bring

“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes” to
Broadway for a brief return en-
gagement at reduced prices has
been dropped, and the musical is
nOw set to fold for the season Sat-
urday night (21) at tjie National,
Washington. It is wfnding up a
three-week stand there. The idea
was to offer it for a scheduled two-
week return run at the Hellinger,
N. Y. f opening next Monday (23),

|

at a $3.60 top, but producer Her-
man Levin and theatre owner An-
thony B. Farrell decided it would /

be a doubtful risk.

For its recent four-week engage-
ment at the Shubert. Boston, end-
ing May 24, the musical earned a
profit of $10,989.08 (including
$286.25 souvenir program royalty)
on a total gross of $143,735. That
brought the total net profit to
$545,040.42 thus far. The venture,
financed at $200,000, has distrib-

uted $480,000 profit to date. Still

to come is the show’s 40% share
of the $150,000 sale of the film
rights to 20th-Fox.

Since Elaine Stritch, who suc-
ceeded in the title part in the mu-
sical, gets a straight $1,000 a week
instead of Miss Merman’* 8% of
the gross, the production may ac*

tually earn practically as much
profit under the new setup, despite
lower grosses thus far. However,
Miss Merman will continue to get
10% of the profits as long as
“Madam” runs.

For the stand at the National,
Washington, the profit was $17,-

939.94 on a total gross of $150,196.

Summer Musical Series

Skeddedt for Houston
Houston,, June 17.

Houston is to have a summer
musical series, opening June 24.
Houston Music Theatre plans five

productions, each slated for two 1

weeks each. Andor Toth .and
Charles Gray, co-producers, will
stage the productions at the Hous-
ton Little Theatre.

The group plans to present
opera, drama* with music and
straight plays. Opening bill will
feature Gian-Carlo Menotti’s “The
Old Maid and the Thief” and
Offenbach’* “K.S.YJP”

‘Camera’ Clicking to 68G

Profit; 18G Divvy Paid
“I Am a Camera” has paid an-

other dividend of $18,337.47, bring-
ing its total distributed profit fcp

$48,337 on the $65,000 investment.
The John van Drutcn play, based
on Christopher Isherwood’s “Ber-
lin Stories,” had earned total net
profits of $68,347.84, after deduct-
ing the

.
author-director’s 10%

share, as of May 31. Assets in-
cluded bonds and a $12,270.37
sinking fund at that time.
The Gertrude Macy - Walter

Starcke comedy-drama, with Bar-
bara Baxley playing Jth® femme
lead during Julie Harris’ absence
for a film contract, is currently in
its 30th week at the Empire, N. Y*

Ohio River Showboat
East Liverpool, O., June 17.

Third season of the showboat
Majestic on the Ohio River began
for student* of Hiram College at
East Liverpool dast week (22K

j

The troupe plana to stop at num-
i-
erou* ports along the river, just a*

previous years „ offering enter-
nraent and plays.
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Spring tour of the Metropolitan*

Opera’ Assn., recently completed,

was one of the most successful in

the Met’s 67-year-old history, with

gross hitting a sock $1,395,100 for

the 55 performances. Seven-week

tour covered 7.148 miles, and al-

though all railroading bills arent

’in yet, the Met stands to mak» a

neat profit on the trek. Tour was

relatively smooth (in contrast to

some recent seasons, when strikes

and floods disrupted the junkets),

although there were several un-

usual incidents to make the tour a

standout.

The Met went into Canada for

the first time, to Montreal and To-

ronto", with sock results. Toronto s

four performances brought m a

huge $168,000, for trip’s largest

take. Hall was a converted ice-

hockey arena, seating 11,000, prob-

ably the largest audience in history

ever to hear opera indoors. Biz was

SRO everywhere except for three

cities, St. Louis, Memphis and

Houston, and these three showed

good though not sellout returns

Houses in many spots were un-

usually large, with a 9,000-seater

in Cleveland, a 6,000-seater in

Oklahoma City, a 10,000-seater in

St. Louis and 7,500-seater in Mont-

real.

Sbme of the arena-style houses

proved not completely satisfactory

for opera presentation, and some
complaints were heard as to lack

of visibility. A Toronto beef on

sale of certain seat sections is to

be remedied, say Met execs. Met
management realized some of the

deficiencies, but felt it was better

to give the best performances un-

der those conditions than not give

any in those towns at all.

The Met took a beating in cer-

tain towns with its sets, due to lack

of proper stage facilities. Officials

claim it will cost $6,000 to $7,000

alone to repair the damages to

"Aida” after the beating it took.

Increased costs of touring, in-

conveniences to the large cast, ill-

(Continued on page 59)

ATPAM Demand to Kill

New-Blood Clause Crux

Of Producer Confabs
Demand of the Assn, of Theatri-

cal Press Agents & Managers for

the elimination of the "new blood”

clause inMts basic contract is ex-

pected to be the only hitch in ne-

gotiations with the League of N. Y,

Theatres. An initial meeting last

week, with League reps was de-

scribed as friendly enough, but it's

figured that gloves will be off when
the two sides get down to actual

haggling over the principal issue.

Under the present pact, which
expires Labor Day, the "new
blood” clause requires the union
to admit a limited number of man-
ager candidates proposed by pro

ducers. However, the right of re-

fusal of any specific candidate has

been a controversial point, ATPAM
apparently hopes to make the rule

similar to that covering press-

agents, who may be admitted to

membership only after completing

a three-year apprenticeship.

Bali Dance-Music:Co,

Set for 12-Week Tour

ColumbiaArtists Mgt. has signed

the Island of Bali Dancers, group

of 45, for its first U. S. tour next

season. Republic of Indonesia Art

Society will Sponsor, with Indo-

nesian government aid. *

Group will open at the Fulton

Theatre, N..Y., Sept. .16 for four

weeks, then go on tour for eight

more. Troupe includes 16 dancers,

23 gamelin musicians, with Ni

Gusti Raka as principal dancer.

Columbia prez Frederick C.

Schang set the deal on his recent
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Inside Stuff-Legit

Portlawd Preps Active

Fall-Winter Legit Sked
Portland, Ore., June 17,

Portland legit, after a lean spring

is in for a busy summer- and fall

season, .

Mayfair Theatre' manager Herb
|

gib
Royster has already inked Stalag 1

17,” with George Tobias, for seven

performances, starting Aug. 12;

Joan Bennett and Zachary Scott in

"Bell, Book, and Candle," - Sept. 8;

"Country Girl,” Oct, 23, and’ "The
Moon Is Blue,” starring Barbara

Bel Geddes and Donald Cook, Nov.

•24.

William Duggan is bringing some
top musicals to the Civic Audi- Negro companies of "The Moon
torium. "Song of Norway” opens

js Blue” and "Born Yesterday” will
July 22, "Call - Me Madam is set . x_ 1ir in thp- -fan hv Tames
for Sept. 1; “South Pacific” is due be sent 011 tour ,,, fa"y J

Oct. 14, with "Gentlemen Prefer Russo and Michael Ellis. The

Blondes" to follow. These four shows, playing guaranteed dates

units are being sold on a * buy alL though the south and southwest,

Si.bt^etaT/advancrsaLTs "iU * eaf wtth portable

uL • scenery devised by Harold Winston,
using canvas stretched on demount-
able aluminum frames. Concert
manager Dick Campbell, who is

currently producing a "Carmen
Jones”, strawhat tour, will book
the “Moon” and “Born” dates,

l Negro Legiters

Set for Fall Tours

William Fields, pressagent for the playwrights Co., has gotten out

an unusual booklet for the tour of the firm's “Fourposter” company

starring Jessica Tandy and Hume Cronyn; which opens .July 25 in

Pasadena, Cal. It’s similar to ones he prepared for the tows of Helen

Hayes in “Victoria Regina” and the Lunts in “There Shall Be No
Nicht and is along the lines of the route sheets put out by the circus.

Fields doubles as p.a. for the New York engagement of. the Ringling

Bros -Barnum & Bailey circus every year. Besides giving the produc-

tion credits for the show, the "Fourposter” booklet, outlines the dates,

towns and theatres to be. played, railroads to be traveled, mileage

to be covered, and lists the Playwrights staff and the. entire staff and

crew of the touring .company. A summary asserts that the troupe will

be out 35 weeks, play 16 cities and nine states (plus* two Canadian

provinces) and travel 9,813 miles.

' Guthrie McClintic and wife Katharine Cornell last week, sold their

N Y City home at 23 Beekman, PI. to a C61. L. B. de Long, construc-

tion engineer. The McClintics moved into the east side home the

year they were married, in 1921, and lived in it for 30 years, or until

last year when they moved to their Sneeden’s Landing, N. Y., home,

which they built. Beekman Pi, house was regarded as a legit shrine,

the McClintics doing first readings and rehearsals of all their plays

there, etc. Lower floors were leased last year to David Lilienthal, with

the McClintics retaining the top floor for themselves.

4*

‘Carmen Jones’ Prepped

For Hayloft Tour With

Muriel Rahn In asStar

Legit Bits

Emmett Rogers planed to Lon- tion assistant to Herman Levin,

don last week to confer with Brit- vacationing in Kentucky. . . . Chi-

ish legit-film actress Claire Bloom cago television director Sherman

about nlaving the femme lead in Marks will stage the Robert Nathan

"Ceremon^of Innocenc*,” Elm. play- Jezebel's Husband ” starrtag

Huganir’s "dramatization of the Claude Rains . . . Ramsey Burch

Elizabeth Charlotte Walker novel, will return as associate director

which he has under option. The and Roy Somlyo u,-ggu«nl man*
young actress was recommended ger of Margo Jones Theatre 53 at

bv Maurice Evans, for whom -Dallas next fall

Rogers has been production .as- Arthur, general manager of pro

sistant . . Harald Bromley plans a ducer-theatre owner Anthony B.

which are ejected to invoke prWukton of "fhe Fo'urth De- Farrell's Ramsey Chain Co , died

about 90% Negro audiences
_

gee^ *». d
p
r
Sy"S Jtac^about^^ontt a^.*

h£
Nat Debin, of the Lew & Leslie - Russo Sc Ellis expect the Moon , ««MUr(jer One” . . Robert mold Moss flew to the Coast Sun-

Grade legit-club department, and production to cost about $7,500 and oherA ail - retired legit producer, day (15) to play a featured role

Dick Campbell, Negro concert the “Bom” company to be consid-
reported’ seriously ill in Chicago in the Rita Hayworth pic, “Salome,

manager, are co-producers of the erably less, since the same metal Albert Selden plans to make Dance of the Seven Veils. He
all-Negro “Carmen Jones” com- scenery frames will be used for ^is debut as a producer with pres- returns end of July to appear at

pany recruited for a strawhat tour, both shows. Royalty of 5% (plus entation on Broadway this fall of the Berkshire Festival at Tangle-

Muriel Rahn, (Mrs. Campbell), the author royalty) is reportedly being “The Grey Eyed People," by John wood as soloist with the Boston

original Broadway Carmen, again paid. Bill Ross, who stage-managed Hess. Symphony Orchestm in the Amen-

heads the show, the company of “Bom," will probably direct that Gilbert Miller, summering' in
Morts n

Honegger 3 La

35 also Including other original comedy, and John Effrat, stage London and on the Continent, has mnse ues mons.

cast members, such as Luther manager of “Moon,” is a candidate acquired the U. S. rights to Marcel

Saxon Elton Warren William Dil- to direct the latter. John F. Ayme’s “La Tete des Autres
’

saxon, .wion warren, wmiam uii T —
(
„The Head of others”), and hopes

lard, Sheldon Hoskins, Theresa
Merritte, and Audrey Vanterpool.
This cast (with, exception of Saxon)
did “Carmen Jones” for two weeks
last summer at Lambertville,

N. J.

Troupe is ^opening a twd-week
run at Lee- Falk’s New England
Mutual Hall, Boston, Monday (23),

to be followed by a fortnight at

A1 Rosen's Maplewood, N. J. Thea-
tre. Campbell admits both Falk

the latter. John F.

("Flash”) -Riley and Lorenzo Tuck-
er, who toured last season in a

Negro edition of "Harvey,” were
instrumental in arranging the
"Moon” and "Born” projects, and
will probably be in both troupes.

Meanwhile, Russo and Ellis are

also readying a revue, "Two’s Com-

Barn Notes
Barnet Biro", who just completed

I .a 15*^ionth hitch in the Navy, will

appear in “Idiot’s Delight” at;' the

Westport (Conn.) Country Play

to have it adapted by Anita Loos,
who did a similar chore with
"Gigi” . . . Hume Cronyn, reported
as teaming with Roger L. Stevens
and William Fields in the produc- house

^

"weekTof June 30 . \ . The
tion of Robert Nathan's "Jezebels Boothday (Me.) Playhouse opened
Husband,” to star Claude Rains, an li-week season Monday night

- . . . . _ . will decide whether to join the (16) with "fright of January 16”
pany," with sketches by Charles project after he sees the strawhat Pamela Simpson, playing the
Sherman, music by Vernon Duke tryout of the play . . . Meanwhile, je

*

a(j “Ladies in Retirement” at

and lyrics by Ogden Nash, to star Stevens, who presented Stanley the Robin Hood Theatre, Arden,
film actress Bette Davis; and may (.Young’s "Mr.^ Pickwick” in Lon- Del., week of June 30, will notV1W. IA\AAAAAI*a WVVAA * MAik' ** * f ^
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and Rosen are aiding the venture present Orson Welles in "Othello”
[

don, may produce the play m New he a member of the resident com-

with front money. Production will
have new sets designed in Boston
by Theodore Sastrom, with Eaves
furnishing costumes.
Campbell is staging the show,

with Hoskins doing the choreogra-
phy. Al'Rivett, at one of the two
pianos, will be the musical direc-
tor. Campbell has other dates
pending, such as Marblehead,
Mass., and Binghamton, N. Y. Ask-
ing price on the package is $4,500.

and another Shakespeare revival.

Robert Q’s Legit Row As

York if he can get a major star pany there . . . Phyllis Hill (Mrs
for the title part . . . Maxwell An- jog® Ferrer), will be a member of
derson and Rouben . Mamoulian resident company this summer
have abandoned ‘Devils Horn- at the Woodstock (N.Y.) Playhouse,
pipe,” a musical they were writing,, staff of the barn includes Robert

TliarW in' StrawWc ^lthJco
f
e by AUic ^rubei, about H. Harris, managing director; Lily

Uiariey in Oirawnaib Washington corruption . . .The Turner, general manager; Cyril
Playwrights Co. mil be associated Simon, stage manager, and Lola
with John C. Wilson in the U. S. pergament, pressagent.
production of "Little Hut,” current aecUtant
T.onrinn hif afarrini? Rnhe.rt Mor- .

Robert Ingham,, former'
assistant

Robert Q. Lewis, who went from
radio-TV into a nRery single, is

now making his legit stock debut
June 20-28 in "Charley’s Aunt,” at

the Chevy Chase Theatre, Wheel-

London hit starring Robert Mor- *“*"*™;
r wiC S

advance man A1 Soink t0 producer -John C. Wilson ana
advance man ai opma

for the last three years - executlveley . . . Vet
optioned "Malice in Wonderland”

Ex-Met Singers Aid

ini. nC'i strawhat near Chi. *'~He bSym^ts iwTatire withTf^- XJJfli
ducks Wednesday because of his wood background by Jack Rosen-

the John^ABC-TV panel show, in New York,

Indiana U. Musicals I
gy‘n« ba<* and *ort

,

h f°r *he d*y-
He has New England strawhat
dates to follow.

Phil Tyrrell is impresario of the
Chevy Chase, and the three out-

siders permitted by Equity to aug-
ment the local operation will be,

Indianapolis, June 17.

Varied program of musicals and
straight plays announced by In-

dianh U. will provide major live

entertainment hereabouts this

summer.
Opera Workshop will

stein, for fall production.

Gilbert W. Gabriel, N. Y. Drama
Critics Circle prez, is one of the
contributors to the forthcoming
special supplement of the Nation
magazine on civil liberties and]
witch-hunt pressures . . . New York
U. awarded honorary degree of

ton, L. I., opening July 7. The
staff of the Strawhat includes Sally

Richards, executive .secretary;

Gene Perlowin, stage manager;
Alice Landor, property mistress;

Madeline and Kathryn Healy,

Blankenship,treasurers;
.
John

ment the local operation will be, Doctor of Fine Arts to Ethel Barry- John
stage besides Lewis, director Clark Gor- more, and Doctor of Laws to legit Meeker local n a Philip Barry,

Jr., and Patricia (Mrs.) Barry are

New Texas Group Maps

Southwest Loop Tours
Dallas

0

, June 17.

This city will serve as headquar-
ters for the Texas Theatre Founda-
tion, a new non-profit corporation

which plans a touring theatre unit

to give shows here as well as in

communities and colleges through-

out the Southwest. The group, in-

corporated last week, plans to raise

$25,000 by the end of July and
$50,000 by January, 1953, for its

operation, which is expected to

start by the first of the year.

Dorian Granowski, one of the

group’s incorporators, will serve

as managing director, and will

produce at least one play each by
Shaw and Wilde during the first

season. Other incorporators are A.
G. Rothchild,' Garth W. Daniel and
Wentworth T. Durant.
The group will present their

productions for three months of

the season here and then ^ tour
under community sponsorship ar-

rangements to southwestern towns
of 6,000 or better population, and
colleges or universities with en-
rollment of 500 or more..

vr \JX AOUUH will OiagU J r v> W- —vmi

“Song of- Norway” July 4-5 and 11- dbn and Arthur O’Connell (Spet- angel Howard Cullman. Robert
12, to be followed by “On The tigue) and Bill Allyn (in the Jack Berger supporting Frattchot Tone
Town” and “Kiss Me, Kate.” Carl role).

Shain is to be stage director and
Ernst Hoffman musical director, as- Maa Woct tn Taa OAF
sisted by former Met singers Myron 1

in4e VV lU iee ^
Taylor, Agnes Davis, Dorothee
Manski and Ann Kaskas, now
School of Music faculty members.
Performances will be in East Hall
on the campus.
"
I. U. Theatre* directed by Lee

Princeton With ‘Ring’
Princetonr June 17.

Mae West will open the sixth

in "Petrified Forest” June 23 and
Veronica Lake in "Gramercy
Ghost” June 30 at Tri-City Play-
house, Binghamton, N. Y . .

,

Gemjze
de Lappe, featured dancer "in
"Paint Your Wagon,” will join Bal-
let Theatre for its 1952-53 season.
Anne Cheselka is returning to the

producers . . . Sybil Trubin, execu-

tive secretary Of the N. Y. City

Theatre Co., returns for a third

summer as stage manager of the

Port Players, Oconomowoc, Wis.

. . . Charles Durand, stag* manager
for Courtney Burr and Malcolm
Pearson, will stage William Me-

Cleery’s "Side by Side” for the

Peterborough (N.H.) Players, July

2-12. His wife; Virginia Mattis,
season at the Princeton Summer da

^
ce

(McCarter) Theatre Monday night
.

Jean Bartel, former "Miss Amer- . ......

... iJL x . , (23) in "Come On Un . . . Ring ica, who is making her first ap- will play the lead.
Norvellee, will open its strawhat Twice » Producer-director Herbert pearance in a legit show, in "Of Through Sigmund Gottiober of

t
c
P

.

la
J

r

,? T
USe

’ Kenwith is operator of the straw- Thee I Sing ’ at the Ziegfeld, N. Y., rationaLTheatre Magazines, which
Nashville, with Blithe Spirit June

hat. The play, a one-set comedy in Was rushed in to substitute for represents program publishers m
27-July 13. Arsenic and Old Lace ^wo ac£s was written by Miss West ^cnor® Loncrgan a half-hour be- Boston, Philadelphia and other

and presented in Chicago and on Wednesday cities for national advertising, Mel-

Coast in 1947. when the latter suffered rose Bai
-
e> a whiskey brand, has

Star was previously skedded to LSgan^und^rstud^ hfs S contractei fo
,
r ^11-page ads in 45

open in "Sextette,” and switch
Part the nast week

su™*er peatre programs, for the

was attributed to insufficient time p tn® Part tbe Past week. entirfe schedules of those theatres,

"to do justice to the preparation Rooney takes two weeks concentrated in 11 eastern states,

of the new play” before the J,
r°m Chicago "Moon Is With the Kenley Players open-

Princeton opening. "Come on Up a
J
ocatlon film

j[ng Reasons at both York and Lake-

. . . Ring Twice,” will have a cast wood, Pa. Theatres, John
of two women, besides Miss West, PVr<* Moon will shuttle • between the two

and 16 men. Star will play a boogie takes
+
over the part and houses. Steve Kenley, a brothei,

number on the piano during the ^ay?10Us.
e

* will be geheral manager at the

performance. role "York house. Lamar Clark will b

.. - theie with Barbara Bel Geddes, assistant to Kenley and treasurer

Michael Todd has signed Anna- Stock rights to “Love and Let at York, with Kate Kenley (a sis*

mary Dickey, John RaitL Clara Love,” Louis Verneuil’s comedy ter) as subscription secretary.

and “Broken Dishes” will follow.

Saratoga’s ‘Fig Leaf’
Saratoga, N. Y., June 17.

Ernest Truex, Sylvia Field (Mrs.
Trwex) and Joan McCracken will
play the leads in “The Fig Leaf,”
comedy by Norman Brooks and
John '”Gefstad, which John Hunt-
ington has optioned for a tryout at
the Spa Summer Theatre week of
July 28. “Fig Leaf” is slated for
a Broadway presentation in Octo-
ber.

Clifford Cothren, James Lee and
Jean Jordan are set for other im-
portant roles. Brooks will direct.

Gerstad, other member of the play-
wrighting team, is currently ap-
pearing in the New York revival
of “The Male Animal.”

Mae Turner and Thomas Hayward produced last fall by Anthony B. ^ 9
as soloists for the first Jones Beach, Farrell with Ginger Rogers as star, Blanche Thcbom, Met Opcia

N. Y., Marine Stadium Composer have been acquired by Samuel mezzo-soprano, left last Thursday

Concert June 30. Concert will be French. The royalties may repay (12) for London, to make reC01 °j

devoted to Rodgers & Hammer- a fraction of the $79,000 loss on ings with Kirsten Flagstad anu

stein music. the show . . . Dick Haas, produc- Wilhelm Furtwangler.
%
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Shawn-
‘Show Boat’ Fine 70G for 1

1

To Tee Off St. Louis Muny

Stockbridge, Mass., Jtyhe IT.

William Miles, who opened his

i nth reason as producer at the

Berkshire Playhouse Monday <1G)

with Ted Shawh in "Death Takes a

Holiday/’ has included ’the pre-

miere of “A Murder in the Fam-
!tv

’’ by Victor' Wolfson, and fea-

turing Helen Craig and Douglas

Watson, on the schedule.

One of the most ambitious pro-

ductions this summer will be “Mac-
hefch ” with Staats Cotswprth and
Muriel Kirkland. Slated for the

closer, it is an- enlargement of a

concert-reading of the tragedy

given by Cotsworth and Miss Kirk-

land earlier ir the year. Miles

was associated with them' in that

presentation.
Among other works and artists

elated are “Ramshackle Inn/' with
ZaSu Pitts;

‘

“The Lady’s Not For
Burning/' Walter Abel and Mar-
garet Phillips; “The Show Off/'

Margaret Hamilton and Thomas
Coley; “The Flashing Stream/’ a
revival of the London success by
Charles Morgan, with Willialm Roe-
rick, Eleanor Wilson and Kendall
Clark, and “The Little Minister,"
Gaye Jordan and Whit BisseiL
Miles is also the director. Wil-

liam Roberts is scenic designer,
and Sarah Hodges handles the
costumes.

and as a new entertainment outlet
for permanent residents. Area
normally is completely barren of
theatre activity.

The 10-week celebration will be
co-sponsored in each community
by Bob Gaus, Minnesota strawhat
operator, and local playgoers' as-
sociations, non-profit groups of
.businessmen, resort owners and
community leaders assisting in the
promotion and development of the
summer theatre program. The two
towns participating in the Festival
this year are Brainerd and Bemidji,
both big summer vacation centers.
Arrangements ar£ already under-
way to expand the Festival over the
next four or five seasons to eight
other communities in the northern
part of the state, thus forming a
10-theatre circuit.

The Pine Beach Playhouse, 200-
seat strawhatter located on the
south, shore of Gull Lake outside
Brainerd, will present a 10-week
series beginning June 26. Season
will be under the direction of Leo
Hattig and Robert Snook. The 300-

:

seat Paul Bunyan . Playhouse, lo-
cated outside- Bemidji, plans to
offer a 10-week season, featuring a
Broadway professional resident
company and guest players. Charles
Avery will direct.

v * "VUW, V WUC X l «

Blessed by ideal weather, “Show
Boat wound up an 11-night frame
in the Municipal Theatre Assn’s
al fresco playhouse in Forest
Park Sunday (15) with a sock esti-
mated gross of $70,000. About 100,-
000 persons attended the' teeoff
stand of the 34th consecutive sea-
son. Mary Wickes, Hal Leroy," Ed-
win Steffe, Marquita Moll, Iva
Withers and Donald Clarke copped
p

4«« ,^
rom crix and customers.

Sally teed off a seven-night
frame last night (Mon.) before a
crowd of 8,000 and gross of ap-
proximately $3,000.

TACIFIC’ SETS 572,015

M’W'KEE HOUSE RECORD
Milwaukee, June 17.

Touring edition of “South Pa-
cific” is continuing its sock busi-
ness in the midwest. Richard
Rodgers-Oscar Hammerstein 2d~
Joshua. Logan musical rolled into
the Wisconsin Theatre here last
week and stampeded the town with
a. $72,015 house record for the
eight performances.
Week before last the Janet

Blair-Webb Tilton starrer also
racked up a house record with a
$72,612 gross at Keith’s, Dayton, O,

’Blondes’ Fine $41,400
Preem For Hopatcong

Lake Hopatcong, N.J., June 17,

Harold E. Lawrence, director-
producer of the Lakeside Theatre
here, has optioned “Sweet Lor-
raine,” new play by Bernard Drew
and Abby Mann. Play, will be given
a tryout week of July 8, with Nancy
Coleman in the lead.

Eloise McElhone. will star in
“Gramercy Ghost,” July l;.Rose La
Rose in “White Cargo," July 15;
Virginia Gilmore in “Remains to
Be Seen,” July 22; Ethel Barry-
more Colt in “Let Us Be Gay,”
July 29; Helmut Dantine in “The
Happy Time,” Aug. 5; Vicki Cum-
mings, in “Season In The Sun,”
Aug. 12, and Claire Luce in as yet
unscheduled play, Aug. 19.
Paul Burton-Mercur, TV writer-

producer, will be associated with
Lawrence. Season opens June 24
with “The Happiest Years,” with
resident leads. ^

‘Lover’ $9,700 in 13, Olney
Olney, Md., June 17.

Cardboard Lover," which opene
the 1952 season for the Olney Th<
atre, chalked up a. $9,700 boxoffic
take -for its 13-performance, nln<
day run, which included four mat
nees. Critics generally panne
the play, but urged all and sundr
to get out to the strawhatter t
watch Eva Gabor.
Last year’s- opener, .“Silve

Whistle,” brought in only. $7,200 i

I,

11® gate - “Come Back, Httl
Sheba, starring Joan Blondel
opens tonight (17) for a one-wee
stand, with a fair advance sale.

10G Sacandaga Project
The Sacandaga Summer Theatr<

* new strawhat at Sacandaga Pari
N. about 25 miles west of Sara
&£?.*

i!
30 opened June 30 b

Eddie Rich, in partnership wit
Perry J. Stleglitz. It has schec
med an eight-week season gueSI

"aL ,

ev
.
lvals

* With one tryou

Lanf
1 m Parls’” by Melchio

i-

^

e
.
Project is financed asSe

? Partnership with $10,00

K5?
al

‘ j
General, partners arS and Sieglitz, the latter liste

52 an address in Yonkers, N. 1
invested $1,600 an

otiegiitz $5,000^ as limited partner;

‘Brooklyn’ Tee# Pocono
'

Mountalnhome, Pa., June 17.

iain£
e Pocono Playhouse, in Mom:

pftHm
0me

’<H i
un^er management- c

7jnV
e
?
a Stevens, opened Frida

Gro^r^ thi musical * “A Tre

Lannv u
in Brooklyn,” starrin

thrJJmf°o
s
i
T
5e piny will continutrough Saturday (21).

w?y panels follows, in “Thei
25’., ,^

e&u0f June 23; Hurd Hai

30- Jnnp T
Th

u1
HaPPy

j.

Tiin^” Jun
"Grim Lockhart and John Dali i
Gramercjr Ghost/’ July 7; lion

14 nL n
-

Arigel in Paris,” Jul

ban/”
6
?
1161’0 of "Jezebel’s Hu:

4 \ipni
aHlng Claude Rains, Auj

Stranoo
6 „iiaSso in “Love from

Everetf m nnd Edwar
erett Horton in “Nina,”, Aug. II

Minnesota Strawhat# Set

Parts in fK
ep^ion f°r- thei

Summer rnff +
195

?,
Faul Bunya

val, Festival. Fest
three seac/%

originated In Brainer
°Ped both °^

S a
?
0

’ 5
s being deve

Paul Bunvf
a lyrist lure for th

unyan Vacationland are

• Norwich Teeoff
Norwich. Conn., June 17.

Norwich Summer Theatre at
Norwich relights Monday (23) for
its fifth season with 'an 11-week
schedule. .Herbert Kneeter is again
managing director. First offering Is
“Burlesque,” starring. Bert Lahr.
Others pencilled in for the house
are Mae West, Marilyn Maxwell,
Lanny Ross, Alecs’ Smith, Victor
Jory, Larry Parks, Betty Garrett
and June Havoc.

Cole Porter’s musical. “Kiss Me,
Kate,” will usher in the season for
Lew Harmon’s Clinton Playhouse
at Clinton June 30.

MetopTour
Continued from page 58

equipped theatres, and other draw-
backs, were offset, according to
Met execs, by the financial returns,
enthused audience reception and
resultant .uplift to the singers. Sell-
out for the eight performances in.

the 9,000-seater Cleveland, for in-
stance, constantly amazes thei Met.
“It’s quite a compliment to make
an appointment with you six
months in advance, and not only
keep it, but dress up for it,” is the
way the Met’s tour director, Fran-
cis Robinson, put it. “It’s good for
company morale.” In the Toronto
ice-hockey 'arena, “where a stage
rose .out of nothing,” said Robin-
son, “I saw the Impossible come
true.”

. The mayor of Montreal tossed
the Met cast and officials a cham-
pagne supper at -the Mount Royal
Hotel. In Toronto, there was a civic

reception, with a military band pre-
ceding the Met contingent parad-
ing to City Hall for the mayor's
greetings. President Trurpan at-

tended a D. C. performance. In
Birmingham, the temperature hit

92, • with a performance given in

a non-air-conditioned hall. Mem-
phis was the same. On the Met's
arrival in Dallas, it was 99, but
overnight the temperature dropped
to. 47. Hall then Was air-condi-
tioned.
The Met played in some spots

where the first intermission was
longer than the first act, due to

the difficulty of shifting sets in

ill-equipped houses. Even in

Washington,- there was a 35-minute
gap .on after 'the first act of “Aida,”
because the crew couldn’t work on
the stage.

Tour gross breakdown was
Cleveland (eight performances),
$256,000; Bostdn (nine), $145,800;
Washington (three), $70,500; Rich-
mond (one), $22,200; Atlanta (Four),

$100,400; Birmingham (two), $48,-

400; Memphis (two), $44,400; Dal-
las (four), $110,300; Houston (two),

$37,700; Oklahoma City (one), $30,-

300; Des Moines Cone),' $25,000;
Minneapolis (four), $90,000; Bloom-
ington, Ind. (two), $36,000; Lafay-
ette, Ind. (one), $25,000; St. Louis
(four), $95,100; Toronto (four),

$168,000, and Montreal (three),

$90,000. Des Moines’ $25,000 for a

single performance of “Carmen,”
with Rise Stevens, was best Met
ever did there.

Met soprano Rise Stevens bead-
ing subscription drive for West-
hampton (L. I.) Playhouse

In Second D.C. Stanza
]

Washington, June 17.

“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes”
registered a fine $41,400 for its

second D. C. week, a gain of $3,-
000 over the initialer, with strong
biz indicated for the third and last
st&nZcu

Following “Blondes,” the Na-
tional goes dark until Aug. 4, when
it reopens with four weeks of
“Porgy and Bess.”

. <
*

‘Ladies’ Sweet $11,000

In First Pitt Week
Pittsburgh, June 17.

The Nixon came up with a late
season winner last.week in “Good
Nite Ladies,” Jules Pfeiffer’s pro-
duction of the old farce doing close
to $11,000, representing a neat
profit for both, theatre and attrac-
tion. Playing at $3.25 top, and
flooding qity with two-for-ones to
follow up a heavy sight advertising
campaign, show started off slowly
but by the end of the stretch was
turning them away.
Advance for the current and

final stanza Indicates the take may
be even higher. Pfeiffer gave Nixon
a guaranteed rental, but the house
share went above that.

Mull Negro
Continued from page 57 ;

sas City was cancelled in favor of

the extra fortnight in'
1

Chicago.

Flight to Berlin

After the Washington date, the

company will fly to Berlin for a

two-week engagement either at

the Berlin Opera House or the new
Schiller, only theatre built in the

German capital since the war. A1-.

though signed contracts haven’t
been -received for the date, they’re

due the. latter part of this week.
Meanwhile, the State Dept,, which

|

is to sponsor the German presen-
tation as ah example of American
dramatic-musical art, has assured
Davis and Breen that the jaunt is

set.
;

The State Dept, is also arrang-
ing a six-day engagement for the
musical at the Vienna Opera House
immediately following its Berlin
appearance. The London engage-
ment will follow, opening Oct. 6.

If the opera is well received in

England, where it has never been
produced, it can presumably con-
tinue indefinitely without compli-
cations from British Equity or- the
Ministry of Labor. Since it’s a
non-profit venture and Is being
sponsored there by the British

Arts Council, the normal rules

covering foreign players are be-

lieved not to apply. Also, there
are relatively few Negro players
in England, apparently none of

operatic calibre, so there’s no
problem of taking jobs from Brit-

ish Equity members.

Harry Davies takes over from
Vince McKnight as flack on “Bagels
and Yox” in Chicago . . . Taggart
Casey relieves Ray Shaw as under-
study to Allan Jones in national
company of “Guys and Dolls.” In
Same show Maurinec McNally
subbed for Jeanne Bal recently
when star came down with laryn-
gitis.
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‘Norway’ Up to $52,100

For Third LA. Session
. . Los Angeles, June 17.
Business picked up again last

week for the town’s only legit of-
fering, “Song of Norway,” at the
2,670 -seat Philharmonic Audi-
torium. Revival grossed $52,100
in its third session as the initial
offering of the Civic Light Opera
Assn, season.
After the current frame, op-

eretta heads for a four-week stand
in San Francisco and then for a
tour of the Pacific Northwest, with
a limited return engagement on
Broadway still being mulled.*

Doiis’ mm,M $15,m Chi
Chicago, June 17.

After reaching a season’s low
the previous week, legit here
bounced1

back again. Most of. the
plus came from the swarm of
American Medical Assn, delegates.
Biggest jump was at .‘"Guys and
Dolls,” but the other two attrac-
tions also profited.

“Porgy- and Bess,” instead of go-
ing into New York before its Eu-
ropean tour, will have a month’s
stay at the Civic Opera House,
starting June 25.

Estimate# for Last Week
“Bell, Book and Candle,” Selwyn

(16th week) ($4.50; 1,000). Doing
nicely with $15,400,
“Guys and DolTs.” Shubert (16th

week) ($6; 2,100). Came back
strongly with $50,000.
“Moon is Blue/’ Harris (59th

week) ($4.40; 1,000), Fair $8,400.

‘MADAM’ SMART $37,900

IN CLEVELAND STANZA

Business spurted a hit on Broad-
way ‘last week, varying the trend
of recent seasons. With the ar-
rival of real warm weather, the
summer boxoffice pattern has ap-
parently arrived, attendance being;
up early in the week and continu-
ing brisk through midweek, then
sagging with the weekend exodus
of local residents.

'

The total gross for #11 15
shows last week wa# $416,440,
or 79% of capacity. Week be-
fore last the total for all 18
shows was $448,200, or 70%
of capacity, a drop of 4% from
the preceding week.
A year ago last week the-

total for all 20 shows wa#
$556,200, or. 76% of .capacity,
a drop of 2% from the week
before.

Highlights of last week were the
over-capacity gross of “New
Faces,” the first time the show has
had standees at all performances,
and the mild rise of “Of Thee I
Sing,” despite the drastic reduc-
tion in scale and the extra-space
ad splurge.

Scheduled closings are “Stalag
17” Saturday (21), “Point of No
Return,” June 28, and “Mrs. Mc-
Tning/’ July 19, tne latter two be-
ing slated to reopen. «The only
opening in the immediate future
is “Wish You Were Here,” due
June 25 at the Imperial, N. Y. It
grossed nearly $25,2Q0 last week
for six paid previews.

Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama)

,

CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
MC Musical Comedy), MD (Musi*
cal Drama), O (Operetta).
Other parenthetic designations

refer, respectively, to top price;
number of seats, capacity gross and
stars. Price includes 20% amuse*
merit tax, but grosses are net: i.e
exclusive of tax.

“Fourposter,” Barrymore (34th
wk) (C-$4.80; 1,012; $24,996) (Betty
Fields. Burgess Meredith). Almost
$17,600 (previous week, $21,200
with Jessica Tandy and Hume Cro-
nyn as stars).

Cleveland, June 17.
“Call Me Madam,” with Elaine

Strltch, wrapped up the Hanna’s
winter season . by collecting its
third best musical gross of the
year last week.

. Tuneshow raked
in $37,900 in eight performances
at a $5.55 top, not quite up to the
take of “Guys and Dolls” here but
right on the heels of “South Pa-
cific.”

Danny Goldberg and Jules’
Pfeiffer of Chicago are renting the
house for “Good Nite Ladies” June
22 for two weeks plus option, on
a two-for-one basis.

‘Porgy’ Sparkling $42,715

In Its First Dallas Week
Dallas, June '17.

“Porgy and Bess,” initial bill of
the Starlight Operetta season at
the State Fair Auditorium, grossed
a sparkling $42,715 last week, the
highest take ever drawn for the
first of a. two-week. stand. On the
basis of advance sale as

-

well as
the experience of previous years;
the Negro folk opera is expected
to top' the previous gross for a full
fortnight ..engagement, the $81,600
set last year by “Texas, Li’l
DarlinY*
The George and Ira Gershwin-

Dorothy and Du Bose Heyward mu-
sical, produced by Blevins Davis
and Robert Breen, with the latter
staging, drew rave reviews from
local critics and enthusiastic audi-
ence comment. There has been
'particular praise for William War-
field and Leontyne Price in the
title part& and for the costumes of
Jed Mace. .

Cab Calloway, for whom the
Gershwins originally wrote the
part of Sportin’ Life (although he
never played it), is rehearsing it

and will probably play it for. the
final three performances here Fri-
day and Saturday (20-21) as a
warmup for the Chicago engage-
ment opening next Wednesday
(25).

‘Strawhat’ 2 1/%G.

,

Hub
Boston, June 17.

“The Italian Strawhat,” first
production of Brattle Theatre’s
summer session, wound the first
stanza with a tepid. $2,500. House,
a 454rseater, is scaled at $3 top.
“Hat” winds this frame, with

“Liliom,” featuring Joseph De
Santis and Margaret Draper, open-
ing June 24.

“Guys and Dolls,” 46th Street
(82 wk) (MC-$6.60; 1,319; $43,904).
As always, $44,400.

“I Am # Camera,” Empire (29th
wk) (CD-$4.80-$6; 1,082; $24,908)
(Barbara Baxley). Nearly $15,100
(previous *week, $16,100).

“King and I,” St. James (64th
wk) (MD-$7.20; 1,571; $51,717)
(Gertrude Lawrence). As usual,
over $51,700.
“Male Animal,” Music Box (7th

wk) (C-$4.80; 1,012; $27,000) (El-
liot Nugent, Martha Scott, Robert
Preston). Almost $19,600 (previ-
ous v'eek, $18,300).
“Moon Is Blue,” Miller (67th

wk) (C-S4.80; 920; $21,586) (Donald
Cook, Barry Nelson, Maggie Mc-
Namara). Over $12,300 (previous
week, $12,100).

“Mrs. McThlng,” Morosco (17th
wk) (CD-$4.80; 912: $26,800) (Helen
Hayes). Nearly $22,600 (previous
week, $19,900); engagement has
been extended three weeks to July
19, when the production goes to •

Central City, Col., for four weeks,
then resumes here.
“N e w Faces,” Royale (5th wk)

(R-$6; 1,035; $30,600). -Standees at
all shows for the first time, at over
$30,800 (previous week, $29,400).
“Of Thee I Sinp ” Ziegfeld (6th

wk) (WCC-$3.60; 1,628; $31,000)
(Jack Carson, Paul Hartman). Al-
most $19,700 (previous week, $19,-
200 ).

“Paint Your Waron ” Shubert
(31st wk) (MC-$7.20; 1.361; $46,000)
(Eddie Dowling). Over $27,800
(previous week, $26,300 with James
Barton as star); lower-floor tickets
for evening performances were cut,
effective Monday night (16) from
$7.20 to $6^ reducing the week’s
potential capacity td $41,770.
“Pal Joey,” Broadhurst (24th wk)

(MC-$6.60; 1.160: $39,602). As al-
wavs, over $40,000.

“Point of No Return,” Alvin
(27th wk) (D-$4.80-$6; 1,331; $37,-
-924) (Henry Fonda). Nearly $23,-
500 (previous week. $23,400); shut-
ters June 28 for five-week layoff.
“South Pacific,” Majestic (165th

wk) (MC-$6; 1,659; $50,186) (Mar-
tha Wright, George Britton). Sec-
ond-biggest grosser last week, at
almost $44,600 (previous week,
$40,800).

“Stalag 17,” 48th St. (58th wk)
(C-$4.80; 912; $21,547). Nearly $13,-
600 (previous week, $11,900); clos-

.

ine Saturday night (21), to tour.
“Top Banana,” Winter Garden

(33d wkl (CD-$6.60-$7.20; 1,519;
$51,881) (Phil Silvers). Over $33,-
100 (previous week, $29,400).
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Glasgow, June >17.

Jack Hylton production ot mujlcal play

In two acts, with music and lyric* by

Cole Porter; book by Sam and Bella Spa-

waok. Star* Christopher Hewett, Eliza-

beth Larnerr Directed by Sam
Orchestration*, Robert RU«mU Beiuj^tt;

choreography, Hanya Holm; ettlob* and-

costdntes, Lemuel Ayer*; orch director,

Danny * Walters. At Kink a, Glaaifow*

r«J Graham CPetruchlo)^^. .

.

Harry Trevor (Baptlsta). .Stanley VUyen
Lola Lane (Blanca) Hfi}*
iffalnh ....Bill PPP*
Lilli Vanessl (Katharine) .Elizabeth Lamer
Hattie , .Margot Brett

Paul. . .
Em* Jackson1

Taxi Driver .John Orchard
Bill Calhoun (Lucentio) ...... -Lionel Blair

First Man Jforman Scice

Second Man ?
yd£*y £r?old

Stage Doorman Christopher Hod«on
Hatrison Howell* js^ntlcy

Specially Dancer Buster St. George
Principal Dancer ...... • •

Grcraio Bernard Davies-Rees
Hortenslo -Frank Lawless
Haberdasher. . ...... ... • -Seamus Gordon

Singing Ensemble; Margot Brett, Leonie
Hodge, Pamela Butler, Peggy David,

Helen Lawless, Barbara Lewi*, Marie Mel-

huish; Desmond Ainsworth, Bernard Da-

vles-Rees, Dennis Driscoll, BUI Gilmour,
Frank Lawless, John Orchard, George
gjac)c

Dancers: Susan Blythe, Joan Elvin,

Daphne Grey, Jean King, Antonia Palmer,
Jennifer Walmcsly, Donald Craig, Sea-

mus Gordon, Desmond Graham, Dick
Martyit. Drew Pringle, Arthur Wilman,
Michael Facer.

This touring edition of the U.S.

musical is slick, if noisy, well cast

and brightly mounted. Before audi-

ences already well attuned to the

American import, it is getting a

Warm reception even if' the tunes

are not as catchy as those of “An--,

nie,” “Oklahoma” or “Brigadoon.”

A large, company
,
puts plenty

spirit and. verve into the produc-

tion, notably for good dancing en-

sembles, spectacular ballet group-
ings and some classy terplng by
the principals. Piece has more
satirical bite and subtler comedy
than previous U. S. musicals seen
here, and is well served by its lead-
ing players, Christopher Howett,
Elizabeth Larner and Joyce Blair.

At the preem show caught,’ de-

spite a displaced kneecap, Chris-
topher Hewett makes a pleasant
job of the role of Fred Graham.
He is witty, caustic with a humor-
ously disarming smile, sings well,
and squeezes the last ounce of
humor from the role.

Stepping romantically up from
the chorine ranks, blonde youthful
looker Elizabeth Larner, still only
19, proves accomplished as the
tempestuous Kate. Starlet handles
numbers like “I Hate Men” and
“I Am Ashamed that Women Are
So Simple” in nice style. She has
a fine set of pipes.

Secondhalf opener, “Too Darned
Hot,” sung and danced at frenzied
pace, proves one of the show high-
lights. Other click numbers are
Christopher Hewett’s “Where is the
Life that Late I Led,” Joyce Blair’s
"Always True In My Fashion,” and,

of course, “Brush Up Your Shake-

speare,” sung and danced in com-
edy style with rare relish by the

two gangsters, Norman Scace and

Sydney Arnold. Latter .two actors

do a solid jtfb and are warmly re-

ceived! Scace, known here through,

his former association with the

Wilson Barrett Players, is partic-

ularly effective.
. Lionel Blair, playing a young ac-

tor in love with Miss Blair, sings

and dances well, but could speak
his lines more clearly.

Able backing comes from the

orch under Danny Walters, and set-

tings are both sumptuous and at-

tractive. Musical seems set for* a

boxoffice' cleanup on its British

tour,. It looks like doing weH in

every situation. Gord.

The Gay Bog
London, June 13.

H. M. Tcnnent, Ltd., production of com-
edy in three acts by Joseph Colton. Stars
Wilfred Pickle*. Directed by Wallace
Douglas. Set, Michael Weight. At Picca-
dilly Theatre, Loudon, June 12, '52; $2
top. °

Maggie Gay Meg* Jenkins
'Sally Gillian Lutyens
Mrs. Jamos Joan Hickson
Spud Ryan Basil Lord
Peggy Gowland Yvette Wyatt
Jim Gay Wilfred Pickles.

Minnie Gay Nuna Davey
Bill Gay Douglas Ives
Bert Gay Harold Goodwin
Peter .Anthony Oliver
Leslie Gowland ........... Brian Nlsscn
Rev. Mr. Gowland David King-Wood

A domestic comedy told with a
disarming naivete," “The Gay Dog”
is the type of play that might easi-

ly have a long run in London, but
would flop .anywhere else in the
world. One of its main assets is

in its choice of star. Wilfred
Pidkles’ radio reputation, as- a
warm-hearted Yorkshireman, will
be a strong factor in attracting the
public. The story has film possi-
bilities as a modest offering with
local appeaJL

Play is set in a northern mining
village with Pickles cast as a miner
who is more actively concerned in
the chances of his greyhound in the
big race. To protect- the odds he
spreads the rumor that the dog is

ill; then he discovers by chance
that another entry is bound to Jieat
his. So word is passed around the
village that his own dog is well
while he stakes Ills life savings on
the other greyhound.

Dovetailing into the basic plot
is the simple romantic angle.
Pickles’ daughter throws over the
young miner, who has been court-
ing her for two years, and turns
her attention to the vleal’s son.
Apparently an engagement ring is
all that matters in her life and
young miners don’t go in for

-

such
luxuries.
Throughout the production there

is an atmosphere of simple human
comedy. Well-worn jokes are fre-

quently given a fresh look byjthe

star and the remainder .of the pt.
The writing is quite undimm-
guished but adequate for the ApL
- Pickles’ personality dominates

the play and the other characters

respond to his lead. Megs Jenkins

scores as* his wife. Gillian Lutyens
and Brian Nissen provide the

simple love interest, while Anthony
Oliver'almost caricatures the jilted

miner, . Joan Hickson makes a hit

as garrulous neighbor. Play is

lightly directed by Wallace Doug-
las. . Myro.

Murder In Motley
London, June 11.

Hubert Wood production of comedy-
melodrama In three act* by Ingram
d'Abbes and Fenn Sheri*. §tars Frank
Leighton, Helene Cordet, Norman Griffin

and Carl Bernard. Directed by Hubert
Wood. At Fortune Theatre; London, May
3, '52; $2 top. '

•

The Manager Hubert Wood
The Understudy .Vanora Mclndoe
Sir William Ainslle ..Geoffrey Denys
Lady Alnslie Faullne Loring
Joseph Lewlson ......Carl Bernard
Dr. Congreve John H. Watson
Police Sergeant Fowler. .Maxwell Foster
Det. Inspector Marshall. .Frank Leighton
P. C. Grant Nicholas Grimshaw
Ass’t Stage Manager .... Valerie Newbold
Miss Diver ’....Winifred Payne
Leading Lady Helene Cordet
James O'Bryan........ Norman Williams
Herbert Walker Norman Griffin

Dr. Hudson ..Norman Atkyns
P. C. Jackson... . Desmond Perry
The Policewoman ...... .Pamela Leighton

There is still sufficient novelty
in this revival to £ive comedy
every chance of a reasonable run
at this small theatre. It is a clever
meller in which the • audience un-
dergoes a prolonged legpull. The
joke is well sustained and the yam
and treatment rate plenty of

chuckles.
Just before curtain up, there is

an announcement from the, stage
that the leading lady, Helene Cor-
det, has been taken suddenly 111

and her spot is to he filled by her
Understudy. Then begins what ap-
pears to be a conventional draw-
ing room play, but after a few min-
utes th& understudy is found dead1

from a shot allegedly fired from
the gallery. The curtain comes
down. There is an appeal for a
doctor to come on stage. Police
arrive. The exits are sealed, and
the entire cast and audience is un-
der suspicion.
Throughout the three acts, the

police try to unravel the mystery.
There is a main suspect with sev-
eral likely accomplices, including
Miss Cordet, but the play works up
to a neat twist for its climax*
Smart direction by Hubert Wood

keeps the action rolling in the most
unconventional way,, and a big cast

contribute lively' performances.
Frank Leighton does a pleasing
job as a police inspector while
Helene Cordet, in her first straight
role (she is a cabaret and radio
vocalist), displays genuine talent.

Winifred Payne merits top honors
for her part as an usherette. Nor-
man Williams makes light of be-
ing the principal suspect. Myro .

"Th# feast actress since the late

Lauretfe Taylor."

•—TENNESSEE WILLIAMS

Currently Appearing

"SUMMER AND SMOKE"
CIRCLE-IN-THE-5QUARE

New York

Exclusive Management: OLGA LEE - HARRI5 - DRAPER AGENCY
113 West 57th Street. New York 1*. N. Y.

JUdson 6-4180

WeducpdAft June 1952

For Ohio U. Strawhat
Athens, O., June 1*7.

• Apparently taking its cue from
television drama, Ohijo Valley Sum-
mer Theatre at Ohio-U., here will

present, a season of prize plays
selected from Pulitzer Prize, Clit-

ics’ Circle and 1950.Mystery letter
Awards lists.

The community-university .thea**

tre starts it$» second .season June
2d. A corps of 30 students enrolled

in an eight-week .theatre course

will.joiri in the productions with,

organized townspeople, Christo-
pher Lane, director of the OU
theatre, will direct and Hupei
Jones, of Oklahoma U.’s school of

drama, will guest-direct two of the

five productions.

Current Hoad Shows
(June 16-28)

“Bell, Book and Candle” (Joan
Bennett, Zachary Scott)—Selwyn,
Chicago (16-28).

“Call Me Madam” — Orpheum,
K. C. (16-20); Philharmonic, L. A,
(21-28).
“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes”

(Carol Channing)—National, Wash.
(16-21).

'

“Good Night Ladies” — Nixon,
Pitt (16-21); Hanna, Cleve. (23-28).

“Guys and Dolls”—Shubert, Chi-
cago (16.-28),

“Moon Is Blue” (2d Co.)—Harris, 1

Chi (16-28). j
‘

“Song of Norway” — Philhar-
monic Aud., L. A. (ld-21); Curran,
S. F. (23-28).

“South Pacific” (Janet Blair,

Webb Tilton)—Paramount, Omaha
(16-21); Capitol, Salt Lake City
(23-28).

“Stalag 17”—Biltmore, L. A.
(26-28).

$300 Return
Continued from page 57

The* ;Fuwrp**tei’
(XiW Barrymore, N„ Y.)

Betty Field and Burgess Mere,
dltjh, succeeding Jessica Tandy and
Hume Cronyh in Jan de HarWg
two-character, comedy about mar-
riage, bring! a different quality to
the play. Concentrating on the
laughs, they , make it a lighter and
perhaps funnier show, if a seem-
ingly less substantial and less sen-
timental one. Where the Cronynsi
represented

j
unorthodox casting

'

the replacements seem more con-
ventionally theatrical. Where the
Cronyns played the piece seriously
and with utter conviction, Miss
Field and Meredith give a slight

but perceptible tongue-in-chcek
impression.

.
Which style of playing is prefer-

able is obviously a matter of per-
sonal choice’. Each is effective in

its own way, just as both teams are
attractive and personable. If Miss
Field and Meredith are possibly
bigger boxoffice names, the Cro-
nyns probably had the advantage
of being the original stars and an
intangible extra asset In that they
are husband and wife in private

life, so the audience might uncon-
sciously tend to accept them a

trifle more readily in the 35-year
marital derby.
As for the play itself, “Four-

poster” seems even better theatre

on revisit than it did before. It is

a wise, adroit blend of humor and
pathos, particularly for veterans of

wedded life. Jose Ferrer’s staging

also impresses on a repeat view-

ing, as do the Syrjala scenery (ex-

cept that it needs refreshing here
and there) and Lucinda Ballard’s

costumes. 1

With Miss ’ Field and Meredith
remaining indefinitely jin the orig-

inal production, the Cronyns will

star in a touring edition, opening

July 25 in Pasadena, Cal., and
working back east to Boston, where
they close next March 21.

Hobe.

heading there was «$15,748.97 reve-
nue from contributions and gifts,

$14,112 from memberships, $1,-

955.87 from an Angna Enters bene-
fit performance, $230,67 from tele-

vision, $607,76 from Community
and Industrial department, $2.75
from “Album of Stars,” $202.81
added Income from the 1951
“Anta Album” show, $32.69 from
sale of souvenir programs for the
show, $1,500 income from Decca
for the “Album of Stars” record-
ings, $197.77 from .a Uday Shankar
performance and $4.50 from a “pic-
torial history.” The total income in
this category came to $34,595.79.

Expenses In connection with
“general activities” included. $46,-
077.75 administrative, $8,732.28 for
memberships, $1,748.53 for the En-
ters benefit, $845 for television,
$1,007.38 for Community and In-
dustrial showmanship, $6,204.17 for
special projects, $14,319.17 for na-
tional theatre service and $2,395.92
promotional. The total expenses
were $81,330.20, leaving the $46,-
734.41 deficit.

Playhouse Costs .

ANTA Playhouse income (no
rental from ANTA Play Series
shows is indicated) was confined
to $3,007.10 for commercial rentals
and $1,063 for rehearsal rentals,
for a total of $4,070.10. Expenses
included $20,274 for real estate tax-
es for 1951-52 and $1,689.50 for
1952-53, plus $10,991.67 interest
on first mortgage, $9,316.63 inter-
est on second mortgage, $808.46 in-
terest on loan, $322.35 delinquent
taxes.

Bet Your Life
(HIPPODROME, LONDON)

London, June 13.

This Jack Hylton musical, writ-

ten by Alan Melville, and obviously

inspired by the American, farce,

“Three Men on a Horse,” has been
running for six months, with the

cast on cut jadary last few weeks,
although it’s barely paid. Hylton
got the idea that if he switched to

twice nightly, and reduced the ad-

mission price, he might be able to

continue indefinitely. Cast agreed
to the new policy, with only excep-

tion being
;
Julie Wilson, who

claimed her yoice was not strong

enough to double nightly. In her

place, Hylton brought over Noele
Gordon, who understudies Billie

Worth in his “Call Me Madam” at

the London Coliseum. Miss Gor-
don has -

a pleasing personality, and
sings quite nicely: But as this is

an English musical, there’s no need
for her to adopt an American
accent, even if she is taking over

the Wilson part.
Show has been considerably

speeded up, whith 40 minutes ad-

vantageously scissored, and it rides

along at top spred, with laughs at

quicker'intervals.
Show lias no outstanding melody

that lingers;^ only one with pos-

sibilities, “Being In Love,” is

warbled only so-so by the juvenile

(Brian Reece).
Val Parnell and Hylton may be

fortunate in keeping this going till

September when “Life With the

Lyons,” the Bebe Daniels-Ben Lyon
show, currently at Blackpool, is

skedded to replace. Rcge.

expense, $7,499.64 in salaries, $1,
439.73 repairs, $1,419.20 materials
Land supplies, $2,515.15 heat, $1,-
082.88 services; $280.28 phone and
telegraph, $2,526.45 electricity and
gas, $383,27 insurance, $534.76 mis
cellaneous and $7,916.63 deprecia
tion on the building. Total expenses
were $70,817.10, leaving the $66,
747 deficit on operation of the.
Playhouse.
The five-show ANTA Play Series,

the financial status of which is not
covered by the accountant’s state
ment, reportedly represents a defi-
cit of around $35,000 at present,
but this may be redeemed or sub-
stantially reduced by the continu-
ing production of “Mrs. McThing,”
starring Helen Hayes. Currently in
its 18th week at the Morosco,
N. Y„ it Is earning a steady profit
and is a prospect for film sale.

Leo D'AlIcsandro, Albany ban*

tone, will join the Paper Mill Play;

house, Millburn, N. J., and debut

in “Showboat,” to be directed by

Frank Carrington. ^

WANTED IMMEDIATELY
HIT SHOWS. AND STARS for

Miami loach Legit Theater

HIGHEST SALARIES PAID

Now Playing "Tovartch" with

Luther
.
Adler, Ufa Hagen and

Romney Irent

Just Concluded:
pranchot Tone In "Petrified Fore*t

Contact

HERIERT MARKS AGENCY
1 52 W. 54th St; 400 Lincoln Rd.

New York Miami

SIBYL BOWAN
ST. LOUIS MUNICIPAL OPERA

St. Louis, Mo.
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Albert Spalding, the- Violinist, is

writing an historical novel; around

Kinoe Tartun, father of the

modern
6
violin towU750),.and

Gwrge Jessel is workm* on an in-

autobioprathy, both of

which Henry Holt & Co. will pub-

iMi It's Spalding S first novel.

Wiss”_addrcs$ed to his five-year-

Jld daughter, Jerilyhri-^gives

rloseups on his career; with inti-

mate anecdota and Wlosophy as

a guide to his lone offspring. Both

torts are slated for 195? publica-

tion;

Ilka and Mom Collab

Ilka Chase's biog of her mother,

Mrs. Edna Woolman Chase, long-

time editor of Vogue, will be both

a personal story *and a reflection

of the period in haute monde since

the turn of the century ,
until the

^Actress-authoress has been work-

ing with her mother on the book
for some years. Doubleday will

publish.

N. Y. Paper* Up Price*
Prices of New York newspapers

continue to rise. Starting Sunday
(22), the N. Y. Times increases the

price on its Sabbath edition from
15c to 20c. N. Y. Herald Tribune
said no decision has been made yet

on a hike. -
. . ,

N. Y. Mirror, morning tab, is up
from 3c to 4c, following similar

move by its a.m. rival, the News.

Esquire'* |26d,435 Net
In its annual stockholders report

Esquire mag revealed that its net
operating revenue for the- fiscal

year ending March 31, 1952, was
$14,918,288 as compared with $14,-

645,139 for the previous year.
Profits after federal taxes were
$260,435 as against $425,399 for the
year ended March 31, 1951.
Mag’s current assets, amounted

to $4,125,066 and current liabilities

$1,913,940. ^Working capital was
$2,211,126. A dividend of 30c was
paid in April.

Siwek Wonder Books Prez
Manuel Siwek has been named

president of Wonder Books, Inc.,

affiliate of Grosset 8c Dunlap and
the Curtis Publishing- Co., replac-
ing John O'Connor who becomes
chairman of the board. Siwek con-'
tinues as v.p. of Grosset & Dunlap.
Other Wonder- Book' appoint-

ments were P. Edward Ernest,•vee-
pee, and Martin Levin, sales man-
ager.

Civil Liberties Special
The Nation will, publish a special

64-page supplement on civil liber-
ties next week. Among articles on
censorship and blacklisting in the
entertainment field will be ‘.‘Hol-
lywood Meets Frankenstein," by an
anonymous group of filmites, only
unsigned piece m the issue; “Be-
hind the Theatre Curtain,” by Gil-
bert

. W. Gabriel, prexy of
,
the

N. Y. Drama Critics Circle;
Trouble on Madison Avenue,” cov-

ering the radio and TV. situation,
by Merle Miller, and “Battle of
tne Books," surveying the problem
111 Publishing industry.
Other articles deal with civil lib-

erties in education, unions, govern-
ment employment, the sciences and
professions.

.
S & S’ Show Biz Books
hur L. Mayer, vet theatre'
.Publicist and author, has

polished his book on the picture£nes
lv‘‘Merely Colossal", (“the

°f the movies from the long

rvuv,
*° *be chaise longue") for

SS°ber Publication by Simon &
out w

te
v* tr

San}^> firm is bringing
Y. Herald -Tribune radio-TV
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S
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.
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Hartzel?
171

?:
111 * Bailey circus.'
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ert

V
Hie librettist and

edited If™ Pradf°£d Boni bas
ite AmJ- reside B<*>* uf Favor-
Barne^fo

can
^ Son£s”; Joseph

ands t p
S
\ book oh “Willkie"

pered nFjr
u
m^>s “The Ill-Tem-

lection
/y^hord ’ is' another col-on of uis short stories.

"Theat^
0^^, Strawhat

PitlocW %in published by
Hire

S
f
otland) Festival The-

* is a concisely-worded

resume of the strawhat tent the-
atre run by wealthy John Stewart
at Pitlochry, in the heart of the
Scottish Highlands.

Articles and photographs de-
scribe the various plays and their
authors, interesting contributions
being by Charles Graves, W., M.
Parker, Nicol Shaild, Kenneth Ire-
land and James'Shaw Grant It is

a well-edited, well-illustrated sou-
venir of a new and Intriguing the-
atre enterprise. Gord.

Random House Profile Tonies
Several international and local

figures will get a going over in
two tomes being readied for fall
publication by Random House.
“No Innocence Abroad,” a gal-

lery of personality pieces, was
penned by ‘Michael Stern, Euro-
pean, correspondent for True mag
who broke the Maj. Holohan story
last year. Ed Reid, Pulitzer Prize
winning reporter of the Brooklyn
Dally Eagle, digs 'into the 17. S.'s

underworld tie-ups with Italy in
“The Mafia.”

A flock of anthology tomes are
also skedded by Random House
this fall. Heading the list are
“Flair Annual," edited by Fleur
Cowle*, associate editor of Look
and Quick mags; “The Girls From
Esquire," a compilation of stories,
articles .and pictures from that
mag; "The Man From Main Street,”
a collection of the essays and ar-
ticles of Sinclair Lewis, edited by
Harry E. Maule and Melville H.
Cane;. and “It Takes All Kinds,”
a series of profiles on offbeat oc-
cupations by Maurice Zolotow.

CHATTER
Walt Disney wrote a by-line

story, “My Plans for Peter Pan,"
for the American Weekly.

William Saroyan’s new book for
autumn" publication is titled “Bi-
cycle Rider in Beverly Hills.”

..Life mag -prepping a spread,
“Life Goes to a Record Collector's
Apartment,” on disk jockey Joe
Franklin.

Grace (Mrs. Herb) Mayes, wife
of the Good Housekeeping editor,

out of the hosp and recuping * at
their Westport home,
Horace Sutton, Saturday Review

travel ed, working on a book
based on the Hotel Waldorf-As-
toria, N. Y. Henry Holt will pub-
lish.

Ralph Donnelly, Variety office

staffer, -shifted to Nassau Daily
Review-Star (Rockville Centre,
L. I.), handling entertainment de-
partment.

National. Newspaper Promotion
Assn, will publish talk given at its

recent meeting by public relation-

ist Edward ,L. Bernays on attitudes
towards the press.

Sy Gomberg on leave of absence
from Columbia to complete his
novel, “Variations on a Dream," to

be issued by the Henry Holt Pub-
lishing Co. in January. ,

N. Y. Newspaper .Guild lost the
elections, at Fairchild Publications
last Wednesday (11). Balloting was
held under auspices of the Na-
tional Labor Relations Board.

Mark Murpfty profiles Mickey
Spillane, whose Mike Hammer
hooks have sold 12,000,000 copies,

in True mag for July, under title

of “Sex, Sadism and Scripture.”

Mitchell Woodbury, Toledo Blade
film editor, now on his annual trek
to Hollywobd, and from there will

fly with a group of film stars to

Alaska to entertain military per-

sonnel.

Oberlin (O.) College awarded
honorary doctor of letters degree
June 9 to Thornton Wilder; doc-

tor of laws to George Szell, direc-

tor of the Cleveland Orchestra, and
doctor of science to Rachel L. Gar-
son.

Luchow's, noted downtown N. Y.

eatery which celebrates its 70th

anni this year, will have its recipes

compiled in “Luchow’s German
Cook Book,”, which Doubleday will

publish in October with a Ludwig
Bemelmans Intro.

Frank Taylor, after a stint as

producer at Metro, has returned to

New York and has taken over as

executive editor of the Dell pocket
edition hooks. Prior to going into

films, he was with the Reynal &
Hitchcock publishing house in

N. Y.

“The Candidate,” a bookful of

pictures of Jimmy Durante with
humorous captions applying to the

current political campaign, issued

by Simon Sc Schuster for $1. Pho-
tographs are by Phillipe Halsman,
Yvonne Halsman, Schuyler Crail

and Ylla.

“1 Lived Through Heartbreak,"
Helen Hayes' story of her life since

the death of her daughter, Mary
MacArthur, which has- the lead po-

sition and a cover illustration • in
the July issue of McCall's mag, out
Friday (20), was ghosted by Lewis'

Thnes*
drama edft°r of the N, Y.

^ Ray Brock, who' authored "Blood,
Oil -and Sand,” again plying the
equatorial circuit. Currently in
Rome where he’ll cover the new
U, S. ambassador, ERsworth Bunk-
er

.
thence to Naples and North

Africa to see General Archie Olds
for a series on the Strategic Air
Command.
With “Anne Frank: The Diary of

a Young Girl” (Doubleday, $3)
having won solid critical plaudits,
Meyer Levin is agenting the tome
for possible filmization or legit
^oatment. Levin, author. _pf “The
Old Bunch" and film scripter,
knew the girl's father (only sur-
vivor of the group which hid out
from the Nazis for two years) in
Europe.

Theatre TY SRQ
- - Continued from page l^

pointed out, give it a one-night
gross as high as, or higher than
that currently being racked up by
several Broadway deluxe showcase
houses in a week. Boston;* Pil-
grim Theatre is another reporting
a healthy advance sale. Hub The-
atre, charging $3.60 for the orch
and mezzanine, and $2.40 for the
balcony, reported sales on Mon-
day totaling,more than $3,000.

According to Theatre Network
TV prexy Nathan L. Halpem, who
is handling the fight for the the-
atres in the deal with International
Boxing Club, the promoter, the
event will mark the biggest circuit
of theatres ever linked for a single
event To date, 38 houses in 25
cities have pacted to carry the
bout and it’s hoped that others will
have their big-screen equipment
installed in time to. tie in. Some
20 theatres, mostly, west of Omaha,
had also wanted the fight but
could* not clear the necessary
American Telephone & Telegraph
lines.

Since the match is being staged
at New York’s Yankee Stadium, no
N.Y. theatre will be permitted to
carry it. It’s expected that most
theatres tying in will run . their
regular film programs with the
big-screen event.

Essaness* $3.60 Top
Chicago, June 17.

Essaness* Crown preems its the-
atre TV .installation next week
with the screening of the Joey
Maxim-Ray Robinson light-heavy-
weight championship fight. and is
putting a .$3.60 price on the ducats
for the theatre-only telecast.
Balaban & Katz Is charging $2

for the fight to be shown at the
Uptown, Tivoli and Marbro in the
Chi neighborhoods, and the Para-
mount in Gary, Ind.
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Transatlantic TY
Continued from page 1

planes across the Atlantic during
the war. With the comparatively:
short range of the fighters, it was
necessary to refuel them on these
island stop-overs, and a similar set-

up can be worked out. for trans-
oceanic TV relays. Brunet disclosed
that RCA engineers are now work-
ing to ‘increase the span pf micro-
wave transmission and-;J&J,d

; that
the governments of most countries,
in addition to other research labs
in the U. S., are interested most
in microwave as a solution to the’
problem. '

'
It's pointed out, incidentally,

that Brig. Geru David Sarnoff, RCA
board chairman, predicted kl his

company’s stockholders* meeet last

month that international TV would
be a reality within five years. He
did not say how this could .be ac-

complished, though, so that Bru-.

net’s disclosure of RCA's thinking
on the project is propably the first

Indication of what Sarnoff had in

mind.
As for Brazilian TV, Brunet said

thatA it’s subject to much of the

growing pains through which video

went in this country. But, he
pointed out, a. number of American
businessmen and reps of U. S. ad
agencies have been working in that

country, making it possible for the

Brazilian broadcasters to capitalize

on outf mistakes. He revealed that

a video-receiver costs considerably

more in Brazil than in the U.S.

mostly because of the high
Import duties. To obviate rihat,

RCA plans to export parts to

Brazil and build receivers at its

plant at Sao Paulo, Which presently

turns put recordings and radios.

Brunet cited Brazil's inadequate

Rancho Pancho, Desert Springs,
Hollywood used to be kidded a lot, especially Warner for tne speed

with which they rushed, a .headline into a picture, it** toe' had they
were kidded out of this zeal. No city editor would take it as anything
but a compliment, and story editors are, after all,, at their best when
working like an editor of the Yale. Quarterly with at nervous urgency
of a tabloid editor.

'
•

.

*
''

»

Thus in the older and more prosperous days in the picture biz
Laraine Day's book on the Giants would already be in the hopper and
in release before the' 1952 World Series. Some producer might even
Rave had the daring to star her in the picture.
To overcome that heresy he would, of course, have to own the studin,

because nobody to date has had quite the nerve to let evert a picture
actress, still in the bloom of youth, play herself.

If he were to cast her husband In his name-part, hi* coiirage would
be practically out of this world. Leo Durocher has not quite had hi*
wife’s picture experience, but he is a showman and has' had a measure
of success in forms of entertainment over and beyond what goes on In
a ball park.

Still, for purposes of pulchritude an actor might be found who could
play hia part. At least one could be found wit*1 more hair. In fact,

.

Bill Bendix, who starred in the “Babe Ruth Story,” would be more
plausible as Durocher. He is short and stocky and has been identified
with tough, garrulous parts. He could have played Muggsy McGraw,
too, better than that he played Babe Ruth.
The trouble to date with baseball pictures has been that casting

directors feel that ballplayers must look like dehydrated stringbean*.
Lo.u Gehrig, for instance, was built like a heavyweight boxer, and’ so
the part went to Gary Cooler, who is built like nobody except Gary

*

Cooper. • “The Stratton Story” also followed this formula and starred
Jimmy Stewart. Dizzy Dean's, comic qualities went to Dan Dailey
and more recently. Grover Cleveland Alexander, who wa* built more
along the lines of a two-ton truck, went -to rangy Ronald Reagan.

Nice Timlnr for Roger* Hornsby
Of this bunch Reagan was perhaps the most plausible because he did

play a little football and baseball in some freshwater college. He was
on radio as a sports-commentator and there, having developed the gift
of gab, became good material for Hollywood and. in fact, was picked
to' play George Gipp in -"The Rockne Story,” It was the beginning
of his stardom at Warners and it was smart of them to call him back
to play Alexander the Great. This was the picture that glorified
Rogers Hornsby (played beautifully by Frank Lovejoy) just in time to
have Hornsby fired last week as manager of the St Louis Browns'.
One of the troubles with baseball stories is that they are all light

and no shadows. Hollywood never shies away from treating- mobsters
pretty much as they were, and are, but ha* It ever attempted The
Black Sox Story, The Hal Chase Story or The Joe Jackson Story?

In fact, it hasn't even tried The Ty Cobb Story, which had its shad*
ows as well as speed. The chief reason for this, I suspect, is that Cobb,
like Hornsby, was a 'hard guy to handle on or off the field. Moreover,
after his playing days were done, Cobb was plenty solvendo. • He’d
picked up a chunk of Coca-Cola stock, ’and became increasingly richer.

Several years ago I was importuned to write his story but the go-
between brought bizarre tales of how I would have to key my life to
Cobb’s in order to get the story down bn paper. I wisely calculated
I’d be dead if I attempted to live the pace he set. He lived on Lake
Tahoe, where he had a beautiful place and his cronies licked up his
liquor as if it were scooped out of the lake. Cobb could handle his,

but I was quite sure I couldn’t handle mine.
When such parties were at their highest Cobb would decide to take

his cronies out in his speedboat. He would tear around the lake at a
speed which if it were on the highway would have him subject to fines
of such dimensions as to knock an awful hole in those Coca-Cola
coupons. That he wasn’t killed long ago is a triumph of luck over in-

suraq^e figures.

He has always appraised everybody from umpires to contemporary
stars with all the hardboiled detachment of a George Jean Nathan.
This in itself would give a brand new twist to the perennial Hollywood
baseball story. His recently published appraisal of Joe DiMaggio
was just an inkling of how clearly Cobb calls them as he sees them.
A good deal of baseball, as he knew it, of course, went over the fence

with the harder, ball. Homeruns replaced stolen bases, Texas leaguers
and the beating out of infield hits.

Legs, and Spiked Shoes Too
Incidentally, Cobb had the most beautiful shaped legs since Frankie

Bailey. rFor closeups a director would have to use Dietrich’s or
Grable’s. His facial ‘features, too, were unusually handsome. Most
ballplayers hardly err on the side of pulchritude In this respect. Walter
Johnson, the Big Train of the Washington Senators; Christy Mathew-
son, of the Giants, and possibly Hal Chase, of the old New York High-
landers, as the Yankees used to be called, were handsome as any juve-
nile lead, but in the main the faces of ballplayers ran nearer to Hans
Wagner, Kid Gleason and John J. McGraw (old potato face), and their
legs, too, if petrified, could be used to support pianos.

In- addition to lacldng shadows to give their pictures reality, baseball
stories' have lacked sufficient humor. Considering what Ring Lardner
didi'irtithe “You Know Me, Al” series, it’s surprising that no scripters

have -enierged to tap this rich vein since.

. . Tti<£ Scully Circus might help in this respect. Ours is a grade below
sariflldt' Baseball. We play in the desert, and where not enough players
Sire’ Available we use cactus plants, mesquite bushes, juniper trees and
dbgs aisf' our outfielders. For this French poodles are best because
they can’ be trained to chase a ball and bring it back alive. Indeed we
had one called Tina, who insisted on playing every position, and ran
around so much that after a half hour she had to be locked in a car
lest she drop dead from heart failure.

Gopher Ground Rule*
We used players of all ages. One of the ground rules was that any

player under three was allowed to hold the bat straight out in front
of him, and if the pitcher missed it three times, the pitcher was out.

That meant whfen his side came to bat they started with one out. We
also had another rule, that if any adult slugged a ball into a cactus
bush he had to bat left-handed the next time, using a yvtcca bat which
broke in two at a blow harder than a bunt. »

' En order to reduce the fatigue of the old maestro I used to. pitch for
our- side sitting on a high stool. I had a slow ball that practically

dropped dead as it came over the plate. More hard and fast hitters

were struck out with that dead curve than ever went down under a fast

ball by any Grover Cleveland Alexander. I have struck out such ball-

players as Dr. Ralph Mellon, who introduced the sulfa drug to America,
and played at the University of Michigan when George Sisler was its

greatest star.

Foreigners were my Special meat. Carl Brisson, wearing a 10-gallon
hat instead of the evening clothes that have made him the darling of.

the supper club set, struck put so often we had to farm him out to the
(•Gopher League.

.

power supply, which he said has
not kept pace with the tremendous
amount of construction going on in

the country, and its fluctuation in
voltage and frequencies, as factors
slowing down the progress of TV.
In addition, he said, Brazilian

broadcaster* presently do not pro-

vide a wide enough range of shows
from which viewers can choose.
But, he predicted, these problems
will be solved and Brazil, through
TV, will provide a wider market
for American products as soon as

the country’s dollar indebtedness
is overcome.
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JTose Ferrer to Paris for top role

in “Moulin Rouge,” which John
Huston will produce and direct.

Deborah Kerr and her husband,
Anthony Bartley, left over the

weekend for a London vacation.
Mrs. Jack (Fritzl) Kapp and Mrs.

Gus (Grace LeBoy) Kahn to Italy

and Spain, en route tp a Paris holi-

day.
Joseph Hazen on the Coast for

huddles with partner Hal Tallis.

He’ll be out there most of the sum-
mer.
Thomas J. Birmingham, of Ban-

gor, Me., seeking whereabouts of
uncle, William J. Birmingham, a

Jo Hanson,’ WMGM (N.Y.) flack

chief, and his artist-wife Nancy
leave next week for 'vacation in
France and Italy. •

Arlene Dahl back to the Coast
today (Wed.) after opening a
Gotham office for a lingerie outfit

ghe's established.
Pvt. Ronald K. Waller, son of

the late Thomas *'Fats” Waller*
training at Fort Eustis, Va. Army
Transportation Center.

George Jefen Nathan, dean of

American drama critics, due back
next Wednesday' (25) from an
11-day Caribbean bruise,

Guy Bolton • and Eddie Davis
* doing a musical libretto, “Ankles
Away,” for Fred F, Finklehoffe;

composer yet to be selected.

Dartmouth’s alumni council last

week elected Ortpn Hicks, *21, prez.

He's a director of Loew’s Interna-

tional and chief of its 16m opera-
tion.

Renee '& Eddie Root, ex-ball-

roomologists, open their dance stu-

dio at the Mayflower Hotel, Plym-
outh, Mass., for the fourth season
June 27.

Late music pub Julius P. Wit-
mark’s daughter Nancy Weil (she

legally adopted her stepfather’s

name) weds Bradley Rosenthal in

the fall.

O. O. Bottorff, chairman of the
board of National Concert and Art-
ists Corp, left last Friday (13) for
the Coast to huddle with local con-
cert managers.
A1 Horwlts, Universal’s studio

publicity chief, returned to the
Coast over the weekend following
two weeks of homeoffice talks on
coming releases.

Producer Louis de Rochemont,
as a rep of the film industry, took
part in the Creative Arts Festival
now being held at Brandeis Uni-
versity, Waltham, Mass.

Elizabeth Taylor In Monday (16)

from London, where she spent her
honeymoon, and hopped out im-
mediately for the C o a st. Mate
Michael Wilding due to follow.
John F. Livingston, Grand

Rapids, Mich., attorney, trying to
locate Mrs. Arzie Wendell Pickney
(Elizabeth Joyce LaMar), known
professionally as Dolores Miller.

Betty Hutton arrived yesterday
(Tues.) to do an RCA-Victor album
of the music in “Somebody Loves
Me,” Paramount’s Benny Fields-
Blossom Seeley biog in which she
stars.

Dancer Jose Greco off to the
Coast for a role in Metro’s “Som-
brero.” Walter Hampden winged
westward Shnday (15) to appear
in the same film, which will be
lensed in Mexico.
Marian Anderson was awarded

an honorary Doctor of Music de-
gree by Moravia College, Bethle-
hem, Pa., last week. This is the
fifth honorary doctorate conferred
on Miss Anderson.

Gilbert E. .Blackford, former
news editor at Warners, named di-
rector of program promotion for
the public relations department of
the National Council of. the
Churches of Christ in the U. S.

Council of Living Theatre
hosted a press cocktail party yes-
terday (Tues.) at 21 celebrating
the start of actual filming of
*‘Main Street to Broadway,” being
produced by Lester Cowan in co-
operation with the Council.
Meyer Davis will personally con-

duct his orchestra for the S. S.
United States’ maiden voyage from
New York to Le Havre and South-
ampton July 3, Davis will augment
the ensembles for this trip. Three
Mpyer Davis orchestras will be
permanently aboard.
Ray Bolger, who recently com-

pleted “April in Paris” for War-
ner Bros., has arrived from the
Coast accompanied by Mrs. Bolger.
Dancing star will vacation at the
Lake Placid summer home of Leon
LeonidoflV stage producer of the
Radio City Music Hall.

Bernard Sobel, author of “The
Theatre Handbook,” awarding the
“six best villains’’ Oscars on
“Luncheon at Sardi’S”.' program
(WOR) June 30, first such awards
in the legit field. Bert Lytell,
Martin Gabel, Eddie Dowling, Tom
Ewell, Dennis King and Sam Byrd
will assist him.

* Gino Arbib, who is handling the
Beniamino Gigli tour for Jack
Hylton, denies he has ever been
it member of the fascist party in
Italy; that he didn’t leave Italy for

that reason; that “I am df the
Jewish faith and could not sym-
pathize with that regime”; that he
has "never applied to get U. S.

citizenship” and that he is a British

citizen. Arbib is a vet Paris and
London agent, latterly associated

with Jack Hylton’s enterprises.

Atlantic City

By Joe W. Walker
Buddy Mack featured at Pad-

dock.
Eddy Bradd orch into Shelburne

lounge.
Ford Harrison orch at Ritz-

Carlton.
Gloria Casper featured at Hotel

CIibIsgh
Pedrl’ Albani at Mayflower’s

Holiday Room.
Jerry Vigue into Hotel President

Round the World Room. ^
Mary Small into Steel Pier

vaude. (13-21); with Tex Beneke in

Marine Ballroom.
Julius and Moses Mager in full

operation of Senator Hotel and
plan name talent for the La Vie
En Rose Room and Sun ’n’ Star
Roof.

First anni of' suburban. Margate
Casino celebrated Friday (13) with
Jim Schott, owner, ti*d Frank
Benevento, manager, hosts: Jack-
ie Burns featured with Pat O’Dare,

Miami Beach
By Lary Solloway

.Terry S.wope added to Mother
Kelly's show.

Songstress Janie Ford featured
in Saxony Hotel's Shell-I-Mar
Room.

Shriners convention, close to

100,000 strong, filing bistros and
cafes around the area. -

Beachcomber reopening this
week with show comprising talent
around town—no names.
Ned Ahd Sam Schuyler, partners

in Copa City with Murray Weinger,
bought health Spa in Ft. Lauder-
dale.

Phil Spitalny’s Hour of Charm
unit,, due here for concerts, being
paged by Jack Goldman for Clover
Club.
Bob Carroll held over at Sans

Souci Blue Sails Room for third
week with Rosanne as added at-

traction.
Martha Raye decided to stay on

Beach at her Five O’clock Club
after dickering for, and then nix-
ing, deal for mainland room.
Harold Lloyd in town for na-

tional Shrine conclave as is Monte
Blue, who’ll again handle narrat-
ing chores for the .big parades.
Alan Courthey moving his mid-

night gab-interview show to Vari-
ety Tent 33 headquarters in Miami.
Will concentrate on fund-raising
for Tent’s Children’s Hospital
project.

Chicago
Buster Keaton in town making

industrial films. .

North Shore Musical tent teed
off with “Desert Song.”

Salt Creek silo opened with Con-
stance Bennett last week in “A
Date with April.”
Jo Stafford with Paul Weston

house guests of Jimmy Hart, Am-
bassador Hotel topper.
Jimmy Durante and entourage

rolled in Sunday (15) for a month’s
top business at the Chez Paree.
Ava Gardner in town to watch

Frank Sinatra at the Chez Paree.
Singer starts overseas Army tour
next week and Miss Gardner goes
back on the Metro lot after a
-month’s suspension.
Ken Murray and his TV troupe,

along with Morton Downey, in for
[Knights of Columbus benefit last
week and several days later Jimmy
Durante, Frank Sinatra, .Tony
Bennett and Johnny Desmond
headlined the Italian Boys Fund
gala.

Athens
By Irene Velissarios

Lady Lytton’s Ballet at the Ode-
aon Herodou of Attica.
* Isa Martinez, Anita Solano, Trio
Aguilar, Trio Beverly, Eloise-Su-
san, Buch and Chic Warren at the*
Fantasia.
Yugoslav Folk Dancers, prize

winners at last year’s London Fes-
tival, did well with a series of per-
formances here.

Conductor Klemens Krauss’ three
concerts with the Athens Sym-
phony at ancient Theatre Odeon
Herodou of Attica a big hit.
French Minister of National Edu-

cation sent the insignia of the offi-
cer of the Academy to Miss Alice
Lycou,. Greek distributor, who has
been active in the distribution of
French films in Greece.

Ancient tragedy, “Prometheus
Bound,” to be shown in Athens
after the Delphe Festival at the
Odeaon Herodou of Attica with M.
Katrakis, Normand Rolland, Hans
Nilsen and Alfred Launer playing
the star roles in succession.

*

London
Clark Gable locntioniu'g In Corn-

wall for his Metro-British film.

Jules Stein looking over the new
Music Corp. of America offices.

Noel Coward opened a return

cabaret date at the Cafe de Paris

last Monday (16).

Peter Brough, British ventrilo-

quist, sailed last week on the

Queen Elizabeth for N. Y;
Julie Wilson taking a fortnight’s

vacation in Zurich before opening
her upcoming season at the Baga-
telle, >

The Harry Fosters off on -month
vacation in July as guests of Felix

at. hist home in south
Frahce,
William Goetz in from Paris on

Monday, and guest of honor at a
fVaridge’s cocktail party last night

(Tues.).
Murray Silverstone here, on rou-

tine visit and huddling with Wil-

liam J. Kupper, local 20th-Fox
topper.

,

Duke of’ Edinburgh guest of hon-
or at world preem of Metro’s “Ivan-
hoe/' which was organized by Lon-
don tetat of the Variety Club.
WB tossed a press reception for

Errol, Flynn ana Patrice Wymore.
He Is here to star in British film

version of “Master of Ballantrae.”
The Barnetts, owners of Embas-

sy Club, are anxious to get Harvey
Stone, currently playing the Lon-
don Palladium, for four-week run.
Harry Alan Towers planed to

N, Y. last weekend to launch two
new radio programs, “Scarlet Pim-
pernel” and “Capt. Horatio Horn-
blower.”
The Appletons arrived to open

for summer season at the Coliseum
in Douglas, Isle of Man, for Hyman
Zahl and Sydney Myers. Open
June 28 for 10-week run.

! Jack Benny guest of honor at to-

morrow’s (Thurs.) Variety Club
Luncheon. Val Parnell also hosted a
welcome party to Benny, here on
a return date at the Palladium.
Albert Tavel. (& Marouani), Fos-

ter’s agency reps in Paris, here
seeking cabaret talent for Paris
niteries, signed Ladd Lyon for the
Nouvelle Eve nightclub, opening
in November for six-month run.

Rome
By Helen McGill Tubbs

Actress Pat Browning in- from
Germany.

'

• Lillian Gish motored in from
Madrid on European vacation.
Rome Opera Travelling Co., on

its spring tour of Europe, will in-
clude the International Music Fes-
tival in Weisbaden.

Italian stars Raf Vallone and
Elena Varzi returned to Rome
after, co-starring, on Italo-Spanish
film, “Men Without Peace.”
Gregory Peck here for starring

role in “Roman Holiday” which
starts at Cine-Citta on June 16
with William Wyler directing.
Lee Kressel, English . dialog

director on “Golden Carriage” for
Jean Renoir, has gone to N. Y. to
see his mother who is ailing there.
American violinist Ricardo Od-

noposoff here for four concerts;
goes on to other European capitals
and returns to Milan’s La Scala in
October for a concert.

Ireland

Rjf Maxwell Sweeney
Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy

at Olympia, Dublin.
Danny Kaye inked for week at

Theatre Royal, Dublin, opening
June 22.
Sidney Safir in from London to

be Irish manager of British Lion
Film Corp,

Carl Clopet pacted for legit sea-
son at Opera House, Cork, opening
late this month.
Vauder Frank O’Donovan be-

comes boniface with purchase of
Glen Heste hotel, Wicklow County
summer spot.
Radio news gabbers John Ross

and Pete O’Reilly hospitalized with
injuries after auto crash while re-
turning from assignment.

Philadelphia
By Jerry Gaghan.

The Oaklyn, N. J., Legion
tossed testimonial dinner for cafe
owner Neil Deighan.
Deejay Jerry Williams launching

new matinee platter show from
Jack Fields’ Blue Note cafer

Pianist Val Francis, recovered
from operation, will be back at,
Hermann’s, Wildwood, this sum-
mer.
Jack Beck returns as manager of

Globe Theatre, Atlantic City
hurley house, which reopens
June 24.
Rivero Quintet, current at La-

tin Casino, joins touring company
of “Peep Show” in Las Vegas
netft month.
Lou’s Brighton Cafe was badly

damaged by fire (14) and smoke
and water affected adjoining Pen
& Pencil Club.
Martha Lou Harp and Kusband-

June 18
, 1953 .

•gent Tim Gate’ itt fbwn (13) mak-
ing radio-TV rounds plugging her
new recordings. " v

Pep’s Musical Bar: hail enlarged
bandstand to accommodate larger
units than comhos,< Chris Powell
and Blue Flames current occupants
of new stand, with Tiny Bradshaw
orch and Willis Jackson band
slated to follow.

South Africa

By Arnold Hanson
..Old Vic Co. arrived in South

Africa for a tour of the country.
The Polish Cantor, Abram

Blechorowicz, giving recitals in

South Africa.
James A. FitzPatrick is touring

Africa and Rhodesia shooting films

for a travelogue.
Tax on films has been increased

in South Africa
t

but admissions
have not been raised yet.

New cinemas are being planned
in Retreat, Claremont and Ath-
lone, suburbs of Capetown.
A new deluxer, Monte Carlo,

opened in Johannesburg under
the direction of Empire Films.
' Director BladOn Peake' is shoot-
ing ah Afrikaans Film at. Her-
manus, a suburb of Capetown,
' T. R. Stobart- visited Capetown
recently on his way to the Ant-
arctic to film the Whaling Expedi-
tion.
The Brian Brooke Co. recently

returned from a record tour of the
country. It produced “Charley's
Aunt” and “Worms Eye View.”
The Vienna Boys Choir com-

pleted a successful tour of
South Africa under the direction
of African Consolidated Theatres.

• George Black, the London pro-
ducer, and Joan Davis have start-

ed work jon'the musical show, “Out
of This World,” which will open in
Capetown this month.

Barcelona
By Joaquina C. Vtdal-Gomis
Michelle Richard, French singer,

is at the Folies nitery,
“Let Us Be Happy,” new musical

with. Francis Dina, at the Espanol
Theatre.
Marcos Redondo appearing in his

old hit, “La Parranda,” at . the
Calderon.
The Comedia has the Isabel

Garces Co. production of “A Round
Trip Husband,” by the late Jardiel
Poncela.
The Borras Theatre is presenting

“Los Marqueses de Matute,” the
Valeriano Leon and Aurora Re-
dondo legit company production.
Barcelona cinemas presently are

showing “Love That Brute” (20th),
German “Doctor Holl” (German)
and “Rendezvous a Grenade”
(French). “Bright Victory” (U) has
been at the Tivoli since April 12.

Musical produefer Joaquin Gasa
at the Teatro Victoria with the hew
play, “Don’t Wait at the Door.”
The big cast includes Antonio
Amaya, Mary Santpere, Esther
Vila, Elenitci Maya, comedian
Alady and Lolita Castillejo.

India
Film Fans Assn, in Madras re-

quested authorities to ban posters
on the Hindi picture, “ADA,” and
generally supervise the content of
all poster.
To raise funds for adding a fac-

ulty building to the St, Joseph’s
College in Bangalore, Film. Star
Cricket Festival is being held in
Bangalore late in June.
The failure of the monsoo.n has

forced houses in the south toi have
only one show a day. Exhibitors’
request to have ah many shows as
possible within the needs of elec-
tricity conservation was turned
down.

First Madras State Exhibitors.
Conference requested the govern-
ment to centralize the issuance of
licenses in one department so ex-
hibitors would be saved the bother
of going to many* local and central
departments.

Regional Board of Censors in
Madras certified 86 pictures the
first two months of the year. Only
a few films were passed without
cuts, while some 400 scissorings
were ordered in the' others. Cen-
sors have been alerted against use
of words with double meanings.

Milan
By R. F. Hawkins

Victor De Sabata here for Scala
Theatre opera series

Peters Sisters appearing twice
daily "at Alcione Supercinema.

“Great Caruso” (M-G) in strong
local run which is extending over
to subsequents.
“The River” (UA) at Capitol

Theatre in original English version
plus Italian subtitles, unusual for
this city.

“Grapes of Wrath” (20th) finally
won an opening Italian date at
local Missorl after years of post-
ponements.

bwmt b<>sPitalized win

Marjorie Gateson east for sum.

Edward. Nasspur to Mexico City
on business. y

Smiley Burnette to Atlanta to*tnrr a' taiii* w
Armando Agrilnl ’recovering from

heart attack,
Hal Godsoe hospitalized for a

complete rest.

Johnny Mercer recuperating from
hernia operation, •

Darryl Zanuck in town after
weeks in Europe,

K
Arthur Freed in town after fiva

weeks in Europe.
Rhonda Fleming on vacation

at Laguna Beach.
Susanne Rosser filed suit to dl.

vorce Dick Foran.
Mgcia xvvfccia vacationing on

her- Oregon ranch.
George. Pals celebrated their

22d wedding anni.
Ray Rennahan celebrating 35th

anni as cameraman.
William Cowitt elected prexy of

Paramount Studio Club.
Harry Babbitt home from th#

hospital for a long rest.
Victor Moore .on the mend after

operation for gallstones.
Philip Dorn leaves for Holland

this week to make 'a pic.
Joseph Kaufman returned fromRKO homeoffice confabs.
Agnes Moorehead finalized her

divorce from 'Tack G, Lee.
. Raymond Massey planed in from
his home in Wilton, Conn.
Frank Seltzer motoring to Brit-*

ish Columbia on vacation.
Leo Spitz showing slight im-

provement in the hospital.
• Claire Trevor and Milton Bren

putting up an office building.
Danny Thomas and family vaca-

tioning at Arrowhead Springs.
Jesse Lasky in Cedars of Leban-

on Hospital with heart trouble.
Richard Jaeckel laid up with

blood poisoning in hip left arm.
Jacques Pa&call, editor of Cin#

Film, in from Cairo for a 10-day
visit.

Col. Nathan Levinson hosted
Maj. Gen. George Bach at War*
ners.
John and Roy Boulting in from

London for huddles with Dore
Schary.

Washington
By Florence S. Lowe

Shirley Temple Black, former
screen star, returned home with
her infant son after a long tussle

with illness.

Both houses of Congress will be
invited to world preem of Metro’s
“Washington Story,” June 27 at

Loew’s Capitol.

McLean Summer Theatre in

nearby Virginia preeming its third

season of semi-pro stock this week
with “The Happy Time.”
Arena Theatre, town’s theatre*

in-the-round, preeming its version
of “Hasty Heart” this week, with
Alan Schneider directing.

Senator Estes Kefauver hypoing
interest in preem of “Captive City”

at Ontario, first-run nabe in K-B
chain, by on-stage appearance.

Jake Flax, Republic exchange
manager, named International rep

for Variety Clubs for the Wash-
ington-Baltimore area by Interna-*

tional Chief Barker Jack Beresin,

Paris
Yma Sumac due for a gala here

June 26.
Three Carlivels leaving Lido to

tour. South of France.
Ethel Smith due here for a two*

week stint at Rex starting July 4,

Georges Guetary winding up his

film, “Feather In The Wind,” in

Spain.
Jack Kenhedy to Rome for

screentest in forthcoming William

Wyler pic.
Third Marcel Ayme novel, “Pans

Crossing,” being brought to screen

here by Henri Verneuil.
Cy Feuer and Ernest Martin in*

terested in signing Gallic chan-

teuse Lilo for their forthcoming

musical, “Can-Can.” .

Martine Carol signed by Chris'*

tian-Jaque to-portray Lucrecia Bor*

gia In his new film, “Lucrecia Bor*

gia,” to be made in color. > ...

A new version of “Camille wjl

be started here in August with wi-

cheline Presle. Direction will l»

done by Raymond Bernard.
Already shuttering for the sum*

mer are the legit houses, the w*'

mont, Grenier, Gaite-LyrMM
Oeuvre and the Cirque D’Hiver.

Phoenix Productions being sew

up. 'here, with Sam Selsky as rep»

is designed to dub French pix mw
English for U.S. TV and theatre

distribution. *
. . frt

Harris International Associat

buying pix here for dubbing m
English for the American njarK

First pic, “Judicial Identity/ Is on

the floors now*,'



ADOLF BUSCH -

Adolf Busch, 60 violinist Jitid

/omider of the BusCh String Qjiar-

St died of a. heart •ilmebt in Guii-

Jnrd Vt June 9,
’ Busch made his

•tj S debut in Boston Jn l»31.and

aiDpeared in New York soon afterS the Philharmonic symphony.

Orchestra under the direction of

^H
U
e

r0
had° played’ first violin with

the Vienna Orchestra from 1912 to

1918 when he resigned to eoncer-

the as a soloist. He-Subsequently

formed the Busch. String Quartet

in Berlin. Group was the nucleus

of the Busch Chamber Music

P1
Busch left Germany in 1933

after protesting the Nazi refusal to

permit a Jewish pianist, - Rudolf

Serkin (who became his son-in-

-law). to appear at the Brahms
Centennial Festival at Hamburg.

Busch introduced his string quar?

tet to the U. S. in the. same year;,

appearing in Washington -at the

Library * of Congress chamber
music festival. •

,

Surviving are his wife, two

sons; a daughter, Mrs. Rudolf Ser-

kin, and a brother. • % .

GEORGE E. REED
George E. Reed, retired, emcee,

musical comedy performer and
silent film actor, died June H iu

Camden, N. J. .' .

Reed, who spent more than 50

years in show biz, for years worked
cafes with his wifer Alice Lucey,.

as a team. They retired four years

ago. Reed set a Philadelphia rec-

ord as emcee at Palumbo’s for

seven and a half years,
Reed Lucey teamed before

their marriage in 1923 and played
with a song and dance act. Reed
had lead roles in musicals, includ-
ing “Dollar Princess,” “Pink Lady”
and “The Newlyweds and Their
Baby.” He was ih the Silent,

“Checkers,” which starred Marion
Davies, and played in pix with
Sophije Tucker. He was emcee
and host at Weber’s Hof Brau,
Camden, and Silver Lake Inn,
Clementon, N. J., for 12 years.

JOHN BACHMAN _
John Bachman, 63, pioneer film

producer, died ^June -10 in Holly-,
wood after a heart attack. Start-

I

’“'I in N. Y. 36 years ago, he was
;ociated with B. P. Schulberg
the production of silent pic-

•es. Later, when Schulberg be-
ne production chief at Para-
mnt, Bachman joined that stu-
> and produced a number of
ns, some of which starred Emil
nnings and Maurice Chevalier.
In recent years, Bachman had
en engaged in agency work, but
s ready to return to production
th “Undesirable Citizen” when
icken.

Wife, a son and two daughters
rvive.

JACK MIDDLETON
Jack Middleton, 67, Cincinnati
oking agent for the past 35 years
;er exiting from vaude as a song
d dance man, died June 16 in
ncinnati. His wife, Margo, had
en conducting the business in
:ent years.
Middleton was previously mar-
d to the former Mildred Schroe-
r, “Miss Cincinnati of 1929,”
io was a showgirl before becom-
i the wife of Bert Lahr. During
> early career as a booker, he
>o operated niteries and dance-
rs in the Cincy area.
Also leaves a daughter and a
iter.

.
ALAN MURRAY

Major Alan Murray, 61, song-
lte

on
d *ed *n Nairn, Scotland,

m was the composer of
H Walk Beside You,” one of

Britain’s biggest selling hits,

\lch he penned in 1936 to the
rics of Edward Lockton.
In the late 1920s .and early '30s,
i^ray collaborated with orch

,

®r Ray Noble on several pop
mbers. He wrote the Iraq na-
*9a

j,

ai?^em and his other songs
elude “Too Tired to Sleep,” “My
Jart Is in Vienna Still,” “All My
>ved™

e and “Theso You ‘Have

v KATHERmE MARSICO
Katherme Marsico, -67, former
nf

ri
.
na

* died in San Francisco
ae

u
13
J ?or the Past 30 years,

ad
J?
een operating ballet

Monf”
aco

- L°S Angcles and

inspi
S
i C^ar

!
ic

?i-
liad keen premiere

ndon
at
^

t?eJ Crystal Palace,

ver^KU1

^ had . appeared with

K ?L
bal

J
et °*P ln the U. S. She

itnec t J^
ai
lghter of bandleader

CaUendeS
°Pera Singer

John vJ
?HN

a bassist, diedd heart attack June 14 in Los

Angeles. Kirby started hi* oxyn
combos during the. late 1930s,
playing such spots as the Onyx
Club, N. Y„ and the Rump Room,
Chicago, His sextet broke up dur-
ing World War II but had a re-
union at a Carnegie Hall, N. Y.,
jazz concert in 1950. . Kirby re-
corded for Columbia, Decca and
RCA Victor. He was at one time
married to Maxine Sullivan who
sang with his group.

His wife survives.

EMMA.FAMES
Emma Eames, 84, ; soprano who

was with :the Met Opera front 1891
to 1909, died in New ’ York, June
13. She debuted at the Paris
Opera in 1889 and after appear*
ing at Cqvent Garden, London,
came to the Met. Although she
quit the Met- in 1909, stating that
she did not want to, sing after her
woice had passed its peak, she.- apy
peared with the Boston Opera Co.
in 1911-12. She retired after the
season there;' ;

A. brother survives,. *.
;

’TOM c: GOOCH
'Tom C. Gooch, 72, publisher*^

the Daily Times Herald, Dallas,
and chairman of the - board of
KtffcD and KRLD-TV there, died
in Dallas . June 13. ' He and the ;

late E. J. Kiest, who - was owner
and publisher of the newspaper,
opened KKLD in 1926, with the
TV station added in "1949. •

Gooch was named' publisher and
chairman of the board -when Kiest
died in 1941.

:

%
; ’»

PAT COOK
Pat Cook, 41, disk jockey at

KSTL, St. Louis, and a dancehall
owner, was killed June gin a head-:
on auto collision in St. Louis Coun-
ty.

Cook was returning to the city
from a square dance at his .hall-

room when his car collided with
another, the driver of the latter
being slightly injured.

WILLIAM E. SCRIPTS
' William E. Scripps, 70, of the
Scripps newspaper chain family
and founder of WWJ and WWJ-
TV, Detroit, died at his home near
Lake Orion, Mich., June 12. He
was also publisher of the Detroit
Ne\/s. He founded WWJ in 1920.

. Surviving are his wife, a .daugh-
ter and two sons.

JOHN M. DIXON
John Martin Dixon, 48, president

of Southern Artists Bureau, died of

a heart attack June 14 in New Or-
leans. A' native of New York,
Dixon was a bandleader before
entering the booking field.

Wife and two sons survive.

ARTHUR D. MILLER
Arthur Deming Miller, 79, for-

mer vaude comedian, died in Los
Angeles, June 10.

He was -singer and pianist for

the o)d Lew Dpckstader Minstrels,

Ernest Alfred Yerbysmith, 76,

w.k. sculptor, died June 11 in La-
guna Beach, Cal. Among his

works were busts of John Barry-
more, Bing Crosby, Will Rogers
and other Hollywood personalities.

Arthur B. Dodge, 88, retired

Hollywood art director, died June
11 in Los Angeles. A photogra-
pher, etcher and water colorist, he
helped develop early methods of

transmitting photography by wire.

Ray E. (Scotty) Scott, 52, opera-
tor of Scotty Theatre-Restaurant,

just east of Kansas City, Mo., died
.June 8 at his Jackson County
home. Surviving are his wife,

mother and two brothers.

Charles Haller, 69, retired trom-
bonist, died in Elizabeth, N. J.,

June 9. He had played with the

Elizabeth Philharmonic Orchestra
and the WOR, N. Y., Symphony
Orch.

t

v

Ferdinand A. Jolin, 81, violinist

in orch at the Park,. Star and
Crown Theatres, Manchester, N. H„
for many years, died June 4 in

•that city.

Harry Hargreaves, ’51, vaude
agent and former vocalist of Har-
greaves & Moore, died in Don-
caster, England; June 7.

James C. “Chip” Birmingham,
78, stage manager of Stambaugh
Auditorium, Youngstown, O., died

in that city June 10.

Paul Willett, 57, indie film pro-

ducer, diecl in San Antonio June
10, apparently of a heart attack

while driving his auto*

Herbert Agar Simpson* 61, for-

mer leading tenor with D’Oyly

Cart* Opera Co., died in Keighley,
England, June- 5. ,

' George H, *

Mathews, 75, stage
and screen actor, died June 7 at
the Motion Picture Country Home
on the Coast.

' William T. Murphy, stage elec-
trician at Loew’s State, St, Louis,
for 20 years, died' in St. Louis
June 4.

r
i

* Louisa Walker, 71, co-director
of several Yorkshire Cinemas, died
June 4 in Huddersfield, England;’

John Dickson, former Illinois
and Missouri theatre operator, died
in St. Louis June 8.

i j i

Mr#. Anna Gastello, 79, film cen-
sor for more than 35 years, died in
Chicago June 13.

Howard Winterbottqm, propman
at Paramount studio, died June 9
in Hollywood.

Father of Lou Vincent, of Acme
Film Laboratories, died June ' 16 in
Hollywood.

»
» • *

•Mother, 75, of Earl Felton, Screen,
writer, died .June 9 in .Hollywood.

MARRIAGES
Judy Garland to Sid Ltift, Pal-

cimes, Cal., June 8. . She’s the
singer; he’s her manager..
Marta Toren to Leonardo- Rer-

covici, Klosters, Switzerland, June
13, Bride is. screen actress; he’s a
screen writer.
Margaret A. (Peg) Holt to E,

Finley Wiseman, Hong Kong, June'
16. Bride until recently was radio-
TV director of CARE, the overseas
aid organization.

Pauline Wartsky to Nat . Saul,
N. Y., June .15. Bride was. secre-
tary to Sig Mickelson, CBS.-TV’s
news and public affairs chief.’

.

Anita Chester to Ellis Lyons,
Washington, D. C., June 12. ,

She’s
member of CBS Radio public af-

fairs staff there.

.
Jane Spaulding to Homer Da-

vies, Hollywood,' June 6. He’s a
Columbia flack.

Ann LaBome to Torin Thatcher,
Hollywood, June 12. Both are
screen players.
Joan Manning to Garwood Van,

Las Vegas, June 8. She’s an ac-

tress; he’s a bandleader.
’ Vera Budnik to Robert Newton,
Beverly Hills, Cal,, Jline 13. She’s
a publicist; he’s an actor. .

Joyce Carnahan to Don Haley,
Kansas City, Mo., June 7. Groom
is assistant manager of Paramount
Theatre there.

Sarah Marshall to Melvin Bourne,
June 13, New

-

York. Bride is a
legit actress, the daughter of Edna
Best and ex-husband Herbert Mar-
shall; he’s a legit scenic designer.
Mary Jane Braphos to Demow

Tubekis, June 9, Chicago. Groom is

district booking manager for Alli-

ance Theatres.
Barbara Bterger to Theodore

Brown, New York, June 15. Bride
is daughter of Milton Berger,
vaude agent.

Georgette Organ to Charles (Jel-

ly Bean) Johnson, Ely, Nev., June
9.. He’s a nitery singer and broth-
er of Rochester, radio-TV come-
dian.

» Frances Glendenning ’to Arthur
Wiesenberger, May 11, -New York,
just disclosed. He is a Wall
Streeter, w.k. in show biz.

Dorothy Sala to Robert W. (Bob)

Brock, Wright City, Tex., June !

8.

Groom is amusements staffer and
art critic of the Dallas Times
Herald.
Jan Sewell to ‘David Poleri,

Dallas, June 14. Bride is with sing-

ing chorus of State Fair Musicals
there; groom is tenor with N. Y.

City Center Opera Co.
Claire Drucker to Maurice Segal,

New York, June 15. He’s trade-

paper contact at the Paramount
homeoffice.
Marylin Levy to . Ronald S.

Saland, Brooklyn, June 15. He’s

the son of Nathaniel Saland, prez

of Mercury Film Laboratories.

Rebecca Berman to Jay Rus-
.sell, Bridgeport, June 8. He’s a

publicist.

HC< Rmt(

larity of Juan-les-PIn# a* a sum-
mer. spot Jig its basic population#
of “Parislenue#;” who axe- out to
make the best of their 14 day?!

holiday with pay. r (tw** *** I
Although Cannes is decidedly .. , . -

•

'

the best for sure and good hotel
tic since the now-faiMUj W-Al-

accommodation, and ideal as head- len-Hamilton overhaul Of Mevtx*

quarter city for visiting adjacent $***
tourist spots, apart from its sandy
beach, sjwimraing and sunbathing
Its nitelife is much tamer than
elsewherjp on the Riviera. Apart
from Maxim’s and the Jungle nite-
clubs, there' is little, else except
perhaps the novelty of the “Trois
Cloches.” The chic hotels, Carl-

formatlo”P^^â s
2
n both media.

1 1 . . . * . 1 , ..
are already TJia renrffattention •• also, f'stflbv

hmtsefuf‘ for^the^maior rt^af the
Tlie reor8anization- also. estaV

coming season
* * part * the ^hes the sphere of operation forcoming season.

Frank WMte> who
Monte Carlo All-Out tual network president a couple

This year Monte Carlo is going months back to move into the NBC
all-out in an effort to surpass its

executive fold. Under the new set-'

nearby French competitors and UP* he becomes veepee-general

have prepared for 1952 what they manager for both AM and TV net-

call “Le plus bel ete du monde” works, reporting to Weaver.' 1
.

The advance programme contains New setuP was incepted, McCon-
an impressive number of big name- nel* sai

'
d yesterday, because there

attractions - like'Ethel Smith, Edith are “so many overlapping ^rob*

Piaf, Lena Horne, Charles Trenet,, Ler?s .

ln radl° al
?
d tercYxSioh. !

Dolores : Gray, and the*- “Com- Bringing, the two phases of ,bro<»d-

pagnons de- la Chansort;” who will
^sting together, he indicated, will

.

appear in^the .beaehside Sporting str
f,
ngtheh radio . picture .as

Club, gala niteir (minimum' V$12
™ ]

\. .« ^eliminate unnecessary

dil^ilier)
,

and once a week as a stage
du

4?i^?
atl0tl wo *k;. ’

' ^
show in the open air cinema. ^

Tha P^pose of the move,” Me-
This cinema .is one of the most <

'

onnel
i .?

aLd
*.

is
,

strenghten,

successful oh the Riviera, giving ^
as it does a nitely change of pro-

nSU^s’+Tpxlog{?mS .Pi
1

^
Adld#

gramme and running '79 different
a^d

tn
thal ^

films. This year’s will include 50
81

,

g
,

r
,

eat
f
er

,

Cl
j
G
*

d

from the U. S.
( 10 English, 15

h P

French and four Italian, seats are n ii

at 80c and $1. A niteclub is

also being built, in the
.
gardens wh?^

me
?

°L,, c
e m a brought to NBC from MBS to head

tte StarUsht Circ^l
U b k aS UP » tele film, syndication project,me acarugnt circus. and McConnell will shortly an-.

•
F

1

0r - daytime at the Monte nounce a new man for that post.
Carlo Beach and the“ adjacent It’s McConnell’s concept that
Plage du Larvotto, • a series of Weaver, who has heavy experience
water sports competitions and in TV and programming, and
swimsuit cocktail dancing, coupled ‘White, who has a big sales,
with midnite -bathing to music, is radio and administration back-
expected to entice the younger ele- ground (he previously was with
ment of sightseeing tourists. Mu- CBS), will make an effective tej&m
sic at the Larvotto beach is pro- for the integrated management.
vided by the winning orchestras ’ at Fact that Charles R. D$nny, ex-
the recent ‘'Festival du Jazz” in ecutive v.p., wasn't mentioned In
Paris, Guy Pedersen’s bebop orch, the blueprint will undoubtedly oc-
Michel Attenoux’ New Orleans casion some trade speculation. Mc^
combo' and, from Sweden, Leif Connell merely stated there is’ no
Kronlund. Golfers can find an change in Denny’s status. Another
ideal course 2,700 feet above subject of crystal-balling is wheth-
Monte Carlo on Mont Agel with er Weaver’s past job, as v.p. in
well known pro, Henry Cotton, charge of TV, will be filled.

giving the lowdown. Tennis fans McConnell declared that audi-
are provided for in the Country cnees and sponsors would both
Club just above the beach benefit from the coordinated AM-
Nice the ranitai TV control. NBC Radio will get

orovifipq tmnrP hnfpi
^e

f
a ’ “access to outstanding personali-provides good hotel accbmmoda- tieK anri nttractionR” of NBC-TV

tion and is one of the big air junc- Sf
attractions o£ NBL IV,

tions of Europe and is also a good
jumping-off place for motoring DtDTUQ
trips and sightseeing. The night- Dll\ l no
life is a little less brilliant al- ,Mr. and Mrs. Jack Lord, daugh-

Riviera
: feGnntinucd from page 2 j.,' ,TT?

can be sure to meet a couple of

ex-kings or at least some Ameri-

can business magnates. It is no

use looking for accommodation at

the Cap d’ Antibes Hotel because

the cheerful and hospitable pro-

prietor, Andre Sella, will be forced

to refuse, as all of his 85 rooms are

already booked since early spring-

time. However, everybody is wel-

come for an aperitif in the Eden
Roc bar, with drinks as low as

-

40c

or the McCoy in French cuisine

j

fjjom $4 up.

j

*• The chief reason for the popu-

uhc wjc uig air junc-
tions of Europe and is also a good
jumping-off place for motoring DtDTUQ
trips and sightseeing. The night- Dll\ l no
life is a little less brilliant al- Mr* and Mrs. Jack Lord, daugh-
though in the gaming casino ter > ^ew York, June 10. She’s the
Palais de la Mediterranee and

*‘ormer Ann Pritchard, his ex-dance
the Casino Municipal there are Partner; he’s now in mercantile biz.

niteclubs featuring American and ^
Mr. and Mrs. Harmon Nelson,

continental cabaret shows but in
^

u«?^er
j ,

Ancles, June 9.

the main mostly catering to the M^torVtasS«%al“
though ri

P°Pulat^» al- CBS in Hollywood; father is with

J*- lre ai
jPTP

nd niim- Kenyon & Eckhardt ad agency,mum for drinks Nice also has Mr. and Mrs. “Bookie” Levin,
Maxim s, Les Folies Club and the twin sons, Chicago, June 9. Fa-
Plantation, with middle class nude ther is partner In Mutual Enter-
shows at a 90c minimum. tainment Agency there.

Mr. and Mrs. Peter Coe, son,
“ !==1 Hollywood, June 9. Mother is the

w% m> former Rosalee Calvert, “Model of

ndCKIMI the ’ Year” in 1951; father is an
. actor.

Continue^ from page 3 Mrk and Mrs. Ed Scott, daughter,
. . „ ..... Chicago, June 9. Father is a Chi

on- arrangements for their distri- CRS announcer.
bution and selling. Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Siegel,

Possible tieiip for the teje prod- son, New York, June llv Father
ucf to b.e distributed through is secretary and- board .member of
Decca has been considered. One Official Films: mother is^daughter
of the reasons would be the fact of I- D - (Ike) Levy, Official’? 'board
that the diskery has a strong dis- chairman. •

trib setup that could be molded .
and

_
T
Mrs. Dave Greenman,

to the new field, and the other Q
au&teT^bl

f®
is that it would keep U’s organiza- men^ of Thnes

P
Columbi ??ew

tion out of direct contact with tele. York-New Jersey distribs for Co-
That would be favorable in avoid- iUmbia RecoSs!

aistrlDS Ior uo

ing reaction by exhibitors. .. Mr. and Mrs. Don Nelson,
Rackmil had been on the Coast daughter, Los Angeles, June 11.

on the telepix -deal Several weeks Mother is the former Barbara
ago, but had to return east for a Eiler, radio actress; father is a
Decca board meeting. Important radio writer.

_

changes within the Decca organi- .

arLd SaH.f?iT
zation are understood to have been E9ndon » dune * Sntish

set dming Hackmfl'g stay in New CVr
.‘
an

'

d Mrs. George Chasney.
IorJC

*
ti daughter, ,Derby, England, June 7.

While on the Coast he’ll also He's stage manager at Hippo-
huddle with U prez Nate J. Blum- drome, Derby; she’s formerly of
berg regarding the merger which' Zio Angel Dancers,
has been talked about between Mr. and Mrs. Gene Leslie, daugh-
Decca and U. U stockholders meet- ter, Los Angeles, June 13. Parents

I

ing is slated for July, for which ar
f r
dance

?
s
\g.

*

both Blumberg and Rackmil will 0
and

.
^rs. Mel Fntze; son,

be east. Rackmil will be elected A VwJ* Father ls

to the board at that time and
K^"

r and Mrs ^Matty' Brescia
possibly may take over the presi- daughter ChTcaco June 14
deney following that. There’s a fatter £s the vSifexx mugg in
possibility that he might- ..at the Memphis?

mug* m
same time, continue as DecCa prez,

. Hr, and Mrs. Gil. Fates, daug)>
since there’s no legal reason he ter. New York,- June 11. . Father
can’t stay with bothu ‘

, .. li? television producer-director.
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.. Washington, June 24,

;
the National Production Author-

ity today (Tues.) opened the gates

for unlimited production of color

theatre television equipment :and

for ^tremendous hassle on whether
manufacture of :home color receiv-

ers can he resumed.
Restrictions' of last November

were lifted, completely on theatre

color. At the same time five cri-

teria were set up under • which
home color production might be
resumed.

j
-These regulations are open to

such Wide diversity of interpreta-
fioh that i£NBC and CBS have any
desire .to go ahead with their color

video Work they’d at least have a
fighting chance.
. CBS network, in an official

statement following the NPA order
yesterday, said that it will not re-
enter at this time- either the manu-
facture or broadcast phases of
color TV, and took the occasion to
renew its blast against RCA and
other competitors for fighting de-
velopment of the CBS system all

down the line.

Pointing out that “no single
manufacturer or broadcaster can
make color TV a living reality in
the face of resistance from the rest
Of the industry/" CBS declared
that we do not feel justified at
this time in expending further
manufacturing or broadcasting re-
sources unless other substantial
segments of the industry are pre-
pared to go forward.” Web cited

Jac* that CBS-Columbia, its
wholly-owned manufacturing sub-
sidiary, is now engaged in defense

which, it said, occupies fully
au its technical and engineering
personnel.

NBC, on the other hand, is still
not ready with its electronic tints
and prefers to remain in the lab

a wb^e longer.

Don* ,

aves an °Pen path for
aramount, which owns the Lau-

(Continued on page 38)

Test in 500G Mpls. Exhib

Suit Submitted to Court

Pai,
.. Minneapolis, June 24.

un
“ a lie detector test vol-

I phL «
taken by exhibitor Martin
co-plaintiff in a $500,000

suit /i .

c°urt anti-trust conspiracy
TT

riitJp
1
J?

s*; maJor distributors andW k
Paramount Theatres here,

set t
°ee

T
n subrnitted by his coun-

Norihl
Lo

t

e^enSer
> to Judge G. H.

be man
6 witl

i
request that they

Thf
d
,

e
?
art of the record.

flic* ?nr
St
u
C
j
Ve£ed points in con-

that of Jt
ebed°ff s testimony with

H brancb manager W.
mtnesses.

man and other defense

Wluf fl'vl°jl
en

?
erged from the test

affidavit^
colors

’ aecording to an

S £L,
Pre

?S
nted t0 court

sistant d?ro
G

f
W

* ?ime * former as-ar“ dlrector of the U. of Minne-
iContinued on page 83)

Ike Says Yes!
No One was more surprised

than Edward R. Murrow, com-
mentator and co*pr0ducer of
CBS-TV’s “See It Now,” when
Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower
agreed to an exclusive inter-
view for “See It” Sunday <29).
Only two weeks ago Murrow
had recalled on the show that
Ike several years ago had em-
phasized that he would never
be a candidate for the Presi-
dency.
Murrow flies to Denver this

Week to supervise filming of

,
the interview. Segment will be
15 minutes, sharing “See It”
with the 'special depiction of a
mock enemy atom bomb attack
on N. Y. City.

!_
"

. g

Picture Grosses

Gladden Majors
With the first six months of 1952

about to end, major film companies
are looking with considerable sat-
isfaction on their foreign receipts.
They have' run during the period
ip excess of the record level of
1951.
Yank film distribs are estimated

to have received $125,000,000 in
foreign remittances last year. Most
companies are hitting the same
level currently, while a few are
doing substantially better than
1951.

All distribs are keeping their
fingers crossed on further develop-
ments abroad that might lead to i

new freezes 'Sr import restrictions.
I

They’re breathing easier now that
the- first six months have passed
without any new snags having
come up that have not been
counterbalanced by advances in
other Countries.
Eyes of top-echelon execs are

focused particularly on foreign in-

come at this time, because of the
continued difficulties at domestic
b.o.s. International departments

(Continued on page 61)

Schnoz’s $68,000 Cracks

Chi Chez Paree Mark
Chicago, June 24.

Jimmy Durante rolled up a rec-
ord $68,000 in first week at Chez
Paree, about $5,000 more than
previous top mark held by. Martin

Lewis. Comic is doing* three
shows nightly. Furniture conven-
tioneers, who didn’t help other
spots much, jammed the bistro.

Spot's Dave Halper is hoping to
set back Durante’s Las Vegas date
so the three-week engagement can

1 be -extended to five.

By DAVE KAUFMAN
Hollywood, June 24.

No longer the infant, scorned
and scoffed at as recently as last

year, the vidpix industry in Holly-
wood is coming of age today, with
approximately $20,000j000 budgeted
for investment ip production ip

filmtown for the remainder of the
year.

Figure was reached in survey of

30 of the pleading telepix com-
panies, and 'doesn’t include many
other firms planning pilot pix, nor
does it touch 'several top outfits

such as Republic’s Hollywood Tele-

vision Service, and some of the
network film operations now. being
prepped. HTS and several other
toppers aren’t included, because ex-

ecs refused to divulge budget
figures, or are still occupied in

drawing up plans for finish of

year.

On the whole, the poll deals

chiefly with companies which have
firm commitments, and most of the

product they are shootihg or have
in the works are pre-sold.

Telepix outlook in Hollywood has
undergone radical changes in the
past year. Last summer majority
of companies were shooting pilots,

and some v/ould vanish into thin
air after a pilot or two, while only
a handful had continuous produc-
tion skeds with a pre-sold film.

But 1952 has brought a new stabil-

ity to the industry, with the fly-

(Continued on page 38)

Now TV Fights

Taft for Equal

Thi* I* Relief?

„
Chicago/ June 24.

The strangest; relief .combi-
nation fot a -dance band will
be inaugurated • at the swank
Mayfair Room of the Black-
stone Hotel here, starting July
7, Spot which has been shut-
tered to entertainment for the
past several months brings

-

in
Dave Bohme orfch ' June 28.

Starting July 7, management-,
is installing a giant teevee
screen and in between the
dance sets, reports- from the
Republican convention will
be "shown.
Same relief system holds

over, if successful, for the
Democrats starting July

Press Ri
Round 2 in television’s fight to

gain equal access to top news
events withi the nation’s press is

expected to break out this week,
following indications from the
Sen. Robert A. Taft backers that

TV cameras are to be banned from
the national committee and cre-

dentials meetings, which directly

precede the start of the. Republi-
can National Convention in Chi-
cago next month.
Top video execs, following

through on their victory in the
‘‘Battle of Abilene,” when they
bulled their way into a press con-
ference with Gen. Dwight D.
Eisenhower, assert that an all-im-

portant question of freedom of the
press is involved and they will not
countenance the establishment of

any precedent which might lead to

a continued ban on their lenses.

As a result, they warn that if the
GOP allows newspaper and wire
service reporters in to cover the
meets but prohibits TV, they will

simply train their lenses on the
1 (Continued on page 17)

Video Now Put

At $90,000,000

American Telephone & Tele-
graph by the start of next month
will be one of the biggest single
investors in television. Outfit is now
rushing to completion • new net-
working facilities for 10 more
cities so that they will be able to

get live coverage Of the political

conventions from' Chicago and, es-

timates that its total capital in-

vestment in TV by July 1, when
the new markets are expected to

be interconnected; will total $90,-

000,000.
AT&T’s plans for the conven-

tions, being handled by Illinois

Bell Telephone, are meanwhile
taking on almost Buck Rogers as-

pects, which further points up
TV’s growing., stature on the
American political scene. In addi-
tion -to .provisions foy national net-

work coverage for th£ first time,

' (Continued on page 61)

Bishop Sheen Off TV

Till After Elections

Bishop Fulton J. Sheen, who did
his last telecast for .the season last

night (Tues.), will not return to

DuMont net until after the elec-

tions.

The Bishop is reported to have
confided that he’s fearful that some
remark he may make during' the
heated Presidential campaign may
be construed as being political and
may be prejudicial to the best in-

terests of the Catholic Church.
Consequently, he feels it safer to

‘forego the telecasts until th<j Pres-
dential election returns are hi.

The Bishop, for the most part,

doesn’t work from* a script, and
most of his remarks are oft the
cuff.

By KOBE MOfcRlSDN
It looks like a mild strawhat sea-

son, From preliminary JftcUcations
the mosquitos may have a feast
along the barn circuit, ,but there’ll
be. pretty lean pickings for man-
agements, star? (and their agents),
authors, directors and even rim-of-
Equity. ac.tors.

Relatively fewdop stars are play-
ing the cltronella belt, in most
Cases at lower fees than the. maxi-
mum coin which names pulled in
recent seasons. Also,, chiefly be-
cause of the stock managers’ new
rule limiting straight-play -pack-
ages to three actors,

.
there will

probably be fewer. ' tryouts • than
usual. And while

., advance' hand-
wringing by ppjiiA'ncers, is normally
subjectJo liberal^ discount, most
available signs point to generally
skimpy boxoffige conditions.

The biggest drawing stars of
1951 won't be touring this year.
Olivia de Havilland (the rural im-
presario's dream last season be-
cause of her sellout grosses and
moderate terms); Judy Holliday
(who made 'em pay till it hurt, but
drew like a four-alarm fire); Joan
Bennett, Eve Arden and Claudette
Colbert are otherwise committed
this summer. Mae West, in a frank-
ly put-together teaser titled “Come
On : Up—Ring Twice,” appears to
be the leading b.o. prospect, for
the season, with such standard
names as Melvyn Douglas, Con-
stance Bennett, Joan Blondell,
June Havoc and Edward Everett
Horton rated as probable satisfac-
tory grossers.
The list of tryouts is much less

impressive than in the last several
years, not only numerically but

(Continued on page 61)

Jewish War Vets Oppose

20th’s New Try to Show

‘Desert Fox’ in Germany
New attempt by 20th-Fox to show'

'“The Desert Fox’.’ in western Ger-
many was sharply decried yester-
day (Tues.) by the Jewish War Vet-
erans, who waged a successful cam-
paign several months ago to keep
the film, a story of German Gen-
eral Erwin Rommel, out of Ger-
many. This time, according to the
veterans group, 20th has prepared
a dubbed.Germanrhmguage version
and has announced its intention of
exhibiting the pic in the western
sector.

Paul Ginsberg, of Atlanta, na-
tional commander of the -JWV, de-
clared that the showing “will prove
far more successful to Communists
and Nazis than to those in Ger-
many and in the free west who are
working toward the development of
a peaceful,and democratic German
state.”

Ginsberg added that the Com-
munist element in Germany will

use the exhibition of the film “to
completely falsify and distort

i (Continued on page 18)
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By HERB GOLDEN

Variety Clubs’ Will Rogers Me-
morial Hospital at Saranac Lake,

N. Y„ which has traditionally ac-

cepted tubercular patients from all

branches of show biz, Will take no

more from radio and* tele if execs

in those media continue their cold

shoulder toward giving financial

support to the institution. Seven
of the 119 patients admitted since

Variety Clubs took over responsi-

bility for the hospital three years

ago have come from the radio-TV
field.

The decision regarding radio

and video workers was made by
the eligibility committee in March
and got the .backing Over the past

weekend of Robert J. O’Donnell,

Texas theatre circuit exec, who is

board chairman, and Abe Mon-
tague, Columbia Pictures’ v.p. in

charge of distribution, hospital

prexy.

Move resulted from the complete
lack- of interest exhibited by both
company and union and guild of-

ficials in the radio-tele fields to

overtures from Variety Club execs.

It is still hoped, however, that

radio-tele interest can be engen-
dered and eligibility continued.

On that basis, hard and fast

rules will not necessarily be ad
hered to. The eligibility committee
is willing to consider specific cases.

Heading the group is Richard
Walsh, prez of the International

Alliance of Theatrical Stage Em-
ployees, and serving with him are
Joseph Vogel, Metro exec, and
Charles E. (Chick) Lewis, trade-

paper publisher.

v Need Staff Quarters ,

Variety Club officials are loathe
arbitrarily to shut out anyone who
needs the services of the hospital,

since it now has only 51 patients,

but could take up to 130 if there
were sufficient financial resources.
To take that many would require
building staff quarters. Staff now
occupies rooms that could be given
to patients.

About 80 patients can be taken
under the present setup and since
the population is growing toward
that, eligibility committee is neces-
sarily getting tougher. In general,
the rules provide that anyone is

eligible who has been in the film
industry, vaude and allied profes-
sions, including members of the
IATSE, for two years or more.
Their husbands, wives and grown
children are also acceptable, al-

though this rule may have to be

(Continued on page 63)

Lucille’s Motherhood

Advances ‘Lucy’ Lensjng
Hollywood, June 24.

Lensing of the “I Love Lucy”
series for next season will get
underway one month earlier than
scheduled because of Lucille Ball’s
imperfding motherhood. CBS-TV
show was slated to go before the
cameras in September at Genera
Service Studios but has now been
pushed up to Aug. 8 so that as
many programs as possible can be
filmed before the expected arriva
of the actress’ second child in Jan-
uary.

Desilu Productions already has
five shows for next season in the
vault, the episodes having been
filmed by Miss Ball and her hus-
band Desi Arnaz before the end
of last season. \

What * the Percentage"?
Robert J. O’Donnell, ‘Texas

theatreman and exhib leader,

introduced SOth-Fox distribu-

tion chief A1 Lichtman as “the

man who invented percentage
pictures” at a Sarartac Lake "

luncheon last week. i

“When they perform the final £

autopsy on Lichtman,” O’Don-
nell grinned, “they’ll find

graven on his heart ’40%’.”

Humphrey in Tribute

To Radio, Film Stars;

Counters D.C. Critics

Washington, June 24.

Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey (p„

Minn.) last week lauded film and

radio stars who participated in a

transcribed radio program prod-

uced by the U. S. Office of Price

Stabilization and also praised the

film industry “and - its artists,

technicians and producers (who)

have again and again served their

country unselfishly, patriotically

and loyally.”

The Senator’s statement in Con-
gress, and a letter, he sent to the

performers who appeared iii the

OPS series, was prompted by the

fact that the stars were blasted in

the senate by critics of the ad-

ministration who claimed that the

OPS was “wasting money” with

the radio campaign, using propa-
ganda and involving the stars in

“controversial politics.” As a result,

OPS has reportedly been getting

a cold shoulder from players who
fear they may get burned by con-
gressional criticism.

Humphrey wrote the stars,

including Gordon MacRae, Dick
Haymes, Bob Crosby, Doris Day,
Tony Martin, Margaret Whiting,
Dennis Day, Victor Young orch,

Sonny Burke orch and Paul Weston
orch, that the OPS platters “have
helped to strengthen the fabric of

American democracy.”

“I know from my own experience
in political life,” he said, “that the
critical voices are usually the
loudest. But it would be a mistake
to interpret those voices as repre-
sentative of the American people.
. . . You and your associates have
been criticized by a small handful
of my colleagues for assisting
your government. If helping your
government in its anti-inflation
programs is to be considered
controversial and political, then
say that we are only a step away
from condemning any individual
who desires to help his government
carry out a program enacted by
law through Congress ... It is

important that we do not let our-
selves be intimidated.”

Monroe in ‘Blondes’
Hollywood, June 24.

Darryl Zanuck assigned Marilyn
Monroe to play the Lorelei role in
the 20th~Fox version of “Gentle
men Prefer Blondes,” a part pre-
viously announced for Betty
Grable. Understood the studio
made the change to take advantage
of Miss Monroe’s recent widespread
publicity.

,

Negotiations are under way to
borrow Jane Russell for the smart
cracking role of Dorothy.
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Ops Told NTs

Anti-Bias Law

Starts July 1

Albany, June 24..

The New York State Commis-
sion Against Discrimination has
notified owners and proprietors of

places of public accommodation
that “Acts on their part which
denied such accommodations to any
person because of race, creed,
color or national origin would fall

under the jurisdiction of the
State Law Against Discrimination,
beginning July l.’

r

Theatres, motion picture houses
and music-halls are among the
places of “public accommodation,
resort of amusement” within the
meaning of Section 40 of the Civil
Rights Law (a copy of which,
with that of the new statute, ac-

companied the notice).

Nightclubs, Etc.

Nightclubs, Chairman E. W.
Edwards explained, fall within the
category of restaurants or bars?
places serving food and beverages.
As such they are affected. So are
hotels, restaurants, skating rinks,
swimming pools, bathhouses,- bar-
bershops, beauty parlors, roof
gardens, race' courses, amusement
parks, fairs, bowling alleys, golf
courses (not private memberships),
billiard and pool parlors, retail
stores and many other types of es-
tablishments.

Exemptions are provided in an
amendment to the new law—spon-
sored by Assemblyman Samuel
Roman, N. Y. City Republican, and

(Continued on page. 55)

NRC-TV MAY REMOTE

GR0UCH0 LEGIT STINT
Hollywood, June 24.

NBC-TV may do a kinescope re-
mote of Groucho Marxis “Time For
Elizabeth” at La Jolla Playhouse
next month Similar to the recent
recording of the Enzio Pinza show
at Capistrano. Under discussion
is a kinecast of the first act of
play written by Marx and Norman
Krasna and to star the radio-TV
comic in his first stage appearance
in 22 years.

Show has been written so the
first act could be a complete vig-
nette. Decision will be made this
week in N. Y, and it’s likely Ted
Mills, who masterminde'd the Pinza
kine, will be assigned to the pro-
duction.

Patti’s 80G Hub Record
Patti Page cracked the record

at Blinstrub’s, Boston, with, a

Whopping $80,000 gross for seven]

days.
Nitery is the largest in the east,

seating 1,800„ For this showing,

cafe charged a $2 food ‘minimum
and. ditto liquor minimum.

Harlem Globetrotters’

Basketball Showmanship

Off on Peak World Tour
» Paris, June 19.

Abe Saperstein’s Harlem Globe-

trotters are off on a round-the-

world hoop fest that may well

make b.o. history. Comic routines,

ingratiating stunting and the varie-

ty acts that perform between
halves puts this crack Negro bas-

ketball team into the top bracket
showmanship sphere.

The Globetrotter tag, previously

just a colorful monicker, is now
taking on a literal meaning. Last
year their barnstorming over most
of the .U S:, Mexico, South Ameri-
ca, North Africa, Europe, Cuba,
Alaska and Hawaii • grossed more
than $2,500,000. They also opened
up a new era for the ball-in-lhe-

basket game across the world.

This year, their 25th anniversary,
the world tour sounds like a Bae-
deker transcription. The actual be-

ginning of the tour started in N. Y.
April 1, went west to the Coast
then worked its way to the head-
quarters in Chicago. Here the out-

fit girded tor the world-girdling
and hit South America for a six-

week tour ending Majr 30. June 2
was the European opening at Wem-
bley .Stadium, London, where they
broke records with six nights of
SRO, but standees are outlawed
there;- June 9 at the- Palais Des
Sports here saw another big gate
as 17,500 crowded into the stadium.

Then the two buses and Saper-
stein’s bright red Cadillac moved
into high gear as the rest of June
encompasses dates in London,
Paris, Reims, Brussels, Luxem-
bourg City, Antwerp, Rotterdam,
Amsterdam, Dortmund, Cologne,
Berlin, Hamburg, Bremen, Hanover
and Kreifelt. Anticipated attend-
ance in big spots here are 25,000
in Antwerp and 100,000 at the
Olympic Stadium in Berlin. Last
year, at the invitation of John Mc-
Cloy, U. S. Commissioner, the
Globetrotters played to 75,000.

July has them dribbling,through
Dusseldorf, Munster, Essen, Frank-
fort, Vienna, Munich, Stuttgart,
Zurich, Lausanne, Geneva, Lyons,
Bordeaux, Barcelona, Valencia, Ma-
drid, Lisbon, Casablanca, Algiers,
Marseilles, Nice, San Remo, Turin,
Milan and Venice; August has them
in Bologne, Rome, Athens, Cairo,
and east to Bangkok, Hong Kong,
Singapore and Manila. September
has them in Manila, Formosa,
Tokyo, Yokohama, Nagoya, Osaka.
In October they wend their way
homeward-through Guam and Hon-
olulu, where the international barn-
storming will finish up Oct. 9.
Team will have played 105 games
and been on the move for 131 days
covering 62,500 miles.

Basketballers comprise 34 people
who break down to* 10 Harlem
Globetrotters, eight N. Y. Celtics,
the companion team whom they

(Continued on page 61)

Coward’s U.S. Cafe Bow?
The Empire Room of the Wal-

dorf-Astoria, N. Y., may open with
an all-European bill Oct. 1 with
Noel Coward making his U. S. cafe
debut. Merriel Abbott, Hilton
Hotels’ booker, is currently dicker-
ing with the playwright-entertainer
and is also in the process of com-
pleting a deal with Alex Alstone,
French conductor-composer, to
lead the band in that room.
There have been several previous

attempts to get Coward to take
some nitery dates in this country.
He has played London cafe stands
and is now in a repeat at Cafe de
Paris there.

Alstone is best known hi the
U. S. for his “Symphonie.”

M&L NEED NOT PLAY

N.Y. COPA, BUT OK DATE
Hollywood, June 24.

Dean Martin & Jerry Lewis, vic-
torious in their long fight against
N. Y. branch of American Guild of
Variety Artists ordering them to
play the Copacabana, N. Y., are go
mg to make the date even though
appeals board reversed the branch
and told the team it could pay
$24,000 instead of playing, under
AGYA’s “pay-or-play” rule.

Lewis explained they felt failure
to play Copa would mean loss of
jobs for some small acts, and they
didn’t want to Incur distrust of ops
on validity of pacts by setting
precedent. He said team felt it was
vindicated in its original stand by
board’s reversal.

Board held comics didn’t get a
proper hearing.

By LUCIUS BEEBE
Virginia, City, Nev., June 24

The annual influx of tourist
trade to Nevada’s most celebrated
ghost town has been slow in Bet
ting under way this summer, oroh
ably due to a falling off in tourists
to- Reno, who

.
overflow up the

mountain over 'the , weekends. As
many-* as 5,000 persons on a Jui?
Sunday can be looked for in this
community- of 400 persons and 20
saloons. * - v > ’

Regular seasottalexcitement with
town meetings? Indignation cau-
cuses and front page editorials in
the Territorial Enterprise has been
the matter of the sporting houses
legal in Nevada and a matter of
local option in Storey County a
house with six girls opened a fort-
night ago on the Divide at Gold
Hill,, and the Comstock Civic Club
promptly and deafeningly protest-
ed to the Board of County Over-
seers. Result was usual community
bad feeling and threat by district
attorney to enforce all county ordi-
nances. such as that prohibiting
children in ' saloons, a move which
would put many out of business
since saloons here are also lunch
counters, icecream parlors and mu-
seums. Further disaster overtook
the girls when somebody stole the
portable electric light plant used
for illumination.

Reactivation of the
1

weekly Ter-
ritorial Enterprise, by former New
Yorkers Lucius Beebe and Charles
Cbegg, with nationally known
names such as Bernard De Voto
and Stewart Holbrook as contrib-
utors, has highlighted the spring
season. The paper, where Sam
Clemens first used the pep name
of “Mark Twain” and which boast-
ed great fame and influence in

pioneer days, had been closed since
1916. Beebe and Clegg purchased
the weekly Virginia City News with
a circulation of 250, renamed it the
Enterprise and at present writing,

sell 2,000 a week and are growing.
Paper jumped from' four to 16

pages, contains editorial page con-

ducted by Beebe, book reviews,

items of historical Western Ameri-
cana, and local items that would
curl the hair of New York copy
desks. Sample: “The Altar Society
held its weekly meeting at St.

Mary's Monday evening and re-

paired afterward to the Delta

Saloon, where adjournment was
called at 10 the next morning.”
A community where the superin-

tendent of public schools is a rou-

lette dealer after hours sees

nothing uncommon in this sort of

thing.
Virginia City’s art colony’s tri-

umph of the spring was banning

of painting by one of its members
from the high-toned De Young
Museum in San Francisco. “Miner

Going to Church,”, by Louis Sei-

greist, depicted a man nude save

for apparently false whiskers walk-

ing down Virginia City's D Street,

past a line of gay houses. Ban-

ning occasioned much satisfactory

publicity in Bay area papers.

Literati Set
Local literary circles -are glad to

know that Walter Van Tilburg

Clark, author of “The Oxbow Inci-

dent” and “Track of the Cat,” has

accepted a teaching post at the

(Continued on page 18)

Godfrey & Co. Score 15G

For Nayy Show in Memph
- Memphis, June 24.

Arthur Godfrey and the major

part of his AM and TV shows flew

in here to play for the Navy Relief

Society (20-21). The opening night

was staged only for military per-

sonnel, newsmen and radio and TV

reporters. The Saturday night

show at a $5 top was on *aP^
civvies and also played to SRU-

The Godfrey troupe picked up their

own tabs, including traveling ana

all expenses.

Memphis-born singer *^nette

Davis appeared both nights. Julius

La Ro'se soloed and then joined her

in a songalog. Archie Bleyer ana

five members of his orch were aug-

mented by 10 Navy musicians. Pau

Blaufox produced and directed art

Walter Murphy, also of Godfrey

staff, handled public relations.

Attendance for both nights h 1

the 4,000 mark, with an estimatea

gross of $15,000. Godfrey and nw

crew remained here though ^

‘day (22).
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Loew’s Cautious
Loew’s chain is being cau-

tious in buying the newsreel
version of tonight’s (Wed.)
Sugar Ray Robinson-Joey
Maxim fight for its houses.

Circuit has contracted for
the tworreeler only in those
cities where there’s to be no
theatre-TV of the fray.

Quarterly Totals

Following is a run-off of the gross revenues chalked up by eight

film and theatre outfits for their most recently reported fiscal quar-

terly periods. The figures on Columbia,. Paramount, 20th-Fox,

United Paramount Theatres and RKO Theatres cover the 13-week

neriods roughly from the start of the 1952 calendar year. Metro

business was for the 16 weeks (Aided March 13. Universal’s total

was for the 13 weeks ended May 3 and the Warner Bros, volume

was chalked up in March through May. The totals:

ror ..... $14,600,000 $13,200,000

M-G ' .55,120,000 54,160,000

par 24,900,000 ' 22,500,000

noth 38,300,000* 38,900,000

rrpT 30,450,000 30,450,000

U 16,950,000 15,780,000

TO ’

* 29,500,000 30,700,000

RKO Th 7,875,000 8,515,000

$217,6951000 $204,205,000

TheatresMay Net Sugar-Maxim Fight
•

Promoters Over Half of Take at Gate
Theatres may - provide promo-4-

ters of the Sugar Ray. Robinson-

'

Joey Maxim fight tonight (Wed.)

with more than half as much coin

as they’ll realize at the boxoffice

of New York's Yankee Stadium. In-

ternational Boxing Club is in for a

heavy take from both theatre TV
and a 20-minute newsreel version

of the fray.

"Set-to is being made available

for neither home TV nor radio in

the U. S. Likewise, it is not being*1

)

offered for theatre TV in New
York, where the fight is taking
•place.

Theatre Network Television, Inc.,

•Is guaranteeing IBC a minimum of

$75,000 from the 39 houses in 23
cities that have contracted to car-

ry the battle on their screens. Per-
centage arrangement makes it pos-
sible for the minimum guarantee
easily to be exceeded.
Newsreel distribution has been

set in the U. S„ Canada and
Europe, with about 300 prints to
be rushed out tomorrow (Thurs.).
Joe Roberts is handling the news-
reel special in association with
IBC, and has made deals for states-
rights distribution.

How much is realized from the
newsreel will hinge greatly on

(Continued on page 17)

New Jap Tax Nips

U.S. Pix Industry
Although still lacking full details

from Tokyo, American film indus-
"try felt as if it had received a
Pearl Harbor punch from the
Japanese this week. Jap govern-
ment recently offered a fairly at-
tractive deal * by which Yank^ dis-
tribs could convert their frozen
earnings from yen to dollars, then
turned around last week and
siugged them with a new tax that
will deprive them of a good share
of current earnings.

is 20% of b.o. take,
Which is equal to about 36%-40%

routable coin. It is retroactive
to April 3 and the Jap government
has instructed theatres to deduct

(Continued on page 18)
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Greene Buys In

RKQ Theatre Co.

Cue Control Bid
Indications that the David J.

Greene group is dissatisfied with its

minority position .on the RKO The-
atres board, and will continue its

efforts to gain control of the cir-

cuit, is seen in further stock ac-

quisitions by the members. Greene
himself bought 4,500 additional
shares during May, the Securities
& Exchange Commission reported
last week.

Greene, with his family, was al-

ready one of the heaviest single

shareholders, although with far less

stock than Howard Hughes’ 929,020
units. He has been adding to his

holdings steadily since the annual
meeting in December, at which he
and his associates won two out of

six places on the directorate.

Greene controls a good many
shares beyond his own in his ca-

pacity of Wall St. investment coun-
selor. Many of his clients own the
theatre stock, and reportedly have
been acquiring more recently. But
under SEC rules, his are the only
acquisitions that need' be publicly

reported, since he’s a director of

the company.
Some of Greene’s Wall St. as-

(Continued on page 17)

Gross busmies^' for eight of the
principal film and theatre corpo-
rations, on a combined worldwide
total basis, climbed slightly in the
early months of this year. The
eight outfits rak^d in a total of
$217,695,000 for their most recent-
ly passed fiscal quarterly periods,
covering, roughly, winter-to-spring.

In the corresponding quarters of
1951 the same group of companies
chalked up a combined global
gross of $204,205,000, for a gain of
about 1.6%. This, concededly, is

no great increase, but the fact that
it is nonetheless an improvement
is generally regarded as encourag-
ing.

Par, V lead
Continuing their upbeat records,

most noticeably, are Paramount
and Universal. Par’s gross revenue
jumped to $24,900,000 for the first

three months of the calendar year,
up from $22,500,000 in the same
'51 period.
U, which has been gaining con-

(Continued on page 22)

Md. Censors Still

To Swing Axe
-Baltimore, June 24.

Maryland's film censorship body,
the State Board of Motion Pictures
Censors, decided today (Tues.) to'

defy the opinion of the state’s at-

torney general which limited
grounds for censorship to indecen-
cy and obscenity. Board indicated
that until it obtains further rulings
from the courts it will continue to
function under the Maryland cen-
sorship law. It said it would snip
films which it considers inhuman,
immoral, or tends to debase or cor-
rupt morals or incite to crime,
grounds which were thrown out in

Hall Hammond.
Hammond based his opinion on

the recent U. S. Supreme Court
decisions in “The Miracle” and
“Pinky” cases.* Only restraint in

the Maryland censorship law which
the board will not follow is that
pertaining to “sacrilege,” a factor
which the Supreme Court corn-

continued on page 20)

M G Mulls Switch on Talent Status,

Goldwyn Sees TV Closing:

50% of Nation’s Theatres
Honolulu, June 24.

Sam Goldwyn believes motion
pictures and television are heading
toward a marriage—“and it won’t
be a shotgun wedding, either.”

Veteran producer, vacationing
with his wife, predicts that up to
half the nation’s theatres are des-

tined to shutter because of TV.
Paradoxically enqugh, he adds:

“I honestly believe Hollywood has
a greater future than ever before.”

See Fall Hearings

If Senate Group

Nods Distrib Probe
Washington, June 24.

Hearings are under consideration
next fall for Los Angeles, New
York and Washington in the event
the Senate Small Business Commit-
tee should vote tomorrow (25) to

probe “predatory practices” against
indie exhibitors by the major dis-

tributors.

Results of a preliminary check-
up, with a suggestion that a further
investigation is in order, .will be
laid before the committee by its

staff tomorrow.
Independents charge that the

majors have been violating their

anti-trust decrees both in spirit

and in letter. They have notified

both the committee and the Anti-

Trust Division of the Justice Dept,
that the majors are violating the

sections dealing with clearances

runs and competitive bidding, and
are not acting in good faith in the.

a ruling handed down by Att. Gen/f sale °f their theatre properties.

One drive-in operator has charged
discriminatory practices favoring

conventional film houses; and
there have been several complaints

that the big distributors favor the

large theatre chains they are sup-

posed to be divorcing.

Number of these complaints have
been settled by the Anti-Trust Di-

(Continued on page 17)

National Boxoffice Survey
Cooler Weather Ups Biz; ‘Pat* No. 1, ‘Clash’ 2d,

‘Kong’ 3d, ‘Scaramouche’ 4th, ‘Lydia’ 5th

C. P; Skouras, Zabel in N.Y.

To Ease Theatre Splitoff

Charles P. Skouras, president of

Wesco Theatres, 20th-Fox theatre

operating unit which takes off on
its own upon completion of divorce-

ment Saturday (28), and Ed Zabel,

chain's chief buyer, arrived in New
York from the Coast over the past

weekend to put the final touches
on technicalities involved in the

split.

It’s understood that some aspects
of the theatre separation still are

to be cleared through the U. S.

treasury Dept. Skouras and Zabel
will work on this, in addition to

attending the demonstrations by
20th of its Eidophor color theatre
TV system at the homeofflee. Ten
days of showings are on the sked,
with audiences to include exhibs,

the press, reps of other film com-
panies and persons from allied

fields.

Skouras and Zabel will remain
in Gotham about another week.

Rain and cooler weather are giv-

ing first-run theatres a nice shot in

the arm this session. While torrid

temperatures .continued in a few
keys, hulk of key cities covered by
Variety got a break from the un-

seasonably hot weather, and re-

sponded with climbing grosses. In-

tensive, high-budget campaign for

“King Kong” (RKO), again out on
reissue, apparently made patrons
theatre-conscious in a majority of

keys where released.

New champ this week is “Pat
and Mike” (M-G), which is shaping
nice to sock and sturdy in most
of spots where dated. Playing in

some nine important keys, the
Spencer Tracy-Katharine Hepburn
starrer hasn't a weak spot in the

lot. “Clash By Night” (RKO),
which was third last round, is fin-

ishing second this week.

“King Kong” is so great in four
locations that it is piling up enough
coin to land third position. “Scara-
mouche” (M-G), previously not
showing much, is picking up to

foqrth slot .with some big and
strong sessions.

“Lydia Bailey” (20th), which was
inclined to be spotty on earlier

tries in key cities, is pushing up to
fifth place, while “Walk East on
Beacon” is capturing sixth. “Skirts
Ahoy” (M-G), second last week, is

taking seventh money, with “Man
in White Suit” (U) eighth.

“Outcast of Islands” IUA) isj

v Hollywood, June 24.

Metro’s top brass is underway
with a full-scale effort to convert
top-money personnel such as stars,

•producers, directors, etc., from
straight salary employment ter a
jprofit participation basis, it was re-
ported here1 as Culver City meet-
ings between Nicholas M. Schenck,
president, and studio execs con-
tinued for a second week.
The switch would be a sharp de-

parture from traditional M*G pol-
icy. Schenck, who’s here from New
York with v.p.-treasurer Charles C.
Moskowitz, over the years has in-

sisted on no individuals as partners
in the corporation’s affairs. About
a year ago, 20th-Fox prez Spyros
P. Skouras recommended pard
deals to other companies as a
means of reducing the risk in each
individual film, and to take the
outfits off the hook for the usually
hefty weekly payroll commitments
under the straight salary pacts. At
that time, it’s understood, Schenck
turned a cold shoulder on the idea.
Only deviation which M-G has

made occurred a couple of years
ago with Clark Gable. As a means
of keeping Gable on the lot, M-G
agreed to a new setup whereby

(Continued on page 20)

Sift TV Value As

Pix Ad Medium
Doubt is being cast by research

specialist Albert E. Sindlinger on
the efficiency of TV as an adver-
ting medium

. for films. Sind-
inger, who' is in the midst of some
housands of interviews for Para-
mount and United Paramount in
Philly, doesn’t underrate tele as
an ad medium, but opines it must
be balanced with other methods
of communication.
Researcher will present this

conclusion, among numerpus oth-
ers, at his headquarters in Philly

(Continued on page 22)

perking currently to grab ninth

spot, with “Kangaroo” ( 2 0 1 h")

rounding out the Big 10 list.- “En-
core” (Par) and “Winning Team”
(WB) are rated runner-up pix in

that sequence.

“Lovely To Look At” (M-G)
promises to be a winner judging
from strong showings currently. It

is big in Philly and getting a solid

total even in its fourth frame at

the N. Y. Music Hall. “Ways of

Love” (Burstyn) opened up strong-

ly in N. Y. “Storm Over Tibet”

(Col), another newcomer, shapes
slow in L.A. “Wild Heart” (RKO)
is rated only fair in Buffalo.

“Half-Breed” (RKO), mild in To-
ronto and Portland, is okay in

Montreal. “Carson City” (WB) still

is laggard with the best showing a

fair total in Frisco. “3 For' Bed-
room C” (WB) is obviously proving
a disappointment so far. Best are

okay sessions in Philadelphia and
Cleveland. It is mild in Portland
and weak in Boston and Toronto,
with Baltimore and Washington
very lightweight.

“High Treason” (Indie) con
tinues stoutly in N. Y. “Without
Warning” (UA) is rated light in

L.A. “Anything Can Happen”
(Par) is dull in Providence.

“Ivory Hunter” (U) looks fairly

good in Minneapolis. “Atomic
City” (Par) shape* neat in Chi

(Complete BoavUlce Report* 'on

Pape* A9)
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Hollywood,, June 24. -f

Howard Hughes, RKO produc-

tion chief and controlling stock-

holder, refused to sign a projected

three-year contract, with Jean Sim-

mons because he claimed he wanted

to “save my husband from going to

prison,” the actress testified m
Federal Court today (Tues.). Miss

Simmons and her mate, Stewart

Granger, are pressing a $250,000

damage suit against Hughes and

RKO to prevent the studio from

representing that it has an ex-

clusive pact with her, thus hamper-

ing deals at other lots.

Earlier testimony established

that Hughes balked after months pf

negotiations, claiming the deal con-

tained illegal loopholes to permit

Miss Simmons and Granger to

claim a capital gains setup. The
actress said the capital gains sug-

gestion was initiated by Hughes’
representative, Walter Kane, and
she didn’t even know what a “capi-

tal gains” deal was. Later, she

said, Hughes at a private meeting
warned her, “when you are di-

vorced your husband will get capi-

tal gains and you will be stuck with

an ordinary contract.”

Miss Simmons testified that she

hadn’t been too anxious to sign

with Hughes because of his pur-

chase of her contract with J. Ar-
thur Rank, for- “I resented being
sold like a piece of meat.” After
negotiations collapsed, she added,
she told Hughes, “I wouldn’t sign

with RKO for a million dollars tax

free while you are head of it.”

Meantime, it was learned that

since the trial began last week be-

fore Federal Judge Ernest A.
Tolin, RKO has suspended Miss
Simmons for three one-day pe-

riods. Latest suspension occurred
today when she took the stand in

a delayed appearance to tell her
side of the suit. She was due at

the Monday session, but her agent,

Bert Allenberg, served as stand-

(Continued on page 20)

UPA Cartoonery Will Buy

Back 20% Stock at Col;

May Seek Better % Deal
United Productions of America,

cartoonery which releases through
Columbia, plans to exercise its op-
tion and by end of the year will

repurchase 20% of the stock which
Col acquired from Edward Gersh-
man, former UPA sales topper.
Whether re-acquisition of the stock
will alter the current operating
deal between Col and the cartoon-
ery, is still a matter of conjecture.
UPA has been striving for some
time to improve its percentage ar-
rangement with the film outfit,

which reportedly has been profiting
handsomely from the release of
UPA shorts, while the cartoonery
is ,said to be just about breaking
even.

Currently, Col and UPA are in
the third year of a reported five-
year deal, with percentage terms,
apparently subject to yearly re-
newal. Cartoonery is also closely
allied with Screen Gems, Col’s vid-
pix subsid. Deal with latter, a five-
year one with annual options, pro-
vides for UPA to make' animated
TV commercials of up to two-
minute duration for the Col affili-

ate. Video outfit operates a studio
in New York and is known as the
Screen Gems division of UPA.
Although closely tied with Col,

UPA also has right to enter other
deals. As part of its overall opera-
tion, it produces animated pix for

(Continued on page 18)

Buckian Contempt Trial

Now Set for October
Washington, June 24.

Huddle here yesterday (Mon.)
*et the trial of Sidney Buchman to
begin Oct. 1. Producer-writer is

under indictment for contempt of
Congress.' He ignored a subpoena
to appear before the House Un-
American Activities Committee last
January. Buchman recently lost a
civil action to enjoin the Commit-
tee from subpoenaing him. He was
to go on trial for contempt this
month*

Postponement was due to the
Illness of Judge Dickinson Letts,
•cheduled as the trial judge. Judge
has not been selected yet for next
October’s trial.

Von Sternberg Readies

Bi-Lingual Jap Film
A bi-lingual film, as yet untitled,

is* being readied for production by
Director Joseph von .Sternberg.

Yarn will concern a group of 30

Japanese who held out for six years

on the Mariana Islands in the

South Pacific after Tokyo’s sur-

render.
Financing for the. venture will be

largely provided by von Stern-

berg’s Japanese associates, N. Ka-
wakita, Y. Osawa and I. Mori. He’s

scheduled to leave for Japan
around the end of August for hud-
dles with the trio. Picture will

probably start after the first of the

year, with separate Japanese and
English versions.

Scophony Admits

Coin Nix Before

Par, GPE Buy-in
Washington. June 24.

The FCC heard testimony yes-

terday (Mon.) that Scophony, Ltd.,

tried for four years to interest U.S.
capital in developing its TV pat-

ents before Paramount Pictures
and General Precision Equipment
Corp. bought a 50% interest in

Scophony Corp. of America in the
early 40’s.

Under intensive cross-examina
tion by Par counsel Paul Porter,
Arthur Levey, prexy of Skiatron
Electronics & Television Corp.
(successor to SCA), admitted he
tried to interest a succession of

Americans in Scophony, including
Jock Whitney and M. L. Ayles-
worth. Latter, he said, had agreed
to put up $250,000 for a 20% in-

terest in SCA, but did not come
through.

Describing a luncheon at Sardi’s
in New York in 1939, Levey testi-

fied that Whitney, after evincing
interest in Scophony, decided he
did not want to go into TV, be-
cause of the war situation and be-
lief that TV was “some time off.”

Porter also brought out that ap4
proaches were made to Lehman
Bros, and Kuhn, Loeb & Co.
Levey said that in 1938 he talked

to David Samoff, RCA board chair-
man, regarding Scophony patents,
and that the latter thought the'su-
personic projector for home TV
had promisp, and that its develop-
ment should be encouraged. Sam-
off told him, he testified, that there
was room in TV for both the cath-
ode ray and supersonic projector
systems, and expressed the belief
that Levey should have no trouble
raising capital for formation of an
American Scophony company.

Porter indicated, his examination
of Levey would require nearly two
weeks. After he is through with
Levey, he plans to call Paul Rai-
boum, Par veepee in charge of TV,
to answer charges by Levey that
Par used its interest in Scophony
to suppress development of its pat-
ents in home and theatre televi-
sion.

PETRILLO COOL TO

IMPPA PIX-TV PLAN
Hollywood, June 24.

An alternative proposal to the
current pix-to-video formula has
been handed to James C. Petrillo
and the exec board of the Ameri-
can Federation of Musicians in
huddles with the Independent Mo-
tion Picture Producers of America,
but it appears certain AFM leader
won’t accept. Understood alterna-
tive accepts 5% formula but balks
at the additional rescoring fee.

Petrillo has repeatedly brushed
aside attempts to change estab-
lished format but IMPPA reported
the- situation, as “optimistic.”
Petrillo left for N. Y. after talks,
leaving up in the air status of his
secret talks last week with reps
of major studios. Latter, it’s relia-
bly reported, are interested in work-
ing out a deal for format on tele-
vision film production but didn’t
discuss with Petrillo any deals on
making the vast backlog of old pix
available to video. ^

Launch Movietime Trek.

With Montana Teeoff
Hollywood, June 24*

*

Movietime U. S. A. opened Its

summer campaign with a group of

six film names touring Montana.
Players were greeted yesterday

(Mon.) at a reception by Gov. John
W, Bonner in Butter. This week
they will fan out and cover the

state.

Troupe consists of Donna Reed,
Marsha Hunt, John Derek, Robert
Wa^ii^aafjfyf^lpman and David
Dlanv

JJUf

Justice Dept. To

Sift Star Pacts
Hollywood, June 24.

Disclosures of alleged tax irregu-

larities via testimony in the trial

Of the Stewart Granger-Jean Sim-
mons $250,000 damage suit against

RKO and Howard Hughes have
touched off a Federal investigation

into all “package deal-capital

gains” pacts in the film industry.

Asst. U. . S. Attorney Bernard B.

Laven announeed a full-scale probe
of contracts in which any payments
made by the studios, other than
actual salaries, will have to be ex-

plained thoroughly.
“Purchases of property from in-

dividuals by studios must be made
in good faith,” a Government
spokesman emphasized, “and not
just be a subterfuge to evade pay-
ment of a proper tax.” Meanwhile,,
a Federal investigator is attending
the trial daily and transcripts of the
testimony are being studied by
both Treasury and Justice Dept,
officials.

Government's attitude toward in-

ducements waved before film stars

to sign with certain studios was
clarified by Laven. This kind of

bait, he said, “must be considered
as compensation whether it is pur-
chase of a book, house, automobile,
fur coat or anything else, and is

taxable as income rather than capi-

tal gain. If we find any evidence
of -subterfuge; there’s going to be
trouble.”
The trial had scarcely warmed

up last week when the Dept, of
Justice reacted to charges of in-

come tax juggling -camouflaged as
capital gains. Charges were leveled
by RKO attorney W. I. Gilbert,
Jr., who declared that Granger and
Miss Simmons had come into court
with “unclean hands.”
- Granger’s contract with Metro,
Gilbert testified, called for the
studio to buy his London apart-
ment and furnishings, enabling him
to evade taxation under the capital
gains structure. Miss Simmons’
proposed deal with RKO, he added,
was similarly tainted.

Shift in Emphiui*
In its tunepix version of

James Thurber's legit comedy,
“The Male Animal,” currently

in revival on Broadway, War-
ner Bros, apparently went 'to

great lengths to rid the script

of any. political or sociological
j>crjpp+<;

In the original play, the

hurley queen, “Hot Garters

Gertie,” is an offstage charac-

ter, mentioned but never seen

by the audience. In the WB
film, “She’s Working Her Way
Through College,” stripper,

portrayed by Virginia Mayo, is

the main protagoriist.

‘Latuko’ May Run Through

Summer in Newark; B.0.

Takes Holding Steady
Following its legal triumph over

the Newark, N. J., police depart-
ment last month, “Latuko” is now
in its sixth week at the Embassy
Newsreel Theatre in that city and
may run all summer. African
documentary was given the green-
light by Justice Walter Freund,
who said he saw nothing immoral
in the film.

Elsewhere, the picture has been
turned down by the Virginia State
Censor Board, the New York State
Board of Regents and the Chicago
police censor. Virginia bluenose
panel, incidentally, called the film
“disgusting.” Meantime, Pro-
ducers Representatives, distribu-
tors of the pic, is formulating plans
to fight the bans. But no legal
action is being mapped at the mo-
ment.
Made by Edgar M. Queeny for

the American Museum of Natural
History, “Latuko” racked up the
highest gross in Newsreel’s history
during the first week’s run. Figure
came to $7,615—almost double the
take of the previous film screened.
Second week eased off to $4,200.
Third week at the Newsreel,

however, steadied at $4,000 while
the fourth chukker brought ' in
$3,000. Fifth week, ending Mon-
day night (23), drew an estimated
$2,500. There have been no pick-
ets throughout the film’s engage-
ment, but the management reports
some unidentified groups have
been spotted taking notes on pads
during screenings. But no pro-
tests have been received either
from police or anyone else.

New French Bid

Asks Imports

Cut, No Subsidy
Paris, June 24.

French negotiators in the cur-
rent talks here on a new Franco-
U. S. film agreement opened the
sessions last Thursday (19) with a
proposal that calls for a cut in
the present ceiling of 121 imports
annually and eliminates all idea of
a subsidy to French producers by
Yank distribs.

Since premature publicity on
previous proposals last month
caused something of a hullabaloo in

the Paris press, French negotiators
insisted on secrecy on details of
the new plan. It is considered by
the Americans only a starting point
for bargaining. Their aim,* on the
other hand, will be to up the num-
ber of imports and get free con-
vertibility of currency.

Talks are on a government level,

with industry reps sitting in Tor
both countries,- Sessions were held
last Thursday and Friday and yes-
terday (Mon.). They are slated to
resume tomorrow (Wed.).
Heading the State Dept, reps in

the discussions is Henri Labouisse.
He is being aided by Harry Con-
nover, commercial attache at the
Paris Embassy, and Gerald Mayer,
of the Embassy staff. Backing them
up are Fayette W. Allport, British
rep of the Motion Picture Assn, of
America; Gene Van Dee, Rome rep
of the MPAA, and Alfred W.
Crown, salesmanager of Samuel
Goldwyn Productions, who is rep-
ping the Society* of Independent
Motion Picture Producers.
French government reps are

Michael Fourre-Cormeray, two
finance office men and two foreign
office men. Industry advisors are
Jean Leduc, prez of Gaumont, and
Roger Weil-Lorac, of the Techni-
cal Syndicate of French Cinemas.
When the preliminary sparring is

out of the way, It's believed nego-
tiations may proceed rapidly. If
necessary, it’s understood John G.
McCarthy, director of the MPAA’s
international division, may -come
over for the finale, with a long
chance that he may be accom-
panied by MPAA prez Eric John-
ston.

N. Y. to Europe
Milton Blackstone
Pietro Bullio
Arthur Davis

'

Geraldine Fitzgerald
Harry Fox.
Magda Gabor
Leonard Goldenson
Allan M. Gundelfinger
John Gutman
Bob Hawk
Goddard Lieberson
George Lourau
Gertrude Macy
Melvina McEldowney
Walter Mirisch
Sydna Scott
Jerome Thor

N, Y. to L. A*
Henry Beckman
Marlon Brando
Warren Caro

.

Claude Kingston
Sid Kuller
Richard Ney
Fred M. Packard
Milton R

fr

Rackmil
Mike SToane
Carmen Torre*

Despite . all the downbeat talk
anent film shares on the New York
Stock Exchange, particularly in the
wake of the dividend cuttiag bv
Loew's and United Paramount the
trading, prices of various film is.

sues on the Big Board are for the
most part .only slightly under their
past lQ-year,<1942 through 1951)
averages.

Columbia, for example, has been
selling recently at about $12. The
10-year average was $13.30. Col’s
drop of $1.30 can be interpreted
at even less than that surface
amount, when it's considered that
a 2^% stock dividend was de-
clared at the tail' end of 1951, in-
creasing the number or shares on
the ‘market. •

Heaviest drop ‘Was Experienced
by Loew’s as a direct result of the
divvy ‘ reduction. Ten-year average
was $20.20.' While1 the stock is now
selling' at around' $13, the overall
1952 average for Loew’s shares, it’s

expected, will be $15.
Technicolor is well ahead, jump-

ing from $16.50 over the 10-year
period to about $22 presently.
Twentieth-Fox, it’s figured in finan-
cial circles, will emerge with a
1952 average of about $21, as
against $25.10' for the 10 years.
.Universal’s average for the 10

years was $17.50. It’s well off from
(Continued on page 18)

Rep, WB Films Get Legion

Frown, Class B Listing;

. Italo Pic ‘Condemned’
National Legion of Decency last

week “condemned”one Italian im-
port and placed two Hollywood
films in its Class -B (Morally Objec-
tionable in Part for All) category.
“Behind Closed Shutters,” a Lux
Film release, rated a Class C, be-

cause it treats of subject matter
“morally unsuitable for .motion pic-

tures entertainment.”
Legion added that “Shutters”

contains “suggestive situations and
costuming. Moreover, it tends to

create sympathy for immoral ac-

tions.” • Produced by Luigi Rovere,
the picture outlines a girl’s search
for a missing sister through a num-
ber of dives and bordellos. Print

for American audiences has been
dubbed into English.
• Republic’s “Bal Tabarin” drew
an objection for “suggestive cos-

tuming and sequence; it tends to

condone illicit actions.” Likewise,

Warners” ' “She’s Working Her
Way .Through College” was rapped
for “suggestive costuming and
dancing.” It also “tends to con-

done immoral actions.”

L. A. to N. Y.
Dana Andrews .

Buddy Baer
Earl Baeman
John Bertero
Ward Bond
Clarence Brown
Gower Champion
Marge Champion
Harry Cohen' •

H. C. Cox
Walt Disney
Buddy Ebsen
Gene Fowler
David Hanna
Eunice Healey
Betty Hutton
Lou Irwin
Jeff Jones
Hal Kemp
Andy Krappman
John Lavery
Herman Levin
Peter Lorre
Genb Mann
R. H. * McCullough
Harold Mirisch
Walter Mirisch
Victor Orsatti
A1 Pearce
Irving Pichel
Charles P. Skouras
Mary ToddT
Tamara Toumanova
Danny Winkler
Herbert J. Yates

Europe to N* Y.
John Byram.
Mrs. John Byram
Dane Clark
Peter Cusick
John Davis
Lee V, Eastman
Douglas Fairbanks Jr.

Irving Fein
Walter Kennedy
Lee Kressel
Frank La Grande



Compromise Spirit Wanted
«3

Tn the wake of the three-days-and-no-progress meeting of 36 film

rftmnany and theatre execs in New York last week, on establishing

an arbitration system, the hope still persists that this aim will be

^However, say observers, there must be an absence of bickering

nver details among the various parties; no . chin music anent extra-

neous subjects and, mainly, each delegate must consider each item

open-mindedly with a sense of give-and-take when controversies

ari

|fi groups represented at the parleys last week are said to be

sincerely desirous of mapping an arbitration plan which could

curtail litigation in the courts. Since all have the same goal, it’s

figured, it can be reached. But, it’s stressed, there must be a spirit

of compromise in future meetings in place of the arbitrary atti-

tudes and unyielding positions taken by some arbitration archi-

tects in past,

The subject of film rentals as an arbitrable item, which appeared

earlier as possible cause of serious discord, continues as a matter

of concern, of course. Allied States Assn., which has been adyo-

cating the coverage of rentals, still persists in that stand, but is

now seen as willing to yield some ground so as not to jettison

future meetings. The exhib org apparently believes a compromise
solution can be reached.

Competitive bidding, monetary awards for aggrieved theatremen

and the mechanics involved in the projected system, are among
other items likely to stir argument, But the industry officials feel

they’ve gone too far with their arbitration endeavor to drop it now.
All are for it and, despite the slow progress, it will be pursued.

Exhibs to Pounce on Law-Makers

In Greatest Bid Yet to Kill 20% Tax

And Decca Following Buyout of Rank

Industry campaign to eliminated

the 20% Federal admissions tax is

likely to shape into one of the.

greatest intra-trade jpint projects

on the books, from the standpoint

of the number of persons pitching

In. The Council of Motion Picture
Organizations specially-appointed

tax committee numbers 30 indus-
tryites in all. H. A. Cole, head of

Allied in Texas, and Pat McGee,
general manager of the Cooper
Foundation Theatres, Denver,, are
the co-chairmen.

Entire group will meet in New
York July 8 to map the specifics

of the campaign, and present indi-

cations are that scores of other the-
atremen across the country will be
asked to lend their efforts in killing
the levy. The work will be in the
form of contacting legislators, • in-

cluding all House reps and Sena-
tors, to impress them with the fact
that over 5,000 theatres now are
“marginal” operations and will go
out of business unless the tax relief
is forthcoming.

One problem is «that the upcom-
ing national elections obviously
will result in many changes among
the public office-holders. However,
the top COMPO-ites figure that
local exhibs have a pretty good
idea of what to expect in their

(Continued on page 18)
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Lots* John Wayne
After more' than a year with-

out a new John Wayne pic,

theatregoers are going to get
three thrown at them ..at once,
present schedules reveal. Pix
are RKO’s “Jet Pilot,” Repub-
lic's “Quiet Man” and Warner
Bros.’ “Big Jim McClain.”

They’re all slated to hit
screens around Labor Day.
Jam-up is the result of all the
distribs aiming for the nor-
mally strong b.o. experienced
at that period of the year,
since Wayne pix are notably
good grossers. Players’ last
-film was “Flying Leather-
necks,” released by RKO July
18, 1951.

Rodgers Raps

Rigid Roles In

Arbiter Plan
Some of his distrib confreres had

their knuckles rapped by William
F. Rodgers, Metro v.p. and consult-
ant, at last week’s series of meet-
ings looking to establish an indus-
try arbitration system.

Rodgers reportedly did a burn
over the unyielding attitudes dis-

played, particularly by some film

company .lawyers, in the overall ef-

fort to map out a mutually agree-
able arbitration • plan with top ex-

hib association reps.

The M-G exec, who long has
championed the cause of arbitrat-

ing or conciliating intra-trade dis-

putes, instead of fighting through
the courts, stressed that there must
be some give-and-take by all sides

if the system is to be worked out.

Distrib attorneys’ refusal to give in

on a few apparently not too signifi-

cant details on competitive bidding
reportedly contributed to his vexa-
tion.

Deal Readied for UA

As 'Limelight' Distrib

Lawyers this week were report-

ed drafting the agreement under
which United Artists will dis-

tribute Charles Chaplin’s latest pic,

“Limelight.” Deal hasn’t been com-
pletely finalized, but indications

are that it will be within the next
few days.

Arthur B. Krim, UA president,

now in New York, plans to make a

quick hop to the Coast to sign the

pact when it’s ready. Chances are

,
he’ll trek west this-'weekend.

Competitive
b
,.bidding. ...week

was shaping . t e

w

stumbling block' in the patii toward
establishing an industry system of
arbitration. As a matter of fact,
the ramifications of, and controver-
sies over, bidding came close to
killing off hope for an agreeable
arbitration plan at the three-day
meeting of distrib and exhib top-
pers in New York last week.
At these huddles, the delegates

failed to resolve any issues cen- 1

tered on bidding, and because of
the differences it appeared that
the conclave would adjourn with-
out any plan for re-convening. A
last-minute proposal to place the
overall arbitration plan in the
hands of a new 10-man committee
for further study, was hastily
agreed to as the only apparent al-

ternative to virtually immediate
burial rites for the system before
it had come into being.
One controversial aspect of bid-

ding is that the distribs, last week,
insisted on a flat statement in the
arbitration draft, specifically de-
claring that they, the distribs, are
not required always to accept
terms offered by an exhib in. his
formal bid, even though it’s the
highest bid received. Theatremen
conceded that this might be cor-
rect under law, but there’s no need

(Continued on page 17)

20th, Roxy Split Brings

Booking Habit Changes;

Shut N. Y. Houses Aiding
New departures from the tradi-

tional booking patterns in New
York’s first-run area are resulting
from the 20th-Fox and Roxy Thea-
tre- disassociation. Not only has the
film company been disaffiliated

corporately, but actually appears to

be snubbing the Roxy, offering

product Which normally would play
the house to rival exhibs.

Closing of the Rivoli and Warner
Theatres also is contributing to the
changes in booking habits, §ince

pix which ordinarily would be
channeled into those two spots
obviously are available for other
situations.

It’s clear that Harry Brandt’s
Mayfair and Globe - spots will be
vying for 20th product to the ex-

tent that the Roxy could lose out
on pix. Brandt's two houses are

smaller than the Roxy, of course,

but could offer greater 'amounts
of playing time. Twentieth now is

also offering films to the Radio
City Music Hall, but it’s believed
inconceivable that the Hall and the

Roxy actually would formally bid
against each other for any com-
pany’s product.

Twentieth’s divorcement isn’t

due until Saturday (28), but as

of June 6 it was called upon to

license its pix to all houses, in-

cluding its own affiliates, on a

competitive basis. This was de-

manded under the 20th anti-trust

consent decree.

DARRIEUX SUES U-I FOR

14G TO COVER U.S. TAXES
Los Angeles, June 24.^

Danielle Darrieux filed suit in

Superior Court against Universal-

International, demanding $14,686.53

to cover U. S. taxes she incurred

while playing for that company
under her 1937 pact.

French actress declares a clause

in the contract provided for the

studio to pay such taxes. She says

she tried to settle the suit early

in 1951, but the company refused to

arbitrate.

Siegel Upped at RKO
Morton Siegel has been named

administrative assistant and aide

to Robert K. Hawkinson, RKO’s
assistant foreign topper.

Siegel has been with the com-
pany for 14 years, transferring

from the legal department to the

foreign division.

+ Milton R. Rackmil will probably
enjoy the unique position of being
president of two top show biz cor-

porations simultaneously' after
about July 10. It is understood
he’ll continue as chief exec of Dec*
ca Records while assuming the ,top

post in Universal Pictures.
Situation arises out of Decca’s

purchase last week of the entire
1

holdings of J. Arthur Rank in U.
With the U shares the diskery pur-
chased from U execs and on the
open market last fall, it notv holds
in stock and option warrants 42%
of the outstanding common of the
film company.
Because of the importance in

which Raclanil is hel’d by Decca
stockholders as top cog in that com-
pany, he is understood to feel that
it would be unwise for him to give
up the presidency. On the other
hand, he is equally anxious to as-

sume a similar post with U, so for
the time being, at least, he’ll re-

portedly hold both positions.

It is understood his executive

Rank's Profit

London, June 24.

J. Arthur Rank’s sale of his

134,375 shares in Universal to
Decca Records last week net-
ted him a profit of slightly

more than $2,000,000.
British pic tycoon paid $5

each for the shares in 1937
and sold them, for about $20
to Decca.

Plot Cross-Plug

For Films, Other

K17 AM I I/ .
sume a similar post with U, so forUlit UII flliA 1 f the time being, at least, he’ll re-

portedly hold both positions.

Huge cross-merchandising proj- H is understood his executive

ect ’among some of the nation’s
duties at Decca wlu be redistribut-ed among some ot me nations
ed so that he ,u have time tQ glve

major industries, with Hollywood to U. In the meantime, his original
a major participant, is being plot- plan for a merger of the platter

ted. Each -of the industries would* and film companies has hot been

put one or more shows a week on

WNBC or WNBT, N. Y., and cross-

plug their wares.
’

Participation planned by the pic

industry includes two five-lninute

shows dally. One would be news
from Hollywood and the other pic- .

torial, with Conrad Nagel possibly 17 .
. < fl f IY . *

as m.c. Planned „for inclusion in IV .Ol I HPT
the TV shows are the dozen public IllllVrl vvl * I*VI.

relations shorts on various Holly-

wood production activities, which D r*
were sponsored by the Motion Pic- r.YlPIlflPfl
ture Assn, of America a few years k/Vvll 14AIV11IIVII
ago and which have played most
of the nation’s theatres. With Stanley Kramer now hav-

New York exhib participation is

Motion Hcture
y
T^trea

P
Assn t0 Columblfi under hls »re“nt con-

Motion lecture ineatres Assn.
t t t Col exec said this week

‘ that the pact undoubtedly will be

to »• radio andwideo
fnT„

e^7h“^
shows. AM and TV spots will

Marchi 1961 _ c
*
]ls for 12 pix

plug pix. Three Kramer films have been
Other industries which will par- released by Col, three are in the

ticipate include nabe druggists, to- cailf one jS editing and one is

bacco, travel and men’s fashions, shooting, for total of eight. Pro-
Among ideas is to have Hollywood ducer is due in New York July 6
names on some of the other shows 0n his way to Europe or a six-week
do historical and patriotic dramati- combo vacation-business junket,
zations. He’ll wind up in Israel to survey— the locale for “The Juggler,” which

NASSERS WIN ROUND IN the com.Al/iJOCaa IIIllIYVUm/ in
pany ls somewliat disappointed

FIGHT TO RETAIN STUDIO
Los Angles, June 24. < money-maker. All of them, how-

James and George Nasser won a ever, will do better than break
. . . ... , w , Cor , . . even, he said, the company is play-

point in their legal fight to retain
ing the odds that one o£ the up.

possession of General Service Stu- coming Kramer releases will prove

dio. Benno M. Brinlc, referee in (Continued on page 18)

bankruptcy, set Aug. 21 as the

date for consideration of a repay- i i SIHARP
ment plan submitted by George T. UltvJrlEilVd DlifAIYEi

Goggin, attorney for the Nassers. I1J DPriTf AD ‘SHAW* RUN
The Bank of America is the largest 111 IYTiUUL/UV unV TY IVUll

creditor. ’ Los Angeles, June 24.

Brink instructed Goggin to con- Paramount’s new first-run zoning

suit with the creditors on his five- plan for the L. A. district calls for

year plan, and to report July 8 on ^
bree

,

drive-ins and three conven-

any changes that might be suggest- tional houses to share the day-date

ed by them. Goggin’s plan calls regular run of “The Greatest Show

for the Nassers to pay the creditors On Earth.
. _

50% of all the coin made by the Owners are the Century in In-

studio in the next five years. A

forgotten. It will bo pushed off

for some months and then be re-

considered in light of developments
at the time.
Rackmil will be elected to a place

(Continued on page 18)

zations.

NASSERS WIN. ROUND IN

FIGHT TO RETAIN STUDIO

Youngstein Off on Trek

To All UA Exchanges
United Artists v.p. Max E. Young-

stein took off yesterday^ (Tue#.) on
the first of seven weeks of visits to

the company’s exchanges. Sessions

at the branches are in YoungStein’s

capacity as captain of the William

J. Heineman sales drive the com-|

pany is running.

H.o. exec is going to Boston and
Buffalo this weekend, and Philly

and Washington next week. He ex-

pects to cover two or three
branches a week until, “with those

he visited in a previous tour, he
has been to all.

L.A. OZONERS SHARE

IN REGULAR ‘SHOW’ RUN
Los Angeles, June 24.

Paramount’s new first-run zoning
plan for the L. A. district calls for

three drive-ins and three conven-
tional houses to share the day-date
regular run of “The Greatest Show
On Earth.”
Ozoners are the Century in In-

glewood, Olympic in West L. A.
and El Monte in El-Monte. Regular
houses are the Vogup in Holly-
wood, California in Huntington
Park and Roxy in Glendale. Next
release under the new zoning plan
will be “Jumping Jacks,” followed
by “Carrie” and “Son of Paleface.”

$3,500,000 for ‘Robe’
Hollywood, June 24.

Frank Ross’ “The Robe," which
carried a budget of $5,500,0000 at

RKO and was later sold to 20th-
Fox, will be filmed on that lot at

a cost of $3,500,000.
Even with $2,000,000 lopped off,

the film version of the Lloyd C.
Douglas novel will be the most

1 expensive production on ‘the Fox
ilot since “Forever Amber.”'
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We?r« Nmt Murrieit

Amualnr epiwwlte chattily,

heavy with star names; aver-

age h. 9*

Hollywood* June 23.

Twentieth-Fox release of Nunnally

Johnson production. Stars Ginger Rot,*

ers, Fred Allen. Victor Moore, Marilyn

Monroe, David Wayne, EveArden, Paul

Douglas, Eddie Bracken, Mltzl Gaynor,
feature* Louis Calhern, Zsa Zsa Gabor,

James Gleason, Paul Stewart. Jane Dar-

well. Directed by Edmund Goulding.

Screenplay, Johnson; adaptation, Dwight

Taylor; from story by Gina Kaus, Jay

Dratler; camera, Lco Tovar* *dRof* Louis

Losfflen music* Cyril MocteWW*
viewed June 20, *52, Running time, «S

MINS.
Ramona ........ Ginger Rogers
Steve Gladwyn
Justice of Peace
Annabel Norris Marilyn. Monroe
Jeff Norris
Katie Woodruff • • Eve^Arden
Hector Woodruff Paul Douglas

Willie Fisher Eddie Bracken
Paaty Fortier .. Mltxl Gaynor
Frederic* Melrose Louis Calhern

Eve Melrose Zsa Zaa Gabor
Duffy James Gleason
Attorney Stone... Paul Stewart

Mrs. Bush Jane Darwell
Detective Magnus .Alan Bridge
Radio Announcer • . .Harry Golder
Governor Bush Victor Sutherland
Attorney General -Tom Powers
Organist. ... ....••*•«»«•• .Maurice Cass

Autograph Hound Maude Wallace
jrett* , « « i , • » • • • »« M «»»» « • • » < Winrific msxl
Mr. Graves
TwltcheU Ralph Dumke
RInkv Lee Marvin
Ruthle : : Marjorie Weaver
Postman . O. Z. Whitehead
Ned Harry Harvey
Chaplain HaU Selmer Jackson

Amusing possibilities only parti-

ally realized are offered in this epi-

sodic comedy, fashioned around
five couples who find themselves
illegally wed after several years of

marriage. Multitude of star names
gives it marquee dressing, but due
to uneven writing in some of the

sequences and necessary brevity of

the brighter moments, only aver-

age grosses are anticipated.

A justice of the peace (Victor

Moore) performing marriages be-

fore the authorized date of his ap-
pointment tees off plottage, which
revolves around the manner in

which the various couples respond
to the situation. Nunnally John-
son, who both produces and scripts,

hit upon a capricious idea, but
where there was opportunity for

each episode to be gemlike in

laughs, chuckles rather than guf-

faws are in order.

.
Plenty of entertainment is pro-

vided, however, in several se-

quences, most notably that in which
Ginger Rogers and Fred Allen por-
tray a Mr. and. Mrs. Happiness
team on radio. Episode is hilari-

ously enacted as first at home they

k
never speak, and in the station

|

they constantly bicker.

Another highlight is the se-
quence in which Paul Douglas and
Eve Arden appear, a couple who
seldom communicate with one an-
other. Douglas dreams of stepping
out every night. Tale here will ap-
peal strongly to married specta-
tors, who doubtless will find much
to delight them in the pair’s rela-
tionship to each other.

Marilyn Monroe and David
Wayne are partnered in another se-
quence, news reaching them of
their dilemma just as the wife wins
the title of “Mrs. Mississippi” in a
beauty contest. Lightweight - fare,
it serves to display the calendar
art figure of Miss Monroe.

Louis Calhern and Zsa Zsa Ga-
bor team in another, Miss Gabor
framing her stuffy millionaire hus-
band in a divorce action, and Cal-
hem opening the letter apprising
him of his marital status just as
his spouse and her lawyer are in
the act of taking him for every-
thing he has. Fifth episode has
Eddie Bracken and Mitzi Gaynor
expecting, and Bracken leaving im-
mediately for Korea before they
can re-wed.

Miss Rogers and Allen are stand-
outs, both contributing delicious de-
lineations which pay off sharply in
laughs. Douglas and Miss Arden al-
so score decisively, as does Bracken.
Miss Gaynor has little to do, but
acquits herself nicely, nevertheless.
Monroe-Wayne appearance is so
brief that there is small opportu-
nity here, apart from the femme’s
glamor display. Calhern and Miss
Gabor have smaller chance, too, al-
though there is clever motivation
in this sequence, Moore is also a
standout as the justice, delivering
his usual brand of comedy.
Edmund Goulding’s direction

catches the
.
spirit of the film’s

premise and plays it up as far as
script will allow. Technical cred-
its generally are highly placed.

Whit .

Iflaunl Rescue
‘Island Rescue,” British Im-

port which will open at - the
- Park Ave. Theatre, N.Y.< Mon-
day (30); w»* reviewed from
London by Variety in the is-

sue of Oct. 24, 1951, under its

original title of “Appointment
with Venus,” Produced by
Betty Box, film stars David
Niven and Glynis Johns. Uni*
versal Is releasing in the U.S.
under its XJ-I Special Films Di-

* vision banner.
Britain’s wartime resistance

to the Nazis,' wrote Myro, gets
a new approach in this entry
for the subject is “treated
lightly and rates plenty of

. chuckles- Pic should go over
nicely in the domestic market
and will make a strong dualer
in the American territory.”
Reviewer praised the perform-
ances of Niven and Miss Johns
while scripting of Nicholas
Phillips was also .commended.

$ally awd Saint Aime

Beguiling, heart-warming com-
edy, slickly played and with
good word-of-mouth to help
playdate chances.

Col’s Busy MacDonald
Hollywood. June 24.

Columbia handed Wallace Mac-
Donald production reins on four
pictures to be filmed during the
summer and early autumn.

Films, to be made under the
general supervision of Robert

'

Cohn, are “13 French Street ” '•

“Jungle Joan,” "Tarawa” and
“Ambush at Tomahawk Gap.” 1

Hollywood, June 20.
Universal release of Leonard Goldstein

production. Stan Ann Blyth, Edmund
Gwenn; features - John Mclntire, Palmer
Lee, Hugh O'Brlan,. Jack Kelly. Directed
by Rudolph Mate. Screenplay, James
O’llanlon, Herb Meadow; story, ; O'Han-
lon; camera, Irving Glavsberg; editor,
Edward Curtiss; music, Frank Skinner.
Previewed June 17, '52. Running time,
8f MINS
Sally O’Moyne ........ Ann Blyth
Grandpa ....Edmund Gwenn
Goldsooth McCarthy John McIntlrc
Johnny Evans Palmer Lee
Danny Hugh O'Brian
Mike Jack Kelly
Mom .Trances Bavler
Pop Otto Hulett
Lois Foran Kathleen Hughes
Father Kennedy*. ....... George Mathews
Willie .....Lamont Johnson
Bymle.. King Donovan

This is film entertainment to be
recommended; a beguiling, heart-
warming comedy that will earn
favorable word-of-mouth to help
its chsynces in regular release.
While especially appealing to the
general family trade, it also of-
fers more fun for all types of audi-
ences than the title would indicate.

A warm, human quality prevails
in telling a tale that deals basical-
ly with an Irish family’s battle to
save its home and outwit a con-
niving town alderman with .whom
it has long feuded. The Leonard
Goldstein production, on which
Anton Leader served as associate
producer, provides good physical
values and is slickly cast, down to
the smallest role.

Rudolph Mate’s understanding
direction makes much of the well-
written James O’Hanlon-Herb
Meadow script, which provides the
backbone for the entertainment.
Chuckles are spilling constantly as
the comedy is run off, with an un-
derlying religious theme that is

used to point up the comedy and
establish the human quality rather
than to preach.

Ann Blyth is wonderfully cast
as the girl who early in life dis-
covered that Saint Anne, the
mother of the Virgin Mary and
patron saint of young girls, is co-
operative in answering favors she
asks for her friends. How she be-
came acquainted with Saint Anne’s
powers makes for a touching,
amusing scene early in the film,
when Miss Blyth is a young girl of
11. Saint Anne, plays an import-
ant, if unobtrusive, part in the life
of the O’Moyne family throughout,
and the fraternal spirit her pres-
ence projects is caught in the scene
in which Miss Blyth explains to a
delicatessen owner that the saint
was Jewish, not the Irish lady he
assumed her to be.

Plot ramifications are wrapped
up in laughs, not the least of which
include the other O’Moyne char-
acters. Edmund Gwenn is the
grandpop who took to his bed 20
years before and has pretended to
be at death’s door ever since, just
because he finds it amusing. It’s
a delightful characterization. John
Mclntire milks his role as the
grasping alderman who wants to
oust the family from its home and
instead, finds its old, battered
house nesting next to his swank
apartment building.

Frances Bavier and Otto Hulett,
as mom and pop of the family,
play the parts broadly and hilari-
ously as do Hugh O’Brian, the
prize-fighting son, Jack Kelly, the
magician, and Lamont Johnson, the
composer offspring. O'Brian's ring
sequence, during which he wins an
impossible fight from an opponent
with Saint Anne’s help, is top fun,
as Is the scene showing the entire
family master-minding the removal
of a tree, with disastrous results.
Palmer Lee, Miss Blyth’s romantic
pursuer, figures nicely in the slight-
ly wacky doings. Two uncredited

T°^l
are eEcellently played by Alix

in. ton as the girl who shows Miss
Blyth how to use her natural "bait”

to get her m*n, and Robert Nicholn,
the soda-jerk da whom the "b*It”

la firai tried, * George Mathews
scores briefly as the pariah priest

who is fed dp with grandpop's pro
16uged .“death” tliroes.

’ '

Picture has been, expertly lensed
by Irving Glassman, rates good
editing by Edward Curtiss and an
appropriate music, score from
Frank Skinner. Brog,

Holiday for Sintwer*

Program melodrama with New
Orieafcte ’ Mardt * . back-

BOTH-w*1"* b00k'

Hollywood, June 23.
Metro. releaar *pA Houseman pro-

duction. Stars.Glk Young, Keenan Wynn,
Janice Rule; feature? William Campbell,
Richard Anderson, Michael Chekhov, San-
dro Glglio, Edith Barrett, Porter HaU,
Directed by Gerald Mayer. Screenplay,
A. I. Bexzerldes; based .on novel by Ham-
ilton Basso; camera, Paul Vogel; editor,
Frederick Y. Smith. Previewed June II,
'52, Running time, 72 MINS.
Jason Kent Gig Young
Joe Plavi Keenan Wynn
Susan Corvlcr Janice Rule
Danny Farber ......... William CampbeU
Father Victor.... Richard Anderson
Dr. Konndorff .... I Michael Chekhov
Nick Muto ., Sandro Giglio
Mrs. Corvier .Edith Barrett
Louie Porter Hall
Mike Hennlghan Ralph- Dumke
Wiry Man Frank de Kova
Man With Cigar WiU Wright
Dr. Surtees Jack Raine

New Orleans at Madri Gras time
is the background for the moody
melodramatics run off in “Holiday
for Sinners.” The results make for
a minor interesting programmer
entry slanted for supporting book-
ings. Cast and direction are capa-
ble enough. but*. more often than
not, are involved in rather grim
doings not particularly exciting
and, too * frequently, obscure. .

Within the limits of the plot-
ting, Gerald Mayer’s direction does
a good job, even achieving a cer-
tain measure of suspense, as he
goes about unraveling the plot
complexities - and characters in 72
minutes of footage. A, L Bezzer*
ides scripted the John Houseman
production from a novel by Hamib*
ton Basso.

Plot deals principally with Gig
Young, a doctor, as one of three
boys who have grown up in a poor
section of New Orleans. Keenan
Wynn is another, now a near-blind
ex-pugilist, and the third is Rich-
ard Anderson, young priest. On the
distaff side is Janice Rule, beloved
by Young, who is fighting to rid
himself of his thankless patients,
inherited from a medico father
who had given his life to succor-
ing the poor, and go on to research
abroad. '

Before he can make the final
break, Wynn kills a fight promoter
who- owes him money and. in turn,
is killed himself, along with a con-
niving reporter, William Campbell,
by the promoter’s gunmen, Frank
de Kova and Will Wright. This turn
of fate, along with a few other cir-
cumstances, convinces Young to
stay where he is and do his best,
with Miss Rule' at his side.

Stress is on grim mood projected
against the frantic Mardi Gras
holiday, and the players do what
they can. In individual scenes they
register well but, overall, the plot
line is not sufficiently defined, to
make it easy to follow the charac-
ters through. Also, some of the
characters are so grimy they be-
come repulsive.
Paul Vogel gave the production

low-key lensing to fit the story
mood. Brog.

Cripple Creek
(COLOR)

George Montgomery outdoor
thriller of smuggling in gold-
rush days; strong situation

.
entry.

White Corridor* .

.

“White Coriidqrs ” British
made film scheduled to open
at the ^I'raris-Lux 60th .St*
Theatre, N.Y., Saturday- (2B>,

‘

was reviewed from London by
Variety in the issue of June
27, ’51. Hospital background
of the picture, opined Myro,
provides the setting for a *-

“tense, emotional drama han-
dled on adult lines. . - It merits

,

specialized bookings in Amer-
ica.” Rank Organization is pre-
senting the import.
Fine acting marks the pic-

ture, according to Myrd's ap-
praisal. Godfrey Tearle “gives
another distinguished perform-
ance” as the hospital’s senior
surgeon* while James Donald*
cast as a pathologist, and Goo-
gle Withers, as a hospital sur-
geon in love with him, turn in
'sterling performances.” Pat
Jackson directed “crisply.”
Camerawork by C. Penning-
ton-Richards is “good,”

Columbia release of Edward SmaU pro-
duction. Stars Georue Montgomery; fea-

wmf Bo ĥV Jeroroe Courtland,
William Bishop, Richard Egan, Don Por-
ter, John Dehner, Roy Roberts, George
Cleveland. Directed by Ray Nazarro,

Schayer; camera
^knlcolor), William V. Skal; editor.
Richard Fantl; music, Mischa Bakaleini-
koff. Tradcshown in N. Y.. June 20, '52.
Running time, 7» MINS*

I^ers George Montgomery
V Karin BoothLarry Galland Jerome Courtland

Kirby William Bishop
n/« Ĝ

r^
and Richard Egan

Jones Don Porter
b
maVv. John Dehner

• ••••• Roy Roberts
MV^

r
vw,

cIc Hanson .... George Cleveland
c,iiu Byron Foulger-

nrnm™!livan „ Robert Bice
t

* Grandon Rhodes
Zon Murray

WinflaM ’ u , Peter Brocco
Hatton ••••••. Cliff Clark

HiKKe°
n Robert G. Anderson

Outdoor adventure pic packs
plenty of wallop, in a fast-moving,
early-day ripsnorter about a drive
of Federal agents to break up a
powerful international gold-smug-
gling ring. It should obuild on
word-of-mouth, with the Edward
Small production containing many
meritorious angles.

Story itself, which is neatly con-
ceived, depicts the star as a

hard-hitting Government operative
as handy with his dukes as with a
six-shooter. Although, director Ray
Nazarro at * times allows some
spurious sequences to creep in, he
never permits interest to lag as
three secret service agents sur-
mount huge odds to smash a
elever smuggling gang.

Scripter Richard Schayer em-
ploys the old dodge of

^
having the

Government^ agents join the out-
laws in order to unravel the smugr
gling operation. This leaves the
trio virtually sitting on top of a
keg of * dynamite most of the time,
as the smuggling chiefs begin to
catch up with them. ^The efforts
of the three 'men to ferret out the
modus operand! and track down
the hijacked gold shipments being
shipped out of the country

.
consti-

tute the bulk of the action, all. of
which is nicely handled with
suspenseful moments.
The single romantic touch is

supplied by Karin Booth, gambling
hall beauty. But it is secondary,
and nothing . ever comes of . if.

While the Cripple Creek of the
goldrush days is pictured here as
far too rugged to be realistic, this
doesn’t prevent the film from be-
ing a good meller.

Montgomery gives a skillful por-
trayal of the intelligent, hard-
bitten Government agent who
leads the battle against the ‘smug-
glers. Jerome Courtland, as his
pal and co-worker, also is excel-
lent. Richard Egan, comparatively
new tocu also chips In with a nice
role as the unmasked Government-
agent who is shot down.

Miss Booth, as the gambling hall
beauty, is effective in a lesser part.
John Dehner is sufficiently villain-
ous as the active smuggling leader,
while William Bishop, .gs Silver
Kirby, the gambling house owner
and undercover chief of the gang,
also is okay. Roy Roberts, Don
Porter and George Cleveland suf-
fice in chief supporting roles/

Richard Fantl has done a good
job as editor, while William V.
Skall contributes topflight photog-
raphy. Francis Cugat deserves
credit for fine work as Technicolor
consultant. Wear.

'Starrett has lltti* to do oth**thy ttrough hi* dual
an^ tjiefeatured players are hard
put to get anything into their char-
actert* Mahoney’s spot is uninter.
estmgly Scripted Carolina cot-
ton is * listless heroine of scant
acting ability but shows slight?v
better vocaling “Cause rm®]£
Love,” by Staii Jones, and on?
other prairie ballad. Smiley Bur-
nettes comedy never gets going in
his role M. vUU«e fire- chief
IS becked by Pee .Wee King aid
his band on two -typically rural
tunes. Among the supporting
players, Marshall Reed does best
as Mahoney’s henchman and Tom-my Ivo is properly plaintive as a
little crippled boy.

.
Bay Nazarro directed the Col-

bert Clark production in stock
fashion from the screen story hv
Barry Shipman. Lensing and other
technical credits are adequate.

Brog.

Old Mother Hlley
(Songs)

(BRITISH)

Weak Irish comedy; for very
special situations.

Th© Rough, Tough West
(SONGS)

Minor western programmer in
the Charles Starrett series.

Hollywood, June 19.
Columbia release of Colbert Clark pro-

duction. Stars Charles Starrett; features
Jack Mahoney, Carolina Cotton, Smiley
Burnette, Pee Wee King and band. Di-
rected by Ray Nazarro. Written by Barry
Shipman; camera, Fayte Browne; editor,
Paul Borofsky-; song, Stan Jones. Pre-
viewed Juno 18. '52. Running time. 5*
MiPl3«

%

*'•*

• • • -Charles Starrett
BraUey Buraette Smiley Burnette
BI* Jack Mahoney Jack Mahoney

Carolina Cotton
.....Marshall Reed

Walker. Fred Sears
Jordan MacCrea Bert Arnold
B,u” Barett Tommy Ivo

^

w

Bare^t Valeria FisherWce ... Peo Wee King
• • * • • • • • • • • Boyd Red Morgan

Pee Wee King & Band

As programmer westerns go, this
Is a minor entry for the oater mar-
ket, featuring tame action and ob-
scure plotting. Growing kiddie

4a“s ,?
f Jack Mahoney’s ““Range

Rider TV series won’t like what
their hero is called upon to do in
his featured role, either, although
story softens his heavy part by
making him appear misguided
rather than just plain bad.

Charles Barrett tackles another
of his dual roles, with the alter ego
again being the Durango Kitt.
Visiting an ex-Texas Ranger buddy
in a small mining town, Starrett
hnds the old friend turned greedy
and trying to corral all the ranchesm the county, so miners trans-
porting ore across his range will
have to pay tribute. Starrett does
not like this turn .of events, and
manages to set the old buddy on
the right path with the aid of the

^ Pictures release of Renown Pic.

<Harry Reynold*) production. StarsArthur Lucan; features Kitty McShW
Directed by John Harlow. Screenplay,

Wilson; music,

s^<££%r8hi£-
Y~ Jun* »

014 Mother JUIey Arthur Lucan
Kitty.. ..... ..... ....... .Kitty McShane
$*or* ; Chill Bouchter

Wilier Neal
Maureen Riscoe

SkRRd,-* C. Denier Warren
Potentate. .Sebastian * Cabot
Grigsby Fred Groves
M*i«r ;...Wilfred Babbage
Saunders Paul Sheridan

.John Lemesurer
Chef. Arthur Gomez

“Old Mother Riley” is a slapstick
Irish comedy which offers little ap-
peal for most situations. Film’s
best market appears to lie In
“Irish Night” shows or in neigh-
borhoods where there’s a sizable
Irish population. Cast is unknown
to American, audiences.

Flimsy yam concerns a scullery
maid who’s named, to manage a
swank hotel by a whim of the pro-
prietor. He then goes off on a
vacation for his health, leaving her
in charge. Unfortunately, the

.

maid’s administration is marred by
a jewel theft and she’s hustled off
to jail as the prime suspect.

Script- is also peppered with
bickerings between employees, a .

variety of pratfalls and even a
custard-pie throwing sequence in
the final reel. A St. Patrick’s Day
party ^marked by some Irish jigs,

plus the songs of Kitty McShane
and Wilier Neal, gives a change of
pace to the hectic goings-on.

Arthur Lucan has a thesping
field day in the title role. Garbed
in an elderly lady’s attire, he gives
the part * rollicking quality. Miss
McShane is fair as the daughter-
receptionist, while Neal is adequate
as her fiance. They sing “I’ll

Take You Home ’Again, Kathleen”
and “Galway Bay” in acceptab'e
fashion. Other players provide
routine support.

Harry- Reynolds produced for

Renown Pictures Corp. at Britain’s

Nettlefold Studios. Physical back-
grounds are modest and indicate a

limited budget. Camerawork of

James Wilson is good, as is the

George Melachrino musical score.

Gilb.

Red Show
Old Eskimo footage up-dated
with modern plot dealing with
U.S. vigilance in Bering Strait;

exploitable in some bookings.

^ - Hollywood, June 20.
Columbia relcjiM of Boris L. Petroff

Production. Stars Guy Madison, RaJ
Mala, Carole Mathews, Gloria Saunders,
Robert Peyton; features Philip Ahn, Tony
Benroy, Richard. Emory, Gordon Barnes,
Muriel Maddox, Bert Arnold, John Blelfcr,
Gene Roth. Directed by Petroff ana
Harry S. Franklin. Screenplay, Tom Hub-
bard, Orville H, Hampton; based on story

py Robert Peters; camera, Paul Ivano;
Alaskan unit director, Ewing Scott; edi-

tors, Merrill White, Albert Shaff; music-
score, Alex Alexander, June Starr. Pre-
viewed June 19, '52. Running time, 74

MINS.
Lieut. Johnson. .Guy Madison
Sgt. Koovuk Ray Mala
Lieut. Jane Carole Mathews
Alak Gloria Saunders
Major Bennett..... Robert Peyton
Alex John Bryant
Elia Richard Vath
Tuglu Philip Ahn
Cpl. Savick Tony Benroy
Capt. MacLoflin Gordon BarneS
Commissar VoLgan John Bleifer

Major Duboff Gene Both
Ruth Muriel Maddox
Chief Nanu Robert Bice

Sgt. Koops... Renny McEvoy
Riggs * Bert Arnold
Stone *. Richard Emory
Long Richard Plnn^Major Slavin ...George Pembroke
General Robert Carson
Kresnick William Fletcher
Russian Officer Richard Burron

An up-dated plot covering U. S.

defensive measures in the fa£

north ties together a lot of old

stock footage depicting Eskimo hfft

(Continued on page 20)



'wtr r*

s Dream Come Truef Bad Biz an Old Story,

f

Hollywood, June 24-. *4

Th
*

e dream of an exploitation

man’s lifetime /apparently is going

to come true for the United Artists

geld men who handles
Samuel Full-

er's indie «‘Pa*k Row.” There

Jhould he no question^about news-

paper assistance on .this one —
scores of newspapers around the

country have, already notified

Fuller of their willingness to co-

operate, and have asked how they

can help when the film opens m
their respective cities. /Fuller ex-

pects to have several hundred such

pledges by the time the film goes

into release late this summer.

Press interest, of course, is based

on the film’s delineation of the

story of journalism in the' U. S.

It is dedicated "to all the daily

newspapers in the.U. S. — each

of which gets billing through an

opening gimmick, which has spur-

red the offers of cooperation. Bill?

ing is established by a two-minute

montage, ahead of the main title

cr-dUs, which reproduces the mast-

heads of each of 1,772 dailies in

the country.

Fuller wrote to editors of the

individual papers ,last year, ex-

plaining his project. Response wap
immediate and almost overwhelm-
ing. Most of the editors and pub-
lishers who responded cautiously

added that they would be "glad

to aid” the project, which they felt

would be of service 'to *the news-
papers in general.

Most of the daution has disap-
peared now, in the ‘wake of a spe-

cial screening Fuller held at the
American Newspaper Publishers'
Assn, convention in New York sev-

eral weeks ago. Film was warmly
greeted by the assembled publish-

(Continued on page 20)

Red Probers Calling 140

For Sept Coast Sessions,

But Minority in Show Biz
Los Angeles, June 24.

House Un-American Activities
Committee will resume its hearings
here Sept. 2. Earlier plans to send
the full committee to California
have been dropped in favor of a
three-man sub-committee, -consist-
ing of chairman John S. Wood
(P., Ga.), Clyde Doyle (D., Cal.)
and Donald L. Jackson (R., Cal,).
Other regular members of the
committee will be busy election-
eering.

Committee is expected to he
about 140 witnesses during tl

in
0
?3 sessions

* although on
bo subpoenas have been serv<
thus far. Most of the witnesses a
connected with Coast medicir
law and defense plants, with t
minority allied with the amus
went business. About, half of the
are m the film industry and £

if

l

1

,

are m radio and TV. It’s i
ably reported that no promine

hi
1*1

.
aames are involved in £^ost of those subpoena

sions

^6en name^ tn previous s<
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Sisk Gets WB Release
. Hollywood, June 24.

Robert Sisk asked for and got
his release from a Warner pro-
ducer pact to prep plans for a
personal project he’s assembling.
He was on the Valley lot a little

more than a year, making “This
Woman Is Dangerous” and “Man
Behind the Gun.”

Mason Suit.Off,

Repays Korda 50G
Sir Alexander Korda withdrew’

his suit to recover a $50,000 ad-
vance to James Mason, after the
actor returned the full amount in

an out-of-court settlement last

week. Actor, it’s understood, wasn’t
required to pay either costs or in-

terest under terms of the adjust-
ment, Trial of the action originally
was to have been held in a London
court around June 12, but was post-
poned at Mason’s request.

Case stems from a gentleman’s
agreement which Korda claims he
had with. Mason, caRIng for, the
star to appear in a film for him.
Mason was paid $50,000

.
on his

arrival in New York three years
ago. Money was turned over to the
actor at that time by Morris Hel-
priny Korda’s U. $. rep.

But, Korda subsequently charged,
Mason rejected every script offered
him. Star asserted he Would make
the picture when a suitable script
was submitted to him. Trial of the
suit was delayed when Mason gave
notice that he would be unable to
appear. Helprin planed to London
June 10 for the legal proceedings
and returned to N. Y. over the
weekend following the settlement
in London by Mason’s lawyers.
Actor is in Hollywood.

KORDA BUYS LONDON

'MURDER' FOR FILMING
London, June 24.

“Dial ‘M’ for Murder,” a first

play by Frederick Knott and
originally presented as a TV serial,

has been purchased by Sir Alexan-
der Korda' for filming. Producer
closed the deal shortly before the
thriller’s stage version opened at
the Westminster Theatre here
Thursday (10). Picture is slated
to go into production soon.
“Murder’s” preem at the West-

minster resulted in favorable no-
tices, which indicate a healthy run.
Likewise, the meller scored neatly
when shown on TV. Play was pro-

duced by James P. Sherwood, with
Jane Baxter and Emrys Jones
starred. Maurice Evans reportedly
wants to import it for Broadway.

Metro Plans Big-Scale

'Cry’; Casts Lana Turner
Hollywood, June 24.

Originally planned as a modest
budgeter, Metro has taken “Why
Should I Cry?” out of the new
Charles Schnee production unit;

cast Lana Turner in it, and made
plans for larger scale production.

Studio took it off the schedule of

producer Sidney Franklin, Jr., and
will shortly assign a new producer.

250G 'Plunder' Deal
Hollywood, June 24.

John Wayne and Robert Fellow?
put up $250,000 in a package deal
to produce “Plunder in the Sun,”
based on an original screenplay by
Jonathan Latimer. It calls for
Glenn Ford as male star and John
Farrow as director and will bd re-

leased by Warners under a two-
picture distribution pact.
Ford draws $125,000 for his

work; Farrow gets $100,000 plus a
percentage of the profits, and Lati-

mer $25,000 with a percentage.

in Red m 49

Far from withholding good prod-
uct during the h6t !-summer monthSj
as a number -pf

1

, .'exhibitors have
charged, the majors this week
maintained that they’ve gone out
of their way to make top pix avail-
able during dog days. While a
check shows that the eight distrib-
utors are moving only 70 pictures
into release in June, July and Au-
gust this year, compared to 76 for
the same quarter in ’51, the overall
quality of current features report-
edly is better.

Insiders do admit, however, that
the majors have sluffed off June

—

that’s always a bad playing time
and no one (except perhaps Metro)
wanted to chance it. This admis-
sion is in dine with a recent blast
made against the distribs by Leon-
ard Goldenson, prez of United Par-
amount Theatres. He contended
that the companies’ practice of
leaving a “hiatus period in the re-
lease of important pictures” hurts
all exhibitors.

But at Paramount, for example,
pub-ad chief Jerry Pickman points
out that his company is pushing
hard for summer dates. It’s set

Martin & Lewis’ “Jumping Jacks”
for July distribution, although ‘the

Hal Wallis production was only
completed a couple months ago.
Likewise, it has tagged “The Great-
est Show on Earth” for regular re*

lease in July, and accepted ’a

Brooklyn date for the film in June,
Moreover, a flock of extra prints

(Continued on page 17)

Goldstein Wants

Residual Rights

Production Deal
Leonard Goldstein, who was east

last week, ssftd he’s interested only
in a production deal where he’d
own negatives, so that he could get
capital gains and not merely serve
as a “tax collector” for the Gov-
ernment. Goldstein recently left

his production berth at Universal-
International and has been talking

with a number of companies on a

new deal. ,

One he’s been huddling with is

Columbia. It's understood he talked
with Col prez Harry Cohn when
both were in New York early last

week.
What .Goldstein wants is a. pact

similar to that of Stanley Kramer,
whereby the producer owns nega-
tives and Col arranges bank financ-

ing, and provides second money
and guarantees.
Asked if his twin brother, Rob-

ert, former eastern studio rep for

U and now on the lot, would ac-

company him to a new’ post, Gold-
stein said he’s tied to U by a con-

tract until Dec. 31.

Goldstein said he had called- off

his contemplated trip to Europe
in a desire to get his production
setup settled. He left New York
for Cleveland and went from there

to the Coast Sunday (22).

Lopert in Co-Production

Deal Talks in Europe
Ilya Lopert, prez of Lopert Films

Distributing Corp., who sailed for

Europe last week on the Constitu-

tion, will discuss a number of' co-

production deals with various conti-

nental filmmakers during his seven-

week stay abroad, in England,
France and Italy.

Lopert Films and the City In-

vesting Co. are financing three pic-

tures to be made by London Films,

as well as a new Carol Reed pic-

ture to be lensed in Tangiers.

While in Paris, Lopert expects to

wrap up a deal for a new Julien
Duvivier film due to roll July 14.

He’ll also huddle with Sidney Box
in London.

Pix Prescription
Sam Rinzler, head of the

Randforce circuit and dean of
New York metropolitan area
exhibs, uses a medical analogy
to describe the ills currently
endured by the film industry.
No one goes to bed with a

cold, Rinzler says, because no
cure has yet been found for
the common ailment. How-
ever, he points out that when
it reaches the pneumonia stage
there is a cure, since there are
many modern drugs to combat
the disease.

That, Rinzler avers, is just
like the film biz, “Maybe we’ll
find a cure when we contact
pneumQnia. Right now we’re
only in the bad cold stage,” he
says.

Pathe, UA in Row

Re Rentals Split

^
Row between United Artists ahd

Pathe Industries over division of

film' rentals coin has lawyers on
both sides talking in terms of a

court contest. It’s understood that

Pathe believes there hasn’t been
sufficient payoff "on indie pix in

whifch it has an interest and which
are -being distributed by UA.
Pathe admits that it owes the dis-

trib some cash but states this is

short of the amount to which it,

Pathe, is entitled. Controversy
stems from the UA purchase of
the Pathe subsid, Eagle- Lion
Classics, on April 28, 1951.

On one count, Pathe in Its com-
plaint asserts that it owns a num-
ber of films which UA has been
distributing but has not collected
its full share of the distribution
revenue. Among the pix on which
Pathe claims to have full owner-
ship are “Tulsa” and “Man from
Texas.” Secondly, Pathe states

that monies which should ‘have ac-

crued to it, covering rentals of
product prior to the April 28 take-

over date, were not turned over by
UA. These were listed as “ac-

counts receivable.”

Pathe admits there’s some in-

come to which UA is entitled, but
wants an overall accounting before
this is handed over. The coin
covers pix sold outright in foreign
areas, such as three in Switzerland,
before the ELC acquisition by UA,
but which played after the take-

over.

DECISION STALLED ON

MPIC’S 'LOYALTY BD.'
Hollywood, June 24.

Motion Picture Industry Council
postponed, until its next monthly
meeting, the clarification of its

“Loyalty Board,” a proposed com-
mittee to pass on charges of “un-
Americanism” among film workers.
Thus far the Screen Actors Guild
has okayed the proposal, but the
Screen Writers Guild and the
Screen Directors Guild have re-

fused to vote on it, preferring to

wait until they take the question
before their members.

Meanwhile, the Artists Managers
Guild has asked a reduction of its

annual MPIC dues from $2,200 to

$1,500. If this is granted, the Pro-
ducers Guild and SWG will ask
reductions of their $2,500 annual
dues.

Arthur Freed was nominated as

veepee of MPIC, which means that

he will become president auto-

matically next year. Bill Thomas
was named chairman of the public

relations committee, succeeding
Dore Schary, who resigned because
of other duties. Other new mem-
bers of the committee are George
Murphy; Duke Wale* ahd Everett
Hayes*

Washington, June 24.

New complaints of bad business
by exhibitors adds interest to .the
fact that as far back as 1949, some
1,335 film theatre corporations op-
erated in the red. The 1949 fig-

ures have just been released by
the Secretary of the Treasury.

These corporations said in their
income tax returns for 1949 biz
that they had a deficit of $5,893,008.
for the year, on gross receipts of
$98,035,000.

The exhibitors, however, got off
lucky, compared with some pro-
ducers. T.ax returns* showed that
632 producing corporations lost
$16,877,000 on a gross business of-

.$215,358,000.

There was, however, a much
brighter side to the motion picture
situation. There were 3,126 ex-
hibiting corporations running at a
profit. Their gross receipts were

I

$665,707,000; their net .income

l

$93,730,000, aind they paid out cash
dividends of $24,522,000. Also, *432

.

producing corporations were on
the black side of the ledger. They
reported gross receipts of $1,068,-

119i000, from which they earned -

a net of $89,006,000 and paid- their
stockholders $50,741,000 in divi-
dends.

The profit-earning producers
gave Uncle Sam $31,631,000 in in-
come taxes.

.

.

Amusement corporations outside
the motion picture field reported a.

grimmer situation in 1949 than did
pix. Only 2,822 corporations re-
ported a profit, as against 4,008
which said they were in the red
for the year.

The 2,822 compiled receipts of

(Continued on pagp 15)

New England Exhibs Group

Raps Rep on Fix Sale To

TV, UA for % Sales Policy
Boston, June 24.

Independent Exhibitors, Inc.,

New England exhib group affili-

ated with National Allied, takes a

poke at Republic and United Art-
ists this week in its current bulle-

tin. Organization raps Rep for
selling some of its old product to

TV, while UA’s percentage sales

policy on “African Queen” comes
in for sharp criticism.

“Before Allied Caravan members
negotiate with Republic on ‘The
Quiet Man*-,” the bulletin warns, “it

might be wise to pause and medi-
tate on the number of pictures,

that have been sold by Republic
and are being sold to be shown
free on television. Furthermore,
Allied Caravan members, should
inform their Republic salesmen of

their dissatisfaction with the com-
pany’s television policies.”

In cracking the whip at UA, the
theatremen’s org charges that the
distrib “has a lot of gall ... to
insist on a ‘must-percentage’ pol-

icy in many territories on ‘African
Queen,’ as high as 40% to 50%.
Wasn’t tiiis the company that ap-
pealed to exhibitors to help it out
only a few months back when it

was in great financial trouble?
Many Allied members came to the
rescue and prostituted their screens
in order to help liquidate some of
the UA product and its Eagle Lion
epics.”

Circuit Ops Agree Biz

Is Off But Differ on %
While nearly all are agreed that

business is off, there're ‘some dif-

ferences on the extent. A1 Licht-
man, director of distribution for
20th-Fox, toldjv Council of Motion
Picture Organizations meeting in
New York last week that income is

about 40% under the 1948-49 level.

Sam Pinanski, Boston circuit oper-
ator, said he more or less agreed.

H. A. Cole, Dallas circuit op,
disagreed. He said his operations
are about 12% below the top pros-
perity .level. But, Cole added, his
overhead expense Rias risen 25%
and that’s the big difficulty.
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‘Pat’ Bangup $26,0W> River Sturdy

, Tibet’ Slow Ht ‘Outcast’ I6G

.c.

Los Angeles, June 24. 4— — :

=
1

:

1

First-runs with lightweight new ti i

hills are using the Saturdays ffrOadW&f ufOSSCS
(21) giant telethon as a convenient ... ^

tfjvYMttjp for slow bts this
j

However “Pat and Mike’* and. Estimated Total Gross

“The River*' need no alibis. “Pat" This Week $429,100

looks neat $26,000 in two theatres . {Bated on 19 theatres)

to pace 'the deluxers. “River” is Last Year $374,000

rated pleasing $25,000 in four {Bated on 17 theatres)

situations, being above average at
, ,

the downtown house. .

A slow $17,000 is seen for iff* # p • Iffl
s*Storm Over Tibet” In three spots I kok I YUM I 111
while “Outcast of Islands’* shapes vldMl VIDU lull
mild $16,000 or close in two sites. *

“Without Warning” is heading for ** ni *1 w

3*Fa£Sf3as Tops SlowSt Loo
Week St. Louis>

Jun« 24-

r *aJTAw*
f
Chinese. Uptown, :

Trade at first-run houses is spot-

^°f 7wwfn ^ w»7- 2 048* 1 719‘ |ty here this session. “Clash By

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $429,100

. {Bated on 19 theatres

1

Last Year . ; $374,000
(Bated on 17 theatres )

m’dpise
;

Tops Slow St Loo
[

St. Louis, June 24.

Trade at first-run houses is spot-
ty here this session. “Clash By

Washington, June 44,

Main stem bix continues slow but

is slightly better than last week.

“Scarlet Angel” at Loew’s Capitol,

backed up by a stageshow headed
by Don Cornell and Hope Zee,

looks, liveliest in recent weeks. No
Room For The Groom” is neat at

Keith’s. “Scaramouche” acquired

new life in ,its second stanza at

,Loew>x Palace and is steady in

third
:
We$k.

,
•

: E*U*at*« Ur This Week
Capitol (Loew’s) (3,434; 55-95)

—

“Scarlet- *Angel‘d (U> plus vaude.

LivteljF ‘$21,006." Last week, “Girl

in White” • (M-GJ plus vaude,

$18,000. .
' ‘

Dupont (Lopert) (372; 50-85) —
“Navajo” (Lip) (2d wk-4 days). So-
so $2,000 after $3,000 last week,

Keith’s (RKQ) (1,939; 50-65) —
“No Room for Groom” (U). Neat
$9,000. Last week, “Just Across
Street” (U), $8,000.

Metropolitan (Warner) (1,200; 50-

80)—-“Flaming Feather” (Par). Nice
$5,000. Last week, “Dream of
Jeanie’WHep), $3,500;

Ontario (K-B) (1,424; 44-74) —

Estimated Total Gross
This Week .$2,134,70$

, (Based on 23 cities, 297 the

»

, atres, chiefly first -runs, includ-

ing N. Y.

)

Total Gross Same Week
Last -Year ..... ..$1,981^40
(Based on 24 cities, and 195

theatres.) .

Philadelphia, June 24^

* Detroit June 24
The Palms, aided by saturation

advertising on radio and TV is
heading towards it* biggest gross
in two year#, with “King Kong •*

It is the only really bright spot in
* continuing dull situation hero
“Macao” look# slow at the Fox
“Winning Team** I* not far out in
front at the Michigan. “Pat and
[Mijre” is- fair at

,
the United Artists

“Scaramouche” ii sUghtly above
average- at (he Adams.

Estimate* lor ibis Week
Fox (Fox, Detroit) (5,000; 70-95)

nr-“Macao” OftKO} and “Conftdenc#
Girl” (UAk Blow $19,000. Uzt
week, ‘'Fighter” (UA) and “Red
Planet Mars'” (DA) $17,000.

: Michigan. (United Detroit) (4,000*
70-95)—“Winning Team” (WB) and
“Atomic City” (Pat). Slim $16,000.
Last week, “Walk East on Beacon”
(Col) add “Brave Warrior” (Col).
$12,000. «*

'•

Palm* (UD> (2,900; 70-95)—“Kin#
Kona” (RKO) and “r.eonarrl M

“Red Planet Mars” (UA). Pleasing

$25,000. Last week, “African.

Queen” (UA) and “Royal Journey*

(UA) (2d wk-6 days), $20,000.

“Captive City” (UA). Good $7,000.
over uie past weexeno nemuru nest m^two years at house. Last

T mut **1River" (UA) (2d wk) better biz than .in, recent weeks, week, Carson City (WB) and
(U\A

Ttiver wrJr
| “Lovely to Look At” shapes big at

| “Here Come Marines”

iA) (za wx-o ft ;heaf hurtina
Holljrwood,

,
Downtown, w»*«™

.

‘to be frontrunners. “Man in. White
Suit” still is big for second ses-

i sion in two houses. Sweltering

$6 000

Palace (Loew’s) <2,370; 50-80)

“Lovely to Look At” shapes big at
the Randolph while “Lydia, Bailey”
is. shaping almost as strong at the

“Here Come 1

$11 ,000.

Madison (UD)

trines” (Mono),

(1,900; 70-95)—

(WB) (2,756; 1,757; 2,344; 70-$l.10)

— “Storm Over Tibet (Col) and
“Red Snow” (Col). Slow $17,000.

Last week, “3 For Bedroom C

To’iwWV Kmto (UATC)
(2,404; 1,538; 70-$1.10)—“Pat and

two houses. Sweltering a
X«

U
<wv am Fox- 3 for Bedroom C" is barely “Storm Over Tibet” (Col) and

urting trade generally; Brisk $10,000. Last week, $14,000, at .the Boyd. “Scaramouche” “Montana Territory” (Col) Slow
Estimate, for This Week (Lopert) (485; 50-$H- ‘rated SRmiX&B ‘2W* ^liCoDja^wk), li^o^Tthe’steSey. “ MAT®™ (WB)

over hopes.
Playhouae (Lop

“Marrying Kind’—
* Kangaroo” (20th> and “Winning Holding at good $5,000 after $6,000

;
Team” (WB) (m.o.). Fair $8,500. last week. Stays.
Last week, “Walk East on Beacon” Warner (

(Col) and “Paula” (Col), $9,000. For Bedrooi
Fox (F8cM) (5,000; 60-75)— Last week.

11V* 11 * V«.. M H VM/kfl *' V fl« _
" V »

:w8
i« mn "Scaramouche"' (M-G). (2d wk). iTh.t Line" (Monoh dlcay'ipil'oo'o'

T,«r
B
».iv S.™8.5?.^1^®00 or lc5*- last week. Last .week, “Girl in White" (M-G)

st okay at the Stanley.
Estimate* for This Week

Arcadia (S&S> (625; 85-$1.20)

—

(reissues), $8,000.
United Artist* (UA) (1,900; 70-05)

—“Pat and Mike” (M-G) and “Hold

Mike” (M-G) and “Rough, Tough “Lydia Bailey” (20th) and “Rose
West” (Col) (Loew’s only). Socko of Cimarron” (20th), Opened today
$26,000 or over. Last week, “Skirts (Tueis,). Last week, “Carson City”

Ahoy” (M-G) and “Glory Alley” (WB) and “Okinawa” (Col), mild
(M-G) (2d wk), $17,300. $11,000;

Hillstreet* Pantages (RKO) (2,- Loew’s (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)

—

$8,500.
'Carson City” (WB),

‘fiml
,8
AdL.'(B»l,ban) (1,700; 70-95)-

than last week at good $4,500. Last eg 5Q(- $6
#«-<20th> (2,250; 50-9»)_“Lydia (UA),A °’“

Bailey” (20th). Fine $17^500. Last
week, "Kangaroo" (20th) (3d wk>. Mpk fafa fc pe^.

'ScaramoHcbe’ Fine 12G,

‘Beacon’ 8G,' ‘Hunter’ 6G

umana, June Z4. ^MdUTO'^oWmlnj’TiiOO; .50- in^Md’a^nFS*^^1'"3'1’

Heat and a succession of rain- Warrior” (Col). Mild picking up some this sta'nza
* AN

S?.™s n?L^,

..Sle.J
,®xoffice mf ™ wcek’

"
Sc,rlet A11*61'’ though newcomers^include “ScaJi’

and “Talk About Stranger” (M-G),

Okinawa” (Col), mild

(3,172; 50-75)—
week, $4,000. Hold# again.

752; 2,812; 70-$1.10)
—‘/Outcast . pf “Marrying Kind” (Col) and “Yank

Islands” (UA) and . “Confidence in Indo-China” (Col). Nice $14,500.
Girl” (UA). Mild $16,000. Last Last week, “When in Rome” (M-G)
week, “Clash By Night” (RKO) and and “Young Man With Ideas”
“Leave to Marines” (Lip) (2d wk), (M-G), $11,000.

$20,200. Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 60-75)

—

Los Angeles Paramount, Hawaii “Clash by Night” (RKO) and “Loan
(UPT-G&S) (3,300; 1,106; 65-$l>20) Shark” (Lip). Solid $15,000. Last—“Walk ‘East on Beacon” (Col) week, “Winning Team” (WB) and
and “Montana Territory” (Col) (2d

wk). Nice $12,000. Last week,
$19,500.* —1 . . _ m la a W «« _ .1 Vt

“Gobs and Gals” (Col), $8,500.
Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000;

75-90)—“Man in White Suit” (U)
United Artists, Hollywood Para- (2d wk). Big $3,000 following $3,-

mount (UATC-F&M-FWC) (2,100; 500 initial stanza.

Omaha OK; ‘Gash’

Lusty at $6,500

Omaha, June 24.

week, “Kangaroo” (20th) (3d wk),
$6,000 in 5 days.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,206; 50-

99)—“Clash by Night” (RKO) (3d
wk). Good $13,000. Last week,
$15,000.
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99)—

“Ivory Hunter” (U) (2d wk). Dull
$9,000. Last week, $11,000.

much good although there (U), $6,000.

1.430; 70-$1.10) — “Scarlet Angel” Shady Oak (St. L.-Amus.) (800; some signs of life currently. Best
(U) and “Just Across Street” (U) 75-90)—“Man in White Suit” <U) bet looks like “Clash By Night,”

(2d' wk-3 days). Slim $4,000. Last (2d wk). Big $4,000 after $4,500 lusty at the Brandeis.. The Or-
. ... *U i . j. aha ha 4 a\ ^ .

1 1 mI. sir a * - *r% n . . i

Randnlnfa (*> raa ka mouche,. * “Walk East on Beacon”

Qsfl^Lovely ^o
1

Look At” °(M r) a
^
d “Iro)Y Hunter” only “Beacon”

Big at $18 000
shapes rery ^althy. “Scaramou-

Last week
- Che” is an improvement over re-

week, with Rltz (1,370; 70-$1.10), opening session.

oke $13,500. —
Orpheura, Vogue, Rltz (Metro- lOlTIDTC!* Cll

politan-FWC) (2,213; 885; 1,370; 70- dlUIUiJ Ofll
$1.10)— “Without Warning” (UA) .

and “House 1,000 Women” (Indie). P0|fT *' K A
Light $10,000. Last week, “Atomic * «-n

City” (Par) and “Gold Raiders" Portlam
(UA), $7,100. First-rung be
Fine Arts (FWC) (679; 8Q-$1.20) product here tl

‘SKIRTS’ SMOOTH 13G,

PORT; ‘KANGAROO’ 10G
Portland, Ore., June 24.

First-runs boast sojme strong
product here this round, hut the

pheum, with “Lydia Bailey” and Paula”
“Slaughter Trail” shapes fairish.
“Lion and Horse” looks in 'same Outcas
category at the Omaha. The new $12,000.

“PaUIa” (Con
*’ che is aix improvement over re-

St«ley WB) (%n. cent plx & »adM City, but not

“Outcast^ Of T?TanS?
0
?TTA?

0“9?£“ sock- Single holdover, “Wild North,”o£ islands (UA). Oke in it* »pa J
Last

shows broke the day following the Conquest” (Col), $10,000.
hottest run of June weather in
history. Temperature hit 100 de-
grees for five days *in a> row,
then tapered off a little.

Estimate* for This Week

Stanton (WB> (1,473;
“Red River” (UA>, and
(UA) (reissues). Lively

T*1 Hii>' /TT A V /Nt MWAUWIW. I «. 1AU mu Lit.

week, “ciifoSSl
*ec0nd week Gopher look»

1

n
>

4^'- nn oo^
Estimate# for This- Week

tav 32’* % i w Century (Par) (1,600; 50-76) —
JA>

r’*
ai

?
d “Tales of Hofflnann” (UA) (2d run).

La£ week
S

“Denver
V
Rio Ira'S ^» iSSiSS

/t-. . ... « t _ nver
» iho Grande hous^. at Tnadctinw nripoc rivnu

(Par), $7,000
house, at roadshow prices. Okay
$4,000, Last week, “Anything Can—“Man White Suit” (U) (4th wk). big coin is not rolling into the Omaha (Tristates) (2100- 16-70)

(Goldberg) (500; 55-99)— Happen” (Par) $3*
Fast $4,500. Last week. $4,800. boxoffice. The hot weather aoH _ ™ 1

Af* /HVrV, }
0_ 2 Man m White Suit” (U) (7th wk).

(7^rCJ ?3,'Fast $4,500. Last week, $4,800. boxoffice. The hot weather and — ‘*Lion 2nd Horse**
Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 80-$1.50) transient name attractions are no “Hoodlum eZdiSc—“Ivory Hunter” (U) (5th wk), help, naturally. “Skirts Ahoy*’

Dull $1,50Q, Last week, $2,300. looms standout at Li]
Four Star (UATC) (900; 85-$1.20) sock “Kangaroo” shi

—“Encore” (Par) (8th wk). Near pointing in two spots.
$3,000. Last week, fancy $2,900. spots.

Canon (ABC) (520; $1.20) — Estimate# for Thii
“Prize” (Indie) (5th wk). Mild $1,* Broadway (Parker)
000. Last week, $1,200. 90) — “Scarlet Ang<

- "Lion and Horse” (WB) and wTo «nn t L* *
Hoodlum Empire” (Rep). Fairish

B
Tram^L^fTrT/^o^

3
’??

0
*,

6,000. ^Last week, “Denver _ RioL
v
berty> beln« Grande” (Par) and “Atomic City"

sock Kangaroo’ shapes disap- (par), $8,500.

Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 50-76)—
“Wild North” (M-G) (2d wk). Has
done exceedingly well, attesting to

snots vrpneura v instates; lij.uw; 10-

Estlraate# for This Week “Sl^eh^e^Tri?l^
1

1^Kn?
0t

Broadway (Parker) (1,850; 65- eo4nn
®K0 ** ®fodest

90) “Scarlet Angel” (U) and $?»500 or near. Last week, Win-

»Mv Snn Tnhn” .Ii i
uuuc c^ceeaingiy wen, attesting to

Grande” (Par) and “Atomic City” dav^y mhm tS? ,

wk,
v stewart Granger’s increasing box-

(Par), $6,500.
Mlld $2'°°°-

,

Last Week, office pull. Satisfactory $5,000.

Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 16- World (G&S) (500- 50 qq) «ivyrto*
week, big $7,200.

70)— “Lydia Bailey” (20th) and Italia” (lux) Fair’
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 50-76)—'^Mod-

slaughter Trail” (RKO). Modest week, reissues
$3 *500* Last gs,. Inc.” (Mutual) and “Finders

fcQ ROO nr ttAQV T.«cf nmnlr I

1,1 *
I Keeners” OTl Mnof nvn nitatinn

Hub Still Lags Albeit

‘Lydia’ Fairish $12,000;

Sill tf(mil 1 Qt(i! $2,500. Last week, $3,500.WlDlHc ulU^lSH Liberty (Hamrick) (1,850; 65-90)

“Pool of London”
6

(U).
W

So^o ^^W^^***
$6,000. Last week, “About Face”

Hall (UA), $9,000.

(WB) Shd “Bal Tabarin” (Rep), Br'andei# (RKO) (1,500; 16-70)—
$10,000. “Clash By Night” (RKO). Strong

Guild (Parker) (400; 65-90) — $6,500 or close. Last week, “The
“Encore” (Par) (2d wk). Fine Sniper” (Col) and “Yank in Indo-

Last week, $3,500. China” (Col). $6,000.

1
* Keepers” (U). Neat exploitation

m T II *10 AAA Yk .
J*°lj for toP end of twin bill, but

Tat Tall $13,000 Best

In Denver; ‘Suit’ Big 4G
Into LIght” <20th)’

Denvpr 9A „ *adi« City (Par) (4,000; 50-76)-Denver, June 24.
Doe-rarintf sAa*n« scaramouche"

State (Goldberg)
*
(865; 25-75)— week with near-capacity crowds Last

5

week ^Wi^fnrr Tiam^MWB)*Wild North” (M-G) (2d wk) and the impact is being felt at \ Wimung Team (WB *

Two Dollar Bettor” (Bealart). tot-run boxoffices here. Two pix ^ RKO-Omheum crko) 12 300- 40-
ine $4,500. Last week, “North” ar

®,
h
S}Sn,f

UP despite this. “Pat 7e>—'^Walk nn (Col)
olo, $5,000. and Mike” at Broadway shapes ffluw io ? ?

eaCOI
?rsmash while “Man in White Suit” fnfne?” ^fnoo
k ’

Th

at Vogue looms big. Latter is hold-
Sl
R
P
KO

,

.P^Tfl7'?i°
0
finn. 40-76)-

“Scaramouche” (M-G). Nothing but

Boston, June 24.

Afternoon biz at downtown first

—“Skirts Ahoy” (M-G) and “Any-
thing Can Happen” (Par). Terrific

runs is way off with night activity $13,000. East week, Girl

fairish but insufficient to pull any- (Continued on page 22)
in Fine

1 solo.fairish but insufficient to pull any- (Continued on page 22) solo, $5,000.
thing but mild overall take. “Lydia

' ' " — 1

Bailey" at Memorial and “Carbine vr • vv .

Si 'I'sEHvi'li King Kong Huge $22,000, Cmcy Ace;
Met is dull while “Carson City” at
Paramount And Fenway looks slug- !• " n* A/i f ) 10/1

Lydia Mout %, Scaramouche Ub
with “Encore” in second stanza at _
Exeter holding fairly well. Cincinnati, June 24. [Territory” (Col). Nice $7,000. 1

$6
iJ
00

-
, „ r ni^ g?non

,1,p
T?if

e
«iA? Sdrasts

ASt«
U,
(B&Q)

fOr
(l

T
5?0-

We
5^95)-

''King Kong," smash <M-G)
I it of Poke? Flat" “othfsi.SOO

jT.'tVu ?B j n at Palace, is bulging tins week’s and Glory Alley” (M-G), same.
“Outcast of Istands ’ (UA) (2d wk). overall take at major stands. Re- Keith’s (Mid-States) (1,542; 55-

S?^5*00(lfollowing below hopes vival’s great showing has trade 75)—“No Room for Groom” (U)VA MAM I 11 XA I . . . - . _ W * .m .a M

^ UftLLer 15 noia- RKO-Pau (RKO) (1,600; 40-76)-

Estimates for Thi*
‘‘To Have, Have Not” (WB) and

AIadcU^
1

(Fox)°
r
(1 400 • ^40-85) Hlgh Sierra” (WB) (reissues). Not

“Montan? Territory" *
(Col) 'and

so str°ng $4,000. Last week, “Can-

“Yank m Ind£chW> nS ££. ypn Passage” (U) and “Frontier“Yank in Indo-China” (Col), day-
y
r°Sv*«?-gX ,

““ ”'gr

date with Tabor Webber Fair £6- /Tndie) (reissues), $3,500.

500. Last week “Bra?? W^iorv State (Par) (2,300; 50-76)—“Ivory

(Coi) and "Thief iSMffi. S" <U) ’ Well regarded .nd

$6,000 may wind .up ahead of indicated

05)—“Pat and Mike” (M-G). Big
$13,000. Last week, on reissues.

of Poker Flat” (20th), $4,500.
•World (Mann) (400; 85-$1.25)-

$6,000 for. first.

Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (682;

50-$1.20)
—“Tomorrow Too Late”

(Burstyn) (5th wk). Nice $4,000.
Last week, $5,000.
Boston (RKO) J2L0Q0; 40-85)—

:
thinking diverted from and “Bronco Buster” (U). So-soVAAAAAAMAkQ \4 A V U X fa v U VIII 1XUL - \ / « My MV w IP* , m .. .

’ *• ’ “

weather. Extensive bally and ad $5,000. Last week, “Kangaroo” Can Happen”
Jt * I t * « « - ** ,1^ /AA11.\ ^*rr AAA w lPnr» CQ finis

Binhim (Cookiffl) (1 740- 40 85)
“Hashomok” (BKO). Fair $3,000

“LoMShark” (Iip).Poor' $5?50o! £g* ^^"LaRonde" (Indie) (4th

isfweek “AnvthinEf flan TTarmnn^ I
* $1)600 111 5 {I<iyS*

drive certainly helped. “Scara-
mouche” in Albee leads the new
,pix in good style. “Lydia Bailey”

(20th), $7,000.
Lyric (RKO)

ii

-

t i • in i

(1,400; 55-75) —
(Par , $9,000.

j.
®e?T.cr ,iF<»c) <2,525; 40-85) —Y — AVfaf I WV 4 U/ St-r-x T 4ft t« ’ J WW/

“Geisha Girl” (Indie) and “Orien- <c
.
ol> and “Sound Off”

River”
(UA) (reissues). Thin $5,000. Last the Grand
week, “Green Glove” (UA) and
“Lady Says No” (UA), $8,500.

*

Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-80)—
41„

a11ki« (]

“Encore” (Par) (2d wk). Fine $7,- Scaramon
000 after $8;000 first week. JJU* La

f^

i ”7? ^as Capitol in brisk stride and *al Evil” (Indie) split with “Gang L92^2/%/^ay
,’da^e Esquire. Fair

“Sound Off” looks wholesome for War” (Indie) and “Mad KiHer” fiS^QO. Last week, “About Face”

Estimates for This Week
(Indie). Fairish $4,500. Last week, WB)

,
a
jP
d * Kansas

:

“Clash By Night” (RKO) (m.o.), (Mono),
.
$12,000.

$5,000. Esquire (Fox) (742

Territory”

Fenway (NET) (1,373; 40-85)— (M-G), $15,500.

“Carson City” (WB) and “Man on
Run” (Indie). Mild $3,200. Last
week, “Dream of Jeanie” (Rep)
and “Wild Stallion” (Mono), same.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 40-85)—

(Continued on page 22)

*14.

'

'"/o'Vnn $5,UU0.
,

Esquire (Fox) (742; 40-85) —
Albee (RKO) (3^100; 55-75) —

; paiaCe (RKO) (2,600; 55-75) — ‘Paula” (Col) and “Sound Off”Scaramouche^ (M-G). Good $13,- "King Kong”*(RKO) and “Leopard (Col). Fair $2,500 or a bit more.
and Nlike Man” (RKO) (reissues). Revived L,ast week, “About Face” (WB)

m-G;, $io,ouu. thriller on rampaging getaway mid ‘Kansas Territory” (Mono).
(WB) and “Man on Capitol (Mid-States) (2,000; 55- bids to hit terrific $22,000. Ex- same.
Mild $3,200. Last 75)—“Lydia Bailey” (20th). Swell ploitation drive included two- Ori

, t

of
M (

ReP^ $9,000. Last week, “Denver Rio Week barrage of TV and radio an-
M
Clas]

(Mono), same. Grande” (Par), $5,000. nouncements and tagging of films “Doul

<
Loyalty*Board,

to Clear

Thesps Gets SAG Okay
Hollywood, June 24.

First member group of the Mo*

tion Picture Industry Council to

endorse the proposed “loyalty

board” is the Screen Actors GuiW*

SAG executive board voted to 8

along with the plan to estabnsti

clearing house for film work®
Uiq, • I..

Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 40-85)— suspected of Commy activities.

urande (Par), $5,000. nouncements and tagging of films i ^ujuAcaaum umue/. ivjma i

Grand (RKO) (1,400; 55-75) — and newscasts. Last week, “Cali- $10,500 or close. Last week, “Half- committee, to protect loyal t P

Sound Off” (Col) and “Montana fornia Conquest” (Col), $9,500.
-

“Clash By Night” (RKO) and
“Double Confession” (Indie). Miild

For some toe Ronald Reagan.

SAG prexy, has favored such

(Continued on page 22) against unjustified accusations.



TAT’ PACES TORONTO,

FAT 12G; "SKIRTS’ 7G
Toronto, June 24,

‘"Pat and Mike” is pacing the
town, with. a British product, “Out-
cast of the Islands,” not

7
far be-

hind. Otherwise, biz is weak.
“Skirts Ohoy,” one of new pix,
looks surprisingly mild.

Chicago, June 14. -

Chicago Loop looks somewhat

whter the better product and

torrid weather helping. Leader

Innears to be the Chicago withS and Mike" aided by the Billy

wrmnms Quartet onstage. It is

Ked for a bright $47,000. “Out-S of Poker %at"and “Young
Sace” at Grand looks to- get

$12,000, with latter getting

tt
'/toroic City” “Denver and

,

Slo Grande” at Roosevelt is build--

ft* to neat $16,000. Reissue dl

hunchback' of Notre Dame” and

•'Cat People” looms profitable

$8,000 for United Artists’ one-

WB
In

k
its second week “Never Take.

No For An Answer” at Surf still is

brisk. “Navajo” at World shapes

tidy “Belles on Toes” at Woods is

off to fair second round. “Lydia

Bailey” and “First Time” at State-

Lake looks mild.

Estimates for Last Week
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 55-9B1—

•Pat and Mike” (M-G) and Billy

Williams Quartet onstage, Excel-

lent $47,000. Last week, “About
Face” (WB) with Larry Parks and
Betty Garrett onstage, $40,000,
Grand (RKO) (1,500; 55-9S>—

“Outcasts of Poker Flat” (20th) and
‘Young Scarface” (Indie). Fancy
$12,000 shaping. • Last week,
“Never Forget You” (20th) and
“Purple Heart Diary” (Bep), $7*000.
Palace (Eitel) (2,500; 9B-$X.25)

—

“Greatest Show” (Par) (7th wk).
Still going great with

, $16,000,
Last week, . $18,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 55-98)—

“Atomic City” (Par) and “Denver
and Rio Grande” (Par), Neat
$16,000. Last week; “San Fran-
cisco Story” (WB) and “Loan.
Shark” (Lip) (2d wk),. $6,000. .

State-Lake (B&K) <2,700; 55-08)
—“Lydia Bailey” (20th) and "First
Time” (Col) (2d wk). Not doing
much with $10,000. Last week,
$14,000.

Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; 98)—
“Never Take No For Answer” (In-
die) (2d wk). Nice $3,500. Last
waaIt

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 55-
j

98)
—
“Hunchback Notre Dame”

(RKO) and “Cat People” (RKO)
(reissues). Moderate $8,000. Last
week, “Dream of Jeanie" (Rep) and
Lady Possessed (Rep), $7,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98)—

‘Belles on Toes” (20th) (2d wk).
$,
12

>000 - Last week, $14,500.

* ,^?T
rl

.

d (Indie) (587; 98)—“Nava-
?

(2d w^)» Holding okay
at $2,000. Last week, $3,000.

4

Ziegfdd (Lopert) (485; 98)—
Anything Can Happen” (Par) (3d

.
Brisk $3,000. Last week,

Cleve Perking Dp; ‘Kong’

Mighty $24,000, ‘Lydia’

12G, ‘Scaramouche’ 18G
Th a v Cleveland, June 24.

hithL
b(
^°,fflce is picking up u

inct
re some spots art doing

i,
moderately . Exceptions are

Scaramouche,” hefty at State.

M.„"
Klng Kong’’ and “Leopard

n^r\
smash

.
Pajace. The for-

SU1 ^surprising everybody with

BaUev- ch
for oldie * "Lydia

1 shaPes fair at Hipp.
An^^ates for This Weekt (Warner) (3,000; 55-80) —

$9 000 T
Bedroom C” (WB). Okay

WB) $9
L
200

We
’

"CarSOn City"

&t”L
(^I

t

),^^ooo:
caiif°mia

55
L
8oT

Cr
*‘P^?

n (Community) (585;

wk) t Bltier Rice” (Indie) (2d

Week
S s° $2,000 after $3 ’500 fast.

“SkS-te
l^oew’s) (1,305; 55-80) —

downtov^
10

i

yM
(^".O Fourth

«.00(S7ast week.
11106 $5-°°0

"Wnl
3
!?

(R
,

K0 >
’

<3.300; 55-80) —
l^n

n

.?(|^f
,®K°) and “Leopard

000 Lflcf
° (r

.
eissues). Lofty $24,-

°U

St ;

RK°r$7 500
R“ChO N0t0r1'

SSo*
1
“p*‘ and

-~'“Pat
n
J
(L

>
oew *

s) (2,700; 55-80)
Steady $7

nd
5on

Mi
?
e”. (M”G)

ver Rin
.Last week, “Den-

55-801™ ..n ?9
hefl|l - Burger) (500;

and
of

,

Gorilla" (Real-

Mild $2 4nnushwackers” (Realart).

mare aii .»
Last week, “Night-

. Corned ?
y
v and "Dark* l (^die), $2,500. . .

Estimate* Are fjlet
Film gross estimates as re-

ported herewith from the vari-
ous key cities, are net; i. e.,

without the 20% tax. Distrib-
utors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net In-
come.

The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
tax.

Prov. Still Sags;

‘Outcasts’ NSG%
Providence, June 24.

y All stands are crying the blues

here with apparently nothing in big
pix stout enough to drag them in.

Even another rainy Sunday was no
inducement. The 3,200-seat State
it doing the best biz with “Out-
casts of Poker Flat,” albeit .getting
m very disappointing total.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) <2,200; 44-65)—

“Carson City” (WB) and “Wall of
Death” (WB). Meek $6,500. Last
week, .“Loan Shark” (Lip) and
“Valley of Eagles” (Lip), $6,000.

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)—
“Ivory Hunter” (UJ and “Bronco
Buster” (U)._. Meek $4,500. Last
Week, “Lydia Bailey” (20th) and
“Gobs and Gals” (Rep), $7,000.

State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)—

:

“Outcasts of Poker Flat” (20th) and
“Love Better Than Ever” (M-G).
Drab $9,000. Last week, “Carbine
Williams” (M-G) and “Hoodlum
Empire” (Rep),'$12,000.
Strand (Silverman)

. (2,200; 44.-65)
-^“Atomic City” (Par) and “I Sur-
render Dear” (Col) (reissue).
Opened Monday -{23). Last week,.
“Anything Can Happen” (Par),
thin $4,000.

Frisco Continues Dull;

‘Scaramouche' Load 26G,

Team’ No Champ, $11,000
San Francisco, June 24.

Trade at first-runs this stanza is

staying in same mild groove it was
last week. Few of the newcomers
are doing much. “Scaramouche”
looks to hit big total at the War-
field while “Carson City” is rated
fair at Paramount. “Winning
Team” is getting no place at the
Fox and “Sound Off’ paired with
“Brave Warrior” Is just fair at
Golden Gate. “Man in White Suit”
continues okay in seventh Stage-
door round.

Estimates for This Week
Golden -Gate (RKO) (2,850; 65-

95)—“Sound Off” (Col) and “Brave
Warrior” (Col). Fair $10,000. Last
week, i “Red River” (UA) and
“Tulsa” (UA) (reissues), same.
.Fox (FWC) (4,651; .

65-95)—
‘'Winning Team” (WB) and “Afri-
can Treasure” (Mono). Slow $11,-

000. Last week, “Kangaroo” (20th)

and “Rodeo” (Mono), $12,500.
Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 65-95)

—“Scaramouche” (M-G). Big $26,-

000 or near. Last week, “Skirts
Ahoy!” (M-G) (2d wk), $14,500.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 65-95)—,

“Carson City” (WB) and “Death of
Angel” (Indie). Fair $12,000. Last
week, “About Face” (WB) and
“Cage of Gold” (Indie), $11,500.

St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 65-95)

—

“Glory Alley” (M-G) (2d wk). Off
to $7,000. Last week, fine $10,000.
Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,448; 65-

OS)
—“Storm Over Tibet” (Col) and

“Red Snow” (Col). Poor $7,000.
Last week, “Scarlet Angel” (U)
and “Maytime .In Mayfair” (Indie),

ditto.

United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;
65-95)—“The Fighter” (UA) and
“Red Planet Mars” (UA) (2d wk).
Off to $4,500 in 6 days. Last week,
good $10,000.

Stagedoor (A-R) (370; 85-$l)—
“Man Ift White Suit” (U) (7th wk).
Okay $3,300. Last week, same.

Clay (Rosener) (400; 65-85)

—

“Mr. Lord Said No” (Indie) (4th

wk). Mild $2,000. Last week,
$2,300.

Larkin (Rosener) (400; 65-85)

—

“Pool of London (U) (m.o.) (7th

wk). Good $2,500. Last week,
.$2,700'.

Estimates for This Week
Crest, Downtown, Gleridale,

Mayfair, Scarboro. State (Taylor)
863; 1,059; 955,-470; 698^ 604; 35-
60)—“Brave Warrior.” '.(CoU * and
“Captive City” (UA). . Satisfactory
$12,000, La$t..; wemc, . “Thief j ,of
Damascus”. (Col) „ and - “J^t Job”
(Mono), $14,500.

'

Egliugton (FP) (1,080; 40-80)—
“Outcast of Islands” (London). Oke
$7,000 or over. Last week, “Sniper”
(Col) (2d wk), $4,500.

Imperial (FP) (3,373; 50-80)—
“Half-Breed” (RKO). Mild $10r
500. Last week, “Walk East on
Beacon” (Col), $10,500.
Loew’s (Loew) (2,748; 50-80)

—

“Pat and Mike” (M-G). Nice $12,-
000. Last week, “Singin’ in Rain”
<M-G) (4th wk), $8,500.

Odeon (Rank) - (2,390; 50-90)—
I Believe in You” (Rank), So-so
7,000. Last week, “Sun Shines
elHe” (20th), $7,000,
Shea’s (FP) (2,396; 40-80)—

“Kangaroo” (20th). Mild $9,000.
Last week, “Clash by Night” (RKO)
(2d wk), $8,000.

Tivoli, University (FP) (1,436;
1,558; 40-80)—“3 for Bedroom”
(WB). Weak $7,500. Last week,
“Rancho Notorious” (RKO), $7,500.
Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 40-80)—

“Skirts Ahoy” (M-G). Fair $T,5O0.
Last week, “Scarlet Angel” (U),
$5,500.

S

‘Pat’ Strong 9G

Baltimore, June 24.

Biz in the downtown sector here
remains uneventful with best cur-
rent activity registered by “Pat
and Mike,” strong at Loew’s' Cen-
tury. • Some better than average
response is also noted for “Green
Glove*’ at the Mayfair while
“Clash By Night” shapes okay in
second stage at the Town.

Estimates for This Week'
Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 20-

70)—“Pat and Mike” (M-G). Lead-
ing current parade at < strong
$9,000. Last week, “Girl in White”
(M-G) failed to attract at $5,200.

Keith’s (Schanberger) (2,460; 20-
70) — “Fighter” (UA). Dismal
$5,000. Last week, “Tulsa” (UA)
and “Red River” (UA) (reissues),

$4,300.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-70) —

“Green Glove” (UA), Fine $5,000.
Last week, “Dream of Jeannie”
(Rep), $4,300.
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-70)—

“Lydia Bailey” (20th). Mild $6,000.
• Last week, “Kangaroo” (20th),

$4,000.
Stanley (WB) (3,280; 25-75) —

“3 for Bedroom C” (WB) and
Maxim-Robinson fight airing at

$2.50 scale. Not getting anywhere
with “Bedroom” at sad $6,500.
Last week, “Carson City” (WB),
$5,400.

^

Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-70)
—“Clash By Night'\(RKO) (2d wk).
Holding at oke $5,500 after nice
$7,300 opener.

“King Kong’ Big $13,000,

Indpls. Despite Storm
Indianapolis, June 24.

Biz is up at most first-runs here
this stanza, despite a record cloud-
burst that shorted the Indiana’s
booth Saturday night and over-
flowed into lobby. Forced house
to close down. But “King Kong,”

• reissue at Indiana, came back
strong and will lead* town with a

hefty take.. “Lydia Bailey,” at

Circle? is okay.
Estimates for This Week

Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800;
50-76)—“Lydia Bailey” (20th) and
“Scandal Sheet” (Col). Neat
$9,000. Last week, “Flame of

Araby” (U) (reissue) and “No
Room for Groom” (U), $8,500.

Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 50-76) —
“King Kong” (RKO) and “Wild
Stallion” (RKO) (reissues). 'Great

$13,000, despite loss of Saturday
night biz. Last week, “San Fran-
cisco Story” (WB) and “Lion and
Horse” (WB), $8,000.
Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,427; 50-76)

—

“Girl in White” (M-G) and “Glory
Alley” (M-G). Oke $7,500 in 5

days. Last week, “Pat and Mike”
(M-G) and “Yank in Indo-China”
(M-G), $11,000.
Lyric (C-D) (1,600; 50-76)—“Ft.

Osage” (Mono) and “Flight to

Mars” (Mono). Tepid $4,500. Last
week, “Rancho Notorious” (RKO)
and “Leopard Man” (RKO), $3,500*

PICTURE CROSSES *
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Break in Weather Tilts B way B.0
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Break in the torrid weather, un-
usually hot for this early in the
year, and a cool, damp weekend
are ' boosting business at Broad-
way first-runs this week. Seven new
bills plus the start of school vaca-
tions are giving the boxoffice a fur-
ther lift. With two. major league
baseball games in N. Y, washed out
Sunday (22), deluxers generally en-
joyed an unusually strong Sunday.
Improved trade is enabling many

,

holdovers and extended-runs to top
the previous weeks’ figures.

The Paramount easily has the
standout newcomer, “Clash . by
Night,” with stageshow headed by
Les Paul 8c Mary Ford, Joey Bish-
op and Ralph Marterie band.
Strong stage layout coupled with
this pic is spelling a smash' $80,000
in first week.

.
Top coin is going to the Music

Hall which has “Lovely to Look
At” and stageshow in its fourth
round. This bill is climbing ahead
of third week’s total to get a big
$130,000 or better. “Pat and Mike”
is pacing the straight-filmers with
a sock $35,000 at the Capitol, big-
gest here in some time.

“Confidence Girl” with eight acts
of vaude is heading for a good
$17,000 at the Palace. “Winning
Team” looks to hit modest $11,000
at the Mayfair. “Scarlet Angel”
looks mild $7,000 in first Week at
the Globe. Oldie combo of “Post-
man Always Rings Twice” and
“Woman's Face” failed to jell with
around $9,000 in eight days at the
State, being replaced today (Wed.)
with “Dream of Jeanie,” “Ways
of Love” hit big $10,000 in first
week of new run at arty Paris.
Improved business tone is en-

abling “Diplomatic Courier” with
Kathy Barr, Helen Wood and Jay
Marshall heading stage bill to land
an okay $56,000 in second week at
the Roxy, comparatively much bet-
ter than initial stanza.
“Walk East on Beacon,” pace-

setting straightfilm. Is Itt a like
category, being very solid $15,000
for fourth week at the Victoria
which is almost the same as the
third round. Many pix at arty the-
atres are doing better than previ-
ous stanzas including “Man' in
White Suit” at the Sutton; “En-
core” at the Normandie; “Actors
and Sin” at. the Park Avenue;
“Narrow Margin” at the Trans-Lux
60th Street; “Ooicast of Island” at
the Fine Arts, and “High Treason”
at the Trans-Lux 52d Street,

i Esimates fpr This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 70-

$1.50)
—

“Outcast of Islands” (UA)
(6th wk). Building, to $7,000 after
mild $6,000 last week. “3 for Bed-
room C” (WB) opens tomorrow
(Thurs.).
Beckman (R 8c B) (550; 85-$1.50)—“Never Take No for Answer”

(Indie) (9th wk). Eighth session
ended Monday (23) held at $4,200
after okay $4,500 for seventh
round.

Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 70-
$1.50)—“Pat and Mike” (M-G) (2d
wk). Opening Week ended last

night (Tues.) hit sock $35,000 or
near. In ahead, “Skirts Ahoy”
(M-G) (3d wk), $8,000.
‘ Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50-$1.50)
—“Red Planet Mars” (UA) (2d
Wk-5 days). Off to slow $5,000 or
less. First week .was modest $10,-
000. “Robin Hood” (RKO) opens
tomorrow (Thurs.).
Fine Arts. (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)

—“Outcast of Islands” (UA) (6ttf

wk). Perking
,
up to $5,000 after

$4,800 last week. Stays indef.

Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 50-$1.50)—“Scarlet Angel” (U). First week
^ending tomorrow (Thurs.) shapes
only mild $7,000. In ahead, “Car-
son City” (WB), $7,200.

Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 50-

$1.80) — “Winning Team” (WB).
Initial stanza ending tomorrow
(Thurs.) looks to reach modest
$11,000 or less. Holds. In ahead,
“The Fighter” (UA) (3d wk),
$7,000.
Normandie (Normandie The-

atres) (592; 95-$1.80)r—“Encore”
(Par) (13th wk). The 12th stanza
ended last night (Tues.) pushed up
to $8,200 after $7,500 for 11th
*week.
"

• Palace (RKO) (1,700; 75-$1.40)—
“Confidence Girl” (UA) with 8 acts
of vaude. Stanza ending tomorrow
(Thurs.) is heading for good $17,-
000 or near. Last week, ‘‘No Room
for Groom” (U) and vaude, $14,700.
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 80-$1.80)

—“Clash by Night” (RKO) with
Les Paul and Mary Ford, Joey
Bishop, Ralph Marterie orch (2d
wk). First session ended last night
(Tues.) soared to smash $80,000. In
ahead, “Wild Heart” (RKO) with
Johnnie Ray heading fctageshdw (3d

wk), socko $92,000 to wind up ter-
rific run,
Park Avenue (Reade) (583; 90-

$1.50)—“Actors and Sin” (UA) (4th
wk). Current round ending tomor-
row (Thurs.) continues very big
with $7,700 after $7,800 for third
round. Stays.

Paris (Indie) (568; $1.25-$1.80>—

•

“Ways of Lovfe” (Burstyn) (2d wkT
Initial stanza of new run

. ended
Sunday (22) hit big $10,000. In
ahead, “Under Paris Skies” <Dis-
Cina) (6th wk), good $5,300.
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke-

fellers) (5,945; 80-$2,40)—“Lovely
to Look At” (M-G) with stageshow
(4th-final wk). Finishing very
nice run with spurt to big $130,000
or better after $120,000 for third
week. “Where’s Charley?” (WB)
and new stageshow opens tomor-
row (Thurs.). Cooler weather and
out-of-towners gave Hall a very big
weekend, with weekdays also show-
ing surprising strength,
Roxy (20th) <5,886: 80-$2.20) —

“Diplomatic Courier” (20th) with
Kathy Barr, Helen Wood, Jay
Marshall onstage (2d-final wk).
Held at okay $56,000 after $58,000
opening round. “Wait 'Til Sun
Shines Nellie” (20th) With launch-
ing of iceshow including Arnold
Shoda, Trixie, Billy Daniels on-
stage opens Friday (27).
.State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-$1.80)—“Dream of Jeanie” (Rep). Opens

today (Wed.). Last week, “Postman
Always Rings Twice” (M-G) and
“Woman’s Face” (M-G) (reissues),
got modest $9,000 or less in single
S**d®y
Sutton (R&B) (561; 90-$1.50) —

“Man in White Suit” (U) (13th wk).
The 12th round ended Monday
(23) pushed up to big $11,000 after
$10,200 for 11th week. Continues
Indef.

Trans-Lux 60th St. <T-L) (453;
90-$1.50)—“Narrow Margin” (RKO)
(8th wk). Showing renewed
strength to get $4,000 or there-
abouts, a nice pickup from $3,300
of seventh weefc “White Corridors”
(U) due in next. '

Trans-Lux S2d St. (T-L) (540; 90-
$1.50) — “High Treason” (Pace-
maker) (6th wk). Fifth round
ended Monday (23) continued very
stoutly, pushing to big $7,000 after
$6,400 for fourth week. Indicative
of current strength is the fact that
Monday (23) was the biggest Mon-
day since the second week.

Victoria (City Inv.) Cl ,060; 70-
$1.80) — “Walk East on Beacon”
(Col) (5th wk). Fourth frame ended
last night (Tues.) continued very
solid with $15,000 after $16,000 for
third week. Stays indefinitely.

Month of Heat Wilts

. K.C. Biz; Tat’ Rousing

$15,000, Team' Fast 9G
Kansas City, June 24.

High temnefatures have per-
sisted now for a month and give
whole film biz an abnormal aspect.
Doubtful if weather is helping.
“Pat and Mike” at Midland is get-
ing a good play, “Winning Team”
strong $9,000 at Paramount.

Estimates for This Week
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 65-85)—

“Isle of Sinners” (indie). Medium
$1,500. Last week, “Tight Little
Island” (U) second time in house

it did first-run biz at $1,800.
Midland (Loew’s) (3.500; 50-69)

—

'“Pat and Mike”, (M-G) and “Man
With My Face” (UA). Best here in
NYsyeks, nifty $15,000. May hold
sdme extra days. Last week. “Car-
bine Williams’’ (M-G) and “Long
Dark Hall” (Indie), $11,000.

Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 50-75)—
“Paula” (Col) with kiddie revue
onstage. Around average at $7,500.
Last week. “Half-Breed” . (RKO)
and “Young Scarface” (Indie),
$8,000*
Paramount (Tri-States) (1,900; 50-

89)—“Winning Team” (WB). Pleas-
ant $9,000. Last week, “3 for
Bedroom C” (WB), hypoed by p.a.

of Gloria Swanson and dualled
with “Tit and Get Me” (WB), ditto.

Tower, Uptown* Fairway* Gra-
nada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043,
700. 1,217; 50-75)—“Five Fingers”
(20th) and “Return of Texan”
(20th). Under 'average $12,000. Last
week, “Kangaroo” (20th) with
“Jet Job” (Mono) added at Tower
and Granada, $11,000.
Vogue (Golden

-

) (550; 50-85) —
“Man in White Suit” (U) (11th wk).
Stays on at fine $1,300. Last week,
same.
'Warwick (Fox Midwest) (900; 50-

'85)—“Encore” (Par) (4th wk). Hold-
ing nicely at $1,400. Goes a fifth

sessiom
:
Last $1,600.. . -

*
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It has awarded boxoffices

up to 600% of normal

business in pre-release
% ,

dates, Boxoffice Magazine

reports. There has never

been a grosser like it ~
anywhere — any time!

AND SPEAKING OF
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Trade shows and sneak

previews have established
/

it as the biggest for the

biggest team in show busi-

ness! Full of fast fun—
musical production num-

bers and a terrific score

of hit songs m m •

“Top laugh-getter for the team

to date!” —Hollywood Reporter

“Should outgross all their other

pictures.”

—Showmen’s Trade Review
i

“Will literally roll audiences in

the aisles.” —Variety

“Sure-fire seat-selling attraction!”
—Boxoffi.ee

“Will create boxoffice

pandemonium.” —M. P. Herald

“Never enjoyed Martin & Lewis

as much!” —M. P. Daily

Surefire returns in every play-

date.” —Daily Variety

^$0 IN JULY: W. Somerset Maugham's Mass Appeal Hit “ENCORE”
••the wonderful comedy about the foolish things people sometimes do when they’re in love

!
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In Senate, Nearly $8,000,000 GovtAid
Rome, June IT. 4*

.The Italian film industry lias

won an important victory in the

Italian senate recognizing its in-

creasing vitality, and with it, the

promise of added financial support

from the government. This was
announced in file senate in speeches

by Senator Tome and Undersecre

Spencer Set for Paris

Moulin Rouge for 2 Wks.
Paris, June 17.

Kenneth Spencer, American
legiter and concert basso, has been

— -

. * ... Y .booked into Moulin Rouge, famed

t
ary

.P I
Parisian nltery for two

_

weeks,

French Prods.

ing tho Wke ln the ltalian tre^ Fortnight run is

try to^figureapproa'ching $8,000,- * dopartnre from house’s, usual

000 for the next year. Tome pointed flash entertainment as well as a

debut for singer on the nightclub

morn circuit.

Before opening here, Spencer
makes a three-week swing of the

out the significant rise in local pro-

duction from 60 features in 1949 to

109 for the past yen•, a figure which
ca „

should be reached if not surpassed
long_hall; circuit, giving a concert

in the current year.
* 1

In two years, the senator con-

tinued, the Italian film had doubled

its grosses, percentage-wise, on the

local market, and raised its net ex-

port take to approximately $4,500,-

000. Tome further lauded the

at Enghien-les-Bains France) June
25, one in Geneva (Switzerland)

June 26 and German cities of

Stuttgart, Karlsruhe, Munich, Ham-
burg, Hagen and Bremen. The
week of July 4-10, Spencer returns

Charbonnieremu. iuxuc luiwici gnuucu “»** to France for the ^ndruunmcAc a note
diminishing importation of foreign festival, just outside Lyon. Book- ?ave
films, as well as the Increase In co- mg, were made by the Jack Hylton dcclln‘n« SJ*' but *“v*

predictions and the .success of re- office.
n
?
***“n £ hoslovakian

clprocal trade agreements. !Head8 of th« CrechoslovaKian

Undersecretary Andreotti, in his

speech, pointed out the healthy

financial position of the local pic

industry as a whole, saying that

the future gave even more favor-

able indications. Local production,

he said, was increasing in quality

and quantity while new foreign

markets are constantly being

opened to the Italian film. An-

Munich for U.S.-German

Starring Co-Production

Actress Inherits 2 Isles

Oban, Scotland, June 24.

Heather Ash, 23-year-old

actress, has been left two Scot

islands, Belnahua and Ormsa,

in the $52,000 will of her

father. She has no intention

of selling the isles, both in the,

Firth of Lome, and will use
t - , «

them for vacations. FuKlftf RfetfllMllOllS TOF
Actress played recently in LdolCI laCg

British tour ef “Worm’*. Eye
MOX TourfstS Sollght

Mexico City, June 17.

Eager to get the steady Mexico

tourist trade with top intake, in-

stead of the current spotty traffic,

the Mexican Tourist Assn, has

asked Adolfo Ruiz Cortines, top

presidential candidate in elections

July 6 for the next six-year (1952-

58) chief executive term, to arrange

for an overhauling of migration,

customs and other laws governing

entry of visitors. This is figured to

further facilitate tourist junkets."

The association long has felt that

still so much red tape discourages

many .from visiting here.
•» » * " —

ThaubeTs Socko Nippon

Tour Racks Up $64,000

Heads of the Czechoslovakian From 25 Concert .Dates
cinema industry also sent word

Tokyo June 10.

mko recital and concert tour of

Rome, June 17.

Venice Festival execs have an-

nounced they have been notified

that France, Spain, Norway; Swe-

den, Argentina, Israel, U. S., Japan

and India will participate in the

1952 Cinema Festival. Formal ac-

ceptances are also on the way from
Mexico,, Brazil, Finland and the

Philippines. The embassy of the

, London, Jtine 24.

For the first time since she made

dreotti also praised the Italo-Amer- 1 "The Blue Angel*' in 1929, Mar-

tha Czech Films Festival in parls

and Moscow.
American entries

“Death* of a Salesman,”.

"

Man*’ and “Sister Carrie.”

Japan during which she made 25'

appearances before some 30,000

lean reciprocity agreement. In con

elusion, he reaffirmed the goyern
merit's intentions to continue its

support and aid to the develop

ment of the Italian filnrindustry.

Announcement of government
support and the ease with which

HUMMEL HOLDING WR
EUROPEAN SALES MEETS
Series of sales confabs of War-

ner Bros. European managers are

currently being held by Joseph S.

Hummel, company!* Continental
chief.

Paris meeting was held last

week and a' palaver of the Italian

lene Dietrich is to do a film again

in Germany. On Sept. 15 she be

gins her starring role in “The

Widow” at' the Munich studios.

Venture is promoted by John
Nasht and iwlll be the first full

the 7enate‘ approved the 'increased s
?
al« American-German co-produc

film support budget is an almost -tion in many years.,

complete reversal of last year’s po- Film was originally slated as a

sitions. The industry in 1951 fought vehicle for Bette Davis, Nasht be- organization was concluded Thurs
a long and uphill battle for aid ing in London earlier in the year day (19). Meeting of WB German

discussing a possible Anglo-Ameri- execs is slated for today (Wed.)
can venture with a British inde- in Frankfort,
pendent producing company. International topper Wolfe Co
The Munich pic will be made as hen leaves for Europe today (Wed

;
).

a bilingual, with the four other an^ will confer with Hummel in

„ principal roles to be filled by Paris when the latter concludes

WITH N Y CROUP TOPS Americans. Nasht planed to Paris the Frankfort conclave
TUU1 n. A* UlivUt iviu

for confabs regarding the pic and'
*—'

Paris, June 17. a director. Film is budgeted at Ahccia SapIt
Big dance draw here is still the around $400,000, with the cost be- IVaUgdl UU AlloolC tJULIV

New York City Ballet, which holds ing divided by American and Ger-
man interests. Nasht is participat-

ing in the German earnings of the
film, which are convertible into
dollars.

and approval of a substantially low-

er budget.

PARIS BALLET PLETHORAl

the boards at the Theatre Des
Champs Elysees until June 25.

French crix and public have finally

gotten around to admitting the

worth and brilliance of the troupe,

which was here earlier for a week
at the Paris Opera for the Cultural

Festival. Troupe is doing fine biz.

Carmen Amaya and jier flamenco
group are holding forth success

fully at the Theatre de L’Etoile.

The Theatre De Paris i$ housing
the successful Latin American Bal-

let group under Joaquin Perez Fer-

nandez. Group offers Latin dances
with a ballet interpretation. The
Theatre De Marigny is giving space
to a new French ballet group,
called the Ballet Marigny, with
Yvette Chauvire as star. The Thea-
tre De L’Humour has the Marina
De Berge troupe for the more ab-

stract dance fans. The Opera Bal-

let under Serge Lifar continues its

bi-weekly schedule at the Opera,
plus doubling in the big combo
opera-ballet spectacles.

Lissim Leaving Korda

In Nabes, Good in City

Melbourne, June 17.

“Kangaroo” (20th) opened day-

date at the 3,258-seater Regent
here, and the key suburbans, Foot-

scray and South Yarra, houses of

S°
I
Japanese' lovers of classical music

The Qmet
| Tojfal boxoffice garnered by Asahi

Shlnbum, Japan’s largest daily

newspaper,’ was 23,000,000 yen
($63,888) before taxes. Traubel's

manager, A. Strok, made deal with

Asahi for $25,000 minimum guar-

Most programs were recitals in

which the dramatic soprano sang
lieder and arias from Mozart and
Wagner operas plus spirituals. For
these, she was -accompanied . by
Coenraad Valentyn Bos, Dutch pia-

nist.

Several Tokyo performances
found Miss Traubel backed up by
the Nippon Philharmonic orch and
the NHK (Japan Broadcasting
Corp.) Symphony, the latter con-

ducted by Kurt Woess, Austrian
conductor now in Japan.
Traubel left Japan for the U. S

via South East Asia where manager
Strok has her booked for two re-

citals in Hong Kong, one in Manila,
two in Singapore, one in New Del-
hi and another in Calcutta. The
last two are benefits for Indian
charity, sponsored by U. S. Infor-
mation Service in India.

Wladimir Lissim, continental rep the Hoyt**.’ chain June 12, to
1

for Sir Alexander Korda, is leaving average, biz at the former

Int'l Actors’ Federation

Seeks World-Wide Setup
London, June 24.

An international federation of

actors and performers is to be set

up as a result of a European actors’

congress held here last week at

which British Equity acted as hosts.

Actors unions from all parts of the

world will be invited to join the

new organization.

Gordon Sandison, British Equity
secretary, said the new organiza-

tion would not seek affiliations

which might have political implica-

tions. The president will be Jean
Decantes, of French Syndicat Na
tional des Acteurs. Sandison will

be vice-prexy.
During the London confabs, a

resolution was passed which
pointed up the continued decline
of the national film industries of
Europe which are “threatened to

deprive its peoples of a vital means
of self expression.” Of the actors
represented at the conference, half
were unemployed.

the post in August. He headquar-
tered in Paris. Plans are indefinite,
with exception of returning to New
York, where he maintains resi-

dence.

Prior to joining the Korda or-

zanization, Lissim was continental
manager for RKO.

’over

and
solid trade in the latter situations.

Press pannings following Red
Cross charity show may have been
reason for pic’s non-sensational b.o.

here.

Sydney debut is set June 19 at

2,208-seater Regent, 1,280-seater
Mayfair and key naber New Manly.

Mex Tele Goes Longhair
Mexico City, June 17.

The many here who branded TV
as lowbrow have been forced to

change their opinion. Cultural peak
for video is being scored by Gen-
eral Motors de Mexico with its fea-

tured concert, “Concierfo. General
Motors.”*

This presents top singers and
classical music, strictly longhair,
over local station XEWTV. It draws
an average audience of 2,500.

LONDON
(Week ending June 28)

(Figures indicate weeks of run)

"After My F*shl«n," Ambassadors (7).

"And So to Red." StrAnd (36).

"B«t Your Life," Hippodrome (18).
"Blue for Boy," Her Majesty's (32).
"Call Me Madam," Colisseum (15).
"Deep Blue Sea," Duchess (16).
"Dragon's Mouth," Winter Garden (6).

Ruth Draper, Criterion (5).
"Excitement," Casino (16).

'

"Gay Dog," Piccadilly (2),
"Little Hut," Lyric (90).
"London Laughs," Adclphl (11).
"Love of 4 Colonels," Wynhara (58).
"Macbeth," Shakespeare Mem. (2).

"Meet Callahan," Garrick (4).
"Mr. rickwlck," Westminster (6).

"Much Ado Nothing," Phoenix (24).
"Murder In Motley," Fortune (4).

"Paris to Piccadilly," Prince Wales (11).
"Penny Plain," St. Martin (52).
"Relative Value," Savoy (29).
"Reluctant Heroes/' WhitehaU (103).
"Ranch In Rockies," Empress Hall (3).
"Seagulls Over Sorrento," Apollo (103).
"South Pacific/" Drury Lane (34),
"Sweet Madness," Vaudeville (5).

"Tlmon of Athens," Old Vic (4).

"Under Sycamore Tree," Aldwych (9).
"Water ef Moon," Haymarkct (63).
"Winter Jeurney," StV James's (13).
"Woman of Twilight," Victoria Palace

Legit Shows Abroad
SCOTLAND

a).
"Uranium 235," Comedy (1).

"Zip Goes a Mil lien," Palaco (36).

AUSTRALIA
(Week ending June 13)

"Peep Show," Royal. Sydney,
"Kiwis," Empire, Sydney;
"Arms A The Man," Mercury, Sydney.
"Kiss Me, Kate," Majesty's. Melbourne.
"Seagulls Over ferrenle," Comedy, Mel*

bourne.
"Den Olevannl," Tivoli, Sydney.
"Latin Quarter," Royal. Adelaide.
"M*r ry wives ef Windier," His Majes-

ty's, Brisbane.

(Week ending June 28)
"Kiss Me Kate," Lyceum, Edinburgh.
"Half-Past Eight," Royal. Glasgow.
"The Logans," Meiropolc, Glasgow.
"House Master," Alhambra, Glasgow.

, "Love Let Loose," King’s, Glasgow.
"All Are Murderers," Byre, St. An-

drews.

PARIS
(Week ending June 14)

"Amant de Mme. Vidal," Antoine.
"Back Street," Fontaine.
"Cuisine des Anges," Ambassadeurs.
"Cure St.-Amour," Casino Montparnasse.
"Dialogues des Carmelites," Hebertot.
"Dleu a DormI Dans la Maison," Hu-

chctic
"Don D'Adele," Wagram.
"Du Coq a L'Ane," Comcdle.
"Duchess D'Algues," Michel.
"Dugudu," Bruyerc.
"Electre," Noctambules.
"Eternel Marl," Gaitc, Montparnasse.
"Galtes L'Escadreon," Porte St Martin.
"Gay Paris," Casino de Paris.
"Grand Roue," St. Georges.
"Heritlere, Mathurins.
"Lorsque L'Enfant Paralt," Nouveautes.
"Macbeth," Renaissance.
"Mort Commls-Voyageur," V. Colombier.
"Moulin de la Oalefte," Michodlere.
"Occupe-Tol Minimum," Palais-Royal.
"Pare de Mademoiselle," Varietcs.
"Petite Femme Loth,
"Fltln Feu," Empire.
"Sur Terre Comme Au Clel," Athenee.
"Tete des Autres," Atelier.
"Tout Peur Elle," Bouites.
"Veuve Joyeuse," Mogador.
"Yraie Felle," Folies-Bergcrc.

Montp.-Baty.

MEXICO CITY
(Week ending June 21>

"Jane Is a Girl," Colon.
"We, They and .the JHf," Ideal.
."Lt Tartuffe," Mollere.
"Wet Bachs," Bolivar.
"Edward's Sens," Caracol.
•«AdeNV Gift," -Chopin;

BUENOS AIRES
(Week ending June 14)

"My Mother-In-Law Is a Fury" (Mi Su-
egra es Una Flera), Apolo.
"Tears Also Dry" (Las lagrimas tam-

bien se sccan), Atcneo.
"Song from Spain" (Do Espana Llego

una Canclon), Argentino.
"When Ghosts Hunt Partridge" (Cuando

los Ducndes Cazan Perdices), Astral.
"Wrong Love" (El Mai Amor), Casino.
"The Fiery Octoroons" (Las Mulatas

de Fuego), Comedia.
"From. Farm to Palace" (De la Chacra

al Palaccte), Comitoe.
"Devil ai the Telephone" (El Diablo en

cl Telcfono), Corrientcs.
"F.B." (F.B.), El Naciojjtal.
"Foreign Blood," Marconi.
"Lighted Lamp," Comico.
"La Malquerlda," Odeon.
"Tlerra del Destlno," Pueblo.
"Perversity" (Pcrversidad), Empire.

Paris, June 24.
A prime factor in the recent

French pic crisis was the declining
rate of ‘exportation and lack of
proper amortization of a film in
the domestic market. The need for
quality to insure foreign markets
has led to higher budgets. A film
costing. 100,000,000 francs ($300 -

000) has to get 40% of its receipts
from the foreign market while one
costing 60,000,000 francs can
amortize itself with ‘French-speak-
ing countries such as part of Can-
ada, Belgium, Luxembourg and
Switzerland. TJie quickies in the
25,000,000-franc- class can get
money back in the home market.
The vagaries of public reaction

also enter into this and many of
the lower budgeted films have
turned out to be greater, foreign
grossers than the big ones. French
aid to their producers to step up
quality has usually boomeranged,
leading to more production of
cheapies by shoestring producers.
The aid law gives 25% of the re**

ceipts of a producer’s last film to

go into his next pic with emphasis
on the foreign market. With the
declining foreign income the
quickie film usually amortizing it-

self on the home market has been
able to get the subsidies easier

than the more serious producers.
Although this gave the appearance
of production being up to par,

there was a large backlog of sub-
standard pix not conductive to

French prestige.

Since the war, the budding pix

industries in South America and
the Far East have cut into the

French ekport revenue. The strong

rebirth of Italian film production
also has- led to the loss of markets
in Latin America and North Afri-

ca. Egypt has extensive distribu-

tion in the Moslem countries while

Argentina and Mexico hav$ taken

a firm place in the Spanish-
speaking markets.

Since the war a looksee at fig-

ures shows that, the market in the

French-speaking areas has gone up

a bit with an' additional 140 films

on those screens. German mar-

ket has taken a big spurt from 9

to 98 pix today and is an impor-

tant foreign market factor. Ameri-

can and British markets are still

small with 33 for Great Britain

and 24 for the U, S., mostly small,

specialized art house market.

Scandinavian markets have fallen

and the South American markets

have slumped drastically. Italy and

Spain are holding about the same,

but eastern European countries

have falleai to a trickle.

Unifrance Film Formed As Hypo
The need for a foreign market

led to the founding of Unifrance

Film in 1949 to hypo French pix

abroad. Supported by government

and industry funds, Unifrance

creates special weeks of French

pix abroad, is in charge of all in-

ternational pic fests and is in

charge of publicity to get countries

French-film conscious.

Product is usually sold foreign-

wise on an outright forfeit basis

or on a percentage deal. The for-

feit system is usually used in

smaller countries or where the b.o.

control is negligible. The French

government favors the percentage

basis method and has taken a part

of the risk involved by guarantee-

ing the promised advance. These

measures are, unsure as a whole

and producers usually deal in per-

centage with known companies in

which they have a measure of con-

fidence.

"Darling Burglar" (Ladroncito
Alma). Grand Splondid.
"Jaxtbal" (JezebcD, Lasalle.
"Medaa," Nuevo.
"Man in My Life" (Hombres

Vida), Smart.
"Eyes Full ©f Lova" (Ojes Llenos dc

Amor), Versailles.
"Thou Art th* Truth" (Lr Verdad Eres

Tu), Patagonia.

d© ml

en ml

MADRID
(Week ending June 21)

"Give Back My Wife," Albenlz.
"Witch at the Talace," Alcazar.
"F©ur Kisses," Alvarez Quintero.
"Courtesan," Calderon.
"Seven Kisses ©f the Walter," Comico.
"Condemned," Eapanol.
"Two Millions. for Two," Fucncaral.
"Apprentice Lover," Infanta Isabel.
"Goddess of Sand," Lara,
"Tantatlon," Madrid.
"Suitcases of the Other World," Maria

Guerrero.
"WH's end,". Martin.
"Imperial Vlelattes," Lope de Vega.
"This Way to Andaluxla," Price.
"Girl lull Fighters," Zarzuela.

Wayne Finishes 'McLain

Shooting in Honolulu

Honolulu, June 17.
f|

John Wayne’s “Big Jim McLain

troupe has wound Up shooting nel *

and returned to Hollywood. Under-

stood that Warner Bros, is

advanced release date for this nim.

Wayne and Robert Fellows are co-

producers. . L

Picture ran into some scnp

troubles, eventually emerging as

story of U. S, investigators’ sleutn

ing in Hawaii of un-American

tivities. Several unions joi

sponsored a luau (Hawaiian le

for cast and production start

filming ended. „ ,

It’s the first picture utilizing

:

modem Honolulu setting al

entirely. Some of the city s P

inent residents turned tempo

thespians.
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Commons

London, Juni 24.

An admission tax concessiori de-

J£d to help smaE exhiba which

Sill cost the Treasury about $560,-

Too a year, has been approved by
P. Mouse of Commons. It is .the

outcome of protracted negotiations

2ft°Se picture industry and rep-

resents a compromise on exhib

demands for total exemption on
ti

XJions up to 10c, The govem-

me^t has Offered to halve the duty

PP
pSncipal government spokesman

In the two hours Commons debate

was J Boyd-Carpenter, financial

secretary to the treasury, who ex-

plained that the industry pled for

the small operator was rejected on

c

°Xhf°new
S

tax scale also offers

greater flexibility on other admis-

sions in the lower price bracket,

The government proposal vwas

resisted by the labor opposition,

which was backing the trade’s case

for full exemption on the 10c^ ad-

mission. Eric Fletcher, Labor M.P,

who is also deputy chairman of

the Associated British Picture

Corp., said they had no confidence

in the government figures and
reckoned that total exemption, for

the 10c seats would not cost more
than $85,000.

•

In his reply to the debate, Boyd-
Carpehter explained that the re-

lief would be worth an average of

$3.25 .a week for the small theatre

with gross takings of $280, and
having fewer than 125 seats. Big-

ger theatres, with a capacity of

1,500 to 2,000 seats would only be-

about 15c. a week better, off..

‘Twilight’ a Big Hit On -

Revival in London But

‘Uranium’ Looks Dubious
London, June 24.

"Woman of Twilight,” which was.
a hit in London last season but
which folded within a week on
Broadway, has been successfully
revived by Jack Hylton at the Vic-
toria Palace. It bowed in last
Wednesday (18) to a powerful ova-
tion, and should hold .the thea-
tre until the new Crazy Gang show
opens in the fall.

There have been one or two
major cast changes since the orig-
inal production,

1

with Freda Jack-
son taking over the role of Helen
Allistair and Lorraine Clewes
playing Jess. The taut production
appeared well suited for London
tastes.

“Uranium 235,” which tried out
at the nabe Embassy Theatre last
month, has belh switched by The-
atre Workshop to the Comedy,
where it- preemed June 18. Al-
though received in fine style, this
left' wing political tract must bo
considered a dubious proposition
for the West End. It has little
chance of staying more than just
a limited season.

Dial M For Murder,” which
James p, Sherwood presented at
the Westminster last Thursday

*\:

ls *be new Play to come
rL Jyes<: End after scoring a
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Julian Sis Win Strike

For More Coin in Mex
Mexico City, June 24.

• First show biz . strike in Mexico
of its kind, individual players*
against an impresario for more
coin, w&s won* after three days by.

the Julian Sisters, song-dance trio.

They forced the manager of the
Teatro Cervantes, vaude-revue the-
atre, here, to pay them $28.90 daily
for. their act. He didn't *seem* to
resent the strike because he booked
the act for eight,weeks.

Their strike did not blacklist
them. in show biz. Following their
Cervantes chore, Julians are
booked into the follies for four
weeks With option.'

Grossers in Arg.
* *

I

Buenos Aires, June 17.

While too early .to tell how the
higher admission scales will affect
film biz here, extremely , cold
weather has boomed the boxoffice
in recent weeks. Top biz recently
was done by. "Joan of Arc” (RKO)
and "Mating Season” (Park "Joan,”
playing day-date at the Trocadero,
Libertador and Palacio del Cine
(upped scale at 53c), grossed
$31,000 in the first six-day week,
all show biz folding on Inaugura-
tion Day. All three smallseaters
are sold out nightly.
"Mating” pulled well in its three-

week run at the. Ambassador. "711
Ocean Drive” (Col) is doing nicely
at the Broadway and Luxor. "So
Long 'at Fair” (U) held for three
weeks at the Premier and could
have held longer, except for the
protection law giving it only that
long a run.

"September Affair” (Par) still is

running at neighborhood theatres,

after nine weAs in first-run and
moveover houses grossed $81,075.
"Cinderella” (RKO) continues hold-
ing at the Radar after doing $87,-

400 in 19 weeks.
Local producers are claiming

records for their pix, which have
improved in quality this year. Best
record goes to "Deshonra” • (Inter-

americana-Mapol) which hit $27,000
or near in the first five days at

Gran Rex, highest figure ever for

any pic in Argentina for such a
period: Film has a sombre theme,
but an all-star cast gave it a sock
jstart.

The new .admission scale works
out at around 53c, plus 4c tax for

the Eva Peron Foundation (for-

merly 2c) and about 3c for' the Film
•Union's Social Security Fund.

1st Public Showing Of

Big Screen TV in Brit.

London, June 17.

First public demonstration of big

screen TV, apart from the tele-

kinema shows at last year’s Fes-

tival of Britain, will be given at the

Odeon, Leicester Square, starting

next Thursday (26). Using the

Rank Cintel equipment, the theatre

will feature a fashion show at its

night performances during the com-
ing week.
A basement room in the theatre

will be converted into a studio and
the transmission will be on a v closed

circuit. Leslie Mitchell will be

commentator, while the show will

be produced by S. MCCormack.
Program, which will be received

on a 20-foot screen, may subse-

quently tour a number of other

Rank theatres which have recently

been wired for TV.

Chaplin’s New Femme
Lead to Play ‘Juliet’

Edinburgh, June 24.

Claire Bloom, Charles Chaplin’s

leading lady in '‘‘Limelight,” the

pic which he recently completed in

Hollywood, will play Juliet in

Shakespeare’s "Romeo and Juliet”

it the International Festival.

Play will be presented, by Old
Vic. Athene ‘Seyler will -appear as

:he nurse, Peter Finch as Mercutio
md .William Devlin as the Prince

)f Verona.
A * \
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Loew’s Names Karlin As
Germany Sales Manager
Myron Karlin, former Metro

manager in Venezuela, has been
named sales manager in Germany,
according ’to an announcement yes-
terday (Tues.) by Loew’s Interna?
tional veepee Morton A. Spring.
Karlin is now en route to Frank-

furt; where he’ll assume his duties
under territorial manager F. W, N.
Beckett. Wolfgang Wolf takes
over Karlinas old spot in Venezue-
la, Previou»ly^he-'Avtt^-v4th-rlhe

Foreign Acts Dominate

.

Rome Outdoor Niteries;

Lean on Tourist Trade
Rome, June 17.

With balmy. Roman nights and
no air conditioning Mn clubs here,
the open air nightclubs have
opened for a promising three-
month season. Thousands of tour-
ists expected here this, summer are
expected to take advantage of these
spots to view the foreign acts.

Local audiences are mainly enter-
tainment starved, so the prospect
is for a healthy season.
The Casino delle Rose in the

Villa Borghese Park is divided into
two parts; the large beer garden
featuring modest prices, and the
Club Lucqiola, separated by a lat-

ticework which is a little more ex-

pensive. Opening week’s bill makes
up an 'hour long show, and opens
with Nat Karson’s Empire Girls

from London. Line is followed by
Woodrow, English juggler; Scnor
Carlos, Patrizia and Capello,

French dance team, and the Bern-
ard Bros. While this -biUr is not
startling, the complete novelty here
brings sqlid returns. ?

' -

Claude ' Marchant, Negro ballet

dancer formerly with the Katharine
Dunham troupe, is at the Belvedere
delle 'Rose, with his own troupe,

Luciana Dolliver, Claire and Leslie

Conda, Jean MaLvaut, and- the Bal-

let of St. Germain-des-Pres. The
swank dining spot, Ostaria dell

Orso, with the Cabala Club on the
top floor ha* a French troupe of

impressionists, and Dennis Carle-

ton, American singer. They are to

keep open for a few weeks this

summer for, a test.

The Hotel Elysee has opened a
roof for dining arid 'dancing, the

Tor Florenza, offers dancing in the

garden of iin old villa. The Tua-
motu Dancers and Turman trio,

billed as the Afro Cuban show, are

at the Oasis.

PAR’S ‘HOLIDAY’ SET

TO SHOOT IN ROME
Rome, June 17.

Paramount’s "Roman Holiday,”

starring Gregory Peck and British

Audrey Hepburn, who was seen on
Broadway last season in "Gigi,”

stars shooting at Cine-Citta studios

here June 23. Director William
Wyler production head Henry
Henigsen, an alumnus of "Quo
Vadis,” and assistant Lester
Koenig, have been here for several

weeks making final preparations.

Pic is skedded for eight to 10

weeks here. All editing, cutting,

processing, music, and sound will

be done in Rome.
Margaret Rawlings and Courtney

'Williams arrive from London this

week to take over roles in the
picture. Tullio Carminati, Italian

actor formerly of Hollywood, also

has been signed for a featured role.

Cast is not completed yet.

Bernard Bros. Signed

For Brit. ‘Decameron’
Rome, June 17.

The Bernard Bros., currently

topping the. bill at the Casino delle

Rose, outdoor nightclub here, leave

for Granada s.oon on a film assign-

ment, "Decameron Nights,”
^

Mike
Frankovich-Joe Auerbach pic be-

ing shot in Technicolor in Spain at

this time. Team is slated for a

comedy spot in the British film

which stars Joan Fontaine and
Louis Jourdan. *

Deal was made by producer
Frankovich and wife, Binnie

Barnes, who rep the brothers on
picture deals. Frankoviches recent-

ly sent the Bernards to Denmark
for two TV shorts based on stories

by Hans Christian Anderson.

Other Foreign New*

On Page

Quiet’ Loud S^G, ‘Macao’ (G in 4

Mex Legit, Va.de Upbeat

Prompts Theatre Const
Mexico City, June 17.

With the theatre, legit as well as
vaude and revues ‘ making a re-

markable comeback after long be-
ing moribund, urge fv more thea-
tres has started. Six theatres are
under construction here, scheduled
for openings from now until this

fall.

National Theatrical Federation
revealed that the combined seating
capacity of the 12 existing theatres
is only 20,300. Of these houses, five

are legit, the' others vaude and
revue.. With 18 theatres in opera-
tions, total number of seats is ex-
pected to top 25,000.

London, June 24.

Top names in film production,
television, recording and finance
are to joiii forces in the formation
of Britain’s first company to spon-
sorcommercial TV. The announce-
ment was made at the same time as
Prime Minister Churchill’s.declara-
tion in the House of Commons last

Thursday night (19) of his inten-
tion to break the BBC monopoly.
Linked in the new setup are Sir

Alexander Aikman, Chairman of
Electric and Musical Industries;
Sir Alexander Korda r the London
Films topper; Norman Collins, for-

mer chief of BBC-TV, and now
chairman of High Definition Films;
C. O. Stanley, chief of Pye Radio,
who pioneered the first British

sponsored TV show last year on a
closed circuit to 'MPs; Viscount
Duncannon, and Sir Robert Ren-
wick, last two having city, financing
interests.

Object of the new company, as

given in. an official statement, will

be the technical and program de-

velopment of TV and sound radio
throughout the world. "This in-

cludes the eventual provision of

services for this country as envis-

aged by the government’s White
Paper,” it said.

The new company will be regis-

tered within the next two weeks
and will have only a nominal share

capital.
'

* Still Long Way Off
Sponsored television

-

is a stage

nearer in Britain but still, in the

opinion of the experts, a long way
off. The House of Commons, after

‘an all-day debate last Wednesday
(18), accepted by a majority of 28

a government proposal to end ifi

due course the BBC monopoly and
to permit the introduction of com-
petitive video.

The debate was conducted on
strict party lines. Government
whips ordered their supporters to

back the cabinet’s motion and to

nix a Labor party amendment.
One of the Conservative sup-

porters, Beverley Baxter, who
claimed considerable knowledge of

sponsored TV in America, said he
was voting for the government
with a heavy heart.

Chief government spokesman
was Sir David Maxwell Fyfe, Home
Secretary, who commented on the

(Continued on page 15)

Would Tax TV Listener,

Reduce Exhib’s Levy
Birmingham, June 17.

Cinema exhibitors here have put

forward a novel idea to London
executives. They suggest that all

televiewers in Great Britain should

be charged an additional $3 yearly

on their licenses, this to be ap-

propriated by the British Chancel-

lor of Exchequer towards reducing
entertainments tax for cinemas.

This is part of the war against

TV which continues. The Hants
branch of the Cinematograph Ex-
hibs Assn, says no .good purpose
will be served by holding any dis-

cussions with the British Broad-
casting Corp. on televising 'films

made for cinemas;

London, June 17.

Several major preems during
•this past stanza resulted In more
buoyant tone at the West End box-
office;. A break in the weather also
helped, but too many favorable out-
door days have kept large numbers
away from picture theatres.
Major newcomer last week wa*>

Metro’s British-made "Ivanhoe, ,

.

which teed , off with a royal preem
before beginning its regular run.
It chalked up a hefty $11,500 in its
opening three days after getting
more than $11,000 on the gala
show.
Republic also has a winner in

"The Quiet Man” which opened to
a handsome $8,500 in its first Plaza
week, and maintained the same
pace for the second weekend. An-
other British-made film, "Who Goes
There,” opened with a pleasing
$2,000 in its first two days at the*
Carlton, "Quo Vadis” still Is £
nice draw at the Ritz in its 20th
Week. Most other ’hold-overs are
below average. %

Estimates for Last week
Carlton (Par) (U28; 70-$2.15)~

"Who Goes There” (B-L). Helped
by good press, and opened in pleas-
ing style to get ’$2,000 in first two
days. Stays on.
Empire (M-G) (3,099; 55-$L70)—

."Ivanhoe” (M-G). Teed off 'with
powerful $11,500 in first three days
of normal run after royal gala
preem. Stays, natch!
Gaumont (CMA) (1.500; 50-$1.70)
‘“Wait 'Till Sun Shines Nellie”

(20th) and "Outcasts of Poker Flat”
(20th) (2d wk). Modest $2,000 for
second weekend (4 days) after poor
$3,600 opening fraVne. "Kangaroo”
(20th) opens June 19.

Leicester Square Theatre (CMA)
(1,753; 50-$1.70) — "Just Across
Street” (GFD) and “Anybody Seen
My Gal” (GFD) (2d wk). Fair
$3,000 for second weekend after
moderate $5,000 opening week.
Stays a third round with "Scarlet
Angel” (GFD) following June 26.
London Pavilion (UA) (1,217; 50-

$1.70) — “California Conquest”
(Col) (2d wk). Second weekend was
mild $2,200 after average $5,000
first week.

.
"Gre.en . Glove” (UA)

preems June ,20.

Odeon, Leicester Square (CMA)
(2,200; 5d-$1.70)— "Macao” (RKO)
and "Half-Breed” (RKO). Tall
$5,800 on first weekend (4 days).
Holds for second week with "Im-
portance of Being Earnest” (GFD)
preeming June 26.

Odeon, Marble Arch (CMA)
(2,200; 50-$1.70)—"Woman is Dan-
gerous” (WB) (2d wk). Poor $3,600.
Stays a third round with "Diplo-
matic Courier” (20th) following
June 19.

Plaza (Par) (1,902; 70-$1.70) —
"Quiet Man” (Rep) (2d wk). Hand-
some $4,000 for second weekend
(3 days) after hefty $8,500 opening
round. Holds.

Ritz (M-G) (432; 90-$2.15)—"Quo
Vadis” (M-G) (20th wk). Still a
major draw with strong $4,800 this
stanza. Stays indef.
Warner (WB) (1,735; 50-$1.70>—

"Derby Day” (BLM2d wk). Fair
$5,700. Stays a third week with
"Mara Maru” (WB) opening June
19.

TOSCY HONOR GUEST AT

GILLIS’ ROME CONCERT
Rome, June 17. ... .

American composer Don Gillis,

of the ,NBC staff in New York,
gave a concert here last week (10)

at the Eliseo Theatre, followed by
a program at the Open Gate Club,
where he played several of his jazz
compositions. Arturo Toscanini,
who has used, Gillis compositions
twice on his NBC Symphony Or-
chestra programs in New York, ac-
cepted an invitation to appear at
the concert as honor guest. The
maestro had been in Rome from
Milan for a week visiting his
daughter and reportedly making
arrangements to do some record-
ings here. Gillis was assisted in
the concert by the Chamber Or-
chestra of Rome. He conducted,
presenting his “Symphony No.
5^2,” "Atlanta” and "Thomas
Wolfe L’Americano.”
Rome critics took a rap at the

modern American music. Renzo
Rossellini, brother of film director
Roberto, critic for II Messaggero,
said "Gillis showed facility of com-
position which, however, could bet-

ter be employed.” II Giornale
D’ltalia said that his music showed
"total lack of invention, of person-
ality and of taste.”

,
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Richard Wi'dmark
Marilyn Monroe
with Anne Bancroft • Donna Corcoran

Jeanne Cagney • Lorene Tuttle

Produced by Directed by Screen Play by

JULIAN BLAUSTEiN - ROY BAKER • DANIEL TARADASH
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famous, none amoPK the peluque-

tinTm Sevilla plugs himself as

?THE Barber of Seville.”

Bizet wrapped some music around

a smoldering senorita who wrapped
j

naper around tobacco, but there ls

So Carmen Cigarette Co. mValen-

cia, where it is all supposed to have

ha
.?Sneak’to me” is the crap-shoot-

pr’s plea when rolling for a point

the world over, but here it s the

wav you answer the telephone.

Near Vitoria in the north, where

.

actors' vicuna coats ealpc from,

.

nobody wears that kind of iacket

Although bull-fighting had its

origin in and is the national pas*

time of Spain, the bull ring In

Madrid seats only 26,000, a thlfd

the size of Mexico City’s arena of

blood and sand.
.

Third most popular souvenir sale

to women in Spain is the triahtllla,

but when Claude Colbert, a good

Catholic, was,being guided point to

point among the El .Greco danyase?!,

she was stalled at the doorway Of

the Cathedral of Toledo for lack

of head covering

—

;
and' not a pian-

tilla vendor -was in right/
.

Spaniards say Mario Cabre is a

poor bull-fighter, poorf poet ''and

poor actor, yet the bull has never

won against him, his poems to Ava
Gardner attracted a wide,press and

the ire of Frank Sinatta,* and his;

appearances on the street or in

“Pandora” on the screen provoke
girlish huzzahs.

Formal Gypsy
Gypsy Rose Lee, with a rep tied

to taking things, off, worked Tin

“Babes from Bagdad” being filmed 1

In a Barcelona, studio, and in all

the harem' and dancing girl scene?
.which were shot ttyice, once for
Anglo-Saxon and once for Spanish
release, had to supervise putting a
few things on for the latter to satis-

fy Iberian censors.
Everywhere one goes in Spain,

there is evidence of some dead
King or Queen, hut he is 'also apt
to encounter many live ones out of
work. They cross the country to
various European spas from where
they have been beached in exile

near Estoril, Portugal.
The parade of toreadors is con-

stant, brought in by the horns of
buglers and taken out on. the hornsT
of bulls, but Brooklyn-born Sidney
Franklin goes on forever.

Jose Johnson
The late A1 Jolsqn used to give

hotel bellhops 50c when he arrived
on his tours, with instructions, to
page him every half hour, “just so
they'll know I’m in town,” Jose
Ferrer couldn’t make a ripple with
that in Spain, since Ferrer is the
Spanish equivalent of Johnson in
the U. S., and Jose is within the
first three names a mother thinks
of when tagging kids. The Jose
Ferrers of Spain range from an
electrician in Sitges, a cobbler in
Valencia, a doodad salesman in
Granada, a goatherd near Alge-
bras, and a waterboy in Valla-
dolid.

A seal balancing ball act would
me m Spain, because any woman
"no can’t balance the family wash
,°um

basket of fish on her head
,

e toting a loaded bucket in
each hand isn’t worth marrying.
h is common in the U.' S. to ask
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"s, ior which the Spanish equiv-

f
Ient is the “dolorossa.” It’s two
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Cantlnflas’ Coin Drive

Helps Fund for Needy
Mexico City, June 17.

x
Appeal to Mexicor

s 5,000 multi-
millionaires {-in .pesos) by “Cantin-
flas” (Mario Moreno)?, top money-
making pic-radio comic, to., dig
down- deep t-6 aidl the underprivi-
leged, has inspired' many cash do-
nations,’ several from

.

film trade
toppers, averaging $1,150 each. He
donated $1,150 himself.
Moreno avers that is up to each

multimillionaire., to. give that much
regularly every year.1 Comic is also
working for the establishment of
a bank here to handle this private
charities coin.

'Schweitzer’ Amortized

Via Big Foreign Deals
> Paris, June 24.. .

„

4<
Jt I? ./Midnight Dr, Schw.eitzer”

(Nordia), French film still in pro-
duction, has already been amortized
by foreign sales. Extremely high
operating nut of 140,000,000 francs
($400,000) has been covered by
sales to.Austtia, Germany* Switzer-
land and Belgium. The average
French pic costs 60,000,000 francs
mid rarely* makes: its cost in the
French ‘ market unless of strong
caliber and containing high star
value. “Schweitzer” .has the Pierre
Fresnay name for marquee lure
and the ' exploitation value of the
Dr. Schweitzer name.
Gamma Films will distribute in

Germany, Austria and Switzerland,
Atos in Belgium and Cocinqr.wiU
handle here. Film will be finished
in -October and have a gala preem
at the Opera with proceeds to go
for, the Schweitzer Hospital in Ga-
bon, Africa. Schweitzer previously
refused $500,000 for his hospital
treasury,- ,offered by TJr. S. compa-
nies, -for/ the rights to filming’ his
life.

Dr. Schweitzer insisted he would
only give the rights to a French
company. He stipulated -that the
crew> would be completely French
and that only a Gallic version
would be made. However, pic will
be dubbed into English when fin-

ished' by the original cast, many
of whom speak English. -Film is be-
ing repped for the U. S. by Ameri-
can publicity wbman, Caryl Bar-
rett, who also is in charge of Amer-
ican sales.

Top Brit. Names
Continued from page 13

'.‘brute force of a monopoly” that
led ‘ to ‘ self-satisfaction and com-
placency. He reassured the House
there would be a controlling body
over sponsored stations to guard
against abuse, regulate their con-
duct and advise on the granting of
licenses. There would also be Par-
liamentary control over the terms
of sponsored TV. He could not
agree that a debasement of pro-
gramming must follow from com-
mercial competition, _and he was
not impressed by the analogy of the
U. S. “We had our British way of
resolving problems of taste, and
were a much- more mature and
sophisticated people than those of
the U. S.,” he said.

Opposition to sponsorship was
led by Herbert Morrison, former
Home Secretary and Foreign Min-
ister, who referred to the FCC re-

port published last March in Wash-
ington, in which a four-hour chil-

dren’s show featured 13 murders,
four sluggings, six kidnappings,
etc., and thought that sort of thing
might happen here. He felt it was
unavoidable in a greater or lesser
degree. He strongly believed that
commercial TV would lead to a
competitive drive in a downward
direction.

Asst. Postmaster General L. D.
Gammans, in winding up the de-
bate, emphasized that the govern-
ment was in earnest in breaking
the BBC monopoly, and hoped that
before long it would be possible
for the experiment to be started.
He refused to accept the implica-
tion that competitive TV would
lead to bad and vulgar programs,
as the controlling body would be
there to prevent any lowering of
taste.

Ellington .Suite For
Two African Shorts*

* . Home, June 17.-

Giorgie Moser, who obtained
world rights, to Duke Ellingtoh’s
composition, “Liberian Suite,”
will Use the American composer’s
work as- musical- background for
•two short subjects made In Af-
rica, Moser and cameraman An-
tonio Busia, of the Omnibus Film
Co., recently returned here after
several

Eight

•

ing
Km black

documentaxl^^j^ll
elude “Com^Mi
“Nana
“African Fanta&y” •and' “Village in
the Jungle,” -
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Arg. 1 V Moves

At Snail s Pace
Buenos Aires, June 17.

Although Standard Electric’s
latest type video transmitter, in-

augurated last October, affords Ar-:

gentine tele-viewers an excellently
clear picture, video is not catching
on at all in this country. Quite a
few importers of /video sets and
spares for video set construction
are facing financial gimmicks
through' inability to dispose of
their stocks.

There seems to be a jinx con-
nected "with television here. In the
first place, the local TV originator,
Senor Jaime Yankelevich, who got
the first video transmitter for his
Belgrano radio network, died last

February, pnly a few months after
inaugurating telecasts over his out-
let. At the. same time, Madame
Peiron, .who had been expected to
star as video’s chief program item,
was hospitalized early in the year,
and her recovery is a slow process
arid she has not been able to face
the video cameras. Then the Phil-
co factory, which had been busy as-

sembling television receivers which
were to sell at more moderate
prices, was destroyed by a fire

which not only entirely razed its

plant buildings, but also burned the
stocks of television sets.

There are now plenty of video
sets in local stores, both imported
sets and locally assembled ones,
but' about the only, enthusiasm
aroused becomes evident on Sun-
days when the football (soccer)
matches are televised and groups
of sports fans congregate early out-

side the stores which provide these
cuffo demonstrations.
Although the promised credits

which the • Industrial Credit Bank
was expected to grant for pur-
chasers of video sets on generous
10-year terms have yet to material-

ize, most stores offer fairly easy
installment plans for video set

sales. The initial down payments
of around $30*0, however, are rather
high for the average family budg-
et, particularly in the case of a non-
essential gadget like video.

Lodal advertisers are holding off

determinedly and refusing to back
the new media. Some say the ques-

tion of local video is a vicious cir-

cle: stemming from bad video pro-

gramming. Sets are not sold be-

cause the programs are so inept,

there are no sponsors because there

are' so few sets sold.

London Film Notes
London, June 17.

Joe Mankiewicz here on quickie
to line up English artists for

Metro’s /‘Julius Caesar” pic, which
stars James Mason, Deborah Kerr
and Louis Calhcrn. Expects to be
back in a few days to start shoot-
ing . . . Jtfles Stein here to see the
new Music Corp. of America offices

in the Empress Club building.
Stein left for Paris after Jack
Benny’s opening at Palladium
today (Tues.) to look over his new
Paris offices and general biz.

Leaves for N. Y. July 9, but will

be hack in two weeks.
Claudette Colbert planed from

Paris June 15 to see the Jack
Benny opening at the London Pal-
ladium and left the next day for

Paris where she is
(
staying this

summer. She is taking with her
“Everything But Elephants,” book
by Virginia Pearson, which is be-
ing adapted for films under title

of “Jungle Honeymoon,” which
Music Corp. of America wants her
to star in. Pic would be made in

Hollywood this fall . .

.

Max Green,
ace cameraman, wanted by Irving
Allen for “The Red Beret,” but
Herbert Wilcox, who has him
under contract, refused to release
him.

S

.S,

‘Streetcar’ Picked Top

Film by Greek Crk
Athens, June 17.

The Greek Film Critics Assn,
voted “Streetcar Named Desire” as
the best foreign film released dur-
ing 1951-52, Vivian Leigh was
i-Voted best actress for her perform-
ance in “Streetcar.”

Best actor award went to Ger-
rard Philippe for his performance
in “La Beaute -du Diable” and in
the film, “Souvenirs Perdus.” Best
director prize went to William
[Wyler for his film, “Sunset Boule-
vard.”
The Greek crix picked the fol-

lowing as the top 10 films: “Street-
car,” “Sunset Boulevard,” “Justice
est Faite,”*“AU About Eve,”. “Born
Yesterday,” “Outcast of Islands,”
“Sciuscia,” “Cacia Tragica,” “Seven
Days to Noon” and ‘The Set-up.”

Dramas Pacing British TV

In Full. Legit Treatment;

Picayune Star Salaries
• Lohdoni June 17.

Whatever the limitations of Brit-

ish- TY may be, it’s generally ac-

cepted that It excels in the field

of dranja. Many postwar dramatic
production? have set a pattern for
quality which has far outstripped
programs on other BBC divisions.

Despite budget limitations, the
BBC-TV play is given the same
treatment as a professional West
End legit production.' Preparation
starts three months ahead of pro-
duction. More than a month in

advance of D-day, producer has set

his casting- And !

contracts, okayed
his shooting script and lined up
his rehearsal schedule and techni-
cal requirements.

Active* rehearsals start three
weeks before the program goes on
the air. These 'are mainly held in

hired rehearsal rooms. The full-

dress rehearsal in the studio, com-
plete with cameras and lights,

takes place a day before produc-
tion. Rarely is a producer allotted

more than, one to one-and-a-half
days for full studio rehearsal.
Main BBC drama presentation

is beamed in the Sunday night
program with a repeat scheduled
for the following Thursday. A less

important drama presentation is.

featured on Tuesday evenings. Pro*
duction budgets are kept to mod-
est levels. A single set play with
a cast of four or -five cpuld be
put on for just over $1,000, i^hile

a top Shakespearean or Shaw spec-
tacle would come out Under $3,-

500.

Star salaries are notoriously
low. Average . payment for a pro-

duction, including the full rehear-
sal period and the repeat, ranges
from $150 to $200. Occasionally a

top-ranking artist might get double
that figure. But the BBC claims
it has never lost a’ potential star

over money. Availability is more
often the difficulty.

As all BBC programs are in the
sustaining class,- there is no rigid

restriction on time. Plays are
trimmed only for production pur-
poses and not to keep within a

stipulated program time. Some of

the hit plays in recent months have
run for close on two hours, with
just a short intermission.

Current trend in recent produc-
tions has been the increasing use
of film inserts. Almost every play

this year has used this technique
in some degree or other. Back
projection is also frequently used.

+ - Buenos Aires, Jiine 17.
The inauguration of President

Peron’s new, presidential term
posed a big question for IT. S. film
distributors in Argentina since the
few cabinet changes made in the
new . administration may effect
their future considerably. Dr.
Ramon A. Cereijo, former treasury
minister and signatory of the John-
ston-Cereijo pact, was excluded
from the cabinet, becoming a full-

time administrator of the Eva
Peron Foundation, a social aid or-
ganization founded by the presi-
dent’s wife.

Dr. Cereijo’s replacement in the
treasury post is 46-year-old Dr.
Pedro Jose Bonnani, formerly
prexy of the National Savings
Bank. Thp Ministry of Economic
Affairs was created, with Dr. Al-
fredo Gomez Morales, former
finance minister, as head. He will
coordinate activities of other de-
partments and be immediate ad-
viser to the president. A new
Ministry of Foreign Trade was also
created, which is headed by Dr.
Antonio Cafiero, ’ once a financial
attache at the Washington embassy.
He is. 30 years old and an extreme
nationalist, as are most of the other
ministers.

The nationalist trend in the
newly organized cabinet bodes ill

for the film representatives, with
pacting future import permits
probably .even more difficult than
before. The' foreign trade minis-
ter announced that his policy would
be to buy from those countries
which sold Argentina what she
most needed. This is taken to
mean that on film imports the new
economic team will insist on reci-
procity terms. It may also mean
that the U. S. should not only im-
port Argentine films, but also sell

Argentina plenty of raw stock. Al-
though decreed under the previous
administration, the ban against for-
eign newsreel Imports is an exam-
ple of this policy.

Senor Raul Alejandro Apo]d re-
tained his seat as Press & Infor-
mation Minister in the hew cabinet
and continues control over all en-
tertainment activities in the coun-
try through the Entertainment
Board.

* U. S. distributors have yet to get
any action on the clause in the
Johnston-Cereijo pact which should
allow them to thaw out’ $1,000,000
in frozen rentals per year. Discus-
sion on this awaits the arrival of
Joaquin Rickard, Latin-American
MPAA rep.

.

Ray Ventura Sets Pix

For U. S. Distribution
Paris, June 24.

Ray Ventura, head of Hoche Pro-
ductions here, set up a U.S. distri-

bution deal through his interna-
tional distrib branch, Mondex
Films.

Hoche is also getting ready to
release the Yves Allegret film,

“Mad Girl of Dublin,” in French
and English versions. To facilitate

shooting here, only closeups and
medium shots were shot bilingual-
ly, remainder being dubbed.
Ventura has released a dubbed

English version of his “We’ll Go to

Paris” in London. He still has not
placed his “Baby Beats Band.”
English version of “Monte Cario
Baby,” for the U. S.' or London.
American rep Joaquin Rickard.

Paris’ U .S. Art Pic Fest
Paris, June 17.

First American Art Film Festi-

val will be held here June 24-25.

American Federation of Arts is

sponsoring the . event, whose pro-
gram was prepared with coopera-
tion of U. S. distributors and pro-
ducers as well as, UNESCO, Cine-
matheque Francaise and The
Friends of Art in Paris.

Included in the program arc
Paul M. LaPorte’s “Sculpture in

Minnesota,” Robert Gardner’s “To-
bey: Artist,” Thomas Bouchard’s
color film, “Joan Miro Makes a

Color Print,” and Namuth and
Falkenberg’s film on the contro-
versial artist, “Jackson Pollock.”
Last year the AFA sponsored a
similar festival at Woodstock, N. Y.

Bad Biz
Continued fro.u pape 7

$505,034,000; had a net income of
$62,262,000; paid their stockhold-
ers $15,055,000, and Uncle Sam
$23,955,000 in taxes. Companies
in the red lost a ’total of $19,188,-
000 on a gross business of $178,-
909.000,
One interesting motion picture

figure is for advertising. All
branches of the industry combined
paid $62,333,000 for advertising in
1949; while amusements except
motion pictures paid only $14,-
859.000.

Film industry reported only $1,-
426,000 in bad debts during the
year.

Total assets of pix during the
year were figured at $1,796,519,000,
compared with $530,959,000 for
amusements other than pix. The
film producers and exhibitors re-

ported surplus and undivided prof-
its of $708,366,000.
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When theatre men representing

10,000 houses selected "IVANHOE”

as the No. 1 attraction at M-G-M’s

"Seeing Is Believing*’ meeting, the

pews spread like wild-fire through
i

the industry.

The trade press has unanimously

acclaimed "IVANHOE”. The

reviews predict a gpldmine.

The good judgment of exhibitors

and trade press has been richly

confirmed.
4

See the answer to "How BIG is

TVANHOE’?” in the column to

the right.

"IVANHOE” has SMASHED A
23 -YEAR RECORD in its London

World Premiere and that’s BIG in

any language anywhere ! Money
talks whether it’s in yen, pounds of

dollars.

-While it was expected tdfbe a natu-

ral draw there, it takes a picture

with big muscles to SMASH A
23 -YEAR RECORD.

C f

This is electrifying news indeed for

M-G-M, which poured a fortune into

"IVANHOE”. It is added reason for
«

all' exhibitors to attend one of the

92 Theatre Trade Shows. See for

yourself the stature, the thrill, the

Technicolor beauty of this Giant

Film of our Generation.

*<?.
•

M-G-M presents Sir Walter Scott's

Famed Novel "IVANHOE”
scarring ROBERT TAYLOR
ELIZABETH TAYLOR • JOAN
FONTAINE • GEORGE
SANDERS . EMLYN WILLIAMS
Color by Technicolor • Screen

Play by Noel Langley • Adaptation

by AEneas MacKenzie * Directed

by Richard Thorpe * Produced

by Pandro S. Berman,
* \

/7*

More and more

you’ll hear this:

NEVER A
SHOW LIKE

IVANHOE!
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Washington, June 24.

Motion • picture producers and
exhibitors joined yesterday (Mon.)

in requesting the FCC to recon-

sider its recent postponement of

Theatre TV hearings to next Janu-

ary and grant the industry a date

in October. The Commission was
urged to schedule a minimum of

eight days for testimony on engi-

neering and accounting phases of

theatre tele.

In a petition filed by the Motion
Picture Assn, of America and Na-
tional Exhibitors Theatre TV Coun-
cil, industry pointed out that hear-
ings on theatre TV were first or-

dered nearly 2% years ago, that

proceedings have been repeatedly
postponed, and that delays have
placed “a heavy 'burden” on those
who have prepared time and again
for presentation of testimony.

If its request is granted, petition

said, testimony would be given on
the following subjects:

1. Technical requirements and
standards for Theatre TV.

2. Sample theatre tele micro-
wave distribution systems.

3. Theatre TV projection equip-
ment.

4. Costs of transmission.

Within these categories, testi-

mony would be offered on num-
ber of channels required, plans
for intercity relays, kinescope pro-
jection, Swiss Eidopher color sys-

tem, Bell System charges for com-
mon carrier facilities, etc.

Petition asserted that a denial
of the request “would result in

hardship in the preparation and
presentation of the extensive case
for theatre TV to those who have
for so long and fo earnestly en-
deavored to establish this new
medium.”

Petition was signed by Vincent
B. Welch and James Lawrence
Fly, as counsel for MPAA, and
Marcus Cohn, counsel for NETTC.

20% Tax Fight

Continued from page 5

respective bailiwicks and will do

their “contact” work accordingly.

COMPO Coin to Aid

McGee and Cole held their first

meeting with. COMPO 's three-man

exec committee—Sam Pinanski,-!

Trueman Itembusch and A1 Licht-

man—iii N. Y. last Thursday (19).

It was decided that the campaign
will take the No. 1 position among
all COMPO activities, and that all

COMPO coin other than that re-

quired to meet overhead expenses

will be channeled, into the fight

COMPO's exhib and distrib collee

Kings to Film Abroad
Hollywood, June 24.

Latest entry in
x
the foreign film-

making field is King Bros. The
company is readying “The Carnival

Story,” a yarn about a European

circus, for production abroad.

Maurice and Frank King will

open an office in London to make
a number of films, with actors and
writers working on a participation

basis*

Va.Tily
Continued from page 2

tions were discussed by film 'com* University of Nevada and will be
pany sales managers at a N. Y. resident again after a year at Ohio
meeting yesterday (Tues.), which State. Collaborators Katharine Hill-

had been called by Lichtifian. yer and Katharine Best are return-

At a confab with the press fol- ing to -their home here after corn-

lowing last Thursday's exec ses- pleting a cross-country assignment

sion, Lichtman urged all <&hibs for Country Gentleman, which kept

who may be called upon to con- them on the road for six months,

tribute their personal services in Roger Butterfield (“The American

the tax program, to do so .uhstint- Past”) is expected out from his

ingly. He and the other COMPO eastern home at Hartwick, N. Y.,

officials stressed that the 20% bite for the summer and Dutton has an-

Is “confiscatory,” the like . of it nounced initial printing for 3ep-

doesn’t burden any other free me- tember publication of Beebe and

dium, and must be removed in Clegg's “Hear the Tram Blow” as

quick time as a means of keeping Book will fetch

thousands of showmen from clos- $12.75 and is a pictorial story of

ing shop. the folklore and legend of railroad-

Pinanski, Lichtman and Rem- in^*

busch also announced that the pres- Duncan Emrich, Comstock resi-

ent COMPO staff will continue with dent, who is also chief of the folk-

Robert W. Coyne, special counsel, lore division at the Library of Con-

in charge; the rule of unanimity gress, has received a Fullbright

prevails in all decisions by the Fellowship to lecture at American

three co-chairmen; chairmanship of Academy in Rome this fall. Adam
meetings will be rotated among the Ooms, of Time's Los Angeles bu-

trio (Pinanski took the leadoff reau, a weekend visitor on photo-

(For the Week Ending Tuesday (24)

Weekly Weekly Weekly Tues.

N- Y. Stdck Exchange
ABC
CBS, “A”
CBS, “B”
Col. Pic...*,:..

;
17

Decca
Eastman Kodak 149

sLoew's 241
Paramount * 103

Philco 257
RCA

^ RICO Pictures.... 201

RKO Theatres
Republic 31
Rep., pfd 7
20th-Fox 131
Un, Par. Th 229
Univ
Univ. pfd
Warner Bros. 120

Zenith t 100

N. V. Curb Exchange
Du Mont 91
Monogram 17
Technicolor

v
: . . 14

Vol. in
100s

High Low Close

. 38 9% 9 9%
.. 59 37*4 34% 3594
.. 33 36% 34*4 36
.* 17 12% 12*4 12%
. 89 894 8% 89*4

.. 149 43 42% 43
. 241 13 1294 127/s

.. 103 257/8 24% 25%
.. 257 33% 31%

. .
33%

. 444 26% 26 26%
... 201 4% 4 ;4

. 212 3*4 3% 3*4
.. 31 4

•

37/fi 3%
.. 7 9% 994 .594

.. 131 16% 157/s 16*4

.. 229 14% «. 137/s \I3%
.. 48 13*4 12% 1294
. . *5 60 60 . 60
.. 120 127/s 12%. 12%
.* 100 80% 77 80%

.. 91 16% 15*4 16%
.. 17 3% 3 3
.. 14 217/8 2194 217/s

Net.

Change
for week

'8+ 1%

S/
8

+
I

+— *8

+ %
+ 1%

I

-r

— %
*8

BidOver-the-counter Securities »

Cinecolor 1%
Chesapeake Industries (Pathe) 3

%

U. A. Theatres 4%
Walt Disney •• 7*4

Ask
13/4

43/a

5%
77/8

— 1 8

'

+ %— %~ %
+ %
+ %
+3%

+ *8

— %
+ %

+ Va

— Vs

+ Vi

( Quotations furnished by Dreyfus & Co.)*

Thursday),

UFA Cartoonery
Continued from page 4

commercial and educational out-

fits. In addition, it has also occa-

sionally provided a cartoon se-

quence for a filmery other than
Col.

Cartoonery has frequently re-

ceived nibbles from other studios

for its cartoons, a factor it can
conceivably use in future dickering
with Col. Furthermore, its product
has received critical acclaim and
often commands a higher rental

price than the usual run of ani-

mated shorts. For example, UPA’s
“Rooty Toot Toot,” in a flat rental

16-week deal with the Astor Thea-
tre, N. Y., received $200 for the
first four weeks and $175, $150 and
$125 for the following four-week
periods.
For some time, UPA has wanted

to make a full-length cartoon fea-
ture, a project blocked by lack of
financing. Outfit has been talking
with Col and other interested
parties, but no deal has been set

yet. Stephen Barsustow, UPA
prexy, is currently in Europe and
Is due back on July 17, when he
will resume negotiations with Col
execs on the full-length feature
idea. Outfit has several stories
ideas lined up, but hasn’t been able
to reach an agreement with Col
on the most suitable one. Company
estimates that it will take between
$500,000 to $750,000 to make a
full-lengther.

Kramer-Col Pact
Continued from page $

graphic assignment; and Basil
Woon, San Francisco author, also
in town with obvious resulting con-
fusion. Ward Morehouse, New York
theatre reporter and columnist, has
hotel reservations for July 15 when
he plans to report on the Enter-
prise's revival and the Comstock
generally.

Virginia City’s social profession-
al gambler, Robert Douglas Moore
of Wilmington, with customary
DuPont connections, has opened

a smash that will turn the whole

deal into a big profit-maker.

Three pix released so far are

“Death of a Salesman,” “My Six

Convicts” and “The Sniper.” Each

00O
a
and

tC

$8O0 ,0O0
°S

including studio
^ano^sk^De^SalVo^attractine

winelsn/efrnbac^nelati^f^d P^onale “ne?gh“
distribution charges.

Output has been, valuable to Col presence of seedy character at the
on a number of other scores. For end 0j the table, remarked in
one thing, it has provided grist for French to another player: “If this
the distribution mill, which is tramp opens his trap again I’ll
needed by any company to carry break both of his legs Qff right at
the overhead of its sales depart- the knees.” The creep replied in
ment. With prexy Harry Cohn even better French that if Moore
holding h s own production to a tried it he would t his arms
minimum in the past year and with chewed off right up to the elbows,
few other important producers Impasse ensued. Tramp, it appears,
working on the lot, Kramer’s prod
uct has provided a needed fillip.

Prestige Angle

Also, the producer’s output has
been a source of prestige pix for
the company. That’s

4
expected to

increase, too, with Kramer in the
future going in for more star
names and making “bigger” pix,

was a U. of C. senior on a walking
tour of Nevada.

War Vets Oppose
Continued from page 1

American aims to safeguard the
although not necessarily at higher peace in Europe and to cover up
/>rtcf ** Soviet Russia’s cynical proposal forcost.

Only really expensive film so far
is “5,000 Fingers of Dr. T,” a musi-
cal in color, which cost around
$1,500,000. It’s the heaviest-budget

rearming Germany on a scale far
beyond anything proposed by the
U. S. and the western powers

Feeling of the JWV is that 20th’s

N

Trading Prices
Continued from page 4

that figure now—selling at around
$12—but U’s finances are con-
stantly improving, more divvies are
anticipated and some Wall Street-
ers figure the corporation’s average
for the current year will climb to
as much as $17.
Warner Bros, comes out on top.

It has been selling lately at $12
and the ’52 average will be about
$13. This compares with the $10.50
average price over the 1942-51
span.

Similar comparison figures could
not be made for the RKO and
Paramount film and theatre com-
panies, because of their respective
divorcement reorganizations.

ed film Kramer has ever made, and decision to attempt again to . show
with Peter Lind Hayes as the big- the film was based on the recent
gest name m it, Col is not viewing peace contracts signed by the Bonn
it with complete equanimity. It’s government and the western pow-
in the editing stage at the moment, ers. Terms of the peace proposals,

In the can now are “Fourposter,” however, have not been ratified yet
a two-character film (Rex Harrison by the west German government or
and Lilli Palmer) with cartoon se- any of the western powers. In the
quences; “Happy Time,” with U. S., pact has been approved by
Charles Boyer, Bobby Driscoll, the Senate Foreign Relation Com-
Linda Christian, Louis Jourdan mittee and it apparently will go be-
and Marsha Hunt, and “The Dirty fore the full Senate shortly. JWV
Dozen,” with no names in the .cast, believes that 20th will withhold the*.

Lensing now is “Member of the showing of the picture in Germany
Wedding,” with Ethel Waters and until the Senate's formal approval.
Julie Harris, botfi ’of whom were In his statement denouncing the
in the New York legit production. 20th plan, Ginsberg said that ex-

Col’s biggest hopes for a smash treme right elements in west Ger-
lie in “Happy Time.” In any event, many will find in the Rommel film
the company topper declared he “support for their persistent argu
had no doubt that the producer jment that Hitler’s military incom
would continue to make about six petence rather than the basic evils
a year for the studio. of the Nazi philosophy were re-

Col’s deal with Kramer calls for sponsible for Germany’s defeat in
it to provide second-money financ- World War II.”
ing and guarantees. Bulk of cash Although it is strongly opposed
outlay for production comes from to the film’s showing in Germany,Bankers Trust and Guaranty Trust, the JWV stressed that it believed
both m New York, on a joint basis, that prexy Spyros Skouras’ motivesThey advance 50% of the budget were honest and sincere. Veteran
for each pic and are well satisfied outfit said that 20th topper was
with results, since the loans are honestly convinced that the film
cross-collateralized on the various would exercise a healthy effect in
films, and there’s no danger what- relations between wester* Ger-
soever of the banks not coming many and the U. S- and that the
0l”i exhibition of the film would serve
Kramer owns the negatives of as a* constructive setback to Com-

the films and splits profits evenly munism., JWV said it could not
Col after all costs, including agree with this view, believing tha

distribution, are paid. it would have the opposite effect.

Rackmil Prez of U, Decca
Continued from page 5

on the U board at the annual stock-

holders’ meeting July 8. Within-
he following week the new direc-

tors will meet to elect company
officers, at which time it is under-
stood Rackmil will accede to the
presidential spot held by Nate J.

Blumberg. Latter will become
board chairman.
Rackmil is the only Decca rep

on the slate sent out some weeks
ago for board memberships. Rank,
on the other hand? has three reps

—

Robert S. Benjamin, prez of the
Rank organization in the U. S,;

John Davis, operating head of the
Rank empire, and G. I. Woodham-
Smith, also a top Rank exec.

Since the proxy statements for
the board election are already in
the hands of stockholders, the three
Rank, men will undoubtedly be re-

elected. It is thought likely they’ll

resign a short time later and be
replaced by Decca„ nominees.

Distrib Deals Continue
Purchase of Rank’s interest, how-

ever, in no way affects the recipro-
cal distribution deals in the U. S.

and England between the two com-
panies. They’re covered by con-
tracts which have more than five

years to run. Rank’s General Film
Distributors will handle U product
in England and U will have first

option for U. S. on Rank’s British
output (other than a few co-pro-
ductions with other companies).
Heavy veil is being kept over the

price Decca paid for the Rank
shares, but it has been authorita-
tively learned that the total was
$2,700,000. That’s slightly over $20
per share for the 134,375 which
Rank held.

Major part of the payment is be-
ing made in cash, with the rest
covered by notes. Cash is coming
completely from the Decca treas-
ury which, according to the com-
pany’s Dec. 31, 1951, balance sheet,
contained $3,767,843 cash on hand,
plus $2,464,000 in accounts and
notes receivable.

Semenenko’s Part

Serge Semenenko, v.p.* of the
First National Bank of Boston,
which finances both U and Decca,
had a hand in the entire U-Decca
deal, but did not provide any funds
for the present operation.

Details were worked out during
Rackmil’s visit to London five
weeks ago. Rackmil came home un-
decided, however, whether he
should go ahead with this big op-
eration in light of cash outlay re-
quired, possible stockholder reac-
tion and other factors. Much hud
dling with Blumberg, Semenenko,
Decca counsel Henry Cohen and
other associates finally resulted in
the affirmative decision last week.

Regardless of secrecy now sur-
rounding certain details of the
deal, they’ll all be public knowl-
edge July 10, by which time Decca
must file a registration statement
with the Securities & Exchange
Commission.
As part of Decca’s internal ar-

rangements for taking over the
Rank stock, it is planning to ex

Jpand its capitalization by 275,000

shares, Present stockholders will

be given the right to purchase one
new share for each 2.85 presently
held.

10-12%. Discount

-Price at which this new flotation

is to-wbe offered to stockholders
won’t be . -decided for about a
month, just before the stock is is-

sued. In cases like this it is nor-
mally at a 10% to 12% discount
from the market price at that time.

Approval of the new stock issue

registration generally takes the

SEC about 20 days and the price

is generally disclosed • via an
amendment to the registration pa-

pers on the final day. Stockholders
will have from 10 days to three

weeks to decide if they want to

buy.

Any shares not taken will be

['acquired by an underwriting syn-

fdicate headed by Reynolds & Co.

and Laurence M. Marks & Co.

They get them at a substantial dis-

count.

According to Universal’s last

proxy statement, Decca owned, as

of April 15, 271,800 of U's shares,

constituting approximately 26.7%

of outstanding .common, plus op-

tions for 37,500 option warrants.

Rank’s General Cinema Finance

Corp. held 13.2% of outstanding

common.
Decca’s total cash investment in

U at this time is almost exactly

$7,000,000.
Rackmil left New York for the

Coast Monday (23) to give personal

attention to U’s production of spe-

cial films for tele.

New Jap Tax
Continued from page 3 ss

it from receipts before turning

them over to American distribs.

Motion Picture Assn, of America

has gone into action in New York

and Washington and has enlisted

State Dept, support to get the levy

lifted. MPAA in the meantime has

instructed member companies to

tell their Jap reps not to accept

from exhibs rentals from which

the tax has been deducted.

Tokyo Embassy is working

through official channels for

further clarification of the situa-

tion* it is working with Harry

Davis/former Motion Picture Ex-

port Assn. - rep, who has been

handling other problems.
,

New tax rap followed amiable

talks on a deal to get out about

$10,000,000 that has piled up in

frozen yen. since the war. That deal

is understood still pretty far front

set, and what the new develop-

ments will do to it is a question.

Member companies of the MBEA,

which operated in Japan until the

beginning- of this year, also are

faced with another problem on

back taxes from 1948 through iw •

which the Jap government 1

claiming. Herbert Erlanger, of tne

MPEA staff in New York, is w
Tokyo attempting to settle that.
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continuing 8-State ceremony is now dedicating

U. S. Highway 66 as the Will Rogers Highway. The Will

Rogers Caravan is touring its 2200 miles. From St. Louis

to Santa Monica, Cal., for 9 days iii over 100 cities and

towns all along the route, Governors, Congressmen,

4layors and other leading civic officials are participating
• A

^ s

i in large public ceremonies. The Will Rogers Caravan

is covered by newspapers and radio stations in every
«

city on the way and by the news services
j

^
and newsreels accompanying it. The grand
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*climax July 1, led by Will Rogers, Jr.,

^Jane Wyman and a host of Warner Stars. J|*
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FIRST

ENGAGEMENTS

OKLAHOMA CITY AND

TULSA JULY 10-

L. A. AND BEVERLY HILLS

JULY 11-PHILLY AND

ATLANTIC CITY

JULY 18
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COLOR BY

•TARRING

Will Rogers • AND Jane Wyman
as His Father as Mrs. Will Rogers

GAKL BENTON REID -EVE MILLER • JAMES GLEASON * SLIM PICKENS * NOAH BEERT, it.-WAIY W1CKES

SIEVE BRODIE -PINKY TOMLIN AND EDDIE CANTOR rtlMSELF FRANK MVK aFid STANLEY ROBERTS

„SEO onTNE SATURDAY EVENING POST STORY "UNCLE CLEM’S BOY" DY MIS. WILL ROGERS gten

Origin*! Music By Victor Young PRODUCED BY ROBERT ARTHUR DIRECTED BY MICHAEL CURTIZ V
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In. His testimony was interrupted

today to permit her appearance.

Introduce* Letter
Allenberg followed RKO exec R.

Ross Hastings, who identified a let-

ter sent to ‘the majors and leading
independents by RKO in January
after contract talks broke down, A
"controversy" exists between the

studio and Miss Simmons, the let-

ter said, with the studio taking the

position that she was under "ex-

clusive contract until May 1, 1956,”

except for her right under "certain

circumstances" to make a picture

for Metro.

Granger opened the testimony

last week by calling attention to an
implied threat to "damage" Miss
Simmons' career by casting her in

three bad pictures if she refused to

sign a new contract with Hughes.
The latter had purchased her old

contract from Rank and had
opened negotiations, through Kane
for a new pact to begin with the ex-

piration of the old one. It was dur-

ing these negotiations, Granger tes-

tified, that Kane made the veiled

threat about the three bad pictures.

Kane, he said, described Hughes
as "the almighty" at RKO, and "a

very busy man, responsible for alb

the airplanes In America."

RKO attorney W. I. Gilbert, Jr,,

said the contract negotiations

hinged on such conditions as the

purchase of the Grangers* house
for $100,000 and $25,000 for a book
which had cost Granger $10,000.

Miss Simmpns’ salary was to

amount to $600,000. Then, he de-

clared, Granger suggested that

$100,000 be» deducted from the sal-

ary and applied to the purchases,

thereby reducing the tax under
cover of capital gains. Granger, he
added, used the same tactics when
he sold his London diggings to

Metro for $42,000. Under ques-

tioning by Martin Gang, his attor-

ney, Granger said all talk of capi-

tal gains deals had been Instituted

by Kane.
‘Petty Niggling*

Second day’s hearing opened
with Granger describing Hughes as

"niggling over petty details.*’ He
added: "I should have listened to

my agent, Bert Allenberg, and
stuck to acting. He told me ’ he-
didn’t trust anybody— especially

Howard Hughes." On the previous
day he kad quoted Kane as saying
that Hughes hated all agents—es-

pecially Bert Allenberg.

"I told Hughes," Granger related
to Federal Judge Tolin, "that his

haggling over picayune details was
an insult to Miss Simmons as an
artist if the studio would hold out
for such little things when they
had the chance to sign her." Sev-
eral times, he said, he attempted to
call off the whole deal because "we
were sick of it." At another time
he suggested to Hughes that they
"have a big drink and forget it.”

Under cross-examination he denied
that he had suggested that some
of the money originally earmarked
as salary be applied to the pur-
chase of the house in order to take
advantage of capital gains.

Ross Hastings, an RKO execu-
tive, testifying at the third day’s
hearing, said he didn’t know wheth-
er Kane was employed by RKO. "I
understand," he said, "that he acts
as Mr. Hughes’ personal represent-
ative. I wasn’t told that. I just
got the impression fron* watching
him in operation."

Coin Outlays

Kane, he declared, had given him
details of the original Simmons
negotiations last Summer. "It
called for an extension of one year
and three months after June 30,

1952, when the Rank contract,
which RKO had bought, was due to
expire. We were to buy a book
for $100,000 which cost $10,000,
and also buy a home for $200,000
which cost approximately $145,-
000. We would furnish a wardrobe
worth $3.0;000 to Miss Simmons and
furnish massage and. dental treat-
ment in the amount of $10,000. We
were to pay $75,000 upon signing
the contract; $100,000 not later
than Dec. 31, 1951; $125,000 during
1952 and $125,000 during 1953. This
would total $765,000. In addition, we
were to furnish the new and less
expensive home which the Grangers
expected to buy, with furniture
and drapes at RKO’s cost."
The pact, he added, called for six'

pictures, at an average of $166,-
666 per picture for Miss Simmons’
services.

Granger, under questioning by
Gilbert, admitted that the capital

gains was "fhe carrot dangled in

front of us" that made the deal at-

tractive, but denied that he has

refused to sign when "you couldn’t

get a capital gain in the form you
planned it."

"We refused to continue negotia-

tions,” he asserted, "when our tax

man,' Samuel Berke, informed us
that since the changes made in

talks with Howard Hughes it was
no longer a legal deal."

ACLU Seeks Extra Funds

To 'Press Home’ Victory In

High Ct. 'Miracle’ Ruling

American Civil Liberties Union

is appealing for extra funds from

its membership so* that it will be

able to "press home" the major
victory won through the U. S. Su-
preme .Court’s recent decision in

"The Miracle" case. The additional

coin, points out executive director

Patrick Murphy Malin, will help

"insure that motion pictures and
other media enjoy the benefits of

the court’s ruling,"

More money in the ACLU treas-

ury, Malin emphasizes, will enable

the organization to employ a full-

time executive for its anti-censor-

ship committee, the National Coun-
cil on Freedom from .Censorship.

Adequate finances will also aid the

group in engaging in the many
court cases deemed necessary be-

fore "The Miracle" ruling ends the
"stultifying" effect some 50 state

and city censorship boards have on
films. - „

Moreover, says Malin, a bol-

stered treasury will assist the
ACLU in conducting an intensive

educational campaign against pri-

vate pressure groups which want
to censor films, books, radio pro-

grams, magazines, etc. Organiza-
tion now has a membership in ex-

cess of 17,500 (plus about 4,000 in

California not yet financially inte-

grated with the national group).

Dream Coma True
Continued from page 7

a

ers, and the offers of cooperation
made more concrete.

To make sure that the promised
cooperation isn’t easily forgotten,
producer has been keeping his film
in the minds of the newspapermen
regularly. Some months ago he be-
gan using a two-column box ad
in Editor & Publisher, tradepaper
of the newspaper industry,- insist-

ing that it appear on the page
dominated by- the authoritative
"Shop Talk.At 30" column written

editor Robert Brown. Response
has been strong, not only from
Fuller’s standpoint, 'but from that
of the tradepaper, which had never
sold space on that pagebefore, and
is now being besieged by adver-
tisers who want to take over the
space when Fuller is finished. Pro-
ducer, however, doesn’t plan to' re-
linquish the campaign for some
time.

Letters from the various editors
pledging their cooperation have
been photostated and will he
turned over to UA fieldmen hand-
ling the respective territories.
Additionally, Fuller plans to arm
the fieldmen with 16m prints of
the film. Shortly before the release
of the picture, fieldmen will arrive
in newspaper offices brandishing
the photostated letters as an admis-
sion badge and then proceed to
outline a campaign. Narrow-gauge
prints will be used for city-room
screenings, to which all newspaper
employees will be invited after the
final edition of their papers, so
that extra word-of-mouth impact
can be gained.
A former newsboy and reporter,

Fuller has been working toward
production of "Park Row" for sev-
eral years. He chose it as the in-
itial production of his own inde-
pendent firm after turning out
"Fixed Bayonets" for 20th-Fox and
"The Steel Helmet" for Lippert. It
was made for "under- $500,000" in

1

16 shooting days, with Gene Evans
and newcomer Mary Welch starred.
With national release still more

than two months away, Fuller ap-
parently can look forward to a
better than average press recep-
tion for the film. And with the
indicated newspaper support As a
conditioning influence, the public
should be easy to attract.

N.Y. State Att’y General

Refuses Bid to Ride On

Md. Censorship Slant

Effort to obtain an opinion from

the N, Y. State Attorney General

clarifying the state’s pre-censor-

ship of films statute, resulted this

week in a noncommittal reply from

the state’s chief legal official. Re-

quested Attorney Gen. Nathaniel

made by Ephraim

.Londqn, attorney who success-

fullr^rl^eh- "The J^racle" case

before the U. S. Supreme Court

for distrib Joseph Bd&tyn. Acting

on behalf of another client, whom
London declined to name, the at-

torney wrote Goldstein asking him

to issue an opinion similar to the

one handed down recently by tbe

Attorney General of Maryland.

Maryland’s legal topper, Hall

Hammond, in an interpretation

based on the Supreme Court’s de-

cisions in* "The Miracle" and
"Pinky” cases, ruled that the Mary-
land censor board could only , snip

films on the grounds of indecency
and obscenity. Pic of London’s
client had been turned down by
the N. Y* Board of Regents, the
state's censorship body, on the
grounds of immorality, a restraint

factor which the Maryland legal

exec had .eliminated. London had
hoped to obtain a similar ruling,

from New York’s legal department
which, in effect* would have per-

mitted the showing of his client’s

film.

‘Impossible to Issue*

Goldstein, however, in his reply
to London, pointed out that the
Appellate Division in its decision
on the "La Ronde" case last week
held that the New York censorship
law was constitutional as applied
to immoral films. Therefore, Gold-
stein noted, it made it impossible
to issue an opinion, "even if we
were otherwise disposed to do so."

"On the day of the writing of
your letter to me of June 13,"

Goldstein wrote to London, "the
Appellate Division, Third Dept.,
handed down its decision in the
‘La Ronde’ case, in which the Court
held that the New York censorship
law was constitutional as . applied
to immoral films. This decision, of
which you were unaware at the
time of your writing, of course ren-
ders it impossible to issue the
opinion which you request, even if

we were otherwise disposed to do
so.'

r

Similar request for clarification
of the "immorality" issue was
made by London to Charles

<

Brind,
attorney for the Dept, of ,Educa-
tion, under . which the Board of
Regents functions. However, the.
attorney has received no reply as
yet from Brind, and it is his belief
that Brind and the Regents are ap-
parently weighing the issue. Even
if he receives a nix from Brind
and the Regents, London said he

.

plans no further action. He intends
to wait and see what happens on
the immorality question when "La
Ronde” comes before the Court of
Appeals, N. Y. State’s highest trL
bunal.

Md. Censors
Continued from page 3 ; ; |

pletely eliminated in "The Mira-
cle” case.

Hammond’s opinion limiting film
censorship to indecency and ob-
scenity came in answer to. an in-
quiry from Sydney R. Traub, board
prexy, who wanted to know if the
board had the right to censor non-
commercial and educational films.
Hammond’s reply, however, went
far beyond the question posed by
the board chairman.

‘Birth of Nation* Angle
Board of Censors and the Police

Commissioner of Baltimore City
filed demurrers Friday (20) to the
suit filed by a Washington distribu-
tor, contesting the bah of ’"Birth
of a Nation’’ in Maryland. Suit
seeks to invalidate Maryland mo-
tion-pietdre censorship laws on the
grounds that the statutes are un-
constitutional.

'
•

The demurrers contend that the
suit is insufficient in law and does
not entitled the distributor to relief
in the Circuit Court, alleging the
plaintiff has other legal remedies.'
Case could make Maryland the
testing ground for determining
whether censorship laws generally
are unconstitutional and violate
freedoms of the press and speech.
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Red Snow
in the Bering Strait area. Results
make for a passable programmer
subject that also has some possi-

bilities for exploitation selling in

houses that like to ballyhoo prod-
uct.

Columbia is presenting the Boris

L. Petroff production, which was
compiled from much stock footage
he controls, plus lensing of the
proper number ‘ of key plot se-

quences and connections to help-

narration tell a modern-day story.

Petroff shares credit with Harry S.

Franklin on the direction of the
new footage, while Ewing Scott,

who has filmed much frozen foot-

age in the past, handled the Alas-
kan direction. ,

Robert Peters did the story on
which Tom Hubbard and Orville

H. Hampton based their script. The'
William ShaW narration, broken
into occasionally by the players
carrying the key plot sequences,
tells how the U. S. Air Force sends
Eskimo, soldiers bach; to their tribes

to investigate strange lights and
sounds originating on the Russian
side- of the strait. It soon develops
the Reds are trying out a new se-

cret weapon, and finale has it lost

to them when one of their fliers

rebels and crashes his plane On the
U." S. side.

•

Unfoldment pace is laborious
most of the time, although occa-
sionally quickened by. the action in'

the stock footage showing Eskimos
hunting, playing, fleeing an ice
breakup and fighting off » a polar
bear, etc. However, the accom-
panying dialog implies more action
than actually transpires.
Trouping by the cast is . unin-

spired, being as stock as most of
the footage. Guy Madison heads
the starring players as an eager-
eyed, boyish U. S. flier, while Ray
Mala plays the Eskimo soldier
against the same type of back-
ground used in “Igloq" dhd "Es-
kimo," two of his earlier films.

Gloria Saunders plays his Eskimo
bride and Carole Mathews is seen
as an Army nurse. Robert Peyton,
Philip Ahn, Tony Benroy and Gor-
don Barnes are among some of the
others involved.

Merrill White and Albert •'Shaft
are credited with the okay editing
job, and Paul Ivano is listed as
lenser. Alex Alexander and June
Starr did the music score, which
provides good accompaniment.

Brog.

Wild Goe« There!
(BRITISH)

Minor legit- success looms as
British screen hit;' strong for
U. S. arty spots.

. London, June JLl,

British Lion release of Anthony .Kim-
mins London Films production. Stars
Nitfel Patrick, Valerie Hobson and. Pegsy
Cummins. Directed by Anthony Klmmins.
Streenplay, John Dlghton; camera, John
Wilcox, Ted Scaife; decor, Wilfred Shin-
ffleton; music,' Muir Mathieson. At Carl-
ton, London, June 10, '53. Running time,
•5 MINS.
Sir Hubert Cornwall A. E. Matthews
Alex Cornwall Valerie Hobson
Miles Cornwall Nigel Patrick
Guy Ashely Anthony Bushell
Arthur Crisp George Cole
Christina Deed Peggy Cummins
Guide Joss Ambler

A minor legit hit during the
1951 season, "Who Goes There l"

is likely to prove a standout suc-
cess on the screen. It Is a sure-
fire light offering for British ex-
hibs, and the theme, which pokes
fun at British pomp and -tradition,
should make it a strong entry for
the American art house trade.
John DIghton has written the

screenplay from his own original
and has injected a warm light-
hearted flavor which makes the
finished film first-class escapist
fare. Dialog Is crisply written.
Picture is smoothly directed and a
good compact all-round cast ex-
tract every ounce of fun.

Story is set in the environs of
St. James Palace. It is based on a
series of frivolous incidents that
follow when 'a guardsman deserts
his pqst after being plagued by the
girl he’s jilted. Because of a
sprained ankle he parks her in a
residence In the palace grounds,
but the son of the household re-
turns before he’s able to retrieve
her. Eventually, it takes a direct
intervention to Buckingham Pal-
ace to secure the freedom of the
guardsman and the romantic
happy ending.

Nigel Patrick repeats his stage
rule of the dashing young diplo-
mat who comes home to find the
girl in his apartment, and chalks
up another personal success. Val-
erie Hobson, as his sister, whose
main function in life appears to
be to sort out his romantic en-
tanglements, gives a smooth and
pleasing performance, while Peggy

Cummins is a delight as the yountf
and jilted girl. George Cole turns
in another fine characterization as
the guardsman, A. E. Matthews
almost steals the film as the ab-
sent-minded father of the house-
hold and Anthony Bushell’s rigid
portrayal of a guards’ officer is in
the right key.

n

0 Settings are limited while the
action doesn’t move from the pal-
ace grounds. They are expertly
reconstructed, however. Good cam-
era work and smart editing round
out tlie technical qualities. Myro

M-GSwitch
r
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he’d participate In a limited num-
ber of pix.

Twentieth is well underway with
a program of making partners out
of professional talent. New deal
with director Elia Kazan calls for
a split of the take, instead of pay-
off of a fixed sum. This is believed
the most recent of such agreements
which 20th has entered.

Some companies feel that the
pard deals have some disadvan-
tages. For one, the performer or
director has a voice in decisions in-

volving the handling of each pic
in which there’s the participation,

including the policy on reissue.

However, the new trend makes it

clear that the /shortcomings are
considered more than compensated
for by the economic benefits.

Individuals signed to profits par-

ticipation pacts have the advantage
Of partial ownership of product,
which they may retain, indefinitely,

and this could serve as a cushion
against financial reverses in the fu-

ture. Also, capital -gains deals are

possible In lieu of the tremendous
tax on personal income.

Another agreeable consideration

for the studios is that performers
are likely to be fully cooperative

in working on pix in which they

have a financial stake. It’s figured

there would be a virtual end to

permitting emotional disturbances

and physical inconveniences to

stand in the way of their getting

the job done.

Economy Vital

Company directive making
"economy" virtually a studio slo-

gan Is expected
„
after the series

of top echelon meetings at Metro,

which underlined the idea that the

boxoffice situation is too criti-

cal nowadays to permit wastage.

"There will be the sharpest, clos-

est appraisal of every production

dollar,” one Metjo exec declared,

"to make certain, any money, ex-

pended In getting a picture on the

screen isn’t wasted."

Those unable to hew to the

"economy" line will find no room
at the studio, where execs feel cur-

rent economy is such that there's

no room for extravagance or “mis-

takes." For eve'ry picture dollar

spent, two must be returned to the

company to break eVen.

Shelving of "Jumbo," at least for

this year, pending reappraisal of

what was to have been a top-cost

production, is one of the results

of the. meet. Pic was to have been

Roger Edens* first production.

Stanley Donen was to direct. Stu-

dio had announced, at different

times, Red Skelton, Donald O’Con-

nor and Debbie Reynolds for the

cast.

Front office" will insist hence-

forth that every dollar spent must

show on screen, a Metro exec de-

clared. . "Ivanhoe” was pointed to

as a thoroughly, well-organized pic

from standpoint of cost, expenses

and boxoffice results. It was also

pointed out’ that some Metro pix

this year, while boxoffice suc-

cesses, could have been made at

less expense.

It was made clear that the econ-

omy move -won’t cut into the stu-

dio’s plan to go forward with top

"A” production as company policy.

Nor will it affect fhe recently-

formed, moderate-budget Charles

Schnee unit formed to fill a pro-

duction need in Metro’s schedule,

and at same time develop new pro-

ducers, directors and thesping

talent.

Summing up the situation, the

Metro exec said that out of the

meetings has come the determina-

tion that film production can con-

tinue on a profitable basis, but only

with the elimination of the oJo

devil-may-care attitude toward

costs and expenditures.
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DENVER- Rialto- RECORD-BREAKING OPENING!

SEATTLE-Music Box -HOLDOVER

!

MINNEAPOLIS—RKO Pan-STRONG!

n PORTLAND (Ore.)- Mayfair-VERY BIG OPENING!

SAN FRANCISCO- Esquire-SOUD!
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Clips From Film Row

NEW YORK
Gaston Hakim, sales veepee for

Trans-Global pictures, planed to

the Coast over weekend to set

roadshow dates in Los Angeles and
San Francisco for the company’s
Swedish import, ‘'Miss Julie."

Casino Him Exchange, located

for years in. Yorkville, moving to

the Times Sq. 'area early next
month, according to prexy Munio
Podhorzer. Outfit is also setting

up a -new department to handle
distribution, of tils’'"German-lan-
guage pictures in Canada and La-

tin America.
Peter F. Pugliese named assist-

ant secretary of RKO Pictures. He
is assistant to J. Miller Walker,
veepee and general counsel.

Little Neck Theatre, Little Neck,
L. I., acquired by a corporation
headed by Robert Seltzer from the
Northern Amus. Corp. Deal for

600-seater was set by Berk and
Krumgold.

BOSTON
A1 Margolian, for four years. As-

ior Theatre flack, resigned tp join

Alfred Black ad agency.
Albert Donovan, formerly of

Uptown, Lynn, replaced Joe Sand-
ler as manager of Richmond Cir-

cuit’s Kenmore; Sandler resigned
to enter other biz.

Following annual meeting of

Children's Cancer Research Foun-
dation, prez Martin J, Mullin an-
nounced election of Theodore
Fleisher. Interstate Theatre’s top-

per and Herman Mihtz, Variety
member, as trusteed, succeeding
the late 35. Harold Stoneman and
Phillip Marget.

Carl Goldman, Affiliated Thea-
tre’s booker, resigned to enter the
food biz.

Return engagement of Variety
Club’s "Day at the Races” is Slated

for July 8 at Narragansett Park,
R. I.

LOS ANGELES
William M. Saal and Mickey

Gross planed out for Minnesota to

make arrangements for dual
preems of Republic’s "Woman in

Wilderness" in Duluth, July 23, and
in Minneapolis the next day,

Harold WirthWein, Monogram’s
western sales manager, arranged
unprecedented first-run bookings
for "Wagons West” and “Feudin’
Fools" in Salt Lake City. ' Pair
will open day-and-date July 17 in
two drive-ins, the Autorium and
Airport, and two conventional the-
atres, the Crest and Gem.

MINNEAPOLIS
Mill City Theatres, group of 33

individually owned independent
theatres here, is dropping con-
solidated once-a-week "Bank
Nights" after using them 86 weeks.
Finds them no longer profitable as
employed in conformity with court
decision legalizing cash giveaways
if non-patrons- also are eligible to
win.

Minneapolis Federal Reserve

bank’s monthly debit report shows
that May business in Minnesota ran

7% behind that of corresponding

month a year ago.

Many foreign films continue to

get their Twin Cities first-runs In

three independent nabe houses

having fine arts policy.

The Volk Bros. Terrace, newest
Twin Cities deluxe nabe, still en-

joying a healthy boxoffice.

Art Zuelch, Metro office man-
ager, transferred in same capacity

to Detroit branch. Thomas Grady,
homeoffice master booker, here to

take over duties until permanent
successor is iiamed.

4 j

Metro branch completed 40 ‘ Quo
Vadis’’- deals in territory, with

picture showing at advanced admis-

sions in all instances.

ST. LOUIS
The Webster, St. Louis indie

nabe, shuttered by George Graham
for the summer.

R. D. Fischer, owner of the Star,

Willow Springs, Mo., lighted his

new ozoner near Willow- Springs.

Jack Taylor and Tom Falk, Mat-
toon, 111., heads of the Ok&w Drive-
In Corp., added a kids’ playground
at their new ozoner near Camar-
ago, 111,'

’

Ernest Stewell, owner of the
Allen, Franklin, 111., dark since last

January, • is readying house for
early relighting. .

The Frisina Amus. Co., shuttered
its Lyric, a 600-seater, Gillespie,

111., for summer.
Jim Castle, Paramount publicity

director for the midiwest, to Holly-
wood for a three-week iooksee.

PHILADELPHIA
Mary Jo Devlin, model in Metros

“Lovely to Look At," in town this
week squired by Metro Hack Ed
Gollner?
The Earle, town’s largest vauder,

shuttered for summer June 20.

Stanley, 2,900 seat Warner de-
luxe*-, had closed-circuit telecast of
Sugar Ray Robinson-Joey Maxim
bout Monday <23) 'on reserved-scat
bfcsis.

CHICAGO
Latest houses planning to shut-

ter in this exchange area are the
Garfield here and Prospect in
Mount Prospect, 111. Both darken
July 27.

Connie Pappas negotiating for
the Oriental Theatre, which has
been shuttered for the past month.
Operator of the Towne in Mil-
waukee, be is conferring with -Ran-
dolph • Bohrer, bead of present op-
erating company, the film distribu-
tors, .and various management and
real estate companies that hold in-
terests in the house. Demands of
the leaseholders for 15% slice of
the gross has been holding back
a deal". .

'

Ziegfeld, lush Lopert- art house,
is shuttering for summer on July
-6 and will remain closed until
after Labor Day. Although house

GREAT MOTION PICTURES ARE PROCESSED BY PATHE
*

U<"I President Nate J. Blumberg says:
‘

‘ We have an exclusive contract

with Pathe Pahsfor the process-

ing of all our black and white

pictures . They give us what we
want

, when we want it,
’ ’

No processing job is too large for Pathe.

None is too small. The only
.

requirement

is that each be of the highest quality.

Perhaps you would like details on the

benefits of an exclusive Pathe contract.

had been doing slightly better In

recent weeks, biz had been way off

for months.

DALLAS
Jack Walker has taken over as

manager of the Prince Theatre,

San Antonio; succeeds James Her-
man Sollock, who becomes Arts

Theatre manager there.

Jerry Ebeirer sold his King
Drive-In, San Marcos, to Frank W.
Zimmerman of that city. Ebeirer

also sold the Capitol Theatre, New
Braunfels, to Johnny Crain, for-

mer -manager of house.

The ^tiiLie brlve-In reopened at

Dumas by Powell Theatres Co. .

The Palace, downtown Interstate

deluxe?, begins a week’s celebra-

tion June r26 of its 31st annl,

"Scaramouche” will be pic at the
2,800-seater, recently redecorated
and recarpeted. Former house
managers include Gus S. Eyssell,

president of Rockefeller Cdntre,
Inc.

Sift TV Valaa
Continued from pare 3

Both New York and Hollywood Have Complete Path£ Laboratory Facilities;

3 s MM • I 6 mm • COLOR » BLACK AND WHITE
Pathe Laboratories, Inc. is a subsidiary of Chesapeake Industries, Inc.

today (Wed.), to a trio of Ear
execs,- Jerry Pickman, pub-ad
chief; Sid BlumenStock, advertis-

ing manager;, and Robert J. Rubin,
assistant to prexy Barney Balaban.

Today’s session will follow a

briefer one at which Sindlinger
presented some of his findings to

board chairman Adolph Zukor and
v.p. Paul Raiboum in New York
last week. Sindlinger has been do-
ing audience research for Par for
more than a year.

Specifically, today’s huddle will

be for the purpose of helping Par
avoid in release of “Greatest Show
On Earth" in Philly what Sind-
linger feels were mistakes- by
Metro in handling "Quo Vadis."
While the latter did well, grosses
were not yrp to expectations.

Major Errors
Two major errors are ascribed

by the researcher to M-G. First
was the choice of ad media and
second. Was too rapid a playoff.

"Q.V." played 17 houses day-and-
date, and by the time word-of-
mouth had permeated, Sindlinger
says, it was no longer to be found.

Sindlinger feels that Metro’s use
of newspapers to the ' exclusion of
most other media hurt "Q.Y." He
opines that a balanced selection
of ways of communicating with the
public must be made and will ad-
vise the Par execs on what his
research shows to be the best
combo.

• All the interviews have been
tape-recorded. Pickman, Blumen-
stock and Rubin will listen to some
of. these* playbacks in illustration
of Sindlinger’s points. That’s why
they're going to Philly, rather than
having him come to New York.
As for what he feels is a trend

to overemphasis on the value of
TV as a medium, Sindlinger claims
that potential theatregoers are fre-
quently not those with their tele
sets turned on. He therefore
thinks that the high cost of tele
advertising, unless properly used
with other media, is hot efficient.

Still pending is a decision by
newsreel companies as to whether
they want Sindlinger to go ahead
with a study of popularity of their
product. Outcome of the survey
would be to help them determine
whether they should discontinue
operations, merge or continue as
is. Four of the reels are under-
stood to have voted to sponsor the
survey,. but the fifth has balked.

Biz Upbeat
Continued from page 3

sisently over the past few years,
rang up worldwide business of
$16,950,000 for the 13 weeks ended
May 3. Total for the correspond-
ing period, in '51 was $15,780,000.
Twentieth-Fox, Warner^,. and

RKO Theatres all were slightly on
the downbeat. United Paramount,
clocking an estimated $30,450,000
for the first three* months of the
current calendar year, was exactly
even with the take for last year’s
corresponding period.
RKO Pictures isn’t included in

the tabulations because figures for
the past quarter weren’t available.
The gross figures alone, of

course, aren’t a precise reflection
of each company’s ups and downs
from the viewpoint, of net profits
and dividends for the investors.
But the new figures do show that
the worldwide audience is still of
huge size. Objective, of course, is

to keep it that way and at the same
time cut operating expenses.

BOSTON
(Continued from page 8)

"Lydia Bailey"’ (20th) and "Kan-
sas Territory” (Mono). Below ex-

pectations at fail!' $12,000. Last

week, "Ivory Hunter" (U) and "No
Room for Groom" (U), $10,000.

Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 40-

85)—"3 for Bedroom C" (WB) and
"Tale of Five Women" (UA). Dull

$10,000. Last week, "Valley of

Eagles" (Lip) and "Loan Shark"
(Lip), $6,700.

j

Orpheum (Laew) (3,000; 40-85)

—"Carbine Williams" (M-G) and
"Talk About a Stranger" (M-G).

Fair $12,500. Last week, “Skirts

Ahoy’7 (M-G) and "Corky Gasoline
Alley" (Col) (2d wk), $11,000.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-85)

—"Carson City" (WB) and "Man
on the Run" (Indie), slender $8,500.

Last week, "Dream of Jeattie"

(Rep) and "Wild Stallion" (Mono),
$7,500.

'
.

State (Loew) (3,500; 4d-85>—
"Carbine Williams" (M-G) and
"Talk About Stranger” (M-G).
Drab $7,000. Last week, “Skirts
Ahoy” (M-G) and "Corky of Gaso-
line Alley" (Col) (2d wk), $5,500.

Buff Hits Skids; ‘Heart’

Fair $9,000, ‘Rio’ Ditto

Buffalo, June 24. *

Film biz at first-runs is scrap-
ing bottom h^re this week, "Wild
Heart" af Century is doing about
as well’ ai any pic, but it is only
fair at Century.

.
"Lydia Bailey"

is rated dull at the Buffalo while
"Captive City” shapes slow at the
Center.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew’s) (3,000; 40-70)

—

"Lydia Bailey" (20th) and "Glory
Alley” (M-G). Dull $10,000, Last
week, "Pat and Mike” (M-G) and
"Dancing Years’-’ (Indie), same;
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 4O-.70)—"Denver Rio Grande" (Par) and

"Africa Treasure” (Mono). Droopy
$9,000. Last week, "Kangaroo"
(20th) and "Big Night" (UA), ditto.

Center (Par) (2,100; 40-70) —
"Captive City" (UA) and "Red
Planet Mars" (UA). Slow $6,000.
Last week, "Tomorrow Too Late"
(Indie), $5,200.
Lafayette (Basil) *(3,000; 40-70)—

"Storm Over Tibet" (Col) and
"Brave Warrior" (Col). Sad $5,000
in 5' days. Last week, "Bronco
Buster" (U) and "No Room for
Groom" (U), $6,000.

Century .(20th Cent.) (3,000; 40-
70)—"Wild Heart" (RKO) and
"Here Come Marines" (Mono). Fair
$9,000. Last week, “Clash By
Night" (RKO) and "Bal Tabarin"
(Rep), $10,800 in 9 days.

PORTLAND, ORE.
(Continued from page 8),

White” (M-G) and "Oklahoma An-
nie" (Rep), $9;000.

Mayfair (Parker) (1,500; 65-90)
*^"Half Breed" (RKO) and "Jim
in Forbidden Land" (Col). Fair
$4,000 or less. Last week, "Strange
World” (UA) and "Law of Bad-
lands* (RKO), $5,300.

Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; 65-
90)—"Kangaroo" (20th) arid "Brave
Warrior"

.

(Col), day-date with
Paramount, Okay $3,500. Last
week, "Carson City” (WB) and
"Lion and Horse" (WB), $3,800.
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,750; 65-

90)—"Paula" (Col) and "Clouded
Yellow" (Col). Good $6,000. Last
week, "Carson City" (WB) and
"Lion and Horse" (WB), $6,300.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,400;

65-90)-— "Kangaroo" (20th) and
"Brave ' Warrior" (Col). Okay
$6,500. Last week, "The Sniper”
(Col) and "Bride of the Gorilla"
(Indie), $8,800.
•United Artists (Parke?) (890; 65-

90) — “Three for Bedroom C"
(WB). Mild $3,200. Last week,
"No Room for Groom" (U) and
"Rocking Horse Winner" (Indie),
$5,800.

‘Kangaroo’ Great $12,000

In Seattle; ‘Clash’ 11G

Palomar is Open again
J
after

2

one
week, using a . straight pix poliev
This week has "Birth of Laff Stars"
and "Musical Sensations'," for a hiV
total. "Clash JBy Night" loom!
stout at Qrpheum. "Kangaroo" is
rated great at Coliseum. “Skirts
Ahoy", still is strofig. in fourth
rpurid at Music Hall,
1 Estimates for This Week
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,829; 65-

90)
—"Kangaroo" (20th) and “Dead-

‘map’?. Trail" (MonO). Great $12-
000 or close, Last week, "Atomic
City" (Par) and "African Treasure"
(Mono), $6,800.

Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,366*
65-90)—"Lydia, Bailey" (20th) and
"Anything Can Happen" (Par). Big
$9,000„ Last week, "East on Beacon
Street" (Col), $8,500.

.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 65-90)—"Outcast of Islands" (UA) and

"Captive City" (UA), $5,300.
Musle Bex (Hamrick) (850; 65-90)

—“Streets of Sorrow" (Indie). Sad
$2,000. Last week, "Girls Behind
Bars" (iridie), $2,600.
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,282; 65-

90)
—"Skirts Ahoy" (M-G) (4th wk).

Strofig
,
$6,000 after $9,000 last

stanza*
Orpbeum (Hamrick) (2.599; 65-

90)—"Clash By Night" (RKO) and
"Stolen.. Face" (Lip). Stout $11,-
000 or near. Last week, "Across
Street" (U) and "Tahiti Honey"
(Rep), $7,400. .

Palomar (1,350: 45-70) —"Birth
of Laff. Stars" (Indie) and "Musical
Sensations" (Indie). Big $7,000.
Last week, dark.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039;

65-90)—"The Fighter" (UA) and
"Red Planet Mars" (UA). Slow
$6,000. Last week, "Half-Breed’*
(RKO) and "Gunman" (Mono),

$5,300.

‘Queen’ Leads Mont,

i,

Bi* $24,000; Tembo* 8G
Montreal, June 24.

"African Queen" at Loew’s is

biggest newcomer here this stanza

with socko session. "Pride of St.

Louis" looks good at Capitol while

"Tembo” is solid at Orpheum.
Otherwise trade is way off with

burst of hot weather taking heavy
toll at boxoffice.

Estimates for This Week
Palace (C.T.) (2,626; 34-60)—

"When In Rome" (M-G). Poor
$8,000. Last week, "Paula" (Col),

$11 ,000 .

Capitol (C.T.) (2,412; 34-60)-
"Pride of St. Louis” (20th). Good

- $13,000. Last week, "Six Convicts"

(Col). $14,000. -
Princess (C.T.) (2,131; 34-60)—

"Big Trees” (WB). So-so $8,000.

Last week, “Carbine Williams’’

(M-G), $11,000.
Loew’s (C.T.) (2,855; 40-65)—"Af-

rican Queen" (UA). Hot $24,000.

Last week, "Five Fingers" (20th)

(2d wk), $13,000.
Imperial (C.T.) (1,839; 34-60)—

"Half-Breed" (RKO) and "Gay In-

truders" (RKO). Average $7,000.

Last week, "Tarzan’s Strange Fury
(RKO) and "West of Pecos” (RKO),

.

$8 ,000.
/

Orpheum (C.T.) C1.048; 34-60)—
“Tembo" (RKO) and "Smith Vs.

Scotland Yard" (RKO). Solid

$8,000. Last week, "Main Bait’*

(Lip) and "Wildcat" (Lip), $5 ,
000 .

DENVER
(Continued from page 8)

Breed" (RKO) and "Road Agent"
(RKO), $7,000.
Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; 40-

85) — "Sniper” (Col) and. “Harem
Girl" (Col). Fair $11,000. Last
week, "Bronco Buster" (U) and
“Bowery to Broadway" (Indie).

$10 ,
000 .

Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 40-85) —
"Montana Territory" (Col) and
"Yank in Indo-China" (Col). Fair
$6,000. L a s.t week, "Brave War-
rior" (Col) and "Thief Damascus"
(Col), $5,500.
Webber (Fox) (750; 40-85) —

"Montana Territory" (Col) and
"Yank in Indo-China" (Col). Fair
$2,700. Last week, "Brave War-
rior" (Col) and "Thief Damascus”
(Col), $3,000.

New York Theatres
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TELEPIX REVIEWS
CAMPBELL PLAYHOUSE
(The Cavortfttg Statue)

With Cesar' Romero, Ann Ruther-
ford, Kriatfne Miller, other#

Director: Richard Irvin*
Writer: H. J. Green
30 Mins.; Fri., 9:30 p.m.
CAMPBELL SOUP
NBC-TV, from HoUywood (film).

(Ward Wheelockl. ^
Light, diverting whimsy is "The

Cavorting Statue,”' adapted to TV
by H. J. Green from a story by
Elaine McPherson and directed
with good pace by Richard Irving.

Reputable whodunit writer
Cesar Romero is accused of steal-

ing the statue Diana from the

local museum. The statue turns

to reality in the person of Kristine
Miller, who carries on with Ro-
mero unbeknownest to Ann
Rutherford, his secretary and be-
trothed; the museum director, and
the constabulatory. It all turns out
okay when Diana goes back to her
pedestal. Actually, it’s a 15-min-
ute or so vignette that's been
stretched, but nicely, to a half-

hour.
Romero fits his frenzied role

niftily. and Miss Rutherford is just
right in support. Miss Miller is a

luscious Lorelei with fine dra-
matic gifts. Other Hollywoodites
in the cast fill the bill capably,

Tutu.

values, although it is obvious in

spots and has one or two overly
coincidental developments, Thor
is natural, if not dynamic, as the
Yank reporter and Anders Hen-
riksson registers effectively as the
traitor. Bengt Brunskag handles
the role of the fugitive in a some-
what uneven manner and Gisela
Wallen gets full

,
sympathy as the

girl who’s struck/dumb by the hop-*

ror of seeing all her townsfolk -j

slaughtered. Production is gen-
erally good, utilizing a lot of. loca-

tion lensihg, and the camerawork
is' distinguished by neat closeup
work. * Bril.

BIG TOWN
With Pat McVey, Jane Nigh, John

Close, others
Producers: Grosa-Krasne
Director: Charles Haas
Writer: Larry Kimble
30 Mins.; Thurs., 9:34 p.m.
LEVER BROS.
CBS-TV, from New York (film)

( Ruthrauff & Ryan )

This episode of "Big Town”
aired over CBS-TV Thursday (19)

continued in the bigtime, groove
the show established for- itself

when it switched to film several
months ago. It was a neatly paced
half-hour and although the plot
line was average meller stuff, top
thesping and lensing helped make,
it a slick offering.
Yarn related Steve Wilson’s at-

tempts to vindicate a young lad
who’s been fingered by a femme
fatale as the murderer in a street
assassination. By splicing in phone
speeches on a tape recorder he
gets the bad gal to incriminate
her gangster boyfriend—but not
before Wilson, himself, comes
close to getting plugged. It

wasn’t much of a tale but topflight
camerawork built okay suspense.

Pat McVey was reasonably stoic
as Wilson, the newspaperman-
sleuth, and Jane Nigh was charm-
ing as .his femme side, Lorelei.
Joan Vos was believable as the big
bad blond as was her racketeer
beau, Paul DuBov. John Close, in
the role of Lt. Jamieson, came
across okay with the little he had
to do.

Plugs for the Lever products
were tastefully handled and didn’t
get In the way. Gros.

PRODUCTION FOR FREEDOM
THEATRE

With Westbrook Van Voorhi*
30 Mins.; Sun,, 9:39 pm.
ARC-TV* from New .York

This new series consists of films

made sorie time ago for industrial

firms, linking them together under
the theme that "production enables
men to- forge the tools and weapons
with which we remain, foreyer free;

production, for freedom is our goal
as a nation—and our strength rein-

forces that of other nations-”' It

has been skedded. by ABC-TV in

connection with the "Production
for Freedom” celebration- backed
by the investor-owned power com-
panies and several other big corpo-
rations as endorsed by the' Chamber
of Commerce of the-U. S. Bozell it

Jacobs, the ad agency, played a
major role in setting up the tele

show.
Among the companies and organ-

izations for which pix on the sene#
were made include U. S, Steel,

Do\v Chemical, General Electric,

Southern California; Edison*. Ana*
conda Copper, Assn.' of American
Railroads, Oil Information Com-
mittee, Allegheny Ludlum Steel,

U. S. Rubber, Douglas Aircraft, the
Chgmbert ot Commerce and Bitu-
hnjrt'ousf Coat Institute. A feature
madelloii the last-named outfit by
March ' of . Tihie kicked off the pro-
gram Sunday (22).

The pic’waV iif good quality for
an industrial opus, showing how
coal is mined, its role in the econo-
my, progress being made in min-
ing, efforts at improving „ mine
safety, etc. As an effort made
specially for the bituminous coal
industry, it naturally represents
the latter’s point of view—indicat-
ing that soft coal has a bigger
future- than liquid- fuel, for ex-
ample, and generally plugging the
coal companies* position.
Westbrook . Van Voorhis briefly

introes and close# the film,, on
kinescope recording. He also nar-
rated the MOT-produced entry

1

.

Bril.

THE SECOND CANDLE
(SnnklaL Premier Playhouse)

With Mable Paige, Whitfield Con-
ner, Arthur. Shields* others

Producer; Gil Ralston
Writer: Joseph Coehran
39 Mina.; Fri., V .pjn,
SUNKIST
KTLA, Hollywood
Purportedly a quaint Irish . story

of an old woman who loses her

faith along with her husband, "The
Second Candle” develops instead
into a too-talky, contrived affair

containing stereotyped Gaelic
character# concentrating on their
brogues instead of the script.

Basic story idea, that of embit-
tered elderly femme Wlio eventu-
ally has’ her faith restored, might
possibly have been okay, for a 15-

minute segment, but stretched out
over a half-hour

,
is much too. thin

for interest. Consequent result issj

overly-long stretches of dialog
which contribute little, or nothing
to premise. An unreal aura sur-
rounds entir«>vidpic.

Mable Paige, Whitfield Connor
and Arthur Shields struggle val-
iantly' but have no chance with
script handed them. ' Joseph Coch-
ran telepiayed. Arthur Ripley’#
direction is unimaginative.
Sunkist pitches are direct, with-

out being offensive. DaJcuw

ANOTHER HARVEST
(Fireside Theatre)

With Roth Warrick, Phillip Reed,
.others

Producet-dlrector: Frank Wisbar
Writer: John Sheppard
30 Min#.;' Toes., 9 p.m.
PROCTER A GAMBLE
NBC-TV, from Hollywood

. (Compton

)

.

Producer-director Frank Wisbar
plays this one straight at the
PAG buyer#, and the distaff side
should go - for this hearts-and-
flowers opus. True, the John Shep-
pard script has its share of cliches,
particularly in the dialog, but

"hotter Harvest' neverthele,.
has solid appeal for the femmf!
who go for these sob stories

es

Yarn is about a femme desertedby her spouse, whose fortune evatS
orates, so he takes a powS
across the border, with hi« 5/
Even the old homestead he boupiff
for his wife i# sold in the debSe
so he can boat his creditors to theborder. Much-persevering, heroi?
wife play# £ straight, paying off
tilt creditor* to square the billShes straddled . with woes - anddebt# when she meets the hand-some young -man. Happy ending i3providentially provided by he?husband who .gets himself killed

K^t^.thchappy

m'sjWarrick managing ’to do all right
despite some silly lines. Reed is

S*?1 ih? noble young manwho helps the femme in distress

v^lsb£i* d^ion plays the
heari: string# well. Camera wovk
by Ben. Kline is expert. Daku.

merry-go-round
(The Unexpected)

**£*•* Burr, Gloria Blon-
dell, ether#
redaeer; 2hr TV

^rector: Sobey Martin
wnteip; Jerry Lawrence, Robert

TV Films in Production
is ojf Friday*.June 20

FOREIGN INTRIGUE
(The Traitor)
With Jerome Thor, Anders Hcn-

riksson, Bengt Brunskag, Lau-
rit* Falk, Gisela Wallen

Producer-direotor-writer: Sheldon
Reynolds

Music: Erik Baumann
30 Mins.; Thurs., 10:30 p.m.
BALLANTINE BEER
WNBT, New YOrk

(J. Walter Thompson)
This Sheldon Reynolds produc-

tion has been on for 38 weeks in
New York, and after last week’s
edition (19) the sponsor will re-
run some of the earlier episodes
for the summer. Bankroller is
Ballantine beer, which has the
program in 11 markets; its agency,
J. Walter Thompson, is handling
distribution, with "Foreign In-
trigue” now backed in some 21
other markets.
Lensed in Sweden, "Intrigue”

brings a fairly good product for a
relatively low nut. There are no
American marquee names, but the
foreign thespers fit into the kind
of stories offered. "The Traitor,”
as an example, deals with a man
running away from the French
police, who have tagged him a
murderer. Actually, it is discov-
ered by Jerome Thor, as an Amer-
ican reporter, the fugitive is one
of the three surviving witnesses of
a massacre of an entire town by
the Nazis during World War II.
The other two are a woman suffer-
ing from shock, and a police of-
ficer. The latter was the quisling
who had caused the massacre, who
murders the fugitive and who is
finally killed when the stricken
woman regains her senses.
The story, by Tom Younger and

Edward Eliot, has good dramatic

ARROW PRODUCTIONS
KTTV Studios, Hollywood

BRAMAH OF TH*. JUMCLE" 3* hsl*
hour jungle adventure telepix scries now
shooting. Producers: Harry S. HothswM,
Leon -Fromkess.
Film Producer: Rudolph Flothow
Director: Wally Fox

ATHENA PRODUCTIONS, INC,
California Studios: Hollywood

Three series of J13 chapter play* each
''SORT OF ROBIN HOOD" skedded to he*
gin shooting latter part of June.
Producer-director: Clifford Sanforth
Associate producer: A1 Westen
Assistant director: Nate Bairragcr
Writer: Howard Laurence Field

BREAKSTON-STAHL PRODS.
General Service Studios: HoUywood
"SAFARI RILL" series o£ 26 half hour

telepix to begin shooting July 1. Loca-
tion shota to be filmed In British East
Africa,
Martha Hyor heads cast, parts to fill.

Producer-director: Breakston-Stahl
Associate producer: Irene Breakstom
Technical executive: John R. Carter

WILLIAM F. BKOIDY PRODS.
Sunset Studios, HoUywood

“The Phantom Pirate" series of half
hour adventure telepix now shooting.
Robert Stack heads cast with parts to fill./

Executive producer: William F. Broldy.
Producer: Wesley Barry
Associate producers: Boh Bailey, Hugh
King

Director: Frank McDonald

JACK CHERTOK PRODS.
General Service Studios. HoUywood
"LONE RANGER" half hour series of 52

videoaterx now shooting. John Hart, Jay
SUverheel* set leads.
Producer: Jack Chertok
Associate Producer: Harry Poppe.

COURNEYA PRODUCTIONS
United Producers Studio

Shooting “Noah Beery, Jr. Adventure
Series," 26 15-mlmite telepix.
Cast: Noah Beery, Jr., Ann SavUIew Jack

Harris, Norrtia Fenton.
Producer-director: Jerry Courneya
Supervising film editor: Jimmy Moore

BING CROSBY ENTERPRISES
RKO/n-the. r,.Tver City

Shooting "REBOUND" scries of half
hour adult dramas sponsored by Packard
Motor Car Corp.
Executive producer: Basil Grlllo
Producer: Bernard Girard
Director: B. Girard
Half-hour scries of comedy-drama for

"A CHAIR ON THE BOULEVARD."
Producer; John Nasht

Half hour series of adult drama films
for "CROWN THEATRE" shooting.
Producers: Richard Dorso. Bernard Girard.
"THOSE WERE THE DAYS" half-hour

telepix series now shooting.
Producers: Bernard Girard, Richard Dorso
"CORNY JOHNSON" scries of half-hour

comedy pix now shooting.
Producer-director: Bernard Girard-Rich*

ard Dorso.

OROUCMO MARX starred in 3* half-hour
audience participation film productions, to
be made Mice,* week, for NBC. DeSoto*
P1
^HE

th
.??KiaSONS" series of 36 half

hour comedy telepix now shooting. Phil
Rapp ia writer-director.
Promcar John Guedel
Film producer: I. lindenbaum
Director*: Bob Dean. Bernie. Smith

FLYING A PRODUCTIONS
WOO Suneet Bhd, Hollywood

"ANNIE OAKLEY" new series of 52
half-hour videoaters now shooting, Gail
Davis, Billy Gray head cast. Parts to fill.

Second series of 52 half-hour ‘ Geno
Autry Western telepix shooting. Gene
Autry, Pat Buttram set leads.
"RANGE RIDER" shooting second SC*

ries of 52 half-hour videoters. Jack Ma*
honey, Dick Jones head cast.
Producer: Louis Gray
Directors: Wallace Fox, Geo. Archairibaud
New series of half'-hour western dramas

entitled "DEATH VALLEY DAYS" now
shooting.
Producer: Darrell McGowan
Director: Stuart McGowan

GROSS-KRASNE, INC.
General Service Studios: Hollywood
Now shooting "BIO TOWN" series of 2d

half hour telepix sponsored by Lever.
Brothers. Patrick McVey and Jane Nlgk
set leads.
Producers: Jack J. Gross and Philip N,
Krasne

Director: X. A. Dupont.

JOHN GUEDEL PRODS*
600 Taft Bldg.. Hollywood

Art Linkletter starring in a scries of
104 15-minute vldpix titled "LINKLETTER
AND THE KIDS."
Producer-director: Maxwell Shane
Associate producer: Irvin Atkins

, HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION .

SERVICE
Republic Studios. North Hollywood
"COMMANDO CODY-SKY MARSHAL

OF THE UNIVERSE" series of 36 half-
hour icientiflction telepix now shooting.
Judd Holdren, Aline Towne head cast
with William Schallert in support.
Producer: Franklin Adreon
Director: Fred Brannon

Director: Howard Bretherton 1

"MY LITTLE MARGIE" series of half
hour comedy telepix now shooting,
Charles Farrell and Gale Storm head cast.
Philip Morris sponsors.
Producer: Hal Roach
Director: Hal Yates_

HOUR GLASS PRODS*
810 N. Highland, HoUywood

Shooting "MAH OF TOMORROW" series
of 15-minute telepix.
Producer: Wanda Tuchock
Director: George deNormand

INTERSTATE TELEVISION
Monoeram Studios: HoUywood

"DAUGHTERS OF MARS," starring
Ethel Barrymore, shootings In "ETHEL
BARRYMORE TELEVISION THEATRE"
series.
Producer: Lee Savin
Directors: Lewis AUan, Will Jason

JERRY FAIRBANKS
6052 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood

Casting: Ken Dyson
"AMERICA FOR ME," half-hour video

film for Greyhound, starts shooting July 7
with John Archer starred.
"MAGIC WHEEL," half-hour video film

for National Cash Register, starts shoot-
ing July 14.
Director: Albert KeUey
Assistant director: Joe Boyle
Production supervisor: Raoul Pagel

FRANK FERRIN PRODUCTIONS
6520 Sunset Blvd., HoUywood

C.-sfin": Virginia Mozzuca
"SMILIN' ED'S GANG" series now shoot-

ing. Ed McConneU, Nino Marcel head cast.
Producer-director: Frank Ferrin
Associate producer: Ralph Ferrin
Assistant director: Don Olsen

FILMCRAFT PRODS.
8451 Melrose, HoUywood

EDWARD LEWIS PRCDS.
Motion Picture Center. HoUywood

Series of 13 half-hour telepix featuring
Irene Dunne as femcee now shootJng
Producer: Edward Lewis
Production manager: William Stevens

PHILLIPS LORD PRODS.
Visual Drama Studios: Hollywood

"GANGBUSTER" series for NBC-TV,
sponsored bv Chesterfield, now shooting.
Producer: Phillips Lord
Director: Lew Landers

MARCH OF TIME
369 Lexington Ave., N, Y.

"AMERICAN WIT AND HUMOR” se-
ries of 26 half-hour pix. Thomas Mitchell,
narrator, with cast including Gene Lock-
hart, Jeffrey Lynn, Arnold Moss, Ann
Burr and Olivo Deering.
Producer: Marlon Parsonnet
Directors: Fred Stephani.

ROLAND REED PRODS.
Hal Roach Studios:. Culver City

Now shooting "MYSTtRY THEATRE"
series of 30-minute situation comedies.
Producer: J. Donald WUsOn

REVUE PRODUCTIONS
„ Ragle -lion. Studios; Hollywood • -
Half-hour, series of adult drama tele*

pix now shooting for Revue Prods.
Producer: Revue Productions
Director: Richard Irving, Norman Lloyd.

HAL ROACH PRODUCTIONS
Hal Roach Studios: Culver City

"AMOS 'N' ANDY" series of character
comedy telepix now shooting. Sponsored
by Blatz Beer for CBS-TV.

Moore, Spencer WUliams, Alvin
Childress, Ernestine Wade, Johnny Lee,
Horace Stewart.

Supervisors: Freeman Gosden, Charles
CorreU, Sidney Van Keuren

Director: Charles Barton
Production executive: Jajtnes Fonda
Assistant director: Emmett Emerson

ROY ROGERS PRODUCTIONS
M Goldwyn Studio* Hollywood

. 5°.Y 'l®?*** now shooting 15 oater
telepix. 'Vldpix are half-hour each. Roy
Rogers, Dale Evans topline. Pat Brady
in support. General western parts to fill.
Sponsored by General Foods for NBC-TV.
Producer: Roy Rogers
Associate producer: Jack Lacey
Director: Boh Walker

SCREEN GEMS
Gower, Hollywood

"JEFFERSON DAVIS" half-hour drama
shooting: for DuPont’s "CAVALCADE OFAMERICA series.
Producer-director: Jules Bricken
Assistsnt director: Eddie Seats

SCREEN TELEVIDEO PRODS.
.. Lion Studios. Hollywood

. \f*VAl\CAD* Of AMERICA" series of
half-hour drama telepix shooting.
Producers: GU Ralston, Jaques Braunstcin

SHOWCASE PRODUCTIONS
Hal Roach Studios,' Culver City"RACKET SQUAD" serieS resume

shooting in August, half hour telepix

Producer: Hal Roach. Jr.i Carroll Cass
Director: Jim Tinting

SNADER TELESCRIPTIONS
177 S. Beverly Dr.» Beverly Hills

Resume shooting telescrlptions featur-
ing different artist* each week June.
Producer: Louis D. Snider

UNITED WORLD*FILMS, INC.
Universal International Studios,

. Hollywood
"THE FIGHTING MAN," series of 13

5 ,
teilpIx ’ ^ be«ln shooting July

7\ Michael Thomas, Cliff Clark set leads.
Director: George Blair

FRANK WISBAR PRODS.
Lion Studios: Hollywood

FIRESIDE THEATRE" series of half-
hour adult dramas now preparing next
season’s group of 23. -

Producer-director: Frank Wisbar
Associate producer: Sidney Smith

WEATHER TELEVISON PRODS
INC.

California Studios. Hollywood
-JOSS LADY" scries of half hour

sophisticated comedies now shooting.
Cast: Lynn Bari, Glenn Langan, Richard

Gaines, Leo Patrick, Charley Smith
Nicholas- Joy.

Producers: Jack Wrathcr. Robert Mann
Associate-producer: Sherman A. Harris

ZIV TV
5255 Clinton St., Hollywood

Four in "UNEXPECTED" aeries of half-
hour telepix shoot in June. Four "BOS-TON BLACKIE" half-hour telepix sched-
uled for June shooting.
Directors: Eddie Davis, Sobcy Martin.
Geo. M. Caban.

39 Mins.; FrL, t:3t pja.
ACME nut
KECA-TV, BMIywbb*
. Despite a couple of glaring story
Haw*, “Merry-Go-Round” proves
to be entertaining fare* due largely
to the expert thesping of one of^better.ctor#* Raymond Burr,
and tight direction by Sobey Mar-
tin, who keep# the yam moving at
all time#.
Burr I# seen as a penniless

Parisian painter who lams to
Switzerland with gendarmes hunt-*
ing him for a jewel he thefted for
his gjf. He return# years later to
find his paintings have won him
fame* but the gal and a shady art
dealer are raking in all the divi-
dends. They don’t recognize him
although to the televiewer he’s
exactly the same, except for a stub-
ble beard on his chin. Other story
flaw is writers’ Lawrence & Lee
trying to hhve it believed cops
would trace down one of cheapest
of gems in robbery of classy store.
This is their springboard for plot,
and it-s a thin one. Anyway, Burr
turns tables on his g.f., and cashes
in on his new-found fame.

Burr’s masterful performance
overshadows that of others, in-

cluding that of Gloria Blondell.
Martin’s direction is so fast-paced
it manages to sustain interest de-
spite the obvious holes in the
script.

Acme Beer blurbs are blunt, and
effective. Daku.

ONE THING LEADS TO AN-
OTHER

(Chevron; Theatre)
With Patrick.O’NeaL Sally Payne,
Keye Luke, other#

“

Producer: Revue. Productions
Director: Norman Lloyd
Writer#: Eleanor and Leo Bayer,

Howard J. Green
39 Mh».; Fri., 9 p.m.
CHEVRON STATIONS
KTLA-, HoUywood
"One Thing Leads to Another’*

is an incredibly bad hodge-podge
dealing with the misadventures of

a poor but honest lawyer. Loosely

connected narrative of his "cases,’

with one impoverished client after

another turning him *over to the

next one generates no interest

whatsoever, not even at climax

when his honesty wins a wealthy
client and g*f. It’s all too far-

fetched.
Patrick Neal, Keye Luke, Bridget

Carr and Sally Payne do as best

they can, but haven’t a chance

against the script. Teleplay is by

Eleanor and Leo Bayer and How-
ard J. Green, based on (the credits

allege) a story by the Bayers, who

musta needed an aspirin after this

one.
Norman Lloyd’s direction lacks

cohesion, because script has none.

Far more entertaining than the

telepic are those Chevron blurbs,

dished out with originality ana

class. Daku.

DRAGNET
With Jack Webb, Barney Phillips#

other#
Producer: Michael Leshkoff
Director: Webb
Writer: James Moser
30 Mins,; Thurs., 9 p.m.
FATIMA
NBC-TV, from Hollywood

(Cunningham & Walsh)

"Dragnet” alternates with "Gang

Busters” on Thursdays and «

(Continued on page 26)
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wnfi-TV's appointment of veepee-f

t,K Sarnoft last week to I

Sa nevy vidfilm department is

Sarded S the most significant

move yet made by the web tp clari-

fy

0

its entire thinking on the part

n will Play in the booming TV filmiP
and the possibility of

Sing ’s number of its current

live shows over to film. Sarnoff,

in his new post, is to be responsi-

ble for aU film activities, includes

the projected expansion by NBC
of film syndication business.

.

With an eye on the lucrative

residual properties of vidpix, which

makes possible the continual earn-

ing of profits on package shows via

re-runs every six months to a year,

NBC-TV has been : studying the

feasibility of transferring some of

its live dramatic shows to film. - To

date however, such study, has com-

prised only "educated thinking" on

the part of top network program-

ming and sales execs, who, as one

web exec said, took the problem

borne, in their briefcases each eve-

ning to mull in their out-of-office

hours. Sarnoff, as Read of the en-

tire department, will now be able

to devote his entire time to study-

in? the situation.

NBC execs pointed out that that

idea of residual rentals forms the'

entire basis of current vidpix think-

ing at the web. Where live pro-

grams now can have only • a one-

shot airing, transferring them to

film will make possible ' constant

replays. Idea looks particularly

promising in view of the number
of new stations expected to' take
the air within the next few years,

as a result of the lifting of ttys

freeze. That's reportedly the rea-

son that Lever Bros, shifted its

"Big Town” from live to film and
why most of the top talent now
either doing film shows or plan-
ning to in the future, such as Lu-
cille Ball-Desi Amaz and Burns Sc

Allen, are going in for filming.
Sarnotf was formerly chief of

NBC-TV's unit productions, in

which capacity he supervised the
units on “Colgate Comedy Hour,”
"All Star Revue,” "Show of Shows”
and the “Kate Smith Hour.” In
his new post, he’ll report directly
to Frank White, now veepee and
general manager of NBC’s .radio
and TV networks.

Morris AccentOn

Vidpix in Upbeat
In line with the skyrocketing

boom in the production of films
especially for television,^ the Wil-
liam Morris office is now'lining up
new half-hour situation comedy
senes for both Joe E. Brown and
Mickey Rooney. In addition to
tnese,- the Morris office presently
is either packaging or repping
some of its top talent in other vid-
pix packages, with most of them
neing produced on the Coast.

Series with Brown will be pro-
duced for the 10%ery by Hal

oacli, Jr., at the Roach studios.
Morris office also reps ‘‘My Little
Margie, new series which Philip

usmg as summer replace-

Tv
nt

cu
r

i

^ Love Lucy” CBS-
tr,*’

Sheldon Reynolds’ ‘‘Foreign
on NBC-TV; CES-TV’s

hv SC
m-

Scmad ” also bankrolled

5
™Ip Morris, and has Ethel

inb
vni° le se t in a new series be-

fiim
pro

.^ l
!

<

;
ed by Monogram’s vid-m subsidiary, Interstate TV.

- *

Schlitz Goes South
•
H°llywood, June 24.

"Plavhrw
pictu

.
res m the Schlitz

shot‘in
0l

i!?

e Stars” series will be

and a
jlco City and Ed Lewis

then*
3

!,

^f.odnction crew are now
of

up ^or the first pair

vvifi hn°
r ¥cLaglen starrers. Stories

lassies
Vlgnettes of Jack London

Guild Films Sets Distrib

Deal With Telepictures
Hollywood, June 24.

Heal for distribution -of dramatic
and action vidpix has been closed
by Reub Kaufman, prexy of Guild
Films, Inc., with Telepictures Corp.
First 13 have been completed and
feature Hugh Beaumont, Ann Sav-
age, Sheilah Ryan, Richard Travis,

Edward Brophy, Sid Melton, Tom
Neal and Iris Adrian.'
Kaufman, late of Snader Tele-

scriptions, Will syndicate the Guild
Theatre series and is opening of-

fices in N. Y. and Chicago.

Italy a Major

Market for U.S.

Vidpix Product
Important potential of vidpix in

providing their producers with sub
sidiary income from foreign mar
kets is underlined by the fact that
Italy is buying a large number of
films for television in the United
States.

Societa Radio Audizione Italia

(RIAt, which has the AM-TV mo-
nopoly in Italy, has inked pacts
with NBC-TV, CBS-TV, Hal Roach,
Explorers Pictures and Snader Tel-
ejscriptions, among other outfits, for
films tq be screened on Italian

video.
Deal with NBC, as with the .other

firms, covers a three-year span,
starting Jan. 1, 1953. NBC* agree-
ment has a novel feature in that

it is pegged to TV set circulation

in Italy. Although there is a flat

fee for the rental, the pact will

terminate when the number of re
ceivers in Italy hits 150,000 or on
Dec. 31, 1955, whichever is earlier.

Another important stipulation by
NBC is that the pix be kept otif of

theatres. RCA International, which
has representatives in Italy, will

keep an eye out to see that details

of the NBC pact are adhered to.

The films will probably be
dubbed into Italian, although sub-
titles may be used.
NBC product consists of 13

"Dangerous Assignment” pix, star-

ring Brian Donlevy, and 35 of the

hour-long "Hopalong Cassidy” fea-

tures. Froifi Explorers, RAI has
picked up "The Big Game Hunt,”
a half-hour telepix sferies. Last
week Franco Passigli, the U. S. rep
for RAI, had signed for three CBS
TV Film Sales packages, the "Gene
Autry Show,” "Files of Jeffrey

Jones” and "Range Rider,” in each

of which it has leased 13 install-
r

ments. CBS pact doesn’t include

the 150,000-set limitation which is

in the NBC .contract.

Italian tele web consists of four

interconnected stations, which are

currently beaming a few hours a

week.
TV film producers are getting

additional coin from overseas

video, with great potentials en-

visioned. CBS-TV previously had
sold “Holiday in Paris” to Radio
Televisao Paulista, in Sao Paulo,

Brazil, and at least three webs are

selling to tele outlets in Mexico
and Cuba.

Hour for 75G Pontiac Feature Pix

One of the potentially largest

deals in TV films has been com-
pleted between American Tobacco
Co., repped by BBD&O agency, and
Music Corp. of America. Deal calls

for Lucky Strike cigs to buy a mini-

mum of 26 half-hour films to be
started in the fall on CBS-TV, with

options to run up to 156 shows.

Total that may be involved poten-

tially will run to around $3,000,000.

MCA, through its wholly owned
subsidiary. Revue Productions, will

produce the films. Production has

already started on the Coast with

Alan Hale, Jr., to play the lead in
the series to be called “Biff Coul-
ter, USA,”
American Tobacco will have the

first run rights tb the strip, with
residual rights to be retained by
MCA.

This is the first major film deal
for the ciggie concern. Whether it

will effect its live shows now on the
air isn’t known as yet. Results of

the first two 13-week cycles will be
studied closely before hny decision

will be made on the other shows,
which Luckies npw have in the
works.

The Thursday night at 9 time re-

served for the celluloid .series, was
originally optioned by Luckies* for

Jack Benny. However, .
Benny will

remain on his current tele arrange-
ment wherein he’ll do a periodic

show in the time usually occupied
by "This Is Show Business.” The
Thursday slot is now occupied by
"Man Against Crime,” under Camel
sponsorship, which will be moved
to a Wednesday night period.

About-Face
Hollywood, June 24.

Television companies once
bragged when they snared a
Hollywood name for appear-
ance on the home screen. Now
Columbia Pictures is doing an
about-face.

In its new film', "The Rough,
Tough West,” it bills Jack Ma-
honey as "TV’s Popular Range
Rider.”

NX’s Big Push To

Avert Exodus Of

Vidpix to Coast

Kling’s Screen-Testing

New "screen-testing” plan for

aspiring television performers,

under which tyro talent can get

a complete record on film of their

work to show to casting directors,

has been launched by William

Kling’s TV Film Transcription Co.

Price schedule covers the cost of

shooting sound film, processing,

cutting and editing, and screening

the film for casting directors and
the talent.

Scale includes a three-minute

NBC-TV’s Initial

‘Europe Varieties’
' rj

First program use of the Euro-
pean variety acts"' which NBC- is

now putting on film on the Conti-

nent will be a 15-minute early-

evening show which the web hopes
to preem in the fall. Tentatively

titled "European Varieties,” the

vidfilm package is earmarked for

the 7 to 7:15 p. m. slot on Tues-

days and Thursdays.

NBC-TV film production crews

began roving * across Europe this

week to ferret out the novelty acts

with a Continental flavor, which
have not been exposed yet to

American audiences. Web is spend-

ing some $500,000 on the project,

planning to shoot enough footage

to build a 30-hour library of such

variety talent, which it can inte-

grate into its live shows or build

into just such quarter-hour or half-

hour packages.

In taking over the early evening

slot ’ Tuesdays and Thursdays, the

show will serve as a showcase and
sponsor come-on for the entire

filming venture. Show will alter-

nate with Kellogg's "Space Cadet,”

which-NBC-TV recently lured away
from ABC and which moves into

the 7 to 7:15 slot Mondays, Wed-
nesdays and Fridays.

be Osp-^
3 ^ production will . ~ -

the thtTnt • 7
clf>ers > wbo produced ! film for $110, five minutes for $185

tncal film, "The 'Pearl.” - [ and 10, minutes, for, $350.

Sheldon Reynolds
writer-producer of

"Foreign Intrigue" vidpix series

node In Europe, advises

Go East, Young Man

one of the many byline features

In the

7th Annual Radio-Television

Review & Previeio Number
of

PfifHETf
OUT SOON

New all-out push to expand tele-

vision, film production facilities in

N. Y. City in an effort to stave off

a mass exodus of such activity to
j

the Coast is expected to pay off this
time, despite the flop of similar
moves during two previous city ad-
ministrations, Reason, is that the
present campaign was sparked and
is being backed to the hilt by top
N. Y. vidfilm producers with a ma-
jor stake in the business, whereas
the drives launched during the re-
gimes of the late Fiorello H. La-
Guardia and William O’Dwyer
were launched by the city and sput-
tered when the producers failed to
cooperate.

In citing the case for the eastern
producers last week to Walter T.
Shirley, city commerce commis-
sioner, David I. Pincus, prez of
Caravel Films and chairman of an
industry-wide producers commit-
tee, stressed that unless N. Y, can
meet Hollywood’s competition, it

stands to lose some $2,090,000,000
in vidfilm production, which it’s es-

timated will be invested in*TV film

activities by 1957. Pincus asked for
full cooperation of the city govern-
ment, ad agencies, sponsors and
N. Y. banking houses.

Shirley, in turn, made the fol-

lowing recommendations for the
city as its part in the campaign: to

establish a permanent authority'

which would supervise a program
for the development of necessary
production facilities in N. Y.; to

undertake a .survey to locate sites

in mid-Manhattan which could be
adapted for film studio use -on a co-

op basis by some 300 film produc-
ers in the city, and that a public

relations program be’ Set up to com-
bat Hollywood "propaganda” aimed
at luring TV film activity from N.Y.
to the Coast.

That the propaganda aspects'may
be utilized fully by producers on
both coasts was pointed up by Pin-

cus. He charged ' Hollywood with
attempting to capitalize on "its past

glory as the film centre of Amer-
ica,” declaring that most of its

claims to the best acting, technical

and writing talent are "fallacies.”

While top name stars ‘-‘are making
live TV appearances,” he said, “few
are taking part in TV films and
those who are are actors who have
slipped badly at the boxoffices.”

Pincus also cited the failure of

(Continued on page 26)

Virtually unprecedented feat qf

a network flagship station pre-
empts an hour from its parent web
for a local deal marked, the sale
to Pontiac Dealers this week of its

Tuesday night 8 to 9 slot by WCBS-
TV, key CBS video outlet in N. Y.
Time had previously been allocated
by the net for a co-op setup on i

series of feature films it plans tn
run this summer, but the WCBS-
TV management, feeling they
could make a better deal on tliei

•

own, went out and wrapped up th''

Pontiac Dealers for the “Pontiac
Film Theatre.”

Station is ‘ charging Pontiac an
estimated $5,000 package price on
the show, including time and tal-

ent which, on a 15-week run, give"
it a gross of $75,000. If it had
accepted the network co-op dea r'

it was entitled to only six loca
participating spots, which would
have returned it a gross of onlv
$4,800. Station reportedly bad at-
tempted to sell the spots for the

]
network package but had lined
only one after pushing the show
for two weeks.

Pontiac show started last night
(Tues.l, preeming with "Tomorrow
the World,” which is first-run on
TV in the metropolitan’ N. Y. arer.
WCBS-TV has offered the bank-
roller first-run privileges on a num-
ber of films which It has recently

#

acquired, but Pontiac is takin *

*

some which the station has alread
screened -but which it considers c"
higher quality than some of the
first-run (for TV) product. Andrj
Baruch is to emcee the show.

Package price of $5
(
,00Q weekly,

incidentally, gives some indieatio i

of what a top feature film wi.«
bring in the N. Y. market. Station's
hourly Class A charge is now
$4,000, on which Pontiac gets tfc.»

usual frequency discount. Remain-
der of the coin goes for Baruch,
the facilities charges and the fili.j

itself.

‘Ozzie & Harriet'

To Inti Silver
0
1

The longtime International Sil-
ver identification with the "Ozzi •

and Harriet” show which existed in
radio a few years back, initially o i

CBS, may carry over into TV, wit i

strong^ possibility that the compan*'
will pick up the tab for the vide *

film series in the fall. "O Sc E *

are now under contract to ABC.
both radio and TV. Their new hal -

hour film series is being offerc !

at $30,000 per segment.
General Electric's Hotpoint i

also evidencing interest in th *

“O & H” pickup for an alternate

-

week ride with International Si,-
ver.

Ozzie and Harriet were lar-

backed on ABC by Heinz—rad.o
only. This will be»"0 Sc H’s” initial
TV venture.

Dungan to India On

26 Ferrin Telefilms

Ellis Dungan, technical adviser

on Frank Ferrin's “Gunga Ram,”
left for India to spend three months
shooting background, animal and
native footage in color for 26 Fer-

rin telefilm productions. It will be
incorporated into "Smilin' Ed Mc-
Connell’s Gang.” produced by Fer
rin for Browm Shoe on CBS-TV.

Ferrin and Dungan last week
completed editing on "Ram,” 87-

minute feature shot in India,

VFW SETS VIDPIX

SERIES ON heroism;
Veterans of Foreign Wars h">

completed a deal for Albert ! .

Rogell Productions* to lens a -

seri' .

of half-hour vidpix based on th •

exploits of Americans who ha'i '

won the Congressional Medal <
’

Honor. Series will be a counterpai

»

of the WFW’s “Medal of Honor'
radio show.

Rogell will work with the Dep*.
of Defense and the various branch-
es of the Armed Forces. For pur-
poses of authenticity, he plans t

»

use film footage of actual comb*
scenes taken from official archive •

and new material lensed in th.;

hometowns of those who have re-
ceived the award. Other footag '

will also be shot in Hollywood. Jo i

Yost, radio-TV chief of the Russel’
C. Comer Co., which produced th •

radio show, will script the series,
VFW and Rogell have agreed

to give the Dept, of Defense flna.

approval of the sponsor, indicating

which $F.errin expects to show to that it will seek one primarily with

distribs shortly. .
an Institutional

,
pitch.

. ,
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Lapse,-But Talks Go On ‘Few Days
¥

'
1 ""

Hollywood, June 24. -

Screen Actors Guild board of di-

rectors meeting next Monday (30)

probably will hold clue to whether

the actors strike against telepix

producers with whom their con-

tract expired last night (23).

Guild spokesmen say they are

not extending the contract, but are

permitting negotiations with the

Alliance of Television Producers to

continue a few days in the hope an

agreement can be reached.

Possibility of a peaceful settle-

ment of the hassle between SAG
and the vidpix producers was in-

dicated last week when it was dis-

closed that, four studio members
of the Association of Motion Pic-

ture Producers—Columbia, Uni-

versal-International, RKO and Re-

public—were nearing a formula

for an interim deal with SAG for

re-use payment for actors in tele-

pix.

Several members of the Alliance

of Television Film Producers held

hasty meetings and expressed the

sentiment that they had no alterna-

tive but to sign SAG contracts pro-

viding added pay for actors. It

was understood that the Hal Roach
Producer Association, which in-

cludes Roland Reed, Cascade and

Showcase Productions, was near-

ing a deal with SAG on paying ex-

tra coin to actors for telepix re-

runs. General feeling was ex-

pressed by one TV producer who
said:

“I trust the major studio labor

, representatives more than I do a

tiny little alliance or group. After

all, they have had 20 or 30 years

labor experience, and I feel we
should go along with the majors
in this case.”

Meanwhile, another stride to-

ward television production by ma-
jor lots was indicated by an “ex-

ploratory” discussion by studio

representatives with James C.

Petriilo and his AFM executive
board about a formula for the pay-
ment of royalties on music. Dis-

cussion was one of a long series
preparatory to the entry of major
studios into television. Latest talk

was devoted entirely to future pror

duction of films for TV. A formu-
la for royalties on the huge back-
log of old films in studio vaults
is another problem.

Tour Star Vidpix

On Singer Agenda
Singer Sewing Machines this

week pacted with CBS-TV for the
alternate Thursday night 8:30 to 9
slot, starting in the fall. Outfit will
bankroll a new vidpix series, pack-
aged by Official Films and titled
“Four Star Theatre.” Agency is

Young & Rubicam.
'

Time slot has been occupied by
Blatz Beer for its “Amos *n’ Andy”
vidfllm series, but opened up this
month when Blatz decided to trim
“4

.

& A” back to a skip-a-week
basis. “Four Star” is produced by
Don Sharpe and will star Charles
Boyer, Joel’McCrea and several
other top Hollywood personalities
on an alternate basis. It’s the first

OF series soldfon a single net-
work deal.

Show will also mark the first

time that Singer has had its own
network spread on TV. Bankroller
formerly participated in Kate
Smith's daytime* show on NBC-TV.
CBS execs cited Singer as another
in the string of advertisers new to
broadcasting which are being lured
into video.

Map TV Drama Series

On Madison Sq. Garden
Blueprints of a tele package cen-

tering around Madison Square Gar-
den, N. Y., have been formulated
by writer Louis M. Hayward in co-
operation with the Madison Square
Garden Corp. Plans for the show,
to be labeled “Madison Square
Garden Playhouse” call for a
human interest yarn on the various
events held at the Garden. Film
clips of Garden shindigs and occa-
sional remotes from that spot will
be incorporated into the package.

It’s currently planned to have
Gen. John Reed Kilpatrick, Garden
prexy, introduce each yarn. Produc-
tion will be by E. J. Rosenberg.

Bernstein Opposes Any

Industry Pix for TV
London, June 24.

The view that the future of the

British picture industry would be

sealed if it gave product to TV,
was expressed by Cecil G. Bern-

stein, director of the Granada
Circuit, speaking at a luncheon to

welcome Monogram officials Steve

Broidy, Norton Ritchey and Harold
Mirisch.

Recalling that British exhibs were
continuing . their policy of boycot-

ting pix that were screened on TV,
Bernstein asserted there was no
future in cooperation nor was there

any point in discussion.

Previously Bernstein had dec-

lared that the British Broadcasting

Corp.’s only interest in the industry

was to get hold of some product.

He felt it. would be dangerous to

let any films, however old, pass
into the hands of the TV studios.

On his. own circuit, a 12-year old

pic which was recently reissued,

set some new house records. If

that film had been offered to tele

it would not have played his thea-
tres and would, consequently, have
sacrificed considerable revenue.

Roland Reed Sets

New Italo Vidpix
Hollywood, June 24.

Vidfilm producer Roland, Reed,
now in Italy, will produce a hew
series there next fall. He advised
veepee Guy V. Thayer by phone that
he’s planning to use an American
leading man, director and produc-
tion. manager, and fill in with an
Italian "cast and crew.

Reed, who is surveying telepix

facilities in Europe, also set first

sale of vidpix away from General
Mills, which 1 has -an • exclusive in

United States, making a deal for
39 half-hour “Trouble with Father”
telepix be beamed by Societe Radio
Audizioni Italia this fall. Stuart
Erwin and June Colyer co-star.

New York
Wally Gould. former'ABC prod-

ucer, Hollywood scripter and pack-

ager of CBS Radio’s “Up for

Parole,” joined Robert Lawrence
Productions as producer and ac-

count exec. . NBC producer

Caroline Burke to Bermuda this
week to film the Newport-Bermuda
yacht race for her “Vacation Won-
derlands” segment of NBC’s day-
time “Matinee in N. Y” . . .

National TV Film Council has
postponed to July 9 its season-
windup luncheon, originally sched-
uled for t9day (Wed.) . . . Joe
Ornstein’s Orrin Pictures has
acquired “Are We Civilized,” fea-
ture starring William Farmun and
Anita Louise, for TV syndication.
. . . Chicago’s National Clothing
Corp. bought Specialty TV Films’
latest block of feature product-. .

.

Sterling TV has signed for ex-
clusive TV rights, on a package of
seven film shorts, with Fortuna
Film Corf). . . . Charles Michelson,
Inc., has set up a new department
designed to score background
music on vidfilm shows.

Hollywood
Patti Page to N. Y. to film se-

ries of promotional blurbs for up-
coming CBS-TV series for Lever
Bros. . . . Director Ray Nazarro re-
placed by Jack Reynolds on "Ker-
ry Drake” telepic produced by Haf-
ner-Halperin at Hal Roach Stu-
dios . . . Mrs. Dorothy B. McGann,
v.p. of McCann-Erickson, here with
Ruth Woodman, writer for ME’s
new Borax series skedded for tele-
filming here . . . Kenneth Manuel
and L. F. Carlson, Detroit ad and
biz execs, huddling with Jerry Fair-
banks execs here . . . Producer-di-
rector Jerry Schnur of Goodson-
Todrnan Productions skied back to
N. Y. with finished print of Fred
Allen’s new TV’er, “Two for the
Money,” shot, edited and dubbed
in eight days . . , Ethel Barryijoore

l---.-
^
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N. Y. banks to finance TV film pro-

duction, “Tn California,” he said,

“banks and factors are currently

providing funds on a reasonable

basis. Here, it is difficult if not

impossible to finance film pack-

ages—even where terms are guar-

anteed. , . . Also, the agencies, and
sponsors . .must be reached and
shown? jtbi’tvvthfc ?j0b can be done
hcrfe, talent than on the

Coast, WTlte glamor of Hollywood
has become a beacon that blinds

them td'th'e
i
talefit

;,

ahcl convenience

that exists in their own backyard.

TV has developed its own talent

and its own big names. We want
to keep these in N. Y.”

It’s expected, meanwhile, that

James Sauter, prexy of USO-Camp
Shows an£ former prexy of Air

Features, will head the permanent
committee to work out details of

the campaign, Shirley promised to

huddle with Mayor Vincent R. Im-
pellitteri on the situation to work
out a “definitive program.”

Art Buchwald’s Bids For

‘Paris After Dark’ Vidpix
Paris, June 24.

Art Buchwald has again nixed a

“Paris After Dark” vidpix series.

This seems to be the No. 1 indoor
sport of virtually every U. S. film-

television producer when he first

encounters the N. Y. Herald-

Tribune (Paris edition) columnist,

who conducts a column of that

title Which, incidentally, is now
being, syndicated on a twice-

weekly basis in the home edition

in New York.
Buchwald knows that the story’s

the thing and he refuses to act a£~

off-screen ' voice or commentator
for a short which, once the obvious
route of the Folies Bergere-Lido-
Maxim’s, etc., has been unspooled,

-

must run dry. Buchwald is amen-
able to a 13-week series, provid-

ing a sound connecting script is

proffered him that would keep
“Paris After Dark” cohesive over
that length of time. ^

Philadelphia—Philadelphia Elec-
tric Co., one of the oldest spon-
sors of daytime television, has re-

newed its weekly cooking pro-
gram, “Television Kitchen,” for
another' year on-WPTZ. Philadel-
phia utility entered ‘television m
1947.

stars in “Daughters of Mars,” roll-

ing at Monogram under aegis of
Interstate Television, with Selena
Royle, Elizabeth Risdon and Phil
Terry in support, Lewis Allen di-

recting, Lee Savin producing . . *

John Cromwell inked to direct
“The Doctor” vidpix being pror
duced by Marion Parsonnet in
Gotham . . . John Qualcn and Rob-
ert Osterloh head cast of “Ten-
nessee’s Partner,” Bing Crosby En-
terprises’ telepic rolling at RKO
Pathe . . . Cast in currently shoot-
ing Gene Autry vidpix for Flying
A Productions are Johnny Dou-
cette, Rpss Ford> Eileen Janssen,
Sandy Sanders, Rochelle Stanton,
William Fawcett, Rory Mallingsbn,
George Archajnbaud and .Ross Led-
erman direct . . . John Agar set for
role in Ziv TV’s “The Unexpected”
series at California studios . . .

United World Films, Universal’s
telepix subsid, resumes shooting
“The Fighting Man” July 7, with
nine episodes left. George Blair
directs . . . Arthur Browne, Jr.,

is scripting NBC-TV’s “Tales of the
Texas Rangers,” starring Joel Mc-
Crca . . . BCE changed tag of
“Dreams of Glory” to “Rose Col-
ored Glasses,” and labeled Brom-
field series, “Louis Bromfield Pre-
sents” . . . Hal Moore, Hollywood
Park race-caller, nabbed a role
in “Amos- ’n’ Andy” telepix at the
Roach lot . . . Top names for tele-
blurbs to 'be offered on a regional
basis by Lou ^Victor, who has
joined Wilshirexelevision Produc-
tions as second v.p. in charge of
blurbery, to be known as Tele-
Victor. Basil Rathbonc among
bawlers being offered. Ted Byron
will write and direct . . . “King
Arthur and the Round Table” to
tee off in September, according to
Arrow Productions exec producer
Leon Fromkess . . . Because of
upped production. Revue Produc-
tions, MCA’s telepix subsidiary,
moves from Eagle-Lion studios to
Republic Aug. 1 . . . Formerly with
Un'versal, Ben Pivar has formed
own TV company, at Roach lot. »

_— ... — —

»
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Vidpix Chatter
*

London, June 24,

Meads to Parsonnet
Michael Meads, -CBS-TV assist-

ant casting director, has resigned)

to join Parsonnet Films as casting

chief for “The* Doctor” series, now
in production for Procter & Gam-
ble in N.Y.

Pat Martin has been moved up
at CBS to replace Meads as assist-

ant to casting chief Robert Banker.

Her spot has bfcen taken over by
Joan Coopersmith, formerly with

producer Martin Manulis.

MBS Into Tele

As part of its big expansion un-
der the aegis ojf Tom, O’Neil, Jr„
Thomas S. Lee Enterprises (which
has just changed its name to Gen-
eral Teleradio, Inc.) has added
Dwight D. Martin, former V.P.-as-

sistant general manager of Crosley
Broadcasting, and has made ar-

rangements with John Sutherland
and Paul F. Adler on program-
ming, which leads to

.
speculation

that Mutual work on TV is being
speeded up via the vidpix route.

Pacting of Martin as an operat-
ing v.p. is the first major person-,
rfel addition since Glen Taylor was
brought in as<a general coordinator
of the O’Neil AM-TV empire (Mu-
tual, Yankee and Don Lee webs
and WOR, N. Y.)., Martin’s , area
of operation will' be that of TV,
since he. was an important factor
in the Crosley tele setup.

Sutherland is prexy' of John
Sutherland Productions, an outfit

which has produced - commercial,
industrial and education pictures
and animated cartoons which were
distributed at one time , through
Eagle Lion. It’s figured that

-

Suth-
erland is working in an advisory
capacity' and will help 'O’Neil’s
plans for tele film syndication get
under way. 4

Adler is an independent pack-
ager and representative who han-
dled such properties as “Lonesome
Gal.’J. “Jean Sablon Show,” “Script
Library,” Alan Ladd’s “Box 13.7
It’s understood his participation
will be akin .to that of Warren
Wade, producer of WOR’s “Broad-
way TV Theatre.” He’ll be an in-
die producer, coming up with new
ideas on a project basis, in the
manner that Wade sold O’Neil on
the idea of beaming the same 90-
minute tele drama five times a
week. O’Neil has been sparking
all phases of the MBS-WOR opera-
tions and is willing to try novel ap-
proaches.

„ • ^

Telepix Reviews
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easily the No. 1 police drama
series in TV. Everything about it
breathes high professionalism, with
standout direction, thesping and
technical values. The Frederick
Gately lensing and the Walter
Schumann music are first-rate.’
Jack Webb, cast as Sgt. Friday,
doubles as director and his side-
kick, Sgt. Jacobs, is craftily done
by Barney Phillips.

Last week’s (19) yam, another
from the Los Angeles police de-
partment files, demonstrated how
the constabulary goes about track-
ing down a criminal through ultra-
scientific investigation. Story
opens with the defendant being ac-
quitted by a jury, a verdict that’s
characterized as a miscarriage of
justice by the judge. WebB .and
his cohorts go to work and pile up
the needed evidence. The sus-
pense motif prevails -all the way.
Absence of violence and the

other cliches of most other detec-
tive actioners makes “Dragnet” a
model of its kind, appropriate for
any age level. Trail.

Columbus—Recent additions to
the staff of WBNS-TV, Columbus
Dispatch station, include: Mar-
garet Jackson, formerly with
WASL and WNAV, Annapolis, into
the traffic department; Otto
Schlaak and Dick Briggs, of Ohio
State U., into the prop depart-
ment: arid Jean Carter, formerly
of WOSU, as secretary to Jerome
R. Reeves, station program direc-

. toi\

.

Warner Bros, reportedly
is

weighing entrance into vidpix pro-
duction via its British subsidiaries.

With Jack L. Warner, company’s
exec v.p,. and production topper,

here, plans are being evolved for

either or both Warner Bros., Ltd.

or Associated British Picture Corp
to launch a program of telepix.

WB, Ltd., although primarily a
distrib outfit, has on occasion made
pix for the British market. The
Teddington Studio, which was re-
cently leased to an aircraft com-
pany, was used for that purpose.
Associated British, like WB in the
U. S., is a producing, distribution
and exhibition company. Its pro- \

duction headquarters are at Els-
tree, where many WB pix arc
•lensed. Occasionally, a pic made
at Elstree will be distributed in
England as an ABP pic and in the
U. S. as a WB release. In addi-

tion, APB has a releasing deal with
Allied Artists. It’s conceivable,
therefore, that - WB vidpix made
through ABP could possibly be re-

leased in the U. S, by Allied.

Lending credence to the reports

thak,Warners is considering telepix

lensing in England is the unprece-
dented welcome and ceremony sur-

rounding. Jack Warner’s visit here.

Topper has been feted by the Brit-

ish Film Producers Assn, and the

London Cinema Luncheon Club
and has also appeared on the BBC.

$1,000,000 Hoppy’

Saks for NBC-TV
* NBC’s television film syndication

department has wrapped up sales

totalling more than $1,000,000 on a

52-week basis on its new series

of half-hour “Hopalong Cassidy”

pix, ’within three weeks after its

salesmen first started pitching the

show. Series is now set to preem
in 41. markets. Oct. 1, with General

Baking, Quality Bakers and Van
Camp Sea Food as the three bank-

rollers with the largest station

lineups.'

New. series is being produced by

William (Hoppy) Boyd under terms

of the new deal he signed with

NBC-TV last month, under which

he is to star in 52 of the half-hour

pix. Web, in addition, will con-

tinue to syndicate the hour-long

Hoppy features spotlighted on the

web previously, some of which have

enjoyed seven or more runs in the

same market.

Van Camp deal, set this week as

the latest of the three big bankroll-

ers, calls for the'sponsor to get into

12 markets at the outset and ex-

pand to others later. Agency is

Brlsacher,. Wheeler &r Staff, of San

Francisco.

BLOOa PLASMA TELE

SERIES SET FOR FILM
Philadelphia, June 24,

Sharp &- Dohme,. Inc., largest

processors of blood plasma, in co-

operation with WFIL-TV and the

U. S. Dept, of Defense, will pre-

sent a 15-minute- film documentary

covering every phase, in the devel-

opment and use of whole hlood and

plasma.

Newsreel cameramen will record

each step in the processing, begin-

ning with the collection of blood at

local centers, the^operation of lab-

oratory facilities in preparing blood

for distribution, to the eventual use

in battlefields and in- hospitals.

Viewers will see how collections

are made, checked, separated, pi’00*

essed and used to help save lives.

The actual Use of blood on the

front lines will be shown to im-

press people at home with the con-

stant need for blood donations.

The film, to be shown locally by

WFIL-TV, will -be made available

at cost to other stations, and ad-

ditional prints will be set
.

a
!

5

.

for use by county medical soeieue.

,

conventions, and civic groups.

This public-service, public rela*

tions program marks the first tin

a project of this scope has be

undertaken by a commercial ort

ization.



MABIO-TEKJBYISMtf

The appearance of. Frank White on the NBC scene as one of its

malor AM-TV execs has focussed attention of the trade on the

Imrnhpr of ex-CBS personalities now occupying important adminis-

trative-production berths at NBC.
White who is now third in command under prexy Joseph H.

McConnell and Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver, had a longtime CBS
identification as prexy of Columbia Records and CBS treasurer

Drior to his stopover regime as Mutual prez. ^
F
Manie Sacks, key talent negotiator for' the multiple RCTA-NBC

AM-TV-recording enterprises as an RCA v.p., dittoed for CBS
during his Columbia Records veepeeship,

Davidson Taylor, Jr., one of the major figures in NBC-TV pro-

duction on the “Operation Frontal Lobes" public affairs level, was

No 1. program man at CBS a few years back *and”was closely

attached to CBS "board chairman William S. Paley prior to and
during the war.

”

WorthingtonvL. (Tony) Miner, who now has his own NBC-TV pro-

duction unit, was one of the CBS video - vets during a Columbia
regime spanning more than 15 years, and produced the web’s

“Studio One” show.

net-its Acute dtuaio .Mortage

Center Theatre’s 200G Rental Hike
There are mounting alarms over+

the TV studio space situation in

New York, with increasing evi-

dence that nefxt season will ' prob-

ably find a state of emergency exist-

ing. NBC-TV is particularly hard
pressed for studio facilities and;

as one exec put it, “we -searched

from 23d Street to 86th Street for

all possible .
availabilities and-

there’s nothing arotind,”

There was some talk recently
that NBC was interested in nego-
tiating a deal with Warner Bros,

for a possible takeover oifthe shut-

tered Warner Theatre on Broad-
way, but network spokesmen
averred last week that NBC in-

tends doing nothing about it. Un-
derstood that the costs for recon-
structing the theatre would make
such a maneuver too prohibitive,
even though it would give NBC-TV,
an ideal “heart of Times Square”
showcase.

Meanwhile, theatre studio trou-
ble is brewing from another quar-
ter. NBC has been notified by the
Rockefeller Center interests that
the ante on the Center Theatre
will be hiked upon expiration of
the three-year lend-Je&se contract,
which still has another season to
go. Owners of the building,. on
which NBC-TV invested $500,000
out-of-pocket for reconstructing to
TV purposes, want the .equivalent
of what it could get on an office
rental deal. It’s understood that
this would mean an additional
$200,000 yearly rental fee for NBC.
Whether or not NBC goes for it

is conjectural. Center Theatre
presently houses but two shows, the
Firestone musical and the TV “Hit
Parade” and is in darkness the rest
of the week. (Kate Smith. Wednes-
day night program also emanated
from the Center but show has been
Jopped off the NBC-TV schedule).
Theatre, it’s reported, is consid-
ered too unwieldly for the regular
null of attractions, clients prefer-
ring a more intimate studio setup,
such as 6B in Radio City.
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Bob Hope, Others

Buy NBC’s KOA

For $1250,000
In a move that was not surpris-

ing to the trade, NBC this week
unloaded KOA, its owned-and-op-

erated radio outlet in Denver, to a

group of Denver business and civic

leaders. Price paid was $2,250,000.

Bob Hope -is also among the -new

owners of the 50,000-watt station.

Sale is subject to FCC approval.
Sale leaves NBC with five o & o’s

in radio, in New York, Cleveland,
Chicago, Washington and San Fran-
cisco.

NBC’s major aim is to acquire a

station in Los Angeles and nego-
tiations have been going on for
some time with the estate of the
late George A. Richards for the
acquisition of KMPC.

In line with its hew concept of

integrating radio and TV wherever
possible, NBC is desirous of pene-
trating o & o cities that will permit
for the two-way ride. (Denver as

yet has na TV.)
New company buying KOA is

headed by Denver business man
William Grant. Other stockholders,
in addition to Hope, include Mayor
Quigg Newton. This marks Hope’s
Initial venture into the^ business
side of broadcasting.

Charles Bevis has been manag-
ing KOA. He may remain with the
new owne^;.

Ford Inks Bob Trout
CBS Radio this week came with-

in one night of achieving an SRO
'status on Bob Trout’s nightly se-

ries of five-minute newscasts, when
Ford Motors sighed to bankroll the
show Mondays, Tuesdays and Wed-
nesdays. General Foods had pre-

viously been sponsoring it on
Thursdays, Fridays and Sundays,
leaving Saturday the only night

still open. t

Trout’s show will be aired at

10:30 on Mondays' and Tuesdays,
and at 10 o’clock on Wednesdays.

r

THE
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The NBC’ ’reorganization blue-'

print calls for additional person-

nel reshuffling on an executive

level. The network brass has been
committed to a policy of “no talk-

ing in advance,” but boss man Gen.
David Sarnoff, board chairman of

the parent RCA company, finalized

the “strategy for the future” before

he shoves for a European vacatidn

on the maiden voyage of the United
States luxury liner.

More . administrative checker-
board moves among , the echeleon
fraternity is on tap for the near
future, it’s known, as part of the
new coordinated formula which
now finds Sylvester L. (Pat) Weav-
er as the No. 1 veepee in AM and
TV as second in command to prexy
Joseph IT. McConnell,, with Frank
White, the former Mutual presi-
dent, in the No. 3 spot as veepee-
general manager for' both the AM
and TV networks, reporting to
Weaver. In turn all other depart-
mental heads (in both radio and
video) report to White.
To crystallize the new thinking

aimed at making radio a comple-
mentary medium to TV rather than
a competitive facet of broadcast-
ing, it’s reported that there will be-

some other drastic maneuvers in
which some of the web’s key per-
sonnel will be brought into, the
“coordinated pattern” of operation
as a means of eventually bringing
a whole new facade of modernity
and freshness to network radio.

This, it’s understood, will extend
beyond programming into sales and
other facets of the NBC operation.
Both Weaver and White ex-

plained to Variety their bullish at-

titude toward radio under the new
operational concept and what they
hope to achieve.. From here, on
it, they said, the accent will be on
broadcasting, rather than TV or
radio. Whether consciously or un-
consciously, they pointed out, net-

work radio has suffered at the ex-
pense of TV because of currently
existing policies which regard AM
and TV ks competing media.

To bring about the new “atti-

tude,” all new deals for use of art-

ists will be geared tqward the new
formula of coordination in making
talent available for both radio and
television. By the same token, stars

presently under exclusive contract
to NBC will be embodied into this

new concept. The precise’ areas in

which they will operate is some-
thing that’s still to be worked out.

Cite Changing Conditions^

While recognizing that two years
ago the affiliates rejected such a
formula of converting TV shows
into “sound only” editions for AM
stations, Weaver pointed out that,

changing conditions have likewise

brought about a change in attitude.

Today virtually all the affiliate sta-

tions have a stake in TV, either

through existing TV channels or

with post-freeze applications for

stations. They, along with the net-

works, now recognize the need for

a bolstering of their radio program
Schedules and of providing the in-

centive to increase radio listening

even while TV viewing is on the
ascendancy.

This, he said, will call for

“planned programming”—of pro-

viding an alternative roster of

shows for the home so that there

will be’ no conflict in the viewing
and listening habits of the family.

Where kid shows are slotted on TV,
there can be adult programs for

radio, etc., “always keeping in mind
that broadcasting is a two-sided

coin,” Weaver explained.

The program schedules won’t be
changed overnight. It’ll require

.plenty of thinking and imagination,

so that the process will be slow, but
once this new “attitude” has taken
hold, both Weaver and White are
confident that under the “planned
programming” system there's no
reason why 90% of radio sets can-
not be in use while 90% of TV
set?, are, in use^

Minute CBSDramatic Showcase

Eddie Cantor
a veteran af skew basinets wars,
discourses on the still young, but

rapidly Maturing, aspects af

TV Humor
* * *

an interesting byline piece in the
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K&E Exits From

Kellogg Account;

Piel Also Shifts

The Madison Avenue shuffle,

which has seen a number of top-
spending advertisers switch agen-
cies during the last several months,
assumed a new form this

.

week
with the voluntary resignation by
Kenyon & Eckhardt of the lucra-
tive Kellogg account.- K&E noti-

fied the Battle Creek cereal firm
-that it is giving up- the account as
of Oct. 1. Agency, meanwhile,
also lost the Piel’s Beer account
this week to Young & Rubicam.

Spokesmen for K&E pointed out
that there’s nothing precedental in

any agency's giving up a healthy
slice of business'* of its own free
will, citing the action Of Foote,.

Cone & Belding when it resigned
the American Tobacco account
some years back. Indicating that
it hasn’t been seeing eye-to-eye
with Kellogg on management of
the ad campaign during recent
months, K&E declared that “we
just reached a stage where the
money became of secondary im-
portance.”

Part of the Kellogg billings

moved from K&E to Leo Burnett
last year, but the former agency
still represented some $3,000,000
in annual billings. K&E, besides
handling seven Kellogg Products,
in the U. S., represented the en-
tire firm in Canada. In this coun-
try, K&E .had Kellogg on NBCrTV’s
“All Star Revue” and on “Space
Cadet,” which moves from ABC to
to iNBC. Burnett repped the
cereal firm on DuMont’s “Wild
Bill Hickok” and “NBC’s “Howdy
Doody.”
No reason was given for the Piel

switch from K&E to Y&R. Move
was made possible by the fact that
Y&R recently lost' the rival

Schjitz Beer business to Lennen &
Mitchell. "Where Schmitz spent
some $3,000,000 annual!^ how-
ever, the Piel account represents
$1,250,000' in annual billings.

BING CROSBY’S COKE

DEAL SEEN IMMINENT
Deal for Coca-Cola to sponsor

Bing Crosby on both CBS Radio
and TV loomed imminent this

week. Top execs of the D’Arcy
agency were scheduled to huddle
with Crosby on the Coast yester-
day (Tues. ), and it’s expected that
the pact will be signed by the
end of the week.

Crosby was dropped by Chester-
field as part of a major reshuffle
of the ciggie firm’s AM-TV spon-
sorship activities. Groaner, who
made his TV bow Saturday night
(21) and Sunday with Bob Hope
in a 14V£ hour telethon for the
American Olympics team, is ex-
pected to do a weekly radio show
next season .and either a series
of sporadic video shows or major
guesting® on other top CBS-TV
programs. < * . . , » .

: Ford Foundation makes its initial

entry into television programming
in the fall with a high-budgeted
hour-and-a-half dramatic series
Sunday afternoons on’ CBS-TV.
While plans are still in the earliest
talking stages, the Foundation has
notified CBS of its intentions to
program the Show Sundays from
4:30 to 6 p.m., starting Nov. 9.

It’s expected that the deal will
work similar to that which Ford
now has on CBS Radio for its

“The People Act” series. Under
that setup, the Foundation bank-
rolled the program, while CBS do-
nated the time, reserving the right
to sell the show to a commercial
sponsor which would meet with the
Foundation’s approval. Foundation
spokesmen said this week that
there’s “some money left over” in
their radio-TV Workshop budget,
which they intend to spend dur-
ing the remainder of the year,
but averred that their fall plans
will not be firmed up for the next
s veral weeks.

WOR-TV, N. Y. indie, is already
on the air with its 90-minute
“Broadway TV Theatre,” but the
Ford show will be the first dra-
matic venture of that length on a
network basis. It’s expected that
the show ‘ will be handled on a
workshop basis, serving as an ex-
perimental showcase for new story
treatments, production techniques,
etc., similar to the “CBS-TV Work-
shop” aired earlier this season. In
addition, though, it will be pitched
on a public service, institutional
setup similar to “The’ People Act.”

Hour-and-a-half time period ha*
been sustaining on CBS-TV for
most of this season, Indicating the
web won’t be losing anything in
the way of commercial billings by
donating the time to the Founda-'
tion. CBS stands to gain consider-
ably, in- fact* since it will have a
high-budgeted dramatic show for
free, which it will have the right
to sell.

“People Act,” meanwhile, com-
pletes the 26-week cycle which it

was originally designed with next
Sunday’s (29) broadcast. Founda-
tion, however, is offering record-
ings of the show to stations around
the country for aid in helping ’

other communities solve the type
of problems which the show spot-
lights. Recordings will be dis-

tributed via the “People Act
Centre” at Penn State College.

ABC, WmcheO In

Chi Politico Deal
Walter Winchell may cover the

Chicago political conventions for
ABC radio and television. Talks
have been going on between net-
work execs and the columnist-com-
mentator with an eye toward in-
tegrating WW into the web’s poli-
tico wrapup.

It would be a separate “Chi
package” deal completely apart
from Winchell’s contract with ABC
or the Admiral sponsorship of the
conventions via the web.

If ABC succeeds in selling WW
to Admiral as a supplementary per-
sonality attraction he’ll be inte-
grated into the Admiral gavel-to-
gavel ABC coverage, going on
nightly for highlight appraisals. In
the event of other sponsorship
auspices, he would-be featured on
the web’s “between gavel” sessions,
due to the Admiral exclusivity
while the convention sessions are
in progress.

Long Lire the King
Chicago, June 24.

Wayne King Show, dropped by
Standard Oil of Indiana after three
years on an 11-station NBC-TV
hookup, goes off Thursday (26).

‘

It has selected as the final num-
ber on the final show of the serie*
an appropriate redundancy, “ ’TU
the End.” •
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TALENT, SPONSOR RAIDING

FLAGSHIPS MOVING IN ON TOP INDIES

All-out battle amontf top local

indie radio stations and network

flagships is shaping up, touched off

by the net stations’ steady move-in

on what had formerly been- consid-

ered strictly the sponsorship do-

main of the indies. Tied in with

the battle is the start of new tal-

ent and sponsor raiding maneuvers,

only this time it’s again the net

flagship vs. the indie operations,

rather than among the nets them-

selves.

Pointing up the raiding tactics

is the signaturing this ^eek by

WNBC, key NBC station in N. Y*

of Gene Rayburn, long associated

with Dee Finch as the top disk

jockey team on WNEW, N. Y. ra-

dio indie. Both WNBC and WCBS,
the CBS Radio web’s N. Y. flagship,

had been bidding for Rayburn, it’s

been learned. NBC station had also

wanted Finch, but the latter de-

cided it \vould be more to his in-

terest to stay where he is. Deejay

team, as a result, is split up for the

first time in many years, with the

possibility that WNEW will come

up with another comic to replace

Rayburn^on its early-morning show

with Finch.

On the sponsorship side of the

battle, both WNBC and WMAQ,
NBC’s key Chicago outlet, have re-

cently inked lucrative pacts with

Robert Hall Clothes, a retail outfit

which formerly had tossed its en-

tire radio ad budget to the indie

stations. Both WNBC and WCBS,
in addition, have moved in on the

retail grocery trade via their re-'

spective “chain lightning” opera-

tions, another facet of radio biz on

which the indies once had an ex-

clusive franchise.

Backgrounding the fight is the

new program schedule being adopt* I

ed by • the webs’ o.&o. flagships,

'

which follows closely on the pat-

tern set by the indies many years

ago. Where the net operations were
formerly confined to only island-

type programming, in which they

had small shows interspersed

among the network productions,

they've recently opened up block
programming, in which they can
provide numerous participating

sponsox-s with long stretches of lo-

cally-produced shows. This has
been-made possible, of course, by
the webs turning over more time
to their affiliates which they them-
selves have not been able to sell,

and the takeover by the local sta-

tions of the post-midnight hours,
which were formerly considered
strictly netwoi'k time.

It’s this new block pi’ogramming

(Continued on page 34)
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CBS-TV, Serutan

In Sat Night Deal
CBS-TV solved the first phase of

its thorny Saturday night fall pro-

gramming problem this week, when
Serutan bought the web’s 10:30 to

11 p. m. slot to bankroll its “Bat-

tle of the Ages,” currently airing

on the DuMont web Tuesday nights.

Show preems on CBS video Sept. 6.

Time was occupied during the

season just ending by “Songs for

Sale,” which went from 9:30 to 11.

With Ken Murray expected back in

the fall at 8 o’clock Saturday
nights with either an hour or a

half-hour show, and with the new
Jackie Gleason show expected to

go from 9 to 10, it„ had been
thought that CBS might continue
“Songs” in the 10 to 11 period.

With Senitan now having bought
that final half-hour, the web must
make other plans for its 10 to 10:30
time. (Ballantine’s, meanwhile, has
bought 45 minutes of an hour ver-

sion of “Songs” for a special, nine-

week ride this summer.)
Switch of “Battle” from DuMont

to CBS also marks the first time
in a number of years that CBS has
had a laxative advertiser. NBC
paved the way via its radio network
several months ago when it sold
the “Doctor’s Wife” soap opera
strip to Ex-Lax. On DuMont, “Bat-
tle” has been slotted Tuesday
nights at 9, opposite the high-rated
“Fireside Theatre” on NBC-TV,
and has been able to come up with
l-atings in' the 12s and 13s.

Chi Writers Vote

July 1 Walkout
Chicago, June 24.

Executive board of National
Assn, of Bi'oadcast Engineers &
Technicians today (Tues.) author-
ized strike of 11 Chi newswrlters
and four pi’ogram builders against
ABC and NBC, effective July 1.

o

Newswritei's and networks were
unable to get together on a new
contract before the Federal me-
diator last week, but negotiations
are continuing today and webs are
optimistic about reaching agree-
ment befoi’e end of week. Union
wanted $125 for first-year writers
and $150 thereafter. Later demands
were downgraded to $110 and $125.
Webs stai'ted with an offer of 6%
increase and later jumped it to
19Co.

Also involved, although of sec-
ondary importance, are union de-
mands for writer credits, freelance
rights and extra coin for commer-
cials.

Strike oi’der brings out possi-
bility of NABET-CIO workers pick-
eting International Amphitheatre
If issues are not settled before the
political conventions, and could
possibly put a crimp into radio-TV
coverage of those events.

Meanwhile, WBBM, CBS flagship
here, today signed a two-year con-
flict with Radio’ Writers Guild,
giving 10% raises retx-oactive to
Jan. 7, and an additional 5% hike
June 11, 1953. Under this contract
writers will range from $93 to $113
weekly.

Toni’s Two-a-Day Capsule

Airer in ABC Radio Deal
Toni has bought four five-minute

periods weekly on ABC radio for

a pine-week period, with the pos-
sibility that the campaign may be
extended to 12 weeks if time can
be cleared. Sponsor will back “It

Happens Every Day,” airer with
Arlene Fi’ancis and Bill Cullen,
which was expanded on Columbia
last week from a once-weekly to
six-times-weekly basis.

Stanza will be beamed twice a
day on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Afternoon show will be aired at
2:30 p.m. EDT, while the evening
show will be skedded at 10:30 p.m.
in each local time zone. Agency is

Tatham-Laird. '

Not Enough Stations,

Ballantine Changes

||||i|i[$ongs’Buy
Deal for lOallantine’s to buy the

final < 45 Minutes ' df CBS/TV’s

“Songs' for Sgle”fbir; a Special sum-

mer ride blew 'apart this, week

when the web found it impossible

to clear the total number of sta-

tions requested by the beer firm.

Show is being- aired during the

summer on Saturday nights from

8 to 9.

Time slot had been filled during

the reason just past by the Ken

Murray show, but when that went

off the air, most of the CBS affili-

ates which had been carrying it

switched over to NBCrTV’s “All

Star Revue.” Ballantine’s ordered

31 markets as a starter for “Songs,”

but CBS was able to deliver only

23. “Songs,” consequently, remains

on a complete sustaining basis this

summer,

V

Fight Looming On

Rebroadcast Rule;
’ £>

Solon Preps Law
r

Washington, June 24.

Fight is brewing over a recent

ruling of the FCC reversing pre-

vious policies upholding right of

networks to restrict rebroadcasts

of sponsored programs. Under the

new policy, taking effect July 1,

an affiliate which has carried a

commercial show must explain to

the FCC why it would refuse per-

mission to a nearby station to re-

broadcast if it’s okay with the

sponsor.

National Assn, of Radio and TV
Broadcasters has protested the

Commission’s ruling, contending
the agency has not given proper
notice to affected parties and that

it has exceeded its authority in re-

quiring an explanation for refusal

to grant rebroadcast consent.
NARTB claims the new rule will

place the FCC in the position of
-1 i ? . • ** • t 13 e

Hollywood, June 24.

Bob Hope may be the first NBC personality to adopt television

sponsorship concepts into his radio show, under the network’s new
policy of closer coordination between the' two media. Hope plans
to do an hour show for AM next fall, which the web will pitch to

*

three participating sponsors, a la TV’s “All Star Revue,” with each
of the three alternating weekly in the major plugging spot.

Comic, who’s committed to 10 shows on .the Sunday night TV
“Comedy Hour,” is now negotiating with several unidentified spon-
sors for his radio deal. He plans to devote full attention to AM,
feeling there’s a tendency nowadays to kick radio around and to

ignore- some 15,000,000 radio sets in the hinterlands and. in areas

where video doesn’t penetrate and where it won’t even .after more
stations take- the air.

Hope is also of the opinion that radio can no longer afford high-

priced guestars. As a result, his revamped show next season will

spotlight ad lib interviews with guest from all walks of life.

Network Thinking In Post-Freeze

Timber!
Geneva, N. Y., June 24.

Television, while bringing
the Democratic National Con-
vention in Chicago (July 21)

to its greatest audience in his-

tory, will create complications,
in running the pi-oceedings,

Mrs. India Edwards, vice

chairman of the Democratic
Nati6nal Committee, points
out.

Addressing the New York
State Democratic Committee
Youth Division’s Sixth Annual
Political Institute at Hobart
College here Saturday (21),

Mrs. Edwards declared that
the length of speeches will

have to be cut dowh and floor

demonstrations limited be-
cause of demands of television.

In addition, Mrs. Edwards
warned, delegates will have to
have to be on guard against a
new TV “secret weapon,” the
zoomar, a telescopic lens capa-
ble of quick closeup shots. “I
suspect,” she said, “that men
will have to watch their shaves
and women their lipstick a lit-

. tie more closely this year.”

determining fair compensation for

rebroadcast privileges and impose
unnecessary administrative bur-
dens on both the FCC and broad-
casters.

Meanwhile, Rep. Harry R. Shep-
pard (D., Calif.), foe of network
“monopoly,” has advised the Com-
mission he plans to introduce legis-

lation to clarify the situation. In
letters to commissioners, Sheppard
said he feels “most radio stations,
both network affiliated and inde-
pendent, have much to gain by
your decision, and that proper ad-
ministration of it will greatly en-
hance the public service of radio
and TV, as well as open new ave-

( Continued on page 34)

1 Major AM Network: Dunville
Cincinnati, June 24.

Possibility that the i*adio industry of the future will comprise
only a single top network of 55 to 65 stations was predicted here
last week by Robert Dunville, prez of Crosley Broadcasting. Speak-
ing at the annual convention of the American Marketers Assn.,
Dunville said this web will have reduced talent and production
costs. He emphasized his belief that “l'adio of the future will con-
tinue to grow, but on a sounder basis right alongside television.”

Dunville blasted the projected rate-cut moves being talked by
the networks as “unsound and unwarranted.” He conceded that
AM is now going through a peidod of adjustment, but stressed that
it has the ability to offer sponsors circulation at. a low enough cost-
per-thousand to make it a profitable and useable ad medium. He
declared that radio, from 1940 to 1950, underwent the “greatest
watering-down period that any industry has had to take and still'
survive, when the number of stations inci*eased from 814 to- 2,234.”
This period, he said, was one of inflation, leading to today’s period
of adjustment, which was hastened by the advent of TV.

Dunville called on research organizations to revise their methods
of evaluating radio and evolve an effective system of measui'ing
total listening in the home, as well as out-of-home. Some efforts
have been made in this direction, he said, but the work remaining
should serve as “a great challenge to rcseai‘clwnmded and mar-
keting-minded people.”

Schwimmer Drops

Giveaway Suit

Chicago, June 24.
Walter Schwimmer last week

quietly got a dismissal of his three-
year-old suit in connection with the
FCC ban on radio-TV giveaway
programs. Original temporary in-
junction was granted Schwimmer’s

Radio Features packaging firm by
Judge Michael Igoe in Chi Federal
District Court Sept. 13, ’49. Judge
Igoe granted the dismissal without
prejudice.
Schwimmer’s request for a per-

manent injunction was to have
come before a three-judge court
Oct. 7, ’49. However, both sides
in the case agreed to a continuance
until a similar case was decided in
the Federal courts in N. Y. The
action of thi’ee webs—ABC, CBS
and NBC—in obtaining a temporary
restraining order against the FCC
in the northern district court cov-
ei*ed a broader field than did
Schwimmer’s action, hence the
agreement for continuance.
A few weeks later, the FCC an-

nounced that it would voluntarily
shelve any attempts to enforce its

proposed rules until final decisions,
which were expected to go to the
U. S. Supreme Court.

However, the N. Y. case has
never come to trial, anjJ, it’s as-
sumed that both sides have neither
the time nor inclination to push
for a decision.

•f Top television industry execs

have done almost a complete re-

verse in their crystal-balling on the
cost-vs.-impact factors of network
TV sponsorship in the future.
Where they formerly insisted that
TV is such a tremendous" ad me-
dium that it will build sufficient
new sales to offset the skyrocket-
ing time and talent costs for spon-
sors, they’re now just as^ thorough-
ly convinced that no single national
advertiser .will be able to afford a
show on a complete network of 250*
300 markets which might be avail-
able within the next few years.

Nets, as a result, are reapprais-
ing their entire selling concepts
and affiliation psfctS with an eye to
TV’s status when the new1

stations
permitted by the freeze-lifting take
the air. General consensus, to
date, breaks down on somewhat the
lines of the “selected facilities”

plan instituted by the CBS Radio
net last year, under which a spon-
sor must purchase a certain num-
ber of “must buy” markets and per-

mit the network to sell his show
to non-competing advertisers in all

other markets. Plan holds for any
property, whether it’s a network
house package, agency-produced
show, etc.*

TV execs point out- that an ad-

vertiser seeking national distribu-

tion for his product will almost cer-

tainly have to buy the 65-odd ma-
jor distrib centres across the coun-
try. But, they now concede that,

even though that number of mar-
kets does not exceed by much the

number now pui*chased by some
of the top video* sponsors, no sfhgle

bankroller will be able to afford

many more than that. As a result,

they're tentatively planning to in-

clude only those markets on their

“must buy” lists, while i*etaining

the right to sell shows on a re-

gional basis outside of those areas.

Under this plan, of course, some
of -the pioneer TV stations around
the country will stand a chance of

losing some of their lucrative na-

tional network business, on the

•1 theory that their circulation is too

small to be listed among the “must
buy” markets. Such cities, for ex-

ample, as Lancaster and Johpstown
(Pa.), Binghamton (N. Y.J and

i Continued on page 34)'

TOSCY’S DAUGHTER AS

LONGHAIR DISK JOCKEY
Wanda Toscanini Horowitz is the

newest longhair disk jockey to be
signed by WNBC, flagship station
of the NBC radio web in N. Y.
Daughter of maestro Arturo Tos-
canini and wife of pianist Vladimir
Horowitz, she’ll do a half-hour Sat-
urday evening program, concen-
trating, strictly on recordings made
by her husband.
Show will go in the 7:30 to 8 p.m.

slot Saturdays, where it will be
back-to-back with the Jane (Mrs.
Goodman) Ace deejay show.

WOR-MBS Step Up

Program Wedding
WOR, New York key. of Mutual,

is revamping its schedule to take

more of the network’s programs
and in turn the chain is picking

up more of the station’s stanzas.

It's a move with significance for

the other chains, since the ability

to deliver a Gotham slot will

strengthen MBS’ hand, and at the

same time it will give WCBS,
WNBC and WJZ, keys of the other

skeins, less competition in the lo-

cal selling market.

Julius Seebach, MBS program
veepee, who until last month only

held the reins of WOR program-

ming, has picked up two WOR
shows for the web to air on a co-op

basis. Ray Heatherton’s “Merry

Mailman,” which started as a

WOR-TV feature, goes on Mutual

in the 5-5:30 p.m. strip on Monday
(30). John Gambling, the veteran

WOR personality, launches a cross-

the-board show in dhe 3-4 p*m.

block,' the Week of July 13.

“Mailman” will hold the 5 p.m.

( Continued, on page 34
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High & Dry
ByBLARRY BANNISTER

• I’ve long admired Vahiety’s resourcefulness in digging up stories,

although at times my admiration has been tinged with sadness over
such mish-mash as the piece that some NBC affiliates feel “Ban-
nister has sold them down the river.”

Whom have I sold down what riyer?

Or, up what creek?
’

Today's- geography lesson tells us that in Virginia there’s a “Ban-
ister River.” In Montana there’s one called “Crooked.” There’s,

a “Skunk River" ih Iowa, and a "Snake Creek” in North Dakota.
Also a “Little Shake” in Colorado-^rfor midgets:

My trip was O.K., though somewhat hurried. I caught 11 planes

in eight 'days—“-all running late.

In Milwaukee I won a few quid from the second best gin player

in the industry.
•'

In Omaha my hat blew across Farnam" street, and over some
newly tarred paying. Cost me two bucks to get it cleaned!

In St. Louis I lunched with the editors and managers of the
Post-Dispatch on a 45-pound salmon caught in the wilds of North-
ern Canada by Publisher Joseph Pulitzer.

In Kansas City I helped Dean Fitzer and Roy Roberts inaugurate
their magnificent new building, then cold-decked Dean and Jack
Harrington. Got the price of new shoes for baby. ,

In Oklahoma City I'got tooken by Buddy Sugg for 35 cents at
high-low-jack. He then piled insult on injury, by insisting on
arising at 5 a.m. to drive me to the airport.

In San Antonio; I napped for 10 minutes in Hugh Halff’s pastel
contour chair, a nifty companion piece to my own contour chair

—

the parting gift from WWJ’S staff.

I crossed many rivers in my travels. Deep rivers and shallow
rivers. Always the waters flowed peacefully—the channels were
well marked—the buoys floated and.bobbed in happy tranquility.
Can you top this?

‘Nobody Ever Heard a Watt'; Show’s

The Thing—Menser to BMIAM Clinic

NetWork radio’s troubles stem 4
from concentration ’ on facilities

rather than programs, Clarence L..

Menser, former NBC program v.p.

and now with Stetson U. and
WJBS, DeLand, Fla., told the
Broadcast Music, Inc., program
clinic in N. Y. yesterday (Tues.).

Pointing out that DeLand
“doesn’t feel any radio crisis,”

Menser said that “it is a mistake
to assume that all radio is to go
out of existence when network
operations become unprofitable.”
He added, “network radio is ap-
proaching unprofitable operation
because it has for years been
dominated by the false philosophy
that the most important thing was
its facilities.”

“Nobody ever heard a watt,’
Menser declared, and the listener
doesn’t care whether the show he

Lost & Unfound
New York.

Editpr, Variety:
Physically. I have been back

in New York since June 6, but
L.A. to N.Y. has made no rec-
ord of this return. .

It is a very uncomfortable
feeling to be sent west by
Variety and never brought
back, like the third act of a
play called “Outward Bound.”
For the record, I have re-
turned.

Lester Gottlieb
CBS. Radio Program v.p.

TV Ballcasts Put
wants comes in with one watt or
50,000. He stressed that advertisers
and networks should be aware of
the importance of the small station
which delivers a major proportion
of the dialers in its area, because
of its ability to deal with local
problems and news in a local man-
ner.

Menser urged networks to spend
more time on developing programs
and talent. He said AM networks
can and do make important con-
tributions and hopes that these
will be maintained. “Bub network
radio, if it is to exist, must do. so

(Continued on page 36)

Politico Confusion

Hits TV Webs, Too
Accounting departments of CBS-

TV and NBC-TV will have their
hands full next month, in working
out plans for paying stations which
will carry live pickups of the po-
litical conventions on the two webs,

fh*
Ration lineups,. which came

rough last week, reveal several
arrangements for alternate,

?ro
led

u
or intermittent pickups

if®?
1

,

h networks in single-sta-
n markets, in addition to the ex-

S?*
1Ve

-

pact
?

inked by other sta-
ns with either of the two webs.
B lo°i?,ngton '

s YTTV, for exam-
p ’ v

f
1
^.

carry aii coverage,
except for the period from 9:30

niidnight on the kickoff

anH in Republican conclave
K?. 12

J
10011 t0 2:30 P- m - the fol-

CBS accountants, con-

mv^nHy ’ must 'Work out their
Pn.MneiTt Schedules to the station

(Continued on page 37)

Frothy Head On

Hamm’s Beer Biz
Chicago, June 24.

Retail outlets doubled, • sales

more than tripled—that’s the frothy
head put on Hamm’s beer by the
fortunate combination of television
and baseball.

Hamm’s, which with Chesterfield
co-sponsors

.
Chi White Sox and

Cubs home ball games on WGN-
TV, is St. Paul beer, and had rela-

tively little Windy City metropoli-
tan area distribution at the start of

the baseball season a short two
months ago. Matter of fact, the
ballgames were to be the medium
for forcing distribution.

How well this plan worked is

illustrated by the brewer adding a
reported 1,500 new retail outlets

in the first 10 days of the WGN-
TV telecasts. Clyde Repp, Hamm’s
ad director, won’t reveal the exact
number of new outlets because oi

“the highly -competitive nature of

the brewing industry.” However,
Other brewers, who necessarily

(Continued on page 34)

NBC-TV Dickers Sinatra

For New Regent Show
Deal is on for Frank Sinatra to

take over two 15-minute segments
weekly on NBC-TV. Negotiations
are on with the Riggio agency to
pick up the tab on the two Sinatra
shows for Regent cigarets.

It’s not yet definite whether
Sinatra will occupy the -7: 15- p.m.
or 7:30 slot On Tuesdays and
Thursdays.

Emerson Tees Off $5,000,000 Eduel

TV Fund; Sees New Market (or Sets
+

‘TAKE’ IS OFF Oil

The “take?- is ,<WS /on.therCommjer-
cial religious,, stapza$ .pircwting, .the
Sunday morning kilocycles, both
radio and TV, oft the networks and

I

locally. For years—in radio—the
“paid commercial” rellgioso spiel-

!

ers have been the “problem boys”
of the- industry. Broadcasters,
while not encouraging their busi-
ness, took them on because they

j

laid it right on the line for time
with hard cash and, * too, delivered
their own program packages. The
FCC has always taken a “hands-
off” position.

ABC divides up quite a few of
them between its AM and TVi
skeins, with Evangelist^ Billy Gra-
ham. and his “Hour of Decision,” i

the Gospel Broadcasting’s 1 “Old

'

Fashioned" Revival Hour,” the
Voice of Prophecy’s “Faith for To-
day” (TV)/ the Church of Christ’s
“Herald of Truth,” the Free Meth-
odists’ “Light and Life Hour,” etc.,

pouring some handsome coin into
the ABC coffers.-

They’re all over. Mutual Sunday
mornings, with such items as Ei-
der Michaux’s “Happiness Hour,”
the Christian Reformed Church’s
“Back to God/V the. Radio, Bible
Class, Voice -of Prophecy, Lutheran
Layman’s League program, etc.

(CBS, NBC policy has been, for the
most .-part, tp eschew the paid re-
ligious airers. Perhaps the most
lucrative of all sources comes from
a local level.)

The various religiose societies,

of course, thrive on the solicited
donations. Nobody’s come up with
the answer as to why the “take”
should be off at this particular
time, but. it’s known that there’s
been mixed reaction with the re-
ligioso fraternities as to the wis-
dom of spotlighting the shows at
the same time that the potential
audiences are at church. Some
would prefer moving ito weekday
segments, hut this would occasion
upped time charges, and most of
them can’t afford that kind of a
tab.

Click of Bishop Fulton J. Sheen
with his Tuesday night “Life Is

Worth Living” non-commercial TV
stanza on DuMont has thrown a
fresh accent on the so-called
"school of religious broadcasting.”
The fact that Bishop Sheen enjoys
an audience that makes all the
assorted Sunday segments strictly

smalltime is the clincher to the
growing belief that the way to bid
for big audiences is not to compete
with the churchgoer on a Sunday
morning.

WJZ RECLAIMS ABC

SEGS FOR OWN SHOWS
WJZ, N. Y., is reclaiming two im-

portant segments of time which are
sustained on the ABC web.
Eddie Dunn will be installed in

a cross-the-board 90-minute disk
show, with emphasis on music and
selling on the local level, in the 2-

3:30 p.m. block. That by-passes
bulk of the Tennessee Ernie hill-

billy opus which the web is carry-
ing. Gotham outlet, however, will

pick up the 3:30 half-hour of Er-
nie, as a lead-ip to the Cal Tinney
stanza which General Mills has just

bought.
In the morning, since the

11-11:30 strip is currently un-
sponsored on the skein, WJZ will

move the “Tom Reddy Show” (now
aired- at 2-2:30 p.m.). Idea is that

the o-and-o station can make some
coin by selling time locally in the
valuable morning period and giving

up the network’s sustainers.

L&rmon’s Status
Speculation has been rife in

Madison Avenue agency circles
as .to the anticipated pre-
empting of - the Young & Rubi-
cami prexy berth in the event
that Gen. Dwight D. Eisen-
hower becomes the next Presi-

'

dent of the United States.

Sigurd Larmon, Y & R
prexy, has thrown his full

weight and time into the Eisen-
hower campaign and it’s antici-

pated that in the event of an
Eisenhower victory, he’ll shed
his Y & R stripes for a top-

level D, .C. administrative
berth.

14 Cameras Film

Mock Atom Attack

For ‘See It Now’
* i

First television coverage of a

mock atom bomb attack on N, Y.

City, which took place yesterday

(Tues.), will occupy 15 minutes on

CBS-TV’s “See It Now” Sunday
(29), despite the fact that co-pro-

ducers Edward R. NMurrow and
Fred W. Friendly supervised lens-

ing of more than two hours of film.

Pressing into service 14 cameras
and more crews than it has ever
before used, the show will cover
every phase of the operation from
the takeoff of the supposed enemy
bomber from Europe to the final

bombing or interception over the
city.

“See It” worked out the show in

cooperation with the Air Force and
Civil Defense. After Sunday’s
broadcast, the AF will use the
edited film for training purposes,
and other prints will be shipped
to civilian defense posts in major
cities across the country for them
to use in training their local or-

ganizations.

To get fullest coverage of the
“bombing run,” CBS will have
announcer Howard HL Smith and a
cameraman aboard the B-29
bomber as its flies the Atlantic and
approaches the northeastern U. S.

for its attack on Manhattan. Mur-
row and another cameraman will

be aboard an F-94 Jet, which will

be one of many planes sent aloft

to intercept the bomber as it flies

in over Westchester. In addition,

other cameramen will be stationed
at civil defense lookout points
along the coast and in radar rooms
in Maine, Connecticut and on Long
Island.

CBS-TV will do all in its power
to prevent Sunday’s broadcast from
being mistaken by viewers for

j

the real thing, a la Orson Welles’
“Man from Mars” invasion some
years back. I

Robt. Kennett to Mutual
Robert C. Kennett, ex-general

manager of WICC, Bridgeport,
Conn., has joined Mutual’s station

relations department.

Kennett, former manager of

WONS, Hartford, and previously
withWLW, Cincy, WHAS, Louis-
ville, and CBS in N. Y., will be
manager of the southern division.

Plans for the creation jof . a
$5,000,000 fund to aid the develop-
ment of educational television,

which were revealed Monday (23)

by Emerson Radio prexy Benjamin
Abrams, is expected to provide the
angeling being sought by a num-
ber of educational institutions to
get their TV station plans off the
ground. Because of the compara-
tively high cost of TV station
operation, applications for the edu-
cational channels provided , by the
FCC following lifting of the freeze
are going extremely slowly.

In revealing plans for the fund
at an industry luncheon at- the
Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, . Abrams
disclosed that his company will
spearhead the movement by do-
nating $100,000 initially. Money Is
to be divided into equal grants of
$10,000 to the .first 10 strictly-edu-
cational video channels putting a
test pattern on the air. Expressing
the hope that top execs of TV and
other industries would’ set up a co-
operative organization to back
educators, Abrams said Emerson
will “welcome the opportunity of
contributing, its share to an indus-
try fund, which should set its goal
at $5,000,000.”

Irt additional to the philanthropic
aspect of Emerson’s donation,
Abrams conceded that the move is
also dictated by business reasons.
With more than 1,000*000 elemen-
tary and secondary schoolrooms
across the country, he pointed out,
TV set manufacturers will find a
vast new market for their receivers
when educational video becomes
reality. New market is also to be
found among potential viewers who
might want to tune into an educa-
tional channel and, he added, there
will also' be a new receiver mar-
ket in thousands of cities which
will receive their first or only TV
broadcasts from an educational
station.

Abrams noted that in many cities
educational channels, which won’t jH
have to go through the lengthy M
competitive hearings which con-
front applicants for commercial
channels, may be first on the air.

He predicted that these stations
will probably carry network shows,
even though they would be on a
non-commercial basis. Such sta-
tions, he said, can be of value to
the entire industry by helping to
open the new ultra-high frequency
channels.

Abrams read congratulatory mes-
sages on his* plan received earlier
in the day from President Truman
and- from Commissioner Frieda B.
Hennock, who sparked the move
within the FCC to allocate chan-
nels for educational purposes only.

WNEW Shills For

Gotham Culture
WNEW, N. Y„ has come up with

an unusual series of musical spots,

which preem on the indie station

tomorrow (Thurs.), designed to’

“sell” New York City’s variegated

attractions in all branches of the
seven lively arts.

The spots, all of them in the pop
musical idiom, allow for commer-
cial announcements geared for

museums, concerts] and other cul-

tural facets. They’ll be available
for. release in other cities, with
the “open end” formula permitting
for shilling of local culture.

Spots were conceived by WNEW
publicity director Bud Brandt, who
collaborated with program director
Bill Kalland on the lyrics, with
Roy Ross doing the music. Promo-
tional payoff to the station is al-

ready evidenced from a flock of na-
tional mag commitments.

palled the “Lively Arts Jingles,”
they were transcribed by the. Ray
Charles vocal group.

‘Looking Season On
*

There’s a' spurt in activity around the ad agencies these days in

regard to fall TV programming. The boys are looking. Whether
they’ll convert the looks into buys Will be determined in coming
weeks.

For months the sales reports around the TV networks have been
dull, a situation keyed to economic uncertainties. But during the
past two weeks Madison Avenue tensions have definitely, eased off.

Around the networks they’re wagering that, edme the fall season,
TV will be'more bullish than the ’51-’52 season.
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artillery, were short on sure- 1
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fire entertainment values, with
Hope and Crosby generally con-
fining their activity to a recital of
donors, coupled with a host of

non-show biz distractions in the
form of spiels by American Olym-
pic Committee chairman Avery with Ed Sullivan absent on the
Brundage, Gov. Earl Warren and Coast for his daughter’s college

the mayor of L. A. Among the graduation and wedding, Yul Bryn-
early performers, Burns & Allen ner took over as emcee Sunday
worked over some time-worn ma- (22) on CBS-TV’s “Toast of the

terial; Abbott & Costello came up Town" for the second segment of

with their inevitable “Who’s On Richard Rodgers- Story.

First?,” Liberace did some Gersh- ®£.^nper»
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for Sullivan, with an easy, mfor-

wu u * ....... mal manner, attractive personality,
Those who stayed with it, how- and appealing accent

ever, were rewarded as the show show lacked the full bite 0f the
gained momentum and the Hope- previous week’s segment, but was
Crosby dualistics hit their stride, well above-average for a pleasing
(By the Sunday afternoon finale, hour. Where the previous stanza’s
they were a TV affinity which sug- portion dealt with Rodgers-Larry

Tele Follow-Up Comment

gested they might have been work-
ing the video channels for years.)

It was during the 2 to 4 a.m.
segments that things began to

jump at the Hollywood El Capitan
theatre originating point and it

was no surprise that the Martin &
Lewis entry provided the spark
that gave the telethon a new
tempo. For approximately a half-
hour Lewis took over and wowed
'em, culminating in a studio audi-
ence solicitation of funds. A Phil
Harris (it was his TV debut, too)
early-morning contrib was also
one of the major highlights, Harris
demonstrating conclusively with a
brace of socko numbers that TV
is the metier for his distinctive
vocallstics and comedy. Paul
Douglas, was eloquent in a rendi-
tion of Lou Gehrig’s sportsmanship
credo.

Hart music, this program dealt
with the Rodgers-Oscar Hammer-
stein 2d collaborations. And with
a wonderful galaxy of hit songs
for material, and some first-rate
talent for the artists, the airer
was okay. It moved along smooth-
ly under co-producer Mario Lewis’
expert eye, with only a few flaws
to mar it.

The show’s highspots more than
offset deficiencies. John Raitt de-
livered the Soliloquy from “Carou-
sel” with a ringing baritone, ferv-
ent manner and overall zing that
proved a show-stopper. It was a
terrific bit. Another highspot was
Juanita Hall’s rendition of “Bali
H’ai,” the tune she sings nightly
in Broadway’s “South Pacific.” An-
other honey of a song rendition
was Cloris Leachman’s presenta-
tion of “It Might As Well Be
Spring.” The lass, more recently
on Broadway in a straight legit

Through the night and into Sun- role, pleasantly surprised with a

GRAYSON STORES Program, incidentally, probably

WBAL-TV, Baltimore sets a new hi#h for giveaway loot.

( Maurice Aszael) H’s open to participating sponsors

This is a rustic hoedown with since DuMont hasn t been ahte

Barney Grant giving out with the & jell any of them yet, it s forced

corn comedy in between interludes re^ 9n ^ree plugs for the give-

fine voice and distinctive personal of hillbilly music by a typical quin- away Prizes. otai.

song-style. tet headed up by the Short Bros.
A distinctive bit was contributed Additional vocals, self-accompanied HAPPY FELTON'S KNOTHOLE

by Rodgers himself, who came on on the guitar, are supplied by GANG
in mid-program to chat with Bryn- Mickey Evans, femme yammerer With Felton, various guests
ner, and turn his talk into a grace- who features a tricky yodel with Producer: Felton,
ful tribute to partner Hammerstein, stuff. 30 Mins.; Wed., 1 p.m.
“a gentle man.” Rodgers then in- Gra»t stacks up well in his M-G-M, LOEW’S THEATRES
troduced Margot Hopkins, his re- category, getting the most out of WOR-TV, N, Y.
hearsal pianist since the “Garrick his gags and lending a hand as Accent is on youth in “Happy
Gaieties” of 1925. The two then well with overlong commercials. Felton’s Knothole Gang,” a half-

gave a two-piano duet of “I’m In This latter phase, having to do hour kids' show beamed on WOH-
Love With A Wonderful Guy.” with trick money picked up by the TV, N. Y., prior to the airing of

Rodgers stayed on to play for Miss listeners at the sponsors and the Brooklyn Dodgers' games from
Hall’s “Bali H’ai|' and returned at utilized for bidding on merchan- Ebbets Field. On Wednesday*
the finale in a new guise, as con- dise displayed on the show, plays stanza, for example, the portly

ductor for the whole company’s with entertainment pace, but Felton interviewed several boys
performance in “You’ll Never Walk show manages to hold up well who are members of the Canarsie
Alone.” enough. Should give more time to Amateur League.

Celeste Holm and Ray Middle- talent at hand. Burm. Felton’s line of questioning ex-

ton were a good song duet in “Peo-
* — tracts names of the lads, their ages,

nl a IXTiH AT L 1_ ^ TIT. • i 1. _pie Will Say”; Martha Wright han- I’VE GOT A SECRET
died herself well with

’ ' ~
what team they play with, what
Loew theatre they go to, amongdied herself well with “Cockeved With Garrv MnAr, I-,-.., t juoew meatre iney go

Optimist”; Raitt was good again In Z? Hobson Louise^ Alhritton ?
ther things - His is a bre

,
ezy ’

“If I Loved You,” and Miss Holm Orson S, Melville £°??al appr?acb that
*
m
g
k
SLinfokay in “June Is Bustin’ Out.” panelists; Boris Karloff, ruest' 7lt
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?
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briefChoreography of the dance ensem- others
* Highlight of the session was

point where Dodger pitcher Clem
Labine answered the kids ban

hies was rather uninspired, and the Producer; Goodson-Todman
various dance participants for the Director: Frank Satenstein
trio of "King and I”' tunes didn't 3d~Mins.'; Thun., l<h3o"Tm. P-

r
°J?

ems and participated in a

Show to . best advantage. The Jon JPROM COSMETICS,
1
* CARTER warmup with them

(Inotfir i _i J Prncxram 1c honlrrnllpnProgram is bankrolled by M-G-JJ
and Loew’s Theatres via a t^eup

with the Dodgers. On the basis oi

the show caught Felton appears to

Gnagy commercial was clever, PRODUCTS
while Sullivan also came in, via a CBS-TV, from N. Y
recording, for another good Mer- ( Tatham-Lalrd

)

Curyplug
-

Bron
-

apa'ce ^onThe^ S“in Tndoctri-

NBC-TV’s ’’Kraft Theatre” went tfitdoSS jibe* with the°pa2Lgfr& ^ne“V both ’filmlandon m the best “Show must go on” standing of Mark Goodson & Bill basebaU His sales^ pitch summed
tradition last Wednesday night (18) Todman. Despite the emceeship of ft

S

Up a
*

-Am??iSn
P
baseball . . •

with the presentation of Hector garrulous Garry Moore, already American entertainment and you’ll
Chevigny’s original drama, “Death Jusy on CBS-TV with his own fi£d the beri at'vour neighborhood

(Continued on page 37) (Continued on page 36) Loew theatre.”
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CHEERING
Washington, April 24.

Petition of ABC and United Paramount Tiieatres for a quick

Vision on- their, proposed merger was strongly opposed yesterday

?Mon
)' by F.CC counsel Frederick-Ford. arid Max Paglin, represent-

i t -thtf Commission broadcast bureau in the current Par anti-

tnist hearings- before examiner Leo Resnick. Opposition to the

move was previously filed by Allen B. Du Mont labs, a party to

the -package -‘hearings because of an FCC holding that the company

is controlled by- Paramount Pictures. CBS, whose $6,000,000 deal

tn acquire WBKB (TV) in Chicago is contingent on approval of

the merger, has supported ABC-UPT. Paramount did not file

^ortTand Paglin advised the Commission that ABC-UPT’s argu-

ment that it. must have an early decision in order to plan for a

fall network operation doesn’t add up. Even if the petition were

granted, they declared, a final ruling on the merger could not be

made before next year. Agency lawyers estimated hearings still

have three-.weeks to go, that that record will be closed on about

July 15,"that at least three months will be required for filing pro-

posed findings, and another two to three months for examiner to

issue his initial decision. This initial decision, they said, cannot be

expected before Jan. 15 at earliest and thus a severance of merger

testimony from other issues in hearings “would save very little

time.”

By FLORENCE S, LOWE
Washington, June 24.

Increasing impact of Tadio and
TV on politics is being reflected in

:

stepped up activity in the Congres-

sional Radio Room, .
according to.

Robert and Helen Coar, who oper-

ate this unique service to members
of Congress.

More and more the nation-’s leg-

islators, including many former
skeptics, are beating a track to thej

studio tucked away on the top floor

of the Old House Office Bldg, to

tape shows and make disks carry-

ing messages to the folks back
home. To.tal number of regular
weekly customers now reaches an
impressive 110 in the House of

Representatives and 32, or one-
third, in the Senate. This does not
include the many others, virtually
every member of Congress, who
make occasional requests for serv-
ice.

Interesting sidelights on the
awareness of lawmakers of the
power of the new medium is the
fact that the Coars are currently
being delayed by requests for TV;
material, even though their video
facilities will not be complete un-
til after the first' of next year.

The TV score in the little studio
has risen to the point where there
are now three Senators regularly
making film reports, with Bob Coar
acting as cameraman, editor, cut-
ter, et al. Sens. Blair Moody and
Homer Ferguson, Democrat and

(Continued On page 39)

Chi Council Okays

AM-TV at Hearing
_ .

Chicago, June 24.
Uu City Council knuckled under

to pressure from radio-TV forces
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11 henceforth welcome radio

a video mikes, recorders and
meras into all future open anti-

cnme hearings.
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Tito’* Triumph
Rocco Tito, who co-ordinates

the “Game of the Day” for*

Mutual, has a hobby of keep-
ing his own running account
of the games- as they’re aired.

Last Friday (20) his system
paid off when the Armed
Forces Radio Services, which
tapes the ballcasts for relaying
to GIs over -seas, discovered
that the last two innings were
snafued on tape. Before the
tape broke, the Pirates were
leading the Dodgers, 4-1, and
the servicemen would not have
been able to get the details of
the Dodger homerun -which
won the game, 5-4, in the last

inning. However, with Tito’s

notes, AFRS was able to re-

construct the dramatic windup.

Brorby on Spot:

‘Oops, So Sorry,’

On Biz Appraisal
Melvin Brorby, topper of Need-

ham, Louis & Brorby Agency, has
amended a speech he made a cou-
ple of months back which indicated

that national spot radio cost-per-

thousand had increased more than
the cost of any ad medium from
1941 to 1952.
Brorby had cited his agency’s

charts showing a steep rise in spot

radio costs in a speech he made
last April before the American
Assn, of Advertising Agencies.

However, in a speech he made this

month in Chicago he expanded the

figures to show that spot radio

hadn’t had the enormous increase

in cost-per-thousand.
The reason why spot radio looked

so expensive is that the NL&B
study used the one-minute night-

time rate only for its analysis of

spot radio. If 15-minute periods

were used instead of the one-

minute plugs, or if a combination

of both had been used, “the rate of

increase would have been less,”

Brorby said in his second talk.

Spot radio also shows up better

if daytime data is included (and

(Continued on page 37)

Ike’s Other Mike
Cincinnati, June 24.

Gen. Eisehhower’s talk Monday
(23) night carried by CBS-TV was
telecast here by WCPO-TV, which
is*

1 linked with ABC-TV. CBS af-

filiate, WKRC-TV, reported that

previous commitments kept it from
carrying the program and consent-

ed to the pickup request of Mort
Watters, chief of WCPO stations.

WKRC stations are Taft family
holdings*

0
A major topic *>f jrade conversa-

tion these days:concerns ithe plight,
of the debt-ridden- ABC network
and how much longer it. can remain
afloat in the* face of the protracted
FCC hearings on the network’s
projected merger with United Par-
amount Theatres.

Accompanying the mounting ap-
prehensions is a swelling sympathy
in most broadcasting industry seg-
ments and a growing ABC “cheer-
ing section,” rooting for speedy
FCC action in effecting the merger
which will pour fresh coin into
the web’s depleted treasury and
pump new life into TV.
ABC makes no bones over its

present-day crucial status. It has
an indebtedness to the tune of
$11,000,000, Because of the uncer-
tainties attending ABC’s future,
since there are no assurances
forthcoming that the merger will

get the Governmental agency’s
blessing, the network has only re-
cently lost out on $10,000,000 in

new TV business.

Cancellations have been coming
in at a rapid clip, with the widely-
kudosed “Celanese Theatre” only
last week following the Frigidaire-

sponsored Pulitzer drama series in

taking the exit route. The commer-
cial TV segments have been dwin-
dling., Without impressive program-
ming rosters, station clearances are
becoming- more and, more difficult.

ABC prexy Robert Ei Kintner
had his day before the FCC—and
he told all. In desperation he ap-
pealed to the FCC last week to
divorce ABC-UPT merger from the
overall “package” hearings, which
have been going^ on since last Janu-
ary and which, If continued, would
stall the wedding indefinitely.

Industry Backing: Heartening

ABC wants to get rolling by fall.

So does UPT, which is standing by
ready to wipe out the $11,000,000
debt and pour some $35,000,000
into revitalizing the network. It’s

heartening to the ABC-UPT of-

ficialdom that the general tenor of

trade reaction is to “get ABC off

the FCC hook—let them get roll-

ing.”

ABC knows that with new
money, new programs and its

$20,000,000 in plant investment,
giving it some of the industry’s

most enviable physical facilities,

it can wrap up station clearances,

remove the agency^client reluc-

tance to do business with the net-

work and make an impressive bid

for bigtime recognition on a CBS-.
NBC level.

ABC recalls the days in radio,

not too far distant, when it was
running neck and neck with CBS
for second-place programming lau-

rels, in the immediate postwar era

when it was enjoying the multiple
Bingsday attractions of Crosby,
Groucho Marx,' etc., along with
Theatre Guild of the Air. With
the UPT coin and collaboration of,

administrative-showmanship know-
know, ABC is convinced it can do
a repeat performance for TV.

But it’s all predicated on a time-
table, and how soon the FCC acts

will have a great bearirig on ABC’s
future sphere, if any, in the scheme
of TV things.

BRISTOL-MYERS AXES

‘MR. D. A.’ ON TV, TOO
Bristol-Myers has given “Mr. Dis-

trict Attorney” the TV axe, via

Young & Rubicam, following its

recent AM cancellation. Last show
on ABC-TV backed by B-M was
Monday (23). Airer had been on
every Monday at 8 p. m., with the

drug outfit picking up the tab al-

ternate weeks.

Radio edition, which had been
on ABC Fridays at 9:30-9:55 p.m.,

went off June 13. When he heard
that the airer, one of the oldest

whodunits, was dropped, produc-
er-director Ed Byron quipped, “We
just didn’t get renewed for the

second 13—that is, the second 13

years, not weeks.”

RWG, Riled at Reorg Parley, Studies

Vamping ALA—But Not for Months

My, My!
Detroit, June 24.

Want to know how to win a
Packard and a week’s stay in

the Presidential suite at the
Detroit Statler Hotel?
You knuckle onto a contest

such as one sponsored in De-
troit By the United Detroit
Radio Committee. Contestants
were asked to finish the sen-
tence “I like radio because. .

.”

All you gotta do is add. “it

is my newspaper, my music,
my clock,, my weather fore-
caster, my theatre, my sports,
my laughs, my cookbook, my
friendly companion.”

That’s the entry among
126,423 which hit the jackpot
in Detroit.

TVA, AFRA Plan

4A’s Opposition
Hollywood, June 24.

Despite opposition in the Asso-

ciated Actors & Artistes of Ameri-
ca on the upcoming TVA-AFRA
merger, final steps are being taken

by Television Authority and Amer-
ican Federation of Radio Artists to

effect a merger by July 18 through

an election of members from both
unions to a combined board which
will preside over American Fed-
eration of Television and Radio
Artists.

TVA National Board adopted a
j

resolution authorizing a computa-
tion of membership, • following
which notice will be sent members
advising them of elections planned
to select delegates to AFTRA
board and convention. TVA and
AFRA board members will serve
on the combined AFTRA board.

Nominations will be by petitions,

with a deadline of July 1. July 18
is deadline for voting.

American Guild of Variety Art-
ists, which at its national conven-
tion voted to join such 'a merger,
holds balance of power in the
4A’s and is expected to attempt to

stop an AFTRA merger.

WNBC PLANS KUKLA’

LOCAL RADIO SPREAD
Spotlighting further the way lo-

cal network flagship stations are
moving in on the webs’ talent do-
main, “Kukla, Fran & Ollie,” long
an established show on NBC-TV,
may soon have its own radio show
via WNBC, key station of the NBC
radio web in N. Y.

Station manager - veepCe Ted
j

Cott revealed this week that he’s

been huddling with “KF&O” pro-
ducer Beulah Zachary on plans for

such- an AM spread. It has not
been decided yet whether the Ku-
klapolitans will do a cross-the-

board quarter-hour show, or a half-

hour once weekly. If the show goes
well on WNBC, it’s believed that
NBC may pick it up for other o.&o.
operations.

‘Bob & Ray’ to Fill

‘1 Man’s 6-Wk. Hiatus
Alka-Seltzer has set “Bob (El-

liott) and Ray (Goulding)” as sum-
mer replacement for its Saturday
night “One Man’s Family” on NBC-
TV. Comedy pair, in their first

half-hour video network spread,
take over the Saturday 7:30 to 8
slot for six weeks, starting July 5.

Show’s package includes Cloris
Leachman. Alvy West and his orch
and Bob Denton. Coby Ruskin will

,
direct.

Fight is brewing within the
Authors League of America, on the
heels of the June 13-15 reorgani-
zation conference, with the mem-
bership of the eastern region of
the Radio Writers Guild having
voted last week to set up a commit-
tee to explore the possibility of
severing its ties with the ALA.
Membership of the RWG’s Coast
region meets tomorrow (Thurs.) to
hear a report on the conference
and may take similar action. Coast
exec board met last night (Tues.)
and western RWG sentiment is re-
ported “angry at the brush RWG
got at ALA huddles.”

It’s not expected that RWG will
powder the ALA, if it does, for
several months. The eastern com-
mittee, which is chairmanned by
Sheldon Stark, will probably take
a long time to study the complex
legal questions Involved, as well as
the feasibility or desirability of
severing the guild from its parent
body. However, setting up of the
/Committee dramatizes the radio
scripters’ dissatisfaction with the
recent confab, which during the
three-day span reportedly devoted
less than two hours to the question
of television.

. Special committee's report most
likely won't be ready until the fall,
and by then a TV contract with the
networks may have been wrapped
up by ALA’s National Television
Committee, or other developments
may have changed the RWG atti-
tude.
At the RWG meeting- it was said

that the radio writers will move
slowly, and ..only after long de-
liberation, because they “don’t
want to do anything that will dis-
rupt the course of the negotiations
with the networks,” and that they
are not making TV jurisdiction
claims. There are also legal com-
plexities, since RWG members are
actually members of the league as-
signed to the guild by the league.
Thus it may not be possible for a
guild to withdraw, but only for in-
dividual members to withdraw,
should RWG eventually decide on
moving toward a split.

Last year there was the threat of
(Continued on page 39)

NCAA Getting Bids

On ’52 TV Grid
National Collegiate Athletic

Assn.’s television committee kicked
off a series of huddles in New York
yesterday (Tues.) with networks
and advertisers interested yi gain-
ing rights to the NCAA schedule
of college football games this fall.

Rights will probably go to the high-
est bidder, with a price of $3,000,-
000 anticipated for rights and an-
other $1,000,000 for time, an-
nouncer’s fees, commercials, etc.

NCAA has set its scale on the
rights at two-and-a-half times the
nets’ Class A hourly rate, and it’s

on that base where the bidding is

expected to start. Once the win-
ning bidder is designated, it will
then be up to him to set up indi-
vidual deals with the colleges
which are to be included in the
deal. As a result, the final sched-
ule of games to be televised prob-
ably won’t be set for a number of
weeks.

While the total package price
of some $4,000,000 is expected to
scare off a number of interested
advertisers, network sports chiefs
believe that a single bankroller for
the deal, a la Westinghouse, which
sponsored the games on the NBC
video web last year, is still the best
bet. NCAA regulations, they point
out, set up too many problems for
a participating sponsorship arrange-
ment, such as which sponsor would
beab the cost of underwriting the
game of a small college if it were
televised.

In view -of the heavy asking price,

however, it’s still expected that the
NCAA package will be won by one
of the nets, which will then set out
to wrap up a sponsorship deal.
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Producer: Bill Bern* style. nerm* then introduced a spirited waxing
Director: George Wiest of the trio in “Why Worry.” Gals
30 Mins.; Fri., 9:30 p.m.

4f% , u r y followed with “That Ever Lovin’
Sustaining Cam61 NeWS laraYan Rag.” It added up to good,

,
brisk

ABC, from N. Y.
. i* radio stuff.

This is a tough show to figure/ (J/jac A-ToiHTIl^ First Miss Stafford boosted her own
In as replacement for the cancel-

^
5* la^e recordings, playing “Heaven

led-out Bristol-Myers Mr. Dis- fnacf TYinn Tfii Pnummwc Drops Her Curtain”, and “Spring
trict Attorney on ABC, it carries LOdSiji IHcQ V;D1 1 0WW0WS jg Here” from her own Columbia
enough free plugs for the various ’

News album. She also featured Bing
steamship lines so that it should With NBC-TV s Camel News Crosby singing “Copacabana,” her-
logically .be bankrolled by what- Caravan” moving its point of on- seif and Gordon MacRae dueting
everassociation the cniise lines

gIn from N Y. to the Coast next “Girls Were Made to Take Care of
have—and yet it’s a sustalner. But, b

Bovs ” and for her British disk of
from a listener's standpoint, it ac- ^f

kJ^ ^ s
the week, the late Steve Conway

complishes its purpose of being tial coast-to-coasting, Kendall Fos- cini?in or “Ripee This TTmi«;e ”
pleasantly light summer radio and, ter, radio-TV veepee for the Esty a
preceding directly the Friday night agency, and Clarence Thoman, °+^?e

fights, it should corral a sizeable Esty’s production chief, left for * m?
n
thic c?f+iAri

t<>P

group of listeners. Hollywood last night ITues.). Com- figure on this station, Gord.

Format has singers Johnny An- mentator John Cameron Swayze
drews and Marilyn Ross, plus the an(j 0thers of the production crew BURL IVES SINGS

are slated to fly but over the week- With Tony Mottola Group
some songs among interviews with

d 15 Mins.. 9;45
execs of the cruise lines and sea- *

, , , fatpyrip pootq
soned and tyro travelers. Entire On Monday (30), Tuesday and R ..

pitch seems to be concentrated on Wednesday next week, the show dl° Luxembourg (transcribed)

making the audience’s collective will originate from NBC’s KNBH, Weekly stanza is a pleasant 15-

mouth water for such vacation Hollywood,. On Thursday and Fri- minute filler of folk-singing, with
trips,; and that mission is accom- day it will move to KRON-TV, the Burl Ives singing and emceeing

?umes
d
the lulsfof a^dto trarei ZVs ° s
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Sho™ Singer's easy, natural style comessumes tne guise ox a radio travel then g0es to Chidago the following
/.„0,A„0n h-
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and, while no prices are week where it wU1 originate dur-
oversell and he intersperses num-

quoted, it should give listeners ing the rest of Jufy ta tie in di. bers with interesting little stories

for™ their
b
vacatfons°

n Where t0 g° rectly with the Republican and about various tunes.

A . ^ . .. Democratic national conventions. Program repertoire is varied. On
ce^ \vo

r
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V
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the Coast
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U be show caught, he opened with “On
Friday night (20) made out oka

v' caiTied nightly, on a “hot kme” Top of Old Smokey.” Singer took

both in his interviewing and in his £
as *s '« compensate for the three- the old English song, “Billy Boy,”

songs. He displayed a nice set of nour time lag
.
between N. Y. and and showed how it would sound m

crooning pipes in giving a solid L - A. Thus, while the show orig- Irish, then in American accent. At-
going-over to several standards and hiates there next week, at 4:45 tractive, lilting U. S. speech of Ives
new tunes. Miss Ross, doing such P.m. California time, it will not be adds a fascination to English-
tunes as “Hallelujah” and a Latin aired directly but kinescoped for speaking European listeners.

“Pancho” number, sounded like a playback at 7:45 p.m. Coast time. Gord.
younger Ethel Merman, which was This will also give NBC the op-

.^a?Pk Norman orch backed portunity to cut in any local news
their singing capably and did well of sufficient importance at the last
with its single instrumental num- minute. While no nightly pickups

• btal. from L.A. are planned* once the
show returns to N. Y., it’s expected
that cut-ins will be made whenever

Gnat’s Weather Spots new/
Pointing up viewer demand for

there *

the five-minute weather/ spots m • i n • i mtT siory-iener sKiinuiiy mixed joites,
being aired daily by television out- Slritph Swifpn tft 1 V Quips and kidding with intemews,
lets, a new thrice-weekly series of

wniivu iw a i recitation of poetry and advertis-
such shows has been bought by Skitch Henderson, who has been ing messages on broadcast caught
Marlboro cigarets for airing on confining his broadcast activities to He also was properly devout in

WNBT, NBC-TV’s N. Y. flagship, radio onl„ the last few months, re- spotlighting the “moment of silent

Spotlighting artist Jon Gnagy, the turns to television via a new 15- PF
a7T

e
^;,

Donald, who pinchhit for

shows will be aired Mondays, Wed- minute musicale starting July 7 on ^cWei ll last summer, paced the

nesdays and Fridays at 11:15 pjn. WNBT, the NBC video web’s N. Y. iiiyiv1fi
ael

TT^
er
l«
ing

^ on a
.
no^e .^

Mennen, meanwhile, replaced flagship. Show is to be aired cross- car5 rnwiinDr*
a
TJJiirtnv

Ur
nJcryI^n5

Van Heusen as sponsor of the the-board from 6:15 to 6:30 p. m„ and the oth?r 'reb ars B?ttv No/
n
nlJiUft

day se
t?
men

;

s of reP'acing "Se
?,

F°r Yourself ” man 60Unded slfgltly Lfsh on oneWNBT s news-sports-weather show, Format will have Henderson number, but the Beaver Valley
aired cross-the-board from 6:45 to 88

!ing and backing various guest Sweethearts were melodious with
7 P-m - singers. their tune. Jaco.

that cut-ins will be made whenever f^ H°?aId
,

is Proving a capable

news of national interest occurs f
°“Tn?

e ca
^j?

ninS,pon
thprp McNeill on The Breakfast Club”

via ABC from Chicago. The dialect

IN NEW YORK CITY . . .

Tom Slater, AM-TV exec at Ruthrauff & Ryan, Is getting behind the

mike for the first time in several years, pinchhitting for vacationing

brother Bill Slater on WOR’s “Luncheon at Sardi’s” for three weeks

, . . .George Gallup’s transcribed pre-election series lias added eight

new outlets, raising the total to 130 .... George Foley, who syndicates

the Gallup show, lectures the U. of Connecticut’s annual writers’^,
ference today (Wed.). . . .Jack Gould, N. Y, Times radio ed, guests on
Alma Dettingeris WQXR stanza Monday (30) Cyril von Baumann
radio and TV show package producer, filed voluntary petition of bank-

ruptcy in N. Y. Federal Gourt last week listing liabilities -of $$483 and
assets of $201. He formerly did business as von Baumann Studios.

John Bosnian, news director of WINS, turned poet, scripting verses

on the Fresh Air Fund for the N. Y. Herald Tribune. . . .ABC’s Pauline

Frederick and Martin Agronsky participating in the U. of Virginia’s

weeklong public affairs program at- Charlottesville, starting Tuesday

(26) Lin Cook added to “Young Dr. Malone” and on “Eternal Light”

Sunday (29).... Joan Levy weds Vic Cowan, programmer for WINS’
Jack Lacy, at Bayside, L. I., Sunday (29) Morris Novik leads a

roundtable on “Radio and Politics” at Pennsylvania State College’s

forum on labor tomorrow (Thurs,). Sylvia Davlea, who worked with

Novik when he was WNYC topper, has rejoined the radio consultant,

now ensconsed in new offices at 1440 Broadway. .. .Jimmy Rich. is in

Chi to launch Arlene James as guest soloist for the week on Don
McNeill’s ABC “Breakfast Club” CBS Radio sales veepee John

Karol hitting the road this week with introductory spiels for the web’s

up-with-radio film, ^More Than Meets the Eye.” He was in Chicago

yesterday (Tues.), goes to St. Louis today and to Minneapolis tomorrow

....Writer Alfie Bester and actress-wife Rollie back from a three-

month European trek. .. .Leo Fitzpatrick, owner of WGR, Buffalo, in

from Europe yesterday (Tues.) on the Queen Mary. . , .Patsy Campbell

featured on “City Hospital” and “Archie Andrews” Saturday (28)....

Somer Alberg, (who played in “The Shrike” on Broadway) added to the

cast of “Perry Mason.”

Leo Durocher and Larahte Day’s transcribed series bows today (Wed.)

on WNJR; it’s slated for airings Wednesday and Friday at 6 p.m
General Mills new strip on ABC at 12:30 p.m. will be the “Bill Ring

Show” with Sally Briggs as thrush . . . .Harry W. Chester, Jr., formerly

with Pepsi-Cola, elected a veepee by Philip Morris, «o-oordinatihg ad-

vertising, selling and merchandising. . . .Marty Glickmaa heads for Eu-

rope for five weeks July 1, with Kal R4s* subbing on WMGM’s “Today’s

Baseball” for that period. . , . Al Heifer and. Gene KdHjr will do the

play-by-play for the All-Star Baseball Game* on Mutual July fi, with

Mel Allen and Jack BrickhouSe handling the assignment on tele over

NGC-TY and vidstations of Mutual stockholders Rheingold beer has

bought Frederic W. Ziv’s transcribed “Guy Lombardo Show” for a cross-

the-board airing at 7-7:30 p.m. on WNBC,

IN HOLLYWOOD . . .

Vigil Pinkley, publisher of* the tabloid Mirror, becomes a paid news-

caster on KFI. Prudential insurance bought him for five-a-week. . ..

Charlie Herbert, who last produced the Mario. Lanza show, takes over

the reins of Club 15 next season. Ace Ochat checks out to get a few

TV ideas off his mind and onto a ribbon of film. ., .Town was overrun

last week with McCann-Ericksoii vice prexies. Reading from left to

right, Neil Reagan, Mrs. Dorothy McCann, Hank Booraem and Tom Lane

.... Julie Bennett moved her thespic base here from N. Y. and quick

like was set for “Dangerous Assignment” Reeves Espy won his v.p.

stripes at D’Arcy agency Mortimer Hall, son of Owner Dorothy

Schiff, was named prez of KMTR Radio Corp., which controls KLAC and

KLAC-TV. Don Fedderson continues as veepee and general manager

of the two stations 'Radio News Club passing out awards (still un-

named) in 11 categories.

IN CHICAGO . .

.

J. Walter Thompson tossed a farewell party for exiting radio-TV

chief Hal Rorke. No replacement named as yet WBBM’s news di-

rector Julian Bentley vacationing in Wisconsin. . . .Virg Reiter, Mutual

account exec dittoing .... Arlene James chirping on the Breakfast Club

this week N. Y. ABC brass in town last week included Robert Kbit*

ner, Lee Jahncke, Tom Velotta, Ed Friendly, ’Ollie Treyz, John Madi-

gan an'd Paml White .... Ralph Edwards in town for two broadcasts

•WBBM’s midnight disk jock Bill Wells picked up Irv Benjamin’s retaur-

ant as a quarter-hour sponsor....Pat Fontecchio, former radio singer, host-

ed pals with whale steak at his Pub & Prow last v/eek. . , .George Herro,

Mutual publicity director, visiting in N.Y Zippy Starch picked up

the tab for “Shopping With the O’Rileys” three days a week on WBBM
.. ..Sunday Smith disk jockeying -from the Preview Lounge on WGN
. . . . Ex-baseballer Freddy Lindstrom guested on “Junior Junction”...-

NBC’s Judith Waller and Don Fedderscn co-directing Northwestern

U’s'NBC radio-TV summer institute. . . .Art Mercier, WBBM’s chief an-

nouncer, returned from his Michigan fishing trip with the story of 250

fish caught in one week .'

. . . Earl Nightingale and family vacationing in

Arizona .... WBBM’s Hal Stark and new frau spending two weeks in

the east and south .... Singer Shelby Davis set for “America’s Music

on WMAQ. . . .Les Biederman, prez of the Paul Bunyan network, made

honorary alumnus of U. of Michigan .... Lee Weimer exited FranK

Hogan’s office to join Al Sweetow’s production firm.

IN SAN FRANCISCO . . .

Jim Connolly, ABC veep in charge of local operations, motored east

(18) to pick up his family. .They’ll return in mid-July to berth in new

home at Menlo Park .... Rusty Draper planes N’Yorkward July-

|

wax eight sides for Mercury. . . .Maestros Jack Fina and Del Courtney

covering on KYA for vacationing Don Pitts .... KNBC’s Bob Leus

(commentator) and John Thompson (news director) assigned to ^^lca
P

[
to aid convention coverage .... Hey! That was Jane Todd of KCBS wn

won the “Wendy Warren” national woman's commentator contest. Jaa

;

Lee is femme talker for KNBC. .. .Brutus Hamilton, UC athletic a-

‘ rector, to receive annual CBS (Pacific network) sports award,

.... Bill Weaver accounted for 342 blood donators on his sixth

armed forces blood bank day.

Skitch Switch to TV

WFAA’s 30th Anni
Dallas, June 24.

The 30th birthday celebration of
WFAA opened on Monday ,(23) and
will continue though Sunday,
June 29. It’s expected that more
than 50,000 people will visit the
outlet during the open house cele-

bration.

There are continuous perform-
ances of stage shows, rehearsals,
tape recordings and broadcasts
each day from 6:30 a.m. to 10 p.m.
except the final day when hours
will be noon to 10 p.m.

Al Capp’s WNBT Show

Cartoonist Al Capp will S^T

a new type of “personal e

television shtfw starting lat®
0
t

month via WNBT, key ^atio

the NBC video web in N.
y k

vised by program manager
^

Pack, Capp will discuss vario

aspects of the modern scene
^

a slant on humorous a^ hick.

the late Will Rogers, and will ^
ground his talks with dra'^ 1

i1l“t<>

Show will go in the *
1

with

12:30 p.m. slot on Sundays,

,

the starting date not yet se .
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Television Chatter

yAmEff Wednesday* June 25, 1952

New York
Richard Barr bowed out as direc-

tor of WOR-TV’s '

‘‘Broadway,’ TV
.]

Theatre” three weeks bgtf ‘Station S 1

press department gave Variety his

name in credits on the last two
shows reviewed . . . Harold Flen-

der, now writing the Bob (Elliott)

& Ray (Goulding) TV show, pacted

as a scripter on NBC’s “Show of

Shows” for the fall . . : Felicia

Sorel doing the choreography for

Worthington (Tony) Miner’s pres-

entation of “Soul of the Great
Bell” Friday night (27) via NBC’s
“Curtain Call” . . . Writers agent
Blanche Gaines Coasting July 1 for

a month’s business-vacation trip.

. . . Scott Forbes set for the lead

role on CBS’ “Westinghouse Sum-
mer Theatre”. July 14, opposite
Margaret Phillips and Cloris Leach-
man . . . WCBS-TV director Frank
Moriarty added to the radio-TJV
guest faculty list at City College
of N. Y. . . . James A. Michfener
set as the first guest panelist, join-

ing regulars John Kieran and
Franklin P. Adams, on the initial

TV version of “Information Please”
Sunday (29) via CBS . . . Warren
A. Kraetzer named coordinator of
a newly-established radio-TV office

at New York U. . . . Peggy Phillips’

“The Lonely Albatross” being
staged on NBC’s “Lights Out”
Monday (30) . . , Kerl .Langley of
the CBS - TV operations staff

penned an article for the July
issue of Your Life, titled “Why I

Hated My Father.” He claims it

is not autobiographical . . . Aaron
Katz, former owner and prexy of
Official Films, joined the Ted
Ashley package outfit . . Harry
Puck guesting on Ethel Colby’s
“Broadway Matinee” July 2 via
WABD . . . Legit stage manager
Bob Downing, invited by producer
Ezra Stone to do a guest comedy
bit on an NBC Fred Allen show
last January, now making TV
almost a second profession. Since
then he’s done a number of other
comedy shows, played a heavy on
both “Ellery Queen” and “The
Web,” and did a dialect role on
.fVBC’s Paul Winchell-Jerry Maho-
’ ney show Monday night (23).

With Kathi Norris expecting a
second child in August, her WABD
stanza will be taken over by hub-
by-packager Wilbur Stark. Work-
ing with him will be another
femme still to be picked...Kay
Bloch named musical director for
the Arthur Murray show, which
starts on CBS-TV as summer re-
placement for “Mama” July 11...
Jerome Thor, star of “Foreign In-
trigue,” and actress-frau Sydna
Scott winged hack to Europe
Thursday (19) after month’s vaca-
tion in N. Y.

Bob Davis will be the first week
ly winner on ABC-TV’s “Chance of
a Lifetime” to get a week’s run at
the N. Y. Palace. He starts Friday
(27) . . . Stanley Phillips, ex-“Kraft
Theatre” and “City at Midnight,”
is new stage director for WOR-TV’s
“Broadway TV Theatre,” replacing
Richard Barr ... Ed Herliljy spell-
ing Tex Antoine while latter vaca-
tions from WNBT’s 6:55 p.m
weather-strip.

sie, son of Bozo
threw a fare-thee-well for Army
bound anhouncer > Gei*e

" “

Sidney ^Sjnall
.
negotia

Series for his San Francisco \Q.

town stories . . . Walter Kingsford,
TV player, appearing at the Cur-
ran in “Song of Norway” ... Sid
Garfield agency captured National
Advertising Agency Network award

Inside Stuff-Television
s

CBS-TV, parlaying its TV City model into a major ballyhoo stunt

'^of ti^^camnaign^"according moves the miniature of its new Los Angeles plant into Macy’s. N y’

Mithnn ’ Hamm’s store Friday (27) for a two-week stand. To sparkplug the display the

Saturdays, it’s 29.4% average; and

on Sundays, it is whopping 30.4%.

That accounts for Hamm’s tripling

of sales.

Another important factor of the

success
to CampbellKRON staff

ii “heer from the land web will cooperate with Macy’s in a fullscale newspaper ad campaign-
l for Armv- agency, is the. beei

^ _ 40,000 leaflets are to be passed out daily to store patrons, and posters
advertising the model will be set- up at all entrances and elevator and
escalator landings. WCBS-TV, the web’s N. Y. ‘flagship, will give the
display full on-the-air promotion and more than 20 CBS-TV stars will

appear throughout the showing.

Following completion of its Macy’s stand, the TV City model will be
taken on a nationwide tour of other key city department stores en route
back to L.A,

theme got

90% identification in the surveys

conducted „by the agency.

Supporting ,,,the ^allcasts are

newspaper *’ ads; radio, outdoor

£rv^0
„
n
T
e
r,iM stfrX

CSe
c
r
om! posters, plus polnt-of-sale material

on Vano Liquid Starch. Spot, com
bining talent with animatiop, was
lensed by Don Flagg ... Westing-
house unveiling Fall radio-TV lines

with big 1 “hurrah” night at local

Armory, July 1.

London
Eileen Joyce to play with the

Philharrtionia Orchestra July 3 . .

.

Neil Grant’s “Petticoat Influence”

to be aired Sunday (29). Harold
Claytbn handles production

.
and

cast includes Helen Christie,

Michael Glover and David Horne
Kitchen Carnival” a ballet by

Margaret Dale to be repeated Sun-
day (29). Royal Opera House bal-

let dancers will represent kitchen
utensils °with floats designed by
Marianne Francis . . Film of Stein-
beck’s “Of Mice and Men” featur-
ing Lon Chaney, Jr., Burgess
Meredith and Betty Field to be
aired next Tuesday (1). . .First BBC
concert by Dutch String Quartet
to be teeveed on Friday week (4) . .

.

concedes it is baseball Swift & Co. kicked off its campaign to plug yellow oleomargarine

nnd felSdsion that^ combied toSp in N. Y„ -which has only recent!^ been okayed by the state legislature,

nnftSTAnd slam CrneT via * three-nights-a-week buy of Jim McKay’s “Rain or..Shine” wealhe^
out the grand-slam homer.

report bn WCBS-TV. key flagship of the CBS video web in N. Y.
S.—Incidentally,- the two om

Food via tlie j, Walter Thompson agency,, has mapped out an
expensive newspaper and magazine - campaign, but is confining its TV
activity’ only to the McKay show.

Progmn, aired cross-the-board from 7:25 to 7:30 p.m., is now SRO
with Unde Ben’s Rice having renewed for the Thursday, night period

and Philip Morris in on Friday night. Swift had placed the order
several weeks ago but kept the deal’under wraps so as not to tip its

hand to competing oleo manufacturers.

P,

ball clubs haven’t suffered at the

late as a result of the television

interest. The Cubs ..are slightly

ahead of last year, and the White

Sox are 100,000 admissions- ahead

of the same number of 1951 playing

dates.

Reb’casI Rule
Continued from page 28

of revenue to all types of

New type of giveaway stunt was instituted by Ernie Kovacs on his

“Kovacs Unlimited” show Monday (23) via WCBS-TV, the CBS video

web’a N.Y. flagship. In a switch on the “guess the number of beans in

the jar” contest, Kovacs unveiled a batch of king-sized candles on the

program, which he lit. They’re to burn during the course of each show
and the viewer who can correctly predict the minute, hour and day
when the last one flickers and dies will receive a jackpot of loot.

Xu order to compete, each viewer must accompany his guess with a

tvvo-line poem on the candles’ span of life. Prizes include a round-trip

flight to Switzerland for two, a stay at a Swiss hotel, a watch, etc.

WCBS-TV, of course, expects to* benefit from the contest via the in-

nues of revenue
radio stations.”

However, the Congressman as-

serted, the new rebroadcast policy

leaves several questions to be con**

sidered, hut as he interprets it:

•(1) A station holds a. ’property |herent'publicity values and also an increase in Kovacs’ rating,

right” in its signal; (2) this right

New series “Ybuand^Your I^iint- must be used so as to avoid mo- U. S. Government tapped “My Friend Erma,” a show aired weekly

box produced for the children by nopoly or restraint of rebroadcast- on both the CBS .radio and TV networks, for two separate tie-ins this
ir t.. ^ i it. „ Q-«rA nn wpaV fnr national HefWisA effort. Five-natfe feature in the Irma”
J. W, Hunter Blair, featuring artist

John Farleigh to begin Sunday
(29).

ing* (3) the networks “have no week for the national defense effort. Five-page feature in the “Irma’

rivht to the affiliates’, signal nor to comic book on the bargain aspects of “E” bonds was picked up by the

Webs Vs. Indies
Continue^ from page 28—

concept on the part of the network
keys which is -also making it pos-
sible for them to raid the indies
for talent. Rayburn, for example,
is taking .over initially tjie 6:30 to
8 a.m. strip on WNBC. Under a
five-year deal, it will he possible
for him to earn up to $100,000
annually on this show alone. This
is in addition to any, coin he might
accrue from other radio and TV
shows which WNBC hatf in mind
for him.

WNBC toppers candidly admit-
ted as their reason for signing
Rayburn his avid personal follow-
ing built up during his long tenure
on WNEW. Since it’s the prime
function of local stations to devel-
op personalities who can success-
fully endorse personally the prod-
ucts they sell, Rayburn fits in with
that type of talent, WNBC has*

a

long string of such personalities,
including Skitch Henderson, Bot
(Elliott) and Ray (Goulding), Herfc
Sheldon, Jinx Falkenburg (Mc-
Crary), Bill Stern, Kate Smith, etc.
WCBS has also been developing
its stable of local stars, such as
Joan Edwards, whose daytime strip
is now SRO, Margaret Arlen, etc.

the program content where such

content and signal are bought by a

sponsor who hires the facilities of

the network to rebroadcast his pro-

gram.”

4. Any attempts “to induce, ac-

quire, or control” program content

or limit use of the sponsor’s pro-

gram by any network or station

“may constitute a violation” of the

Communications Act, “whether or

not the sponsor produced his own
show or purchased it from the net-

work or station.

Network Thinking
Continued from page 28

Phoenix (Ariz.), which presently
fall heit* to much national biz- be-

cause of their network' affiliations,

may be crossed off the “must buy 1

lists. When that happens, it will

either be up to the nets to get re-

gional Sponsorship deals for such
markets, or up to the stations them-
selves to go out and sell more biz

on a local level.

Nets hope
1

to be able to corral

enough regional advertisers for

such markets to keep them on the
healthy list, both because of the
added revenue for the nets them-
selves and to protect the local pro-

gramming blocks of the affiliates.

Treasury Dept; for reprint as a special flyer, which it is distributing

throughout the country, as a major "pitch for the purchase of Defense
Bonds. In addition, the Armed Forces Press Service, which services

GI newspapers throughout'the world, arranged to' uae the “Irma” comic
strip for .syndication. Qnly other strip so tappedis'1 “Bugs Bunny.”
Both the comic iboofc and strip are scripted by Stan Lee and drawn

by Dan PeCarlo. They’re handled for the network by the CBS mer-
chandising department, under the direction of Arthur Perles.

Programming and' transmission of telepix will he taken up by in-

dustry execs --and educators in a panel disoussion sponsored by New
York University, at its School of Education in N. Y. tonight (Wed.).

Professor Robert T. Gessner, chairman of N. Y. U.’s Department of

Motion Pictures,, will preside over the session which will be attended by
reps of the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers; Russell

Raycroft and Joseph Marone of Dancer-Fitzgerald Sample, Inc.; Jack
O’Reilly, Gray-O’Reilly Studio;. Edmund A. Bertram, DeLuxe Labora-
tories; Larry Ruddell, American Broadcasting, and Vernon Duke, Na-
tional Broadcasting.

* * •

William Suchmann, graphic artist-designer for ABC, was awarded
the lyAAM (Baltimore) Television Fellowship of $6,000 and a year’s

graduate- study at Johns Hopkins U.
Fellowship was established jso that an’ active video worker can

have nine months free from his professional duties to pursue his own
studies at the university. Suchmann has been in Charge of visual pre-

sentation for TV commercial advertising and handled graphic portions

of some TV programs. He’ll study psychological approaches to some
tfele problems.

Hollywood
Tennessee Ernie rejoined Cliffie

Stone’s “Hometown Jamboree” on
KLAC-TV following personals in
Honolulu .. Dick Woollen of Chi-
cago has arrived to begin chores as
director of program development
for KTTV ..Kathleen Freeman
joins “Life With Elizabeth” east on
KLAC-TV . . Dale Sheets new film
director for KTTV, replacing Tom
Oorradine, who ankled to join a
TV company .. .KTLA’s Spade
Cooley and Ginny Jackson to Port-
land for personals.. Bob Klein,
KLAC-TV sales manager, ankled
for .job in Fresno, and Don Staley
of Frisco joins sales staff as ac-
count exec. . .All L.A. indies plan-
ning coverage of national Republi-
can and Democratic conventions in
Chicago in July, joining microwave
pool . Mary McAdoo moved her
video show from KECA-TV to
KNBH . Mark Lansburgh, head of
promotion and advertising at
KLAC-TV, exited, and has opened
his own TV production company
for vidpix and slide film produc-
tion.

Frisco
John Cameron Swayze’s first

news show here, July 3, will tee-
vee from the top of the Mark . . .

“Dragnet’s” Jack Webb cleared a
film commitment so he and Lee
Giroux can again co-emcee Cere-
bral Palsy Telethon, June 27 . . .

Others due in for the benefit:
Charles Buggies, April Stevens, the
Space Patrol cast, Cliff Arquette,
Janet Waldo, Sam Edwards, Dude
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sensitive finger

FRIED’S VIDEO RIGHTS

TO TOP FRENCH PLAYS
Walter. Fried has pacted the

National Assn, of Radio & TV Station Representatives is writing tele

outlets to accept the standards for shared 10-second station identifica-

tion announcements on . fjilm. Objective is to increase use of these

station break spots on a multi-station basis, since the same art work
will be usable on many stations. Eventually, it’s hoped, standards will

be set for non-filmic identification plugs.
Standards grew out of a meeting between NARTSR and major ad

agencies last month. The ‘audio- portion of the station identification

will follow the audio portion of the commercial. > Sponsors will be able,

to use three-quarters of the screen, leaving, the upper right quarter for

the station’s call letters. Timing will be: IVi -seconds open, 6 seconds
commercial audio, 2 seconds station identification audio and one-half
second close.

NBC spot sales has already gotten the five o-and-o TV stations and
three other outlets it represents to accept the standards.

etc.).

At a ' cost to Hamm’s of roughly
$8,000 pe,r week, observers feel it

would be a “buy” merely to add
these new outlets, even completely
disregarding the consumers reached
by the telecasts. Hamm's won’t let
out its “trade secret” on the aver-
age cost of securing a new account
by in-person pitches at the pub
owner or grocer. While competi-
tors won't give dollar figures
either, they point out that the sale
to a new outlet might range from
an over-ihe-transom deal to an ex-
penditure of several hundred dol-
lars over a period of months Of
solicitation.

On that basis, the 3,000-plus new
outlets, at a cost of some $80,000,
figures to roughly $25 per new re-
tailer. That, admit Hamm’s rivals,
is an economical method of getting—or forcing—distribution.
But getting distribution for the

$80,000 is just part of the story.
TV viewers are buyers—and with
both the Sox and Cubs in first di-
vision, and currently in the thick
of the fight for first place in each
league, Chi viewers are watching:
Telepulse for May reveals a week-
day average of 9.1% of all WGN-

the thousands of plays under the
control of the French organization.

Among those whose works are
included are Roger Ferdinand,
Marcel Achard, Armand Salacrou
and Tristan Bernard. Plays will be
done in Parisian style, introduced
by a Gallic star such as Charles
Boyer, Jean Sablon or Louis Jour-
dan. French ambassador Henri
Bonnet has consented to appear on
the preem. Fried is the stage pro-
ducer of “All My Sons” and “Death
of a Salesman,” who will (together
with Robert Whitehead) produce
the new Arthur Laurents play this
fall.

Now that the International Boxing Club has sold its Wednesday night

summer series of Chic’ago Stadium bouts to Pabst for CBS-TV beam-
ing, the fisticuff outfit is making a pitch to entice the fans away from
the tavern and home sets. The IBC, starting with last week's Johnny
Bratton-Rocky Castellani card, offers a block of 5,000 at $1 each.
The JBC claims that reserved and ringside seats sell better than the

cheaper pews when the bout is being televised.
The IBC announcement of the bargain prices did not point out that

the Stadium is not air-conditioned for the summer schedule.

WOR-MBS

Martin, Sue Thompson, and Nut- 'TV-area sets are on the ballgames;

Bower’s WOR Exit
Roger Bower, radio and tele di-

rector for WOR, N. Y., who had
been with the outlet for over 20
years, has resigned to freelance.

Bower had directed such shows
as the old “Market and Halsey
Street Players” (when WOR was at
that location in Newark). He left

because the tele outlet has been
doing fewer studio dramatic shows
and recently he had been assigned
to sports remotes.

spot through the summer,
the web’s kid shows return, but
if it' clicks on a national basis it

may get another web berth in the
fall. Gambling airer will mean the
dropping of MBS’ Bob Poole disk
jockey series.

Seebach’s approach, stemming
from the recent integration of the
WOR-MBS setup under the Tom
O’Neil-General Tire aegig, is to
consolidate both program slceds.
Previously there were many MBS
shows which WOR failed to carry
or beamed at a later time.

One- problem in effecting the
consolidated sked is that WOR has
had lucrative, local shows whose
bankrolled the station doesn’t
want to lose. However, new periods
have been found for the displaced
WOR backers. Further, the co-op
format, as in the case of Gambling

Continued from page 28 - • * - ~

until
| and “Mailman,” permits the local

sponsors on WOR to remain in

those spot-carrier programs.
Under the new setup, the 3-4

p.m., 5-6 p.m. and 8-10 p.m. P°*

riods will have WOR and MBS
carrying the same airers. WOR
also beams “Songs of the B-Bar-B,

which Mutual is inserting into its

lineup during the summer hiatus

of its afternoon kid block. Last

year WOR carried its own partici-

pating shows in that block.

Omaha — Station KFAB has a

new newscaster, Hugh McC oy,

from WCOP,
-

Boston. He has done

newspaper and radio work as 'veu

as TV and will take over one oi

the major jobs of KFAB .

WOW has a new disk 3 <>cke>.

“Jolly Joe” Martin, who iconics

from Grand Island.
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cross-board* daytimer, surrounded

by four names for the panel plus a

fifth topper as- quizzee guest, the,

segment iCqipes: out rrtore artifice

than the laugh^contept =it pretends
to evoke, » >

*

Three Joe. and Josephine. BJow‘s
are recruited as contestants, who.
are installed as '“witnesses” with
secrets. The panelists examine the
witnesses in turn, donating $25 to

them on each missout in a 30-

second period. On this basis a con-
testant can snag a $100 boodle.
The secrets shown to viewers via

slides on the initialer were “my
husband snores/' “I am Garry
Moore’s wife’’ (under latter’s legal
name), “I .wear a girdle” (a male)
and, for guest Boris Karloff, “I am
afraid of mice.’’
The q. and a. sessions were hot

too productive of either interest or
laffs, except as evidenced by the
studio audience, who yOcked at
everything. Author Laura Z. Hob-
son, actress Louise Albritton, comic

' Orson Bean and . actor Melville
Cooper did their best to make a go
of this weakly-cbnstructed idea*

Show has alternating sponsors,
with Prom on the preem to plug its

home permanent, and White Bain
shampoo via films, fronted by Hol-
lywoodites Anita Louise (with
daughter) and Virginia Field, Car-
ter Products is the other bank-,
roller, with end plug for Arrid.

Trail,

y
LES MALLOY SHOW
Director: Dorothy Hooker Nye
60 Mins.; Tues.-thru-Fri,, 4 p,m.
Participating
KGO-TV, San Francisco

Les Malloy took the TV plunge
a couple of years hack. With a
friendly, mike-wise, earthy ap-
proach, constantly experimenting
with new program and technical
ideas, and with a shrewd major as-
sist from his competent director,
Dorothy Hooker Nye, he has main-
tained and continues to build an
envious daytime rating.
Show is typical “magazine” type,

with dashes of music, guests,
panels, stunts, specialty numbers
and sponsored products—so many
of the latter that he’s been dubbed
as local TV’s top m.c.

—“master of
commercials.”

Up the years behind a blind
microphone, Malloy learned how to
give sincere pitches and gain the
confidences of his sponsors. Many
of his TV backers are carryovers
from radio with new ones added.

His gal aide, Elaine Doyle, does
the legwork for the show and ap--
pears on camera with him. Malloy
works hard for variety gimmicks,
taking advantage of news and per-
sonality breaks, but usually themes
his show with a four-way, one-a-
day format that currently goes
something like this:

.
Tuesday—sad stories with cit-

izens wailing their woes and Mul-
loy giving them a leg-up through
viewer reaction. Same day he hosts
District Attorney Tom Lynch who
answers any questions phoned by*
viewers. He frequently uses the
viewers’ telephone trick.
Wednesdays—showbiz day, with

interviews and acts by local and

visiting stars, backed up by Phil

Bovero's band. •

. Thursday—a quiz W4 type panel

vfith. merry moppets humanizing
*nd> .humorljdng . the . telescpepn..

The’.,hand on deck
;
for the ses-.

Sion,' top..
,

. Friday?—an old . hger f>ariel, co-

ffeaturing 65-year-bld. Fred -Feme
and 68-year-old Ninh' Hag'ehbeck.

’

• On Sundays, Malloy comes back
for two half-hour sessions. First,

(1:30 p.m.) 'is a miniature musical
comedy scripted by; director Doro-
thy Nye, starring Shirley Claire on
vocals. The second (3:30 p.m:) is

a straight variety show with Bov-
ero’s band and guest stars.

Malloy still does his KYA dee-
jay stint and is picking UP a new
three-hour KFRC Saturday ay-
emer. Also on KGO-TV, he- hosts
the .“Charlie Chase Com,edies,”
Tuesdays, 6:30 p rm„ and tw6 movie
series, “Preview Party,” Tuesday
10 p.m, (co-featuring his wife,
Georgienne), and “Movies With
Malloy,”. Thursdays, 10:15 p.m. *

In this area he’s a one-man
miracle whose success secret, if

any, is that he talks with the view-
ers, never to them'. JDwit. -

* 4

IriM »

KALEIDOSCOPE
With Ronnie Waldman, pthers
.Producer - director; T. Leslie
r Jackson

Mins.
BBC, London

Singing, terping and novelty fare
is only so-so TV fodder, and this
established British stanza could do
with some Anierioan pace, fresh-
ness and variety, .Nostalgic tastes
are catered to in a “Guess Which,
Year” musical medley, linked by
the moving pages of a photographic
scrapbook and .sung by Olga
Gwypne and Eric Whitley. Puzzle
slant here isn’t, exactly puzzling,
the scrapbook clues being too easy
and recent.

Brightest feature ofr the stanza
is Ronald Waldman’s “Puzzle Con-
ner,” setting visual posers for an-
swer later on in program and for
a particular reply -by a chosen
[viewer in Staffordshire, England,
linked to Waldman by telephone.
Puzzle maestro also introduces the
winner of his previous contest and
passes him off to viewers with hu-
hiorous banter. Gord.

KOUSIN KAY MERKY-GO-
. ROUND SHOW
With Walt Kay, Don Yarnell,
Gwen Yarnell, Tommy McFar-
land, David Freeman, Darlene
Kane

Producer-writer: Helg* Preisihan
~

Director: Ed Herp
60 Mins,; Saturday 11 a.m.
RED CROSS SHOES
WXEL, Cleveland -

(Marcus

)

Pitched for the moppets this
Saturday morning stanza combines
situation, imagination and a large
degree of comedy for a well-
rounded, wholesome hour of kid-
die viewing. Walt Kay, emcee,
ties it all together. In stanza
caught (22) situation was based on
a visit to Hollywood for the pres-
entation of an award to Don Yar-
noll for his fine work as Coco,

Profitable TV Audience

exclusive with
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the Qlowh. Coco is assisted by
Moko, the plownette, played by
Tommy McFarland. The two have
carved for themselves a sizable

niche in the hearts of youngsters
by their pleasant jesting, and Coco,
particularly, for his. fine under-
standing of the kiddies.
Walt Kay’s sympathetic and

capable handling of the entire

s'tanz* -keeps the hour-lbng show
moving,

£ JlRagipatjejn. segment is Gwen
Tjariiell's 'narration of story with
mipppet, cast acting out sequences.

;
Her pleasant ttirSation makes for
simplicity and kiddie-understand-
ing,
David Freeman* and , Darlene

Kane, boy and girl actors, do a
fine, top-rate performance as

combo: They interview moppet
guests and Darlene handles lip-

song and dance routines with fine
showmanship.

s
Producer - writer

Helga Preisman ' inked a format
that moved; well and smoothly.
Comhietcials handled by ..cast as
part of stanza are pitched^, into
overall production without pain,

Mark,

GIANT TIGER AMATEUR SHOW
With Gene Carroll, amateurs and

guesta N

Producer: Carroll
Director; Earl Keyen
69 Mina.; Sunday 12 (noon)
GIANT TIGER STORE
WEWS, Cleveland ,

. (Marcus

)

Considering the vast need for
talent in the TV field, any attempt
to give amateurs a chance to show
their wares rates orchids. When the
attempt is flavored with profes-
sional understanding the effort
jrates a double spray.

.

Gene Carroll’s long career in the
show business gives him a keen
insight in handling youth seeking
to break into stage, video and
broadcasting. Already the gradu-

|

ateS have * carved places for them-
selves as professionals. On stanza
caught (22) one graduate, Marcie
Miller, songstress with Ray An-
thony, made a return visit. Car-
roll’s program has given other mop-
pets, including Benny "Rand, with
Ted Weems; Jean Churchill, with
Lowry Clark’s hand;. Margaret
Klein, Kathy Johnson, etc., a start.
Also appearing as guest was song-
stress Phyllis Amber.

In his hour-long show, Carroll
uses at least nine performers with
act getting the most votes winning
a $50 bond. His closing production
pitch featured*. & bathing beach
scene with personnel from his ,own
school in singing and performance
roles. This was in connection with
advertising for Giant Tiger Stores’
hot-weather specials and made for
gimmick, adaptable commercial.

Entire commerical presentation,
prepared by Florence Roth, is on
commodity sales pitch that is

neither offending nor too forceful.
Mark,

WJUV X UUil A JUT* JC.

With Bill KiUebrew
Producer-director: ' Russ Mayberr
15 Mins., Wed. and Fri., 4:45 p.n
HART'S BREAD
WMCT, Memphis

• (Action Co.)
Here’s a twice-weekly video

package that has steadily cemented
itself with not only the juvenile
audience, but adult viewers as well.
Answer to its rapid rise is one guy—Bill Killebrew.

Soft-spoken easy-going artist has
a winning, pen. His clever cartoons
have brought much mail comment.

Killebrew’s
1

show is geared
around his audience sending in
record requests, which he sketches

the lenses. He has no
adyahee1 knowledge of the requests,
and is strictly on his own to draw
sketches and cartoons to fit the

Plfltters. He earns
added spurs with his personable,
smooth style. Matt.

RUSTY DRAPER SHOWW5?VGLoria Crai£» Clancy Hayes,
Bob Seobey, others

Producer: Sam Ewing
Director: Robin Adair
30' Mins.; Sun., 8:30 p.m.
TAPPAN RANGES
KGO-TV, San Francisco

( Ewing )

Purely a personality affair,
headlined by Rusty Draper, the
hottest one-man music box in
town. With fireball delivery and a
Mickey Rooney bounce (he resem-
bles Mickey), Rusty twangs a gui-
tar and brays nasal hillbillies and
hot pops with an umph that’s cor-
ralled crowds at Will King’s nitery
for the past seven years.

Introduced to TV by Dude Mar-
tin (before he went Hollywood),
Draper guested hither and yon be-
fore getting this self-starrer. A
few weeks back .Eddie Cantor
hauled him south for a “Comedy
Hour” shot.
Draper is a nephew of Cy Per-

kins, the former famed National
|

Barn Dancer. A specialist in rus-

|

tic numbers, he’s gradually con-
.verted. ta .paps . with~se.veral. of his

own ditties to his credit Including'

“Devil of a Woman.”
'

H|_s TV show has no continuity,

situation or scenic gimmick. It’*

just all-out music blasted ‘ and
blared from .coast to coast, which'
in local parlance

- means from the

Bay to the Beach.

Betwixt and between Draper’s
explo?ive solos, Bob Scobey’s nite

club group, billed as Alexander’s
Jazz Band, noises up the joint with
added vocals by Clancy Hayes and
Gloria Craig. Latter is a cute trick

who won the femme singing spot

.

with Freddy Martin’s “Band .of To-
morrow” TV show and has been
teeveeing locally ever since*

Show is loosely packaged and
anemically produced with . naught
for nobody except Rusty Draper-
fans of which there are plenty.

Russ Coglin barks commercials
in a manner to. match the madness
of the- music. Dunk.

WedtieadUjs June 25, X952

'Snooks’ Into NBC Radio

1st, Then as TV Versioi

«rC
T/Xt^S

tr<l

tt
ed.»

Snooks” poetry under a lieensS
arrangement with the estate of h?late Fanny Brica, plans to export!ment Initially via a radio show2returning the property to the ah-Waves, Web is presently recMil
.the package and, once the Sshow^s established, will swing h!

Web concluded its deal for
package rights with Mrs. Ra

*

Starki wife of the Los AngelJ
realtor, Who is executrix of MiS
Brice’s estate.

Mlss

Nobody Ever
ROLLIN’ WITH STONE
With Boh' Stone* Jerry Coyle, Jim

Flak, Charles McGarrahau Sc

others
60 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 1:30 p.m.
Participating
WRGB, Schenectady
Changes and improvements have

been effected in this cross-Jhe-
board program since it went . on
camera 18 months ago. At that
time, Bob Stone doubled from his
post as staff producer, and Jerry
Coyle appeared as - a freelancer.
Stone now' confides his services to,

the. one show, while Coyle per-*

forms on other blocks as announc-
er-newscaster-singer. ' Jim Fisk
and Charles McGarrahan remain
as artists in pencil sketches illus-

trating classical standard and pop-
ular works. Length 1 of telecasts
have- also been* trimmed; number
and variety of interviews have ex-
panded.

“Rollin’.” is basically a public
serice feature, supplemented by
music and news. Interviews cover
a wide range, in area, organiza-
tions and types. • WRGB appears
very generous in its apportionment
of time; on occasions, too much so.

Some of the interviews hold nar-
row appeal and. the participants
have little speaking skill. There
likewise is a certain amount of
repetition and padding. A percent-
age of the interviews carry greater
significance or interest, because of
the topic, the speakers and their ac-
tivities.

Stbne Is an intelligent, com-
petent interviewer, despite an in-
termittent tendency to parade
erudition, press out big words, and
reach for humor and wit. His
knowledge of classical music,
mythology, the theatre and litera-
ture is obviously deep. Approach
combines the friendly and the kid-
ding.
Show is not always sufficiently

rehearsed. Sometime direction by
Stone, in front of the lenses, may
be questionable showmanship.

Jaco.

REQUEST-A-TUNE
With Sandra Phillips, The Cor-

days, Henry Puma, Mitchellaires
Producer: Bert Claster
Director: Ken Chalfee
30 Mins.; Fri., 11 p.m.NORMAN MITCHELL
HOTPOINT STORES

WAAM-TV, Baltimore
( Louise Waite)

This is a good twist with ample
opportunities for more ambitious
presentation. Listeners are invited
to write in requesting performance
9f a favorite

#
tune. Letters are

judged on basis of the interesting
circumstances prompting the re-
quest. Winners are invited to make
an appearance to talk about their
letters with Sandra Phillips, fem-
cee, and listen to a specially staged
presentation of the tune requested.
Bequests are handled vocally by

Henry Puma, and on show caught
via dance 'interpretation by the
Cordays, polished boy and girl
ballroom duo. Instrumental quar-
tet consisting of vibraphone, ac-
cordion, piano, and bass, also spell
out, special arrangements as well
as supplying musical background
throughout. Soloists- are changed
from time to time.
Show moves smoothly and at

good pace making the most of the
gimmick backgrounding possibili-
ties, scenically as well as in mu-
sic hnd dialog. Could be moved up.

Bum

.

ABC’s Capital Cutups
Current vogue of two announcers

gabbing breezily—as exemplified
by Bob Elliot and Ray Goulding
and Gene Rayburn and Dee Finch—will get a new twist on ABC,
which will have its duo satirizing
the Washington scene. .

Web launches a show with Frank
Hardin and Jackson Weaver Satur-
day (28) in the 2:30-3 p. m. slot,
originating from WMAL; D. C. If
the capitol kidders click, ABC may
.giye.thein a.big. evening spread.

= Continued from page 29

at,* different level,” he said "itmust operate on a rigid economy
which .puts prime emphasis upon
its product. The current habit of
schedpling program types, whlck
hundreds of local stations can ao
bettfer and with greater acceptance
by . local listeners, is off base"
Menser said. „

’

• While Menser’s theme was "no.
body ever heard A watt,” Ted Cott,NBC v.p., -and general manager ofWNBC and WNBT, N. Y Z
swered, “They would have, had the
watt been properly merchandised."
Cott spoke on the

. value of mer-
chandising and promotion.
The AM upbeat concept was also

stressed Monday (23) by John M
Outler, Jr., of WSB, Atlanta, and
Harry

. Bannister, NBC v.p. and
former WWJj Detroit, exec. Outler
told the clinic to go out and sell

radio and added, it should be done
“as though we were just start-

ing out in this business.” He also

underlined the importance of

stressing the lofeal angle,
*

Bannister, in highly amusing
luncheon ad libbing, one of his

first public appearances since

moving into' the NBC fold, said

that although radio is going
through “an unprecedented transi-

tional phase,” the industry would
become stabilized and AM would
regain its former standing.

Yesterday, Allen Ludden pro-

duced a “Mind Your Manners”
youth panel stanza at the confab,

which Will be aired on NBC Sat-

urday (28). Other speakers at tho

clinic included Ben A. Laird,

WDUZ, Green Bay, Wis., on “Spon-
sorship of Public Service Broad-
casts”; J. Scott True, WFTM, Mays*
ville, Ky., on farm programs: Dor-

othy Gordon,. WQXR, N. Y., on

youth forufffij; George Higgins,

KMBC, Kansas City, Mo., on pro.

gramming and sales; Norman Reed,

WWDC, Washington, on personality

record shows; and Mrs. Ellis Bar-

rett, of Good News Productions.

Seattle—Carroll Foster, for the

past several years director of public

service at KIRO, CBS outlet here,

has been named assistant to the

president qf the station.

Eileen BARTON
Coral Rtcording Artist

Diraction: MCA

Direction
rK#

; GAC •
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T^faawon." Early that same
“ "L It had been discovered

® OTncan
Baldwin, who was to

Z one o£ the lead roles n the

p
;

y wi taken ill and conld not
14

Geoffrey Lump, cast in a
aPP?,

ar
i nart volunteered to mov*i

SfsXin'rrole and Vaughn
L lor a TV vet, was in turn set

^
ay
the last moment for Lumb’s

‘‘•JStl oak Two of them car-.

S o/f their difficult assignments

nthmit a hitch and, with Jamie

Sfthdoing a standout job. in the

Me nde of the fine Chevigny

ory, the show came off as One of

Setter in the Kraft series. That,

n itself, represented • am accom-.

Sishment, since the Kraft show

consistently turns in better j obs

San most of the higher-budgeted,

dramatic programs on the an*.

Story, told in flashback (in it-

self a difficult assignment for a

live TV drama), revolyed -about a

respected medico who had unoffi-

cially adopted a young criminal

who had sought refuge with him
after wounding a police captain.

Still wild and unruly, the lad was
nonetheless deeply' touched when
the doctor offered to. let him' use
the name of his dead son if he
would consent to a long period of

psychoanalysis to overcome his an-

ti-social complexes.’ Therapy paid

off and the criminal, after going
through medical school, joined hi?

adopted' father’s practice, married
a society gal and became a re-

spected citizen. Eleven years later,

the police captain spotted him,
leading to the climax in which, the
older doctor convinced the cop
that the criminal he^knew, Kid
Slawson, was figuratively dead.

Smith, with a personality some-
what like that of Dane Clark; dem-
onstrated a .sensitive thesping abil-
ity and registered socko as the
young criminal. Dumb, despite
his short rehearsal time, scored
solidly as the elder medied, and
Taylor was equally good as the
psychiatrist, the part originally as-
signed to Lumb. Walter Matthau,
as the police captain, headed a fine
supporting cast, including- Dan
Morgan, Olive Blakeney, Leona
Powers, Loretta Daye, Nell Harri-
son and Robert Herrman. Ed Her-
lihy, as usual, introed the show and

pitched the subdued Kraft plugs
in his neat underplaying style.

Stal.

At long last "Broadway TV The-
atre” latched onto- a property that
it could handle acceptably, in Ken-
yon Nicholson’s much-done “The
Barker.” WOR-TV, N. Y., gave the
1927 play*on carnival life, its prop-
er dramatic due in the -90-minute
cross*board(,r sponsored by Gen-
eral Tires and Cavalier- cigarets.
Sidney Blackmer, in the title

role as Nifty Miller, brought out
the deep paternal facets of the
part vis-a-vis his son, Chris, en-
acted by young Robert Casey, visit-

ing the show for the summer and
for whom the -big-shot barker has
ambitions as a lawyer. Casey’s ro-
mance with Gloria McGhee, so-
phisticated snake ^charmer, put the
old man into a frenzy heightened
by their marriage. Miss McGhee
started the affair as a hoax invent-
ed by Virginia Gilmore, Nifty’s
sweetie, to “get even” on him for
pasting her off while the son is

on the show. But the snake prac-
titioner fell in love with Chris.
Miss

.
McGhee, a real looker, gave

tremendous lift to the part and is
star material. Miss Gilmore was
top-drawer.’ Other roles were
filled handily by Jack Diamond
and Grace Valentine. The War-
ren Wade production was directed
by Richard Lukin. Trait.

t.. Bill Harrington has been in a va-
riety of slots and 'in several shows
for most N. Y. stations. His latest
an across the board 15-minute air-
er, on WJZ-TV, is similar to other
shows that he’s participated in. He
does a, song and piano number be-
tween teletranscriptions.
Harrington remains a pleasing

personality. His gab is necessarily
keptN to a minimum and his song
material indicates that he’s taking
no chances. On show caught,
tunes were all in ‘ the standard
category and they all held up well
musically. Jose.

Detroit—Newscaster Dale Marr
formerly of WKMH, and an-
nouncer Hal Lawson, formerly oi

WTOL, Toledo, and WIMA, Lima
O,, have been, added to the staff

of WJR.

O’Connor's 90% Hike
Hollywood, June 24.

O’Connor reportedly gets
a

. 90% boost in a new one-year,
no option contract with NBC-TV
for six Colgate shows.

XJppance is the result of his
rapid rise to become one of the
top performers oh the Sunday
night show. •

Continued from page 31 ——
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the bulk of spot accounts is placed
|

in before-dark hours). “Actually,
we found that daytime radio, both
the minute and quarter-hour, costs
less per-thousand-horhes-reached in
1952 than in 1941,” Brorby said,
“this in spite of the increase in
cost-per-thousand which took place
in the past year.”

National Assn, of Radio & TV
Station Representatives chief Tom
Flanagan commented that Brorby’s
original analysis was based on the
“small segment of spot business in-
volved in one-minute plugs.” He
added, “It didn’t include daytime,
nor the vast number of quarter-
hour newscasts, nor play-by-play
baseball, nor participations in wom-
en’s shows, nor half-ho.ur shows,
nor any of the other wide variety
of things that constitute spot radio.
Spot -radio is not solely one-minute
announcements.”
While not directing hi$ beef at

Brorby, with whom NARTSR has
had a friendly correspondence,
Flanagan hit at x‘esearch which is

“inadequate and Short-changes ra-
dio.” He cited figures, such as the
growth in AM set circulation, which
show radio’s potency. He said that
“a minimum number of specific
stations, for specific reasons,” have
lost Some spotbiz, but added that
overall spot volume .is healthy, with
the dollar volume of spot radio up
12% in 1951.

Cincinnati—Penny Pruden, local
radio and TV skillet queen, will
resume her cookery series on
WLW’s video stations in Cincy,
Dayton and Columbus for the
Kroger Co. Half-hour shows, Mon-
day through Friday, will originate
in WLW-T studios here and replace
“Quiz the Missus.”

KAMO-TKIJSVISIOX 37
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• Washington, June 24.

That So-called "flood” of 'TV ap^
plications which was supposed to :

.

inundate the Federal Communica-
tions Commission come July V
when processing begins, I,$ -still be-

.

ing awaited. So far, fewer than
70 of the 500 new applications
which FCC’ers expected in the Im-
mediate months following the
April 14 lift-freeze order have
been filed;

A combination of reasons ex-
plains the delay. In the first place,
it appears, there’s no hurry about
getting in the applications except
in cities where there’s little' likeli-

hood of competitive ‘hearings. And
these cities are few. In the case
of cities like Denver and •Portland,.

Ore,, which are at the top in
processing- priority, hearings are
considered certain on every VHF
channel and since it would be some
time before hearings are held,

there’s ho hurry. Applications can.

still be filed after the hearings are
scheduled.

Some applicants are purposely
holding back their applications to

see what channels the competition
files for. Among these, it’s .be-

lieved, are one or two from Den-
ver, which is allocated four com-
mercial VHF stations. The hope is

that one of these pVize channels
may be uricontested and that the
applicant may be able to grab off
a permit pronto without going
through hearing.

Wcirh Advantages
Some of • these “wait and, see”

applicants also consider applying
for UHF instead of going through
hearings for VHF. It’s a case of

weighing the advantages of getting

on the air soon With UHF. (and its

alleged limitations), against’ taking
the risks and waiting possibly sev-

eral years for a permit via hear-
ings.

Also contributing tp the delay
in filing is the pressure of work
on radio lawyers and consulting
engineers, especially the latter,

who are busy not only with mak-
ing Studies in connection with ap-

plications for new stations but
also in' amending old application*
to conform with the revised alloca-
tions.

,
Many lawyers say

,
they’re

waiting on the engineers for infor*
matjon needed in applications*

Not only has the number of new
applications failed to come up to
expectations, but old applicants
also have been slow in refiling un-
der the new forms required. There
are indications that a sizable num-
ber of the old “frozen” applicants,
numbering over 500, have decided
to ‘drop out, and it’s possible the
number may dwindle by as much
as a third.

Among the long-standing Denver
applicants, for example, who have
not refiled is Edward Lasker* son
of the late Albert Lasker, of ad-
vertising fame. Lasker also ha*
TV applications pending for Fres-
no, Cal,, Salt Lake City, Seattle
and Portland, Ore. Lasker’s appli-
cations were filed through his at-
torney in Hollywood, He has no
legal counsel here and his plans
are unknown.

Politico Confusion
- “ • 1 Continued from pare 29

with that in mind. In addition,

eight Stations will alternate day by
date in taking feeds from the two
webs. These Include KEYL-TV
and WOAI-TV, San Antonio;
WBAP-TV, Fort Worth; WFAA-TV
and KRLIh-TV, Dallas; WKY-TV,
Oklahoma City; KOTV, Tulsa, and
WPRC-TV, Houston.

St. Louis Post Dispatch’s KSD-
TV, a primax*y NBC affiliate, has
agreed to cai’rying CBS coverage
on a so-called intermittent basis,

forcing the accounting department
to await a final time order by the
station before It can make out its

payment forms. And, to round
out the situation, all stations in the
far- west will cari'y a pool feed, in

.which ABC will join the CBS and
NBC coverage.

WALT FRAMER
9

&

wishes to convey

a sincere ‘THANK YOU”
\

COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Company —One Great Sponsor

WILLIAM ESTY Company —One Great Agency

NATIONAL BROADCASTING Company^One Great Network

to the

to the

to the

u
For their wonderful faith in our newest Baby

THE BIG PAY-OFF
which as a Sunday nite show

is summer replacement for the Colgate Comedy Hour

We’ll do our best to be,worthy of your trust,
n

WALT FRAMER PRODUCTIONS
123 WEST 44TH STREET, HEW YORK 34. H. Y.

u
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$2p,000'000 In TV Films
Continued from p*f» 1

by-night op a minute segment of

the picture, while some companies,

such as Ziv TV, and the Boland
Reed unit, have been operating, al-

most dorttMiously ’without letup

for the past ’yoar.
- • s;

Not Included in- -j>oll is’ solid

possibility of hefty major" studio

entry into the telepicture this year,

an increasingly imminent prospect.

UI, Columbia and Republic are al-

ready turning out telepix via sub-

sids but it’s generally felt that

several more of the motion picture

studios will be in teevee before

long, and this belief was given

firm foundation last week with dis-

closure that the majors—most of

them—are already talking TV con-

tracts with Screen Actors Guild
and the American Federation of

Musicians.
One factor which caused some

TV producers to refuse to divulge

future plans is negotiations be-

tween telepix and various guilds,

since some frankly admit entire

operations are contingent on out-

come of huddles. Screen Actors
Guild has* given producers a June
24 deadline, and talks • are also

being held with Screen Writers
Guild, with Screen Directors Guild
next on the list.

One obvious trend noted in the
survey was the rapidly diminish-
ing number of producers who take
space at a- rental studio, shoot a

pilot and vanish, sometimes for-

ever. General sentiment now seems
to be toward shooting an entire

series, that agency and sponsor are
not satisfied any longer with see-

ing one or two pilots, but are be-

coming more insistent on ogling
a series. Another obstacle 'facing

the op with little coin but high
hopes is increasingly tight rental
situation, with lots such' as General
Service, Eagle Lion, Hal Roach and
Motion Picture Center wary of
renting to any but long-run lessees.

Solidification generally has been
healthy for the industry, with many

^jof the little acorns shaken loose
"Sirom the tree, while the more repu-
table companies are doing better
than ever, on the whole. Program-
wise, wide variety is covered, with
emphasis on dramatic and comedy,
the latter unquestionably due in
great part to the terrif success- of
“I Love Lucy,” Lucille Ball-Desi
Arnaz starrer for CBS-TV.-

Another factor all-important to
Hollywood is the ever-increasing
number of live shows to film, these
programs including “Big Town,”
"Schlitz Playhouse of Stars,”
"Burns and Allen,” the “Ford The-
atre,” Art Linkletter show, and
"Sky King.”
Most important of all In entire

picture, insofar as guilds and
unions are concerned, is the em-
ployment bonanza TV is bringing
to their members. From name
thesps to grips, video has brought
Hollywood a new and prosperous
note, particularly with downbeat
in pix* production. And behind the

scenes in all TV-labor negotiations

is recognition by the unions and
guilds of television’s evei*-growing

importance > on the Hollywood
scene. Result, has been a disincline

tion on the. part pf the labor nego-
tiators 'for the unions' and. guilds

to : treat or look upon TV ‘as an
"infant,” although many telepix

producers involved in such negotia-

tions have openly asked such
treatment be accorded. Unions
figure once the rules in- the game
are fixed they’ll stick, and they
don’t want to be straddled with
lesser scales for an industry grow-
ing as though it’s fed on pablum.
Here is company-by-company out-

look as it stands today:

Arrow Productions: Shooting 13

"Ramar of the Jungle” series

through July 10, 13 more skedded
in August. Roll two more series,

one to be "King Arthur and the
Round Table” in September* $1,-

100,000 budgeted.

William F. Broidy: Shooting six

"Wild Bill Hickok” vidpix; has 4
more on sked; plans 24 "Phantom
Pirate,” 24 "Trail Blazers, 23 "Case
Histories,” upcoming months, to

Jan. 1, 1953.

Burns and Allen: 15 begin June
26 at General Service.

Jack Chertok: Shooting 52
"Lone Rangers”; also teleblurbs.

$1,200,000; another $1,000,000
budgeted for upcoming deals this

year. Shooting at General Serv-
ice.

Bing Crosby Enterprises: Shoot-
ing four "Robound” telepix; plans
13 "Chair on the Boulevard” end
of June, 13 "Perry Mason” July 31,

at RKO fcathe.

Desilu: Begin 38 "Our Miss
Brooks” for CBS-TV June 30 at

General Service; resume "I Love
Lucy,” also for CBS-TV, early Au-
gust,

Frank Ferrin: Shooting “Smilin’
Ed’s Gang” through summer and
fall.

Filmcraft: Shooting 39 "The
B.ickersons,” resume Groucho Marx
series for NBC-TV Aug. 20.

Flying A Productions: - Plan 26
"Range Riders,” 26 Gene Autrys,
13 "Death Valley Days,” total

budget $1,250,000.
Gross-Krasne: Shooting 26 "Big

Town,” plan 18 more, at General
Service. $750,000 budget.
John Guedel: Shooting 80 "Link-

letter and * the Kids” through to
Jan. 1. $760,000 budget.

Interstate Television:. Shooting
Ethel Barrymore series.

Edward Lewis: Shooting 13
"Schlitz Playhouse of Stars'*
through July 1; begins 13' "Affair
of China Smith” July 2; "Calamity
Jane” series skeddeS. Shooting
through Nov. 1. At Motion Picture
Center studios.

Phillips Lord: Shooting "Gang-
buster” series for NBC-TV.
Roland Reed: Shooting 7 more

"My Little Margie,” 6 "Mystery
Theatre” 26 "Trouble With
Father,” plus "Rocky Jones, Space

Your Top TV

Wilmington, Del
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ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES

Ranger,” at Hal Roach studios.

$576,000 budget. /

Revue Productions: Shooting 13

Gruen Playhouse, 13 Chevron The-
atre, begin. 26 "Kit Carsons” Aug.

1, through November, At Eagle-

Lion studios.

Roy Rogers: Shooting 15 oaters

for NBC-TV at Goldwyn studios.

Hal Ro^ch: .Shooting 11 "Amos
’n

r Andy” for CBS-TV through

August,

..'Screen Gems: Shooting one more
“Cavalcade of America,” two com-
mercial vidpix, 39 "Ford Theatres,”

.

begin Aug. 1. Set through year.

Screen Televideo: Shooting four

"Cavalcade of America” series, at

Eagle-Lion studios.

Showcase: Begin 13 "Racket
Squad” in September, at Hal Roach
lot.

Snader Telescriptions: Shooting

Telescriptions at California studios.

Swarttz-Doniger: Roll July 1 on

“Duffy of San Quentin,” at Motion
Picture Center. Budgeted $250,-

000 for 13 telepix.

Victor Pahlen: Producing 39

"Greatest Love” series, $300,000,

budgeted.
TeeVee Co.: Roll 26 vignettes in

August. $75,000 budgeted.
Frank Wisbdr: Shooting 23 more

"Fireside Theatre,” through No-
vember, at Eagle-Lion studios, for

NBC-TV. $500,000 budgeted.

Jack Wrather: Shooting three

more "Boss Lady” vidpix, at Cali-

fornia studios.

United World Films: Resume
“The Fighting Man” series July 7

at Universal, shooting 13, Also

shooting teleblurbs.

Ziv TV: Shooting 4 "The Unex-
pected,” 4 "Boston Blapkle” in

June; 7 "Cisco Kid,” 2^ Unexpect-
ed,” July 8 "Blackie,” August,

and rolling various series through
to end of year.

'

William Boyd: Begins 52 "Hopa-
long Cassidy” vidpix for NBC-TV
at Ntewhall Aug- l.

Color Theatre TV
Continued from page 1

rence * Chromatic tube, and for

20th-Fox’s Eidophor large-screen

system, which employs the CBS
color .wheel. Chromatic can be ap-

plied either to home or theatre

tele.

Par feels it can meet without
trouble the five criteria set tip by
the NPA today. Par has no'Govern-
ment contracts except for research,

so it has no problems on the regu-
lation that demands that color

work not delay production of mili-

tary gear. .
.

(Paul Raibourn, "Par v.p. in

charge of tele, said in New York
that the company wasn't sure yet

what form its activity in regard
to Chromatic would take. He said

lifting of the ban would probably
mean more extensive work by the
company’s Oakland, Calif., plant.)

• Few Will Qualify
In an amendment of its order

M-9Q. under which commercial col-

or TV was stopped last last Novem-
ber,-.NPA removed all restrictions

applying to any type pf
.
color TV

equipment other than for home re-
ception, The amendment alio re-

moved "the only NPA prohibition
on pi’oduction of a specific type of

Cpd product. However, Henry H.
Fp>yler» -;NPA Administrator, said

few producers will

to make color

C. Johnson (D.-

ColoB^duairman of the Interstate
Commerce Committee, who has
played a leading- role in. the-, color
fight, expressed disappointment
with the order. "It’s still inexcus-
ably restrictive,” he told Variety,
"and will have the effect of stop-
ping color TV development. It will
result in a severe loss to'television
set purchasers.”
Johnson is particuarly interested

in seeing that bolor television be
brought *to non-TV areas like Col-
orado where new stations might
begin operating in color and where
initial set buyers might purchase
receivers which would at least pick
up color broadcasts in black and
White.
The new NPA order apparently

continues restrictions which pre-
vented set makers from designing
receivers to provide future protec-
tion against color ’ broadcasts. It
regulates not only home color sets
but also "items solely designed to
permit or facilitate the reception of
color television,"

* ' ’

Special OK Needed
The order requires special per-

mission to produce sets which, can
receive color broadcasts "and of
products, attachments, and parts
for home-type television -sets if

June 25, 3.953

In line with the many congratulatory shows being heaped on Richa^
Rodgers on the occasion of the composer’s 50th birthday, WNBc ?h
NBC web’s N. Y. flagship, plans to devote an entire stanza of its

night-to-dawn "Music in the Air!’ show this week to Rodgers’ tun Pq
Since much of the composer’s stuff has not been recorded, the station
for the first time will use live staff musicians on the show to play supS
material. Show is aired nightly from midnight to 6 a.m. On th*
Rodgers* show, in addition to* the live music, there will also be soot
lighted a number of show albums cleffed by the composer in associa'
tion with either the late Lorenz (Larry) Hart or Oscar Hammersteln l{

, "Meet Your Match,” summer replacement in .the 9-9:30 p.m. slot on
NBC for Bob Hope, is being packaged by Jantone Enterprises (outfit

formed by emcee Jan Murray and his wife Toni) and Herb Moss, who
will produce and direct the show. Stanza, which will be in a tandem
with "Truth or Consequences,” will be a round-robin quizzer in which
people of various occupations compete. Writers on the show are Sid-
ney Reznick and Don Pringle. Show, handled by Music Corp. of Amer-
ica, marks Murray’s first regular stint on NBC. Murray, incidentally

goes into the Paramount, N. Y., July 1, same date the new airer starts!

Fortune Pope, prexy of WHOM, N. Y., and Italo-American newspaper
publisher, got plush red carpet treatment on his visit to Italy. He was
granted private audience with Pope Pius XII and as head of the Amer-
ican section of the Naples World’s Fair was feted, by Italian President
Einaudi. Premier De Gasperi presented him with, the Star of Solidarity

and the. Italian Red Cross tendered a gold medal for his work as chair-

man of the U. S. campaign for Italian Rood relief.

U. S. Ambassador Ellsworth Bunker also tossed a luncheon for him.

Lt. Col. Robert P. Keim, former chief of Air Force radio-television

section at the Pentagon, starts his new job as chief of Air Force Sec-
tion, Armed Forces Public Information Centre, 90 Church street, New
York, July 1.

Keim helped develop the “Air Force Hour,” broadcast weekly for

the past four and one-half years over -Mutual. He also helped origi-

nate the transcribed recruiting . series., "Serenade In Blue,” currently

broadcast weekly over 2,116 network and independent radio stations.

Keim will handle all air force press, but particularly radio and
television. He is succeeded at the Pentagon by his former deputy,

Capt. Cass Bielskl.

Stereophonic broadcasting-^-the sound Counterpart of stereoscopic

photography—is suggested by Tele-Tech mag as a potential feature for

stations with AM-FM setups. In picking up an orchestral program, if

one mike is on the left side of the studio and feeds the AM transmitter,

and a second mike is on the right and feeds the FM transmitter, then

a listener who puts his AM set on the left and his FM set on the right

of his living room will get the illusion of having the full orchestra

spread out before him.
Experiments of this "three-dimensional” kind were carried out last

month by KOMO, Seattle, and WGN, Chi.

Broadcast Advertising Bureau has been inked for Special Nielsen

Service, putting at the radio-promotion outfit’s . disposal information

from the Nielsen radio index, coverage service and food-drug index

services.

BAB will thus get valuable data on AM and TV dialing habits,

audience trends; reports on seasonal variations of packaged goods, im-

portance of the rural and small town markets in consumption of various

product types, etc.

Bureau is adding Walter E. Brown, who headed ad-promotion for the

DuMont web and previously was with ABC, to work on national and.

local promotion. BAB had also added Marian Jackson, ex-Nielsen, as *

research analyst.

Radiodiffusion Francaise, the French Broadcasting System, has ar-

ranged with NBC’s special events department for a daily five-minute

shortwave broadcast to France -from the Amphitheatre in Chicago dur-

ing the Republican and Democratic conventions next month. Pierre

Grenesse, director of RDF in North- America, will cover the political

powwows for the French web.

Walter White, topper of the National Assn, for Advancement of Col-

ored People, whose program is aired on WLIB, N. Y., and other sta-

tions, has lined up an interview with Sen. Richard Russell, who is a

candidate for the Presidential nomination, from Georgia.

.

Negro spokesman has already aired or taped sessions with Sen.

Estes K-efauver, Sen. Robert A. Taft and W. Averell Harriman. WIP,
Philly, has just been added to the station lineup.—

+

such products, attachments, ' and
parts are designed solely to permit
or facilitate, or are capable only of
permitting or facilitating the re-
ception of color television.”
The order thus applies also to

converters or adapters for existing
sets.

Permission to produce home
color TV equipment, NPA said, will
be given only in “the exceptional
case” where the manufacturer can
show:

1. That he has made a substantial
investment in research and devel-
opment for color. TV,

-
• 2. That production of home color

TV will not divert from the defense
effort certain types of technical
manpower.

3. That work 'on color will not
delay production of electronic
products for the military.

4. That government contracts
will not be refused because of
production of color TV equipment.

5. .That no additional allotments
of controlled materials will be re-
quired for color manufacture.
Fowler said he thought there was

justification for criticism of the
previous order "on the grounds
that it discriminated against com-
panies “ devoted exclusively to the
development of color television,
and also interfered with the entry
of new firms and new develop-
ments in the TV industry.”
While the original M-90 order,

he said, imposed no restrictions on
color research, "It prevented the
utilization of the practical results
of research in products for general
use.”

At a Speculation,

ft* offOf

Albert Block

Television Productions
INC

COMMON STOCK

Offering JPrJc*

15 C#nf# p#r Sfcar*

Offering Circular ohtitnaklo from

four owm krokof of Iho vttdortignod.

ROYAL SECURITIES
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"FOR SALE"—Son captain's home in

mountain section, Cornwall, N. Y., v/ejl

built, flood condition, fireplaces, o»l

heat 4 baths; 10 acres landscaped;

near golf course; caretakers' quarters

garage; stream borders property. Fdc#

$40,000; STONE'J- AGENCY, Cornwall

N. Y., phono 3-4315.

HflRPO MARX
NBC-TV

RCA-VICTOR
Mft.: GUMMO MARX
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Congressional Radio
Cofttlfeued from j>*f* 31

^
. rpqnectively, of Michi- paid for by member on a cost basis,

^publican, reap
weeldy TV re- Congress has appropriated $50,-

gan, aJ
ter^e

tituencyj with 000 for the television studios, with

ports to their ons^
12i/i-minute an additional $72,000 for equip-

Coar Prep
%J-\ni flm Benton comes ment. The current staff of seven

film,
Sen.

Tv screens weekly will be expanded by a sound man
to

Connecucui s
serieg from and a cameraman. All prints will

via the S^clo«edia‘ Britannica, be 16m, and a limited library of

bis own *.ncy v ^ open- stock shots will be maintained. The
with the coarspiepp b

probably expand their

in* and closing comment. ..b0rrowing’> activities, using foot-

In addition to the b
, 0f 0ther agencies when indi-

Coagresslonal Radio Room “s
cated.

pieced together six fil

£ Kobert Coar, founder and boss

largely for TV use, for th
of this service -since. 1935, pioneered

political campaigns. Latest ® in motion picture sound, helping

was made for Rep, Rot)ert C
t equip almost every Hollywood

Id ,
Ohio), Who Is using: a 15-min-

atud|* ^ the taIkles and lat(!r

ute labor short m his dig
turning his efforts to theatre sound

election. equipment. In 1935, the late Sen-
Campaign Aid ator capper of Kansas blazed the

The Republican members _ of .trail by coming to the new Coar

rnneress equally video conscious, recording studios to make a weekly

hi using the facilities offered by platter for home radio consump-

tion National Committee, though tion. So impressed was the solon

t ip Coars have had some requests with the knowhow of the Coars and

from Sen Robert Taft for footage, thfc effectiveness of the radio re-

snd did make some shots of Sen. port, that he approached the late

Times Duff (R., Pa.) promoting the Speaker of the House Bankhead on

iicpnhower candidacy. On the establishing a recording service on

Demmy side of the presidential. Capitol Hill. As a result, the Coars

hoDefuls Sen. Estes Kefauver, par- set up shop, operating independ-

tlally the product of the TV chan- ently until about three years ago,

nels makes constant use of avail- when Congress voted to buy the

able prints in the small film li- equipment and take over the room

brary the Coars now have. Aver- with the Coars switched to the Con-

ell Harrhnan has had some platters gressional payroll,

made with Rep. Franklin Roose- '

MM; a TV ABC’S ‘MR. BROADWAY’

WISH’s Indpls. TV Bid
Indianapolis, June 24.

Universal Broadcasting Co., own-
er and operator of WISH, Indi-

anapolis, has applied to the FCC
for a new Indianapolis television
station on Channel 8, Plans specify
a radiated power of 316,000 watts
and a 1,000-foot antenna.

WFBM-TV, Indianapolis, is oper-
ating with 30,000 watts and a 462-

foot antenna. WISH application for
tower and wattage is the' maximum
permitted by the FCC. Installation

costs, including studio equipment,
will total $1,000,000. The tower
would he the tallest structure in

the state.

RADI«-TKMlVm«N

Authors League
Continued from 31

a 'split when RWG walked out of a

national television parley. That

conference then decided on the

temporary TV jurisdictional setup,

still in effect, of assigning video

scripters to the ALA’s Television

Writers Group east of the Rockies

and to the Screen Writers Guild’s

TWG in the west. Subsequently
ALA decided to call the reorganiza-

tion conference, which was finally

held this month, in which tele

questions were supposed to be con-

sidered as part of the general r*~

vamp, and the rift seemed to have

been healed for the time being.

Latest. powwow considered vari-

ous proposals on reorganization,

with SWG expressing, willingness

to come into ALA as a full mem-
ber (rather than its present af-

filiated status), but with’ • some
stipulations. These proposals are

to be referred back to the com-
ponent guilds, with* the likelihood

that further action will not take

place for some time.

velt, Jr., (D., N.Y.), and Sen. Rich-

ard Russell (D., GaJ is using a TV
short made during the Miami pri-

maries.

Though the Coars decline to take

credit for any campaign successes,

the fact remains that Sen. William

Knowland, the Republican who
swept to such sensational victory in

the recent California primaries, has

been a regular user of the Congres-
sional Radio Room for the past

three years with a weekly radio

platter. Prior to the -prilnary vot-

ing, Knowland had about five .week-

ly TV shows. This, of course, does
not include the regular commercial
use of radio and TV by candidates.
All through’ his House ahd Senate
career, Senator Kefauver has sent
a weekly platter to Tennessee.

Largest number of weekly plat-

ters is sent out by Sen. Edward
Martin (H., Ra.), who, at peak,,
mailed 82 every week to the state’s

stations. These are prepared for
mailing by the Coars, but sent out
by the office staffs of each member.
Interesting phenomenon' of the

current campaign is fact that, al-

though there are a record number
of users of the recording facilities,

the average weekly rate remains
the same. This is because of fact
that once a member of Congress
files as a candidate, he loses the
privilege of public service use of
the air waves. On the other hand,
members who have never before
made the trek to the room are now
customers.

Though the service is subsidized
by Congress, each member pays
the cost of his recordings. The
same basis will exist, when the TV
room is in full operation, with a
standard rate of $36.50 for the
first minute and $10 for each sub-
sequent minute. Print must be

N$w tUrrin* «n NBC's
ALL STAR AIVUI

Saturday'*’ »-* p.m., KDST
Mgt.i William Msrris A*«hcy

POODLES
!f.

a,{***u * mlnlatur* French Poodles,

wl*
c
, .

,* n<* Brown. Grandchildren of
w°nd famous, International champion,

MASTERPIECE
,, house-broken. For Sale:
MILLER, 3J-33 333rd St., Bayslde

Phone BA t-7491

n
Dr*am House" For Rent

B*dford Yil., Wtstch.
7* rrn., all i floor, charming cottage on
nlsh hill

—

rea | country, 45 min. N. Y.
*wly furnished. TY, station wagon,

“»rbecue, deck. 3 full month*.
Reasonable. Call VA 4-4349.

.Truman ‘Educate** FCC
Washington, June 24.

President Truman, meeting

with members of the FCC at

the White House today

( Tues. ) ,
congratulated them

on their decision to reserve a

member of television channels

exclusively for educational

purposes and warned them to

be on their guard against the

usurping of these channels by

any “selfish interest" groups.

Mr. Truman hailed the FCC
decision as the “most impor-

tant" it had ever rendered.

Emphasizing that he wanted

the nation’s kids to get the

full benefits of TV's educa-

tional values, the Prez reiter-

ated that these channels must

be reserved for educational

uses “forever."

O .0,>.4(<.n 5n< v
'
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v
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SET FOR JULY 10 BOW
ABC program veepee Leonard

Reeg has set a new stanza, “Mr.

Broadway," for the Thursday 8

p.m. slot on the radio web, starting

July 10. ‘ Show, which will consist

of yarns in the O. Henry tradition

and will be set in a Gotham cab-

aret, with singer Joan Brooks in

the cast as a chanteuse and her

songs integrated into the dramas.

Another new package is “Top of

the World,” transcribed interviews

with Tom Reddy from the Empire
State Building tower, which goes

into the 11:15 a.m. strip. For the

“Corliss Archer" hiatus period,

Sundays at 9:15-9:45 p.m., Re.eg has

skedded “Masquerade,” a musical

series with Stewart Foster as vo-

calist, Earl Wilde, .and Ruggiero

"Ricci as soloists and Milton Cross

as emcee.' Program starts July 6.

Edifie Fisher TY Sub

For Patti Page Preem
Singer Eddie Fisher, who’s exr

pected to be sent overseas soon

by the Army, will fill ip for Patti

Page on the initial installment of

her new video show, which preems

next Tuesday night (1) on CBS-TV.
Because she’ll be working a date

at Atlantic City’s Steel Pier the -

first week of the show, she won’t

take over tmtil the second week.

Show, titled “Music Hall," will

be aired Tuesdays and Thursdays

from 7:45 to 8 p.m. Lever Bros.,

for its Chlorodent toothpaste, is

bankrolling through the J. Walter

Thompson agency. Sub for Miss

Page on the second stanza hasn’t

been selected yet.

Martin Exits Crosley
Cincinnati, June 24.

Dwight D. Martin, vice president

and assistant general manager of I

the Cro6ley Broadcasting Corp.,

has. resigned to join General Tele-

radio as vice president.

An attorney and a Navy veteran

of World War II, Martin joined

Crosley here in 1946.
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks
„By HEttM SCHOENFELD.

Nat (Kiite) Cole-Billy Muy Ofch:

“Walkin' My. ;BaJjy B$ck Home”-

“Funny” (Capital). Hat Cole works

over the standard, “Walkin’ My
Baby,” in competent but conyen*

tional style with solid backing

from the Billy May orch, but this

slice is not likely to catch up to

the supercharged .Johnnie Ray ver-

sion for Columbia. Cole’s job is

too straightforward. “Funny” is a

neat ballad with good chances via

this sensitive Cole rendition,

Lita Roza: “High Noon”-“Love,
Where Are You Now” (London).

“High Noon,” from the pic of the

same title, is a standout folk-styled

^ballad with sufficient drama to the

lyric and" melody to click in the

wax market. Lita Roza’s atmos-
pheric version should gamer a fair

share of the jock ana Juke spins.

On the flip, she bums the torch

too Intensely in an overworked
etching.

Frank Sinatra: “Luna Rossa”-
“Tennessee Newsboy” (Columbia).
“Luna Rossa,” adapted from the'

Italian, is a big-sounding ballad

with a pretentious English lyrie.

Frank Sinatra, with pipes in trim
for the tune’s wide range, gives

It strong commercial impact with
the help of a lush instrumental
and choral background. Flip is

in a novelty groove with a catching

bounce beat, but
„
altogether too

familiar in format’ ' -

_ Elton Hayes:’ “Whistle--My Love”

-“Riddle De Riddle He Hay”
(Becca) . “Whistle My Love,” from
the Walt V“ Disney pic, “Robin
Hood,” has strohg chances and this

cut by the British singer Elton

Hayes should help send it winging.

Hayes- has a direct, ingratiating

style with, pipes tailored for this

type of ballad. Bottom deck, from
the same film, is ‘special material

with limited pop appeal.

Doris Day: “When I Fall In

Love”-“Take Me In Your Arms”
(Columbia). “Love” Is

.
an impres-

sive slow-tempoed ballad lucidly

vocalled by Ho^is Hay. It’s a rich

slice which could easily fall into

the limbo of being “too good” for

the* current market. On the flip.

Miss Hay hits hard on the excel-

lent oldie with fine backing from
Percy Faith’* baton.

Martha Tllton-Le* Brown Orch:
“Few and Far Between”-’You
Forgot " Your Gloves” {Coral).

While* other bands may be getting

more ballyhoo, the Les Brown or-

ganization consistently delivers a
topflight brand Of swing music
with unusually bright arrange-
ments and precise executions. On
“Between,” Martha Tilton fronts

J

(Continued on page 46)

Songs With Largest Radio Audience
Survey Week of June 13-10

The top 30 tongt of week {moreen ca*e of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index it Audience Trend Index.

Published by Office of Research, Inc., Hr. John Gray Peatman
Director. Alphabetically listed.

A Guy Is a Guy Ludlow
Am I In Love—t“Son of Paleface”...,. Famous
Anytime Hill & R
Be Anything (But Be Mine) 1 Shapiro-B
Blue Tango . Mills

Helicado Remick
For the Very First Time ' Berlin
Forgive Me .' Advanced
From the Time You Say Goodbye * Pickwick
Glorita '• Life
Coin’ On a Hayride—*“Three Wishes for Jamie”. . Chappell
Here In My Heart Mellin
How Close". Life
I Understand Feis^
If Someone Had Told Me h Witmark
I’ll Walk Alone—t“Wlth a Song In My Heart”.... Mayfair
I’m Yours .Algonquin
Just a Little Lovin’ Hill 3c R
Just For You Burvan
Kiss of Fire Duchess
Lover Famous
Maybe Robbins
Poinciana Marks
So Madly In Love Shapiro-B
South Peer
To Be Loved By You Remick
Up and Down Mambo Life
Walkin’ My Baby Back Home . DeSylva-B-H
Watermelon Weather '. \ . . . Morris
Whistle My Love—f’Robin Hood” Disney
You’ll Never Walk Alone Williamson

Second Group
Blacksmith Blues
Busybody
Goody Goody
I’m Confessin’
In the Good Old Summer Time,
Lady Love—f’Sound Off’

More Or Less
No Other Girls For Me. ;

Padem Padam ; .

.

Perfidia
Plink Plank Plunk
Rutza Rutza
Sleepy Little Cowboy.
Saturday Rag
That’s the Chance You Take
Valley Of Sunshine—t“Son of Paleface’
There’s Doubt In My Mind
What Should I Do
Wheel of Fortune
Why Did You Leave Me
Wonder
You /.

Hill 3c R
Alamo

. DeSylva-B3cB
Bourne
Marks
.Cromwell
.Cosmic
Peer
.Witmark

. Leeds

.Mills

, Sheldon
. Beacon
Robbins
.Paxton

. Famous
Broadcast *

. Wemar
Lauref
Roncom

rWeiss-B
.Republic

Top 10 Songs On TV
Am I In Love Famous
Be Anything (But Be Mine) Shapiro-B
Charmaine. Lidn*
Delicado Remick
Forgive Me Advanced
Gandy Dancers’ Ball Disney
I Understand Feist
I’ll Walk Alone Mayfair
In the Good Old Summertime .Marks
Lover Famous

FIVE TOP STANDARDS
I Got Rhythm. .’ New World
Lovely To Look At Harms
Taking a Chance On Love ..Miller
Varsity Drag DeSylva-B-H
Waitin’ For the Robert E. Lee Alfred-H

t Filmusical. * Legit musical

PfiSHfY Scoreboard
OF

Ym> talent and tunes

Compiled from .Statistical Reports of Distribution
i

l
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines Retail Disks Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue

for

WEEK ENDING JUNE 21 ====^
NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder Is

arrived at under - a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu-

merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive

with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de-
veloped from the ratio of points scored' two ways in the case of talent i disks, coin machines ),

and three ways in the case of tunes <disks, coin machines, sheet music).

POSITIONS
This. Last
week. week.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

4

• •

5

2

3

6

8

10

POSITIONS
This Last
week, week.-

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

3

2

4

5

9
•

• •

7

6

8

TALENT

ARTIST AND LABEL TUNE
AL MARTINO (BBS) Here in My Heart

PERCY FAITH (Columbia! Delicado

JOHNNIE RAY (Columbia) Walkin’ My Baby Home
LEROY ANDERSON (Decca) B’ue Tango

GEORGIA GIBBS (Mercury) Kiss of Fire

DON CORNELL (Coral)
j
™ y^s

A1°ne

ROSEMARY CLOONEY (Columbia) .'. Half as Much

VERA LYNN (London) A"f Wiedersehn
' Sweetheart

EDDIE FISHER (Victor) I’m Yours

DORIS DAY (Columbia) A Guy Is a Guy

TUNES

TUNE PUBLISHER

KISS OF FIRE Duchess

HERE IN MY HEART Mellin

. BLUE TANGO' Mills

DELICADO Remick

I’M YOURS Algonquin

HALF AS MUCH '
; Acuff-R

WALKIN’ MY BABY BACK HOME DeSylva-B-H

BE ANYTHING Shapiro-B

I’LL WALK ALONE. .' Mayfair

A GUY IS A GUY Ludlow

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

P^fZIETY
Survey of retail sheet music

sales, based on reports obtained

from leading stores in 12 cities

and showing comparative sales

rating for this and tast week.

National

Rating

This Last

wk. wk.

Week Ending
June 21

Title and Publisher
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1 “Kiss of Fire” (Duchess) 2

Blue Tan^o” (Mills) i"
4i

5 “Be Anything” (Shapiro-B) 10

4A
4Bj
"5

4 “I’m Yours” (Algonquin) 3

3 “I’ll Waalk Alone” (Mayfair) 7

3 “Here In My~Heart’MMeilin) 5

6

y
~8

6 “DeHcado” (Remick) 4
9* “Half As Much” (Acuff-R) .... . . .

.- 9

8 “A Guy Is A Guy” (Ludlow)

1 2 1 1 1 7 1 2 1 1

2 1 2 2 2 2 3 1
i 4 4 4 4 4 • . 6 a 3 5
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1
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’3 56

9 56
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5
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26
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9 7 “Blacksmith Blues” (Hill-R) *

9~
9 5'

9 10 10 4 . .
25

10 12 “Forgive Me” (Advanced) • 6 9 6 .. * • • • « • 6 7 . .
21

11 • • “Auf Wiedersehn” (Hill-R) 6 • • 3 * • »
N

a 5 • • *

»

« « • • m
12A » • “Walkin’ Baby Home” (D.B.H) . .

.

8 • • .
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12B 11 “Anytime” (Hill-R)
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13 12
8 8

’Pittsburgh Penn” (Oxford)
6
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STAVING
Bop Arrangements, Title Switches

Another broadside has been4“

fired jn the all-out battle which’

Harry Fox and his' music publish*

Mg principals are waging against

the record pirates. Last Wednesday

(18) judge Edward A« Conger, -in

w y. Federal Court, granted the

extraordinary relief 'of, a prelimi-

nary injunction in the action of

''Bobbins Music against Robert $.

Weinstock, individually, and. doing

business as Prestige Record Co.

and Prestige Music.
1

As in the prior "actions .against

Paradox Industries, attorney Julian

T Abeles, for the .plaintiff,, estab-

lished a legal precedent in the

music business* determined efforts

to wipe out another phase of this

mushrooming evil. Whereas the

Paradox actions were directed

against the pressings of. counter-

feit records from duped masters,

the Prestige action is directed

against the now prevalent device

of employing a valuable popular

song, changing the title sufficient-

ly to avoid a claim of unfair com-
petition, making a bop arrangement
of the music to defy a note .com-

parison, and reconstructing the

lyric with different verbiage but
the same thought content;

The alleged plagiarized song was
4Tm In The Mood For Love” writ-

ten in 1935 by Jimmy McHugh
and Dorothy Fields for the Para-
mount picture, “Every Night At
Eight,” and recently featured by
Paramount in its Martin and Lewis
vehicle, “That’s My Boy.” The al-

leged infringing recording of de-
fendant was made by King Pleas-
ure with the Teacho hand original-
ly released under the title “Mood
For Love,” latef changed to
“Moody Mood For Love,” King
Pleasure being credited ‘as author
and James Moody as composer.
The music was difficult of com-

parison, and of the 38 different
lines in the lyric only a minor part
might be said to resemble the
plaintiff’s song. Abeles moved for
a preliminary injunction upon the
ground that if plaintiff should have
to await trial, defendant would be
enabled to reap the full benefits
of the recording to plaintiff’s sub-
stantial and irreparable injury.

Pros and Cons
The application was made upon

the affidavits of Abe Olman and
Harry Fox. The latter averred that
defendant had made and was mar-
keting such unlicensed recordings
of an undeterminable number of
songs of various publishers, and
that unless plaintiff’s application
was granted the intrinsic and com-
mercial value of plaintiff’s song
would be seriously affected. De-
^dant through his attorney
William R. Berkson argued that de-
fendant’s song had been indepen-

(Continued on page ,46}

Hairy Fax to Europe
Harry Fox, publishers’ agent and

trustee, planed to. Europe Sunday
(22) on a three-week business trip.

Fox will set up synchronization

deals with foreign pix producers
and explore the coin remittance

situation.on U. S. tune royalties.

SPA, MPPA in Initial Settlement

Miracle Decision

In War on Pirates
Chicago, June 24.

Chicago will be the next sector
in the music publishers* war
against disk pirates. Fortified by
a two-year-old court decision in the
Shapiro-Bernstein Music vs. Mira-
cle Records, the pirates have been
highly active in this town and have
even defied Harry Fox, publishers’
agent and trustee, to take action
against them.

Fox accepted the-
challenge last

week and commissioned attorney
Julian T. Abeles to make a flying
trip to Chicago, where Abeles en-
gaged the firm of Arvey, Hodes
and Mantynband to prosecute ‘a
series of infringement actions in
which Abeles will cooperate.
Abeles returned to New York this
week.

In the Miracle case, the Chi
Federal Court held ..that a phono-
graph recording of a song was a
publication which threw it into the
public domain. That has been the
greenlight . for the disk pirates.
The publishers are seeking to es-
tablish that, as a record is not sub-
ject to copyright, it does not re-
quire a copyright notice, and the
owner of a song • controls all me-
chanical reproduction rights under
the Copyright Act. Fox, through
Abeles and the Chicago law firm,
plan to take the case to the Appel-
late Court, if necessary, to estab-
lish the publishers* case.

Music publishers and record
company exe.es are pointing to the
“longer life” of the pop hits this
year as an indication that the
music biz is reversing field with
sturdier output. In the past couple
of years the majority of pop entries
would be in and oqt of the market
within the short space of two, or
three months. This year, however,
it’s been evidenced that the tunes
are getting a longer ride which
allows for heftier sheet and record
sales.

The disk jockeys around- the
country also report a lengthier span
in a tune’s lifetime. The jocks,
who,

’ve been blamed for shortening
the run of a click song by constant
replays, are giving the current crop
the same treatment but they're
holding up better under the strain
of repeat spins. Requests from
dialers for repeats on clicko items
now run from about four to six
months. Although few of the disk-
ers or pubbers claim that the
writers today are turning out stand-
ard catalog material, they believe
that the calibre of the output is

on the upgrade.

Market is also broadening to the
point that a new tune doesn’t have
to hit with immediate impact for
a payoff. Unlike past years when
a song had met chance if it didn’t
come out with a big splash, a tune
now has the opportunity to build

(Continued on page 46)

LIEBERSON TO EUROPE

ON PHILLIPS CO. TIE
Goddard Lieberson, Columbia

Records exec veepee, planed to Eu
rope Sunday (22) to wrap up Co
lumbia’s deal with the Phillips Co.
of Holland. Under the new setup,
the Phillips Co., one of the world’s
largest electronic manufacturers
which is now branching rapidly,

into the platter field, will handle
Columbia’s masters in the British

and European markets. Deal re-

places the reciprocal agreement
between Columbia and Electrical

& Musical Industries (EMI) of Eng-
! land.

Lieberson will be abroad about
six weeks also o.o.ing the Euro-
pean and talent scene.

‘Lacy’ Theme Song
Vaughn Horton, composer of

last, year's “Mockin’ Bird Hill”
click, is cleffing a theme song for
the Desi Arnaz-Lucille Ball video
show, *‘1 Love Lucy.” Tune has
been commissioned by Jack Rob-
bins for his J. J. Robbins & Sons
music firm and will be in the “Rum
and Coca-Cola” .calypso doggerll
idiom.

It’s understood that one of the
major disk companies is setting up
the Arnaz-Ball team to wax the
tune.

Revised ASCAP

Payoff System

In Final Stages
Long-pending move to

.
modify

the publishers’ classification setup

in the American Society of Com-
posers, Authors and Publishers is

currently in Its final stages as a re-

sult of intensive committee meet-

ings for the past couple of months.

Although discussions along this

line have been going on for years,

tpp- board members have been

pushed into amending the ASCAP
payoff system due to aperies of ar-

bitration victories by member firms
which were protesting their avail-

ability ratings.

It’s understood that the avail-

ability factor, which presumes td>

rate the value of tunes in terms of

prestige, will now be based on an
exclusively mathematical basis. Un-
der this system, a new number
would get one point per perform-
ance; a four-year old tune, two
points, etc.; up to a maximum of

four or five points. New system

is designed to satisfy both the

younger publishers and the old line

firms which want to continue the

weighting of old songs in their cat-

alog.'

^rEff 1§ Best SeDers on Coin-Machines week of June 21

I 1. HERE IN MY HEART (5) (Mellin),

i 2.

3.

4.

denies mobster ties

in JUKEBOX OPERATIONS
Washington, June 16.

Editor, Variety:
As a subscriber, I was shocked

alter reading the page one story
June 11, where the inference was
niade that the jukebox industry
«as tied to mobsters and racket-
eers.

I am national treasurer of the
viusic Operators of America, and
have traveled the entire United

in r
taking with our members

erence our industry. I do
.

*now a single instance where

xu
OX operator is connected

with the rackets.

^
e
-

el sure that it is not your
tenhon to hurt any industry, but*

cm
S
n
a
u
tlcle has caused a lot of

harm
businessrflen a great deal of

Again I say, I. know of no one,
or mobsters, that

am,
a

.

,hated or connected with

inpmK
U^ebox operation • that are

Americ^
-^us*c Operators

. Hirsh de La Viez
(Treasurer, M. O. A., Inc,).

::
*

:: e.

i 7. I’LL WALK ALONE (9) (Mayfair)

l 8 .

?.

10.

I

j Al Martino '. BBS
*

/
Tony Bennett Columbia

HELICADO (4) (Witmark)

HALE AS MUCH (2) (Acuff

I’M YOURS (7) (Algonquin)

.... •'» .S i t iy

BLUE TANGO (18) (Mills)

AUF WIEDEKSEHN SWEETHEART (1) (Hill-R),

LOVER (1) (Famous) ...9

j Georgia Gibbs . . Mercury
. ) Billy Eckstlne .... MGM
} Tony Martin ... . .Victor <>

:Johnnie Ray . Columbia
« >

'
( Percy Faith A i . Columbia

'\.Stan Kenton . . . Capitol
+

. Rosemary Clooney . .

.

. Columbia <
M *

( Don Cornell Coral
‘ Eddie Fisher . . . .Victor

H

4 >

( Don Cornell ........ . . . . Coral *<

'

] Jane Froman . . . Capitol
* .

<
j
Leroy Anderson .... Decca <>•

*
{
Hugo Winterhalter .

.

. . . .Victor 1
. Vera Lynn : . . . London

!
. Pegg-y Lee-G. Jenkins .... Decca

E

Second Croup

Doris Day Columbia

(
Eddy Ffoward Mercury

\ Champ Butler Columbia t

A GUY IS A GUY (9) (Ludlow)

BE ANYTHING (6) (Shapiro-B)

BLACKSMITH BLUES (11) (Hill-R) Ella Mae Morse Capitol ^
MAYBE (Robbins) -P* Como-E. Fisher Victor

WHEEL OF FORTUNE (17) (Laurel) Kay Starr Capitol ::

FORGIVE ME (7) (Advanced) ’* Eddie Fisher Victor ^
I PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA (6) (Oxford) Guy Mitchell-M. Miller .Columbia --

_ t m . a . 1Pm/VmL*iTA Y M /I T*\SUGARBUSH (Schirmcr) Frankie Laine-D. Day . .Columbia J
YOU (Republic) * • • Sammy Kaye Columbia

CARIOCA (T. B. Harms) * E,es Paul Capitol f
SMOKE RINGS (Amer-Acad) Hes PaulMary Ford Capitol |
ANYTIME (14) (Hill-R) Eddie Fisher Victor

ME TOO (Shapiro-B) KaV starr • • • Capitol

[Figures in parentheses indicate number of weelcs song has been in the Top 10]
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First installment in a project to
correct writer-publisher problems
on a longterm basis was made this
week with the agreement between
toppers of the Songwriters Protec-
tive Assn, and the Music Publish-
ers Protective Assn, on a series of
questions affecting song book mag-
azines. Both SPA and MPPA ard_,
recommending acceptance- of the**
settlement to their respective mem-
berships.

Agreement, covers the sensitive'

point of the- publisher payoff to
writers for royalties received front
song lyric magazines. The 194T
SPA basic minimum agreement ex-
plicitly gives the writers, a 509k
cut in such royalties but prior to
that publishers followed no set
procedure in paying off the clefferx,

Settlement recommends that
publishers who, prior to 1947, had
a clear agreement with writer*
covering the use of lyrics in song
mags would have to make no fur-
ther adjustment. Publishers who
made payments to writers at a reg-
ular rate but without a clear agree-*

ment were advised to pay a straight
5096 of what the publisher received
from 1942 through 1946 but in no
event to pay more than $2h, From
1947 onwards, the SPA, contract
provisions take over.

For
1

the third category of pub-
lishers who licensed tunes jfor song
mags but did not pay writers regu- *

larly or at all, the agreement rec-
ommends a 150 per use fee to
writers or a straight 50% compu-
tation plus an. additional 25% to
writers for the collection fee. One
of the. key points,in the settlemeii|rji

was its coverage of a period start-*^

ing from 1942. Initially, it wa*
feared by some publishers that
SPA would insist upon probing
publisher books into the indefinite
past

It’s understood that SPA plans
to bring other problems before a
representative industry group such
as the SPA-MPPA execs. One acute
beef among writers is the practice
of publishers to deduct exploitation
costs from their royalty payments.
In many cases, the writers are not
even Informed of this deduction
and are pressured into accepting *
fait accompli.

Another facet of this week’s set-

tlement covered the question of the
British income tax refund. Follow-
ing the war, British excess withheld
taxes remitted to publishers for

royalties 'on songs in Britain. Many
pubs pocketed this rebate without
divvying with the writers. The set*

tlement advises pubs to pay a pro-

portionate share of the refund to

writers. At* the same time, the pubs
may KCredit against such refunds
the writers’ share of any Australian
income tax which the publisher
heretofore has been required to

'

pay.

DECCA ISSUING T.D.R.’

DOCUMENTARY ALBUM
Timed for the Presidential elec-

tion year, Decca Records is issuing
documentary-type album framed

around the career of the late

Franklin D. Roosevelt. Set, titled

The Voice of F.D.R.,” will include
excerpts from President Roose-
velt's most important speeches, be-
ginning with his inaugural address
in 1933.

'

* Quentin Reynolds does a special
narration tying the excerpts to-
gether, arid Victor Young has ar-
ranged special- background music.
Arthur Lane produced, with the al-

bum liner containing a forword by
Robert Sherwood, originally writ-
ten following the death of the-*
President. Set is being released

'

on both 33 and 45 rpm speeds.

M-G-M Builds Roster
Further bolstering its roster of

instrumentalist pactees, M-G-M
Records last week inked pianist
Lou. "Weertz and harmonica player
Jon Tilmans to longterm deals.

Their intial etchings will be re-

leased sometime in August.
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To Make Public More Orch Conscious

i ^

The multi-faceted music biz cam-V'

paign to reestablish the importance

'

of dance bands and dance music

began rolling last week. witli the

formation of an association to make
the public more "orch conscious/'

The new org, which is as yet un-

tagged, is an all-industry attempt

to add fuel to the growing band

biz upbeat via a coordinated pro-

motion drive.

Groups which have an economic

stake in the orch and dancing field

are being lined up for representa-

tion in the association. The asso-

ciation is aiming for participation

from such groups as bandleader,

band managers, agencies, record

companies, record distributors,

ballroom operators, night club and
hotel operators, trade mags, danc-

ing schools, disk jockeys, jukebox
operators, record dealers, Tadio-

TV webs and music publishers.

Through a cooperative plugging

campaign, which is still to be for-

mulated, the association expects to

establish the business on a firmer

basis than it has been in the past

10 years.

At- the initial conclave Friday

(20) Dick Gabbe, of Gabbe, Lutz

& Heller, was appointed temporary
chairman. A committee comprised
of reps from the various groups
was also selected to develop ‘an

operational program for the asso-

ciation.

RCA’s ‘Nipper’ Albmttf
Two "Little Nipper" kidisk al-

bums are being recorded by Steve
Carlin from scripts by Martin
Weldon, developed from the RCA
Victor

.

"Littl? Nipper" trademark
which is ascribed to the juvenile
recordings.

Titled "Little Nipper Fire Chief"
and "Little Nipper and the RR
Train," the sound-effects appeal of
fire engines and choo-choos are
primed at the kid trade.

Redd Evans, Jefferson Music
head, off to Europe early in July
with aim of setting • up subsid
firms in England and France.

Col s Jazz Reissues
EurtKaT, dipping ihto its baifk

catalog ^.jazz^ masters', polumbi%

Records -fis reissuing fiye ;disks

July by Louis Armstrong/ Count

Basie, Bessie Smith, Jimmy Lunce-

ford arid Cab Calloway.

Reissues will be handled on the

Okeh label, Col's subsid in the

blues arid rhythm field.

Nero’s $500,000 Suit

Against ZaBach Claims

'Deceit’ on 'Hot Canary’

On the heels of last year’s "Hot
Canary" click, fiddler Paul Nero,

of Capitol Records, has brought a

$500,000 damages action in N. Y.
Federal Court against Florian Za--

Bach, of Decca Records, charging

the latter With "deceiving the pub-

lic", by billing himself as the ‘-Hot

Canary." Nero claims' that he is

originally associated with that

monicker, having written the tunc

by that title, ZaBach, however,
cashed in on the tune’s click on
wax with his Decca release.

Nero charges ZaBach with repre-

senting himself to the public, di-

rectly and otherwise, as the com-
poser of the "Canary" tune, thus
"confusing and deceiving the pub-
lic," according to the complaint.

Nero also alleges that ZaBach is

anticipating him on his personal,
appearance tours, thus causing
financial damage. Included in the
complaint is another charge that

a flock of Nero’s decent composi-
tions, such as "The Cold Turkey”
and "Frustrated Woodpecker" have
been absorbed into ZaBach’s reper-
toire.

Besides damages, Nero is asking
for an Injunction against ZaBach’s
billing himself as "The Hot Ca-
nary."

MARION MORGAN
SINGS

THE LITTLE TRAIN t THERE'S A CLOUD
A-CHUGGIN’ IN MY IN MY VALLEY OF

HEART
I

SUNSHINE

MGM1121 ? K11219

MGM RECORDS
THE G k ? r: v NAM r. \ E \ T E 9 T

. \ v - \ T

7 0 ' 5 E v t N i H A V t N E Vv > O R K 3 o N

Disk Companies’ Best Sellers

CAPITOL ARTIST

i l. IN THE GOOD OLD SUMMERTIME. . . .Les Paul-Mary Ford

SMOKE RINGS
2. TAKE MY HEART A1 Martino

I NEVER CARED
3. I'M CONFESSING Les Paul-Mary Ford,

" CARIOCA •

4. WHEEL OF FORTUNE * Kay Starr

1 : I WANNA LOVE YOU
+ & WALKIN' MY BABY BACK HOME.. . Nat (King) Cole

;FUNNY
\

i COLUMBIA
- l. BOTCH-A-ME ’. ..Rosemary Clooney

;; ON THE FIRST WARM DAY
. „

? 2. WALKIN’ MY BABY BACK HOME Johnnie Ray

GIVE ME TIME ' _
f 3, HALF AS Much Rosemary Clooney

POOR WHIP POORWILL
i 4, DELICADO ...Percy Faith

FESTIVAL
5. HIGH NOON Frankie Lame

ROCK OF GIBRALTAR

CORAL
1. THIS IS THE BEGINNING OF THE END Don Cornell

I CAN’T CRY ANYMORE
2. AUF WIEDERSEHN, SWEETHEART .... ..Ames Brother*

BREAK BANDS THAT BIND ME /
'

3. I’M YOURS Don Cornell

,MY MOTHER’S PEARLS
4. KISSES ON PAPER Teresa Brewer

I HEAR THE BLUE BfcLLS RING
5. I’LL WALK ALONE Don Cornell

THAT’S THE CHANCE YOU TAKE

DECCA
1. BLUE TANGO Leroy Anderson

BELLE OF THE BALL
2. LOITER Peggy Lee-G. Jenkins

YOU GO TO MY HEAD
3. BLUE TANGO Guy Lombardo

AT LAST, AT LAST
4. PRETTY AS A PICTURE Mills Brothers

WHEN YOU COME BACK TO ME
5. WABASH BLUES Andrews Sisters-Russ Morgan

LINGER AWHILE

MERCURY
1. KISS OF FIRE : Georgia Gibbs

A LASTING THING
2. ONCE IN A WHILE ? Patti Page

I’M GLAD YOU’RE HAPPY WITH SOMEONE ELSE
3. BE ANYTHING Eddy Howard

SHE TOOK
4. AUF WIEDERSEHN SWEETHEART Eddy Howard

I DON’T WANT TO TAKE A CHANCE
5. WHISPERING WINDS . . .

*. Patti Page
LOVE WHERE ARE YOU NOW

t M-G-M
t 1. WHAT IS THIS THING CALLED LOVE?. . ..Fran Warren

WISH YOU WERE HERE
T 2. KISS OF FIRE : Billy Eckstine £

NEVER LIKE THIS • ^
1 3. HOLD ME CLOSE TO YOU Billy Eckstine ^
T IF THEY ASK ME *

•
+

I 4. SATURDAY RAG Jack Fina and Orch. i1 SOUTH *

5. HARLEM NOCTURNE David Rose and Orch 1
ON A LITTLE COUNTRY ROAD IN SWITZERLAND

RCA VICTOR
1. I’M YOURS Eddie Fisher

JUST A LITTLE LOVIN'
2. LADY'S MAN ...Hank Snow

MARRIED BY THE BIBLE, DIVORCED BY LAW
3. MAYBE Perrj Como-Eddie Fisher

WATERMELON WEATHER
4. . SLOW POISON Johnnie & Jack t^.V&HEART TROUBLE

:t£:;£mrs THE CHANCE YOU TAKE .Eddie Fisherx
;; FORGIVE ME

Catalog for Uf
His Master’s Voice, RCA vw ,

British, disk affiliate, will nJS
0

f*
catalog available in the U S
a new- distribution deal with v;S

r

Although some HMV disks ?r’

been marketed in the U. sfttrmS
specialized dealers on an individual
basis, this deal marks the first til?

that .the British diskery is en

2

the Tf. S. longhair market g

HMV disks, which will be i SSI1f, f
,

by Victor on both 33 rpm Vndrpm disks, represents one of th!
most important catalogs in X.
world. . Entry of HMV into !£
U. S. field is recognition of tho
huge growth of the longhair mar
ket since the advent of the slow*

speeds three and four years m
Previously, high shipping

costs
breakage and narrow potential

at'

tracted few overseas labels in tt

.country.

Anderson’s ‘Blue Tango’

Passes 1,000,000 Mark
Breaking through the pop mar*

ket despite the accent on vocalists,

Leroy Anderson’s slice of his own
instrumental composition, ‘‘Blue

Tango,"' has passed the 1,000000
mark for Decca Records. Ander-
son, currently a captain with the

U. S. Army Intelligence Division,

will be presented a gold-plated
platter fiext week.
Although - starting off relatively

slowly, “Blue Tango" climbed into

the best-seller lists several months
ago and is still riding at the top

of the current Decca listings.

Victor’s Hershey Huddle

RCA Victor’s top echelon execs

convened in Hershey, Pa., this

week to set company policy for

the next six months. The policy

confabs are held semi-annually,

Last time the powwow was in At-

lantic Pity.
Walter A. Buck, RCA Victor

vice prexy and general manager,

and Paul A. Barkmeier, veepee in

charge of the Victor disk division,

attended the sessions.

A.-

Frizzell’s Mgr. Claims

25G Contract Breach!
Beaumont, Tex., June 24.

Jack Starnes, Jr., has sued Wil-

liam Orville (Lefty) Frizzell, folk

entertainer, for $25,250 damages
and has asked for a court order to

prevent Frizzell to make public ap-

pearances without Starnes consent.

The hearing has been scheduled
for June 30 for a temporary in-

junction.

Starnes contends that Frizzell
has repudiated a contract under
which Starnes was to serve as
manager and .in promotion^ for|
the singer in return for 50% of

:

Frizzell’s earnings.
j

A contract was signed in Janu-
ary, 1951 for one year. The con-
tract contained a two-year renewal

j

of option which the manager ex-
j

ercised this year. The contract
calls for arranging public appear- !

ances, bookings and 50% on rec-
ord royalties, compositions and ar-

,

rangements.

Harry Bclafonte began a two-
week' engagement at the Alham-
bra, Cleveland, yesterday (Tues..
. . , Sidney Pcltyn. orch will play
at

,
Green’s Hotel, Pleasantdale,

N. J., during July and August .

A S o ! ; H Ballad H>

^ /.

It'« Marie by

JESSE GREER
tfoqram Today Y«st*rday'*

ON THE BEACH

WITH YOU
WORDS & MUSIC, INC.

AiHt/ier BMI M»-lip Hitt

*AUF WIEDERSEH’N, SWEETHEART

Published by Hill & Ran**

R«.rd.Oy
:aondo„)

Vera lynn .("CoraO

Champ Butler-Percy Faith . * < . I
(peccv)

Guy Lombardo {Mercury)
' Eddy Howard - (MGM)
D« Marco Sisters

’

*Non-«xd«»ivtly licen»®d by
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>' ? i A GREAT MOTION PICTURE and a

best-s€?Uing record album are the stars of an

exciting sales promotion story • . * the story of

Capitol’s Jane Froman album, how it became a

nationwide hit preceding the success

of 20th Century-Fox’s magnificent film

“With A Song In My Heart”*

THIS ALBUM introduced millions

of people to Jane Froman’s dramatic screen biography.

Carefully planned with 20th Century-Fox, the timely

Use of film advertising art, recorded interviews,

and dealer preview* marshalled all the

power of Capitol’s entire sales force*

ili
1

/!
1
. Vc,,, »

It!* 1 * * ii »
mmiuViIi

Two weeks after the album was released

it appeared on the best-selling polls

and in a brief time was top

album in the country!
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MILLIONS OP RECORD BUYERS, reviewers, disc jockeys, and dealers, were reached

by a highly coordinated campaign which proclaimed the beauty and drama of With A Song In -My Heart

Stimulating feature* in Capitol’s widely read publications . . • posters, streamers, hanger?, brochures, thousands

of window displays — saturated the market .

•V with news of the sensational companion hits. t-
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MERCURY

HEAT WAVE

NATION

FIVE TOP HITS!

‘AUF

WIEDERSEHN

SWEETHEART’

Eddy Howard
No. 5871 and 5871x45

‘TAKE MY

HEART’

Vic Damone
No. 5877 and 5877x45

‘ONCE IN

A WHILE’

Patti Page
No. 5887 and 5867x45

‘SO MADLY

IN LOVE’

Georgia Gibbs
No. 5874 and 5874x45

‘NEVER

LEAVE ME’

‘THE MASK

IS OFF’

Richard Hayes
No. 5872 and 5872x45

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

.r
\

*
-i v 'iv* ' *

•V fe
*i

WatiEfr
Survey of retail disk best

seUers, bas^pn/reports ob*

tallied from leading stores in

.12 cities md ^homing com*
putative stiles fating for this

.

and last week,

National

Rating

This Last
wk, wk.

Week Ending

June 21

Artist, Label, Title
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1 4
i PERCY FAITH (Columbia)
“Delicado”—39708 3 3 3 4 7 * 3 5 5 4 2 2

.

85

-2 I
AL MARTINO (BBS)

, “Here in My Heart”—101 1 1 5 4 9 2 4 • « 1 • « 5 3 75

3 3
LEROY ANDERSON (Decca)

“Blue Tango”—40220 8 4 3 6 2 9 « 2 1 3 4 4 3 • 4 67

4 6
JOHNNIE RAY (Columbia)
“Walking My Baby Home”—39750 6 • 9 • 4 8 4 1 * 4 8 4 4 4 4 37

5 7
VERA LYNN (London)
“Auf Wiedersehn”—1227 * • 2 - • • 1 « • 3 4 • 4 • • 0 • 4 4 5 33

6 2
GEORGIA GIBBS (Mercury)
“Kiss of Fire”—5823. • 9 9 • « 8 » « 1

5''
* 4 2

t

• » 4 • 4 4
'30

7 5
DON CORNELL (Coral)

“I’m Yours”—60659 7 6 • • 3 9 8 4 4 4 • « 4 4 4 4 29

8 8
ROSEMARY CLOONEY (Col)

“Half As Much”—39710 4 « 8 7 6
4

4 2 4 4 4 4 4 « 4 4
COC3

9 • •

TONY MARTIN (Victor)

“Kiss of Fire”—20-4671 » • « « • • 1 • 4 4 4 1 4 4 4 4 27

10 9
EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

“I’m Yours”—20-4680 • • • 2 4 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 6 7 4 4

•

26

11 13
DORIS DAY (Columbia)
“A Guy*Is a Guy”—39673 • 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 6

\

2 6 4 25

12 15
TONI ARDEN (Columbia)
“Kiss of Fire”—39737 • • 4 1 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 * 4 4 1 4 20

13A 10
PEGGY LEE-G. JENKINS (Decca)
“Lover”—28215 2 5 • 4 4 4 4 « 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

.
-

4 15

13B 12
P. COMO-E. FISHER (Victor)

“Maybe”—20-4744 9 • 2 • 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 7 15

14 12
ELLA MAE MORSE (Capiol)

“Blacksmith Blues”—1922 • • 6 4 4

•

7 4 4 9 10 9 4 .14

15A 11
LES. PAUL (Capitol)

“Carioca”—2080 10 8 7 # 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 • 4 4 9 4 4 4 10

15B 15
DON CORNELL (Coral)

“I’ll Walk Alone”—60659 m • 4 4 4 8 4 * \ • 4 4 4 4 8 9 10

15C
BOBBY WAYNE (Mercury)
“I’m Sorry”—5819 • • • • ^ * 4 4 4 4 4 • 4 4 4 4 4

’ 1 10

16 15
EDDY HOWARD (Mercury)
“Be Anything”—5815 • • • 4 , , 10 4 4 4 4 4 4 10 4 * 4 4 9

17 8
KAY STARR (Capitol)

“Wheel of Fortune”—1964 • • , 4 10. , , 10 # 10 7 4 4 10 8

FIVE TOP
ALBUMS

1 2 3 4 5
WITH A SONG IN JOHNNIE RAY SINGIN' IN THE BIG BAND BASH AMERICAN IN

MY HEART ALBUM RAIN
Billy May PARIS

Jane Froman Columbia Hollywood' Ca?t
Capitol

KCF.-329

Hollywood Cast

Capitol
BDN-309

CO-6199 M-G-M
M-G-M-113

M-G-M
E-93

* KDF-309 C2-88 DCN-329 K-93
“ L-309 B-2-88 mUtuM L-329 M-93

Jocks, Jukes
—

-
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the hand with a rhythm vocal that

sells. Reverse is a straight instru-

mental on which Brown demon-
strates his variety of

4
orchestral

coloring on a fair tune.
Les Baxter Orch: “Padam

Padam”-“Auf Wiedersehn, Sweet-
heart” (Capitol). “Padam” is an-
other Continental-flavored tune
which is stirring some „ interest on
wax. Les Baxter’s orch and- choral
arrangement of this tune i?. disap-
pointing with its repetitive of
the title woyds. Vera Lynn's slice

for Lpndon, however, is flrstrate
and rates plenty of jock ahd-juke
spins*. On the Capitol reverse, Bax-
ter’s crew delivers an effective ver-
sion of “Auf Wiedersehn,” a Brit
ish import.

TonF Arden-Jan Arden: “Where
Did The Night Gq”-“B1ow Out The
Candle” (Columbia). “Night,”
from the legit musical, “Wish You
Were Here,” is a promising entry
in the pop sweepstakes. This slice
by Toni and Jan Arden bows it

strongly with a nicely balanced
duet. “Candle,” based on. a folk
theme, is a cute item with a clever
lyric. This side could be the big
one.

Frances Wayne-Neal Hcfti Orch:
“Do You Care”-“Siboney” (Coral).
The Wayne-Hefti team has been
grinding out a consistently good
brand of wax recently. “Care,”
however, is below their usual
standard, the tune getting a rou-
tine workover. Miss Wayne -and
the orch are far more effective in
the vivid rendition of the Latin
standard, “Siboney.”

Jimmy Milliard, Coral Records
artists and repertoire chief, heads
to Chicago this week for his initial
cuts with Two-Ton Baker, a new
pactee.

Connelly’s Flying Visit

To Audition ‘New Faces’

Reg Connelly, head of Camp-
bell-Connelly

_
Music, British pub-

lishers, heads back to England
today or tomorrow (Thurs.)

c
after a

flying visit to the U. S. to see the

current Broadway revue, “New
Faces.” His firm is publishing the
score, by Ronny Graham, June Car-
roll, Arthur Siegel, Sheldon Har*
nick and Michael Brown.
Bernard Delfont is scheduled to

produce “New Faces” in London al-

most * immediately, deal having
been* agented by the Lew & Leslie
Grade ^ -agency, hence Connelly’s
quickie flight to the U. S.

Best British Sheet Sellers
• (Week ending June 14)

London, June 18, 1952
Auf Wiederseh’n Maurice

1 Blacksmith Slues .... Chappell
Ay-round The Corner Dash
Never ..* F.D.&H.
Won’t Live In Castle Connelly
Tell Me Why .Morris
Wheel of Fortune . . . Victoria
There’s Pawnshop . . Cinephonic
Cry F.D.&H.
Unforgettable Bourne
Be Anything Cinephonic
Be Life’s Companion . . Morris

Second 12
At Last Pickwick
Gandy Dancers’ Ball.. Disney
A Guy Is a Guy .Leeds
Slow Coach Sterling
Kiss of Fire Duchess
Saturday Rag Fields
Anytime Victoria

' Blue Tango Mills
Mistakes Wright
Please Mister Sun. . .Chappell
Dance Me Loose Magna
At the End of Day . . . Chappell

Hits Staying
Contnucd from page 41

slowly into a potent entry. An
example is “Unforgettable,” which
got off to a weak start last Novem-
ber but began building via waxings
by* Nat (King) Cola and Billy
May’s orch in early January and
is still going strong with the jock-
eys and racking up solid sheet'
sales.

Top example of a pop entry
that’s getting a long run is “Wheel
of Fortune.” Tune broke big via
a flock of waxings several months
ago and is still riding high. Two
of the wax renditions, Kay Starr on
the Capitol label and Sunny Gale
on the indie Derby, are still rack-
ing up big sales on the retail level.

Constant spins by the deejays of
the half dozen other platters that
covered the song didn’t cut short
its popularity and helped build
strong sheet sales. Along the same
lines such tunes a£ “Blue Tango ”

“Be Anything” and “That’s the
Chance You Take” have been run-
ning for months with no indication
of letting up.

Conkllng Heads Polio Fund Drive
James B. Conkling, Columbia

Records prez, will chairman the
music group entertainment section
of the Sister Kenny* Foundation’s
fund-raising campaign this year.

Ruth (Mrs, Dick) Gilbert

filled in Auto Crask
I-hoenix, June ,,

Kuth Gilbert, wife of Dick r„
bert, KTYL, Phoenix, disk j„cC
was killed instantly June 20 17,1

'

Whittman, Arizona, when her Jo*
Studebaker convertible was denJ
ished in a head-on collision with

'

car whose two other passenger
were killed. As Ruth Wimp n
Gilbert & Wimp, in the early i930s
they won prominence as a singing
act in theatres throughout the east
and for three years held the
world’s record for the greatest
number of broadcasts of any radio
artists in America. As songwriters
they turned out a number of mih
lished tunes.

Stepping out of show business
the Gilberts joined the Louisville

Times, Mrs. Gilbert doing daily peu
and ink portraits to accompany in,
terviews with celebrities written by
her husband. She gave up the job
to return to New York with Gilbert
who put in the next seven or eight
years on Variety, Metronome and
Popular Songs Magazines.

In recent years, Mrs. Gilbert had
been a German shepherd fancier
attending leading dog shows coast
to coast. She was on her way to a
dog show at Long Beach, Cal
accompanied by her obedience*
trained German shepherd at
time of accident. The dog also died

the collision. The Gilbertsm
moved to Arizona in 1946 after he
had turned deejay at WOV andWHN (now WMGM), New York,

Survived by husband, mother
and sister.

Bop Arrangements
Continued from page 41

dently written without any refer-

ence to plaintiff's song, that the

music differed so completely even
a trained musician could not de-

tect a resemblance, that the lyric

did not convey any impression of

similarity, and that the titles were
readily distinguishable. Abeles
based his right of relief on the

song parody cases, that he success-

fully prosecuted some years ago,

in which it was established that

the paraphrasing or copying of a

lyric
.

of a song with evasion was
an infringement, even though
there may be little or no conceiv-

able identity between the two

songs.

Harry Fox advises that inune-’

diately upon the institution of

these proceedings, Prestige applied

for licenses, and rendered state-

ments and tendered payment, for

all recordings made by it . to date.

TOPPING ALL LISTS

0°

»r„
LEROY

ANDERSON

MILLS MUSIC, Inc.

A GREAT NEW RECORD

by

RED FOLEY
On Decca

“SOMEBODY BIGGER

THAN YOU AND I”

BULL'S-EYE MUSIC, INC.

*524 Salma Am.. HallywopJ »

America's Fastest

" Selling Records!



Miami, June 24.

Departure of over 70,0 0 0

qt-riners following week-long na-

SnS convention Here which sawS cafes, restaurants and

-ther businesses ring up * multi-

Sin dollar take, heralded what

most vet observers predict will be

X° biggest summer season ever,

thanks to additional conclaves due

W unprecedented advertising

campaigns by airlines, railroads

and hotels.

Optimism is reflected in fact

that only a few hotels closed for

he summer; every, nitery in town

, going, with only Copa City shutr

tering until late fall. Hotels, are

vanning their amusement facets

(intimeries and cafes) fully staffed

and bookings for talent is at win-

ter peak, though the payoff fac-

tor has been cut down from the

snowtime period in .
some cases.

For first time in several summers.
Beachcomber reopened with a

show featuring acts from the mod-
est salary bracket, headed by
Johnny Howard and Hal - Winter

and with a ‘Selma Marlowe, produc-

tion. Also reopening after several

years of summer hiatus is the for-

mer Kitty Davis’, which lately has

been a Yiddish-American spot but

is now going Latin with change of

name to El Mamba.
Clover's Big Budget

Heading up the contingent -in

way of budget is Clover Club’s big-

(30-people) revue, “A Night In
Havana,” and with Phil Spitalny

and his Hour of Charm group due
for a date at week's end. Martha
Raye at her Five O’clock Club is

doing socko business, per usual,

aided by the Ben Yost singers and
the run of the better young comics
with Jackie Kannon current.
Vagabonds, at their club, keep
pulling healthy patronage. In their
show case they feature fairly new
faces in the supporting slots.

Along the hotel line, the Sans
Souci keeps them coming via their
established year-round policy fea-
turing recording or fairly well es-
tablished middle-bracket namCs.
Casablanca is close up on that pol-
icy, setting up two shows and two
acts, usually a femme for the sbng
end and a comic in the top slot.

Current are Sammy Walsh and
Phyllis Arnold. Saxony, one of
the plushiest of the group, keeps
shifting from club-dates to one-
week stands, with patronage pull
varying.

Nautilus Hotel, with a big roc
still can’t seem to hit the jackp
due largely to management’s ti

dency to trying unknowns or lo
acts, for the lures. In. weeks whi
they’ve booked talent th;
worked

.
hereabouts or is est

lished in a video or record;
sense, they’ve seen plenty of pi
up in receipts.

Rest of the ocean-fronters f
ture bands and Latino dance
with occasional acts. .. Late sp
such as Dream Bar uptown is <

°t the more popular for the drh
and-listen set, as is the long est
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e
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mil Jordan. Mother Kelly’s, la:
mark along Dade Blvd., is going
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’ with a three‘

Aperies, of which- th
are many, continue with their v
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Grade Barrie, MiltKafka

Buy Celebrity Club, Miam
Alan

Miami Beach, June 24.
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^
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Hypnotist Morton’s Wow
$25,800 in Toronto 3

' Toronto, June 24.
The Great Morton, Australian

hypnotist, closed a three-week
stand at the Royal Alexandra here
with phenomenal grosses of $5,400,
$8,600 and $8,800, or $25,800 for a
nqvelty one-man show that drew
“supporting cast” from the audi-
ence with plenty of takers.. The
1,525-seater was scaled at $2 top.
Famous Players is now complet-

ing details to route Merton across
Canada, following his Toronto re-
ception and previous 14 weeks in
Montreal. The Aussie has been
again pencilled into the Royal
Alexandra for four weeks, playing
Aug. 18 to Sept. 13 in competition
with the Canadian National Ex-
hibition. #

RKO Expands On

Legit, Concerts
RKO is slated to spread the spot

concert and legit policy into more
houses thb? year. Policy, hereto-
fore on an experimental basis at
the ‘ RKO Keith’s, White Plains,
which was taken over for one night
weekly by Mrs. Julian Olney for a
concert series, will spread to the
RKO Boston Theatre, Boston.
House has .been using spot- vaude
bookings.
The Boston has set “Don Juan in

Hell,” with its original cast, star-
ring Charles Laughton, . Charles
Boyer, Sir Cedric Hardwicke and
Agnes Moorhead, for a full week
starting Nov. 24 and has signed
for a single performance of “John
Brown’s Body,” Dec. 17.

The White Plains'- house this
week renewed its contract with
Mrs. Olney for the weekly one-
nighters starting in October. Al-
ready. set for that theatre are the
Ballet Theatre, Oct. 14; N. Y. City
Opera Co. presentation of “La Tos-
ca,” Oct. 28; “Don Juan in Hell,”
Nov. 17; Philadelphia Orchestra,
Dec. 11; “John Brown’s Body,”
Dec. 15, and Koester & Stahl, dance
recitalists, March 25.

MCA’S 3-DAY SHOW

FOR SUPERLINER U. S.

Music Corp. of America set a
three-day show for the festivities

marking the maiden voyage of the

new superliner United States.

Margaret Phelan, Russell Swann
and -Phyllis 3c Teddy Rodriguez
have been 'signed for the series of

parties to be given in the ship’s

ballroom. Show opened yesterday
(Tues.).

Gayoso, Memphis, Plots

Names After Facelift

Memphis, June 24.

The Gayoso, one of Memphis’
first downtown hotels, is skedded
for a complete facelifting lobby
job and a new ballroom for the

fall season. Jack and Fred Gold-
smith, who o. and o., said that the

new ballroom will be extended
from the present mezzanine level

across the entire lobby.

It is being constructed into two
rooms, and plans are in the offing

to book name bands and shows in

here when the hotel overhaul job

is completed. The hotels Peabody
and Claridge are currently book-

ing name bands and attractions

into their Skyway and Balinese

rooms, respectively.

John Singer's Later Exit

John Singer has resigned from
the Ken Later Agency to return to

business on his own. He was with

the Later office for several months:

Singer will not be replaced at

that office. Last week, the agency
took on Stan Scottland, who will

absorb most of Singer’s duties.

Bill Bradbcer, who formerly
handled Decca publicity and pro-

motion in Canada, has opened a

‘talent agency in Toronto.

—
3*

Vic Hyde to U.S. in July
Stockholm, June 24.

Vic Hyde, currently on a vaude
and cabaret tour of Scandinavia,
sails July II for U. S. to complete
long list of engagements. • He is at
the Tivoli here until June 30.

U. S. dates lined up include fairs,
at Plainville, Cjoriji.; Bajigor, Me.,
Presque Isle, Me., Elmira, N. Y.,
and Allentown, Pa, He has. a week
at Ottawa, Ontario, Aug- 18.

Par Pact Pulls

Hutton From CNE
Betty Hutton has cancelled out

as pacted headliner at $e Cana-
dian National Exhibition, Toronto,
because of Paramount's insistence
that she was needed at ’that time
(late August, early September) to
start work on a new picture. Miss
Hutton was booked for $50,000 plus
50% jo£ the gross above $350,000.
Last year, Jimmy Durante drew
over $460,000.

It’s not yet known who’ll succeed
Miss Hutton at the CNE. Red
Skelton, previously mentioned as a
possibility, is reported not avail-
able.

There is some likelihood that
CNE will try to go without a top-
liner for the 24,000-seat grand-
stand. There has been consider-
able agitation for an all-Canadian
production. Exhibition execs may
attempt this if a headliner doesn’t
become available immediately.

Judge Whammos 2|G Fine

On E. St Loo Cafe Three

For Low-Proof Bottling

St. Louis, June 24.

District Judge Fred L. Wham,
East St. Louis, 111., last week
meted out a total of $2,500 in fines
to J.- Fred Koenig, owner of the
Playdium, downtown nitery in East
St. Louis; his wife, Grace, and man-
ager, Birney T. Havey, Jr., for vio-

lation of internal revenue laws by
re-using whiskey bottles. He put
them on probation for six months.

Trio was convicted by a jury May
21 after internal revenue agents
testified they had checked part of

the liquor stock in the nitery and
found 30 bottles which contained
liquor of lower proof than indicated
on the high-priced whiskey labels.

They were found not guilty on an-
other. charge of conspiracy to

violate the internal revenue laws.

The maximum penalty that could
have been assessed was a. $1,000
fine and two years in prison, but
Judge Wham fined Koenig $900
and the others $800 each.

This was Koenig's second brush
with the law, having pleaded guilty

to the charge of being a black mar-
ket liquor dealer in St. Louis in

1944. He formerly was a deputy
clerk in the St. . Louis Court of

Criminal Correction. -

Mpls., Dancer Out on Bail

In ‘Lewd, Indecent’ Rap
Minneapolis, June 24.

Appearing at Phil’s, nitery billed

as “an exotic and character . dan-
cer,” Jeanie Andrews was arrested

by Jake Sullivan and Ray • Cronin
of the police department morals
squad after they witnessed her
performance. She was charged
with disorderly conduct in a pub-
lic place and released on $200 bail.

The policemen stated it wasn’t

that Miss Andrews was so under-
clad but that “certain contortions,

Which were a part of her dance,
were lewd and indecent.”

Miss Andrews was rounding out
two weeks at Phil’s which h^d
picked up her option for another
fortnight at the time of the arrest.

The fact'’ that Phil’s is located in

an uptown business section is be-

lieved to have brought the police

action. In the loop, the police have
been showing more leniency to the

same sort of entertainment.

Sanders Joins MAC
Paul Sanders, who conducted an

indie agency in Chicago, has joined

the staff of Mercury Artists Corp.,

N. Y.
Sanders has been in the agency

business for a little over 10 years

and prior to that was an outdoor
organizer for the Actors Federation

of America, which later became the

American Guild of Variety Artists.
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AsAGVA’sCoast Counsel
* '• ('

t

1

Hollywqod, June 24. 1

Mort Harper, Coast attorney of
the American Guild of Variety
Artists, ‘'is reported leaving that
post, Differences have developed
between Harper, and Eddie Rio,
Coast regional director of AGVA,
and latter is said to have asked
for Harper’s replacement.

Harper and Rio have been fairly

close and worked together on the
AGVA tele show this past’ season
in which Bob Hope contributed his

services. Television Authority,
however, ruled that acts must be
paid their usual salaries on tele,

and -the AGVA show, had to be
cancelled. Harper had been work-
ing on a plan under which AGVA
could resume its TV shows, but
failed to come up with a format
that could get around TVA rules.

AGVA Execs Hit

Merger Blueprint
Hollywood, June 24.

Majority of exec board of Ameri-
can Guild of Variety Artists is op-
posed to final blueprint of plan for
five-branch merger, after hearing
details of contemplated merger as
drawn up by professors from
UCLA and Cornell U. Opposition
is based chiefly on plan’s setting up
of locals, • with AGVA preferring
branch operations. Technical ob-
jections were raised also.

Jonas Silverstone, guild counsel
from N*. Y., explained final draft to

the board here last week. Silver-
stone’s views that plan does not
draw distinct divisional lines and
feeling that “we must explore a
means to establish rapport through
discussions with the other guilds
as quickly as possible, since we all

want merger,” were shared by
board. Latter referred plan to na-
tional exec committee, national ad-
ministrative secretary ajid merger
committee.

It’s believed Equity and Ameri-
can Guild of Musical Artists will

oppqse plan's setup on local opera-
tions, since both guilds favor
branches, as does AGVA.

MEL SPOT BOOKINGS

IN WB PHILLY HOUSE

Bob Hope has reversed’ hjmself
and. wm actively s^ek .the presi-
dency of the American Guild of
Variety Artists* against
the inoumhfcj&t, GeJorigle: Price. Pe-
titions are ' ctirren#? :being circu-
lated to put Hope on the AGVA
ballot which is expected to go out
shortly.

The two-way race Is a result of
the proddings of Coast regional di-

rector Eddie Rio who appealed to
Hope to run for the union’s top
office. Rio was one of the assis-

tants who worked with Hope and
Bing Crosby on the Olympic Fund
telethon over the past weekend.
Hope is reported to have *

originally declined to run on the.
ground that he would be unable
to devote time to the post.

Petitions had already started cir-

culating during the AGVA conven-
tion held in Hollywood. It was
revealed that many who signed the
plea were among those seconding
Pride’s nomination. Those that did
both declared they had no idea
that Hope would be available for
the post.

Price stated that he’s happy to
see Hope in the race. He said, “I
wish more top actors would in-
terest themselves in AGVA and
get in there and do some work. I

would then feel that the union
is in -safe hands. If Hope would
take an active interest in the
union, I would be glad to step dowji
even before the elections.” _

-

In some quarters, it's felt that
the Coast section of the union
would like to see the bulk of union
activities emanating from that
sector. It’s reasoned that if a
majority of the union f

s officers
and board are- stationed in that
area, it’s conceivable that Holly-
wood could be -the focal point in
the setup."

In order to get Hope’s name on
the ballot, supporters will have to -
collect 200 signatures of members’**
in good standing by tomorrow
(Thurs.).

PADDOCK, A.C., FACES

LOSS OF LICENSE
- Atlantic City, June 24.

Paddock International, mid-city
nitery which has had repeated
brushes with the law the past
dozen years, is in trouble again. Its

operators, the M. PT Corp., Morris
Perlstein, president, and his wife,
Hannah, secretary-treasurer, have
been ordered to appear before Al-
cohol Beverage Control authorities
in Newark on Friday (27) to give
reasons why their license should
not be revoked.

With the Earle, Philadelphia,

presently closed, possibilities are

that the Warner chain may open
either the Fox or Mastbaum on a

spot vaude booking for a forthcom-
ing tour by Dean Martin & Jerry

Lewis. Dates for the comics’ jaunt

haven't been set yet, pending okay
by Paramount studios for the tour.

Studio is currently figuring out the

duo’s schedule and Music Corp. of

America will work out the avail-

able time.
'

The Warner chain, which recent-

ly closed the Earle, presumably
for the summer only, will put other

spot shows into one of the two
Philly houses, probably oh a per-

manent basis.

The Martin & Lewis tour will

encompass the Fox, Detroit, and
Philadelphia. Team is also likely

to play the Chez Paree, Chicago,

and is signed for the Texas State

Fair, Dallas, in October.
There’s possibility that the team

may repeat at* the Paramount, N.Y.

AGVA’* Mix Nix
Hollywood, June 24.

Dancers Zarco & D’Loris were
pulled from Million Dollar Thea-
tre by Eddie Rio, Coast rep Ameri-
can Guild 'of Variety Artists, be-

cause of union ruling nixing mix-
ing with non-union members. Also
yanked was what Rio described as

a “monkey act.”

Theatre, a Mexican house, has
non-union orch. Other acts on
bill, from south of the border, were
also non-union.

Jackie Kannon is signed for the
Five O’Clock Club, Miami, June 25,

and follows with the Capitol The-
atre, Washington, July 24.

The spot is charged by the ABC
with “lewdness and immoral ac-
tivity in and upon the licensed
premises in that female enter-
tainers performed in a lewd, inde-
cent and immoral manner and a
male entertainer recited stories

having lewd, lascivious, indecent,
filthy, disgusting and suggestive
import and meaning” on the night

’

of June 10 and morning of June
11 .

Club faces suspension if not loss

of license at time when biggest

crowds are entertained, the 10-

week summer season.

Canadian Coin to Offset

New Hampshire Biz Drop
Concord, N. H., June 24.

Two new influences are expected
to be felt in the amusement busi-

ness at New Hampshire’s vacation*
spots this summer.

A loss of business from de-

pressed textile-tnanufacturing cen-
tres is likely to be offset by an in-

flux of newly-prosperous Canadian
industrial workers with plenty of

coin to sp$nd. Already, Hampton
Beach reports that for the first time
in history more than 50% of its

vacation inquiries have come from
over the border in Canada.

Television will be another fac-

tor, it has been pointed out by the

state's recreational promoters. This
will be especially true during the
political conventions in Chicago.

In the 'Hampton area, hotels and
guest houses are advertising their

television facilities, while most of

the -North Country resorts remain
at a disadvantage in being out of

the present range of TV reception.
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How many other clubs, outside a
in some amazing mid-air gym- , . clever satire. Takes it easy with

gambling spot, would be able to
nastics< With a seating capacity of nearly

first monology, then begins build- When the Silver Slipper Saloon

afford this is an interesting ques- Riverside starlets are fresh and i 800 jn an area covering approx- ing with flrst impresh set of Cary opened its swinging doors in Sen-

tion. Even at that, it takes a big- lovely ,in two new routines, the
imately a city block, Stanley -Buns- Qrant, Clark Gable, Gary Cooper, tember, 1950, spot caught on im.

hearted gambler to part with this products of George Moro. He trub unveils bis mammoth nitery president Truman and Nat Cole* mediately with its “gay ’90s
T*

Continued from page it " ;-r-' >. ' Johnny* Morgan, Michael Gaylord clarinet.

mo I P»PH* He clowns on the canvas Orch
_

( 12 ), Jay Laws

selling point. Result: Better than Las Vegas.

average crowds, moderate to. good A1 Donahue’s orch is well re

reception, decent possibilities of ceived here.
;

Mark.

selling this package elsewhere. And —
with a little more time and effort 0llo Flftl, Ave., K. V. ,

toward presentation, the show will
, Corey, Annette Warren

shaoe up considerably. Right now, He™ G rey, *.

On© Fifth Av©., K. Y. ,

Herb Corey ,
Annette Warren, etc

the draw of names in. this spot,
gESStt*.^1

^“^ in a

which has built a solid rep for Q^rthy and Bill Corum. Neat beg- re-created early Nevada boom,
good food with medium budgeted

off gag is a honey. - - ^°wn, also patterned itself as a

shows and which gets heavy filay «
, tcremo breaks Up the musi-

jko^wise. After a

from organizations, clubs, partres,
cai lorepaxt vi Wc yiuuucuui. standard intime nitery format

JSS with .result that biz fell off.
''

aisstiss &ssr-^ siem**ism&imtification.
Bob Downey’s experimentation Kathryn Duffy Dansations take a over to former vaude hoofe^Eddie

Baker has included in this trav- ...
; c navirn? nflf hnndilv for largest nitery in the

.
B t 'nnreev nlnt.fer fave. “Wimoweh” Fox to hook and nroHupp
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„11f^ fsy: With talent is paying off handily for.—
. ,

. ovn^iiont luttp wiui uaiciiL io «*» --- nnp wppk stanza cafe was Horsey platter fave, Wimoweh, Fox to book and produce. Budget
elmg quiz show the excellent little

Qne Fifth Avenue. It’s one of the current one-week stan
, ^ for opening routine, setting up was upped allowing current galaxy

comic Jerry Bergen In two brief ^e
%“0

n
per

V
0US iounge operation^ bright mood immediately; Finale which should jampack thf

bits before tbe qu^- be rocks the u
Greenwich Village sector, ^^nde^av to boo?in'stors is whopping ‘ dazzler,

.
‘‘Memories of seater every show. Continuance

restaurant. Best is bis violin
d it

<

s high average intake is due plans are underway to dook li

hiSro Spain,” with applause-tickling of this plan is certain to return
**solo. In especially

primarily to the performers that
is extremelv stroblight effect." Christina Carson forfaer SRO status,

by the orch, be almost .lulls him-
j^owney ^gg developed. allowing room to centers with her castenets and fine Spark of former show cycle was

self to sleep while standmg. In a
powney apparently O

goes for, a
5J®5jlfn5S

ll

a5
,

Hal arts
8
which are feeling for the Iberian beat. John- vet comic Hank Henry. Wise move

brief excbaj18e with
... biend 0f sophistication superim-
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ny O’Brien has his innings’ a^ em- |in. bmging back the burly buffoo!

self to sleep while standing. In a

brief exchange with Baker, the
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ot as weU '

cals. Will.

group, is a big blonde who. sings tu
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and is the butt of Baker-Bergeb
jibes. In one serious venture, “Em-

Herb Corey is one of the win- shF^
t
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Ottawa, June ZO. I terper Kalantan. No mere strip-

:rs. He’s grown considerably , M-nSnute’ stint which In- JeH Sullivan, Allan Drake, Per, gorgeous; brunet with finely
, J J.1 Wltn a 00-miiiui.t: &L1HI. ***

I A „ T-i. • _ TTrr, T -urrmitdit framf> wnrk« in n pronfi.m

Gailnenw €lwl»9 Ottawa

will return, with Henry a big hunk
of bait because of his standing as
‘a resident of the town.

Headliner this fortnight is exotic

Ottawa, June 20,* “terper Kalantan. No mere strip.

Jibes. on® since he debuted there as an ama-
braceable You, -she exhibits a

t r some years ago. He has
pleasant operatic quality.

gained to assurance and projection ™nd?’- the''

v

sDe’cial "“Stending 75c cover, $l Sat.
' vrvanco, tinea perhaps

l£Sw\^{latiHSI
ta”^alh

‘? smooth, sleek~and sophisticated

emere but before
g
the Paris bUtro

roo.ms!
r
'lBs discourse on the Sears te^B’erniy'‘“'rohan'’an'd Benny G^neau'ciub’s tdp^pot this week
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Mazorni^and four girls throw

elections running trademark at opener but has since effort. Working this vast cafe can
g

n
College of* Pacific muSc

nn thP through, comprise excellent ma- added it to stanza. Combination of be tough for a single, but Miss nnLif (

m
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#«rinnS
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^«d

0
?nV nf terial tlrat could take him ardund gaiis nifty appearance and slick Sullivan reached every table with- Fll^n ^niot?nn)

U
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gunfire one of the S?l’s falls off
the chichi c

1

ircu
]
t handily - Hes pipes result in begoff. out trouble and played to a 10-song he^eU ^rpfng ^nsTei^orchir^ng

ahleh’ stairwav into
1

Mazonne’s off to a C0UPle of encores. - Balance of bill is also solid, with begoff each show. Best when* her Follies line moved toto

arms
h
He lue^herba^ mTthe other Perf9rm1

er here is Annette the Rivieras scoring strongly via tune is bouncy, she still works
the soot for solos ’ Booking^ in

same flight tears
C
fn his eyes

1

is
Warren, a nice-looking youngster reverse Apache routine, the gal plenty okay in everything she does, MexicoCitv Florida and recentSdHlC niRllki>i ICcUS in n*M cycoj lo Uof* w» n/lo rtAn/I in fVia ilnfaidvi U am aIa n »*ai i*i/1 4«n*iAA -fa-m IVICaILO V^ILj^ * * IvllUdj <I11U lvLClll

since he debuted there as an ama-
ciudes “Congratulate Me, I’m in Angela & Eric Wilnow, June Oliver wrought frame works in a creative •

teur some years ago. He has T 0ve »» “Detour” “Whispering Girls (6), Harry Poxy Orch (8); .4° Tn
^aclc

5
roU

vJ j
musiC

u

gained in assurance and projection Winds“. the soecial. “Standing 75c cover, $1 Sat.
from the Sumac platters. Word*

iuai iwuiu iuvuuu gars nuty appearance uuu aixcn. oumvan reacneu every tauie wuu- rnr. Upw,
gunfire one of the S??s falls off
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]
t handily - Hes pipes result in begoff. out trouble and played to a 10-song he^eU ^rpfng msTei^orchir^ng

a hleh stairwav into
1

Mazonne’s off to a C0UPle of encores. - Balance of bill is also solid, with begoff each show. Best when* her K V polifes w moved ?nto

arms
igh

He lue^herba^ mTthe other Perf9rm1
er here is Annette the Rivieras scoring strongly via tune is bouncy, she still works

the spot for solos ’ Booking^ in

same flight tears ^fn his
k
eves

1

is
Warren » a nice-looking youngster reverse Apache routine, the gal plenty okay in everything she does, MexicoCitv Florida and recent

shot at the 'tOD droSs the femme who has made good
,
n the uPtown tossing her male partner around including two she wrote lyrics for vea?s stand at Dan’s International

who slides back to the bottom’ swankeries. Miss. Warren .has an with abandon. Also include a fast _“Rum and Coca Cola” and “Reg- moDedTS to
and then

S

hefallS

t0

off the stairs
agUe and smooth delivery tha* jitterbug, winding with series of ular Men.” moreTxtSidld^nitery ?frcuiUne

onto
1

a stratesicallv-Dlaced wine makes her look good in contrasting butterflies and double cartwheels. Allan Drake, who also emcees,
m
Woo

6
Woo Stevens ^eniovs a Dhe-

keg oif abar
6
smashing it to Wt^ deliveries. On might caught, Miss The Belmonts, another terp duo, is an effective gab and tune man n0meSarreD in certam haunts for

It
8
stom everything in

8
the casino Warren shifted between sensitive grab slick reaction with waltz, but needs better material. Too blue but highlJ

including
6
the roulettes.

C
’ baUads andbroad farce it’s an tango and foxtrot ballroomology for this location, his opening shows

Jj
Paul & Paulette are a trampoline odd combination that fits her Good and a fast,mambo which eases into could also stand freshening and 5

mits having one of the corniest

duo who -5re limited by the height writing and arrangements are evi- an Irish jig. Pair is neatly attired addition of more punch for any-
act in th| bi but can do no

- .. . . ... 47 ° HaaV jpQV> Hng V1SU31 impact* . nmhttA Iripan itrifh urAnlr pViiIT Ha wvv*' t . . .
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of the Riverside ceiling. However, ae™; . . , . .. .. .

the act doesn’t lack for excitement , P1
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with some double somersaults and sisted by Harold 3£onville« The two tap and soft*shoe by Lewis & van> suitable S30S

twists thrown in. Sexy Paulette combine for some fine twin ivory- followed by vocal stanza of. spot’s farther.

Bill tees off with sesh of fast collects
where. Even with weak stuff he

w:7h wrong with his -following which
pa^?Vng ’ w th bappens t0 be 0f sizable propor-

,ags he could go a lot
turns m Vegas. Trademark is

introduces the act as a gym in-
structress, while Paul is the rube

ing to warm up the house. Jose. longtime singer, Ted Cole. Guy Angela & Eric Wilnow, terp team
: r- effectively baritones such ballads in from Denmark, could eliminate

Va*a1 Itmllfifiikn feflnls as “Tenderly,” “Be Anything” and the comic' efforts, tighten theirnoiei uaui8svn9 xvafiis* “Forgive Me” in casual style for routine and thus greatly improve
n/r

Minneapolis, June 21. njce mftt reaction. their ,act. Appearance is good but
Maureen Cannon, Ramon Noval Layout Is emceed by. Johnny current offering has rough edges.

Orch (7); ?2,50-?3.50 minimum. Morgan, a comic with a potpourri June Oliver Girls, still looking like
* of Sags, many of which unneces- they just came from high school,
Tiny, pretty Maureen Cannon, sariiy border on the indigo. His acquiring attractive tan in thiswh^pp/?f

pty J13^ enUs£d quite best quip, on viewing the vast ex-, country spot. New boff costumes
a TV following here. dispenses nnnao ft# IVia nifami rfric “TSrtt’ anal nlraif vnnfiitAn aJJ a lal'la 4-ka

Hotel HatUsson9 Mpls*
Minneapolis, June 21.

Maureen Cannon, Ramon Noval
Orch (7); $2J>0-$3.50 minimum.

to make Her completely captivating yocks
in this personal appearance. In-

y
Mu«

for both showbacks and customerm mis personal appearance, in- Musical backgrounding, is sup- dancing. Johnnie Johnston plays
vesting^ her song repertory with pbed by Michael Gaylord’s orch, piano and sings in the' cocktail..A • _ « - . • l/AAVU MJ VIHJ AVI U UAVIIi MAtAAlw
Winning exuberance, sparkle, am- upped from its usual five men to lounge
mation and zest and embellishing 12

,
with maestro batoning all butmuch of her chirpmg with amusing page stint, which is handled by

Gorm.

1 • i A 1 • - V|7 . . , - 1 05V OtA4Ui VVAIAVll AO AAai*UlCU MJ
bits of business, the is consider- Jack Rael The Johnny Gonzales
able of an asset fpr this smart, in- rhumband purveys Latino rhythms

hSSd* S°S',Sd
^.fn.

SU
S^°,

r between sets. Gaylord’s aug-
,?.

£
El ® ,?"

1
.. .

mented crew is being held over.
tainment. She does so well by her
surefire hit parade, familiar musi-
cal comedy and old time favorites
numbers, frequently heard over
the air or elsewhere, that they bear,
repetition at her. .hands, and her

ge sum, wnicn is nanaiea Dy nnn tc w
ck Rael. The Johnny Gonzales ^ a "

umband purveys Latino rhythms (FOLLOWUP)
|

tween sets. Gaylord’s aug- The Bon Soir has by now become
mted crew is being held over. the Greenwich Village edition of
Biz terrific. Elie. the Blue Angel or Le Ruban Bleu.

The entertainment is keyed to

Imudepfoiril, S,as V©i|ai» sophisticates from that sector of

Las Vegas June 19 town, and talent that have played
Jimmy Dorsey Orch (16), jay uPt°wn swankeries are called

(Continued on page 52)

COMEDY MATERIAL
For All Branch** af Theatricals

GLASON'S FUN-MASTER
THE ORIGINAL SHOW BIZ GAG HU

(Th* Sorvico of th« Stars)

35 ISSUES $25
First 13 FII*S $7.00. All 35 Issues $M.0D

Singly: $1.05 Each IN SEQUENCE Only

(Beginning with No. 1—No Skipping)

• 3 Bk». PARODIES per book $10 ®

• MINSTREL BUDGET •

• 4 BLACKOUT BKS.» ea. bk S*5 «

HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES
(reissue), $3.00 .

GlAHT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS, $300. Worth over a thousand

NO C.O.D.'S

fAULA SMITH
200 W. 54 St., Now York 1 9 Dept. V

Circle 7-1130

Elie.

Grant's Riviera
RESTAURANT AND BAR

1 58 W. 44 St.. New York LU 2-4438

WHER$ SHOWBUS1NESS MEETS

* TALENT CONTEST *

MONDAY NIGHTS
1 Prise: Professional engagement

I ' Oupi I cat* Prim Awarded In (he Caw at He»

IN THE HEART OF CHICAGO'S LOOP
near the Chicago, Harris, Selwyn and
Erlanger Theatres, and adiacent to all

television stations it's the

RANCROFT HOTEL
89 W. Randolph St. Franklin 2-4740

Special Rates for Show Folk
Newly Decorated New Management

at lies, .puus, mm ner _
- ^“'1 ..... ^

routine proves entirely acceptable. Lawrence, Bela Kremo, Sandy t^
S h

-
0sp^e

'
. ,

The highly personable Miss Can- &vans, JSleanor Russell, Johnny Negro singer Jimmie Daniels,

non attempts practically no side O'Brien, Christina Carson, Kathryn ^®lv
fr
^f

S
wiii^

nte
f
tamS

’
i

ha
^

3

excursions into patter, a few brief Odffy Dansations (7); no cover or
}

ai
£
ly

.
Pat

f il^u
ia sewC^lng

explanatory introductions to selec- minimum.
tions being the extent of her vocal ,

* 3 sul
^
a
5
le

interruptions. She makes no ring- A-bundance of everything — team
* they stay around for

side tables tours, either. Instead,, music, comedy, novelty—lifts this s on end * He had Tony &
she confines herself to a pure-and- hour-plus chapter into a first-rate

*
dd

?
e
,

for an exceedingly long

simple, unvaried song recital, go- lure for next two frames. stretch, and now Kirkwood^ &
ing straight from one' number to Jimmy Dorsey brought his con- Goodman are trying out all their

another while remaining stationery tingent of tootlers into this wig- ne^ matenal for a long term,

at the mike. But she is so com- warn last summer and proved his Barnes is another longtime
pletely ear and eye intriguing and worth as a draw despite formidable entertainer here. Negro singer has
the numbers are so listenable that competition elsewhere on the one of the more highly developed
the performance never becomes strip. Expert blowing, coupled styles that accents comedy,
monotonous and is always delight- with his long-standing name in the There s a good folksy quality in
ful. music biz, marks the J. D. saxa- son

)
e of her numbers, but her

She doesn’t need to take a back phobia as attention-riveter during f°rte » is the impact with
Seat to Vivian Blaine or Carrol his second Thunderbird booking. which she puts over a line. She’s
Channing for his renditions of Spreads solo work around amongst ®xPer^ *n ^us direction and stays
“Take Back Your Mink” and “A his corps of solid sidemen. Jimmy ^or a *ew ehcores.
Little Girl from Little Rock.” She’s Henderson rips into “Lover” on “ The newcomer for this edition
also completely successful with hie tram; augmented by some terrif Hamish Menzies, Scottish pian-
“Gee But You’re Swell,” “Broken mute effects from the brass section, ist-singer, who provides an^enter-
Hfearted,” “Back in the Good Old Male vocalist Sandy Evans has a taining turn. Menzies is a person-
Days,” “Week End in Havana” and shot at the spot, booming out “Tak- able chap who spices his tunes
•"Row. Row, Row.” ing a Chance on Love,” “Broken- with subtle indigoisms: Net effect
Upon its initial appearance here, Hearted,” “Kiss of Fire,” for ex- is fine inasmuch as his catalog is

the Ramon Noval Latin-American cellent reception. Later, following punctuated with sly laughs. Some
crew7 impresses as an excellent ag- the Bela Kremo inning, Dorsey of the songs are his own. Conse-
gregation for this spot, being a brings on his Dorseyland crew for quently, he knows how they should
novelty as well as topnotch dance a driving “South Rampart Street be sung and proceeds to do so. He’s
and show orchestra, with Noval Parade,” which merits top mitts. off to healthy palms.

Th* MIMIC MEN
PAlACJE. Nrw York

OPENING JUNE 20

Rees. ‘Guy Is a Guy,” latter with
piano.

Jose .

650 0i

WHEN IN BOSTON

|
lf'$ the

HOTEL AVERY
Avtry A Washington Sts.

The Heme of Show

JACK DENTON
WORLD'S GREATEST COMEDIAN

There's feet* some

discMscIon »m this.
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Silver Slipper, Ijw Vegas
shouting o! "woo woo? between

ditties; which is picked, up by

UhW&M* echoed throu^t M
25-mhiute stint of old-rime

P
°B0b

a
e/to has tin unusual PUP"

potter act, containing TOong his

Soils an artist that, by adroit

string-pulling^ sketches upon a

miniature pafi and easel. Others

include a scepia ))lues shouter, a

stripper, and West Indies mambo
terpers, Isabelle Dwan belts, over

a brace of Sophie Tuckerisms in

tunes • and manner, and graps

heavy mitts with tag moments of

energetic high kicks. For
e
woman

of her heft, such athletic- diver-

sions seem somewhat sstauhding.

Jimmy Cavanaugh aids through^

out with his warbling, and' **

stooge for Hank Henry, Ha was

In the original ‘ company that

opened the Slipper/

line of four dolls lend the spirit

of old-time western frontier

saloons with their opening Can
Can,” and curtain song and dance.

Pud Brown’s Plxielanders, aug-

mented by a local 389 trumpeter

and standby 88’er, George Bed-

man, had some difficulties in run-

ning down varied scores at first,

but will steady in time. will.

Bellevue Ca»lu«, Mont’l
Montreal, Jun4 20.

Roger Ray, Fedi Pcdi/4 Phihpi,

Clef Dwellers (6), Charles Tyrell,

Genia Mel, Casino Line (10), Biic

Belair Orch (11), Buddy Clayton

,

Quartet with Ann Somers; $1
admission.

With the impact of the tourist

biz already taking effect around

town and grosses up in all the

major saloons, manager Harry
Holmok is currently getting his

share with dividends—for. present

offering. As usual, the payoff pro-

ductions are under the firm hand
of Mme. Kamarova, who mixes the

artistic with banality for big re-

turns. With the exception of the

Clef Bwellers and Fedi Fedi, most
of the acts have played this room
before and all are welcome re-

turnees.
Headliner. Roger Ray, back from

a hefty session in Australia with a

touring “Peep Show” company, is

as effective as ever with his corned-
up marimba playing and gin sales-

man routine. Poorly placed mikes
didn’t help his gabbing on night
caught and guy has same tendency
to take umbrage at any patron who
doesn’t give him full attention.

Baritone Charles Tyrell (New
Acts) is standout in the big “Show
Boat” spectacle midway through
reyue, and hoofer Genia Mel shows

Continued from 58

best advantage

Bagatelle* Leaden
London, June 18.-

Hadda Brooks, Arnold Bailey

Swingtette, Edmundo Ros Rhumba
Band; $5.75 minimum.

to best advantage in the .finale The British cabaret debut of

when she gets a spot thatris better Hadda Brooks doesn’t measure up

suited to her particular style. In to expectations. Her recent^ work

earlier moments, tb&-tritti^’per- in Hollywood films gave rise to

former is .hesitant as hopes that: the Sepia songstress

jgh $h<?~ were das^hi Pn. eggs* would folloiV the long line of hit

Jf nthe wewcomerrFedl^di and attractions from America and chalk

Bs gjtacked doll darttfenr draw Up a personal success.
;

a biS^B®evue recepti<m>fiecause Gal is a looker, is Attractively

of physical position of guy'and the gowned, and has a fine pair of

one costume (he performs doubled- pipes,,. but her act is. completely

up, using his arms as femme legs unimaginative and frequently dull,

and wearing male and female it has no spark of originality,

dummies in Latin outfits on his with too many conventional ar-

back), there is" little, chance for the rangements of old-time, song hits.,

necessary variations. Act tends to por half the act the chanteuse Is

become repetitious' despite novelty self-accompanied. She’s an ac-

and guess element for the clientele. COmplished pianist but tries none
•The Clef Dwellers, two gals and of the classical stuff for which she

'four guys, have youth and looks
is noted. instead she offers a

on their side but suffer from over- hoogie interpretation of “Hu-
arranged. number*.

r .

Combo also moresqUe,”
loses overall effectiveness because the standard 30-minute
of poor positioning on billv^ They Spot Miss -Brooks gets her best
precede the

.

^

Shjw reception for a couple of breezy
Boat” production (which they also

n(|mbers. “I’m the Lonesomest Girl
appear in) and tjie seemingly end-

in r^owii” and “Hey Monsieur.” The
less vocalizing period is tao

st Louis Blues” as it might bC
for even the most hardened Bel- p^yed In New York’s Greenwich
levuite. *

, . village doesn’t-mean much to the
The Four Phttjpsjmd their

' Londoners in the audience> al-
ing Indian club tossing are sur^re* ^ ^ it jg obviously enjoyed by
for any big layout. Working with Yanks

th^r̂ n
d
.
e“A% Act*is showcased in straight-

and wind up w|^ i^hirlwind pitch
forward style by^ Arnold Bailey

making 12 clubs look like .50. Swingtette who 'provide the terp-

.cSr‘et al the B>Uevue lin?of in^ythm with the Edmundo Ros

eight ponies and two well-exposed comber. My •

Showgirls' still rivets best attention.

Mapes Skyroom, Ken©
Reno, June 20.

Beatrice Kay ( with Sylvan
Green), Artie James

t
Walton &

O'Rourke, Jean Devlin Skylettes

(8), Eddie'' Fitzpatrick Orch; no
cover or minimum.

fart of the appeal, besides the

revealing Costumes and shapely
figures, is probably due to the fact

that these dolls can dance and,

what’s more, they all seem to like

the work. *" Newt.

Bl
Beatrice Kay clowns and laughs

« 4 If!?' through. a lot of her old standards,
Jimmy Ames, Noble k King, In-

a load of fine new mate-
strUmentalists (3), Alice

t
Hall Appearance is no longer in

Quartet (4) ;no cover or minimum. Gay ’90s costume but in a neat
white strapless that makes her

-El Cortez Hotel was at one time, look like a garden party hostess—

the rival of the Nevada Biltmore but not for long. Wlth husband

for top name acts in "Vegas. Over Sylvan Green at the piano, riie red-

a decade ago, this hospice was a head delivers a tasty pudding of

must for nltery rounders. After the. old tunes, parody, and special ma-,

first resort hotel was built (El terial. *

Rancho Vegas) in 1940 and _ Opening with “Mention My
calamitous howls to the contrary Name.ni Reno” and “Remember its

notwithstanding proved that future Our Country That’s at Stake, ***

SISTERS
World Famous

i Siamoso Twins

CURRENTLY

RKO PALACE THEATRE
TOLEDO, OHIO
Personal Management

ROSS FRISCO
100 iDylrtoi Sh Boston, Mass.

big biz was headed for wide-open
spaces of sage and sand south of

.

Vegas proper, downtown* spas de-
1

dependency
clined in popularity.

When the second resort hotel
was built and opened in 1942 by
Texas theatre biggie, the late R. E. yve ^u^,ucuv Ju**

, ... - - . .... . .CJ.. 11.1 1 . J I cheek,* down-cast eyes and kick oj ;

the leg. In a riotous intro to “Put

she
provides a clue fo rest of show.
She ..has remoyed herself from

on double - entendre
lyrics and nbw sells completely
with humor and personality. In
one nifty interlude, she talks for
over five minutes, delivering joke

eminence was definitely sealed.
New luxury caravattsarle was the
Last Frontier. Designer of con- Your Shoes on Nelly,” she jives,

dances, does a comic be-bop, and
struction was Bill Moore, Jr., Grif- Jf * 1

fifh’i npnhpw TTa ns mih- maintains continuous laughter,
fith’s nephew. He remained as pub
licity head and later general man- Special bits like “Anticipation Is

Greater Than Realization” have ex-

%

PATRICE JAN

HELENE and HOWARD
Opining July II (2 weeks

)

s LAST FRONTIER HOTEL
Las Ytgqi, Nev.

Dir.: M.C.A.
Per. Mgt. TOM SHEILS

ager until the hotel was sold last Z
year to the Katleman-Kozloff-Mc- J
Afee combine. Moore immediately

Otter mmbemta?
elude, “I Don’t Care,” “Put Your

announced plans for the huge nine

cost^^OO.OOof buHnstead^f^wait- Arms Around Me/',:YoU Made Me

from*various *?* roller-

the El Cortez, owned by J. K. skating artist. In a noiseless rou-

Houssels Sr longtime eambline ^ine » he waltzes and twirls grace-

?p
0U
anf res!dento

n
f
g
LalVfg“ KIOSKS

They sunk $200,000 into the one . Windup is ^terrific spin whlle
hotel, which had become a com- lighting a cigaret.
mfercial enterprise, and with in- Walton and O’Rourke produce a
g
S*

0
^
s
J!T?

ltStu
5Si ‘‘springtime revue” fo? mario-

services of decorator
>
Tom heftes—the cast including two skel-

etons, a colored porter, a drunken
dowser, and singer and pianist.
Inte^sting and clever addition toOpening last Thursday . fl9) was usual routine is the participation

highiy successful. Din from gaming of one or the other 0fthe ^en ln
tables, wheels and slots drowned the act jwith the wooden charac-

with Villard’s handling they are

Viilai’d accompanle* all offerings

with an agreeably quiet accordion

and is generous with his songalog

on every showing. .

preceding the salty torches of

Villard is the pleasant chnping of

Christine Garden- who bows mto
the Montreal scene for the first

time* and does very nicely, .That

Miss Garden is a newcomer

a

cafe singer is ’ obvious, but there

is a forthrightness about her offer-

ings that evidence basic savvy ,and
future possibilities,

* Leading; off with “Tenderly” she

tries a French "number, ‘ Dancing

With Me,” which seems to he a

little too much for her hv this

room, but she recovers neatly vnth

“Sorrento” for plaudits. Gal has

the voice plus good
.

appearance;

all she needs how are a few origi-

nal arrangements and a sharper

Len Berger and Joska^ d£ Bar-

hary team up for the piano ana

violin interludes between shows
-I

with 88’er Fred Toldy taking the

relief spots.
,

Newt.

•®ddy*% K- C«
,

Kansas City, June 20.

Noonan & Marshall, Oedne Car-

roll, Tonv. DiPardo Orch (8); ?1

ooVer.
- f - .

^

Package which ihe
-

jddy Bros,

have put together for this fortnight

comprises a couple of actS vneW to

this room. . Deane Carroll as .the

musicomedy • styled
^
finger ana,

Noonan & Marshall With', their

broad comedy antics combine tor a.

40-minute session thaPs entertain-

ing throughout. * -

Blonde, petite Miss CarroU’sJ

forte is show favorites sung
straight and embellished with per-

sonality. She roams the floor with

a mike to bring her vocals right to

the audience. A bug or two in the

mike slowed her opening, but once

these were out of the. way she built

nicely to close with a strong recep-

tion.

I “gunny Side Up” and “Granada”
fin Spanish and “I’ll Take Ro-
mance” serve to get her

,
stint un-

derway. She blossoms consider-

ably in “Boutonierre” as she gives

out carnations to male.ringsiders.
Montage of musiqomedy faves, po-

litical parody on “Missouri Waltz
and polished vocal on “Deep in My
Heart” bring work to close.

As with Miss Carroll, Tommy
Noonan & Pete Marshall are new
to Kansas .City, Their lively com-
edy pattern is well suited to this

room. They • get right into the
swing with bit of the magic ear-
plugs in which neither hears the
other without the plugs and only
one set between them. Brings good
round of chuckles and prepares
way for controversial disk jockey,
with Marshall handling the mike
and Noonan' playing the ringside
drunk, Dutchman, Irishman and
typical cab driver interviewees,
ft’s a good session that demon-
strates their versatility.
“Denver Dimples” satirizes the

AM hillbillies with Marshall doing
the comic monology. “TV Audi-
tion” is vehicle for impersonations,
Marshall doing Vaughn Monroe
and Jack Smith while Noonan
pitches in with Gary Cooper and
“J. Steadman” who spells his way
through the audition. Marshall vo-
cals “Five Foot Two” straight, and
two follow with “The Chef AbernI,”
a sock closer..

„ Quin,

JAY MARSHALL
Hiding

Away
at th*

ROXY
(N«w York)

Management:

MARK LEDDY

out songstint of Noble & King m
the Buccaneer Room adjoining,
many times, but could not stop
the leather lungs of comic Jimmy
Ames.
Somewhat on the pallid side are

the duettings of Noble & King.
Pair failed to kindle any spark
from tablers at show caught, and
unless they revitalize their reper
toire, similar reception will con-
tinue. It’s a bit on the lifted pinky
side as duo warble, “Oh My Dari- Paul Villard’s casual manner of
ing,” “Cockeyed Optimist,” “Sep- putting over his sea songs and off-
tember Song,” “When You and I the-cob bits of poetry Is still a
Were Young Maggie Blues,” “Hold heavy draw with patrons of this
Me,” “No Business Like Show plush eatery on the outskirts of
Business” and “We’ll Gather Lilacs Montreal
in the Spring Again.” Garbed in a comfortable seago-

Proceedings take a sharp swing ing rig, Villard reprises most of

ters. . Gfmmick at end of show
brings a marionette around to the
table to sniff at drinks and con-
verge with costumers. Mark.

Ruby Foo’s, Montreal
Montreal, June 21.

Paul Villard, Christine Garden,
Joska de Barbary, Len Berger,
Fred Toldy; no cover or minimum.

3S>w Golden, HeM
Reno, Jnm»

Al Morgan, Helen 0’Comw.ii ,

Step Brothers, Radio
True Dancer

*

(8), Paul PentS? IOrch; no cover or minimum! 4

'This show establishes the- l
Golden a* a hot contender VI? *

race for Beno si^Mf
With four top acts booked S tfccurrent run, there seems toW
doubt about the intentions of t5!management—-to lure the eamwS!
trade with topflight shows ^*
Al Morgan headlines this dm

jjig, layout. Pint-sized bundle 5jtnergy explodes song after zm
for a full 25-minute stint,
recording artist sits at an upriS
and sets a mike stand between w,
knees. Then, in a flailing of arm?
stamping of feet, he keeps patrons
clamoring for more.

n8

Morgan cuts loose with such
things as “When You’re Smiling
“I’ll Never Let You Cry Over Me

"

and a “jealous” medley m
“Jealous,” “Jealous Eyes” anfl

“Jealous Heart.” He is so vigor!
ous in his playing and singing he
cannot be ignored. In addition he
exhibits a great personality and
has interesting catch patter be.
tween songs.

- Helen O’Connell charms via

numbers she helped popularize
with Jimmy Dorsey and Bob Eberln
—-“Green Eyes,” “Tangerine” and
“All of Me.” Her fresh, scrubbed
good looks would make any sharp
patter seem out of place, so she
introduces numbers briefly and
gets on with the singing. Good re-

turns are scored on “Be Anything”
With “Star.. Eyes” she quiets the

place—a difficult job with the res-

taurant opening on to the casino.

The number is done to a nice, soft

rhumba -background. Best encore

i? an oIdie> ‘‘Arthur Murray Taught
Me .Dancing Ift A Hurry.”

The.. Four Step Brothers, in top-

hats, white- V ties, *and tails, have

flash.and sparkle in the teeoff spot.

In great precision taps they show
originality and" clever routining,

Challenges on solo bits keep all

hands clapping. They beg off.

Radio Rogues have a great ses-

sion with Impreshes of everyone

from Benny, Godfrey and Wallace

Beery, to Sinatra, Eckstine, Nat

“King” Cole and Harry Truman,
Sir.ging takeoffs on Sinatra, John-

nie Ray and Vaughn Monroe reap

good mitts. Best serious bit is

Beery in scene from “The Champ.”

The Terry True Dancers are the

best-looking line in the area.

Mark.

Scot Stage-Screen Club in Red
Glasgow, June 17.

Stage and Screen Memorial

Club, social center of show biz

people, which opened here last Oc-

tober, ftisiy 'have to shuttle for fi-

nancial reasons. Club has lounges

dedicated to Sir Harry Lauder and

Will Fyffe. It owes about $9,000.

Show biz folks offered to raise com

via theatre shows.

Dorchester, London
London, June 19.

Barbara Perry, Cyril Grantham
Dorchester-Arcadians, Johnny
“ Orch; $3 minimum.

&
Kefrison

upward when zany Jimmy Ames
yelps out his raucous material. No
pattern seems to be set as he
flings out his unrelated gab,
nevertheless winning big yocks.
His song bits are funny in the
main. “Indian Love Call,” and
“Cry” being better than average.

|~Best bit is the Ames’ standard,
tour through audience with saw
and hammer, winding up onstage
once more to squeal “Aloha.”
Exits after “Life Is Just a Bowl
of Cherries,” to solid mitts.

Will

the numbers he has established on
previous visits to this room and
for local consumption has added
a brace of new entries that click.
Of these, his interpretation of
Henry Drummond's “Wreck of the
Julie Plante” with a pseudo-
French-Canadian accent picks up
biggest yocks and attention. Laced
around such items as “Fogg^ Dew”
and an innuendo-laden limerick
routine about the love life of a
well-traveled sailor are a couple
of Masefield poems which may
seem Incongruous for a saloon, but

Although she has played sev-
eral theatre dates in London dur-
ing the past few years, this is Bar-
bara Perry’s first cabaret engager
ment here. Currently she’s, danc-
ing star in the British musical,
“Zip Goes a Million,” and thus has
a worthwhile following.

:

Within .the accepted time limita-
tions of a solo dancing act, Miss
Perry does a slick job,- Her rou-
tines are original, the program is
in neat contrasting style, and she
has that wanting-to-please manner
which gets the right response.

In the 15 minutes she’s on stage
the terper gets through five dances,
starting off with “In a Country
Garden,” which is done as a charm-
ing, unsophisticated number. By
way of contrast, she switches to a
routine illlustrating how a Span-
ish girl might react in Harlem, and
good comedy effect is her concep-
tion of a city girl on a dude janch.
As a spectacular closer she does a
lively fire dance.

Miss Perry terps with great con-
fidence and skill and has fashioned
an eye-appealing act which re-
ceives good customer reaction. Cy-
ril Grantham’s combo backgrounds
in hep style and also supplies the
straight dance music with the
Johnny Kerrison band. Myro.

Joel Gray and Galli Galli pacted

for the July 3 sest.-jn at the Copa-

cabana, N. Y. —

FOSTER AGENCY. LONDON,
presents

Now Appearing

THE CASINO DELLE ROSA

Roma, Italy

American Rep. WM. MORRIS ACEHC*

TAVEL-MAR.OUANI AGENCY, PAW*

WE ARE LOOKING FOR

a man who can dtlivtr

various diakets for a n«w

TY puppet show. Write#*

perience to: Bombard, 51 &

55th Si., H. Y, 22.

ONLY $1 (minimum)
is all IF costs now to have our Pr,w

clipping service per month (plus a

cents per clipping).

NATIONAL PRESS CLIPPING sERy,CE

P.O. Box 6562, Chicago 80, III.

! COMEDY ROUTINES

j
and Inrlesk

Viirtll1 .

I A Boole or rnmwly Material mJ '
; , u^ri.

I and Night Club Entertainers ami

I PrlvQ Throe roller*
t

* A. Guy YIsk Writing Enterprise

! 12 Liberty Street ?,o

1^

(The Mirthplace of Shou
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very funny

solid smash
GENE KNIGHT

N* Y« Joumal-American

SID SHALIT. N. Y, Dally Newt-

"Jackie Kannon, show stopping comedian

at the Latin Quarter, is a groat star of tha

future."

ROBERT DANA, N. Y. World-Telegram-Sun—

"
. • • has a stylo that Is refreshing, and

ready to mako Now Yorkors claim him for

their own.K

LEE MORTIMER, N, Y. pally Mirror

-

“A comody newcomer undoubtedly hooded

to tho stars,
11

Billboard—

•

Just Concluded

LATIN QUARTER
"Draw such yocks as aro seldom hoard at

tho Latin Quarter « « • Had 'em doubling up

with howls.'
1

HY GARDNER, N. Y. Herald Tribune—

"Is the freshest thing to come out of De«

troit since Ford switched from a Tin Lixxy

to a snaxxio eight,"

EARL WILSOlS, New York Posf—

"TODAY'S BRAYOS: Jackie Kannon's com-

edy at the Latin Quarter."

DOROTHY K1LGALLEN,
N. Ye Journal”Amtrican—

"Big click."

WALTER WINCHELL, Daily Mirror—

"Jackie Kannon has coast scouts bidding."

Variety—

"Strong item is Jackie Kannon a solid

hit in this room,"

NEW YORK
My sincere thanks to LOU WALTERS and

the rest of the wonderful Latin Quarter crew.

Currently— (Return Engagement)

® 5 0 CLOCK CLUB, Miami Beach

Followed By—

• PARAMOUNT, >«*

and

* COPACABANA, New York

Voted the “COMEDIAN OF THE YEAR" by
the National Association of Gagwriters.

Direction: WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
Frets: PAUL W. RENSON
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ParjuuouHt, N. V«
Les Paul k Mary Port (4) , Ralph

Marterie Orch (16), Joey .Bishop,
Tommy Edwards, Peiro Bros. (2);

"Clash By Night” iRKO), re-

viewed in Vahiety May 14, '52.

The Par continues to .count on
disk .names for pull. After a smash
three » weeks with Johnnie Ray*
house, is following, strong with
Capitol {Records' pace-setting Les
Paul k Mary Eord. As ]an adde.d

lure for the teen trade, hooker
Harry Levine has backed the Paul-
Ford combo with two more disk

strongos, Ralph Marterie orch
(Mercury) and Tommy Edwards
(M-G-M). Coupling of the wax-
loaded layout with an adult pic,

“Clash By Night/' should hypo the
b.o. action in the evenings as well
as matinees.
The powerhouse platter team of

Paul and his frau, Mary, are spotted
in the closing niche and hit big
on each rendition. They display

sock stage savvy by giving the
pewholders the same sound they
project on their records. It's done
via a specially-constructed guitar

that gives the echo chamber effect

and the added offstage voice of

Carol Ford, (Mary’s sister) to as-

sist on the multiple-voiced vocals.

Team is rounded out by bassist

Wally Kamin who appears on stage
with the duo. A showmanly sur-

prise note could be added if they'd
permit Cirol to come ' out from
behind the curtain for a windup
number with her sister.

Paul-Ford register strongly as

they reprise their platter clicks.

Open with “Mocking Bird Hill,”

follow with a fast-paced medley,
including “In The Good Old Sum-
mertime,” “How High The Moon”
and “I'm Confessin’,” and then in-

to a slick workover of “Carioca.”
“World Is Waiting For The Sun-
rise”.and “Smoke Rings” are next
for big reception. Change pace
with a comical “No Place Like
Home,” which provides opportunity
for okay mugging, and wind with
a driving “Tiger Rag.” ’They’re
socko. all the way. s

The two Peiro Bros, score easily

in the leadoff with a crack jug-
gling turn. Duo nabs good 'mitt
t’ oughout and are especially big
When they stand next to each
other switching cigarets and cha-
peaux as they simultaneously heave
a trio of clubs back and forth.
Tommy Edwards is only mildly

effective in the deuce. Negro sing-
er, who’s a potent lyric purveyor
on records, fails to create much
excitement on stage despite a pleas-
ant piping technique. His three-
tune turn comes to life only inW his rendition of “It's All In The
Game,” his big hit last year.
“Chick’s Too Young To Fry” and
“Paging Mr. Jackson” are mild
novelty items with a rhythm styl-

ing, but his forte is sentimental
ballad and he should try to groove
Ills act along that line.
Comedian Joey Bishop follows

with yock patter that’s excellently
delivered if not too wisely se-
lected. His class timing, however,
keeps the customers howling.
Although Marterie’s crew is de-

veloping as potent entry in the
upbeat danceband picture, it’s

given slight chance to show its

wares here. The three rhythm, five
reed, and seven brass outfit, with
the maestro on trumpet, opens with
a neatly arranged “Perdida” and
later in the show belts out an
okay version of “In A Persian
Market.” Band provides a work-
manly showbacking job. Gros.

Clifcago, Oil
Chicago, June 20.

Billy Williams Quartet, Roily
Rolls. Renald- k Rudy, Barrie k
Trudie Leung, Louis Basil Orch;
"Pat and Mike” (M-G).

Last of the two-week attractions
fv several months here should be
one of the better grossers. Evident-
ly there’s some pull in the head-
lining Billy Williams Quartet as a
result of their teevee singing in
“Show of Shows,” with matinee
audience shouting out for tunes
they have featured on the pro-
gram. Rest of the bill is competent
backing for the last act.
Not only as a vocal group,

. but
as a mobile, eye-pleasing sight,
sepia four sock over one song
after another. While Williams does
the lead chirping at one mike the
trio work at the, other, always in
blend.
With the exception of two pop

numbers, “Wheel of Fortune” and
“Anytime,” most of the other offer-
ings are on the fast, upbeat side,
for sock rhythm arrangements.
Teeing off with “Red River Valley,”
they hit again with “After You’ve
Gone” and really rock with “Ride,
Red, Ride” which has the leader
leaping. For an encore they pre-
view their latest disk, “Azurte,” a
less frantic but pleasing tune.

Roily Rolls, also in the musical
department, starts off on a serious
note but quickly dissipates the
classical atmosphere with a flashy

samba. Frenchman gets chuckles

with hi* Imitation of u concert
pianist's debut racing with the
orch. 'Best of his different types of

88'ers is the jjtterbug pounder,
which leads into his boogie woogie
composition, solidly played, for a

hefty getoJff mitt. It’s too bad that

time or management doesn’t permit
his working with .his small con-

certina,- usually an important part
of the. act and an applause-getter.
* jftenajd’fc Rudy, attired in white
briefs, , capture the admirers = of the
flexing muscle- school with some
excellent slow-motion balancing.
Control is near perfect and the
lads build up their pulls and lever
work with lots of punch, backed
by dramatic, classical music. The
hand-to-hand work is climaxed by
one-hand pushup from prone posi-

tion.

Larrie and Trudie Leung, young
Chinese couple, are an attractive

pair who waste a good deal of

time before giving out in the last

few moments what they arp capable
of doing. Male has some corny
Oriental jokes, bringing chuckles
as well as moans. There are some
imitations of the pop crooners,
which are passable, but now over-
done in theatres and video. Lad
has pleasant straight voice .which
he doesn’t use except in one tune,
and-that has a comedy twist, which
kills the rendition.
Supposedly depicting a Chinese

dance, duo swing into a trucking
session. Man breaks away to go
into some fine taps and running
splits for audience pounding. With
more straight vocaling and danc-
ing, this would be a much more
potent act, Zabe.

Theatre Royal, Glasgow
Glasgow, June 16.

Stewart Cruikshank presentation
of variety-revue “Half-Past Eight/’
Stars George Lacy, Stanley Baxter;
features Andrew Macpherson. Com-
pany includes Bond Rowell, Cicely
Hullett, James Beys, Marion Wil-
son, Four in a Chord, Annette
Gibson, Pamela Wardel. Dances ar-

ranged by Cherry Willoughby.
Orch, under Jack Bolesworth. Pro-
duced by Heath Joyce. At Theatre
Royal, Glasgow, June 16, '52.

This edition of the annual straw-
hat vaude-reyue, changing its con-
tents completely each week, has a
certain polish and style, but tees
off to a very shaky start, the com-
edy sketch openers being in the
un-funny class. Opening scene,
too, is in need of re-writing, the in-
troductory chores via lit-up names
resulting in confusion to stubhold-
ers.

Scenes, well produced by T.
Heath Joyce, achieve a good stand-
ard. Bright, well-defined decor is

noticeable in “A Swiss Romance,”
in which ex-London Windmill gal
Annette Gibson plays The Boy and
Joan Gadstein, show's .principal
dancer, is the little Swiss miss,
With Gerald McMorrow a sprightly
dancing parson. First half is closed
with a “Student Days” sequence,
built round the tunes “You Will
Remember Vienna,” “Students’
March/' “I Bring a Love Song,”
and ending on comedy note when
George Lacy sings “I Will Remem-
ber Vienna.”
Best item In earlier half is

young Stanley Baxter’s soapbox
revolutionary, a comedy characterm the, best traditions. New Scot
comic, graduate to vaude from
the legit, is visually very fun-
ny, and clicks with take-offs of mid-
dle-class gentility. Curious fact is
that a large number of stubholders
at this theatre fall into every class,
the would-be caviar set. whom 'Bax-
ter tilts at, but ironically they don’t
associate themselves with his barbs,
while at same time laffifig at ?em.Comic has a strong • foil in experi-
enced vaude-man Bond Rowell,
longtime partner of comedian Jack
Anthony.
Pace of show brisks up after the

interval, with warmer audience re-
action to better comedy material.
Sweet thrushmg comes from bru-
net chirper Pamela Wardel, and

s an original “Symphonie on
scene to Kreisler music,

hand-to-hand music, also, for
a Romeo and Juliet” ballet scene
based on Tchaikowsky.

^omedy sketchj is anitem t>enti ^d “It Must Be theHeat. Show’s two stars, GeorgeLacy and Stanley Baxter, portray
respectively an elderly lady and anelderly gent in the lounge of a

h°tel, recalling happy
r
ce

?ays in the heat of

Prtm
13, Lacy s elderly femme studycon>cs across excellently, and the

Baxter’s o’d-man charac-
terization hits a high level

second-half solo spot,

hnnsltnr
Bax

.

ter
,
impersonates a

225 000
lf

Lii?°
has Just collared

000 dollars as a prize In the
football pools. It reveals much na-

th°uSh with limited
a
J?
peal

* and Is repeated
too soon after recent longrun per-

CenrPA
Ce

T
S in

.

hereabout locations.George Lacys breezy storytelling
i$ bright,

4 pord,^

Palladium, Toudou
London, June 17.

.

Jack Benny, Dennis Day, Ins

Adrian,
Muriel Landers, June

Earle, Continental
. .

Charlivels;

Bill', Russell; Maj. Bntt with Ken
Gardner and Douglas Young?

Frank Cook, Two Alfreros, Tiller

Girls (16),
r

Woolf Phillips Sky-

rockets ‘Qreh.

For the third time in* four years,

JacjLBenny is a smash at the Pal-

ladium. 'It .is as on previous oc-

casions, more than a personal tri-

umph, and as he says In his act,.he

has a talent for Picking talent. In

previous years he had Phil Harris,

Mary Livingstone, and Rochester

in support, but this time there Is a

complete change in cast. Dennis

Day, his principal aid.d, receives a

top-grade Palladium ovation, and

three girls brought over from
Hollywood without any advance

flack, make a breezy contribution

to the comedy appeal of the show.

The Benny technique may be

unchanged but his material is en-

tirely new. There is the familiar

casual entrance, the prolonged
pauses, the quiet and restrained

style. For the first 10 minutes he

holds the stage solo, delivering his

patter in effortless style before in-

troducing Dennis Day, who proves

a nifty comedian in his Own right

as well as a first-class vocalist.

Day kicks off with half a dozen
numbers Including a couple of sen-

timental tunes such as “Never” and
“Because/' but makes his biggest

click with an impersonation of Jim-’

my Durante’s “Inky Dinky Doo” and
“Roamin’ in the Gloanrtin’ ” in the
style of the late Sir Harry Lauder.
He rates boff reception for an un-
inhibited rendition of “Sweetheart”
a la Johnnie Bay, with Benny and
all the orch’s violinists winding up
on their backs on the stage (as per
Benny’s TV show in the States).

The gals are brought “into the
act as a trio being auditioned to

accompany Benny on his provincial
tour. Muriel Landers, as the
heavyweight member, and Iris

Adrian, as the tough blonde, col-

lar most of the laughs. June Earle
gets fewer opportunities but does
them well.
Act has original and effective

ending. Benny is playing his fid-

dle while his recorded voice ex-
presses the thoughts that run
through the minds of American
headliners at the Palladium. It’s

an amusing gimmick which winds
the show in great style.

Program opens with the Tiller
Girls in a new and pleasing rou-
tine, followed by Two Alfreros, a
Continental team of equilibrists
with a polished act which includes
some nifty head-to-head balancing
and some original strong-arm pre-
cision stuff. Frank Cook, the only
other American in the bill apart
from the starring, combo, comes to
the Palladium after two years at
the Victoria Palace and gets warm
ovition for his simultaneous play-
ing of guitar and a miniature har-
monica. Mostly doing pop num-
bers Hke “12 Street Rag” and “I’ve
Got Rhythm,” he also displays a
deft skill at more classical com-
positions and does a smart job with
the overture from “William Tell.”
A novelty item in the bill is the

Maj. Britt act on a portable ice
rink. There is not much appeal,
however, beyond the novelty angle.
The cramped space does not give
the skating star adequate scope and
when she’s accompanied by her
two male ^partners, the routines
have to be reduced to almost ele-
mentary level.

Billy Russell, a standard British
act, purports to give the working
man’s point of view on things in
gCnef-al, but tfoo much of his pat-
ter is on tnf vulgar side, arid
there is not enough of the homely
philosophy he’ does so well.

First-timers at the Palladium, al-
though a big hit when they played
London a few years ago, Les Char-
livels have .lost none of the speed
and precision which hallmarked
their earlier West End success.
Their fancy hoofing, split-second
timing, and vigorous acrobatic
dancing give their act a high gloss
to make an excellent finish for the
first half of bill.

Apart from another briefie by
the Tiller Girls,, the Benny aggre-
gation have the second half to
themselves. The Skyrockets orch
is on stage with them and doing
their usual sterling job. Show ism for three weeks and star’s wide
appeal should leave little doubt of
its success. Myro.

faflito!, Wash.
Washington, June 22.

Don Cornell, Hope Zee . Jack
Norton, Four Wades; “Scarlet
Angel” (U).

This is most solid lineup Capi-
tol has assembled in recent weeks.
Show tees off strong and continues
fast pace and appeal throughout.
Despite accent on the musical,
there’s plenty of variety for in-

,
terest

1 Headliner Don Cornell 4$ ,an un-

usual singing personality, combin-
ing a fine set of pipes with a. hep
style. Despite some obvious wres-
tling with a sore throat at show
caught, he managed some elabo-
rate phrasing and a repertoire of

romantic ballads with grace and
top showmanship. His slight ac-

cent and dashing Italian personal
ity help put him across to almost
show-stopping level.

Tees off with “My Blue Heaven/’
then goes on to his disk hit, “I

Walk Alone.” Latter impresses as

his best bet and is particularly

suited to his warm type of voice
and tear-in-throat style. Does fine
With “Qh Marie,” first in tradi-

tional Italian and then jived up
for the English version. Intro-
duces ’his latest Coral recording,
“This Is Beginning of the End,”
which gamers fine reaction from
galleries, though tune has less

merit than the- others. Winds up
with one of. his other-side-of-the-
record songs, “My

.
Mother’s

Pearls.” Though Cornell lacks the
volume and grand opera style, he
is somewhat reminiscent of Lanza
in his handling of numbers and
the sweetness in the high notes.

Walks off to a hefty mitt.

Blonde, bouncy Hope Zee, new-
comer to the vaude circuit, does
a bellringing job in her debut on
this stage,! Despite the fact that
she is the 'chick of Capitol man-
ager-producer Alan Zee, the 19-

year-old chantoosey comes without
the usual pft-fold rep of the juke-
boxes. Hurdles this handicap from
the first with her hoydenish man-
ner and surprisingly big voice.

Youngster shows added polish
and know-how sine* she clicked
here last month in a nitery date.

She Is unusually poised and con-
fident for her years, and exudes
the kind of enthusiasm which is

contagious. Her junior miss looks
and dress, plus a real flare for
comedy, catapult her to near show-
stopping reception.
Bounces on stage with

.
“It’s a

Lovely Day,” then dons zany bon-
net for a hillbilly version of “Why
Don’t You Love Me Like You
Used tp Do.” Changes pace—and
bonnet—for a roaring ’20s num-
ber, “I Wanna' Be Loved By You,”
$ la Helen Kane, complete with
Charleston,. Latter is her best bet
and goes over to long mitt activity
and appreciative giggles.

,
Winds

with “Sing You Sinners” for hefty
sendoff.
The Four Wades, ‘sister and

brother musical-terp team, are un-
usually solid curtain, raisers and
register in their initial date here.
Theirs is virtually * variety show
in minature, with some nice, light
touches and a well-tailored rou-
tine. Musical combo consist of
pair of marimbas, accordion and
Hammond organ. Play in various
combos, with one of the sisters
adding some terp steps. for inter-
est. Latter does a novel batoh-
twirling act, and winds up with a
precision terp duet with one of the
brothers. Reaction is big.
Jack Norton fills comic -slot ably

with a fast line of patter and a
drunk takeoff. Latter is along
gentler lines than most, and clicks,

but seems a bit overlong. Closes
with a. soliloquy on “Water.” Cus-
tomers seem to go for his brand of
comedy. Lowe.

PaviHon, Gowrock
Gourock, Scotland, June 17.

' Colin Dunn, •Bertha Ricardo,
George Keenan, Alexis Crombie,
Grade Clark k Colin Murray, Alan
Shires k Joanna, Eileen' Kogan
Girls, ( with Cliff Stetson), Jack
Anthony, George Keenan Orch;

produced by Jay Morelle.

Sparked by the infectious come-
dy antics of Jack Anthony, this is

one of the best layouts to hit this
Clyde coast theatre in somp time.
It’s a fast-paced show that abounds
in rhythm, humor and terps, and
is just right for the summertime
amusement-seekers at seaside.

Anthony, blond comedian in the
top class here, scores solidly in his
solo spot. “Creating an Impres-
sion,” in which he impersonates
Danny Kaye (in guttural 'Scotch),
the late Sir Harry Laudfer, and
Scot comics Tommy Morgan and
Dave Willis. Performer has hap-
py, easy style, plus infectious
smile, and works well with a new
foil, Englishman Cliff Stetson.
Show is strong on comedy. More

fun is provided by Grapie Clark &
Colin Murray. Exuberant femme
plays a, gal moppet kidding her
daddy. Act hits solidly.

Vocal chores are nicely handled
by tenor Colin Dunn and a blonde
looker, Alexis Crombie. Change of
pace is supplied by Alan Shires
Joanna, slick dancing team, and by
the lineup of Eileen Rogan girls
stepping out in good terping.
Bertha Ricardo aids in the comedy-
feeding chores, and George Keen-
an, as well as being musical direc-
tor, doubles I)y playing pops on the

I

accordion in a stage act.

I
Show is pleasant and easy on

i
ey<? appear.

. t
Ggrd.

Ralaee, N. Y.
Berk k- Hallow, Billy Ron**.

Mimic Men (3), The den^ {
??•

Dewey Pigment” Markham 4/Norman k Parker, Benny
with .Kathleen McLaughlin %°/

ft}.*** "Confident Si
4^52'

remewQd in ,

V

ariety ^
I The Palace* bill this week w
hts moments although it’s not onof the better layouts to hit tK2
house since resumption of four

:

day. The level of the acts isn’t ashigh as it has been hut it’s still 1
fairly good program.

11 a

-One oL the major points - in th*BgmY Meroff assisted b5Kathleen McLaughlin. Meroff k ;
vet performer and an expert com
ic. At show caught, there w«e

'

times in which his material wasover the head of those attending
the. dinner show, but his trick in-
strumentalization with a varietv
of miniature instruments and some
not m the usual orchestral catalogmak

irf
or £ g00d aPPlause round-

up. Miss McLoughlm stooges well
for the comic.
The other major comedy act

Dewey "Pigmeat” Markham, as-
sisted by a femme and two men
comprises a skit somewhat below
the level of that usually performed
by this Negro entertainer. This
particular courtroom scene has
essentially good laugh situations,
but in its delivery there is more
noise than humor. Other comedv
note is by the Mimic Men (New
Acts).
The novelty section of the bill

is led off by Billy Romano, who
does fancy balloorf blowing. He
has a good Mne of sculpting and a
utilitarian bit of gab and does
fairly well.
The » Glenns, comprising two

hoys^ arid 4 girl, show some fancy
acrobatics, It’s an agile outfit in
which three-highs are a major
component. ‘ The femme is gen-
erally in the centre, balancing a
male nn handstands. It’s off to
hot mittings.
Berk & Hallow, a cute tap team,

show skill at terping. Duo have
made frequent appearances at this
house. The routines are well de*
signed and the results are fine.
Other acts on this stanza are

Norman & Parker and the Del
Raes. (New Acts). Jo Lombardi
provides solid orchestral backing.

Jose.

Empire, Glasgow
Glasgow, June 16.

Lena Home (with Lennie Hay-
ton), Richard Sisters ( 2 ), Two
Condons,- Nixon' and Dixon, Jack
Parnell k Music Makers, with Jim-
my Watson, Ronnie Scott, Song
Pedlars. (4), Rudy Bolly, Fred
Lovelle, Bill Matthew Orch; twice
nightly.

Once again, as in the case of

Sophie Tucker, the visit of a top

American artist is being spoiled
here for vaude lovers by a tedious
and weak bill. It’s 90 minutes of

a lay'out minus talent in either
quality or quantity before the

supreme artistry of Lena Horne
makes this conventional run of

British vaude. acts seem mundane,
flat and uninspiring.

It’s a great pity, for up to lately

U. S. topliners have been fortunate
to receive good British support.

Current trend is to have as many
small acts as possible, most of ’em
in the silent category, and even to

repeat one or two in the second
half. It’s a short-sighted, money-
paring policy .which won’t pay

dividends with Scot audiences who
demand satisfying vaudeville.
The Richard Sisters are two

’nice-looking gals who open the

show~ in conventional style with

dance routines, and are brought
back as a second-half opener. It’s

pleasant stuff for the difficult

period while stubholders are set-

tling into seats.
The Two Condons are a male and

a femme who do hand balancing,

again in. conventional style and

vttth minimum of entertainment
value. By now vaude fans are ex-

pecting that act No. 3 will be some-
thing unusual but they are disap-

pointed.
.
Nixon & Dixon, a male-

and-female duo, the one Canadian,
the other an Australian, engage m
harsh and vulgar cross-talk and, at

show caught, earned the minimum
in milling. Male has a stage quarrel

with the femme,.and wanders into

auditorium keeping up the fighting

fracas, in noisy fashion. Act is

definitely n.s.g. if .

From here on the first half be-

comes a bandshow, outfit being

Jack Parnell & Music Makers, fea-

turing Jimmy Watson and Ronnie

Scott. This is a very youthful

combo batoned by a pale-fac
£
a

youngster who happens to oe

nephew of Val Parnell, Moss

Empires boss. He has a certain

charm, and height,, but could ben-

efit by using some makeup and noi

stooping so much over the niiKe.

He is ace drummer who na*

swapped the sticks for the_ baton.

1 (Cqntintj^d on,, gage 55) -
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. Iw Bii-enthasas indkafos circuit. (FM> Fenth** Marco; (I) Independent!
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H
U.W S>" «« <!•> Jt.ll. (T> Tlv.ll, <W> W.rn.r,

vo*K CITY R*XY <•> 27
hEW YORK Cl 1

1

Arnold Shodll
Moilc H*M (I) 2* Trixie

• 4 step Bros
Tom ff Jfrry
Normnn Wyatt
Corps de Ballet

Rockettes

Sym Ore

f«I*ce (R) 27

T) * D WorJcman
Eddie White
Wise Jr and Mann
Sully St Thomas
Ciro Rimac Co
’3 Welles
Edwards Bros

'tfS <P> 55

•Paul k Ford
joey Bishop
Tommy Edwards
Pelro Bros

r Marterie Ore

Skating Juggler
Billy Daniels
Andra McLaughlin

BUFFALO

4 D’*
1 Charles Hague
2 Mazurs
Vernon Sis

SOUTHAMPTON
Grand (I) 23

Paramount (P) 27-38 4 Graham Bros
Bob Crosby
Modernalre*
Honey Bros
J & M Barrett

. CHICAGO
Chicago <P) 27

Reynald St Rudy
L & T Leung
Roily Rolls
Billy. Williams 4
WASHINGTON
Capitol !L) 24

Mage * Carr
Dorothy Snrnoff
Paul Gray
Rudy Vallee

SWANSEA
Empire (M) US

Reg Varney
Peter Dulay

El Granada? St
Peter •

Agnette 4c Sylvlo
Earl 4e . Oscar
Ballet Montmartre

YORK
Empire (|) 23

Cyril Dowler
Rhoda Rogers'
Billy Hancox
Noble Sc Denester
Edwards & Hartley

AusmaxiA

Hon Cliarles Ore
Lombardy

Don Baker Ore •

Henry Taylor
Julio 4c Mae
Martinique Hotel

Manolo 4c Ethel
Danny Yates Or®
Del Breece
Rose Sc Paul
Vincents
Monte Carl®

Day & Alva
Arne Barnett 3

Mother Kelly'*
Joe D1 Lalla
Terry Swope
The Melodairs <3>
Guy 4c I

Nautilus Hotel
Jackie Clark
Elaine Doree
The Bradys (3D
Freddy Calo Oro

Paddock Club
Iris Adrian
Flash Lane
Rozanne
Connie Del Monte
Ernie Bell Ore
san Marino Hotel
Mac Pepper
The Jesters
Jackie St Michael

1

Larry Eeldln Dcrt
Sena gout! Hotel

Colloon O'Grady
Rooanne
Eddl* Snyder ,

otol guiMi ore SYMPHONY SID ALL STARS (?) THE KENTONES
Jr®

A
s«£ny*Het.r Instrument*! Harmony songs

Henri Rose %\ Mins. 1® Mlnst

Jam^m-d
r° Apollo, N. Y. Pavilion, Glasgow

l® Tano it De* Although this musical combo has The Kentones are four very*
Juies DeSaivo Ore

|jeen„ out on a nitery and theatre young singers now promising big*

y'* Have* *c Held trek for the past couple of months, ger things to ‘com* once ‘ they
Rosalia, fc- Carlas its potential as a theatre entity re- acquire added experience* A<# con-
Michael sciker ore mains negligible. It’s a highly spe- sists of three youthful-looking: ;boy#

P^aSfeTRbiicf b cialized unit and the specialty, in and- a diminutive, perky femme,
tti ¥ this case, is progressive (bop) mu- giving out in pop numbers that are

jaewe small sic. If there's still a market for the carefully chosen for appeal. Act is

1 S&?hLka
y,
ern* bop purveyors, it’s not in a pres- well- groomed and pleasnntly-

ro ^yim entatiOn hohse since it’s a hard voiced,' and do most Of their own
ub

pat Pascau thing to dig from the pews without arrangement chores,
Kenny Lynn a letup. Group is probably more Youthful fresh appearance is •

x *,
vagabonds ciub potent in the confines of intimate, another asset, coupled with novelty

Mafia Neliu fcsoterlc boffes. eye-catching appeal of seeing a -

iot«i Sunnysiders Symphony Sid (Sid Torin), for- dainty femme (small in height)
Ge° Horton mer WJZ, N. Y., disk jockey, em- teamed with three handsome juves.

iaei Bobby True tSo cees the Ail Stars with a patter Distaff member’s big fault is' that
routine that's all too brief. Padded sjie puts so much pep into her

CHICAGO gab fillers between numbers could style that she “keeps her engine
help break the relentless drive of running," shrugging and shimmy-

* r!fnrie^
Gr

A:
ft

Lucille
tlie bopsters. The combo is com- mg her shoulders and chassis to

cavtnauKh posed of some of the country’s top too-great extent. Gal, Celia Wright,
j Dennis A Dariene bop exponents — Milt Jackson, has a most engaging smile, and is

vvJ«ne
M
Brodef

ehan v^es; Percy Heath, bass; ICenny personality of the outfit. Act seems
Philip Fraser Clark, drums; Jimmy Heath, sax; likely for video as well as stage and
Terry Taylor j. j, Johnson, trombone, and radio engagements, and would also

New Acts

BEITAIN

ASTON
Hippodrome (I) 23

Hetty King
Turner .Layton

Georgle Woods
•Albert Whelan
Dick Henderson
Marie Lloyd Jr
Keefe Bros St

Annette
Shane Sis

IRMINGHAM
Hippodrome (M) 23
•Sophie Tucker
MacDonald St

Graham
Canfield Smith
Olga Varona
.Manley St Austin
Henri •Vadden
Bill Waddlngton
Scott Sanders

BLACKPOOL
.Opera House (I) 23
Lester Ferguson
Terry-Thoma*
'Scmprlni
Dandy Bros
Harry Bailey
Pamela Kay
Corps de Ballet
Regency 8
Albert Marland
Magyar Dancers
20 Tiller Girls

Palace (I) 23
Radio Revellers
Michael ' Bentlne
Benson Dulay Co
•Skating Sayers
Jack Watson
Peggy Cftvell
Cynthia 4c Gladys
Slim Rhyder
Winter Gardens

(I) 23
Frasers Harmonica

. Co
Freddie Sales
Salid Puppets
Faye k Tamara
Marlon Sanders
Billy McCormack
Kathleen Gray
Doreen Hinton
4 .Hillbillies

12 Beau Belles
BOSCOMBE

Royal (T) 23
Wally Boag
Pan Yue Jen Tp
Lowe 4c Ladd
Kcnlta Kramer
Bouna >

Rey Overbury 4c
Suzette*

Robert Simmons
Margaret Monson
2 Show Girls
12- Adorables

MELBOURNE
Tivoli (T) 23

Tommy Trlnder
4- Botonds

Peter Raynor melbour
« * &2S£*w Tlvoli m

5* Tommy Trlnd
t

CM) 25 4 Botonds
Lena Horne Halama 4c Kc
Clayton k Ward Prof 01^0
Jack Parnell Ore £krl Ames

Pedlars Royston Macl

ITi Evcrto gjS KaTMorecambe 4e Wise Toni Lamond
GRIMSBY Poter

Palace (I) 23
Ossie Morris Ton
Rita Page X,J

Harmonica Hot
Shots WELLING*!

Maurice Keary
,
St G

Vic Silver Armahd Perr
Rhoda Diane 3 Fayes
Don Stevens Pat Gregory
Dancifig Kingettes Gerd Bjornst

4 Singing Girls
4

' Show Girls
4 Dancing Boys
2 Utility
12 Adorables

SYDNEY
Royal (T) 23

Jimmy Hanley
Babs Mackinnon
Rosemary Miller
Peter French
June Lansell
Valeric Keast

Tivoli (Tl 23

Halama 4c Konarskl Paula Hinton
Walter Gore
Henry Danton

Royston MacGregor Strelsa Heckelman
Lynne Golding
Leon Kellaway
8 Soloists
Corps de Ballet

Blackhawk
Kay Coulter
Kenny Bowers
Grant Easthnm
Pai Carroll
Dave LcGrant
Barbara Cook
Mariann D’Or
Carl Sands Ore

.
Chex Part®

Jimmy Durante
Hollywood Cover

Girls (5)
Candy Candido
Eddie Jackson
Jack Roth
Jules Buffano
Elaine Carver
Johnny Martin

Diana Grafton
Charles Sc Lucille
Cavanaugh

Dennis Ac Darlene

J

Philip Fraser
Terry Taylor
Donald Tobin
George Zak
Boulevar-dears (6)

Frankie Masters .0

Edgewater Beach
Xavier Cugat Ore

with Abbe Lane,

Myles Davis, trumpet. shape well via wakings. It has the
They whip out “Max Makes show-biz virtue of being young and

NEW ZEALAND

HACKNEY
Empire (S) 23

Carroll Levis Co
Nlberco Bros
Jose Moreno Co
Jenk* St Williams
Cyclo Bros
4 Nordics

LEEDS
Empire <M) 23

Tom Moss
Betty Slade
Silver Chord*
Robert! 3
A1 Shaw
Shenton Harris

LEICESTER
Palace (S) 23

Kitty Masters
.Billy Nelson

-

Chuck O'Neil
Jimmy Robbins
3 Imps-
Rby Jefferle*
Billy Morris
Gwendoline Gray
Peter Foy
Babs V/arren
Do Vere Girls

LIVERPOOL
Empire <M> 23

Frankie Howerd
Lee Young 4c

Annette
Gladys Morgan Co

WELLINGTON
St James (T) 23

Armahd Perren
3 Fayes
Pat Gregory
Gerd Bjornstad
Chrlbl

|

Mai*ika Saary

PhiHlp Tappin
Wlm de Jong
Jacques 'Cartaux
Jimmy Elder
Joe Whitchouse
Cissy Trenholm
Terry Scanlon
Guus Brox St Myrna

m FeliX Knlfiht
'

B Farnon Ore (8) Mj,ta ^ Hari
Conrad Hilton' Hot'l Rudy Cardenas
Adele Inge Helen Wood
Eric Waite Eddie O’Neal Ore

•ankle Masters o Wax,” “Two Base Hit," “We Dot” pliable.- (

:d*ewater »*«h and “How High the Moon” 'skill-

With fully- Symphony Sid tastelessly CLARK & MDBRAY
Los Barancos (2), mtros 4 Moon as the musicians comedv
Duidna, Otto Bo- theme song,” but it’s pegged for MinZ
Gringo

11

the hepsters and falls quite flat on paviiion> Oourock, Scotland
Faimer Hous* the rest. Gros. .

Gbrd,

GWngo
. Palmer Hous® Gro$.

Cabaret Bills

NEW YORK CITY

A
H
llT

d
n
r0
v
M# (,) JJ Williams A Shand

JackN. TnrtH Max Geldray
j T ic P.Shamva&C3 & Gardencr 3 Sayton*

Meltones • cf i.
. n -. . _ St Denis Bros 4eaka Adams B«rvl

Audrey Mann
Dave Starr LONDON
Vocalaires Palladium (M) 23
Funfair Adoreables -Jack Benny Co

BRISTOL Dennis Day
Empire (I) 23

Joe Black
Peter Dare
.Miriam PearseMi S Davis
BUly Bartholomew
Nevlllo Williams
New Embassy
Lovlies

• CHELSEA
Palace ( 1 ) 23

Harry Rowson
Ian Hynes
L« Zentays

Charllvels
Maj Britt
Billy Russell
Frank Cook
Alfreros
Palladium Girls
Skyrockets Ore
MANCHESTER

Hippodrome ($X‘ 23
Harvey Stone
Gwen Liddle
Anton Karas
Wilson Keppel 4t

BettyTl^l » A/VVVjr"W Kidd St June 2 Pirates
Va! Cave Claud Williamsvi .

VMU4U IT ilUAUlS
Price E St J Webster

Royalty Gu-^ 2 Sterlings
CHISWICK NEWCASTLE

. Emplr. (S) 23 Empire (M) 23

tK L
2
cke Hal Monty

uackford & Doyle Desmond Sc Marks
Tv
rec<

?
8 Kirk Stevens

ftbrchlslo 3 Hicks
^ove^e Alwyn Miller

.
NORTHAMPTON >

Morgan & Gray How (I) 23
him„ P^RBY Davy Kaye
Hippodrome (S) 23 Joy HolmanW Merr

?
rl Kon-DorvillesS Baldwin St Castle

Reg Darnley
Sown^Tx Noreen Barker
De v«

y *_J)aye Derek Dickson
Gomn«

rc
»
^ncers Coruna St Dodo
Colvin^ e Kaye Lovlies
HAM . NORWICH

P 0'p„
*d

?,
23 Hippodrome (I) 23

2 Erirti
a
„
rro11 Co Tony Dalton.

Dannv
C
n.n Woods * ^vrett

WmV»ar0 NOTTINGHAM
Anne n«

man Emplr* (M) 23mine Doonan Vic Oliver

MeKnm allls 2 Eddic«
®e .

0,, an 23 victor Scaforth
Neal *5? "m

Elrldlng Sylvia Campbell
S & J' Newington Maureen Power
4 Mur,Aay« Les Rayner Sc

Phu
U
f^

a) Derricks Betty
Be l

te
n Seaton St O’Dell
Dancers P0RTSMOUTI

Blrdland
Ella Fitzgerald

Blue Anael
Eartha Kitt
Josh White
LIta Terris
Orson B«an

Ion 9®lr
Mae Barnes
Hamish Menzels
Kirkwood it
Goodman

Jimmy Daniel*
3 Flames
Norene Tate
Garland Wilson
Chateau Madrid

Harry .Mimmo
Freddy Alonso

* Copacaban*
BUly Eckstin*
Kean Sisters.
Blackburn Twin*
Pam Cavan
Peter Hanley
Betty Johnson
MadiUs ,

M Durso Ore
F Marti Ore

El chic®
Rosita Rios
Ruth Vera
namonita y Leon
Los Xey
Enrique Vixcano O
Eduardo Roy

Ember*
Eddie Heywood *

Joe Bushkln
French Casino

Joan Laste
Ginette Wander
Harry Jeguela
Laura Tunis!

Havana-Madrid
Carlos Ramirex
Rene Touzet
Lupino ic Urblno
Jose Curbelq. Ore
Hotel - Ambassador
Jules Lande Oro

Hotel Astor
Carmen Cavallaro

Hotel Blltmore
Michael Kent Ore

Hotel Edison
Henry Jerome Ore
Hotel New Yorkor
Bernie Cummins O
Roymayne 4c Brent
Elimar

’

Jack RafHoer
Joan Walden

Bill Parker
Bourbon Jt Bain®
Zeb Carver' Ore
Pete Rubino
Village Vanguard

Dorothy Greener
Harry Belafonta
Royce Wallace

'

Clarence WllJiuma •

Waldorf-Astoi la
Chavales de Espaha
Trini Reyes
Emil Coleman Ore
Mlscha Borr Ore

Hotel Statler
Elliott Lawrence O

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Ore

Latin Quarter
Darvas it Julia
Royal Ashtons
Danielle Lamar
Steeplechase
Willie Shore
Marilyn Ross
Collette Fleurlot
Marilyn Hightower
Andre Philippe
Art Waner Ore
La Vie En Rose

Mel Torme
Joyce Bryant
Van Smith Trio

L« Ruwan Bleu
Ronnie Graham
Janet Brace
Julius Monk
Norman • Paris 3
Leon & Eddie’s

Eddie Davis
Sherry Britton
Elaine Sutherland
Rena Foley
Bobby Byron
Oliver Dcrs
No. t Fifth Ave
Bob Downey
Harold Fonvill®
Hazel Webster

Old Roumanian
Sadie Banks
Jackie Phillips
Larry Marvin
Joe LaPorte Oro
D’Aquila Ore

Park Sheraton
Ltving Fields

Two Guitars
Arena Rane
Elena 4c Anatol®
Eli Splvak
Mischa Usdanoff

Adrian Rollini Trio Michel Mihhon
Hotel Roosevelt

Guy Lombardo Ore
Hotel St. Regis

Milt Shaw Ore
Horace Diaz Oro

Village Barn
Miles Bell
Peggy Norman

Kostya Poliansky
Versailles

Stuart Harris
Emile Petti Oro
Panchlto Ore

Wivel
Sal Noble
Bob Lee

BEACH

4 MuciJ ,

a: Les Rayner it

PhiiW Derricks Betty
Be f

te
£ Seaton St O'Dell

fcV£® Dancers PORTSMOUTH
Ted TWi, ^ 23 Royal (M) 23
HlehmnS^ °r

rc Les Trois Poupee
Locw

n
A. u Jackaon Dr Crock Co •>

s*n?s
nry Shdrpe *

Terr
r

i

a
ra
Sn

J
lth Pat Kirkwood

Terry Svf°i Beryl & Bobo
Joan

°Ban * Mooney & King
Eniu... MarteJl Sfa

SCUNTHORPE
Haru2ff

r
5

(<
S) 23

T
Savoy (1) 23

Kenno Ross Jack Lewis

£u
5a “ Dawkes & Rose

Llazeed SHEFFIELD
Les

, ..
<M) 23

Barrv
b>
rv2'1

trIcals Jimmy James Co
LesMoV^rien Adelaide Hall
FIRsffiS Eddie Calvert

& Heath Orc^
3

* Jackson

Sffwsr

I^nbdrgh
J*na

o
t'

r*
4 toi?

teis-
PARK
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Bar of Music i

Bill Jordan
David EUiott
Mattie Sandl
Lon Vogle
Van Kirk

Beachcomber
Johnny Howard
Hal Winters
The Sobeyp (2)

Norma Parker
Kings St Their

Ladles
Casablanca Hotel

Sammy Walsh
Phyllis Arnold
Milt Roberts Ore

Clover Club
Nov-EUtcs
Carlyle Havana Rev
Tony Lopez Ore

Delmonic*
Jack Almeda
Crayton 4c Lopez
Carlos 4c Melisa Ore

El Mamba
George Mann

.

Malcolm Mitchell 3 Latin-American Rev Randum

Jeanne Christian
Ramona
Steda
Red Thornton
Schaw Puppets
Freddie Daw Ore

Gaiety Club
Tommy Raft
Olga Barrett
Lori iris
Georgia Pcech
Cho-Che
Lynn Clayton
Gaiety Girl6
Green Hair Girl
Lana
Rose Ann
Florence Jennings
Bob Morris Ore

Jewel Box
Francis Russell
Bobby La Marr
Danny 4c Doc Rev
Don Charles Ore

Johnina Hotel
Shirley Ward
Tony Matas

Hclga Barry
Frances Duncan
1 St S Davis
Ladd Lyon

Five O’clock
Mar' ha Rrye
Jackie Kannon
Ben Yost a

SHEPHERDS BUSH Lon Dawson Oro

LOS ANGELES

JIMMY NEIL
Comedy
10 Mins.
Pavilion, Glasgow

Femme half of this duo is the
laff-raiser, she wears wide-brimmed
strawh'at and schoolgirl dress, and
clowns about stage In girlish
fashion. Her antics are zany as per
scotch style, and she apes gawWsh

Ambassador Hotel Blltmbr® Hotel
Frankie Lalne £.<me ityan

St Louis Rhythm- St Cobina
aires (5) Los G*tos <3)

Eddie Bergman Ore Kal Derwln Ore

Bar of Music. Sheila Barrett
Doodles 4t Spider • Jean Arnold
Eileen Scott ' Billy Barnes
Felix Decola Joyce Jameson
Bonno Rublnyi Clro’S
Eddie Bradford Ore Peggy Lee
B Gray’s Bandbox

Billy Gray u«KKV
St

»oB,®n .
0

Patti Moore Bobby Ramos <

Ben Lessy Mocambe
Pepper SIS (3) Mary Kaye Tri<
Bob Durwood Austin Mack
Bill Howe Eddie Oliver

Sheila Barrett
Jean Arnold
Billy Barnes
Joyce Jameson

cire's

Dick Stabile Oro
Bobby Ramos Ore

Mecambe
Mary Kaye Trio
Austin Mack
Eddie Oliver

•vr _ ' j •* > e r% J _ • _ wwvvs* UVJ'AVj UiAU PAA^ fINVD AMTTAAflU
Young, red-haired Scot comic smiie and toothy grin to complete

strikes a new, original note, the • effect, using the kid catch-
Dressed smartiy in brown lounge phras6 uThat,

g Ma x,addy!» .

suit, be delivers topical patter, tells Gracio Clark is the distaff side,
homely Uttle stones, and ends with her partner-hqbby being Colin
simple monolog about simple do- Murray. Latter is vigorous as a

foiL Act, w.k. in ftrtUto. began as
tive Scotch accent, though comic gongs-and-comedy-at-piano turn

educing his ma- but > wltti increasing notice being
chine-gun style. taken of femme’s buffoon talents,

hnhn^nf'

S

-
has developed into a leading

hnmnn1fv
£ comedy duo. Material is good and

new ’ plus having the virtue of
restricted

GJ°d
gh being clean.

_

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA
Desert Inn

Mltzl Green
Jackie MUe*
Johnson 4c Owen
Ardcn-Fletcher
Dancers

Carlton Hayes Ore
El Cortex

Jimmy Ames
Noble 4c King
Instrumentalists
A - Hall -Quartet

Flamingo
Olsen 4c Johnson
Revue

Moro-Landls
Flamingo Starlets

Matty Malneck Ore

El
.
Ranch* Vega*

Hoakr Carmichael

dialectic appeal.

MIMIC MEN (3)
Comedy
9 Mins.

Condo* it Brandow Palace, N. Y.
El Rancho Girls
Buddy Bryan
Ted Flo Rito Ore

Silver Slipper

Kalantan
Hank Henry
Roberto
IsabeUe Dawn
Jimmy Cavanaugh
Dolly- Lee Line
George Redman
Pud Brown
Dixielander6
Thunderblrd

Jimmy Dorsey Ore

The Mimic Men (3) milst pick up
considerably in both material and
projection. The lads are willing,
sometimes permitting a glimmer of
talent to peek through In their act.
As presently constituted, the turn
is practically formless, needs rear-

Duo, already in demand for long
stage engagements in vaude, caba-
ret and revue, suggests strong
video possibilities. Gord .

House Reviews
= Continued from ...page 54 “

Empire, Glasgow

Last Frontier Jimmy Dorsey
Freddy Martin Ore Jay Lawrence
Me'rv Griffin Bela Kremo
Murray Arnold Sandy Evans
Martin Men Eleanor Russell
The Leonards Johnny O’Brien
Jean Devlyn Girl Christina Carson
Revue K Duffy Dansations

Anti
— Contini

-Bias Law
Continued from page 2
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rangement and a degree* of finesse. ®an<2 )s Id the noisy class, making
The lads major in impressions s

f̂f

e stubholders 'search for ear-

with some knockabout thrown in.
piugs“

A couple of the boys work in drag
.

Current tunes are sung by Brit-
on occasion and there are times ish harmony group, the Song
when their impressions have some Pedlars, w.k, via radio here, but
authenticity. Material and rerou- thcY are Biore radiogenic than
tining are the major needs of this visually attractive. Act consists of
trio. ' Jose. two men and two gals,

Slack-wire act of Hudy Bolly is
FOUR HONEY GIRLS strongest in this very weak support
Aero • bill. Performer balances chairs on
i7 Mins. the wire, creating thrills, and closes
Apollo, N, Y. by riding a unicycle. He puts a
The Four Honey Girls is a stand- lot of energy and concentration

ard aero turn good for teeoff spot- into good feats of balancing and
ting in vaude layouts. Team, only juggling.

Senate Majority Leader Arthur II. ofay act on the Apollo bill, moves Fred Lovelle’s vent act is sug-
Wicks, of Kingston—for religions fast with spins, cartwheels, lifts, gestive and vulgar at outset, which
or denominational institutions. etc. Their bag of tricks is pleasing jg curious since performer’s voice-
While motion picture theatres « Dot outstanding. throwing is sufficiently skillful to

are included, the statute will make Each stunt comes off nicely and dispense with the blue tinge,

no difference to them as they do the ease with which they re ex- Finish, in which he talks ta an
not discriminate in this state.

,

|

ecuted wins okay mitt. Gros. imaginary spirit on his fingertips,

pofnte ™Tut
ne

' tha?
1

*und etgha »**- »AES tt>
* The 'Horne act -welcome when

f
uii ^ m ^i' 't*' 8

- Mins. time being in depressed ^mood

“to
C
withholding acr0 team, have oh- SS&STS &£% PzrJn

dations, advantages, facilities, or viously been- around but have re- 'and hjs boys, baton being taken
privileges for any person because mained unreported in Variety's over by her husband, Lennie Hay-
of his race, creed, color or na-. j^ew ^.ct file. Turn comprises a ton. She enters clad in strapless,
tional origin’ either directly or in- man on top of rigging who sup- tight-fitting, coffee-colored evening
directly.”

j

ports his femme partner while lat- gown and with her hair coiffed

While motion picture theatres ff Dot outstanding,

are included, the statute will make Each stunt comes off nicely and

no difference to them as they do ease with which theyWx-

Discriminatory Advertisine ter Perf
,

orms jcro.worlc on a tra- high The act is symbolic of top

nf th* lattpr were ' Peze » Poles and swivels. artistry in its class,. Miss Horne
oic« rimln/UH thfri ninee<! of nnh After the act gets underway, the putting real-

fire, emotion, intensity
also reminded that places of Pub spec^ator finds himsell marveling and sincerity into her style of sing-
lic accommodation are prohibited

at the male’s endurance in support- ing. She gives out with numbers
under the law from publishing or

jng the girl. Latter’s aero work be- like “Honeysuckle Rose,” “Theunder the law from publishing or

circulating discriminatory “adver-

tising, notices

ibiisning oi
ing the girl. Latter’s aero work be- like “Honeysuckle Rose,” “The

jry adver- comes secondary. She is' okay and Lady Is a Tramp,” “Stormy Weath-
commumca- gets out some good formations. Act er” and “Jericho.” Her “Beale

tions.” The letter invited owners is for the vaude and outdoor fields.

and proprietors to “submit any
advertising matter or publications —

-

currently in use by them, to the NORMAN & PARKER
Commission for review.” Son^s

Commissioner Edwards explained 9 Mins,
that the recently-enacted public Palace, N. Y.

accommodations section of the Norman & Parker

Jose.

Street Blues” is in the top rung.
Garbing of Miss Horne in coffee-

coloced dress is not so effective as
her striking white dress on last
visit here, which set her off to
better advantage. She’s backed by
the too-nois^, Parnell band and,
at back of the stage, by harmony ofaccommodations section of the Norman
long Pedlars

^ ^ harm°ny °£

be
aW

adthj£t
l

er?d
iS

'b^thfComSs* woT^t well inasmuch as tee Finish of act at show caught was
be administered by the Commis

ftas a strong bary while Miss not satisfactory. Band went into
sion through the same methods ^orman *

s pipes are colorful and “God Save the King,” performers
employed for the past, seven years

have a melodic accent, although struck dramatic pose in full view
in dealing with discrimination in

j it
V
g

''

somewhat thin in comparison I of stubholders, with curtain still

employment.”
j to her partner’s pipes. up,’ and the show was over. This-

If - conciliation fails, after the i'he fiUo have some good ar-j type of finale is usually reserved
Commission conducts an investica- rangements which call for well- for bills where the toplined star

tion of a verified complaint, the designed counterpoint. They do can’t get off and has to take curtain

case will be noticed for public i well in the pop and musicomedy call after curtain call. Miss Horne
hearing. The Commission may then 1 field. One of their quieter and bet- certainly didn’t get such a raptur-

i'-’.sne a “cease and desist” order.
1 ter tunes is “So In Love.” They ous welcome, albeit her great

|

Empire- (S) 23
Kerbsiders

Frolic Club
Kathic McCoy

Leon A Eddie’*
Babe Baker Rcvuo
Murray Swr.nson
Eddie Oueriin
Jaelcle Gordon
Jackie KinK
Chuckle Fortlalne

case will be noticed for public
hearing. The Commission may then

i Rsue a “cease and desist” order. welcome, albeit her great
ely acknowledgedenforceable through the courts of

j

make a nice appearance and should artistry is widely acknowledge

the* state.-
«• *•

.
1
be okay in most situations; -Jose* .-here.'

•*•’•’ <Jorav'



LEGITIMATE56

'Moon Backers Share in Coast Co.;

Show May Profit No. 3 Production

The Actors Co. production of

"Moon Is Blue;” opening July 1 at

La Jolla, Calif., with David Niven

and Diana Lynn co-starred,’ has

been financed with profits from the

original Broadway company and is

using scenery and props from the

recently-closed third company.

Otto Preminger, who staged the

original and the two touring edi-

tions of the F. Hugh Herbert com-

edy, is also directing the La Jolla

troupe, which will tour Coast cities

after opening the 'season at the

Actors Co. home base.

According to a letter from pro-

ducers Aldrich & Myers (in associa-

tion with Julius Fleischmann), the

La Jolla version of the play is be-

ing bankrolled with $1 .0,000 of un-

distributed profits from the origi-

nal Broadway company. Thus, the

original backers became partners in

the Coast edition, unless they spe-

cifically .requested to be excluded.

That is in contrast to the setup for

the No. 2 and No. 3 companies,

which were separately financed, so

as not to have to wait for accumu-
lation of profits from the original

troupe.
Although the Aldrich & Myers

letter to the backers didn't reveal

the exact terms of the deal, it in-

dicated that the La Jolla use of

the scenery and props from the

No. 3 company would involve a

“financial arrangement.” Such
agreements usually involve a flat

rental fee or a royalty based on a

percentage of the gross. Since the

No. 3 edition, financed at $50,000,

broke even on its season’s tour, the

revenue from the scenery-property

deal should bring in a modest profit

on the investment.

SOUTH PIX OPS OFFER

POOL FOR LEGIT TOURING
. Austin, Tex., June 24.

Interstate Theatre Circuit and a

few other southern film ops are
negotiating a deal to present stage
attractions in their houses this

coming fall and winter. The plan,

in tentative form, calls for several
circuits to pool their houses and
offer the overall package to tour-
ing stage units.

The plan as outlined is expected
to appeal to legit show producers,
since they can come in for sev-
eral months of bookings intead of
the usual four or five weeks which
individual circuits could offer.

In the past, the favored cities

for bookings have been San An-
tonio, Dallas, Fort Worth and
Houston. Now the plan will take
in several other cities where in
the past stage shows have proved
successful.

Show Li? Leaders Aid

In Pernick Testimonial
Testimonial dinner was tendered

Monday evening (23) to Solly Per-
nick, business agent of the Stage-
hands Union, Local No. 1, Interna-
tional Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employees.

Aff.iir was hosted by the Theat-
rical Scum Club at the Hotel. As-
tor, with George E. Goldsmith, sec-
retary of the Masonic group, as
toastm°.jt..r. Number of show biz
leader.* and celebs were on hand;
including Morey Amsterdam. Ralph
Bellamy. T \TSE prexy Richard
Walsh, I A TSE secretary-treasurer
William P. Raoul, Actors Equity
execs A •’"us Duncan, Television
Author! topper George Heller,
Theatric 1 Mutual Assn, prexy Paul
Stahl, American Federation of Mu-
sicians ’ocal exec Sam Suber,
among o iurs. Pernick was given
a gold I .VISE membership card by
the union.

lire as Laulrec
Hollywood, June 24.

Pet r Lorre will star on Broad-
way next f"U in the title role of
“Monsieur Lnutrcc,” Irving L.
Jacobs’ nroduction of the Edward
Chodorov (

,,’ama about the crippled
French poster artist. Jacobs set the
deal with Lorre and the latter’s at-
torney, Jots Silverstone. over the
weekend here. v

Silverstone planed east today
(Tues.) to set a release deal for the
Lorre-produced and directed star-
rer, “The Lost One,” made'' in Ger-
many. The German language
thriller, with English titles, will be
)>p9ked ,into

k
$rt houses*

4 4 f
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Two Strawhats to Liven
^ Ala>North ilorida Area

Birmingham, June 24,

The Alabama-North Florida area

will have two strawhats this sum-
mer, one an Equity company at

Panama City Beach, Fla., and the
other a college one at University,

Ala. Both will use central staging.

John Aldrich Newfield, of How-
ard, College here, is producer for

the Pelican Players of Panama City

Beach. Newfield, who directs un-
der the name of John Aldrich, will

offer the following, plays on his 10-

week schedule: “Engaged,” “Penny
Wise,” “Tobacco Road,” ‘Holiday,”

'Accent on Youth,” “Kiss and Tell,”

“Outward Bound,” “Rain,” “The
Constarit Wife,” and one other.

Dr. Marian Gallaway, of the U.
of Alabama, will present four shows
on a four-performance-a-week
schedule, doing one every three
weeks. Plays for her Bam Arena
will be “The Curious Savage,”
“Ring Round the Moon,” “Blithe
Spirit,” and a new play by an Ala-
bama playwright, Felicia Metcalfe.
Newfield'S season opens tonight
(24) with “The Constant Wife.” Gal-
laway’s season opens tomorrow
(Wed.) with “The Curious Savage.”

Barn Notes
Ruth White, a leading member

of the resident company at the
Bucks County Playhouse, New
Hope, Pa., will appeal on a “loan-
out” next week in “Carousel” at
the Lambertville (N.J.) Music Cir-
cus, just across the Delaware
River . . . Charles Evans, scenic
designer at Lambertville last sum-
mer, has a similar stint this season
at Theron Bamberger’s Fairmount
Park tent theatre, Philadelphia
. . Hugh Price Fellows is resident
..director at the Kennebunkport
(Me.) Playhouse, opening next
Monday (30) . . . George Englund,
son of film writer Xcn Englund
and brother of Broadway ingenue
Pat Englund, is managing director
of the Famous Artists Country
Playhouse, Fayetteville, N. Y.,
opening July I. Staff of the spot
includes Dominie Jeskovich, de-
signer; John Fuhrmann, press-
agent; Eddie Rissien, stage mana-
ger; Nina Lassman, treasurer;
Donna Guido, property mistress;
Ray Rutan, master carpenter, and
Robert Barnes, technician. Paul
Crabtree is general manager of
this barn as well as the Country
Playhouse, East Rochester, N. Y.,
also serving as managing director
of the latter. East Rochester staff
includes Daniel Broun, stage man-
ager; Joe Chomyn, head tech-
nician; Joan Vadeboncoeur, pro-
duction assistant; Joan de Keyser,
property mistress, and May Jack-
son, p.a. Latter is the wife of
Malt Jackson, sports editor of the
Rochester Times Union.
Anne Pearson, daughter of radio-

newspaper columnist Leon Pear-
son, and niece of Drew Pearson,
made her stage debut in the in-
genue role in “Come Back, Little
Sheba” at Olney (Md.) Theatre
last week.

Concert singer Susan 3fee4|fo
play in summer stock at ChAgfrm
Falls, Ohio, as guest-star. Her
husband, James Karen, will have
juvenile leads in several produc-
tions.

Joe Lustig has taken over as
pressagent for Sara Stamm’s Casi-
no Theatre, Newport, succeeding
Peter Glenn, who has gone to Eng-
land.
The American Legion is pro-

testing the scheduled appearances
of Larry Parks and Betty Garrett
(Mrs. Parks) in a tryout of “The
Anonymous Lover” at Guy Palm-
erton’s barns at Worcester and
Fitchburg, Mass. The actor, ap-
pearing before the House Un-
Atnencan Activities Committee
last year, testified he had' been a
Communist but left the parity in
1945. and named various Holly-
wood personalities who had been
members. Palmcrton has ex-
pressed a determination not to
cancel the bookings . . . Uta Hagen,
Luther Adler, Herbert Bcrgliof,
Romney Brent and Paula Law-
rence, appearing at Miami in their
N. Y. City Center revival of “To-
varich were such a hit that they
were held over this week to star
in “The Play's the Thing,” under
Brent’s direction.
Roddy McDowall will appear in

Philip Barry’s “The Youngest,”
week beginning July 21, at Theron
Bamberger’s Theatre In The Round,
Fairmont Park, Philadelphia. Co-
Slarrfd^vill be Peggy Ato.Qwicjt.

Strawfaat Reviews

C«uat Your Bleasiug*
New Hope, Pa., June 23.

Theron Bamberger ^production of com-
edy in three act* (five scene*) by Carl
and Dorothy ,Allensworth. Star* Albert
Debkert feature* Sara Scegar; directed
Ezra Stone; *ettings, Jean Lfturain. At
Bucks County Playhouse, New Hope, Pa.j
June- 23, ’32; $3.40 top.

Annie, Kude)ka Norma Lehn
Leo Blalagrudskl ........Jack Klugman
Emma Die/endeM Ruth White
Bessie Diefendorf ' > Sara Seegar
Fred Diefendorf Albert Dekker
Nancy Diefendorf Judith Licata
Jimmie Diefendorf .... Josef Seegar Stone
Kitty Diefendorf Sue Ellen Blake
John Gate* .. Jamct Goodwin
Elmer Price Joseph Foley
Newton Gates John Shellie
George Caldwell Ronald Telfer
Hattie Edwards Fay Sappington
Mr. Fiddler Truman Smith
Helper Allen Kramer
Telephone Lineman Tom Avera
Andy Bowen John Crowley

It seems improbable that a com-
‘edy about the installation of city
water — and especially indoor
toilet^—on a farm outside Cleve-
land; in 1912, would be able to
keep anyone indoors after the first

act, but “Count Your Blessings,”
which opened a one-week tryout
run at Bucks County Playhouse
here Monday night (23), not only
holds the audience ' but sends it

home happy.

New comedy by Carl and Doro-
thy Allensworth, presented by
Playhouse producer Theron Bam-
berger, with Ezra... Stone directing,
features Albert Dekker as a travel-
ling paint salesman who has set-
tled his family on a farm. As a
jingoistic optimist fired by the
successful completion of the
Panama Canal, Dekker plays a
man determined to give his family
the comforts of indoor plumbing
if it breaks him. Sara Seegar
(Mrs. Ezra Stone) plays Dekker’s
wife with a stature and solid
humor that give the show real
body. Ruth White, a fine charac-
ter actress, heads a 15-member
supporting cast, which includes
Fay Sappington, John Shellie, Jo-
seph Foley (who is very funny),
Norma Lehn and Jack Klugman.

Play’s success must be attributed
to extremely expert, light-handed
direction of Stone, who gets ef-
fects where least expected—and
whose ability to whip a show into
presentable shape in only two
weeks of rehearsals is highly com-
mendable.
With work on the first act, where

the story line is somewhat obscure,
“Count Your Blessings” should
move very happily into a Broad-
way niche next falL It has a
bucolic, tum-of-the-century charm
that makes it a sort of. “Oklahoma”
without music, - Ward.

Carmen Jones
T .

Boston, June 24.
A1 Capp presentation

Dick CampbeU production of musical
two acts, with music by Georges Biz
?5

olC
c, i
and by Oscar Hammerst.

st*r* Muriel Ralm. Staged by Can
Set*, Theodore Sastrom;

. danc
Sheldon Hoskins; musical direction, .

bert Rivett. At Boston Summer Theat
Boston, June 23, '52.

Carmen
Joe
Cindy Lou
Husky Miller
Frankie
Rum
Dink *

’

. . . . Muriel Rahn
. . . Luther Saxon

. . . Elton Warren
. 'William DlUard
Theresa Merritte

George Fisher
....Joseph Lewis

aiup iu wnai CO
conceivably be another Broadi
revival, this edition of “Carn
Jones” retains the vigor and go
matured spoofing of its open
counterpart that the original p

caP^ure<^ 19 years ago.
the plot revolves, as

aecrfdte ago, around the escapa
of gals employed in a parach
factory, and military personnel
signed as guards, plus such
vertissements, offered by fisticuj
Husky Miller and his entoura
musical remains up-to-date ;

therefore good entertainment.
Principals Muriel Rahn, Lut

Saxon, Elton Warren, Audrey V
terpool, William Dillard ;

Theresa Merritte, majority
whom were in the original c
show to good advantage in the
cal department. Ballet diverts
ment in Act Two, with 'toread
prancing through a hoked b
fight, is an especially str<
laugh-getter.

Miss Rahn is sufficiently ha
boiled to be plausible and Sa:
is equally proficient as the w<
Joe. Miss Merritte scores in t

relatively minor role of Fran)
while George Fisher (Rum) ;

Lewis (Dink) ably supp
Dillard's Husky Miller. •

Costuming by Grace Hous
and lighting by Elinor Duvey h
the proper atmosphere. Curt

DES MOINES HOUSE SWITCH
Des Moines, June 27.

The Community Drama Assn, of
Des Mpines will take over the Tri-
States Roosevelt Theatre July 10 .

Remodeling will start in July, with
first day planned for production in
Oqtpbqr.

VednenUy, June 25, 1952

Inciffo fstiiff—IMil
Howard College, Alabama, drama professor John Aldrich Newf u

had long planned to give Somerset Maugham’s “The Constant Wif 4
at his Equity Theatre, Pelican Playhouse, at Panama City Beach
But the recent Broadway success of the play, and Katharine Corner
subsequent plans to tour with the show next season, balked him

*

field wrote Miss Cornell, told her his Equity company was the oT*
one for miles around, and that Broadway touring companies rar i

came that way. Gertrude Macy’of the. Cornell office informed NewS
that his arena theatre on the North Florida coast could go ahead wilk
the production, “inasmuch as Panama City Beach is some distance
any town that we will play.” Pelican players open their 10-wcpV
son today (Tues.) with “The Constant Wife.” Group is in its second
season.

na

Theatre de Lys, which William de Lys plans to open in the fall
the former Hudson Guild Playhouse, Greenwich Village, N. Y., already
represents an investment of $32,539. According to an accounting Mav
31 the expenses included $6,047 for office furniture and equipment
$1,809 for technical equipment, $8,120 for theatre building improve!
ments, $3,000 for rent, ;$100 for electricity, $75 for telephone $300
for sound equipment, $1,000 for a curtain, $485 for seats, $50 incidental
items, $787 for prepaid insurance, and $8,882 organization expenses
Opening bill at the spot, scheduled for- Sept. 29, will be a musical
version of “Frankie- and Johnny,” written by John Huston in 1932.

Legit Bits

Nat Karson, who withdrew
t

as

.stageshow producer at the Empire,
Leicester Square, London, when
the spot changed policy recently,

-

is currently in Rome, where he
may remain indefinitely. ...Mike
Sloane, co-producer with Paula
Stone (Mrs. Sloane) of “Top Ba-
nana,” leaves tomorrow (Thurs.)
for the Coast to confer with adap-
tor George Oppenhelmer, song-
writers Johnny Burke and Jimmy
Van Heusen and director Bretulgne
Windust on the Stone-Sloane mu-
sical version of “Carnival in Flan-
ders”. . .The National, Washington,
currently dark, relights July 21-
Aug. 2 #ith “Good Nite, Ladies,”
before getting “Porgy and Bess”
for four weeks starting Aug. 4 . . .

George Abbott will direct and part-
ner with Jute Styne in the produc-
tion of “In Any Language” (for-

merly “Only Human”), the Ed Be-
loin-Henry Garaon comedy about
an American actress in 'Italy. Re-
hearsals are scheduled for Aug. 15,
with- a ,Broadway opening Oct. 1
after a tryout tour.

Coast producer Gene Mann in
New York to negotiate a television
deal . . Joseph Fields and Jerome
Chodorov will write the book for
a musical adaptation of “My Sister
Eileen,” their 1940-41 dramatiza-
tion of the Ruth McKenney maga-
zine sketches, which Robert Fryer
hopes to produce, with George Ab-
bott directing. . .Pressagent Peggy
Phillips has authored a-new com-
edy, “To Charlie, with Love,”
which may be tried out at the
Westport (Conn.) Country Play-
house during September, with Wil-
liam Gaxton as lead. . .Warren
Caro, Theatre Guild-American
Theatre Society executive, leaves
today (Wed.) on a trip to discuss
subscription plans with local rep-
resentatives in 10 key cities, with
time out for a vacation in Alaska
. . .Tony Griswold and Joseph
Stevens will present the Dutchess
Players (from the Six O’clock The-
atre in New York) for a nine-week,
season at the Cecilwood Theatre,
Fishkill, N. Y., under the direction
of Fred Stewart. Ann Sloper Is
pressagent for the spot . . . Pericles
Alexander, amusements editor of
the Shreveport, La., Tipnes, and in-
die pressagent, has befen signed to
p.a. state and national coverage
for the State Fair Musicals in Dal-
las. Paper granted Alexander a 90-
day summer leave.

Carleton Carpenter, on loan-out
from Metro, has been set for the
male lead opposite Monica Lewis
in ’the Actors Co. production of
“Remaihs to Be Seen” at the La
•Jolla (Cal.) Playhouse . . . Dr. Ed-
ward W, Borgers, director of the
Queens County Playhouse, New
York, has been appointed director
of the Playhouse of the U. of
Kansas City. Dr. Borgers succeeds
Dr. John H.. Newfield, recently ap-
pointed director of the University
Theatre at the U. of Kansas, Law-
rence ... Donald Harrington, di-
rector in the drama . school at the
U. of Washington, will mark his
100th production with “Ring
Around the Moon” at the Play-
house, Seattle, Friday (27L

Jerome Whyte, Theatre Guild
musical production manager and
Rodgers & Hammerstein produc-
tion aide, was discharged last week
from Lenox Hill Hospital, N. Y. t

alter treatment for chronic arthri-
tis .. . Peggy Doyle, drama critic
of the Boston American, in town
last week to catch up on the Broad-
way shows. Elliot Norton, of the
Boston Post, on a similar visit the
week before . . . Now that her
older son’s school term is over,
Martha Scott has moved to New
York, so she doesn’t have to com-r.
mute from New Haven for her co-
starring stint in “Male Animal.”
But now her husband, bandleader
Mel Powell/ must commute from

,

New York for his composition and
harmony courses at Yale . . . War-
ner Watson, production assistant
for the Blevins Davfg-Robert Breeg
revival of “Porgy and Bess,” out ol
the hospital last week after a three-
ihonth tussle due to a ktekup of an
old infection from his GI days
Legit-tele actress Neva Patterson
back from a visit to her parents
in Elkhart. Ia.

Gertrude Mlcy and Walter
Starcke, who produced “I Am $Cimer a”# out of the Cornell-
McCliptlc office, are taking their
own offices for the production of
the new John van Druten play.
“I’ve Got Sixpence.” Miss Macy,
who will continue as general man-
ager for Katharine Cornell, leaves
next week for a European vaca-
tion . . . Designers David Ffolkes
and Stuart Hemingway plan a
fall production of Maurice Valen-
cy's “Thracian Horses,” which
various managements have had un-
der option in the. last several years
. . . Principal financing for Mike
Todd's musical, “Night in Venice"
the water show and Sunday night
concerts at Jones Beach, L. I, is

understood being supplied by stock
broker Dudley Roberts, Jr.

Checks are reportedly being signed
by him or Frank Smith, personal
manager for Lowell Thomas,
Todd's partner in Thomas-Todd
Productions, Inc.
Producer Shepard Traube, whose

touring edition of “Bell, Book and
Candle” • is playing through the

summer in Chicago, goes to Fire

Island, N. Y., this weekend to

spend July and August . . . “Le
Complexe de Philemon,” Jean
Bernard Luc farce which was a

Broadway flop last fall, in an

adaptation titled “Faithfully

Yours,” by' L. Bush-Fckete and
Mary Helen Fay, is being produced
in Leeds, England, two weeks
hence under the title, “The Happy
Marriage,” a d a p t e’d by Joha
Clements,. The cast will include

the adaptor and his” wife, Kay
Hammond . . . Jed Harris is to

stage Arthur Leaser's proposed
production of “Si Je Voulais” (“If

You Want”), by Paul Geraldy and

Robert Spitxer. The play was

originally produced on Broadway
in 1924-25 under' the title “She

Had to Know,” with Grace George
starred . . . Philip Barry, Jr., and

Martin Manulis have acquired

Richard Condon's farce, “How to

Fly With One Feather,” and will

try' it out week of Aug. 25 at the

John Drew Theatre, Easthampton,
L. I., with the idea of a Broadway
production in the fall . . .

Carrol

Kyser is the new understudy for

Joan Bennett in the Chicago com-

pany of "Bell; Book and Candle.

Edward Hunt take- over as under-

study for the men.

Current Road Shows
(June 23-July 5)

“Bell, Book and Candle” (Joan

ennett, Zachary Scott)—Selwyn,

hicago (23-5).

“Cal Me Madam”—Philharmonic.
1 . A. (23-5).

“Good Night Ladies” — Hanna,

Heve (23-S)

“Guy/.nd Dolls” - Shubort,

hicago (23-5). TT .

“Moon is Blue” (2d Co.)—Harris,
hi (23-5). _
“Moon is Blue” • (Diana Lynn,

•avid Niven) (3d Co.)—La Jolla

layhouse, La Jolla, Cal. (1-5).

“Porgy and Bess”—Opera House,

hicago (25-5). c «
“Song of Norway”—Curran, S.r*

53-5).

“South Pacific” (Janet Blair,

febb Tilton)—Capitol, Salt Lake

ity (23-28); Opera House, b.

tO-5).
T A

“Stalag 17” — Biltmore, L. a.
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J .'Chi “Moon’ Setting After 61 Weeks

Biggest Atlantic City Setup in Yrs.

New Haven, June 24. - “““

Tarfel-FoKes' Bowing

[hshoSidtu™ SS^-SWt - On; Coast in October
of

'swords-crossing season In sev- ^ A?ge,eJ Jun(. u
etil 9ua ers

*
_ Mvron Cohen will star in “Farfel

All-Male Tragile Fox’
“The Fragile Fox.” Norman

Brooks play which the late John
Garfield had planned to present
with himself as star, has been ac-

;

quired for production in the fall by

|

Max Allentuck and Jay Julien. For-
mer is general manager for Kermit
;Bloomgarden, while the latter is an
attorney.

The partners are also both war-

Third Longest Postwar Ron There

Senate Okays D.C. Child

Myron Cohen will star in “Farfel J;i
ed to actresses, Allentuck to Mau-

PlaybouSe

Clinton T:

_ T - a wun mmsen as scar, nas Deen ac- „ * . .N>w Haven, June 24. f 1 ^ I

— + Chicago, June 24,

The closing of the Chicago com-

_ ^
pany of “Moon Is-Blue” at the Hat-

Ihis legit centre material- a a * A L l - i
Bloomgarden, while the latter is an * ' u ' t ip M

J

j ris this Saturday (28V will give the

iould turn out.to be a sort UO UKlSt ID UCtODCf attorney. vActOISl Nffd TnillUUl NOfl ^7 the third longest postwar

&**** *as.» «v- ^ Angries Jum M partners „ lso **^ «*
June 24. .

“
'hjrt Kneeter’s Norwich Myron Cohen will star in "Farfel

J.*

ad A
fernl^.
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'llart

I
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BiU to cblld actor® "Voice of the Turtle," with 6#
B»%e

„d Lewto ^r^ Follies,” new Yiddish-EngJ^h re- "Ro« Tattoo" ’on Broadway and SSS'^Theatre, not too faE ap
;

vue scheduled to preem Oct. 20 tour last season, and Julien to Julie now needs only President Truman's ceeded this stint In the' oast 30
b?™£rd Me kate" tor

Iat th* B1KmOTe Th'*t™ ^ere for Hams currenUy v«.Uonlng as signature to make It legal
_

Jears One oftiie,uiekertroad
r
J ,„j°30 In the two sue-

* three-week break-in, prior to
^r of I Am a Came™- «»«- Measure amends Washington s companies formed, only starting six

i^s Norwich and Clin- heading east. Show is produced by ^e cfst
^ tor an all- child labor, law to permit young- weeks after the New York success,““ "SL ui^ r.i, .-„d H.i «... „„„

male cast‘ sters <rom_seven to 14 to appear
it hu been a critical and financial

th
n. Wn » P

*,c?~
y

<rf the suKcssftll Coa^t- _ . "Z
-

'

?
n
J
s‘ag

f'
Piously the children boxofflee success through most of

^
. >i - ' , ni orleinated “krawhWjmilM'’ tn Fsrlr flllCSffa fartsin bad to be

, i

^

or over
‘. xx
T
?
e
,

young- its engagement. It grossed more

new Yiddish-English re- -Rose Tattoo’

on the barnyard circuit, are due >t the . Biltmore Theatre here for Harris, currently vacation!

to unfurl “Kiss Me, Kate for
, thret.week prior to

star of “I Am a Camera."
of June 30. In the two sue- ever, “Fragile Fox calls for

I^dlii weeks, Norwich and CUn- heading east. Show is produced by malt cast.

Sr in that order, will play “Re- Mickey Katz and Hal Zeiger, pro- —
To Be Seen.” ducers of the successful Coast- *»! /« • n . •

MUton Stiefel’s Ivoryton Play- °rifi"«tod “Bqrscht-Capades," in tarty UllCagO CiTtaiD
J»e to O’* k«graph- which Katx sUrred. }

n nit T L
tally, between Norwich and Clin- Show now haa tenUUye Chicago, Q]| Bdl PajS Offl TnWlbe
I:n hits the duplicate booking New, York and Miami date* to „ / _

9

lituatlon with Norwich via a Mae follow the local stand. “Borscht” T0 It till

West stand on the one side, and played all of the big centers of 1W */*DUUUC » WU

with Clinton via “The Happy Jewish population around the Chicago, Jum

Time” on the other side.
^

k country during its tw^year life. On strength of the good
Other plays announced for these : ance at the ^early > perfoa

inots include, at Norwich, Lanny _ _ Tuesday nights of “Bell, Bo
Ross in “Tree Grows is Brooklyn,* •|P| J ' 'viALJ Candle” here, producer S
July 21; Alexis Smith and Victor

, JlliMMiPSi ilfnlnV Traube plansVo continue th

Jory in "Private Lives/* July 28; ^ " J tice when the play resumes i

Larry Parks and Betty Garett in
t

_ _ ' in the fall. He’s convinced t

“Anonymous Lpvers"
1

(newi, Aug. • f K ll a boxoffice hypo, particuli

11 and June Havoc in “Sadie lilfiSP UKII IlllIIS larMer cities with residentii

Thompson,” Aug. 18.
Bnw * **

urbs, such as Minneapoli:

Clinton’s sked adds Edward Ev- , • * . . .
' Francisco, Lbs Angeles, N<

erett Horton in “Nina,” July 21; ^
wo shows closed last week- ieans and Washington.,

Kvi Gabor in “Her Cardboard end, one going on the road after a t

naa io oe » or over ine young- its engagement. It grossed more
sters would be permitted in eight than *i >000,000 and will have
performances.,per week, and would pUyed ,487 performances to more

to h*
i
n st

1

age no
A
lm

i
e

^- than 440,000 customers.
rkAn 11 m n tn fnr

Original cast* with Lepn. Ames
and Maggie McNamara stayed, with

^
'

j_ than It.3iO p.na. Requirements for

To Continue It on Tour ‘he pr°per
,«ho?|to* «» chu-

dren are also included.

Blondes,’ Stalag’

Close Lush Runs

Chicago, June 24. Hereto!

On strength of the good attend- children—
ance at the _early • performance Wedding,

UJLCIi axo giOV IIIVIUUW* it 1_ ^ 1,4 Y . . i\_ ..

Het«tofor«, show* with young P“ ^°w until June 1, but the

children—such » "Member of the
Juvenile Murrey Hamilton left the

ance at the .early performance Wedding,” “King and V” "South
Tuesday nights of “Bell, Book and PacMc,” etc.—have been barred
Candle” here, producer Shepard in. effect by the juve ban.

Traube plans 'to continue the prac- 1

tice when the play resumes its tour _
in the fall. He’s convinced that its P J I J m/ I

? to.*Mftce hypo, ptofcutoly to OW6Q6 L68Q, 1 3HKS
larger cities with residential sub-
urbs, such as Minneapolis, San '

*

For Aussie Sr
Clinton’s sked adds Edward Ev-

, , ,
* Francisco, Lbs Angeles, New Or-

erett Horton in “Nina,” July 21; ^
wo fhows closed last week- ieans and Washington.,

Eva Gabor in “Her Cardboard .
end, one going on the road after a

• upbeat trade at the Tuesday
Lover,” July 28, and Ilka Chase successful.New York run, the other performances of the John van Dru-
in “Over 21,” Aug. 4. a former Broadway smash closintr ten comedy has been consistent

several others tried the part for
short, stints, Amefeleft to do pic-

ture weak and Mias McNamaraiv 1 1/ I transferred to the New York cast
tiiAiln I anil V QltlTC thrc* weeks ago. They were sue-

VTvIlC LCttU) JL ceeded by Hiram Sherman and
Marcia Henderson.

1^ 8 • During last summer, the play
kAlf lllICCMI \g had a phenomenal b.o., doing as
1 Ul llUOOIv k/I much as |20,000 weekly at the

’ 1,000-seat house and seldom fall-
Richard Collett, leading baritone ing below the $18,000 mark- Pro-

(Continued on page 58 >

;

Golden Getting Mostity

Satisfaction on Hale*

gave chain for the lead role of Emil de
;

abrupt drop in the last few weeksFormer wng 17*» fli® Z ’ .
" . , cnain ior me ie«a roie or «e aorupt crop in cne lasi lew w*

, » » /
*nd

/
h' tonsive plugging m spot wmounce- Bec,ut iB (hr -Austr.li.n produc- (Continued on nit 58)latter “Gentlemen Prefer Blondes.’ ments on local radio stations. An-

tiojl of Pacific.” Collett,
i^onunucq on page oo;

“Stalag,” comedy melodrama by week, when the advance sale
, who’s been in America .the past few * * g V'

Donnld Bevan and Edmond Trxcto- *"d *‘^d
.
“W1S * Yoflng to Enter

ski, had a 471-performance run the window sale a at 6:30 p.m
.1 * n i i' i « j \ *

Tuesday show, a sudden spurt in
,ast ^ekend to N.Y. by Dorothy
Stewart, Williamson’s TJ. S. rep.
Miss Stewart also pacted Mary La
Roche for the femme lead of Nellie
Forbush; Virginia Paris, for Bloody
Mary, and Leonard Stone as Billls.

The, Lt. Cable role will probably

Concert - Lectare Field
. 8

With Anderson ‘Reafngs’
San Francisco, June 24.

Legit producers Russell Lewis
understood to be relatiyely little profit, including its share" of the &

o1
v «

®

ther
r ttv t i

be from London and the Liat artd Howard Young enter the con-
profit in the operation for John $110,000 film sale. It has distrib-

figures. Fact that local de- part in Australia. cert-lecture field' this fall with the
Golden, who took over the N. Y. uted $75,000 in profits and has ad-

Partn
J®
nt

J
tores ar

f
.°Pen un

^
9:30 Charles Atkins, of the Rodgers- presentation of Judith Anderson in

City Center production and is pre- dihional assets of about $25 000
P-m ' Mondays would be an adverse jjammerstein N. Y. staff, who’s a program of solo dramatic “read-

senting it for the commercial run. including undistributed profits’
ac

;P
r tnat night, ine midweek been with “South Pacific” for three ings.” They- also plan other more

Explanation is that the stars and cash reserve and bonds. The pro^ Sa
!}
nee

j
rule

?
®ut an early sta

^J years here, will gft out to Aussie or less similar projects for next
the Center management get a sub- duction opens its tour tomorrow hfFM to stage the muslcaT*

HeTH 8et an spring.
stantial share of the net, in addi- night (Thurs.) at the Biltmore, Los c!fn

a
rd?v

S^ assist from
-
John Casson

'
resident Mlss Anderson will appear in a

lion to the regular percentages for Angeles. - m aHnee dav) arf , hi
director for Williamson. “Pacific” 70-minute version of “Medea,” plus

ThSw reuortodlv^breata’ even
"Blondes ” aIs0 Saturday nigh“ so there's little to ^gained feVt Matosty’s, Mai- a short scenefrom "Tower Beyond

»t arounT *13 /no havina enrt
n
]?
ht ' at National, Washington, then. The producer also (eels Sett *ho was an actor before

Tragedy
i

both
.
adaPt

f
d by Babm-

Golden ahm.f rt S non tn
a tour startin« last Septem- there’s not much potential in the ffo?ni toto atom^ f" ^ f*

°n?lnalGolden about $14,000 to acquire ber in Chicago. It .played 740 per- recent suggestion of a few theatre-
°Pera and starred oppo dramas in which the star previous-

and move to a Broadway house. formances on Broadway, having goers and^ managers ^that there
site Ingrid Bergman abroad, audi-

iy appeared on Broadway. Unlike

totto''mvrtties arXector fov »Pe“d
,

ia December, 1949, The fhouid be an™arlycurtainformid- ^ Hammerrteto
1

‘f :
Don

r
J
h
ua? ln Hell" program

aumor royalties, 3 Vo director roy- musical adaptation of the Anita u/acIi- mofincpc eis & Hammei stein a year ago ior starring Charles Boyer, Charles

i
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%
!
pUl bet

,

we«n sta« El- Loos novel, with book by J^ph TheTsO performance Tuesdays
the B

?
nd

°7
'Pacifi.c,'' but other Laughton, Cedric Hardwtoke and

hott Nugent (who also co-authored Fields and Miss Loos, ' music by has been a definite cHck at "Bell ’’
.

tbe“ ?t?
vc
?
tei lu

h
r
; Agnes Moorehead, Miss Anderson

S'V,;
0
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lth
J
,am*s Thurber), Jule, styne and lyrics by Leo ^1/™/ Eeceints have invaSbiv

ther consideration Miss La Roche wm use a full stage and no mlcro-
Robert Preston, Robin, is slated to go on the road to/oed ^ P,ayed tbe lead in Allegro on the phone for the performance.

and 15% to the Center manage- again the fall but in a scaled h2 m!ct road and more recentJy was on the The program, which was tested
jnent, leaves Golden only 22% of down physical production with a ntw James Melton TV show * Both hav

f recently at the Ojai Music Festival
the operating net. HoWever, since reptocement fo/ caro Shannta/ //rweek un/er toe new arrange

b<|® sig“ed for a 12-month period
'- »ear here, is slated to tour four

he financed the project himself, he the star. .ment 'the Tuesday reertots wfre
options. weeks before Christmas and six

b eta/
VC t0 SP1“ hlS Shar* w,th The Herman Levin-Oliver Smith $1,450. The second week dropped . „ f en.

weeks after Year. ^Moss__fe

he flnan

doesn’t ]

backers.

with options. weeks before Christmas and six

weeks after New Year. Moss tt

j a- x. . , xvxxxv i n,o vv ,, . ,
-- . Samuel Antek, conductor of the Haymon will book the first part

- .

Production, financed at $200,000 to $1,239. However the third week, New Jersey Symphony Orchestra and JamesDavidson & David Libl-

nmn nrrCDC O OlinniO costing $208,000, has thus far when radio spots- were used, and a violinist in the NBC Sym- df th l tt portion
uUILU UrrERS 8 SHOWS distributed $480,000 profits and jumped to $1,781 and the fourth to phony Orchestra, will be guest

d
Lewis A Y^une currently oper-

»TA
has additional assets of about 1,913. Sincfe then, the low was $1,- conductor of the latter orch for the

atin ff the second summer seasouTO fUI CITDCrDIDCDC $70,000. with another $60 000 still 558 and the high 11.983. first time Saturday (28^on NBC.
the

1
^

Sacramento^ Music Circu?
have produced several shows on

' Ol .,* Broadway and have presented a

lhffttT number of touring shows.

/WEDDING' PAYS $22,500;
“MOON IS BLUE” (B’way Co.) TAT AY 1IAUJ Y01G 10J

Investment $75,000 lillAL WUW «^(5.lD^iZ4

v;;: oW'.ko
1

91
,

6«7 Another dividend, amounting to

TO mi ^IIRSfRIRFIK $70,000, with another $60,000 still 558 and the high $1,983iv uill JUDkH/lUDEAJ due from the show’s share of the
Chicago. June 24. 20th-Fox film deal. ,Chicago, June 24.

Chicago Theatre Guild this com-
ing season is offering eight plays
instead of the usual "six, due to in-
creased interest, according to Miss
Barnet Watts, Guild head here,
subscription offering, which opened

ATPAM Sets Separate

Agents for ’Venice,’ Aqua “MOON IS BLUE” (B’way Co.)

last week tees off
Michael Todd ’s “Night in Ven- investment $75,000 WIAL miN

1J^ianger Sept. 2 and “Four- ^ oo Another dividend, amounting to
poster at the Blackstone Sept. 22.

the Marine Stadium, Jones Beach, Additional profit as of March 29, 52..^ $22',500, was paid last week on
Next two attractions are “Country

L
L.J*'

hav
f

b?en ^ified as sep- Gross for nine Sveeks ending May 31 52 139,631 ’

er ^ Wedding,” bring-
Girl” and “Gigi ” arate Productions, and the Assn, of profit for nine weeks ending May 31, 52 * 13,453 *

Carson
The other four selections will Peat"cal Afnts & Mans- Less N. Y. State unincorporated business tax 2,449 ^c^n^Vdrama to $316,124 thus

5* kken from "The Constant has required the employment Assets as of May 31, '52 32
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undistributed profits, plus possible

n
> Call Me Madam” and “I Am Pa^y manager for each. As a re- MOON I B

. cen onn income from the show’s share of
•A Camera.” suit, Ben Komzweig has been hired Investment $60,000

-

—

- as associate to Max Gendel, Todd’s Distributed Profit 55,000

Buck (VRru)>ii A TT^«w| regular p.a. Robert Ward is gen- Additional profit as of March 29, ’52 ; 13,095 ....
t

1 Again rleaa erai manager for the shows, and Gross for nine weeks ending May 31 102,424 ® . * r. V-

the net from the Stanley Kramer
film version, stock and foreign

as’of March29; ’52".:.:..: 13,095 Mm vision, stock and foreign

* “ * * 10
?’Q4t The Robert Whitehead produc-i* A , ,

° ‘ Z V . T AiJr* qi 9941 The Kohert wmteneaa proauc-

^
Catholic Actors Guild c»mPa

T
n/ of Venice, Profit for nine weeks^endrng May_31 3 -3*1

u whlch recenay ciosed after
Gene Buck and Pat O’Brien

Whl1* Harold Grossman is company Less provision for retroactive royalties, etc
_
2,224

n<>a;|v (wn VMr„, rlIn in N(.w Yorknearly two years’ run in New York
reelected ore2 To » manager of swimming show. Assets as of May 31, ’52
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'Moon Backers Share in Coast Co.;

Show May Profit No. 3 Production

The Actors Co. production of

"Moori Is Blue," opening July 1 at

La Jolla, Calif., with David Niven

and Diana Lynn co-starred,’ has

been .financed with profits from the

original Broadway company and is

using scenery and props from the

recently-closed third company.

Otto Preminger, who staged the

original and the two touring edi-

tions of the F. Hugh Herbert com-

edy, is also directing the La Jolla

troupe, which will tour Coast cities

after opening the 'season at the

Actors Co. home base.

According to a letter from pro-

ducers Aldrich & Myers (in associa-

tion with Julius Fleischmann), the

La Jolla version of the play is be-

ing bankrolled with f1.0,000 of un-

distributed profits from the origi-

nal Broadway company. Thus, the

original backers became partners in

the Coast edition, unless they spe-

cifically .requested to be excluded.

That is in contrast to the setup for

the No. 2 and No. 3 companies,

which were separately financed, so

as not to have to wait for accumu-
lation of profits from the original

troupe.
Although the Aldrich 8i Myers

letter to the backers didn't reveal

the exact terms of the deal, It in-

dicated that the La Jolla use of

the scenery and props from the

No. 3 company would involve a

"financial arrangement." Such
agreements usually involve a flat

rental fee or a royalty based on a

percentage of the gross. Since the

No. 3 edition, financed at $50,000,

broke even on its season's tour, the

revenue from the scenery-property

deal should bring in a modest profit

on the investment.

SOUTH PiX OPS OFFER

POOL FOR LEGIT TOURING
. Austin, Tex., June 24.

Interstate Theatre Circuit and a

few other southern film ops are
negotiating a deal to present stage
attractions in their houses this

coming fall and winter. The plan,

in tentative form, calls for several
circuits to pool their houses and
offer the overall package to tour-
ing stage units.

The plan as outlined is expected
to appeal to legit show producers,
since they can come in for sev-
eral months of bookings intead of
the usual four or five weeks which
individual circuits could offer.

In the past, the favored cities

for bookings have been San An-
tonio, Dallas, Fort Worth and
Houston. Now the plan will take
in several other cities where in
the past stage shows have proved
successful.

Show jfe Leaders Aid

In Pernick Testimonial
Testimonial dinner was tendered

Monday evening (23) to Solly Per-
nick, business agent of the Stage-
hands Union, Local No. 1, Interna-
tional Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employees.

Aff.iir was hosted by the Theat-
rical Suurre Club at the Hotel As-
tor, with George E. Goldsmith, sec-
retary of the Masonic groUp, as
to as tm*. el”, r. Number of show biz
leaders and celebs were on hand;
including Morey Amsterdam, Ralph
Bellamy, T \TSE prexy Richard
Walsh, IA.TSE secretary-treasurer
William P, Raoul, Actors Equity
execs A“*rus Duncan, Television
Author!.;' lopper George Heller.
Theatr*'' 1 Mutual Assn, prexy Paul
Stahl, American Federation of Mu-
sicians ’acal exec Sam Suber,
among o !i_rs. Pernick was given
a gold I.\T3E membership card by
the union.

Lrre as Laulrec
Hollywood, June 24.

Pet r Lorre will star on Broad-
way next f-’U in the title role of
"Monsieur Lautrcc," Irving L.
Jacobs’ production of the Edward
Chodorov (’"araa about the crippled
French poster artist. Jacobs set the
deal with Lorre and the latter’s at-
torney, Jots Silverstone. over the
weekend here. *

Silverstone planed east today
(Tues.) to set a release deal for the
Lorre-produced and directed star-
rer, "The Lost One,” made in Ger-
many. The German language
thriller, with English titles, will be
&>9kcd into^ £rt. houses*

, , , , „ ,

Two Strawhateto Liven
^ iifc-North Florida Area

Birmingham, June 24,

The Alabama-North Florida area

will have two strawhats this sum-
mer, one an Equity company at

Panama City Beach, Fla., and the

other a college one at University,

Ala. Both will use central staging.

John Aldrich Newfield, of How-
ard College here, is producer for

the Pelican Players ofJPanama City

Beach. Newfield, who directs un-
der the name of John Aldrich, will

offer the following plays on his 10-

week schedule: "Engaged," "Penny
Wise," "Tobacco Road," ‘Holiday,"

'Accent on Youth,” “Kiss and Tell,"

"Outward Bound," "Rain," "The
Constant Wife," and one other.

Dr. Marian Gallaway, of the U.
of Alabama, will present four shows
on a four-performance-a-week
schedule, doing one every three
weeks. Plays for her Bam Arena
will be "The Curious Savage,"
"Ring Round the Moon," “Blithe
Spirit," and a new play by an Ala-
bama playwright, Felicia Metcalfe.
Newfield's season opens tonight

(24) with "The Constant Wife." Gal-
laway’s season opens tomorrow
(Wed.) with "The Curious Savage."

Bari Notes
Ruth White, a leading member

of the resident company at the
Bucks County Playhouse, New
Hope, Pa„ will appear on a "loan-
out" next week in "Carousel" at
the Lambertville (N.J.) Music Cir-
cus, just across the Delaware
River . . . Charles Evans, scenic
designer at Lambertville last sum-
mer, has a similar stint this season
at Theron Bamberger's Fairmount
Park tent theatre* Philadelphia
. . Hugh Price Fellows is resident
-director at the Kennebunkport
(Me.) Playhouse, opening next
Monday (30) . . . George Englund,
son of film writer Ken Englund
and brother of Broadway ingenue
Pat Englund, is managing director
of the Famous Artists Country
Playhouse, Fayetteville, N. Y.,
opening July 1. Staff of the spot
includes Dominie Jesksvich, de-
signer; John Fnhrmann, press-
agent; Eddie Rissien, stage mana-
ger; Nina Lawman, treasurer;
Donna Guido, property mistress;
Ray Rutan, master carpenter, and
Robert Barnes, technician. Paul
Crabtree is general manager of
this barn as well as the Country
Playhouse, East Rochester* N. Y.,
also serving as managing director
of the latter. East Rochester staff
includes Daniel Broun, stage man-
ager; Joe Chomyn, head tech-
nician; Joan Vadeboncoeur, pro-
duction assistant; Joan de Keyser,
property mistress, and May Jack-
son, p.a. Latter is the wife of
Matt Jackson, sports editor of the
Rochester Times Union,
Anne Pearson, daughter of radio-

newspaper columnist Leon Pear-
son, and niece of Drew Pearson,
made her stage debut in the in-
genue role in "Come Back, Little
Sheba” at Olney (Md.) Theatre
last week.

Concert singer Susan Jteo<j[.f]te
play in summer stock at ChagHfi
Falls, Ohio, as guest-star. Her
husband, Janies Karen, will have
juvenile leads in several produc-
tions.

Joe Lustig has taken over as
pressagent for Sara Stamm’s Casi-
no Theatre, Newport, succeeding
Peter Glenn, who has gone to Eng-
land.
The American Legion is pro-

testing the scheduled appearances
of Larry Parks and Betty Garrett
(Mrs. Parks) in a tryout of “The
Anonymous Lover” at Guy Palrn-
erton’s barns at Worcester and
Fitchburg, Mass. The actor, ap-
pearing before the House Un-
American Activities Committee
last year, testified he had' been a
Communist but left the party in
1945, and named various Holly-
wood personalities who had been
members. Palmcrton has ex-
pressed a determination not to
cancel the bookings . . . Uta Hagen,
Luther Adler, Herbert Bcrghof,
Romney Brent and Paula Law-
rence, appearing at Miami in their
N. Y. City Center revival of "To*
varich,” were such a hit that they
were held over this week to star
in "The Play's the Thing," under
Brent's direction.
Roddy McDowall will appear in

Philip Barry's "The Youngest,"
week beginning July 21, at Thcrou
Bamberger’s Theatre In The Round,
Fairmont Park. Philadelphia. Co-
starred .will be JPeggy GVpcrN

Strawhat Reviews

Ouat Tour BleuiaRf
New Hope, pa., June 23.

Theron Bamberger production oi com-
edy in. three act* (five scenes) by Carl
and Dorothy Allertsworth. Star* Albert
Dekker; ‘feature* Sara Scegar; directed by
Ezra Stope; Bettings, 7ean Lnurein. At
Bucks County Playhouse, New Hope, Pa.;
June- 23, '52; *3.40 top.

Annie, Kudelka Norma Lehn
Leo Bialagrudskl ....... .Jack Klugman
Emma Dbtsndoif Ruth White
Bespig - Diefcndorf . Sara Seegar
Fred Diefcndorf .......... Albert Dekker
Nancy Diefcndorf. Judith Licata
Jimmie Diefendori.. . .Josef Seegar Stone
Kitty Diefendori Sue Ellen Blake
John Gates .James Goodwin
Elmer Price Joseph Foley
Newton Gates John Shellle
George Caldwell Ronald Telfer
Hattie Edwards .Fay Sappington
Mr. Fiddler Truman Smith
Helper Allen Kramer
Telephone Lineman., Tom Avera
Andy Bowen .John Crowley

It seems improbable that a com-
edy about the installation of city

water — and especially indoor
toilet^—on a farm outside Cleve-
land', in 1912, would be able to
keep anyone indoors after the first

act, but "Count Your Blessings,"
which opened a one-week tryout
run at Bucks County playhouse
here Monday night (23)* not only
holds ' the audience ‘ but sends it

home happy.

New comedy by Carl and Doro-
thy Allenswp^th, presented by
Playhouse producer Theron Bam-
berger* with Ezra Stone directing,
features Albert Dekker as a travel-
ling paint salesman who has set-
tled his family on a farm. As a
jingoistic Optimist fired by the
successful completion of the
Panama Canal, Dekker plays a
man determined to give his family
the comforts of indoor plumbing
if it breaks him. Sara Seegar
(Mrs. Ezra Stone) plays Dekker's
wife with a stature and solid
humor that give the show real
body. Ruth White* a fine charac-
ter actress, heads a 15-member
supporting cast, which includes
Fay Sappington, John Shellie, Jo-
seph Foley (who is very funny),
Norma Lehn and Jack Klugman.

Play's success must be attributed
to extremely expert, light-handed
direction of Stone, who gets ef-
fects where least expected—and
whose ability to whip a show into
presentable shape in only two
weeks of rehearsals is highly com-
mendable.
With work on the first act, where

the story line is somewhat obscure,
“Count Your Blessings" should
move* very happily into a Broad-
way niche next fall. It has a
bucolic, tum-of-the-century charm
that makes it a sort of. "Oklahoma”
without music. - Ward.

Carmen Jones
y « Boston, June 24.

* A* Capp presentation
Dick Campbell production of musicaltwo acts, with music by Georges Bizibook and lyric. by Oscar Hammerste

St*r* Muriel Rahn. Staged by Cam
25 Set

T
s-' Theodore Sastrom; danc<

Sheldon Hoskins; musical direction, Jbert Rivett. At Boston Summer Theati
Boston, June 23, '52.

Carmen
Joe
Cindy Lou
Husky Miller
Frankie , . . .

.

Rum
Dink

Muriel Rahn
Luther Saxon
Elton Warren

. . . 'William Dillard

. .Theresa Merritte
George Fisher
Joseph Lewis

conceivably be another Broa<
revival, this edition of “Cai
Jones” retains the vigor and jmatured spoofing of its ope
counterpart that the original
du£tion captured 10 years ag

I*
Plot revolves,

aecddfc ago, around the escap
of gals employed in a parac
factory, and military personne
signed as guards, plus such
yertissements^ offered by fistic
Husky Miller and his entou
musical remains up-to-date
therefore good entertainment.

Principals Muriel Rahn, 'Ll
oaxon, Elton Warren, Audrey
terpool, William Dillard
Theresa Merritte. majority
whom were in the original
show to good advantage in th<
cal department. Ballet diveri
ment in Act Two, with tore*
prancing through a hoked
fight, is an espeoially st
laugh-getter.

Miss Rahn is sufficiently 1

boiled to be plausible and S
is equally proficient as the
Joe. Miss Merritte scores in
relatively minor role of Fra
while George Fisher (Rum)

(Dink) ably sui
Dillard s Husky Miller. •

Costuming by Grace Hoi
and lighting by Elinor Duvey
the proper atmosphere. Cu

DES KOINES HOUSE SWITCH
Des Moines, June 27.

The Community Drama Assn, of
Des Moines will take over the Tri-
States Roosevelt Theatre July 10.
Remodeling will start In July, with
first day planned for production in
Oqtqbqr, .......

Wednesday, June 25, 1$52

Howard College'* Alabama, drama professor John Aldrich ,*

had long planned to give Somerset Maugham's “The Constant wir >1

at his Equity Theatre, Pelican Playhouse, at Panama City Beach fi
6

But the recent Broadway success of the play, and Katharine Corn m
subsequent plans to tour with the show next season, balked him N*
field wrote Miss Cornell, told her his Equity company was the ni
one for miles around, and that Broadway touring companies rar i

came that way, Gertrude Maqyof the. Cornell office informed NewfiS!
that his arena theatre on the North Florida coast could go ahead w’tk
the production, “inasmuch as Panama City Beach is some distance fm
any town that we will play/' Pelican players open their 10-we-pV
son today (Tues.) with "The Constant Wife,” Group is in its second
season, a

Theatre de Lys, which William de Lys plans to open in the fall it,

the former Hudson Guild Playhouse, Greenwich Village, N. Y., already
represents an investment of $32,539. According to an accounting Mav
31 the expenses included $0,047 for office furniture • and equipment
$1,809 for technical equipment, $8,120 for theatre building improved
ments, $3,000 for reht, ,$100 for electricity, $75. for telephone $300
for sound equipment, $1,000 for a curtain, $485 for seats, $50 incidental
items, $787 for prepaid insurance, and $8,882 organization expenses
Opening bill at the .spot, scheduled for* Sept. 29, will be a musical
version of “Frankie- and Johnny,” written by John Huston in 1932.

Nat Karson, who 'withdrew as
stageshow producer at the Empire,
Leicester Square, London, when
the spot changed policy recently,-

is currently in Rome, where he
may remain indefinitely. .-Mike
Sloane, co-producer with Paula
Stone (Mrs. Sloane) of “Top Ba-
nana,” leaves tomorrow (Thurs.)
for the Coast to confer, with adap-
tor George Oppeaheimer, song-
writers Johnny Burke and Jimmy
Van Heusen and director Bretuigne
Windust on the Stone-Sloane mu-
sical version of "Carnival in Flan-
ders” . . .The National, Washington,
currently dark, relights July 21-

Aug. 2 #ith “Good Nite, Ladies,"
before getting "Porgy and Bess"
for four weeks starting Aug. 4 . . .

George Abbott will direct and part-
.'ner with Jnle Styne in the produc-
tion of "In Any Language" (for-

merly "Only Human”), the Ed Be-
loin-Henry Garaon comedy about
an American actress in 'Italy. Re-
hearsals are scheduled for Aug. 15,
with- a

,
Broadway opening Oct. 1

after a tryout tour.

. Coast producer Gene Mann in
New York to negotiate a television
deal . . Joseph Fields and Jerome
Chodorov will write the book for
a musical adaptation of “My Sister
Eileen," their 1940-41 dramatiza-
tion of the RUth McKenney maga-
zine sketches, which Robert Fryer
hopes to produce, with George Ab-
bott directing . . . Pressagent Peggy
Phillips has authored a- new com-
edy, "To Charlie, with Love,”
which may be tried out at • the
Westport (Conn.) Country Play-
house during September, with Wil-
liam Gaxton as lead. . .Warren
Caro, Theatre Guild-American
Theatre Society executive, leaves
today (Wed.) on a trip to discuss
subscription plans with local rep-
resentatives in 10 key cities, with
time out for a vacation in Alaska
. . . Tony Griswold and Joseph
Stevens will present the Dutchess
Players (from the Six O’Clock The-
atre in New York) for a nine-week
season at the Cecilwood Theatre,
Fishkill, N. Y., under the direction
of Fred Stewart. Ann Sloper is
pressagent for the spot. . .Pericles
Alexander, amusements editor of
the Shreveport, La., Times, and in-
die pressagent, has been signed to
p.a. state and national coverage
for the State Fair Musicals in Dal-
las. Paper granted Alexander a 90-
day summer leave.

Carleton Carpenter, on loan-out
from Metro, has been set for the
male lead opposite Monica Lewis
in ‘the Actors Co. production of
"Remaihs to Be Seen” at the La
•Jolla (Cal.) Playhouse . . . Dr. Ed-
ward W. Borgers, director of the
Queens County Playhouse, New
York, has been appointed director
of the Playhouse of the U. of
Kansas City. Dr. Borgers succeeds
Dr. John H._ Newfield, recently ap-
pointed director of the University
Theatre at the U. of Kansas, Law-
rence . . . Donald Harrington, di-
rector in the drama, school at the

P*
of Washington, will mark his

100th production with "Ring
Around the Moon" at the Play-
house, Seattle, Friday (27),

Jerome Whyte, Theatre Guild
musical production manager and
Rodgers & Hammerstein produc-
tion aide, was discharged last week
from Lenox Hill Hospital, N. Y.,
after treatment for chronic arthri-
tis . . . Peggy Doyle, drama critic
of the Boston American, in town
last week to catch up on the Broad-
way shows. Elliot' Norton, of the
Boston Post, on a similar visit the
week before . . . Now that her
older son’s school term is over,
Martha Scott has moved to New
York, so she doesn’t have to com-
mute from New Haven for her co-
starring stint in "Male Animal."
But now her husband, bandleader
Mcl Powelly > must commute from j

New York for his composition and
harmony courses at Yale . . . War-
ner Watson, production assistant
for the Blevins Davfs-Robert Bree*
revival of "Porgy and Bess,” out oi
the hospital last week after a three-
ihonth tussle due to a kickup of an
old infection from his GI days
Legit-tele actress . Neva Patters**
back from a visit to her parents
in Elkhart. la.

Gertrude M a c y and Walter
Starcke, who produced “I Am a
Camera", out of the Cornell*
McCliptlc office, are taking their

own offices for the production of
the new John van Druten play
"I’ve Got Sixpence." Miss Macy|
who will continue as general man-
ager for Katharine Cornell, leaves
next week for a European vaca-
tion . . . Designers David Ffolkes
and Stuart Hemingway plan a

fall production of Maurice Valen-
cy’s "Thracian Horses," which
various managements have had un-
der option in the. last several years
. . . Principal financing for Mike
Todd’s musical, "Night in Venice,”
the water show and Sunday night
concerts at Jones Beach, L. I, is

understood being supplied by stock

broker Dudley Roberts, Jr.

Checks are reportedly being signed
by him or Frank Smith, personal
manager for Lowell Thomas.
Todd’s partner in Thomas-Todd
Productions, Inc.
Producer Shepard Traube, whose

touring edition of "Bell, Book and
Candle" is playing through the

summer in Chicago, goes to Fire

Island, N. Y., this weekend to

spend July and August . . . “Le
Complexe de Philemon," Jea*
Bernard Luc farce which was a

Broadway flop last fall, in an

adaptation titled "Faithfully

Yours," by- L. Bush-Fekete and
Mary Helen Fay* is being produced
in Leeds, England, two weeks
hence under the title, "The Happy
Marriage," adapt e’d by John

Clements, The cast will include

the .adaptor and his wife, Kay
Hammond . . . Jed Harris is to

stage Arthur Lesser’s proposed

production of "Si Je Voulais” ("If

You Want”), by Paul Geraldy and

Robert Spitzer. The play was

origmiflly produced on Broadway
in 1924-25 under" the title "She

Had to Know,” with Grace George

starred . . . Philip Barry, Jr., and

Martin Manulis have acquired

Richard Condon’s farce, "How to

Fly With One Feather,” and will

try' it opt week of Aug. 25 at the

John Drew Theatre, Easthampton,
L. I., with the idea of a Broadway
production in the fall . . .

Carrol

Kyser is the new understudy for

Joan Bennett in the Chicago com-

pany of "Bel!, Book and Candle.

Edward Hunt take^ over as under-

study' for the men.

Current Road Shows
(June 23-July 5)

"Bell, Book and Candle” (Joan

Bennett, Zachary Scott)

—

Selwyn,

Chicago (23-5).

"Cal Me Madam"—Philharmonic,
L. A. (23-5).

"Good Night Ladles" — Hanna,

Sieve. (23-5).
,

.

"Guys and Dolls" — Shubcrt,

Chicago (23-5). Tr .

"Moon is Blue" (2d Co.)—Harris,
*Chi (23-5). T n
"Moon is Blue" (Diana Lynn,

David Niven) (3d Co.)—La J°ua

Playhouse, La Jolla, Cal. (1-5 1
*

"Porgy and Bess”—Opera House,

Chicago (25-5). c
"Song of Norway"

—

Curran, 5. •

(23 '5)
- *

"South Pacific" (Janet Blair,

Webb Tilton)—Capitol, Salt Laxe

City (23-28); Opera House, b*

(30-5).
T *

"Stalag 17" — Biltmore, L. a*

(23-5L ,
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Shows Criss-Cross in N. Haven Area;

Biggest Atlantic City Setup in Yrs.

New Haven, June 24.

t# the scheduled announcements

Auwhits within driving di»-

ti« o£ this legit centre materl.l-W
t should turn out -to be a sjrt

ifswords-crossing
season m sev-

noth Herbert Kneeter’s Norwich

playhouse and Lewis Harmon's

Stolon Theatre, not too far apart

„ the barnyard circuit, are due

to unfurl "Kiss Me, Kate" for

week of June 30. In the two suc-

ceeding weeks, Norwich and CUn-

JL, in that order, will play Re-

mains To Be SeenA

MUton Stiefel’s Ivoryton Play-

house, in the middle, geograph-

ujiy between Norwich and Clin-

ton hits the duplicate booking

lituition with Norwich via a.Mae
w>ct stand on the one side, and

with Clinton via “The Happy

Time" on the other side..

Other plays announced for these

spots include, at Norwich^ Lanny

joss in “Tree Grows in Brooklyn,*

July 21: Alexis Smith and Victor

Jory in “Private Lives," July 28:

Larry Parks and Betty Garett in

"Anonymous Lovers" ’ (new), Aug.

ll f
and June Havoc in “Sadie

Thompson," Aug. 18-

Clinton’s sked adds Edward Ev-

erett Horton in “Nina/* July 21;

Eva Gabor In “Her Cardboard.

Lover," July 28, and Ilka Chase

in "Over 21," Aug. 4.

Ivoryton’s list Includes Veronica

Lake in "Gramercy Ghost," June

30; ZaSu Pitts in “Ramshackle
(Continued on page 58)

Golden Getting Mostly

Satisfaction on 'Male’

Under Sharing Hpoknp
Despite healthy grosses for the

revival of “Male Animal,'* current
at the Music Box, N. Y., there’s

understood to he relatiyely little

profit in the operation for John
Golden, who took, over the N. Y.
City Center production and is pre-
senting it for the commercial run-
Explanation is that the stars and
the Center management get a sub-
stantial share of the net, in addi-
tion to the regular percentages for
the theatre, author and director.
The show reportedly breaks even

at around $13,500, having cost
Golden about $14,000 to acquire
and move to a Broadway house.
The theatre's 30% share, plus 10%
author royalties, 3% director roy-
alty, 20% split between stars El-
liott Nugent (who also co-authored
the script with James Thurber),
Martha Scott and Robert Preston,
and 15% to the Center manage-
ment, leaves Golden only 22% of
the operating net. However, since
he financed the project himself, he
doesn’t have to split his share with
backers.

‘Farfel Follies’ Bowing

On Coast in October
Los Angeles, June 24.

Myron Cohen will star in “Farfel

Follies," new Yiddish-English re-

I'vue scheduled to preem Oct. 20

at the Biltmore Theatre here for

a three-week break-in, prior to

heading east. Show is produced by

Mickey Katz and Hal Zelger, pro-
ducers of the successful Coast-
originated “Bqrscht-Capades,” in
which Katz starred.

Show now has tentative Chicago,
New. York and Miami dates to
follow the local stand. “Borscht"
played all of the big centers of
Jewish population around the
country, during its two-year life.

Allentock, Men Tie Up

All-Male Tragile Fox’
“The Fragile Fox," Norman

Brooks play which the late John
Garfield had planned to present
with himself as star* has been ac-

quired for production in the fall by
Max Allentuck and Jay Julien. For-
mer is general manager for Kermit
Bloomgarden, while the latter is an
attorney.

The partners are also bqth mar-
ried to actresses, Allentuck .to Mau-
reen Stapleton, femme lead in

“Rose Tattoo" on Broadway and
tour last season, and Julien to Julie
Harris, currently vacationing as

star of “I Am a Camera." How-
ever, “Fragile Fox" calls for an all-

male cast.

*1*5 Si37
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Blondes,’ ‘Stalag’

Close Lush Runs

GUILD OFFERS 8 SHOWS
TO CHI SUBSCRIBERS

Chicago, June 24.
Chicago Theatre Guild this com-

ing season is offering eight plays
instead of the usual six, due to in-
creased interest, according to Miss
Harriet Watts, Guild head here.
Subscription offering, which opened

flv
We
£
k

’ tees off with “Stalag 17"

SA,,ErlanSer Sept- 2 and “Four-
poster at the Blackstonq Sept. 22.
flext two attractions are “Country
Girl" and “Gigi.”

>. .

Tke
v

otlier Tour selections will

SL „ fn from “The Constant

f
ane ” "paint Your Wag-

» Call Me Madam" and “I AmA Camera."

Two hit shows closed last week-
end, one going on'the road after a

successful. New York run, the other

a former Broadway smash closing

a season’s tour. The latter will

go out again in the fall, however.

Former was “Stalag 17" and the

latter “Gentlemen Prefer Blondes.’

“Stalag," comedy melodrama by
Donald Bevan and Edmund Trzcin-

ski, had a 471-performance run
closing Saturday night (21) at the
48th Street, N. Y. The show, pro-
duced and directed by Jose Fer-
rer, was financed for $50,000, cost
about $30,000 to produce and has
thus far earned about. $100,000
profit, including its share of the
$110,000 film sale. It has distrib-
uted $75,000 in profits, and has ad-
ditional assets of about $25,000,
including undistributed profits,
cash reserve and bonds. The pro-
duction opens its tour tomorrow
night (Thurs.) at the Biltmore, Los
Angeles.

“Blondes," also closed Saturday
night, at the National, Washington,
after a tour starting last Septem-
ber in Chicago. It played 740 per-
formances on Broadway, having
opened in December, 1949. The
musical adaptation of the Anita
Loos novel, with book by Joseph
Fields and Miss Loos, "music by
Jule? Styne and lyrics by Leo
Robin, is slated to go on the road
again in the fall,, but in a scaled
down physical production with a
replacement for Carol Channing,
the star.

The Herman Levin-Oliver Smith
production, financed at $200,000
and costing $208,000, has thus far
distributed $480,000 profits and
has additional assets of about
$70,000, with another $60,000 still

due from the show’s share of the
20th-Fox film deal.

Early Chicago Cirtam

On ‘Bell’ Pays Off; Tranbe

To Continue It on Tour
Chicago, June 24.

On strength of the good attend-

ance at the ^ early -performance
Tuesday nights of “Bell, Book and
Candle” here, producer Shepard
Traube plans 'to continue the prac-
tice when the play resumes its tour
in the fall. He’s convinced that its

a boxofftce hypo, particularly in

larger cities with residential sub-
urbs, such as Minneapolis, San
Francisco, Lbs Angeles, New Or-
leans and Washington.

The upbeat trade at the Tuesday
performances of the John van Drii-

ten comedy has been consistent
from the start, registering a notar
ble jump the third week, when
Traube gave the 7:30 curtain ex
tensive plugging in spot announce-
ments on local radio stations. An-
other week, when the advance sale

indicated only mild results for the
Tuesday show, a sudden spurt in

the window sale* at 6:30 p.m
[.pushed the night's receipts to one
of the highest points of the run.

Despite the success of the early
curtain Tuesdays, however, it

wouldn't be feasible to extend the
policy to other nights of the week,
Traube figures. Fact that local de-
partment stores are open until 9:30
p.m. Mondays would be an adverse
factor that night. The midweek
matinee rules out an early start

Wednesday night Thursday might
be a possibility, but Friday and
Saturday (the latter also being
matinee day) are already big
nights, so there’s little to be gained
then. The producer also feels

there’s not much potential in the
recent suggestion of a few theatre-
goers and managers, that there
should be an early curtain for mid-
week matinees.
The 7:30 performance Tuesdays

has been a definite click at “Bell,"

however. Receipts have invariably
topped the Monday figures and
have compared favorably with most
other nights of the week. For the
first week under the new arrange-
ment, the Tuesday receipts were
$1,450. The second week dropped
to $1,239. However, the third week,
when radio spots were used,
jumped to $1,781 and the fourth to

1,913. Since then, the low was $1,-

558 and the high $1,983.

Chi IHoon Setting After 61 Weeks;

Senate Okays D C. Child

. Washington, June 24.

Bill to permit child actors to

appear on D. C. stages received
Senate okay over the weekend and
now needs only President Truman’s
signature to make it legal.

Measure amends Washington’s
child labor- law to permit young-
sters from seven to 14 to appear
on stage. Previously the children
had to be 14 of over. The young-
sters would be permitted in eight
performances, per Week, and would
be allowed to be on stage no later

than 11.30 p.m. Requirements for

the proper schooling of the chil-

dren are also included.
Heretofore, shows with young,

children—such as “Member of the
Wedding," “Ring and I/' “South
Pacific," etc.—have been barred
in effect by the juve ban.

Buck, O’Brien Again Head
Catholic Actors Guild
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ATPAM Sets Separate

Agents for 'Venice/ Aqua
Michael Todd’s “Night in Ven-

ice,” and the daily aquatic show at

the Marine Stadium, Jones Beach,
L. I., have been classified as 'sep-

arate productions, and the Assn, of

Theatrical Press Agents & Mana-
gers has required the employment
of a senior pressagent .and a com-
pany manager for each. As a re-

sult, Ben Komzweig has been hired
as associate to Max Gendel, Todd’s
regular p.a. Robert Ward is gen-

eral manager for the shows, and
company manage? of “Venice,"
while Harold Grossman is company
manager of swimming show.
“Venice" opens tomorrow night
(Thurs.).

The union last week required
Bill Doll to hire Danny Newman, a

road agent, as an advance man for

the Blevins Davis-Robert Breen re-

vival of “Porgy and Bess,” current-
ly touring before going to Berlin,

Vienna and London. Previously,
when the show had been scheduled
to come into New York this sum-
mer, it had been classified as a try-

out, so Doll had been p.a., with an
associate on it and his two current

I Broadway stints, “Top Banana" and
J“New Face*,"

Swede Lead, Yanks

For Aussie SP’
Richard Collett, leading baritone

of the Swedish Royal Opera Co.
the past five years, has been signed
by' the J. C. Williamson Theatre
chain for the lead role of Emil de
Becque in the 'Australian produc-
tion of “South Pacific.” Collett,

who’s been in America the past few
weeks, was auditioned and signed
last weekend in N.Y. by Dorothy
Stewart, Williamson's U. S. rep.

Miss Stewart also pacted Mary La
Roche for the femme lead of Nellie
Forbush; Virginia Paris, for Bloody
Mary, and Leonard Stone as Blllls.

The. Lt. Cable role will probably
be filled from London and the Liat

part in Australia.

Charles Atkins, of the Rodgers-
Hammerstein N, Y. staff, who’s
been with "South Pacific" for three
years here, will go out to Aussie
to stage the musical. He’ll , get an
assist from John Casson, resident
director for Williamson. “Pacific"

is set to open at His Majesty’s, Mal-
bourne, Sept. 15 or 20.

Collett, who was an actor before
going into opera and starred oppo-
site Ingrid Bergman abroad, audi-

tioned here successfully for Rodg-
ers & Hammerstein a year ago for

the London “Pacific," but other
commitments then prevented fur-

ther consideration. Miss La Roche
played the lead in “Allegro” on the

road and more recently was on the

James Melton TV show. Both have
been signed for a 12-month period,

with options.

Chicago, June 24.

The closing of the, Chicago com-
pany of “Moon Is-Blue" at the Har-
ris this Saturday (28) will give the
comedy the third longest postwar
run of any attraction here,, doing
61 weeks. “South Pacific" and
“Voice of the Turtle," with <Mt

weeks each, surpassed the play’s
stand. Only seven runs have ex-
ceeded this stint In the past '30

years. One of the quickest road
companies formed, only starting six
weeks after the New York success,
it has been a critical and financial
boxoffice success through most of
its engagement It grossed more
than $1,000,000 and will have
played -487 performances to more
than 440,000 customers.

Original cast' with Leon Ames
and Maggie McNamara stayed, with
the show until June 1, but the
juvenile Murray Hamilton left the
cast about six months ago and Biff

McGuire took over the role, after
several others tried the part for
short stints. Arnes. left, to do pic- •

ture work and Miss McNamara
transferred to the New York cast
three weeks ago. They were- suc-
ceeded by Hiram Sherman and
Marcia Henderson.

During last summer, the play
had a phenomenal b.o., doing as
much as $20,000 weekly at the
1,000-seat house and seldom fall-

ing below the $18,000 mark. Pro-
duction breaks at about $10,000.
While grosses had been slipping in
recent months, business took an
abrupt drop in the last few weeks

(Continued on page 58)

Samuel Antek, conductor of the

New Jersey Symphony Orchestra
and a violinist in the NBC Sym-
phony Orchestra, will be guest
conductor of the latter orch for the

first time Saturday (28^on NBC.

Lewis Young to Ester

Concert - Lecture Field

With Anderson ‘Readings’
San Franciscw, Juhe 24.

Legit producers Russell Lewis
and Howard Young enter the con-
cert-lecture field this fall with the
presentation of Judith Anderson in

a program of solo dramatic “read-
ings." They also plan other more
or less similar projects for next
spring.

Miss Anderson will appear In a
70-minute version of “Medea,” plus
a short scene from “Tower Beyond
Tragedy," both adapted by Robin-
son Jeffers from the original

dramas in whiefi the star previous-
ly appeared on Broadway. Unlike
the “Don Juan In Hell” program
starring Charles Boyer, Charles
Laughton, Cedric Hardwicke and
Agnes Moorehead, Miss Anderson
will use a full stage and no micro-
phone for the performance.
The program, which was tested

recently at the Ojai Music Festival

near here, is slated to tour four
weeks before Christmas and six

weeks after frew Year. Moss 4c

Haymon will book the first part

apd James Davidson & David Llbl-

dins the latter portion.

Lewis 4c Young, currently oper-
ating the second summer season
of the Sacramento Music Circus,

have produced several shows on
Broadway and have presented a

number of touring shows.

“MOON IS BLUE" (B’way Co.)

Investment $75,000

Distributed profit ' 130,000

Additional profit as of March 29, ’52 21,687

Gross for nine *weeks ending May 31, ’52 139,631

Profit for nine weeks ending May 31, ’52 * 13,453

Less N. Y. State unincorporated business tax 2,449

Assets as of May 31, '52 32,691

“MOON IS BLUE" (2d Co.)

Investment * * $60,000

Distributed Profit * 55,000

Additional profit as of March 29, ’52 13,095

Gross for nine weeks ending May 31 102,424

Profit for nine weeks ending May 31 3.341

Less provision for retroactive royalties, etc 2,224

Assets as of May 31, ’52 .• • • • • • • • •

(Note: Production is closing in Chicago Saturday night (28), probably

resuming tour next fall.)

“MOON IS BLUE" (3d Co.)

(Closed)

Investment $50,000

Returned to backers 5

Assets as of March 29, '52 • 6,454

Gross for tour’s final 6 weeks, as of May 10, ’52 .» « . * . 65,917

Net loss for tour's final 6 as of May 10, ’52 3,312

Income from souvenir program sales 502

Closing expenses ?26

Provision for retroactive royalties, etc 2.918

Balance n * . • .Nothing

(Note: There may ultimately be a modest profit from incidental future

income, including lease of scenery, props, etc.)

‘WEDDING’ PAYS $22,500;

TOTAL NOW $316,124
Another dividend, amounting to

$22,500, was paid last week on
“Member of the Wedding," bring-

ing the total profit on the Carson,
McCullers drama to $316,124 thus
far. There is still about $10,000 in

undistributed profits, plus possible

income from the show’s share of

the net from the Stanley Kramer
film version, stock and foreign

rights, etc.

.

The Robert Whitehead produc-
tion, which recently closed after

nearly two years’ run in New York
and more than a season on tour,

was financed at $75,000.

Salmsggi Sets 5th Opera

Season at N, Y. Triboro
Impresario Alfredo Salmaggi is

prepping his fifth open-air opera
season at Triboro Stadium, Ran-
dalls Island/ N. Y.

Season begins July 12 with
“Aida," at a $2 top. Salmaggi is

also rehearsing for the first New
York performance of Alberto
Franehetti’s. opera, “Christopher
Columbus/*
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Inn," July 7; Haila Stoddard and

Reginald Owen in “Affairs of

State," July 14; Vincent Price in

“Goodbye Again," July 21; Ilona

Massey in “Angel in Paris," July

28, and Joanne Dru and John Ire-

land in “Petticoat Fever," Aug. 4.

Jack Quinn opens another sea-

son at Southbury with the current

(24-29) stand of “Here Today."

Also on the agenda are “Silver

Whistle," “The Happy Time" and
“Suds in Your Eyes."

Milford Playhouse, a community
project strawhat that attained

some prominence in its initial sea-

son last year, goes into a second

stanza July 1 with “Male Animal"
and follows with “Stage Door,"

“For Love or Money," ‘Two Blind

Mice," “Ah, Wilderness,". “The
Women," “Light Up The Sky" and
•Roberta.” Spot will also break in

a new play week of Aug. 19.

Aotive Shore Area

Atlantic City, June 24.

* The resort area will have more
legitimate theatres this season

than any time in the past dozen
years. Summer stock by the

Pleasant Mills Players, an Equity
company, will be offered three
days each week for an eight-week

„ season in the resort and three days
in Pleasant Mills, some 25 miles
from here. \

The old Gateway Casino, one-
time night club, is being renovated
as a summer theatre and is sched-
uled to open with “Brigadoon" July
2. Spot is in suburban Somers
Point, some 10 miles from the city,

and its backers hope to draw from
all South Jersey’s resort section by
offering top musical shows. Jona-
than Dwight will operate with five

musicals and four straight plays
skedded.
The Million Dollar Pier will of-

fer some more borscht circuit

legit, this time “Bagels & Minx,"
which gets under way July 2. Bur-
lesque starts today (24) in the re-

built Globe Theatre, its uptown
home for years. Spot was badly
damaged this past winter by a se-

vere fire.

Gianni Pitale, of Hammonton,

and Mrs. Ada Fenno, of Swarth-

more, Pa., are producers of the

Pleasant Mills Players. Resort

theatre is the Quarterdeck Play-

house of Hotel Morton in midcity,

near the Steel Pier. Cast of nine

players will be seen in the eight

productions, under direction of

Sam Wren, of New York.

Noel Coward’s “Tonight at 8:30,"

tees off July 3-9.

Mary and P4ul Gillespie, of El-

wood, will be music and produc-

tion managers . of the Pleasant

Mills Playhouse. Miss Barbara J.

Whiting, .of New York, will be

stage manager.

Cameo’s Healthy Teeoff

Miami Beach, June 24.

The Cameo Playhouse, new stock

spot here, has gotten underway
with two healthy productions. The
950-seat house, with a $3 -scale,

drew $10,300 for its opening bill,

Franchot Tone, Betsy von Furst-

enberg and Lawrence Tierney in

“Petrified Forest." Gross was $10,-

000 for the second offering, Luther
Adler, Uta Hagen, Herbert Berg-
hof, Paula Laurence and Romney
Brent in “Tovarich.”

Cast for the litter revival was
held over and Is appearing this

week in “Play’s the Thing," staged
by Brent.

»
.

Carlisle-Xady’ $6,800, Bucks
New Hoe, Pa., June 24.

“Lady in the Dark," Kitty Car-
lisle starrer which played unprece:

dented two weeks as Bucks County
Playhouse opener, closed Saturday
night (21) after a sellout run which
grossed $6,800 in its final stanza.
Gross in 432-seater with $3.40 top
beat bouse record set in 1950 by
Miss Carlisle ih “O Mistress Mine.”
Show goes to Westport, Conn.,

and Dennis, Mass., where Misk* Car-
lisle leaves it. Future plans are
undecided, according to Moss Hart,
author of the show and husband of
Miss Carlisle.. However, a possible
London production has been men-
tioned as a starring vehicle for Miss
Carlisle.

Current bill at the Playhouse is

“Count Your Blessings," new com-
edy by Carl and Dorothy Allens-
worth, which opened . last night

(Mon.). If it looks promising, pro-

ducer Theron Bamberger and di-

rector Ezra Stone plan to take it to

Broadway in the fall.

Blondell-'Sheba’ 7G, Olney

Olney, Md., June 24.

Despite a generally favorable
press and audience reaction, Olney
Theatre went into the red with
Joan Bloridell in “Come Back, Lit-

tle Sheba," its second show of the
season. Actually, the $7,b00 take
would generally be considered
comfortable for the 700-seat house,
but unusually high nut for this one
hurt. Show had a very slow start,

but wound up with capacity week-
end.
“Happy Time" preems tonight

(Tues.) with light advance. In con-
trast, the Slavenska-Franklin-Dani-
lova ballet troupe, due in next
Tuesday (1), is already a virtual
sellout. Sidney Blackmer in “Sec-
ond Threshold" has been Inked for
week of July 8.

Chi ‘Moon
11

¥
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with the advent of the summer box-
office slump. °

Management last week dropped
the Sunday showings and instituted
a Wednesday matinee, with the
idea of drawing femme summer
conventioners. However, first mati-
nee last week (18) was a flop,

and it was decided to shutter and
possibly tour next fall in the mid-
west and Texas, hitting the spots
that the Coast company with Diana
Lynn and David Niven won’t make.

Sherman will play a part in the
“Wizard ofc Oz” at the Dallas State
Fair July 28 for two weeks and do
summer stock and television, and
Miss Henderson leaves for the
Coast and video work. Biff Mc-
Guire returns to New York for
teevee work. Richard Skinner,
company manager, also returns
east.

With “Moon” Vacating the Har-
ris this week, “Bell, Book and Can-
dle" moves there next Monday (30)
from the Selwyn next door. Reason
for the shift, involving modest ex-

pense, is that the former house has
a better cooling system than the
Selwyn, and is thus more desirable
for the scheduled summer run of
“Bell.”

Jime

Plays Abroad
The Trap

Glasgow, June 17,
Henry $herek production of dratnh in

three act* l>y A*hley Duke*, from the

original by Ferdinand Bruckner. Stars

Mai Zetterling, Herbert Lom, Betty Ann
Davies; feature* Lana Morris, BiU Owen.
Directed by Jullu* Gellner. Setting, An-
thony Holland. At King's, Glasgow.

Pies* .Herbert Lom
Dora .1. Laha Morris
Widow - » -Betty Aim Davies
Karen Mtoi Zetterling

Mrs. Pless Hermlone Hannon
Brother No®L,?°J?rl

.

ett

Lorens . . »«*••*• *^111 Owen
P'oliee Officer* R. Ford, L. Parker

Even a good cast cannot lighten

or make entertaining this sombre,
inconclusive drama set in a small

farmhouse in a remote district of

northern Scandinavia. It- is a too

familiar plot, of suspected murder
and with the central characters a

grim gentleman farmer and a

beautiful, but simple maidservant
who is in love with her employer.

The-* illiterate beautiful, blonde
maidservant, Mai 'Zetterling is ex-

pecting a baby by her employer.
The gentleman farmer commands
her to keep ..quiet about the baby.
They will journey into town, he
says, and see a certain lady about
it. But the naive, honest girl be-
lieves it her duty to inform her
mistress. The wife takes the news
calmly, since she has coptie to ex-

pect any amount of philandering
on her husband’s part. Later she
is found shot, and the husband is

taken into custody.

Before his arrest, he is visited

by the wealthy widow, Betty Ann
Davis, sophisticated lady of riches,

who has plans to take over his
heavily-mortgaged acres. Slowly,
the grim depressing tale, complete-
ly minus any humor, is worked out
to a not very clear ending.

Despite the material, there are
several good studies in this psy-
chological drama. Herbert Lom,
British pix actor, is strong as the
churlish farmer. He scores in a
1 o n g i s h part. Miss Zetterling,
comely Swedish actress of such
films as “Frenzy” and “Frieda,"
-provides a subtle study of the
headstrong, illiterate servant gal.

The interfering maid is ade-
quately played in a strong London-
ish accent by Lana Morris, 3{oung
starlet of British films. The. gay,
amorous widow is done with. suit-

able lightness by Miss Daviesl Bill
Owen, Broadway actor, copes well
with the most unconvincing i part

OI me pray, mac or Lorenz an „
sistant statlonmaster.

’ n as*

Anthony Holland’s farmhnn^
setting is atmospheric. The SS
however, here on tuneup before ,

London stand, doesn’t appear toJ
likely a bet. It seems too grim
slow despite marquee valued
star names. Gord,

1M«I *JMP tor Murder
London, June 20,

James V. Sherwood production of nowdrama in three act* by Frederick kw,
Starjr Jane Baxter and Emrys Jones ™
rected by John Fernald. Settings 'pS?
Mayo. At Westminster, June lef

«

top, •
^

Sheila Wendice Jane Bavt*-
¥*x Halllday Alan MacNaSS
fony .Wendice

Jones

&£S.Wairi-.Xia™ -8SUSS5

Having scored a bullseye when
it was screened recently on TV
“Dial ‘M’ for Murder,” a first play
by Frederick Knott, has now been
brought tci the West End. The
thriller loses nothing by its transi-
tion to the stage, but, with the de-
nouement being familiar to up-
wards of 2,000,000 viewers, much
of the excitement and suspense is

missing. It is nevertheless a good
switch on the whodunit theme and
has a reasonable chance at this in-

timate theatre.

Play is crisply written, apart from
a slack first act, and the five char-
acters are intelligently drawn. John
Fernald has directed with an eye
to suspense.

Principal character in the yarn
is Tony Wendice, a tennis star,

who plots the murder of his rich

wife when he learns of her infidel-

ity. The scheme is carefully

worked out. Wendice will tele-

phone from a stag dinner at 11

p.m. an<3L a hired accomplice will

strangle the wife while she is an-

swering the call. The idea comes
to grief when the accomplice gets

killed instead, but the would-be
murderer sees the realization of his

project when his wife is convicted

of murder!
The play is neatly dovetailed into

three acts. In the first, the mur-
der is being planned and the ac-

complice hired. The second sees

the plot go awry while the third re-

sults In the chance trapping of the

slayer. Atmosphere is effectively

captured and the five-character

(Continued on page 60)



• PULITZER PRIZE

“The Shrike
”

\

4

by JOSEPH KRAMM

• N. Y. CRITICS' CIRCLE - Best Foreign Play

“Venus Observed”

by CHRISTOPHER FRY

• ANTOINETTE PERRY AWARD - Best Play

“The Fourposter”

by JAN de HARTOG

• DONALDSON AWARD -Best
rU

$

by JOSEPH KRAMM

• LITERARY GUILD - September Selection

“The Distant Shore”

by JAN de HARTOG
(Novel to he published by HARPERS)

PLAY BROKER him! ARTISTS’ REPRESENTATIVE

234 West 44th Streetf New York, N. Y*

LAckawanna 4-8628 Cable: LEA5ALIS
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“Sing $20,700, ‘Fourposter’ $17,300,

‘Camera’ $14,400, Big 3 Still Solid

i Legit attendance . on Broadway
last week followed the traditional

pattern fox' the season* slipping a

bit below the previous stanza.

Trade started a bit more slowly

than the week before, but varied

normal summer conditions by Pek-

ing up briskly on the weekend,

when the weather was cool and

threatening, Several tinder “Capac-

ity .di'aws, notably "Top Banana
and the closing “Stalag 17, had
tui’naway houses Saturday night

(21). "Guys and Dolls," “King and

I” and “Pal Joey” continue as

solid sellouts.

The total »rros* for all 15

shows last week was $409,600,

or 78% of capacity. Week be-

fore last the total for all 15
%
%entries was $416,400, or 79

of capacity, a jump of 9

from the preceding week.
A year a*o last week the

total for all 20 shows was
$536,600, or 74%, a drop of

2% from the week before.

Last week’s sole closing was
"Stalag 17.” Future scheduled
closings are “Point of No Return”
Saturday (28) and "Mrs. McThing,”
July 19, both due to reopen.

"Wish You Were Here” opens to-

night (Wed.).

Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),

CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
MC (Musical Comedy), MD (Musi-

cal Drama), O (Operetta).
Other parenthetic designations

refer, respectively, to top price;

number of seats, capacity gross and
stars. Price includes 20% amuse-
ment tax, but grosses are net: i.e.,

exclusive of tax.

"Fourposter,” Barrymore (35th

Wk) (C-$4.80; 1,012; $24,996) (Betty

Field, Burgess Meredith). Over
$17,300 (previous week, $17,600).

"Guys and Dolls,” 46th Street

(83d wk) (MC-$6.60; 1,319; $43,-

904). Same as ever; $44,400.
"I Am a Camera,” Empire (30th

wk) (CD-$4.80-$6; 1,082; $24,908).

About $14,400 (previous week, $15,-

100 ).

"King and I,” St. James (65th

wk) (MC-$7.20; 1,571; $51,717) (Ger-
trude Lawrence). As usual, over
$51,700; (Celeste Holm takes over
as star next Tuesday (1) for six

weeks, while Miss Lawrence vaca-
tions).

"Male Animal,” Music Box (8th

wk) (C-$4.80; 1,012; $25,903) (El-

liot Nugent, Martha Scott, Rob-
ert Preston). Nearly $17,900 (previ-

ous week, $19,600).
"Moon Is Blue,” Miller (68tli

wk) (C-$4.80; 920; $21,586) (Don-

ald Cook, Barry Nelson, Maggie
McNamara)* About $11,600 (prevL

oqs week, $12,30Q), .
.

"Mrs. McThing,” Moi*osco (18th

wk) (CD-$4,80; 912; $26,800) (Helen

Hayes). Almost $21,800 (previous

week, $22,600); shuttering July 19

to play an engagement at Central

City, Col., after which it will re-

sume its Broadway run.

"New Faces,” Royale (6th wk)
(R-$6; 1,035; $30,600). Off slightly

at the midweek matinee only; $30.-

100 (previous week, $30,800).

"Of Thee I Sing” Ziegfeld • (7th

wk) (MC-$3.60; 1;628; $31,000)

(Jack Carson, Paul Hartman).
Nearly $20,700 (previous week,
$19,700).
*
"Paint Your Wagon,” Shubert

(32d wk) (MC-$6; 1,361; $41,770)

(Eddie Dowling). Over $26,200
(previous week, $27,800).

"Pal Joey,” Broadhursl (25th

wk) (MC-$6.60; 1,160; $39,602).

Over $40,000 again.
"Point of No Return,” Alvin

(28th wk) (D-$4.80-$6; 1,331; $37,-

924) (Henry Fonda). Over $23,200
(previous week, $23,500); shutters

Saturday (28) for five-week layoff.

"South Pacific,” Majestic (166th

wk) (MC-$6; 1,659; $50,186) (Mar-
tha Wright, George Britton). Near-
ly $44,100 (previous week, $44,600).

"Stalag 17,” 48th St. (59th wk)
(C-$4.80; . 12; $21,547), Almost
$13,600 (previous week, $13,600);

closed Saturday night (21) after

471 performances (financial de-
tails in separate story).

"Top Banana,” Winter Garden
(34th wk) (CD46.60-$7.20; 1,519;

$51,881) (Phil Silvers). Over $32,-

600 (previous week, $33,100).
OPENING THIS WEEK

"Wish You Were Here,” Impe-
rial (MC-$7.20; 1,400; $51,847). Le-
land Hatyward & Joshua Logan
production of a musical version of
Arthur Kober’s 1936-37 hit, “Hawl
ing Wonderful Time,” adapted by
the author and Logan, with songs
by Harold Rome; venture financed
at $250,000, production cost about
$230,000 (plus about $20,000 in

bonds and deposits; operation
about broke even on three-and-a-
half weeks of paid previews, for a

total of about $80,000 gross) and
has a break-even’ point of around
$30,000 grdss; opens tonight (Wed.).

'Moon'

Frisco Legit Operation

San Francisco, June 24,

Year-round legit operation will

be launched at the Fox West Coast

United Nations Theatre July 8 by

Alcazar Theatre Associates, who
will offer “The Moon is Blue” as

the initial venture of the booking-

producting combine. "Moon” is

•slated for a five-week run.

Houses wiH resume the name
Alcazar which it bore in the days

before World War II, when it was

a legiter. Reconversion of the 1,*

147-seater now is underway.
Randolph Hale, head of ATA,

currently is in Hollywood attempt-

ing to line up talent for produc-

tions which the group will essay.

H; already has a commitment with

Edward Everett Horton for “Nina.”

Dat OF Summer Misery Hits Chi;

‘Guys’ $48,600. ‘BeD’ 14‘^G, “Moon’ Folds

'Italian' $700, Brattle

Boston, June 24.

“The Italian Strawhat” ended its

second week Saturday (21) at the

Brattle Theatre with a miserable

$700. House, a 454-seater, is

scaled at $3 top. "Liliom” bowed
in last night (Mon.) for a fortnight.

Incidentally the stock spot has
been overquoted recently,

Strawhat season got underway
here last night with “Carmen
Jones” bowing in for two-week
stint at Boston Summer Theatre,
and “Annie Get Your Gun” prying
the lid off the South Shore Music
Circus, Cohasset, Mass.

Plays Abroad
Continued from page SB

‘Porgy’ Record $93,042

In Dallas Fortnight
Dallas, June 24,

"Porgy and Bess,” the Blevins

Davis-Robert Breen revival of the

George and Ira Gershwin-Du Bose
and Dorothy Heyward folk opera,

broke all boxoffice records for the*

Starlight Operetta series here last

week, getting $50,327 for the sec-

ond stanza of a fortnight stand at

the 4,000-seat State Fair Auditori-

um. Added to the unprecedented
$42,715 opening week, that gave

the ‘show a total of $93,042 for the

stand.
The production opens tomorrow

night (Wed.) at the Civic Opera
House, Chicago, then plays Pitts-

burgh and Washington before going
to Berlin and Vienna under State

Dept, sponsorship and then to Lon-
don for an indefinite run.

Members of the Pelican Players
Equity company at Panama City
Beach, Fla., are William J. Hara-
han, Barbara Howe, Marjorie
Klbville, Peggy Lippe, Ted Nord-
man, Luke Bragg, Ted Gunther and
John Aldrich.

DE LYS THEATER CORP.

‘ presents

Dial yV lor Murder
cast bring a sense of realism to the
plot.

Jane Baxter gives a smooth and
satisfying performance as the wife;
Eirirys Jones plays the husband
with polished conviction, changing
his mood from the crafty schemer
to the solicitous husband with
easy facility. Alan MacNaughton,
as the lover, Olaf POoley, cast as
the hired murderer, and Andrew
Cruickshank, the detective, round
out a good compact team.

' Myro.

Hamlet
Dublin, June 10.

Dublin Gate Theatre (Hilton Edwards-
Michael MacLiammoir) production of
Shakespeare tragedy, staged by Edwards.
Settings, Mlcheal O’Hcrlihy. At Opera
House, Cork.

Hamlet Micheal MacLiammoir
Claudius.. Hilton Edwards
Ophelia Eithne Dunne
Polonlus Christopher Casson
Gertrude Coralie Carmichael
Horatio Dennis Brennan
First Gravedigger Gerard Healy
Laertes Patrick Bedford

'SALLY' NICE 37G, ST. L,

DESPITE MIXED PRESS
' St. Louis, June 24.

Despite mixed reviews, "Sally”
wound up its one-week frame Sun-
day night (22), at Municipal The-
atre Assn’s Alfresco Playhouse in

Forest Park with a good b.o. rec-

ord, Fine' weather prevailed. Seven
performances drew 53,000 payees
and a gross of approximately5

)

$37,000 for the fourth local revival
of piece.
Jerome Kern’s "Cat and the Fid-

dle” started a one-week stand last

night (Mon.) to a draw of 7,500
and an estimated gross of $3,000.

+
_ ,

Chicago, June 5,
In contrast to the AmerL

Medical Assn, convention Kprevious week the American j£?
mture meeting here last week ml

* complete dud lor lSwith the delegates doing most k)
the spending in “strip*
All local shows took a dive wiS
sultry weather also withering bull
ness the early part of the weekF nal notice went up on “Moon IsBlue/’ with the comedy due to end
a 61-week run' next Satui'dav Osi
"Porgy and Bess” opens tomoV

row (Wed.) for a run of three-and-
a-half weeks at the Chicago Civic
Opera House. After that, nothin?
more is scheduled until Sent i

when “Stalag 17” is pencilled ‘for
the Erlanger.

Estimates for This Week
"Bell? Book and Candle,” gei,

wyn (17th wk) ($4.50; 1,000), Still
drawing well at over $14,500.
"Guys and Dolls,” Shubert (17th

wk) ($6; 2,100). Has eased lately
but still plenty potent at nearly
$48,600.
"Moon Is Blue,” Harris (60th

wk) ($4.40; 1,000). Closes this

week after a bonanza run;- has
withered lately, with a meagre
$7,400 last week. v

by

JOHN HUSTON
music by

IRWIN A. BEZELON
cliorcograpli.T by

VQNN HAMILTON
miMlcal illroeilmi by

ED SAFRANSKI

THEATER de LYS
121 Christopher St., N. Y. 14, N. Y.

Call: WAtkini 4-B7»2

Sept. 29-Oct. 25, 1952

Admission by membership only

MEMBERSHIPS AVAILABLE NOW!

Invited by the Danish govern-
ment to present “Hamlet” in the
courtyard of Kronberg Castle at the
annual Elsinoi'e Festival, June 12,
for 12 performances, Dublin Gate
Theatre is trying it out here and
in Limerick before the Denmark
date. Production is fiven a rapid
pace in a simplified setting of two
side screens, with a platform be-
tween, and steps beside and before
the platform. Despite this economy
and speed, every scene is clearly
registered by players who react
well to pace which director Hilton
Edwards gives the piece.
Edwards himself plays a gx’oss, vir-

tue-lacking Claudius, while co-pro-
ducer Micheal MacLiammoir’s Ham-

[' let is in the classical tradition, with
the, actor making it clear that he
W,as distraught but not mad. It’s one
Of the finest performances he has
given in the role. It’s matched by
rriost of the other players skedded
for the Denmark tifp, particularly
by Eithne Dunne, whose graceful
Ophelia, without props or trim-
mings, carx'ies the tragedy of her
pai’t to its fullest point.

Stage groupings and closing of
play on “Good-night, sweet prince,”
line are most effective, with audi-
ences chilled to silence by the
playing. This is unusual for Cork,
whei'e “Hamlet” has never before
been moi'e than a split-week pres-
entation. SRO notices went up
each night. Mac.

3 Openings Perk L, A.;

‘Norway' $53,200 Finale

Los Angeles, June 24.

Legit biz pei’ks here this week
with three new shows arriving in
the biggest splurge of activity in
some time. One, “Christopher Cor
lumbus Brown,” all-Negro musical
fantasy which opens tomorrow
(Wed.) is a premiere. Others are
“Call Me Madam,” which bowed
into the Philharmonic Auditorium
last night (Mon.) as the second
show on the Civic Light Opera
season, and “Stalag 17,” due at the
Biltmore Thursday (26).

Civic's initial musical offering,
“Song of Norway,” wound Satur-
day (21) with a close-to-capacity
$53,200 for the final frame, giving
it a hot $207,600 for the four
weeks. Over 60% of the take was
on subscx'iption. Show goes to $an
Francisco and then takes to the
road for a brief tour.

London ‘SP’ Grosses 840G

in 32 Weeks; St. John Out

London, June 24.-

“South Pacific,” riding along

to mop-up business at the Drury
Lane, has piled up a gross of over

$840,000 for its 32 weeks through
June 14. It shows no sign of taper-

ing off.

Betta St. John, who leaves the

cast this week because of the re-

fusal of the Labor Ministry to re-

new her working permit, will be

succeeded by Chin Yu, a British

subject who understudied her in

the oi'iglnal Broadway company.

Miss Yu signed for the run of

the musical here, plus eight weeks

on tour.' Archie Savage is also

leaving the cast and his part is

being written out.

Other U. S. members of the

show are expected to be allowed

to remain. Application for renewal

of their permits has been made,

and the management expects no

hitch. It had previously been

feared that, .except for Mary Mar-

tin, the star/ permits for the others

would not be renewed, and the

show might be forced to close.

‘Pacific’ Hefty $38,200

In Repeat Week, Omaha
Omaha, June 24.

“South Pacific” played a potent
repeat stand at the 2,800-seat Para-
mount hei'e last week, grossing
nearly $38,200 for eight perform-
ances. Opening night came directly
on the heels of the hottest June
weather on l'ecord. ‘.Temperatures
topping 100 degrees daily for a
week had people in anything but
a theati'e mood. Opening night was
played to a little over 1,700 people.
But starting the next night the
weather chilled and ti'ade zoomed
thereafter.
Top was $4.40.

'Blondes’ $41,800, Wash.
Washington, June 24.

‘Gentlemen Prefer Blondes”
wound up a three-week stand at
the National Theatre Satux’day
night (21) with a strong $41,800 for
the finale. Take built during each
week of the stay.

National is dax’k until late July.

They Liked ‘Madam,’ K.C.;

$32,600 Gross in 7 Perfs

Kansas City, June 24.

Five-day engagement of "Call

Me Madam” in the Fox-Midwest
Orpheum Theatre was sock all the

way, to Wind Up last Friday (20)

with over $32,600 gross. Five

nights were virtual sellouts, while

Wednesday and Thui'sday matinees

had heavy play. Top was $4.88 for

nights and $4.27 for matinees.

Musical is the only legit the

town has had in many weeks, with

nothing upcoming. The 1,900-seat

house went - dark following this

date, likely to remain so until fall.

FAIRFAX BURGHER
"The Secretary ef State"

in

"CALL ME MADAM"
Philharmonic Auditorium, Los Anjelei

ASCAP Writer wants pro-

ducer for unusual, inoxpon*

sivo, "dark Kors*" play* CflH

Col. 5-7750 Ext. 1203.

Barter’s ‘Kilgo’ Preem
Abingdon, Vt;, June 24.

Bartei'^ Theatre here will present
a premiei’e next Monday night
(30) in Arnold Sundgaard’s “The

j

Kilgo Run.” Richard Carlyle and
^
Brooke Fleming will play the

I

leads.

i Comedy, staged by the author,
1 will run a week.

,

Pocono Playhouse, Mountain-
|

home, Pa., under management of
Rowena Stevens, was selected by
the Voice of America for a broad-
cast on conti'ibution of strawhats
to smaller communities. Tape i'e-

cordings wei'e made last week.

SIBYL BOWAN
ST. LOUIS MUNICIPAL OPERA

St. Louis, Mo.

JOB OPPORTUNITY II
, , „

Richmond, California, rapidly expanding, preprestive eemmunlty ef 1 00,000,
}

#c
,

a *
in ,,

San Francises Ray Area, seeks top-netch manater with plenty ef “knew-how" and "iiai
,

tlon te eperate meet beautl f ul and functlenal auditorium In the West. An all-purisosn

terlum with a eeatinp capacity ef 3,800, facilities we prevlded te serve a wide varies

oultura! and reereatlenal uses.

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS: Five years* experience In puhlti relatlens »f pronmlio"

Werk In the entertainment field, »r three years e/% an. Assistant Auditorium Manajcr.

SALARY: Open—Minimum $500 per mjnth,
APPLY : Roem 328, City Hall, RUhmend. Callfernln, Mfere iuly II, 1*52. . -
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W^f on tf. Y Time* Hike
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e
Sunday edition Sunday (22)

T^sS J 20c touched off a

fr0
Sc of sauawks from newsdeal-

series New York. Dealers in

£ 3
Times Square • area and in

tbe
nfhpr sections of the city re-

some/K aSept delivery of the
*use? Dealers’ beef was based on
sheet,wrMse in their percentage

•fratfit According to Maj. Gen.

tf.lfus Ochs Adler, general mana-
JuUU

if the Times, the paper had

Erased the newsdealers’ share

}fom tc to Vte, which apparently

is

^e
S

N
S

y.
C
Herald Trib, compeU-

1. nnner will boost its Sunday
from 15c to 20c pent

Sunday (29).

Dakin As Collier’s Ed
tjoeer Dakin is reported taking

nver as editor of Collier’s sue-

Sing the recently-resigned Lou
Ttnmjel Dakin, onetime N. Y.S News and PM staffer, moved

over as feature editor of the

Woman's Home Companion, With

Edward Anthony, publisher of

with mags, preoccupied lately

with Collier’s, Dakin reportedly-

had more important duties at the

Companion, which he filled suc-

cessfully, and as reward, got the

rollier’s editorship. „ _
Ken Purdy, editor- of

#
True,

among others, had been impor-

tantly sought for the Collier s post,

hut turned the bid down.

New ’Women Confidential’

nert in the series will be titled

next in the series wil he titled

"Women Confidential.’*

It will be a roundup ‘ in the cus-

tomary Lait-Mortimer fashion of

females in politics, amusements,
literature, teaching, propaganda,

subversion, crime, vice, spying; on

the campus, in prisons, shady pro-

fessions, Government bureaus and
state and municipal jobs.”

Eire Bans Flynn Novel
“Showdown,” recently published

novel by screen thesp Errol Flynn,

was banned in Ireland Monday (23)

on grounds that it was “indecent
and obscene.” .

Tome concerns an Irish pilot

who ferries a flock of filmites to

the Far East, where they are ship-

wrecked on a desolate shore.

Blonde
Sateve-

’Anne Frank* Draw
“Anne Frank,” the diary of the

adolescent girl who spent two
years hiding out from the Nazis,

Is proving the hottest item Double-
day has published in some time.
Book Find Club has made it its

September selection and Omni-
book will condense it the same
month. First edition of 5,000 Was
sold out in a couple of days, with
another printing of 15,000 coming
off the presses. Volume has also
brought inquiries from four Broad-
way producers, television shows
and Hollywood.

,

New York Post starts .syndica-
tion today (Wed.).

Winters, “Hollywood’s
Pop-Off,” in current (28)

post.

Carey Wilson appointed editor-
in-chief of the Screen Producers
Guild Journal, to be published
monthly.

The American Weekly will de-
vote the entire issue of Aug. 31 to

the film industry, according to

editor Ernest V. Heyn.
J. Bryan III, ex-Satevepost asso-

ciate editor and staffer, exiting
Government work to resume writ-
ing but’ will continue on a consulta-
tive basis.

Pamela Hansford Johnson’s
“Catherine Carter,” novel about ac-
tors, with the London theatrical

world of the 1880s as background,
will be published by Knopf July 21.

Leo Lerman’s “The Many Faces
of ANTA,” John Crosby’s “TV
Backstage,” and a 17-page spread
on American designers, in the up-
coming July issue of Mademoiselle.

' In heralding Lillian Boss’ “Hol-
lywood Book,” for January ('53),

Rinehart states that the current
New Yorker series is a “condensed”
version, and that it has been ex-
panded for the $3.50 book publica-
tion.

Two staffers of. attorney-author
Morris L. Ernst’s lawfirm, Harriet
Pilpel and Theodora Zavin, have
also caught the writing bug and
their, book, “Your Marriage’ and
the Law,” will be published this
fall by Rinehart.
“Chef’s Holiday,” humorous

novel of a chef in France, by Idwal
Jones, will be published in October
by Longmans, Green. Author is

now finishing historical novel of
Victorian days in Mexico, “Galleon
Port,” dealing with an exile ship
bound for California.

Bill Ornstein, Metro tradepress
contact, sold several short stories,
“The Pigeons,” to Kansas maga-
zine; “Diamond in the Loaf,” to
Prairie Schooner; “The Crime of
Harlem Acres,” to New Story, and
“The Three Mosquitoes” and “The
Understanding Dr, Pink,” to Amer-
ican Jewish Times Outlook.
A publisher’s blurb on “A House

Is Not a Home,” by Polly Adler,
discloses that “the most famous
madam of modern times . .• . now
in her middle fifties ... is study-
ing for a long-wanted college de-
gree in California.” Rinehart, the
publisher, accents that Miss Ad-
ler's memoirs represent more an
aspect of the '20s, ’30s and ’40s
than anything else, Retail price
will be $3.75, when published next
January.

Vanderbilt’s Newsletter
Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jr., who

had for years written a syndicated
newspaper columh and a weekly
magazine pillar, is launching a
newsletter, which he will publish
on a semi-monthly or weekly basis.

nl
1
? j

will probably come from
Chi during the politico conventions
next month. Initial issues will be
cuffo, but subsequent ones will car-
ry a small price tag.
Vanderbilt will run the publica-

r.mP
:“om his new house-trailer,

ihe Commodore.”

son’s profits, aren’t composed of ex-
cuses, and no manager worries
about explanations when grosses
are strong. There doesn't appear
to be any basic reason for dire
predictions for the summer, but
the feeling seems to Ire general

—

even the stars’ agents sound only
mildly bullish.

. Stars’ Terms
Terms for some of the principal

touring names are as follows (sub-
ject to occasional reduction in cases
where special conditions prevail,
or the management Is a. tough bar-
gainer): Mae West, $3,500 a week,
plus 50% over the breakeven point;
Joan Blondell, $2,500, plus 50%;
Victor Jory and Alexis Smith, $2,-
500 total, plus 50%; June Havoc,
$2,00Q, plus 50%; Jackie Cooper
and Fran Warren, $2,000 total, plus
50%; Melvyn Douglas, $2,000 plus
50%; Roddy McDowall and Peggy
Ann Garner, $1,500 total, plus 50%;
Veronica Lake, $1,500, plus 50%;
ZaSu Pitts, $1,100, plus 33V6%;
Jeffrey Lynn, $1,000, plus 50%;
Arthur Treacher, $1,000, plus
33V6% Edward Everett Horton,
$1,000, plus 33V£% Eva Gabor,
$1,000, plus 3%, and Carol Bruce,
$3,200 for a musical package, plus
50%; Constance Bennett is report-
edly getting $3,100 for her three-
actor package, or $2,000 plus a per-
centage personally at spots with a
capacity of over $12,000,

Principal reasons for the dearth
of top stars is figured to, be the
reluctance .of many of them to pass
up possible television guest spots.
And in. Hollywood, where an in-
creased number of players are now
freelance, there’s an apparent de-
sire to stick close to the scene,
in case a picture bid comes, along.

Foreign Crosses
Continued from page X

,
Socialite Booklerging

Making the rounds of the plush
bistros, pubs and clubs in New
»^i?S

j
a

i.

new book, “Lese Majesty,”

^cnbe<i to Norman Lockridge (said

P
e
*
a nom-de-plume), which

ifrffu
and n°t too kindly,

Windsor
6 and duchess of

p Polished by Boar’s Head
vili ’u

an
,
for some reason the New

Ttrou
.ok stalls have a hands-off
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overto
g because of its cafe society
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iiteratf scouting - trip

p.ifh^Europe for Prentice-Hall.
*te Martin’s profile on .Shelley

have been providing 40% or more
of total income, and any serious
sag would result In battered earn-
ings statements for the companies.
Hiked O’Seaa Take Cheers Metro
Greatly increasing importance of

the foreign market was mirrored
this week in reports that Metro’s
domestic billings currently are run
ning at the $1,200,000 per week
level, compared with $1,000,000 for
foreign. Fact that the coin from
abroad was almost equal with the
domestic gross is significant in that
M-G’s overall money for years had
been on the basis of 75% from
the home territory (U. S. and Can-
ada) and 25% from overseas.
Also seen as

T
meaningful is the

boost in the take from Canada.
Before the big dip in U. S. b.o.,

Canada represented 4% of the en-
tire North American business. Now
it’s up to 10%.

Rise in non-U. S. percentage fig-

ures reflect either a steadiness or
upbeat in the foreign markets in

the face of the downbeat at home.

Oallook for Barns
Continued from pace 1

also in the potency of most author
names and the apparent quality of

the scripts..For the occasional Jo-
seph Kramm, Edward Caulfield,

etc., there’s an overabundance of

Joe Blows. As always, virtually al

the new plays are announced as

prospects for Broadway, but that
ballyhoo no longer misleads even
the local yokels. Of course, some
of the shows may actually get to

New York — it has happened, in

rare instances, with favorable re
suit.

On the basis of reports from tbe
few ?pots that are already operat-
ing, business omens are dubious
In each case there has apparently
bten some special rationalization

for the downbeat biz. But a sea-
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SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK ii

ATtFt Stake
Continued from page l
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the
^
Bell System Is rigging up a

special message centre to make
certain that telephone calls and
messages to the political biggies
are delivered. If a person cannot
be located by the usual paging fa-
cilities, his name will be flashed
on a special motion picture screen
yia a teletypewriter arrangement.
If that doesn’t do the trick, walkie-
talkies will be used to reach him,

AT&T is adding 5,000 miles of
micro-relay and coaxial cable
channels to its facilities by con-
vention time in linking the 10 new
cities, which will up Its total inter-,

connected mileage to about 29,500.
New cities include Miami, New Or-
leans, Dallas, Fort Worth, Hous-
ton, San Antonio, Oklahoma City,

J

Tulsa, Phoenix and Seattle, leav-
ing Albuquerque the only TV city

with no live facilities. In addition,
radio stations or theatre circuits

in Denver, Fresno and Portland,
none of which yet has a TV, sta-;

tion on the air, are planning spe-
cial closed-circuit facilities for the
public to view the conventions on
specially-installed receivers.

Illinois Bell engineers report the
1952 conventions will require 75%
more telephone service than their

predecessors. Besides the TV fa-

cilities, some 1,000 telephones, 20
private switchboards, 30 telephoto
and 215 radio channels " and 70
visual and audio TV channels will

be used by the newspapers, wire
services, radio and TV broad-
casters.

Globetrotters
Continued from page t

play in all dates, two referees, two
coaches, two bus drivers, two equip-

age men, a secretary, a press rep
and six entertainers.

Luggage comes to 54 pieces with
six complete court .floors that are

constantly being sent on ahead of

the group to always keep the
ground under their feet. They also

carry their own baskets and glass

backings. They can set up any-
where from a beach to a bullfight

arena.
Variety acts include Jack Gor-

don, unicyclist and juggler; Ray
Wilbert does trickery with hoops;

Bev and Les Ferris, acros; Sally

Baudendistel, an acrobatic dancer,

Basketballer Tony Lavelli doubles
with the Celtics and does a com-
mendable stint on the accordion.

Hadda Brooks, who was With the

show in London, was picked up on
the strength of her warbliog for a

top spot at the Bagatelle in Lon-
don. Miss Brooks had been mar
rred to one of the Globetrotters

who died in 1934. Coincidentally

Saperstein took over her contract

I

from MCA in '52 and added her to

* the tour roster.

Hollywood.

‘What^are you ..pitching for?” Make. Sfcuily mumbled,.as we emerged
frorpItljA ABC;,news rooip in Bbhywucfc *We a KECA
seminar on the Saucerian saga.

“You phrased things with such measured ‘discretion,’* continued Mme.
Scully, “I- thdught you were grooming' yourself for Secretary of State
in the next administration. Ike has a- lot to’ learn, and in the field of
politics he could learn more from you than you’ll ever learn from
him.”

By golly, she was right. On the California ballot I' had got myself
(on merit, of course) placed to the right of Sen. William Kfiowland
and right below Sen. Estes Kefauver. We all got elected with sweep-
ing majorities.

Of course, I ran ahead of these two characters ahd incidentally ahead
of 13 others in my own particular field. Where they said nothing at
length, I said nothing at all. Years ago I billed myself as the Left
Wing Coolidge running for the lowest office in the lowest deliberating
body in the world and just low enough to make It.

I have never opened my mouth since and each election I get a bigger
vote. It's beginning to teach me something about still waters and
their impressive depth. This election a bunch ganged up to ride me
out on a rail. They circularized all the voters and even got chaps
like Bryan E. Foy, Ronald Reagan and Roy M. Brewer to shill for them
and by inference against me.

But you can’t beat a somebody with a lot of nobodies anymore now
than you could before. Besides you can’t beat the guy whose name is

.

the first on the ballot and who can write “Incumbent” after his name.
This is a swell combination anywhere and just about unbeatable in
California.

Hon. F, S. Incumbent

Indeed the word “Incumbent” is such a surefire vote-getter in
California that long before 1 became an incumbent I thought of going
to Arizona, changing my name to Frank Scully Incumbent and return-
ing to California like a certain general returning, to Luzon.

I’ve often wondered why Dale Carnegie didn’t follow his “How To
Win Friends and Influence People” with another volume entitled “How
To Run For Office and Get Elected.” To such utilitarians as exem-
plified by Carnegie, what’s the point of winning friends- unless you’re
going to use them,, and what better use to make of them than as step-

ladders so you can rise above them? At their expense, of course. It

requires a singular skill to get people to vote for their own ultimate
rooking and I realized long ago I didn’t have that skill. That’s why I

now rim only for non-profit offices..

Though Percy Kilbride made a good point in arguing that actors are
singularly innocent and vulnerable and for that reason ought to stay

out of political or religious controversies, it sometimes happens that
they are not good enough actors to make great success in the profes-

sion and yet have learned how to think and act on their feet, which is

the first requirement for success in the political field. I have seen
several . who have made a Success in this direction. They go all the
way from Charles Conrad, ^Hollywood Assemblyman, to John Lodge,
Governor of Connecticut.

’
*

On the other hand I’ve seen very good actors say goodbye to all

that, plunge whole-heartedly into the political arena and -come out
more mauled than a babe in a bullring, Two of these had a measure of

success in politics and if the "republic were more grateful, some recog-
nition of this would have come to them long ago.

How To Lpse a Nest Err
They were Albert Dekker, wfio gave up a $50,000 a year contract at

Par to take on a $1,200 a year job as a California legislator. It was
soothingly explained to him that the Job would only take two months
out of every two years, but what wasn’t explained to him was that

sometimes the sessions would be prolonged from 00 days to six months
and, at the 'caprice of the governor, legislators could be called back
for special sessions, thereby lousing up their old careers completely*

Dekker gave Hollywood a most magnificent representation. He Was
a brilliant legislator. He knew where everybody was buried and could

sidestep the greased palm of a lobbyist with the skill of a Red Grange
running in an open field. Each week he reported at length with high

humor and amazing candor ±0 his constituents. He told all.

But at home he had a wife and three children to support, and since

they had been raised to a certain standard of living, it was pretty

tough for them to drop from $50,000 a year to $1,200 a year. So when
it came time for reelection, Albert Dekker declined with thanks.

And did Hollywood reward him with a new contract at a higher

figure? Au contraire. Even producers sharing his own particular

political bias couldn’t even seem to find bit-parts for him. So he
retreated to a previously unprepared position and grabbed off what
parts he could in legit. He appeared this winter in the Broadway
show that opened and closed so fast the management must have used

folding chairs instead of folding money.

More recently another carrying political scars on her well-formed

body opened in a Broadway revival of the Katherine Dayton-George S.

Kaufman political satire, “First Lady.” ,
That was Helen Gahagan

Douglas. Her rise and fall carries for me a measure of sadness, be-

cause I feel I was a bit responsible for her leap into the political arena.

1 showed how easy, it was to do back in 1938 and she was among those

showpeople closest to me when I did it. But I was a writer, not an

actor. That is to say, my career was not limited to 10 or 20 years.

Neither was my earning power based on pulchritude, which has a way
of fading despite „

preservatives.

* Footnote To Futility

She plunged into a tough district and emerged successfully as the

first congresswoman from Hollywood. At the time Clare Booth Luce
was a darling of the opposition, and the two major national conven-

tions were highlighted by keynote speeches delivered by these charm-

ing gals. I thought Miss Douglas showed better delivery than Mrs.

Luce, but both were several cuts above the foghorn characters who
made life miserable for sound engineers.

. But Mrs. Luce, being an author, could drop politics before politics

dropped her, and go back to her writing without an appreciable loss in

income. The same, however, wasn’t true of Mrs. Douglas. After a few
terms in the lower house she decided to try for the U. S. Senate. She
put on a brilliant campaign, but her backers didn’t have the coin of

the opposition, and she was swamped in a flood of billboards and ended

with more debt than a moth-eaten monarchy on either side of the Iron

Curtain.

Again Hollywood showed no sense of gratitude, No producer rushed

to her with contracts. Her husband, too,, seemingly suffered and found

that he had to retreat to Broadway to hold the family nest together.

In the end they li&d to sell their home and both are hack now prac-

tically to where they began far away and long ago.

It may be deduced from this melancholy tale that idealism doesn’t

pay. But that isn't the whole answer. It doesn’t pay troupers because

like ballplayers their big earning years are very limited, and for one

Ethel Barrymore or Satchel Paige I can name you 100 stars whose
brilliance was as ephemeral and evanescent as a skyrocket. Atomic

energy channeled into peaceful pursuits may change au this, but until

that day comes, actors would do better to confine their political activi-

ties to the secrecy of the polling booth* R.LF.
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Broadway
Marlon Brando left yesterday

(Tues.) for Culver City to take a

top spot in Metro's “Julius Caesar.

Larry Weingarten, Metro pro-

ducer, due in from the Coast next

Tuesday (1) for a homeofftce visit.

Marge and Gower Champion in

town to launch a promotional tour

for "Lovely to Look At, Metro pic

in which they appear ..

Film actress Geraldine Fitzger-

ald radio emcee Boh Hawk and

John Gutman, Metopera exec, en-

route to Europe oh the America.

Jack Benny’s IrvingFeinpost-

cards from Glasgow, "Here to tell

the Scots about Jack Benny who
really knows how to pinch a shill-

ing ”

Leon Both, assistant publicity

director of United Artists, and Jeff

Livingston, Universal's eastern ad

manager, vacationing in Nova

Beotia.
„ . , „

.

United Paramount president
Leonard Goldenson and wife leave

on the Queen Mary today (Wed.)

for a Europeon vacation, returning

* In August. . .

Jane Froman, named honorary

chairman of the National Neph-

rosis Foundation, Inc., to be cock-

tail-partied at the Biltmore, tomor-

row (Thurs.). ,

Cla'ude Kingston, director of

J. C. Williamson Theatres’ Mel-

bourne branch, who came in from
London Sunday (22), leaves end of

the week for Australia.
' Spyros Skouras, 20th-Fox prez,

named chairman for the film in-

dustry in a special financial drive

being conducted in behalf of the

National Assn, for Mental Health.

Motion Picture Division of the

Joint Defense Appeal will be
headed by Leon Goldberg, v.p.

and treasurer of Universal, and
Edward L. Fabian, exec of Fabian
Theatres.

Francis Bobinson, Met Opera
boxoffice head and tour director, is

leaving July 12 for a five-week

European trip to Italy, France and
Germany, and will take in several

music festivals.

Columbia short, “High Steppin’

Trotters," filmed recently at Yon-
kers Raceway, will be shown at the
regular monthly luncheon of the

U. S. Harness Writers Assn, tomor-
row (Thurs,) at Toots Shor’s.

George Lourau, prez of Film-
Honor, French production-distribu-
tion company, returns to Paris Fri-

day (27) after a one-month stay

in New York. He was in the U! S.

primarily to make release deals for

his product.

William Perlberg and George
Seaton are due in July 8 from the
Coast en route to Paris. They’re
at work on the preliminaries for
“Little Boy Lost," which they’ll

lens in Hollywood and France for
Paramount.

Ed (& Pegeen) Fitzgerald made
the "shake-down" cruise of the
new SS U. S. over the weekend,
and the radio-TV Mr. & Mrs. cou-
ple will be on the maiden voyage
overseas July 3, along with RCA
board chairman David SJarnoff and
his wife.

Australian Prime Minister Bobert
Meqzies and wife, Australian Am-
bassador to the U. S. Sir Percy
Spender and wife, and Aussie Con-
sul General Kenneth Smart to see
“Mrs. McThing’’ Friday night (27)
and then meet Helen Hayes back-
stage.

Earl Wilson and Paul Sann
(N. Y. Post), Douglas Watt (News),
Max Youngstein (United Artists)
and Lester Gottlieb (CBS), plus
their wives, are added starters
among newspaper and .showbiz
folk joining the Publicists Guild
outing at Bernie Kamber’s Wayne
Country Club in Pennsylvania this
weekend.

Carlton Hayes fitch, sponsored
"First Annual Jazz Concert" in

City Hall auditorium: Sunday (22),

spotting Maynard Ferguson, Jim-
my Dorsey band and 88’er Joe Bp-
tandi band. House band of Local 369

tootlers backed vocalists Johnny
Johnston, Merv Griffin, Claire Ho-
gan and Kay Brown.

London

Paris

Las Vegas, Nev.
By Bill Willard

Desert Inn pulling .’em via Mitzi
Green and Jackie Miles.

Olsen & Johnson/ set for three
weeks at Flamingo starting today
(Wed.).

Lorraine Cugat pulls into the
Last Frontier Friday (27) for month
with her orch.
Jimmy Dorsey orch, Jay Law-

rence and Bela Kremo are current
marquee lures at Thunderbird.

Ike Eisenhower whirlwinded into
town Sunday (22) for quickie con-
fab with GOP headliners here.
Hoagy Carmichael plays El

Bancho Vegas for two frames, abet-
ted by Condos & Brandow on bill.

Gig .Young, Denise Darcel, Jan
Murray, Hugh O'Brian making up
a party for Hank Henry’s return
to Silver Slipper.

Stan Irwin begins chores of
flacking and booking for midsum-
mer Sahara opening with Moro-
Landis line already inked.

Les Baxter skied in for day's
rehearsal with the A1 Jahns mu-
aicrew at Thunderbird to prep his
date in that spot, July 3.

Martin Black, local deejay, and
Chuck Maxon, windjammer with

Danny Kaye sandwiching Paris

betweeyi USO tours of U. S. Army
camps in Europe.
Elvire Popesco Inked to appear

in a pic version of her successful

legiter Andre Boussin’s, "Nina.

Danny Kaye in from his German
GI camp tour for a look at New
York City Ballet, and then off to

^BHly Wilder and William Holden

off to Germany on preparation of

Paramount pic with a German
background.

. . « .

Gene Van Dee in from Borne to

handle Motion Picture Assn, of

America office here until new Paris

rep Ted Smith arrives.

Leonide Moguy in to get his film

award for "Tomorrow Is Too Late,"

and then off to Borne to line up
production on his new Columbia
production deal.

Gunther Stapenhorst, German
pic producer, interested in buying
film rights to Georges Bernanos
play, "Dialogues of the Carmel-
ites," Paris click at Hebertot The-
atre. It would be filmed in Ger-
many as spectacle.
Gerard Philipe setting up own

film production outfit in conjunc-
tion with Ariane Films with a ver-

sion of "Till Euleuspiegel," to be
made in color early in 1953. Bene
Wheeler is scripting with Chrlstian-
Jaque set for direction job.

Peter Ustinov, over for confab
with Paramount, may aid ill writ-

ing of untitled Billy Wilder script

to be filmed in Germany. Ustinov
has a new comedy for London next
season. His "Love of Four Colo-
nels” completed 14 months in Brit-

ish capital.

Albert Lewin to write, direct and
produce “Saadia" pic, based on
novel by Francis d’Autherville, for

Metro. Lewin will fly to Africa for
background material, and then
return here to write screenplay.
Elizabeth Taylor and Vittorio Gass-
man likely will star.

New Hope, Pa.
“ By Allen Ward

Pat Hurley, of St. Petersburg
(Fla.) Operetta, home for the sum-
mer, says plans for a similar deal
at Memphis may yet be worked out
for 1953.
The Philip Bourneufs left Mon-

day to play "Heartbreak House” at
Martha's Vineyard barn. Show
eventually will play Westport and-
perhaps here.
Moss Hart to New York this

week to begin casting the as yet
untitled adaptation of Edgar Mit-
telholzer novel, "Shadows Move
Among Them."
Comedian Lee Davis makes his

legit debut at the Music Circus,
Lambertville, in "Boberta" tonight.
Nightclub performer will play the
Huck Haines role.
Tom Ewell, back from Tokyo,

where he made a film, decided to
stay here instead of moving to
Hollywood as planned. Visitor at
the Ewells is Lily Dervas.
Joe Fields due here this week to

work with Jerome Chodorov on a
musical version of "My Sister
Eileen.” The Chodorovs, inciden-
tally, report the addition of a baby
girl.

Carl and Dorothy Allenswocth,
authors of the new comedy, "Count
Your Blessings,” now playing a
tryout week at Bucks County Play-
house, are visiting the Sol Jacob-
sons.

Felix Holt, whose novel, "The
Gabriel Horn,” .will be shot as a
Burt Lancaster starrer. this fall
(by Harold Hecht Productions at
WB), is halfway through another
historical novel.

Pete Kameron in city setting up
a concert and variety tour for the

Weavers.
Ben Goetz tossed a cocktail party

for Gene Tierney, here to make a

British pic.
J _ ‘

.

Harry Foster to Dublin for

Danny Kaye’s opening at Theatre
Royal June 23.

Harry Morris extended the Jane
Morgan run at the ‘ Colony and
Astor from foun to six weeks.

Saul Grauman and Co., booked
for the Olympic revue, Stock-
holm, for six weeks with option.

Simone Dolphen has quit the

cast of "Latin Quarter” because of

ill health, and returned last week
to P.aris.

Orson Welles stars in- a new
Harry. Lime series which is to

be aired via British Broadcasting
Corp. beginning July 3.

Danny Kaye invited by Field
Marshal Lord Montgomery to at-

tend the El Alamein reunion at

Albert Hall in October.
Sophie Tucker elected to the

Liverpool Press Club creating a
precedent by being first femme
member of organization.
Walt Disney's British film, orig-

inally called "When Knighthood
was in Flower,” retitled "Sword
and Bose.” Lensing starts in
August.
Walter Kennedy hopped over

from Paris to catch Hadda Brooks
opening at the Bagatelle; then
planed to Antwerp to join the Har-
lem Globetrotters.

William Keighley inked British
actress Beatrice Campbell for
femme lead opposite Errol Flynn
in the WB's British production of
“Master of Ballantrae.”

The Charlivels, currently fea-
tured on the Jack Benny program
at the London Palladium for three
weeks, double the last two weeks
into the Savoy hotel; then they
are off to tour Beirut, Lebanon.
Nat Deverich, senior executive

of Music Corp. of America, settled
in the London office and expects to
stay there for 12 months. Patrick
Kelly, exec of MCA* tele section,
also here to look over the British
TV situation.

Atlantic City

Washington
By Florence S. Lowe

Vocalist Jack Laurence current
at Club Kavakos.
John Shulman, copyright lawyer

in the music field, on past week's
visitor’s list at Library of Congress.

Hazel Markel, femme commenta-
tor for Mutual and WWDC, award-
ed American Bed Cross Certificate
of Honor for her work on behalf
of organization’s ’52 fund drive.
Louis Calhern and Marge &

Gower Champion representing stu-
dio at Friday night's Loew’s Pal-
ace preem of "Washington Story”
and pre-screening reception in
honor of Speaker of the House
Sam Rayburn.

,T dr., counsel for
N. Y. State Board of Regents, will
discuss problems of film censor-
ship and the recent Supreme Court
decision on “The Miracle" at clos-
ing luncheon of town’s Motion Pic-
ture Council, Saturday (28).

By, J. W. Walker
Yvonne and Yvette “Siamese

twins," into Million Dollar pier.
Tony Grant show, featuring

mostly local talent, opened for, sea-
son on Steel Pier, Saturday (21).
Danny Rogers and Tony Farrel

featured at 500 Club with Lee Hen-
derson girls an added attraction.

Steel Pier celebrating its 55th
anni next week. Myron Cohen
headlining in vaude with Blue
Barron orch in ballroom.

H. C. Roesch spending to adver-
tise his new Beachcomber club in
Wildwood which opens July 4 with
name band. Spot seats about
2

,
000 .

“Aqua Follies/' July -16-27, Stage
performers will include Johnny
O’Brien and Lida Dadelle.'
Gary Morton, Four- Lads, Bill Sc

Cece Bobinson, Wells Sc Four Fays
and Joe Reisman to appear in
stage show with Johnnie Bay at

Radio City week of July 4,

Honolulu
By Walt Christie, Jr.

Gail Patrick vacationing.
Louis B. Mayer scheduled here

soon.
Nob Hill Trio and Joe Cappo

continuing at Waikiki’s South Seas.
Dorothy Maynor, soprano, a brief

stopover visitor, en route to Aus-
tralia for concerts.
A1 Karasick’s daughter promot-

ing Civic Auditorium wrestling
while he’s mainlanding.
Gwynne Austin reported lining

up pro Hawaiian entertainment for
newly-enlarged Kona Inn.

Photographer Russ Warner
planed in from U, S. to get mag
cover shots of Rex Ravelle.

Indie station KIKI getting solid
Saturday night response to its

“Stan and Jim,” disk jockey show.
Paul Marques of Royal Amuse-

ments, Ltd., now a member of
American Society of Cinematogra-
phers.
Robert Shaw guest-conducting

amateur Gleemen of Hawaii and
also staging choral clinic at U. of
Hawaii.

Burl Ives cut quite a figure In
kilts as he stepped off a British
Commonwealth Pacific Airlines
plane, Aussie-bound.

• Ex-film actor Leslie Vincent
home on biz in connection with
Palmyra Atoll, chain of islets about-
900 miles south of Hawaii which
his mother owns.

Chicago
Dorothy Gish currently at Sal

Creek siloer in “The Man.”
Edgar Bergen in for Northwest-

ern Univ. class of ’27 reunion.
Mrs. Kay Ashton Stevens off to

New York for huddles on TV pro-
gram. ’

l

Jack Burnett and George Wbods
in for the Jimmy Durante opening
at Chez. Paree.
Glenn Rose planed in last week

to do “flack duties for Larry Parks
& Betty Garrett at the Chicago.

"Bell, Book and Candle" makes
Its third house switch in four
months when it goes into the
Harris June 30.

• Danny Newman takes over from
Bill Doll as publicist on "Porgy
and Bess.” Doll continues as gen-
eral representative.

Minneapolis
By Les Rees

Prom Ballroom had Russ Morgan
for one-nighter.
Art Hodes & Back Room Boys

into St. Paul Flame.
/Hamlet” repeating at U. of

Minnesota Playhouse.

.

Edyth Bush Liule Thfiatre hold_

mg over "Two Blind Mice.”
Weela Gallez holding over indef

at Hotel Minnesotan Panther Room.
St. Paul Heinie’s has jungle

dancer Taika and magician Cara-
zim.

Hotel Radisson Flame Boom
holding over singer Maureen Can-
non.
"The Curious Savage” season’s

second offering of Old Log straw-
hatter.

Minneapolis Flame doing Ru-
dolph Friml vignettes and Schiek’s
offering capsuled edition of "Briga-
doon.” *

Bobert Snook pacted as stage di-
re ^ne Beach Playhouse
and Paul Bunyan Theatre, northern
Minnesota strawhatters,
.
Katherine Bawls and Bruce Har-

lan Inked as stars of 13th annual

- Portland, Ore.
By Ray Feves

The Four Knights headlining
Castle Club.
Harry James orch played one-

niter at Jantzen Beach Ballroom
(21).

Ellen Sutton, Burton’s Birds, and
the O’Dells in at Amato’s Supper
Club for two weeks.

Cleve & Marilyne, Tiny Grant,
and Irene Cromwell qpened at
Clover Club, Monday (23).

Louis Jordan
,
Tympany Five-

inked into McElroy’s Ballroom for
one-niter tomorrow (Thurs.). Tiny
Hill orch played the spot last week
(20-21 ),

Ottawa
Ottawa Summer Theatre teeing

with "Happy Birthtday.”
Stan Kenton band into Audi-

torium for show and dance.
Beniamino Gigli on Capitol

Theatre stage for one night.
Sir Arthur Elton,

, United King-
dom film producer, in town. -

Alex Jelnick orch p acted for
summer at Lakeside Gardens.
Campbell MacDonald, CFRA

news director, back from junket, to
Canadian forces in Europe.

Jackie Winston, Helen Curtis
closed socko run at Gatineau Club,
followed by Jeri Sullivan.
Len Hopkins orch out of Cha-

teau Laurier Canadian Grill and
into Jasper Park Lodge in the
Rockies for summer season. Cliff

Tripp replacing here.

Philadelphia
By Jerry Gaghan

Chick Meci orch into C. B. Club
for summer.
Marge & Gower Champion in to

plug "Lovely to Lbok At.”
Ace Harris, after 16 years with

Erskine Hawkins, is now a single.
Club Harlem shuttered sud-

denly (21), a week earlier than an-
nounced.
Bud Brees, WPEN singing d.j.,

making personal appearances at
Brookline-on-the Boulevard.
Perry Como, Bob Hope and Ed

Sullivan, will participate in a
benefit golf match at Whitemarsh
Country Club, July 5.

John D. Scheuer, Jr., operations
assistant to general manager of
WFIL and WFIL-TV, named chair-
man of public relations committee
of Central Philly Red Cross.

Hollywood
*Al Horwits back at hi-? ttt j .

after two weeks in N. Y.
S ^
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.
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?
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Elizabeth Fraser finalized l..
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y McDon-W

h

Williaha Perlberg and
Seaton sail for France July rf°
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Denise Darcel win get^
nlfenship papers next month

'

Bill Barnes ankled the Wv..R
n?

T

r
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har<l Ney In from Europe uhuddle with his agent, Paul Sm.lY. Frank Freeman hosted m*!hammed All, Pakistan envoy to ftj

Herbert Marshall in from N V
touper, in town to visit his’i,

Wilbur Clark east to round

vilSl
Desert Inn i2

Gr
?
en checked in at

^d Paris
WGekS in Lond<*

Lauritz Melchior accepted invita,
tiort to sing at Republican national
convention. v

Society of American Magicians
hoids its annual dinner-dance July
19 at Ciro’s, *

Dick Haymes heading for Hawaiiwhen he completes his film role In

"All Ashore.”
n

Gloria Swanson being sued for

$13,989 by James H. Kendel, Jr.
for legal services.
Johnny Johnston and Shirley

Carmel set June 28 as their Mexi-
can wedding day.
Loretta Young made a trailer for

the Boston Variety Club’s cancer
research program.
Walter Wanger rounded up 250

donors for the Red Cross blood-,

mobile at Castaic.
Coleen Gray and Preston Foster

to Houston to appear at opening of

a dual-screen drive-in.
Rhonda. Fleming and Dr. Lewis

Morrill announced their engage-
ment to Wed in August

Lazio Benedek tossed a cocktail

party for the foreign press after

showing “Storm Over Tibet.’’

William Dieterle going to Tel

Aviv in February to direct two,

plays for the Habimah Players.

Tom Hernandez will play Don
Diego, for the first year in San Di-

ego County Fair’s "Fiestacade of

1952.”
Jesse L. Lasky reported improv-

ing in Cedars of Lebanon Hospital

but will remain there for several

more weeks.

Genoa
Tenor Beniamino Gigli booked at

Augustus for single performances

of "Pagliacci" and "Cavalleria Rus-

ticana.” :

U. S. passenger turnover in port

of Genoa already has set alltime

high, with seasonal peak not yet

reached
Open airer, first of its kind in

Italy on such a large scale, being

readied, for summer season at

Sestri Levante, nearby Riviera

Summer resort.

As in other Italian cities,

“Rommel” (20th) pic ran into some

initial trouble from local agitators

opening day. With added police

protection, pic is now continuing

showings unmolested.
“Finishing School” location unit

due here soon for some seaside

shooting. A Riviera production it

is directed by Bernhard Vorhaus,

stars Anna Maria Ferrero, Susan

Stephen, Jacque Sernas and otners.

Scotland
By Gordon Irving

Folies Bergere set for Empire
Glasgow, week of July 7.

Greta Lauder, niece of the late
Sir Harry, opening several garden
fetes here this summer.

Wilson Barrett Co. staging “June
Mad,” family comedy of youth,
by Florence Ryerson and Colin
Clements,

A. Donnan, of Glasgow, elected
new prexy of Britain's National
Assn, of Theatrical and Kine
Employees.
Eddie Fraser radio program paid

tribute to songsmith Irving Berlin
in 60-mLnute stanza to salute com-
poser's birthday.

Tokyo
La Guta and Leslie ballroom

team in from Switzerland, wr

dates at Nipponese niteries.

K. K. Fernandez AU-AmenM"
circus, sponsored by Daiei Stuaio

wound up 20-day show in JNisul

nomiya, southern Japan.

Marian Anderson due in Japa“

Oct. 27 for one-month tour unae

joint sponsorship of KCA-Vic

and Broadcasting Corp. of Japa •

Nippon Columbia, local Col sub-

sidiary, has released Johnnre

“Cry” (“Nake” in Japanese) tow

month with initial pressing ot >

000 . .
,

Japan film studios going abroa

to film pix. “Challenge to

Amazon” is now being
j

Brazil with stars Isamu Kosug

DenbOninata. This is in commem-

oration of the 40th anm of

nese emigration to Brazil.
; ^

overseas location plans in i

Toho’s “Tedium of Journey to

shot, in France; Shochiku

s

anese-Filipino friendship bin w

made in Manila hy producer ,

shl Yamamoto, and
Wish of Two Flowers" to W 0
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